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DEDICATION OF PART

NEANDER.

H.

TO THE VERY REVEREND ABBOT,
DR.

G. J.

PLANCK,.

ON TH3 DAT OF THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF HIS INDUCTION INTO THB
SACRED OFFICE.
Beloved and highly respected Instructor,

Will

you, on this day,

when

—

many

doubtless will unite in showing you
the testimonies of their love, esteem, and gratitude, also receive, with your
usual condescension, this expression of his hearty, inextinguishable thanks,
from an old pupil, who presents you a gift, which, insignificant as it may be to

you,

is

many

yet,

from

his

own

so

position, the

things in this book you

may

best he has to offer.

not be

satisfied, still

you

Though with
will not fail to

recognize, in his earnest endeavors to be charitably just, the pupil who, from
the great master himself to whom he is under so many obligations, first learned

suum cuique in his construction of historical facts. And
with your own candid justice, which, ennobled by the spirit of charity, has been
tried through half a century, you will know how to place the right estimate
on each of your pupils who with earnest intentions labors on at his own position.
Therefore it is, that I confidently rely on your indulgenc" in offering
you this token of grateful love and respect.
Praise be to God, who gave us you to be our instructor, and who has preserved you to us so long and long may he still preserve you, honored teacher,
to shine as a light before us by your precepts and your example.
This, on this day, is the warmest wish of your affectionate and gratefid
to strive after the

:

pupil,

A.

NEANDER.

PREFACES TO THE FIRST EDITION.
PREFACE TO PART
I

HERE

present to the public the

first

Church History, containing the first two
I
tain the next two following ones.

I.

part of the second volume of

my

second part will conhold to what I expressed in the
prefaces to the several parts of the first volume.
As it regards the notion of the invisible church, which seems in my history
sections, as the

still

to have given offense to many Catholic theologians and to others, it will
without doubt still continue to be the fundamental principle in this history of
the church
as indeed it must, in my opinion, give the direction to every
It will constantly be my enright treatment of church history generally.
deavor to trace, and wherever I can find it, to seize and exhibit, with a charitable zeal, the manifestations of this truly catholic, invisible church, both
among the orthodox and among heretics, and honestly to distinguish it fi*om
everything that does not proceed out of the essence of this invisible church.
;

Critical remarks, carefully written,

on those particular portions of my work
peculiar affection, and hence with a

to which I have devoted myself with a

proportional degree of fullness and originality, would be thankfully received by
me, nor should I fail to avail myself of all they might afford me in improving

which hereafter it will be
and I take this opportunity

this work,

tunity

;

to Dr. Gieseler for a critique of this

Berlin, June

my

endeavor to perfect as I have oppormy grateful acknowledgments
sort on my account of Manicheism.
to

express

27, 1828.

PREFACE TO PART

II.

In presenting to the public the second section of the second volume of my
Church History, I think it necessary only to add the following remarks to
•what I have already said m the earlier prefaces.
I have supposed it would contribute to the reader's convenience as well as
to my own, to separate here also the rich materials into two different sections.
The plan, perhaps, will be found to be justified by the execution.
In the first volume, I placed the history of Christian Anthropology after
But as the controversies on the
the history of the doctrine of the Trinity.
doctrine of the Trinity are, in the present period, so closely connected with
the controversies concerning the two natures in Christ, I have thought it best
to abandon that arrangement here, and to place the history of the doctrine

concerning the person of Christ immediately after the history of the doctrine
Furthermore, I doubtless might have concluded this section
of the Trinity.
with the history of the doctrine of the Trinity and this arrangement was
recommended by various considerations but as the commencement of the
;

;

PREFACES TO THE FIRST EDITION.
history of the doctrine concerning Christ's person

many views

connected with

is,

V

in this period, so closely

that had been developed in the history of the

doctrine of the Trinity, and they mutually serve to explain and to integrate
each other, I preferred rather to include the latter also in this section.
The judgment of all unprejudiced friends of the truth, whether favorable or

my own views, and whether relating to my general scope and
any particular points I have touched, will ever be welcomed by
me.
As to the criticisms of those who are leaders or slaves to schools and
whether it
parties, I despise them.
Popery of all sorts is my abhorrence,
be a state church, a doctrinal, a pietistic, or a philosophic, an orthodox, or a
May the Lord preserve in his church the liberty he has
heterodox popery.
and may none who are his disciples suffer themselves to be
achieved for it
the slaves of any man or of any human mind.
Of those who undertake to criticise this work as a whole, I must of course
beg that they would reserve their judgment respecting the arrangement of the
several parts of this section, until the whole is completed.
otherwise to

design, or to

—

;

Berlin, Sep. 30 1829.

PREFACE TO PART

III.

With thanks to Him who has enabled me to proceed thus far with my
work, I here present to the public the completion of its second great division.
I have prosecuted my design thus far from the point of view which I set
and from the same point of view,
forth in the preface to the first volume
;

my

and studies, I shall go on to complete the
work, so far as I may be enabled to do so by the Divine goodness. This point
of view is with me firmly established, whatever may be objected to it by those
who are wont to regard all history as merely the sport of human caprice, and
to e^xplain the greatest effects from the most trivial causes, or to think themselves able to measure the development of the divine life in humanity, and to
reach the depths of man's soul and spirit by certain pitiful dogmas of the unThat, any
derstanding, to which everything else must be forced to bend.
irreconcilable opposition exists between an edifying and an instructive church
Edification can proceed
history, is what I shall never be disposed to admit.
Wliatever, by the investigation of
only from the clear exposition of truth.
science, is shown to be a delusion, ceases from that very moment to be a
Ill would it fare with the practical business of edificasource of edification.
tion, if it were incompatible with the free and enhghtened views of the spirit.
The truth, which is a witness to the power of the godlike, cannot, if rightly
apprehended, be otherwise than edifying nay, the less vitiated it is, the more
Nor is it necessary that the bad should be passed
edifying must it become.
over in silence, or concealed out of view for, without the knowledge of that
too, as.it is, God's judgments in the history of the world, and the progressive
triumphs of his kingdom in its conflicts with evil, cannot be understood. The
progress of Christianity cannot be learned without separating from it whatever
In a word, there can be no true and
has proceeded from fc/eign influences.
genuine history of the kingdom of God, which is not accompanied side by side
But to be sure-, the truth alone,
with the history of the kingdom of evil.
which is its own witness, should here, as- it instructs, also edify which it certainly will do with the more purity and efficiency in proportion as the subjec^
ive character of the historian, faithflilly open to the self-revealing spirit of
which has been the

result of

life

;

:

;

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Vi

This is the objectivity which I aim at
Christianity, serves as the organ of it.
and in those cases where my own subjective views and feelings have intruded;
as no doubt they have often done, I shall always be ready to acknowledge
Thus much in reference to the Kvpiai^ 8d^ais
the fault, and seek to correct it
and now, accordbelonging to the various tendencies of the spirit of the age
which God has bestowed, or may bestow on
knowledge
measure
of
ing to the
me, I shall quietly pursue my way, unconcerned as to what may be said on
:

this side or

on

that.

1 have, in this

volume interwoven the history of the more eminent church

teachers into the history of the doctrinal controversies, both for the sake of
hence there is no particulai
clearness and vivacity, and also to save room,

—

section devoted to the teachers of the church.

In that section, particularly, which treats of Chrysostom, I have confined
myself within narrower limits, because a new edition, improved and enlarged,
of the first volume of my Chrysostom is shortly to appear.
In my exposition of the system of Theodore of Mopsuestia, which is so interesting a subject, I would very gladly have availed myself of his Coma work of great importance in its bearing
mentary on the Minor Prophets,
on the history of the peculiar tendencies of the theological spirit, and one

—

which has been long due to the public.

May my

firiend.

Von Wegnern

of

Kdnigsberg, instead of disappointing our hopes like Majus, soon give us the
pleasure of seeing an edition of this important work.

June

4, 1831.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.
My
to

duty to the public and to this work, which I undertook in obedience
an inward call, demands of me, that, before issuing the volume which car-

of the church down to the times of the Reformation, I should
prepare a new edition of the second great division,
the first having long
since been disposed of.
In doing this, I am bound thankfully to avail myself
of all the new light which has been thrown on the history of the dissemination of Christianity by our own great master, C. Ritter, by Professor Neumann of Munich, and by Professor Waitz of Kiel.
considerable part of
the matter in the section which treats of the emperor Julian, and of the relaries the history

—
A

need to be remodeled
which treats of Jovinian.
Also, in other parts nf the
work, I must endeavor to introduce improvements in the matter, but more especially in the form of many scattered passages.
Critical remarks, with the
scientific grounds on which they are based, I shall ever estimate at their just
value.
The revilings of party passion I know how to despise, and vulgarity
tion of the later New-Platonisra to Christianity, will

;

as also in the section

I shall leave to

punish

itself.

A.

Berlin, April

NEANDER.

20, 1846.

[The rest of this preface is a beautiful and aflfectionate tribute to the memory of Hermann Rossel, the young friend of Neander, whom he notices in one
of the prefaces to the first volume, and who died the same year (1846) in
Translator.']
which this new edition passed through the press,

—
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—
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—

;
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—
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—

—
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.
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The king Elesbaan twice takes
part with the Christians, among the Homerites, against the Jewish
ruler Dsunovas
143-145

—

Europe.

(145-160.)

{For the German nations

xee the following period.)

Patricius or Succath (from Bonnaven near Glasgow) founder
of the Irish Church (in the first half of the 5th century. Account
return
of his life
carried off to Ireland by pirates,
shepherd,
free,
journey
carried by pirates to Gaul,
to his native land
to Gaul,
promulgates the gospel in Ireland (Was he sent from
Rome ?). Opposition of the Druids (Cormac),—Benignus,— founds
cloisters,
cares for the education of the people,
his letter to

Ireland.

:

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

146-149
Corotic
Goths.
Christian captives. Theophilus, bishop of the Goths, at
Nice, 325. Labors of the Cappadocian Eutyches. The Cappadocian
Ulphilas (born 318, bishop 348).
Persecution of Christians by
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Athanaric ?). The Goths, under Ulphilas, obtain from Constantius
a residence in Moesia, 355. UlphiLas (acquainted with the Gothic,
Greek, and Latin languages) preaches zealously and translates the
New persecution of the Christians by Athanaric, about 370.
Bible.
The martyr Sabas his life and sufierings (Ascholius, Basil,
Ulphilas
Superficial conversions among the Goths.
Socrates).
(Arian) dies 388, in Constantinople. His disciples, as Auxentius.
Chrysostom (zealous for the mission among the Goths, causes a
Gothic clergyman to preach at Constantinople). Athanasius and
Jerome (questioned by Goths on exegetical subjects) on the conAlaric spares the churches in Rome (410),
version of the Goths.
149-160
Augustin's words in reference to this fact
:

SECTION SECOND.
HI8T0KY OF THE CHURCH CONSTITUTION. CHURCH DISCIPLINE.
OF THE CHURCH, 161-257.
I.

SCHISMS

History of the Church Constitution, 161-212.
1.

Relation of the

Church

to the State,

161-178.

General Remarks.

Altered relation of the church to the state. Danger of secularization
(poUticising [politisirung]) of the church. Conversion of the Roman
emperors to Christianity. Independent spirit present in the church,
Constantine's unsettled view of his relafalse theocratical position.
(Toleration.
Theocratical and religious-polittion to the church.
ical points of view in his case.)
In what sense he calls himself
Convoking of councils, and publication of their
iiria-Koiroi twv eKTOj.
Corrupting influence of the court upon
decisions, by the emperors.
the councils. Isidore of Pelusium, and Hilary, against the confusion
of spiritual and political interests. Decision of controversies through
Necessary reactions.
imperial edicts (Basiliscus, Zeno, Justinian).
Difference between the Greek and the Roman church, in reference
161-166
to the relations of church and state

—

Relation of the Church to the Stale in particular things.

now takes some part in providing for the support of the
churches. The churches obtain, through a law of Constantine, of the
year 321, the right to receive bequests. Numerous presents to the

The

state

(Genuine Christian conRestriction by Valentinian I.
churches.
duct of Aurelius and Augustin in reference to such gifts.) Applicain the case of some, to worldly
tion of this wealth by the bishops
pomp of others, to aims proper to the chui-ch,— those of beneficence
(The Basilias)
Exemption of the clergy (the same hitherto accorded to priests, physi•cians, rhetoricians) from the muneribus publicis, by laws of Constantine (of A. D. 313 and 319),
Great flocking to the spiritual office.
.
Limitations of the law (as early as A. D. 320, and later)
.
Judicial authority conferred on the bishops.
Advantages of this arAugustin
.
rangement. Complaints of the bishops. Self-denial of
Intercessions of the bishops.
Decrees of the council of Elvira (305),
Amof Aries (314), respecting the administration of civil offices.
brose and Studius. Intercessions of Basil of Csesarea, of Flavian
of Antioch, of Theodoret.
Advantages of these intercessions in
times of despotism
.
.
Chm-ches used as asylums. The ecclesiastical usage limited by Eutropius, A. D. 398.
Chrysostom. Behavior of certain slaves who fled

—

;

.

166-169

169-171

171,172

172-176
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Law in favor of
to a church under the reign of Theodosius IL
asylums, A. D. 431
176-178
409
and
529
with
reference to care for prisoners .
Laws of A. D.
178
.

2. Internal

Organization of the Church, 178-212.

The

externalization already given to the notion of the church, and
the confusion of political and ecclesiastical interests now coming ia,
The idea of a sacerdotal caste disFalse view of opposition between
tinctively consecrated to God.
things secular and spiritual.
Celibacy.
J^aws of the council of
of Neocaesarea, in 314, and of Ancyra, in 314, reElvira, in 305
lating to this subject.
Proceedings at Nice.
Paphnutius. The
pld custom retained, that only ecclt'-siastics of the first three grades,
after having been once ordained, should not remarry.
The more
liberal council of Gangra.
Custom of married bishops to forsake
the marriage relation. Exceptions, like that of Synesius, still to be
met with in the fifth century. The Roman bishop Siricius already
decrees and endeavors to prove (by a remarkable perversion of Holy
Writ) the necessity of celibacy, a. d. 385.
Jovinian and Vigilanin their relation to (^ach other.

;

tius

.

Education of

178-182

'

.

the spiritual order.

effect of ordination.

Reliance on the supposed magical

Want of institutions

for theological education.

Theological school at Antioch. Attendance on the schools for
general education. Tlie cloisters, as seminaries for the clergy. Education of the clergy under the care of individual bishops
Intrusion of the unworthy into spiritual offices
against which decrees
of councils avail nothing. (In the AVest, the case better.)
Participation of the laity in elections. Form of election.
Strife after
bishoprics in the capital cities.
Decrees of councils against the
transfer of ecclesiastics of little avail
but are strictly carried out
by Damasus of Rome.
Orders forbidding the bishops to be absent
from their communities, or to reside at court
Progress of the episcopal power towards the monarchical form. Prerogatives of bishops
ordination, confirmation, etc. '(Chrysostom and
Jerome in favor of the originally equal dignity of bishops and presPresbyters distinguished above the deacons. Office and
byters.)
number of the deacons. Influence of archdeacons. Deaconesses.
Their ordination
at a later period, considered offensive.
Laws
of the Western church against their appointment. In the East,
they continue to exist for a longer time
New church offices : OiKovoy.oi, sKdiKoc, notarii, parabolani (numerous in
Alexandria), Komdrat
Chor-bishops.
Restriction of their power.
Councils of Sardica and
Laodicea abolish the office the latter substitutes in their place the
Traces of country bishops in later times
nepwdevrai.
City churches.
Head churches and filial churches. Their relation to
each other at Constantinople and at Rome
Metropolitan Constitution.
Further development of it.
Provincial
synods coordinate to the Metropolitan
Patriarchal Constitution.
Sixth canon of the council of Nice. Exarchs, next Patriarchs.
In the beginning, at Rome, Alexandria,
Antioch
next at Constantinople (on account of its political importance) and Jerusalem.
Spirit of freedom in the North African
their declaration at Hipporegius, a. t>. 393.
church,
Patriarchal
constitution prepares the way for the papacy
Rome. Rufinus's explanation of the si-Kth canon of the Nicene counWealth and political importance of Rome. (Theodoret's letter
cil.
In addition to this, came the idea, assumed as
to Leo the Great.)
fiindamental
principle by the people of the West, that the unity of
a
the church must necessarily have an outioard representation, which
.

—

,

182-184

;

184-188

:

—

......

188-191

191,192

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

192-194

.

.

194, 195

195

—
—

195-198
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was supposed to he realized in the cathedra Petri, at Rome. Progress
Optatus of
of tMs idea, especially in the church of North Africa.
(His exposition of Matt. 16 18. Two difMileve. Augustin.
in
considering
him
confounded
together
by
of
view
points
ferent
Yet the Africans are unwilling to
this subject as well as others.)
The
concede all the consequences following from this position.
the successors and representaconsider
themselves
bishops
Roman
Innocent to the North
Leo's letter to Anatolius.
tives of Peter.
Leo to the Illyrian bishops. More favorable
Africans, a. d. 417.
situation of the Roman church compared with the church of the
Rome, the sole
East. More independent of political influences.
Greater tranquillity of doctrinal develPatriarchate of the West.
Rome,
this
parties
appeal
to
The
Eastern
opment in the West.
advantage improved by the Roman bishops. The three decrees of
Confounding of these with the decrees of
the council of Sardica.
Gratian's declaration in favor of Damasus.
the Nicene council.
Hilary of Aries and Celidonius. Leo's arrogant claims. RecogniSpirit of freedom contion of them by Valentinian UL, a. d. 445.
Councils of
tinues to be maintained in the North African church.
Carthage in 407 and 418, against appealing to any jurisdiction be198. SQ8
yond the sea
Description of them by Gregory
General councils. Their object.
Commonitorium of
Augustin's theory of councils.
'Nazianzen.
Recognition of the necessity of a progressive developVincentius.
ment of Christian truth, but this is made to depend upon an exterWords of Facundus of Hermiane.
nal ecclesiastical authority.
The councils put a check to the free process of the development of
doctrine.
Collection of the decretales and canones by Dionysius
209-t^2
Exiguus (after the year 500)
:

—

n. History of Church Discipline, 213-216.
Persons convicted of gross offenses, excluded from the fellowship of
(In case of sincere repentance, none refused the comthe church.
Different classes of penitents.
munion in the hour of death.)
Conditions of readmission. Difficulties attending the application
partly in the case of schisms,
of the principles of church penance
(Chrysostom. Ambrose.
partly in the case of persons of rank.
The case of Theodosius.) Anathema of the church. (Synesius
against Andronicus.) Nectarius rescinds the office of a presbyter
213-21sk
to administer penance

—

m.

History of Church Schisms, 216-257.
1.

Donaiist Schism, 216-252.

and Separathe confusion of ecclesiastical mattersa certain enthusiastic
Immediate, local occasion
216, 217
spirit in North Africa
The prudent bishop Mensurius of Carthage, and his archdeacon
party,
fanatical
the
Mensurius
against
by
Csecilian.
Charges laid
Assembly of Numidian provincial
favored by Secundus of Tigisis.
bishops at Cirta, under the presidency of Secundus, a. d. 305. Menwidow,
Lucilla, an enemy to Caecilsurius dies.
The superstitious
ian.
Donatus of Casae Nigras. Meetings in the house of Lucilla.
Caecilian ordained by Felix of Aptungis before the arrival of the
Numidian bishops. Csecilian accused. The reader Majorinus set
up as anti-bishop. Constantine opposed to the party of Majorinus.

Important as representing
tism,

and

the contest betwixt Catholicism

the reaction against

with politics.

Trial before Melchiades, bishop of

;

Rome, and

five

bishops of Gaul,

(Donatus complainant against CEecilian.) Council of
A. D. 313
Aries, A. L>. 314 (against frivolous charges of denying the faith, and
on the objective validity of sacramental acts). Appeal to the
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emperor, -who also decides in favor of Cascilian. Donatus of CasaB
Nigrae, and next Donatus Magnus, successor of Majorin, take the
Pars Donati. Harsh proceedings of the Count
lead of the party.
Forbearance of
Ursaeius against the Donatists. Circumcelliones.

216-228
Constantine towards the Donatists
Constans seeks to gain the Donatists by pecuniary presents. Severe
against
the
discourses
preached
.Vehement
them.
against
measures
confounding together of church and state. Desperate bands of CirReaction in
cumcellions, under the command of Fasir and Axid.
228-232
Party of Maximian
the reign of Julian.
Distracted state of the North African church, occasioned by this
Auguslin as an opponent of the Donatists. His confidence
schism
Plan of Augustin and Fortunius.
in the force of his arguments.
The Donatists fear the logical talents of Augustin. Council of
Augustin's letter to the Donatist churches.
Carthage, a. d. 403.
Penal hiws demanded against the Donatists (Augustin, at this time,
-enacted in part, a. d. 405.
still opposed to forcible measui-es)
Religious conference held at Carthage, a. d. 411, under the presiAu(Proposals of the Catholic party.
dency of Marcellinus.
Augustin
Distrust on the part of the Donatists.
gustin's sermons.
and Petilian.) Severer laws against the Donatists. Gauduntius
of Thamurgade. Donatists continue to exist until the middle of the
232-238
sLxth century

—

and

Theological Controversy betwixt the Donatists

the Catholic Party.

—

the failure to distinguish
Fundamental error common to both parties,
Augustin's course of
between the risible and the invisible church.
religious development had led him to his outward conception of the
hence the great importance of this conception in his own
church,

—

view.
He admits (the Donatists appealed to miracles, etc.) of the
external and objective evidence only of the divine word (not so in
The Donatists require severity
his contest with the Mauichaeans).
Controversy respecting the biblical term,
of church discipline.
" World "
The Donatists appeal (in this case inconsistently)
The Catholics subordinate
especially to Old Testament examples.
the predicates of purity and holiness to the notion of Catholicity ; the
Donatists do the reverse.
They protest against the arrogant claims
Midway between both parties, Tichonius,
of the Apostolical See.
the grammarian corpus Domini bipartitum.' Augustin frequently
expresses himself finely respecting the validity of the objectively
divine element, in opposition to a one-sided subjectivizing (subjectivirenden) separatist pride.
The personal element retires, with
Augustin, to the background.
Augustin touches upon the notion
of the invisible church.
The employment of force in matters of
religion forms a point of dispute.
Augustin's appeal to the divine
method of educating men, and confusion of the politico-juridical
with the religious-moral point of view. He thus lays the founda" Compelle intrare in ecclesiam "
tion of the theory
238-252
:

:

2.

.

The Meletian Schism

in

.

.

Egypt, 252-255.

More

rigid party (in respect to the lapsed) under Meletius of LycopThe more mild and discreet pastoral letter of Peter of Alexandria.
Meletius arbitrarily ordains and excommunicates persons
within the diocese of Peter. Meletius excommunicated.
[Critical
examination of the sources of information respecting this schism.]
Meletians. Orders of the Nicene council. Yet the schism continues
down to the fifth century
.
.
252-255

olis.

.

3.

.iiberius of

made

.

Rome deposed and banished by

bishop.

,

.

,

.

Schism between Damasus and Ursinus at Borne, 255-257.

Constantine in 356. Felix
Liberius afterwards recalled. Separate party, under
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Contest
the presbyter Eusebius, in opposition to the court party.
betwixt Ursinus (belonging to the party of Liberius) and Damasus
(belonging to the party of Felix), after the death of Liberius, A. D.
366. Damasus prevails. Gratian's law, in order to the suppression
255-267
of this schism
.
.

SECTION THIRD.
CHRISTIAN LIFE AND WORSHIP, 258-379.
I.

1. Its

Christian Life, 258-314.

General Character in

this

Period, 258-262.

False confidence in externals. Tendency to
Christianity.
partial views of doctrine. The idea of the universal spiritual priesthood obscured. Amurca per publicum curi'it. Sincerity in religion

Outward

exposed to obloquy.
Monica, and others)
2.

Pious wives and mothers (Nonna, Anthusa,

258-262

Peculiar Directions of the Christian Life, 262-314.

a. Ascetic

Tendency, and what proceeded from

it,

262-300.

—

now to a mere outward ChristianPaganism,
'IVansition from the earlier and freer form of the ascetic life
ity.
Monasticism. Relation of Chrisstable
organization
of
more
the
to
tianity to Monasticism
Anthony (born A. D. 251, of a Coptic family), and not Paul of Thebes,
How he was led to adopt the mothe father of monastic ordei s.
nastic life. His wrong conception of self-denial, which he afterwards
His strictly abstemious life. His influence. Did not
corrected.
wish to be regarded as a worker of miracles. Visits to Alexandria
Apothegms of Anthony. (Letter to him from
in 311 and 351.
His gentleness to others. Opposed to the superstiConstantine.)
Spread of Monasticism. Hilarion protious veneration of relics.
motes it in Palestine
Pachomius, founder of the cloister-life. The Ccenobium of Tabennae,
an island in the Nile in Upper Egypt. Abbots. Classes of monks.
Pachomius also founds cloisters
Their occupations. Novitiate.
for nuns
Fanatical tendencies which became united with Monasticism. Suicide
Morbid state of mind. Ascetic pride. Sayings of
(Stagirius).
Pachomius and Nilus. (Valens, Heron, Ptolemjeus)
The Euchites (in Syria). Different names. Their principles and
doctrines to be traced to a practical error (purely contemplative
The first begging friars). An excessive leaning to exterrepos'e.
Doctrine
nals in the monastic life leads to excessive mysticism.
inward
prayer, with its mischievous consequences (depreciation
of
Autinomianism sensuous mysticism, and
of the means of grace
Pantheism). Flavian of Antioch and Adelphius. Kindred sect of
opposed to these, the council of Gangra. Oppothe Eustathians,
sition to these fanatic tendencies serves to promote the Coenobite life.
Contest of the Coenobites with those who clung to the older form of

Its earlier opposition to

.

.

.

262, 263

264-271

271-273

273-276

.

;

;

—

ascetism.

(Saraba'ites,

Remoboth)
Lights

276-284

and Shades of Monackism.

Anachoretx.
Defended by Augustin and Chrysostom against the
charge of being devoid of active charity. Their healthful influence,
llklacedonius)

284-286
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Christian society. Prayer and labor. Prominence given
The cloisters as institutions of
to the original equality of all men.
education.
(Rule of Basil.) Hospitality. Tendency to degenerate.
Mischievous fanaticism. The seclusion of the monastic life
might lead to deep self-knowledge, to a conviction of the vanity of
righteousness by outward works, to childlike submission to God
(Chrysostom, Nilus, Marcus, Marcian) but it ofttimes engendered
the spirit of legal righteousness, spiritual pride, servility of disposition (Eusebius in Syria and others)
286-292
Simeon, the Stylite. His labors.
(Theodoret's remarks concerning
him.)
Simeon's vision. Warning given to the Stylites by Nilus
292, 293
Monachisin in the West. At first opposed. Encouraged by Athanasius, Jerome, and others.
Augustin's views of the monastic life
he teaches that monks are bound to labor (de opere monachorum).
His account of the corruption of Monachism. Cassian introduces
the monastic institutions of the East into southern France (his institutiones coenobiales and Collations).
Practical Christian spirit in
these cloisters, which also became seminaries for the clergy
293-296
Reformation of the monastic life hi^ Benedict of Nursia.
His education
(residence in Rome.
Rouaanus.
General respect in which he was
held).
Foundation of the abbey of Monte Cassino. Rules of the
Benedictines.
Wise moderation shown in them. Benedict's disciCcenobites.

;

.

.

.

296-300

ples
b.

The

different Tendencies

of

the Religious Spirit, in their relation to the

nastic life

and

to

Mo-

Asceticism, 300-314.

Secular opposition to Monachism. Law of Valens, a. d. 365
.
300-302
More moderate views of the monastic lil'e (recognition of its value,
opposition only to the extravagant over valuation of it) expressed at
the council of Gangra and by Chrysostom
302, 303
Jovinian.
Evangelical opponent of the one-sided ascetic tendency.
Contends against the distinction between prcecepta and consilia
evangelica.
Gives prominence to common fellowship with Christ.
Rejects fasting, the unmarried life, Monachism, though not unconditionally (he himself continues to remain a monk), contends only
against the tendency to depreciate the high worth of the marriage
relation, and to over value fasting (also martyrdom).
Jovinian opposed to the righteousness of works, and allows himself to be misled
by this opposition to deny all different stages of the Christian life.
His conception of the invisible church.
Influence of Jovinian.
Siricius of Rome, and Ambrose his opponent.
Sarmatio and Barbatian.
Jerome a passionate opponent of Jovinian. Augustin (de
bono conjugali) in relation to Jovinian.
Vigilantius (see above)
.

also

opposed to Monachism

303-314

.

n. Christian Worship, 314-3 79.
Relation of Christian Worship

I.

to the entire

Sphere of Christian Life, 314-319.

Chrysostom and Augustin on the Christian worship of God, as not
confined- to any particular time nor place.
General reading of the
Bible ((ppovTiaTTjpLa)
strongly recommended by Chrysostom and
Augustin
hindered by the want of knowing how to read and the

—

—

excessively high price of manuscripts.
Scriptures
2.

Relation of Worship to

Ai-t.

Public reading of the sacred

Charch Buildings,

314-319
their

Ornaments; Images,

Appropriation of art, corresponding to the altered relations of different periods. Zeal (often impure) manifested in the building of new
churches.
Remodeling of temples,
oftentimes, however, the sim-

—

voL.

II.

b

319-331

XVm
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pier places of meeting are still retained.
Churches constructed
after the pattern of the temple of Jerusalem (the fore-court, temple
proper, and holy of holies, where were to be found the altar and the
319-322
bishop's chair).
Festive dedication of churches
The sign of the cross
322,323
Images. Begin to be opposed. Employment of images proceeded
from the great mass of Christians. Asterius of Amasea. Opposi(Letter of Eusebius to Contion to jjictures and images of Christ.
Decoration of churches with pictures (Nilus
conduct
stantia.)
of Epiphanius). Moderate tendency of Christians in the West.
Leontius of Neapolis, on the use of images,
Upoanvvrjacg in the East.
Zenayas
323-331
in opposition to the Jews.

....
—

3.

Times of assembling for Diuine Worship, and

Every day a

Festivals, 331-352.

Jerome, Chrysostom. Socrates on this matter.
331-333
Celebration of the dies stationum
Ordinance of the council of Laodicea. DifFestival of the Sabbath.
ferent usage of the churches of the East and West in respect to
fasting on the Sabbath (Saturday). Liberal views of Augustin and
Decision by Innocent of Rome
333-335
others on this subject.
Cessation of business. Laws of the years 321
Festival of Sunday.
Spectacles on Sunday and on the principal feast days
and 386.
forbidden A. d. 425
335, 336
festival

:

.

.

.

Yearly Festivals.

Difference of views in respect to \\\& feast of the passover.
Decrees of
the councils of Aries and of Nice (Quartodecimani).
Mode of
announcing the time of Easter by the bishop of Alexandria. Dionysius Exiguus
336-338
Times offasting. The salutary influence. Hypocritical fasting. The
great week.
The great Sabbath, white dress of the candidates
for baptism worn till the octava infantium.
The fifty days succeeding Easter
338-342
Feast of Epiphany,
The ancient principal festival in the East in
celebration of the baptism of Christ (at first not accompanied by
the Christmas festival).
First indications of the spread of this
festival in the West about 360.
Altered views of it (as commem342-344
orating the revelation of Christ to the pagan world) in the West
Festival of Christmas.
Originated in the West (about 350 generally

—

.

—

recognized),
in the East, a new festival in the time of Chrysostom.
Arguments of Chrysostom in favor of the time fixed for this
festival.
Union of the two festivals of Epiphany and Christmas at
Jerusalem and Alexandria.
The celebration of this festival on the
25th of December founded doubtless upon some apocryphal account,
which is to be traced, not to any disposition to fall in Avith the pagan
ceremonies (Saturnalia, Sigillaria), but to the mystical interpreta344-350
tion given to that season of the year
New Year's festival. Not the remodeling of the civil celebration into
an ecclesiastical one but opposition to the licentious pagan celebration led to an ecclesiastical celebration accompanied with fasting. 350-352

......

:

4.

Particular Acts of Christian Worship, 352-379.

Public reading of the sacred Scriptures. Origin of the pericopes. SerShort-hand writers.
mon. Applause by the clapping of hands.
Church psalmody. Psalms and church hymns (often heretical).
Pambo, Isidore of Jerusalem, and Jerome opposed to theatrical

352-355

church psalmody
Arlministration of the Sacraments.

Infant

and

bapti.'tm,

,

not as yet universally recognized in the East. Causes
Catechumens.
At first composed of two, at

effects of this.
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audicntes, genuflcctentes, conipetentes.
present of three classes
[Whether there was a class styled e^«i9oi'jU£i'0£'?] Symbolical customs
distribusufflation
in administering baptism (veiling of the head
Confirmation.
double unction).
tion of the consecrated salt
Seasons of baptism.
Clothing the candidates in white robes.
355-361
Missa catechumenorum and fidelium
Lord's Supper. Agapae. Eucharistical liturgy. Consecration. More
(Augustin,
frequent or more rare celebration of the communion.
Communion at home. ParJerome, Chrysostom, on this subject.)
Idea of an offering. Intercessions
ticipation of it under one form.
for the departed. Augustin's spiritual, but still unscriptural idea of
:

;

;

;

361-369

an offering

Genuine Christian interest connected with
Veneration of the Saints.
Festival of St. Stephen the martyr. Worship of relics. Custhis.
Augustin's views respecting the
toms bordering on Paganism.
worship of the saints. Vigilantius combats the idolatrous worship
Worship of the Virgin Mary.
of martyrs.
Opposed by Jerome.
Collyridianians.
Helvidius (a layman at Rome, controversy with
Jerome) and Bonosus. Pilgrimages. Chrysostom' s views of them.
Jerome and Gregory of Nyssa opposed to the over valuation of ex369-378
ternals in this practice
aims at a
His controversy with Eustathius of Sebaste,
Aerius.
He is persecuted
.
378, 379
total severing of Christianity Irom Judaism.
.

—

SECTION FOURTH.
HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY APPREHENDED AND DEVELOPED AS A SYSTEM
OF DOCTRINES, 380-779.
1.

General Introductory Remarks, 380-402.

Transition from the apologetic into the systematic period, principally
grounded on inward development. Origen the point of transition
380
between the two
More open manifestation of the opposite ways of apprehending doctrines.
Imperfect mode of distinguishing between actual life and
speculative conception between the fundamental essence of the
(although controgospel and particular doctrines of Christianity
versies about words were often not mere logomachies). Lamentable
380-383
interference of the civil power
Opposite views in respect to single doctrines, more than in respect to
general doctrinal tendencies
383
Difference of prevailing tendency in the doctrinal spirit of the Oriental, and of the Western church
the former busied with speculative
distinctions on the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine concerning Christ while the attention of the latter is directed to the central
point of practical Christianity, the doctrine concerning man's nature, and concerning redemption
383, 384
Gregory of Nazianz, respecting the most important matters of doc-

..........
—

;

:

;

trine

.

.....

384, 385

In the Greek systems of doctrine, the practical central point of Christianity retreats more into the background
385
Augustin on this central point
386
Later influences nf tlie Origen islic spirit less discernible in the Alexandrian church than in the particular cases of Eusebius of Cfesarea,
and the three great church teachers from Cappadocia, and in bringing about a more spiritual mode of apprehending the Christian
system of doctrines generally
386,387

XX
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Platonism constantly, except in the case of Eunomius, the scientific
form for expressing the doctrines of faith
New combination of Platonic with Christian elements in the case of
Synesius.
The mystico-theurgical system in the Pseudo-Diouysian
writings which sprang out of a combination of this sort
.

.

Interpretation of Scripture

and

387

388

.

Inspiration, 388-394.

Great influence of Origen in bringing about a more scientific method
of expounding the Scriptnres
of Jerome, also, on the churt:li cf the
West. Tlie Antiochian school
382, 389
More accurate distinction of the divine and human elements in holy
writ among the Antiochians
389, 390
Theodore of Mopsuestia on the one Sj^irit and his various forms of
390
revelation
on the ecstatic state
390
Chrysostom on the difference of the gospels
391
Jerome, on Gal. 5:12
The epistle to Philemon excluded, by some, from the canon, through
a falae separation of the divine and human elements. Against this
latter, Jerome and Chrysostom
391, 392
Sharper distinction made by the Antiochians, Theodore, for example,
between the Old and New Testaments
392, 393
;

.......
.....

;

.

.

.

The

difference in the prevailing

method of

—

among

interpretation

the

owing to a radical difference
Antiochians and the Alexandrians,
between the two schools (the latter being more inclined to the mystical sidC'
to give an undue prominence to the divine element; the
former being more inclined to logical reflection, and striving to
apprehend the divine and human elgments in harmony with each
other).
The Antiochian tendency tempered by Theodoret and the
great homilist, Chrysostom
393, 394

—

'

........

Angustin, the Church Father of the West, S9i-402.

Tertullian. Compared with Origen, more systematic,
but inferior in learning and historical discipline. Platonism, in his
Faith and gnosis in
case, but an inferior stage of development.
him reconciled and united. Connection of his system of faith with
life
394,395
development
of
his
Christian
the
His training and progressive <levelopment. Pious education. Given,
when a young man, to the pleasures of the world. Awakened by
a passage in the Hortensius of Cicero. Manichasan. His treatise
" de apto et pulchro." His interview with Faustus
In danger of

The spiritualized

Led by means of the Christian assoFrom the impulse of a practical
ciations of his youth to Platonism.
GraduStudies the epistles of Paul.
need, becomes a Christian.
Fides prascedit
ally emerges from the Platonic intellectualism
"
"
"
and reason." His dependence
intellectum. Harmony of faith
falling into utter skepticism.

on church tradition

.

Ways of apprehending and

2.

Opposite

a.

Theology in

trines

of

.

396-403

.

Doc-

treating the single great

Christianity, 403.

Sense of the Term, or the Christian Doctrine
concerning God, 403-473.

the viore limited

Development of this doctrine
system and its predominant

— the Orienlal systam of

the Western
in the preceding period
interest in behalfof the unity of essence,
:

....

403
and suhordinalion
403,404
Dionysius of Rome, and Dionysius of Alexandria
Appearance of two opposite tendencies in the Oriental chiirch one
party inclined to favor the Western system of unity,' another gives
more decided prominence to the distinction of persons, merely
404
attempting to fix and hold fast an earlier step of development
e7rum(ition

.

.

.

;

.

XH
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Doctrine of Arius, AOi-V)S.

Arius educated at Antioch. His tendency to rest in the limitations of
the understanding. Wanted the intuitive faculty. Is not conscious
of teaching a new doctrine
The Logos had a beginning of existence,
was created from nothing,
is called metonymically '' Son of God," as being the most perfect
creature
by whom the rest of creation was produced
Christ possesses by nature a mutable will (he makes the humanization of the
Logos to consist merely in his being united with a human body),
that is, by the communication of grace,
yet he calls him " God,"
the essence of God incomprehensible even to the
not in essence,
.

—

—

404

:

—

—

Son

405-403
408

Character of his system
Beginning of the Arian Controversy, 40&-414.

Arius, a presbyter and pastor in Alexandria, venerated on account of
his rigidly ascetic life, deposed in the year 321 by his bishop Alexander, who was devoted to the doctrine of Homoousion
409
The work of Arius, entitled " Thalia "
409,410
Alexander's circular letter and endeavors of Arius to interest in his
favor the bishops of the Oriental church, who were for the most part
inclined to the system of Origen
41
Efforts to bring about a conciliation by Eusebius of Nicomedia, and by
Eusebius of Ctesarea, who was opposed to controversy on dirine
[Essentially Origenistic system of the latter.]
things.
His incorrect judgment with respect to the importance of the matters in disfavorably
disposed,
Alexander
pute.
Axius
disinclined to his medi410-413
ation
Constantine, indifferent to these matters, is vexed by this division, and
publishes a letter of conciliation, which is without effect.
413, 414
.

.

.

.

.

;

First

Ecumenical Council of Nice

[Critical examination of the diverging

(a. b. 325), 414, 423.

reports of Eusebius and of

Athanasius]

,

The

.

.

.

Avians, Homoousians, and the more numerous
three parties
party, who held the middle ground between the two others, afterwards called .Semi- /I r/a/is
Eusebius of Ca?sarea, as a pacificator his symbol of faith, made up for
the most part of scriptural phrases
The party of Alexander, and with it, at present, also Constantine, demand the Homoousion and antithetic clauses or articles against
Arianism.
The Nicene creed
Eusebius, who at first refuses acquiescence, finally yields, for the sake
of peace, explaining, like many of the others, the Homoousion in
the sense of Homoiousion
Creed subscribed, and Arius condemned
Persecutions of Arius and his party
Reaction against this forced result. Constantine changes sides. Arius
his confession of faith. Principle of the
recalled, a. d. 328 or 329,
then existing theology of court,
to represent doctrinal difference
as of no importance
:

........

415

n.

415,416

:

.

.......
.

—

416,417

418,419

419,420
420, 421

421

—

421-423

Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, 423-428 (460).

Educated

for the spiritual order by Alexander,
presbyter, the soul of the contest against Arius,
firm,

— already,

—

while a

acute, consistent,

and unwavering

423, 424

The Homoousion, for him the central point of the Christian consciousChrist can introduce men to fellowship with God only
ness of God
by being God in essence. Attacks the Arian definition of the phrase,
"
" Son of God," and
generation from God
:

....

'•

His resolute and repeated

refusal, in spite of the

emperor's threats, to

424, 425
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readmit Arius to his standing, and then his personal appearance
t25, 426
before the emperor, at first make an impression on the latter
against Athanasius, and hence the synod of Tyre in
Athanasius de])osed, appeals to the emperor, who banishes
335.
426-428
him, however, a. d. 336, to Triers
Purposed restoration of Arias. His second confession of faith. His
sudden death and its consequences. Explicit condemnation of Arianism on the part of the head party in the East, merely for the pur.428-431
pose of asserting their opposition to the Homoousion
Constantius, an emperor who too
Constantine's death, A. D. 337.
much affected the theologian, won over to the side of Arianism
disputatious spirit at Constantinople
431, 432
Athanasius sent back to Alexandria by Constantine the Younger, and
received there with enthusiasm, New intrigues of his adversaries.
Their ecclesiastical assembly at Antioch, a. d. 341. Deposition of
Athanasius confirmed. Delegates from both parties sent to Julius
of Rome.
Protest of the Orientals against his supreme judicial
authority
432, 433
Gregory forced as bishop upon the people of Alexandria. Athanasius
flees to Rome,
there recognized, by a synod held in 342, as a regular bishop.
Letter of Julius to the Orientals
433, 434
Meetings of the Orientals (who in the West were generally regarded
as Arians) at Antioch, a. d. 341 and 345, with their five symbols of
Points of difference between them and the Nicene creed
faith.
they condemn Arianism, but do not admit the unity of essence, nor
a generation of the Logos grounded in the essential being of God
434, 435
Convocation of a general council at Sardica, a. d. 347, by Constantius
and Coustans,
the Orientals, present only in small numbers,
secede on account of Athanasius, repair to Philippopolis, and draw
up a new creed. At Sardica, the Nicene creed retained
435, 436
Return of Athanasius brought about by Constans, A. d. 349
436, 437
[Diversity of reports respecting the particular circumstances]
436 n. 4
Death of Constans. New complaints against Athanasius. Attack on
Marcellus of Ancyra and Photinus of Sirmium, aimed indirectly
against Athanasius
437,438
Marcellus, a warm advocate of the Homoousion and opponent of the
Origenistic theology,
his approximation to Sabellianism,
the
.

.

Renewed charges

.

.

......

—

....

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.........

—

—

of the Logos in the divine Being, and his kvipyeia Spaanid^
evolution of a monad to a triad,
(See Exposit. of Col. 1 15),
against the expression, " three hypostases "
Deposed as early as 336 the two works of Eusebius of Csesarea against
him at a later period returns to his bishopric. Photinus, his disciple, openly professes Sabellianism.
Both deposed by the synod at
Sirmium, in 351
Athanasius condemned at the church conventions in Aries and in
Milan, a. d. 355, where a part of the Occidentals themselves are
overreached by the court party
Eusebius of Vercelli, Lucifer of Cagliari, and Hilary of Poictiers,
zealous defenders of his innocence
Unsought agreement of the latter with the Nicene creed
His own free-spirited, and Lucifer of Cagliari's passionate memorial
•
to the emperor
.
Banishment of Liberius of Rome, and Hosius of Cordova
Deceitful letter of the emperor to Athanasius.
Storming of the church
of Athanasius, and establishment of the passionate Georgius in his
Athanasius retires
place by force of arms, in February, 356.
among the Egyptian monks
Manifestation of differences among the Anti- Nicene party after their
triumph over the Homoousians,
brought to maturity by the appearance of Aetius and Eunomius
ijavxu^Eiv

—

:

...

.

;

438, 439
*

;

.......
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

........

439,440

440, 441

441
441
441, 442

443

443, 444

—

444
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Doctrine of Eunomius, 444-^9.
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A more

sharplv Refined Arianisin. His opposition to the veneration
paid to martyrs and relics, and to asceticism,
his concern for doctrinal accuracy
444, 445
His view of the coraprehensibleness of all divine things
445, 446
The essence of religion consists, with him, in a theoretical knowledge
of divine things
446,447
In opposition to him, Gregory of Nyssa points to the inward experience as the root of Christianity
447
Eunomius does not wish to be considered an innovator. The idea of
an eternal generation appears to him something absurd. Infinite
distance between God and the creature.
The Logos, the most
perfect of created existences, alone brought forth immediately by
God, owes his divine dignity (not to his obedience, as Arius taught)
"
to the will of the Father
448, 449
Eunomius predecessor of Socinus,
his view of the supernatural
origin of language
449
Antioch, where Eudoxius was bishop, principal seat of the Eunomians.
Violent opposition of the Semi-Arians (Basil of Ancyra)
449
Artifices of the Arian court bishops, Ursacius and Valens, to conceal
the diff"erence between the P^unomian and Semi- Arian parties.
The use of the unscriptural term ovaia represented to the emperor
as being the cause of all the disputes
449,450
Their symbol of faith, drawn up in this sense at the council of Sirmiura,
A. D. 357, which Hosius and Liberius are compelled to subscribe
450, 451
Opposition of the Semi-Arians, headed by Basil of Ancyra and
Georgius of Laodicea, at the council of Ancyra, a. d. 358,
decided
adherence to resemblance of essence
451
The emperor Constantius hence proposes the holding of a general
council,
but Ursacius*and Valens, dreading a combination of the
Semi-Arians and Homoousians, contrive that two separate councils
should be held, one at Seleucia in Isauria, the other at Ariminum

..........
—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

......

.

—

—

452

in Italy

Their negotiations with Basil and Georgius, at the Imperial court,
respecting a common symbol
The Son is in all respects like the
Father, as the Scriptures teach; the term ovaia must be discarded
By various arts, they contrive to impose this creed on the Westerns
(first on their ten delegates at Nica3), then on the Orientals
Confirmation of this creed by a council at Constantinople, a. d. 360.
Pains taken by Eudoxius, then bishop of Constantinople, and by
Acacius of Cajsarea, who was averse to doctrinal controversies, in
favor of this vapid court creed.
Impatience shown by Constantius
at every departure from it.
Aetius and the too open Eunomius
are deposed
Great confusion resulting from this artificial union
New turn of affairs consequent on the death of Constantius in 361
particularly to the advantage of the Homoousians
Spirit of Christian iove shown at the council of Alexandria, held under
the direction of the prudent Athanasius, a. d. 362.
Owing, however, to the want of impartiaUty, a schism was noui-ished at Antioch
:

.

_

.

452, 458

.

453, 454

....
....
.

.

.

.

454, 455

455

;

Meletian Schism at Antioch,

4-57,

455

456, 457

458 (463-465).

Eustathius of Antioch deposed by the Anti-Nicene party, about the
year 330. Eustathians. Eudoxius is made bishop of Constantinople,
A. D. 360, and the Arians choose, as his successor, the Nicene Meletius, not rightly interpreting the moderation of his character.
The
latter deposed again on account of his Anti- Arian inaugui-atory
discourse.
The Eustathians, under the presbyter Paulinus, alone
recognized by the Alexandrian synod. Lucifer, sent to Antioch,
as ])ishop.
% ordains Paulinus
The Western and Alexandrian
churches in favor of Paulinus, the Orientals in favor of Meletius
457, 458
.
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The Luciferites
Lucifer himself the occasion of a separate schism.
.
consider themselves as the only true church .
Jovian and Valentinian decline all interference in ecclesiastical arfFairs.
Lamentable disorders in the Oriental church, occasioned by the
despotic proceeding of the zealous Arian emperor Valens vi^hich
eventually, however, led to an approximation of the Semi- Arian and
Nicene parties, and to the triumph of the latter, which had the advantao;e of great talents on its side
Cappadocia preserved by his means from disorders.
Basil of Csesarea
Respected by the people. His li-eedom towards the emperor, who
(Athanasius, also, is recalled by
does not venture to depose him.
Valens, through tear of an insurrection)
restoration
of
the
peace of the church, especially
Zeal of Basil for the
of the churches of the East and West
Edict of the year 37.5, against the abuse of the emperor's name to promote religious persecutions. Ti-iuraph of the Homoousion under
liis law of the year 380, in lavor of the
Theodosius the Great,
Nicene doctrine
Nicene doctrine Demophilus, the worthy Arian bishop of Constantinople, and the Nicene Gregory Nazianzen, with his church of Anas.

.

.

_

458, 459

;

459

:

......

—
..........
............

459,460
4G0, 461

461, 462

:

tasia

461—464

Gregory Nazianzen, 462-464.

His inclination to the contemplative
Basil the friend of his youth.
life,
his activity as bishop of Sasima (temporary estran«:ement
with Basil) and at Nazianzus as the assistant of his father. Retires
Zeal for the faith, perhaps also vanity,
again to a life of seclusion.
his five temperate discourses in debrings him to Constantinople,
hence surnamed the Theofense of the doctrine of the Trinity,
logian,
his zeal for practical Christianity in opposition to the pre462-464
vailing inclination to doctrinal discussions
Entrance of Theodosius into Constantinople, A. D. 380, who removes
Demophilus and places Gregory in the principal church. Arian
464
assemblies prohibited within the walls of the city
464
.
Second ecumenical, council of Constantinople, A. d. 381
464
Gregory consecrated bishop of Constantinople by Meletius of Antioch
Gregory labors ineffectually to do away the P^ustathian schism (after464,465
wards disposed of by Alexander of Antioch)
dissatisfacGregory withdraws fi-om the transactions of the council,
tion of the Egyptian and Western bishops, who arrived afterwards,
the acceptance of Gregory's petition to
at Gregory's appointment,
be allowed to resign, not at first so seriously intended, and his fareInfluence of Gregory of Nyssa on the further transwell discourse.

—

—

—

—

....
.

.

—

—

465,466

actions of the council

Voluntary adoption of the Nicene creed, with the addition of a more
precise article in relation to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit
.

The Doctrine of the Holy

466

—

vague expressions, at the
Nicene council, in regard to this doctrine. Gregory Nazianzen (even
A. D. 380) on the various views of theologians on this doctrine.

Earlier prevalence of the view of Origen,
•

.

Spirit, 466-469.

Hilary a"-ainst further logical definitions concerning the nature of
466,467
the Holy Spirit
According to Eunomius, the Holy Spirit is the first creature produced
without
but
and
teach,
sanctity
power
to
invested
with
by the Son,
467
divine or creative power
Athanasius, in the consistent development of his own Christian conSpiint:
Holy
the
also
to
apply
the
Homoousion
sciousness, is led to
^^
as certainly as the Holy Spirit is the means of fellowship with God,
468
so certainly he must be one with the divine essence
His influence on the Oriental church, and thus on the council of Con468, 469
stantinople
.

•

•

.

.
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between the Oriental and Western Churches in reflect of thu
Doctrine, 469^73.

Ipter Difference

Oriental view God the Father, the n'la upxv, works all things through.
the Son, in the Holy Spirit in opposition to the doctrine, that " the
Spirit is the creature of the Son," it is held, that as the Son is (jenerated of the Father, so the Holy Sjjirit proceeds from the Father
View of the Western church particularly under the influence of Authe
jrustin
EverythiuLi connnunicated l\v the Father to the Son
is the communion of
Spirit is one and the same Spirit of both.
both that the Spirit proceeds only from the Father, regarded as a
remnant of the Arian system of subordination
Language of Theodore and Theodoret, opposed to the creation of the
Spirit, and in favor of the procession of the Spirit from the Father
Establishment of the doctrine " a patre filioque," by the third ecclesiastical council of Toledo, A. d. 589, in opposition to Arianism
Few opposed to the Nicene creed in the West. Auxentius of Milan,
a Semi- Arian. His successor in 374, the former proconsular AmHis decided conduct towards the Arian princess Justina
brose.
Ulphilas a decided EunoArianism among the rude (merman tribes,
mian,
his adherence to the simple Bible doctrine
Persecution of the advocates of the Nicene creed by the Vandals in
Africa (from a. d. 340 onwards)
:

;

469

.

;

—

:

;

;

....

469,470
470, 471

471

•

—

—

b.

.

.

472

.

4 71,

.

472,473
478

Consequences of this neiv shaping of the Doctrine of the Trinity on the Doctrine
concerning Creation, and other Doctrines therewith connected, 473-477.

Exclusion of every emanation theory, by the Athanasian doctrine of
473, 47-1
the Trinity, in reference, also, to the creation
Athanasius combats the Arian doctrine of a creation without beginmakes being without temporal beginning, and eternal being
ning,
474
wholly identical
Augustin's deeper views of the relation between the natural and the
supernatural,
the miracle, Avrought, through new, superadded,
divine influences, is yet nothing contrary to nature,*nay, in relation
it
to the divine government of the world, is something natural,

..........

—

—

—

—

is to

awake the
c.

Connection of

474-477

sleepers

The Doctrine concerning
this doctrine

the

Person of Christ,

Al9>-&\(>.

with that concerning the Trinity

:

the

divine and human nature in Christ more accurately distinguished
by Homoousians. The Arians, with whom neither the divine nor
the human nature meets with its just rights, accuse the Homoousians
of denying the true personal unity of the God-man
.

a.

THE

.

.

.

478

PARTICULAR TYPES OF DOCTRINE, 478-504.

Doctrine of Marcellus of Ancyra, 478-481.

human nature in Christ to
His conthe one-sided interest for the absoluteness of the Logos.
ception; formed in abstracio, of an hepyeia dpaariKn of the Logos,
to which he appropriates the whole temporal manifestation of
the Logos, according to a certain, only partial energy, is
Christ;
478,479
the animating principle of Christ's body
On the one hand he ascribes to the person of Christ, thus formed, the
highest place in the creation on the other hand, his humanity appears to him something merely accidental, which the Logos would
479,480
finally cast aside
.480,481
.
His explanation of Col. 1: 15
_.
481
.
His ignorance as to what is to become of the body of Christ

He

sacrifices the veritable reality of the

—

;

.
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Doctrine of Photinus, 481-483.

Is

.

481, 48?

Sabellianism
ivdia^eroc and 7rpo(popiii6g, the Son of God (which name
applies, not to the Logos, but only to Clirist), first begins to exist
with his birth from Mary befoi-e this he existed only in the divine

The Logos

;

idea.
An irradiation of the divine essence constitutes the personal
being in Clirist. Tlie particular kingdom of Christ will one day
have an end yet he probably attributed eternal duration to the
He probably referred the name " Holy
personality of Christ.
Ghost " simply to the agency of God or Christ
482
Later confusion of the Photinian with the Samosatenian theory
482, 483
;

....
.

Formation of

the church doctrine in opposition to the

Arian

t.n'l

Samosatenian, 483, 484.

personal unity, along with the completeness of the human nature,
taken up into union with the F.ogos, is held fast with differences in
[Hilary's viewj touching on Docetism, in regard to
otlier respects.
483 and n. 1
the soul and body of Christ]
Influence of ihe livo Gregorys, who carried still further the system of
'.
Origen
483,48
All the parts of human nature pervaded by the Logos, and final glori483
fication of the body of Christ
Gregory of Nyssa's doctrine concerning the transformation of the human nature after the analogy of the divine, meeting the Eunomian
objection to the church doctrine as establishing a duality of existhence the u.vrifj.e'&iaTaaic tuv ovohutuv his doctrine concernence,
ing an intermingling [avanpaaL^) of the sensuous element with the
hence his theory respecting the omessence of the divine nature,
483
nipresence of Christ's glorified humanity

The

.

—

;

—

Doctrine of the

.....

Younger Apollinaris, 484-492.

Formed
His

in opposition to the Origenistic theory
interest in behalf of Christian faith combined with the interest of

scientific speculation.

484

Plarmony of the natural with the supernat-

ural

.

.

484, 485

His opposition to the theory of a rational human soul in Christ, from
interest for the supernatural,
its place is supplied by the Logos.
This is mathematically certain (for otherwise Christ would be

—

either only a divine, not the

God-man, or the human nature

— and indeed

loses

because the human
the xIjvxv aloyog, the
^XV ^oytK7/ was too weak
source of desires that struggle against reason, united with the aCi^a
485-488
(in itself without desire)
The Logos was man before his ap])earance, says Apollinaris, regardChrist therefore
ing the spirit as properly constituting the man
namely, he differed
did not exactly become man, but ns a man,
489
from man in the most important particular
No human development in Christ. Union of the Logos with a perfect
489
human nature first takes place with believers
His fondness for the interchange of predicates charges his opponents
with supposing a change in Christ's body, and controverts the the.489, 490
ory of the omnipresence of Christ's glorified body
Unsolved difficulty, in reference to the union, in his system, of the
49fl
infinite Logos with the limited aupi
Agrees with the
Believes that he brings forward no new doctrine.
opposition to the Arian doctrine of the human nature of Christ.
Supposes that he has first rightly established the doctrine of the
491
God-man
its

own

free will),

for this reason,

to subject to itself

—

;

;

•

.

.

.

•

•

...

Against Apollinaris, Athanasius asserts (as also Gregory Nazianzen)
Christ as our pattern, as redeemer of the entire huiiian nature,
must also assume it to himself in its completeness. The ApoUina-

;
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could not assume the human nature free
sin, leads to the necessity of evil
491,492
Apollinarist doctrine condemned by Western councils subsequent
to the year 376, and by the second general council, which, however,
establishes no new articles of doctrine in regard to this subject
492
The problem of holdimj fast (he true union of the divine and human, on
the one side, in opposition to Samosatenianism and Apollinurianism
The Ih'st the
and, on the other side, the purely human in Christ.
492
special effort of the Alexandrian school, the last of the Antiochian
rist assertion that Christ

from

The

.

Doctrine of

Conformably

tlie

Antiochian School, 493-502.

to their historico-graramatica!

tendency the disciples of

form their conception of Christ from the gospel history,
their representation of the purely human nature of Christ
Close connection of this view, in the case of
without curtailment.
Theodore, with his whole doctrinal sy.stem
this school

— hence

.....

493

Doctrine of Theodore of Mopsuestia, 493-502.

—

the rational
Connection of it with his doctrine of human nature,
nature divided by him into two sections the mutable, and the rational, which is capable of being advanced to an immutable nature;
man, who is the image of God lor all creation, constitutes the
hence it was necessary for Clirist to
medium of this transition,
enter into the mutable nature of man. which, is subject to temptation, and according to the measure of the triumph of his own will
;

—

—

was revealed by him the divine power of the Logos
constantly united with him, and elevating him from one higher
Hence Christ posstage to another, as the reward of liis merit.
Hence
sessed more than human knowledge, but not omniscience.
he could not send the Holy Spirit, until after his glorification
493-497
Maintains, on scriptural grounds, the doctrine of a progressive development of Christ by conflict and exercise, particularly in opposition
to Apollinarianism
»i9 7-499
The indwelling of God in Christ and others (not /cat' ohaiav or Kar'
evepyeiav) /car' evSoniav, but in Christ as euuatc tC>v ^iiaewv
499, 500
Holds fast to the personal unity of two natures and hypostases (Jfe,sus
the organ of the Deity), unmixed and unseparated, in opposition to
Apollinaris
501
Contends against an unconditional avn^sMciTaaiq tuv bvofuiruv
.
501, 502
in this conflict

.

.........
.

.

.

.

Doctrine of the AUxandrian School, 502-504.

Gives prominence to the incomprehcnsil)le, the vnep loyov. Inclined
to the interchange of attributes (rj T^EOTOKog),
yet without confounding the divine and human
their h'uaic <pvaiK^ kot' ovaiav in opposition to the Antiochian awucpeia mr' evSok'uiv
502-504
Fundamental difference between the Antiochians and Alexandrians
in the mode of apprehending the relation between the natural and
the supernatural
504
;

/3.

Nestorian Disputes,

and

—

—

DOCTRIXAL CONTROVERSIES, 504-609.
Consequences down to the Time of the Chalcedonian Council, 504-583.

their

Beginning of

the Nestorian controversy/, 504-512.

—

Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople, subsequent to the year 428
educated in the cloister
awkward
wanting In prudence
'his
zeal against heretics
504, 505
Sets forth in his sermons the doctrines of the Antiochian school.
Imprudent zeal of his presbyter Anastasius (also of another ecclesiastic) against the term " mother of God " (i9eor6/cof
505-507

—
—
.........

—

)

....
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Nestorius takes the part of his friend, accused as a heretic, not with507, 508
out polemic heat
508, 509
Participation of the hxity in this dispute
Nestorius, attacked by Proclus in a bombastic discourse, in honor of
Mary, defends himself with moderation. Does not reject the term
deoTOKog directly

509-511
511,512
512-521

.......

Nestorius attacked in various ways by others

Cyr ill of Alexandria
His ambitious and persecuting spirit, coupled with a narrow doctrinal
Interference of

512, 513
zeal
His " paschal letter " and " warnino;," addressed to the Egyptian
humanity
in
Christ,
and
union
deity
and
of
monks, on the essential
the necessity of the " ^eotokoq" aimed against Nestorius, though
513,514
without any mention of his name
His defense against the charge of a contentious spirit and uncharita-

.......

514
bleness
His hypocritical letter, apparently full of love, and yet filled with in515
direct accusations, addressed to the excited Nestorius
Answer of Nestorius to Cyrill, dignified, and yet not free from misrep515, 516
Cyrill's reply
resentation.
The Alexandrian presbyter Lampon as mediator, and conciliatory
516
letter of Nestorius to Cyrill
Cyrill, out of injured vanity, certain of the Alexandrian clergy having
made complaint of his violent proceedings before Nestorius, makes
Cyrill's
the person of the latter the principal object of his attack.
remarkable memorial addressed to his agents in Constantinople,
517,518
and revealing his well calculated plan against Nestorius
His two works against Nestorius, addressed to the emperor and to the
518, 519
Augusta Pulcheria
.519, 520
His adulatory report of the dispute to Coelestin of Rome
inquiries
makes
Letter of Nestorius to Coelestin in which also he
520, 521
concerning four deposed Pelagian bishops
Coelestin, under the influence of hierarchical pride, decides in favor of
.

.

.

........
.

.

.

.

;

521
threatens to take place between the East and the
West. Peace-loving Syrian bishops, and especially John, patriarch
of Antioch, advise Nestorius to yield. His compliant answer, and
521-523
confidence in a general council
Cyrill, supported by Rome, sends Nestorius an arrogant summons to
recant, and pronounces twelve anathemas against the Antiochian
523
system of doctrine
Theodoret's writings in answer to Cyrill (occasioned through John.
Theodore censures the confounding together of the language suitable for homilies with the technical language of doctrinal theology,
contends especially against the notion of a physical unity in respect
to substance (hcjaic (^volkt], Ka-&' vKoa-aaw) as God is thereby suband Cyrill's vindication of
jected to a law of natural necessity)
his anathemas shut off, by their misconstructions, every hope of a
Cyrill

A

new schism

.

..........

—

—

....

523-525
calm mutual understanding
525
Theodoret and Cyrill on the ignorance of Christ
525
Anti-anathemas of Nestorius
Orders for a general council to meet at Ephesus, at Pentecost, in 431.
526
Letter of theodosius H. to Cyrill
'

.

•

•

.

•

Third Eaimenical Council at Erhesus

(a. p. 431),

527-543.

Candidian, imperial agent, appointed with full powers to preserve
order in the proceedings of the council. The bishops forbidden to
Nestorius
visit the court during the session of the assembly.
Cyrill, with a large
attends, accompanied by his friend Irenseus.
Ephesus.
of
Mfranon
His
friend
number of Egyptian bishops.
527,528
Nestorius petitions for a guard
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Dwtwntionof the Roman deleoates, and of John, patriarch of Antioch.
The council opened in an illesral manner on the 2lst of June, 431,

....

supported by Meninon and Juvenalis of Jerusalem, in
from John of Antioch to Cyrill
528,529
now the blind tool of Cyrill. send a summons to Nestorius.
His protest. The fanatical speeches of f^uoptius of Ftolemais
and Rhcginus of Constantia. Sentence of deposition passed on
Nestorius, which is pul)licly announced, and reported to the emperor
529-531
Letter of Nestorius and ten other bishops to the emperor, describing;
Cyrill's arbitrary proceedings, and demanding an assembly legally
conducted
532
Candidian suspected by the Cyrillian party
532
Arrival of John.
Meeting of a separate council,
by which Cyrill
and Memnon are deposed, and Cyrill's anathemas condemned. The
other bishops invited to a common council
532,533
Arrival of the Roman legates, who unite with the party of Cyrill.
John summoned by this party council. He and his associates suspended
533, 534
Impartial letter of the emperor to the synod answer of the Cyrillian
party
534
Dalmatius the Archimandrite, gained over and excited by Cyrill,
heads a large procession of monks and of the people to the emperIn consequence of this, three Cyrillian bishops allowed
or's palace.
to visit Constantinople
535, 536
Letter of Nestorius to his former friend and patron, the chamberlain
Scholasticus
536
L:enaeus gives an account to the emperor of the arbitrary conduct of
Cyrill
yet John, the syncel of Cyrill, produces a partial impression in his favor
53'
The Comes John appointed the emperor's commissioner to the counNestorius and also Cyrill and Memnon are to be deposed.
cil.
Indignation of the Cyrillian party. The Comes invites the emperor
to call before him eight bishops from each of the parties
537-539
Nestorius retires to a cloister
539
The eight delegates li-om each party appear before the well-meaning,
". 539, 540
but weak emperor, at Chalcedon
Cyrill's briberies at the court.
The emperor prejudiced against
Nestorius by the influence of Pulcheria. The Orientals petition for
a dismission of the council. Nestorius remains deposed. Cyrill
and Memnon return to their bishoprics. The emperor still hopes
for the restoration of peace between the two parties
.
.
540, 541

by

Cyrill,

spite of a letter

The

council,

—

.....

;

.

..........

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Compact between

Cyrill

and

the Orientals (a.

d.

Brought about especially by Paul of Emesa.

432),

and

its

Consequences, 542-551.

Cyrill finds himself

com-

pelled, in spite of his intrigues, to express himself more mildly in
regard to his anathemas, and subscribes a symbol of John (Mary
deoTOKoc in the sense of a union of two unmixed natures).
John
acquiesces in the condemnation of Nestorius, and the ordinations

—

consummated by the party of Cyrill,
particularly that of Maximian of Constantinople
Cyrill, accused by the Alexandrian zealots of denying his previous
doctrines, can only dt'fend himself by artful ambiguity
.
fet more decided dissatisfaction with the agreement on the part of
the Antiochians
the more moderate, as a Theodoret (his letter to
Nestorius), satisfied indeed with the doctrinal explanations of Cyrill,
but not with the deposition of Nestorius, and the condemnation of
his doctrine.
Yet the more zealous, as Alexander of Hierapolis,
.

.

;

Meletius of Mopsuestia, and a whole synod of Cilicia Secunda desire
the condemnation of the Cyrillian anathemas, regard Cyrill as ex-

542, 543

543,544
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communicated, and form, yet more excited through the vehemence
.544-547
of John of Antioch, tlie opposition party of Eastern Asia
Proclus appointed patriarch on the death of Maximian in 433, though
His connection with Cyrill and
the people demand Nestorios.
John. The latter now contends with secular weapons, procures an
547,548
imperial sacra against the party of Eastern Asia
Negotiations of the peace-loving Theodoret with John. Vain efforts
of Theodoret with the rigid Antiochians, especially with Alexander
Alexander (in spite of Theodore's representations
of Hierapolis.
548-551
to John), and Meletius of Mopsuestia, banished
.

....
....

Sequel of the Fate of Nestorius, 551-554.

Remains four years

A. D. 435, banished
in a cloister near Antioch.
His letter to the prefect of Thebais, and
Oasis.

to the Egyptian
the unmerciful treatment he received.
self (and that of his Iriend Irenseus).

unknown

His tragedy written by himCircumstances of his death

...........

551-554

Severer laws passed against Nestorianism, A. D. 435. Theodoret, continuing steadfast, is accused of being a Nestorian by Cyrill
OyrilVs Plan to procure the

554

.

.

His Death, 555-557.

Condemnation of Diodorus and Theodore.

of Rabulas of Edessa (formation of a Nestorian church
party in Persia), and of the abbot Maximus, violently opposed in
555
the Syrian church
Cyrill's labors with the emperor frustrated by the superior prudence
of Proclus. The latter's Tomus ad Armenos, with appended anathEmphatic letters of
emas. His delegates transcend their powers.
the Antiochian synod in behalf of Theodore, addressed to the emLetter of Proclus to John, and ordinance
Proclus, Cyrill.
peror.
555-557
of the emperor to the synod. Cyrill evades the storm
" that there is but one
Cyrill's work aimed against Theodoret
557
Theodoret's defense of Theodore
Christ."
New plots of Cyrill [genuineness of Theodoret's ep. 180 ad Joannem].
557
His death
of the same mind with his predecessor,
Dioscurus, Cyrill' x successor,
his zeal to establish the authority of the
but still more violent,
Alexandrian church. Treats every distinction of natures in the
concrete subject as a Nestorian heresy. Theodoret the main object
of his attack. His connection with Syrian monks and ecclesiastics
under Barsumas, and the illiterate monks of Constantinople under

The attempts

..........
.

:

.

.

.....

—

—

.

558-561
of Theodoret, a work temperately composed against the
561,562
Eutychian and Egyptian type of doctrine, in 44 7
Theodoret arraigned by Dioscurus before Domnus of Antioch. Mild
Theodoret accused by Dioscurus
letter of Theodoret to Dioscurus.
Theodoret and Domnus debefore the emperor, of Nestorianism.
562, 563
fend themselves. Theodoret forbidden to leave his diocese

Eutyches

....

The Eranist

.

Eutyches and

the

Synod

at

.

Constantinople, in 448, 563-568.

this avvo6o^ hdrifxovaa (assembled under FlaFlavian atvian), against Eutyches, by Eusebius of Doryleum.
tempts to reconcile the parties, but fails. Eutyches appears before
the synod, after being thrice summoned. Emperor's letter to the
synod, apparently in favor of Eutyches. Florentius, the emperor's
563-565
commissioner of faith
Eutyches (after the incarnation only one nature, the body of Christ
565-566
not dfioovmoc) deposed and excommunicated
Influential connections of Eutyches (the monies, Chrysaphius, favorites
His petition to the Emperor. Sentence
of Eudocia, Dioscurus).
666,66/
but confirmed
revised

C6mplaint entered before

.....

—
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Eutyches appeals to a (i;eneral council, and confers for this purpose
with Leo the Great of Rome. Flavian, anticipating trouble, seeks
567,568
to hinder this, and writes also to Leo
Robber-synod

at

Ephesus

(a. d. 449),

568-573.

Party ordinance of the emperor. Dioscurus president of the synod.
Orders respecting Theodoret and Barsumas. Commissioners of the

............

568, 569
emperor
Dioscurus rules supreme, by means of his voice, the monks, the soldiers,
and the cowardice of many bishops. The Niceno-Ephesian creed
Flavian, Eusebius, Doranus, and the
established as alone valid.
569-572
firm Theodoret, deposed
573-577
Course taken by Leo the Great, with regard to the Rohher-synod
His
letter
Flavian.
to
Acquiesces in the condemnation of Eutyches.
FlaSlight attention paid to his delegates at the Ephesian council.
573, 574
vian and Theodoret appeal to an Italian council
Letter of Leo (his motives), at first to no purpose, against the lalroNegotiations with him, to procure his recognition of Anacinium.
574, 575
tolius
Change of political relations. Pulclieria and Marcian in power, after
575, 576
influence
increases
450.
Leo's
Order by the emperor for a general council to meet (jjarticularly conCouncil
Leo's delegates.
trary to the views of Leo) at jSTice.
.

.

....

.

removed

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

576,577

Chalcedon
Forirth Eaime»icnl Conticil, held at Chalcedon, (a. d. 451), 577-5S3.

.....

Theodoret's reception.
Many bishops
Excitement of the parties.
veer round with the new breeze at court
577, 578
Aversion to the forming of a new ci'eed. The creed of Anatolius,
which is approved by the Egyptian party (Christ out of two
A part of the Orientals and the Roman delegates not
natures).
Threat of a Western council. A creed finally agreed
satisfied.
upon, by adopting several articles from the letter of Leo.
One
Christ iv 6vo (bvaeaiv — aavyxvTug, uTpenTug, udiaiperuc, iif(,upiaT(JC
578-581
Dioscurus deposed
581
Unworthy treatment of Theodoret, who at last directly condemns
Nestorius [his later hatred against Nestorius]
581, 582
Case of the ten Egyptian bishops
582, 583
583The union at Chalcedon, also, merely in appearance
•

.

.

•

.

.

....
....

Momphjsite Controversy, 583-609.
Original germ of it
The monk Theodosius, after the expulsion of Juvenal, made patriarch
of Jerusalem
Proterius, the successor of Dioscurus at Alexandria, and the Monophysite party under Timotheus Ailurus.
Made bishop by this party in
•

457

.

583
583

584

Assassination of Proterius. The emperor desires an agreement of the
two parties. Leo the (ireat applied to, and shows no disposition to
yield anything. Imperial decree addressed to all the Metropolitans.
Wise juflgment of the bishops of Pamphylia Banishment of Ailurus,
A. D. 4G0.The mild Salophaciolus made patriarch
584, 585
Basiliscus dethrones Zeno, A. d. 476.
In the be'j:inning, fiivorable to
Monophysitism.
His circular letter condemns the Chalcedonian
creed and Leo's epistle.
Ailurus once more patriarch.
Acacius of
Constantinople resists the emperor.
Anti-circular of Basiliscus
585,586
Zeno again emperor. Favorable to tlie Chalcedonian party. Choice
of Peter Mongus by the Monophysites, after the death of Ailurus.
Obliged to flee. Salophaciolus again patriarch. Peter Mongus and
.

.

.

.

John Talaya chosen
John Talaya, with Gennadius, at Constantinople.

.

His connection with

586, 587
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Irritates Acacius.
The cunning Peter Mongus. Zeno's Henius.
nolicon, A. D. 482.
New divisions. Four parties (the Acephali

amono; the

Monophy sites.). Schism betwixt

Western church

.

.

the Eastern and the

587-589

.

.

Anastasius emperor, in 491. Endeavors, from love of peace, to mainThe patritain the Henoticon.
Is suspicious of Monophysitism.
Philoxenus
archs Euphemius and Macedonius of Constantinople.
(Syrian translation) of Hierapolis (his quarrel with Flavian) and
Severus, the two heads of the hitherto headless party (the Acephali).
Tumult in Constantinople in consequence of the addition to the
Trisagion.
The emperor removes Macedonius, but is afterwards
589-591
obliged to make concessions to the Chalcedonian party
Enthusiasm for the Chalcedonian
Justin emperor, from the year 518.
council. Vitalian and Justinian. Negotiations with Rome. Anathema on the leaders of the Monophysites. Acacius himself sacrificed.
Severus flees to Alexandria
591, 592
.

.

.

......

Justinian Emperor

from

the year 527,

Would

fain be champion of the Chalcedonian orthodoxy, and lawgiver
In so doing, acts as the tool
to the church as well as to the state.
of others, particularly of his Monophysite wife Theodora. Anthimus
her favorite, whom, deceiving her husband, she makes patriarch,

Anthimus excommunicated by Agapetus of Rome. DeA. D. 535.
592, 593
posed by the undeceived emperor. Mennas is made patriarch
council under Mennas, A. D. 536, fully condemns Monophysitism.
593, 594
Justinian's despotic law confirming this decision
Intrigues of Theodora, with the aid of Vigilius, a deacon, and through
her (after the banishment of Silverius), in 538, bishop of Rome.
594, 595
Vigilius declines to declare openly in favor .of Monophysitism
The Origenistic court party, led by Domitian and Theodore Ascidas.
Peter of Jerusalem, Pelagius the Roman Apocrisarius, and Mennas
(the two last being jealous of the influence of Theodore Ascidas)
propose to the emperor the condemnation of the heresies of Origen.
Emperor's letter to Mennas, and a synod condemn Origen yet,
Theodore Ascidas and Domitian sacrifice the truth to party inter594-597
ests, and subscribe
The Origenists exert themselves to make the anathema pronounced
on Origen recoil on Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Ibas,
for the purpose of drawing off the emperor, annoying Mennas. and
forming a combination with the Monophysites and Theodora. They
persuade the emperor (a willing lawgiver), through the illusive
hope of reuniting the Monophysites with the dominant church, to
condemn those three church teachers by his edict de trihus capitulis,
A. D. 544 which the four Oriental patriarchs, and the majority of
597-600
the bishops, after some resistance at first, subscribe
.

....

The

.

;

;

.

The Controversy on

.

.

the Three Chapters, 600-609.

Protest of the more free-spirited Africans, particularly of Pontian, as
also of the bishops of Dalmatia and lUyria, against the imperial
edict.
At the request of Vigilius, bishop of Rome, whom the emperor endeavors to gain, Fulgentius Ferrandus wi-ites his judgment.
(1. Authority of general councils. 2. Persons deceased are removed
from the jurisdiction of a human tribunal. 3. The writing of an
individual, though subscribed by many, does not approach to the
Vigilius, inclined to follow this judgment
authority of holy writ.)
then seeks himself to
at first, is gained over by the court party,
bishops.
Seventy subscribe his judicatum,
the
African
over
gain
600-603
but two of his own deacons, and others of the clergy, oppose it
Thorough and free-spirited defense of the three articles by Facundus
lamentable
interthe
dogmatizing,
unc;alled
for
(against
of Hermiane
603,604
ference of the civil power the venal clergy)
.

—

.

;
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excommunicated by a Western synodal

decision, urges the
Retracts his judicatum.
His shameful
part of the African
Council of Constance, a. d. 561.
oath.
Persecution
of
the
resisting
bishops.
(Reparatus
bishops appear.
of Carthage banished)
604, 605
New edict of the emperor drawn out in detail. Vigilius declines subVigilius,

call of a general council.

A

scribing it
605, 606
Fifth Ecumenical Council at Constantinople, A. T>. 553. Vigilius' Con.stilulum ad imperatorem.
Vigilius excommunicated by the emperor.
Theodore of Mopsuestia, and several of the works of Theodoret and
of Ibas condemned. Many bishops deposed. Vigilius, still inconstant, confirms the decrees of the council
606-60t
Union of the Monophysites with the ruling church not yet effected.
Secession of the churches of Istria and Aquilia from Rome
.
.
608
Aphthartodocetism (Christ subjected himself to the affections and defects of a sensuous nature only /car' oUovofilav), proceeding from a
mistaken effort to glorify Christ. The emperor, who had already,
in 533, confirmed the formulas of the Theopaschites, makes it a
law. Deposes Eutychius. Justinian's death, a. d. 565, delivers the
church from the utter confusion which threatened it
.
.
.608, 609

APPENDIX.
Formation of isolated church parties, which grew out of these disputes,
beyond the limits of the Roman empire
609-616
Nestorians in Persia.

Edessa

Mesopotamia, a seminary for Persian church teachers. Rabulas of Edessa l)ecomes a follower of Cyrill.
Zealous against Nestorianism.
Expijls the presbyter Ibas and others, who go to Persia.
Letter of Ibas to Maris (against Nestorius, but more vehement
against Cyrill), and his translations of the writings of Theodore and
Diodorus into the Syrian tongue. A. d. 536, becomes bishop of
in

Edessa

610, 611

Activity of Barsumas (one of those who had been driven away by
Rabulas) as bishop of Nisibis, from 435 to 489, in establishing the
Nestorian church; the organization of which is completed by a
synod under Babias, patriarch of Seleucia from the year 496. (Permits the clergy to marry)
The school of Edessa, destroyed in 489 by Zeno, transplanted to
Nisibis.
(Impulse given to biblical studies by Theodore)
.
.

........

611
611

Monophyxites, 611-616.

In Egypt (seceded in the time of Justinian) and in Ethiopia
.
In Armenia, more liberal. The synod of Thiven, under the Catholicos
Nierses, in 536, condemns the Chalcedonian council
.
.
.
In Syria, the restless activity of Jacob, the Metropolitan, in behalf of
the oppressed church, till 578. Jacobites
Divisions among the Monophysites. The party of Severus.
Niobites.
Severus favors Phthartodocetism. Themistius even inclined to

....

Agnoetism

611

612
612

612,613

Studies, for the most part, barren and unprofitable dialects. Aristotle.
Two men of larger views. John Philoponus (distinguished the twofold Aristotelian sense of the term <i>vcn^,
accused of tritheism) and
Stephen Gobarus (collates the opposite decisions of the older
church teachers)
613, 614
Mystical tendency of Bar Sudaili, an abbot of Edessa taught that
all fallen beings would eventually be raised to union with God.
VOL. II.
c

—

:
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The

His Chiliasm. His mystical interpreinscription in his cell.
.
.614, 615
.
tations of Scripture by means of higher revelations
d. Anthropology,

619-722.

Introductory remarks. Practical spirit of the Western church. The
West (TertuUian) gives more prominence to sin and grace. The
Oriental church (Origen), to that which is akin to God and to the
616-618
free will answering to the two main directions of human culture
.

;

a.

The West, 618-712.

aa. Development of Anthropologii, previous

The

" in quo

to the

time of Augustin, 618-624.

omnes peccaverunt "
The

still

618

undeveloped System of Hilary of

Poictiers, 618-622.

sinful propensity cleaving to all men from Adam.
Hilary seems
moral evil to the sensuous nature. All men need the forAmong men, all goodness relative. Holds to a
giveness of sin.
The mild yoke of Christ.
certain painful righteousness of the law.
Presupposes, too, the communication of a new principle of life by
Gives prominence to the firee will (lalse explanation of
Christ.

The

to refer

Rom. 9:13)

618-622

.

62^-624
the pi'edecessor of Augustin
Distinctly sets forth the fact of universal sinfulness (by men's own
fault), and the doctrine of grace as the efficient cause of all conversion, which, however, is conditioned on human recipiency
.
622, 623
.
The two passages treating of grace as effecting the whole work .
623, 624
Ambrose,

.

bb.

Anthropology of Augustin and Pelagius, 624-639.
Augustin, 624-631.

—

with a
Connection of his scheme nf doctrine ivith the history of his life,
Study of St. Paul, at the time of his conrich inward experience.
version. The two great divisions of his life. The question, " whence
is evil in man's nature, which is attracted towards goodness," led
him to Manichseism but became, also, the centre afterwards of his
consistent scheme of thought
624,625
The first period, j-eaching to about 3d4. Certain Platonic ideas. His
doctrine of moral corruption not derived from Manichaeism. Moral
Holds fast to free will. His exposition of Rom. 9,
evil the pf/ bv.
ofthe year 394 (Quod credimus, nostrum est). The occultissima
625-629
animarum merita
With more profound views of the nature of faith, he comes to give a
more partial prominence to the divine agency. A predestination
conditioned on foreknowledge does not satisfy his discriminating
;

.

mind

629, 630

The letter to Simplician, A. D. 397, also on Rom. 9.
630,631
incomprehensible, yet at all times just counsels of God
Augustin's scheme of doctrine distinctly struck out previous to the
Pelagian controversy rather the system of Pelagius (which grew
out of several views already prevailing in the church) was formed
631, 632
out in a certain opposition to Augustin
Second period.

The

.

.

;

Pelagius, 631-639.

Monk

Connection with the East. His sequestered life in
of Britain.
study and ascetism. Sense of moral power. His letter to Demetrias
against counterfeit humility).
(insists on unity of the moral life,
against Jovinian. Takes the Sermon on the
Prsecepta et concilia,
632-685
Mount in the literal sense
His practical interest in opposing the worldly Christianity of the
times.
Outward participation in the sacraments and fxith (underOpposed to
etood by him as an outward thing) are not enough.

—

—
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purgatory in favor of the eternity of future punishment. His oppo635-637
sition to moral inaction
BUs doctrine concerning man. Virtues of the pagans. Denies inherited
depravity.
The possibiUty of moral evil, a necessary condition of
goodness. Free will overcomes the enticements of sense, or yields
H
637
to them
His doctrine concerning the Saviour that of the church, modified,
however, by his doctrine of man. Works must be added to faith.
Opposition to the Augustinian maxim Da quod jubes, et jube quod
638
vis
His commentary on Paul's epistle, composed at Rome (rewritten by
638, 639
Cassiodore)
;

.

,

.

.

.

;

:

.

.

cc.

External History of the Pelagian Disputes, 639.

an advocate, openly appears as a defender of the
principles of Pelagius
Coelestius visits Carthage (with Pelagius) in 411. Endeavors to obtain
Complained of by Paulinus before
there the place of a presbyter.
a synod of that country, A. D. 412 (for maintaining that Adam's sin
Coelestius of the opinion that the
injured no one but himself).
subject in hand was a speculative question de traduce peccati ; but
Coelestius, formerly

is

639

639, 640

excommunicated

Pelagius in Palestine, A. D. 415. Jerome (scenting Origenistic influence, and personally excited against Pelagius) and Paul Orosius, his
antagonists.
Jerome's letter to Ctesiphon, and his dialogues. Yet
the Oriental church, on the whole, more favorably inclined to Pela-

.........

gius than to Augustin
Orosius arraigns Pelagius before a synod under John of Jerusalem,
The prudent John will not allow himself to be moved
A. D. 415.
by the authority of Augustin. Pelagius vindicates himself before
the Orientals on account of the charge that " he taught man might
The complainants allege that
easily fulfill the divine commands."
and for this reasorr, John reports
the matter belonged to the West,
Innocent
of
Rome
it to
Heros of Arias, and Lazarus of ALx, enter a complaint against Pelagius, before a synod held at Diospolis, under Eulogius of Caesarea.
Pelagius defends himself against the charge that he taught " there
was such a thing as perfect purity and exemption from sin." Also
condemns certain positions of Coelestius, and is recognized as a
member of the Catholic church
Alleged violences at Bethlehem. Jerome and Augustin (de gestis
Pelagii) concerning the synod of Diospolis
The three letters of the North African bishops, A. D. 416 (Pelagius
by a one-sided assertion of free will denies grace in the peculiar
Christian sense), and letter of Pelagius (the free will in need of
grace, necessity of infant baptism), and vague confession of faith
(also attacking Jerome), to Innocent. Innocent, though not wholly
given to the views of Augustin, joins in the condemnation of the
Pelagian doctrines, but dies in the same year, 416
Zosimus his successor, more favorable to the Pelao;ian doctrines.
Coelestius at Rome.
His confession of faith, likewise vague and
indefinite, satisfies Zosimus.
Two letters of the latter to the Africans, asserting the orthodoxy of Coelestius and Pelagius
The decided protest of a synod at Carthage produces an impression
on Zosimus, who now, while praising the authority of the apostolic
chair, suspends his decision.
Nine canons of the Africans against
Pelagius
Africans secure on their side the civil power. Imperial edicts against
Pelagianism.
Zosimus, brought round by this means, and through
the influence of men near him (as Constantius), cites Coelestius, who

640, 641

—

....
.

.

641-643

643, 644
644, 645

645-647

647-649

649,650
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condemns by Ms " tractoria " Pelagius and
Accused by the Pelagians of denying his own convic-

does not appear,

............

Ccfilestius.

tions

Bishops deposed

for refusing to subscribe the tractoria of
Julian of

Edanum,

Zosimus

.

650, 651

651

652-655.

systematic, at the same time more passionate than Pelagius and
Pree-spirited, well educated, moral, and devout.
His
Coelestius.
remarks against the timid bishops. Against the interference of the
(Augustin in reply.) Constantly makes his appeal
civil power.
Augustin to the Christian consciousness,
as
to reason (ratio,

More

—

—

652-655
does Julian himself, with another reference)
The Pelagian anthropology, rigidly carried out, must needs introduce
a change also in the doctrine concerning, the person of Christ.
(Theodore of Mopsuestia, a trace in Julian.) Leporius, condemned
His recantation at Carthage, in which,
as a Pelagian, a. d. 426.
however, there is no trace of his earlier Pelagian views, but only of
his Antiochian notions respecting the person of Christ
655-657
Annianus, deacon at Celeda, a zealous and constant Pelagian. Translator of Chrysostom's homilies
657
Leo the Great opposed to Pelagianism. The Pelagian Seneca, about
the year 500,
letter of Gelasius of Rome against him
657, 658
Final result of the controversy. Pelagianism suppressed by outward
force,
but as the victorious doctrine (not, however, the whole doctrine of Augustin) had in its favor the voice of the Christian consciousness at large, no reactions, like those in the Oriental church,
.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

ensued
dd.

658

Inner relation

Importance of

of the conflicting Modes of Thinking, and
Shape of the Dispute, 658-660.

to each other,

the questions in dispute, depreciated

— strongly

by Pelagius and

asserted by Julian (from interest for the
common ground of Christian morality) and Augustin (out of inter658-660
est for the essence of the Christian consciousness)
Coelestius,

Fundamental

Difference, 660-666.

....
....

the different views of
According to the professions of the parties
man's moral condition in relation to the first sin
660, 661
A good deal that cannot be traced back to this point. The different
way of apprehending the doctrine of man's free will. Finding nowhere substantial freedom, Augustin is led to the supposition of a
corruption of man's nature, and of a preceding original moral state.
:

Pelagius, with his formal conception of freedom, conceives the posand his theory of an
of goodness, as well as of moral evil,
and of a first sin stands disconnected from his
system.
The possibilitas utriusque of Pelagius. The antithesis of
" nature " and " grace " of Augustin, the dependence of all rational
661-664
beinjjs on grace for attaining to their destination
Accordingly, the fundamental difference is in the different mode of
or
appiehending the relation of the natural to the supernatural,
of the creation to the Creator (which
reduced back still further,

—

sibility

original moral state

....
—

—

664-666

Jerome already perceived)
Individual Points of Dispute, 666-687.

The

first sin

and

its

consequences.

The Pelagians

represent the

first

sin as the disobedience of a heedless child, yielding to the seduc-

tions of sense.
Augustin makes the exceeding guilt of the first sin
to consist in man's transgressing the law of God with a free will
" concupiscence " the root of selfishness. Augustin's propagatio rea12.
The Pelagians taught that Adam injured
tus et poencE, Rom. 5
:
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by his example. Augustin's well-weighed expressions respecting the propagalio Jidei per iraducem, which PelaThe Pelagians affirmed a progressive
gius called nonsensical.
deterioration of humanity,
yet that there were examples of perfect
"
holiness
The wavering notion of " grace," among the Pelagians, and their three
stages of righteousness
Julian, against the charge of the self-sufficiency of human reason,
yet holds there is no contradiction betwixt reason and revelation
Grace and free will. The Pelagians all operations "of grace conditioned on the bent of the will.
According to Augustin, grace excludes all merit (with which belonged, in his view, all conditioning
of grace on the different states of recipiency). From the Pelagians,
although they probably acknowledged outward revelations, the
notion of an internal communication of divine life, ever made prominent by Augustin, lay more remote
Doctrine concerning Christ as Redeemer.
The Pelagians, limiting
the negative significance of the redemption, make it to consist
especially in the ennobling of the imperfect human nature
Christ,
the divine teacher, the bi<ihest pattern of the divine righteousness,
his posterity only

—

.

.

.

—
.

666-672

672,673
673, 674

:

674,675

:

imparted to

man many new

motives to moral effort
.
.
675-678
The Pelagians, recognizing the objective significance of justification,
place the inner union with Christ in the background
678
.

.

.

.

Progressive Development of the Divine Life, according to Augustin, 678-684.

Through
divine

not merely forgiveness of
with Christ

faith,
life

sin,

but also fellowship of the

678

In opposition to the three stages of righteousness according to Pelagius,

—

Augustin teaches there

is

but one only spring of true holiness,

the specific principle of the Christian life.
Augustin's naiTow
judgment of the pagan times (Rom. 14 23), over against the isolated way of contemplating moral goodness among the Pelagians.
Julian's illogical distinction of the fructuose and steriliter bona
678-682
Augustin's prevenient, efficacious., and cooperating grace (why, in the
earthly life, no perfect sinlessness?) and his "gift of perseverance " 682-684
:

.

Doctrine of Absolute Predestination, 684-687.

Necessarily connected with Augustin's doctrine concerning grace.
His more profound apprehension of freedom as a state, leads him to
deny it as a faculty. Contents himself with an apparent fi-eedom
(operations of grace after the form of human nature).
Real freedom only in the case of Adam
684, 685
Augustin's prudent, logically skillful statement of this doctrine. Mischievous consequences derived from it already (Augustin's letter to
Sixtus), in 426, by the monks at Adrumetum.
Against these, Augustin writes his works de gratia et libero arbitro, and de correp-

.......

tione et gratia
ee.

.

.

685-687

"

Semi-Pelagianism and Augustinianism, 687-712.

687

Intermediate tendencies develop themselves
John Cassinn, 687-690.

A monk

from the East.

ofChrysostom

His predominant practical bent.

—

A

disciple

687,688

"
Recoojnizes a universal corruption,
also Augustin's views of " grace
and "justification," but in connection with a love of God extending
to all, and with the exclusion of all constraining influence on the
free will.
His thirteenth collation, on the relation of grace and free
will (the question whether grace or free will precedes cannot be set687-690
tled a jonori)
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Semi-Pelagians in Gaul (who amid the storms of the time, had
found rest in the doctrine of predestination) not satisfied with AuSome of the clergy there,
gustin's book de correptione et gratia.
for example,
however, enthusiastically attached to Augustin,
Prosper of Aquitania. His and Hilary's letter to Augustin, on the
minds
agitated state of men's
690,691
Augustin's works, written with Christian moderation, against the
Semi-Pelagians. De prsedestinatione sanctorum and de dono per.'
691-693
severantise
in which, however,
Prosper's hearty and fervent carmen de ingratis,
he omits to notice, in his opponents, the interest for a morality that
would be /ree
693,694
Augustin's last years Eraclius, his assistant. His retractationes. The
opus imperfectum. His letter to Boniface. Dies A. D. 429
694, 695
Prosper and Hilary have recourse to Coelestin of Rome. Coelestin's
TTie

—

.

—

.

:

.

.

the Gallic bishops.
The Commonitorium of
partly in opposition to the too great authority ascribed

indefinite letter to

Vincentius,

—

to Augustin
Hilary and Prosper in Rome.

695-697
Prosper's unsuccessful efforts also with

697,698
Writings of Prosper. Able exposition of the doctrine of predestination.
(God not arbitrary, but his judgments unsearchable.) Germ
of the distinction between the revealed and the secret will of God 698, 699
[its author]
aims at a
The book De vocatione omnium gentium
comparison resulting in favor of the Augustinian system of doctrine.
699, 700
His dialectic method
The three positions of man Voluntas sensualis, animalis, spiritalis
and the two kinds of grace, general and special. Our knowledge
700-702
is but in part
The Predestinaiianx. The "se ond book of the Prsedestinatus " (stern
Sixtus

—

—

.•_._.

:

;

form of the doctrine of predestination, examples of Judas and Paul.
702-704
Through Christ, a restoration of corrupt nature only in hope)
.

author of the " Prajdestinatus," a Semi-Pelagian. By prevenient
grace, he understands only the work which Christ accomplished
704, 705
here on the earth. Refutation of the above mentioned examples
Genuineness of the second book of the Prasdestinatus. [The younger
705, 706
Arnobius]
The Semi-Pelagian Faustus of Rhegium. [His view of the corporealhis opponent, Claudianus Mamertus, surpassing
ity of the soul,
him in philosophical spirit.] His practical Christian spirit. His
Council of Aries,
controversy with the Predestinatian Lucidus.
His book De gratia Dei et humanse mentis libero arbiA. D. 475.
trio.
Free will not lost, but weakened. Distinguishes also a univerbut this sometimes precedes human eflfbrts.
sal and a special grace
His well-conceived collation of the doctrines concerning man and
concerning Christ. Mentions Augustin with respect. Gennadius
706-709
on Augustin
Caesarius of Aries, a man distinguished for practical activity, and
Fulgentius of Ruspe (both driven out of AfHca by the Vandals),
and" others of a similar stamp, bring about the triumph of the Au709
gustinian system of doctrine
Controversies occasioned by the work of Faustus. The Scythian monks
Question proof Constantinople, zealous for the orthodox faith.
posed by the African bishop Possessor to Hormisdas of Rome, and
Those monks, dissatisfied with
his free-spirited, moderate reply.
the answer, are the occasion of Fulgentius of Ruspe writing several
710, 711
works against Serai-Pelagianism
The council of Orange, A. D. 529, under Caesarius (for " gratia preveniens," against predestination to sin), and that of Valence (confirmed by Boniface H.), testify to the victory of the Augustinian
710,711
scheme of doctrine

The

.

—

;
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(3.

The Oriental Church, 712-722.

......

Slight participation of the East in the controversies of the West relating to the doctrine concerning man
His work against the sy.stem of Augustin
(probably pointed especially against Jerome). Whether at a later
period he joined in the condemnation of Julian V
His Anthropology man the image of God for the whole creation, the
bond of union to the entire universe. The necessary appearance of
His views respecting the law, and
sin in the state of mutability.
19
Exposition of Rom. 8
respecting death.
His point of contact with Pelagianism. Weakness of man's nature,
In Theodore's system, the docdilference.
doctrine of freedom
trine of redemption occupies an essential place
His rich
His (juiet development.
His practical spirit.
Chri/sostom..
inward experience. His sphere of activity. His exposition of Kom.
determinato
the
free
within
in
proportion
6:19. Grace operates
.
tion of the will
The occurrence with
Nestorius agrees essentially with Chrysostom.
Ccelestin.
Memorial
of
the four Pelagian bishops, and his letter to
Nestorius' letter of condolence to Ccelestius.
Marius Mercator.
Pelagianism condemned by the Cyrillian council of Epliesus, out of

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

....
....
....

:

:

;

.

complaisance to

Rome

Isidore of Pelusiuin.

needful for

all,

.

—

e.

712,713

713-717

717,718

718-720

720-722

Seeds of goodness
is

712

left

even after the

ordinarily not prevenient,

—

is

fall.

Grace

not constraining

722

Doctrine of the Sacraments, 722-730.

On

722, 723
the doctrine of the church
The ambiguous term
notion of sacrament, a very indefinite one.
Propensity to multiply holy symbols, especially in
sacramentum.
723
the Greek church
Greater doctrinal strictness of Augustin. The virtus sacramenti and
Outward symbols necessary for every religious
the sacramentum.
society, but the determinate form God might alter in the New Testament (in opposition to the Manichajans). Necessity of a recipient
God's grace not absolutely connected with the symstate of mind

The

;

bol.

He

sets distinctly forth, in opposition to the Donatists, the

....

in the New Testament,
objective significance of the sacraments,
723-725
the religion of the spirit, signs few and simple
The four sacraments
of the sacraments still undetermined.
725
of Augustin. Marriage

Number

Doctrine of Baptism, 726-731.

Connection of baptism and regeneration. In connection with their
different views of man, the Occidentals gave more prominence to
the negative, the Orientals (Gregory Nazianzen, Cyrill of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, Isidore of Pelusium), to the positive effect of bap726, 727

tism

Theodore of Mopsuestia.

For

adults, the forgiveness of sin

and union

with Christ in the case of infant baptism, properly no forgiveness
of sin, but communication of the higher life of exemption from
sin (anamartesia).
His nicer distinction of vehicle and efficient
;

.
.
727, 728
principleIn like manner, the Pelagians, though without reference to their principles, following the church tradition, a(iirmod the necessity of baptism for persons of every age. Tlieir intermediate state of unbaptized
728-730
children
This intermediate state, a doctrine also of Gregory Nazianzen. AuAugustin
gustin at first, Ambrose, Pelagius himself, undecided.
opposed to it. Doctrine condemned by a council at Carthage, a. d.
418.
In the case of the baptism of infants, the faith of the church,
730, 731
according to Augustin, represents that of the subject
,

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Doctrine of the Lord's Supper, 731-736.

The

idea predominant of a spiritual and bodily union with Christ
most strongly in Cyrill of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, Hilary, Ambrose,
Nilus
Not directly a transubstantiation. Theodoret on the relation of the
bread and wine to the body and blood of Christ
Gregory of Nyssa approaches the theory of transubstantiation expresses clearly the wide-spread idea of a repetition of the incarnation of the Logos
More spiritual views of Athanasius. Augustin (the spiritual body of
Christ,
manducare intus et foris). Gregory of Nyssa
.
Eusebius of Caesarea seems, like Origen, to distinguish the sensible
and the spiritual ordinance

....

731, 732
732, 733

;

—

.

f.

733

733-735
735, 736

Doctrine concerning the Last Things, 736-739.

The

doctrine of purgatory (ignis purgatorius).
Its abuse.
Pelagius
against it.
Augustin seeks to guard it against misconstruction
736, 737
The doctrine of everlasting puniskme7it. Often impugned from frivolous motives.
Against which Chrysostom. Combated on deeper
grounds of Christian interest by the Origenistic (especially developed by Gregory of Nyssa) and Antiochian (connection of the
apocatastasis with the fundamental views of Gregory of Nyssa)
737-739
schools
.

S.

Opposite Spiritual Tendencies in Theology, ivhich grew out of the
after working of the Origenistic Disputes, 739-765.

Enthusiastic admii-ers of Origen, and blind zealots opposed to him in
the East (in the West, long since pronounced a heretic). Marcellus of Ancyra, an opponent of Origen, held that he was the lather
Commixture of Plaof Arianism (against this view Athanasius).
tonic ideas with Christianity. Didymus an Origenist.
Chrestomathy from the works of Origen, by Basil and Gregory of Nazianz.
influence
of
Origen
Great
on Gregory of Nyssa
The monks, especially in Egypt, in part for, and in part (Pachomius)
against Origen
Epiphanius of Palestine.
Educated among the Egyptian monks.
A. D. 367, bishop of Constantia. Well-read, but uncritical. His
upright, but narrow doctrinal spirit.
Zealous opponent of Origen
Jerome. His merits as a promoter of biblical studies. His zeal for
the gospel, coupled with great defects. Born at Stridon, about 430.
Disciple of the grammarian Donatus, and of Apollinaris. Baptized
at Rome when a young man.
Retires to the desert of Chalcis in
Syria. Study of the ancient authors. (Views of the period on this
subject.)
His dream and his oath. Learns the Hebrew. Becomes
a presbyter. Goes, about the year 380, to Constantinople, to Gregory of Nazianz.
Studies and translates Origen. In 382 at Rome.
Secretary of Damasus. Has many friends and enemies. Exerts
himself to promote the ascetic life.
Goes to Bethlehem. Spiritual
education of young men. Improvement of the Latin version of the
Bible, and new translation of the Old Testament after the original
Rufinus and John of Jerusalem, united with Jerome also in the study
of Origen.
Relations of the latter with Origen (makes use of him
in particular respects)
Zeal of Western pilgrims against Origen leads. Jerome, who was anxious to maintain his reputation for orthodoxy, to exercise more
prudence in expressing his views of Origen
Epiphanius, A. D. 394, at Jerusalem, where he requires of John the
condemnation of Origen,
and at Bethlehem, ordains Paullinianus.
Controversy between Epiphanius and John. Jerome takes the side
.
of Epiphanius. A. D. 396, Jerome and Rufinus are reconciled

....

739-741
741

741, 742

742-746

746

746, 747

—

747,748
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Rufinus in, 397, repairs to Rome. His translation, with modifications,
of the work Ilfpi upx<^v. Pammachius and Oceanus. Jerome incensed with Rufinus.
Rufinus justified by Siricius.
Anastasius
(Marcella) against Orig;en and Rufinus
748-750
Theophilus of Alexandria. Connected with Origenistic monks. His
presbyter Isidore,
a man of no character
750,751
His Epiphany programme, A. d. 399, against the Anthropomorphites.
Exasperation of the Scetic monks (Serapion). Theophilus pacifies
them by dissimulation
751, 752
The Origenistic monks of Mount Nitria. Evagrius. The four tall
brothers. Out of revenge to these and to Isidore, Theophilus unites
with the Anthropomorphites, Jerome and Epiphanius; at various
synods after 399, causes Origen to be stigmatized as a heretic, and
persecutes those monks, who take refuge with Chrysostom at Con-

.....

—

stantinople
752-754
Born 347, at Antioch. His mother Anthusa. His
early education.
Study of the ancients. From 386, presbyter at
Antioch, under Flavian. Eloquence.
A. D. 397, bishop of Constantinople.
Freedom of Spirit, sequestration, austerity. Eutropius.
His inconstant relations to Eudoxia
754, 755
Arrival of the monks. Letter of Chrysostom to Theophilus. Latter's
accusation of the monks. Petition of the monks to the empress.
Theophilus cited to Constantinople
755-757
Theophilus, full of vengeance against Chrysostom, unites with his

_

Joh7i Chrysoslom.

.....

enemies and with Epiphanius. Council held under Epiphanius,
A. D. 401, for the condemnation of Origen.
Epiphanius comes, in
402, to Constantinople.
Is perplexed as to the course he ought to
pursue
757, 768
Theophilus enters into an understanding with Eudoxia against Chrysostom.
Arrives at Constantinople in 403.
Synod at the Oak.
Chrysostom deposed and accused of high treason, and sent into
exile, but is soon recalled.
His sermon on John the Baptist, and
second exile, to Cucusus. His lofty confidence of faith, and restless activity in spreading the gospel in his exile.* Innocent of

Rome

intercedes for him.

New

exasperation of his enemies.

Is

conveyed to Pityus in Pontus. Dies on the journey, at Comanum,
A. D. 407
758-762
Schism of the Johannites, disposed of by Atticus and Proclus (438)
762
Synesius, despite his views (in part Origenistic) differing from those
of the ruling church, is ordained by Theophilus bishop of Ptolemais 762, 763
Individual ecclesiastics inclined to the views of Origen
763, 764
Origenistic controversies in the time of Justinian [reTpadlTai and
Justinian's edict, and council under Mennas, A. D. 541,
ia6xpiciT0L\.
against the Origenistic doctrines.
Question, whether the fifth
ecumenical council (533) condemned Origen (Didymus, Evagrius)? 764, 76S
.

.

Appendix

to

mnory
Significance of the sects

Audians.
clergy.

.

.

History of Doctrines,
of

Sects, 765-779.

765, 766

.

Audius in Mesopotamia. His opposition to the unspiritual
Anthropomorphism. Excommunicated. Bishop of his sect.

Time of the Easter festival. When old, banished to Scythia. Promotion of the ascetic life
766,76^
One-sided ethical tendencies. Rhetorius and the knowledge-haters
(Gnosimachi),
[P^uphemites, Hypsistarians, etc.]
..
767,768

—

.

Mankhaans,

.

768-771.

Persecution in Persia, a. d. 525. Law of Diocletian against them.
At first tolerated under Constantine (Strategius), afterwards per-
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Laws against
Intercession of Libanius in their behalf.
Laws of Valenafter 372. Leo the Great inquires them out.
tinian III. and of Justinian (punishing them with death).
Persesecuted.

them

768-770
cuted in Africa by Hunerich (477)
Secret spread of the sect.
Agapius (against Eunomius). Faustus of
Mileve.
His writings against the church doctrines
770, 771
New commixtures of Christianity with Oriental theosophy. The
771
i9 fOCTo^m of Aristocritus
.

.

.

Priscillianists, 771-779.

Extfrnnl History of the Sect, 7"l--775.

In Spain.

Marcus of Memphis

(Elpidius,

rich, respectable, eloquent, a rigid ascetic.

Agape).

Priscillian

The bishops

Instantius

and Salvianus, his adherents. Hyginus of Cordova, and Idacius of
Emerita, opposed to him. Synod at Saragossa, a. d. 380. Ithacius
of Sossuba. Idacius and Ithacius resort to the secular arm.
The
Priscillianists have recourse in vain to Damasus of Home and Ambrose.
Bribe Macedonius
771, 772
The worldly-minded Ithacius gains over Maxinius the usurper, against
the Priscillianists.
Synod at Bourdeaux, A. r>. 384. Instantius
deposed.
Priscillian appeals to the emperor.
Martin of Tours
intercedes with the emperor, whom Maiznus and Rufus once more
bring round.
Trial by Euodius.
Priscillian executed.
The Priscillianists persecuted.
Theognist, Martin of Toiu-s, Ambrose, opposed to these unspiritual proceedings. Enthusiasm of the oppressed
(Bacchiarius)
772-775
Doctrines of Priscillian, 776-779.

The souls of men, divine essences
The souls consent forth to contend with the empire of darkness.
fined in bodies by the powers of darkness but in order to their own
subjugation.
The twelve sidereal and the twelve celestial powers.
Man the microcosom. Man still subjected to the influence of the
stars until the appearance of the Redeemer.
Monarchian and
Docetic notions of Christ. Regeneration. Use of the Old Testament and of several apocryphal writings
775-778
Morality of the Priscillianists. Rigidly ascetic. Pious fraud "libra"
of the later Catholic bishop Dictinnius. The opponents of the Priscillianists employ their own arts against them
against which, AuDualism and emanation system.

;

.....
:

;

gustin's work, De mendacio ad Consentium
778, 779
Propagation of the sect clandestinely. Council of Braga, A. D. 563.
Important influence of the sects on the succeeding centuries
779
.
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CHURCH HISTORY,
SECOND PERIOD OF THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
FROM THE END OF THE DIOCLESIAN PERSECUTION TO THE
TBIE OF GREGORY THE GREAT, BISHOP OF ROJIE OR FROM
THE YEAR 312 TO THE YEAR 590.
;

SECTION FIRST.
RELATION OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH TO THE WORLD. ITS EXTENSION

AND
I.

A. Relation of

LIMITATION.

Within the Roman Empire.

the

Romati Emperors

the

to

Christian

Church.

Christianity, after having, in the first place, practically demonits power to transform man's nature, in the lives of individual
men who had submitted to it from free conviction, proceeded next, as
we have said, to evolve a new principle for the remodeling of the
objective world
and we saw how this principle went on to develop
itself triumphantly through a conflict of three hundred years with the
principle of the ancient world, which was rooted in the ancient religSuch progress had it already made, that even men who were
ion.
still fast bound to the old religion felt constrained to confess the presence also of a divine power in Christianity
that even the bitterest
enemies of Christianity, after having expended the whole force of
their authority in opposing it, were compelled to acknowledge the
fact of a superior force, against which it was in vain for them to contend. The author of the last bloody persecution, the emperor Galerius
himself, was at length convinced of the folly of undertaking to extirpate
the Christian church by fire and sword
and the failure which his
schemes, one after another, had constantly met with, had finally led
him to think that perhaps the God of the Christians was some mighty
being, whose anger he had brought down upon himself.
But although
strated

;

;

;
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had come

from this last and most fearful
was far from being reached as
yet.
It might have been conjectured, indeed, even now, that by virtue of an inward necessity, giowing out of the whole preceding course
of development, the old empire of the world would have to give up
the old principle of the world, and submit to the new force which, as
a* fact, had already entered into history.
But how soon this result
must follow, depended un circumstances not to be calculated beforeThat which would have to be the final and necessary issue of
hand.
the whole struggle might, by various causes, be hindered for a' long
time from reacliing a full completion.
The fanaticism Avhich would
not be taught by experience, and could not understand the signs of
the time, might try over and over again to stop the course of history,
and that with a zeal rendered only more desperate by the futility of
such a proceeding.
Everything was now depending, first of all, on
the religious views entertained by those who were in possession of unlimited power, the sovereign heads of the Roman empire.
One of the regents, at this present time, was Cains Galerius Valerius
Maximinus, who at first governed Egypt and Syria and then, after
the death of his uncle Galerius, A. d. 811, made himself master of all
the Asiatic provinces,^
the bitterest enemy of Christianity and the
Christians.
Having risen from the humblest condition, that of a
shepherd, he was blindly given to all the popular superstitions of
Paganism, inclined by native disposition to serve as a tool to the
priests, and at the same time, of a rough, violent, and despotic temper.
He had now no intention, it is true, of standing forth as the only one
among the regents of the Roman empire who meant to oppose the
edict which had been issued by the oldest Augustus
but still he
could not be satisfied to publish it in the same open manner in which
it had been published in the other parts of the empire.
He had only
directed, under the hand of his first officer of state, Sabinus, the
praetorian prefect, that it should be announced to all the provincial
Christianity

forth victorious

conflict, the final issue of the struggle

;

—

;

magistrates, as the emperor's will, that the Christians should no longer
be molested.
The prefect issued a mandate which agreed in sub-

" That it had long been with the
emperors an object of their most anxious desire to bring back the
souls of all men to the right ways of a pious life
so that those wdio
followed any usage foreign from that of the Romans, miglit be induced
to pay to the immortal gods the homage which is due to them
but
guch had been the obstinacy of many people, that they would neither
be drawn away from their purpose by a reasonable obedience to the
imperial command, nor awed by the punishments with which they
were threatened.
Inasmuch, then, as their impei-ial majesties^ had
graciously considered, that it would be contrary to their mild intentions to involve so many in danger, they had resolved that, for the
future, no Christian should be punished or disturbed on account of his
stance with the edict of Galerius

:

;

;

'

Tlie

Numeii dominorum nostronini

—

as the dcbas-

ing, idolatrous dattcry wliich

had hecome

&ei6T7/g

Tuv 6eaTcoTuv

i/iiuv,
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already the diplomatic language, then ex
pressed itself,

HIS HOSTILITY TO THE CHRISTIANS.

since it had been made evident by the experience of so long
period, that they could in no -way be persuaded to desist from their

religion
a,

8

;

own willful determination."^
The more violent the persecution had been,

especially in the coun-

government of Maximinus, the greater was the joy
of the Christians in those countries, Aviien this command of the emperor was everywhere put in execution.
From their different places
of exile, from the prisons, from the mines in which they had been condemned to labor, crowds of thankful Christians returned to their
homes and the pulilic highways resounded ^ith their songs of praise.
The churches began to be rebuilt, and to be filled once more with
worshipping assemblies.
Scarcely for half a year did their joy and
tranquillity remain undisturbed.
As was to be expected, the restoration of the Christian churches, and the great number of those who
now freely and publicly joined in the religious services, excited afresh
the fanatic rage of the heathens, which could once more readily find
an organ for its expression in that Maximinus, who, at heart, had
never ceased to cherish his blind zeal for the old idolatiy, and his
tries subject to the

;

hatred of Christianity.
At first, they could not bear to see the enthusiasm which the memory of the martyrs enkindled in the Christians avIio assembled at their
graves.
It was very easy, too, in pretending fear lest some disturbance might happen to the public peace, to find a reason for prohibiting
the Christians from assembling at their places of burial
the cemeThe religious views of the emperor being well known, the
teries.
heathen priests, conjurors, and magistrates, in various cities both of
his old and of his new province, wdiere from tl^e earliest times the
pagan worship stood in high repute, and certain forms of it in particular were exhibited with much antique display (as at xVntioch, Tyre,
and l!^icomedia in Bithynia), instigated their fellow-citizens to beg it
as a favor of the emperor, that no enemy to the gods of their fathers
might be permitted to dwell or }iractice his own rites of worship within
In part it was fanatical intolerance, and in part a spirit
their walls.
uf servile tiattery, more anxious to obtain the favor of the prince than
to promote the honor of the gods, which dictated these jjetitions.
Christian authors, it is true, afiBrm, that the emperor himself secretly
encouraged these persons to present such petitions, that he might
have a fair pretext for persecuting the Christians."-^ But it is plain
that they do not here report a fact which was known to themselvt-s
but only represent as a fact, the inference which they thought themselves warranted to draw, from the maimer in which Maximinus reThe reception
ceived such petitions, and from his known disposition.
which these petitions met with from the emperor, was, at all events,
without any further action on his part, a sufficient encouragement to
repeat them. True, when he first took possession of the .\siatic prov-

—

1

Euscb.

hist,

occles.

).

IX.

c.

1:

onuc

haruaeuv uva^wpvaaitv.
mortib. purseeut. c. 3b Subornatis ie^ationibus civitatuin, qute peterent, ne iutru civitates suas Christiaius
ind
-

Tiov TOLovTuv

Thus De

:

couvciiticiila oxtnicre licerct, nt quasi coac-

tus et iiii|)ulsus faccre videratur, qiio<l crat
.and Euseb. IX. 2 : Awrof
;

spoute facturus

iavrC) Kai)' ijfuJv irpEcjiti'eTai.
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which had belonged to the empire of Galerius and when, on
at Nicomedia, many of the citizens appeared before him
with the images of their gods, and presented him, in the name of the
city, a petition of this sort, he was still just enough
unless we may
suppose he was restrained for the present by reasons of policy
to
refuse granting their petition immediately. He caused himself, in the
first place, to be informed of the true state of things
and on finding
that there were many Christians in the city, he told the deputies, that
he would have been pleased to grant their request but he understood
that it was not the wish of all the citizens, and he desired to leave
every man at liberty to follow his own convictions.^
When, however,
similar petitions came to him from other cities, testifying great zeal
for the worship of the gods
when, moreover, pious frauds, so called,
were employed to operate on the mind of the superstitious and credulous prince,
as at Antioch, where it was said a voice had issued
from a wonder-working statue of Jupiter Philios, lately set up, and
the god required that his enemies should be driven from the city and
its territory,^
Maximin could no longer maintain that tone of impartiality which was so foreign from his nature.
He thought it due
to the honor of the gods, as he expressed it in the later edict, those
gods to whom the state owed its preservation, that he should not
reject a request which aimed at nothing but the promotion of that
honor.
He not only granted such petitions, but expressed to those
who presented them his particular approbation of their pious disposiAt Tyre, he caused to be publicly fixed up, in answer to a
tion.
proposal of this sort, and as an encouraging token of his satisfaction
with its pious spirit, a laudatory writing, composed in the pompous,
declamatory style of the rhetorical schools of that period, by some
master or pupil of the same.
Among other things it was here said
" That highest and greatest Jupiter, who presides over your famous
city, who saved the gods of your fathers, your wives, children, hearths
and homes from every pestilent infection, he it was who inspired your
souls with this wholesome purpose, revealing to you how noble and
salutary it is, to approach the worship of the immortal gods with becoming reverence." Next is set forth in swollen expressions, how,
by the renewed worship of the gods, men had been delivered from
the distresses of famine and of war, from contagious pestilence, and
other public calamities, which formerly had been brought on by the
" For these things happened in consequence
guilt of the Christians
of the pernicious error of those reckless men, when it had taken possession of their souls, and covered almost the whole world with dis" If they persist in their
grace."
It is then said of the Christians
inces,

;

his arrival

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

:

:

you demand,

far from your
and its territory."
And that they themselves might know with
what good will the emperor received their proposition, they were in-

accursed

folly, let

them be banished,

as

city

1 This is stated by Maximin himself, in
the edict which he subsequently published
in favor of the Christians, and which Eusebias, after his usual manner, has trans-

lated in very obscure language from the
Latin original or else it was composed in
a very barbarous di]>lomatic style.
;'

'^

Euseb. IX.

3.
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vited to ask for

some

special favor, which should be granted

6
them

at

once, as a memorial, to their children and children's children, of their
piety towards the immortal gods.^

In every way, Maximin sought to restore the splendor of Paganby giving new power and new consequence to its zealous
votaries, to supplant the Christians, without publishing any new edict
The appointment to sacerdotal offices in the provinces
against them.
had hitherto been lodged Avith the senatorial colleges (the collegio
decurionum, curialium), who chose to such posts, those of their own
number who had been already tried in various municipal employments.
But Maximin now reserved the appointment to such places in liis own
liands, that he might be sure to have promoted to them the most distinguished men of the Senate, and those from whom he could expect
the most zealous and influential exertions to reanimate Paganism. To
the highest posts of the sacerdotal colleges he chose, in fact, men who
had already filled the higher civil offices and, to procure for them
greater respect, he gave them the mantle of glistening white, inwrought with gold, which before was the distinguishing badge of the
ism, and,

;

court offices.2
Trials before Pilate (acta Pilati) were now forged, full of blasphemies against Christ.^ These fabricated documents were distributed
through the city and country schools, in order that hatred to Christianity might be seasonably instilled into the minds of the children,
a

—

well-chosen means, no doubt, for giving currency to convictions such

men wished

as

to

have them.

The declamatory notice above cited, that public calamities were
warded off by the worship of the gods, was soon refuted by experiThere was a failure of harvest, and a famine pestilential disence.
Meanwhile the Christians chose the best way to maniorders raged.
;

fest the spirit of their

to

show the heathens the ground-

They

collected the whole multitude of

and

faith,

lessness of their accusations.*

the starving population in the city (probably Nicomedia) into one
Thus it might be that more
place, and distributed bread to them.

was accompUshed by this work of faith, than could have been effected
by any demonstration of words; that, as Eusebius says,^ the heathens
praised the Christians' God, and pronounced the Christians themselves
But there is always
to be the only truly pious and God-fearing men.
1

The

edict, in

Eusebius, IX.
'^

•^

a Greek translation,

is

in

7.

Euseb. IX.
Euseb. IX.

4.

De

5.

Still earlier

mortib. p.

c.

36.

than

this,

there may have been various recensions of
the acta I'ilati by Christians and Pagans;
and so this new device of malice may have
Perhaps,
Bj)rung out of some older root.
also, it is inexact, when it is said, that
those aria were then forged for the first
lime; perhaps the fanatical hate of the
Pagans had already devised some contrivance of this sort in the earlier times of the

Diocletian persecution; and special pains
were now taken to put it in circulation.

This we are obli<^ed to suppose, if these
acta are altogether the same with those to
which a pagan priest, in some earlier year
of the Diocletian persecution, apjicalnl
before a tribunal as testimony against the
divinity of Christ.
Acta Tarachi, Probi,
His words to the
et Andronici, c. 9.
Christians are Mojpf, tovto ovk oldag, 6ti,
(tv imKa'Aii, uvdponov riva yeyevr/fiivvv KaKovpyov, vtto t^ovcla dh Hi/mtov rivoq i/ye/javof uv7i(jT?/adai aravpij, ii v kgI t tto:

fivjj
*

fiara

KaraKslvTai.

Compare

the similar case in the

volume, p. 258.
* L. IX. c. 8.
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a fanaticism which the strongest facts can neither confute nor

em-

barrass.

Although no new edicts of a sanguinary character were issued, yet
could not fail to be the case, under the impulse of freshly excited
passions, the outbreaks of which were rather favored than checked by
die supreme power of the state, that in various scattered spots the
blood of the martyrs would flow copiously.
Individuals who, by their
zeal for the spread of the faith, and by the authority in which they
it

stood

among

their fellow-believers,

had drawn particularly upon them-

selves the hatred of the governors or of the emperor, suffered martyr-

Instances of this kind occurred at Emesa in Phoenicia, at AlexThis was the last martyr's blood which
flowed in consequence of the Diocletian persecution.
From the West
began a train of events, which placed the whole Christian church in a
different relation to the civil power in the Roman state
and the influence of these events soon extended, at least indirectly, to the Eastern portion of the empire.
CoHstantine, the son of Constantius Chlorus, was the individual
through whose instrumentality this change was accomplished.
Although, as we have said, the way had already been laid open by the
preceding course of historical development, for such a change sooner
or later to take place, still it may not be wholly useless to inquire,
through what course of psychological experience the individual who
was the means of effecting this revolution, had been brought to yield
to the world-subduing power of Christianity
and also, into the nature
of his own personal relation to Christianity.
But as it not seldom
happens with those who hav^e effected great revolutions in the history
of the world, that the data are wholly wanting whereby alone the
course of their psychological development could be clearly traced from
the beginning onward to the time of their greatness, so it has happened in the case of Constantino.
It only remains, therefore, to collect fi'om a few scattered hints, the best conclusions which we can

dom.

andria, and at Antioch.^

;

;

arrive at.

As

Constantino rose gradually to power in contending with princes
as his political
zealously devoted to the cause of Paganism
importance regularly increased with his more decided declarations in
favor of Christianity, it might indeed be maintained that the motives
by which he was first led to throw himself on the side of Christianity,
were not of a religious, but of a purely political character and that
afterwards he may have been really influenced in his measures by a
sincere and earnest feeling of that religious interest, which at first

who were

;

;

he had only assumed for outward show for religion, and especially
Christianity, is a power which can even seize hold of and subdue the
heart of a man whose only purpose at first is to use it as a means for
his selfish ends.
Examples of this sort- were not wanting in these
times.
Though Constantino may not with deliberate calculation have
plarmed to make such a use of Christianity, yet through his connection
with his times, he may have felt sure, by a certain instinctive pre;

1

Euseb.

1.

IX.

c. 6.
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power it once possessed in the
sentiment, that Paganism had
life of the people, and that Chi-istianity had drawn all the spiritual
power that remained over to itself. Or it might, perhaps, he maintained
that without any religious interest which he was conscious of, on his
own part, he had been gradually drawn into the current which moved
We might maintain, with Gibbon, that some portion of the
the times.
religious enthusiasm -with which Constantine was regarded, and to
which at first he merely gave way, making use of it for the furtherance of his own ends, had at length found its way into himself, and
become to him a matter of personal conviction.^ But though there
may be some truth at bottom in these several hypotheses, particularly
in the last, there is really no good reason Avhatever for supposing that
Constantine's conversion to Christianity was a mere outward affair
on the other hand, there are many good reasons to be found for supposing that religious convictions originating in his own mind, had
gradually ripened, under various outward influences, into a sincere
faith, and that, step by step, he had passed from a certain religious
eclecticism, to the acknowledgment and confession of Christianity as
the only true faith
by a transition somewhat like what we might
easily sup[)0se would have taken place in the case of an Alexander
iSeverus, or of a Philip the Arabian, had either of them happened to
lost tlie

;

;

live at this particular period.

Constantius Chloi-us, the father of Constantine, was, as we have
already had occasion to remark, a friend to the Christians, and probably a follower of that species of religious eclecticism which conceded
Christ a place by the side of the gods of Rome.
His mother
Helena, who was the first wife of Constantius, becomes known, at a
somewhat later period, as a zealous Christian aiccording to the measure of her religious knowledge,
devoted and punctilioiis in the performance of all the external duties of religion.
There are no existing
grounds for supposing that she came to this conviction suddenly, or
that she was led to embrace it, in her later years, by the example of
her son.
Nothing forbids us to suppose that she was, in the earlier
period of her life, if not a Christian, at least inclined to Christianity.^
Possibly it was through Iter influence that this direction liad been given
to the mind of her husband
since it not uufrequently happened, that
the husband came to the knowledge of Christianity through means of
the wife.
Slight as must have been the immediate infiuence of his
to

—

;

1

In an age of religious fervor, the

artful statesmen are observed to feel

part of the enthusiasm

—

Gihltou.
-

which they

most
some

insijire.

is

known with regard

relations between Helena and her
son as to this matter. Theodorct, it is
to the

says expressly (II. E. 1. I. c. 18),
that Constantine received his tirst iiuprcsbions of Christianity from her; but we
riuinot be sure that his authority for this
statement is deserving of confidence. Eusebius niiLtht have been aiJta correctly intrue,

;

and he says (de

vita Constant.

1.

111. c. 47), it was by means of Constantine
that his mother first became a Christian,
i)eoaepr/ KaTuarijaavTa,

'

J«othing certain

fonned

Ihil

ovk ovaav wportijov.

we should remark,

that Eusebius

was

strongly inclined to turn everything to the
advantage of liis hero and that it is in
nowise inconsistent with this statement, to
suppose that Helena, while professing to
be on the side of heathenism, still cherished a certain veneration for Christ, as a
divine being, and was dispo.sed to favor
;

Christianity.
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parents on the education of Constantine, who was so early removed
from their side yet it may well be supposed, that the religious principles of the parents would not fail to make some impression on the
mind of their son. The Christians being at that time so numerous
and so widely dispersed, Constantine would, without doubt, frequently
come in contact with them and, as we may readily su[ipose, they
would neglect no opportunity which offered, of making the prince
favorably disposed towards their religion and their party.
While a
and afterwards at that
youth, he resided at the court of Diocletian
of Galerius.
He witnessed at Nicomedia the outburst of the perseThis example of blood-thirsty fanaticution against the Christians.^
cism could have no other effect than to revolt his youthful, and in
respect to such proceedings, unprejudiced mind.
When he compared
the religious tolerance of his father with the spirit which he here saw
displayed, it was no difficult task for him to decide which way of
thinking would best contribute to promote the tranquillity and wellbeing of the state.
He witnessed here, too, such proofs of the power
He saw
of Christian faith, as might well make an impression on him.
there was something in Christianity, which was not to be subdued by
fire and sword.
In the next following years, after Constantine, as his father's successor, had been proclaimed Augustus, in 306, by the legions in
Britain, he appears to have been still attached to the pagan forms of
worship.
When, in the year 308, after the successful termination of
the war with that Maximianus Herculius who had, for the second time,
set hhnself up as emperor, unexpected intelligence came to him that
the Franks, against whom he was preparing an expedition, had laid
aside their hostile demonstrations, he offered public thanks in a celebrated temple of Apollo, probably at Autun (Augustodunum), and
gave a magnificent offering to the god.^ This act of Constantine
deserves notice on two accounts
first, as supplying a fact i-elative to
the development of his religious character, from which it may be
gathered that he was then still devoted to the pagan cultus and
secondly, as proving that he was not of the class of princes and war;

;

;

:

;

whom the religious sense is either wanting altogether, or made
account of, and who rely on nothing but the arm of flesh and
human means, to carry out their undertakings. He ascribed his good
fortune in the present instance to the protection of a yod ; and possibly it was the sun-god Apollo, Helios, whom he was inclined to adopt
at this time as his tutelary deity.^
riors, in
little

^ See the religious discourse which the
Christian emperor is said to have prouounccd helbre u Christian asscnilily
Oratio ad sauctorum ca'tuni, appended to
the life of this emperor by Eusebius, c. 25.
Though it assuredly cannot be supposed
that the discourse was delivei-ed by the
emperor precisely as it stands here, yet the
substance of it is nevertheless not wholly
unlike what we might naturally expect
from him. Compare also what Constau-

—

tine says concerning the pcrsecutjon of
J)ioclcsian, iu his prochunation issued in
tlie victory over Licinius.
Euseb. de vita Constantin. 1. II. c. 49.
- Eumenii Fanegyricus Constantini, c.
21, in the discourse pronounced by liim

the East, after

before the emperor in that city, and wliieh
sujiposes that, at this time, he was still an
." vidisti, credo, Apollineni

avowed pagan:
tuum."
'^

To

this Julian also alludes,

when

in
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Constantine had as yet given no
sign of a disposition to forsake the old religion of the state, or of au
inclination towards Christianity.^ First, in the year 813, more than a
to his thirty-eighth year,

year after the act of homage above mentioned, whereby he recognized
Apollo as his protecting god
and at a time when, under the tolerating edict of Galerius, the situation of the Christian church in the
Roman empire was totally changed, and Christianity was received
amonf; the lawful religious (the religiones licitte), Constantine is'^ued
a public declaration in its favor and this was done subsequently to
an event of great importance to this regent, his victory over the tyrant
Maxentius.^
The question which now presents itself is, whether Ave
must, on the faith of one tradition, believe that it was this victory, in
connection with the extraordinary circumstances that preceded it,
which produced this new and decided change, both in the public con
duct, and in the religious convictions of this emperor.
According to Eusebius,'^ the way in which this important change
was brought about, was as follows
Maxentius, in making his preparations for the war, had scrupulously observed all the customary
ceremonies of Paganism, and was relying for success on the agency
of supernatural powers.
Hence Constantine was the more strongly
persuaded, that he ought not to place his whole confidence in an arm
of tiesh.
He revolved in his mind, to what god it would be suitable
for him to apply for aid.
The misfortunes of the last emperors, who
had been so zealously devoted to the cause of Paganism, and the example of his father, who had trusted in the one true and almighty
God alone, admonished him that he also should place confidence in no
other.
To this God, therefore, he applied, praying that he would
;

;

:

—

reveal himself to him, and lend him the protection of his

arm

in the

approaching contest.
While thus praying, a short time after noon,^
he beheld, spread on the face of the heavens, a glittering cross, and
above it the inscription " By this conquer." ^
The emperor and his
whole army, now just about to commence their march towards Italy>
were seized with awe.
While Constantine was still pondering the
import of this sign, night came on and in a dream Christ appeared
to him, with the same symbol which he had seen in the heavens, and
:

;

that mystical representation, Orat. VII. f.
228, ed. Spanheim, he makes Zeus say to
Helios, that Constimtine, by forsaking the
latter (to whom, therefore, he must before
have been standing in some special relation), had caused all the calamities which
had l)efalien liimself and his family; 6f as
unoXuTziov umCj re KoL yevEL KOL naialv uItioq
kysfSTo tCjv TTjXiKovruv nadr/fiuTuv. Anotlier eonlirmation of the hypothesis in the
text is the fact that tiie sun-god is repreBented as Constandnc's protector, on coins;
the coins with the inscription "Soli in/icto coniiti " in Eekhe-l, doctrina num:

morum
^

veterum, vol. VIII. p. 75.
Maxentius, son of Maximianus Hercu-

lius,

Italy

had seize<l upon the sovereignty in
and in North Africa; and by his

abandoned and voluptuous life, his op
pressiuas, and his desjtotic acts in every
way, had rendered himself alike odious to
Heathens and to Christians; though at
Rome he had in the outset showed himself
favorable to the Christians, with a view tc
secure on his side the interestof their i)arty.
Euseb. H. E. 1. VIII. e 14.
De vita Constant. I. 27.
^ The obscure language of Eusebius:
'^

u/U^i fiearifijipLvai tjaIov

tii/uaf, 7i6t] riiq

r/fiipag

is, I think, most naturally
interpreted by su])posing the last clause to
contain a limitation of tlie (irst.
* Toiraj v'lKa, undoubtedly, in the native
language of the emperor and of the Roman

unoK.h.vovaiK,

soldiers

:

Hoc

vinee.
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directed him to cause a banner to be prepared after the same pattern,
and to use it as his protection against the power of the enemy. The
emperor obeyed he caused to be made, after the pattern he had
seen, the resplendent banner of the cross (called the Labarum), on
the shaft of which was affixed, with the symbol of the ci'oss, the mon:

name of Christ. He then sent for Christian
inquired concerning the God that had appeared
to him, and the import of the symbol.
This gave them an opportunity of instructing him in the knowledge of Christianity.
Taking the account of Eusebius as literally true, we should have to
recognize in this occurrence a real miracle.
We should be the less

(^)

ogram

teachers, of

of the

whom he

tempted to separate the fact at bottom, from the subjective conception
and representation of it by the narrator, and thus to reduce it from
the forni of a supernatural to that of a natural phenomenon, because
the pagan army, which Constantine was leading from Gaul, and which,
according to the pagan rhetorician Libanius, conquered, praying to the
gods,^ is said also to have beheld the words inscribed in the heavens.

Uut

if

we take

the right point of view for contemplating facts of Chris-

and consider what kind of conversion would probably be
brought about by a cause of this nature, and what consequences would
tian history,

be likely to follow, we shall feel ourselves less inclined to interpret
this event as a miracle.
Nor is the historical evidence of a character
to authorize such an interpretation.
The sole witness in the case is
Constantine himself, who, years after the event, narrated the circumstances to Eusebius."-^
But, as regards Constantine, how easily might
it happen, that what was really nothing more than a natural phenomenon, should, through the influence of his feelings and subjective mode
of representation, by the power of fancy, the length of the intervening
thne, the wish to be regarded by the bishops as a person peculiarly

favored of God, gradually assume to

Add

to

this, that

Eusebius himself,

itself

the shape of a miracle.

in the character of

a rhetorical
panegyrist, might indulge in some exaggeration.
His story is not wholly consistent with itself; but contains, besides
the miraculous part of it, much that seems altogether improbable.

Constantine must have received some knowledge of the God of the
Christians from his father ; yet he inquires who he is.
It seems that
he needed to be informed what was meant by the symbol of the cross
but the import of this sign, which appeared in the daily hfe of every
Christian, and concernmg the supernatural influence of which so much
was said, could at that time hardly remain unknuwn to any one who
was in the habit of associating with Christians. The very style of the

imp tCw cEp<l)v, ed. Kuiske, vol.
160, Kaii'atpa /itv ruv nEpiVfipiaavra
oTuAuTuv in' avTov uyayuvarpaTonedov, ot t'toZf knFfMov npoTspov ev^ufiei

II.

Liban.

p.

Ti/vP(l)fiTjv

'

vol.

As Eusebius does not mention this in
his Church History, and.yet we can hardly
suppose that, when he comjjosed this liistory, he did not know soinelhim/ about it
-

through the po))ular tradition of the Chris-

tiaiis, we must explain the circumstance by
supposing that what he t/ien knew al>out
authenit, seemed to him either not well
ticated, or else not important enough for
for it was then his opinion
his purpose
that Constantine, following the example
;

of his father, was already a Christian, and
marched against Maxentius, calling on
God and Christ to assist him.

STORY OF THE SIGN OF
iiarration, then, as
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THF> CROSS.

drawn up by Eusebius, would lead

us, of itself, to

how we take everything it contains as literally true and
to conjecture that a natural phenomenon was the basis of what he has
Now we do actuall}'- find otJnr
represented as a supernatural event.
cautious

1)6

;

which may, perhaps, be traced back to a still older and
to an account given by Constantine, or by Christians
purer source,
and which point more
who were with him, soon after the event,
According to Rufinus, he sees, in a
directly to a natural incident.
dream, towards the East, the flaming sign of a cross and, waking in
^
a fright, beholds at his side angels, who exclaim: "By this conquer."
The oldest narrative, composed only a few years after the occurrence,
found in the work, " Be nwrtibus perseautoruni,'" reports, that he
was directed in a vision to cause the sign of the Christian's God to be
These statements point to a
placed on the shields of his soldiers.^
Yet we must admit, that what then transpsychological explanation.
accoimtif,

—

—

;

pired in the nuiid of Constantine, through the occasion of any outward
excitement, would have an important influence on his way of thinking,

conduct in regard to matters of religion.
be doubted, whether we have sufficient warrant for
It is possible that the whole story may
adopting this hypothesis.
have sprung up after the event. In the eyes of both Pagans and
Christians, the victory over Maxentius was an event of the utmost
importance.
Pagans and Christians were at that time inclined, each
party in their own way, to introduce, under such circumstances, the

and on

But

his
it

may

and the rhetorical panegyrists especially con;
Pagans saw, in this
tributed to the propagation of such legends.
case, the gods of the eternal city, engaged to deliver them from

aid of higher powers

x\mong them, accordingly, was circulated the
legend of a heavenly army, seen in the air, and sent by the gods to the
succor of Constantine, as the pagan rhetorician Nazarius adduces, in a
Among the
discourse delivered before the emperor in the year o21.3
Christians, on the other hand, the story was propagated of an appearr
Constantine having been observed, in the later
ance of the cross.
the disgraceful yoke.

show a peculiar veneration for the cross, men
it was by the aid of the
cross he had obtained his victory and by an anachronistic combination
of events which is of no unfrequent occurrence, they referred many
things, which belonged to a later period of the reigu of Constantine,
as for instance, the erection of the banner of the cross, back to the
present time.
In the latter part of his life, Constantine may have

years of his

would

life,

to

fahi trace this habit to the fact, that
;

this account of the popular tradition, to give iiimself
perliaps, by degrees, perimportance in the eyes of the Christians

acknowledged

;

1

Kufiii. hist, cedes.

Da

1.

IX.

c. 9.

Conimonitus est in
quieteConstantinus ut couleste sij^numDei
2

'the

in. p.

c.

44.

monogram of

Christ) notaret in scutis

itque ita pra-liiun committerct.
* Nazarii ranegyrieus in Constantin, c.
14. In ore denitjue est omnium Galliarum,
exercitus visos, qui se divinitus missos praj

The words

se feiebafit.

their

mouth

stantino'
flattery

are even put into

Coustantinumpctimus, Cou-

:

imus

auxilio.

And

the pitiable

adds to this: Habent profecto

ei

divina jaetantiam, et ccele'stia (iuo(iue tangit ambitio. Illi, divinitus missi, (iluiiahantuT

quod

tibi

milital)ant.
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suading himself that the event had actually so happened.
This, we
must admit, is possible. In this way the origin and gradual amplification of the story might be explained, without resorting to the supposition of historical

such

fiicts

or psychological facts, as lying at

its

No

basis.

are needed to explain the history of Constantino's conver-

from Paganism to Christianity. This might -be gathered from the
statements on a former page.
If already, in the earlier part of his
life, he had recognized "along with the gods of his people, the God of
sion

— when by

was
when, by the overthrow^ of a fierce
enemy to the Christians, he had greatly added to his own power
when he had established his empire over districts where Christianity
was widely diffused, and where he became successor to an enemy to
that religion,
then, and for all these reasons, he may have been led
the Christians, then,

placed

among

the edict of Galerius, Christianity

the lawful religions

;

—

and civil transactions, a mode of
thinking which had long been shaping itself in his mind
and his victory over an enemy to Christianity may have served both to confirm
him in this mode of thinking, and to strengthen his faith in the God
of the Christians.
Yet what good reason have we, after all, for pronouncing this whole
story a fiction, if we can recognize, as lying at its basis, any fact which
accords with the common notions of the time and of Constantine, and
which presents a single point that might serve to explain his religious
history and his public acts proceeding therefrom
any fact which,

avow

to

for the first time in public

;

—

though not necessary,

is

yet exactly suited to

Constantino's earlier, and his later position, at

throws new light on

many

parts of his

that Constantine, in his wars,

was

life.

up the gap between
the same time that it

fill

We

have already observed
gods

in the habit of looking to the

Christian and Pagan historians are agreed, that Maxwhose superstition, as it frequently happens, was equal to his
and
crimes, offered many sacrifices to secure the victory on his side
that he relied more upon supernatural powers than upon the might of
his arms.^
Even in the later period of Constantino's life, we meet
with many things which show that he dreaded the effects of the pagan
Supposing this to be the case, we may readily conceive that
rites.
and
he, too, would wish to have some superior power on his own side
that with this feeling, in accordance with the pagan mode of thinking,
which, for the most part, still clung to him, his attention would be
directed to watch for signs in the heavens, from which he could gather
an omen.^ In his hitercourse with the Christians, he had heard of the
miraculous power of the cross he already believed in the God of the

for assistance.

entius,

;

;

;

Christians as a powerful being.
of himself, or at

Now

it

is

very possible, that, either
about his person, he

the suggestion of Christians

imagined he perceived,

in the

object, a sign of the cross,

—

shape of the clouds, or in some other
the Christians being disposed to trace

their favorite symbol in almost every object of nature.
his sleep,
1

which perhaps immediately foUow^ed, admits,

Vid. Zosiin.

1.

II. c. 16.

'^

We

may compare

sebius vita Const.

I.

The

vision in

itself also,

in

the ^eoar/iica, in

Eu-

28, with a Lioarmdov.
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Thus, then, Constantine was led to
this case, of an easy explanation.
conceive the hope that, bj the power of the God of the Christians and
the sacred symbol of the cross, he should conquer.^
He obtained the

and now

felt that ho was indebted for it to the God of tiie
Instead of Helios, the latter gradually became his tutelar
divinity. The si<^n of the cross became his amulet, of Avhich fact we find
many and vai-ious indications in the ensuing life of Constantine. After
the victory, he caused to be erected, in the Forum at Rome, his own
statue, holding in the right hand a standard, in the shape of a cross, with
" By this salutary sign, the true
the following inscription beneath it
symbol of valor, I freed your city from the yoke of the tyrant."
He
was afterwards in the frequent habit of making this sign (to which he
ascribed a supernatural power of protection) on the most ordinary
occasions, and was often observed to draw the cross upon his fore-

victory,

Christians.

:

"•^

head.^
is rendered probable, by similar examples belonging
same period, where superstition became the way to faith, and
men who imagined they perceived supernatural effects to proceed from

This hypothesis

to the

the sign of the cross in the
first

common occurrences of Hfe, were thereby
God of the Chi'istians.* Examples of

led to repose faith in the

this sort

occur also at other periods, as, for instance, in the conversion
ami Olof Trygwieson.

of warlike princes, such as Clovis

In

Vas

this

way we may

how in Constantine's mind there
Heathen with Christian views,
how at

best explain

at first only a mixture of

1
Although the remark is certainly just
itself, that the Christian historians were
very ready to imagine they saw the sign
of the cross where there was nothing- of the
kind, yet there are no existing grounds for

Jn

Eckhel and
Manso, to all the monuments belonging to
the time of Constantine, and for regarding
the Labaruin as no more than an ordinary
Roman banner; still less is there any good
applying this remark, with

reason for seeking in the Attic antiquities
an explanation of the monogram of Christ,
the meaning of which is so obvious.
- Euseb. hist, eccles. IX. 9, dc v. C. I.
40. TovTcp Ttj atJTiJiHudei arjfieiui, rip aXrjdcVG) i?^yx(;> T^i uvt)i)iac, ri/v ttuAw vnijv uTrd
^vyoi) Tov Tvpavvov Siaao)\}elaav kXEV&epuaa.
Rufinus has it, hoc singulari signo he
seems, however, not to have had before him
the original Latin words; but, in his usual
way, to give an arbitrary translation of the
Greek words in Eusebius. As Eusebius
lays a peculiar stress on the word auTr/piij}ijg, we may conclude that in the Latin
there was something exactly corresponding
Now uiKjuestionably
to it, as " salutari."
it may be said, that the emperor had perhaps caused himself to be represented simply With a Roman hasta \6upv etravpov
JXTifian, says Eusebius), and that it was
only the word " salutare," and some accidental peculiarity in the shape of the spear,
Toupled with what was known respecting
:

—

Constantine in his later life, which led to
the explanation of that syniljol as the
cross; but the truth is wo' have not the

warrant for accusing Eusebius of any
snch misapprehension, especially when we

least

consider that ia his Church History, where
this circumstance is already related, uothing as yet occurs respecting the supernatin-al appearance of the cross.
The Ianguage certainly applies more naturally to
the symbol of the cross than to an ordinary
spear yet we sliould remember that, in
the language of Constantine, Roman and
Christian notions tiow together.
^ Euseb. HI. 2.
To Trpoaionov tu cutij
;

Karaa^payi^oiiEvo^ arj/iielu.
* In the poem of Scverus, belonging to
the fifth century, which may be taken as a
picture drawn from real life, the pagan
shepherd is led to embrace the failh, from
observing, as he supposes, that the fold of
the Christian shepherd is preserved by the
sign of the cross from the contagious murrain which fell on the other folds. He coneludes: .
pccj

Nam

cur addubit«m, qiiin homini quoque
prosit idem perpeti saeculo,

Signum

Q""

''»

morbida vincitur

?

In the same manner, a warrior, from observing, as he supposes, the power of tlie
sign of the cross in battle, becomes more
inclined to the faith.

CONSTANTINE AND LICINIUS.
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first he could worship the God of the Christians along with the goda
of Paganism, until, gradually led on by the conviction that this, his
patron God, had procured him the victory over all his enemies, and
made him master of the whole Roman empire, in oi-der that His own

worship might by his means become universally diffused, he came at
that this God was the Almighty Being who alone
deserved to be worshipped, and that the gods of the heathen were
malignant spirits, opposed to the only true God
spirits whose kingdom was, through his instrumentality, to be destroyed. In the first
instance, his religions convictions moved him, in conformity with his
eclecticism, simply to grant equal toleration and freedom to all the
religions existing in the Roman empire
and this, certainly, was the
course best suited, under the existing circumstances, to secure tranquillity to the state.
His peculiar veneraiion for the God of the
Christians moved him to give special distinction to the Christian worship, without prejudice to the old Roman religion.
The Paganism of
Greece and Rome was, in fact, as the religion of the state, already in
possession of the privileges
the Christian worship, hitherto oppressed,
had yet to be elevated to the same rank with the other.
The first law relating to matters of religion, which Constantino
enacted
common with Licinias, has not come down to us. The
nature of its contents, therefore, can be gathered only from the character of the second law, published in the following year, in which the
But this latter rescript has also come
first is said to be amended.
down to us in a form which renders the attempt to do this both difficult and unsafe.^
It is most probable that, in the first rescript, all
including
the religious parties then existing in the Roman empire
length to believe

—

;

;

m

—

the Christian party, with

its

various sects

— were mentioned by name,

and then the free exercise of their religion accorded to all the memThis, however, was so exbers of these diiferent religious parties.
pressed, that it might at least be interpreted to mean, that each individual was allowed indeed to follow, with unlimited freedom, the
principles of that religious party with which he happened to be connected when this rescript appeared but could not be permitted to
leave the religious party with which he then happened to be con;

nected, in order to unite himself with another.'

We

have this rescript in an abbreviated form, in the booic de mort. persecut.
chap. 48.
Conditions are here spoken of,
by which the free exercise of the Christian
'worship seemed to have been limited in
the nature of these conllie first rescript
In
ditious, however, is not mentioned.
the next place, we have the same, after
1

:

a Greek translation, in the Church History of Eusebius ("X. 5), but somewhat
obscurely expressed, as such translations
:rom the Latin in Eusebius usually are
(and jicrliaps distorted from the true sense
by various misapprehensions of the Latin

Yet we may infer, even from a
comparison of Eusebius with the passage
in the book tie niortibus, that the trausia-

original).

tion

This addition must

was made from a somewhat

different

form of the rescript, than that which
found in the book dc niortibus.
In the book de niortibus, it says

is

in
the second rescript: ainotis onmihuA oinniuo
'^

condUionibm qnsB (in) prius scriptis ad
ofHcium tunm datis super Christianorum
nomine vidchantur. If we chose to take
the word alpEaiQ in the expression of Eusebius, u({iaLpe&ei.aC>v navrelug tuv alpeaeuv,
as synonymous with conditio, then Eusebius would agree word for word with the
book de mortibus. But although the word
alpeaig signifies choice, then also the conand
dition on whicli anything is chosen,
examples from the old Greek authors are
not wanting in which this word j)lainl)i

—

THEIR FIRST AND SECOND EDICTS.
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felt to bo a great constraint, especially by the Christians
be conceived that under a new government, so favorable to
the Cliristians, many who had heretofore been held back by fear,
The attention of the
would wish to go over to the Christian church.
emperor having been directed to the injurious consequences of the
first law, he published at Milan, in the year 3lo, in common with
Licinius, a second edict, in which it was declared, //•ith'nit mentiotuini
hy nauif' any of thf </iffrrent religious parties, that, in general, every
one might be permitted to ado))fc the principles of the religious party
irJiieh he held to be right, and, in particular, every one without excepTliis rescript contained, in fact, far more
tion to profess Christianity.
than the first edict of toleration published by the emperor Gallienus
since, by the latter, Christianity was merely received into the class
while this new lawof the religious's licitte of the Roman empire
implied the introduction of a universal and uncotiditional religious
freedom and liberty of conscience, a complete independence of relig-

have been
for

;

may

it

;

;

ion in relation to the state,

— something wholly new, and

directly con-

trary to the political and religious modes of thought, fashioned after
the dominant state religion, which

had hitherto

jirevailed.

It mani-

fested a greater change of public opinion than if Christianity had been

made

the state religion at once

;

more than substituting Christianity

—

for this

would have been nothing
Paganism. But here

in place of

Hrn. Arcndt in the Tiibinger Theol.
Quartelschrift, 18.34, \>. .398, cannot possibly move me to depart from such a conBut since the
»tniction of the passage.)
same word occurs several times in a sim-

yet
cuvresponds to the Latin conditio.
the way in whicli Eiisel)ins uniformly (.'niploys this word in tlii; rescript, will not
allow of its heinj; so construed in the place
ill (juestion.
It always retains in Eusehins

>if

clioice arising
the signirtcations, choice,
from free conviction religious sect, whicli
one embraces out of free conviction hence,
sect in general.
Tlie word Kapnd>vXa^t^
plainly answers to the preceding alpnati;
and the combination noXXoiKul (kiKpojioi, corresponds better with the meaning "sect"
than " condition."
If the word alpeaig in

ilar connection in Eusebius, and since,
moreover, as we' have remarked, the form
of the original document as kiiowti to Eusebius, and the form of the rescript in the
book de mortibus, seem not to have been
in all respects the same, we are not warranted to suppose here a nusconstruction.
of words, but must rather endeavor to
gather the nature of the cuuditioits, wiiieh
are not clearly stated in the book de mortibus, from the i-escript in its more detailed
form, as it appears in Eusebius. The connection in Eusebius is as follows as in the
first rescript many sects of different kinds
seem to have been expressly atlded, the
ca.se was, perhaps, that many belonging to
the above-named sects, soon after the a]>))earance of this rescript, ab.andoned their
previous religion (and rr/g Totavrt/g na()C(fb-

—

;

;

this rescript occurred nowhere else in Eusemight bo said that the translator had
misunderstood the Latin word conditiones
:is in fact it seems quite evident that in one
passage of the rescript an error of translation has arisen out of a misunderstanding
of the Latin, where the question relates to
the indemnity wduch those were to receive
who gave up to the churches the landed
estates they had been deprived of, and
where in the book de mortibus the rescri))t
runs thus Si putaverint, de nostra benevolentia aliqui'd vicarium postulent (if they
think good to do so, they may ask of our
beuevolence s(jme indemnity), and where
the translator in Eusebius understands the
word vicarium as a masculine noun, designating the name of an office; hence
alireads the passage as if it stood thus
liius, it

:

:

^uid

Vicarium

something from
nce),
roTTcjv

and

postident
tlie

(may demand

Vic'arius of the prov-

translates, TrpuniAx^ioai

'E-ap^(j dimCot^TL.

n> inl

(The remarks

:

uveapovovTo).
These now seemed
by that rescript, which extended religiuiis
freedom expressly to the then mend)crs of
the respective sects, to be hindered from
passing over to any other religious ])arty
hence in the second edict it was determined, oTitJC fiijdevl mivTth^yg i^ovaia upvTjria

Misug

—

:

Toh uKoAov&elv Koi aipsia&ai rfiv tCiv XP'-'^navijv Tzapa(bvXa^iv ij &pj)aiiElav, imaTu) re
k^ovnia 6odElii rov diiovaL eavrou ttjv tSiuvoiav
kv EKELVjj TT) dpijOKHq. Tfv avTog tavTu dpfio^siv

T)

VO/liClJ.
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SECTS.

was a change of the whole relation of religion to the state. Hero was
a principle which, without the indirect influence of Christianity, would
hardly, if ever, have come to the light, though the reasons assigned
The emperors expressly
for it were by no means piird// Christ'xw.
as their intention, that no religion, of whatever kind, should
be put under restriction by them ^ and they profess to be
actuated partly by political and partly by religious motives. It would
be conducive, they said, to the tranquillity of the times, and it might
conciliate to them and to their subjects the good-will of whatever
beings there were, clothed with attributes of a divine and heavenly

declared

seem

it

to

:

nature.^

While under the influence of

this eclectic

liberality,

it

was really

of great importance to Constantino that he should be accurately informed respecting the different religious sects in the Roman empire,

and especially respecting those which were little known and much
decried (as for example, the Manichasan sect), in order to see whether
he might not, consistently with the welfare of the state, extend the
above-mentioned toleration to these sects also. He made it the special
duty of Strategius
a person well fitted for this business by his educato examine fully into the character of the differenttion and learning
sects, particularly of the Manichseans, and to draw up for the emperor's use a report on the whole matter.^
He at the same time directed, with regard to the Christians, that
the places of assembly, and other estates belonging to the Christian
church, which had been publicly confiscated in the Diocletian perse-

—
—

But he did so
cution, should be restored to the original proprietors.
with a just provision for the indemnification of those private individuals
who had purchased these estates, or received them as presents. In
this case, also, he assigned as the reason for such a course, that the
})ublic tranquillity would thereby be promoted, '' since by this method
of proceeding, the care of the divine Providence, which we have
already experienced in many things, will remain secure to us through
Thus it is plain, that the emperor, in restoring back what
all time."
had been taken from the Christian churches, beHeved he was doing
that which would be well-pleasing in the sight of God.

The union

of the two Augustuses in promoting the interests of the

Christians would, of necessity, have a favorable influence on the situa-

As the two emperors transtion of the latter, in the other provinces.
mitted their laws to Maximin, who was then on good terms with them,
this latter would, for political reasons if for no other, be unwiUing,
1

'OTUf

"

^vrjUKEig.

ni]6Efiig. Tiiiy [iTjdi

jiEuet.C)a-&al

n

"OnugoTL

tlvI

v(p' iiiiCiv doKolrj.

TTOTi:

saTf&sioTrjg Kalovpaviov

Kpuy/iarog, i]fiiv Kal nuai Tolg vrtb Tfjv TjiieTEpuv E^ovaiav diuyovaiv, Ev/iEvig slvai dwijIll the book de mortibns
quod quidcin
i?jf
:

.

(

should perhaps be, quidquid

est), divini-

tas (perhaps divinitatis) in sede ccelesti no-

atque omnibus, qui sub potestate nostra
sunt constituti,placatum ac propitium posbis

sit

existere.

^ Ammian. Marccllin. 1. XV. c. 13. Constantinus cum limatius superstitionum
qwjdverat sectas, Manichaeorum et similiuin, nee interpres inveniretiir idoneus, hunc
sibi commendatum ut sufficientem elegit.
Having fulfilled this duty to the satisfaction of the emperor, he was afterwards
called by him Musonianns, rose to a still
higher post, a,nd finally became praefectus
praetorio in the East,

THE CHRISTIANS FAVORED.

EDICT OF MAXIMINUS.

singly, to embitter the feelings of the Christians against himself.
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He

wished to introduce a change of conduct towards that class of his subjects,
without appearing to contradict his previous regulations; and to accommodate himself to influences from another quarter but to do this he
was obliged to resort to various shifts and evasions.
In a rescript addressed to Sabinus, his jn-iBtorian prefect, he declared it to be generally known that Dioclesian and Maximian, when they observed how
almost all were fo)-sakin(j th't woraJup of the yodx and jolnimj tJicnifclves to the Chri.<<tia)i partij^ had rightly decreed that whoever forsook the worship of the immortal gods should be brought back again
to the same by open punishments.
But when he first came to the
East,^ and found that very many such people, who might be serviceable to the state, had on this ground been banished by the judges to
certain places, he had given directions to the several judges, that they
should no longer use forcible measures with the inhabitants of the
provinces, but rather endeavor to bring them back to the worship of
the gods by friendly persuasion and admonition.
Now so long as the
judges had acted agreeably to these directions, no one in the Eastern
provinces had been exiled or otherwise treated with violence
but, for
the very reason that no forcible measures were employed against them,
they had been reclaimed to the worship of the gods.
The emjieror
proceeds to explain how he had been afterwards induced to yield to
the petitions of certain heathen cities, who were unwilling to tolerate
any Christians within their walls.^ He next renewed the ordinance
which secured the Christians against all oppressive measures, and forbade other means to be employed than those of kindness, for bringing
If any indihis subjects to acknowledge the providence of the gods.
;

;

vidual was led, out

of his

own

free conviction,.to profess veneration

but every other one was
he should be joyfully received
to be left to his own inclination, and no reproachful and oppressive
This will of the emperor was
conduct was to be allowed in any man.
everywhere to be made publicly known. But although this was done,
yet the Christians had so little confidence in the disposition of the man
who had deceived them once already ; the rescript itself wore so plainly
the marks of constraint, and gave them so little security, inasmuch as
the public and common exercise of their religious worship was nowhere
that they could have no encouragement to avail
distinctly permitted,
It was the misfortune
themselves of this more favorable declaration.
of the emperor, which procured for them what they could hardly have
expected from his free inclination.
After Maximin had with the greatest difficulty barely saved himself out of the war with Licinius in the year 813, which was so unfortunate for him, he proceeded to arm himself for a new conflict with
In
the enemy who was pursuing him and laying waste his provinces.
for the gods,

;

—

exasperation of so considerable a party as
already formed, could not be regarded by him as a

this difficult situation, the

the Christians

^ This took place in fact after he had
already, in his older possessions, followed

VOL.

II.

2

some measure the edict of Galerius
See above, p. 2.
^ See above, p. 3.

in
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perhaps, too, he had been led by his misfortunes to believe that the God of the Christians might, after all, be a
powerful bein;^, whose vengeance he was now made to experience.
He therefore published another rescript, in which he declared that a
misconception in some of the judges had betrayed his subjects into a
distrust of his ordinances.
In order, therefore, that all iimbiguity and

matter of indifference

all

:

suspicion might thenceforth be removed,

known

that

all

who were disposed

it

should be

made

publicly

to profess the religion of the Chris-

tians, were left free to engage in the public exercise of this religion in
whatever way they chose.
The Christians were expressly permitted
to found churches, and the houses and estates of which they had been
deprived were to be restored back to them.
Shortly afterwards, he
met with a terrible death at Tarsus, Constantino and Lieinius, who
had heretofore both shown themselves favorable to the Christians, became, by the death of this last persecutor of the Christian church,
sole masters of the Roman empire.
Ambition, love of power, and the strife for absolute sovereignty in
the Roman empire, particularly on the part of Constantino, would noi
allow them to remain long peaceful neighbors to each other.
By the
battle of Cibalia in Lower Pannonia, in the year 314. the war was
It ended, it is true, in a treaty bedecided in favor of Constantino.
tween the two princes but their respective interests still continued
to conflict with each other. Lieinius, who perhaps was but little interested in the affairs of religion in themselves considered, had been only
moved by his connection with Constantino, and jierhaps also by the
influence of his wife Constantia, the sister of Constantino, whom he
had married in the year 813, to participate in the favoralde proceedThe former reason for favoring
ings begun towards the Christians.
them was now removed. On the other hand, the Christians, as the
;

bishops, to whom Constantine
much honor, would become objects of suspicion to him.^ Perhaps many of the bishops gave occasion for this, by the public manner

friends of Constantino, especially the

paid so

which they avowed their friendship for Constantino.^ The Pagans
would naturally avail themselves of this state of feeling in Lieinius,
would endeavor to confirm him in his hostile sentiments against the
Christians, and to inspire him with the hope, that he was destined by
the gods to reestablish their worship, and prostrate the power of their
His ordinances against the Christians proceeded in part
enemies.
from his political suspicions and partly it was their design to present
the Christians, and especially their bishops, in an unfavorable light.
'He forbade the latter to assemble together: no bishop was allowed to
where, however, to allow to
pass over the limits of his own diocese
the pagan emperor what is justly his due, we should notice that, as is
evident from the synodal laws of the fcnirth century, worldlj^-minded
bishops, instead of caring for the salvation of their flocks, were often
but too much inclined to travel about, and entangle themselves in
in

;

;

1 Probably Sozomen represents the matmost correctly (I. 7), wh^u he states
that Lieinius iirst altered his conduct to-

ter

wards the Christians afier
war with Constantine.
-

Euseb. de

v.

C.

I.

56.

his nnfortimate

AGAINST THE CHRISTIANS.
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Whether, however, in the case of Liclnius, any
worldly concerns.
well-grounded occasion existed for these proceedino;s, aside from his
excessive susjacion and unwarranted hostility, we are unable to deterwitli certainty, as the only accounts we have respectinjx these
matters come from prejudiced Clu-istian writers. He moreover directed

mine

that the seats of the

men and

tom which afterwards the

the

women

should be separate (a cus-

ecclesiastical authorities themselves thought

proper to retain)
that no Inshop should instruct a female in Christianity, but the women should be instructed only by women.
The
same remark which we have just made, applies also to these regular
it is impossible to decide wdiether the hostile disposition of
tions
Licinius led him to adopt all these measures on false pretenses, merely
with a view to degrade the Christians in the eyes of the people, or
whether he was led to them by individual examples of abuse and crim;

;

inality,

lie

commanded

the Christians at his residence at Nicomedia

the churches, but in the open fields
without the city, under the sarcastic pretense that the fresh air was
more healthful in such multitudinous assemblies.
He caused the
churches in Pontus to be closed, and othei-s to be demolished ; accusing the Christians, that they had prayed, not for his Avelfare, but for
that of the emperor Constantine.
He removed the Christians, who
refused to offer, from his palace, also from all the high civil and military posts, and from the service of the military police in the cities.
There were not wanting those who would have been willing to surrender even more than their earthly means of subsistence and their honors,
as a sacrifice to their faith but there were also to be found those who,
being Christians rather from habit, than from any inward reason, or
who, having become Christians only from outwarcT motives, were hence
ready again, from similar motives, to change their religion.^
Others
stood firm, it is true, at first, but afterwards the love of the world
overcame their love of religion ; they denied the highest and only true
good, for an empty name, and gave bribes and good words into the'
bargain, so they might but be restored to their offices.^ Licinius pubto hold their assemblies, not in

;

lished no edict authorizing sanguinary measures

even the canons of
;
the Nicene council represent this persecution as one which was attended
with no effusion of blood. Yet it may have been the case, that, in con-

sequence of the popular fury, and the malice of individual magistrates
in many districts, and the opportunity which presented itself in the
execution of the imperial laws themselves, the Christians suffered from
occasional acts of violence and bloodshed.
But on this point we are
left without any sufficiently distinct and credible information.''
1

Against such the XI. canon of the Niis tlirected
Yicpl tuv napajidv-

cene council
T(jv

X^Pk

XovTuv

fj

:

uvuyKTjC

7/

Xf^ijic u(i>aipeaeui

x^pi-C liivdvvov

yiyovev iKL Tfjc

?/

vnap-

tivoc toiovtov, 6

rvpiivvidoc AiKivlov.

Against such the XII. canon of tlie Niscne council is directed 01 irpoaKlrjdevTei
iJtv vnh TT/c ;);aptToc Kai ttjv KpuTtjv bpjjijv
^

:

ipdei^dfievoi Kai uTTO-^ifiEvoi rug i^divac, (the

cingulum utriusque

militi.-e,

palatinaa et

niilitaris), iieru 6e

rov uvadpafiovreg

ravra

cJf

i:-i

Kvveg,

tov oUelov

uv

ifie-

Tivag Kal up-

yvpia nposat)ai Kal I3ev ediKion

Karop^uani

rd

uvuaTp(iTevaaa\')ai.

Tarticuhirly famous in the ancient
church were the forty soldiers at Sebastc in
Armenia, whom their commander endeavored to compel to utter incense by exposing them naked to the most extreme cold,
of whom thirty-uiue are said to have re**

WAE BETWEEN CONSTANTINE AND
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war broke out between CoiiThis war was, it is true, very far from being a
religious war, inasmuch as on both sides the grounds of contention
were merely political, and not religious. But yet it may notAvithstanding be truly affirmed, that the triumph of the Pagan or Christian
party was hanging on the issue.
This, too, was well understood on
and it is therefore natural to suppose, that the Pagan and
both sides
the Christian parties would embark in the war, each with the feeling
of their different interests, and that the two emperors also, in different ways, according to the difference of their religious convictions,
would place their hopes of success in religion.
characteristic fact
to denote the state of feeling among the Christians in the provinces
of Licinius, is contained in the tradition cited by Eusebius,^ that, even
before the commencement of the war, men believed they saw several
legions of Constantiue marching victoriously through the streets at
Finally, in the year 823, the second

stantine and Licinius.

;

A

mid-day. 2

Augurs, haruspices, pagan soothsayers of all sorts, fired the hopes
Before proceeding to the war. he conducted the heads
of his prsetorians, and the most distinguished officers of his court,
into a grove consecrated to the gods, where their images had been
After having
set up, and wax-candles placed burning before them.^
" Here stand the images
sacrificed to the gods, he spoke as follows
But
of the gods, whose worship we have received from our fathers.
our enemy, who has impiously abandoned the sanctuaries of his country, worships a foreign God, who has come from I know not whence,
and dishonors his army by the disgraceful sign of his God. Placing
his confidence upon this, he carries on the war, not so much with ourThe issue of this war
selves, as with the gods whom he has forsaken.
must settle the question between his God and our gods. If that
foreign thing which we now deride, come off victorious, we too shall
be obliged to acknowledge and worship it, and we must dismiss the
gods to whom we vainly kindle these lights. But if our gods conquer,
as we doubt not they will, we will turn ourselves, after this victory,
to the war against their enemies."
Constantine, on the other hand, reUed upon the God whose symbol
accompanied his army. He caused the Labarum to be borne in turn
He
by fi.fty of his choicest soldiers, who constantly surrounded it.
had observed, as he supposed, that victory everywhere accompanied
the appearance of this sign, operating with supernatural power, and
that those divisions of his army which had already begun to give way,
were often rallied by its means an observation which, especially if
of Licinius.

:

'

;

steadfost, and were brought to the
stake almost frozen. By the rhetorical descriptions of the ancient Homilists, Basil
of Caesarea, Gregory of Nyssa, Chrysostorn, Gaudeiitius of Brescia, Ephraem Syrus, this story has been variously embelbut we are in want of credible
lished
historical accounts, such as would enable
us to determme -what degree of truth lies
at the bottom of this ^iile.

mained

;

^ I)e v. C. 11. 6.
It is well known that similar legends
respecting such visions occur also in the
case of other -wars.
Eusebius relates this after the report
of eye-witnesses (de v. C. II. 5), and there
is no existing reason for doubting (te essential part of the narrative.
'^

'^

CONSfANTINE SOLE EMPEROR.
the emperor had a considerable
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number of

Christians in his army,
be easily explained from

might doubtless be correct, and which may
natural causes.
Constantine imagined that, among other instances,
he had met with a proof of the magical power of the sign of the cross,
in an incident which he afterward related to the bishop Eusebius, and
which we may cite as furnishing a characteristic trait of Constantine's
reUgious

way

of

tkinking.*"-

A

soldier

who bore

the

ensign of the

suddenly overcome with fear, gave it over to another, meaning
to save himself by flight.
Soon after, he was transfixed by an arrow
while he who bore the ensign, although many arrows were shot at him,
and the staff of the ensign was struck, was yet unharmed himself,
and came out of the battle without receiving a wound.
The defeat of Licinius, whom Constantine dishonorably and faith
lessly allowed to be killed, made the latter sole master of the Roman
empire and, certainly, this fortunate accomplishment of his political
plans had also an important influence upon his religious convictions,
and the manner in which he exhibited them. Before we pass to these
matters, we may take a retrospective glance of the manner in which
he conducted himself in relation to naatters of religion, from the time
of the above-cited edict, until this decisive epoch.
To form a correct
judgment of his conduct during this pei-iod, we must make the following remarks.
Constantine had indeed gradually abandoned his system of religious
eclecticism, and gone over to Monotheism
but yet the belief in the
power of the heathen ceremonies (sacra), which had taken so deep
root in his soul, could not at once be entirely removed, especially as
his superstition had in many respects but altered its dress, in exchanging the Pagan for a Christian form
and it wa^ natui-al that the influence of heathens who were about him, of the philosophers and
rhetoricians, such as Sopatros, who still retained much of their ancient
authority, as Avell as other circumstances, would again call forth the
superstition that had been suppressed.
In the next jJace, although
Constantine already looked upon the pagan deities as evil spirits, yet,
on this very account, he might still attribute a supernatural power to
To this
the magical arts of Paganism, and regard them with dread.
we must add the political motives that forbade him to destroy at once
the ancient rehgion of the state, which still had a considerable party
in its favor ; while it may be observed in general, that, by his naturally unbiased judgment, by the experience which he had already
obtained in the persecution of Diocletian, and by his earlier eclecticism, Constantine was for the most part inclined to toleration, except
when his 'mind had been thrown in an opposite direction through some
cross,

;

;

;

;

paramount foreign influence.
Although Constantine had manifested in many ways, brfore that
first edict,"'^ a disposition to promote the Christian form of worship, yet,
even down to the year ol7, we find marks of the pagan .state religion
upon the imperial coins.*^ Laws of the year 319 presupi)ose the proEuscb. V. C. II. 9.
See onward, the .section concerning
relatioa of the church to the state.

Vid. Eckhel doctrinn luimisra.
VIII. p. 78.
'^

1

'

:lie
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No

hibition of sacrifices in private dwellings.

haruspex was allowed

Whoever transgressed

to pass the threshold of another's house.

this

law should be hurned whoever had called an haruspex into his house
should be banished, after the confiscation of his goods.
Haruspices,
priests, and other ministers of the pagan worship, were not allowed to
go into the private dwelling of another, even under the plea of friendship.
These rigid ordinances are still insufficient of themselves to
prove that Constantine 'meant to suppress the heathen worship out of
religious motives.
His motives may have been merely political.
He
may have feared that the consultation of the haruspices and the use
of the heathen rites (sacra) might be taken advantage of to form conspiracies against his government and against his life, the suspicions of
men being at that time constantly awake on these matters and he
might be the more fearful of all this, since he was by no means free
as yet from all faith in the power of the pagan magic.
How far he was, at the same time, from wishing to suppress the
public rites of heathenism by force, is sufficiently manifest from what
he declares in the two cited laws of the year 319 ^ '' They who are
desirous of being slaves to their superstition, have liberty for the pub;

;

:

lic

exercise of their worship;"''^ and

"You, who

consider this prof-

itable to yourselves, continue to visit the public altars

your usage
be performed

to observe the solemnities of

of an antiquated usage to

for

;

and temples, and

we do not

forbid the rites

open light."

*
In this
concession we see only a wise toleration, the consciousness of the
natural hmits of civil power, and a knowledge of that human nature
whose cravings are but the more strongly excited for that which has

in the

been forbidden. By the manner in which the emperor speaks of the
heathen worship,
when he calls it a superstition, a prceterita usurhe lets it be sufficiently seen that he was no longer held by
pation
With this, however, a
any religious interest in favor of Paganism.
law of the year 321 seems to conflict, in which Constantine not only

—

—

repeats that permission in respect to the institution of the Jiaruspicia,
but expressly ordains, that whenever lightning should strike the imperial palace or any other public building, the haruspices, according

ancient usage, should be consulted as to what

to
1

Libanius says of Constantine, praising

his gentleness in otlaer respects ;)^aAe7rwraTog 6e 7}v To'ig opeyo/xsvuig jiaaLldag Kai tu
TOLavTa k'KLiSov'/'^evovai Kai oh tovtol<; 6i no:

uXku not baoL jiavTeav

VTvep tov not
TU EKcivuv dieMyovTO. kai ov6e/ilu
TOV
tolovtov
's^elAet'
Ilv
tov nvpoc.
yi
Texvi]
n. Qeodoa. Tvepl oTuaeuc. II. vol. I. ed.
voic,,

.X(jpfl<yei.

Reiske, page

6.'?5.

Eunapius, whose

testi-

it

might signify, and

ing that he liad bound the winds by the
power of the heathen magic. See Ennapius. vit. ^des. vol. I. p. 23, ed. BoissonSimilar accusations are said to have
ade.
been brought even against the bishop
Athanasius. Ammian. Marcellin. hist. 1.

XV.
'^

c. 7.

Cod. Thcodos.

1.

IX. Tit. 16,

c.

1

el

2.

mony,

to be sure, in such things, is not
wholly to be relied on, he being a zealous

Superstitioni
poterunt publice

pagan, relates that Constantine, at the delay of the provision fleet from Alexandria,
whereby Constantinople was exposed to
the danger of a famine, ordered Sopatros,
who had stood high in his favor, to be executed, because the people accused Sopatros of being the cause of this delay, alleg-

cere.

^

suae

servire

ritum

cupientes

proprium exer-

'

Qui vero id vobis existimatis conducere, adite aras publicas atque delubra, et
consuetudinis vestraB celebrate solemnia.
*

Nee enim prohibemus

praiteritae

tionis oflicia libera luce tractari.

usurpa
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a careful report of the answer should be drawn up for his use.^
indeed possible, that he gave this direction, simply because he

It is

knew

the power of this kind of suj)erstition, of the belief in omens and simi
which continued for so long a time over the minds of the

lar things,

Roman

and because he feared, that if the haruspices and
were left wholly to themselves, or if none but indefinite reports of their interpretations went abroad, the thing might be
On the other hand,
followed by still more dangerous consequences.
he might hope to be able to dissipate more easily the public anxieties,
if he reserved to himself, as the Pontifex Maximus, the supreme control of the whole. In this manner might we defend Constantine against
the reproach of having fallen back into pagan superstition, and explain
the whole as proceeding from a Roman policy, by which he seemed
to confirm the pagan superstition ; although we must admit, that such
Yet the other
a course can never be justified in a Christian prince.
hypothesis, namely, that Constantine had actually fallen back into
heathen superstition, may undoubtedly be regarded as the more natural.
By a law of the same year, he declares also the employment of
heathen magic, for good ends, as for the prevention or healing of diseases, for the protection of harvests, for the prevention of rain and of
hail, to be permitted; and in such expressions, too, as certainly betray
unless
a faith in the efficacy of these pretended supernatural means
the whole is to be ascribed simply to the legal forms of Paganism.'"^
As Constantine, by the defeat of Licinius, had now become master
of the whole Roman empire, he expresses everywhere, in his proclar
matiou issued to his new subjects in the East, the conviction that the
only true and Almighty God had, by his undeniable interpositions,
given him the victory over all the powers of darkness, in order that
Thus,
his own worship might by his means be universally diffused.
in one of the proclamations of this sort, issued to the inhabitants of the
Eastern provinces of the Roman empire, he says -' Thee, the Supreme God, I invoke be gracious to all thy citizens of the Eastern
provinces, who have been worn down by long-continued distress, beetowing on them, through me thy servant, salvation.
And well may I
for by the leading
ask this of thee. Lord of the universe, holy God
of thy hand have I undertaken and accomplished salutary things.
Everywhere, preceded by tlty siyx^^ have I led on a victorious army.
And if anywhere the public aifairs demand it, I go against the enemy,
people

;

their consultors

;

•

:

;

;

^ Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. 10, c. 1.
Altogether in the technical language Si
quidde palutio nostro autcsetcris operibus
publicis degustatura fulgore esse constiterit, relento more veteris observantise, quid
portendat, ab haruspicibus requiratur.
L. c. c. 111.
Nullis vero criminationibus im])licanda sunt rcmediahumanis quaesita corporibus, aut in agrestibus locis, ne
maturis vindemiis metuerentur imbres aut
mentis grandinis lapidatione quatcrentur
ivnocenter adhibita suttragia quibus non
cujusque salus aut c.xistimatio laederetur;
sed (juorum prolieerent actus, ne divina
:

'^

munera

et labores

hominum

sternerentur.

what

the devotedly pagan, and on
extremely prejudiced historian,
Zosinius, says of Constantine (II. 29),
!So

that

this point

'E^p^ro(5e

en

aal Tolg Trarpioi^ kpoig, oh

rt-

^w

^'ekci fiu?,Aov ?/ Kpeiag, y koI ^avreaiv
kireideTO, nenEipa/xivoc, <Jc u^^tj^V Trpoelirov
kni nuai Tolg K.aTtjpdijjdvoic, aiiTU),

— may

this, namely, that at a
time when Constantine would no longer
be consciously a pagan, he was still involuntarily governed by pagan superstition,
* T^v afjv a6payl6a (the symbol of tha
cross) navTaxov Trpo[3a?MUEvog.

be true so far as
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same symbol of thy power.^ For this reason, I have
my soul, deeply imbued with love and with ""fear
for I sincerely love thy name, I venerate thy power, wliicli thou hast
revealed to me hy so many proofs, and hy ivhieh thou hast confirmed
following the

consecrated to thee

;

my

And in a letter to the bishop Eusebius of Csesarea, he
faith.'" ^
" Freedom being once more restored, and, by the providence
says
of the great God, and my own ministry, that dragon driven from the
:

administration of the state, I trust that the divine pov/er has become
manifest even to all ; and that they who through fear or unbelief have

many crimes, will come to the knowledge of the true God,^
the true and right ordering of their lives."
What Constantine
expresses in this written declaration, he represented visibly under an

fallen into

and

to

emblem which he caused to be publicly exhibited before the palace in
new residence at Constantinople, consisting of a group of wax-

his

which the emperor was seen with the sign of the cross over
under foot a dragon transfixed by an arrow.*
It would be a very unjust thing, to suppose that all these public
declarations and exhibitions amounted to nothing but mere Christian
cant, or deliberate and intentional hypocrisy.
Constantino's language
and conduct admit of a far more natural explanation, when we consider
them as in part the expression of his real convictions. We have already
remarked, that he was not lacking in susceptibility to certain religious
impressions
he acknowledged the peculiar providence of God in the
manner in which he had been delivered from dangers, made victorious
over all his pagan adversaries, and finally rendered master of the Rofigures, in

his head, treading

;

man

world.

God, and

It flattered his vanity to be considered the fevorite of

destined instrument to destroy the empire of the evil
(the heathen deities).
The Christians attached to his court
and nearest his person, certainly did their best to confirm Constantine
in a persuasion which promised to be so advantageous to the external
interests of the church.
Nor was it at all surprising that, to men who
were dazzled by the splendor of imperial power, the emperor should
really appear to be such a favorite of Heaven.
But to Constantine
this persuasion neither operated as a motive for severe self-examination, nor as an incentive to a genuinely Christian course of conduct.
On the contrary, relying with presumptuous confidence on the great
things which God had done, through him, for the advancement of the
his

spirits

1

Totf avTolg

rr/g

ar/g

uperf/g

eiT6(j.ti'og

km

rovg 7To'Ae/j.iovg 7rp6«/ii.
2 Enseb. de V. C. II. 55.
3 To ovTug 6v, after the Platonic form
The language of the imof exiiression.
perial court inclined sometimes to the doctrinal and biblical style ol' the church, at
others to that of the Greek philosophy.
* Euseb. de v. C. III. -3.
Quite like the
coins which Eckhel represents, 1. c. p. 88:
a serpent lying beneath the Laharura
symabove it, the monogram of Christ
Although many
bol of the spes publica.
coins of Constantine are not to be found,
which allude to the victory I)y means of

avvdvfiaaLv,
-

—

—

the cross, yet this cannot be considered &s
jn-oof that the above legend ha-: no
true foundation. Else we might also argue
from the general fact of so few coins of

any

Constantine being found with Christian
symbols, against the undeniable public
measures adopted by that emperor in ravor of the Christian church. It may he
questioned also, whether there are any
sutRcicnt grounds for pronouncing the
coins to be not genuine, which in Eckhel
(1. c. 84, col. II.) present an exhibition of
the whole event, as Constantine related it
to Eusebius.

HIS SELF-DECEPTION.

HIS TOLERANCE.
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Christian church, he found it easy to excuse or extenuate to his conmany a wron<^ deed, into which he had suffered himself to be

science

betrayed by ambition, the love of rule, the arbitrary exercise of power,
Among his Ciu'istian advisers, there
or the jealousy of despotism.
was a sad lack of men possessed of sufficient firmness of character to
look through the dazzling exterior, and, undisturbed by the fear of

man,

how

to

speak sharply to

his conscience.

We may

the case must have stood with the others,

when we

easily conclude
find that a

Eu-

sebius, one of the best of the bishops at the court, did not scruple for

a moment
all

to ascribe

to the purest

motives of a true servant of God,

those transactions into which the emperor, witliout evincing the

slightest regard to truth or to humanity,

had suffered himself

to

be

drawn by an ambition which could not abide a rival, in the struggle
with Licinius
when he represents the emperor, in a war which, beyond a doubt, had been undertaken from motives of a purely selfish
policy, as marshalling the order of the battle, and giving out the words
of command by divine inspiration bestowed in answer to his prayers.^
;

Bishops, In immediate attendance on the emperor, so far forgot indeed
to what master they belonged, that at the celebration of the third de
cennium of his reign (the tricennalia), one of them congratulated him

as constituted by God the ruler over all, in the (resent world, and
destined to reign with the Son of God in the world to come.
The
feelings of Constantino himself were shocked at such a parallel.
He
admonished the bishop that he should not venture to use such language
as that, but should rather pray for him, that he might be deemed worthy to be a servant of God both in this world and in the next.^
It was now the wish of Constantine that all his subjects might be
)

united in the worship of the same God.
This wish he expressed puband gladly employed every means in his power to bring it about
but he was determined not to resort to any forcible measures.
He
still continued to express publicly the principles of toleration and of
licly,

universal freedom of conscience, and distinctly contradicted the report,-

from very natural causes, that he intended to su|>
by force.
Thus he declares, in the proclamation
already cited, to the people of the East :^ " Let the followers of error
enjoy the liberty of sharing in the same peace and tranquillity with
the faithful: this very restoration of common intercourse among men'*
may lead these people to the way of truth. Let no one molest his
neighbor, but let each act according to the inclination of his own soul.
The well-disposed must be convinced, that they alone will live in holiness and purity, whom Thou thyself dost call to find rest in Thy holy
But let those who remain strangers to them retain, since they
laws.
wish it, the temples of falsehood: we have the resplendent house of
Thy truth, which I'hou hast given us in answer to the cravings of our
which

liad arisen

press Paganism

1

Dev.

C. II. 12.

QeocpavEiag iTuyxfiv^^,

i^ttorepft KivTj^eti ifinvEvaec.
'^

**

Eusel). de v. 0.
L. e. il. 5G.

* A.VTTI yiip

Tj

TTj^

IV. 48.
KOivuvtai knavop'&uatiQ

(l»cThaps ipsa htec comnicrcii restitutio),
indeliuite words may also mean, " tht
improvini;- influence of intercourse." Tht
connection, however, favors the first inters
pretatioa.

The
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CONSTANTINE.

We

nature.

could wish that they too might share with us the joy of

common harmony. Yet let no one
which is his own conviction.
With
a

ti-ouble his neighbor by that
the knowledge which he has
possible, profit his neighbor.
If it is not possible,

gained, let him, if
he should allow his neighbor to go on in his own way
thing, to enter voluntarily into the contest for eternal
to force

one

I have entered

to it against his will.

more

it is one
and another

for

;

life,

fully into the

exposition of these matters, because I was unwilling to keep concealed
my own belief in the truth and especially because, as I hear, certain
;

that the temple worship and the

power of darkiress are
men, if the mighty
dominion of error were not too firmly rooted in the souls of some to
persons affirm
abolished.

^

I Avould

avow

this as

my

counsel to

all

permit the restoration of the common happiness." ^
In the particular instances in which Constantino first caused temples to be destroyed and ancient forms of worship to be suppressed by
force, the criminal excesses sanctioned under the name of religion, or
the fraudulent tricks resorted to for the maintenance of heathen superstition among the credulous multitude, gave him special and just occasion for these proceedings
as, for example, when he caused to be
demolished the temple and sacred grove of Venus at Aphaca in Phoenicia,^ where from the remotest times the most abominable licentiousness was practiced under the name of religion and when he suppressed
At the same
the hke abominable rites at Heliopolis in Phoenicia.
time he sent to the inhabitants of this ancient heathen city a letter, in
which he represented to them the hatefulness of these rites, and exHe founded here a church,
horted them to embrace Christianity.
somewhat too
with a complete body of clergymen and a bishop
He
early, indeed, since there were as yet no Christians in the place.
bestowed on this church large sums for the support of the poor ; so
that the conversion of the heathen might be promoted by doing good to
their bodies^
a measure, doubtless, which was calculated rather to
mislead these people into hypocrisy, than to conduct them to the faith.'*
Again, there was at iEgse, in Cilicia, a temple of ^sculapius of ancient
fame, where the priests availed themselves of their knowledge of certain powers of nature, perhaps of magnetism (the incubationes), for
and these cures were ascribed to the power
the heaUng of diseases
of the god who appeared there, and employed as a means to promote
The temple was filled with the consecrated
the dechning paganism.
gifts and the inscriptions of those who supposed themselves indebted
Far-famed in particular were the remedies
to it for their recovery.
;

;

;

—

—

;

1
These " certain persons " may have
been fearful Pagans, or Christians tri-

—

more naturally
in a false zeal,
the latter, especially as the emperor made

umphing

use of expressions which only Christians
could employ. At all events, it is clear
how important it was considered by ConStan tine to repress the zeal of the Christians, which might easily lead to violent

proceedings, and to inspire confidence Id
the anxioiis Pagans,
^ Euseb. de v. C. II. 56 and 60.
^ Euseb. de v. C. Ill; 55.
* L. c. III. 58.
poor way of " preaching Christ," as Eusebius calls it, when he
applies to it the words of the Apostle Paul,
Phil. 1:18, " Notwithstanding, every way,
whether in pretense cr truth, Christ in
preached."

A

HIS PROCEEDINGS AGAINST PAGANISM.

which, as
the sick

was pretended, the god himself prescribed

it

who

slept in the temple.

Not only
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in

dreams

the populace, but

to

many

even of the better class, men of learning, and self-styled philosophers,
lauded these wonderful cures.
With a view to put an end to the
knavery at a single blow, Constantine ordered the temple to be deHow important a prop of heathenism, whicli needed such
stroyed.'
means for its support, was taken away by the destruction of th;s temple, appears from the complaints which a man like Libanius utters over
" The sick now," he
this impiety and its attendant conseijuences
says, '• in vain make their pilgrimages to Cilicia."^
By dismantling
and publicly exhibiting those images of the gods to which miraculous
powers had been ascribed, many a trick of the priests was exposed,
and what had been venerated by the deluded populace, became the
objects of their sport.
Magnificent temples and statues of the gods
:

were despoiled of their treasures, and stripped of all their costly materials
and then were either turned to the public use, or bestowed
as presents on private individuals.
Many objects of art taken from
the temples were used for the decoration of the imperial residence.^
As regards the effect of such proceedings on the minds of the people, it is obvious to remark generally, the little use of trying to suppress
religious errors by destroying the objects to which they cling, or by
mere negation. Delusions which are cherished in the heart cannot be
removed by arguments addressed to the senses. The fonatical pagans,
especially those of the educated class, who had framed to themselves
a certain mystical Paganism set off with Platonic ideas, an artificial
system, made up of heterogeneous elements, would not be greatly disturbed or perplexed by proceedings of this sort. They well knew how
to distinguish between the gods ever present to blieir imagination, and
those images which alone could be destroyed or profaned by the hands
of man. They found no difficulty in making a difference between that
which they looked upon as the divine reality and that which stood to
Hence the only effect
the latter merely in the relation of an organ.
which could be produced on them by seeing those venerable objects
exposed to a profanation which their worshippers had no power to preThere were others, not
vent, was to arouse their secret resentment.
under the influence of such fanaticism, whose simple and artless superThis class might, by such sudstition could more easily be exposed.
den impressions, be led to a sense of their error, and then be graduOthers made
ally prepared to receive the knowledge of the gospel.
;

sport of their old superstition, but without receiving the true faith in
its

1
•'

stead.
Euscb. de
Libtui. dc

vvv oic

They
V.

fell

a prey to utter skepticism, or endeavored to

C. III. 56.

Kal
vol. II. 187.
KiMiiiav voaijfxaTa, T^g

teinijlis,

(lyec fiiv tif

TOV 'AaKAjjniov xp'jiovTa ^eipof, al 6e Tvepi
rdv TOTTov Vjipti^ uKpunTovg uTTOTri/j.Tzov(jc.
And (juoting from tlic ciilo<ry of a iiaj,^an
I'hetorician, in the time of tiie cni])eror
Julian, probably in reference to the deBtruction of this temple: JSuv fitv rf/v tov
deoi)

6vva/j.iv deinvvg

ck tCjv iniypa/x/iu-

tcjv

,

ii

i/v

tuv iiyLavuvTtJV vuv 6e: Tpay(f}kutu tov vtib noXs/wu,
,

diJv tov tljv ii^euv

u6iK(W(j.ivov( iKerac, ova iufiivovQ a-KcMxiyii-

Liban. ej). 607.
C. III. 54, Liban. ed. Reiske,
436, concerning Constantine
He
'Eyi'fivuac lov n'kovTov rovg deoig.
Pro
call.-;
iiim plainly the aEav?<.r)KUC.
templis, vol. 11. p. 183.

vncKaKuv.
-^

III.

Dc

j).

V,

:
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CONSTANTINE.

needs with a general system of Deism. ^ It is a
worthy of notice, and a proof of the already diminished power of
heathenism over the popular mind, that officers clothed with full powers by the emperor, might venture, without the protection of an armed
force, to go through vast crowds of the people, and plunder famous
satisfy their religious

fact

beanng off their venerated treasures."'^ What fierce commotions„on the other hand, were excited at a later period by the seizure
of the Christ/an images in the Byzantine empire
Again, Constantino endeavored to place Christians in the highest
temples,

!

and to appoint them governors in the provinces. Since,
however, it was difficult at that time to caj-ry this plan into execution,
and wholly exclude the pagans from the public service of the state ;
and since, moreover, he was unwilling to pass any law of this kind, he
contented himself with forbidding the holders of office to sacrifice
a practice which the previous importance of Paganism, as the religion
of the state, had made a duty incumbent upon them in the execution
offices of state,

;

—

many kinds of public business. At length the erection of idolatrous
and the performance of religious sacrifices were universally
But as many pagans still occupied important civil stafo7-bidden.
of

linages
tions,

and as Constantino moreover was not inclined

case to arbitrary force,
little

observed.

it

Hence

to resort in this

naturally followed that these laws were but
the

succeeding emperor, Constantius, was

under the necessity of reenforcing this ordinance.^
It was a religious interest which actuated Constantine

in

his

attempts to introduce the Christian form of worship but he never
employed forcible measures for its extension he never compelled any
person whatever to act in matters of religion against the dictates of his
own conscience. To those of his soldiers ivho were Christians^ he
Upon those of them
gave full liberty to attend church on Sunday.
who were not Christians, he did not enforce a Christian form of prayer,
;

:

nor did he compel them to unite in any of the Christian forms, as the

pagan emperors had endeavored to force Christians to join in the
pagan ceremonies. He simply required the Pagans among his soldiers
to assemble before the city in the open fields, and here, at a given
signal, to repeat in the Latin language the following form of prayer
" Thee alone we acknowledge as the true God thee we acknowledge
from thee have we received the
thee we invoke for help
as ruler
to thee are
through thee have we conquered our enemies
victory
;

;

;

;

;

^v
Euseb. tie v. C. III. 57.
.auTyinu iTouae:(pv/Ov Aoycj- ol 6' el /cat tovto
fMTj ETvpaTTov, TT/g jovv TvaTpcJag TzaTeyivua1

0/

tC)

Kov fiaTacuTT/Tog
2 Eu.seb. de v. C. III. 54.
This prohibition of the emperor, Eusebius cites in his work, de v. C. II. 44,
'^

45; IV. 23; and Sozomen, I. 8, who
seems, however, here merely to copy from
Eusebius, and that not accurately. The
surest proof that Constantine did actually
enact such a law, lies in the tact, that
Constantius, by renewing the prohibition
in the year 341, ])resupposed this law as

already existing. If Libanius, on the contrary, in his discourse defending the tenipie (vol. II. p. 1()2), says of Constantine:
T^f KUTu vufiovg -^epundag sKivrjasv ov6e ev,
and p. 18.3, ua ova knl rug -dvaiag KpoijMs,
we remember not only that Libanius was
interested here to represent Avhat had been
done by the first Christian emperor for the
sui)i)ressiun of Paganism, as of the least
but also that he conpossible account
;

founded what was done at different times,
and that he was looking at the effects of
those laws, which it must be allowed were
insignificant.

HIS ENCOURAGEMENT OP HYPOCRISY.

we indebted
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our present blessings from thee also we hope for
we all direct our prayer. We beseech thee,
that thou wouldst preserve our emperor Constantino and his pious sons
in health and prosperity through the longest life." ^
The same thing
indeed becomes clearly apparent here, which we have observed on
various other occasions, that the emperor had no just conception of the
true nature of divine worship and of prayer, and that he laid an undue
stress on outward religious forms ; for it was hardly possible, surely,
that in repeating, at the word of command, a prayer committed to
memory, and that in a language which to a part of the soldiers was
not their own, there could be any of that devotion which alone gives
but yet it is worthy of remark, how the
to prayer its significance
emperor respected the religious convictions of his soldiers.
He
avoided in this prayer everything peculiar to Christianity, and nothing in it but the Monotheism would be incompatible with the pagan
religion.
As it respects this, Constantino perhaps regarded the belief
in one God as that which the contemplation of the universe would
teach every man, and the necessary acknowledgment of which might
be presupposed in every man ^ besides, the heathen soldiers, who
were not so scrupulous in regard to every word, might easily interpret
the whole as an address to their own Jupiter.
But, if Constantino was unwilling to employ any forcible measures
for the extension of Christianity, it by no means follows that he
rejected all outward means for this end, and that he had come to
understand how Christianity, disdaining all outward means of persuasion and outward supports, would make its own way, simply by the.
power with which it operates upon the inner convictions and in the
life of men.^
We have from himself a remarkai)le declaration concerning the means which he supposed necessary to promote the
spread of Christianity.
At the council of Nice he exhorted the bishops not to be envious of each other on account of the applause bestowed on their discourses, and the reputation of oratorical gifts
not to lay the foundations of schisms by their mutual jealousies, lest
they should give occasion to the heathen of blaspheming the Christian religion.
The heathen, he said, would be most easily led to
salvation, if the condition of the Christians were made to appear to
them in all respects enviable. They should consider, that the advantage to he derived from preaching could not belong to all.
Some,
he said, might he drawn to the faith hy heing seasonahly supplied
with the means of suhsistence ; * others were accustomed to repair to
that quarter where they found protection and intercession (alluding
to the intercessions of the bishops, see below); others would he won
hy an affable reception ; others, hy being honored with presents.
There were but few who honestly loved the exhibitions of religious
doctrine ; but few who were the friends of truth (therefore; few sinfuture favors

for

;

;

to thee

;

:

^
'•*

Euseb. de v. C. IV. 18, 19.
See his declaration in Euseb. de

v.

C.

'^

Though he

which miglit be construed as an acknowledf^ment of this, yet lie was far from mak
ing

II. 58.

often said things in public

*

a principle of his own conduct.
Sec p. 26.

it

80

constantine's baptism and death.

For

cere conversions).^

they should accommodate thetoand, like skilfuU physicians, give to
each man that which might contribute to his cure, so that in every
way the saving doctrine might be glorified in all.
course of proceeding upon such principles must naturally have thrown open a wide
door for all manner of hypocrisy.
Even Eusebius, the panegyrist of
Constantine, blinded as he was by the splendor which the latter had
cast over the outward- church,
even he is obliged to reckon among
the grievous evils of this period, of which he was an eye-witness, the
mdescrihahle hypocrisy of those who gave themselves out as- Christians merely for temporal advantage, and who, by their outward show
of zeal for the faith, contrived to win the- confidence of the emperor,
which he suffered them to abuse.
It must appear surprising that Constantine, although he exhibited
so much zeal for all the concerns of the church, although he took
part in the transactions of a council assembled to discuss matters of
controversy, had never as yet received baptism
that he continued to
remain without the pale of the community of believers that he could
still assist at no complete form of worship, no complete celebration of
a festival.
lie continued to remain in the first class of catechumens
(not catechumens in the stricter sense of the word, see below),
though already sixty -four years of age.
Thus far he had enjoyed
sound and uninterrupted health.
He now, for the first time, began
to feel the infirmities of age ; and illness induced him to leave Constantinople, and repair to the neighboring city of Helenopolis in
Bithynia, Asia Minor, recently founded by his mother, in order to
enjoy the benefit of the warm springs in that place.
When his malady grew worse, and he felt a presentiment of the approach of death,
he repaired, for the purpose of prayer, to the church consecrated to
the memory of the martyr Lucian.
Here first he made the confession
which was customary before entering into the class of the catechumens, so called in the stricter sense and the bishops gave him the
blessing.^
He next repaired to a castle, near the city of Nicomedia,
where he called together an assembly of the bishops, and, surrounded
by them, received baptism from Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia, This
took place shortly before his death in the year 337,
Now, for the
first time, he could profess it to be his purpose, that, if God spared
his life, he would join in the assembly of God's people, and unite Avith
all the faithful in all the prayers of the church.*
this reason,

selves to the characters of

all,

A

—

;

;

;

1 Euseb. de V. C. III. 21.
I place the
passage here, which, as it seems to me, has
been eornipted by a transposition of the
words, in the way in which I suppose it
ought to be corrected, by restorins: tlie
words to tlieir proper order ^Q,v fiuTnara
aiji^yvat Svi/t/iEvuv, d nuvra tu koxV ijudg

^svioic Ti/xufievoi uya-nuaiv erepoi..

avToic Crj'Au-a (paivoLvro,

kqI rolg

:

(jf oil

Toic TTuaiv

ii

EK

6eIv ufj.(pijvoElv,
dxpEXsia gvvteXeL

fii]

loyuv

OljiEV yap u( npbc rpooijv xaipovaiv ettikovTal( npoara'^i.atfoi- Tug)vnoTp£X£iv EMiiacnv uXaoltovc
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Elpuvsiav
C. IV. 54.
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fiTj

o,v
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He

received I'or the tirst time the ;<;£ipo^saia, and was thus taken among the yovv^

KAivovreg.
*

Euseb. de

ovvayE'kal^Ea&at

v.

C. IV. 62.
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HEATHEN ACCOUNT OF HIS CONVERSION.
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Doubtless we should consider here, that it was not the custom in
this period for all to receive baptism immediately after embracing the
faith
but many, especially in the East, deferred it until some special
occasion, inward or outward, brought about in them a new crisis of
life.^
But still it must ever seem strange, that an emperor who took
such interest in the concerns of the Christian church, should remain
without baptism till his sixty-fourth year.
We may indeed give credit
to what he says, and suppose
what was quite in character with his
that he entertained the design of receiving bapreligious notions
tism in the Jordan, whose water Christ had first consecrated by his own
This does not suffice, however, to explain his long delay.
baptism.'^
It is most probable that he was influenced by those false notions of
making of them both something merely
baptism and regeneration,
outward,
traces of which we found already in the former period.
Since he saw in baptism a sort of rite for the magical removal of sin,
he delayed it till near the end of his life, in order that, purified at
once from all its stains, he might be sure of entering into bliss.
He
was doubtless sincere, therefore, when, on receiving baptism, he said,
as Eusebius reports, that from thenceforth, if God spared him his Ufe,
he would devote himself to Grod's worthy laws of life.^
This remark
leads us to notice a report, which circulated among the heathen of this
period, respecting the cause of Constantine's conversion
for the mode
of thinking which betrays itself in his notion of baptism, furnishes us
;

—

—

—

—

;

key to the right interpretation of this story.
Constantino, instigated by the calumnious representations of his
second wife Fausta, had, in a paroxysm of anger, caused his son, the
Caisar Crispus, step-son of Fausta, to be put to death.
Reproached
also with a

mother Flelena, and convinced. afterwards himself
added another crime to this
by a cruel revenge on Fausta, whom he caused to be thrown into the
glowing furnace of a bath.
Suspicious jealousy had misled him to
order the execution of his nephew, a hopeful prince, the son of the
unfortunate Licinius
and several others, connected with the court,
are said to have fallen victims to his anger or his suspicion.
When at
length he began to feel the reproaches of conscience, he inquired of
the Platonic philosopher Sopatros, or, according to others, of heathen
priests, what he could do to atone for these crimes.
It was replied
to him, that there was no lustration for such atrocious conduct.
At
that time an Egyptian bishop from Spain (probably Hosius of Cordova
is meant) became known at the palace, through the ladies of the
for this act

by

his

that he had been falsely informed, he had

;

court.
find a

He

said to the emperor, that in the Christian faith he could

remedy

for

every sin

conscience of Constantino,

;

first

and
led

this

him

promise, which soothed the
to declare decidedly in favor

of Christianity.*
ralg evxaiQ 6fiov roig nuaiv kKKkjiaiitljpvTa
Koivuvelv (Ina^ upiarai.
^

See helow, under the history of worEuseb. de

v.

C. IV. 62.

^ QeafJLOvg fjdjj j3iov deiJ

npenovraq knavrij

L.

c.

At an

earlier period,

and while a catechumen, he did not conbound to lead so rigorous a

Christian

ship.
•^

diarETu^ofiai.

sider himself
*

life.

Zosim.

II. 29.

Sozom.

I. 5.

CONSTANTINE.

«JZ

Certainly

we should not be

Avarranted to pronounce this story a sheer
very possible that some one of the court bishops
may have taken the course here laid to the charge of Hosius, and
sought to pacify the emperor's conscience in a false way, instead of
leading him by the way of true repentance to genuine faith.
But the
testimony of pagans inimical to Christianity and the emperor, furnishes
no sufficient evidence fur thu truth of a story which they could have
so easily invented ; while, on the other hand, the silence of Christian
historians, whose prejudices were all on one side, furnishes no evidence
against its truth. That this account cannot, however, be hterally true,
appears, as Sozomenus has justly remarked, from the gross anachronism which it contains
for, long before Constantine had committed
these crimes,^ he had taken his decided stand in favor of Christianity.
The whole story, therefore, may have no other foundation than the
fact, that Constantine strove to quiet his sins by relying on the opus
operatum of outward means of justification, especially upon the justifying power of outward baptism, which he reserved against the time
of his death, and upon the merit of what he had done to promote the
outward splendor of the church
and it may be that the bishops of
the court, instead of teaching him better, confirmed him in this destructive error.^
This doubtless would be observed by the pagans^
who would not be slow in taking advantage of it to misrepresent Chrisfabrication.

It is

;

;

tianity.^
1 The execution of Crispixs took place
same time with the vicennalia of
Constantine, or the celebration of the
twentieth anniversary of his assuming the
dignity of Augustus, that is, in 326 and
it was in the preceding year that Constantine displayed, at the council of Nice,
so decided a zeal in favor of the Christian

these expressions, still we must feel certain, that a man who was capable of using
such language was in no condition to
speak to the emperor in the spirit of the
gospel, .as one charged with the care of

faith.

sovds.

2 Eusebius of CsEsarea was a man conversant with still higher things than mere
worldly interests, and cannot be reckoned
among the number of the ordinary court
bishops of this period yet mark how he
describes a banquet which tlie emperor
gave to the bishops at the breaking up of
the Nicene council, in celebration of the
j;/ce«7iaZ/a of his entrance upon the dignity
" When the emperor held a
of Caesar
banquet with the bishops, among whom
he had established peace, he presented it
through them, as it were an otfering worthy of God. No one of the bishops was
excluded from the imperial table.
The
proceedings on this occasion were sublime
Beyond description. The soldiers of the
emperor's body-guard were drawn up before the door of the palace with their bare
swords. The men of God (the bishops)
passed along undaunted between their
Some
files into the interior of the palace.
sat at the same table with the emperor
others,
side-tables.
One
himself the
at
might easily imagine that one beheld the
kingdom."
Euseb.
vit.
type of Christ's

^ Thus Julian, in his satirical performance entitled " the Caisars," m_akes Jesus
(for the original abbreviation iv is to be
explained, not by vlbv but by 'lijaovv, as
the context plainly demands) in the lower
world proclaim to all, and to Constantine,
who is led into his presence " Whoever
is a voluptuary, a murderer, whoever is a
vicious man, a profligate, let him boldly
come hither. Having washed him with

at the

;

;

:

;

Constant. 1. III. c. 15. Making due allowance for the corrupt rhetorical taste of
those tinies, in passing our judgment on

;

make him pure,
should he fall into the same crimes
again, let him only beat on his breast and
on his head, and I will bestow on him
power to become pure." 'Oant; odopev^,
this water, I will instantly

And

ocrrjf fuai<j)6voc, oarcg kvayiji koL jSdcAvpdf
daf)^uv uno^dVio yap ai'ibv tovtuI tC>
vduTc lovaac, avrina Kadapbv, kuI nuh.v
Ivoxoc. roic avrolr ysvijTiu, duau to arfj'&og
irXr/^avn
rf/v K£(j>a?i7/v naruiavri, KadapC)
yeveadai. (But I cannot see in these words

hu

kw

a play on Matt. 11

:

28-30, with Dr. Teuf-

in his dissertation de Juliano imperatore christianismi contemptore et osore,

fel

Tubengae 844, a work evincing profound
and containing many excellent r©1

study,
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Constantine bears witness' that the state

which

seeks to advance CJiristianity by the worldly means at its command
may be the occasion of more injury to this holy cause than the

earthly
is still

power which opposes it with whatever virulence, this truth
more clearly demonstrated by the reign of his successor Con-

stantius.

Constantius, in

tlie

the government

outset, shared

with

his

two

brothers, Constantine the Younger and Constans, and to the portion
of the two last fell the dominion of the West.
The younger Con-

war against his brother Constans, lost his life
year 348, Constans made himself master of the whole Western,
and when
as Constantius was already of the whole Eastern emjtire
Constans perished in the year -350, in the revolt of Magnentius, Constantius was left sole master of the entire Roman empire.
Now,
although the measures adopted for the suppression of Paganism proceeded directly from Constantius, although they were executed in his
empire with the greatest severity and rigor,
despotism in the East
being, as a general thing, the most oppressive
yet, on the whole, the
principles upon which he proceeded were those which prevailed
throughout the entire empire. Constantius, in reenacting, in the year
341, the law of the previous reign against sacrifices, gave the follow" Let superstition cease let the folly of
ing peremptory command
Whoever, after the publication of this law,
sacrifices be abolished.^
continues to sacrifice shall be punished according to his deserts
yet the nature of the punishment is not clearly defined.
Although this law might properly refer only to the Eastern em-pire, yet in a law of the year 346, enacted in common by the
emperors Constantius and Constans, and therefore valid for the whole
Western and Eastern empire, it is presupposed that the extirpation
and
of the entire pagan superstition had already been commanded
in the same year the two emperors again conjointly directed, that
the temples should everywhere be closed, that access to them shouldbe forbidden to all, and thus hberty for crime taken away from
abandoned men.^ Sacrifices were forbidden on pain of death and
When at a still later period, under the
the confiscation of goods.
usurper Magnentius, who himself^ professed to be a Christian, the
pagan cultus in the West had recovered a certain degree of freedom,
whether it was that the usurper, from political reasons or want
stantine having, in the
in the

;

—
;

:

;

;

'^

;

—

of interest in religious matters, made show of greater toleration ; or
whether it was that, without any interference of his own, the laws

which had been passed against the pagan worship had, in the turyet for this cause Conmoils of this revolution, lost their power,

—

murks.) AndLibanius sees in the cruelty
of Constantine towards his own family, a

punishment

inflicted

on him for his plun-

deriug of the temples: Tig ovtu iieyuXip
rdiv TTtpl Tu upd XPWO'TO. dedwKe oUriv ru
/itv avTdg nvTov fiercuv Pro templis, p. 1 84,
;

vol. 11.

Cod. Theodos.
VOL. n.
1

1.

XVI.

Tit. 10,

3

c.

2.

Cesset superstitio, sacrificionim abolcatur
insania.
"^

Omnis

'^

Licentiam delinquendi perditis abne-

superstitio penitus eruenda.

gari.
* As the ensigns of the cross on his
coins prove.
See Eckhel, vol. VIII. p.

122.
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stantius thought

necessary, after he had suppressed the insurrec353, and become the sole ruler, to issue a new
law against sacrifices by night, which had been again introduced.
Three years later, in 356, he passed a law, in the name also of the
Ca3sar Julian, who was even then secretly inclined to Paganism, by
which law he made it once more a capital crime to sacrifice, and
worship the images of the gods.
The relation of things had become
reversed.
As in former times the observance of the pagan ceremonies, the religion of the state, had appeared in the light of a civil
duty, and the profession of Christianity in that of a crime against
the state
so now it was the case, not indeed that the outwai'd
profession of Christianity was commanded as a universal civil duty,
for against this the spirit of Christianity too earnestly remonstrated
but that the exercise of the pagan rehgion was rpade politically
dangerous.
There was an inclination to regard the heathens as
unsatisfied with the present order of things
and the suspicious
despot Constantius feared, whenever he heard about the celebration of pagan rites, especially about augurs, haruspices, consultation of oracles, and sacrifices, that conspiracies were brooding against
his government and his life.
It was especially the notary Paulus,
widely known under his well-deserved soubriquet, the Chain (catena), Avho, in the later times of this reign, working upon the suspicious temper of Constantius, and using him as the instrument of
his own designs, ravaged the land as a cruel persecutor.
It thus
happened that a heathen philosopher, Demetrius Chytas of Alexandria, was -convicted of having repeatedly sacrificed.
Not so much
tion

in

it

the year

;

;

;

for religious as

for political

reasons, this transgression of the laws

was interpreted as a grievous crime
his judges pretending to look
upon it as a magical ceremony, undertaken in a hostile spirit against
the emperor.'
No credit was given to his assurances, that from
his early youth he had been accustomed to sacrifice, simply to pro;

pitiate

the favor of the gods.

But when he

steadfastly persisted

under the rack, he was dismissed to his home
although, if the imperial law had been strictly carried into execution,
he must have suftered the penalty of death, as a heathen who, by his
own confession, had offered sacrifices. To wear heathen amulets for
keeping off" diseases, to consult an astrologer on any private affair
whatever, might easily involve one in a crimen majestatis, leading to
tortures and death.^
To the great vexation of the pagans, Constantius caused several
celebrated temples to be destroyed.
Some he plundered, and pre-

in the

same

assertion

sented others or their treasures to Christian churches, or to his favorites among the courtiers
and sometimes, therefore, to the most unworthy of men.
The property of the temples, which might have been
employed to a better purpose in the cause of religion, often became a
;

See Ammian. Marcelliu. 1. XIX. c. 12.
Ammian. Marcellin. 1. c. Liban. pro
Ai-istophane, vol. I. p. 430.
The words
of Ammianus Marcellinus are particuhxrly

" Prorsus ita res agebaquasi Clarium, Dodonseas arbores et
efFata Delphonim ollm. solennia in imperatoris exitium sollicitaverint multi."

1

worthy of notice

2

tnr,

:
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prey to cupidity and revenge ^ and when many, who had become
rich by the plundering of temples, abandoned themselves to every
lust, and finally brought ruin upon themselves by their own wickedness, the pagans looked upon this as the punishment sent by their
gods for robbing the temples
and they predicted that similar punish
ments would follow every instance in which the temples were desecrated, as appears from the asseverations of Libanius and Julian.^
The emperor, however, thought it advisable to keep under some
restraint the fury for destroying temples, in order to preserve certain
national antiquities which were dear to the people.
By a law of the
year 84(3, he ordained that all temples existing without the walls of
the city, should be preserved uninjured, since with many of them
were connected national festivities, and certain of the public games
and contests had derived their origin from them.^ When Constantius,
after his victory over Magnentius, resided in Rome, and there saw the
heathen temples in their full splendor, he took no measures against
them and heathenism, as the old religion of the Roman state, still
retained so much consequence, that much that belonged to the heathen
forms of worship was lefc unaltered in the Western empire.
Thus it
was with the privileges of the vestals, and the priestly dignities, which
were given to Romans belonging to the noblest heathen families,'*
although we must allow that these dignities had lost niucli of their
ancient importance.
Subsequently to the establishment of the law
which made the offering of sacrifice a capital crime. Tertullus, the
prefect of the city, did not hesitate, when a storm at sea hindered the
provision fleet from arriving at Rome, and threatened a famine, tp
offer public sacrifices in the temple of Castor and Pollux (ciedes Castorum), near the mouth of the Tiber, that the godsnnight calm the fury
;

;

;

of the storm.'^

Whilst falsely flattering pagan rhetoricians, such as Libanius and
whom at heart

Themistius, publicly spoke in praise of the emperor,
they detested as the enemy of the gods
there were
;

teachers of the Christian church

many

still

among

the

bold and fearless voices, which

him that he rather injured than aided Christianity, when
voices which
he sought to advance its interests by outward power,
now presented before a professedly Christian emperor, who confounded
the Christian with the political standing-ground, the principles of liberty of conscience and belief brought to light by Christianity, just as
they had been presented before the pagan emperors by its first defenders.
Very pertinently says Hilary to the emperor Constantius
" With the gold of the state you burden the sanctuary of God and
what has been torn from the temples, or gained by the confiscation of
plainly told

—

;

1 Liban. de accusatorib. HI. 436.
KuriGKafe Tovg vaovc kuI ttuvtu lephv i^oAciipag

»

Cod. Thcodos.

Nam cum

voluptatum.
* See Symmach.

ipoliis.

1.

**

Sec below.

1.

XVI.

ex nonnuUis

vel

X. c. .}.
ludorum vi+

Tit.

circensium vel agonuiii origo t'lierit exorta,
non conveuit ea couvclli, ex qiiibu.s populo

i^uKEv avTov (avTovg), oii lafiev.
Liban. Epitaph. Jidian. vol. 11. p. 529:
Tuv Tuv Upuv nTiovTOU elg rovg iiaeXyeaTuAmmian. Marceiliu. 1.
Tovi nefiepianEvov.
XXll. c. 4. Fasti quidam templorum
vo/iov,

Komano
X.
^

ijrajbentur pri.scariliii sollennitaa
relat.

ad Valentinian

ep. 61.

Ammian.

Marcellin.

1.

XIX.

c. 10.
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goods, or extorted by punishments, that you force upon God."'
Concerning the resort to violent measures for the advancement of religion,
Athanasius finely remarks ^ " It is an evidence that they want confidence in their own faith, when they use force, and constrain men
:

So Satan, because there is no truth in him, wherever he gains admittance, pays away with hatchet and sword.
But
the Saviour is so gentle that he teaches, it is true
If any will come
after me, ar.d if any man ivill he my dhci'plc^ while he forces none to
whom he comes, but only knocks at the door of the soul, and says:
' Open to me, my sister'
(Cant. 5:2); and if the door is opened, he
goes in.
But if any one is unwilHng to open, he withdraws for the
truth is not preached by sword and javelin, nor by armies, but by persuasion and adraonition.3
How can there be anything like persuasion,
where the fear of the emperor rules ? How can there be anything
like admonition, where he who contradicts has to expect banishment
and death ? "
Says the same writer, in another place * "It is the
character of true piety, not to force, but to convince
since our Lord
himself forced no man, but left free the choice of each individual, say'
ing to all
If any man ivill, let him come after me
but to his dis(John 6 67.)
ciples
Wilt ye also go away ? "
The men who expressed such truths with Christian boldness, were
thinking, indeed, in this case, not so much of the conduct of the emperor towards the pagans, as of his conduct towards the contending
parties of the Christian church
their own interest (for they belonged
to a party which lay under the constraint of outward power) coincided
in this case with what the spirit of Christianity requires
and hence
they might the more readily perceive this, and be led to make it a
prominent point in opposition to the prevailing sentiments of their
time.
It is plain, that the same could have been said also concerning
the emperor's conduct towards the pagans
but it may be justly questioned, whether they would have been equally free to recognize and
It is certahi at
proclaim the same truths in this wider application.
least, that many of the fathers were actuated by another spirit than
this Christian one
they were concerned only for the outward suj;pression of Paganism, without considering whether the means employed
for this purpose agreed with the spirit of the gospel, and were suited
We recognize the blind,
to destroy Paganism in the hearts of men.
narrow zeal against Paganism in a Julius Firmicus Maternus,^ when
he addresses^ the emperors Constantius and Constantino in words that
" Take
breathe quite another spirit than the one referred to above
use all their conseofi" without scruple the decorations of the temples
crated gifts for your own profit, and that of the Lord.' After destroylie
ing the temples, ye are, by the power of God, exalted higher."
.paid homage to the error, so ruinous to the emperors, which led them
to imagine that, by merely destroying the outward monuments of
against their wills.

:

'

;

:

;

;

:

;

'

'

'

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

1

2
'^

C. Constant, imjierator.
Hist. Arian. {j 3."3.

yup

Oil

TiuTuv

Tj

lib. c. 10.

ov6e 6ut arpaukriheia KurayjiXETaL, oKka nei'&ol
fvcpeaiv

«at avuJiov'Aia.

?'/

jSeTieaiv

*

Hist. Arian. § 67.

^

Concerning

whom we

shall

speak

fur-

ther in another place, under the head of
the Apologists.
" In his book de errore profanonini re
ligionuni.
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be Christians, and secured the

to

lie also describes the poUtical success of the emperors

divine favor.

in the usual style of exaggerated flattery peculiar to the panegyrists
of the age, and says nothing of their misfortunes.
He next invites
them to punish idolatr^'^, and assures them that the divine law required
them to suppress all Paganism by force.^ Forgetting the spirit which it

became Christians

to cherish, and by what means the Christian church
had overcome all earthly powers that had opposed her, and finally rendered them subservient to her own interests, he employs those passages
of the Old Testament which threatened with the punishment of death
those who became idolaters, from among the people of God, to show
how Christian emperors should deal with the same class of men.
Worldly-minded bishops, who by their proceedings caused the name of
the Lord to be blasphemed among the Gentiles,
such as Georgius of
Alexandria,
raged against Paganism, and stood ready to reward with
everything which their powerful influence at court enabled them to
procure,
with the favor of the prince, and titles, and stations of
honor,
the hypocrisy of those who accounted earthly things of more

—

—

—
—

value than divine.^

suppression of Paganism did but prepare the way for a new
Of this attempt, made by the emperor
it.
Julian, the same may be said as of Constantine's undertaking to make
Christianity the dominant state religion of the Roman empire.
The

But

and a

this

final effort to restore

was a change which had long before been i)repared in the progand which Constantino had only carried into execution.
So, by the measui'es which were resorted to for promoting Chris-'
tianity and suppressing Paganism, had the way also been prepared for
giving a new upward spring to the latter; and it rfeeded nothing more,
at present, than an organ, possessed of the necessary outward power,
latter

ress of events,

1 C. 30.
Ut severitas vcsti-a idolatriaj
facinus oranifariam persequatur.
2 Libanius doubtless expresses what he
had seized from the life of the times, when
he says, speaking of a certain Aristophanes,
who, even under the reign of Constantius,
had continued steadfast in the profession
of heathenism " What rewards might he

could be released from state burdens, and
maintain their cunuoctions with those in
jiower
fwf fiovov dalv uXecTovpyriTOi koI
Atiianas.
npoaraacav av&f)umi.'i]v ixovai.
hist. Ariauor. ad nionaclius, § 78.
Of the
fury with wliicli the bishop Georgius atof his influence over
tacked the temples,
the emperor Constan tins, and so over all

not have obtained from Georgius, if he had
been willing to make in the church a pub-

which bethe civil and military othces,
the emperor
came subject to Ids will,
Julian also speaks in his letter to tlie peopie of Alexandria: T'ov Kuvan'u'Tiou ipeire

:

profession of Christianity, and to insult
thegods.' What prefecture of Egypt, what
power with the eunuchs of the court, and
with the emperor himself, would not GeorlYoiav ovk
gins have procured for him ?
iiv irpovmev XlyvTTTov uvTi TnvTTig TT^g Ku/Mp6lag napu n'atv ovk. uv evvovxaig tov av&put/^ttet' uv ev laHi,
TTOV aiTi<j>rivi:v laxvpov
Koi rfig KuvaravTiov Ketba/J/c el ri/v tavrov
lie

;

;

ProAristoThis agrees with

:

—

—

on

—

dra doT/ynyt-v «V
iepuv ttoXlv aTparonedov, mt K.are'kajiEv
AiyvnTov to uyi(l>TaTov rov
dtoi) ri/ievog, uiroav'k'i/aag ei<eWev ehovag
Kai}' v(iC)v Trnpu^vvrv,

tt/v

6 arpa-n/ydg ttiq

nai uva\^i/fiaTU
6'

/cat

h' rotg lepnlg Kuafiov i/ioiv

uyavanTovvruv eUorug kuI neipu/ievui>

ujivveiv Tip ^eip, fiuXkuv dk roig Toi' i^eoi

EToAmjatv

kt'i]-

ETznrEfiTcaai Tovg

K£<i>a^v.npdgTEupyinv7'/pt:L6tv."

fiaaiv, ode

phane, vol.

oTc'XiTng ddiKiog kuI izapavopitpug kuI ucrilSug'

I.

p. 448.

the description which Atlianasius gives of
those who became Christians for the sake
of spiritual offices, to obtain exemption
from the burtlens of the state, and to secure

powerful
satisfied

connections,

— men

who were

with any creed, provided only they

vp.lv

laugTeupyiov pa'?.?i0v

tlov dedoiKug,

Xarrev «
pov,

«AAa

/j.ETp(l)TEpov

/x^

i/

tov Ki.>vaTav-

tavtbv
vplv

rupavviKijTepov

ical

rzapeipvTzo/uTucuTe-

Tzofypilidev

npo-

See ep. 10 Juliaui ei)istolae ed
Heyler. Moguntice, 1828. p. 14.

a.£(j)ipsro.
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to place himself at the head of a party which, with ill-repressed feelings of resentment, was longing for the restoration of the old state of
things.
It Avas one of those reactions, of which history, down to the
latest times, furnishes so many examples
reactions which are so

—

whenever

attempted to hasten by unjustifiable
means, the triumph of a cause which is strong enough to establish itself
gradually by its own inherent vigor. But history shows frequently, also,
how such reactions of "a force already ruined by the course which history has taken, and which are made possible only through the fault of
those who would promote a righteous cause in an unrighteous way,
how such reactions serve only to prove that no outward means whatever can supply the lack of inward strength, to a cause which seeks to
be restored to life again by man's arbitrary will.
How the way was
prepared for such a reaction of Paganism will plainly appear, on a
slight retrospect of the course of events down to the time of Avhich we
certain to follow,

it

is

—

are speaking.

From

way

which many had been converted, it followed, of
Paganism should once more get the upper hand,
these persons would turn pagans again as easily as they had become
Christians.
They were persons who had been induced to embrace
the

necessity, that

in

if

Christianity only by outward considerations
or such as concealed,
under the outward profession of Christianity, a pagan way of thinking, or were destitute of any religious interest whatever, or those who
were wont to float any way with the cui-rent of the times or they
were persons whose religion consisted of a mixture of Paganism and
Christianity, and required but a slight change in the tone of the
times to give the pagan element predominance.
While, in the earlier
centuries, the spread of Christianity had been especially promoted by
its manifest effects on the lives of believers
so now, on the other
;

;

;

hand, the absence of these effects as observed in the great masses,
and the many bad things done under the show, or indeed in the very
name of Christianity, by those who, in high Avorldly positions, affected
a zeal for it, could not fail to have the effect of making this religion to
be either misunderstood or misrepresented by those who still continued
to be pagans.
The corrujjt court, Avhich pretended to be Christian;
the violent passions manifested in controversial disputes, and which
excited Christians to rail against each other
the impure motives
intermingled with these disputes, particularly through the influence
of the court; the zeal shown for a formal orthodoxy and for a churchly
;

ceremonial by so many, who by their manner of life betrayed a spirit
utterly foreign to that of the gospel,
all this, which gave so much
occasion for misapprehending Christianity, both as to its essence and
its
effects, and for finding fault with it, to such as were only
as to

—

watching appearances on the outside, and with an unfriendly eye,
would doubtless be seized upon with avidity by that party Avhich still
clung with enthusiastic attachment to the old-world principle of polytheism, and whose fanaticism had mounted to a higher pitch, under
the oppressions they had been obliged to endure.
This party was
composed chiefly of persons of the higher rank in ancient Greek and
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families.

With attachment

to

the old

39

Greek and Roman

cus-

toms, was closely connected a love also for the old reli;^ion.
It was
doubtless felt, that the whole of the old national life had its root in
Men were well aware of the intimate connection which
religion.

—

exist between the science and art,
between the entire cvdture
of antiquity, and its religious principle.^ Hence those wiio had devoted
their lives to the study of the ancient literature and eloquence,
the
were, for the most part, zealous promoters,
rhetoricians, the sophists,

must

—

—

and enemies to Christianity. Take Libanius
Tliey, moreover, had the greatest influence on the
an example.
In explaining the old writers, they instilled
education of the youth.
into the minds of their pupils, who frequently had not received as yet
any deep-reaching and living impressions of Christian truth, the principles of a way of tliinking which was hostile to Christianity, and let
no opportunity pass of which they could possibly avail themselves for
Athens, the flourthrowing out sarcastic hints against that religion.
ishing seat of the study of ancient literature, was also the seat of a
stealthily propagated Paganism, where the opposition broke forth be
tween a pagan and a Christian set of young men.^ That philosophy
of religion which proceeded in the first place from the Neo-Platonic
school, still continued to have its zealous advocates, and to breathe a
In
sort of artificial life into the dead body of the ancient religion.
Asia Minor had been formed a central gathering place for men of this
tendency.
A vaunting, much-promising Theurgy, and traffic in mysteries, contiibuted also to attract and to enchain, by their deceptive
arts, many minds which were influenced more by a vain curiosity, striving to penetrate into things beyond the province of the human mind,
iStill, in art and scithan by the feeling of any true religious need.
ence, there was nothing truly creative which could any longer spring
All the creative force dwelt
out of the withered trunk of Paganism.
This alone could bestow the spirit of a new life on
in Christianity.
the forms borrowed from Grecian art and science. They who, instead
of surrendering themselves to the new creation whereby everything
was to be restoi-ed to the freshness of youth, mourned over the grave
of the ancient world, long since perished, could do nothing more than
form an idle patchwork out of the old fragments of rhetoric, philosophy, and literature.
From what has now been said, it is easy to see that, should a pagan
emperor once more ascend the throne, this Paganism would make
also, of the old religion,

for

another attempt to gain the supremacy ; since for the moment everything in fact depended upon the will of the emperor, although, indeed,
no human will had the power of actually calling back to life what was
1 'Ade2^u Xoyoi re nal deuv iepa.
Liban.
Epitaph, iu Julian, ed. Reiske, vol. I. p.

574.

was done to recommciul PiigauLsm served
only to contirm their faith and in this
connection, he remarks BXaliepd rolg dA;

:

Nazianzen describes, in

hjcc 'A&f/vat tu tig fvxrjv rolg cvaejSearepoi^.

his funeral discourse over his friend Basihow they were preserved, through the
influenceof a Christian education, from the
dangers above mentioned, while they studand how all that
ied togetiier at Alliens

Kai yup 7r?i.ovrovai rdv kokov nAovrov tg
ddula fiu?i?Mi> rf/c uXk-qg 'EX/Mog, Koi x<^-

^

Gregory of

lius,

;

Aendv

/i?/

awapiraaxif/vM Toig tovtcji kncuOrat. XX. ed. Lips,

veraig Kal awriyupocg.

1690,

f.

331.
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already dead.
And to this very end, that a pagan emperor should
once more be established on the throne, Constantius was to prove the
Constantius, who had ever been the chief cause of misinstrument,
chief to the Christian church, for which he displayed so much zeal.
The new emperor was Julian, the nephew of Constantius, whose desertion to Faiianism admits of an easy explanation, both from the
])eculiarity of his character, and from his course of life and education.
In fact, a very slight turn seemed all that was necessary to change the
peculiar bent, manifested by the whole family of Constantines. for the
outward show and form of religion, from Christianity to Paganism
and this turn Julian took from his earliest youth. Having lost, as it
is said, early in life, his nearest relatives, through tlie jealousy of his
uncle, who discarded the natural feelings of kindred, this circumstance
would leave on the mind of Julian no very favorable impression of the
religion which prevailed at the imperial court, and for which Constanalthough, at the time this took
tius manifested such excessive zeal
place, he was too young to be conscious of any such impression.
Every pains was taken to keep him away, while a boy and a young
man, from the infection of Paganism, and to fasten him to Christianity.
This was done as well from political as from religious motives ;
since any coimection of the prince with the [jagan party might jtrove
dangerous to the state. But the light means were not chosen to secure

—

;

;

What was thus forced upon him could not easily take root
mind which naturally hated constraint. This careful surveillance

this end.
in a

would only have the natural eifect to excite his longing after that which
they were so anxious to keep from him. And the men, too, whom the
court employed as its instruments, were not such as wouLl be likely to
scatter in the mind of Julian the seeds of a thorough Christianity, and
to leave impressions on his heart calculated to give a decided ChrisIt was in a diligent attention to those
tian direction to his inner life.
outward religious forms which busy the imagination, that he and his
brother Gallus were chiefly exercised, while pursuing their education
under vigilant masters, in the solitude of Macellum, a country-seat in
Their very sports were made to wear the color of devo
Cappadocia.
tiqnal exercises
as when they were taught to emulate each other in
erecting a chapel over the tomb of Mamas, a pretended martyr, held
The boys might easily
in special veneration throughout this district.^
become accustomed to all this and, unless some mightier reaction
took place in the innermost recesses of the mind, the habits thus
formed might become fixed, as they actually were in the case of Gallus
;

;

so, where a mightier influence than religious mechanism began
work in an opposite direction, as in the case of Julian.
they were
Both are said to have been educated as ecclesiastics

but not
to

;

consecrated as pre-lectors in the church, little as the disposition of
This office,
either one of them was suited for the clerical profession.
which had been given to Juhan when young, must have made him
quite familiar with the Sci'iptures ; and the writings of Julian do actu-

1

Sec Gregor. Nnz. Orar.

III.

f.

58.
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show, that ho possessed a ready acquaintance with the letter of
the Scriptures ; but of what avail could that be, when his mind had
taken a direction which unfitted hira altogether for entering into their
inward meaning ? The New Testament itself could offer, to the inally

creasing oppi»sition of his heart, only manifold occasions of offence.
Homer, on the other hand, was expounded to him by a man much
more skilful in imparting to the imagination of the young student an
enthusiasm for his author, than the clergy had proved to be in imThis was Nicocles, a
planting a love of the divine word in his heart.
civilian, enthusiastically

the fashion of the

devoted

Piatonists

to the

Grecian literature, who, after

of that period, contemplated

Homer,

through the medium of an allegorical interpretation, as the guide to a
Probably, in his own convictions, he was a pagan ,2
higher wisdom. ^
and we may
although he might not openly avow this to be the case
well conceive, that such a person was far more fitted to disseminate
imperceptibly in the mind of the young student something hostile to
Christianity, than to cherish in him the Christian tendency. Besides,
the light in which such an instructor must have taught him to contemplate Homer, would not be likely to harmoni.?;e with Christianity.
Two heterogeneous and hostile elements were here brought at once,
into his soul the one penetrated deeply, the other only touched lightly
upon the surface. These two elements might, it^ is true, rest peaceand the more so, the less deeply Christianity took
ably side by side
hold of the life
but a conflict between them might afterwards easily
be excited by outward causes, and a religion afterwards find its way to
his soul, the medium of entrance for which had been prepared by that
Thus he contracted a great
fundamental element of his education.
;

;

;

:

fondness for the study of the ancient Greek poets and orators generally
and this love for ancient literature next formed a point of transition to the love of ancient Paganism, as the living spring of this literathe two things being in fact intimately connected in the view of
ture,
It was said, indeed, that the
the pagan party among the learned.
;

—

ancient literature had sunk with the ancient religion, and that the
disgrace of that literature had followed close after the degradation of
a complaint which in one
the temples in the time of Constantino
respect was wholly groundless, inasmuch as this literature, without
inward life, had long carried within it the germ of its own decay, and
nothing but Christianity remained to infuse new life into the dead bones
;

—

of antiquity.^

After six years' residence at the country-seat in Cappadocia, Julian
called, in the year 350, to Constantinople, where he occupied
Here he was not allowed
himself exclusively with literary pursuits.

was

to avail himself of the instructions of the rhetorician Libanius,

openly acknowledged himself a pagan
1 Liban.
ILpEaiievnKfis irpdc 'lou7uav6v.
Vol. I. p. 459. Eldug elnep rig, T^f 'Ofiijpov

yvufujc Tu

a-Kv{)()rjTa.

Otherwise J^ilianius would hardly have
bestowed on liim so much praise in the
passage just ret'erred to.
^

;

who

but the rhetorician Ecebolius,

^ Libanius, not without reason, says tc
Julian *0n kqi. npog Tifi^v riJv deuv Itt
U.pi'a(t>uvijTiK.
avrCjV kKiVT)dri( tuv T^oyuv.
Oi/teia kgl cvyyevvi] Tavra
Vol. I. p. 405,
:

—

ufi^drepa, iepu

/tat Tutyoi.

Vol. ill

p. 4.37.
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a man of less elevated mind, who accommodated his relif];ion to the air
of the court, and who, under Constantius, was a zealous Christian and
a violent antagonist of Paganism, while under Julian he became an

equally zealous pagan, and antagonist of Christianity, obtained, as the
reward of his hypocrisy, the charge of the prince's education.^ How

could such an instructor imbue the youthful mind of his pupil with the
love of Christianity

The

!

who must be

so often deceived and led to
where he thought that he was doing
the utmost to promote them, was afraid to leave behind him at Constantinople, a young prince who already began to attract a good deal
of attention, while he himself went to the West on his expedition
against Magnentius. He gave him leave, therefore, to visit Nicomedia,
foolish Constantius,

act contrary to his

in Bithynia, for

own

interests

the purpose of prosecuting his literary pursuits at a
where several distinguished rhetoricians

flourishing seat of learning,

were teachers.

Yet there he was exposed much more

to the infection

of Paganism than at Constantinople, where fear and worldly interest
induced even those who were pagans at heart to wear the mask of
Christianity.
He was obliged to promise, on departing from Constan-

would not attend the lectures of the pagan Libanius,
But the prohibition, as might
Nicomedia.
be expected, served only to stimulate his curiosity and he contrived
to procure copies of the lectures of Libanius, which indeed, if we may
judge from his writings that remain, barren as they were of ideas and
sentiments, dry in their contents, and rich only in the ornaments of
rhetoric, could have attractions only for a very disordered mind, unaccustomed to healthy nourishment, weaned from simplicity, and easily
pleased with the glare of superficial ornament. The gratification which
he found in the lectures of Libanius, doubtless brought him gradually
At its head, stood at
into connection with the whole pagan party.
that time, along with the rhetoricians, the Flatonists, who had schools
The most renowned among
in Asia Minor, particularly at Pergamos.
these Platonists were the old iEdesius, Chrysanthius, Eusebius, MaxThe last-mentioned was also an adroit juggler, who boasted of
imus.
These
his power to do great things by means of supernatural agents.
Platonists maintained a close correspondence with the pagans at Nicomedia.
To gain over a young man who was destined to hold so important a position in the state was naturally regarded by them as a
It may easily be
great object, worthy of the most skilful finesse.
conceived that the mind of Julian, already perverted and made vain
"by his rhetorical education, and eagerly catching at the glitter and
pomp of words, would be more strongly attracted by the dainty philotinople, that he

who

also then taught at

;

Liban. Epitapli. Julian, vol. I. p. 526.
Ttf TTovrjpoQ tov naKug uyopevei-v
Socrates
Tovg demc jMadbv elxe tov viov.
1

2o<^i(jr^C

(1.

III. c. I)

mentions his name. The same

writer also relates the rest which is noticed
in the text, and moreover adds, that after
Julian's death he was for once more playing the Christian, and proposed to subject

himself to the penance of the church, that
he might be agaiil admitted to its communion that he prostrated himself on the
earth before the door of the church, and
" Tread me
called out to the people,
;

—

under foot
aare

fiE,

am

the senseless salt, Tvarf/Socrat. I
to liXac to uvaia^ijTov.

III. c. 13.

;

I
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—

sophico-mystical Paganism wliich these people set forth
bj their
high-sounding phrases about the heavenly derivation of the soul, its
debasement to matter, its bondage, and its freedom, and by their pretended clearing up of the doctrine concerning gods and demons
than by the simple gospel, even if this had been preached to him.
But his Christianity at this time was not a Christianity which had
penetrated to the inner life.
It consisted of nothing more than dead
traditional dogmas, and a mechanical routine of religious observances.
It was a Christianity which could easily make the ti-ansition to a Paganism rendered so attractive, which found him at so many points already
accessible, and which seemed to him so much more full of life.
Manifold arts were still further resorted to, in order to engage him more
and more. They now gave him samples of the pagan art of divina-

—

—

an art strictly forbidden, and dangerous to practice, but on this
very account so much the more eagerly practiced in secret.^ They
persuaded him to see, in prophecies which were laid before him, an
approaching triumph of the gods
and doubtless excited in him the
hope that he himself was to be the instrument of it. True, the political interest could not, in this case assuredly, be made to work on the
the former would, under the presently existing relations
religious
of tlie parties, have determined Julian rather to show gf-eat zeal for
the church orthodoxy. His connection with the oppressed, and on the
whole impotent, pagan party, could be only prejudicial to his political
But doubtless it was with him, as it had been with Coninterests.
stantino, that the political and the religious interests were combined
together, though in an opposite relation
the political intei-est in his
case was stimulated to action by the religious.
While Constantine,
with whom at first the political interest predomiimted, had been led,
from this point of view, to the conviction that he was appointed by
God to make his religion the ruling one in the Roman em})ire so on
the other hand, in the soul of Julian, with whom the interest in favor
of the old principle of the world gradually became predominant, the
conviction unfolded itself, that he was appointed and called by the
gods to restore their kingdom.
The man who obtained the greatest
influence over him was the braggart Maximus, who had come ovei
He was just the person to catch within his toils a
fi'om Ephesus.
young man like Julian. There were then two parties of the Platonic
school, one which, true to the spirit of Plotinus, despised magic, as a
thing belonging to a lower province of spiritual life still fettered to the
tion,

;

'^

;

;

;

^ So Libanhis, in his discourse before
Julian tiie emperor, I\poa(puviirLKd^'lov'Acavu, Vol. I. p. 40S, says of Julian's resi-

dence in Nieomedia, which residence he
represents as being the upxv tuv (leylaTuv
'Hv yup tlq
uya^cjv avrC) rs Kal -y yij:

—

airLviifjp navTiKTjQ airdi^i

kputttohevoc, /io/ug

6ia(pvyG)v raf A;"P"f '"'^^ 6vaae(iC<v v(}>' thdr/
npC)Tov Tu<pavsg uvi.}[vevuv to a(fodpbv fiiaog

Kara

kneox^g v'^o to)v navTevfiuTuv
Therefore the jn'ospccts
of the future disclosed to him by divinaPrediction seem to have surprised him.
tcjv ^eCjv

l^r]fj.epovfj.£voc.

tions were made known to him, purporting
that the worship of the gods should aj^ain
be victorious. Libanius, himself an eyewitness of all whicii then transpired at
Nieomedia, was well acquainted with the
facts, though his statement of these facts
is colored by rhetorical ex;iggeration. The
a^odpov fuaog /card tuv deijv, was perhaps
never present with Julian.
^ To which Dr. Teulfel, in the Dissertation above cited, has justly called attcn.

tion.

•
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and held that the only thing worthy of a
philosopher was to consecrate his life, in contemplation, to the purely
spiritual, the divine, which is exalted above all reach of the forces oi
the sidereal world, of all forces subject to the sway of magic
and
another, which did not disdain to busy itself also with magic and divisidereal world, to nature

;

;

nation, and, by the use of such arts, so to operate on the minds of men
as to gain proselytes to the ancient worship.
Maximus belonged to

and the young man Julian Avas peculiarly susceptiMaximus took him along with him to Ionia
and there, in the society of Neo-Platonic philosophers and hierophants,
the work begun at Nicomedia was completed.
Julian Avas converted
from a mechanical Christian (inclined by temper, while a Christian in
this latter

party

;

ble to such influences.

;

appearance, to heathenism, without being himself conscious of it) into
a decided, zealous pagan.
Although Julian had special reasons for concealing his conversion
to Paganism, which, if it had become known to Constantius, might
have cost him his hfe, yet he could not avoid exciting suspicions with
regard to his connections in Ionia. His brother Gall us, who happened
at that time to be in the neighborhood, heard reports which troubled
him.
But Aetius, an ecclesiastic of Antioch, who stood on friendly
terms with Julian, quieted his suspicions by informing him that Julian
frequented the churches, and particularly the chapels of the martyrs;^
and as it can hardly be supposed that Aetius invented such a story,
merely with a view to quiet the mind of Gallus, we see to what low^
1 Libanius, after speaking, in the passage above cited, of Julian's residence in
Nicomedia, mentions his journey to Ionia,
whei'e, by the doKovvra nal bvra go(j>6v,
that is, by Maximus, he was led to the
full knowledge of the truth.
Epitaph,
He mentions less
Julian. 1. c. p. 528.
distinctly how Julian, during his residence
in Nicomedia, having once fallen into
company with Platonicians, and heard
them discourse on divine things, suddenly
changed his opinions. Ei'f 'lovXcavov AvtoKpciTop. VTvarov, 1. c. p. 376, 'EKdvr/v h/u

rf/v TjjiEpav apxijv klcv^eplu^ tij yy Ka'Au, aal
^uKapiCu) Tonov te of ttjv fxera^oXf/p ide^aro
Kai rbv ttjq yvuii.rig iarpov, or kivSvvuv rbv
KuJ^kiaTOv avTog ts KLvdvvevaaQ, koI lovde
nelaag, /xetu tov (la'^tr/Tov rug avaveag 6i£ttKevctsv (the voyage to Ionia in company

with Maximus, which, beyond question,
would have exposed both him and Julian
to great danger, if Julian's conversion to

Paganism had been discovered).
Eunapius I'elates, particularly in
of Maximus

(ed.

What
the

Boissonade, vol.

I.

life

p.

cannot, indeed, be received as literally true; and besides, it is too inexact
to be used in deciding about the time when
events occurred in this portion of Julian's
history yet these accounts contain a good
deal which serves to illustrate the characWhen
ters of l)0th Julian and Maximus.

49,

ff.),

;

Chrysanthius

first

tells

the

young man

about the magical arts of Maximus (how,
by his forms of incantation, he had caused
the statue of Hecate to laugh, and the
torches in her hands to kindle of themselves), as it is said, for the purpose of

warning him against these things, so i'oreign from the pure spiritual philosophy,
" Keep to your books
Julian exclaims
:

you have shown me the man whom 1
seek " and he hastens from Pergamos to
meet him at Ephesus. Something like this
may perhaps have happened, though the
time, place, and cii'cumstances are here
not correctly stated. The warning letter
which Gallus wrote to Julian, during the
;

residence of the latter in Ionia, because
the reports that Julian had gone over to
^Paganism had excited his alarm, agrees
with the above account; as also the remark of Julian in his proclamation to the
Athenians, that he was a zealous and decided Christian until his one and twen^
tieth year; for this would coincide with the
time of his residence in Nicomedia, with
though it ought to be taken
the year 351
into consideration, that this cannot well
be understood literally, and that Julian
himself, perhaps, would not be able distinctly to recall that which had taken
place in his mind by gradual and progres:

sive changes.'
^ gee the letter
Julian, opp. f. 454.

of Gallus to Julian
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of dissimulation Julian must have descended.

354

The

assassination

the danger in which he was himself, for a long
time, involved through the jealousy of Constautius ; the close confine-

of Gallus, A. D.

;

—

ment in which he was held
all this could only serve to make the
Byzantine court, and the Christianity which was here put on mereW
for appearance, still more disgusting to him.
The ever-deluded Constantius finally gave him permission to reside for a season at Athens,
the ancient and still flourishing seat of lit^-rary pursuits and of Hellenism. And here Juhan was made the centre of the secret pagan party
as Basil, afterwards hishop of Ca^sarea in Capjjadocia, and Gregory,
afterwards bishop of Nazianzen, who were now residing here as young
students, were looked up to as the centre of the Christian party.
While Julian, after he had been elevated to the dignity of Caesar,
was carrying on the war in Gaul, the fear, under which he lived, of the
jealous temper of Constantius,^ prompted him to resort to every expedient for the purpose of concealing his pagan way of thinking hence
on the feast of the Epiphany a. i>. StU, he assisted at the celebration
He was accompanied by
of this Christian observance in Vienna.'^
only three men, who agreed with himself in their religious views, and
were wont to unite with him in the secret observance of the pagan
cultus,
a slave who was his librarian; his physician Oribasius,'^ an
active and enterprising man, wliose pretended knowledge of magic,
divination, and the interpretation of dreams, gave him great influence
;

;

;

—

with Julian

;

and Salustius, a learned

civilian,

whom

the emperor had

sent with him to watch over his proceedings, but who, in consequence
of his friendly intimacy with Julian, soon excited suspicion, and was.

removed.

Thus the religious convictions of Julian had been rendered doubly
dear to him by these measures of constraint, when, in the year 361,
he found himself seated on the imperial throne.
In order to a perfectly clear understanding of the course pursued
by this emperor, in his endeavors to restore the pagan cultus, and.
also in dealing with Judaism and Christianity, it will be necessary to
examine a little more closely the particular position at which he stood,
and the way of thinking to which he was given, in the great matter
Materials for this, in suificient abundance, are to be
of religion.
found in Julian's letters and discourses, and in his work against Christianity, considerable fragments of which are preserved in the Refutation of the work by Cyrill, bishop of Alexandria in the fifth century.
1 It is characteristic of the great prejudice and unti-iithfiilncss of the rhetorician,
that Gregory of Nazianzcn, in his first
Srj/Xtrei/rt/cof says even to Julian (Orat.
f.
66), in defending Constantius
against the reproach that he sufl'cred himbe so easily deceived by Julian,
comparing him in this respect with Alex-

III.

self to

—

'Hv aiirC) r} neptovaia tov &a()f)dv
Td (tiiTuivdpuiTov.
2 Ammian. Marcellin. I. XXI. c. 2.
" Comp. Julian, ep. ad Atheniens. Euander

nap. vit. Oribas.
Eunapius says, indeed
tiiat this man made Julian emperor, probably referring- to those higher arts in which
Oribasius was supposed to be a proficient.
See the letter of Julian to Oribasius, written in his critical situation, where he also
communicates to him a dream. (Ep. 17.)
Ilespecting Salust, see Zosim. 1. III. c. 9
Julian's consolatory address at taking
leave of Salust, Orat. 8, and ep. ad Athenienses.
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The

we have to consider is, whether JuHan's hostility
was hostihty to it in its essence and its true shape, oi
only to some false view of it, which he had mistaken for its true character
so that we might presume, that, if the gospel had heen presented to him in a true light, he would have embraced it heartily. As
he assuredly did not obtain his first instruction in Christianity from
persons who were qualified to set it before him in its true light
as
many foreign elements had already come to be mixed up with Christianity in the teaching of the church,
Ave might the more easily be
inclined to adopt the latter supposition. But this supposition becomes
at once improbable, when we call to mind, that he full well understood
how to distinguish between the teaching of the church and the teaching of the Bible
that in his own opinion there was much in the teaching, in the religious worship, and in the conduct of the Christians,
which instead of finding support in the Bible, stood in plain contradiction with its language.
In one who was so sensible of the
difference and contrariety between primitive Christianity and the
first

question

to Christianity,

;

;

—

;

Christianity of his time, it is possible that a reformatory, but hardly
probable that a hostile spirit towards the religion would have been
awakened, in case he had possessed a recipient disposition for Christianity in its essence.

For example, he objects to the Christians, their persecutions of pagans and heretics, rightly perceiving that such methods of procedure
were contrary to the teaching of Christ and the apostles. " You have
put to death," he exclaims, " not only those who persevere in the
religion of our fathers, but also the heretics who are in the same error
with yourselves, except that they do not, after your manner, make
grief over a dead man." ^ " But this," he adds, " is a thing of your own
invention
for nowhere has Jesus or Paul commanded you to do so."
His prejudices against Christianity Avere, indeed, too strong for him to
be just enougli to admit that the spirit and the teaching of Christ
were essentially opposed to such proceedings. His fanatical hatred
could not concede so much that Avas good in Christianity.
He could
only account for this difference from the difference of outAvard circum" The reason of it," he says, " is that ihey never once
staiices.
thought of your rising to such poAver.^
For they were satisfied Avith
being able to deceive female servants and slaves, and by their means
the Avomen, and such men as Cornelius and Sergius
people who
passed their whole lives in so great obscurity, that if their names have
been mentioned by one respectable author of those times, you may put
me doAvn for a liar."^ Thus he was disposed to give a bad turn to
everything connected Avith Christianity
and thus, under the blinding
influence of this fanatical hatred, he was Avont to overlook the plain
declarations of Chiist by Avhich his assertions might be refuted ; or
;

—

;

1 ' A.nea(pu^eTE oi'x' vfiiJv iiovov tovc roig
eu/iEvovra^, uXXu Kal tuv ifLaT/g
ifuv TvenXavrjixevuv alperiKwu rovg ^fj tov
avrbv Tponov vfiiv tov vsKpov -dptpovvTa^.
Since he denied Christ's resurrection, lie
coidd sarcastically represent Christianity

irarpcjoi^

in general as

" the mourning over a dead

man."
^

on fiTjde Tjlmaav, eig tovto
note dwufisug vfiag.
Vid. opp. ed. Spanheim, f. 206.
k'rtjov 6e,

a<pi^ea-9ai
'^
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assumption of his own, as a tiling inflexibly
settled, he must have insisted that everything contradictory to this, in
the sayings of Christ, was an hiterpolation by some later band thonwh
we find no evidence that his attenti
had ever been drawn to the
species of critical investigation which seems here to be inii)lied.
It is
far more })robable that he ha'l never thought of the matter seriously
enough to take the trouble of examining into what was so directly conelse, starting with tliat

;

m

tradictory to his

own

assertions.

Again, he looked upon the saint-worship and relic-worship of his
time as a thing altogether foreign to Christ's original teaching. "' Who
can look with sufficient abhorrence and disgust at that later invention
of yours, which j'-ou have added (to the primitive Christian doctrine),
that uivention by which a great company of new dead men has been
joined to the original one ? ^
You have filled up every corner with
graves and tombstones.
And yet with you (hi your sacred writings)
it is nowhere said, that a man must roll about among, and pay worship
to graves." 2
Putting his own interpretation on the words of Christ,
'27, he finds hi them, without any good reason, to be sure,
Matt. 23
a contradiction of this practice
as though Christ intended to say that
the dead are unclean. "• If, then," he writes, "Jesus says that graves
are full of all uncleanness, why is it that you call upon God over
them y " The practice of sleeping on graves with a view to obtain
pro])hetic dreams from the spirits of the dead, he considers to be a
species of magic. He looks upon it as a custom which had come down
from the Jews, referring for proof to Isaiah 65 4,'^ where, indeed,
his view of the matter is plainly supported by the Septuagint version.
But if, in any case, a custom foreign to Judaism had originated from
the oppt)site side of Paganism, and afterwards inc£)rporated itself with
Judaism, he traces back this custom to Judaism as its source.
And

—

:

;

:

among the Christians of this time, the pagan in(;td)ationi<, to
which Jul'ian elsewhere attaches importance, had passed over into the
martyr-worship
a practice of whicli we shall speak more particularly
hereafter hi its pro[)er connection.
Sick persons laid themselves down
to sleep in the ciiurches of the martyrs, under the expectation that
some sahit would reveal to them how they might be cured.^ The
apostles, as he supposes, first used this sort of magic after the death

•

also

—

1 U.o^Aov£ eneiauyovTcg tC} nukai
VEKpu
rovg TvpoaOuTovg i-t/cpoif
- L. e. f. 335.
^KO)neiTe ovv, OTC^r nakalov rjv tovto
Toii luv('ialoig T7/g /iayyaveiai TO kpyov, iyKa<*

'dei'deiv Tolg fivf/fiaGiv, EVVTWuv x^'^f"-'^* In Ej4ypt, where, from the most

ancient times, the "incubations" had beeii
connected with the worship of Isis (l)iodor.
Sieul. L 25), those persons were

probably pagans who laid themselves down
the top of an obelisk, whicli was supposed to be sacred, for the ]>urpose of obtaining miraculous dreams through apj)aruions of the gods. To Julian, who saw
something divine in the mysterious look
of these ancient monuments, it appeared

«n

abominahle custom.

to he

-.ux

upon

it

jihice,

which made the

Kal ro

Ti^yoixevov 6e,

He

looked

as being u profanation of the holy
\^•o^.-^llip of the ^'ods
contemptible.
For this reason, among
others, he caused this monument to be
removed from Euypt to Constantino])le.

wf Ttvig haiv

ovrsg Kai npoGK.a&£i'6ovTEg avTov

bt

^epuKEV-

Tt)

Koov(py,

navv fiEnei<iEi.xi>^>'<''^~yi^s'-<^'-^<i'^l^oviat;iv£na
TavTtjg Imayeiv avrov.
0/ -yufj ^E('j{iEvot
rovg KadsvdovTag ekeI, noXkov (liv fivnov
TcoA^r/g 6e aoEKyEiag -KEpl tuv Tunov, wf
Itvxev, ovarjg, ovte ntai evovaiv avrov {tuv
o(3eAov) SeIhv s'vai kuI did tt/v tCiv wpoae^avrwy avrij 6£iai.6(u/40viav ('miaTuTEpoi nepl
rovg dsadg KadiaTavTai.
Epist. 58, ad

Alexandrin.

p. 110, ed. Ileyler.
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In later times, it became a
of Christ, and propagated it secretly.^
more common and a more open practice.
If, then, Juhan very well understood how to distinguish the primitive religion from the later additions in the Christianity of his time,
it is plain that his hatred of the religion could not have been caused
by the latter. And if we compare the shape of the Christianity of
his time with the primitive religion, we cannot but see that the change
which had been brought about in the apostolical Christianity was,
in many respects, such as did but bring it into nearer approximation
to the position held by Julian himself; since this change, in fact, consisted in the introduction of Jewish, and then, afterwards, of pagan elements, which stood in very close affinity with the notions peculiar to
that position.
So it must be said of the hierarchy, of the pompous
ceremonial service, and of the complete externalization of religion.
Christianity,

it

its

primitive spirituality and simplicity, would have

way

stood in the like contrast with Julian's
to that of the

Greeks

of thinking, as

it

had stood

in the first centuries.

It was the way of thinking peculiar to the old days of Paganism,
though altered for the worse by the artificial habits of this present
time, which, in his mind, opposed itself to the Christian principle concerning the world.
The appearance of the divine in the form of a

servant, the annunciation of a crucified Saviour of the world,

way

God through

— was

—

this

a thing utterly foreign to his disposition.
The Chi-istian conceptions of redemption, of the forgiveness
of sins, of the new birth, found no responsive chord in Julian's heart.
They would, therefore, of necessity, be misapprehended by him, and
this misapprehension would, doubtless, be corroborated by the preto

humility,

So
vailing false notions of baptism, as a magical expurgation of sin.
incapable was he of comprehending the moral power of the gospel to
transform man's nature, that he looks upon it as a great reproach to
composed
by Paul
"
that even these
seest," he says,
himself,
were such as he describes but it is said. They were sanctified,
washed clean by a water that could purify, and penetrate to the soul.
Yet baptism cannot remove leprosy, gout, warts, and other less or
greater bodily infirmities though it can purge away adultery, robbery,
and, in a word, all sins from the soul."^
He stood at a position where his religious views must, of necessity,
His gods
be limited and circumscribed by the intuition of nature.
surrounded him on all sides with their splendor in the visible world.
In the heavenly orbs above, he beheld his divinities, raying forth on
Christianity, that the first Christian communities should be

who were once sunk in
"•
11.
Thou
1 Cor. 6

of persons

vice, as they are described

:

:

;

him their effluences of light. The regular courses of the stars, moving
by eternal and unchangeable laws, were to him the symbols of a world
superior to decay, a higher region appropriated to the hfe of the gods.
The fountain of light to all nature, was, to him, the source of spiritual
1

T£;^;vi/cwre|Oov fiayyavevaai.

was inclined

to explain in

Perhaps he

this

way

the

appearances of Christ after his resurrec
tion.
-2

Lib.

Vn.

f.

245.
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Helios was the mediator between the invisible
between the k-o(j/aos voijtos and altTOrfTo? between
He viewed hlinself as a soul
ideas anol the woild of manifestation.
Calling to mind how wonderstanding in relationship with Helios.^

light also

to

world and the

men.

visible,

;

boyhood, he had been attracted by the sunlight, he supposed
now recognize, in this, an instinctive longing after the
•god to whom he was related, ah'caily dwelling within him, and beamAccordingly, Theism
ing through him, in that time of darkness.'^
Chriscould only appear to him a religion too abstract, too lifeless.
tiauity, as seen on one side, could only appear to him a religion whereby the divine in man was too much repelled and as seen on another
side, a religion in which the divine was brought too near, was too
much humanized. He wanted a revelation of the divine which should
He had no heart to api)redart its radiance into the sensible world.
ciate the spiritual majesty in the appearance and the life of Christ.
It was true of him, as it is found to be true in every case, where the
secret thoughts of the heart can freely express themselves, that whowhoever is not attracted by
ever is not for Christ is ayalnst him,
How low and
his appearance, will, of necessity, be repelled by it.
contemptible did he, who called himself the Light of the world, appear
to hnn, in comparison with the never-ceasing, ever-present revelation
How insignificant he who
of Helios, shining forth to the eyes of all.
invites to himself the heavy-laden, w'ho holds fellowship with the bowed
down, whether under bodily or spiritual infirmities, in comparison with
the old mythical and historical heroes, and the conquerors of the
Wfe need only to hear Julian himself speaking in his own
world
characteristic style: "Jesus, who persuaded a few, and those the worst
people among you, has had a name for these three hundred years,
a man who, while living, did nothing to deserve notice, unless it bo
your opinion, that curing lame and blind people and exorcising demoniacs, in the villages of Bethsaida and Bethany, are to be ranked
He sets over against the cross, the
among the greatest of works."
u/icile, that pledge of everlasting duration to the Roman empire.
""
You pitiful creatures," he says, " who, while we preserve the Diospetes, sent down to us by great Jupiter or father Mars, as a pledge,
not in words, but in a work, that he would forever protect our city,
have forsaken the worship of the gods, to adore the Avood of the cross,
the image of which you mark on your foreheads, and place before
Can one feel indignation enough towards the intelligent
your houses.
fully, in

that he might

;

—

!

'^

i.

1

'Oiraddc t?£oD t/AIov.

-

In his eulogium of Helios.

130: 'EvTedr/KE

fioi

Orat. IV.

decvdc ek naiduv tC)V

avyuv
6f/

av

Toi) i?£oii nodog Kai npdc rd ^u{ ovtu
rb aidijjLov ek ncudapiov ho/ud?/ -i/v diuvut^

i^iaTuarjv.

So nature tauyht

iiim,

tliough as yet he had never seen a book
from which he could learn anythint; conceruini^ the nature of the gods.
ioTtu Toi) OKOTOvg kKEivov, he says.

Xij^iTi 61

1

am,

indeed, well aware, that a great deal in
Julian is mere rhetorical flourish but I
;

VOL.

II.

4

see not why that wliich he says here,
not have its psycholoiiical truth.

may

'O 6e 'Irjaovg uva-naa^ rb x^ipi-orov rCiv
Tvaf)' v/uv b'kiyovg Trpug to'lq rpuiKoaiou; iviavroig ffvu/mi^ETai, EpyacajiEvog nuf}' ov iC,Ti xpovov ipyav ov&v iiKoi/g uiiov, ei firi ng ourai
rovg KvXXovg kqI -v(l>Xovg luauaiiui koL daifiovuvrag k<popKi!^eiv iv Bijdaald^ kol iv hrj-davi^ rdig Kot^aig toiv fieyioTuv ipyuv elvai.
"

Cyrill.

191.

c.

Julian

1.

VI.

ed.

Spanheim.

i'
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,

among

you, or pity enough for the ignorant herd who, by following
you, have fallen so low as to forsake the eternal gods, and go over to
the dead man of the Jews ? " ^
How far he was from having the least

conception of the nature of a truly religious and moral work in man's
under which alone such a
work can take place,
how strange and foreign to him, the idea of a
gradually unfolding process of religious conviction must have appeared,*
becomes plainly manifest when we find him adducing,
proof of
Christ's want of power, the fact that he could gain but few disciples in
his lifetime, that indeed he could not convince even his own kinsfolk,
which, with Julian, was a sufficient argument against his divinity, and
" The Jesus
against the miracles said to have been wrought by him.
whom you preach," says he, " was one of the emperwr's subjects.
What good did he do to his own kinsmen ? They indeed, as your
writers say, would not listen to him.
How, then, did it happen, that
heart, from understanding the conditions

—

m

same stiff-necked race could be made to listen to Moses ? Jesus,
on the other hand, who commanded spirits, walked on the sea, cast
out demons, and, as you will have it, created the heavens and the
earth, could not alter the wilful bent of his friends and kinsmen, even
the

own

for their

He

salvation."

was devoted

to a

^

Polytheism spiritualized by Neo-Platonic doc-

Out of the Absolute, the o-.', came forth a plurality of gods,
succeeding one after the other in manifold gradations, from the purely
spiritual deities, the 6'Eot votjtoI, down to those gods who, veiled under
the shining bodies (the stars), which they freely controlled, reveal
themselves to sense both by their appearance and by their effects
{Oeol ata6;]Tol).
Correspondent with these different grades of teaching
by the gods, there are different stages of religion among men, according to the degree of their culture.
To the one first essence, from
which all other being is derived, it is only the mind of the wise man
that can soar, by contemplation
whilst the rest of mankind must be
content to mount upward, through the several stages a*s they follow one
after another, from the sensible world, in which the revelation of the
gods comes to meet them, to the gods belonging to the pure world of
spirits.
So, by reference to this gradual scale, reaching downwards
from the highest spiritual to the sensible world, the entire system of
image-worship could be defended.
This whole process of evolution, from the Absolute to the extreme
limits of all existence, seems to him to be one which is necessary and
etex'nal.
It was absurd to speak of a creation and a redemption, as
free acts of God.
He must attribute such notions as these to the
rude anthropomorphism of Judaism and Christianity.^
trines.

;

'
1
'^

^

L.
L.

c.

f.

c.

f.

194.
213.

Concerning Helios

explained as being only a figurative acas mythical.
count of a timeless process,
He says of the philosophers who so represented the matter: 'A^pif vKO&eaeug ru

—

"TniaTjj nlv ovv
n-gpt avTov b ^aivoiitvoc: Koa/xog e^ aluvoQi^pav di EXEi to ntpiKoajiiov <puc i^ alfjvog •
aiixl vvv fiev, Tore 6s ov, ov6e iMmte uXkiog,
det (5t- uaavruc.
Plato's notion of the bethinning of a formation of the world, he
:

yevvriTa)

npoaxpio/ievovg kcu olovel xpoviK^v

riva

tt]v noirfatv vixoTidEiiEvovg.

IV.

f.

146.

0pp. Orat.
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which he

adhered

to

the

position of the ancient world appears in this, that the conception of a
primitive type of humanity, of a completeness of the human nature,

capable of being realized in all nations alike, was a conception utterly
He knew nothing about one humanforeign to his mode of thinking.
ity ; he recognized only races, nationalities, one set over against the
As he had renounced the faith in one God of the human race,
other.
in one God-man and Mediator for all, so, with this faith, he had lost
also the idea of a higher unity embracing all mankind.
Considering
the several gods as representatives of the predominant bents of intellectual character, he saw their types impressed on the different races
The various peculiarities
of men over which these deities presided.
of nations which had sjjrung from different paternal stocks,^ would, of
necessity, correspond to the peculiar natures of the gods under whose
special guidance they had stood from the beginning.
The force of
the nature, therefore, residing in the ground-character of each race,
seemed to him to be invincible. National characteristics were ineradlie could discern no difference here, between that which has
ground in the jaws of creation, in the original character of races,
and that which has grown out of a disturbance of those original elements by the entrance of sin. In fact, he was a stranger to all such
Hence, and for these
distinctions as those of nature, sin. and grace.
reasons, the union of all nations in one kingdom of God, in other
words, a religion of mankind, would, of necessity, appear to him as an
''
absurdity.
In the Father," he says, " all is perfect, all is one.
But in separated existence, some one power or other predominates.
Mars, for example, leads the warlike among the nations; Minerva, the
Mercury, those possessed of more
warlike endowed with intelligence
For proof, he appeals to the undeniable
cunning than boldness."
icable,
its

;

difference of character

among

actually existing

nations

;

as, in the

To explain this
case of the Germans, the Greeks, and the Romans.
The quesas an accident, would be to deny the fact of a Providence.
" What is the cause of it?" And the answer
It was not, he supposes,
be found in what has been stated.^
the different codes of law which first gave their stamp to the national
character but the diversities of national character expressed themThe lawgivers, he maintained, had, by their
selves in these codes.
guidance and teaching, added but little to the original natures and
For proof of this, he appeals to the fact
characters of the peo{)le.'^
that, notwithstanding the influence of the Roman dominion had already
tion returned, then,

was

to

;

1 Julian was probably inclined to the
hypothesis of distinct parents for the different races, instead of one common parent
of the human race. To the latter vie^V he
was already disinclined on account of its relationship with C^hristianity and the monIt was, on
otheistic theory of the world.
the other hand, perfectly consistent with
the theory, here carried out, of an original

difference of races corresponding in their
•several peculiarities to their several gods,

to suppose tliat, from the beginning, the
};ods had given existence to different men
Oi yiip Iva kuI
with different natures.
fiiav duvrjdivTei oloi re ijaav u/xaKat no?JiX)Vi
kciI

-^oWAitq

\yKoaTfiaaL\,

«f

unojSMipuvTa tuv ir&Qv Kai

Opp.
'^

f.

L.

re to 6ui(^opov
rtiv vofiuv ktX.

292.
c.

f.

115.

"
01 vo/xoi^ireig fUKpa tojc <pvaeai kuI tcu{
inirTjdewTrjai 6cu rf/i uyuyf/i npoaedeaav.
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been

felt for so long a time, the Western nations had only adopted the
language, or at most, something of the rhetoric, but had remained
utter strangers to the philosophy and the scientific culture of Rome.
So mighty was nature.^ For these reasons, the Hellenic eidture seemed
to him to be something strictly connected with the 'worship of the
Hellenic gods, with the Hellenic cultus ; something utterly foreign to
Judaism and Christianity.
And as he never sejiarated the human
from the divine element, from that element by which human culture,
in all its branches, must be transfigured
as he did not notice that
the sole end of revelation was to communicate a divine life, Avhich was
to serve as the ennobling principle of all human culture
so he urged
it as an objection against the sacred Scriptures and against Christianity, that they were incapable of bestowing a complete culture
that
" Why is it,"
other helps were needed to supply their deficiencies.
he asks the Christians, "• that you dip into the Hellenic literature, if
the reading of your own Scriptures is sufficient for you ? ^
And yet
it would be better for you to keep your disciples from touching that,
than to keep them from eating the meat offered in sacrifices.
From
the latter, as even Paul says, nobody can take harm
except that the
conscience of some brother who should chance to see it, might be
offended, as you suppose.
But it is by means of that literature, that
all the more noble spirits among you have been won away from ungodliness.
Whoever possessed talents, was very soon induced by it
to lay aside your denial of the gods.^
It were better for you, then,
to keep your disciples away from the literature than from the sacrifices.
But you yourselves are, as it seems to me, well persuaded of
the different influence on intellectual development exerted by your
writings and by ours.
By your Scriptures, no person could be made
a noble, or even an ordinary character.
But by our writings, any
man, be he ever so destitute of talents, becomes improved beyond his
nature.
But if he is highly gifted by nature, by adding thereto the
advantages of this culture, he becomes really a blessing bestowed by
the gods upon mankind, whether it be," as he instances, " in science,
in poUtics, or in the affairs of war."
In confirmation of this, he challenges the Christians to select any number of young persons who had
been taught solely from the Bible, and observe whether, in the age of
;

;

;

;

1

L.

'^

Tov

c. f.

131.

X'ip'-v ifJ-eig

to>v

nap' "EXXrjai. nap-

sa-dieTE iiadri^uTuv, elnep avTupxr/g Vfilv earcv
sy

Tu)v vfj.ETepu)v ypa(j>u)v

Aiu 6e

'^

T^g

uTii

EUTTi~o(

fiveyKE

Kuv

Tuiv

uvuyvuaiQ.

/na-i)TjfiuTuv,

v/ilv

had proved rather a means of confirming,
of developing, and of defending it and the
emperor Julian himself would never have
enacted the law hereafter to be noticed, by
which Christians were proliibited from
explaining the ancient authors, had he
;

tovtuv anicrrj

nuv oTtnEp nap'

literary culture ; and that this, instead of
being in any way injurious to their faith,

i]

<pvai(

yEvvaiov,

otij ovv vnfip^Ev Evipvtag
fiuptm, TovT(^ Tux'-f^Ta avvEpr) rrjg
udEOTTjTog unodTT/vai.
Noticeable
It is true, we cannot fail to per-

/j.iKp6v

is

really believed, that intercourse with these
would result only in turning away Christians from their faith. Still, however, this

exposed by the history'of the church in
this very period
for it is clearly evident

was not an altogether emi)ty pretense; but
the truth at bottom was, that the schools

that the most distinguished church-teachers, particularly of the Oriental church,
had passed through the school of Hellenic

of the rhetoricians really seiTcd, as has
been said before, to unsettle the faith of
many of the youth.

nap'

v/xlv

words.
ceive in

them an exaggeration, which
;
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maturitj, they turned out to be anything better than slaves. He then
says, " You are so pitifully unreasonable as to hold those writings to
be divine, by which no man can be made either wiser or braver, whilst
you consign over to Satan and his agents those writings from which

any man may

courage, wisdom, and uj)rightness of conduct."
of attack well suited, no doubt, to the case of those
who held fast to such stiff and narrow views of the ancient literature
as are here described.
But such views would have been disowned by

This

Ava«!

a

crain

mode

all the more eminent church-teachers of the East.
And in drawing
such a comparison between the Bible and the ancient literature. Julian betrayed his very slight knowledge of the nature of that higher
life, tar surpassing all other means of human culture, which Christianity was to impart to mankind.
That which constitutes the very soul
of the Christian life, would, to one who had so decidedly taken his
position with the ancient world, be something incomprehensible.
The
nature of humility, in particular, that virtue in which we are taught
by Christianity to recognize the genuine mark of the divine, would,
of necessity, appear to him, as it did to all antiquity, a thing strange
and inconceivable. The same constitution of mind which kept him
from understanding the glory of Christ's life, made him incapable of
being touched by the reflection of it in the lives of believers.
He
measured everythmg by the standard of the ancient world.
Hence
he bestows notice only upon the education for science, for the state,
and for war passing by the culture which is higher than all this, and
from which, as the point of departure, Christianity extends its influAnd the very arguments he brings against'
ence to all things else.
;

Ciiristianity, attest its peculiar significance, its fitness, as the superior

element, to appropriate to itself ail the existing forms of human culture
and by thus merging itself in the current of human development, to impenetrate it with a higher vitality.
;

Judaism, as we have seen already in the history of the first three
much nearer than Christianity to the religious way
of thinking peculiar to Paganism
and Judaism approached nearer
than Christianity did to Julian's position also.
Here at least, he
found, as he supposed, a national God, ami a national religion
a
everything,
worship addressed to the senses; a temple nnd sacrifices;
though he thought it necessary to find
in short, as in other religions
fault with the narrow-minded monotheistic bent, manifested in the
excluding of all other gods and their worship, and with the unphilo
sophical spirit shown in the doctrine of divine tilings. He saw no vestige, in Judaism, of that Hellenic culture which was to be traced back
centuries, stood

;

—

;

;

to the influence of the Hellenic

gods.

And

this

he explained to him-

by supposing that, either the God of the Old Testament was the
Supreme former of the world,^ and all the limitation proceeded from

self

1 There is nothing to hinder us from
supposing that the God of tlio Jews is a
great being, but that he failed of having
genuine prophets and interpreters, ov
(iTjv

OTTOvSaiuv

Xeiv,

Trpo(f)i)Tu)V

ovde k^rjyrjTuv tv-

namely, because they had not sub-

jccted their soiUs to the purifying influonce of the encyclical learning, alriav 6t,
Srt ttiv Suvtuv ^vxvv, ov napiaxov awoKadupai rotf eyicvK^oig fiadrjfiaai, 0pp. f.
295.
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something defective in the prophets who were his organs, owing to
want of Grecian culture or this God Avas himself a limited and
jealous being.
He was doubtless inclined also to attribute the nonsense
which he found, as he supposed, in many of the things stated in the
Old Testament, simply to the literal understanding of that which, hke
the Hellenic myths, possessed a deeper, mystical sense
"The Jews,"
he says,^ " did not agree with the Christians, but with the Pagans.
They differed from us, only in worshipping one God exclusively. Everything else they have in common with us temple, sacred groves, altars,
purifications, various rites and ceremonies
in all of which, we differ
from each other not at all, or but slightly." ^ "If," he says to the
Jews,-^ " the God proclaimed by Moses is the presiding, universal
demiurge, who is immediately above the world, then have tve more
their

;

;

;

correct conceptions of him, who hold him to be the supreme lord of
the universe, but the others to be rulers over the several nations, and

under him as vicegerents to a king, each charged with the
and who make him no rival of the
But if Moses worships a particular god,
gods that stand under him.
and confers on him the guidance of the All, then it is better to follow
us, and acknowledge the god of the All, without omitting to acknowledge him who has obtained the rule over the smallest province rather
than to worship the latter instead of the being who formed the All."
Julian was evidently most inclined to adopt the more exalted view of
Upbraiding the Christians on account
the God of the Old Testament.
of their apostasy from the ceremonial law, he says, " And yet I am
to stand

exercise of his separate office

;

;

m

celebrating their feasts
one who scruple not to join with the Jews
They worsince I venerate the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.*
shipped a God who is to me, and to those who honor him as Abraham
did, a gracious being, a very great and mighty God, but one who has
since to this God
no concern with you,^ who are not like Abraham
you erect no altars, neither do you worship him with sacrifices, as
Abraham did."^ Accordingly he praises the Jews'^ for their fidelity
in holding fast to the laws of their religion, from Avhich they were not
" The God they serve," he
to be driven by any power on earth.
the mightiest and best that governs the vissays, " is the true one
ible world ; the same, as I well know, that we also worship under other
They seem to rae to do right in not transgressing their laws,
names.
and to fail in this respect only, that while they chiefiy worship this
God, they do not combine with it the worship of the other gods also,
but believe that these latter are consigned over to us Pagans alone."
;

;

—

1

Cyrill. c. Julian.

1.

IX.

p. 306.

Toif E&veoLv ofioloyovv-ac 'loviWiovg,
efw Tov vojii^eiv eva -dsbv fiovov inec tu
'^

•

ye uTiXa KOLvu Trug 7/jj.lv egti, vaol. TF/jhrj,
&vataaT7ipia, dyvslai, (pyXayfiara riva, nepl
uv 7j TO TzapuTcav ovSanug tj /iCKpa 6ui(l)ep6jiE-

da npoc uX^lovc.
3

L.

*

Kat

c. 1.

IV.

f.

sertit.)
^ 'Eae(]uadTj(7u.v

ye -debv be

e/ioI

Kai toIc

avrhv uansp AjSpaufx taej^E ae^op.f:voLQ, eii/iei^W V^, /Jsyac re uv navv Kal dwarbc Vfuv 6i
oinTev irpoarjuuv.

148.

TOL fid Toiic i^foiif.'

has fallen out of the text. Without it,
the sentence may be understood, but it
corresponds better with the context to in-

dc dju ruv

iKToeTTOfuviov GvveopTu^eiv 'lov6aioi,c.

[fi^]

(1 be-

lieve that the negation within the brackets

« L. c. 1. X. f. 354.
In the letter to the high priest
dore, ep. 63, ed. Heyler, p. 132.
'^

Theo
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of exceeding self-conceit, savoring of the

spirit of barbarians.^

Contemplating, with the eye of an enemy, the relation of the New
Testament to the Old, the relation of the several writings of the New
Testament and of the several apostles, one to the other, he could see
nothing but contradiction on all sides.
He would, of necessity, fail
of perceiving the higher latitat/, where others, they who allowed themselves to be governed by the exigency of some immediate practical or
religious interest, saw iTothing but (<tiifon/i sameness,
making no

—

account of the differences, of the successive stadia passed through,
in the gradual development of God's kingdom in history.
Thus whatever was in one sense true, and in another sense not true, in the attacks
of opponents, rniyht have led the way to a deeper and more liberal
investigation of the process according to which divine truth is graduHe maintains that the Christians, in teaching that the
ally unfolded.
laws of the Old Testament were giv^n and intended only for a particular time, asserted what was in direct contradiction to the plain declarations of the

Old Testament, which pronounced these laws

to be of
of the opinion also, that the Christians had
departed from the doctrine of Christ himself; inasmuch as Christ had

eternal validity .^

He

is

expressly disavowed any intention of annulling the ceremonial law of
Moses.
Christ had enjoined the exact observance of this law in the
well-known passages in his sermon on the mount.
Then, addressing
" If Christ threatened with
himself to the Christians, Julian says
such awful penalties those who transgressed but a single precept, what
excuse do you expect to find, who have broken every command:

ment

As

V

^

own time downward, had ever been
and scorn by such as were incapable of
comprehending his lofty, profound, and many-sided spirit so .Julian
can discern, in that liberality of mind and wisdom which led Paul to
become all things to all men, to speak and act differently under different circumstances and relations, nothing but deception and self-contradiction *
He endeavors to show, how Paul contradicts the Old
Testament, Christ, and himself; how he alters his doctrine concerning God according to circumstances,^ asserting sometimes that the
Jews alone are God's inheritance, teaching at other times, with a
view to gain the Gentiles, that God is not the God of the Jews only,
the Apostle Paul, from his

regarded

v/ith

special dislike

;

but of the Gentiles also. Whilst the church-teachers sought to collect
proof-passages for the divinity of Christ from the Old and New Testaments, and from all the Scriptures of the New Testament alike, without distingvnshing that which was implied, from that which was said
that is to say, without paying attention to the different
Julian, on the
stadia in the progressive development of the truth,
other hand, would make it appear, that this was a doctrine of which
explicitly,

1

—

'ATia^oveia (SapiSaptx^ npbg ravr^vl ttjv

anovoiav iirap&ivTec.
2 L. z. 1. IX. f. 310.
3 Cyrill. 1. X. f. 351.
* TbvnavTaQ TvavTaxov

rag Kai uKareuvac vnepBaKXofievov llav'kov.

L. c. 1. III. f. 100.
Ilpdf TUQ Ti'xni uanep ol noXinrodec srpdi
tuq nerpag u?iAuttei tu nepl deov iuyiiara.
L. c. f. 106.
''

roi)f

tvukote
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JULIAN.

the

Old Testament knew nothing

at all
that it was not the original
Testament, even, but one which was first introduced, surreptitiously, bj John.
He held that the worship of the
Son, of which not a trace was to be found in the Old Testament, was
in direct contradiction to the command, that no other than the One
God should be worshipped.^ One God, exalted over all, was named
by Moses he alone was to be worshipped, and no second God after
" Let them point out
him, whether equal to" him or unequal to him.^
a single expression," he says, "Avhich authorizes this, in Moses." The
place in Deut. 18
18, which was cited as a ];)rophecy relating to the
Messiah, had no reference to the son of INIary.
But granting it had,
still Moses said that the promised individual should be like unto himself, not that he should be like unto God.
He spoke of a prophet
such as he was himself; one who was to proceed from men, not one
who was to come forth from God.^ " You are such a pitiable set,"
says he to the Chiistians, " that you do not abide even by that which
has been taught you by the apostles.
In fact, the doctrine which
they taught has been continually deteriorating, and by your later
teachers has been carried to a worse kind of atheism.*
Neither Paul
nor Matthew, neither Luke nor Mark, dared to call Jesus God; but
the good John, who saw that already a great multitude in many cities
of Greece and of Italy were seized with this contagion
who had
heard also, as I imagine, that the graves of Peter and of Paul were
worshipped, though secretly, first ventured to call Jesus God." Julian
hints, that John himself was afraid to say directly that Jesus is God,
and thinks he sees some artifice in the gradual, and as it were, imperceptible, manner in which John makes the transition from the Logos
to the historical Christ.
He spoke first only of God and of the Logos,
said that the latter became man and dwelt among us
but was ashamed
and after
to say how ; never mentioned the name Jesus, or Christ
having thus stealthily introduced what he chose, brings in John the
Baptist to testify that Jesus is the one on whom, as God and Logos,

doctrine in the

;

New

:

:

;

;

;

we must believe.^
If JuUan had studied the character of
more impartiality, he would have pursued a

the apostles with a httle
different course.

Having

once so tar mistaken the simplicity of John's language as to feel that
he must constantly be on the watch against matter surreptitiously
introduced, instead of charging this to the apostle, he would have felt
ovdeva delei Trpoanvvslo&ai., tov
TOvTOv KpoanvvuTE, Kul pv
EKdvov ov6' jjyijaaTO, ttutvote Vfielg 6e ova
ohV bdev VK0j3h/Tdv avTU TcpooTi^ETe. L.
1

Ei

C.

1.

V.

f.

v'tbv

159.

^ Allusion hereto the divers doctrinal
parties which had sprung up during the
controversies of the fourth century.
3 Cyrill. 1. VIII. f. 253.
* Ouru 6e ears SvaTVXsk, wore oi'dh rolg

imb

^
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Xupiv TOV
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unoaru^Mv vjilvKupadEdofiEvoig EKfie-
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L. c. 1. X. f. 327.
{lEvrjuaTE, Kal
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'Irjaovf ovte

KolAoyov

r/piiia

n-KOKa'kEl.

K'AinTuv di

kuI kdxipa tuc ukouc,

<p7i<7lTbv lianTLarr/v

ttjv

Xpi.aTuv ux(> f
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f//iuv,

toT

Cici^Ep
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vKsp-XpiaTov 'hinovTOvupa^ouToc

tt/p /lapTvpiav. bri

Eryrivov XPV TTEmareiKivai i)ebv eIvm Aoyov.
Cyrill. 1. X. f. .327.— S/tw7r«r£, bnug evMi/3a)f r/ps/xa /cat AeA;?i9c3rwf ki^naayei tu dpufuitl tov Ko'?M(pi'M ttj^ aaEj3E't.ac, outo) re evr
L. c. f. 333.
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bound to consider this j^ospel as a work which had proceeded from
some later impostor. The truth was, however, that lie gladly laid
hold of any occasion to present the apostles themselves in this unfavorable light.

We have had occasion to say already, that Julian, whenever he
speaks, as an opponent, of the nature of Chi-istianity, is compelled to
bear unconscious testimony to (jualities which proved its superiority
over every other religious standing-ground.
Among examples of this
sort, we may reckon his method of coupling Judaism with Paganism,
and placing both in a common relation over against Christianity. And
very correctly
inasmuch as it was by Christianity that the theistic
principle was first freed from the narrow limitation of externality and
of particularism whereby it was still confined at the position of Judaism.
To the same class belongs also another remark of his, that
Christianity is on one side related to Judaism
on another, to Paganin its theistic character, in its opposition to Polytheism, it is
ism
one with Judaism in its o])position to legality, in its freedom (though
a freedom reposing on a diiferent basis), it agrees with Hellenism
all which he interpreted, to be sure, in the sense that the Christians
appropriated to themselves only that which was bad, while they omitted all that was good in both religions.
They had adopted from the
Jews only their denial of the gods, but had rejected the severe discipline of the law, and the manifold ceremonies of purification.
They
had adopted from the Pagans their free mode of life, but renounced
"'
their pious reverence for all forms of the divine.^
If you," he says
to the Christians,
had adopted the religious doctrine of the Jews,
you would have fared worse than by remaining with us j yet your
condition would have been more tolerable that it now is, since then you
would have worshipped but one God, instead of many certainly you
would not have worshipped a man, or rather many unfortunate men.^
You would have placed yourselves under a harsh and rude law, with
many things cleaving to it peculiar to barbarians, instead of enjoying
our mild and philanthropic laws.
In some respects you would have
been worse off; but you would have been more holy and more pure."
Hence he compares them to leeches that suck up the bad blood, leav:

;

;

—

;

;

—

*•'

;

ing the good

behind.-'^

Julian's religious system, like that of the later Platonicians gener-

was composed of a various mixture of elements, belonging partly
On the one hand, in
and partly to supernaturalism.
opposition to supernaturalism, which probably had been set before him
in some extreme and exaggerated form, he maintains, " It is not enough
to say
God spake, and it was done but God's commands must harmonize with the nature of things.
As God is eternal, his commands
must correspond with his eternal being hence they can be no other
ally,

to rationalism

:

;

;

1
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Julian's religious system.

than the very nature of things, or that which harmonizes with it. How
can nature possibly be opposed to the commands of God, or at disagreement with them ?" ^
Still he approved of the custom of looking
to revelations from the gods for the resolving of questions which he
supposed too difficult for human reason left to itself. Thus, in defending the doctrine of the soul's immortality, he says, " We here do not
depend on any man's authority, but on that of the gods alone since
they alone, doubtless, have knowledge about this
for on such matters
it becomes men to express only their conjectures, but the gods must
know." 2 He attributed the excellence and the high authority of the
ancient religions and their sacred institutions, to their supernatural,
'•
divine origin.
In everything," he writes to a high priest,^ " I shun
novelty; but, above all, in things relating to the gods
since I am of
the opinion that, from the beginning and always, the laws of one's
country should be observed, because it is manifest that they have been
given by the gods for if they had proceeded from men, they would
not be so beautiful." *
While Christianity informs us, that the implanting of a new life, by the Divine Spirit, into redeemed humanity,
has entered, as an abiding thing, into the place of the earlier, more
isolated, and fi'agmentary communications of divine powers
Julian,
on the other hand, holding fast by the older position, thinks that communications of the spirit from the gods have taken place but rarely
and transitorily and that, by certain conditions of nature, such divine
powers had finally ceased altogether. " The spirit," he says, " which
;"
cometh to men from the gods, appears but seldom, and only to a few
and it is not an easy thing for every man at every time to receive it.
Therefore the communication of the spirit has ceased, with the Jews
and even with the Egyptians it has not been continued down to the
present times.
Even the spontaneous oracles seem to have yielded
to the ever-fluctuating periods of time."^
He therefore supposed,
that in place of these supernatural communications from the gods,
which had now ceased, a constant means of securing intercourse with
them had been introduced, in the holy arts:
as he says, immediately
" Our father Zeus, the lover of manafter the passage above quoted
kind, in order that we might not be wholly deprived of fellowship with
the gods, has bestowed on us those holy arts (the auspicia, haruspicia),
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

^ Tov dsov vnupxovTOC uidlov koI tu npoaTuyuara TocavTa elvac npoariKei. Toluvtu 6i
bvra i/TOL (pvaeLg e'lgI tu)V uvtuv ij ry (pvasi
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in consoling one who was grieving
over the early death of his wife, all he had
to say was, that he must submit to a
necessity inseparable from human nature.
Ep. 37.
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which we have a sufficient help for our needs." ^ Moreover, he
regarded the higher heahng art, revealed by apparitions of Esculapius,
as a still abiding, posterior effect of the revelation from the gods.
Esculapius still revealed himself, eveiywhere, for the cure of bodily
and mental infirmities ;2 where he has reference, to those incubations,
which were supposed to have wrought so many cures in the first centuries after the birth of Christ.
In proof of this, he cites his own
experience, affirming that he had often been cured of an illness by
remedies revealed to him by Esculapius, in dreams.^
Looking back upon history, then, with an eye thus hoodwinked by
his prejudices, Julian imagined he saw in the old Grecian- Roman religion something imperishably divine
and believed that, by renouncing it, the Roman world was fast passing on to barbarism and ruin.
In Christianity, he could see nothing but a device of man, which had
spread so extensively by means of sundry cunning tricks while the
decline of the ancient religion and manners, which was to be attributed to the Christians, had helped to extend their faith still farther in
all directions
ignorance and credulity had opened the way for its
in

;

;

;

So, in his introduction to the work against Christianity,
which he wrote, as he says, with a view of giving to the world an ac-

entrance.

" Chriscount of his reasons for renouncing this religion, he asserts
is a fabrication, got up by the wickedness of men,
a system
in which there is not a particle of the divine, but which has simply
taken advantage of man's folly, and his love of the marvelous and
wonderful, to procure belief in its pretensions." * And so, accordingly,
he might cherish the thought that he himself was the appointed instrument of the gods to restore the old religion, and to suppress the new
one, which had risen to importance only by human contrivance and
will
and thus to save the Roman State from impending destruction.
Let us see how he went to work.
Perhaps more than any one of the Roman emperors before him, he
magnified the office of the Pontifex Maxiraus.
The longer the time
since the sacrificial worship had been abolished, the greater was his
joy and zeal in laboring to restore it.
He took special delight in the
offering of multitudinous sacrifices, slaying the victims with his own
hands and the great activity which he displayed on such occasions,
:

—

tianity

;

;

often provoked the ridicule of the Christians.

He

was desirous of

organizing a new hierarchy, modeled after Neo-Platonic ideas, where
everything pertaining to the pagan cultus should find its due place,
with a spiritualized meaning.
Here the entire system of idolatry was
again introduced, and the above-mentioned doctrine of manifold gi-adations from the supreme being to the sensible world, and of divers

"O
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stages of the religious life, was made use of, with a view to justify and
In a tract, probably intended to serve as a directory to
extenuate it.
a fragment of
priests in performing the functions of their office,
after speaking of those gradations in the
which has been preserved,^
" But as these great heavenly beings (the
higher world, he says
divine beings which reveal themselves in the stars) are still too remote
from creatures of sense, and as no sensuous worship, such as accords
with man's sensuous nature, can be oifered them, therefore it is that
images of the gods have been invented, here on the earth, in order

—

—

:

by paying our worship through them to the gods, may obtain
just as they who pay homage to the emperor's image,
secure his favor, not because the emperor needs the homage, but because by showing our readiness to pay him such respect as lies in our
But he who
power, we show him the real piety of our disposition.
neglects tt) do what he can, while he pretends to be seeking to do
what he cannot, does but neglect the former without being really in
earnest about the latter.
If we offer no sensible worship to God, for
the reason that he is self-sufficient, wc might for the same reason refuse to praise him with words, and to honor him by our deeds.
You
need not object to us that we make the gods to be wood, stone, and
brass.
When we look at the images of the gods, we must not indeed
see in them nothing but wood and stone
nor yet are we to believe
that we see in them the gods themselves.
We should not call the
imayeti of the emperors mere stone, wood, or brass
neither should
we call them the emperors themselves, but images of the emperors.
Now whoever loves the emperor is glad to sec his image whoever
loves his child is glad to see his picture.
So whoever loves the gods
is glad to behold their images, being filled with awe towards those
invisible beings that look down upon him from above."
The same argument is employed here, as was afterwards urged in
that we,

their favor

;

;

;

;

defense of image-worship in the Christian church.
But notwithstanding all such spiritualizations, the people still clung fast to their rude
superstition.

The Christians were in the habit of referring to the destruction of
the temples and images, under the preceding reigns, as a proof of the
impotence of the gods.
Assuredly this was an argument which could
in nowise affect the position held by the educated Pagans.
On the
ground of the above explained theory of the relation of the gods to
it.
He could say, all this
the gods themselves, but to their perishable images,

their images, Julian could easily dispose of

applied, not to

urade of earthly materials, and subject therefore to the common lot of
things perishable.
The same thing had happened, he said, to distinguished men,
to Socrates for example,
who were far dearer to

all

—

—

the gods than such busts or statues. "Let no one," says he, "refuse
to believe in the gods, because he sees or has heard, that some have
sacrilegiously profaned their images or temples."
Yet, at the same
time, however, he cites, as an example of judgment from the gods, the
destruction which had overtaken the temple-robb(^rs of the pre
1

0pp.
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men of violence had
own wickedness, for it was,
men who had sought in this way

destruction, to be sure, which these

upon themselves by

often brought
for the

LAWS FOR THE

their

most part, only the worst of

to gratify their cupidity.

He next proceeds to show how the whole system of the pagan worship had spi-ung out of those general ideas ;
yet those ideas had not

—

prevented him from falling himself into the popular superstition which
" We
supposed that nn ancUe had really dropped from heaven.
should pay religious homage," he says, " not only to the images of
the gods, but to the temples also, to the sacred groves and to the
It is right, also, to venerate the priests, those ministers of the
altars.
gods, who act as mediators between them and us, and who contribute
their full share towards bringing down on us those blessings which flow
from the gods since they offer and pray for all." Such a conception of
the priesthood was assuredly not one which he must needs have framed
to himself, for the first time, after his transition to Paganism.
We have
here the same mode of apprehending the priesthood, at bottom, which
he had received in his youth from the church of that time, and which
he needed but to transplant back again to its pagan soil, since it was
the one lying at the basis of the whole mode of contemplating the
Pursuing this idea, he
religious relation, antecedent to Christianity.
would have the objective dignity of the priesthood respected even in
"
During the time that he sacrifices
the persons of unworthy priests.
for us," says he, " and stands before the gods as our representative,
we are bound to regard him with reverence and awe, as an organ of
If the priest were solely spirit,,
the gods, most worthy of all honor.
not soul and body together, he might maintain uniformly the same
But since this is not the case, the Jife which he devotes
tenor of life.
to his sacred functions must be distinguished from his other life. During the whole of that time, he should live as a super-eartldy being,
should reside constantly in the temple, occupied with holy contempla;

not go into any private dwelling, visit any public,
In
even see a public officer elsewhere than in the temple.
performing the functions uf his office, also, he should be clad in the
most custly apparel.'^
But Julian would also elevate the character of the pagan priesthood.
He would have the priests subjected to a mental and moral discipline
tions.^

He may

place, nor

He requires of a jjriest,
suited to the nature of their high vocation.
that he should live after a manner wortliy of the gods, that he should
never allow himself to hear or to use any improper language, that he
In the work bef )re
should never read the works of obscene poets.
'' the
best, and
cited, the. " Instruction for Priests," he advises that
particularly the most pious ^ and benevolent persons, should be selected
Though he did not hold to the principle, that, in refor this office."
ligion, no regard should be paid to distinctions of rank or wealth, yet
he might be obliged, under certain circumstances, to overlook such
1
•*

own

then

M.£V£iv kv Tolg iepolg <pi?j}ao<j)ovi/Tu.
^iloxieuTUTovg, which, taken in

his

therefore, persons

not

sense,

means

commonly

to be found, those

distinj,^uishcd themselves
their zeal for the old religion.

had most

who
by
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laws

considerations, for zealous Pagans were to be found, sometimes, only
and wealthy families; at other times, only among the lower
Hence, in pointing out the qualifications for the priestl}
classes.
in noble

spoken of before, he adds, " whether such persons be rich or
Neither was it of importance to consider whether the candipoor."
Still, it would have been his preferdate was of noble birth or not.
ence that the priests should be men of the better class, inasmuch as
they were to be organs of a Paganism spiritualized by the Neo-Platonic philosophy, which they should be capable of using in support of
He recommended to his priests the study of those philosophers^
it.
who attached themselves to the religious interest. He advised them
office,

.

to cultivate that philosophy

the philosophy of such

men

which had been derived from the gods,
as Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Chrysip-

The priest should confine himself to those doctrines
pus, and Zeno.
The list is, to be sure, a very
of philosophy which lead to piety.
meagre one " first, the gods exist second, they take interest in the

—

;

;

of this world ; and lastly, they bring no evils on mankind
He
they are without jealousy, and not enemies to the human race."
and then he accuses
concurs with Plato in accusing the Greek poets,
of teaching a contrary docthe prophets admired by the Galileans,
affairs

—

—

"
The deeper significance of the conception of a " divine wrath
was a thing utterly incomprehensible to him, from the standing-point
of his Platonic philosophy. " Of Epicurus, of Pyrrho, the priest should
trine.

read nothing

;

it

writings of these

had, in fact, been so ordered by the gods, that of the
men the greatest portion had already, perished.^

As it is here manifest already that Julian was guided all along by
the idea of the education suitable for the spiritual office which he had
involuntarily borrowed from the Christian church, so too he must follow
the pattern of this Christian church in many things, in order to bring
about, by means of his spiritualized Paganism, a reaction against Chrisa thing originally
tianity.
One of these was the didactic element

—

Garlanded priests, in purple mantles,^
appeared on the tribune, setting forth, in pompous language, allegorical
expositions of the pagan myths, expositions above the comprehension,
or, at any rate, incapable of touching the feeUngs of the populace.
As he who knows nothing about the inner essence of a phenomenon
must seek to derive from outward circumstances and influences that
which has flowed from this inner essence, so Julian sought in this outward way to account for the spread of Christianity looking upon the
exhibitions of Christian life, in which the peculiar spirit of Christianity
revealed itself, and which, by expressing this spirit, served also to promote the spread of Christianity, as means artfully devised with referforeign to the pagan cultus.

;

1 In the epistle before cited.
In likemaoncras Cliristian clergymen
wcre forbidden to read the works of pagan
'^

authors, or of the heretics.

Gregory Nazianzen pertinently remarks of these Pagans, in this particular
**

" I have often observed that thej'
is dignilied
and imposing,
what surpasses ordinary experience; as if

respect

:

study what

the common things of every day would be
despised, while the pompous and seemingIlo/l/laly sublime would inspire faith."
X'^^ ^^ as/ivov h/vov ahrolg anov5alfi(j.svQv,
koX to vnepavu) tov idiurov, ug rov (lev aoivov
nal -KsCpv, rb eviinra(t>puvijTov exovtoc, tov 6s
vnepoynov kuI 6vae<j>i.KTov rd u^iomaTOv.
Gregor. Nazianz. Orat. steliteut. I. vel
Orat. III. opp. I. f. 103.
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ence to this end, and skillfully applied, to accomplish what Christianity
never could have done by its own inherent power.
He reckoned
among these means, first, the honorable life of its votaries, and particularly of the clergy
which honorable life, however, must have appeared to him, if he could see nothing good in Christianity itself, mere
hypocrisy next, the pious regard shown to the dead and finally, the
institutions which had sprung from Christian charity.*
He laid great stress on benevolence, as one of the means of which the
" Tlie fact
Christians had availed themselves to spread their religion.
was," he remarks in the above-mentioned " Instruction for Priests,"^
;

;

;

" that by the priests the poor were neglected which, being observed
by the godless Galileans, the latter took this work of benevolence into
their own hands
thus helping forward the worst of causes by acts
which commend themselves to all men.
Like the people who entice
away children with cakes, and, having feasted them two or three times
;

;

with these dainties, persuade the poor creatures to follow them, and,
when they have got them a long distance from their homes, force them
on board a ship and sell them for slaves so that what seemed to them a
pleasant thing for the moment turns out to be a bitter thing to them
;

remainder of their

for the

their aijapat^^

so

lives

;

so those Christians

began

called, their entertainment of strangers,

— such

with

first

and

their

names, and the things they signify are
thus by degrees enticed away believers to the denial of the gods."
All these means should now be
used for the restoration of the ancient worship of the gods that which,
among the Christians, was mere hypocrisy, should be made by thePagans a reality. Therefore, in a letter to the high priest of Galatia,
he directs that, in every city, several houses should be established for
the reception of strangers (t'cio^oxfw), where not only Pagans, hut all
service of the table,
in

common

use

among them,

— and

;

:

othivs Hfeditiij assiatancc

viitj/it

Jiiid attertoinmtnt.

To meet

the ex-

pense of these establishments, he transferred to the service of Paganism, what Constantine had once granted hi favor of Christianity
he
caused to be distributed among the priests thirty thousand measures
of grain and whatever might be left, after they had jn-ovided for
their own subsistence, was to be distributed among the strangers and
the poor: •' since it was shameful," he said, " that no Jew ever begged
and that the godless Galileans supported, besides thei)- own poo?-, those
of the Pagans, while the pagan poor obtained no assistance from their
own people." The Pagans themselves should be challenged to such
acts of kindness, and the pagan villagers admonished to offer their first
;

;

fruits to the gods.^

In these directions and explanations of Julian, we cannot
high priest Arsacios
'i2c /lu/uaTa rr/v u^eoTijra awnepi tovc ^ivavg (piAavdpu-'ia kuI
ij nepi rug Ta(puc tCjv vcKpuv npofzi/^eLa, kuc
9 KeTzTuaajxhTj cefivurrig Karu tov j3lov.
2 0pp. f. 305.
* Imitation of the church collections,
and of the oblations among the Chrisi

See

ep. 49, to the

in Galatia

xiii^Tjaev

7/

:

fail

to

To this imitation of the ecclcsiasthe
regulations of the Christians,

tians.
tical

m

founding of schools, in the institutions of
charity, in the epistola formata for travellers, and in the system of penance, Gregcry Nazianzcn very justly refers in Ora*.
III. p. 102.

,
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perceive a design to raake proselytes by money and the relief of bodily
necessities, in which he did but follow the example of Constantine. In
the instance of both these emperors, their mode of proceeding stood in
direct contradiction with tlie fine sentiment which was so often on
their lips, that in reliiiion everything depends on the free conviction
of the individual, and the disposition of heart.
As regards the mode of life which was to correspond with the holiness of The vocation, he- directs, in his letter to the high priest of
Galatia, that priests should not attend the theatre, nor visit taverns, nor
In the " Instruction for Priests"
in any unsuitable business.
he first distinguishes the two different positions of the priestly life, that

engage

and then goes on to
life, he may visit
yet not from all
the houses of friends, accept invitations to banquets
Next, he may appear, though selpersons, but only from the best.
dom, upon the market-place converse with the governor of the province
and, so fiir as he can, assist those who are truly in need (by
Also, the dress worn by
interceding for them with the magistrates).
In
the priest should differ, in the temple, and outside of the temple.
He should
the temple, it should be gorgeous, outside, more simple.
keep away from the fights of wild beasts in the circus, and from the
Julian would have been glad to have it
obscene, theatrical plays."
in his power to restore the theatre to its original purity, as an instituBut as this was imtion coimected with the worship of Dionysius.'-^
in the

say, "

temple, and that abroad in the world
the priest returns into ordinary

When

;

^

human

;

;

;

practicable, the priests, at least, should avoid the place.
at the theatre,

No

singer

no dancer, no player of mimes should enter the dwell-

ing of a priest.

We perceive here also, without much doubt, a copying after the
church laws with regard to the manner of life suitable for the clergy.
In consequence of the power which Christianity exercised at this
time over the minds of men, it might so happen, that in families where
the husband was a zealous Pagan, the wife, the children, the slaves
may not have been able to resist the influence of the gospel. To see
Christianity thus penetrating into the families of such patrons of the
old religion could not be otherwise that a sore vexation to every zealous Pagan, and especially to Julian.
Hence those words in the letter
to the high priest of Galatia: " Priests should be deposed if they were
not, together with their wives, children, and slaves, devoted to the worship of the gods, if they permitted their wives, servants, or sons to
connect themselves with the Galileans."
And in the fragment of that
"Instruction for Priests," he requires of the candidates for such
offices, in proof of their piety, that they should have been able to
bring all their kinsmen to reverence the gods.^
^

See above

-

TIuKlv unodovvaL rw

p. 61.

])crsons

'•^

e.

g. the

law

which, posterioi" to this time, was proposed
before the third council of Carthage, c. 18

tovq oIkeI-

ut q)iscopi, presbyter], et diaconi, non ordinentur, priusquam oinnes qui sunt in
domo eorum, christianos catholicos fece-

:

Atiyfj.a 6e

ovi iinavTai

for spiritual offices,

Ka&apu

Aiovvgg)

yevofiEva.

rov ^lIoQeov

fiiv, el

dg Tfjv Tvepl Tovi dEoi'C svaejBEMv
Opp. f. 3U5. We find similar

elaayuyoL
church laws with regard to the choice of

rint.
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The care which Juhan took to keep at a distance from the sanctuaries of rehgion all thoughts of worldly glory, to have this glory of the
earth entirely forgotten in the presence of the sacred objects of religion, might well have served as a pattern for Ciiristian magistrates,
In a letter to the high priest of Galatia, he
seldom see the governors in his own house
he should, for the most part, only write to them.
When they made a
public entrance into the city, no priest should go out to meet them.
But if they came to the temple, the priest might go to meet them as
far, only, as to the court.
In this case, they should come in without a
guard for the magiHtrate became a private man as soon as he crossed
the threshold of the sanctuary ; within the temple, the priest was
particularly in the East.

writes, ^ that he should but

:

supreme.''^

Accordingly, Julian would make no exception here of his own perIn the temple, the people should not regard the emperor, they
should be thinking only of the gods. Probably it was not seldom that
he had to carry out this principle into practice for there were many,
doubtless, who put on the show of reverence for the gods simply to
please the emperor, and with no other object in view than to be observed by him.^
On a certain occasion, that he might not disturb the
service, and draw the eyes of the worshippers upon himself, he
sought to enter the temple of Fortuna in Constantinople, without being
noticed.
But the eyes of all present were immediately turned upon
him, and it was manifest that he, much more than the gods, was the
The truth doubtless was, that they were
object before their minds.
The salutation, " Long live the emperor,"
only waiting for him.
He immediately issued the folbroke forth
and he was displeased.
" Whenever I appear unexpectedly in the theatre,
lowing rescript
you may salute me with acclamations but when I come unexpectedly
into the temple, preserve quiet, and transfer your praises to the gods;
or rather the gods recpiire no applause."^
As we said before, Julian attributed to the priesthood a dignity
which ought not in any way to be desecrated and he strove to uphold
it.
An officer whose duties were in some way or other coimected with
the administration of the pagan worship, had caused a pagan priest to
be beaten.
For this he was accused before the emperor by the high
Julian severely reprimanded him for his want
piiest of his province.
of respect to the priesthood, even in its unworthy representative, if
such he were ; and for daring to subject to such violence one before
whom he was bound to rise even from his chair of office. Having
observed, probably, that many, for the sake of pleasing him, feigned
to cherish different opinions from those they actually entertained, he
son.

;

;

:

;

;

1 So Libanius speaks of people who did
everything in the temple merely to be seen
by the emperor. Yiuv knoiovv, oko>c o({>i}/)aavTOL. Orat. de fortuna sua, vol. I. p. 82.
Published by Muratori Anecdota Grajca. Patav. 1709,p. 332, ed. Heylcr, J). 134.
'^

'Et fjiv eig to -^earpov 7\,aduv tlarjWov, ev(f)T]lta.T€, d 6'e eig tu lepu, tijv r/avxiav uyere nal
{UTeveynare Vfiuv rug dKprjfiiag eig rovg deovg.

VOL.

II.

5

MuAAoy 6e

oi iSeot tuv ev(pr;fii,uv ov xpKovmv.
Muratori supposed that tiie ov, which the
manuscript has liere, proceeded from a raisapprehension; but the negation is required
by the 6e, by the whole position of the
sentence, and by the sense; it is, moreover, wholly after Julian's maimer, to close
with this sort of affected declamation.
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added " Perhaps the bishops and presbyters of the Galileans sit with
you, if not pubUcly, out of regard to me, yet secretly in your house."
In punishment, he excluded this officer, for three months, from all
public business connected with the functions of the pagan priesthood.^
As Constantino had caused the churches which were destroyed during the times of persecution under Diocletian, to be rebuilt, restoring
:

so Julian unto them the estates of which they were then deprived
dertook to do the same with the temples which had been destroyed
and plundered in the preceding reigns. The care of restoring the
demolished temples was intrusted to agents especially selected for the
It was to be a sacred work, in which only men of a pure
purpose.
It seems, however, that the standlife nmst be used as instruments.
People not of the purest
ard in this respect was not set very high.
The standard
moral character were often employed in this business.
which educated Pagans applied to the requisitions of chastity, was, to
;

,

Let a man
be sui-e, a very different one from that of the Christians.
only avoid unlawful intercourse with a married woman, let him but
sacredly regard the marriage covenant, and all other delinquencies
were easily overlooked, were considered as a necessary satisfaction of
wants grounded in human nature.^
Many of the governors prosecuted this business with great zeal
others, because they
some, led on by their own interest in the cause
;

knew

that by so dohig they would in the surest

The images

and

easiest

way gain

had been
rescued from the hands of the Christians, were conveyed back to the
favor with the emperor.

of the gods, which

temples in the midst of festive processions ^ and in the endeavor, in
every way, to honor such festivals, no expense was spared.
But, in rebuilding the temples, Julian did not proceed in the same
upright and honorable manner as Constantino had done in restoring
;

Julian, ep. 62.

It is difficult to deterwhom tliis letter was addressed,
the sentence of condemnation, " raiv
eig iepia fiijdev ivox^elv," it might be conjecturcd, that the matter related to a
priest
yet the whole contents of the letter contradict this supposition.
The Ianmoreover, does not lead us to suppose that a mere excommunication from
the pagan ceremonies (sacris) is here
Hence I have represented the
meant.
matter as it stands in the text.
2 So Libanius alleges in praise of a certjiin pagan, Aristophanes: OmV i^ (jviYklovg
rjiYiKn, Tug r/dovuc inXr/puaev, uAX' ev rale
u<pi£/xivair dc
A(j)po6LT7]c e^ovalav rag rf/c
(jwasug iKOvijii^ev uvuyKag.
He himself then
makes the objection, that this is still saying but little, but is of opinion that it Is
enough, however, for literary and business
uifn.
Tt uv T g Trap' avr^ (^rjToijj tu tov
l£po<puvTov
and ho adds that he excelled
in purity of morals many of those who
were intmsted with the restoration of the
temples.
Liban. Orat. Aristoph. vol. I.
p. 446.
1

mine

to

From

;

'

;

^ See, respecting the festivities at the
restoration of an image of Artemis, which
had been torn down by the Christians,
Liban. ep. 622, etc. The emperor himself
was informed by the governor of the province, how great expense had been made at

this festival,

and how many

sacrifices

had

been offered, ep. 624. Libanius writes to
a certain Seleucus, who probably held civil
office :" At present we behold altars, tempies, sacred groves, and images of the gods,
which have been decorated by you, but
will also decorate you and your
posterity.
Since you have so great allies,
count the arrows of the godless race to be

which

pointless (he should give himself no concern about the enmity of the Christians),

Make them

to weep,

who

"have long time

You
the better cause.
are bound to give thanks to the gods, that
they have caused you to become a father ;
made merry with

which thanks you must render

to them, by
helping to erect their prostrate temples,

Ep. 680.
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the churches.
The latter, as we have remarked, had caused these to
be rebuilt at his own expense
and he had indemnified those w^ho had
legally come into possession of the buildings beloniring to the churches,
or of the grounds upon which they stood.
Eut Julian compelled the
;

Christians who had taken any share in the destruction of the temples
durino- the preceding reign, or avIio perhaps were only accused of this

by popular rumor, to be at the expense of rebuilding them. To those
who were required to give up property of this sort, he allowed no indemnification
thus giving occasion to many acts of oppression and
violence, resorted to against individual Christians under the pretense
of restoring the temples,^
which oppressions sometimes fell on those
who, in the former reign, had been distinguished for their gentleness
and forbearance, and the moderate use of the power which was in
;

—

their hands.

The

letters of Libanius, the rhetorician, to Antioch, in

which he intercedes with the pagan governors and priests in behalf of
those who are said to have suffered under such acts of uijustice, furnish indubitable evidence of this
while they redound to the honor of
the man, in spite of his many foibles, who, zealous Pagan as he was,
so earnestly remonstrated against the injustice done to the Christians.^
;

1 See Sozomen, Hist. V. 5.
The edict
was made known at Alexandria on the X.
Mechir (4th of February), 362: "Reddi

idolis et ncocoris et publicae rationi,

preteritis

the

qua

temporibus ilhs subh\ta." See
of Athanasius,

anonymous biography

p. 69.

Thus to Hesychius, a priest at Antioch (ep. 636) " That I am no less desirous than you priests, that the temples
-'

:

siiould be preserved in their beauty, you
Yet I
are aware of, more than others.
should be unwilling- to have that done' by

the destruction of houses, which might be
since 1
if they remained standing
prefer that what already exists should remain, and what has been prostrated should
and not that we should
be restored,
beautify the cities in one respect, while we
deform them in another. True, it is easy
to bring a complaint against the house of
Tbeodulus ; but it deseiwes to be spared,
since it is beautiful and spacious, and
makes our city more beautiful thaTi other
In the next place, for this reason,
cities.
because Theodulus did not plunder the
temple with arrogance and impiety, but
purchased it from the sellers, paying the
price for it, which was a privilege allowed
to all those who could buy." In like manner he intercedes with Bacchius, one of
those who had it in charge to restore the
temple-worship, as he was about to regrect a demolislied temple of the Graces,
and intended to collect the necessary
money in ready cash from a certain Ciiris'ian, named Basiliscus, who had perhaps
had a hand in the destruction of the temple, or had in some way come into possession of its treasures, "thus throwing the

done

;

—

—

into great embarrassment.
Libanius petitions for this individual, that he
might be required to pay only half tlie sum
at once, and permitted to discharge the remainder of the demand at a future time.
He entreats Bacchius to have some regard
to -^myiianus, the father or relative of this
Christian, who, although the power was in
his hand^, yet, under tlie former reign, had
latter

conducted towards the Pagans with so
much moderation Ou yap r/v ruv Vj3pi!^6vTuv, Kal TavTa tvbv, elKcp i^iovkeTo.
This
noble feeling deserved to be rewarded.
" Show your care for the sanctuaries, by
increasing the multitude of sacrifices, by
:

seeing that the sacred rites are accurately
performed, and by restoring the prostrate
temples for you must be devout to the
gods, must show i/ourself compliant to the
will of the emperor (tw [SaaiXd ;<;npi(i£CTi3o£),
and embellish your native city." Ep. 669.
Thus he intercedes with a certain Belaeus,
who, from a rhetorician, had become a
judge at Antioch, in behalf of a certain
Orion, who, in the preceding reign, had distinguished himself in a jjublic office by his
moderation, but who now was charged with
having robbed the temples of their treasures, and, altliough he was quite poor, was
;

called upon to pay large sums of
and, as he found himself unable to

money,
do this,

compelled to it by bodily punishment. In his hrst letter "to Belajus, ep.
673, he says: " Orion proved himself, under the preceding reign, to be a mild and
generous m'an lie did not imitate those
who made a bad use of their power, but,
But I
on the contrary, blamed them.
have also heard from the citizens of Bostra, that he neither made war against our

was

to be

;

JULIAN.
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It was a topic on which Julian often declaimed, that the gods regard
He declared, that no godonly the disposition of their worshippers.
less person ought to take part in the holy sacrifices, until he had purified his soul by prayer to the gods, and his body by the {)rescribed
Yet he was quite satisfied, if he could but induce goodly
lustrations.^

any further about their
promote this object, he spared neither money nor
though we must admit, that the Christian emperors
places of honor
had done the same thing, and in a manner still less becoming, with
In this way, as a matter of course, many
regard to Christianity.^
would be gained over, who, in the preceding reign, had been induced,
by similar motives, to profess Christianity men, who, as a father of
this period (Asterius of Araasea, in Pontus) remarks, changed their
religion as easily as their dress. ^ In a discourse preached in the reign
of one of the next succeeding emperors, the same contemporaneous
'•
How many abanwriter describes this class of people as follows
doned the church, and ran to the altars ? How many allowed themselves to be enticed to apostasy by the bait of honorable offices ?
Branded with disgrace, and despised, they wander about the cities,
and are pointed at by the finger of scorn, as those who also have
betrayed Christ for a few pieces of silver." * As Julian attached
a superstitious value to sacrifices, he labored, for nine months, to prevail upon the soldiers of the army which he was preparing against

numbers

to sacrifice, without troubling himself

disposition

;

and

to

;

;

:

worship, nor persecuted priests and that
many from misery by the mild
administration of his offico.
This man I
have now seen cast down and full of distress.
And shedding a ilood of tears before he could give utterance to his words,
he said, I have but just escaped from the
hands of those to whom 1 have shown
kindness.
Though I have done evil to no
man, when I had the power to do so, I
have notwithstanding been almost torn in
pieces.'
And he added to this, the flight
of his brother, the breaking up and scattering of his whole family, and the plundering of his furniture all which, as I
know, is not according to the will of the
emperor.
But the emperor says if he
has any of the property which belongs
to the temples, let him be called upon to
give it up but if he has not, then let him
neither be insulted nor abused.
Yet it is
manifest, that those men are coveliivj the
goods of others, while they pretend to be desirous of helpimj the (jods."
In the second
""
letter, he writes:
;

he saved

'

;

:

;

Although he differs
from us in his religious persuasion, it redounds to his own injury, that he has deceived himself; but he ought not, in jus-

be persecuted by his acquaintance.
I could wish that those very persons who
now oppress him, would only recollect the
cases in which he has so often assisted
hom, and would prefer rather to show
him their gratitude, than seek to bury
tice, to

their benefiictor alive.
Having long since
persecuted and plundered his relations,
they seize at last upon the person of this
man, as if they would thereby fulfill the
wishes of the gods, while in truth they are
very far from honoring the gods by any
such conduct as this. But it can be no
matter of surprise, that the multitude allow
themselves to be hurried along without reflection, and follow their impulses, instead
of that which is right. He says, he made
no robbery. But granting that he did,
how is it that you now hope, when the
whole has been consumed, to find mines
of gold in his skin ? " Ep. 731.
1

Ep. 52 ad Bostrenos.

2

Gregor. Nazianz. orat. funcb. in Cib-

Tovq fiiv XPWC-<^I;
167.
tovc de iitoaxeoeai, rovg 6i

sar. orat. 10, fol.

TovQ 6e

u^iijfiaai.,

iravToiaLg riuaic v(j>eXK6fitvog.
''

Adv. Avaritiam,

ed.

Ruben. Antverp.

1615, p. 43. °U,anep IfiuTwv
^pr/aKelav fj.eTEfi<pceaavTO.
*

See

1.

c.

Modes tus, an

raxiojc

ryv

officer of state,

who had for a long time supported the
party of the emperor Constantine in opposition to Julian, embraced Paganism, probably in order to acquire the favor of the
and obtained for this not only pardon, but the priBfecture of Constantinople, although Libanius writes to him
Ilpof tCjv &euv,'ovg tzuKm ^avfia^uv vv*
uiioTMyrjaag.
Ep. 714.
latter,

HIS ATTEMPT TO REBUILD THE TEMPLE.
fche

When

Persians, to offer to the gods.
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the arts of persuasion

had

been tried in vain, he employed gold and silver, for the purpose of
buying over the soldiers to his views.
His hatred of Christianity, and of the Christians, might of itself, it
is true, have rendered Julian more favorably disposed
towards Judaism and the Jews
but, as in everything he was glad to take the contrary course from that wliich had been pursued in the previous reign,
;

was agreeable, both

to his inclination and his principles of government, to patronize the Jews, who had been oppressed under Constantius,
Another, more especial reason, however, may be assigned for

it

the singular favor which he showed to Judaism and the Jews,°naraely,
own peculiar theory of religion, which has already been exi)lained.

his

The

favorable view of Judaism which he thus had been led to enterhim with a wish to restore the Temple at Jerusalem, as

tain, inspired

a splendid memorial of

his reign
in doing which he perhai)S hoped,
he should be able to defeat the prophecy of Jesus, although
this had already been fully accomplished.
He expended vast sums
upon this object ; but the work which had been undertaken with so
;

also, that

much labor, did not succeed. Volumes of fire, bursting forth from
the subterranean vaults which had been opened, destroyed the unfinished labors, and frightened the workmen.^
sign coming from God

A

here, certainly, not to be mistaken

although natural causes also cooperated.
It was a divine indication to the emperor, that no human
will could rebuild what had once been destroyed by a judgment of
God.3
But he did not, on this account, as yet relinquish his plan.*
Having relieved the Jews from the heavy impositions by which they
hitherto had been oppressed, he invited them now, with minds free
from anxiety, to implore their great God, who could turn everything
to the advantage of his government, that after having brouglit the
Persian war to a successful termination, he might be enabled, with
is

^ This, Libanius narrates in praise of
the emperor. Epitaph, in Julian, vol. I. p.
He says on this occasion " By
578.
means of a small gain, the soldier obtained
a greater one by gold, the friendship of
the gods, on whom depends the fortune of
war." Such was the religion of these persons, who, in contrast with the Christians,
:

;

the air of enlightened men
2 The historian Ammiauus Marcellinus,
who was not a Cliristian, gives the sim-

assumed

!

plest and
event, 1.

most impartial account of this
Metuendi globi
XXIII. c. 1
flammorum prope fundamcnta crebris assultibus erumpentes, fccere locum exustis
:

aliquoties operantibus inaccessum: hocriue
destinatius repellente cessavit inccptum. The exaggerating legend
added a great deal more about fire falling
from heaven, fiery shapes of the cross, on
the clothes of the workmen, etc.
"*
It is noticeable how lightly he himself touches on the subject. Fragm. epist.
Tl nepi tov vfw (prjaovp. 295, ed. Spanh.

modo elemento

:

;

ol,

tov nilp' avroli'

rpiro

v

uvarpaKevrof,

ey e ipofie vov Je oiidk vvv. He says
in this place that he sought {(kevoTj&rjv),
after so long a time, to restore the temple,
but does not say what hindered him. Pagi

command for the rebuilding of
tlie temple in the year 363, in which fell
the celebration of the Decennalia in honor
of Julian's accession to the Caisarean dignity and the position which Ammianus
Marcellinus gives to this event might seem
to favor this view. But as the above-cited
letter of Julian must have been written
after the frustration of the plan for rebuilding of the temple, and that letter
cannot be placed in so late a period, this
places the

;

circumstance would stand opposed to such
a detennination of the chronological date*

in

That is, in case the letter mentioned
what follows in the text was written

after the frustrated attemi)t to rebuild tho
temple, which is indeed possible, allJiough

the contrary
the fact.

is

generally assumed to b«
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them,

to

rebuilt

dwell and worship the Almighty in the holy city Jerusalem,

by

his labors.^

respects Julian's conduct towards the Christians, he was not
Besides, he was
inclined, by nature, to cruel and violent measures.
fond of assuming an air of philosophical toleration, and, in this particular respect, wished to present a direct contrast to the character of

As

it

Constantius, who had occasioned so much evil by his fanatical and
Moreover, the Christian party was
despotic spirit of persecution.
already so powerful, that violent measures might easily prove dangerAnd Julian
ous to the public peace, which he sought to preserve.

was wise enough to learn, from the oft-repeated trials, that persecuThere
tion would but tend to increase the spread of Christianity.
were, moreover, examples, under his own reign, of individual Chriswho, after having been exposed to ill-treatment, on account of
pagan populace or cruel governors, and
exhibited constancy under all their sufferings, became objects of universal reverence among the Christian population, and obtained the
as was remarkably shown in the case of Marcus,
greatest influence

tians,

their faith, from a fanatical

;

bishop of Arethusa in Syria.'-^ When, therefore, Libanius, in a letter
which we have just cited, would restrain a governor from indulging in
the cruel persecution of a Christian who had been accused of robbing

"If he is to die, then, in his chains,
the temples, he warned him thus
look well before you, and consider what will be the result. Take heed
This Marcus was
lest you bring upon us many others hke Marcus.
hung up, scourged, plucked in the beard, and bore all with constancy.
:

He

is now honored as a god, and, wherever he appears, everybody is
As the emperor is aware of this, he
eager to take him by the hand.
hai< not allowed the man to he executed^ much as he is grieved at the
Let the preservation of Marcus be a law
destruction of the temple.
for us."^
It may, indeed, be questioned, whether rational grounds, wise purposes, and humane feelings, would have availed anything against a
a fanaticism
fanaticism made up of such heterogeneous elements,
whether they
Avhich is ever the most easily inclined to persecution,
could have checked Julian's natural disposition, which impelled him to

—
—

violence wherever he

met with

opposition.

But deep

within his soul

there existed also another principle, which prompted him to bring back
the erring, for their

own good,

might be against their

,

1
'^

^

See ep. 25,
See p. 80.
See Liban.

f.

will.

the way of truth, though at first it
This he undesignedly illustrates in a

to

397.

ep. 730.

The same

Liba-

nius says, in his Epitaph, in Julian, p. 562,
that the Christians, in the beginning of
Julian's reign, expected to suffer similar
persecutions as they did under the earlier
pagan emperors. But Julian, he observes,
censured those measures, by which, after
all, they could not attain their end.
"For
men may indeed bind the bodily sick in
order to heal them, but a false opinion re-

specting the gods cannot be expelled by
Though the hand
the knife and cautery.
may offei- hicense, the soul is still dissatisfied" with it, and there is only a seeming
change. Some afterwards obtained pardon (those who, yielding to force, had
offered, and were afterwards restored to
But those
the fellowship of the church).
who died for their convictions, were honvery
evident,
is
Yet
it
ored as gods."
that these truths were rather worn for a
carried
out
show, than consistently
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by him, indeed, in a state of mind very much excited
by opposition, where he says " It were right, that these persons, like
rescript, issued

:

madmen, should be cured
suffering

under

in spite

of themselves.

this sort of disease,

Yet

to all

who are

indulgence must be shown

;

for I

am

of the opinion, that we ought to instruct, and not punish, the unreasonable." ^
How easily might it happen, under some y)articular

outward excitement, that the principle to which the voice of reason
and the feelings of humanity were now still opposed, should yet finally
become the ruluig one
Julian was highly delighted whenever he could catch the Christians
exposing to him a weak side, which, with his quick eye to detect whatever was bad in them, he well knew how to turn to their disadvantage.
Such may have been his design in a regulation which, to be sure, bears
on the face of it no evidence of such a purpose, since his relation to
the different parties among the Christians, and common justice, might
suffice to account for his adopting it.
He could only blame the persecutions directed by his predecessors against those wliom they deemed
heretics.
It could never have been any wish of his, to interfere with
the controversies going on in the church.
Though it might be that
certain of the Christian sects, such as had less exalted ojiinions of
Christ than those entertained by the representatives of the standing
church creed, came nearer to his own way of thinking, though their
doctrine may have appeared to him to be less irrational than that of
!

the others

^
;

yet

this

consideration Avas of

against another, wliich

made them

little

weight, placed over

alike hateful to him,'^ namely, their

It may, therefore, have been this hate alone
which induced him, at the very beginning of his reign, to pass the law
whereby he recalled all the bishops and clergy ivJio had been banished
in the reign of Constantius, and granted equal freedom to all parties
of the Christian church. He desired, in this way also, to contrast the
" I bemildness of his government with the severity of Constantius.
lieved," he says in a letter to the inhabitants of Bostra,'* " the leading,

opposition to Paganism.

me than
predecessors in the government for it happened under the
latter, that many of them were banished, persecuted, deprived of
their property
and, indeed, whole masses of heretics, as they are
called, were swept off at a stroke
so that, in Samosata, Cyzicus,
men

of the Galileans would feel themselves more indebted to

my

to

;

;

;

Paphlagouia, Bithynia, Galatia, and in

many

other regions, entire

were made utterly desolate. But under my government the
for the banished have been perfact has been the very reverse
mitted to return, and their property is restored back by our laws to
villages

;

1

Ep. 42.

^ Thus, for instance, he praises Photinus, because his representation of Christ's
person was more rational than the prevailSee the fraging doctrine of the church.
tnent of Julian's letter to Photiuus, in
Facund. Hermian. defensio trium capituSirmond. op]). T. II. f.
lor. 1. IV. p. 379.
The special honor
376, ed. Vcnet. 172S.
which he showed to the Arian Acitius was

much to his doctrinal opinions, as to his earlier personal connection
with the emperor. See cp. 31, Julian,
Tims, in another passage, to be found
in Cyrill. c. Julian. VIL f. •2G'2, he places
Photinua in one and the same class with
the other Christian dognuitists, and says
he did not concern himself with their docowing, not so

>*

trinal disputes,
*

Ep. 52.

iKpiTi/xi.

di/ra tijv iiuxv'" «/«!'.
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But Julian might have
those whose estates had been confiscated."
that he did so, both Christian and pagan
the hope,
that the different parties of the
historians are generally agreed,

—

cherished

—

so much fury, would in
hope he was doomed to be
and from the very nature of the case it could not be
disappointed
Party passion among the Christians would, undoubtedly,
otherwise.
never have risen to so -high a pitch, had it not been for the interferAs this disturbing and circumscribing influence of
ence of the state.
a foreign power now fell away of itself, and the church was left to
follow out naturally its own development from within itself, the right
No patronage of the
relations were everywhere more easily restored.
Christian church by the civil power could have been so advantageous

Christians,
this

who persecuted each other with

way each destroy

the other. ^

In

this

;

to

it,

under the then circumstances, as

towards

The

this

indifference of the state

that transpired within its pale.
edict by which Julian recalled the bishops from their banish
all

so
ment, may, without doubt, have been very indistinctly expressed
that it could be understood to refer merely to their return into their
As Julian allowed to
country, or also to their return to their posts.
all i-eligious parties the free exercise of their religion, it was understood, as a matter of course, that the bishops of all Christian parties
;

But the
could enter freely into the administration of their offices.
emperor might have expressed himself indistinctly on purpose or he
might sometime afterwards have given the law this construction of in;

distinctness, in order to

provide himself with liberty to act against

those bishops whose influence
poise to his

own

seemed

to

him

too powerful a counter-

by

his religious fanaticism

designs.

Thus he allowed himself

to be hurried

an act of flagrant injustice towards the great teacher, Athanasius,
who had brought down upon himself the emperor's displeasure simply
on account of his zealous and influential labors for the cause of Chris-

into

tianity.

Athanasius, who had been banished by the emperor Constantius,
induced by the above-mentioned edict of Julian, had now returned to
Alexandria,^ and already labored there eight months in the duties of
his vocati(m.
No\v Julian's liostility towards him may have been embittered by reports from Alexandria of the great influence enjoyed by
this man in a city which once was so important a seat of the Hellenic
religion and of religious philosophy, and in which a fanatical pagan
party continued still to maintain itself, lie issued a rescript, directed
to the Alexandrians, charging it upon Athanasius as a grievous offense,
1 The
unprejudiced
Ammianus Murcellinus

pa.aan historian
Quod aj^ebat
obstinate, ut dissensiones auyente
licentia, non timeret unanimantem postea
plebeni nidlas infestas horainibus bestias,
ut sunt sibi ferales plerique Christianorum,
expertus.
L. XXII. c. 5.
^ The edict arrived at Alexandria on
the XIV. Machir (the 8th of February,
according to Idclcr's tables), of the year
ideo

:

:

and was pviblished on the day follow" Episcopos omnes tactionibus anteing
hac circumvcntos et exiliatos reverti ad
362,

:

suas civitates et provincias." Thus it is
stated in the life of Athanasius, which was

composed by .an anonymous contemporary
writer, and of which a fragment in an ancient Latin translation has been published
by Matfei, Osseryazioni letterarie. VeroT. III. p. 69.
na, 1738.
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that he should have done just what the edict above mentioned, that is
to say, JuHan's own edict, authorized him to do (a fact which must

have been well known to Gerontius, the prefect of E;i;ypt, who had
invited Athanasius to return to his bishopric)
that, with his usual
audacity, he had, without waiting for the emperor's permission, resumed possession of his episcopal see, though he had been banished
by repeated imperial edicts, that is, by the emperors Constantine and
Constantius, the injustice of whose proceedings Julian himself could
" This was not a little displeasing," Julian denot but acknowledge.
;

^

" to the god-fearing people of that city." By the god-fearing
people, in his sense of the words, must be understood, of course, the
pagan party, which constituted but a minority of the people of Alex-

clared,

Athanasius, under the threat of severer punishment if he disobeyed, was directed to leave the city. Julian must have been sorely
vexed, however, on finding that the whole city united in a petition in
which they sought to bring it about that their bishop might be suffered
The Christians here so greatly outnumbered
to remain with them.
the Pagans, that they might surely, with perfect right, call themselves
But Julian, who, without examining into their right, judged
the city.
everything according to his own preconceived views and religious notions, looked upon it as an act of obstinacy, that the diseased portion
of the city should decline to emulate the zeal of the healthy portion,
and presume to call themselves ''the city."^ He believed hhnself
warranted to consider the ])eople who, in his own opinion, constituted
the healthy portion, to be the city itself.
In a pompous, declamatory edict,^ he not only peremptorily and
angrily rejected the petition of the citizens, but in fact banished
" Tell me," he says to the AlexanAthanasius from entire Egypt.
drians, *' what good tiling have they ever done, or occasioned to your
city, who have now introduced among you this new preaching ? Your
founder was Alexander, the Macedonian, who, indeed, ought not to
be brought into comparison with any of these ; nay, not even with the
Hebrews, who were far superior to these." He then goes on to rebuke them severely for refusing to worship the god visible to all, the
Sun, whose powerful and benign influence they must all experience
and for thinking themselves bound to receive Jesus, whom neither they
He descends to rude
nor their fathers had seen, as the God-Logos.
and vulgar language, equally unbecoming a philosopher and an emperor, in speaking of the great man whom he ridiculed,* without a sense
and yet the anger he
to appreciate the spirit which actuated him
shows towards him, proves how much he dreaded his influence. In
this letter, he assigns, it is true, political reasons as his motives for
'' It was a dangerous thing for so cunning and
banishing Athanasius
Yet, in his letter to
restless a man to be at the head of the people."
andria.

;

:

1

2

See the aljove-cited account of his life.
Ep. 51. Ttjv vyiaivovaav ov ^rjTiovvTEQ

mTuv

(IXAu TO vaaovv fiipog ETn(p7jul^eiv iav-

rv Tolnu Td
a L. c.

TTji

TToXeuc ovofxa.

* He styles him a luan who dcsen-ed
not to be called a man, a miserable little
man, nv^e: uvrjp uAV uvdpumcjKog riire^j,
alluding probably to his bodily stature.

—

—
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the prefect of Egypt, he betrays the true cause of his displeagure
against the man, expressing his vexation, that, through the influence

and declaring that
all the gcih should be despised
nothing would give him greater joy than to hear that Athanasius, the
godless wretch who had dared under his rei(/n to baptize noble Grecian ii'omen^ was banished from every district of Egypt.
Julian descended to many an unworthy trick, for the purpose of
bringing men, without a resort to forcible measures, to join against
He caused his
their will in the ceremonies of the pagan religion.
statues, which were set up in the pubHc places, to be surrounded .with
Jupiter over his head
emblems taken from the pagan religion.
reached down to him the purple mantle and the crown while Mercury
and Mars looked on with an approving smile.
Whoever now paid
obeisance, as was customary at that time, to the emperor's image,
must at the same time testify respect to the gods and whoever declined to do so, was liable to be accused as a violator of the imperial
authority.^
It might here be said that Julian, according to his own
religious principles, was compelled to regard all the affairs of state as
standing in this comiection with religion and was without any design,
in this case, of injuring the conscience of the Christians.
But, judging from the spirit which he evinces on other occasions, we may well
believe him capable of such banter
and, at all events, if he understood the rights of conscience, he ought to have been more indulgent
to the religious convictions of a majority of his subjects.
In like manner, when he distributed from the imperial throne a donative among
the soldiers, he had a censer, with a dish of incense, placed beside him.
He who would receive the donative from his hands, must first cast
some of the incense into the censer. This was to signify, that he
offered incense to the gods, whose images, perhaps, were standing
somewhere near by. If Juhan looked upon it as so important a thing,'^
when, by the distribution of money, he could prevail upon his soldiers
to sacrifice, it would doubtless gratify him, even when he could do no
more than bring them to the mechanical act of scattering incense; and
he might hope, by accustoming them to such a mechanism, and by the
golden bait, to carry them a step farther.
When they had once become aware that by such conduct they had violated the obligations of
the Christian faith, and when the love of earthly gain had overpowered
the voice of conscience, one step in sin would easily lead them to another.
But many were really not aware of what they had done ; and
when they afterwards learned that they had been betrayed into an act
of idolatrous worship, they became despondent, publicly declared before
the emperor that they were Christians, and begged him to take back
the money, if it was to be the price of their denial of the faith.
particular case of this sort is related, in which a number of soldiers
of Athanasius,

;

A

;

;

;

;

A

were first made aware of what they had done, at a festival which followed the distribution of the donative, when, drinking to their comrades, as was customary on such occasions, in the name of Christ, they
^

Ep.

6.

•-'

Sozom. V.

17.

3

gee

p. 68,
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were reminded, that they had just denied him whose name they now
invoked.^

In our more minute examination of the coherence of thought in
we saw that the literature and art of the
Greeks appeared to him to stand in close connection with their religion ; a fact which he might insist upon with perfect justice, so far as
the origin, and the peculiar native genius and character of this literaBut he was wrong in iiis conclusion,
ture and art were concerned.
that whatever was true of this literature as a phenomenon in history,
might be applied to its productions in relation to all future time as
though all love for Grecian art and learning were inseparable from a
He was wrong, again, in making his own perlove of the rehgion.
sonal views of religion a law for all others, and in governkig himself
by them in his capacity as empei-or. It was on the ground of these
assumptions, that he construed it as a crime for Christians to explain
in their schools the works of the ancient authors whose religion they
And certainly he must have welcomed any ojjportunity
condemned.
of which he could avail himself to break up the league into which Christianity had entered with Grecian culture, and which secured so important an advantage to the great church teachers of the East. Thus, in
Julian's reUgious system,

;

forbidding the Christians to explain the ancient authurs in their schools,
so making his own personal religious convictions a rule of conduct
for his subjects, he descended to a kind of despotism, which could not

escape censure even from unprejudiced Pagans.'^ " He who thinks in
one way," he says in his declamatory edict,^ " while he teaches those
who come to him for instruction in another way, is not a cultivated,
any more than he is an honorable man especially if this contradiction between that which is taught and that whigh is thought pertains
It is only they who would turn the
to matters of the highest concern.
;

—

it is only the worst of men,
highest interests into means of gain,
who would condescend to such a practice, of teaching to others what
they themselves hold to be infamous ; in the mean time, deceiving and

enticing, with flattering speecheif, those into whose minds th'y would
These last words deserve to be
insinuate their own bad opinions.^' ^
noticed, inasmuch as we learn from them, that Christian teachers, who
in their schools explained the ancient autliors, sought to gain access
in

tlfts

way

to the

youth who were

insensible degrees to win
this, that

still

them over

fettered to Paganism,

to Christianity.

But

and by

precisely

a literature consecrated to the gods should be employed as a

means to convert men to Christianity, was a special vexation to Julian.
The charge, however, which, on this account, he brought against the
Christians was entirely without foundation
Gregor. Naz. orat.
xVccording to the
III. steliteut. I. f. 85.
latter's description, it took place when, at
the conclusion of the meal, the cup of cold
water was handed round, and each, before
he drank, made over it the sign of the
1

See Sozom. V.

17.

name of Christ.
Ammian. Marcellin. 1. XXV.

^

illud.

for the truth was, that they

The " lingua fusior," which
Ammian ascribes to him, is frequently to
be recognized in his edicts and rescripts,
certainly sketclicd out by himself,
Ep. 42.

*

'EiajrarCivTcc kuI deAea^ovrtg roZf inoi-

voic, eig ovg fierarL^evai

ot", oinat, kuku.

eross in the

clemens

;

»

c.

4

;

in-

rd

atpsTEija

hHkov-
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—

to any artful accommodanever resorted to underhanded measures,
for the purpose of attracting and of impertion to the pagan religion,

—

ceptibly exerting an influence on the religious opinions of the youth

They openly avowed themselves to
still given to Paganism.
and pagan parents, who feared the influence of such
be Christians
teachers on their children, were at perfect liberty to keep them away
It was unjust in him, therefore, to address them
from their schools.
" Tliat, as teachers, aiming to exin such language as the following
ert an influence on the culture of the youth, it behooved them, first of

who were

;

:

all, to

be themselves honorable men, neither cherishing in their

own

hearts, nor seeking to propagate opinions at variance with those pubTwo years before, when the religion of the reignlicly recognized." ^

ing emperor was Christianity, the same complaint might have been
" If they
brought against those who sought to propagate Paganism.
think," he says, " that those pagan authors were mistaken, as to the
weightiest concerns, then let them go to the churches of the Galileans,
and explain Matthew and Luke." " It were to be wished," he says
ironically, with allusion to the Christian doctrine of regeneration, " that,

from the religious elements of this literature, their ears and tongues
might experience a new birth." ^
It was by no means Julian's desire, however, that Christian youth
should be debarred the privilege of attending schools where the anQuite the contrary:
cient authors were explained by pagan teachers.
for if such schools could only be placed under the exntusive management of Pagans, so that the Cliristian youth, who were desirous of a
learned education would be obliged to resort to them, he undoubtedly
expected that many of them would thus be won back to Paganism.
And perhaps he would not have scrupled to take the part of the children against their parents, had the latter attempted to keep them
away for he says " It is not right that children should be turned
aside from the best Avays, before they know how to choose for themselves
nor to train them by fear and against their will, in the religion of their parents " words which could only be meant for such
parents as sought to keep their children away from Paganism.^
Two celebrated men of that age are known to us, who relinquished
their stations as I'hetorical teachers for the sake of their faith
Proaeresius,* a distinguished rhetorician at Athens, and Fabius Marius' Victorinus, at Rome.° The latter had shortly before embraced Christianity in his old age.
He had been a diligent student of the Greek phi;

:

;

;

:

1

M7

(laxofiEva TOLC

fieTaxapaado^aafiara.
unouc, wf uv
eIttolte, kcu ttjv yT^CiTrav k^avayevvrjdrifjioa'i.q

TrjpiCpvTaQ Tu Ev

rri ipvxi (pepeiv
^ BotfAo/zai
vfiCjv kyCi kcu ruf

iifieig

&fivaL TovTuv.
'^

Ov6e yap ovdc

evTioyov,

uyvoovvrag etl

Totig 7tai6ag,£d)' o,7LTpEmjvTai,Tr/g[3EATi<7Trjc

unovTaQ a^ELv
knl TU nurpia.
The words must be understood according to the interpretation given
in the text, to which the following Kal roi
is not opptjsed, if this reading is the correct one,
if the reading should not be
(VKOiikELELP

660V,

—

C'o^t,)

(5f

K.al

ovde

<p6j3(f)

Kal,

— which would mean

:

They

should not be deprived, to be sure, of the
opportunity to be won over to Paganism ;
but neither shoukl it be attempted to conduct them back tliither by fear and against
tiieir

own

will.

This

latter

interpretation

is favored only by the circumstance that
Julian was wout to cmploy the word TTaT/jia
to denote the religious rites (the sacra) of

Paganism.
*'
See Eunap. vit. Proaeres. T. I. p. 92.
^ Tdv yEvvaiov BinTuplvov.
Liban. ep
1522.
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losophj, and had translated several of the works of Plato into Latin,
thus furnishing the West with a means of acquaintance with Platonism
in the following centuries.
He was probably attached to the NeoPlatonic Hellenism, and

was esteemed one of the most important
But in his old age, he became conscious
of a craving after some more certain and stable ground of faith.
He
turned to the study of the Bible, and examined the latter carefully.
He was convinced of the truth of the divine doctrine and in confidence informed the presbyter, Simplicianus of Milan, that he was at
heart a Christian.
The latter re}tlied to him, that he would not be" What
lieve it until he saw him within a Christian church.
then,"
rejoined Victorinus, " do walls make Christians ? "
The truth was,
however, that his heart still clung too strongly to the world,
he was
not willing to sacriiicc everything to the Lord
and it was this which
prevented him from making a public profession.
He was afraid of
those zealous Pagans, the noble Romans who were his disciples, and
with whom he stood in the highest consideration.
But as the word
entered more deeply into his heart, his own conscience forced him to
a public profession
and he demanded that it should be made in the
most public manner, when, to spare his feelings, the presbyters of the
church proposed to omit some part of the usual ceremony. After this,
it cost him no struggle to lay aside his rhetorical office.^
The two learned Christians from Syria, Apollinaris, father and son,
as a compensation to the Christian youth for that which they had been
deprived of, were in the habit of writing historical and doctrinal porThis, however,
tions of Scripture in all the forms of Greek verse.
would prove but a sorry substitute for that which the study of classical
antiquity was designed to furnish, in order to thjjt natural development
As the church
of tlie human mind wliich Christianity presupposes.
historian, Socrates, very justly remarks in stating this fact: ''Divine
^Providence was mightier than the pains-taking of these two men, and
than the will of the emperor."^
As Julian, in looking upon the matter from his position, which has
been explained, believed that he saw, in the union of Christianity with
Hellenic culture, something utterly contrary to right, so he hated
especially the great church teachers, who had, to a very great extent,
appropriated this culture, and applied it in the service of Christianity
Among these church teachers were some whom
against Paganism.
he himself had known at Athens in his youth, while pursuing with
them, in that city, the study of the ancient Hellenic literature. Such
were the two friends, Basil of Coesarea and Gregory Nazianzen, men
who under his reign boldly stood forth as apologists for Christianity,
and as antagonists to the Hellenic religion. Such also, were Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea, and Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus in Cilicia.
pillars of the old

religion.

;

!

—

;

;

In a letter concerning the latter bishop, he expressed himself with
Augustin. Confession.

1.

VIII.

c. 2, et

teg.
'^

Very

rates

on

correct are the remarks of Socrespecting the
this occasion,

necessity of the study of the ancient litcratare to the progress of the church. L. III.
c. 16.
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great virulence and bitterness of passion. It is quite characteristic of
man when we find him reproaching this bishop, as one who had
once attended the school at Athens, and there, by the study of philosThus
ophy, music, and rhetoric, armed his tongue against the gods.
had he forced the gods themselves to supply the weapons with which
the

Julian now beholds, in the sickly constitution,
he attacked them.
which Diodorus had brought upon himself by his rigid asceticism,
in those bodily infirmities, in which the after consequences of that
asceticism were manifested, and which therefore procured for him so
he beholds in all this but a punishmuch the greater reverence,
ment from the offended gods. " The gods have punished him with
consumption
for his shrunken brow, full of wrinkles, and his emaciated frame, are not tokens, as he would have those whom he has
deceived to regard them, of his philosophical (ascetic) life, but a just

—

—

;

punishment of the gods."^
In general, whenever his fanaticism got the better of his feelings of
humanity and principles of civil prudence, Julian permitted himself to
be hurried, on the sHghtest occasions, into the persecution of influenHe
tial bishops
as we have seen in the example of Athanasius.
He welcomed any opportunity to sepeasily showed them injustice.
arate the bishops from their communities, so as to have the former more
completely under his power.
This showed itself in his very unworthy conduct towards Titus, bishop
of Bostra, in Arabia.
When he had made tlie latter responsible for
the preservation of the public peace and order in that city, where, on
account of the excited state of feeling between Pagans and Christians,
the shghtest cause might lead to scenes of violence, the bishop, in a
memorial, drawn up in the name of the whole body of the clergy, and
" Although the Chrisintended for their defense, declared to him
tians, on account of their numbers, might bid defiance to the Pagans,
yet they were restrained from disorders by the admonitions of the
clergy."
Upon this, Juhan despatched a letter to the inhabitants of
Bosti-a, in which he exhorted both parties, Christians and Pagans, to
maintain quiet and use forbearance towards each other and then proceeds to describe the clergy (whose conduct, indeed, in many countries, had, under former reigns, well deserved this reproach) as being
" It is," says he, " because they
the authors of all the disturbances.
look back with longing to their former authority, because they are not
permitted to hold tribunals, to dictate wills,^ to seize upon the possessions of others, and appropriate the whole to their own uses, that they
throw everything into confusion."
He next quotes to the Christian
communities, the above-cited declaration from the bishop's letter,
wrested out of its proper connection, for the purpose of representing
;

:

;

1

So

lie

expresses himself in the letter

already cited, to Photinus, of which a
("ragment, in a wi-etched Latin translation,
is preserved in Facundus Hermian.
Defensio trium capitulorum, 1. IV. p. 380

Quod non

est philosophicte conversationis

vindicio.

Sicut videri vult a se deceptis,

sed justitise pro certo deorumque poenae,
qua perciititur competenti ratione usque
ad novissimum vitae sua; finem asperam et
amarain vitam vivens et faciem pallore

confectam.
^ See below, in the section concerning
the constitution of the church.
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him as their accuser, and of holding hira up to their detestation.
" They ought," he said, " to rise of their own accord against such
an
accusing bishop and drive him from the city
and the masses should
be united together."
This latter hint, certainly, did not agree well
with his general exhortation to quiet
but it is easy to see that Julian
hoped, if he could get them into a quarrel with their bishop, to make
;

;

them unite more easily with the Pagans.^
Sometimes the bishops forgot the duties which, according to the
Christian doctrhie, they owed to the supreme magistrate, even though
a Pagan, and gave the emperor just cause for persecuting them
yet,
;

such cases, he did not do everything which in strict justice he
might have done.
In general, he was more apt to be excited where
anything was attempted, in his reign, against the gods and their worship, than where the honor due to his person was attacked.
Gregory,
bishop of Nazianzus, the old father of the celebrated Gregory, had
allowed public prayers to be offered in the church against the emperor, as a godless man.
The occasion of this, without much doul)t,
was, that the governor of the province had sent soldiers to tear down
the church
but opposed by the firmness of the old man, who failed,
indeed, to unite to this quality the gentleness becoming the Christian
in

;

tempt.2

own spiritual office, they did not venture to make the atThe bishop Maris of Chalcedon, an old man almost blind,

who had

to

and

his

be led about by the hand, seeing the emperor offering a
temple of Fortune at Constantinople, went in, and,
hurried on by his over-passionate zeal, publicly called him a renegade
and an infidel. Julian forebore, it is ti-uc, from punishing such a
violation of the duty of a subject, as he. might justly have done: but
he forgot, too, his own dignity, by indulging in -v^ulgar sarcasms after
his usual way
and, bantering the old man on his blindness, said
''
Will not thy Galilean God, then, heal thee too?"^
It could not fail to be the case, however, that, even without any instigation from Julian, in those cities where there still existed a considerable pagan party, and this party had not, till now, given loose to
Its pent-up fury, and where they had been exasjierated by the violent
proceedings of the bishops under the previous government, sanguinary
tumults would sometimes arise.
Thus it happened at Alexandria,
soon after Julian's accession to the throne.
The bishop Georgius, a
worldly man, of a violent and headstrong temper, who had been thrust
by an armed force upon the community devoted to the bishop Athanasius, had administered his office in a manner corresponding to the way
and, by his persecuting spirit towards
in which he had attained to it
all who thought differently from himself, by acting as a spy and an
informer to tlie emperor Constantius, by misusing his influence at court
for the gratification of his own passions, had made himself hateful to
sacrifice in the

;

:

;

1 Julian, ep. 52.
It should he rcmnrkcd,
however, that Julian wrote this letter to
Anti-)ch in an excited state of mind.
2 Gregor. Nazianz. orat. XIX. f. 308.
* This Sozomen (V. 4) cites as a flying

story; but many a bisUop at that time
might venture to do this, and Julian's
conduct on the occasion is not unlike
him so that the story may perhaps b«
;

true.

MARCUS OF ARETHUSA.
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He had drawn upon himself the anger of
by destroying splendid temples, by exposing the sanctuary
of the Mithras worship to universal derision, and finally, because he
had been heard to say to his attendants, when passing by a temple at
Scarcely had
Tychse " How much longer shall this tomb stand ? "
Julian's accession to the throne become known at Alexandria, when
upon the knight Draconthe pagan populace seized upon Georgius
and upon a third, who had also rendered
tius, director of the mint
and threw them into prison. After
himself hateful to the Pagans
they had been kept in prison twenty-four days, the multitude poured
the body of Georgius was
together again. All three were murdered
carried through the city upon a camel, and, after being exposed to
every indignity, was towards evening burnt.^ Probably it was not
Pagans alone wiio engaged in this riot at all events, the affair could
never have been carried to such an extreme, if Georgius had not
made himself so universally hated. In consequence of these riotous
all

parties except his own.^

the Pagans,

:

:

;

;

;

:

proceedings, Julian addressed to the Alexandrians one of his declamatory rescripts, censuring their conduct in most emphatic language
So, too, in other similar cases, the emperor
but he punished no one.
went no farther than words, which, however, were of little use, espe;

cially as

men were aware how much

manifestation of zeal for the gods.

the emperor was pleased by any

He

seems, in fact,

in

many

cases,

have approved rather than rebuked the outbreaks of popular fury
against those who had been guilty of destroying the temples, or who
were unwilhng to rebuild the temples which had been destroyed.
Marcus, a bishop of Arethusa, on Mount Lebanon, had, in the preceding reign, drawn upon himself the hatred of the pagan inhabitants,
by causing the destruction of a magnificent temple, and by resorting
According to the law which
to forcible measures to make converts.
Julian everywhere published,^ he was, under these circumstances,
bound to make good the value of the temple in money, or else to
Being in no condition to do the former, and
cause it to be rebuilt.
fearing, at the
thinking he could not conscientiously do the latter
same time, for his life, amidst a ferocious pojjulace, he betook himself
to flight. As others, however, were involved in danger on his account,
he returned back, and voluntarily offered himself to his enemies. The
he was dragged through the
fanatical multitude now fell upon him
streets, treated with every sort of abuse, and at last given up to be

to

;

;

When the old man
cruel sport of by uugoverned school-boys.
had almost done breathing, they besmeared him with honey and other
liquids, laid him in a basket, in which he was swung up in the air, and
Marcus shamed his cruel
left to be preyed upon by bees and wasps.
enemies by the cool indifference which he exhibited under all his sufan indifference, however, which seemed more that of the
ferings
made

;

1 Ammianus Marcellinus says of him
(1. XXII. c. 11): Pi-ofessionis suse oblitus,
quae nihil nisi justum suadet et lene, ad

delatorum ausa feralia desciscebat.
2 Sozom. V. 7.
Aramian. Marcellinus,

11, and the most accurate account
the above-cited anonymous life of
Athanasius, p. 68.
^ See above, p. 67.
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cynic than of the Christian.
The governor, himself a Pagan, is said
have represented to Julian what scandal it must occasion, if they
allowed themselves to be outdone by the ctmstancy of a weak old man,
and the emperor finally commanded him to be set free; for it was
to

—

not his wish to give tiie Christians any martyrs.^
As Julian was in the habit of appointing zealous Pagans to the high
sacerdotal and civil offices, and as the latter were aware that nothing
would serve better to ingratiate them with the em])eror than zeal for
the spread of

of their

own

Paganism ; as they were incited by the double stimulus
fanaticism, and of their wish to please the emperor; so it

was a matter of course that individual instances of the oppression and
persecution of Christians would easily happen, which might proceed
even

to cruelty.

Julian became

still more embittered against the Christians, in the
of 362, during his stay at Antioch. In this city, Christianity
had for a long time been the ))revailing religion ; insomuch that Liba-

summer

nius remarked on the spot, that only a few old men remained who
were still familiar with the ancient pagan festivals, when Julian came
to the

government. 2

In

this

great capital of Asia, which, while main-

taining the form of Christianity, had

become the seat of mingled orien
and Roman splendor, licentiousness, and corruption of manners,
Julian, the emperor, was resolved to aiFect the ancient sim])licity, which
was wholly abhorrent to the prevailing manners, and, in such a place,
could only expose him to the jeers and sarcasms of the disaffected.
His zeal in the pagan worship, in which he would fain set an example
to his subjects, only made him ridiculous to the higher classes, and
hated by the people, in this ancient Christian city. Frugal in his
expenses for the maintenance of his court, he spitred no cost in offering sacrifices of all kinds. He often slaughtered a hecatomb of cattle
and it was his delight to bring the victims to the priests with his own
hands, followed by a train of old women, who still clung to Paganism.
Wherever an ancient temple was to be found on the mountains around
Antioch, JuUan clambered to the spot, however steep and rugged the
tal

path, for the purpose of presenting an offering.^

He

under an open sky, though the
the others present sought protection under the roof of the temple, and although his attendants
besought him to pay some regard to his health.* The greater his
the more confidently he had hoped that
zeal for the pagan worship
were
which had so long been closed
when the heathen sanctuaries
reopened, he should witness the same enthusiasm ajiiong the people at

was seen standing

rain poured

down

at the altar,

in torrents,

;

and

—

—

p. 70, the letter of Libaniconfirms the asseverations of the
Christian authors, Sozomen, Socrates,
Theodoret, and Gregory of Nazianzen.
2 Liban. de vita sua, vol. I. p. 81. Libanius plays the rhetorician, here, perhaps
only in this respect, that he represents
what might be said of Antioch, as univer1

ns,

See above,

who

sally the case.
8

Aramian. Marcellin.
TOL.

II.

1.

XXU.

c.

6

all

12.

ff.

Au<,'ebantur CDcrimoniarnm
dice,

cum impensarum

ritus

immo-

amplitudine ante-

hac inusitata ct gnivi. The same writer
relates, that, owing to the vast multitude
of sacrificial banquets, rioting and driinkenness were spread among the soldiers,
Ovdiv ovtu ;\:aAe7r()i'- ovde 6vs,3aroy, b fi)l

Mov idonEi

vecjv qoi-

?}

TzpoTspov ye

eaxvm-

Liban. Monodia in Julian, vol. I. ]). 513.
* Liban. presbeut. Julian, vol. I. p. 476
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RESTORATION OP THE TEMPLE OF APOLLO.

—

the more painful it must
Antioch, by which he was inspired himself,
have been to him to find his expectations so completely disappointed.
True, multitudes of the people and of the higher classes assembled in
not, however, for the sake
the temples and groves which he visited
of the gods, but for the purpose of seeing the emperor, and being seen
by him, as he himself must have known. He was saluted on these
occasions with the loud shout of " Long live the emperor " just as if
Hence he was led to
he had made his app-earance in the theatre.
address to the people of Antioch an admonitory discourse, complaining
that they converted the temple into a theatre, to which they resorted
Yet soon even
rather for his own sake than on account of the gods.^
the voice of praise, with which he had been received out of re-spccf for
for an
his piri<ou, was exchanged for that of mockery and disdain
injudicious regulation, the object of which was to force a reduction of
the price of provisions to a degree disproportionate to the produce of
the year, and the result of which* was directly the reverse of what had
been intended, made him hated both among the higher classes and the
populace, and his attempts to injure Christian sanctuaries aUenated
and he was obliged to hear men express their
the popular feeling
longing for the return of the Kappa and the Chi, that is, of the reign
.of Constantius and Christianity
One incident which made him extremely unpopular with the zealous
Christians, was this
In the grove of Daphne, about five miles from
Antioch, but still reckoned as belonging to the suburbs of the city,
and the fountain which flowed near
stood a famous temple of x'Vpollo
by was said to possess virtues which communicated the gift of divination^
Hence an oracle of Apollo had sprung up on this spot. But,
ever since the times of the emperor Hadrian, this fomitain bad been
With a view to suppress the old
neglected and had gone to decay.
pagan cultus, as well as to check the dissipation which the amenity
of this spot, famous as the seat of vicious pleasures, invited, Gallus,
when governor of the province, had caused to be buried here the bones
of the martyr Babylas, and had erected a church for the use of those
who wished to perform their devotions at the tomb of the martyr.
Julian caused the long-closed temple of Apollo to be reopened, and
surrounded it with a new and magnificent peristyle.
Setting great
value upon soothsaying of all kinds, he wished to restore also the
The
ancient oracle, and directed the fountain to be cleared out.
The
priests now declared that the oracle could not go into operation.
god would give no response, on account of the' vicinity of the dead;
besides, according to the pagan notions, no dead body could be suffered
to remain in contact with the holy place.
Julian construed this as
for the
referring particularly to the neighboring bones of Babylas
Christian worship among the tombs, as he called it, was his special
abomination, and above all, in the present case, so near to the shrine of
;

!

;

;

:

;

;

1

Julian in Misopogon. p. 344.

Liban.

ie vita sua, p. 82.
^

^

Misopogon. p. 357.
To which legend, perhaps,

in this

and

in similar cases, the exhilarating and intoxicating influence of the exhalations
of some mineral spring had given occasion.

EXHUMATION OF THE BONES OP BABYLAS.
own

Apollo.

8:]

He

caused the bones to be exhtimerl.
Multitudes
old, men and women, now assembled to bear
away the bones of the martyr, in solemn procession, to a place about
forty stadia (five miles) distant
and, through the whole of the way,
they chanted choral psalms, which alluded to the vanity of idolatry.
The whole throng joined with one voice in the words '• Confounded
be all they that serve graven hnages, and boast themselves in idols "^
Julian, who saw himself and his gods insulted at the same time, did
not manifest on this occasion the philosophical calmness which he was
80 fond of exhibiting in other cases of a like nature,
lie commanded
the prefect Salustius to search out the guiltiest of those engaged in
the tumult, and punish them severely.
Salust, although a Pagan, yet
from motives of humanity and prudence, reluctantly executed the
command. He caused a number of individuals to be seized, but subjected only one, Theodorus, a young man, to torture.
The latter
continued firm and unmoved, and in the midst of his sufferings sung
the psalms which, the day before, he had sung with the others in the
procession.Salust now reminded the emperor how much the cause
of the Christians gained by such constancy in their suffering companThis led to the release of the young man and of all the rest.'^
ions.
When Julian, for the first time after so long a period, restored the
ancient feast of Apollo Daphneus, he hoped that it would be celeBut, as he
brated by the inhabitants of Antioch with great display.
says, in a sarcastic defense of himself against the reproaches of the
people of Antioch * " Not an individual brought oil to kindle a lamp
not one, a libation or a sacrinot one brought incense
to the god
But one solitary priest appeared, bringing a goose for an
fice." °
offering.
The emperor was greatly astonished ind excited at this
result ; he severely reprimanded the noble inhabitants of Antioch, who
knew no better how to appreciate the restoration of an ancient national
He comfestival
just as if his religion must necessarily be theirs.
plains of them in this writing, that they allowed their wives to carry
away everything from the house for the support of the Galileans, or
while they themselves were unwilling to
to bestow it upon the poor
expend the smallest trifle to sustain the worship of the gods.*^
as it
It happened afterwards, that a fire broke out in this temple
was said, through the carelessness of Asclepiades, a pagan philosopher, who had come on a visit to the pious, philosophical emperor.

his

of Christians,

young and

;

:

I

:

;

;

;

;

;

Asclepiades had
1

13.

Ammian.
Sozom.

left

Marcellin.

-V. 19.

standing, with lighted tapers, before the statue

1.

(Ps. 97

XXII.
:

that he told him, that during

c.

12,

7.)

who knew

The presbyter Rutinus,
him when an old man at Antioch,
^

all

relates

his suf-

imagined he saw a young man
standing by him, who wiped away his
sweat, and" poured over him cold water,
Rufin. vers. P^useb. X. 36.
» Sozom. V. 20.
* The Misopogon, in allusion to the
jokes on the long beard of the emperor.
ferings he

& Misopogon. p. 363.
^ Misopogon. p. 363.
This passage deserves notice, inasmuch as we may see
from it, that JuHair was well aware of the
indifference entertained by many of the
higher class of the Antioehians towards
and that he conthe affairs of religion
sidered the females as the chief supporters
of such 1)QTfamilies
in
the
Christianity
of
sons.
See, below, a like assertion of
;

Libanius.
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of Apollo, a small silver image of the Dea coelestis (Venus Urania),
which he carried about with him to perform his devotions by, whereever he travelled. But Julian attributed it to the revengeful spirit of
and they were accused as the authors of the conflathe Christians
He directed torture to be employed, for the purpose of findgration.
ing out the guilty, and ordered the great church of Antioch to be
closed, to show his displeasure against the whole body of Christians.^
Although judicial investigation could elicit no evidence against the
He complained,
Christians, yet Julian did not give up his suspicions.
that the senate of Antioch had not done all in their power to detect
as we see
The people of Antioch feared the worst
the guilty.''^
from the discourses delivered or written in their defense by Libanius.
Julian exhibited, on several occasions, his excited state of feeling
He says himself, that, at a signal given by
against the Christians.
his own hand, the tombs of the martyrs in the neighboring towns, toand
gether with the churches erected over them, were destroyed
that the people had even gone farther against the enemies of the gods,
Before leaving Antioch, he placed at the
than he himself designed.-^
head of the judicial department in Syria, a man of a passionate and
He is reported to
naturally cruel disposition, named Alexander.
but that the
have said, that Alexander was not worthy of the oflBce
It
covetous and slanderous Antiochians deserved no better judge.*
is evident from particular instances of his conduct, that the administration of justice by this Alexander corresponded entirely with the
natural character of the man.
He took great pains to prevail on
Many, indeed, suifered themselves to
Christians to deny their faith.
be induced by promises, persuasions, and threats, to sacrifice but the
among whom, at Antioch, there
reproaches and tears of their wives,
and the
seems to have been more true piety than among the men,
:

;

—

;

;

;

—

silence of night, suited to lead

men

—

to the recesses of their

own

hearts,

roused their conscience, and they returned again to Christianity,
This excited Alexander even to fury
he not only persecuted these
individuals, but asserted that they could not have gone so far of themselves.
He thought he could trace the frustration of all his efforts to
propagate the worship of the gods, to the secret plots of a Christian.
He was persuaded, by the enemies of a certain Eusebius, to believe
that the whole mischief proceeded from him.
This man was about to
be thrown into prison and confined in chains
but he succeeded in
effecting his escape, and took refuge with the pagan rhetorician Libanius, whose friendship he had gained by the moderation and mildness
Libaof bis conduct towards the Pagans under the preceding reign.
nius behaved in the same noble manner as he was ever accustomed to
do in like cases.^ He boldly rebuked Alexander for his conduct, and
assured him that he would not give up Eusebius.^
:

;

1

Ammian.

2
2

See Misopoyon. p. 361.
Misopogon. p. 361.

*

Ammian.

*

See p.
In his

®

Marcellin.

Marcellin.

1.

1.

XXII.

c. 13.

XXIII.

c. 2.

67.
letter to

Alexander

(ep. 1057),

he thus expresses himself: " It was my
wish that you might be zealous indeed for
the gods, and gain over many to their law;
but that you should not be surprised, however, if many a one of those who have just
offered, should consider what he lias done
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But though Libanius did not wish to see men persecuted on account
of their religion, and showed mercy to such as were persecuted, still
he looked on with complacency, when men could be induced, even
though it were by extraneous considerations at first, to return to the
worship of the gods.
Accordingly he was willing to try the experiment whether fear of the irritated emperor might not be used as a
motive to persuade xVntiochians of the higher class, among whom there
was not a little pretentious refinement, and in whose worldly minds
the religious interest may have held but a very subordinate place, to
give up their Christianity
though he had very small hope of success.'
He says to them " Whatever you may offer to appease the anger of
the emperor will avail you nothing.
Only one thing remains and
that is, to give up these tricks,'^ and surrender your city to Zcu-a and
to the other gods,
a thing which, long before the emperor, even
from your childhood, Hcsiod and Homer have instructed you to do.
You claim the honor of being men of culture and you consider the
knowledge of the poets to be a part of good culture.^ But in the
weightiest concerns you follow other teachers
avoiding the temples
now once more thrown open, when you ought to sigh that they should
ever have been closed.
Then, if anybody speaks of Plato or Pythagoras,^ you hold out on the other side the authority of your mothers
and wives, of your butlers and cooks ^ (he lueans, they could not
abandon Christianity in the face of such opposition). You plead your
convictions of so long standing
and you are not, ashamed that you
can feel ashamed to abandon them and you let yourselves be led by
those whom you should lead.
But what need of longer speech ? Itis now put to your own choice, whether you will continue to be hated,
or will gain two things at once, the favor of tke emperor, and the
knowledge of the true gods of heaven. But well do I know," he says,
" that talking and reasoning will never change your minds."
Libanius was undoubtedly right in saying that the Antiochians could
;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

asaverywickedthing, and praise again the
refusing to offer.
For, away from home,
they follow you when you advise them
what is best, and go to the altars. At
home they are turned about, and withdrawn from the altars by the wife, by
tears, and by the night.
But as to Eusebius, who is accused of having undone
again what was accomplished by your
pains, he is manifestly calumniated, and
far from that which has been laid to his
charge; for he well understands the times,
and acts uniformly with rcHection rather
than with foolhardiness and, as he knows
your wrath, he would not, were he ever so
foolish, thus throw himself upon a sheaf
of swords. But he is not one of those ordinary men who easily change with the
changes of the times but, as one who has
busied himself with science, and cultivated
his mind, he was, even in the time when
he had the power, oppressive to no one,
and arrogant to no one. One might say
be foresaw the future, so moderate was he.
:

;

It

was

this, indeed,

which made the mau

dear to me and to Nicocies ( see above I
suppose that, instead of u kcu (pi?Mv knoii]aaf we should read o Kal <t)i?wv eizoirjosv)
for, while he honored his own i-eligion, he
yet did not annoy those who swore by the
name of Jupiter." In like manner, Libanius warned this Alexander, in ep. 1375, to
take care lest, by the way in which he
proposed to help the insulted gods, he
might rather do them injury. Probably
letter 1346, also, has a similar reference,
i
perhaps merely
See the di-scoursc
written, and never delivered, nepl t^c tov
^aaikiu^ opyf/^. Vol. I. p. 502.
He speaks in this contemptuous way
Ila>:au/i£voi rwv vd/Mv
of Christianity
;

,

;

—

'^

:

tovtuv.
* 'Tftelc 6e

rw nenaidtva^ai

fiiv

Ti(iua6ai kuI TTaiSevatv koXeIte tu
*

u^tovre

t'ffj?.

Appeals to such representatives of tho

ancient religion.
° Tfjv /ivripa Knt ri/v yvvaiKa Kal rdt
ra/iiav kul tov fiayetpnv Kpordvea&e.

.
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never wholly appease the emperor's anger except by returning to
This was confirmed by several examples of the method
Paganism.
When the town of Pessinus in Galatia,
pursued with other cities.
celebrated in earlier times on account of the worship of Cybele, petitioned the emperor for assistance, on some occasion or other, he replied
that, if they wished to etijoy Ms favor, they must first, by a general
procession of penitence, propitiate the mother of the gods, from whose
Avorship they

had

fallen.^

Wherevei', in his march against the Persians, Julian passed through
any of the Christian cities of Syria, he took this opportunity of exhorting the senators who welcomed him, to restore the worship of the gods.
Thus it was, for example, when, after two days' journey, he came to
But he complained, that the senators all applauded
Beroea in Syria.
his speeches, though only a few followed his advice; indeed, none but
those

who seemed already to have cherished sound views in religion,
had been ashamed to express their convictions openly.

but, until now,

His pleasure was the greater, when, on the third day's journey, he
came to a place where the odor of incense breathed upon him from
al'all sides, and he everywhere beheld sacrifices publicly offered
though he could not avoid suspecting that these public exhibitions
were intended more for himself than for the gods.^
As the feelings of Julian against the Christians and against Christianity were continually more and more exasperated by the opposition
which he experienced, it may be readily conjectured that, if he had
returned back successfully from his Persian campaign, he would have
become a violent persecutor of the church. But in this war he perand, at a single blow, the frail fabric erected
ished, in the year 363
by mere human will, was dissolved although Julian, deceived by his
apparent success in making proselytes, had boasted of having produced, in a short time, a wonderful change for in a letter, in which,
indeed, he complained that the cause of Hellenism, through the fault
of its professors, did not yet progress according to his wishes, jie had
" for who,
asserted that the friends of the gods ought to be satisfied
a short time before, would have ventured to predict that so great and
so important a change could be produced in so brief a period?"*
This brief ascendency of Paganism was a time of sifting for the
'-^

;

;

;

:

;

Julian, ep. 49.
Barvaf.
See Julian's letter to Libanius, deSozomen
scribing his journey (ep. 27).
VI. 1 ) reports, that Julian, in a menacing
letter, summoned Arsaces, king of Armenia, who was a Christian, to arm himself
that he
for the war against the Persians
announced to him, the God whom he worshipped would not be able to help him; that
this letter contained blasphemies against
Muratori has published this letChrist.
ler in the anecdot. Graec. Patav. (see
above, p. 65), p. 334. All the boastful Ianguage, perhaps in imitation of the oriental
1

2
3

;

taste,

which Sozomen

refers to, is

found

in

nothing, however, which would seem
Yet,
expressly pointed against Christ.
says to the king, " You seek
to keep concealed with you an enemy of
the public weal," Sozomen, perhaps with
reason, may ha^'c supposed this referred
At all events, in the threat exto Christ.
pressed against the city Nisibis, which
should share that misfortune of king Arsaces the gods had long since predicted
against him, wc perceive the hatred he
entertained against this city, Avhich for
many years had been zealously Christian,
* Ep. 49.
Tig yap iv oliju ToaavTijvKc't
it

;

when Julian

Tiih.Kav-n]v fiETa[io?ir/v dXiy(f) -irpdrepov eroA-

fia;
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Christians, serving to separate those who ha I become through honest
conviction, that Avhich they professed to he, from those who had been
decided only by outward considerations. When the Christians searched
into the

their

own

causes of this reaction, which was brought about through
fault, they derived from it many important lessons for the

Among

future.

these lessons belongs the great tnrth wliich the wise
evils within the church, had
expressed, in the beginning of Julian's reign, that the Christian church

Gregory Nazianzen, contemplating the

had

more to fear from its enemies ivithin than from those withThe same father exhorted the Christians, after the death of
Julian, now to show, by their actions, that they had profited by the
still

out.^

to show that God had not given them up as evildoers into the hands of the Pagans, but that he had chastised them
as his, children to be careful that they did not forget the storm in the
Egypt, after the dehverance from Egypt. '' It ought
time of calm,
not to appear," he said, '' as if the time of suffering was better for
them than the time of rest for so it would appear, if then they were
humble and moderate, and pointed all their hopes to heaven but nowproud and haughty, ready to fall back again into the same sins which

divine discipline

;

—
;

;

;

brought them mto all their misfortunes." He then gave 'the Christians
the advice to which he was conscious that he should find the most
difficulty in making them listen.
He advised them to take no advantage of the power which the(/ obtained thron</h the clianye of the times,
in retaliating upon the Pagans the injuries which they had received.
" Let us show," says he, " what a difference there is between what
these men learn from their gods, and the lessons which Christ teaches.
Christ, who, glorified through sufferings, obtained the victory by
us,
Let us pay God oijr united thanks let
forbearing to use his power.
for this, let
us, by long suffering, promote the spread of the gospel
Let us by gentleness subdue our
us take advantage of the times.

—

;

;

oppressors."

2

The Pagans now saw

all their brilliant hopes destroyed; and in their,
faith they found nothing to console them. Libanius says he supposed
who had
that the emperor, who had rebuilt the temples and altars
forgotten no god and no goddess, and sacrificed upon the altars whole
herds of oxen and lambs who had called forth troops of priests from
their hiding places, would need no mighty armed force, but must conquer through the power of the gods.^ Now he quarreled with his
;

;

gods, because they had permitted Constantius to reign forty years,
but Julian only for so short a period, and then, with him, suffered his
whole work to fall to the ground.*
Julian was inunediately succeeded by Jovianus, an emperor who
1

2

Gregor. Nazianz. orat. I. p. 35.
Gregor. Nazianz. Aoy. arriXiTevT.

IV.

when he
II.

130, 131.
He had
in Julian. T. I. 508.
actually prophesied that the gods themselves would smite the Persians. Ep. 649.
* L. c. p. 510.
strongly contrasted with this is the spirit of Augustine,
orat.
*

f.

Monod

How

says, "that no emperor should be
a Christian in order to jjrocure for himas each

—

self the fortune of Constantino,
should be a Christian ybr//j« sake
life.

God took away

he did Julian."
25.

Do

of eternal
Joviiin soonsr than
civitate Dei, 1. V. c

JOVIAN.
Christianity.

He

had learned from the preceding
helped by outward force.

lesson, that religion could not be

tiroes the

Hence,

although for his own part a zealous Christian, yet he left to all his
subjects the liberty of exei-cising the religion wJucJi they preferred, a principle which he expressed in one of the laws published on his
He permitted the temple-worship and the
accession to the throne.
and expressly prohibited nothing, exsacrifices to go on unmolested
cept employing the pagan rites for the purposes of magic.^
Golden words were those which the moderate Pagan Themistius
;

That Jovian enacted a law of

this imjudging
hardly be doubted,
him
at the
said
to
Themistius
from what
must admit that
consular celebration.
the
against
persecutions
the accounts of
Pagans, and of measures for the suppresthis
of
reign
under
the
sion of Paganism,
emperor, seem to conflict with this suppoas, for example, when Libanius, in
sition
his Epitaph, in Julian, p. 619, says, that
after Julian's death, those who spoke openly against the gods, once more stood in
authority, but the priests were unjustitiably
An indemnification
called to an accQunt.
1

—

port can

We

;

was demanded
sacrifices.

for the

The

money expended

in

rich anticipated a judicial

and paid the money down
may
the poor were thrown in chains. (
conjecture that the writer is here speaking
of those who were accused of having expended money which did not belong to
whether taken from the public
them,
for the offering
coffer or from elsewhere,
The temples, lie continues,
of sacrifices.)
were in ])art demolished, and in part stood
objects (<f iiiockcry and sport
unfinished.
The philosophers (i. e.
to the Christians.
all those who, in the time of Julian, had
appeared in the philosopher's cloak, and
thereby acquired specially great influence
with him) were abused. All who had received presents from the emperor Julian,
were accused of theft, and subjected to
every sort of torment, in order to extort
from them the money they were supposed
to have received. In respect to tliis report
of Libanius, what he says as :i j.assinnate
opponent of the emperor, and witli rhetorical exaggeration, cannot be rLcvived as
altogether credible. It may have been the
case that many Pagans, believing that the
end sanctioned the means, stimulated by
z^al for their religion, or making this a
mere pretense, and out of sheer cupidity,
had allowed themselves, under the preceding reign, in practices Avhich might in
some measure give just occasion for judicial investigations against the heathens.
But it also may have been the case, that
indemnification was unjustly required for
that which had been done in a ])erf'ectly
legal manner, and in comjjliance with sujust as Julian
preme imperial authority,
nad proceeded in respect to what had been

investigation,

;

We

—

—

—

—

done uivler his predecessor. And finally,
it would be wrong to suppose that everything which Christian governors, or those
that used Christianity as a pretext, under
an em])eror who appeared zealous for
Christianity, thought themselves entitled
to do, without being authorized Jby his
laws, ought to be laid to his charge.
Jovian himself showed respect to Maximus
and Priscus,
the two philosophers who
possessed the highest influence under the
emperor Julian, and the former of whom
had labored earnestly for the support of
Paganism. See Eunap. vita Maximi, p.
58. But yet it might happen, withovit any
occasion given by the emperor, that pagan
philosophers would be persecuted, as The-

—

mistius intimates was the case, although
he absolves the emi)cror from the charge
of having been himself the cause of any
such thing, ad Valentem de bello Victis,
ed.Dindorf, p. 118,
ed. Harduin, f. 99, c
where, evidently referring to Jovian, he
says of his treatment of philosophy 'Oanf
edo^ev ov Tipo nuTCkov nepiopuv udcKvvfxevrjv,
ovK avToq Ti KUKov epyaaa/xEvoi, iiKk' on
Kpor/Karo fiuvov Kal Trepcecdev, 5//wf ovk avrava<pepet ry AotJry 6n^y npd( ravTTjv fj.6v?iv ttjv
Socrates (I. III. c. 24) says
6va(j>r)/uav.
that, under Jovian, all the tem])]es were
immediately closed that the Pagans conthat the philosophers
cealed themselves
that the pubhc
laid aside their cloaks
All this, although not
sacrifices ceased.
taken in so general a sense, may have been
as a natural consequence of the
true,
fears entertained by the Pagans, or of their
lukewarmness entering of its own accord,
when the atmosphere of the court ceased
Socrates
to be favorable to Paganism.
himself seems to be aware that Jovian was
not disposed to ojipress an}' party. L. III.
What Sozomen sajs (I. VI. c.
c. 25, etc.
3), respecting a letter of the emperor addressed to all the governors, may be underas
supposing it to be correct
stood
only meaning that Jovian expressed a wish
to have all his subjects come to the knowledge of the truth in Christianity, and di.stinguished the Christian church once more
by peculiar privileges. Libanius himself
(orat. pro templis, vol. II. p. 16.3) says
that, after Julian's death«down to the time
of Valens, /lei'ei nvu to dvciv upEta xp^^ov,

—

:

;

;

;

—

—

—
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addressed to Jovian, on his entrance upon the consular office, with a
view to confirm him in those principles recognizing man's universal
rights, and the toleration in matters of religion connected therewith,
which he had expressed immediately after coming to the throne.
Having congratulated the emperor, that the first law of his reign re" You alone seem to he aware, that the
lated to religion, he says
monarch cannot force everything from his suhjects that there are
things which are superior to all constraint, threatenings, and laws as,
:

;

;

for instance, virtue generally, and, in particular, piety towards

God.

And you have very

wisely considered, that in all these matters, unless
hypocrisy, the unconstrained and absolutely free will of the
soul must move first.
For if it is not possible, emperor, by any new
edicts to make a man well disposed towards you^ if he is not so at
heart how much less is it possible, by the fear of human edicts, by

there

is

.

;

and those weak images of terror which the times
have often produced, and as often annihilated, to make men truly
pious, and lovers of God ?
We play, in such cases often, the ridiculous part of serving, not God, but the purple
and change our religion more easily than the sea is moved by the storm.
There used to
be but one Theramenes but now all are fickle-minded.^ He who but
yesterday was one of the ten (deputies of the Athenians to the Lacedemonians) is today one of the thirty (tyrants).
The man who
yesterday stood by the altars, the sacrifices, and the images, stands
to-day by the holy tables of the Christians.
Yet this,
emperor is
not what yoiL desire.
While you would now and ever be sovereign as
to everything else, you command that religion should be left to the
And in this, you follow the example
free choice of each individual.
of the Deity, who has implanted the cajydcity for, religion in the whole
human nature, but has left the particular kind of worship to the will
But whoever em{)loys force here, takes away the freeof each man.
dom which God has bestowed on every man. For this reason, the
laws of a Cheops and of a Cambyses hardly lasted as long as their
But the law of God, and your law, remains forever
authors' lives.
the law, that every man's soul is free in reference to
unchangeable,
This law, no pillage of goods, no
its own peculiar mode of worship.
death on the cross or at the stake, has ever been able to extinguish.
You may, indeed, constrain and kill the body but, though the tongue
may be forced to silence, the soul will rise and carry with it its own
free will, free from the compulsion of mere authority."
Themistius, moreover, praises the emperor as one who knew how to
He approves of
distinguish the true from the false use of sacrifices.
transient constraint,

;

;

!

—

;

the law Avhich had been
of magic.

made

against using sacrifices for the purposes

'"^

1

NOv anavTSQ

Ko&opvoi.

Ed. Dindorf.

vov, etc., he

is

p, 80.

I^mpedocles).

praises the emperor on this account, fiakLara de ok ova e(pir)aL fiovov tt/v
ilevdlpiav ukla kol Tovg -tiEdfxoi'g k^riyv.Tai
ov <t>av?U)repov En-edoK/dovg, ov ^a Aia, eke'llav Tov iza'Aawv (that is, ov mvAoripov tKei-

The

2

He

truly not inferior to that old
Aiid afterwiirds he says:

knows how deception
and falsehood arc mixed in with everything
knows that vnoi'iVETaL /leyahmpienij)eror well

jrood, well

neiav /layyaveia koI evat,ieLav uyvpreia k(U
6iu tovto raf ftev npouyei ruq 6e Kulvei Kol
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The same principles, in regard to matters of religion, were followed
As Valentiby Valentinian, who succeeded Jovian in the year 3()4:.
nian, by his steadfast profession of Christianity, had incurred the displeasure of the emperor Julian ^ as he hated Julian and his friends
it is the more reas he was, in other respects, inclined to despotism
markable that he still recognized on this point the limits of human
power, and perceived the folly and ruinous consequences of attemptBy laws which he issued at the very coming to overstep them.^
;

;

mencement of his reigii, he allowed each of his subjects vniimited
freedoNi of exercising the religion ivhich he conceived to he true.^_ By
another law of the year of 371, he expressly declares that neither the
practice of the hai'uspices, nor any other form of worship permitted
by the

fathers, should be forbidden.^
This toleration of Valentinian was rather helpful, than injurious, to
the spread of Christianity. This appears from tlie fact, that under the
reign of this emperor, heathenism began first to be called by the name

of the peasants' religion (Paganismus) ;^ because the old worship of
the gods was maintained the longest among the neglected, rude, and

ignorant people of the country.
It was owing, in part, to the indifference or selfishness of Christian
for
landlords, that Paganism held out longest among the peasantry
either they took no interest in the religious condition of their tenants,
they avoided the expense of building a church and of maintaining
;

—

or else were
and so lost to the sense of all higher interests,
as to prefer that the pagan temples should stand, so long as they could
add something to their income by the taxes that must be paid on thera.
So says the bishop Zeno of Verona, in a sermon where he is speaking
" Ask here, ye Christians,
of the spiritual sacrifices of Christians
whether your sacrifice can be acceptable to God, you who know every
patch of soil, every little rock and tree on the estates near you, but

clergymen

look after the instruction of the people

to

;

so given to covetousness

:

uvoiyuv unoKleiei fiayyavevvTipia Kal

lEpu

T^vaiac evvofiovc u(pte7c ov diduaiv adeiav tolc
yojjTEvovacv.
Ed. Dindorf. p. 83.

The

i

thing itself admits of no doubt,

since Pagan and Christian historians here
agree.
The only question relates to the
particulars, which are stated in many vari-

ways.

oiis
-

Aramianus Marcellinus, who frankly

describes the despotic acts of this emperor,
says of him, 1.
c. 9: "Postremo

XXX.

hoc

moderamine

principatus inclaruit.
inter religionum diversitates medius
stetit, nee quemquam inquietavit, neque
nt hoc coleretur imperavit aut illud, nee
interdictis minacibus subjectorum cervicera ad id quod ipse coluit inclinabat, sed
intemeratas reliquit has partes, itt repe-

quod

rit."

Unicuique, quod animo imbibisset, coiendi libera facultas.
This law is cited in
a law of the emperor belonging to the year
371.
Cod. Theod. 1. IX. Tit.'ie, 1. 9.
•5

* He gave this direction, perhaps, expressly because a law which he had enacted
against the nocturna saerificia and pagan

magic, might be misinterpreted find even
that first law, in consequence of the remonstrances of an influential pagan statesman, did not go into general execution,
if Zosimus (IV. 3) speaks the truth.
* The name religio Paganorum, applied
to heathenism, first occurs in a law of the
emperor Valentinian, of the year 368.
Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. II. 1. 18. The
above derivation of the name is, however,
the only tenable one, and is moreover coufirmed by the testimony of Paulus Orosins. This writer, in the preface to his short
Qui ex locohistory of the world, says,
rum agrestium compitis et pagis Pagani
vocantur.
To this derivation the Chris
tian poet Prudentius also alludes, when
fcontra Symmachum, 1. I. v. 620) he calls
the heathens " page implicitos."
;

—
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GRATIAN.

know nothing at all of the temples smoking with incense all about your
own territory, and whicli (to be plain) you have some crafty way of
The
preserving, though you seem to be ignorant of their existence.
proof

not far

is

off".

You

are every day involved in lawsuits, lest
right to collect taxes from the

some one should deprive you of your

And bishop Gaudentius of Brescia says to his commutemples."^
" Think you that the lukewarm and slothful Christian loves
nity
God,
a man who suflers idols to be worshipped on his own lands
who allows idol temples and altars of devils to stand there to God's
:

—

;

dishonor?"^
Though Paganism was so called out of contempt for the religion of
the ignorant peasantry, yet we are not thence to conclude that it had
In the East, the
lost all adherents among the educated and noble.
political suspicious of the emperor Valens, directed against those who
practised divination and sorcery, brought many a persecution upon the
Pagans,-'^ although the same tolerant laws were recognized in the East,
The pagan rhetorician, Themistius, addressed the emperor
also.
Valens in term^ very similar to those which he had used before
According to the
Jovian, extolling these principles of toleration.*
testimony of Libanius, Valeutinian and Valens were finally moved, by
the political jealousies growing out of the frequent conspiracies, to
forbid entirely all bloody sacrifices; though the other kinds of heathen
worship continued to be permitted;^ yet no such law of these em-

come down to us.^
The emperor Gratian, who succeeded

perors has

his father in the year 375,
an absolute principle, to alter
nothing pertaining to the religious condition of his empire but still he
S()
adliered to the rule of allowing a free exercise qf the pagan rites.
accustomed were men to consider the pagan religion as the religion of
the state, and the emperors as its chiefs, that even the Christian empe-

had

not, like the latter, adopted

it

as

;

1 Lib. I. Tract. X. c. 6.
Hie quaerite,
Christiani, sacrificium vestrum an esse
possit aceeptum, qui vicinanim possess!onium oinnes jrlebulas, lapillos et surculos
nostis, in prajdiis auteni vestris furaantia
undique sola fana nou nostis, qute (si vera
dicenda sunt) dissimulando subtiliter cus-

toditis.

Probatio longe non

plorum ne quis vobis
gatis.

est.

Jus

eripiat, quotidie

ternliti-

Ed. Ballerin. Augustae, 1758,

p.

120.
2 Sermo XIII. in veterum Brixiae episcoporuin, opp. Brixise, 1738, f. 319.
«Liban de vita sua, vol. I. p. 113.
Chrysostom. Horn. 38, in act. apost. fin.
* Orat.' VI. de religionibus, which hitherto has been known to us only in a Latin
Socrates (IV. 32) and Sozotranslation.
men (VI 36) cite a discourse of similar

import, which Themistius is said to have
delivered before Valens, dissuading him
from the persecution of Christians entertaininq other opinions in the time of the Arian
If we must suppose that
controversies.
this refers to the discourse above cited, it

could not be correct; for that discourse
manifestly treats of toleration unli/ to Paganism. But both those authors, however,
(piote distinct expressions ot Ihemistins,
which are not to be found ni that discourse.
Althoujih they quote many other
thou-^hts which do actually occur in it, yet
this is no proof that they have in view the
same performance since, in the discourse
which was delivered before Jovian, a good
deal is expressed in precisely the same way
It is
as in the oration before Valens.
therefore more probable that Themistius
actually debvered a discourse of this sort,
of which, however, nothing has come down
to our times,
» Orat. pro templis, p. 163.
« It may be possible that Libanius did
not in this case duly separate the attairs
of the East and of the West yet he was
;

;

doubtless interested in that duscourse to
bring together everything whicli coulcJ be
found, in the ordinances of the earlier emperors./awj-aWe to I aganism.
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rors still retained the title of supreme pontiflfs, and, on ascending the
throne, received along with the other badges of the imperial dignity,

robe of the supreme pontiff;

the

but

it

had now become a mere

formality.

Gratian

is

said to have

been the

first

who declined

robe, because he could not conscientiously do

it

to receive this

as a Christian

;

^

yet

where the Roman
senate met, there stood an altar dedicated to Victory, at which the pagan senators were accustomed to take their oaths, and upon which they
scattered incense and made offerings.
It had been first removed by
Constantius, and afterwai-ds replaced by Julian. Jovian and Valentinian
had made no alteration, allowing things to remain as they were but
Gratian caused the altar to be removed again.
He confiscated estates
belonging to the temples.
He deprived the priests and vestals of the
support they had received from the public treasury, and of all their
he

still

retained the

title.'^

Moreover,

in the place

;

other privileges.^
He took away also from the college of priests the
right of receiving legacies of real estate.
All this took place in the
year 382.
As a considerable number of Pagans were then still to be
found in the Roman senate, it being generally the case that the first

Rome adhered to
Roman customs

the old Roman religion, along
they chose a man out of their
number, distinguished for his personal merits, Quintus Aurelius Symmachus, as their delegate, to procure from the emperor, in the name of
the senate, the abrogation of these laws.
But the Christian party
of the senate, who claimed to be the majority,* transmitted, through the
Roman bishop Damasus, a memorial to the emperor, complaining of this
proceeding on the part of the heathens,
Ambrose, bishop of Milan,
who possessed gj-eat influence with Gi-atian, presented him with this
petition
and Gratian was so indignant at the demands of the pagan
party, as to refuse even to grant an audience to tlieir delegate.''^
As
Rome was visited, in the following year, 383, by a great famine, the
zealous Pagans looked upon this as a punishment sent by the gods, on
account of the wrong done to their religion.

and oldest
with

families in

the other old

all

;

;

1 Zosim. 1. IV. c. 36.
Thus, for example. Ausonius gives it to
him, in his gratiarum actio ])ro consulatu,
where he styles him " pontifcx relipione
and he bears it in inscriptions. See Inscriptionum latinarum amplissima collectio, ed.
OrelM, vol. I. p. 245.
^ See the reports of Syramachus and Ambrosius to Valentinian II. directly to be
quoted, and the edict of Honorius, of the
vear 415. Cod. Theodos.
XVI. Tit. X.
'^

:

''

1

1.

20.

Omnia

loca, qute sacris error ve-

terum deputavit, secundum D. Gratiani

!

gratiam ncglectornm sacrorum

Quamprimum

famem

pellite.

nostriB rei jubemus sociari.
Having here nothing but tlie reports of

nostra,

quos invita dimisit

we cannot determine

with certainty
as to that which was formally right in the
parties,

case.
_^
his

;

con-

8i?>?/<o

*

had brought this about because they
well knew that, if the emperor heard the
deputies, he would not refuse them justice,
Denegata est ah improbis audientia, quia non
erat justitia defntura.
« '8ymniaclms writes, in his great extremity. to his brother, with a certain simple
piety, "which, with all his superstition, yet
renders him far more worthy of respect, than
those were who embraced Christianitr to
honor the emperor: Dii patrii
facite
peror,

Evil-minded men, says Symmachus, in
memorial to the successors of this em-

uous. and

may

!

Miseram

revocet urbs

(this

is

ambig-

refer either to the strangers

banished from Rome, with a view to spare
the means of subsistence, or to the god^l

Quicquid liumana ope majus
mitte euraiidum.
ep. 7.

Symmach.

est,

Diis pe

epistoise.

1.

;J

VALENTINIAN

When
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II.

young Valentuiian II. succeeded his brother Gratian in the
government, the pagan party of the senate attempted once more, (in
the year 384,) through the instrumentality of Symmachus, at that time
the

prefect of the city, to obtain from tlie emjieror a compliance with their
demands. He asks of the emperor, that he would distinguish his own
private religion from the religio urbis. Taking his stand at the position

of Paganism, he explains that men would do better, inasmuch as they
are excluded from the knowledge of divine things,' to abide by, and
to follow, the authority of antiquity
in doing which, their fathers, for
;

so

many

centuries, liad experienced so

much

Rome

prosperity.

is

per-

and made to address the emperor in the following language
" I wish, as I am free, to live after my own manner. These rites of
worship have subjected the wliole Avorld to my laws."
The fomine of
sonified,

the preceding year, he represented as following in consequence of the
wrong done to the pagan rites. " What was there," he says, " like

which our fathers were ever compelled to suffer, when the ministhe honor of a public maintenance ? "
As
Symmachus was well aware that the Christians would have the em-

this,

ters of religion enjoj^ed

make it a matter of conscience to refuse all support to the idolatrous worship, he endeavored to quiet his scruples on this point, by
the distinction, already alluded to, between the religio urbis and the
religio imperatoris.
If he did but suffer that to remain Avhich the city
peror

(urbs) could demand by ancient right, he would, by so doing, concede
no privilege to a religion which was not his own.'^
But Ambrose, bishop of Milan, on hearing of this, sent to the young

emperor Valentiniaii, a letter written witii dignified earnestness. He
represented, that this compliance on the part of the emperor would be
a sanction of Paganism, and a tacit denial of his o^vn Christian convictions.
The emperor ought to allow liberty of conscience to every one
but he must also maintain the freedom of his own conof his subjects
;

•science.

"

Wrong

is

done no man," he writes, " when the Almighty

preferred before him.
To him belong your convictions. You
let the same
force no one yourself to worship God against his own will
But if some nominal Christians
right be conceded also to yourself.
advise you to such a decision, do not suffer yourself to be deceived by

God

is

;

mere names.^
fices.

We,

He who

advises this, and he Avho decrees this, sacri-

You might come

bishops, could not quietly tolerate this.

to the church, but

you would

find

there no priest

;

or a priest

who

would forbid your approach. What would you have to reply to the
priest, Avhen he savs, the church wants not your gifts, since you have
The altar of
honored with presents the temples of the heathen?
Christ disdains your offerings, since you have erected an altar to idols
The Lord
for your word, your hand, your signature, are your works.
wishes not for your service, since you have become the servant of idols
1

2
3

Cum ratio omnis in operto
Symmacli. 1. X. ep. 61.
Ambrosias was afraid, as

seems, of
of the emperor's
it

several of the members
privy council, of the consistory, to

interest mifcht be of {rienter account than the religious. 'J'lierc were several members of the emperor's jnivv cfMincil,
Scu .\iii'.,i,»s. ep.
also, who were Pagans.
57, ad Eugen. § 3.
political

sit.

whom

the
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for

he has said

to

you

representations of

:

'

Ye

cannot serve two masters.' " ^ The strong
their effect, and Valentinian rejected

Ambrose had

the petition.

In the beginning of the reign of the emperor Theodosius, Chrysostom composed, at Antioch,his noble discourse on the martyr Babylas,^
in which he described the divine power wherewith Christianity had
penetrated into the hfe of humanity, and obtained the victory over
heathenism.
warfare

He

rightly maintained, that Christianity disdained in

weapons which were not her own and he predicted
the entire destruction of Paganism, which was crumbling in ruins
He says " It is not permitted the
through its own nothingness.
this

all

;

:

destroy error hy violence and constraint : they are alloived
to labor for the salvation of men only hy persuasion , hy rational instnicHe affirms that zeal for Paganism was
tion, and hy acts of love.^ "

Christians

to

be seen only in a few cities and that in these the pagan worwas promoted by the respectable and wealthy citizens, who allowed
the poor to join them in their heathen and sensual festivities, and thus
Chrysostom was assuredly right in
chained them to their interests.
this, that men might rely upon the divine power of the gospel, which
would carry the Avork, hitherto so successful, completely to its end
still to

;

ship

:

but so thought not the emperors.
Theodosius, the reigning emperor in the East, but whose influence
extended also to the West, went, in his proceedings against Paganism,
At first he was
gradually farther in the way struck out by Gratian.
content to abide by those measures against the sacrifices which had
Properly
already been adopted by him in common with Gratian.
speaking, indeed, the employment of sacrifices for the purposes of
magic and soothsaying, alone had been forbidden and even by the
;

,new law which Theodosius gave, in the year 385, to the prretorian prefect Cynegius, a man extremely zealous for the extinction of Paganism,
soothsaying from the sacrijices only was prohibited ; yet these laws
were, in then- execution, certainly applied, for the most part, to all the
forms of sacrificial worship ; as appears from the plea of Libanius in
defence of the temples
a discourse shortly after to be more particularly noticed, in which the writer, however, drew arguments from every
quarter, to limit, as far as possible, the meaning of the existing laws
against Paganism.
Undoubtedly an exception was made in favor of
those capital towns where Paganism still had a considerable party,
and in favor of the more nobte families since Libamus could appeal
to the fact, before the emperor Theodosius, that the sacrificial worship

—

;

Btill

existed at

Rome and

Alexandria.*

1 For the rest, the
question whether the
emperor was obligated to grant this, and
whether he could grant it with a good conscience, admits not of being answered from

the purely religious point of view: the consideration ot civil rights also enters in here,
which Symmachus doubtless alluded to, but
at the same time confounded too much with
the religious question, and which, as the

matter then stood, would certainly

more favorable
Symmachus.

the decision
tiian to

to

make

Ambrosius

E/f rdv/iuprvpa Bal3v?Mv?i6YOc SevTEpog.
Oi^e yap deftic ;\'pi(T7tavo?f uvu-yKy Kal
pia Kr-raarpedeLv TfjVKluvrjv^ukTLa koI Ttei'&oi
nal '/.t.yu Kal TxpoarjVELa jtjv tuv uv^puiruv
-

-^

kpyuOahai
*'

auTtjpiav.'

Oratio pro templis, vol. 11. p. 180 et seq
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Now,

these laws might easily furnish a pretext for the destruction of
the temples.
The Pagans were found assembled in the temples, foi
the purpose of sacrificing, or^thej were accused of having sacrificed.
Blind zealots, or those whose avarice prompted them to wish for the
plunder of the temples, immediately seized upon this circumstance as a
lawful reason for destroying them, pretending that they had caused the
imperial laws to be broken.
The wild troops of moiiks, to whom any
object which, under the name of religion, excited their passions, was
welcome, undertook, especially in the country, these campaigns for the
destruction of temples in which sacrifices were alleged to have been
performed.!
^g j-j^g synagogues of the Jews, whose worship was protected by the laws of the state,^ were not secure against the fanatical
fury of blind zealots and the avarice of men Avho used religion as a
pretext
so the temples of the Pagans, against whicli they might act
;

under some show of legal authority, must have been much more exposed
to danger.
In countries where the Pagans still constituted the majority, they returned the Christians like for like, and burnt the churches,
as at Gaza and Askelon in Palestine, and at Berytus in Pliojnicia.^
The emperor himself declared at tirst against those who were for turning the laws which forbade sacrificial worship into a means for wholly
suppressing the worship of the temples."*
When the temple-destroying fury was now increasing and spreading
on all sides, and the Pagans could not but fear that the emperor would
gradually go further, Libanius addressed to him his remarkable plea
in defence of the ttnqihs.
The immediate occasion of it seems to
have been the destruction of a very magnificent ancient temiJe, on the'
borders of the Roman empire, towards Persia.^
In this discourse he
1 What Lihaiiius
(p. 164) says of this destruclion of the temples by tiie monks (the
us^MvaijiovovvrEg) may, compared with what

otherwise know respecting:: the way of a
part of these people, doubtless be received
as true.
Godofredus, meanwhile, has as-

we

suredly misconceived this passa<re, (p. 170.)
when, by aucppoviaTcdg, he understands here
tliose whose duty it was to see to the execnLition of the imperial laws on this point.
banius evidently means to say that the
monks had, upon their own authority, thrust
themselves in as au<ppovi(yTalc.
- Secta nulla lege prohibita
see the law
of the emperor Tlfeodosius, in the year 393,
cited below.
'

;

'^

See Ambros. ep. ad Theodos

1.

V. ep.

29.
*

By a law

of the year 382. he ordered that

the temple at Edess'a. in which statues were
to be found, deserving of estimation more
of their artistic than of their reUgious worth, (artis pretio quam divinitate
metienda,) should always stand open. The

on account

emperor was no doulit inclined, in cases
where such violences were committed, to
exercise justice, when his purjxjse was not
counteracted bv the powerful influence of
Thus, upon the report of the
the bishops.

Conies
fact

oriciitis. in

the year 388, he wa,s in

on the point of punishing the monks,
destroyed a temple of the Valen-

who had
tinians

near the castle of Caliinicum

in

Mesopotamia, and to obli-^e the bishop, wlio
by his discourses had stirred up the people
there to demolish a Jewish syna<;o<::ue. to
but the declamations
cause it to be rebuilt
of Ambrose, bishop of Milan, led him to
change his mind. See Ambros. cp. 40 ad
Paulin. vit.
Theodos. cp. 42 ad sororem.
Ambros. Still, in. the year 393. he issued to
tliis part of Asia a law. that tho-;e, qui sub
Christianas religionis nomine illicita ipueque
pnBsumunt, et destruerc .synagog.as atqne
exspoliare conantur, shouhi be punished
congrua severitate. Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI.
Tit. VIII. I. 9.
* Comparing the above-cited law of Theodosius with the description wiiich Libanius
gives of the magnificence of this temple, wc
might suppose that the temjile at Edes.sa
was here meant. The connection of events
that
may be conceived to be as follows
Thcodosins at some earlier period had been
persuaded to approve of the shutting-up of
the temple, but had been afterwards induced
by the representations of the lieathen party
to pass the ordinances already cited iu favor
;

:

—

.
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calls to his aid all the political and all the religious reasons which he
Together with much
could possibly find, in defense of the temples.
that is sophistical and declamatory, he made also many excellent reAmong these belongs what he says to refute the argument
marks.
for the destruction of the temples, that Paganism, by being deprived of
that
these, would lose the chief means of its support among the people
the people would now visit the churches instead of the temples, and
;

by degrees be led .to embrace Christianity. " That is," says he,
" they would not embrace another kind of worship, but hypocritically
They would join, it is true, in the assemblies
pretend to embrace it.
but when they aswith the rest, and do everything like the others
sumed the posture of prayer, it would be either to invoke no one, or
In the next place, he very justly appeals to the
else the gods."
Christian doctrine itself: ^ "Force is said not to be permitted, even according to the laws of your own religion ; persuasion is said to be
Why. then, do you wreak your
praised, but force condemned by them.
fury against the temples, when this surely is not to persuade,^ but to
Thus, then, it is plain you would transgress even the laws
use force ?
thus

;

of your

own

religion."

Many Pagans

^

be found in high civil offices, a fact
above-mentioned discourse as showmg
the favorable disposition of the emperor towards this party * the imperial commands, of course, were still very far from being carried into
rigid execution
and this experience led again to new authoritative
measures.
We are by no means to suppose, however, that in these matters
Theodosius always acted after the same consistent plan.
On the contrary, he might at one and the same time publish ordinances of an opposite character, according as he allowed himself to be influenced,
either by those members of his privy council, (the consistorium imperor
toris,) who, if they were not themselves Pagans, yet were governed far
more by the political than the religious hiterest, or by the exhortations
of the bishops.
In the year 384 or SSG,'"* he directed the prgetorian
being

which Libanius refers

still

to

to in the

;

;

of the temple.
to

But,

it

him hy a governor

liaving been reported
in these districts,

Dux

OsrhoeuiB,) who (if Libanius does
not misrepresent) was led* on by his wife, as
she was by the monks,
that tiie devotional
exercises in the neighboring cloisters were
disturbed V)y the fumes of the sacrifices diffused abroad from tlie temple, the emperor
finally was prevailed upon to allow it to be
destroyed. (The sujjposition, however, tliat
this governor was the Prrefectus Pra^torio
Cynegius, as well as the fixing of the chronological date by Godofredns on the assumption of this fact, is one which has not been
duly proved.)
Meanwhile this hypothesis
is still not altogether certain
for there may
have been many magnificent temples on the
borders of Syria, as, for example, at Pal(the

—

;

myra.
'
Orat. pro te.n

.

II. p. 179.

-

to

Instead of

d

me, should be

rri,
£«'

the reading, as

ro

i;

t o

it

seems

.

What

Libanius elsewhere says in this
discourse, so recklessly to the advantage of
Paganism and in praise of Julian, is of a
sort wliich he could Iiardly have ventured
to utter before the emjieror.
may conjecture tliat this discourse was delivered or
art.
rhetorical
written only as a specimen of
^

We

*

L.

c. p. 2U.'3.

^ The question comes up, whether Cynegins received this commission when he was
appointed Priefectus PriEtorio, or not till
afterwards.
The accurate determination of
the chroiiological date is attended in this
See Tillemont,
case with many difficulties.
liist.
des empereurs Homains, Theodose,
N. 15.
must either suppose that the
historians have given too wide an extension
to the commission intrusted to Cynegius,

We
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known on account

of his zeal for the spread of
all the temples, and make an end of the entire
temple worship in the East (^that is, in tiie eastern part of Roman

Asia) and in Egypt.^
And yet a law of the emperor, published
about the middle of June, 386, presupposes the toleration of the tem-

and the recognizance of the college of priests.After the suppression of the public pagan worship, by the commission given to Cynegius, had been effected, so far as that was possible,
certain evevts occurred, which led to the adoption of still more decisive
measures. The first occasion was given to these events by Theopliilus,
bishop of Alexandria, a man of an altogether worldly spirit, who had
little or no hearty interest in the cause of Christ, and whose manner
of administering the episcopal office Avas least of all calculated to exert
a good influence in building up the temple of the Lord in the hearts of
men. This bishop, who was much more interested in erecting large
and splendid edifices than in the spiritual welfare of his flock, had, in
the year 389, obtained from the emperor the gift of a temple of Bacple worship,

chus, and was busily employed in converting it into a Christian church.
The symbols of the Avorship of Bacchus which were found here, and
many of which were offensive to the sense of decency and good morals,^

he ordered

to be carried in a procession through the streets, and pubHcly exposed, so" as to bring the Grecian mysteries into universal conSince Alexandria was considered as a central point of the
tempt.
Hellenic religion, a principal seat of the mystical Neo-Platonic heathenism, where its votaries poured together from all countries of the
Roman empire ;^ and since the Alexandrian Pagans were from the
most ancient times extremely fanatical, such a transaction could not
fail to occasion the most violent excitement.
The exasperated Pagans
assembled in crowds
they made a furious onset upon the Christians,
wounded and killed many of them, and then retired to the colossal and
splendid temph- of Sn-apis, situated upon a hill, which was ranked
among the greatest pagan sanctuaries in these times.^
certain Pa-'
gan, Olympius, who went clad in the philosopher's cloak, placed himself at their head, and he exhorted them to sacrifice even their lives
Under his direction they formed
for the sanctuaries of their fathers.
a regular camp, and thence they sallied out upon the Christians
those who were dragged away by them as prisoners, they endeavored
;

A

:

it concerned only ICuvjit, where the
influence of a certain 'riic(>[)iiilus had occasioiied it; or that Theodosius, in the same
period of time, acted in absolute contradiction to himself or that this commission was
first p:iven to Cvneirius after the passage of
the above-cited law of June, 386.

find tliat

^

See Zosimus,

1.

IV.

c.

37,

and

Idatii

Cynegius in 388.
In conscquenda achierosyna ille sit potior, qui patriae plura prajstiterir, nee tamen
a te/np/oru/n ci</^(/ observatione Christianitatis
Chroni(.-6n, at the death of
-

abscesserit.

Cod. Thcodos.

1.

XII. Tit.

1.112.

VOL.

II.

7

I.

^ As the Phallus, Lin^am, the symbol of
the productive power of life in nature,
* Eunap. vita ^desii, p. 43.
'H 'AAefaVdpeia diu to rov lafjamSov lepov iepu u(.
o'lKovfievT], ol Travraxodtv (pnirijvTr^ ig
amf/v -irXf/^o; rjoav tu fiTiiu.) Trafjiaovfievoi.
^ In what hi{.di veneration this temple
stood among the Heathens, we may gailuT
t/v

from the words of Lihanius, who already expressed his alarm for its fate, when, in spcaking of the temple at Edcssa. {orat ]>ro tempi,
194.) he said: 'H/cwcra fJe koi kpa^wTu-i
tivC>v iv bnortpu) to Hafun fidCov, l€p<^ tu
fiijatT' bvTL ToiiTu, f/ 6 nrjiroTe irkdot

TavT(>v,

ivutnepd^upanic
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by tortures to sacrifice ; and such as remained steadfast were
After these acts of viooften put to death in the most cruel manner.
lence, having the worst to fear, desperation united with fanaticism
to force

drove them onward, and all the efforts of the civil and military authorThe emperor Theodosius
ities to restore order were to no purpose.
endeavored to profit by this favorable conjuncture, to effect the supUiwn the report of these disturpression of Paganism in Egypt.
bances, there appeared from Constantinople, probably in the year 391,
a rescript ordering that all the Pagans who had shared in this tumuli

and that, as an acknowledgment of the mercy
should be pardoned
which they had experienced, they might the more easily be converted
to Christianity, all the heathen temi)les at Alexandria should, as the
cause of this tumult, be destroyed.
Whilst the lieathen Avere rejoicing at the prospect of saving their
lives, and had but just recovered from their alann, it was a favorable
juncture for carrying into execution a stroke of policy, which, under
the state of feeling that existed at Alexandria, might at,, all times be
Large bodies of men assembled around
attended with great hazard.
the temple of Serapis, upon which the imperial command was now about
But there prevailed among the heathen a reverento be executed.^
and from ancient times
tial awe before the colossal statue of Serapis
the report had been propagated, that, when this statue was demolished,
heaven and earth would fall in one common ruin.
This report had
some influence even upon the multitude of nominal Christians, who were
still inchned to the ancient superstition.
No one ventured to attack
the image until at last a believing soldier seized an axe, and, exerting
all his strength, clove asunder the vast jaw-bone of the image, amidst
the universal shouts of the pagan and Christian multitude.
After the
first stroke had confuted the superstition, the whole image was easily
demolished and consumed to ashes.
And, upon this, all the temples
at Alexandria, and in the neighboring district, taking its name from the
;

;

;

Canopian branch of the Nile, (o Kavw/3of,) which particularly abounded
in Egyptian sanctuaries, were in part levelled with the ground, and in
part converted into churches and cloisters.'^
The same course was followed in other countries sometimes not
without bloody conflicts, which might have been avoided if the bishops
had been more governed by the spirit of love and of wisdom. Marcellus, bishop of Apamea in Syria, proceeded with gre&t zeal to destroy
all the temples in the city and in the country, because he supposed
that by these ancient monuments of their worship, so venerated by the
people. Paganism would always continue to preserve itself alive. With
a train of followers little becoming the Christian bishop, an armed
force of soldiers and gladiators, he advanced to destroy the largest
temple.
It was necessary, that the temple should be forcibly wrested
out of the hands of its pagan defenders.
While the conflict was going
;

1

it

The

was

case

was somewhat similar

in later times with the

here, as

thunder-oak

of Boniface.

^Eunapii

vit.

JEdcs.

Ktifin. hist, eccles.

23.
Sozom. VII. 15. Socrates, V. 16.
Marcellini Comitis Chronicon ad A. 389, ff
in Sirmond. 0])p. T. II.
c.
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some Pagans seized upon the old bishop, who had been left behind
and hurried him to the stake. The sons of the bishop were de-

ftlone,

sirous of punishing his

murderers

;

but the provincial synod dissuaded

them from this, calling upon them rather to thank God that their father
had been deemed worthy of martyrdom.^ From the present year, 391,
and onward, followed many laws, forbidding every description of pagan
worship, under penalty of a pecuniary mulct, and still severer punishments.
As the pagan magistrates themselves encouraged the violation
of these imperial laws, pecuniary fines were estabUshed against these,
and against all their attendants in such cases. By a law of the year
392, the offering of sacrifice was in fact placed upon the same level
with the grime of high treason, (crimen majestatis ;) and accordingly
the offerer incurred the penalty of death.^

Whilst these events were transpiring in the East, everything in the
western part of the empire continued to remain as it was
and men
belonging to ancient and noble families in Rome, still ventured to raise
their voice in behalf of the religion of the eternal city.
When Theodosius, after the defeat of the usurper Maximus, was, in the jcsn' 388,
holding his residence in the West, the heathen party of the Roman
senate proposed to him once more, perhaps through Symmachus, their
former agent, that the revenues and privileges should be restored to
the temples and colleges of priests, of which they had been deprived.
Theodosius seems to have been very near granting them their ytetition
but the pointed representations which Arabrosius, bishop of Milan,
made against this measure, restrained him.'^ The heathen party succeeded, on the other hand, under more favorable circumstances, in ob-taining from the emperor Eugenius, who, after the murder of the
young Valentinian II., had, in the year 392, been raised to the imperial throne by the pagan commander Arbogast, everything which had
The
been refused them by Gratian, Valentinian, and Theodosius.
voice of those influential Pagans, upon whom Eugenius felt himself to
be dependent, availed more with him than what Ambrosius, with incon-;

him in the name of religion.^
But when Theodosius marched hito Rome, after the defeat of Eugenius, in the year 394, he made a speech before the assembled senate,
siderate boldness, wrote to

which he called upon the Pagans, who, under the short reign of Eugenius, had once more enjoyed the free exercise of their religion, to
desist from their idolatry, and to embrace the religion in which alone
In spite of all their repthey could find forgiveness of all their sins.
in

resentations, he took back from the

Pagans what Eugenius had accorded

to them.'^

See Sozom. VII. 15.
Cod. Theodos. 1. 16. Tit. X. 1. 12. Quodsi quispiam immohire hostiam sacrifiraturus
audebit, ad exemi>lnm majestatis reus ac1

2

ci])iat scntcntiam
^ Insinuationi

conipetentem.
mca; Uuirhm adsensionem

Amln-o<ius, ep. 57 ad Euuen.
What the pretended Prosper (de Pro{ 4.
miss, et Prtedict. Dei, pars III. Promiss. .38)
detulit, savs

says about the disjiraceful banishment of
Symnuichu.=!, may perliaps be a fable.
* See Ainbros. cp. 57.
6 Zosimus, a zealous Pa-^an. is in this case
a suspicious witness. It cannot therefore be
certainly determined how far whnt he reports, l.'lV.c. 59, respwtiu<r the constvKb(jldiiess oi' ih.- pa^an soiator^ !s true

and
or

false.
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successors of the emperor Theodosius, Arcadius in the East,
in the West, from the year 395 and onwards, confirmed,
true, soon after their accession to the throne, the laws of their

The

and Honorius
is

It

father against the pagan worship, with new sanctions ; but the weakness of their government, the various political disturbances, especially
in the West, the corruption or pagan views of individual governors,

would
hence

all
it

and
favor the preservation of Paganism in many districts
was necessary that those laws should be continually re;

enacted.
Whilst in Rome the public monuments of the pagan woi'ship had
already vanished, the images of the old Tyrian Hercules could still be
As in earlier
worshipped and decorated by the Pagans in Carthage.
times the popular cry in that city had demanded the destruction of
the Christian churches, so now resounded there the cry of the Chris^
tian populace,

demanding

that

all

should be destroyed at Car-

idols

The people were excited by the
thage, as they had been at Rome.
folly of a heathen magistrate, who had ventured to order the beard of
Hercules to be gilded. ^ The prudent bishops were obliged to take
special measures for moderating the ferocious zeal, so as to prevent
acts of violence.^

Pagan landlords endeavored to maintain the heathen worship on
by means of sacrificial feasts and other means which
their power over the peasants gave them in spite of the existing laws,
Pious and prudent bishops like Augustin
to bind them to heathenism.

their estates, and,

were obliged, in such cases, to exhort the Christian country people to
obey God rather than men;^ but they were also obliged to restrain
the blind zeal of the Christian populace, which was for destroying, in
On this
an illegal manner, the idols upon the estates of other men.
" Many of the heathen have those
point, Augustin speaks thus
abominations upon their estates. Shall we go about to destroy them ?
:

No

make

it our first business to extirpate the idols in their
they shall have become Christians, they will either
At presinvite us to so good a work, or they will anticipate us in it.
ent, we must pray for them, not exasperate them."'*
We have already noticed the indifference manifested by Christian
This neglect is
landlords for the spiritual interests of their tenants.
severely reprimanded by Chrysostom in an eloquent discourse pro" Is it not the
nounced by him at Constantinople in the year 400.
duty," he says, " of the Christian landholder first to see to it that all
;

let

hearts.

us

When

his tenants are Christians

1-

Quomodo Roma,

sic et

?

Carthago

Tell

!

ex-

claimed the populace.
2 Augustiui Sermo 24, T. V. ed. Ben.
On this point he says (p. 62): "The
martyrs endured the laceration of their
members, and Christians stood in fear of
the wrong which might be done them in
Christian times. Whoever at present does
you wrong, docs it in fear. He does not
he does
openly say, ' Come to the idols
not openly say, Come to my altars, and
'^

:

'

'

me, how

is

the countryman to be

And if he say it, and you
not do it, let him, in presenting his
'He
coniplaint against you, testify this
to the
would not come to my altars
temples which I venerate.' Let him once
say this. He dares not s,ay it. But in a
fraudulent manner he calls you to answer
He will rob you of
for something else.
feast yourself.'
will

:

—

your
*

supei-fluity."

L.

c.

§ 17.

—

THE LANDHOLDERS.
come

a Christian,

salvation

?

when he
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sees that

3^011 are so indifferent to his soul's
miracles to convert men.
Well, then,
as lie within your power, by charity, by

You can work no

convert them by such means
your care for these people, by a gentle disposition, by a kind address,
and by whatever other means you have." " But say to me," he continues, •' if the emperor should command you to build a house for his
entertainment, would you be sparing of expense upon it ? Now, then,
Christ's kingdom is building up a church.
Look not at the cost, l)ut
think of the fruit.
These peasants till your land do you, then, provide for the edification of their souls.
They bring ijou the fruits of
the soil do you guide thf.m to heaven. He who makes the beginning,
is the cause of all that follows afterward.
So it will be your work, if
away yonder, if upon your neighbors' estates, catechumens -^re edu;

;

Though

cated.

make the peasants more effemimake them more dissolute, yet you
pride of it.
Forums make them rude and
recommend does the reverse of all this.

the public baths only

nate, and the wayside inns only

build them, merely for the

impudent.

But

That which

I

what will it amount to ? Do you only
main structure for a church your successor will add a
a third, something more
and yoii will have the credit of it

as to the expense, say,

build first the

porch

;

;

;

Do

but make a begitming, then lay the foundation. Ur rather,
stir up one another to the work
and let each strive with the other to
be the first to accomplish it.
But now people find it easy to build
granaries to receive the gathered harvests, and never ask themselves
where the harvest of souls is to be gathered in, but oblige their peasantry to travel many miles and to make great journeys in order to
get to a church." ^
It being now represented to the government, that the idolatrous
temples and images on the country estates contributed much to the
promotion of Paganism among the peasantry, the emperor Honorius
passed a law, in tlie year 399, directing that all temples in the country
should he destroyed without tumult, so that all occasion of superstition
might everywhere he removed.'^ This law was expressly confined to
the temples in the country, which could not reasonably be considered
all.

;

;

—

monuments

of art contributing to the ornament of the country,^
were protected by new laws against the fury of destruction.*
Yet, on the t)ne hand, it is certain that in those cities in which
only, a comparatively small number of Pagans were still to be found,
and where this small number were kept together by the temples which
were still remaining, the zeal of the Christian po{)ulation would easily
bring about the destruction also of these ^ but, on, the other hand,
as

for the latter

;

1
Horn. XVIII. in acta apost. § 5, ed.
Monri". T. IX. f. 158.
- Si qaain agris templasunt, sincturba
His cniin dejectis
ac tumultu diruantur.
atque sublatis, omnis supcr.stitionis mate-

Cod. Tiicodos. L

ria consuraetur.
Tit. 10, 1. 16.
**
Thus in tlie

Codex canonum

Africance

it is

(c.

58),

said:

XVI.
eccles.

Quaj in agris

vcl in locis abditis constituta nullo orna-

mento
*
^

sunt.

Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. 10, 1. 18.
Augustin (dccivitate Dei, 1. XVIII. c.

54) saytj that in this year

all the idolatrous
temples and images at Carthage were destroyed by the two couiitcs, Gaudontius
and Jovius.
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however, there can be no doubt, that
executed according to the letter.

this

law was never universally

Among the Pagans in many countries, an impression prevailed, in
consequence of one of those predictions by which they were so often
deluded, that Christianity would last for 07ily three hundred and sixtyfive years ; and this prediction, by a loose reckoning from the time of
Christ's passion, seemed now to be near the time for its accomplishHence the destruction of the temples, which took place this
ment.
Yet
year, made the greater impression upon many of the Pagans.^
they were still powerful enough on many of the country estates of
North Afi'ica, to commit acts of violence on the Christians, while engaged in the exercises of worship.^
After the death of the powerful Stilicho, by whom Honorius had
been governed, the latter, probably through the influence of some of
the great who were favorably disposed to Paganism, enacted a law
which contradicted the laws hitherto issued. For, between the years
409 and 410, universal religious freedom was suddenly proclaimed in
Yet this was only a solitary and transitory
the western empire.^
phenomenon and the old laws soon went once more into operation.
By an edict of the year 416,* Pagans were excluded from all civil
;

and military places of

trust

;

yet the necessities of the time and the
its being carried into strict

weakness of the empire hardly allowed of
execution.^

The consequences Avhich followed the emigrations of tribes in the
western empire the political disturbances which threw everything into
confusion the irruptions of savage and pagan hordes, might sometimes
but it soon dwindled
light up a ray of hope in the small pagan party
away again to nothing.
In many districts of the East, Paganism maintained itself for a
longer time ; and the party of pagan Platonists, which continued down
into the sixth century, was its principal support.
The emperors were
;

;

;

1 See Augiistiu. 1. c.
'^
Thus sixty Christians were murdered
at Suffetum in Numidia, probably in consequence of an attack on the statue of HerAt Calame in
cules. Augustin. ep. 50.
Numidia, a. d. 408, the Pagans ventured.
in defiance of the laws enacted shortly before by the emperor Honorius against all

festivities, to march in an indecent
heathen procession before the Christian
churches; and, when the clergy remonstrated, a wild uproar arose.
The church
was attacked with stones, finally set fire
ihebishto, and a Christian murdered.
op, who was hunted after, was obliged to
Augustin.
conceal himself.
ep.
"
r 90, 91,

pagan

'

,^.
'

„

'

.
^,
,
T
libera voluntate quis cultum Christianitatis cxciperet, cod. eccles. Afric. c.
107.
It is true, this law, as it here reads,

°

^

Ut

,.,

.

can be understood, according to its letter,
to mean only that vo one should he forced to

embrace Christianity.

Yet

this

was

cer-

tainly a thing which, properly speaking,

had as yet never been done, and it is clear
that the law was so interpreted, as if the
legal penalties which had been in force
against those who exercised any other
form of worship than that of the catholic
Christians, should be done away.
* As late as the year 403, the Spanish
Christian poet, Pru'dentius, had asserted
that difference in respect to religion had
no infiuence in the bestowment of posts
of honor, and declared this to be right. L.
I. c. Symniachum, v. 617.
^^^.

Munera,

^^^.^.^ terrestribus a^qua rependena
summos impertit honores

sacricolis

bonus, et certare sivit cum laude suorum,
Nee pago implicitos per debita culmina um.idi
Ire viros prohibet quoniam ooelestia nunquam

Dux

:

Terrenis solituiu per iter gradientibus obstant.

If the account of Zosimus (1. V. c. 46)
is true, the feeble Honorius, unable to dispense with the services of one of his pagan
generals, Generid, who would serve only
^

on

this condition,

to repeal this law.

was obliged immediately

ARCADIUS.
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moved by

their political interests to avoid destroying everything at
once, iu those cities where Paganism predominated, lest they might
destroy those interests also. They chose rather to proceed gradually.
This principle maybe detected in the remarkable answer which the

emperor Arcadius gave Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, in Palestine, when
the latter, in the year 401, prayed for the destruction of tiie idolatrous temples in this city, inhabited for the most part by fanatical
" I am aware," says he, " that your city is given to idolaPagans.^
try; but it faithfully pays its tributes, and brings a great deal into the

we proceed, now, to disturb it thus suddenly, the
away in fear (namely, that the attempt would
finally be made to bring them over to Christianity by force), and we
should lose so much in our revenue.^ But we will rather oppress them
by degrees, depriving the idolaters of their dignities and places of
trust, and issuing our commands that the temples shall be closed and
oracles no longer be delivered
for when they are oppressed on all
sides, they will come to the knowledge of the truth,''
a fine mode
public treasury.

inhabitants

will

If

fly

;

—

—
—

of conversion, to be sure!
"for all sudden and too authoritative
measures are hard for the subjects."
Yet finally the cunning of the

empress Eudoxia prevailed
a woman who perfectly understood how
Arcadius was to be managed, by taking advantage of his weaknesses
and who was led to think tliat her zeal for the destruction of idolatrous
temples, and her many gifts to the clergy and the monks, would make
atonement for her sins.
By her influence, the reasonable hesitation
of the weak Arcadius was finally overcome.
It is true, in a law of the year 423, it is expressed as doubtful
whether any Pagans still remained ^ but as it was considered necessary, in confirming the ancient laws against them, to change the punishment of death, which had hitherto been established against those
who sacrificed, into the confiscation of goods and banishment as it
was considered necessary to protect the still remaining Pagans, who
attempted nothing contrary to the laws, against being abused and
plundered by nominal Christians, who used religion as a pretext * it
:

;

;

The

of Porphyiy, bishop of Gaza,
t'roxn which this story is taken, and which
was composed by his disciple, the deacon
Marcus,
a work which is important as
furni.shiug many facts illustrative of the
history of the church and of manners in
tliis period,
has as yet been published
only iu a Latin translation, whose author
seems not even to have given himself the
pains of accurately deciphering the Greek
text see Acta Sanctorum, at the 2Gth of
February, and the Bibliotheca Tatrum.
Gallaud" T. IX. I give the passage which
belongs here, as I transcribed it, many
years ago, from the Greek Codex in the
The words
miperial library at Vienna.
OUa, oti ?/ nuXic kKeivr]
>f Arcadius are
liaTEidiJkbc EGTiv, aKk' Evyvcjfiuv iarl UEpl
'

life

—

—

:

:

T^oAhl avvTE7joi!u^i'w diaaojiufiEv avTovi, -C)
/cat unokovfisv Toaoii-

TT/v Ela<l>()pav tCjv drinoaiuv,

aa.

'Euv

iojiip ^v/i^

oi'v

^p^aon-ai,

tov Kuvova, liKK el doKel, Kara /dpog t3?Uj3u)fisv avrov^, nepiaipovvTtg nif ii^ia^ ruv ei6uM)fiavu)V koL tu ua'Au tvo^-ltihu ixpipiuLa, /cat
KsAevu/ifv tu lepu avTuv K?iEcad^vai Kal (ir//ten xPIH^f^Ti^eiv.

nuv-a

aTEVovfjievoi.,

'Ettuv yuf) OAliiuaiv eii

emyivuaKuvai

ri/v

ujj)-

tQemv, to yup vnEplSo'/J/v ixov aifukkov ^apv
Totg VTrrjKooic.
^

Principles such as actuated those landiu the management of their little
See above, p. 90.

owners

estates.

» L. XVI. Tit. 10,
supersuut, quanquam

1.

22.

jam

Paganos qui
nullos esse crn-

damns.
* L. c. 1. 23 et 24.
Hoc Christlanis
qui vel vere sunt, vel esse dicnnler, specialiter demandamus, ut Jwheis ac Paganis,
in quiete degentibus, nilii-l(|ue tentautibus
turbulentum legibustpie contrarium, non
audeaut manibus inferre, religionis auctoritate abusi.
Against those who, under
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follows from all this that there still continued to be Pagans, which 18
proved, moreover, by the laws issued under this reign against those
who apostatized from Christianity to Paganism. Had there been good
reason to doubt whether there were any more Pagans, there certainly
But undoubtedly
would have been no occasion for a law of this sort.
the ftigt, tliat few remained who opaily declared themselves Pagans,
may be reconciled with the other, that it was necessary to devise laws
of this kind, if the matter is presented in the following point of light,
namely, that many were called apostates from Christianity, who had
individuals who
never seriously passed over to the Christian church
nad submitted to baptism only as an outward form, but had ever conWhenever they were
tinued to practice the pagan worship in secret.

—

The like thino; was repeated
taken against the Huguenots in the time of Louis XIV.
The heathens, then, from this time in the fifth century and onward,
were compelled to practice and propagate their religion secretly, in
and thus their rehgion was made dearer
order to escape persecution
To hold the knowledge of divine things as a secret properly
to them.
to engraft it on those
belonging only to the philosophically educated,
mythical representations beyond which the people knew nothing
this belonged necessarily to the system of the Neo-Platonists
and
by these principles they were enabled to retain all their enthusiasm
for Hellenism, and still adapt themselves to the character of the times.^
remarkable example of this is presented in the life of vwq^ who, in
the second half of the fifth century,^ stood at the head of the New
Platonic school, and who was looked up to by the Pagans as the centre
of their secret party. This man was the philosopher Proclus.* In his
youth he had been a disciple of the mathematician Hei'on of Alexandria ; and the latter, who belonged to the secret party of the Pagans,^
showed him the greatest mark of confidence, by disclosing to him the
whole of his own method of paying divine worship.^ Proclus, during
his residence, at a later period, in Athens, happened to call, one evening, on the philosopher Syrianus, Avhere he met with another man of
learning, devoted to the ancient Hellenic religion.
Whilst they were
engaged in conversation, the moon shone forth brightly, and both
discovered, they were called apostates.^

in the steps

;

—

;

—

;

A

the pretext ot religion, robbed the Pagans,
Augustin also lelt himself called upon to
" Perhaps in order that Christ
preach
may not say to you, I was clothed, and
thou hast robbed me, thou alterest the
custom, and thinkest to rob a Pagan and
Here also Christ
to clothe a Christian.
will answer thee ; nay, he answers! thee
eveh now by his servant, whoever he may
be Here too do me no harm when, being
Christian, tliou robbest the heathen,
•I
•hou hinderest him from becoming a Christian."
Sermo 179, § 5.
1 Qui nomen Christianitatis iiuluti sac:

;

:

rificia

fecerint.

Tit. 7,

1.

Cod. Theodos.

1.

XVI.

7.

^ The art represented under the syniI^vvdvai roif av^pCmoci; oh
bol of Proteus.

ak'ka nokiTiKuc,.
See Synes. ep. 137,
ad Herculian. Of Pagans who were seized
in the exercise of tlie woiship forbidden by
the laws, Augustin says, Euarrat. in Pn.
Quis eoruni eomprehensus est
140, § 20
in saerificio, cum his legibus ista prohiberentur, et non negavit i Quis eoruni comiJet'wf

:

prehensum est adorare idolum et non clamavit non feci, et tiniuit ne convincere;

tur

?

^

Born

*

His

412, died 487.
written by his disciple, Mari-

life,

nus.
° This is denoted by the predicate, av^p
i?£0C7e/?^f in the sense of Marinus. Seethe
.nbove-mentioncrt life, p. 19, ed. Fabric.
Qaj)()riaaL avrC) top tjiuttov unavra rfjc
iavrov dcoaeiSeiac.
•»

'

PROCLUS.
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desired to get rid of the young stranger, so that thej
being observed, perform their devotions to the goddess
ceiving this, he retired to a short distance, and taking
worshipfully sahited tlie rising goddess.^ As it was the

might, without
b^elene.
Peroff his sandals,

practice of the

when physicians had expended their skill to no purpose on
the sick, then to resort to some pious monk and beg for his intercession, so the Pagans would, in similar cases, betake themselves as a
Christians,

whom they looked up to as a
ancient religion, and revered as a saint.
At Athens, it
was his good fortune to reside next door to the temple of Esculapius.^
Thus he could go in unobserved,^ and pray to Esculapius in a form
which, as it was pretended, had come down from remote auticpiity,
last resort, to the philosopher Proclus,
pillar of the

and which was held to be peculiarly sacred,* without exposing himself
to be caught in the snares which were constantly laid for the detection of such as still adhered to the old Hellenic Avorship.^
It was
pointed to as a high example of the cardinal virtue " fortitude," that
in these dangerous times, when such violent storms of persecution
were directed against a "legitimate cultus," this man continued to the
end of his life to be its unflinching adherent ;® though on one occasion
he was obliged to seek safety by flight.
While the argument that universal consent is on the side of truth,
was employed as well against Paganism as against heretics, Proclus
contended that only the consent of those gifted with knowledge posbut universal consent in the disavowal
sessed the force of authority
" Nor is any real consent possiof the gods arose from ignorance.
ble," he said, " among people so ignorant ; for real consent proceeds
;

The unreasonable man is one at dissent with
The
then can he be in consent with others.''^
oppositions of doctrine among the Christians may have tended to conHe contended against the Christian doctrine
firm him in this view.
of creation, and also against the Christian doctrine concerning a prospective end and consummation of the earthly course of the world,
with eighteen arguments derived from the first principles of the logi-"
cally consequent system of Neo-Platonism.^ Though he did not attack
from man's reason.

himself;

much

1

L.

2

When Marinus

c. p.

less

des V. et VI. sieclcs.

26.

related this story, the

temple was already destroyed. He says
Kal yap i^vrvxsi- tovtov i] 'Kokiq rore. Kal
:

eixev £TI ('nrop&TjTov to tov I,urr/poi lepov.

L.

c. p.

72.

So at Philse, in Egypt, the worship of
was still kept up, p. 47. At Adrotta,
in Lydia, a certain cultus was still ohserved
by Pagans in an ancient temple, concerning the name of which cultus, they are not
»

Isis

agreed among themselves. According to
some, the temple belonged to Esculapius
according to others, to the Dioscuri. It
was said that remedies for the sick were
wondeifully suggested here, and wonderMany stories were
ful cures performed.
Marin, c.
circulated concerning them.

Comp. the Deuxi^me mcmoire
de Letronnc sur des in.scriptions grecques

XXXII.

Paris, 1832, p. 61,

ff.

Ev^o/ievov avTOv rbv upx<uoTEpov rponov.
L. c. p. 73.
* Toi/g noA'^ovg ?<.avduvuv Kal oidefuav
Kp6<paaiv rolg k'Ki^ov'Kfvei.v i-f)E%ovai napa*

L.

axi^i'
*

'E.v

c. p.

^"Aj;

74.

yupnapsMuv

/cat

TpiKV/iig

npayixu-uw tv(;>uive'mv avrnrveovTuv ry ifvopj C";/- L. c. p. 3.5.
^

'Ej'

rw irapuvTi xpovu) nepl tov hv

elvai

6C uvemoTiiyap Toh
kuTog eavTov tic bjioAjoyiiaeiev, aiTbc rpbc^
euvtov araTiaaTiKuc 6iaKEl/xiV0i : /cat oi
diSeot (5// ovv ktX- ovk uv -ote iipiMvlug txoiEv
uveTnarr/uovEg uvT'sg.
Conmiont. in Platonis Alcibiadem, Pars II. opera c.l. CoTisin,
T. III., Paris. 1821, pj). 125. 126.
* In great part |jreservc(l in the RefbU'

&eovc duoAoyovvreg

uoahvrjv tovto

tiou

oi

~o?,/loI

Trenov&aaL.

liijg

by Johannes Philopomis.
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JUSTINIAN.

Christianity by name, yet this polemical work of his plainly has reference to the most important and general points of diiference between
to the antagthe Neo-Platonic and the Christian way of thinking,
onism of a monistic doctrine of necessity with the teleological doctrine
of freedom.
For the rest, it admits of no question that the religious atmosphere
of these times had an influence also upon Paganism
and many things
passed current in practice, both with Christians and Pagans, which did
not differ in the least,- except in their peculiar form and shaping.
While, on the part of Christians, we hear of help bestowed in times of
need by the visible presence of martyrs, we find the same thing among
the Pagans in the shape of visible apparitions of the gods.
Healthrestoring dreams and wonderful cures, in churches dedicated to martyrs, go side by side with dreams and cures in the temples of the gods.
Pagan philosophers not less than Christian devotees won reverence
from their resj^ective parties by the rigid austerity of their lives.
The emperor Justinian (from the year 527 and onwards), whose
despotism, even in spiritual things, was the source of so many disorders
to the Eastern church, endeavored, soon after the commencement of
his reign, to suppress the last remains of Paganism by force, so far as
this could be done in such a way.
The persecutions were aimed particularly at men in the civil service.
They were deprived of their
property, tortured, executed.
Many hypocritically assumed the profession of Christianity to escape the persecutions
of course, in such
cases, they soon took off the mask, and were once more seen attending
the performance of sacrifices.^
The emperor, doubtless having heard
that xlthens ^ still conthuied to be a seat of Paganism, and that this
religion was propagated by the pagan Platonists who still taught there,
forbade the holding of philosophical lectures in that place.
At this time, when the Hellenic religion was now on the verge of
total extinction, lived one of its last champions,
the noble philosopher
Sirnplicius, author of the '' Commentary on the Enchiridion of Epictetus."
To a profound interest in philosophical pursuits, he united a
lively sense of religious need, impelling him to seek communion with
the invisible world.
Although the religious element of his philosophy
may betray an unconscious influence of Christianity, yet his philosophical tendencies, taken as a whole, inclined more to the side of the
Hellenic polytheism than to that of Christian Theism.
At the same

—

;

;

"^

—

Theophanes Chronograph,

ad.

A. 522,

according to our reckoning, 531 from
Sec Ideler's Manual
of-Chronology, II. 458. Procop. hist, arcana, c. XI. p. 90, ed. Orelli.
The same
author (c. 19) relates, that Justinian employed the accusation of heathenism as a
pretext to get into possession of the estates
which his cupidity thirsted after. Comp.
i.

e.

the birth of Christ.

the chronicle of Johannes Malala,Pars II.
p. 184, ed. Oxon.
- The Athenian schools had sunk so
low in the beginning of the fifth century,
that Synesius could wi'ite "Athens is now
:

famous only for her Hymettian honey
and that he could compare the then Athens
;

her relation to the ancient, with the hide
of a slaughtei-ed victim; so conijilctely was
philosophy banished from the place, while
only those" dead and silent spots, the Acadin

emy, the Stoa, the Lyceum, were shown to,
and wondered at, by strangers. See the
136th letter of Synesius to his brother

Athens was somewhat
bloom by the Neo-Platonic

but, after this time,

restored to
philosophy.
3 JqIj.

its

Malala,

\.

c. p.

187.
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time, however, it can with more propriety be said of him, than it
could be said of Juhan, that the strangely distorted exhibitions of
Christianity presented before him in actual life, greatly contributed
to strengthen his prejudices against it.
He held that it implied no contradiction to recognize one primeval

Essence and

first

principle of

all

existence, not capable of adequate

and to pay worship to those principles of being which
have emanated from this Essence, and in which what was one, in this
Supreme Essence, has been evolved into manifoldness. Each one of
these higher essences represents the Supreme Essence in its own
In each of them, man worships the Su|>rome Being
peculiar way.
himself, who in them reveals himself.^
Whilst Christianity emancipates the spirit from the forces of nature, and by giving freedom to
minds separated by natural limitations, binds them together by the tie
designation

;

of a divine

life,

Simplicius, on the contrary, defends, in opposition to

Christianity, the

old principle of nature-religion, together with

the

" God," he supposes, " is everywhere
but men, separated from
present, hideed, with all his divine powers
one another by time and space, and dependent on these conditions of
time and space, can, under these conditions, partake of the divine
influences only in certain proportions. Hence each people has its own
peculiar religious institutions, which have come from the gods themand these sacred national institutions men should reverence,
selves
limitations

growing out of

it.

;

;

they may draw to themselves the divine influences, in
When divine
accordance with these laws appointed by the gods.
things are ministered in accordance with the order appointed by the
gods, a divhie illumination is bestowed at the proper seasons, such as
cannot at all be experienced on other days for then the sick are
healed, and many things Avhich concern our welfare are foretold to us.
So important an effect has difference of times and seasons on man's
communication with the gods. The same holds good of the right or
wrong relations of place, of words spoken, of actions done, and of
in order that

;

made to the gods."^
Thus, he discerns in all these outward relations a higher necessity,
grounded on the relation of divine things to earthly, which should be
" Since man," he argues, " is made up of soul
sacredly regarded.
offerings

and body, it is not enough that we purify the soul by an intellectual
knowledge of divine things, and by a life in harmony with nature we
also need those means of purification which the gods have appointed
Let the purified soul, then, offer to the
for the soul's organ, the body.
gods, through its purified organ, clad in the cleanliest raiment, the
since it is
first fruits of those outward gilts which God has bestowed
;

;

befitting that
1

we should present

In defense of Polytheism, he says: Ei

avTu Ka'Aeiv oiviiari Tuc
T£ fiepiKuc Kat Tfjv b'Arjv, tt/jutov fxiv ovk evAoyuf 6vcxEpa.ivEL, kol TtpdynaTL doKuivToq dvai
Koivov Toi upxmov (since eVen liy the nature
de TLC 6vaxq>acv£LTCi

of the//d, the conception of the principle
from which all being proceeds, is some-

the first fruits to those beings

who

thing held in coniniun by the gods, and
the supreme lirst Essence) Eireira Tucuev

upxui KaTieirw

ttjv 6i

upxvv apx^iv.

The

rr/v rt//^_v kol rd oJ/Jaf 6iu tu>v
principle
nepuv knl rb oTmv avamfnrec&ai XP^- See
Schweighauser,
ed.
p. 376.
38,
p.
:

'•*

h.

c. p.

352.
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have given us

all

we

It

possess.

is

a token of our readiness to con-

In reply to the objection, God needs
but neither does he
not such gifts, he says, " This indeed is true
need our good life, nor that we should have correct views of Him.
But we have need of these things, as means of placing us in union
secrate everything to them."

;

with the gods, in order that, as each of these offerings is suited, according to the measure belonging to it, to turn upon us the divine illumination, we may receive God according to the measure in which each one
lie refers to particular instances where,
of us may be worthy of it."

by such holy acts, people had been cured of epilepsy, and where, by
the same means, hail-storms and inundations had been averted.
As the religion of Simplicius was very far from being an abstract
as he had full faith in a living relation between
religion of reason
so he received, along with all the rest belonging
man and the gods,
to the ancient religious traditions of the Greeks, their oracles and
In discussing the question as to how and when men
predictions.
should resort for counsel and direction to soothsaying, he lays down
the rule, that it should never be done save in matters not depending
on man's will, and where reason and experience cannot give the knowlIt should be done with the calmness and equanimity
edge required.
with which a wise man is in the habit of looking on everything that
comes about independently of his own will. If divinations were resorted to in every questionable case, it would be their tendency to
make men timid and inactive, and inclined to attach importance to
i'

;

—

trifles.

—

Now it not unfrequently happened, as had especially been the
case in those times of wide-spread skepticism and of a deeply felt need
of some new revelation, which preceded the appearance and the triumph of Christianity, that men sought for answers to their questions

—

in relation to general religious

and philosophical

truths, in revelations

from the gods.
Hence Simplicius was led to inquire, whether it was
proper to resort to divinations for the purpose of resolving such a
He decided
question as that relating to the immortality of the soul.
that it was not.
In all questions capable of being resolved by rational
investigation, men were bound to confine themselves to this mode of
" To be assured that the soul is immortal by some god,
inquiry.
although it might undoubtedly beget a firm faith, yet was not suited
If one is so favored of God as to get
to produce scientific conviction.
to the knowledge of causes and of scientific truth, this is but another
proof of the divine goodness, and lies outside the province of divination.
If some persons have consulted the gods concerning the nature
of things, still such persons have been few in immber, and not of the
and their persuasion of truth has comfirst rank among philost)phers
;

monly been, not a scientific conviction, but a simple conviction of
faith ;^ for it was God's will that the soul, being endowed with a free
power of self-determination, should come to the knowledge of the truth
by

its

own

striving."

1

L.

2

Oi avveidia/xEvoi mcTEvriKyv ex^iv kol

c.

p. 351.

ovK i-maTTifcoviKf/v.maTuaLV.
408, seq.

Vid.

c.

39, p-

HIS RELATION TO CHRISTIANITY.
It

is

evident, even from his

own view
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of the relation of philosophy

had any leaning toward
In comuninications from heaven, he was looking for
something (juite different from that which was to be given to man by
divine revelation ; and what faith was designed to reach by means of
Christianity, he expected to find in his philosophy.
Although the false notions with regard to religious things whicji he
found prevailing among a large portion of Christians, greatly contrib
uted to foster his prejudices against a religion which he had not studied,
and which he did not understand, yet at their basis was lying, after all,
the real opposition between his own fundamental principle, and that
To his Platonic way of apprehending the idea of
of Christianity.
God, the biblical doctrine of God's holiness, and all that was founded
upon it and connected with it, were utterly foreign. Thus all punishment, for example, appeared to him to be but a means of reformation
and of purification.
Doubtless he would be ready to acknowledge the
necessity for fallen man of various kinds of lustration
but the idea of
a redemption, in the Christian sense, of a divme forgiveness of sins,
of a new birth, could find no point for union with his mode of thinking.
Whenever the need, which human nature stands in, of redemption and
of reconciliation to God, came into question, he must have believed
to

religion, that Simplicius could

not have

Christianity,

;

that, in all, there

was a confusion of the subjective with the objective

As it was, in
it could not appear other/vise.
need of man's soul, that it should be delivered from tlmt
estrangement from God caused by sin, for which deliverance true
repentance on the part of man was suificient, so men <5ave to this
thought an objective existence, as if some special agency on the part
That Simplicius
of God was required in order to bring it about^.
must necessarily have judged after this manner, may reasonably be
concluded from what he says concerning the false notions of the Chris-

point of view.

To him,

reality, a

tians of his time.

Where he

is inveighing against the deniers of a Divine Providence,
necessary, in the same connection, to attack what he calls
This, he makes to consist in the notion
a third species of atheism.^
that the iSupreme Being can be bribed ^ by gifts (oblations), by votive
offerings (diawy/zaon), by distributions of money ^ (the merit of alms-

he thinks

it

giving), " as people
tians

—

;

sion,

gains,

—

evidently alluding to the Chrisnow believe,"*
men who are guilty of robbery and oi)pres-

so that evil-doers,

may, by expending in such gifts some small portion of
and by making presents to those who pretend to pray and

their
offer

prevalent intercession to God in behalf of such transgressors, be allowed
to go on in the same course, and sin without danger of punishment.
" Many now living," he remarks, " consider it to be even worthy of
understanding
the divine goodness that siimers should be forgiven,

—

this in a

vague and general sense."

Having demolished, with
1
'^

^

'O Tphoc: -r/i a^uaQ TMyoq.
napaTpcTveadai.

Kipfianov dLadoaeaiv.

little

^

pains, this species of superstition,
*

*

'Gf oi viiv olovrat.
Vid. c. 38, p. 392, seq.

he
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proceeds next, however, to inquire after the fundamental truth lying
at the basis of the opinion, that God can be persuaded by the offering
of gifts, by good deeds, or by prayers. " Wherever," be says, "there
true remorse for sin, these things may contribute somewhat towards
bringing about the man's conversion to God, provided they are done
provided that the bodily
in order to keep alive the sense of remorse
prostration of the knee expresses the humiliation of the soul, and that
the money is applied to such purposes as God approves." " For God,"

is

;

he says, " does not turn away from us when we sin he is not angry
neither, therefore, does he return to us when
he does not forsake us
we repent. All this is human, and altogether foreign to, and inconsistent with, the immediate blessedness of the Divine Being.
But we
separate ourselves from God, when we depart from that course which
and in the recovery of our original nature,
is in harmony with nature
tve return again to fellowship with God.
And we represent our own
return to God, as if it were God who returned to iisy ^ He illustrates
this habit of confounding our own subjective feelings with an objective
" When
action outside of us, by means of the following comparison
;

;

;

;

:

a boat is pulled towards the shore by means of a rope tied to a
rock, those in the boat who are not aware of the actual proceeding,
suppose, not that they are themselves approaching the rock, but that
the rock is approaching them.
Repentance, prayer, and whatever
else is connected with these acts, may be compared with this rope." ^
Simplicius probably has reference to the persecutions which befell

Pagans of his time, when he speaks of the tyrannical violence
to impiety .^
These persecutions induced
him, together with his associates in faith, the philosophers Isidorus and
Damascius (the latter of whom, in his account of the life of this Isidorus, made many covert attacks upon Christianity),^ to take refuge
with the Peisian king Chosroes, of whose fondness for [ihilosophy they
had received exaggerated reports.
This prince gave them, it is true,
the few

which would even force men

but their expectations were very far from being
little agreeable to them as Christianity
and
they looked back, with many a longing sigh, to the better manners
of their countrymen the Greeks.
Chosroes, in making a treaty of
peace with the emperor Justinian, prevailed on the latter to allow
them to enjoy the free exercise of their religion in the Roman ema gracious reception

realized.

1

TavTqv

TTjv rifiCw

wf avTov npog f/ndg
'^

;

Parsism was as

M.eTa[i£?[,ELai,

emaTpo^ijv

;

irpoi

Kql Tu ToiaiiTa avakoyovai

the

Ispuc ?]fj.C)V el Koi deiXiuay /cat Xa^pacorip^
Kanocppoavvrj, ofiug ovk oAiyuKic KadvXuKTcJv

tu

kiOkj.

L.

c.

p. 398.

TvpavviKug Slag, [lexpi. Kal tov uasQelv
uvayKaCpiiaag.
Vid. c. 13, p. 131.
* Pliotius reports this, who had read
"^

work of Damascius, Cod. 181:

avTov
evxal,

leyoiiev.

6k Kal UeTelai, aal

ttiq

EvaijSelag.
"

See Agathias de rebus Justiniani,

II. c. 30, p. 69, ed. Paris.
p. 131, ed. Niebuhr.
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PAGAN WRITINGS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

B. Polemical Writings of Pagans against
which they brought against it generally

Charges

these

ivere

Cliristianity
the

;

met and refuted by

the

Ill

;

Manner
Christian

Charges
in which

Church

Teachers.

With regard to the attacks on Christianity by pagan writers it may
be observed, that it was a necessary consequence of the altered circumstances of the times, that few wouhl venture to attack Christianity
in works expressly devoted to that object.
The single work to be
mentioned, of this description, that of the emperor Julian, we have
already critically examined, in presenting our general view of his
rehgious mode of thinking.
The dialogue entitled Philopatris, which has been ascribed to Lucian, although it appears certain that he was not the author of it,
a work in which Christianity and monachism are h^d up to ridicule,
contains a great deal which might be referred to the time of Julian
for as he was bitterly hostile to the monks, so the monks were bitterly
hostile to him; and it is not improbable that they prophesied ill luck
of him, as, according to this dialogue, the monks did of the then
reigning emperor.
But in this dialogue other marks also occur which
hardly correspond with this period of time.^
As regards the objections which were commonly brought against
Christianity by those who regarded it from the pagan point of view,
they were partly such as, being based on essential differences existing
between the two religions, must ever be rejieated, and partly such
as were peculiar to this particular time, and were called forth by the
Tliis is
particular condition of the Christian church in tliis period.
the case with all such objections as arose from the confounding together of church and state, and from the mass of coiru[ition which,

—

—

1

It is well to

remark that

in this dia-

logue are to be found many things hardly
reconcilable with the hypothesis which
It is
assigns it to the time of Julian.
easily seen that it holds up Paganism and
sort of
Christianity alike to ridicule.

A

Deism seems to lie at the basis of the
whole work. But the Pagans of this time
were, for the most part, zealous adherents
and a proto the old doctrine of the gods
duction like this would hardly comport
even if
But
of
thinking.
with their way
we suppose that the author of this work
prevailing
commonly
espoused none of the
theories, but had formed a peculiar theory
of his own, yet several other difficulties
Fvould still beset the hypothesis which
;

assigns this dialogue to the times of Julian, or according to the conjecture of the
pastor M. Ehemann (Studien der Evangelischen

Giestlichkeit Wiirtembergs, Bd.
2, J. 1839), to the times of the
What could be the

XI. Heft

emperor Valens.

meaning of the promise that Egypt sAou/d
Such a promise of some-

be subjugated.

\\\mg luJnr.h was yet to happen con\A not h^
uttered with propriety undt-r any one of
the Roman emperors, until tiie time when
Egypt was coufjuered by the Saracens.
Not till then, could the recovery of this
country be reckoned among the brightest
prospects of the Roman empire. It may
be questioned, also, whether the way in
which the doctrine of the Trinity is spoken of in § 12, does not betray an author
who must have written after the time of
And if
the second Ecumenical council.
in the historical writings of Leo the dcacon, a great deal is to be found by whicli
the allusions in the dialogue may most
explained, the opinion fh^st
easily be
broached by the late and lamented Niebuhr, and afterwards adopted by llase (in
his ed. of the Script. Byzant. T. XI.), dcserves to be

more

carefully examined,
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under the garb of Christianity, had attached itself to the church.
If,
former period, the extension of the church, in spite of all persecution, witnessed of that which the divine -poiver of the yospel alone
was able to eifect now, on the other hand, the Pagans, looking, as
men are wont to do, at the present moment, and forgetting the experience of the preceding centuries, could object against the divine
character of the religion, that Christianity depended fur its spread on
the favor of princes.^
To refute this objection, Theodoretus must
appeal to the experience of the past, and to what was transpiring in
Persia " when he wrote, in the beginning of the fifth century.
In the preceding period, the Christians had been accused of irreverence towards the Caesars (irreligiositas in Caisares), because they
refused to join in those demonstrations of respect which idolatrous
pagan flattery paid to the emperors. But when the Christians now
reproached the Pagans with prostrating themselves before the images
of the gods, the reply they sometimes received was, that they did not
scruple themselves to fail down before the images of the emperor
which was the less excusable in them, since, according to their own
doctrine, it was an honor due to God alone. ^
The Chi-istian, indeed,
had an answer that this was an abuse which had sprung from Paganism, and, having become deeply rooted by the length of time,
could not be extirpated by Christianity
though the church did not
in the

;

;

;

;

condemn

cease to

it.*

Next, while in the earlier times the conduct of the Christians had
been the most expressive and convincing proof of the divine power of
their faith
now, on the other hand, the enormous corruption which,
under the show of Christianity, manifested itself in the public relations,
and among the great mass of nominal Christians, was seized upon by
the Pagans as a testimony against Christianity, and against the Christian period, which had led to such results.
'I'hey did not reflect that
the evils which float on the surface are ever easily detected, but that
;

requires more penetration to discern

it

concealment and

is

less

the

truly good, which loves

They saw,

obtrusive

as

Augustin justly

expresses himself with regard to such characters, the scum only, which
swims above, but did not remark the good oil, which had its secret
channels, and, silently passing through them,

made increase without

notice.^

Thus

it

was urged as an objection

'E« PaaiXiKnc Tjv^fja&ai dvvufieug. Theodoret. Graec. Aft'ect. curat. Disputat. IX.
p. 935, T. IV. ed. Schultz.
H See below, persecutions in Persia.
1

The Pa<2:an ApoUonius, in the Considtationes Zachiei Christiani et Ajjollonii
philosophi, 1. I. c. 28
Cur imagines horn'^

:

inum, vel ceris pictas, vel metallis depictas,
Bub regum reverentia, etiam publica adoratione veneramini,

et,

ut ipsi prsedicatis,

Deo tan turn honorem debitum etiam hominibusdatis?
*

L.

c.

D'Achcry,

spicilcg.

T.

I.

and cons, the work De promiss.
Dei (in opp. Prosp. Aquit.),

et praedict.

to Christianity,

Pars V.

which the

De

dimidio temporis, where, in c.
VII., this transfer of pagan adulation is
rebuked: yEtcrnacuni dicitur, quaj temporalis est, utique nomen est blasphemiaj
cum niortalcs licet reges, in ea dicantur
Divi eisque supplices dicant: numini vestro,

altaribus vestris, perennitati vestrae, et
quae vanitas, non Veritas tradit,

caetera,

atque exsecrabilia sunt,
* Augustin. Sermo XV.
Amurca
§ 9.
per publicum currit, oleum autem ad
sedem suara occultos transitus habet j et

cum occulte transeat, in
paret.

magnitudine ap-
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Augustin was required to answer, ^ how it w^as that such great and
manifest evils had befallen the church under Christian princes, ^vho
for the most part were dilit/ettt observers of the Christian relir/ion.'^
Now this was the very mischief, whereby the Pagans were confirmed

—

in their false

representations of Christianity,

emperors as least deserved

—

this praise, extolled,

that they heard such

because of their zeal

for orthodoxy, for the external interests

and splendor of the church,
This position ought to have been dis-

—

as being zealous Christians.
puted, first of all.
But Augustin, in his answer, does not undertake
to deny it, though what he says, tacitly supposes that he did not him" It were to be wished," he says, " that
self concede this position.
something, at least, had been said of the conduct of the earlier emperors
thus examples would have been adduced of a similar or even
worse character under emperors who were not Christians
and it
might be seen that this is the fault of the men, and not of the doctrine
or else, not of the emperors themselves, but of others, without
whom the emperors could have done nothing." ^ The position itself
he disputes in his excellent apologetical work, " The City of God,"
where he says " If all the kings of the earth, all the nations, all the
great, and all judges
if young and old together would hear and obey
the doctrines of Christ, such a people would at once participate of all
civil prosperity in this present life, and of eternal blessedness in the
But," he adds, '* because one man listens to these doctrines,
next.
and another despises them and. because the great mass are more
attached to the vices which flatter their corruption, than to the salutary rigor of the virtues the servants of Christ, whether they be
kings or subjects, rich or poor, freemen or slaves, endure, if need be,
even the worst of governments and, by that patient endurance, con;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

to prepare for themselves a place in that holiest and most
exalted community of angels, in that heavenly city where the will of
God is law." * Augustin, moreover, very justly remarks, that the

tribute

fountain of those evils which were improperly charged on Christianity,
to the corruption of the Rowas to be traced to a far earlier time,

—

man

which had been introduced by earthly prosperity, and which
He justly ajjpeals
had been checked by no earthly counterpoise.
state,

and,
here to the testimony of the older Roman authors themselves
convinced that the Christian religion furnished the only thorough
remedy for the evil, he thanks God that he had bestowed the means
of a radical cure precisely at the time of the greatest corruption,
whence mankind would have ever sunk lower in ruin. " Thanks be
to the Lord our God," he exclaims, " who sent us his own special
;

assistance against those evils."

^

See Augustin. ep. 136 ad Marcellin.
2 Christianam religionem maxima de
parte senantes.
Ep. 138 ad Marcellin.
1

**

*

De

s

Augustin, in the

171),

civitate Dei,

comparing the

1.

II. c. 19.

letter above cited (§
effects of Christianity

with the civic virtues of the ancient Koman republic, finely remarks " Thus God
8
VOL. II.
:

showed, in the example of that flourisliing
empire of the Romans, how much the civil
virtues could effect even without the true
religion, that it might a])pcar evident that
men, when this is also added, become the
citizens of another state, whose king is the
truth,

whose laws are

ration

is

eternity."

love,

and whose du-

AUGUSTIN ON THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
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Another objection was called forth, partly throui^h the one-sided
held by the ancient world, and partly through misun-

political position

The ancient notion of
derstanding of the Christian standing-point.
the state, as the highest good, must indeed yield to the idea of the
kingdom of God. That enthusiasm, absorbing within itself all other
interests, which had for its object the earthly fatherland and
an earthly state, must give way to a higher enthusiasm for the heavAnd
enly fatherland and a heavenly state, where God is the ruler.
so Christianity might appear to the Pagans as something incompatible

human

with the interests of the governments of this world. To this was added
the misunderstanding of the laws of the kingdom of God, as if they
the failure to distinguish rightly
were intended as a political code,

—

between the position of the kingdom of God and that of the state,
the misapprehension of that Magna Charta of the kingdom of God,
as though it exhibited the letter of laws requiring an external observThat false apprehension of these precepts, as a positive letter,
ance.
which had answered to the stage of Christian development existing in
the eastern church in the preceding period, contributed to promote
misunderstanding.
But the new relation of the state to the
church, in the present period, and the scientific spirit of Augustin,
And Augustin knew how to
prepared the way for a juster insight.
remove this misunderstanding. He replies that these precepts had
reference to the disposition of heart, which, in Christians, should always
be the same, rather than to the outward actions.
They required that
the heart should constantly cherish the same disposition of patience
this

and good

will,

while the outward actions must differ according as the

best interests of those towards

To

those

who maintained

whom we

are thus disposed require.^

that Christianity necessarily conflicted with

" Let them give us such warriors as
such
such subjects
husbands and wives such fathers, sons, masters, and servants such
kings and judges
such payers and receivers of tribute as they ought
to be according to the precepts of the Christian doctrine
and
would they still venture to assert, that this doctrine is opposed to the
state ?
Nay, would they not rather confess without hesitation, that,
"
were
would prove
the welfare of states, he says

:

the Christian doctrine re(|uires they should be

;

;

;

;

;

;

if it

followed,

The Pagans

it

the salvation of the state

—

?

show, in the historical way, that it was
by forsaking the national gods, to whom the Roman empire owed its
increase and prosperity, and by the spread of Christianity, the state
had been ruined.
Such was the aim of Eunapius and of Zosimus in
their historical works, written in the fifth century.
The Spanish presbyter, Paulus Orosius of Tarraco, in Spain, at the request of Augustin, wrote, in the year 417,^ his historical compend, for th6 purpose
of refuting this charge by facts of history
and for the same reason
also labored to

;

1 Augustin. ep. 138, § 13: Ista prsecepta
magis ad pr«parationem cordis, quas intus
est, pertinere,quam adopus, quod inaperto
tit,

tia

ut teneatur in secreto aniini patienbenevolentia, in manifesto autem

cum

id

fiat,

quod

eis

videatur prodesse posse,

quibus bene velle debemus.
^ Adversus Paganos historiarum
VII.

libri

HINDRANCi:S TO CONVERSION.

Augustin himself was led
origin, character, progress,
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profound work concerning the
and ultimate aim, of the city of God.^

to write his

Various Obstacles which hindered the Progress of Christianity

C.

among

the

promoted

;

Heathen

and

various

;

the different

Means and Methods by
Kinds of Conversion.

tvhich

tvas

it

The

opposition to Christianity by the still remaining Pagans differed
character according to their different degrees of intellectual culture.
In some cases, it grew out of the predominating sensuous element
in a superstition commingled with immorality.
For this, Christianity was a religion too spiritual, re(iuiring too much self-denial.
In
other cases, it grew out of the intellectualistic element predominating
in

in a certain

conceited wisdom or morality.

supposed that they possessed

in their

own

Men

of this latter class

virtue all which they could

need, and deemed tliemselves much better than many Christians. Of
" You will find," he says,'-^ " many Pagans
such Augustin speaks
refusing to embrace Christianity, because they are satisfied with their
own good lives. One should live, say they, uprightly. What further
precept can Christ give us ?
We lead good lives already what need
have we of Christ ?
We commit no murder, theft, nor robbery we
covet no man's possessions, we are guilty of no breach of the matrimonial bond.
Let something worthy of censure be found in our lives,
and whoever can point it out may make us Christians." Comparing
himself with the nominal Christians, such an one says, " Why wouldyou persuade me to become a Christian ? I have been defrauded by
a Christian
I never defrauded any man
a Chustian has broken his
oath to me
I never broke my oath to any man."^
Men of deeper feeling had some sense of the need of a redemption,
no doubt: although they interpreted it, to be sure, in their own way.
It was a redemption from the force of nature, from the power of matter (Hyle), from the demoniacal element which had sprung out of
this matter.
They invoked a redeeming, purifying, expiating Zeus.*
:

;

;

:

;

;

But they did not believe they stood
The elev^ion of themselves in spirit

need of a redeeming fact.
god was, for them, the
redeeming act and with this they doubtless connected various outward forms of expiation and purification, such as had been handed
down by ancient tradition. By means of these observances, they
supposed they might attract to themselves certain divine powers for
But
the cleansing and preserving of both the body and the soul.^
in

to this

:

1

De

civitate Dei, contra paganos, libri

234)

:

bonus

XXII.

Via

est in

Deum

melior,

qua

vir

piis, puris, jiistis, castis, veris dictis

E. g. Longinianus, a Pagan of North
Africa, writes to Augustin, who had (piestioned him with regard to his own opinion

factisque suis probatus, ct Dcoruni coinitatu vallatus, in Dcuni intcntionc .inimi
mentisijue ire f'estinat. Viaest, qnapurgati
anticpiuruni sacrorum piis priECcpti.s, expiationibus(pie j)urissimis, et abstemiis observationibus decocti, anima et corpore
Compare the
constantcs "dcproporant.

oa the right wav whicli leads to God

views of Simplicius, as presented above

^
3
*

the

In Ps. 31. Enarrat. II. § 2.
In Ps. 25. Enarrat. II. § 14.
Zevc ()vaiog, Kadupaiog, /xi:i?uxm-

See

Hymns of Synesins.

*

(ep.
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this

this obscure feeling of a need
may, even under these circumstances, have proved to

presentiment of a redeeming God,

of redemption,

a point of transition to Christianity, a point of recipiency for
as we see illustrated in the case of Synesius.
Christian impressions
From these men of deeper feeling we must distinguish the niisednmen in
a very numerous class, especially in the large cities,
cated,
whom the flashy spirit of the rhetorical schools had destroyed all sense
for simple truth, and who were unversed in the exercise of that silent

many

;

—

—

reflection,

by which they might have come

to the

knowledge of them-

To such, the unattic style, the
selves and of their religious needs.
plainness and simplicity of Holy Scripture was already reason enough

And though, in fact, they knew very little about
they wanted a philosophical religion, and reproached
Of such, Theodoretus
the Christians as devotees to a blind faith.
says, " Some who have read the poets and orators, some who have
also had a taste of Plato's eloquence, despise the sacred Scriptures,
because they are not set out with beautiful phrases and they are
ashamed to learn the truth from fishermen. And this pride is found
for

despising

philosophy,

it.

still

;

in men who possess but a superficial knowledge of the Greek philosowho have only scraped together, from one quarter and another,
phy,

—

Of such, Augustin, in his beautiful tract,
a sort of literary medley.^
Guide to the Instruction of the different Classes of Pagan
entitled, "
Catechumens," says that their teachers must accustom them to hear
Scripture read, without despising it because its language is so simple

A

It is to such that Theoall rhetorical embellishments.''^
doretus says: 2 "It was God's will that all men. Greeks and barbarians,
learned and unlearned, shoemakers, weavers, and other mechanics,
moreover slaves, beggars, peasants, women, both such as live in the
abundance of all things, and such as depend on the work of their own
for this reahands, should draw from the same fountain of salvation
son he employed fishermen, and one who was a shoemaker (he should

and free from

:

have said a tent-maker, Paul), as his instruments; and he let their
langiiacje remain as it luas in the heginninji, but poured through the
same the clear streams of heavenly wisdom."
Chrysostom once heard a Christian, in disputing with a rhetorically
educated Pagan of this class, contend that, in the elegant and proper
use of the Greek language, Paul was superior to Plato. He censured
the Christian who so badly understood how to defend his own cause
since the very point he was chiefly concerned to make out, was that
the apostles were men destitute of human learning and art, in order
to show that it was not human power, but the power of God, which
operated through them.*
To the claim insisted upon and made valid by Christianity, of being
the only religion designed for all mankind, was opposed. by educated
1

Theodoret. Graec.
696, T. IV.

affect, curat.

Dispu-

tat. I. p.

IX. Sunt
De
Krammatiquidam
venientes,
quos
neqxie
coram oratorumque
inter idiotas uumerare audeas neque inter
-

catcc'hizand. rudib. c.
de scholis usitatissimis

doctissimos. Docendi sint scripturas
audire divinas, ne sordsat eis solidum eloquium, quia non est inflatum.
^ Disputat. VIII. p. 899.
* Chrysost. ep., ad Corinth. I. H. III. ed.

illos

Ben. X. 20.
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in charaeterizino;

the teuJencies of Julian and
diversity of the forms of religion, grounded
the Neo-Platonic pagan philosopher Proclus

— the necessary

man's nature. Thus
homage to Greek and Oi'ieutal divinities, according to the peculiar Greek and Oriental modes of worship
it being his wont to say,
that the philosopher ought not to bind himself to the observance of this
or that national form of worship, but, as the common hierojihant for the
whole world, be familiar with every form of religion.^ " The rivalship
in

paid

;

of the different religions," says Themistius to the emperor Jnvian,^
" directly contributes to stir up zeal in worship. There are different
ways
some more difficult, others easier some rougher, others more
plain and even
which lead to the same goal.
If you allow but one
way to be good, and hedge up the others, emulation is at an end.
God desires no such agreement among men. As Heraclitus says,
Nature loves to hide herself, and still more than nature, the Creator
of it,
whom we reverence particularly on this account, because the
knowledge of him does not lie on the surface, and is not to be acquired
witliout toil.
As you have various ranks and conditions among your
subjects, who all in like manner depend on you, and look up to you
so, be assured, the Lord of the universe also takes pleasure in variety
and in the diversities of condition.
It is his will, that the Syrians
should worship him in one way, the Greeks in another, and the Egyjv
tians in still another.
And, again, the Syrians are not agreed among

—

;

—

—

—

themselves, but are subdivided into different minor sects.
None have
precisely the same notions with the others.
Why, then, should we try
to force that which is impossible in the nature of things ? "
In like

manner

anum

:

writes Symmachus, in the above-cited lielatio ad Valentini" It is reasonable that we should hold that Being whom all

worship, to be one and the same.
We all see the same stars there
a common cope of heaven
the same universe contains us.
What
matters it in what way each finds the truth ?
By one way, it is impossible to reach so hidden a matter."
But to this diversity of impure,
;

is

;

subjective,

human modes

of apprehension, the church teachers opposed

the authority of a divine revelation, requiring the submission of

all

minds, as Ambrosius calls to Symmachus " Come and learn here on
Here we live ; and there is our walk.
the earth to walk in heaven.
Let God, my Creator, himself teach me the mysteries of heaven. Let
not man teach me, he who knows not even himself."
The doctrine which refused to recognize a higher truth, and which
held that the forms of religion must necessarily be manifold, may have
gained, indeed, a certain show of right, when opposed to another error
then prevailing in the church, a certain intellectual dogmatism, which
would force the same forms on different understandings, and refused
to admit that, along with the higher unity, there was also a necessary
diversity.
The genuine spirit of Christianity alone could guide men
io the just mean between these two extremes.
:

As
I

the relation of the different classes of

See Marini vita Procli.

p. 47.

'^

Pagans

to Christianity

See! the above-cited discourse, p. 89.
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varied, so also the ways were various by which they were led to
and in the great variety of these leadings was
embrace the gospel
shown the manifold wisdom of God. But we must first distinguish, in
an
this period, between conversion in the proper and Christian sense.
and the mere
inward change of disposition wrought by Christianity,
outward adoption of Christianity, that is, of its name and ceremonial
observances
or an exchange of open, undisguised Paganism, for a
It must be
nominal Christianity covering a pagan way of thinking.
evident, from what has' already been observed respecting the Sjjread
of Christianity under the Christian emperors, that, in this period, the
number of conversions of the latter kind far exceeded those of the
And this is confirmed by the testimony of those church
former.
;

—

—

;

who Avere right earnest in bringing about conversions of the
Thus Augustin, for instance, in remarking on John
genuine stamp.
6: 2(3, complains: " How many seek Jesus only that he may benefit
so he seeks the
One man has a lawsuit,
them in earthly matters
so
another is oppressed by his superior,
intercession of the clergy
Others are seeking, one in this way^
he takes refuge in the church.
and another in that, to be interceded for in some quarter where they
The church is daily full of such
have but little influence themselves.
persons.
Seldom is Jesus sought for Jesus' sake." ^
Doubtless it might happen, that many, whose sole intention was
hypocritically to put on the profession of Christianity, would be led
farther than they meant to be, by some bishop or catechist, who understood his calling and its duties. Such an one first took pains to inform
himself, in the way prescribed by Augustin in his excellent guide ta
the catechist (the tract de catechizandis rudibus), of the reasons
which induced the Pagan to seek baptism. If he showed that he was
actuated by impure motives, such an enUghtened teacher would gently
Or if, which was most often the case, he answered the inrepel him.
quiries of the catechist in conformity with his own hypocritical disposition, still the catechist endeavored to give his conversation such a
" Often," says the
turn as to reach the heart of the heathen man.
speaking here from the experience which must
bishop Augustin,
" often the mercy of God sO'
belong to all men of the like spirit,
teachers

—

!

—

;

—

—

Pagan, moved
become what he intended to feign.^
man may present himself
So, too, says Cyril of Jerusalem:^ "
before the church for baptism to please his wife
a wife, to please her
husband a servant, to please his master a friend, to please his friend.
And now the catechist feels it to be incumbent on him to lead the
individual,
by whatever motives he may have been drawn thither at
first,
to find in the church some higher and better thing than he was
seeking for."

comes to the help of the
by his discourse, resolves

catechist's ministry, that the
to

A

;

;

—

;

—

1 In John. Tractat. 25, c. 10.
Augustin
sdso notices as outward reasons which led
many to receive Christianity (p. 47, § 17)
ut majorem amicum conciliet, ut ad concupitam uxor em perveniat, ut aliquam
pressuram hujus seculi evadat.

^ pg catechiz. rudib. c. 5
Saepe adest
misericordia Dei per niinisterium catechi
:

zantis, ut
lit,

^

sermone cominotus jam

quod decreverat

fieri v&-

fingere.

In the prologue to his Catechesis.
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character came to one of the great majority of
wholly without experience in the trial of s))irits,
or who were only interested to multiply the number of nominal Cliristians, they were received at once into the same number without farther
if

those ecclesiastics,

this

men

Yet even these, after being incorporated with the visible
church, might be led by what was there presented to them
by the
impressions which they involuntarily received by the society of Chrisquestion.

;

;

by participating in the acts of w.orship by some word of the
sermon to which they might be listening with others on some great
festival,
by such or other means,
to find in the church a good
of a higher kind than any which they had sought for in it.
Hence,
"
Augustin remarks
Many, who presented themselves to the church
with such impure motives, are, notwithstanding, reformed after they
have once come into it." ^ But, assuredly, no one was warranted for
this reason to countenance such hypocrisy, to approve the evil, that
good might come out of it.
And beyond all doubt, the number was
far greater of those who grew hardened in that worldly sense by which,
from the first, they had profaned a holy profession, and who were thus
the means of introducing into the church a great mass of corruption.
Among the fruits of such mere outward conversions were those who
were found, soon afterwards, at the altars of the false gods. We have

tians

;

;

—

—

:

proof of this in the laws enacted against apostates in the reign of the
emperor Theodosius (see above).
Yet these gross worldly niotiveit were not the only ones which led
as, indeed, there were many different
to hypocritical conversions
stages of hypocrisy in these conversions, according as the consciousaccording as intentional
ness of deception was more or less present
fraud or unconscious self-deception more or less^predominated. Many
'^

;

;

were

first

awakened by outward impressions, which might lead them
which had simply changed its color, as well as from

to a superstition

Many supposed they had seen miraculous
produced by the sign of the cross, similar to what had been
^
witnessed, though under different circumstances, by Constantino
others, who had heard of the divine power of Christ, driven in some
strait to seek for assistance from the unknown God, believed they had
To
seen him visibly manifested, and that they were thus delivered.'*
others, some occurrence of the day, which was afterwards forgotten,
but which had made an impression on their souls, of which, however,
they wei-e but vaguely conscious, would reappear in the form of a
dream, where they imagined they saw Christ, or some martyr, threatIn all such cases, however, it
ening, warning, admonishing them.
miglft be, that the individual was seeking in Christianity only for some
earthly good, although he was not hoping to obtain it from man, like
the class of hypocritical professors first mentioned, but from God.

superstition to the laith.
effects

;

1 Augustin. S.
Multi etiam
47, § 17
«c intrantes corriguntur ingressi.
^
of the 1.
VII.
Titulus
entire
See the
XVI. Cod. Theodos. Comp. the decrees
:

of Siricius ad Himcrium, of the year 385,
§ 4.
»
*

See above, p. 9.
See e. g. Paulin. Nolan,

cp.

3G ad Ma-
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augustin's directions to catechists.

love, but fear, which easily creates idols, or not the love which is
bent on heavenly things, but a material craving after miraculous revelations to the senses, which he hoped to find in Christianity, led him to
Much depended also on the circumstance whether he
the church.
found a teacher who could point him away from sensuous to spiritual
According to Augustin's directions to the catechist, it Avas the
things.
duty of the latter to take advantage of such communications to impress
but
it on the heathen's heart, how great was God's care for men
then he should also aim to divert his mind from such wonders and
dreams, and lead it in the more certain way, and to the surer testimohe should inform him, that God would not
nies of Holy Sci-ipture
awaken him by such signs and dreams, if a safer way had not been
already prepared for him in Holy Scripture, where he was not to seek
for visible miracles, but accustom himself to wait for invisible ones
where he would be taught of God, not in the visions of sleeps but while
awahe} But when ><.ii(:h teachers in Christianity were wanting, individuals of this class might easily be so misled, as merely to substitute in place of the pagan superstition, another under the Christian

Not

;

—

;

;

—

dress.
It so happened, that many had their fears excited by particular out>
ward impressions, or by the inner excitements of conscience.^ They
but they had no right conception of the forfelt the need of pardon
giveness of sins, or of what must be done on man's part in order to
They dreamed of obtaining at once, by the opus operatum
obtain it.
;

of baptism, the magical extinction of their sins, although they still conNow, in case such individuals came
tinued in the practice of them.

a bishop or catechist of the character required in the above-cited

to

work of Augustin, such a teacher would avail himself of the disturbed
conscience, which had brought them to him, as a favorable opportunity
for preaching to them repentance, and of leading them from the way
But unhappily, there were
of a hypocritical to an honest conversion.
bishops whose only wish was to make the conversion to Christianity a
and whose instructions, therefore,
right easy thing for the Pagans
served much rather to confirm them in this wrong state of mind, than
They merely told them what they would
to draw them away from it.
have to believe in order to be Christians but they were silent as to
;

;

which flowed out of this faith, lest they
Hence they baptized even
might thus be deterred from baiitisin.
those who lived in open sin, and who plainly enough manifested that it
was not their purpose to forsake it. They imagined, that when these
were once baptized and introduced into the fellowship of the church,
These corrupt
it was then time enough to admonish them against sin.
modes of procedure originated partly in the erroneous notions of worth
attached to a barely outward baptism and outward church .fellowship
and partly in the false notions of what constituted faith, and of the
the obligations to a holy

1

De

catechiz. rudib.

life

c. 6.

2 Augustin. de catechizand. rudil). c. 5.
Rarissime quippe accidit, immo vero nun-

quam, ut quisquam veniat volens fieri
Christianus, qui nou sit aliquo Dei timore
ptrculsus.

AUGUSTIN AGAINST PROSELYTISM.
relation of the doctrines of faith

and of morals
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each

in Christianity to

other.^

The better class of church teachers energetically protested against
such frivolity of proselytisra, and warned Christians of the dangerous
consequences which would necessarily follow after it.
Thus Chrysostom:^ '' Our Lord lays it down as a command, Give not that which
is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine.'
But
from a foolish vanity and ambition, we have subverted this command
by allowing corrupt and unbelieving men, full of all evil, to come forward and partake of this sacrament of baptism, before they have given
the least satisfactory evidence of a change of mind.
This is the reason why so many Avho were thus baptized have fallen away and occaAgainst this. Augustiu wrote his excellent
sioned much scandal."
work, " De fide et operibus."
He says here, § 9 " What more
befitting time can be found for one to hear about the faith which he
ought to cultivate, and how he ought to live, than that time when, with
a soul full of longing desire, he pants after the sacrament of faith
What other season can be more
which leads the way to salvation ?
appropriate for learning what manner of walk is suitable to so great a
Will it be after they
sacrament wliich they are longing to receive ?
have received it when even after baptism they persist in the practice
when they have not become new men, but still remain
of so great sins,
So that, by a strange perversion of lanin the old state of guilt ?
guage, it would first have to be said to them, Put on the new man ;
whereas the
and next, after they have done so, ' Put off the old
Put off the old
apostle, observing the proper order of things, says
man, and put on the new,' Coloss, 3 9, 10 and the Lord himself
exclaims
No man putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old garment
neither do men put new wine into old bottles.' Matth. 9: 16, 17."
The advocates of these measures alleged in their defense, that, in
'

:

;

—

'

'

;

:

:

:

'

;

'

the letters of the apostles, the doctrines of faith [.receded those of
morals.
To this Augustin replied " This might have some weight,
:

were the fact, that there are particular writings of the apostles
addressed to the catechumens, and other particular epistles addressed
and in the foi-mer nothing but the doctrmes of faith
to the baptized
were presented ; in the latter nothing but the doctrine of morals. But
the truth is, all the epistles are addressed to Christians already baptized.
Why, then, do we find the two things combined ? We must
but
grant, both belong to the complete sum of Christian doctrine
that they have commonly placed the doctrines of faith before the precepts of living, because a holy life presupposes the faith out of which
Next, they defended their mode of proceeding by apit springs."
pealincr to the example of the Apostle Peter, who preached nothing
but faith to the three thousand who were baptized after his first dLsif

it

;

;

1 They imagined that such persons, by
means of this outward baptism and the
ou tward fellowship of the church, by means
of that which t/iei/ called faith, had at least
« hope of salvation beyond that of the

Pagans
to

it,

though, before tliey could attain
they would have to pass through a

refining
-

;

fire,

ignis pinyo/oriiis.

In his tract addressed to Demetrius,

on contrition neplKaTavv^euc.
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when they asked him what they should do, simply
Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of
Acts 2
38.
To this
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins."
Augustin replied, that in the requisition of repentance, was in fact
implied already the requisition to put off the old man and to put on
and the remark in verse 40, that Peter with many other
the new
words testified and exhorted, saying "' Save yourselves from this untoward generation," certainly supposes that they were required to
renounce every sinful practice which belonged to the character of that
course, and who,
replied: "

:

;

:

sinful generation.

In opi)Osition to the practice of citing exclusively those passages of
Scripture which speak solely of the preaching of faith in Christ, or of
Christ crucified, as Acts 8: 37, and 1 Cor. 2: 2; 3: 10, Augustin
very justly remarks: " One important part of preaching faith in Christ
to teach how the members must be constituted, which he seeks in
order to be their head
which he forms, loves, redeems, and conducts
to eternal life.
An important part of preaching Christ crucified is, to
teach how we ought to be crucified with him to the world,
consequently, everything that relates to the duty of self-denial.
By that
faith in Christ which Paul makes the foundation of the whole Christian
life, he does not understand such faith as wicked spirits also might
possess, but that faith by which Christ dwells in the heart,
that
is,

;

—

—

living faith

which works by love, and comprehends

in itself

every other

grace."

Many educated Pagans were conducted to the faith, not at once,
by means of some sudden excitement, but after they had been led by
particular providences, by the great multitude of Christians around
them, to entertain doubts of the pagan religion they had received
from their ancestors, and to enter upon a serious examination of the
several systems of religion within their reach.
They read the Holy
Scriptures and the writings of the Christian fathers

they proposed
and finally made
up their minds to go to the bishop. Many came, by slow degrees,
through many intervening steps, to Christianity and the Neo-Platonic,
religious idealism formed one stage in particular by which they were
bi'ought nearer to Chrhtian ideas, as is seen in the examples of a
Synesius and an Augustin.
This system made them familiar with the
doctrine of a Triad.
Although this doctrine, in its speculative matter
and its speculative tendency, was altogether different from the Christian doctrine, which is in its essence practical throughout
yet they
were thereby made attentive to Christian ideas.
They were conducted still nearer to practical Christianity by the doctrine that man
needed to be redeemed and purified from the might of the i'At;, which
not only fettered and clogged, but corrupted that element of his soul
which stands related to God.
It is true, they believed only in a general redeeming power of God, which was imparted to individuals in
;

their doubts, their difficulties to Christian friends,^

;

;

1 Augustin. de catechizand. rudib.
§ 12.
Pales non eadcm hora, qua Christiani
fient, sed antea solent omnia diligenter

motus animi sui cum quibug
possunt communicare atque discutere.
inquirere, et

NEW PLATONISM.
proportion to their worth
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or the communication of which was connected with various rehgious institutions under different forms.
But,
notwithstanding, all this was calculated gradually to pave the way
both for the speculative mind and for the heart to embrace Christian;

even though Christianity might be regarded at first only as one
;
of the manifold forms of the revelation of the divine, as we see illustrated in the case of Synesius.
In the idea of a divine Logos or Nus, the eternal revealcr of God,
ity

these Platonicians would perhajjs find themselves at home
regard to the faith in the historical Christ crucified.

;

not so with

They would

have been pleased to place Christ on a level with those enlightened
sages by whom the divine Logos had revealed himself \nider different
But to abide by this historical Christ alone, to seek in him
forms.
their salvation, this was requiring too much from their speculative
This appeared to them something too narrow, material,
idealism.^
answering only to the position of the multitude, who cleave to sensuous
appearances, who cannot lift themselves above these to the spirit and
The great church teacher, Augustin, who himself
to the pure idea.
passed over from a position of this kind to the simple gospel, describes
the same out of the depths of his own experience,^ and then adds
" Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and revealed
them unto babes, that so they who feel themselves weary and heavy
laden might come unto him, and he might give them rest, because he

But those who are inflated with the pride
is meek and lowly of spirit.
of a doctrine that styles itself sublime, hear not the call of him who
says, ' Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly of spirit, and ye shall
find rest to

your

Yet when

iar revelation

—

souls.'

those to

Mattii.

whom

11

:

29."

Christianity appeared at

first

as one pecul-

of the divine, coordinate to other forms of manifesta-

—

were thereby innot as the absolute religion of humanity,
Holy Scriptures, and to attend divine worship in
Christian churches, so far as this stood free and open to the unbaptized (i. e. the reading of the Scriptures and the sermon), they might,'
tion,

duced

to read the

their own study of the Scriptures, and through numberless immediate impressions derived from the church life, be let more deeply
into the Christian truth than they had divined of it, until at last they

by

found the redeeming God only in Christ ; and the ideal Christ, by
means of their own inward experience, became to them the real one.
Thus Synesius, for example, came from the position above described
sent
still nearer to Christianity, when, in the year 399, having been
to Constantinople, as a delegate from his native city Cyrene, driven to
a great strait, where he was abandoned of all human help, he visited
the church, spent much time in prayer, and in this place felt the near
and he
Thus he was first led to desire baptism ;
presence of God.

—

Many

of these, had they been as clear
to themselves, as honest and humble, as
was Jacobi, miglit have said what that derout and noble spirit, so full of earnest
longing after the truth, said in a letter to
Lavater, that Christianity met their wants,
1

so far as it was mysticism, but that on
that very account it was the more dithcult
for theni to p:et along with the historical
See Jacobi's Auserlcsenen Brieffaith.
wechsel, Bd. II. S. 55.
^ Confess. 1. VII. § 13, 14.
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was doubtless broufi;ht to a still more profound acquaintance with the
deep things of Christianity by the experiences of the episcopal office,
which he had reluctantly been induced to assume.
Thus it happened
to Augustin, who from this position came to the study of the Apostle
Paul, in the expectation of finding here the same things that he had
found in Platonism, only in a different form
instead of which, he
found such a spirit as brought about the great ferment and crisis in
;

his inner

II.

life.

Spread of Christianity beyond the Limits of the Roman
Empire.

Among

the

means which contributed

to

further the progress of

Roman

dominion, may be
mentioned first, the commercial intercourse of nations.
Along with
the goods of the earth, the highest blessings of the Spirit also were
thus often transmitted to distant lands.
In the next place, many of
those monks who lived in the Lybian and the Syrian deserts, on the
borders of barbarian tribes, acquired, by the godly character which
shone forth in their lives, and which exercised a mighty power even
over those rude minds, the respect and confidence of the wandering
nomadic hordes
and they would doubtless avail themselves of the
Christianity in nations not subjected to the

;

opportunity thus afforded, of bringing home the gospel to their hearts.
Even that which seemed to threaten destruction to the church, must
contribute to its extension.
Many Christians who had been driven by
the persecution of Diocletian out of Egypt, Lybia, and Syria, took
refuge with the neighboring barbarian tribes,^ and there enjoyed that
freedom in the worship of God which they could not find in the Roman

The Pagans murmured, when they saw the

empire.

idolatrous hompay to the " eternal city " exhibited by
its nothingness, and the colossal creation which had sprung
forth from Rome crumbling daily to ruin.
But through Christianity,
to which they ascribed all the pubhc misfortunes, a new and more
glorious creation was to be called forth out of the ruins of the old one.
Both the hostile and the peaceful relations of the Romans with the
rude tribes, particularly those of German origin, which were the first,
after the general migration of races, to take an important part in the
grand historical events of the world, contributed to bring these tribes

age they had been used

to

history in

acquaintance with the gospel.
A man who lived in the
fifth century, and was an eye-witness of these events
—: the author of the work " De Vocatione Gentium " (probably Leo the
Great, afterwards bishop of Rome, but then a deacon) ^
remarks
" The very weapons by which the world is upfinely on this point
turned must serve to promote the ends of Christian grace.
Many
sons of the church, who had been taken captive by the enemy, made
their masters the servants of the gospel of Christ, and were teachers
to their first

early part of the

—

:

1

Euseb.

vit.

Constant.

1.

II. c. 53.

'

L. 11.

c.

32.
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of the faith to those whose shives thej had become by the fortune of
war.
But other barbarians, who aided the Romans in war, learned

among our people what they could

not have learned at their own
homes, and returned to their native land carrying with them the instruction they had received in Christianity."
We turn first to Asia. In the former period, it was remarked that
Christianity had already made progress in Persia.
The number of
Christians had gone on increasing among all ranks until the begiiming
of the present period.
At the head of the Christian church in Pei^
sia, stood the bishop of the royal residence and chief city of the
ancient Parthian kingdom, namely, Seleucia Ctesiphon.
But the
Magians, the Persian sacerdotal caste, applied every means to counteract the spread of Christianity
and the Jews, who were thickly
scattered over the Persian empire, joined also in these hostile machi;

nations.

One

solitary

account^ has been preserved from which we

may

gain some knowledge of the mighty effects wrought by Christianity in
Persia at the beginning of the fourth century.
Under the reign of
Hormisdas II. (from a. i>. 301 to a. d. 808 ),"-^ one of the chief Magians, a so-called Mobed, a man who stood" in the highest veneration,^
embraced Christianity, and wrote a work against the doctrine of Zo-

and in defense of the Christian religion. This work was widely
disseminated in Persia, and seems to have done much for the s])read
of Christianity.
It having been found impossible to silence him by
disputation, he was stoned to death.
The Armenian bishops in their
answer to Mihr-Nerseh's proclamation, affirm that anybody might learn
what Christianity is from the writings of this Mobed."*
The emperor Constantino recommended the Christians to the
roaster,

protection of the Persian

emperor Shapur (S^por)

casion of an embassy sent to him by

II.,

taking oc-

His letter
nothing which alludes to the existence, as yet, of a persecution against Christians in the Persian empire.
At all events, it is
certain that, according to the more exact chronology of the Oriental
accounts, the beginning of the most violent and iiarassing persecution must be placed, not as the Greek church historians assert,
But if
in the reign of Constantine, but in that of his successor.
some Oriental accounts are to be trusted, this persecution was
preceded by two others of shorter duration, in which many Chrisone in the year 330,'^ the other in the
tians suffered martyrdom,
tlie

latter prince.^

''contains

'^

—

account to the
We
History of the Uclij;ious Wars in Arraenia, quite recently published, written by
the Armenian bishop ElisiEus.
Unless we are to understand here Hormisdas I., who reigned from 272 to 273.
^

are indebted for this

"'

According to Neumann's version
you held to be something more
than a man." According to Cappelletti's
'*

"

Whom

Italian translation (Venezia, 1840), for the

communication of which 1 am indebted to
my friend -.ind colleague Petermann " Che
:

vJi

reputavate

natiira."

piii

sublime

deli'

umana

*

See Neumann's English translation of

Elisaeus, p. 14.

Italian translation, p. 38.

Euseb. de vit. C. IV. 9.
See the two Chaldee documents extracted from the history of the Persian
martyrs, in Stephan. Euod. Assemani acta
martyrum orientalium ct occidentaliuia
appendix, p. 215.
' In the 18th year of the reign of Shapur, the beginning of which should bo
placed, according to Ideler's chronology
(.see B. II. S. 558), in the year 312.
"

^
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year 342.'^
Still it may be doubted whether tliose documents are
worthy of entire confidence, and whether their narratives are chron-

The

ologically exact.

credible records of the principal persecution

above mentioned, contain not a hint that others had preceded it.
Moreover, the Greek church historians, notwithstanding the anachronism just mentioned, speak of but one persecution, and make no mention of any before this.
They state, that at the time of the commencement of that principal persecution the Christian church was in a
flourishing condition.

Now, with regard

•

main persecution, which broke out in the
year 843,^ it is manifest that the hostile relations existing between the
Roman and the Persian empires Avere the immediate occasion of it.
It was attempted to excite the suspicions of the emperor against the
Christians on political grounds, because of the correspondence which
they maintained with their brethren of the same faith in the Roman
empire. For this purpose, advantage was taken of the respect usually
paid by the emperors at Constantinople to the chief of the Persian
bishops.
Thus, for example, the Pe-rsian Jews represented to the emperor Sapoi-, that, when the Roman emperor received from him magnificent epistles and costly presents, they were scarcely noticed, in
comparison with a miserable note from the bishop of Seleucia Ctesiphon, to which the emperor paid every mark of respect.^
So also
Christian ecclesiastics were accused of harboring in their houses Roman
spies
of betraying to them the secrets of the empire
of writing
letters themselves to the Roman emperor, infoi-ming him of everything
to the

;

;

that transpired in the East.*

Yet

it

is

certain that the persecution did not originate in

mere

but religious fanaticism and the influence of the
Magians lay in great part at the bottom of it. The truth was, that
one of tiie most revered and learned of the Mobeds, had embraced
Christianity.
The multiplication of splendid churches had excited the
jealousy of the Magians, and they declared that everything ought to
be sacrificed sooner than to allow Chi'istianity to suppress utterly the
worship of Ormuzd.^
political difficulties

The

;

objections brought

authorities

mark

against Christianity

by the Persian

civil

the peculiar relation in which Parsism stood, both to

1 In the 30th year of his reign.
The
passage in the Acts of the second persecution (Assemani, 1. c. f. 227), where Sapor,
addressing the Christians, says " What
God is better than Hormuzd, or mightier
than the terrible Ahriman," is hardly in
agreement with the Persian religious ideas;
for 'according to these, Ahriman, the object of abhorrence, would scarcely be mentioned in such connection with Ormuzd.
- The most important records of its history, of which we shall say more hereafter,
may be found in the collection of the acta
martyrum, made under the direction of the
:

Bishop Maruthas (see Assemani bibliotheT. III. P. I. p. 73'), from
ca oriental.
which were derived also those narratives

ah-eady made use of by the Greek historians of the church. These acta were pu&lished by Stephan. Euod. Assemani, iu the

work ah-eady cited.
^ Acta martyrum,
*

L.

c. f.

1.

c.

p. 20.

152.

remarkable expression of this kind
ascribed to king Jezdegerdes II., in the

^ a.
is

historical

work of Elisseus

(p. 30, I.e.):

"I

have heard from my ancestors, that in the
time of Sapor II., when this doctrine was
propagated through the whole empire, the
teachers of our faith prevailed on the king
to publish a severe edict for the suppression of Christianity, that the faith of the
utterly perish."

Magians might not
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Christianity generally, and also to that prevailiri<r tendency of the
religious and moral spirit which obtained particularly among the Persian Christians.
That which the Parsic doctrine iiiculc°ated, and

which permeated its entire view of the i)hysical and of the moral
was the antagonism of Ormuzd and" Ahriman, and of their
respective creations.
From Ahriman was derived all evil, all hindrances and disturbances of life in nature, all wrong in the moral world
and from Ormuzd, all good, and every good thing in both worids.
Contemplated from this fundamental position, the Christian monotheistic view of the universe could appear no otlierwise than as a confusion of good and evil, of the godlike and the ungodlike,
as a profaning of the holy essence of God, since God was made to be the
creator of that which could proceed only from the evil principle.
Accordingly it was, on this ground, alleged against the Christians in
Armenia that, in refusing to adoj)t the worship of Ormuzd,^ and in
profaning the pure elements, they took the side of Ahriman.
To
persecute the Christians, therefore, was felt to be a matt6r of necessity, since they were enemies of Ormuzd, servants of Ahriman.
Accordingly in the proclamation issued, about the middle of the fifth
century, by the Persian commander and governor Mihr-Nerseh, to the
" All that is good in heaven,
Christians in Armenia,^ it is said
Ormuzd created, and all that is evil was produced by Ahriman.
Hatred, calamity, unfortunate wars,
all these things are the workbut on the other hand, good fortune, domining of tlie evil principle
ion, glory, health of body, beauty of person, truthfulness in language,
all these things proceed fr^m the good principle.
length of years,
But all that is not of this nature is the operation of the evil. They'
who affirm ttiat God created death, and that both evil and good proceeded from him, are in error ; for example, the* Christians, who say
that God, out of anger to his servant because he had eaten a fig'^ fi'om
a particular tree, created death, and thereby punished men." This to
the Persians, appeared as a doctrine which confounded Ormuzd and
Ahriman, which transferred to God that which could be said only of
" Such anger," the edict goes on to remark, "never took
Ahriman.
possession of a man against his fellow: much less, of God against man.
He who talks thus, is deaf, blind, and deceived by that serpent the
devil."
It was also objected to the Christians that they held insects,
snakes, scorpions, to be created by God, and not by the devil.^
Although the Parsic religion acknowledged the being oi one primal
the aldv, fiv66<; of the
Essence, under the name of Zervan (Kpoi'os
worid,

—

:

—

;

—

=

1 The word Kirdk/ar in the Armenian.
See Neumann's English translation of

Elisams, p. 23.

In the French translation, in the Memoires historiques et ge'ographique sur
I'Arme'nie par St. Martin, T. II. Paris,
•^

More complete, in the his1819, p. 472.
torv of the Arnieuian reliiiiuus wars, hy the
Ariaenian bisho]) Eli:^::eus, in the English
London,
translation of Prof. Neumann.
1830, p. 12. See above, p. 489. Vol. I.n. 1.

" The reason why the fig in particular
to be mentioned here is, that many
of the fathers of the OrieiUal church, as for
instance, Theodoras of Mopsuestia (see
his obsei-vations on the first chapters of
Genesis, in the catena of Nicephorus on
Lips. 1 7 70;, supposed it
the Octoteuch.
might be inferred from Genesis 3 7, that
this was the forbiddon fruit,

comes

:

*

Assemaui,

1.

c.

f.

181.
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Gnostics), from whom all existence flowed; yet this idea of the one
hidden, primal Essence, from the very nature of the case, retreated
into the obscure ; and the idea constantly predominant was that of
Ormuzd, the revealer of this hidden, divine, primal Essence the
creator, the victorious antagonist of Ahriman
and, although this
Urmuzd was the highest object of all prayer and adoration, yet vari;

;

ous genii and powers of a pure, holy nature, which were supposed to
have emanated from Ormuzd, and to be the vehicles of his activity,
received also a certain share of worship, so far as they represented
Adoration of the sun, as representative of Ormuzd, of Mithras,
him.^
was required of the Christians. Accordingly the Persian king says
to the Christians in Armenia, ''I have sworn by the sun, the great
god, who enlightens with his beams the whole world, animates with
his warmth all creatures, that if, at his wonderful appearance on the
morrow, every knee does not bow to him and acknowledge him as God,
I will give you up to every kind of persecution."^
The sun, fire,
water, earth, as elements of a pure nature working with the energy
of Ormuzd, were objects of worship with the Persians.
Hence it was
objected to the Christians that they worshipped but one God, and did
not pay due honor to tlie sun, the fire, the water
especially that they
profaned the water by using it for obscene washings.
But how this
should be understood, so as to be consistent with the Parsic notions,
may be made a question for lustrations by water were certainly
used as a means of holiness according to the Parsic ritual. In the case
last cited, either Christian baptism itself is represented as a profa,na;

;

tion of the holy element, or else it is meant that the Christians
paid no regard to the sacredness of water in their daily use of
it.^
As to the holy earth, the Persians believed that they might

accuse the Christians of profaning this also, perhaps on account of
the burial of the dead.'*
It is
objected to the Christians of
Armenia, from the Parsic point of view, even in the fifth century,
" that they defiled water and fire ; that they buried their dead in the
earth and thus polluted it."^
It constituted, again, a part of the
nature-worship of the Persians, that they looked upon many of the
brute animals as being specially consecrated to Urmuzd, and sacred ;
while others, as consecrated to Ahriman, were held to be unclean ;
and hence the Christians were censured for slaughtering brute animals

—

indiscriminately.
1

Compare

Silvestre de

Sacy memoirs

sur diversesantiquitate's deia Perse. Paris, 1793, p. 41.
^ See Elisajus' History of the Armenian
religious wars, in the English translation,

by Neumann, p. 22.
^ See Herodot. 1.

I. c. 138.
* The custom of burying the dead contrasted strongly with the usage of the Persians at that period.
The dead body was
cast into the open field, as a prey for dogs

and ravenous birds. They regarded it as
a bad token, a sign that the deceased was
an abandoned wretch, and his soul be-

longed to the Dews,

if the body was left
untouched by the beasts of prey. The
bones that were left, were allowed to moulder away on the ground.
See Agathias,
1.
II. c. 22 and 23, p. 113, ed. Niebuhr.
This historian says expressly of the Persians
6^«7? nvi 'kfijialElv t} MpvuKi tovc
TE^veuTa^, fi nal rij yy Karaxuwvvai fiKiara
:

^i^ng avroic.
The former practice is noticed already by Herodotus, I. 140.
He
says, however, that the bones left behind
were besmeared with wax, and buried,
^

See Elisseus, by Neumann,

p. 23.
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The

doctrine, too, of a Saviour of the world, who came in the form
of a servant, and was crucified, was to the Persians foolishness and a
stumbling-block
a doctrine in direct contradiction with their notions
of Ormuzd.
Nothing divine could possibly, according to their view,

—

be subjected to suffering, for in suffering was manifested the power of
Hence, in the before-mentioned edict of Mihr-Nerseh, it is
placed among the errors of the Christians, that they taught that God,
who created the heavens and the earth, had appeared in the world,

Ahriman.

''
and was born of a woman, Mary.
I shall not particularize," said
that general, " for verily there are many singular things which they
set forth in their sacred writings.
Can anything be more offensive
than Avhat we find written in them ?
God, they proclaim, was affixed
by the hands of men to a ci-oss the same God died and was buried,
then rose from the dead and ascended up to heaven.
Not even the
wicked Dews can be seized by force and tortured by men how much
less God the Creator of all."
Necessarily connected with the nature-worship of the Persians, with
the idea, pervading the whole life of the Persians, that every man
should be a servant of Ormuzd in the straggle to defend his holy creation against the destructive powers of Ahriman, Avas the precept of
their religion, which required a life of activity and industry, devoted
to the culture of nature.
All employments, even that of war against
the enemies of the servants of Ormuzd, were reckoned as belonging
alike to the contest fur Ormuzd against Ahriman.
The gifts of nature
were to be enjoyed as holy gifts of Ormuzd every fortunate event
was thus made holy riches, and especially a numerous progeny ,i
were considered as blessings conferred by Ormuzd. But at this time'
an ascetic spirit had become diffused among the Christians of the
East and it is easy to imagine what a contrast* this must have presented to the Persian view of life.
Hence, it was affirmed of the
to do
Christians, that they forbade men to marry and beget children
to strike any one.And, in the abovemilitary service for the king
cited proclamation of Mihr-Nerseh, it is said: '-Believe not your'
leaders, whom you call Nazarenes;^ they are deceitful knaves, teachThey say, it is no sin to eat
ing one thing and doing the contrary.
They say, it is right and befitting to
flesh ; and yet they eat none.
Actake a wife
and yet they refuse even to look upon a woman.
cording to them, whoever accumulates riches is guilty of a great sin.
They place poverty far above wealth they praise poverty, and they
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

2

See Herod.
Assemani,

I. 136.-

c.

1.

f.

181.

Thus

was

it

required of a Christian priest, if he would
save his life; to worship the sun, to partake of blood (the oriental Christians holding the ordinance mentioned in Acts 15:
29, to be still binding), and to marry. Ass.
1.

c. f.

188.

Martin is of opinion, that this
used here as a general appellation
of the Christians but this will not do for
the subject of discourse here is the heads
and teachers of the communities and,
9
VOL. II.
'^

St.

name

is

:

;

;

moreover, the other remarks here cannot
be referred to all Christians. We are to
conceive rather, that this name (the monks
beinjjj compared with the Nazarites of the
Old Testament) was in the East a common designation of the monks; and the
clergy in these districts were then chosen,
for the most part, from among the monks.
Comp. e. g. Gregor. Nazianz. orat. 32, j).
Nasapufw*' X^
527, concerning the monks
:

poaraalat,
19, p. 310.

and

ol

Ka\T

iy/idf

fiaiapaloi, orat.
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rich.
They scorn the name of good fortune, and ridicule
who stand on the pinnacle of glory. They affect coarse garThey praise
ments, and they prefer common things to the costly.
They hold it an unworthy
death, and they have a contempt for life.

defame the
those

Follow their examand the world would soon come to an end."
A Persian governor asks the Christians, " Which is the true religion, that which was professed by the kings, the lords of the world,
or that
the nobles of the empire, the men of rank and of wealth
He reproached tliem
which they, poor people, had preferred to it? "
as a people too indolent to apply themselves to those useful occupations by which men obtain wealth, and therefore so fond of praising
thing to heget men, and they praise barrenness.

ple,

;

poverty.

The

spirit of

than that of his king.

ligion
is

it

Oriental despotism, also, which prevailed among the
the subject that he should have no other re-

demanded of

Persians,

said,

"

ruler accepts

Know
;

that

you

especially as

Thus,

in the

proclamation above-cited,

must adopt the faith which your
we have to give an account of you to
too

God."
The

first ordinance of the emperor probably ran as follows
The
Chriatians, unletts they ivould consent to worship the Persian deities,,
:

should he required to pay an inordinate tax, levied on each individual.
This law may have been directed, perhaps, to the bishop of Seleucia,
who was expected to collect the required sum from all the Christians,
and pay it over, Simeon,^ the venerable old man who then held this
office, gave a high-hearted answer, which stood out in bold and striking
contrast with the servile sjiirit of the Orientals
though it is wanting
in the temper of Christian humihty, and fails to mark the distinction between spiritual and political freedom.
Yet it should be borne
in mind, tliat the emperor probably demanded of the Christians an
amount of money which they could not possibly raise, thinking to comj)el them in this manner to abjure their religion.
The Christians, Simeon declares, whom their Saviour had emancipated by his blood from
the most shameful yoke, and whom he had delivered from the most
oppressive of burdens, could not submit to have such a yoke imposed
on them.
Far was it from them to be so foolish and sinful as to exchange the liberty which Christ had bestowed on them for slavery to
men. " The Lord, whom we are resolved to obey, is the upholder
and director of your government.
We cannot subject ourselves to an
unrighteous command of our fellow-servant.
As God was the Creator of their divinity (the sun), so they held it to be a reckless thing
to place God's creature on a level with himself.
They had neither
gold nor silver, as the Lord had forbidden them to heap up such
treasures
and Paul had said to them, ' Ye are bought with a price
be no man's servants.' "
The emperor interpreted this letter as if
Simeon invited the Christians to insurrection, and commanded that he
and his people should be threatened with severe punishment. To this
;

;

1

Assemani,

;

1.

c.

186.

^

Barsaboc, son of the leather-dresser.

His father was the king's purple-dyer.
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it was far from any thouglit of his to betray his
purpose of saving his life and purchasing peace. Tie was
ready, following the example of his Saviour, to give up his life for his
''
flock.
Sapor then declared
Whereas Simeon scorns my authority,
and obeys the Roman emperor, wliose God alone he worships, but
utterly despises my God, he must present himself before me and be
executed."
And he immediately issued another decree against the

replied, that

flock for the

:

Christians

:

The clergy of

diately executed

;

the

the chiirrhea

finst

three grades were to be

of the

Christ.iaris

demohshed

imme;

their

church uteiifiiJyi devoted to profatie usen.
Simeon, with two presbyters of his church, was conveyed in chains
to Ledan, a city in the province of Huzitis, where the emperor then
resided.
Before this, he had never hesitated to prostrate himself,
after the Oriental manner, in the king's presence,
this being a custom of the country, which, in itself, contained nothing idolatrous.
But now, when he was called upon to renounce the sole worship of his
God, he declined doing this since it behooved him at present to
avoid every act which could be interpreted as if he gave to a creature
the honor due to God alone.
The emperor then required him to do
homage to the sun,
assuring him that he might thus deliver himself
and his people. To this Simeon replied, that he could still less pay to
the sun, a lifeless being, that homage which he had declined showing
to the king, who was a rational behig, and therefore far more than the
sun.
As neither promises nor threats had any power to move him,
the emperor ordered him to be thrown in prison till the next day, to
see if he would not come to his senses.
To the Christians belonged at that time the head of the imperial
household, and most considerable of the eunuchs, to whose care Sapor
had been intrusted when a child,
the venerable Guhsciatazades.
This person had been prevailed upon to do homage to the sun. When
Simeon was conducted by him in chains, he fell on his knee, after the
Oriental manner, and saluted him. But Simeon turned away his head;
for he had denied the faith.
His conscience was awakened by this
silent reproof: he witnessed a bold confession before the emperor, and
When brought already to the place
was sentenced to lose his head.
of execution, he begged of the emperor, as a reward for the services
he had rendered to his whole family, that it might be publicly made
known how Guhsciatazades died, not because he had betrayed the
but simply besecrets of the empire, or committed any other crime
cause, as a Christian, he refused to deny the God whom he professed
to worship.
He hoped that the example of his death in behalf of the
faith which he had once denied, would have the more i)Owerful effect
on others.
Sapor consented not knowing the power of faith, and
expecting that the terrible example would prove a warning to many

—

;

—

—

;

;

but he soon learned the contrary.

The aged Simeon, in his dungeon, had thanked God for the repentance and martyrdom of this brother in the faith. He rejoiced to learn
that his own death would probably take place on the very day which
'he Persian Christians had consecrated to the memory of Christ's
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So

passion.

it

happened.

The next day

and after

after his arrest,

the martyrdom of Guhsciatazades, he appeared before the emperor ;
and, showing that he was firm in his confession, he likewise was con-

demned to die. A hundred others of the clerical order, who had been
condemned at the same time, were led out with him to the place of
Simeon and

execution.

two companions were

his

to

be reserved

till

The whole design

of the emperor was to shake his constancy,
so that, through his example, he might work on the great mass of the
Christians
and he hoped that the blood of so many, shed before his
the

last.

;

eyes, would

make him waver but he was mistaken.
;

Simeon confirmed

the band of confessors by his exhortations, and at last died himself
with his two companions.
It happened that one of these latter, Ana-

when it was his turn to strip himself and be bound, in order to
receive the stroke of the axe, suddenly seized by the natural fear of
death, trembled through his whole frame
the flesh only being weak,
nias,

;

When

while the spirit was strong as before.

this was observed by
Phusik, an officer of some rank, superintendent of all the workmen in
" Never
the palace, wlio was himself a Christian, said he to him
mind shut your eyes but a moment, and partake of the light of
Christ."
This was immediately communicated to the king.
Sapor
was the more incensed at the disobedience of Phusik, because but a
short time had elapsed since he had conferred on him his new honors.
Phusik declared that he would gladly exchange these poor honors for
the crown of martyrdom.
His tongue was torn out in the most cruel
manner, and thus he died.^
Still more violent was the persecution in the following year, 344.
An edict appeared, which commanded that all Christians should bo
thrown into chains, and executed. Many, belonging to every rank,
died as martyrs.
xVmong these was a eunuch of the palace, named
:

;

Azades, a man greatly jjrized by the king.
So much was the latter
by his death, that he commanded the punishment of death
should be inflicted from thenceforth only on the leaders of the Christian sect
that is, only on persons of the clerical order.
Of these, a
great number suffered martyrdom. Yet, within the space of the forty
years during which this persecution lasted, it became occasionally
more general and violent again,
which was especially the case towards its close.
The treaty of peace which terminated the unfortunate war of the
Romans with the Persians under the emperor Jovian, was unfavorable
affected

;

—

to the interests of the Christians

;

the ancient Christian city Nisibis,

on the border of Mesopotamia, being given up to the Persians. Yet
the Christian inhabitants had permission to leave the country.
The king Sapor himself was at length compelled to acknowledge
that all his efforts to suppress Christianity by force, were expended in
vain
and the disastrous effects which had followed in the train of all
his sanguinary edicts led him to the measure of granting universal
;

toleration to all religious sects in Persia.

1

Assemani, Tom.

I.

f.

35.

In the history of the

Sozom.

1.

Ill c. 11.
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wars, composed by the

Armenian bishop Elisaeus, the king of
represented as giving an account of the
termination of this persecution,
an account well worthy of notice,
though we cannot suppose that it is reported in the very w'ords of the
" When the king
author.
It may contain some truth, at any rate.
(Sapor) had shut up the churches through'^out Persia, the Christians
converted every house into a church, and performed their worship in
all places.
Indeed, they made temples of themselves, and accounted
their own persons as worthier and better than mere earthly structures.
10U3

Persia, Jezdegerdes II.,

is

—

They

patiently endured the severest persecutions, and their necks
never grew weary. Their goods were plundered but still there would
always be more to be plundered again.
The king was exasperated
the executioners in despair.
But the Christians were joyful they
suffered with equanimity, and submitted patiently to the spoiling of
their goods.
Wlien the king saw that they despised death, that they
accounted it as nothing more than a passage to their liome in iieaven,
he directed the Magians and Mobeds to disturb no man thenceforth,
but let each follow his own faith without fear." ^
In the early part of the fifth century, by the wise and prudent conduct of a man zealously devoted to the si)read of the gospel, a favorable change was brought about in the situation of the Christians, which
might have been attended with important consequences long in the
future, had not his labors been defeated by the imprudent zeal of
another bishop.
The bishop Maruthas of. Tagrit, in Mesopotamia,^
consented to serve as agent in the negotiations between the emperors
Arcadius and Theodosius II., and the Persian emperor Jezdegerdes
I.
and in transacting this business he gained the esteem and confidence of the Persian emperor.
By his sagacity, he defeated the intrigues of the Magians to procure his downfall ;• which only added to
;

;

;

He

his reputation.

obtained permission for the Christians to rebuild

and hold their meetings for divine worship but the
^vhole was rendered nugatory by the imprudent behavior of Abdas,
their churches,

bishop

;

This bishop caused a Persian temple (TrvpeLoi'), whereOnnuzd, was worshipped, to be demolished. Owing
perhaps, to the still remaining influence of Maruthas, Jezdegerdes
showed at first a moderation seldom witness(*d in Oriental princes
under the like circumstances. He summoned Abdas into his presence,
mildly reproved him for this act of violence, and simply required him
The bishop, thinking he could not consciento rebuild the temple.
tiously do this, resolutely declined, and the king was highly exasperated.
He ordered the Christian churches to be destroyed, and Abdas
This was the beginning of a thirty
to be executed (about a. d. 418). ^
lire,

i

of Susa.

the symbol of

See Elisaeus,

p. 30.
Maipheractii, Martyropolis.
The judgment which the mild Theodoretus, who relates this, passes on the
bishop's conduct, is worthy of notice (H.
"I affirm, indeed, that
Eccles. 1. V. c. 39)
'^

*

:

the

wrong time was chosen

tion of the

lire-temple

;

for tliedestrucfor the A[)ostle

Paul himself, when he came to Athens and

found the whole city given to idolatry,
destroyed none of the altars which they
reverenced, hut hy instruction refuted their
ijjnoranee, and showed them tlie truth,

But

that the hishop preferred rather to die
than to rehuild the temple, c(jmmauds my
admiration for to me it seems the same
thing to worship lire, and to rebuild the
temple for such worship."
;
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years' persecution of the Christians in Persia, which, under the reign
of Varanes V. the successor of Jezdegerdes, from the year 421 ami

onward, became far more violent.
Oriental cruelty invented against
the Christians the most painful modes of death
and men of all ranks,
Jacobus, a man belonging to
even the highest, suffered martyrdom.
one of the most distinguished families, had already been moved by his
benefactor, the king Jezdegerdes, to deny the faith. But through the
remonstrances of his mother and his wife, filled with remorse, he
repented, and after this remained steadfast under protracted tortures,
one limb being severed from his body after another. Once only, when
his thigh was dismembered, a cry of anguish was heard from .him
" Lord Jesus, help and deliver me, for the bands of death are about
me." ^ Another noble Persian, Horraisdas, who was ordered by the
" You bid me do what is in itself a
king to deny his faith, answered
sin, and what you yourself cannot approve ; for he who can consent to
deny the Almighty God, will still more easily deny his king, who is a
mortal man."
The king thereupon deprived him of all his honors,
confiscated his estate, and condemned him, naked, with only a girdle
about his loins, to drive the camels in the rear of the army. But some
days after, observing him, from his palace windows, in a pitiable condition, scorched by the sun, and covered with dust, he was seized with
compunction.
Summoning him to his presence, he ordered him to
be clothed in a linen robe, and called on him anew to renounce his
" If you
ftiith.
But Hormisdas rent the linen robe in twain, saying
;

:

:

suppose I shall renounce my faith for this, keep the gift by which you
would bribe me to deny God."
Of another Christian, by the name
of vSuenes, the master of a thousand slaves, Jezdegerdes demanded,
after he had refused to deny his fiiith, which was the worst of his
slaves, and immediately made the latter lord over the whole, including
his old master.

Among other incidents, it so happened that a certain deacon, named
Benjamin, was cast into prison. He pined away two years in his dungeon, until the arrival of an ambassador sent on other business from
the East Roman empire.
The latter petitioned the king for the release of Benjamin
and it was accorded to him, on condition that he
would never preach Christianity to any adherent of the Persian system
of religion.
The ambassador assented to this condition, without consulting with Benjamin.
But, on communicating it to the latter, he
" It is impossible for me not to impart
declined it altogether, saying
to others the light that I have received myself; for the gospel history
teaches us to what sorer punishment he justly exposes himself, who
hides his talent."
Notwithstanding, he obtained his freedom, under
the presumption that after all he would comply with the condition.
He continued to preach the gospel and, having labored a year in this
way, he was accused before the king, who required him to deny the
faith.
Upon this, he asked the king to what punishment he would
sentence the man who deserted his government, and swore allegiance
to another.
The king replied that he should sentence him to death.
;

:

;

1

See Assemani acta Martyrum,

1.

c. p.

243.
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Then," said Benjamin, " what punishment might not that person
who should disown his Creator, and give tlie honor due
He was executed with
to God alone, to one of his fellow-servants?"
cruel torments.^ The bishop Theodoretus of Cvros, on the Euphrates,
wrote on this occasion to Eusebius, bishop of Persian Armenia, a

•'

justly suffer,

genuine Christian si)irit, in which
he admonishes him to be not only steadfast in maintaining his own
an
conflict, but forbearing and kindly provident towards the weak.
exhortation which perhai)S was not unnecessary to the Persian Christians, who were somewhat inclined, as it would seem, to a fanatical
" Let us be watchful," he writes,^ "and figlit for the sheep
pride.
Their Master is at hand
he will surely appear, will
of our Lonl.
For the
scatter the wolves, and bestow lionor on the shepherds.
Lord is good unto them that wait for him, to the soul that seeketh
Lament. 3 2.5.
Let \is not murmur at this storm which has
him.'
On this account, he did
for the Lord knows what is best.
arisen
not grant the request even of his apostle, who besought him to deliver
My grace is sufficient for thee,
him from his trials but said to him
But I beseech you,
for my strength is made perfect in weakness.'
but let us bestow still greater
let not our only care be for ourselves
for the precept has come down to us from the
care on the others
1
apostles, to ' comfort the feeble-minded, and support the weak.'
1-4.
Let us reach forth our hand also to the fallen let us
Thess. 5
heal their wounds, that we may ])\\t them also in battle-array against
The Lord loves men ; he receives the sinner's
the wicked spirit.
' As I live, saith the Lord
let us hear his own words
repentance
God, I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that the
For this reaEzek. 83: 11.
wicked turn from his way and hve.'
son, he has even confirmed his words by an oath, although he forbids
the oath to others, in order to convince us that he longs after our
repentance and our salvation. But the God of peace will shortly cause
Satan to be trodden under your feet, and rejoice your ears with the
tidings of your peace, when he shall say to the raging sea, Peace, be.
letter of exliortation, breathing the

—

;

'

:

;

;

:

'

;

;

;

:

;

—

:

'

still.'

"3

As many were inclined to save themselves by fleeing from the
Persian dominion into the Roman empire, command was given to all
the garrisons on the frontiers, and to the chiefs of tlie nomadic hordes
in the Persian service who kept watch over the boundaries of the empire, to arrest all Christians who might attempt to leave the kingdom.*
Many, nevertheless, succeeded in effecting their escape and sought
aid through Atticus, bishop of Constantinople, from the Roman em;

1 Theodoret. V. c. 39.
The s.ame Theodoretus speaks of the steadfastness of the
Persian Christians under all their tortures,
de Grac. aft'ect. curat. Disput. IX. p. 935,
T. IV. He finely remarks: " They mu-

tilate and destrov the body, but cannot
cet at the treasury of faith."
'
Epist. 78.
* Eijist.

Vit.

Euthym.

c.

18.

Coteler. Ecclesiae

Graecae

Monumcuta, T.

II.

If

tlii.<

ac-

count is quite accurate, the order was
iwued under the rei^'n of a .Tez.degerdes, yet there is

much

eoutrmlict.oii

l)<^

tween Oriental and Occidental report.s ot
what hap])cned in the Greek emjurc during the reigns of Varanes V. and Je/.de-crties II., even when different events i\rc not
intended, nor similar ones confounded.
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On

demanded the surrender
This being refused, led, in conjunction with various
other difficulties, to the war between the two empires, which again
But
operated unfavorably on the situation of the Persian Christians.
with the restoration of peace, in the year 422, their prospects once
more grew better. In particular, the charitable and Christian conduct
of a pious bishop could not fail to make a favorable impression on the
Persians.
The Roman soldiers had carried off seven thousand Persian prisoners, whom nothing would prevail upon them to release, and
who, deprived of all the necessary means of subsistence, were in the
most pitiable condition.
Then Acacius, bishop of Amida in Mesopota" Our God needs
mia, called together his clergy, and said to them
neither dishes nor drinking-vessels, since he is all-sufficient in himself.
Now as the church, through the love of its children, possesses many
utensils of gold and silver, we must dispose of these to ransom and to
refresh the prisoners." No sooner said than done: the prisoners were
not only redeemed, but, after being provided with the means of subsistence, and Avith money to defray their travelling expenses, were sent
peror.

the other hand, the Persian king

of the fugitives.

:

to their homes.
This work of charity is said to have aifected so
deeply the heart of the emperor, embittered as it was against the
Christians, that he desired an interview with the bishop.^
The first years only of Varanes' reign were thus unfavorable to the
Christians.
At a later period he became their friend and the noble
behavior of this bishop Acacius may have contributed to bring about
such a change.
The king declared that, next after the doctrine of
Ormuzd, Christianity was the best religion. He manifested great
respect for the bishops.^
But Varanes' successor, Jezdegerdes II.,
was again a violent enemy of the Christians.
As doctrinal controversies in the Roman church, in the course of
the fiftli century, led to a schism between the Christian church of the
Persian and that of the Roman empire (concerning which we shall
speak in the fourth section), the political cause of the persecutions in
Persia would thus be removed, and this circumstance would operate
favorably on the situation ot" the Persian Christians.
By means of Persia, Syria, and other bordering provinces of the
Roman empire, many seeds of Christianity would early find their way
to Armenia ; but the fanatical spirit of the Persico-Parthian religion
was here for a long time an insurmountable obstacle to the spread of
the gospel. The Armenian Gregorij, who, on account of his apostolical
activity, obtained the cognomen of " the Enlightener " (o ^cono-r?/?),

back

;

first

led the way, by his active zeal, to a

more general

diffusion of

commencement of the
fourth century and onwards
a-nd it was by his means also that the
Armenian kin^ Tiridates was converted.^ The old religion, notwithstanding this event, still continued to maintain itself in many of the
Armenian provinces. In the beginning of the fifth century, Miesrob,
who had once been the royal secretary, having devoted himself wholly
Christianity in his

native country, from the
;

1
''

Socrat.
See the

1.

VII.

work

c.

21, 22.

ofElisaeus, p. 42.

»

See Moses Choreiiens. Hist. Armen.

II. c. 77,

and

c.

88.
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to the

service of religion, disseminated Christianity still more widely
countries to which it had not yet penetrated, by taking up his
abode in those regions as a hermit.
Up to this time, the Syrian version of the Bible, the authority of which was recognized in the Persian
church, had been used in Armenia
and hence an interpreter was
in

;

always needed to translate into the vernacular tongue the portions of
Scripture read at the pui)lic worship.
Miesrol) first gave his peojile
an alphabet, and translated the Bible into their language.^
Thus was
the preservation of Christianity aniong this people made sure, even
while the country was subjected to such dynasties as were devoted to
the Zoroastrian or to the Mohammedan religion, and sought to supplant
Christianity
and a Christian literature proceeded, from this time
forward, to form itself ni Armenia.
Miesrob was a successful and
well-deserving laborer also among the neighboring kindred popula;

—

tions.

A

party devoted to the ancient cultus, who continued to maintain
themselves in some districts of Armenia, were encouraged and supported by those who held the same faith in Persia.
The Persian
kings were striving contirmally to extend their dominion over Armenia.
Where they were victorious, they persecuted Christianity, and sought
the old religion.
The Persian commander and governor,
Mihr-Nerseh, about the middle of the fifth century, addressed a proclamation to all the Armenians, in which he affirmed that all who did
not adopt the religion of Mazdejesnan (the Zoroastrian faith) must be
deaf and blind, and deceived by the wicked spirits (the Dmrs')? The
Armenian governors and chiefs should either give a written answer to
these objections against Christianity, or else appear personally before
a great tribunal which shovild decide the question about religious
to restore

matters.

Thereupon the Armenian bishops, priests, and grandees convoked an
assembly, a. d. 4-50, in the chief city Ardaschad, under the presidency
and eighteen bishops signed a letter, transof the patriarch Joseph
mitted in the name of all, to the Persian governor, in which they replied to those objections against Christianity, gave an account of their
faith, and concluded with the following declaration: " From this faith
no power can move us; neither angel nor man; neither fire nor sword;
neither death in the waves of the sea, nor violence of whatsoever
tortures.
All our possessions are in your power. Decide about them
as you will, and if you only leave to us our faith, we shall seek to have
no other lord over us here below but you, as we will have no other
God in heaven but Jesus Christ, for beside him, there is no other God.
But if you would hear from us some other thing than this great testimony, then learn what is our determination. Our bodies are in your
power do with them what 3'ou please. The rack is in your power,
patience is in ours. You have the sword, we have necks to ofler to it
We are not better than our fathers, who surrendered their possessions
;

;

1

2

). III. c. 47 and .52.
See the proclamation already cited,

Moses Chorcncns.

.n the Meraoires historiques g^O{,'raphiques

sur

T.

rArm^nie par St. Martin.
II. p.

472.

Paris, 1819,
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and their lives for the
on these matters,

Put to us, therefore, no further quesour faith comes not from men.
We are
not to be taught like children.
We are inseparably united with God,
and nothing, whether in the present or in the future, or in all eternity,
shall be able to draw us away from Him."^
True, many of the chief
men, whom the Persian king had summoned to his court and threatened with a cruel death, were induced to deny the faith but the
attempt of the Persians to extirpate Christianity by violent measures,
and to introduce the Zoroastrian religion, led to a general insurrection
tions

faith.

for

;

of the people, and a religious war. And this was often repeated. On
one side, was denial of the faith and treason to the native country
on the other side, was a zeal for the faith prepared to surrender all
and suffer all for a holy cause, and a heroic-courage fighting for the
;

highest interests.^

was

midst of the distractions in which the Persian church,
was then involved, that the Armenian
Mosfi< of Chorene wrote the history of his native land, which he concludes with sorrow and complaint.
The conversion of the race of Iberians, bordering on the North
(within the present Creorgia and G-rusinia^^ proceeded from a very
remarkable, insignificant beginning.^
It

in the

as well as the whole country,

Under

the reign of the emperor Constantino, a Christian female,

perhaps a nun, was carried off captive by the Iberians, and became
the slave of one of the natives of the country.
Here her rigidly
ascetic and devotional life attracted the attention of the people, and
she acquired their confidence and respect.
It happened that a child

who had

manner of the tribe, conveyed from
any person who knew of a remedy against the
disease might prescribe for it.
The child, whom no one could help,
having been brought to the Christian woman, she said that Hke knew
of no remedy
but that Christ, her God, coidd help even where
human help was found to be unavailing. She prayed for the child,
and it recovered. The recovery was ascribed to the prayer this made
a great impression, and the matter finally reached the ear of the queen.
The latter afterwards fell severely sick, and sent for this Christian
female.
Having no wish to be considered a worker of miracles, she
declined the call. Upon this, the queen caused herself to be conveyed
to her
and she also recovered from her sickness through prayers of
this female.
The king, on hearing of the fact, was about to send her
a rich present: but his wife informed him that the Christian woman
despised all earthly goods, and that the only thing she would consider
as her reward was when others joined her in worshipping her God.
This, at the moment, made no farther impression on him.
But somehouse

fallen sick, was, after the

to house,

that

;

;

;

1

See the above cited History of the

religious wars,
20.
^

by the bishop

See the above

I'Armenie, T.

I. p.

Elisseus, p.

Memoires sur
and the work of

cited

323,

Elisaius.
'^

Among

this people, too, the prevail-

ing religion was probably some raodification of the Persian cultus, adapted to
their rude manners.
They worshipped
an imacie of Ormuzd, notwithstanding that
the genuine Zoroastrian religion allowed
of no images.
See Moses Chorenens. 1.
II. c. 83.
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time afterwards, being overtaken, while linnting, with gloomy weather,
by which he was separated from his companions, and finally lost his
way, he called to mind what had been told him concerning the almighty
power of the God of the Christians, and addressed him with a vow.
that, if he fomid his way out of the desert, he would devote himself
entirely to his worship.
iSoon after, the sky cleai-ed up, and the king
safely found his way back.
Mis mind was now well disposed to be
affected by the preaching of the Christian female.
Afterwards he

himself engaged in instructing the men, while his queen instructed the
women of his y:»eople. Next they sent (between the years 820 and

ooO)

quest of teachers of the gospel and clergymen from the Roand this was the beginning of Christianity among a
people where it has been preserved, though mixed with superstition,
down to the present times.^
in

man empire

From

;

this

tribe,

the

knowledge of Christianity may have been

neighboring populations.
About the year 520,^
Tzathus, prince of the Laziana (Colchians), one of the tribes of this
country, came on a visit to the emperor Justin. He received baj)tism,
and Justin stood as his godfather.
He returned back to his people,
with a noble Greek lady, whom he had married, richly loaded with
presents from the emperor, who acknowledged him as a king.
In the
time of the emperor Justinian, the assassination of a prince of this
tribe, by a Roman general, produced among them a great excitement
and some individuals took advantage of this state of feeling to persuade them to drop their connection with the Roman people, and attach
But the fear lest a connection
themselves to the Persian empire.
with the Persians would endanger their Christian faith, is said to have
contributed especially to deter them from following this advice.^
Another tribe also, belonghig to this district, bordering on Mount
Caucasus, namely, the Abusyiam^, were converted under the reign
Until this time, groves and lofty trees
of the emperor Justinian.

extended also

(after the

to the

manner of the ancient Germans) had been

One of the original sources of this
is Kutinus, from whom the Greek
have borrowed it. Ratinus had it from the mouth of the Iberian
1

story

i-liurch historians

chieftain Bacurius,

who

liad risen

to

tlu;

dignity of a Comes Domesticorum in the
Roman empire, and, at the time Rufinus
knew liim, had become Dux over the borders of Palestine (see Rutin, h. e. c. 10).
The simple tale bears within itself the
mai-ks of truth and, indeed, the spread
of Christianity has often received an imThe secpulse from similar occurrences.
ond, perhaps iiide/iemieiit, channel is the
History of Moses of Chorene (1. II. o. 8;3).
It is possible, indeed, that this historian
;

took his account indirectly from tlie Greek
writeis, who were indebted for it to Rufinus. But, considering the vicinity of the
country, it may be conceived, too, that he
derived his account immediately from the

spot.

the objects of

In favor of this latter supposition

would be the slight discrepancies in the
two several accounts, though these, too,
might be accounted for by the story
being given in an Armenian dress. According to this writer, the name of the
Christian woman was Nunia, and that of
the prince, Miraus. The Christian woman
was an Armer^an and the ajiplieation
for teachers of Christianity was nuide, not
to the church of tlie Roman empire, but
to the Armenian bishop, Gregory, who
has been already mentioned. It may be a
question, however, whether this modification of the story was not invented in favor
of the Armenian church, to which the
Iberian became subsequently united,
^ 512, according to the era of Theopha;

nes.

See Agathias III.
Niebuhr.
'*

c.

12,

j).

165, cd.
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their worship.

The emperor Justinian

sent

them

ecclesiastics,

and

He produced a favorable disposition
founded among them a church.
towards Christianity among the people, by forbidding their rulers to
engage in the scandalous traffic in castrated slaves, to which many of
the male children of the people were sacrificed.
What we had to say respecting the vagueness of the accounts relative to the spread of Christianity in the earliest times in //?(^w, applies
also to many of the accounts belonging to the earlier times of this
The same cause of the obscurity still continued to exist
period.
namely, the unsettled use of the name India, by which was understood
sometimes Ethiopia,^ sometimes Arabia, and sometimes East India
At the same time, however, it should be borne in mind, that
proper.
there was at this time a constant intercourse between all these countries by commercial connections and colonies, which also might serve
as a channel for communicating Christianity from one of these districts
The various passages, therefore, in which Chrysostom
to the other.
names the Indian among the different languages into which the Holy
Scriptures had been translated, can settle nothing definitely and even
if it could be made probable, by the accompanying descriptions, that
Chrysostom had really East India proper before his mind, still such
rhetorical representations could not properly be considered as evidence
to be relied upon, especially as he himself might possibly have been
Of more importance,
deceived by the vague meaning of the name.
on this point, is what the Arian historian Philostorgius relates concerning the missionary Theophilus, who bore the cognomen of Indicus
(o 'Iv8o?).
This Theophilus had been sent by his countrymen, the
;

Diu (AtySoii), in the reign of the emperor
Constantine, as a hostage to Constantinople. He was there educated,
afterwards consecrated as deacon,
ancl trained for the spiritual office
and still later made a bishop, that he might be prepared to preach the
By the island Diu,
gospel to his countrymen, and to the Arabians.
Ave are without doubt to understand Diu Zokotora, called by the ancients Dioscorides, an island near the mouth of the Arabian gulf, the
situation of which, in relation to Arabia, corresponds well with the de-

inhabitants of the island

;

scription given

by Philostorgius.^

journey from Arabia

Theophilus

said to have

is

Diu

made

would accord
with the situation of the island above-mentioned)
and from there to
other countries of India, which is also conceivable, inasmuch as this
island was, in ancient times, a central depot for the commerce with
the East Indies, ancf the seat of an Indian commercial colony, the
It is said that Theophilus found Christianity already exBanians.*
isting there, as a thing of long standing.^
That famous merchant and

his

to his native

place,

(this

;

1

c.

See Procoi). de bello Gothico,

1.

IV,

lak, in the

Red Sea. See Memoires

already

cited, p. 139.

3.
2

Compare

s

The name Dioscorides

the above-cited
of Lcti-onne, p. 31.

"Memoires"

is a mutilation
Sanscrit Dvipa Sukhatara ; see
Geographic Thl. 5. p. 603. Letronne has declared against this supposition .ind thinks that the island was T)ah-

of the

Ritter's

*

The

Sanscrit Baing-jana, commercial
people.
See Hitter, 1. c. and p. 443.
^ When the Arian Philostorgius says
"The inhabitants of this country needed
no correction of their doctrine, i. e. their
doctrine did not tit all coincide with the
thcv had presei-ved the
Nicene Creed,
:

—
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sircumnavigator of the world, Cosmas, known under the name of the
Indian sailor ('IiSiKOTrAero-TT/s),! lioard from certain people of this island
whom he met with in Ethiopia, that many Christians resided there, -to
whom were sent ordained clergymen, usually from Persia.'^
The Persian church seems, therefore, to have been active in promoting the spread of Christianity.
Their commercial relations, and also
the persecutions to whicii they were subjected, and which induced
Christians to emigrate, gave them opjMn'tunities for this work.
We
jGind it stated that even so earl^' as the tbui-th century, under the reign
of Sapor II., Christianity had been extended by the churches, which,
before the outbreak of the persecutions, were so flourishing in this
country, to the eastern districts lying on the borders of the Caspian
Sea and thence south as far as to India.^ Here come in the accounts
which we have from Cosmas concerning the Christians in India.
Helfound Christians in three different places in India first, on the
island Taprobane, called by the inhabitants Sieledibu (the present
Here he visited a church, which had been planted by PerCeylon).
sian merchants residing on the spot, and was presided over by a
presbyter who had been ordained in Persia. This island was a central
Maritime commerce
depot of the trade with Persia and Ethiopia.
was the channel by which Christianity had reached this spot from
Again, he met with Christians, and an ordauied clergy, at
Persia.
Male, "where pepper grows" (perhaps the present Malabar); next
at Calliana (perhaps Calcutta,* or a trading-station of that name near
Bombay, formerly im])ortant), where there was a Persian bishop.^
From the accounts of Cosmas, it is by no means to be gathered that
Christianity had spread among the native population of these countries ; it is only clear that commercial colonies of the Persians here
These Persian Christians
practiced the rites of Christian worship.
are the progenitors of the Christian colonies still existing on the coast
;

of Malabar.^

The nomadic

life

which prevailed over the largest portion o? Arabia,

iTtpoovaiov unaltered from the beginning,
tliis can only be understood to mean, that
they had the (dder, more simple form of
church doctrine, the subordination system,
before it had undergone any further change
"that form which
by the dialectic process,
would have satished the Arians." See

—

Philostorg.

1.

III. § 14.

i
He had made these journeys first as a
merchant and afterwards communicated
the geographical and ethnographical facts
which he had collected, in the ToiToypu(pla
XptaTiuviKT/,- which he wrote when a monk,
in the year 535, published by Montfaucon
in the CoUectio nova patrum et scriptorum

Grsec.

Tom.

II.

^

Sec his Tono-ypafia xP^CTiavucTi, 1. III.
Montf. f. 178.
3 See ElisiEus, 1. c. p. 30.
In Neumann's translation " This doctrine began
to spread through the land, and thence to
It came
the countries towards the east.
and
into the country of the Kushanians

ed.

:

;

">

spread south even to India."
Neumann explains the name Kushanians
as belonging to a people in the neighborhood of the Caspian Sea. According to
Sino al paese dei
the Italian translation
Tartari e di la si estese alle parti meridioremarkable testinali sino alle Indie.
mony with regard to the path by which
Christianity spread from Persia to India,
* KaAXidvri, in Sanscrit Kaliyani.
See
Ritter's Geographic Thl. 5, p. .515, and
thence

it

:

A

603.
'»

See Cosmas,

1.

III. p.

178, in

Mont-

faucon, and 1. XI. p. 336.
The deciphering of the ancient documents of these Christians will perliaps
throw more light on the subject of the
See
spread of Christianity in India.
Tychsen's Dissertation de inscriptionibus
Itidicis in the Commenta'tiones Soc. Reg.
Getting, recentiores, Tom. V.
See above, vol. I. p. 81.
•*
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ever presented

For

it

is

ROMAN EMPIRE.

a powerful hindrance to the spread of Christianity.
its root deeply and

certain, that Christianity could strike

entered as a forming power into the whole life
intercourse between a part
of Arabia and the Roman empire, induced the empei-or Constantino
to send an embassy, with numerous presents, to one of the powerful
Arabian chiefs, the king of the ancient and mighty nation of the
Hamyares (Homerites), or Sabseans, in Yemen, Arabia Felix. He
was at pains to select for this mission the above-mentioned Theophilus
of Diu, who, by reason of the old commercial connections between his
country and Arabia, and perhaps of his descent from some ancient
Arabian colony,^ might claim affinity with the race, with whose language he was acquainted. This Theophilus, it is said, obtained permission from the Arabian chieftain to found a church, at the emperor's
expense, in which Christian worship might be held for the benefit of
The labors of Theophilus were attended with
the Roman merchants.
He converted the prince of the country, who
the happiest effects.
one in the principal town
founded, at his own cost, three churches
of the nation, which was called Zaphar ; another at the Roman port
and commercial depot, Adett ; and the third at Hormuz, the Persian
Theophilus, from the first, enplace of trade on the Persian Gulf.^
countered the fiercest opposition from the Jews, Avhose influence in
The same party succeeded afterwards in
this country was great.
supplanting the Christian communities which had been able to maintain themselves here.
See below.
Monks who lived in the deserts bordering on Arabia, and who came
in contact with the wandering hordes of nomadic Arabians, acquired
the respect and confidence of these rude men, and could take advanEusebius of Ceesarea relates
tage of it to preach the gospel to them.
that, in his time, Christian churches were planted in the deserts of the
Saracens.^
Bands of Saracens came, with their wives and children,
He availed himself
to the monk Hilarion, and besought his blessing.
of these opportunities of exhorting them to the worship of the true
God, and to faith in Christ.^ Still later, about the year 372, it happened that a Saracenian queen, Mavia or Mauvia, who was at war
with the Romans, heard much of a Saracenian monk in the neighborShe made it one of the conditions
ing desert, by the name of 3foi>es.
of peace, that this Moses should be given to her people as their bishop,
which was granted.^
In the first half of the fifth century, Simeon the Syrian monk (and
Sty lite), who spent several years standing on a pillar thirty-six ells in
height, by this extraordinary spectacle, and the complete subjection
firmly, only

where

of the people.

it

The extensive 'commercial

;

1 See above, p. 140.
- See Philostorg. II. 6;
As
III. 4.
Theophilus was an Arian, we cannot think

con's Collectio nova patrum, Tom. II. f
521.
'EKK?i,T]aiuv XpLarov aal kv rait; epi)-

church history,

houq tuv ^apaKrjvuv, Ka&^ rjfiag avroig idpvfievuv.
* See Hieronymi vita Hilarionis, T. IV.

dox party, make no mention of these meritorious labors of an Arian.
3 Commeutar. in Jesaiam, in Montfau-

II. 6.

it

strange that the other Greek writers of
who belong to the ortho-

ed.
^

Martianay, P. IJ. f. 82.
Socrat. IV. 36. Sozom. VI. 38. Eufin.
Theodoret. IV. 23
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which he seemed to exercise over his body, drew upon himself, as
might have been expected, the attention of the nomadic Saracens.
They looked npon him as a super-earthly being, and placed great confidence in blessings which they obtained from him, as well as in his
Hundreds and thousands came to him, and were moved by
prayers.
his exhortations to receive baptism.
Theodoretus relates this as an
eye-witness.^

Among

the examples of conversion most deserving of notice, beThe chief of a Saracenic tril)e, whose name,
according to the Greeks, was Aspi-hdhoa^ was, at the beginning of the

longs the following

:

century, attached to the service of the Persian empire ; and the
business assigned him was to watch over the boundaries.
Now, the
Christians in the Persian empire were at this time suffering persecu-

fifth

tion, and the Saracenic commander was ordered to seize and confine
every Christian fugitive who attempted to pass the limits. But he was
touched with pity towards them, and allowed them to pass free. Thus
having brought persecution on himself, he fled to the Romans.
He
became head of an Arabian tribe in alliance with the latter. Sometime afterwards, believing himself indebted for the cure of his son,
Teri'bon^ to the prayer of the venerable monk Euthymius, he caused
himself and his son to be baptized by the latter
and many of his
He encamped in the neighborhood of
tribe followed his example.
Euthymius, and many other Saracens also pitched their tents near by.
Euthymius had great influence over their minds. Finally, Terebon,
having now arrived at mature age, became the chief of his tribe, and
Aspebethos, who had taken the baptismal name of Peter, was made
He was called the first Sarabishop of the several Saracenic bands.
Somewhat later, in the beginning
in Palestine.^
cenic camp-bishop
of the aixtli century, occurred the conversion of a Saracenic sheikh
(i/>i'Aap;i(o?), A/uiaitdar; perhaps not without some cunnection with the
facts above related.^
We pass from Asia to Africa. The most important event in the.
present period, connected with the conversion of this quarter of the
world, was the founding of the Christian church among the Aby>isi?iians, in a population among whom it has preserved itself, down to the
present time, as the dominant religion, amidst surrounding pagan and
Mohammedan tribes, and which is perhaps destined to be an instrument, in the hands of Providence, for the benefit of this entire quarter
In this case, also, the great work proceeded from an
of the world.
inconsiderable beginning. A learned Gteek of Tyre, named Meropius,
had, in the reign of the emperor Constantine, undertaken .a voyage of
Already on his homeward journey, he landed on
scientific -discovery.
the coast of Ethiopia or Abyssinia, to procure fresh water, where he
was attacked, robbed, and himself and crew murdered, by the warlike
natives, who were at that time in a state of hostility with the Roman
;

'^

1

*
»

c. 26, T. III. p. 1274.
'EmoKOTTog rcJv KapenJioJuuv.
See Vita Euthyiuii in Cotelerii mon-

Hist, religios.

umeuta ccch

siae

Gra-ca?, T. II

c.

18,

li»,

38, 39.
* See Theodorct. lector.
Mojrunt. 1679.

1.

11.

f.

564, ed.
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Two young men, his companions, Fnnnentius and ^desius,
empire.
alone were spared, out of pity for their tender age. These two youths
were taken into the service of the prince of the tribe, and made themFrumentius, who
^Edesius became his cup-bearer
selves beloved.
was distinguished for intelligence and sagacity, was appointed his
After the death of the prince, the educasecretary and accountant.
;

and Fruof ^-Eizanefi, the young heir, was intrusted to them
mentius obtained great influence as administrator of the government.
He made use of this influence, already, in behalf of Christianity. He
sought the acquaintance of the Roman merchants visiting those parts,
who were Christians assisted them in founding a church, and united
Finally, they obtained
with them in the Christian worship of God.
^desius repaired to Tyre,
liberty to return home to their country,
where he was made a presbyter. Here Rufinus became acquainted
Avith him, and learned all the particulars of the sUnj from his own
mouth.'
But Frumentius felt himself called to a higher work. He
felt bound to see to it that the people with whom he had spent the
greater part of his youth, and from whom he had received so many
favors, should be made to share in the highest blessing of mankind.
He travelled, therefore, to Alexandria, where the great Athanasius
had recently been made bishop (a. d. 828). Athanasius entered at
But he
once, with ready sympathy, into the* plan of Frumentius.
found, very justly, that no one could be a more suitable agent for the
prosecution of this work than Frumentius himself; and he consecrated
him bishop of Auxuma (Axura). the chief city of the Abyssinians,
Frumentius returned back to this
and a famous commercial town.
Subsequently, Theophiplace, and labored there with great success.
lus of Arabia, who has already been mentioned, visited the same
country, and repaired to the principal town, Auxuma (Axum).
Theophilus being an Arian, and Frumentius, the friend of Athanasius,
professing in all probability the doctrines of the council of Nice, it is
possible a dispute may have arisen in their announcement here of their
respective doctrines, which would necessarily be attended with unfabut perhaps, too, F'rumentius,
vorable effects on the nascent church
who had not received a theological education, did not enter so deeply
Still the emperor Constantius considered
into theological questions.
it necessary to persecute the disciples of the hated Athanasius, even
After Athanasius had been banished from
in these remote regions.
Alexandria, in the year 356, Constantius required the princes of the
Abyssinian people to send Icumentius to' Alexandria, in order that
the Arian bishop Georgius, who had been set up in place of Athanasius, might inquire into his orthodoxy, and into the regularity of his
tion

;

;

;

ordination.^
Eufin. hist, eccles. I. c. 9.
See the letter of Constantius, in the

(he is here called 'AEi^avug), has recentlj^
been discovered by the English in Abyssi-

Apologia Athanasii ad Constantium, § 31.
The princes of the Abyssinians are here

nia, and is given in Salt's Voyage to Abyssinia, p. 411. In this inscription, 'Asi^avug alone is called kin;/. Saiafavfif, on the

1

2

called Al^avag and Ha^avug.
scription, which proceeded
iner of these while he was

A Greek infrom the fora Pagan

still

other hand, together with
his brother.

But

the fact

A7/(^df, is

named

may have

been,
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Che fate of the Christian church among the Romerites, in Arabia
^vl\x, afforded an opportunity for the Abyssinians, under the reigns
of the emperors Justin and Justinian, to show their zeal in behalf of
the cause of the Christians.
The prince of that Arabian population,
Dunaan, or Dsunovas, was a zealous adherent of Judaism and, under
pretext of avenging the oppressions which his fellow-believers were
obliged to suffer in the Roman empire, he caused the Christian merchants who came from tliat (piarter, and visited Arabia for the purposes
of trade, or passed through the country to Abyssinia, to be murdered.
;

Elesbaan,! the Christian king of Abyssinia, maile this a cause for
declaring war on the Arabian prince.
He conquered Dsunovas, deprived him of the government, and set up a Christian, by the name

Abraham, as king in his stead. But at the death of the latter,
which happened soon after, Dsunovas again made himself master of
the throne
and it was a natural consequence of what he had suffered,
that he now became a fiercer and more cruel persecutor than he was
Against the native Christians he raged with jBre and sword.
before.
Many died as martyrs, especially in a town called Negran, inhabited
for the most part by Christians.
Upon this, Elesbaan interfered
once more, under the reign of the emperor Justinian, who stimulated
He made a second expedition to Arabia
him to the undertaking.
Dsunovas lost his life in this war
Felix, and was again victorious.
the Abyssinian prince put an end to the ancient, independent empire
of the Homerites, and established a new government favorable to tho
of

;

;

Christians.^

The Cosmas already mentioned, who composed his description of the
earth in the time of the emperor Justinian,^ was aware that Christian
churches, bishops, and monks, were then existing in Homeria, and the
country of the Auxumites, or Ethiopia.*
We now return to Europe. But we shall reserve many of the
when Constantius wrote his letter,
the first of these had become co-regent. It
singular, however, that Constantius expresses himself as if Fruraentius had then
This
visited Auxuma for the first time.
might lead us to infer that there is some
chronological inaccuracy in the narrative
of Rufinus as he places the ordination of
Frumentius in the beginning of the episcothat,

is

;

pal presidency of Athanasius.
1
Theophanes is certainly mistaken,
when, at the year 524, he relates that these
events first led the Jewish king of Ethiopia to embrace Christianity, and to obtain
a bishop from the emperor Justinian.
Nor have we any good reason to presume,
on the authority of this historian, that
Christianity in Abyssinia had become extinct again, and was restored in consequence of these events. Much rather, the
zeal of the Abvssinian monarch in the
cause of the Christians, together with his
own commercial interests and his connection with the Roman empire, was a sufficient reason why he should espouse the
10
VOL. II.

cause of the persecuted Cliristians in the
neighboring country.
Nor would it be
difficult to show, that it was the effort to
ascribe great effects to the zeal of the cm
peror Justinian in behalf of the Christian
church, which led to this false report as
well as ignorance, moreover, respecting the
precise time of the Abyssinian conver
which led to the natural effort at
sions,
explaining what was unknown by the
Procopius, a
method of combination.
contemporary, calls the Ethiopian king,
whose name with him is 'EXkLadealo^, a
zealous Christian, do bcllo Pers. 1. 1. c. 20.
- F. Walch has undertaken to colled
;

—

and compare all the conflicting oriental
reand Grecian notices of these events
specting which every particular fact canin the two
not be certainly determined

—

—

dissertations on this subject, in the IV.
vol. of the Novi Commentarii Soc. liog.
Gotting. 1774.
" See above, p. 106.
*

L. III.

f.

179,

I.

c.
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most important facts of

this section,

— the greatest part of

relates to the diffusion of Christianity

that which
and the planting of the Christian

German descent, who established
themselves, after the migi-ation of the nations, on the ruins of the
Roman empire,
to the followino; period, so as not to separate what
strictly belongs together, and that we may be enabled to survey at a
single glance the whole missionary work among these populations.
We shall notice here, therefore, only those matters which may be
separately considered, and which may most easily be connected with
church among the populations of

—

the history of the church in the

Roman

empire.

Christianity had long since extended itself, as we remarked already
in the previous period, among the Britons, the ancient inhabitants of
England while as yet the natives of Scotland and Ireland, the Picts
;

The

and Scots, had heard nothing of the gospel.

incursions of these

spread terror and devastathese forages they frequently carried away with them, as

tribes into the province of the Britons often

tion

;

and

in

numbers of prisoners.
was by an altogether peculiar combination of circumstances that,
in the first half of the fifth century, the man was trained and prepared
for his work who was the means of first planting the Christian church
This was Patricias (or, as he was called in his native
in Irdand.
country, Saccatli').
The place of his birth was Bonnaven, which lay
between the Scottish towns Dunbarton and Glasgow, and was then
This village, in memory of Patreckoned to the province of Britain.
His
ricius, has received the name of Kil-Patrick or Kirk-Patrick.^
father, a deacon in the village church, gave him no careful education.
but he
Pie was instructed, indeed, in the doctrines of Christianity
did not come to know what he possessed in this knowledge, until the
At
experience of great trials brought him to the consciousness of it.
the age of sixteen, he, with many others of his countrymen, was
slaves, large
It

;

carried oifby Scottish pirates to the northern part of the island Hiber-

He

nia (Ireland).
liim the

spend much

to a chieftain of the people,

;

of

all

human

aid,

he found protection, help, and

solace in God, and prayer and pious meditation
light.

who made

This employment compelled him to
and solitude became pleasant to
time in the open air

Abandoned

him.

was sold

overseer of his flocks.

He

speaks of

all this

became

himself, in his confessions

:

^

his chief de-

" I was

six-

teen years old, and I knew not the true God but, in a strange land,
the Lord brought me to the sense of my unbelief, so that, although
late, I minded me of my sins, and turned with my whole heart to the
Lord my God who looked down on my lowliness, had pity on my
youth and my ignorance, who preserved me ere I knew him, and who
;

;

protected and comforted
to distinguish
-

The

me

as a father does his son, ere I

between good and

collection of old traditions in

Us-

ser.

Bi-itannicarum ecclesiai-um antiqui-

tates,

f.

429.

This work bears in its simple, rude
style, an impress that corresponds entirely
There are
to Patricius' stage of culture.
-

knew how

evil."
to be found in it none of the traditions
which perhaps proceeded only from Engwonderful, except
noth in
monks,
what may be very easily explained on psychological principles. All this vouches for
lish

—

jj-

the authenticity of the piece.
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PAT-iicius.

He had spent six years in this bondage, when twice, in dreams, he
thought he heard a voice bidding him fly in a certain direction to tlie
sea-coast, where he would find a ship ready to take him, and convey
him back to his country.
He obeyed and, after various remarkable
experiences of a guiding Providence, he found his way back to his
;

friends.

Ten years afterwards, he was a second time taken captive by Scot
freebooters, and conveyed to Gaul, where, by means of Christian

tish

He then returned back to his
country, and his friends were greatly rejoiced to have him once more
them.
among
He might now have lived quietly with bis friends but
he felt within him an irrei)ressible desire to carry the blessing of the
mercliants, he obtained his freedom.

;

whom he had spent a great part of his
thought he was called upon, by nightly visions, to visit
Ireland, and there consecrate his life to Him who had given his own
The remonstrances and entreaties of kindred and
life for his ransom.
" It was not in
friends could not prevent him from obeying this call.
my own power," says Patricius, " but it was God who conquered in
gospel to those Pagans with

youth.

He

me, and withstood them

all."
It seems that he now betook himself
France,! for the purpose of fitting himself still better for his
work, in the society of pious monks and clergymen.
As the old legends relate, he next made a journey to Rome, in
order to receive full powers and consecration to his office from the
Roman bishop. The news of the death of the archdeacon Palladius,^
who had been sent from Rome as a missionary to Ireland, but had
accomplished very little on account of his ignorance of the language,
having just arrived there (in the year 482), the Roman bishop, JSixtus'
We cannot, it
III., did not hesitate to appoint Patrick in his place.
yet we shall be
is true, pronounce this tradition, at once, to be false
If Patrick came to
struck with many difficulties, upcm examining it.
Ireland as a deputy from Rome, it might naturally be expected that
in the Irish church a certain sense of dependence would always have
been preserved towards the mother church at Rome. But we find, on
the contrary, in the Irish church afterwards, a spirit of church freefirst to

;

1

His biographer, Jocelin, a writer in
makes hi's journey to

the 12th century,

France follow

and

after his return to Ireland

;

harmonizes, moreover, with the
Confessions of Patrick although it is possible that, immediately after his release,
since this took place in France itself, he
entered on his travels to visit the more
That
celebrated cloisters of this country.
he maintained an intimate corresjjondence
with the pious men of southern France,
may be gathered from his Confessions,
where he says, that he would be glad to
visit once more, not only his native country, but also Gaul: Eram usque Gallias,
visitare fratres, et ut viderem faciem sanethis

;

torum Domini mei.

From

the notices of Prosper Aquitaappears that the bishop Coelestinus of Rome had ordained Palladius as a
2

nicus,

it

bishop for the Scots, by whom perhaps may
have been intended the Irish and, accordinj? to these accounts, he must have accomplished a good deal.
But Prosper may
perhaps have received, at liis distance from
Rome, exaggerated stories. He says in
his Chronicle, under the year 431
Ad
Scotos in Christum credentes ordinatus a
Papa Coelestino Palladius et primus episcopus mittitur
and in the liber contra
Collatorcm, c. 21, § 2: Ordinato Scotia
C])iscopo, fecit etiam barbaram (insulam)
Christiaiiam. The tradition of the mission
of Palladius to Ireland seems, according
to the citations of Jocelin, to have been
preserved in that country for a long period
but also the tradition that the conversion of the nation was not due to his
labors, but was reserved for those of Pat;

:

;

;

rick.
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dom, similar

to that

shown by the ancient British church, which

strug-

We find subsequently
gled against the yoke of Roman ordinances.
among the Irish a much greater agreement with the ancient British
'J'his goes to prove that the
than with Roman ecclesiastical usages.
origin of this church was independent of Rome, and must be traced
Moreover, Patrick could not have
solely to the people of Britain.
it so necessary, as this tradition supposes he did, either as a Briton,
or according to the principles of the Gallic church, to obtain first from

held

Roman bishop full powers and consecration for such a work.
Again, no indication of his connection Avith the Roman church is to be
found in his Confession rather everytliing seems to favor the supposition that he was ordained bishop in Britain itself, and in his fortyfifth year.i
And it may be easily explained, how the tendency of later
monks to trace the founding of new churches to Rome, might, among
the

;

so

many

other fabulous legends, give rise also to

this.

Arrived in Ireland, he possessed a great advantage, in prosecuting
his work, from his knowledge of the customs and the language of the
country.
He assembled around him in the open fields, at the beat of
and he related to them the story
a drum, a concourse of people
of Christ, which relation manifested its divine power on their rude
minds.
It is true, the people were excited against him by those
powerful priests, the Druids but he did not allow himself to be frightAs the chief men had it in their power to do
ened on this account.
him the most injury, while they remained under the dominion of these
Perhaps numDruids, he labored especially to gain access to them.
bers were already prepared for the faith in the gospel, like that Cormac, an Irish prince, belonging to the last times of the fourth century,
who, after having abdicated his government and given himself up to
silent reflection and religious contemplation in solitude, is said to have
;

;

come

to the

conviction of the vanity of the Druidical doctrines con-

cerning the gods.''^
proof of the power exercised by Patrick over the youthful mind
is seen in the way in which he is said to have drawn to him those who
He
Avere to be his successors in the guidance of the Irish church.
came into the house of a person of rank, taught there, and baptized the
The young son of the house Was so attracted by the impresfamily.
sion of the looks and words of Patrick, that he could never afterwards

A

He followed him and kept close to him amid
be separated from him.
Patrick is said to have named him
all his dangers and suiSerings.
1 Patrick intimates in his Confession,
c. 3, that some respectable clergymen in
Britain opposed his consecration to the
He intimates that his
episcopal office.
enemies turned against him the confession
of a sin, committed thirty years before,
which confession he had made before he
was chosen deacon. And from what follows, it is quite evident that this has reference to something he had done when a boy
of Jijleen. It would follow from this, then,
that he was ordained bishop in his fortyftfth year, and so probably commenced his

labors in Ireland in the same year of his
Now if we could also determine with
life.
accuracy the year of his birth, we mio-ht
fix precisely the year of his episcopal ordiBut
nation and his missionary journey.
this is a point with regard to which noththe
ing can be considered as settled
chronological data of the traditions both
in Usher and in Jocelin, being, to say the
least, extremely uncertain.
^ See the History of Ireland, bf F War
ner, vol. I. p. 247.
,
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Benignus, on account of his kindly nature.
He is said also to have
converted one of the chief bards, called Dubrach MacValubair
and
the minstrel ^vho had been used to rehearse the Druidical doctrine of
the gods, now composed songs in praise of Christianity ^
a circumstance which would have no inconsiderable influence on a people naturally inclined to poetry and music.
The lands which he received as presents from converted chieftains,
Patrick applied to the founding of cloisters, having contracted in
France a predilection for the monastic life. The cloisters were designed to serve as nursing schools for teachers of the people, and from
them was to proceed the civilization of the country. Although Patrick was cpialified himself to imj)art but little scientific instruction to
his monks, yet he infused into them the love of learning, which impelled them subsequently to seek for more information, and for books,
in Britain and France.
Yet he gave them the first means of all cul
ture, in inventing an alphabet for the Irish language.^
He had much
to bear continually from the opposition of the pagan chiefs.
He was
;

—

once, with his attendants, fallen upon by one of these chiefs, robbed,
and detained fourt;een days in captivdty.^ Often he sought to purchase

quiet for himself and his friends by presents.
And it was not with
Irish Pagans alone that he had to contend.
piratical British chieftain, named Corotic, from the district of Wallia (Wales), fell upon a
number who had been recently baptized by Patrick, carried oflF a part
of them captives, and sold them as slaves to heathen Picts and Scots.

A

To this man, Avho professed outwardly to be a Christian, Patrick wrote
an emphatically threatening letter, which has been preserved, and excommunicated him from the church.
Glad as he would have been to
visit his old friends in Britain and in France, yet^ he could not think
''
right to leave the new church.
I pray Gocl," he said, after a
long residence among this people, '* that he would grant me perseverance to enable me to approve myself a faithful witness, for the sake of
ray God, to the end.
And if I have ever labored to accomplish any-

it

thing good for the sake of my God, whom I love, may he grant that,
with those converts and captives of mine, I may pour out my blood for
his

name !"
The Goths

belonging to the stocks of Germanic descent, first had
opportunity of coming to the knowledge of Christianity by means of
their wars with the Roman empire, probably as early as the second
During those incursions which, in the
half of the preceding period.
time of the emperor Valerian, they made into Cappadocia and the
bordering countries, they are said to have carried away captive many
The9#
Christians, and, among the rest, persons of the clerical order.
remained with the Goths, propagated themselves among them, and
labored for the diffusion of Christianity.* Accordingly we find already

'

Jocelin.

c. 5,

XVII.
2 Of

§ 38.

Mensis

^lart. d.

the zeal for the monastic life which
he inspired, Patrick speaks himself in his
Confessions Filii Scotorum et tilisE regu:

lorum nionachi et virpines Christi
dentur. Opuscula Patricii,- ed. J.
p. 16.
^
*

L.

c. p. 20.
Fhiloitorf^. II.

.5.

esse viW.irffii,
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among

the bishops

who subscribed

their

ROMAN EMPIRE.
names

to the decisions of the

Nicene council, a certain Theoj)hiIus,vfho is called bishop of the Goths ;^
and Athanasius, in a work written undoubtedly some years before the
council of Nice,'-^ speaks of the Goths, as one of the nations which had
And though
experienced the transforming influences of Christianity.
not everything said by him in the passage referred to (which shall be
quoted more at large hereafter) is to be understood as applying to the
Goths, yet it is evident that, even before the appearance of Ulphilas,
of whom we are presently to speak, he must already have been informed of the introduction of Christianity among that people.
The Arian historian Philostorgius, and Basil bishop of Cassarea in
Cappadocia, both agree in saying that the Goths received the first
seeds of Christianity from Cappadocia,^ and Basil mentions a native
of that province, by the name of Eutyches, who was an active laborer
Moreover, the connection which was so long kept up
in this work.
between the Gothic communities and the Cappadocian church, testifies
to the existence of an original relation of this sort.
We have, then, no reason to distrust the report of the Arian historian Philostorgius, himself a Cappadocian, concerning the Cappadocian origin of the individual who is entitled to the credit of having been
the principal instrument in introducing Christianity and Christian culThis was Ulphilas, a descendant from one of
ture among the Goths.
those Christian families of Roman origin, which had established themThe Cappadocian Philostorgius points out
selves among this people.
the very village in that province from which the family had emigrated.
The name of the man, which is evidently German (Wolf, Wolfel),
might indeed seem to throw some doubt on this statement but there
is no diificulty in supposing that a foreign family, which had long
:

resided

among a German

people, Avould give

German names

to their

children.

Ulphilas was born in the year 318,* and was probably educated in
1

Socrat. Hist, eccles.

2

De

^

Basiliiis, ep.

1.

II. c. 41.

114, §

bishop of Thcssalunica,

1,

Ascholius

to

who had

alluded

to the fact in his letter: 'Kaijj.vvvag ijnuv
narplda. uc avTTjv TvapaaxpiiEvriv rr]^

TTiv

tvcEJieLag tu atrepnara.
* In the reports concerning Ulphilas in
the old church historians, are to be found
statements, and at the
same time great confusion in the chronology of events. This arose from their
ncglecting to distinguish, and to keep separate from each other, different moments
in the life and labors of the man and from
the fact that the orthodox churcli historians proceeded on the supposition that
Ulphilas must have been devoted, at the
beginning, to the doctrines of the Nicene
council, and that his views had been
changed only through the influence of the
loniinant Arian party in the East-Roman
empire. But we are indebted to Professor
Waitz of Kiel, for the publication of a very

many contradictory

;

important fragment of a polemical tract,
it would appear, by the Arian
bishop Maximin, containing an essay on
the life and labors of Ulphilas, by one of
his disci))les, Auxentius, bishop of Dorostorus (Silistria).
This fragment, edited
by Professor Waitz, from a Parisian manuscript, has first made it possible to clear

written, as

incarnatione verbi, § 51.

up

the chronological

confusion,

and

to

throw more light on this obscure subject
and the editor has himself already made
good use of it for this purpose. This frag-

ment must henceforth be made the basis
of all further inquiries into the histoiy
of Ulphilas' labors. " Ueber das Leben
and die Lehre des Ulphilas. Bruchstiicke
eines ungedructen Werkes aus dem Eude
des vierten Jahrhunderts herausgegeben

und

erlautert

ver, 1840.",

von Georg Waitz. Hannofrom this work it may

Now

be gathered that Ulphilas entered the episcopal office in his thirtieth year, and died,
after having administered the office forty
years, in 388,

when

the law cited in CodL
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In the Httle community which liad been gathered already
he performed the office of a church -reader, im til the
year 348, when he was consecrated as a bishop.
In this capacity he
labored partly for the further spread of Christianity, and partly for
the projnotion of Christian knowledge and Christian life among a
people, who from having been left without teachers up to this time,
possessed but a very imperfect knowledge of Christianity.
When, by the active zeal of Uiphilas, a wide door had now been
opened for the entrance of Christianity among the Goths, the Pagans
were exceedingly wroth. The principal ruler of the nation at this
time, who is described as a person bitterly opposed to tlie Christians,
was probably the same Athanaric^ as the one afterwards so notorious
as their persecutor.^
Persecution proved how deep and firm a hold
Christianity had secured for itself in the hearts of the people.
MulChristianity.

among

his people,

men and women suffered martyrdom,* so that, in the language of bishop Auxentius, who reports the fact, the persecutors were
downcast, while the victims of the persecution were crowned.^ By
this persecution, Uiphilas, who had now exercised the office of bishop
for seven years, was induced, in the year 855, to cross the Danube
with a large company of his countrymen, and seek refuge w,ithiu the
titudes of

Roman empire.*"
By means of Uiphilas,
respect,

Avhom the emperor Constantius held in great
places were provided for the settlement of these Goths in

Theodus. 1. XVI. Tit. IV. 1. 2 (see the
work above-mentioned, p. 21, 23), was
enacted. It follows that he was born a. d.

'^

This,

es.<e

manifustuvit et imiltipli-

we might, with

Professor Waitz,.

from the fact that he is styled by
Auxentins, in Maximin's tract (p. 20),
" Judex Gothorwni," and Thomistius says
of the Gothic prince Athanaric, with
whom Valens had a war, De pace, p. 160:
infer

318.

appointment to the
episcopal office, it is said by Auxentius, in
Hie Dei
tract
of
Maximin,
the
p. 20
1

Cliristianos
cavit.

Concerning

his

:

providentia et Christi misericordia propter
multorum salutem Iii gente Gothorum de
lectore triginta annorum episcopus est ordinatus, ut non solum esset heeres Dei et
cohasres Christi, sed et in hoc per gratiam
Christi imitator Christi et sanctorum ejus,
ut qnemadmodum sanctus David triginta
annorum rex et propheta est constitutus,
ut regeret et doceret populum Dei et filios
Israel, ita et iste beatns tanquam propheta
est manifestatus et sacerdos Christi ordinatus, ut regeret et corrigeret et doceret et
aedificaret

gentem Guthorum quod

et

Deo

volente et Cliristo auxiliante per niinisterium ejus admirabiliter est adimpletum,et
sicuti

annorum
(lueinadnioduiri Domi-

Joseph in iEgypto

est manifestatus et

triginta

nus et Deus noster Jesus Christus filius
Dei triginta annorum secundum camera
'onstitutusetbajjtizatus, ccepit evaiigelium
prsedicare, et

animashominum

])ascere, ita

et iste sanctus ipsius Christi dispositione
et ordinatione et in fomeet penuria pra;di-

agcntem ipsani gentem Gothorum secundum evangelicam et
apostolicam et propheticam regulam emeu-

cationis indifferenter

iavit et vivere docuit, et Christianos verc

Tt/v /isv tov jSaaiXeuc £n(jvvfuav una^iol Trjv
tov diKaarov 6e uyang..
•*

*

p.

Socrates, 1. IV. c. 33.
Auxentius says concerning tliis, 1. c.
Ubi et ex invidia et oj)eratione
20
:

inimici tunc ab irreligioso et sacrilege
judice Gothorum tyrannieo terrore et barbarico Christianorura per.secutio est excitata, ut Satanas, qui male facere cujjiebat,
nolens faceret bene, ut quos desiderabat
praevaricatores facere, et desertores, Christo opitulante et propugnante, fierent martyres et confessores.
^ Ut persecutor confunderetur et qui
persecutionem ])atiebantur, coronarentur.
ut hie qui tentabat vincere, victus erubesceret, et qui tentabantur, victores gaude-

rent.
"

The words

ct post

of Auxentius,

multorum servorum

et

1.

c.

:

Ubi

ancillarum

Christi gloriosum martyrium, imminente
vehemcnter ipsa persecutione, completis
septem annis tantummodp in episcopatu,
cum grandi p0])ul() confessorum de barbaiv
ico pulsus in solo Romanire a Constantio
princi])e honoritice est susceptus.
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The people were wont to compare Ulphilas with Moses for
was under his guidance the Goths had made this exodus from the
midst of a pagan people, and, delivered from the wrath of that second
Pharaoh, Athanaric, had been brought to a country where they could
enjoy their religion in ])eace and security. ^ By this successful underMoesia.

;

it

taking, he could not

fail to

win, to a

still

higher degree, the confidence

He

was a zealous and fervent preacher; and, to qualify
himself for this duty, he had taken pains to master the Gothic, Greek,
and Latin tongues.'^ We see thus early, in this first bishop from
among the German race, a representative of the tendency which is
said to have always distinguished the German people, and by virtue
of which the greatest revolution in the development of the church has
been brought about, namely, a regard for the Holy Scriptures, promptof hispeople.

make them accessible to the people. With a view
invented an alphabet for the Goths, and by means of this
It may
gave them a translation of the Bible in their own .language.
be questioned whether that is true which is reported by Philostorgius,^
namely, that he 'omitted in this translation the books of the Kings,
with which were reckoned at that time also the books of Samuel, so
ing to the eifort to
to this

end

lie

still more nutriment to the warlike spirit of the Goths.
he composed theological and devotional tracts in all the
three above-mentioned languages.^
Whether all the Christians among the Goths emigrated with Ulphilas, or whether some of them remained behind and continued still to
labor for the spread of Christianity, we know not. The seed scattered

as not to supply
It is said that

but Christianity
by him yielded fruit afterwards in various ways
Indeed,
was introduced among the Goths 'from other quarters also.
something may have been done for this object by bishops residing in
;

the adjacent jirovinces of the

Roman

empire.

One

of them, Ascholius

bishop of Thessalonica, we find afterwards maintaining a close correspondence with the church among the Goths dwelling lieyond the limits
But the new spread of Christianity proof the Roman government.

voked another violent persecution on the part of its old enemy, Athanaric.
This began a. d. 870.
Among the Gothic Christians of this
time, we find that there were persons of fervent zeal, and ready to
seal their faith by martyrdom.
A distinguished example among these
1 Philostorgius, who (1. II. § 5) agrees
with Auxeutius in his accuuut of this migration of the Goths under the leading of
Ulphilas, is right in saying tliat this enterprise did not take phice, as otliers held, in
the reign of Valens ; but he places it too
early, namely, under the reign of Constantine.
It must have been Constantius,

notConstantine, who is said to have styled
Ulphilas " the Moses of our time" (6 tf
This name is given to UlfinC>v Muafjc).
philas, by Auxentius also, 1. c.
Sicuti
Deus per Mosen de potentia et violentia
Pharaonis et ^gyptiorum populum suum
:

de barbarico liberavit et per Danubium
transire fecit et in inontibus secundum

sanctorum imitationem
^

As Auxeutius

tinam

sine

et Lainter-

prsedicavit.
'^

Lib.

II.,

§ 5.

* As Auxentius says, 1. c. p. 19: Qui
et ipsis tribus linguis plures tractatus el

multas interpretationes volentibus ad utilitatem et ad aedificationem, sibi ad £eternara

niemoriam

et

mercedem post se derelihave had in mind also,

He may

Deus Confessores

the Bible.

sui unigeniti

servire de-

Grsecam

Gothicam Hnguam

et

quit.

filii

says:

missione in una et sola ecclesia Christi

liberavit et nibrum mare transire fecit, et
sibi servire providit, ita et per saepe dictum

sancti

sibi

crevit.

amongst

these, the

Gothic translation

of
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was Sabas, concerning whom we have a special account from the community to which he belonged.
This account is moreover important,
because

places distinctly before us the character of the persecuamong the Goths. It ajipears evident from
this narrative, that it did not so much arise from the y>eople, inflamed
it

tion of the Christians

with fanaticism against Christianity, as fi-om their chief magistrate

and their principal men, who were impelled,
litical than by religious motives, to put down

perha])S, rather
in

this

way

by po-

a foreign

religion.

was a pious layman of the Gothic race, whose highest aspirafrom early childhood, had been to become a devout (^hristian.

Sal)as
tion,

He

got himself appointed to a place among the regular church-singers,
his part with singular faithfulness.
He led a

where he. performed

In standing up for the truth, and in opposiwas a bold and decided witness, but without needthrusting himself into notice. His zeal for the faith had exposed

rigidly abstemious

life.

tion to idolatry he
lessly

many

The Gothic chiefs, in commencing
as the heathens
bade the Christians
of the earlier centuries had done
to prove that the}'^ abjured the
faith by partaking of meat which had been offered in sacrifices.
Now
the pagan dwellers in the village where Sabas lived, proposed resorting to a trick, whereby they might cheat the authorities, and save the
Christians, their neighbors.
Instead of meat that had been actually
offered in sacrifice, they set before them, on the day of trial, other
meat under this name, that the Christians might partake of it without
scru[>le, while the magistrates would think the law had been complied
with.
But Sabas could not be persuaded to approve of this deception.
He moreover pointed out the wrongness of it to his fellow-believers.
The Pagans, on finding that by his means, their plan would be defeated,
But they afterwards recalled him.
expelled him from the village.
Some time after this, by direction of the pagan authorities, a second trial was held at the same place, to ascertain whether there were
any apostates from the old religion. Several individuals came forward
with their offerings, and declared themselves ready to take oath before
the presiding officers that there were no Christians in their village.
But Sabas presented himself, and said before all, " So far as it conThereupon
for I am a Christian."
cerns myself, let no man swear
the people of the village, who had removed the Christians from their
houses to a place of concealment, swore that there was but one Christian in the village.
The director of the trial ordered Sa))as to be
brought before him and then incjuired of the by-standers whether he
owned any property. Being told that he owned nothing but Avhat was
on his back,i the Pagan contemptuously exclaimed, " Such a fellow
can do neither good nor harm," and ordered him to be thrust out.
It must have been seen that, by the repetition of such trials, the
him already

to

dangers.

their persecution of Christianity,

—

—

:

;

1

M7y(5iv (jv nepiiiEK?,7iTai

nMov.

Docs

this sij^uifV TTepiKeKu?^v7VTaL, or has the
writer
to whom the Greek was evidently
not the mother tongue, as we perceive

—

from many indications
the Greek word a
belong- to if?

— iiUroduccd

into

meaning which docs not
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object aimed at, which was to extirpate Christianity, could not be accomplished especially when the pagan populace, instead of sympa;

appeared to be quite willing
soon as this was observed, the perseNot long after the celebration of an
cution became more violent.
Easter festival by the Christian community of the village, Athanaric
The village priest
himself fell upon the place with an armed force.
and Sabas were seized in the tents where they slept, bound in chains,
and carried off. They were subjected to much harsh treatment on
The triumphant faith manifested by Sabas through all his
the way.
Sustained
sufferings, kindled yet more the wrath of his persecutors.
by this faith, which gave him such unusual power of physical endurance that nothing could subdue him, he went through all with firmness
thizing with the fanaticism of their rulers,
to protect the Christians.

and a cheerful

spirit.

He

As

was subjected

to various tortures

through

the great part of a night, until at length his tormentors fell asleep,
woman of the house who had risen
leaving him bound on the floor.

A

him and set him free.
remained where he was, and assisted the woman in her
work.
Athanaric, on hearing of this in the morning, ordered him to
Messenbe bound again, and suspended from a beam in the house.
gers then came, in the name of Athanaric, with meat from the sacrifice, and placing it before the priest and Sabas, bade them eat of it
and save their hves. The priest said, " We are forbidden to eat of

make bread

early to

He

for the family, took pity on

fearlessly

such meat.

Tell Athanaric he

may

order us to be crucified, or to die

any other death he may choose." But Sabas, whose devout sentiments were not unmixed with a certain degree of natural excitement,
asked, " Who is it that sends this message ? " Being told, " It comes
from our lord Athanaric," he exclaimed, '' There is but one Lord, even
But Athanaric is a godless man, and under God's
the God in heaven
and this meat, like Athanaric who sends it, is unclean." One
curse
of Athanaric's servants, irritated by this language, gave him so violent
;

a blow on the chest with his club, that all who witnessed it, supposed
There was no outcry of pain but to the one who struck him,
he said, triumphantly, " Believe me, I as little felt it, as if you had
it fatal.

;

He was now condemned to death and
a lock of wool."
All the way, as they conveyed him to the
river where the sentence was to be executed, he praised God for the
When they had come to
privilege granted him of dying a martyr.
the rivei', his attendants began to confer together about allowing hira
It would never be found
to escape, since he had committed no crime.
But Sabas, who already with the eye of faith
ou.t by Athanaric.
cast on

me

to death

;

by drownhig.

saw heaven open, which he had no desire to exchange for earth, said.
" Why do you not do as you were bid? I behold what you cannot.
They who come for me, are already here, in shining raiment." And
while he was shouting praise and thanks to God, he was cast, with a
Then his dead body was
plank bound to his neck, into the river.
taken out, and left exposed on the bank. But a Roman officer on the

Dux Soranus, directed that the martyr's bones should be
brought over to the other side, ai>d at the request of his kinsman,

frontier, the
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Dishop Basil of Cassarea, sent them as most precious relics to the
church of Cappadocia, his native province.^
On this occasion, the Christian communities among the Goths sent
a circular letter, containing a report of all these proceedintrs, to the

communities of Cappadocia, and to all the churches of Christendom.
began thus " What was said by the Apostle Peter, that in every
nation he that feareth the Lord and^ worketh righteousness is accepted
with him, has been verified Avith great power, even in the present
times for we have proof of it in the life and sufferings of the blessed
Sabas, who is a witness for God and for our Saviour Jesus Christ."
And it concludes with these words " Let then, a solemn festival be
observed on the day when he received the crown of martyrdom
and
It

:

;

:

;

we beg you

to give notice of

to the

it

more

distant brethren, so that

throughout the whole church, the festival may be celebrated, and the
Lord, who chose his servant, may be praised.
Greet all the saints.
All the persecuted here with us, greet you.
Praised forever be His
name who can conduct us all by his grace to the kingdom of heaven."'-^
The bones of t^abas, together with the letter of the communities,
a letter also from Ascholius, bishop of Thessalonica, and another from
the Dux Soranus,^ arrived during those unhappy times for tlie churches
of Cappadocia, when those communities were so rent asunder by the
disputes and schisms occasioned by the supremacy of the Arian party
under the emperor Valens. Basil of Caesarea, comparing the then
existing state of the church with that of which he was reminded by
the bones of the martyr, and by the account of the trials endured by
the Gothic Christians, remarks, in his reply to bishop Ascholius,*'
" When we received your letter, and read it over and over again, we
imagined ourselves transported back to those ancient times when the
churches of God flourished, being rooted and grounded in tlie faith,
and bound together in love when harmony prevailed, as among the
when it was plainly to be seen who
manifold members of one body
was the persecutor and who the persecuted ; when the communitieswhich were attacked continued still to increase in the number of their
members ; when the blood of the martyrs served but to multiply the
champions of the faith. Then we Christians maintained peace with
that peace which our Lord left as his legacy, but of
one another
which not a single vestige now remains."
Ascholius, in his letter, spoke of a certain Eutyches, a Cappadocian,
who, as we may gather from some expressions of Basil, had, in earlier times, labored abundantly among the Gotlis ; ^ he seems to have
;

;

;

1 For dou'btless there is good reason to
tliat Basil's ep. 155 was directed to this Dux Soranns. Basil writes
tav nal Aeixpava (laprvpuv
TTOif/aeic,
tie
KaXiJc
Tjj naTpldi. eKneiJ.-il'ijg,un£i) ui i'Kearec/iac rjfilv,
noid
Kai vvv (it is snpjioscd,
o'eKel dLuy/idc

original in Actis Sanctorum. T. II. mens,
Appendix, f. 967.
April.
Letter 165, among those of Basil, seems
much rather intended for this Dux, than
for the bishop Ascholius of Thesssilonica,
who is the person addressed in the super-

therefore, that this had already
case before), /luprvpag ru Kvpitj.
6, p. 354, ed. Paris. 1839.

.scription.

conjecture

liei'U

T.

tlie

III.

'^This letter, which we have had occasion to cite before, is printed in the Greek

"^

* Ep. 164.
''
His words are (§ 2) 'Errel 6e koI tov
fiaKupiov ui-dphg Evrvxovc etc /ivfifiriv r/ftat
:

^yayef.
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Bpoken

in praise also of tlieir

country, from whence

common

all

these

In reminding us of the
past yoii have rejoiced our hearts, while at the same time we are pained
when we look at the signs immediately before us for there is not one
So far are we,
of us who deserves to he compared. with a Eutyches.
indeed, from being in a condition to lead barbarians, through the

blessincrs

had come.

To

this Basil

replied,

'^

;

power of the Spirit and the efficacy of his gracious gifts, to gentleness
of manners; that, by the superaboundingof our sins, the civiHzed them^
selves have much rather been converted into barbarians."
It is a noble trait in the church historian Socrates, that he should
find cause to respect in the Arian Goths, despite their want of correct
knowledge, that love of Christ which gave them a heart to encounter
martyrdom, and that he should acknowledge them to be true martyrs.^
Yet the fact which he assumes is assuredly not true in its application
for though Arianism was propa
to all the martyrs among the Goths
gated in the school of Ulphilas, yet Christianity was disseminated
among the Goths from other quarters also, by teachers sent from orthodox communities with whom a different type of doctrine from that of
There can be no doubt that such was
Arianism would be hitroduced.
the fact with regard to the martyrs last mentioned for so it is implied
in the circular letter of the Gothic Christians which we have cited.^
When, some years later, the war which broke out among the western Goths themselves, and between the two leaders, Fritigern, on the
;

:

;

one side, and Athanaric, that bitter enemy of the Christians, on the
other, induced the tribe devoted to Fritigern to demand aid from the
Roman empire and when, still later, the irruption of the Huns led
a portion of the Goths to seek a place for settlement within the Roman empire, these transactions, in which Ulphilas perhaps took a part,
opened the way for other portions of the Goths to be won over to
;

Christianity.^
different kinds of conversion should,

The

however, be carefully

dis-

those which, on the one hand, proceeded from the influence of teachers who knew how to work on the innermost convictions
of men, and which therefore proved to be genuine, in the conflict with

tinguished

;

Paganism, and those which, on the other hand, were brought about
merely by external influences and considerations.
The historian Eunapius relates of the Goths under the emperor
Valens, that while they secretly kept up the old sacred institutions of
their race, they often conformed in outward show and appearance to
carrying about with them, in their wagons, pretended
Christianity
bishops, with a view to obtain the favor and confidence of the ByzanThis they could do the more easily, inasmuch as they
tine court.
;

1 Oi ye ToaoiiTov unexonev (Sapjiupovg lin(lepuaai ry dvvuftei tov nvtvftaToc kol tij kvepye'ia niv nap' avTOV ;\;apw/zarwv, oiote km

Tov(

'i/fxepug

e^ovrac r^ vnepjioAi)

tl(jv r/fiui' k^rjypiua&ai.

we may

infer

From

tCjv dfiap-

w'liicli

words,

what had been done by Euty-

Cappadocian, amontj the Goths.
words are (1. IV. c. 33) 01 i3ap(ia-

ches, the
^
H>i

Ilis

an^iOTTjTL

:

TOV XptaTiavtafibv

de^uftn'oc,

ttjq

"^""ep
^o)Tjg

eig

Xpcarov mareug t^c svrai^a

KaTe<pp6v7]cav.

This nuiy be inferred from the doxology, in contradiction to Arianism, with
which the letter concUides Tu de duvafisvu
^

:

(

God

yEvy
*

37.

the Father) Su^a kjI., avv naidi

[si]

ml

&yi(f)

/lovo-

nvevfcari.

See Socrates, IV. 33.
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ULPHILAS.
bad

also people

among them who wore
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a monk-like dress for this pur-

and whom they called monks, being well aware of the high estimation in which this class of men was held among tiie Christians.'
True, the bare assertion of one who was so bitter an enemy to the
Christians, can hardly be taken as sufficient authority in support of
u fact of this nature.
At any rate, he expresses himself too vaguely
and generally. It is quite possible, however, that the Goths, shrewdly
conjecturing that this would be a very easy way to deceive the court
at Byzantium, may, occasionally, have resorted to such a trick
although as ti) the main fact, there can be no reason whatever to question the reality of the conversion of the Goths to Christianity.
pose,

;

Ulphilas himself labored as a bishop among his people forty years.
last ten years of his life were attended with many jiainful trials,

The

since the form of church doctrine to which he was strongly opposed,
the creed drawn up by the council of Nice, Avas becoming then more

dominant, even in the Eastern church, and was favored and patronized
by the civil power. He himself, together with other bishops who agreed
with him in doctrine, was, in the year 388, called by the emperor Theodosius to Constantinople, for the purpose of there holding a new conference on the matters hi dispute.

This negotiation, however, which,
under the existing circumstances,would have been fruitless, was broken
up by the ruling doctrinal party ^ and by an imperial edict, all new
proceedings of this sort in relation to controversial matters were forUlphilas and his associates looked upon this regulation as
bidden.^
but an indication of the want of confidence, on the part of their opponents, in the goodness of their cause, and as a warning to themselves,,
that the doctrine which they considered to be the true one, was to be
This was the last painful .thing which the worsu[)[)ressed by force.*
who had grown gray in the conflict in behalf of Christhy bishop
tianity, and in laboring for the Christian culture of his people
was
He died at Constantinople, in the year 388,
called to experience.
having before this drawn up a statement of his belief, as a legacy to.
his flock, and with death before his face, set forth a confession of the
.doctrines which he preached, and which he had always maintained.^
He left behind him disciples who builded on the foundation he laid.
One of these was the bishop Auxentius, to whom we owe the account
Auxentius says of
of his life from which we have drawn so largely.
;

—

1

—

See Eunapii Excerpta, in Mali

torum veterum nova

collectio,

scrip-

Tom.

II.

Romse, 1827, pp. 277, 278. 'Hv 6e Kal tCiv
Kakmjuvuv fxovaxiov ttujj' avToIc yevoq Kara
(iifiTjaLV TLjv napa rote, TvoXejxioig iniTsrrjdevfuvuv, ov6ev' exov<y7j( TT/c /iiuTjaeuc npayfiaTudec Kal dvoKoAoi', uAa' E^r/fjuEi <paia ifiaria
avpovai ;^irwvta, -Kovripoig ts eivai Kai TriaTeveadai.
^

Doctrinal con-

See further onward.

troversies.

The law which,

since the time of its
enactment is certain, atibrds an important
the law which
chronological landmark,
is printed in the above-cited work of Max"

—

imin, p. 23.

IV.
*

Cod. Tlieodos.

1.

XVI.

Tit.

1, 2.

Maximin

says (p. 23) Praefati praepositi haretici,
so appeared to him tlin
adherents of the Niccne Hoinoousiou,
omnibus viribus institerunt, utie.x darctur,
quae concilium prohiberet.
^ Auxentius says of Ulphilas, ]). 21
Qui et in exitu suo usque in ipso mortis
momento per testamcntum fidera suam
scriptam populo sibi credito dereliquit.
The first words of this testament are
Ego Ulfila, episcopus et confessor, sic

—

:

.

credidi

;

mentum

et in hac tide sola et vera, testafacio

ad

Dominum meum.
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" He was a man whom I cannot praise as he deserves, and concerning whom I dare not be wholly silent; a man to whom I owe more
than to all other men besides for he bestowed more pains on me than
He took me from the hands of my parents,
all other men ever did.
in my earliest years, as his pupil, taught me to read and study the

him

:

;

Holy

Scriptures, explained to

me

and the grace of Christ, brought

the truth,

me

and by the mercy of God,

up, bodily and spirituaily, as his

^

son in the faith."
The great Chtysostom, while patriarch of Constantinople, and during his exile, after he was expelled from Constantinople, labored, earHe
nestly for the education of orthodox teachers among the Goths.

church at Constantinople for the religious worwhere the Bible was read in the Gothic translation,
and discourses were preached by Gothic clergymen in the language of
He adopted the wise plan of here training up missiontheir country.
On a certain
aries for the people from among the people themselves.
Sunday, in the year 398 or 399, in one of .the principal churches in
set apart a particular

ship of the Goths

;

Constantinople, after causing divine worship to be celebrated, the Bible
to be read, and a discourse to be preached, by Gothic ecclesiastics in
the Gothic tongue, to the great surprise, no doubt, of the refined Byzautians in the assembly, who looked down upon the Goths as barbarians,
he took advantage of this remarkable scene, to point out to them, in
the example before their own eyes, the transforming and plastic power
of Christianity over the entire human nature, and to enlist their symHe delivered a discourse, which
pathies in the cause of the mission.
has come down to us, full of a divine eloquence, on the might of the
Among
gospel, and the plan of God in the education of mankind.^
25 " The
other things he remarks, quoting the passage in Isa. 65
:

:

'

wolf and the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw like
the bullock.' The prophet is not speaking here of lions and lambs, but
predicting to us that, subdued by the power of the divine doctrine,
the brutal sense of rude

of

spirit,

men

should be transformed to such gentleness

that they should unite together in one and the

And

same commu-

—

the
have you witnessed to-day,
most savage race of men standing together with the lambs of the church,
Which
one table set before all."
one pasture, one fold for all,
may refer either to common participation in the sacred word, which
had been presented first in the Gothic and then in the Greek language,
or to common participation in the communion.
While a Themistius, contemplating the whole matter from his antique standing- point, looked upon the chasm that separated the barbarian Goths from the cultured Grajco-Roman world, as the effect of
an original difference of natures, and therefore one never to be filled
up while, in perfect accordance with Plato's spirit, he applied what

nity with

the mildest.

—

this

—

;

1

Quem

condigne laudare non

sufficio,

tavit, et

per misericordiam Dei et gratiam
ut

et penitus tacere non audeo, cui plus omniego sum debitor, quantum et amplius

Christi et carnaliter et spiritualiter
P. 20.
filium suum in fide educavit.

laboravit, qui me a prima ajtate mea
a parentibus meis discipulum susccpit, et
sacras literas docuit, et veritatem manifes-

The VIII. Homily, among those first
published by Montfaucon. Tom. XII. opp.

um
m me

'^

Chrysostom.
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Plato says of the relation of the passions to reason, in indivirluals and
state, to the relation existing between the nationality of the

in the

barbarians and that of the Greeks and Romans ^ the chnrch teachers, on the other hand, point to the effects which Christianity had
;

already begun to produce among these barbarians, as showing that the
gospel had here the same power to transform man's nature which it
had ever manifested elsewhere.
Thus Athanasius, for example, in a
place already cited, where, in connection with the Persians, the Arme-

and the

beyond the ocean,

lie
mentions the
could overthrow the worship of
Who except our
idols, and plant virtue in all these tribes of men ?
Lord Jesus Christ who not only preached to them by his disciples;
but, by his efficacious influence on the minds of men, induced them to
lay aside their rudeness of maimers, and, abandoning the worship of the

nians,

Goths,

tribes dwelling

testifies

follows

as

:

"

Who

;

Who is it that unites togods of their country, to acknowledge him.
gether in bonds of harmony those who were wont to be at variance
Who else could do it but the beloved Son of the
with each other ?
Father, the common Saviour of all, Jesus Christ, whose love prompted
Yes, it had been foretold from the
liim to endure all things for us ?
for Holy
beginning what an empire of peace he should establish
Then they shall beat their swords
Scripture announces (Isa. 2:4):
nation shall
into plough-shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks
not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn Avar any more.'
This is no longer a thing incredible for even now the barbarians, they
with whom rudeness of manners is iimate, so long as they still worship
idols are in perpetual quarrel and cannot remain a moment without the
sword but no sooner do they receive the word of Christ, than they
turn from warlike pursuits to agriculture, and instead of putting their
hands to the sword, lift them up in prayer; in a word, instead of warring with each other, they enter the warfare against Satan and evil
;

^

;

;

;

seeking to overcome them by self-control and the virtues of the
This is a proof of our Saviour's divine power; and the wonderthing in it is, that they are faithful unto death, and die as witnesses

spirits,

mind.
ful

forChrfst."2
It is easy to recognize in the Goths a characteristic feature of the
with
German spirit, in that zeal for the study of the Bible, which began w:
T le
in the predominant bent for scriptural investigation.
Ulphilas,
learned Jerome, while residing at Bethlehem (in 403), was surprised
at receiving a letter from two Goths, Sunnia and Fretela, makiwg inquiries about several discrepancies which they had observed between

—

and
the vul"-ar Latin and the Alexandrian version of the Psalms
JeromeT)egins his answer^ in the following words: " Who would have
;

1

Ue

Elvai tl kuI tv knuapace, p. 157
(pvTiOv, liav al"&a6eg nat dvaTvei:

TU jiup^apov

Myu

Kal ruf arvATfarovg em&EC, Tov dvftnv
dviiiaq, uvTiKa^rj/isva yivr] t<j /.oyiafiC), na'^aAs
nep PufiaioLC, 'Ekv^ul kgI Tepfiavoi.

reason should not wholly extirpate the
passions implanted by na'ture, but bridle
tlieia, so too should the barbarian hordes.

corresponding to the same, in respect to
tiie reason which is appointed to rule them,
not be destroyed, but compelled to obedicncc.

De incarnat. vcrbi, § 51, 52.
» Ep.
106, in the edition of Vallarsi
in other editions, ep. 98.
'^
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believed, that the barbarian tongue of the Goths would inquire respecting the pure sense of the Hebrew original ; and that, while the Greeks

were sleeping, or rather disputing with each other " (according to
'^ despising it"), " Germany itself would be investianother reading
Jerome could say, that the red and
gating the divine word ? " ^
and
yellow-haired Goths carried the church about with them in tents
perhaps for this reason battled with equal fortune against the Romans,
because they trusted in. the same religion.^
The influence of Christianity was, perhaps, seen also in those who
as yet made no profession of it, when Alaric, the leader of the WestGothic army, captured Rome, and spread consternation all around.
The churches of St. Peter and St. Paul, and the chapels of the marand they remained, with
tyrs, became the universal places of refuge
all their treasures, and all the men who had fled to them, respected
Not a man of the barand spared amid all the havoc of devastation.
barians touched these spots
nay, they conveyed thither themselves
many unhappy individuals who had excited their pity, as to a place of
Pagans, who had ascribed to Christianity all the calamities of
safety.
the period, and Christians, united here in giving thanks to God. " He

—

;

;

;

Avho does not see," exclaims Augustin, speaking of this fact,^

the thanks for this are due to the

name

" that

of Ciirist, to the Christian

must be blind he who does see it, and praises not God, is an
he who would hinder them that praise God, is a madman.
Far be it from any intelligent man to ascribe this to the rudeness of
barbarians.
He bridled and tempered the savage nature of the barThen will
barians in a miraculous manner who had said long before
I visit their transgression witli the rod, and their iniquity with stripes.
"
Nevertheless, my loving-kindness will I not utterly take from them.'
Ps. 80
B2, 83.
period,

ingrate

;

;

:

'

:

1

Quis hoc crederet, ut barbara Getarum

lingua Hebraicam quffireret veritatem et
dormitantibus, immo contender! tibus (or
;

eontemnentibus) Graecis, ipsa Germania
Spiritus Sancti eloquia scrutaretur 1

^ gp. 107 ad Letam, § 2.
Getarum rutilus et flavus exercitus ecclesiarum circumfert tentorla.
* De civitate Dei, 1. I. c. 7.
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SECTION SECOND.
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH CONSTITUTION. CHURCH DISCIPLINE.
SCHISMS OF THE CHURCH.
I.

History of the Church Constitution.
1.

Relation of Church

to

State.

If Christianity, as we saw in contemplating the preceding period,
appeared, at first, only in opposition to the then existing relations of the
world if the new world which sprang out of Christianity proceeded
to develop itself in an independent manner, by the side of the then
existing ancient world ; yet this condition of things was to be but a
transient one.
The period of which the prominent feature was a
mutually excluding antagonism, was to be followed, as soon as this
antagonism should be overcome, by a period of appropriation and
assimilation, extending uninterruptedly through all future time.
To
the kingdom of God, to Christians as its .members and organs, had been
given, indeed, the promise of the dominion of the world.
During the
first stadium of the progressive advancement of Christianity, it was
but natural that conflict with the world should be the only side to
present itself; and that the dominion of the world, which was regarded
as a thing not to be brought about except supernaturally, and from
without, by the second coming of Cin-ist, should be cherished only as
a hope in relation to the distant future.
So long as the eye remained
fixed on this o/ie point, everything lying between that point and the
present, was overlooked.
The antecedent hnks, in the progressive
chain of events whereby that final, decisive result was to be prepared,
were not as yet distinctly seen.
But Christianity, as a world-ruhng
principle, must manifest itself, first of all, through various stages of the
appropriation of the world, before that complete dominion of the world,
by the kingdom of God, could be realized in a complete appropriation
of the world.
Now if this was a necessary progression, in the process
of unfolding, still it was attended with this peculiar danger, that if the
side of antagonism to the world which was to be appropriated, should
ever be lost sight of, as an essential moment, the consequence would
be a confusion of the church with the world which she was to appropriate, whereby the church would forfeit her purity, and, while seeming to conquer, would herself be conquered.
Belonging to this appropriation of the world by Christianity was
especially the Christianizing of the state ; which, however, could be
;

brought about only in the same proportion as there was a recipiency
for it in the peculiar province to be impenetrated by the Christian
VOL. H.

11

-
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so that the Christian spirit and the Christian temper could
;
influence the state, only when the state developed itself by laws in
accordance with its own proper essence, and not taken directly from
And it was, at the same time, never to be lost sight of,
Christianity.
which proceeds in all cases from free, individual
that Christianity,

principle

—

appropriation, and realizes itself only in that divine community of life
cannot
which exists among such as have thus freely appropriated it,

—

realize itself, therefore,. fully

outward laws.

and

at once, in a civil life

The great danger,

then, lay here

;

that

depending on
if

men

should

two provinces
that, while it was the state which
to
should be Christianized, instead of this, Christianity would be changed
into a civil poUty, and what belongs to the kingdom 'of God would be
an evil in which, to be sure, as we shall see, the Eastsecularized

and pay attention to
each other, it would so happen

fail to

notice

this relation of the

;

Roman

empire especially involved itself.
The great change in the relation of the church to the state, for
which the way had been prepared by the progress of Christianity thua
far, was effected by the passing of the lioman emperors over to the
The supreme magistrates now considered themside of Chrisliaidty.
selves to be members of the church, and took a personal interest in its
but it was no easy matter for them to fix the proper limits
concerns
to this participation, and, in this relation to the church, to forget their
They Avould be strongly inclined to
relation as emperors to subjects.
transfer the relation they had stood in as Pagans to the pagan stateYet they were
religion, over to their relation to the Christian church.
here met by that independent spirit of the church, which, in the course
of three centuries, had been developing itself, and acquiring a determiand which would make them see that Christianity could
nate shape
There had
not, like Paganism, be subordinated to the political interest.
in fact arisen in the church, as we observed in the previous period, a
;

;

false, theocratical theory, originating,

not in the essence of the gospel,

but in the confusion of the religious constitutions of the Old and New
Testament, which, grounding itself on tlie idea of a visible priesthood
belonging to the essence of the church and governing the church,
brought along with it an unchristian opposition of the spiritual to the
secular power, and Avhich might easily result in the formation of a
sacerdotal state, subordinating the secular to itself in a false and outward way. The emperors did in fact entertain precisely that view of

them by tradition or rather, since
who seems to have consistently carried

the church which was presented to

—

if

we except Valenthiian

I.,

;

—

they had here no judgment of their
through one determinate theory
own, they were involuntarily borne along by the dominant spirit. The
entire church constitution, as it then stood, appeared to them, equally
with Christianity, a divine institution, built on the foundation of Christ
avd the apostles, in which nothing could be altered by arbitrary human
Add to this, that the same church constitution had acquired its
will.
form in a time when the church was an independent society by itself,

under the government of the bishops.
With the emperor Constantine there were three different points of
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view intersecting each other, under which he regarded his relation to
The first, and the one to which he was most strongly
inclined
because it had sprung out of his earlier eclecticism, and was
moreover ever and anon freshly recommended to him by the influence
the church.

—

moderate bishops, or of philosophers given

of the

to

Platonism

— was

the principle of reliijious toleration^ which led him to respect the rights
of individual judgment.
And we see him, too, occasionally brought
back to this original principle, by his sad experience of the evil effects

of mixing

up

politics with the affairs of religion.

theocratic theorij, which passed over to

The second was

him from

the

the preceding de-

velopment of the church.
If the bishops had not, by their disputes,
and their determination to use the power of the state for the promotion of their private ends, made themselves his dependents, it would
have been in their power, by consistently and uniformly availing themselves of this theory, to obtain a great deal from him.
Thus, for example in a rescript of the year ol4, when an appeal was made from
an episcopal tribunal to the imperial decision, he declared that, " tlie
sentence of the bishops must be regarded as the sentence of Christ
The third point of view was the religiom-political, accordhimself."^
ing to which he believed that he might attribute to himself, as head
of the state, a certain influence also on the church, exercised con:

It flattered the vanity of Constantino so to
regard himself, as if God had made him master of the whole Roman
empire, in order, through him, to spread and promote his worship
everywhere.
When on a certain occasion, the emperor said to the bishops at a
banquet,^ that he too was, in his own way, a bishop, this doubtless
was meant simply as a sportive remark, a play on tlie word episoopoa,
which in Greek signifies an overseer at the same time, something
more serious lay at bottom. Not, to be sure, that it had ever entered into the emperor's thoughts, as the court-bishop Eusebius first
suggested,^ to consider himself a bishop over the whole church, in the
same sense as the several bishops were over their respective dioceses
but in accordance with what was remarked on a former page, he intended to signify, that it was the supreme aim of his government to

sciously or unconsciously.

;

;

train his subjects to piety.

He meant

to say, that

God had made him

that is, of all
overseer of the province lying outside of the church
political relations, in order that he might manage these according to
the divine will, and give such direction to the whole, as to lead his
;

subjects in the

way

of pious living.

1 Sacerdotuni judicium ita debet habcri,
See
ut si ipse Dominus residens judicet.
Optat. Milev. de schismate Douatistar. f.

\84.

This remark of Constantino, which
Eusebius quotes (de vita Constantini, IV.
24), as he heard it at table from the em'^<, upa eiij koL uvtoc knlperor's lips, was
'^

:

nkv tCov elau rr/c eKKX/jalag,
iyu 6e rijv EKvbc vnd deov KaHeara/iivo^ emwho could best
uv
elTjv.
Eusebius,
KOiros

CKO-Kog, u}2.' Vfielg

But from
know

in

this position

many

con-

what sense Constantino meant

this to be taken,

understands by

e/crdf T//f

simply the state, so far as Coustautine exercised sucli oversight over his
subjects as to lead them, to the best of his
'Akoability, in the way of pious liviuf^
')iov&a 6' ovv rcb Aoyw dtavoov/xeyog, roiig upx^lJ-ivovc unavTag enecKoirei, izoavrceni re
bat) nep uv dvva/uq rbv evaepf/ ur ; 'tuKetv
kKKhriciag,

:

jHov.
**

See the following note.
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If it
elusions might be drawn which are not, directly, implied in it.
was Constantine's opinion, that piety and orthodoxy were strictly connected with each other, he might, on this principle, consider it one of
the cares of government to keep a watchful lookout for the preservation of orthodoxy.

When doctrinal controversies threatened to produce a schism in the
and if his
church, the emperor exhorted the bishops to unanimity
exhortations were unheeded, he resorted to such means for uniting the
opposite parties, as his sovereignty over the whole Roman state put
He convoked an assembly of bishops from all parts
into his hands.
of the empire, in order to give a decision for all the Christians under
The decrees of these synods were published under
his government.^
the imperial authority, and thus obtained a political importance. Those
only who adopted them could enjoy all the privileges of Catholic Christians favored by the state; and, in the end, civil penalties were threatened against those who refused to acknowledge them.
;

become so necessary,
and the carrying out of
could, of course, no longer remain a matter of indif-

The cooperation of

the emperors having once

in order to the assembling of these councils

their decisions,

it

ference to them ivluch of the contending parties they should sustain
with their power. However emphatically they might declare in theory,
that the bishops alone were entitled to decide in matters of doctrine,
still

human ^aasions proved miyhtier than tlwuretical forms.

Although

these councils were to serve as organs to express the decision of the
divine Spirit, yet the Byzantine court had already prejudged the ques-

which party ought to be considered pious and which imit could be contrived to gain over the court in favor
of any particular doctrinal interest ;2 or in case the court persecuted
one of the contending doctrinal parties merely out of dislike to the man
who stood at the head uf it, thcB the doctrinal question must be turned
The emperors were
into a means of gratifying personal grudges."^
under no necessity of employing force against the bishops by indirect
means, they cuuid sufficiently influence the minds of all those with
tion, as

to

pious, wherever

:

whom

worldly interests stood for more than the cause of truth, or who
were not yet superior to the fear of man. It was nothing but the influence of the emperor Constantino, which induced the eastern bishops,
at the council of I^ice, to suffer the imposition of a doctrinal formula

which they detested, and from which, indeed, they sought immediately
The emperor Theodosius II. declared, indeed, to
the first council of Ephesus, that no person who was not a bishop
should interfere with the ecclesiastical proceedings * and in this decto rid themselves.

;

Ola

^eov Ku&eaTafiivoQ, avvodovi tmv tov i^eov Xeirovpyuv
avvenpoTEL.
De vita Constantini, 1. 1. c.
1

TLQ KOLvoq kizlaKOTfoi tn

44.
^ As it had been contrived, before
the
assembling of the council of Nice, to persuade the emperor Constantine that the
Arian doctrine contained a blasphemy
against the divinity of Christ, and that

the bfioovaiov

was absolutely required

in

order to maintain the dignity of Christ's
person.
^ As at the first council of Ephesus,
where the revenge of Fulcheria, who governed the imperial court, turned the aoctrinal controversy into a nieans of removing the patriarch Nestorius from Constantinople.
*

'AiSe/iirov,

tov

fi^

rob

KuraTioyov ruv
toI( eKK^if

iyiuruTuv tnLaadivuv jvyxu-vovra
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may have been in earnest but he was borne along
by the current of a powerful court party, which itself had combined
with a party of the bishops
and to this party he must serve as the
instrument.
The pious and free-iiearted abbot, Isidore of Polusium,
wrote to the emperor, that no remedy existed for the evil in the
church, unless he placed some check oyi the dogmatiziny apirit of
his courtiers ; ^ and the sequel proved how entirely he was in the
laration he himself

;

;

right.
It is true, powerful voices were heard singly protesting against this
confusion of political and spiritual interests
as, for exam[)le, Hilary
'^

;

who remarked

and beautifully to the emperor Con" It is for this purpose you govern and watch, that all may
stantius
enjoy sweet liberty.
The peace of the church can no otherwise be
restored, its distractions can in no other way be healed, than by })erof Poitiers,

well

:

mitting every man to live wholly according to his own convictions, free
from all slavery of opinion.^ God has rather taught than compelled
the knowledge of himself; and whife he procures respect for his commands, through the admiration excited by his divine works, lias scorned
Even though such force should be employed
an extorted confession.
for the support of the true faith, yet the bishops would come before
you and say God is the Lord of the universe he requires not an
He
obedience which is constrained, a profession Avhich is forced.
cannot be deceived only shicere worship can please him. We should
honor him rather for our own good, than as if any advantage could
the bishop will say
receive only those who
I can
ensue to him.
come of their own free will hear only those who entreat (for bapimpart the seal of confirmation to him alone, who lays down a
tism)
;

:

;

—

—

;

;

But these isolated voices could accomplish
voluntary confession." ^
nothing in opposition to the great mass arid they proceeded mainly
from those who were themselves made sore by oppression.
Now, as so much depended on the fact whether a party had the emperor's vote on its side, every art was employed, consequently, to secure
this all that was corrupt in the Byzantine court found its way into the
court parties became doctrinal parties, and the
bosom of the church
reverse. Imperial chamberlains (cubicularii), eunuchs, directors of the
princes' kitchen,^ disputed on formulas of faith, and aifected to set them;

—

;

aiaaTiKolg aKEn/xaacv imfiiyvvadat. See the
II. in the acts of this

beretur, episcopalis doctrina obviain pergeret diceretque
Deus universitatis est

council.

Doniinus, obsequio non eget nccessai'io,
non requirit coactara confessionem. Non
fallendus est, sed pronierendus. Nostra poNon
tins, non sua causa vcnerandus est.
possum nisi volentem recipere, nisi oransignare.
L
tern audire, nisi profitcntem

Sacra Theodos.
1

Isidor. Pelusiot. l.I. cp. 311.

af Toi'Toig dspanelav, d navaeiac
Tia/iCiv TovQ coiig diaKovovg.
-

Comp.

the'

examples

Ilape^ei-

tuv

doyjia-

cited in the first

section, p. 35.

Idcirco cxcubatis et vigilatis, ut omquibus iniperatis, dulcissima libertate
Non alia ratione, quae turbata
»unt, componi, qute divulsa sunt, coiirceri
possunt, nisi unusquisque nulla servitutis necessitate adstrictus, integrum habeat
Hilar, ad Constant. 1.
Vivendi arbitrium.
**

nes,

potiantur.

I.

§ 2.
*

Si ad fidem

veram istiusmodi

vis adhi-

:

c.

§ 7.

As for example, that chief cook (upxi«a>«pof), who was sent as a dejjuty from
the court of the emperor Valens to persuade Basil of Cajsarea not to show any
See
opposition to doctrines of the court.
Gregor. Naz. orat. XX. f 348. Thcodo
ret. Hist. Eccles. IV. 19.
'"
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selves

up

as judo;es in theological disputes.

That which must pass cur-

rent for sound doctrine in the church was subjected to the same flucAt length, in 47G, the usurper Batuations with the parties at court.
siliscus, who enjoyed a brief authority, set an example wholly in
accordance with the spirit of the Byzantine court, of effecting changes
in the ruling doctrines of the church by imperial decrees, and of settling dogmatic controversies by a resort to the same expedient
and
this example was soon- after but too eagerly followed by other emThese attempts to rule over the
perors, such as Zeno and Justinian.
conscience by imperial mandates, opened a new source of disturbances
and disorders in the Greek church. It would, indeed, be going too
far to assert that the civil power could, for any long period, force the
development of doctrines to results utterly foreign to that development.
The spirit of the church was too mighty within itself, to allow
this to be done for any considerable time.
Whatever had not proceeded from the process of development within the church itself whatever had only been obtruded upon it by some individual party backed
was sloughed off by reactions coming from the very
by outward force
heart of the church
but this very thing could not take place without
;

,

—

—

:

violent convulsions.

The

peculiar defects in the national character of the Greeks, which

also found

people

;

their

way

into the

development of Christianity among this
mind and inclination to partisan-

their excessive fickleness of

—

presented, by the disputes thence arising, occasions for that corrupting interference of the state and of the court, and the condition
ship,

of dependence into which the church was thereby drawn.

The Greek

church holds up, in this respect, a warning example for all times.
The more stiff and firm, the more practically disposed and less movable spirit of the Western church, presented fewer points of contact
for such foreign influences.
And the more clearly expressed theocratical principle in this latter church,
the predominant authority of the
Roman bishops, here exercised a power which held that sort of interference more constantly in check, than was the case in the Greek

—

—

church.

As we

perceive that

all

disturbances to the regular course of the

development of Christianity originate in the fact that the standing
points of the ancient world, at first overcome by the Christian principle, once more regain their authority, and find admittance within
Christianity itself, so in respect to the matter now before us, we may
discern, in the Roman church on the one hand, the Jewish principle
of the external theocracy, and in the Greek church on the other hand,
the pagan principle of the political element subordinating to itself a'.l
other development,
the principle of a state religion.
We shall now proceed to consider the relations of the church to the

—

more in detail.
The state at present took some part in providing for the support of
the churches.
More was effected in this respect by one law of Constantine, than by all other means put together.
This was a law which
state

expressly secured to the churches a right which, perhaps, they had
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already

now and then
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namely, the nght of receiving
empire, no corporation whatever was
entitled to exercise, unless it had been expressly authorized to do so
by the state.
Such a law Constantine enacted in 821, assigning as
the reason for it, not the interests of the church, but the inviulahle
sacredness of the last tvill?
legacies

;

tacitly exercised,^

which, in the

Roman

In part, zeal for the cause of.the church, but partly also the delusive
gifts, as meritorious works, were particularly acceptable
in the sight of God, and that it was possible thereby to atone for a multitude of sins, or both motives tocjetJier^ procured for the churches, especially in large towns,^ very considerable and very numerous donations.
Worldly-minded ecclesiastics descended even to dishonorable means to
notion that such

increase the bequests in favor of their churches.

On

this

account, the

emperor Valentinian I. restricted this right by several limitations and
distinguished church teachers complained not so much of these limitations, as of the fact that the clergy had made them necessary.'*
But as everywhere, in the conditions of the church of this period,
beautiful examples of a pure Christian sentiment shine forth in contrast with the worldly spirit, so it was here also. We see pious bishops,
from Christian motives, giving up their title to bequests, which, according to the civil law, they might have received.
A citizen of
Carthage made over all his property to the church, under the expectation that he should have iTo children
only reserving to himself the
But afterwards, when he had children, Auuse of it while he lived.
rehus, contrary to the legator's expectations, gave back the whole
" for according to the civil lau',''' says Augustin, who relates the
;

;

case,^ " he

might have retained it but not according to the law of
Augustin himself, who, in fact, was by many found
fault with, because he did so little to enrich the church, declared, that
" he who would disinherit his son to make the church his legatee,
might look for some other one than Augustin to receive the inheritman
nay, he hoped and prayed that he might find no one."
ance
belonging to the guild of navicularii (whose office it was to convey
grain in their vessels to Rome, Constantinople, or Alexandria) had
made the church at Hippo his legatee but Augustin declined the
bequest, because, in case of shipwreck, the church would either be
heaven.'''

;

And

A

;

;

For, during the persecutions in the
we find it intimated that
attempts were made to deprive the churches of their estates, which evidently they
could have come in possession of" in no
Consult the edict of Gallien.
other wav.
And Alexander Severas had already conceded to the Christians a public place as
legally belonging to them. See -lElii Lam1

third century,

pridii vita, c. 49.

Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. II. § 4.
Ammiauus Marcellinus (1. XXVII.
e. 3) speaks of the great wealth which the
Roman bishops derived from donations by
the matrons.
* See Hieronym. in the celebrated episUe to Nepotianus. ep. 52, in which he con-

3

trasts the corruption of the clergy with the
design of their calling: " Nee de lege conqueror, sed doleo cur merucrimus hanc legem." Jerome, when he spoke of the corruption of the clergy, doubtless had before
his mind what he had witnessed in Rome
(see ep. 22 ad Eustochium,§ 28), where he
gives a sad account of those running round
to the houses of the rich matrons, seeking
only to extort gifts from them Si pulvillum viderit, si mantile elegans, si aliquid
domesticie suppellectilis, laudat, miratur,
atti-ectat, et se his indigere conquerens, non
tam impetrat quam extorquet, quia singuIse metuunt, verodariuni urbis oft'endere.
:

^

Sermo CCCLVI.

§ 5.
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by a judicial process, and the application of torture to the
crew, to prove that the mishap was unavoidable, or else to make good
As regarded the first alternative, it
the loss to the state exchequer.
did not befit the churcli, in Augustin's opinion, to subject mariners,
who had been rescued from the waves, to the pains of torture as to
" For," says
the second, the church might not possess the means.
Augustin, " it is not befitting a bishop to be amassing money, and to
It was Augustin's principle,^
push back the hand of the beggar."
to accept no bequest which in any way injured the relations of the
respectable citizen of
individual by whom the bequest was made.
Hippo had made over to the church an estate, merely reserving to
Afterwards he repented of it,
himself the use of it while he lived.
and requested that the papers might be returned to him, sending in
Augustin sent back both declaring
lieu of them a sum of money.
that the church would not receive forced gifts, bat those only which
obliged,

;

A

;

were made with free

The

will.

difference of temper, just spoken of, as manifested

by the

bish-

seen also in their different ways of disposing of the wealth which
In the case of the bishops of large cities,
thus flowed in upon them.
we may perceive already how this wealth which, to worldly minds,
presented the strongest temptation to seek after such offices, tended to
The unprejudiced pagan historian, Ammicorrupt the church itself
ops,

is

anus Marcellinus, describes the pomp and state of the Roman bishops,
gorgeous attire, the more than royal magnificence of their
banquets.^
In like manner, Gregory Nazianzen describes the state
which the bishops of Constantinople were wont to display how in their
table, in the pomp and train of attendants with which they appeared
As the people
in public, they vied with the first men of the empire.'^
became accustomed to such modes of life in these bishops of the residential city (and such splendor was to many a welcome spectacle), the
worthy men who in such an office were not disposed to follow such
examples, a Gregory Nazianzen, a Chrysostom, would by many be
But Ammianus himself, in giving this picture
regarded with disgust.

their

;

of the bishops of the residency, places in contrast with them many
provincial bishops, who by their frugal and simple habits of life, recom-

mended themselves before God and all his worshippers as pure-minded
men. Examples of bishops were not wanting, who confined their personal wants to the smallest possible comjiass, and applied all they had
Beyond question,
to spare to the support of charitable institutions.
for they
the bishops might emi)loy great incomes for good purposes
not only had to jjrovide for the expense of preserving the churches,
of maintaining divine service, of supporting the clergy, of supplying
the means of subsisteiice for the poor, who, in the great cities, such as
;

Constantinople, were very numerous, and but too often suffered to live
1

See his Life, by Possidiiis,

c.

24.

2 Lib. XXVII. c. 3, where he says, it
was no wonder that men would stake

everything to secure to themselves the
Roman episcopate " Cum id adept! futvn-i
sint ita securi, ut diteutur oblationibus
:

inatronaruin, procedaiitqne vehiculis insidcntes, circuinspecte vestiti, epuhmtes curantes profusas, adeo ut eorum convivia
regales superent mensas."
Orat. XXXII. f. 526.
**
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BENEVOLENT INSTITUTIONS.

but also, as a general thing, the establishments for
;
2
the reception of strangers, (^evwve^),^ the alms-houses (TTTcox'^Tpot^tcia)
the institutions for the support of helpless aged persons {yy]poKoix€la),
the hospitals and orphan-houses (the i-oo-oKo/xertt and o><^a >Tpo(^era),
originated in the churches, and the churches had to provide the means
celebrated establishment of this kind was the
for their support.
in indolence

A

one founded by Basil, bishop of Civsarea, and which existed in the
an institution designed for
the Baailias,
third and fourth century
the reception of strangers, and to provide medical attendance and
Here everything was
nursing for the sick of whatever disease.
brought together that could contribute to the welfare and comfort of

—

—

The physicians of

the patients.

the establishment resided within

its

and workshops were provided for all the artisans and laborers
whose services were needed ;3 so that Gregory Nazianzen, in his
walls,

funeral discourse at the death of Basil,* could call this institution a
Basil had also caused similar alms-houses to be

city in miniature.

one in each provincial diocese (rrv/x/xopta),
placed under the care of a country bishop, who had the supervision of
Theodoret, bishop of Cyros, who had a diocese which
its concerns.^
was poor on account of its location, was, notwithstanding, able to save
enough to erect porticoes for the use of the city, to build two large
bridges, to construct a canal from the Euphrates to the town, which

established in the country

had before suffered

;

for the

want of water, and to repair and improve
means of health to the in-

the public bath, which was so important a

habitants of those hot

Among

districts.*^

by the state to further the ends of tKe
church, belonged the exemption of the clerical order from certain
Such pertained partly
pubhc services (munera publica, Actroupyiat)
to certain classes of citizens, and in part they were attached to the
the favors bestowed

,

possession of a certain

amount of property.

Now,

with these state

burdens stood connected, for the most part, the undertaking of certain
kinds of business and employments which were incompatible with the
nature of the spiritual callmg.
when no calculation could be

For this reason, in the previous period,
made on the disposition of the state to

accommodate the clerical order, a law had been passed that no person
who was liable to any civil imposition (seculo obstrictus) should be
But the church having now been
ordained to the spiritual office.^
freed by Constantine from these restrictions, it might be hoped that
the like privileges would be accorded to the clergy as were allowed
In fact, Constantine
to pagan priests, physicians, and rhetoricians.
1

With

oiKTifia,

ievuv: 'Earl ko'ivov
kuKhjalaQ iKJxjpicfMevov.

rei,^ard to tlie

VTio

TTjQ

Chrysostom, in

act. up. horn. 45, § 3,

near

the end. Of this institution, as an ancient
in the clmrch, though the name was
new, see Auuaxstin. Tractat. 97, in Joh.
4.
Xmodo'liia postea sunt appellata no§

one

vis

nominibus, res tamen

nomina sua

ipsoe et

ante

crant, et religionis veritate

firmantur.

These institutions for the poor were
onder the supervision of clergymen, also
•^

of monks, of KkfipLnbL tuv TTTUX^tuv. Cone.
Chalc. canon. 8.
See Basil. Csesareens. ep. 94, and Sozo'^

men. VI.

34.
See his orat. 30 and 27.
Basil, ep. 142, 143.
^ See Theodoret. ep. 81.
When for instance, Tertullian alleges
against the /lere^/cs (praescript. c. 41), that
they ordained seculo obstrictos, it may be
gathered from this, that the practice was
*
*

''

forbidden in the dominant church.
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—

after having already conceded to
ordered by a law of the year 319,
that
the clergy, previous to 313, a certain degree of exemption.
they should be freed from all burdens of the atate} This unconditional
exemption of the clergy from those civil duties was destined to prove,
since
however, the source of many evils both to church and to state
it was the natural consequence that numbers, without any inward call
to the spiritual office, and without any fitness for it whatever, now got
themselves ordained as .ecclesiastics for the sake of enjoying this exemption
whereby many of the worst class came to the administrawhile, at the same time, the state
tion of the most sacred calling,^
The emperor Constantine, in
Avas deprived of much useful service.
this collision of interests, sought to secure only those of the state.
That the true interests of the church could not have been foremost in
his thoughts is the more evident, since he shows, by this law itself,
how imperfectly he understood them. By a law of the year 320,
which presupposes the existence of a still earher one, he ordered that
for the future no person belonging to the families of Decurions, no
one provided with sufficient means of Uving, no one who was fitted for
the performance of those civil duties, should take refuge in the spiritthat, as a general thing, new clergymen should be chosen
ual order
only to supply the places of those who had deceased,^ and these should
be persons of small means, and such as were not bound to take upon
them any of those burdens of the state. They who were obligated to

—
;

;

—

—

;

any of those duties, if they had crept into the clerical order, were to
for which regulabe forcibly thrust back to their former condition,
" The rich must bear the
tion Constantine gave this singular reason
burdens of the world, the poor must be maintained by the wealth of
the church "* as if this were the object of church property and of the
But this resti'iction was not less unjust, than the reachurch offices
for it well might be that the very men
son alleged for it was false

—

:

;

!

;

the inward call, and possessed the best qualifications for the
spiritual office, were to be found among the higher ranks in the provYet with the powinces ; while by such a law these were excluded.
erful influence of the spiritual order at court, under the Christian

who

felt

emperors,

it

must often happen, as a matter of course, that such laws

Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. 11. 1. 2.
Comp. what Athanasius (hist. Arianorum ad Monachos, § 78) says of the
Pagans who passed over from " the first

ropolitan bishop sold episcopal dignities
to such as were merely seeking by episcopal ordination to be released from the bur-

senatorial families to Christianity, for the
ecclesiastics the
Basil. Cffisar.
raAaOTwpoc ukELrmpyriaca.
as
such
got themselves
respecting
54,
ep.

^ But what had promoted this certainly
excessive multiplication of ecclesiastics
was partly the number and magnitude of
the external advantages, whereby the
spiritual order now became attractive to
so many who were not spiritually minded,
and in part the existence of .so many
church offices which required for their dis-

1

2

purpose of obtaining as

—

ordained to the inferior ecclesiastical offices
in the country, merely for the sake of eluding the obligation to do military service

Tuv nldaTuv

<t>6i3ci t^c ajpaTokoyiaq eianoiComp. also
ovvTuv eavTovc ry vnrjpeaig.
process against the bishop
the
ihe acts of

Antoninus of Ephesus, m Palladius' life
of Chrysostom (opp. ed. Montfauc. T.
XIII.^ where it comes out that that met-

densome

curial duties.

charge merely outward liturgical services,
* See Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. II. 1.
Opulentos enim saeculi subire necessi6.
tates oportet, paujieres ccclesiarum divitiia
sustentari.
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would be evaded, and not unfrequently to the injury of the church.
Some -wavering and uncertainty, too, soon began to show itself in the
expedients were devised to avoid injuring the
execution of the law
and, finally, the law
interests either of the state or of the church
was enacted that those who were under obligation to render such civil
services should, upon entering the ecclesiastical order, give up their
;

;

property to others who could discharge those services in their stead.
was very justly given as a reason for this regulation, that, if they
were really in earnest in what they proposed, they must despise earthly
But it was certainly fai- from being the case that this law
things.
could be strictly kept.^
But not only were various privileges conceded to the church hy the
the church also obtained influence for herself, in various ways,
state
on the civil community. This, indeed, would of course be the necessary
result, when that which had been to the Christians of the preceding
period the church separate from the state, the church existing as a
state within the state, came to be recognized as having power to make
laws by means of the state, standing in closest alliance with the church.
This is to be applied particularly to the jurisdiction which had grown
up within the church. Inasmuch, for example, as it had been so
arranged in the Jewish synagogues, that contentions between individual members should not be brought before the civil tribunals, but
should be settled within the communities themselves, so this custom
If the spirit of
was transferred into the Christian communities.
Christian brotherly love could not wholly banish the collisions of selfish
interests by which those contentions were called forth, the arbitration
of individuals chosen out of the community should suffice, at least, to
induce men to lay aside such contentions.
Wken the episcopal form
of church government became matured, it was made a part of the
function of the episcopal office to decide these disputes.
Yet, hitherto, the sentence of the bishop stood vahd only so far as both parties
voluntarily agreed to submit to it.
Constantine made the sentence
of the bishops legally binding, whenever the two parties had once
agreed to repair to their tribunal, so that no farther appeal could be
made from it.'^ Nor was this anything foreign to the constitution of
the Roman law.
The bishops were simply allowed to exercise the
authority which was conceded to arbiters chosen e comproiiiisso, by
the two contending parties.
Thus a great deal of business of a foreign nature came upon the
episcopal office.
Bishops more spiritually disposed made it a matter
of complaint, that so much of the time which they were prompted, by
the inclination of their hearts, to bestow on the things of God, must
be employed for the purpose of immersing themselves in the investiAt the same time they had to suffer no
gation of secular aflfairs.*^
It

:

.

1 See the laws of the year 383, in the
Titulus de Decurionibus.

^
•^

Sozomen.

When

1.

I. c.

9.

certain theological labors

had

been committed by two African councils
to the care of the bishop Augustin, who

was now advanced in years, he agreed
with his community, that, for the purpose
of executing: these, he should be spared
fi'om attending to their business during
formal protocol
five days in the week.
or bill (gesta ecclesiastica) was drawn up,

A
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vexation
for, however impartially they might decide, they still
exposed themselves to many an accusation on the part of those who
were looking merely at their own advantage, and who, when the decision of the bishop was adverse to their interests, could not pardon it
in them that they must submit without any right of a]»peal from an
Yet worthy bishops, from love to their comunfavorable sentence.^
munities, bore this burden attached to their calling, grievous as it was
to them, with the self-denial which an Augustin evinces, when from a
full heart he exclaims in the language of the 110th Psalm, ver. 115
(as it is found in the Alexandrian version), " Depart from me, ye
evil-doers, for I would study the commandments of my God " and
when he proceeds to say " Wicked men exercise us in observing the
commandtnnits of God ; but they call us avmj from exploring them
(from the study of Holy Scripture), not only when they would persecute us or contend with us, but even when they obey us and honor us,
and yet compel us to busy ourselves in lending support to their sinful
and when they require of us that we should
and contentious desires
or when, at least, they oppress the weak,
sacrifice our time to them
and force them to bring their affairs before us. To these we dare not
say, Man, who has made me a judge or a divider of inheritance over
you ? For the apostle has instituted ecclesiastical judges for such
little

;

;

:

;

;

affairs, in

forbidding Christians to bring suits before the

civil

tribu-

Such bishops might undoubtedly avail themselves also of this
opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the members of their
flock, of diffusing among them the spirit of unanimity, and of opporBut to worldly minded
tunely dropping many a practical admonition.
bishops, it furnished a Welcome occasion for devoting themselves to
any foreign and secular affairs, rather than to the appropriate business
nals."

of their spiritual calling.

The church Theocracy, which had been formed
period,

in

the preceding

by the especial instrumentality of the bishops, might, under

these new relations, operate as a healthful counterpoise to the
Much of this sort of influence arose,
trary will of despotism.
matter of course, from the particular point of view in which the
ops were regarded by the religious sense of their communities ;
that which at first stood valid in custom, was not until afterwards
what the church had conceded
but he was soon besieged again,
was compelled to say: Ante
meridiem et post meridiem occupationibus
hominum implicor. (See the gesta ecclesiasticaAugustini. ep. 213). In the Greek
church, the case may have been, however,
that bishops, whether for the purpose of
devoting themselves with greater blessing
to other kinds of labor, or whether it was
simply out of indolence, turned over these
matters of business to certain members of
their clergy, whom they invested with full
At least,
powers for transacting them.
Socrates incidentally relates this of a cerman inTroas,
a
of
bishop
tain Silvanus,
specifying
to

him

;

so that he

arbi-

as a
bish-

and
con-

clined to ascetic retirement, belonging to
the first times of the fifth century, without
remarking that it was anything unusua'But when this good bishop observed that
the clergy to whom he had intrusted thiij

business were endeavoring to make gain
of it without regard to right, he committed
the investigation to a justice-loving layman. Socrat. VII. 37.
i See Augustin. in Ps. XXV. en. 2,
§
Etsi jam effringi non
13, T. IV. f. 115.
potest, quia tenetur jure forte non ecclesiastico, sed principum seculi, qui tantum
detuleruntccclesiaj, utquidquid in ea judi

catum

fuerit dissolvi

non

possit
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To this kind of influence belongs that which the bishfirmed bj law.
It was then not
ops obtained by their intercessions (intercessiones).
unusual for persons who enjoyed some reputation as men of learning,
as rhetoricians, to avail themselves of this for the purjiose of interceding with the great, who affected to patronize science, in behalf of the
But that this custom should pass over especially to the
unfortunate.
bishops, was a natural consequence of the new direction which Christianity

New

gave

to

the

mode

of contemplating the forms of social life.
all men in the sight of God ; of the

ideas of the equality of

of mercy, love, and compassion, were
equal accountableness of all
Christian judges and magistrates
diffused abroad by Christianity.
Avere uncertain how they should unite the discharge of their official
duties with what was required of them by the precepts of Christ.
In
the previous period, one party of Christians, in fact, held the administration of such offices to be incompatible Avith the nature of the Christian calling. The council of Elvira (in 305) directed that the supreme
magistrates in the municipal towns, the Duu/Kviri (though these were
not called upon to pronounce sentence of death), should not enter the
church during the year of their office.^ The council of Aries, in 314,
directed indeed that the jjresidnnts in the provinces, and others who
;

were incumbents of any

communion of the

should continue to remain in the
charged the bishops in the places

civil office,

church,'^ yet

where they exercised their civil functions, with a special oversight of
them and, when they began to act inconsistently with their Christian
duties,^ they were then to be cut off from the church fellowship.
;

%

came about that conscientious Christians who occupied
whenever they were beset with doubts from the abovementioned causes, had recourse to the bishops fbr instruction and for
the quieting of their scruples.
For example, a certain functionary,
by the name of Studius, betook himself, in a case of this sort, to Ambrosius, bishop of Milan.
The latter told him that according to Romans 13, he was authorized to employ the sword for the punishment
Thus, then,

it

official stations,

of crime, yet proposed for his imitation the pattern of Christ in his

conduct towards the woman taken in adultery (John, c. 8), in order
remind him that he should suffer the princi[)les of Christian love
and mildness, to take the place of strict justice.
If the transgressor
had never been baptized, he might still be converted, and obtain the
forgiveness of sin
if he had been already baptized, he could yet repent and reform.
Arabrosius says on this occasion that those who
pass sentence of death would not, indeed, be excluded from the communion of the church, since they are justified, by the above-cited
declaration of the apostle, in passing such a sentence
but that the
majority did, however, abstain from the communion, and that their
conduct in this case was to be approved.'*
We see that the church
to

:

;

1

C. 56.

Magistratum uno anno, quo
prohibendum jilacuit,

agit duumviratum,
ut se ab ecclesia

coliibeat.

Can.

See Bruna, Canones apost. et concil.

Cum

II.

agere.

Littcras accipiant ecclesiasticas com-

See Bruns,

7.

II.

p.

108.
^

p. 9.
2

municatorias, Can.

56.

*

cceperint

According; to the

Stadium,

1.

contra
oJ<l

VII. ep. 58

disciplinam

editions, ep.

•

ad
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by endeavoring
which seeks to save the
crime, she strove to change the

acknowledged the right of
to explain the justice of

capital punishment, while,
in the spirit of love

it

however deeply sunk in
punishment of death into some other better suited
guilty person,

to this end.
In this way it came about that the bishops gradually obtained the
right of exercising a sort of moral superintendence over the discharge
of their official duties by the governors, the judges, the proprietors,
who belonged to their communities
an authority which was not
always, indeed, alike respected:
that they were empowered, in the
name of religion, to intercede with governors, with the nobles of the
empire, and even with the emperors, in behalf of the unfortunate, the

—

;

—

persecuted, the oppressed
in behalf of individuals, entire cities and
who sighed under grievous burdens, laid on them by reckless, arbitrary caprice, or who trembled in fear of heavy punishments
amidst civil disturbances.
Where the fear of man made all others
mute, it was not seldom those only who spoke out in the name of
religion and of the church who ventured to utter themselves with
;

provinces,

freedom

and

;

of those

their voice

who were

might sometimes penetrate to the consciences
by the feeUng of their absolute power,

intoxicated

and surrounded by servile flatterers.
Some examples will render this clear. When the separation of the
province of Cappadocia into two provinces (Cappadocia prima et secunda), under the emperor Valens, in the year ;^71, had reduced the
inhabitants, who thus lost much of their gain and were oppressed by
a double weight of civil burdens, to great distress, it was the bishop
with the
to no purpose indeed
Basil of CiKsarea who interceded
great, and, through them, with the emperor, in behalf of the whole

—

—

province.
Among other things, he thus wrote to one of the nobles ^
" He could boldly tell the court that they were not to imagine they
should have two provinces instead of one ; for they would not have
:

secured another province from some other world, but have done just
the same as if the owner of a horse or of an ox should cut him in
halves, and suppose that by so doing he obtained two instead of one."
When, in the year 387, a popular movement at Antioch, which had
been brought about by the oppression of excessive taxes, gave reason
to fear a severe retribution from the emperor Theodosius, who might
easily be hurried, in a momentary paroxysm of passion, to the extrem
est measures, and all was in a state of the utmost confusion, the aged
Said
and sick bishop Flavianus proceeded himself to Constantinople.
he to the emperor " I am come, as the deputy of our common Mas'
If ye forgive men their
ter, to address this word to your heart
trespasses, then will your heavenly Father also forgive you your tres'"
passes.'
These words, to which he gave a still more pointed em:

:

phasis by alluding to the import of the approaching festival of Easter,
so profoundly affected the lieart of an emperor easily susceptible of

reUgious impressions, that he exclaimed " How could it be a great
'hing for me, who am but a man, to remit my anger towards men,
when the Lord of the world himself, who for our sakes took the form
:

\

1

Ep. 74 ad Martiaian.

#
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of a servant, and was crucified by those to whom he was doing good,
Forinterceded with his Father in behalf of his cnicifiers, saying
? ''
All that had been
give them, since they know not what tliey do
done, he promised should be forgotten, and Flavian should hasten back
to convey the glad tidings to his community before the commencement
:

'

'

of the Easter.^

In like manner Theodoret interceded with great men, and with the
imperial princess Pulcheria,^ in behalf of the inhabitants of his poor
church diocese, who were calumniated at the court, and oppressed by

So Augustin addressed the most earnest remonstrances
Romulus by name, who was in the practice of unjustly pressing the poor people of the country, and who had carefully
He concluded with these
avoided speaking with Augustin himself.
words: "Fear God, unless you are willing to deceive yourself. I call
him to witness on your soul, that while saying this, I fear more for
you than for those in behalf of whom I may seem to be interceding.
If you do not believe, I comfort
If you believe, let God be thanked.
myself in what the Lord says, Matt. 10: 13." ^
It being a frequent practice with the collectors of the revenue in
Cappadocia, to compel the peasants to take oath, and thus to lead
them into the temptation to commit perjury, Basil of Caisarea, having
heavy taxes.

to a rich landlord,

abuse at their meetings, finally wrote
" One thing still remains to us, which
men, by this writing, that you would
souls ; that you would devise some
but let men keep their souls un-:
other way of collecting the taxes
harmed.
For the taking of oaths avails nothing to the collection of
repeatedly protested against this
to the governor of the province
is to adjure you before God and
cease to bring death on men's
:

;

When men
;
but it assuredly occasions much evil to souls.
have once learned to make light of perjury, they will be no longer
constrained by oaths to pay their taxes, but will believe that in the
oath they have found a means of deceiving, and an opportunity for

the taxes

evasion."

*

be denied, that, while pious and prudent bishops
a discreet resort to these intercessions, others, by a
haughty abuse of them, by hierarchical arrogance, by a confusion of
the Christian with the juridical point of view, to which they obstinately
Yet the injury
adhered, might seriously interfere with civil order.^
It cannot, indeed,

did

much good by

which was thus done

in the case of particular individuals, is certainly
not to be compared Avith the benefits which accrued, in various ways,
1 See Chrysostom orat. 20, de
statuis,
near the end.
See ep. 42, etc.
* See Augustin. ep. 247.
'*

*

Epist. 85.

^

Respecting such haughtiness of the

name of
Macedonius, complains in a letter to Augustin (ep. 152), to whom he states his
doubts about the reasonableness of intercessions.
He denounces those who comElained of wrong, when their intercessions,
owever unreasonable, met with no hearbishops, a certain judge, by the

fi'om whom, however, he altogether
distinguishes such men as Augustin. The
explains at large his (loliberate judgment respecting the end, the
right and the wrong use of the episcopal
intercexsiones, ep. 153.
To guard against
such abuses, it was ordered by a law of tlie
monks
and the clergy
year 398, that the
should not be permitted. to snatch contheir merited
malefectors
from
deraned
punishment ; yet they were allowed, even
interceslegal
by this law, to resort to a

ing

;

latter, in reply,

sion.

Cod. Theodos.

1.

IX. Tit.

XL.

1.

16.
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from intercessions of the bishops in behalf of the innocent who were
oppressed, and the weak who were abandoned to the caprices of passion and of arbitrary power. ^
The bishops were .considered as especially Uie protectors of widows and orphans. The dying who must leave
behind them orphan children, commended them, in this time of despotic
power, to the protection of the bishops.
The property of widows
and orphans, which there was cause to fear might fall into the clutches
of the powerful, was placed under the guardianship of the churches
and the bishops. ^ Ambrosius, bishop of Milan, reminds his clergy of
the fact, how often he had withstood the attacks of the imperial power
in defending the propei-ty of the widow
nay, of all
and he' says
to those clergy, that they would thereby magnify their office, if the
attacks of the powerful, under which the widow and the orphan nmst
succumb, were warded off by the protection of the church if they
showed that the precept of the Loi'd had more weight with them than
;

—

;

—

;

the favor of the rich.^
It was the same with another right which the churches gradually
obtained by traditional usage. As the pagan temples had been already
considered asylums for such as fled to them for refuge, and as the images of the emperor served the same purpose, so now this use passed
over to the Christian churches.
It is evident, from what has been
said, how salutary a thing this might prove under the circumstances
since taking refuge in the asylum of the church, parof those times
ticularly at the altar, afforded time for the bishops to intercede for the
unfortunate, before any injury could be done them.
They who were
persecuted by a victorious party, in times of civil disturbance, could,
and the
in the first instance, here find protection against the sword
bishops, meanwhile, would gain time to apply to the powerful for their
Many examples of this kind are furnished in the labors of
pardon.
Slaves could
Ambrose, during the Western revolutions of his period.
here find protection, for the first moment, against the cruel rage of their
;

;

masters, and subsequently, by the interposition of the bishops, appease
Such as were by misfortune involved in debt, and persetheir anger.
cuted by their creditors, could here gain shelter for the first moment

and pious bishops could,

the

in

mean

time, find means, either by a
by an advance of money from the
debt, or of effecting a compromise

collection in their communities, or

church funds, of canceling their
It is true, this right of the
between them and their creditors.'^
churches, which, under the circumstances of those times, could be
applied to such salutary purposes, might also be abused by the hierThis right was at first not
archical arrogance of some bishops.°
1

How common

it

was

for those

whose

or freedom was suddenly endangered
by powerful enemies, or for their relatives
and friends, to enter the church and apply
to the bishop for his speedy assistance, is
seen tfom Augustin. S. 161, § 4, S. 368, §
life

3.

Videtis,

si

cujus vita prresentis seculi

quomodo amici ejus currunt
quomodo curritur ad ecclesiam,

periclitetur,

pro eo,
rogatur episcopus, ut intermittat,
habet actiones, currat, festinet.

si

quas

^ See Aufrustin. ep. 252
according to
Sermo 176, § 2.
other editions, 217.
Ambrosius de officiis, 1. II. c. 29.
* See Augustin. ep. 268 ad plebcm ; according to other editions, 215.
;

'^

^ An ex.aniple in Augustin. ep. 250.
Certain individuals guilty of perjury having taken refuge in the church, the Comes
Classicianus, accompanied by a few men,

went

to Auxilius' the hishoj), for the pur-

pose of making such representations to him
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conceded to the churches by a law, but had its ground simply in the
and hence it happened, too, that it was often vioChristian custom
Pious bishops here had an opportulated by rude, tyrannical men.
nity of evincing their steadfast courage in protecthig the unfortunate
who had taken refuge with them, against the rage of powerful enemies
who would not suffer themselves to be restrained by any respect for
The first imperial law which appeared with reference t'
the asylum.^
The case happened thus
the asylum, was in fact directed against it.
Chrysostom, the venerable bishop of Constantinople, had defended a
;

number

of unfortunate individuals against the arbitrary violence of the

in consequence of
which, the latter procured the enactment of an express law, in 898,
restricting this right of the church, which had grown out of common
So much the stronger, therefore, must have been
usage and custom.^
the impression made on the popular mind, when, in the following year,
Eutropius himself, having fallen from the summit of earthly fortune
10 the lowest infamy, was obliged to seek shelter, at the altar of the
church, from the fury of the exasperated Gothic troops to which the

unprincipled, but for a time powerful, Eutropius

weak Arcadius was willing
who defended him there.

to

abandon him

;

;

and

it

was Chrysostom

A

great effect was also produced by an
incident which occurred in Constantinople itself, under the reign of
Theodosius II.
Certain slaves, sprung from one of the rude nations,
and belonging to a nobleman at Constantinople, took refuge from
the harsh treatment of their cruel master, in the sanctuary of the
principal church. There, for several days in succession, they disturbed
as

would prevent him from receiving them.

But though
left

the guilty persons voluntarily
the church, the haughty bishop, not-

withstanding, pronounced excommunication
on the entire family of the Comes. Augustin, on the other hand, received the
Conies into his own communion, telling
hiui that he had nothing to fear from an
unjust excommunication and he wrote to
the bishop: "Believe not that we may not
be hurried on by an unjust anger, because
we are bishops but let us rather think,
that we live in the greatest danger of being
caught in the snares of temptation, because
;

;

we

.
men."
1
Here follow two examples. A man of
some consequence and influence owing to

are

his connection with the vicar- general of
Pontus, with whom he acted as assessor
judge, wished to compel a noble widow to
marry him. yiie fled to the asylum of the
church at Caesarea. That governor, who
was besides 'an enemy of the bishop Basil,
gladly availed himself of this opportunity
But Basil
to make him feel his power.
refused to dehver up the widow. The vicar
caused him to be arraigned before his tribunal
but the people were excited, by
this course of proceeding, to such violent
agitation, that the governor, struck with
fear, tinally himself implored Basil to tise
bis influence in soothing them. See GregVOL. U.
12
;

Naz. orat. 20, p. 353. In like manner,
the bishop Synesius of Ptolemais, in the
early part of the rifth century, had to conor.

tend with a governor, Andronicus,

who

dealt in an arbitrary manner with the lives
and property of the citizens, sacrificing
everything to his avarice and his passions,
He caused an edict to be posted up on the
doors of the church, in which he threatened
every ecclesiastic who should give protection to his unhapijy victims.
He declared
that not one should escape his hand, even

though he clasped the feet of Christ. No
asylum could afford shelter against such a
man. The only course that was left for
Synesius was to pronounce on him the
sentence of excommunication, ep. 58. Yet
Andronicus, who fell into disgrace with the
court, and was plunged in misfortune, was
forcecl himself to seek protection from the
church, and Synesius received him. Ep.
90 ad Theophilum.
- See Cod. Theodos. 1. IX. Tit. XLV. 1.
3; which law, to be sure, is not expressed in
general terms, but is properly directed only
against those who were bound under some
obligation to the state or to private persons, which they were wishing to evade,

Yet the law, in the form in which it stood,
might easily be further made use of also
against the asylum,
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and when at length resort was had to force against
them, thej killed one of the ecclesiastics, wounded another, and then
put an end to their own lives. ^
This and similar occurrences led
finally to the enactment of the first law for the asylum cf the church,
in the year 431.
It was here settled that not only the altar, but
whatever formed any part of the church buildings, should be an inviolable place of refuge.'^
It was forbidden, on pain of death, forcibly to
remove those who had fled thither unarmnd. Resort might be had to
force only against such as took refuge in those ])laces with weapons in
their hamls, and who refused to give them up at the repeated solicitations of the clergy."
In a law, passed in the following year, it was
ordered that whenever a servant fled unarmed to the church, the
clergy should delay giving information of it to the master, or to the
person whose vengeance he was endeavoring to escape, no longer than
a day
and that the latter, out of regard to him to whom the fugitive
had fled for refuge, should grant him full forgiveness, and receive him
back without the infliction of any further punishment.
The state itself acknowledged this influence of the church in promoting the interests of humanity, and sought to cherish it.
By a law
passed in the year 409, it was made the duty of judges to inquire,
every Sunday, of all prisoners, whether they had been kindly treated;
it being, as a matter of course, assumed, that it belonged to the calling
of bishops to admonish judges of their duty to see that prisoners were
treated humanely.*
law by the emperor Justinian, enacted in 529,
made it incumbent on bishops to visit {)risons on Wednesdays and
Fridays (days selected probably in memory of Christ's passion)
to
inquire carefully into the crimes for which each prisoner was kept in
durance, and concerning the treatment which he received
and to
report to the superior magistrates, whatever they might observe contrary to good order.
They were also to see to it, that no person
should be confined elsewhere than in the pubUc jails.
the divine service

;

;

A

;

;

2.

The

Internal Organization of the

Church.

fact which contributed especially to modify the

development of

the church constitution in this period, was one which had already, in
the period preceding, produced a great change in the shaping of the

Christian consciousness, and exerted the greatest influence on church
life,

namely, the giving exter-nality

VII. 33.
- The reason alleged probably had some
reference to the fact that those cases in
which the violators of the asylum were
subscquently visited by some great calamity, which was generally regarded as a
divine punishment, particularly contributed to promote the feeling of reverence
for the asylum
Ne in detrahendos eos
conetur quisquara sacrilegas manus im^ Socrates,

:

mittere

;

ne, qui

hoc ausus

sit,

cum

discri-

to the conception of the theocracy,

men
ipse

suura videat, ad expetendam opera

quoque

coiif'ugiat.

1. IX. Tit. XLV. 1. 4.
deerit antistitum Christianae rellgionis cura laudabilis, quae ad observationem constituti judicis banc ingerat monitionem. Cod. Theodos. 1. IX. Tit. III.
1.

^

Cod. Theodos.

*

Nee

7.

^

23.

Cod. Justinian.

1.

I.

Tit.

IV.

1.

22 et
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A

new element was now
giving externality to that of the church.
the confounding of the church with the state, of ecclesiastical
This giving exterwith political concerns, as we have just now seen.
nality to the conception of the church, in connection with the external
notion of the theocracy, formed, it is true, on one side, a counterpoise
to that conf )unding of the church with the state, yet in another respect,

m

added

—

for the more the church aspired to outward
it served to promote it
dominion, the more liable would she be to commit the mistake of forgetting, in these external things, her own internal essence as a church
and the more easily could she be brought under the
of the spirit
just as, on the
influence of those outward considerations and motives
;

;

;

other hand, she would be preserved from all secularization, in the same
proportion as she possessed a clear consciousness of her innermost
and felt no temptation to strive after
nature as a church of the spirit
by the power of the gospel.
dominion except by the spirit,
The central point of the theocratic church system was the idea of a
visible, outward priesthood, serving as the medium of connection be;

—

tween Christ and the church of a sacerdotal caste distinctively conthrough
secrated to God, and requisite for the life of the church,
which order alone the influences of the Holy Spirit could be diffused
among the laity. This idea had, in the previous period, become already
a dominant idea in the church, and had exerted the greatest influence
Though this
in changing and modifying all ecclesiastical relations.
idea was employed by such church teachers as Chrysostom and Augustin, only for the purpose of setting in its true light the religious and
moral dignity of the spiritual order, and of bringing it home to the
hearts of such as were intending to form themselves -for this order;
and though such men infant by no means to disparage thereby the

—

;

dignity of the universal Christian calling, yet injury to the latter resulted of itself; for no foresight can guard against the development,
Hence the
from any prmciple, of that which it contains in the germ.
false antithesis

now

up between

set

injurious an influence on

spiritual

and

the whole Christian

lofty character of the universal Christian calling

had so
and by which the

secular, which

life,

was so much lowered.

Hence

the delusive notion that the clergy, as super-earthly beings,
must withdraw themselves from all contact with the things of sense ;
and hence the erroneous notion that the priestly dignity was desecrated,

was too much drawn down to the earth, by the married life. It would
be doing wrong to this period to assert that such an opinion was purposely invented, or set afloat, with a view to enhance thereby the digIdeas of this sort, which reign supreme
nity of the spiritual order.
and what
over an age, are, in general, not the contrivance of a few
has been thus purposely contrived, can never acquire such vast influAs that idea of the priesthood had
ence in shaping human relations.
originated, as we have seen, in a declension from the primitive Christian mode of thinking
the same was true also of this opinion, which
the opinion that
naturally grew out of the idea of the priesthood,
the clergy, as mediators between God and men, as the channels through
whom alone the influences of the Holy Spirit must flow to the rest of
;

;

—
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mankind enchained
life,

all

to the world of sense, must hence, in their whole
be elevated above that world,
must keep themselves free from

—

earthly ties and family relations.

It

is

plain, indeed, that in

many

nations not Christian, the idea of such a priesthood led to the same
conclusion of the necessity of celibacy in the priests ; and already,
the

in

among

previous period,

we observed a tendency

of the

same kind

the Montanists.

This idea could not penetrate at once everywhere alike ; the primispirit still offered considerable resistance to it.
The
council of Elvira in Spain, which met in the year 305, and was. governed by the ascetic and hierarchical spirit that prevailed particularly
in the Spanish and North- African churches, was the first to announce
the law, that the clergy of the three first grades should abstain from
all marriage intercourse, or be deposed.^
Some of the Greek councils which succeeded, were less strict.
The council at Neoc^sarea,''^ in
the year 314, decreed that the presbyter who married should forfeit
that the
his standing; and the council of Ancyra,^ in the same year,
deacons who, at the time of their ordination, had declared that they
could not tolerate the life of celibacy, might subsequently be allowed
to marry
while those who said nothing on this point at their ordination, yet afterwards married, should be deposed from their office. But
when men of the same ascetic bent of spirit which had prevailed at
the council of Elvira, were for making the law which was there published, a general law of the church, at the council of Nice, a bishop
whose opinion may have had the more weight because it was unbiased,
tive Christian

—

:

as he had himself led a strictly ascetic

the bishop and •confessor Paphnutius,

life

from

his

— opposed

youth upward,

—

motion, declarand that
ing that wedlock was also a holy estate, as Paul affirmed
the clergy who held that relation might lead, notwithstanding, a holy
life.
No yoke ought to be imposed on men which the weakness of
human nature could not bear and it would be well to use caution,
Yet even
lest the church might be injured by excessive severity.*
this

;

;

Paphnutius, plainly as he saw the mischief which must accrue from
such an ordinance universally imposed, was too much governed by the
spirit of his time to speak generally against the practice of binding the
The old order of things was simply respiritual order to celibacy.
tained, that ecclesiastics of the three first grades, when once ordained,
and the rest was left to the
should no longer be permitted to marry
free choice of each individual.
The council held at Gangra, in Paphlagonia, about the middle of the
fourth century, deserves notice also, as exhibiting one of the reactions
against that growing spiritual tendency from which proceeded the demand for celibacy among the clergy. Its fourth canon pronounces
sentence of condemnation on those who would not hold comvouniou with
;

married

ecclesiastics.

The

practice

became continually more prevar
Bnms,

Placuit in totiim prohiberi episcopis,
et diaconibus, vel omnibus

^

presbyteris

^

Canon
Canon

10, cd.

clericis positis in ministerio, abstinere se

*

Socrat.

I. 11..

1

a conjugibus

suis.

Can. 33.

1, cd.

I. p.

Bruns,

I.

71.

p. 68.
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Eastern church, for the bishops at least, if they
were married, to abandon the marriage relation 3'et wc still find exceptions, even in the fifth century; as in the case of a Synesius. When
he was elected bishop of Ptolemais in Pentapolis. he declared, " God,
the law, and the consecrated hand of Theophilus (bishop of AlexanI say now, in the presence of all, and I
dria), have given me a wife.
call you to witness, that I will never either separate from her, nor
dwell with her privately, as if in a forbidden union for the first is
but I would have
altogether contrary to piety, the latter to the laws
by her many and good children,"^ Notwithstanding this declaration
he was made bishop.''^
It was different with the Western church, where the law which
Paphnutius had turned aside, at the council of Nice, succeeded, neverIt had hitherto been nothing more than
theless, in establishing itself.
a fundamental principle in the usages of the church, when the Roman bishop Siricius decreed the first ecclesiastical law on the subject.
The occasion of it was this Spanish presbyters and deacons resisted
and, as the whole idea of the church, concerning
the unmarried life
priests and sacrifices, was derived from the Old Testament, they appealed in their defense to the fact that the Old Testament priests lived
Himerius, bishop of Tarraco, in a letter to
in the state of wedlock.
the Roman bishop Damasus, which treated of various other ecclesiastical affairs, had also mentioned this circumstance, and asked for advice.
Siricius, who in the mean time had succeeded Damasus in the episcopal office, replied in a letter of the year 385, in which, by a singular
perversion of holy writ, he endeavored to prove the necessity of celi!)r
acy in priests and in which letter, moreover, the connection of this
error w^ith the unevangelical idea of the priesthood, and the unevangelical idea of what constitutes holiness, is very clearly brought to
view.
The requisition to be holy (Levit. 20
7) is here confined
solely to the priests, and referred simply to abstinence from marriage
intercourse
and the bishop appeals for proof to the fact that the
priests of the Old Testament, during the period of their service in the
temple, were obliged to dwell there, and to abstain from all marriage
intercourse
that Paul (Rom. 8
8, 9,) says, they that are in the
flesh cannot please God.
And he adds " Could the Spirit of God
dwell, indeed, in any other than holy bodies?" as though true holiness,
accordingly, were incompatible with the marriage estate, and the clergy
were the only ones in whom the Spirit of God resided. Although this
law came forth, as a legitimate result, from a prevailing tendency in
the church life, yet it was long before the principle established in
theory, could be generally adopted also in practice.
We notice, also, even in these last times of the fourth century, sevlent, it is true, in tlie

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

—

:

:

1
Ylpoayopevu roivvv intaai. koI fiapnpo/iot, ojf eyo) ravnii ovre uA?.OTpcuaoij.ac Ka^}ana^, oire ug fioixbg amy Au&pa avveaoftat
TO fi£v yap rjKLOTa evasjilg, rd 6e rjntara v6•

uLfiov.
-

Ep. 105,

ed. Basil.

Jerome may perhaps have expressed

himself, in his zeal, too generally,

when

he says, in the beginning of his book
against Vigilantius
ecclesiae,

:

Quid

facient orientis

quid yEgypti et sedis apostolicse,

qua; aut virgines (Jlericos accipiunt, aut
continentcs, aut si uxores habuerint, mariti

esse dcsistunt.
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eral reactions against this constraint laid upon the clergy,
springing from another tendency of the ethical spirit.

and perhaps

—

reactions

A

Jovinian,

be named here. Jovinian appealed
Apostle Paul would have such persons as had
wives and children, appointed as bishops, presbyters, and deacons.
(See the Epistle to Titus, and the First to Timothy.)^ And Jerome
mentions bishops, among the friends of Vigilautius, who, because they
feared the pernicious consequences to morals of a constrained cehbacy,
would ordain no othem as deacons but those who were married.^
This idea of the priesthood was bad, also, in its influence on the
prevailing notions with regard to the training necessary for those who
were preparing for the spiritual order.
As many placed implicit confidence in the magical effects of the priestly ordination, whereby the
supernatural powers, of which the priest was to be the channel, were
communicated at once as they held the outward acts of the church,
by which the priest was supposed to set in motion the higher energies
to the

also a A^igilantius, are to

fact that the

;

communicated

to him, to be the principal thing in the administration
they were, for this very reason, led to suppose that no
special previous culture was necessary for this office.^
It is true, the
more eminent teachers of the church
such men as Gregory of Nazianzus, Chrysostom,* and Augustin ^
combated this delusion, and laid

of his office

;

—
—

down many wholesome and

judicious rules for the education of the
yet these injunctions, proceeding from individuals,
could produce no adequate effects, as they were not sufficiently sanctioned and upheld by the decrees of councils.*^
There was, moreover,
a great want of institutions for the theological education of the spiritual order.
The school at Alexandria was at first the only one. This
became distinguished under the superintendence of the learned Didymus, who, although blind from his youth, was one of the most accomplished church teachers of his time.
Then arose, at the end of the
fourth century, the theological school of Antioch, the formation of
spiritual order

;

1 Jovinian against the zealous advocates of celibacy
Frustra hsBC loqueris,
quia et episcopi et presbyteri et diaconi

if fieacj Krjpvyfia (the public proclamation
of the choice made, in the-church) ; lovTpov

unius uxoris viri, et habentes filios, ab
apostolo constituuntur. Hieronym. adv.
Jovinian. lib. 1, § 34.
^ Hieronymus contra Vigilantium c. I.
where he says of Vigilantius Proh nefas,
episcopos sui sceleris dicitur liabei'c consortes, qui non ordinant diaconos, nisi prius uxores duxerint, nulli ccelibi credentes
pudicitiam, where he adds, after his manner of drawing invidious conclusions imo
ostendentes, quam sancte vivant, qui male
de omnibus suspicantur.
The frequent
complaints about the avvstaaKruL of the
clergy
against whom canon 3 of the
Nicene council is directed (see above, vol.
prove the bad effects
I. § 2, p. 277),
which the rules of celibacy had on morals,

tism) ag

:

:

:

—

—

Gregory of Nazianz sarcastically denounces this erroneous notion in his satir'^

ical

poem

against the bishops,

'EtTTOi tux' "'^

v.

"f "f k-KLaaonuv x^P^C

\

503
Tof

rig x^pi-Q

(^'i'^

r'

ordination, a second

eki3ouijj.ev,

uc uvu^lol jxeaag

vug, 6i66vTEg ttjv Ku.{^apai.v

tij K-'kiaei

bap\

<p(o-

(\)VAjQr

over the candidate who was kneeliny) nal
tu TvpavvT/aavn Sf/^t^ev Tvvsvfian (as if the
Holy Ghost at the ordination wrought with
Kpiaet diKaiuv Kai ao<^irresistible power)
uv imaKoiTuv.
* In his work, nepl lepuavvrig.
^ In his work, de doctrina Christiana,
^ In an old collection of ecclesiastical
|

laws, belonging to the fifth century, falsely called the decisions of the fourth synod
at Carthage, Can. 1, we find the only decree
of this sort, which is itself,' however, very
Qui episcopus ordigenerally, expressed
:

nandus

est,

tus,

in lege

si

antea examinetur,

Domini

matibus
Bruns, I.

ecclesiasticis
'

p. 140.

si sit

litera-

instructus, si in
si in dogexercitatus.
Ed.

scriptnrarum sensibus cjutus,
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which had been ah-eady prepared, a century earlier, by the learned
This school rendered itself particularly
presbyters of that church.
distinguished by diffusing a taste among the clergy for the thorough
I^'rom this, as the mother, several others
study of the Scriptures.
sprung up in the Syrian church, whose salutary influence on that
church continued long to be felt.^ In the Greek church, it was the
practice, as we may see in the examples of Basil of Cjiesarea, and
Gregory of Nazianzus, for such young men as were destined, by the
wish of their families, to consecrate themselves to the service of the
church, to visit the schools of general education, then flourishing at
Athens, Alexandria, Constantinople, Ca^sarea in Cappadocia, and
Next, they passed some time in pursuing the
Caesarea in Palestine.
study of the ancient Uterature, either with particular reference to their
own improvement, or as rhetorical teachers in their native towns
until, by the course of their own meditations, or by some impression
from without, a new direction, of more decided Christian seriousness,

In this case, it now became their settled plan
to their life.
consecrate their entire life to the service of the faith, and of the
whether it was that they entered immediately into some one
church
of the subordinate grades of the spiritual order, or that they preferred,
in the first place, in silent retirement, by sober collection of thought,
by the study of the iloly Scriptures, and of the older church-fathers,
either in sohtude or in some society of monks, to prepare themselves
That previous discipline in general Uterature
for the spiritual office.

was given
to

;

inasmuch as it gave a scihad, in one respect, a beneficial influence
freeing them from many
entific direction to their minds in theology,
limitations,
and thus fitted them also for more eminent usefulness as
church teachers as becomes evident when we compare the bishops so
educated with others. But, on the other hand, tfie habits of style thus
contracted, the vanity and fondness fjr display which were nourished
in those rhetorical schools, had on many an influence unfavorable to the
simplicity of the gospel, as may be seen, for example, after a manner
not to be mistaken, in the case of Gregory of Nazianzus.
The cloisters, moreover, are to be reckoned in the Greek church,
among the seminaries for educating the clergy and, indeed, among
those of a healthful influence ; in so far as a practical Christian bent,
a rich fund of Christian experience, and an intimate acquaintance with
Holy Scripture, was to be acquired in them but, on the other hand,
;

—

—

;

;

:

1 Hence the Nestorian seminaries for the
clergy were at the beginning particularly distinguisiied ; as, for example, their
school at Nisibis in Mesopotamia, which
had a settled course of studies, and was
divided into several classes. The teachers
and students enjoyed special privileges in
the Nestorian churciies (see Assemani
Bibl. Vat. T. HI. P. 2, f. 927).
The
North-African bishop Junilius, about the
middle of the sixth century, describes this
school, in lae preface to his work, dc partibus divinaj legis, as one "where the
Holy Scriptures were expounded by teach-

same manner
grammar and rhetoric were among the
Romans." The well-known East-Gothic
ers publicly appointed, in the

as

statesman and scholar Cassiodorus, who
was troubled to find that in the West there

were no public teachers of tlfe right method of scriptural exposition, as thei'e were
of the right method of .understanding the
ancient authors, entered into an understanding with the Roman bishop Agapetus, that such a school should be founded
at liome
but the stormy times prevented
the execution of that plan.
See prsefat. 1
I. de institutione div. Script.
;
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it is true, also, that a certain narrowness of theological spirit was engendered in the cloisters, injurious in its influence on the education of
church teachers, as may be perceived in the case of an Epiphanius
and those that received their education there were often at a loss how
;

adapt themselves to wider spheres of spiritual activity, especially
when they were transferred at once to the great capital towns, as the
example of Nestorius shows. The awkwardness of their movements,
amid the intiicate relations into which they were thrown, operated not
seldom to hinder and disturb them in their labors.
An excellent seminary for the ecclesiastics, not merely of a single
church, but of an entire province, was often the clerus of a pious and
to

Young men, in this case, were first admitted
body as church readers or copyists (lectores or excerptores)
they were trained up under his eye, formed after his example, his
well-informed bishop.

into the

;

counsels, his guidance

;

they availed themselves of his experience, and

were thus introduced, under the most favorable auspices, into the field
of practical labor.
Many pious bishops, such as Augustin and Busebius of Vercelli, endeavored, by drawing still closer the bond of union

among
carry

and inducing them to live together in common, to
further this disciplinary influence of theirs on the younger
of their order,
the first germ of the canonical life, after-

their clergy,

still

members

—

wards so called.
We have already observed

that, by the temporal advantages connected with the spiritual profession, many who had neither the inward
call nor any other qualifications for this order, were led to aspire after
church offices so that, in fact, numbers became Christians solely with
a view of obtaining some post in the church, and enjoying the emoluments therewith connected. Several synods of these times endeavored
to suppress this abuse.
Already the Nicene council, in its second
canon, ordered that no one, after being instructed for a short time, and
then baptized, should for the future, as had been done before, be ordained a presbyter or a bishop
for some time was necessary for the
probation of a catechumen, and a still longer trial was requisite after
baptism ; and the council of Sardica, in its tenth canon, directed that
it a person of wealth, or from the arena of the forum, wished to become
a bishop, he should not attain to that office until he had gone through
the functions of a reader, deacon, and presbyter, and spent sufficient
time in each of these offices to make proof of his faith and temper.
Yet these and similar laws availed but, little to diminish the evil as it
ever proves true that abuses, grounded in the wrong cliaracter of gei>
;

;

;

eral relations, are not to be fundamentally cured by single prohibitory
laws, but only by the improvement of these general relations them-

Tl^ confounding of spiritual and worldly thhigs was the source
Hence it happened that the spiritual offices presented so many attractions to those who would have been the last men
to be drawn by the essential character of the spiritual calling itself;
selves.

of these abuses.

and hence, in the choice of candidates to spiritual offices, especially the
most elevated, more attention was paid to every one of the others than
to the spiritual qualifications.
Men considered what they had to
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expect, not so
to care for the
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the spiritual qualifications of the candidate

of souls, as from his political influence to promote

the external splendor of the church, the temporal well-being of the
community.^ As the source of these abuses continued ever to remain
and
the same, these ecclesiastical laws were often enough violated
in the Eastern church, the evil was hicreased by the disorders growing
out of disputes on matters of doctrine. Greater strictness on this point
prevailed, in the main, with individual exceptions, in the church of the
West, where the Roman bishops took ground decidedly against the
practice by which laymen were elevated at once from worldly professions of an altogether different character to the highest stations in the
;

church.^
This method of appointment to spiritual offices was not only attended
with the mischievous consequence that, by these means, when such
ofiices came thus to be filled by men altogether unworthy of them,
but also, in
every sort of corruption was introduced into the church
the most favorable cases, when men having the inward call for the
spiritual standing were chosen at once, from some entirely foreign circle of action, to spiritual offices, without any preparatory training, it
was natural that such persons, owing to their want of an independent
theological education, instead of guiding, by a clear theological con;

sciousness, the existing ecclesiastical spirit of their time, instead of
separating the true from the false in the existing church tradition,
rather suffered themselves to be unconsciously borne along by the
spirit of the church for the time being
and thus contributed, by their
;

and by

their course of procedure, to confirm

and give wider
spread to those errors which had been transmitted from earlier times.
As regards the participation of the laity in the election to church
offices, traces are still to be found in this period, of the share which the
communities had once taken in this proceeding.
It continued to be
the prevailing form, that the bishop, in the first place, named to the
community the persons whom he proposed as candidates to fill the
vacant offices, and demanded if any one had aught to object to the
choice
and, the acquiescence of the church being publicly expressed,
an official instrument (gesta ecclesiastica) was drawai up accordingly.
Through the preponderating influence of the bishops, this, it is true,
might often be no more than a mere formality but it was precisely in
instruction

;

;

1 The abuses
in the appointment to
episcopal offices, the methods by which
men of the most alien occujjations and
modes of life found their way into them,
are set forth by Gregory of Nazianzus in
the caricature description, of his carmen

de episcopis, v. 156. He names collectors
of the tribute, seamen, peo])le who came
from the plough and from the army. Although it is his olyect in this poem to expose the faults of the Eastern church in
the most vivid light, yet his ])icture is .assuredly not without truth. And the same
writer says, in his remarkalde farewell
discourse before the church assembly at

Constantinople, in the year 381 (Orat. 32,
" People at present are on the
526)
lookout, not for priests, bnt for rhetoricians
not for those who understand the
cure of souls, but for those who are skilled
in the management of funds not for those
who offer with a pure heart, but for powt'.

:

;

;

erful intercessors."

Thus the Roman bishop Siricius, in
letter ad Gallos episcopos, declares
himself very emjjhatically against the
practice of "elevating to episcopal offices,
by the favor popularis, those qui, secularem adepti potestatem, jus seculi exercue'^

his

runt.
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the case of appointments to the highest offices of the church that this
still often proved to be greatest.
Before the provincial bish-

influence

ops could introduce a regular choice according to the ecclesiastical
it sometimes happened that by the voice of the whole commu-

laws,

it, some individual, standing high in
was proclaimed bishop. But as, in the then existing
state of the church, the most pious, and they who had a right conception of the essence of the spiritual office, and who liad at heart the
spiritual interests of the community, did not constitute the majority
and the most powerful party but rather, particularly in the more
considerable towns, it was often those very persons with whom impure
motives and a worldly interest mainly predominated, who, as the most

nity, or of a powerful party in

their confidence,

;

the elecreputable of the citizens, possessed the greatest influence
tions, accordingly, which were made after this manner, were not always
and cases are to be met with in which bishops and ecclesithe best
astics, who had at heart the true interests of the church, were brought
into conflict with the boisterous demands of some popular party, gov;

;

This abuse of the influence of the commuerned by a bad influence.^
church officers furnished some good reason for

nities in the choice of

restricting

it.

interest, ambition, and the love of rule, frequently led bishops of the provincial towns, in the Eastern church, to aspire after the
Mischievous quarrels and disvacant bishoprics of the chief cities.
putes must often have arisen from this source, and the erroneous notion obtained, which was justly denounced by the emperor Constantine,
that the large cities had greater claims than others to a bishop who
was solicitous for the cure of souls.^ iSoon after the chui'ch in the

Worldly

East had become the dominant church of the state, it was deemed
necessary to find some preventive against these abuses but whatever
measures were adopted, these, for the reasons already mentioned,
The council of Nice, in its fifteenth canon, forproved of little avail.
;

1 Thus
in the year 361, the popular
party at Csesarea in Cappadocia, supported by the garrison of the place, insisted on having for their bishop one of
the civil magistrates, Eusebius, who had
as yet not been baptized; and the provincial bishops, many of whom pei-haps had
a better man in mind, allowed themselves
similar
to be forced to ordain him.
schism arose again on the demise of Eusebius, in choosing his successor. Basilius
possessed without doubt, so far as spiritual
qualifications were concerned, the best
claims to the office but he was opposed
by a party to whom his spiritual'strictness
aii:d his purely s]iiritual mode of thinking
were not acceptable. As Gregory of Nazi-

A

.

;

anzus affirms (Orat. 20, f 342), the most
considerable persons of the province were
against him, and these had the worst men

Gregory says
of the city on their side.
(Orat. 19, f. 310) on this occasion, that the
election ought to proceed particularly from

the clergy and from the monks; but not
from the most wealthy and powerful, or

the blind impetuosity of the populace. In
the negative part of his remark, he is undoubtedly in the right but, with regard
to the positive part, it may be questioned
whetlier, if tlie whole choice was made to
depend ou the classes mentioned, other
impure motives might not equally enter
In the letter which Gregory of Naziin.
anzus wrote, in the name of his father, to
the collective inhabitants of Caesarea, he
spoke against those elections which were
decided by combinations and clanships
{Kara (pparpEiag Kal avyyeveiag). As the ill
health of Basil iiad been made use of as
an objection to his appointment, he wrote
to them that it became them to consider
they were not choosing an athlete, but a
spiritual teacher. See Gregor. Naz. ep. 18
*(22), et 19 (23).
^ ggg yjt. Constant. HI. 60.
;
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bade the transfer, not only of bishops, but of presbyters and deacona,
from one church to another, on account of the many disorders and
schisms resulting from this practice, ^vhich, contrary to the laws of tlie
church, prevailed in some districts.
But although this law, which, in
reference to the bishops, was sanctioned anew by the twentieth canon
of the Antiochian council, a. d. 841, was adhered to in all cases where
there was a particular interest that it should be
yet it was often
enough violated in the Eastern church, and treated in the same way,
in fact, as if it had no existence
as, indeed, we find that Gregory of
Nazianzus, about the year 382, could reckon it among the laws wlucli
liad lonij been defunct}
In the same period, on the other hand, the
Roman bishop Damasus declared it
and, on the principles held by
the Western church, very justly
a law of the fathers which had
always been in force, that no officer ought to be transferred from one
church to another, because it gave occasion for disputes and divisions.^
True, it was for the most part ambition that led to the violation of this
law of the church but there were cases, too, where this measure might
conduce to the best interests of the church; as, for example, when the
peculiar gifts of an eminent individual, Avhose place of labor in some
smaller town might be easily made good, were peculiarly needed in
some wider field of action.
We remarked above, that the bishops were often under the necessity
of interceding at the court in behalf of oppressed cities or individuals
but this description of labor would often furnish a pretext for worldly
minded men, who preferred residing at court rather than with their
flocks, and who more willingly busied themselves with secular than with
spiritual matters, to absent themselves from their communities.
This
restless and meddlesome activity of the bishops^ beyond the limits of
their calling, proved the source of many disorders in the Eastern
church.
To counteract the evil, the council of Antioch, in the year
341 (canon 11), ordained that every bishop, or ecclesiastic generally,
who, without permission and a recommendatory letter on the part of
;

;

—

—

;

the provincial bishops, and particularly of his metropolitan, presumed
to visit the emperor, should be excommunicated from the church, and
'deposed from his office.
Husius, bishop of Cordova, complained at
the council of Sardica, because the bishops repaired to tiie court so
frequently, and often so unseasonably, with demands having no connection with their calling
leaving their dioceses, not, as it became them,
to plead the cause of the poor and the widows, but for the purpose of
securing places of honor and profit for this or that individual, and to
manage for them their worldly concerns,
a practice which injured
not a little the good name of the bishops, and which hindered them
from speaking out with the same boldness where necessity called for
it.
Upon his motion it was resolved that in future, no bishop, unless
he had been specially summoned by the emperor, should visit the
court; but,
as it was the case that persons deserving compassion, who
;

—

—

had been condemned

for

some

oifense to exile, to transportation, or tc

1

UoXat TE&vriMTa^

^

See Uamasi epiitolalX.adAacliolium

vofiovc.

Thessalonicensiiim episcopum, ed. Schoe
neniann, p. 369.
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some other punishment, often took refuge in the church, and the lattei
must not refuse its aid to such individuals,
it was on his motion re-

—

solved that the bishops, in such cases, should transmit their petition

such oifenders by the hands of a deacon, and that the
metropolitan should assist him by letters of recommendation.
The foundation having been already laid in the preceding period for
distinguishing the bishops above the presbyters, and for gradually
in behalf of

maturing the monarchical power of the episcopacy, this relation was
carried out still further, according to the same principles, in the present period.
Men wei-e accustomed, indeed, already, to consider, the
bishops as the successors of the apostles, as the necessary intermediate links of connection between the church and the original apostolic
foundation, through whom the influences of the Holy Spirit were to be
transmitted to all the other grades of the clenis, the latter being organs
for their wider diffusion.
It followed as a natural consequence from
this idea, that the bishops alone could impart spiritual ordination.
Again, it was in the Western church considered as the distinctive
mark of the bishops, that they alone were empowered to administer
(see vol. I., section
the rite of confirmation (o-^payis, signaculum),
III., p. 316).
Hence at certain periods they visited the different
parts of their dioceses, for the purpose of imparting this seal to those
who had been baptized by their presbyters.^ It was held that they
and
alone could consecrate the holy oil, used in the rite of baptism
that the presbyters could not, unless empowered by them, even bestow
absolution.^
Yet a Chrysostom and a Jerome still asserted the primvery justly
itive equal dignity of the presbyters and the bishops
believing that they found authority for this in the New Testament.^
As, from the idea of the bishops considered as the successors of
the apostles, everything else pertaining to the primacy of these over
so, from the idea of
the presbyters followed as a matter of course
the priesthood, necessarily proceeded the distinction of the presbyters
above the deacons.
The deacons continued, in the main, to be the
they attended on the
same as they were in the preceding period
bishops and the presbyters, while performing their official functions,
and they had various liturgical services of their own. It devolved
on them to recite the church prayers, and to give the signal for the
commencement of the different portions of divine service. In the
Western churches, the gospels, as containing our Lord's discourses,
were distinguished from the other selections of Scripture, in that
they were read, not by the prelectors, but by the deacons, at the

—

;

;

;

;

See Hieronym. adv. Lucif. T. IV.

^

f.

Qui in castellis aut
295, ed. Martianay.
in reraotioribus locis per presbytcros et
diaconos baptizati ante dormierunt, quam
ab

cratio a presbyteris non fiat, vel reconciliare qucmquam in publica missa presbytero

non
^

oth.

episroj)is inviserentnr

Ut, sinechrismateetepiscopijussione,
j)resbyter neque diaconus jus habeComp. Innocentii I. episCodex canotola ad Decentium, § 6.
nura ecclesiae Africanae, canon. 6, et 7
Chrismatis confcctio et puellarum conse^

neque

ant baptizandi.

:

licere.

See Chrysostom. Horn.- XI. on TimJerome in his
at the beginning.

commentary on the Epistle to Titus, and
Quid facit, exep. 101 ad Evangelum
cepta ordinatione, episcopus, quod presbyperhaps
he only had
where
ter non faciat
in mind the usage. of the East.
:

:
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DEACONS.

The office of deacons having been rightly derived
from those seven deacons appointed by the apostles at Jerusalem, it
was held, through a superstitious notion of the unchangeabloness of
the form, that even in large churches there should be but seven deaand hence, in large cities, the great number of presbyters sincons
public worship.''

;

Later, it came
gularly contrasted with the small number of deacons.^
about in large cities that the original number was greatly exceeded,
so that in the sixth century, in the time of the emperor Justinian, the
principal church in Constantinople could count a hundred deacons ;^
and it was now attempted to obviate the objection that this was a de-

by maintaining that the deacons of
ought not to be compared with those of the apostolic instiThe latter were only a temporary order, designed for the distution.
and, in support of this view, an argu
pensation of alms to the poor
ment, on an insufficient basis, was drawn from the changes which, since
those times, had taken place in the business of the deacons, and in the
management of the church funds.^
Although the deacons, according to the original institution, were to
viation from the apostolic usage,
this period

;

below that of the presbyters, yet it so happened
they sought to exalt themselves above the latter,^ and it became necessary for the synods to make laws by which
they should be once more confined within the appropriate bounds of

occupy a position

many

in

far

districts that

The reason of this was not, as Jerome supposes, that
the deacons, being fewer in number, were, like other rare things, more
but rather because, owing to their closer connection
highly esteemed
their order.^

'

;

with the bishops, they enjoyed special regard as the confidential agents
Hence, this was particularly the case with the archof the latter.
deacons, who stood at the head of the order, just as the arch-presby-

head of the presbyters for, as the former were often
employed by the bishops as their deputies and plenip()V^ntiaries, they
thus obtained a predominant influence, which, doubtless, under weak
bishops, they sometimes abused.^
The institution of deaconesses had, as we remarked in speaking of
ters stood at the

;

the origin of this office in the preceding period, its special reason in
the circumstances of those times. When these circumstances changed,
the office would also lose

its

Originally the deaconesses

significance.

;

and ordination

18,

and Concil. Laodi-

were looked upon as the female part of the clerus
See Hieronym. ep. 93 ad Sabinian.
IV. f. 758. Concil. II. Vasense (at
canon 2.
^
See Euseb. H. E. VI. 43. Hieronynms, ep. 146 or 101 ad Evangeluin DiaThe
conos paucitas honorabiles facit.
1

vol.

''^aison) 529,

:

order of the council of Neocaesarea, c. 15,
that even in larj^e towns not more than
seven deacons should be appointed.
3 See Justinian. Novell. 1. I. N. III.
* See Chrysostom, H. 14, act. ap. and
Concil. Trullan. II. can. 16.
^ Jerome, for
instance, complains of
this,

particularly in reference to the

man

church, ep 145 ad Evangclum.

Ro-

^

Concil. Nic.

cen.

c.

c.

25.

^

L.

"

Thus

c.

Isidorus of Pelusium objects to

a certain Lucius of Pelusium, an arehdeacon, that, by his wicked arts, he kept

who blindly followed him (tov
aoL uKplruc kniaKonov), in tlie
that he made traffic of ordination.
He calls here the deacons, 6(j)da?^iiovc emakottov ; the archdeacon should therefore
oXoc o^daXjibc vndpxsiv.
Isidor. Pelusiot.
1. IV. ep. 188.
the bishop,

nei'&ofj.evov

dark

;
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was given them for the purpose of consecrating them to their office, in
same sense as it was given to the other clergy.^ The Nicene counBut now,
cil seems still to have recognized this also to be right.''^
when exaggerated notions about the magical effects of ordination and
the dignity of the clerical order became continually more predominant,
men began to conceive something offensive in the practice of ordaining
which practice
deaconesses, and associating them with the clerus
was, perhaps, already forbidden by the Council of Laodicea in their
The Western church, in particular, declared very
eleventh canon.^
Western synods of the fifth and sixth
strongly against this custom.*
Where
centuries forbade generally the appointment of deaconesses.
ordained deaconesses were still to be found, it was ordered that they
the

—

We

from Tertullian. ad uxoVII. viduain allegi in ordinem.
Also the apostohc coiistitutions still know
of no difference between the ordination of
deaconesses and other clerical ordinations.
The ordinary prayer of the bishop should,
according- to the same authority, 1. VIII. c.
20, run thus " Eternal God, Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, Creator of man and of
woman ; thou who didst fill with thy Spirit
Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, and Huldah
thou who didst vouchsafe to a woman the
thou who
birth of thy only begotten Son
1

rem,

1.

see this

I. c.

:

;

;

didst, in the tabernacle

and

in the temple,

—

place female keepers of thy holy gates
look down now also upon this thy handmaid, and bestow on her the Holy Ghost,
that she may worthily perform the work
committed to her, to thy honor, and to the
;

glory of Christ."

Connected with this matter is the obscure passage in the 19th canon of this
council, where, moreover, the reading is
The subject of discourse in
disputed.
this canon relates to the Samosalenean
clergy, \\\\o, if they joined the Catholic
•^

church, and were found qualified and able,
were to be permitted to retain their
places and it is then added, according to
the common reading, " The same rule
shall hold good with regard to the deaconesses ; " and it is accordingly presupposed that the latter belonged to the
Shortly afterwards, from
spiritual order.
the proper deaconesses are distinguished
;

the (abusiv^.)

so-called

widows, who, as

not received the XEt^podeaia, belonged
generally to the laity. According to this, the
the//

Imd

proper deaconesses received clerical ordination.

Following the other reading,

it

in the first place run as follows
The same rule shall hold good with respect to the deacons." And in this case,
what comes after would relate to the proj)er

would
"

and it would follow from
deaconesses
this, that they had received no ordination
whatever, and were reckoned with the
The whole connection, however,
laity.
seems chiefly to favor the first reading
;

for it is difficult to see aTiy reason why,
after the whole body of the clergy had been
mentioned in general, anything should
now be said with regard to the deacons in

particular.
^

This canon

terpretation

is

likewise of doubtful inrdf Xeyofieva^ irpea-

M^ 6dv

:

fivTidag Tirol np0KaT}7]fXEPac ev EKK?ieaig. Ka-

^laraa'&ac.

It

may

be, that the

canon had

no reference whatever

to deaconesses generally, but only to the oldest of them, who,

according to Epiphanius (hajres. 79), were
styled

distinctively,

npEaj3vTid£C.

The

kKK'A.7joia, might then be connected either with the preceding or with
the following word, and the passage explained thus " As the oldest of the deaconesses have arrogated to themselves a
special authority over the female portion
of the church, the synod forbids the appointment of such." But since it was required generally, according to the ancient
rale, that the deaconesses should be sixty
years old, and since they were the presiding officers over the female part of the
community, nothing forbids us to suppose
that the name stands for the deaconesses
generally. Now, if we suppose, what to be
sure is not impossible, that the synod forbade the appointment of deaconesses generally, then this would conflict with the
usage of the Greek church during this
whole period. Or we might lay a particular emphasis on the phrase ev kuKlTicjiq,,
and, connecting it with the word that fol-

phra.se, ev

:

lows, understand

the

ecclesiastical consecration

sense to be, that
or ordination only

The
to the deaconesses.
article in the passage would favor this last
was forbidden

explanation.
* Hilarius (called the Ambrosiast) says
of the Montanists Etiam ipsas diaconas
ordinari debere vana pr^esumptione defendunt. But the Montanists adhered in this
case simply to the ancient usage of the
church; for, as to the rest, they, too, followed the general rule which excluded
women from speaiking publicly before the
church.
:
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should in future receive the blessing of the bishop along with the
another proof that before this they were reckoned as belonging
laity
Those prohibitions came, however, only from French
to the clergy.^

—

and it cannot be inferred from them that the appointment of
synods
deaconesses in the Western church ceased at once, and in all the disIn the East, the deaconesses maintained a certain kind
tricts alike.
We find among them widows i)osof authority for a longer period.
sessed of property, who devoted their substance to pious works and
like Olympias, known on account of her connection with
institutions
Chrysostom. They there had it in charge also, by private instruction,
to prepare the women in the country for baptism, and to be present at
It was considered the privilege of the wives of bishtheir baptism.^
ops, who, by common understanding, separated from their husbands
after the latter had bound themselves to a life of celibacy, that, if
found worthy, tiiey might be consecrated as deaconesses ;^ and thus
the female church-office continued to be preserved in the East doAvn
;

;

into the twelfth century.

Without any change
isting,

to

the

in the

grades of the clerical order hitherto ex-

church-offices already estabhshed,

many new

ones, of

greater or less importance, were added, which had been rendered necessary in part by the great increase of ecclesiastical business in large
towns.
As the chief wealth of the churches consisted in landed
estates, and the care of improving and farming these estates required
much labor and attention, the management of these matters was spe''
one of the clergy, under the name of " steward
and this officer obtained by degrees the supervision genThis method
erally over the income and expenditures of the church.
and, fur
of procedure was not, however, everywhere followed alike
this reason, the council of Chalcedon directed, in its 25th canon, that
all bishops should appoint such "stewards," who, intrusted under their
authority with the management of the church revenues, could be witnesses of the manner in which they were administered. Thus the mal-,
approjiriation of the property of the churches by the bishops, as well
But,
as the suspicion of any such thing, was to be provided against.
inasmuch as the management of property, and the protection of the
poor who were supported by the church, might sometimes lead to lawsuits and inasmuch as the conducting of such suits did not seem com-

cially intrusted to
(oiKoio/Aos),*

;

;

1

The

first

council of

Orange (Arausi-

canum), in the year 441, c. 26. Diaconffi
omnimodis non ordinanda;: si quae jam
sunt, benedictioni, quaj populo impeiuUtur, capita submittant* So, too, the connof E{)aoft, in the year 517, c. 21; the
second council of Orleans, in the year 533,
Yet this council attributed to such
c. 18.
an ordination a certain validity since, in
its 17th cahon, it directed that the or-

cil

;

dained deaconesses who had remarried,
should be excluded from the fellowship of
the church.
2 See Pelagius on Romans 16
1.
This
tsustom must have existed also in other
:

places besides the East for in a collection
of Western, perhaps North African, church
ordinances, which are wronjjly quoted as
coming from a fourth council of Carthas>e,
a canon (c. 12) occurs Viduas vel sanctinioniales, quas ad ministerium baptizanda;

:

rum mulierum

eliguutur, tam instructa'
sint ad officium, ut possint apto et sano
sermone docere imperitas et rusticas mulleres, tempore, quo baptizandae sunt, qualiter biiptizatori

interrosata respondeaut et

qualiter accept© baptismate vivant.
» Concil. Trull, s. Const. II. 692, canon
48.
* Vid. Basil. Cffisar. ep. 285 and 237.
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patible with the standing of the clergy,

over,

in

the requisite

legal

knowledge

and they were wanting, morethe expedient was finally
;

adopted, that the church, like other corporations, should have, for the
management of its affairs, a person skilled in the law, wdio should
always stand prepared to defend its rights. This individual was called
the

£/cStK-o?,

defensor.^

Again, the drawing-up of the protocols, or reports of the public acts
of the church (the ges.ta ecclesiastica), which were prepared with
great exactness, rendered necessary the appointment of trustworthy
secretaries, familiar Avith short-hand writing, out of the body of the
clergy (the notarii, exceptores).
The choice in this case, as in that
of the prelectors, was made, by many of the churches, out of the class
of young men who were to be trained up for the service of the

church.

As we

observed in the preceding period, the

charity and tenderness was shown, from the

spirit of Christian

in the care of providing for the sick, and in the attention bestowed on the burial of the
dead.
Yet perhaps no particular church offices were, till now, instituted with reference to these objects it had been a voluntary work of
Christian love.^
But, as in this period general hospitals had been
first,

:

established under the direction of the churches,

became necessary

it

that particular individuals should be appointed in the churches to take

They were called Parabolani.^ At Alexandria
care of the sick.
they formed, in the fifth century, a distinct order or guild, which
But, it must be admight legally consist of six hundred members.
mitted, the same abuse seems to have crept in here which infected so
many of the institutions of the churches in the principal cities.
Wealthy citizens, who of course kept aloof from actual attendance on
the sick, obtained admittance into this guild, merely for the sake of
and the ambitious
enjoying the exemptions to which it was entitled
prelates of Alexandria sought, by the multitude of these Paraholani,
to form around them a body of men devoted to their interests, whom
they could employ for purposes which were not always the purest.
Hence it became necessary to provide by civil statues against the
abuses to which this institution was liable..^
The burial of the dead was also committed to the care of a particu;

1 The council of Carthage, of the year
401, resolved to petition the emperor, that
persons might be assigned to the churches,
with the approbation of the bishops, who
should be prepared to defend the poor
against the oppressions of the rich.
See
canon 10, in the Cod. canon, eccles. Afr.
;. 75 ; the council of Carthage, in the year
407, c. 3, Cod. Afr. c. 97, ut dent facultatern defensores constituendi scholasticos
Which was granted see
(advocates).

clergy; and they are frequently mentioned
in the letters of Gregory the Great,
- Epiphanius, afterwards bishop of Tici
num (Pavia), in the fifth century, aftej
having been prelector when eight years oi
age, was admitted, as soon as he had made
some proticiency in the art of short-hand
writing, among the exceptores of the
church. See his life by Eunodius.

Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. II. 1. 38 comp.
Different
Possid. vit. Augustin. c. 12.
from these defensores were the stewards
and agents of the bishops, occurring under
the same name in the Roman church,
These latter the bishops chose from their

sect. I.

:

;

^ In respect to burial, comp. Cyprian's
behavior during the pestilence, vol. I.
'

*

Parabolani, from the Greek napaPaTi-

^a&ac

jfjv C(j^v, {pvxvv,

in cases of contagious
their lives to danger.
^

Cod. Theodos.

1.

since these people,
disease, exposed

XVI.

Tit. II.

1.

42, 43.
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RURAL BISHOPS.
men, retained

lar class of

in the service of the

church (the

KOTriarat,

copiatro, fossores^).

In respect to the constitution of the ej)iscopal dioceses, tlie country
oishops (xw/)€-t(rK07r(.t), (see vol. I. p. 202), who probably had their origin in very early times, first appear in conflict with the city bishojis in
The foraier uaiue was borne by such as presided
the fourth century.

(Mcr

Liic cjiurcli

of a principal village, and to

whom

a certain

number

of village chuiches, which had their own presbyters or pastors, were
subjected.^ As the episcopal system connected with the city churches

had at so early a period become already matured, this system would
now, as a matter of course, be extended also to the relation of the
and these latter
churches subordinated to the rural or chor-bishops
themselves provoked the restriction of their power by the abuse which
they made of it.^ By synods of the fourth century it was settled that
the chor-bishops should only have power to nominate and ordain with;

out consulting the city bishop, ecclesiastics of the low^er grade.*
The council of Sai'dica, and the council of Laodicea, at length for-

The former, indeed,
bade wholly the appoint)ne7it of cho)--bishops.
prohibited the appointment of bishops in those smaller towns where one
presbyter would suffice as presiding officer over the church.
The reason given for this ordinance was one which grew out of a perverted
''
hierarchical pride ; namely,
thdt the name and the authority of the
biishoj) should not be degraded.'''' ^
The council of Laodicea ordained
moreover, that in place of the country bishops, visitors (TreptoScJjTai)
should be appointed ; that is, probably, that the bishops should nominate certain presbyters of their own clergy to made visitations of the
country churches in their name
and thus, in respect to general oversight and other business, to supply the place of th^ chor-bishops.^ Yet
;

1

Vid. Hicronymi ep. 17 ad Innocent,
quibus id cithcii erat, cruentum lin-

have
do nothing without consulting

in its 57th canon, that they should

Clerici,

power

too cadaver obvolvunt (of one who had
been executed), etc. Cod. Theodos. 1. XIU.

the city bishop.
^ Concil. Laodicen.

Tit.
^

I. 1.

and

1,

Such a

1.

XVI.

Tit. II.

circle of village

1.

15.

aviijxopia.

'Ol

Basil, ep.
several places subordinate to the episcopal main village were
denominated aypol vnoKei/isvot or vttote^fjvvTEC Tcj
.
Basil, ep. 188, or canonica I. canon 10.
^ Basil of Ctesarea learned that his chorbishops had received into the service of the
TrpoaT7iaa/ievoi

290,

and

.

church

r^f

ep. 142.

av/i/ioplac.

The

.

many unworthy men, who were

only seeking to escape the military service
to be ordained as
ecclesiastics.
For this reason he required
them to send him an accurate list of all the

by procuring themselves

ecclesiastics in their dioceses,

c.

57.

Concil. Sar-

die. c. 6.

churches under

a chor-bishop, was called a

to

and directed

them to ordain no one for the future without informing and consulting him. He
asserted, however, that this had been the
ancient usage. Basil, ep. 54.
* See the 13th canon of the council of
Ancyra.
Concil. Antiochen. canon. 9.
The council of Laodicea directed, indeed,
13
VOL. II.

The word

employed to
denote those tours of visitation which the
bishops, accompanied by a number of clergy and laity, made through the several
parts of their dioceses. Athanas. Apolog.
'^

c.
I.

TrepLodeveiv is

Arianos, § 74, according to ed. Patav. T.
P. I. f. 151, a.
might accordingly

We

suppose that those presbyters whom the
bishops empowered, in their stead, to make
such tours of visitation in particular portions of their dioceses, would be designated
with the name nepiodt-vTfu. Accordingly,
such occur in the times of the Diocletian
persecution, who, during the absence of
the captured Egyptian bishops, were invested with full powers to make the visitations in their dioceses.
The bishops say
et redeuntes ad nos, qui poterantvisitare. See the letter of the Kgyptian bishops to Meletius, in Maftei Osservazioni letterarie, T. III. p. 15.
At the
same time, the notion of a person travelling
about as a visitor, is by no means necessa
:

Multi euntes

CITY CHURCHES.
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chor-bishops are

still

to

be met with, at later periods,

in the

churchea

of Syria, and in the West.
But the practice became continually

more general of substituting,
presbyters placed by the city bishops
over the country churches, which presbyters stood in a relation of more
immediate dependence on the latter.^
in the place of the chor-bishops,

was absolutely necessary, it is
and principal church,
other churches should be founded in which, since all could not be
conveniently accommodated with room in the principal church, the
portions of the community dwelling at a distance might hold their
assemblies on Sundays and feast-days.
Still it was by no means as
In respect to the city churches,

it

true, in this period, that,.besides the old episcopal
;

yet a general regulation that in the cities, as in the country, separate
communities arose under the supervision of the episcopal headfilial
church. Epiphanlas cites it as a peculiarity of the Alexandrian church,
that there, on account of the wants of the inhabitants, different churches

under particular presbyters, as parish clergymen, were founded, to
which the residents in adjacent stre-ets belonged.^ At Constantinople,
The founders of
each church had also its own particular clergy.
churches determined, at the same time, the number of clergy for them,
and the proportional amount of revenue. The three filial churches of
the mother church at Constanthiople formed here the only exception
but a certain number taken
these had no separate body of clergy
interchangeably, according to a certain routine, from the clerus of the
principal church, were sent on Sundays and feast-days to conduct the
We are not warranted, however,
public worship in these churches.
;

;

determine anything as to the regulations of the other
At Rome the relation of alt the other
churches in this great capital."
churches to the episcopal head church seems to have been very nearly
like the relation of those three filial churches to the head church at
but perhaps with this difference, that though all the
Constantinople
clergy were incorporated with the clerus of the episcopal head church,
yet they did not conduct the public worship in the other churches by
ti^om this fact, to

;

implied in the term KepLo6evT7jc. It
also signify simply an Mi.specto;-, who,
being changed, was the
same as the chor-bishop before him for
rcepiodeveiv, nefjiodevrr/g, are terms which
sometimes occur in the sense, to attend
upon, to heal, physician. See the Homily,
erroneously ascribed to Athanasius, in coecum, § 9 and § 12. The former siguification is, however, the more probable one.
The predicate nepwdevTrjc is given to a
rily

might
the

name only

;

jiveshyter: I,epyiogTrpEal3vTEpoc KalnepiodsvTijg,

in the acts of the council

under the

Patriarch Mennas, at Constantinople, in
the year 536 actio I.

with its filial
country communities; and finally the
country communities in particular, Basil.
Hence the Latin Paroeep. 206 and 240.
cia, Parochia, Presbyter regens ])arochiam,
Sulpic. Sever, dial. 1. I. c. 8.
And hence
Parochus.
- H^res. 29, Arian.
'Oaai iKKhjaiai. rr/g
nadoALHTjc, £KK?.Tjalai; tv K'/iE^avdpd(} vno iva
cal whole, the city church,

'

upxt-^moKonov ovaai
knt-TerayiievoL

•

kuI kut

Idiav ravracc

dal irpcapvTepoi 6lu rug

EKKArj-

aiaariKuc XP^^o.g tCox' oLKjjTopuv, n?i.rjai.uv
knaaTTjg airdv Kal dfKpoduv tjtol ?ia(3puv eniX'^P'-'^i iia?i,ovfiEViov.
^

Justinian.

I.

T. III. Novell. III.

Ovk

napoiKia denoted originally
each church 'EKKXyaia 7/ napoiKovaa, Euseb. III. 28, subsequently the greater divisions of the church, which in the political

iSiu^ovTag k?.7]plkovc, oikJs sic tovtuv txet
rwv rpiuv oIkuv, kowuI 6i dai tTiq te dytoruttiq iiEyakrig EKK^.Tjaiag Kal avrwv, Kal tovtov(
unavT£( TTEpivoaTovvTEg Kara tlvu nEpiodov

phraseology were denominated dLOiK/iaEig,
Basil, ep. 66 ; so also a smaller ecclesiasti-

Kal kvk?.ov,
ovvTac.

1

The term
:

rug Xeuovpyiag kv avTvlg not
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METROPOLITAN CONSTITUTION.

turns but its own particular presbyter was constantly assigned to each
The Roman presbyters, who conone of these churches (titiili).^
ducted the public worship in the filial churches had not, however, the
but bread which had been conright of consecratino; the holy supper
secrated by the bishop was sent to them from the principal church
the holy symbol serving at the same
this they simply distributed,^
;

;

:

—

time to denote the unbroken ecclesiastical bond between them and the
bishop of the principal church.
The inctrojyoUtan constitution which we saw growing up in the pre-

ceding period, became in this more generally diffused and more perOn the one hand, to the metrofectly matured and consolidated.
politans was conceded the superintendence over all ecclesiastical
it was
affairs of the province to which their metropolis belonged
;

decided that they shoidd convoke the assemblies of provincial bishops,
and preside over their deliberations but, on the other hand, their
;

and to the
were also more strictly defined, so as to prevent any arbitrary extension of their power, and to establish on a
secure footing the independence of all the other bishops in the exercise
of their functions.
JFor this reason, the provincial synods, which were
relation to the entire collegiiDti of the provincial bishops,

individuals composing

it,

to assemble twice in each year, as the highest ecclesiastical
tribunal for the whole province, were to assist the metropolitans in
determining all questions relating to the general affairs of the church ;

bound

and without

their participation, the former

tent to undertake

any business relating

Each bishop was

to

were

to

be held incompe-

to matters of general concern.

be independent in the administration of his

own

particular diocese, although he could be arraigned before the tribunal
No
of the provincial synods for ecclesiastical or moral delinquencies.

choice of a bishop could possess validity without the concurrence of the
metropolitan
he was to conduct the ordination yet not alone, but
and all the bishops
with the assistance of at least two other bishops
of the province were to be present at the ordination of the metropoli:

;

;

tan.

We

noticed already, in the preceding period, that the churches in
capital cities of entire great divisions of the Roman
empire, from which cities also Christianity had extended itself in wider
circles, had attained to a certain preeminence and peculiar dignity in
This, by force of custom, passed over
the estimation of Christians.

some of the larger

also into the present period

;

yet without any distinct expression, at

That

the presbyters of the filial
churches at Eoine did not quit their conncction with the clerus of the principal
Dhurch, seems to follow from the words of
the Konum bishop Innocent in his letter
to the bishop Decentius of the year 41 G, §
1

8
Quarum (ecclesiai-um) presbytcri, quia
die ipso, propter jilebcm sibi creditam, no:

biscum

convenire

non

possunt

«eera to be understood the words,

(where

—

sicuti

diebus nobiscum conveniunt), as
ut se a nostra communione, maxime illo die, non judicent

caeteris

also in the words,

—

separates. But that the presbyters were
usually appointed, in the case of these
churches, to minister for some considerable length of time, seems evident
from the designation of a church of this

filial

'Evda Qiruv 6 npeaiivTepoc
sort at Rome
avvf/yev (the church where he was accus:

conduct the worship). Athanas.
Apolog. c. Arian. § 20.
In the above-cited passages from the
letter of Innocent: Fermentum a nobis
confectum per acoly thos accipiunt.

tomed
'^

to
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of the views of the church on that point.
The council of Nice,
sixth canon, which, by its vague, indeterminate language, gave
occasion for many disputes, was the first to attempt to settle some
first,

in

its

definite rule on this point, particularly with

reference to the Alexandrian church having been led to do this, pex'haps, by occasion of the
•'
Meletian controversies in Egypt.
It is here said
Let the ancient
custom which has prevailed in Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis, that the
bishop of Alexandria should have authority over all these })laces, be
still maintained
since this is the custom also with the Roman bishop.
In hke manner, at Antioch, and in the other provinces, the churches
shall retain their ancient ])rerogatives."
Afterwards, this canon
goes on to speak of the rights of the metropolitans generally
from
which, however, we are not to infer that the bishops first named were
;

:

;

^

;

placed in the same class with all the other metropolitans
on the contrary they are cited as metropolitans of higher rank, though nothing
:

was yet

definitely said respecting their precise relation to the other

As in the provinces here named, which were to be
subordinate to the Alexandrian church, there were also particular
metropolitans, it is plainly evident that some higher rank must have
been intended, in this case, than that which was attributed to the ordinary metropolitan. The whole relation having been in the first place
metropolitans.

of political origin, it was designated at first by a name borrowed from
the political administration of the empire.
As the magistrates that
presided over the political administration in these main divisions of the
Roman empire were denominated Exarclis {U^p^oi), this appellation
also to those who presided over tlie ecclesiastical government.^
Subsequently, choice was made of the more ecclesiastical
name of Patriarcka.^ Originally, it was the churches of the three
great capital cities of the Roman empire, Rome, Alexandria, and An-

was transferred

tioch,

which held

this

prominent rank.

1 Ta upxoio, Idri Kpardru tu. Iv Alyvnnj
Kol AijSvy Kol YlevTanuAEL, cJore top 'A/le^-

avdpelag emaKonov ttuvtuv rovruv EXEiv ttjv
i^ovaiav, k-rreu^ kol rcj kv rij Fufiri kmanom^
TovTo ai'vrj-de^ eanv. '0/j.oiwc 6e kuI Kara rr/v
'AvTioxciav aal kv rale u?.Xaic enapxlaic, tu
irpta^ela au^tadac rali kKKkijaiaic.
'
See Concil. Chalc. canon 9 'O e^apxoc,
ov 6 inaexoc Tfjc dwiKr/aEuc, and canon 16.
:

Doubtless many eminent bishops were
then still reckoned among the exarchs,
who subsequently were not recognized as
patriarchs.
^ This name occurs first at the council
of Constantinople, in the year 381, in an
application somewhat different from that
which it afterwards received. When, in
consequence of the preceding controversies
concerning doctrines, manj' schisms arose
in the Eastern church, and it became neeessary to correct various disorders, it was
determined, for the sake of restoring unanimity and order in the church, to appoint
besides the bishops of Alexandria, An-

—

In these churches, which were

tioch,

and

Constantinople,

who

were

already, through their churches, possessed
of a peculiar precedence of rank
certain
individual l)ishops that had acquired this
distinction by virtue of their personal character ; and these were intrusted with a
supervisory power over several dioceses
and provinces of the Roman emj)ire,
as

—

—

Asia Minor, Pontus, and Cappadocia,
under the name of Pa/r;arcAs. In particular, it was decided that none but such as
stood on terms of church fellowship with
these individuals should share in the common rights of the Catholic church (see
Cod. Theodos. 1. XVI. Tit. 1. 1. 3. SocTo this arrangement,
rat. Hist. V. 8).
and the quarrel among the bishops which
sprung out of it, Gregory of Nazianzus alludes in his carmen de episcopis, v. 797,
where he says to the bishops &puvovc (ikv
:

e^oire koI Tvpavvldag

\

v/islc,

ewsl khI npCira

Tav&' vfuv doKsr ;i;a/poi7-e, v(3pcCoiTe, n arukri p ov a^ e Koaixoc V(ut>
piapxi- nc
|

•

I

eIketu fdyug.

/
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regarded, moreover, as ecclesiae apostolicce, ecclesiastical and political
But to these there was now added
considerations were conjoined.
another church, which had in its favor neither antiquity of political nor
of ecclesiastical dignity while many churches which were subordinated
to it, as for instance the church of Ephesus, had precedence over it,
as by ecclesiastical character, so by its political relation in the ancient
When the city of Byzantium,
constitution of the Roman empire.
which in earlier times was itself subordhiate to the metropolis at lleraclea in Thrace, became, under the name of Constantinople, the seat
;

of government for the whole of the Roman empire in the East, and
the second capital of the entire Roman world, it was necessary that
its church also should be distinguished as the church of the second
imperial residence, and should receive the rank of a patriarchate.
Accordingly the second oecumenical council of Constantinople directed
already in 381, in its third canon, that the bishop of Constantinople

should take rank next after the

New Rome

Roman

bishop, since Constantinople

d. 451), in its
canon but one, confirmed this decree, with the following noticeable
comparison between the church of the ancient and that of the new
Rome " Tlte fathers riyluly conceded that rank to the episcopate of
a)icient Home, because Rome was the mistress city ; " and following

was

;^

and the council of Chalceclon (a.

last

:

out the same principle, the fathers of this council of Constantinople
equal rank to the episcopate of the new Rome, because
they rightly judged that the city which was the seat of the imperial
government and of the senate, enjoyed equal dignity with ancient

attributed

Rome, had

the

same precedence

the second place after the latter

in ecclesiastical affairs,
;

and must take

so that the bishop of Constantinople

ought to ordain the metropolitans of the dioc^es of Pontus, Asia
Minor, and Thrace, and also the collective bishops of the barbarian
Finally, after

tribes within those dioceses.

many

disputes with the

church of Antioch, there was added still the fifth patriarchate, of a
church distinguished simply in a spiritual respect, enjoying originally,
not even the rank of a metropolis, the patriarchate of Jerusalem.^
This division of the whole Ruman church jurisdiction into four or
five patriarchates, intimately connected as it was, in part, with the
political constitution of the Roman empire, would naturally have respect, in the first place, to those churches only which lay within the
although it naturally exerted some inbounds of the Roman empire
direct influence also on those churches without the empire, which had
But it did not apply in the
been planted by the churches within it.
same sense, and in the same way, even to all those parts which bepeculiar spirit of freedom distinguished,
longed to the empire.
The church at
from the earliest times, the church of North Africa.
Carthage had, it is true, enjoyed by custom particular consideration
her bishop preas the church of the principal city of North Africa
sided in all the general assemblies of the North African church ; ^ yet
;

A

;

1

^f
viav

'E,\:fiv

Tu

'Fu/iTjg
'Pu/iTjv.

rbv

-

elvai avrfjv

^

'iTpeapEla ttiq ti/x^c ^ietu

imoKOKov, 6iu to

Concil. Chalc. act. VII.
Concilia pleuaria Africae.
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he by no means stood in the same relation to the bishops of the other
five North African churches, as the patriarchs did to the bishops of
their greater church dioceses
and even the bishop of Rome did not
properly fjossess the authority of a patriarch in the North African
church.
This church, in a council at Hipporegius (now Bona in the
district of Algiers), A. d. 393, protested expressly against such a title
as the patriarchs bore in other countries, and would recognize the
validity of no other titlethan that of bishop of the first church.
This patriarchal constitution served to unite the great divisions of
the church in the Roman empire in one closely cohering organism, and
thereby to introduce more unity and order into all the affairs of the
church.
But a unity of this kind, produced merely from without, is
not suited to the spirit of Christianity, which requires a free outward
development of its characteristics from within and it could only operate as a hindrance and a limitation. The history of the church in the
fifth century, in particular, teaches how oppressive the despotism of
the patriarchs at Alexandria and at Antioch sometimes became.
If
such an external unity is to be consistently carried through, one head
must be placed over the whole. Four or five coordinate heads will
soon fall into strife with each other, and that which was to result in
unity must become the source of contentions and schisms.
So it
happened in the Greek church of this period. How much of impure,
Avorldly interest became diffused in the church, through the eager
thirst and strife of the bishops for precedence of rank
what mischievous disputes sprang out of the mutual jealousies of the patriarchs,
particularly the jealousies of the patriarchs of Alexandria towards
This state of things contributed to
the patriarchs of Constantinople
check the oppositions of the different tendencies of the dogmatic spirit
in their free evolution, and to intermingle with them worldly and party
so that, by the impure motives which made use of the docpassions
Very
trinal interest as a pretext, this interest itself was smothered.
justly could Gregory of Nazianzus say, as he did at Constantinople,
in 380, when lamenting over the evils of the church, which he had
Would to Heaven there were no
learned from his own experience
primacy, no eminence of place, and no tyrannical precedence of rank
But, as the
that we might be known by eminence of virtue alone
;

;

;

—

I

;

'•'

:

!

case

now

stands, the distinction of a seat at the right

hand or the

left,

of going before or
at a higher or a lower place
or in the middle
aside of each other, has given rise to many disorders among us, to no
salutary purpose whatever, and ])lunged multitudes in ruin."^
;

;

The principle of outivard unity would of necessity be seeking to
could only
bring the five heads under one sole head of the church,
be satisfied with the monarchical form, as it afterwards turned out in
But in reference to this
the perfected primacy of the Roman church.
church, regard must be had to two different points of view tlte Roman
bishop considered as one of those four patriarchs in his relation to the

—
;

1 Canon 39, in Cod. Canon, eccles. Afr.
Ut primae sedis episcopus non appelletur
princeps sacerdotura, aut summus saccr-

dos {e^apxog tuv Ispuv), aut aliquid hujus
modi, sed tantun'i primre sedis episcopus.
^ Orat. 28, f. 484.
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more extended church
church

in

to the eyitire chufcli,

the

first

:

jurisdiction Avhich

an especial manner
it is

;

and

or particularly

the
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was subordinate

Roman

to that

of the

hi><Jiop

Wf-at.

to the

Roman

in hia relation

As

it

respects

the above-cited sixth canon of the Nicene council

to this

has reference and probably Rufinus^ gives, in this case, the most correct
explanation of the matter, when he expounds this canon as implying
that the diocese of the Roman bishop embraced the whole circle or
district which belonged to the administration of the vicarius urbis Romae (the provincias suburbicarias, i. e., the major part of middle Italy;
Add to this, that the
all lower Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica 2).
Roman church had become possessed, by donations and legacies, of
many landed estates lyin^ without these limits, which gave her opportunity of knitting firmly to her interests many influential connections.
Again, as the whole constitution of the church in the Roman empire
hung closely connected with the political constitution, the Roman
;

church necessarily possessed thin advantage over all the patriarchal
churches,
that it was the church of the ancient capital of the Roman
This politico-ecclesiastical point of view was always made of
empire.
prominent importance by the Orientals, as is shown in the above-cited
decrees of the Constantinopolitan and of the Chalcedonian councils.
Theodoretus, bishop of Cyros, says, in a letter in which he solicited
the aid of the Roman bishop, Leo the Great,^ that everything conspired to give the church of Rome the primacy
those advantages
which, in other cases, were found distributed among different churches,

—

:

and whatever distinguishes a

city, either in a pohtical or in

respect, were here conjoined

;

a spiritual
he then proceeds to notice first

— and

Rome was the largest, the most splendid,
from her proceeded the existing magisterial
from her the whole empire took its name.
Finally, the great

the political superiority.

the most populous city

power

;

distinction of the

:

Roman

church, in respect to religion, was, that she

had been honored by the martyrdom of the apostles Peter and Paul,
and possessed their tombs, which were objects of reverence also to the
East.*
All this taken together might create even among the Orientals

a peculiar veneration for the

Roman

church.

was made to rest on such
dogmatic grounds as converted it into something entirely different.
We observed already, in the preceding period, how, from confounding
the ideas of the visible and the invisible church, from the notion of a
necessary outward unity of the church, the idea had there sprung up
of an uninterrupted outward representation of this unity, necessarily
existing at all times
and how this idea had been transferred to the
cathedi-a Petri in the Roman church.
This idea, handed down, in its

With the people of the West,

this

all

;

Rufin. I. 5, ut subiirbicariarum ecclesisollicitudiuem gerat.
2 See Notitia Dignitatum imperii Romani, sectio 45, and the letter of the council of Sardica to the Roman bishop Julius,
Ut per tua scripta qui in Sicilla, qui
§ 5.
in Sardinia, et in Italia, sunt fratres nostri, quae acta sunt cognoscant.
^

aram

•*

Ep. 113.

Theodoretus, in the letter above referred to, expresses himself or this subject
as follows
'Exec Kal tijv koivuv naripuv
Kal didaanu^Mv tt/c ukrj-dsiat;, Uerpov Kal
*

:

rug

-diiKag, tuv TnaTCiu tug ipvxuc
So an illuminating influence,
which issued from their proximity.

Ilav/iov,

(jxjn^ouaag.
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yet vague and unsettled shape, to the present period, in connection
with its root, the false and grossly conceived Old Testament view of
the Theocracy, contains within it the entire germ of the papacy, which
needed nothing more than to unfold itself, under favorable circumstances, in the congenial soil of the spirit of an age in which the confusion of the outward form with the inner essence
more inveterate.

became continually

As in the former period, so also in this, it is especially the North
African church in which we see this principle expressed
which is not
to be understood as though this church, in holding to this principle of
;

external unity, had distinguished herself fi-om other Western churches.
merely belongs to the peculiar character of this church, that, as the

It

dogmatic and systematic

spirit here prevailed, and as what unconof the Western church was expressed and
unfolded by her with dogmatic consciousness, so she gave a form of
this kind for the manifestation of the principle of church unity.
Op-

sciously animated the

life

tatus of Mileve, who wrote in the last half of the fourth century,
represents the Apostle Peter as the head of the apostles,
as the
representative of the unity of the church and of the apostolic power,

—

who

alone had received the keys of the kingdom of heaven, for the
purpose of giving them to the others.
He finds it worthy of remark,
that Peter, notwithstanding that he had denied Christ, yet continued

hold this relation to the rest of the apostles, so that the objective
was thus incapable of being
invalidated by any human fault, appears in its unchangeable constancy.
to

side of the unity of the church, which

In the Roman church he perceives the indestructible cathedra Petri.
This stands in the same relation to the other episcopal churches as the
Apostle Peter stood to the rest of the apostles.
The Roman church
represents the one visible church, the one episco[)ate.^ There was one
apostolic power in Peter, from which the apostolic powers of the others
issued forth, as it were, like so many different streams
and, in like
manner, there is one episcopal power in the Roman church, from which
the other episcopal powers are but so many different streams.
How
much might be derived out of this idea, so apprehended ? Far more
than the individual who thus expressed himself was aware of.
It contains already, in the germ, the whole papal system of the Middle Ages.
Augustin would be led by his thoroughly Christian character by the
prevailing tendency in his inner hfe and in his system of faith to the
;

;

objectively

godhke

;

by that

spirit of protestation

against

all

deification

man which

actuated him, to more correct views of the words of our
Lord in their reference to Peter. He rightly perceived, that not
Peter, but Christ himself, is the Rock on which the church has been
founded
that this word of our Lord, therefore, has reference not to
the person of Peter in itself, but to him as representative of that faith
of

;

1 See
Optatus Milcvitan. tie schism.
Donat. 1. VII. c. 3. Bono unitatis Petrus
cui satis erat, si post quod negavit, solara
veniam coiisequeretur, et praifevri apostolis omnibus meiniit, et claves regni coelo-

And 1. 11". c. 2 In urbe Roma Petro primo
cathedram episcopalem esse collatam, in
(jua scderit omnium upostolorum caput
Petrus, in qua una catiiedra uiiitas ab
omnibus servarotiir, nc eietcri apostoli siu-

rum communicaudas catcri:?,

gulas sibi quisque det'ciulerent.

solus accepit.

:
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and that consequently the
through which he was the man of rock
whole church, which rests on this faitli,is represented by Peter. *' He
''
in this case, the image of the whole church, which
was,'' says Augustin,
in the present world is shaken by divers trials, as by floods and storms
and yet docs not fall, because it is founded on the rock from which
Peter received his name. For the rock is not so called after Peter, but
Peter is so called after the rock just as Christ is not so denominated
after the Christian, but the Christian after Christ; for it is on this account our Lord declares On this rock I will found my church, because
Peter had said Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. On this
rock, which thou hast confessed, he declares, I will build my church
for Christ was the Rock on whose foundation Peter himself was built
ftr other foundation hath no man laid than that which is laid, which is
Christ Jesus." ^ Had Augustin made himself clearly conscious of what
he here expressed, and prosecuted it to the end, he would have arrived
at the conception of the church as the community of the believers in
Christ
a community forming itself from within outwardly; and consequently this passage would no longer have retained with him the sense
which men would fain give it in reference to the visible church, to the
episcopal power, and to the relation of the Roman church in particular
Having once been led, however, by Jhe
to the church universal.
whole course of his religious and theological training, into the habit
of confounding together the visible and the invisible church, and having allowed this error to become firmly rooted in his doctrinal system,
his views became thereby narrowed
and, instead of holding fast by
the purely spiritual conception of the church which must have here
presented itself to him, he involuntarily substituted for it the concej>
tion of the visible church, which had already been firmly established
in his system
and so it may have happened that even in his maid
too, with the notion of Peter as a representative of the church, there
;

;

:

:

—

;

;

came

to

Roman
1

be associated the idea of a permanent representation in the
Thus we find here in the case of this great church

church.'-^

Ecclesia

non

est super petram,
cepit.

quoniam fundata
unde Petrus nomen ac-

cadit

Non enim aPetro

petra, sed Petrus

sicut non Christus a Christiano,
sed Christianas a Christo vocatur.
Ideo

a petra

;

Super banc petram
quipi)e ait Dominus
aedificabo ecclesiam meam, quia dixerat
Petrus
Tu es Christus, tihus Dei vivi.
:

:

petram, quam confessus
ecclesiam meam. Petra enim
erat Christus, super quod fundamcntum
etiam ipse aidificatus est Petrus, 1 Cor. 3
11. Ecclesia ergo, quffi fundatur in ChrisIn Johann. Evang. Tractat. 124,
to, etc.
§ 5. The other exposition of this passage,

Super banc

er;_^o

es, aedificabo

:

by which

it is referred only to the person
of Peter, Augustin himself had presented
in his work contra epistolamDonati, which
has not come down to us but in his criticism of his own writings,
his retractationes, 1. I. c. 21, he set aside the above-cited
explanation.
;

—

^ In the book de utilitate credendi,
§ .35,
he traces the development of the church as
a divine institution, endowed with divine
authority, ab apostohca sede per successiones cpiseoporum.
This book he wrote,
to be sure, before he had come to deviate,
as he did afterwards, from the ordinary

exposition of this passage, as it was understood at Pome and in North Africa but
the fact is explained in the way above described, that, by this change of views as
to the exegetical meaning, nothing was
changed in Augaistin's doctrinal system.
He distinguishes, in the place above referred to, a threefold relation of Peter
the same person being considered in respect to his individual nature as a man, in
respect to his nature by divine grace as a
Christian, and at the .same time as abundantiore gratia
primus
apostoioram.
Those words, it is time, ought jn-operly to
refer to Uie second relation of Peter, inas;

;

—
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teacher that confusion of two different points of view, in consequence
of which he exerted an influence on two sides, and in two different
directions, upon the development of the reUgious and dogmatic spirit
in the following centuries.

But if the systematic elaboration and carrying out of the idea of a
representation of the church unity, constitutes a prominent characteristic of the North African church, still the spirit of ecclesiastical freedom among the North Africans was the farthest possible removed, as
shall see hereafter, from any inclination to concede all the consequences, which there was already a disposition, in the Roman church,
to derive from these notions.
In the minds of the Roman bishops we perceive the idea beginning
already to develop itself more cleai-ly and distinctly, that to them, as
the successors and representatives of the Apostle Peter, belonged the
Although it may be obsovereign guidance of the whole church.

we

served, doubtless, here and there, in occasional instances, that the idea
of universal dominion, associated with Rome, was transferred from its
political meaning, and clothed in a spiritual dress ^ yet nothing w^as
;

to

them more

offensive thati that confusion of the political

and

spiritual

provinces which they believed they discovered, whenever their higher
dignity and authority, instead of being suffered to rest on the foundation of the divine institution, was attempted to be derived from the
political superiority of

Rome.

The delegates of

the

Roman

bishop,

the Great, protested emphatically against the above-mentioned
decree of the council of Chalcedon^ which on this ground attributed to

Leo

the bishopric of Constantinople the same rights as to the episcopate

Rome. When this decree came to be made known to Leo, he
despatched various letters to the emperor, to Anatolius the patriarch
of Constantinople, and to tlie whole council, in which he strongly declared his disapprobation of what he pronounced to be a usurpation.
In the letter to the emperor he says:^ " The case is quite different
of

with worldly relations, and with those that concern the things of God
and without that rock which our Lord has wonderfully laid as the
Let it satisfy Anatolius that,
foundation, no structure can stand firm.
by your assistance, and by my ready assent,^ he has attained to the
Let not the imperial city be too small
bishopric of so great a city.
" (sedes
for him, which yet he cannot convert into an apostolic see
as he represented the person of all
Christians but it is easy to see, how, in
substituting the notion of the church in
the place of Christians, he might be led to
cortnect the second and the third with each
Thus Peter was distiuguished as
other.
the tirst of the apostles by the very circumstance that he was to represent the visible
chiirch in his own person, and that its de-

per apostolici sacerdotii principatum amplior facta est arce religionis quam solio
and Leo M. p. 80 : Civitas
potestatis
sacerdotalis et regia, per sacram b. Petri
sedem caput orbis elfecta, latins prjEsidens religione divina, quam dominatione

vclopment was to proceed forth from him.

choice

And what was

in consequence of certain
The
disputes as to matters of doctrine.
Eoman bishops well understood, however,

much

;

considered true of Peter,

transferred to the church of Rome.
I
In the remarkable work, de vocatione
gentium, which was probably written by
Leo the Great, while he was still a deacon,

was

I.

IL

c. 6, it

is

said

:

Roma,

quai

tamen

;

terrena.
^ Epist. 78.
^

Which
of

refers to Leo's

Anatolius,

approval of the
had been

which

sought after

how

to take

advantage of every occasion

which coiUd be interpreted into the recognition of a right appertaining to them.
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Leo appealed to the inviolable authority of the Nicene
he alluded veiy probably to the above-cited sixth canon of
that council, which really stood in necessary contradiction with this
new arrangement only on the principle that the dignity of the church
He contended for the
stood wholly independent of political relations.
rights of the Alexandrian and of the Antiochian churches, which
would be impaired in case that the church at Constantinople claimed
he contended for the rights
to itself the primacy over the entire East
of the metropolitan bishops, which would be jeopardized by the patriarchate which Auatolius assumed over Asia Minor, Pontus, and Thrace.
And he contrived, in the end, to trace back the higher inviolable dignity of the Alexandrian and Antiochian churches also to the Apostle
of the former, namely, to Mark, the disciple of the Apostle
Peter;
Peter ; and of the second, immediately to Peter himself, since he was
the first to preach the gospel in that place. Anatohus havhig appealed
to the authority of the second ecumenical council, which liad adjudged
this rank to the church of Constantinople, Leo replied, that no assembly of bishops, whether large or small, could decide anything agahist
the authority of the Nicene council.
He speaks on tliis occasion with
singular contempt of a council Avhich was afterwards generally reckoned, both in the Western and in the Eastern church, among the
number of ecumenical councils. The canon drawn up by that body
he declared to be null and void and would allow it no validity, if for
no other reason, because it had never been communicated to the Roapostolica).

council

:

;

—

;

man

church.^

doubt as to what the popes, even as early as the
century, believed themselves to be, or would fain be, in relation
to the rest of the church, after having once listened to the language
•which they themselves hold on this subject.
When a North African
It is impossible to

fifth

council at Carthage had sent a report of their

conclusions, in the
point of doctrine, to the Roman bishop
his assent to these conclusions
in his answer

decision of a controverted

Innocent, and demanded
of the year 417, he first praised them because they had considered
themselves bound to submit the matter to his judgment, since they
were aware what was due to the apostohcal chair since all who occupied this seat strove to follow in the steps of that apostle from whom
;

;

itself, and the entire authority of this name, had
With good right had they held sacred the institutions of
the fathers, who had decided, not according to human, but according
to the divine counsels, that whatever was transacted in provinces, let
them be ever so remote, should not be considered as ratified, until it

the episcopal dignity

emanated.

1 Ep. 80, c. 5.
Persuasioni tua; in millo
penitus suffragatur quorumdara episcoporum ante sexaginta (ut jactas) annos facta

conscriptio,

bus

tuis

nunquamquc a

ad apostolicae

prredecessori-

sedis

transmissa

notitiam, cui ab initio sui caducae dudumque collapsiB sera nunc et inutilia subjicere

ftindamenta voluisti. It hardly answers
the purpose to attempt, as has been done,

to make out that the authority of this
council was recognized by Leo, and thus
to bring the latter into agreement with the
opinion of the later Roman church, by referring this disparaging judgment of Leo,
without any regard to the natural sense
of the passage, simply to this single
of the council,
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had come

to tlie

knowledge of the apostolic chair

;

so that,

by

its

en-

every just decision might be confirmed, and the other
churches (as the pure streams should be distributed from the original, undisturbed source, through the different countries of the whole
world ^) might learn from this church what they had to ordain, whom
they had to pronounce innocent, and whom to reject as irreclaimably
Leo the Great declares in a letter to the Illyrian bishops, in
wrong.
which, after the example. of the Roman bishop Siricins, he names the
bishop of Thessalonica the i-epresentative among them of his apostolic
power (vicarius apostolicus), " that on himself, as the successor of
the Apostle Peter, on whom, as the reward of his faith, the Lord had
conferred the primacy of apostolic rank, and on whom he had firmly
grounded the universal cliurch, was devolved the care of all the
churches, to participate in which he invited his colleagues, the other
tire authority,

bishops."

2

Roman church in its relation to the
Eastern churches, brought along with it, during this period, many
circumstances which might be turned in support of this assumption of
As we have already had occasion to observe, the
the Roman bishops.
Eastern church stood in far greater dependence on political influences
than the Western
and what, in some respects, stood connected with
this fact, there was in the former no church possessed of such decided
external preponderance as the Roman church enjoyed in relation to
On the contrary, the oppositions and Jealousies among the
the West.
patriarchal churches, as we have said, were the source of many disputes
and the higher authority of the recently promoted Byzantine
church, in particular, was, at all times, a thing extremely offensive to
Again, the Western
the ancient patriarchal church of Alexandria.
church, by reason of its })redominant Roman spirit, so unbending and
practical, and by reason of its characteristic life, which was not so
restlessly scientific, preserved greater tranquillity in the course of its
On the other hand, the more excitable and
doctrinal development.
actively scientific spirit of the Greeks, the speculative bent of mind,
the manifold spiritual elements which here came in contact with each
all this was a source of manifold disputes in the Greek church,
other,
which, through the disturbing interference of the state, were still
further promoted, and at the same time rendered more intricate and
Now, while in the Western church the greatest tranperplexing.
The

favorable situation of the

;

;

—

Greek
came about that the contending parties of the latter, and
those who had against them the dominant power, sought to

quillity prevailed, contrasted with this agitated condition of the

church,

it

especially

1 The thought is plainly implied, that
the churches could hold fast to the
pure doctrine only by remaining steadfast
in their connection with the lloman, as

all

the

common mother

church,

— the

origi-

distenditur, exigente hoc a nobis Domino,
qui apostolicte dignitatis bcatissimo apostolo Petro primatum fidei suje remuneratione commisit, universalem ecclesiam in
fundamento ipsius soliditate constituens,

quam habequi nobis collegii caritato

sollicitudinis,

nal, invincible fountain-head of the trans-

necessitatera,

mitted, divine doctrine, as well as of all

mus, cum

spiritual power.

sunt, sociamus.
Metropolitanos lUyr.

'''

Quia per omnes

juncti

ecclesias cura nostra

his,

Leon. ep.

5,

ad
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ITS INCREASE.

Western church, and especially
and the one which gave the tone
to all the rest
and that those who were persecuted by the dominant
party, took refuge at Rome. Now, as it was of the utmost importance
obtain on their side the voice of the
of the

Roman,

as the

most

influential,

;

gain in their favor the voice of the Roman church,
them in the choice of their exjiressions ;
and, to show their respect for the Roman church, they made use of
such expressions as they would not have employed under other circumstances.
But the Roman bishops, who were already in the habit

to

such persons

so this

to

interest influenced

of passing judgment on

the relations of the church from that once
we have just described,

all

established and settled point of view which

found, accordingly, in such expressions, looking as they did at nothing
but the letter, an acknowledgment of that point of view, without concerning themselves to inquire what the persons who used these expressions really

had

in their

minds.

Protestations undoubtedly sometimes
when the decisions of

followed from the dominant party of the East,

the

Roman bishops ran contrary to their
the Roman bishop Julius, instead

when

Thus,

interests.

for

example,

of concurring with the domi-

nant party of the Eastern church, which had deposed from his office
the bishop Athanasius of Alexandria, had invited both parties to present the matter, by their delegates, before an assembly of the Western
church
the Eastern bishops, convened at Antioch, declared that it
;

did not belong to him, a foreign bishop, to set himself up as a judge in
the affairs of the Easternchurch ; that every synod was independent

was no more than
had, hi truth, just as little entered into the
minds of his predecessors to interfere in the interior aifairs of the
Eastern church, to set themselves up as judges. over the decisions of
the Eastern synods in the Samosatenian disputes, as it had occurred
to the older bishops of the East to constitute themselves judges in the
But the
controversies of the West
as, for example, the Novatian.^
party in whose favor the Roman bishops had decided, finally obtained

in its decisions

;

the other bishops

that he, as bishop of a larger city,
;

that

it

;

and they could accordingly, taking advantage of this fact,
declare that protestation to be null, and maintain the validity of their
own judicial sentence. Under such favorable circumstances they received many public testimonials of tboir supreme juridical authority,

the victory

;

To this class bein the sequel became of importance to them.
long the three following decrees of the council of Sardica :^ " I. When
a bishop is condemned in a matter, and he believes that injustice has
been done him, the synod which judged him shall write to the Roman
bishop Julius
so that, if necessary, the investigation may be renewed
by the bishops of the neighboring province, and he himself name the
judges.
II. That, in such a case, no other person shall be nominated
to fill the place of the deposed bishop, until the Roman bishop shall
III. If, in such
have received notice of it, and decided on the point.
which

;

a case, the deposed bishop appeal to

considers a

new

tiie

bishop of

investigation to be advisable, he

Rome, and

may

Vid. Julii epist. I. adv. Euscbianos, § 4 et 5. Socrat. 1.
Canon. 3, 4 et
listoricum Fragmcntum, lU. § 26.
1

'^

II. c.
5.

the latter

cotnmit such
15

Hilarii

in-

opus
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vestigation to the bishops of the neighboring province, and

may

also

send to

it

quiry."

Thus this synod, no doubt, assigned to the Roman bishop a
supreme power of jurisdiction, a right of revision in the affairs

certain

presbyters, out of the body of his clergy, to assist in the in-

But it admits also of being easily explained how they
do this.
Besides the Western bishops, those only from the
East were present at this council who had been condemned and deposed there by the party hostile to them.
It was the interest of the
dominant party in this council, that the judgment of the Eastern
synods with regard to Athanasius should be reversed, and the latter
restored to his place again.
The council of Sardica was intended, it
is true, in its first arrangement, to be an ecumenical one.
But as the
Orientals had in a great measure separated from it, it could lay no
just claims to this character; and it seems that its canons, in the next
succeeding times, stood in no very high authority even in the Western
church itself.
But, very naturally, these canons must have been
highly acceptable to the Roman church and in this church, therefore,
they could not be forgotten.
So much the more easily might it here
happen that these canons, to which a peculiar importance must have
been attached, would be unconsciously confounded and given out for
the same with those of the Nicene council.
second declaration, by
which, in the year 373 or 381, a certain supreme authority of jurisdiction in ecclesiastical affairs was conceded to the Roman bishop
Damasus, proceeded, however, only from an emperor, Gratian and
had reference simply to a schism which had arisen in Rome, in which
the Roman bishop was particularly interested.
(See below, History
of Schisms.)
of the bishops.

came

to

;

A

;

A

third case

was

this

The bishop Hilarius of Aries, whose

:

in discharging the duties of his spiritual office,

whose

life

zeal

of strict piety

and active benevolence commanded universal respect, had proceeded,
on a certain occasion, while visiting the churches as metropolitan
bishop of this part of Gaul (Gallia Narbonnensis)
which authority
the bishops of Aries had exercised for a long time, though not without
its being disputed,
to depose from his office, with the consent of a
synod, a certain bishop by the name of Celidonius.^
The latter, however, applied to Rome, and succeeded in persuading Leo that injustice
had been done him. Hilarius himself hastened to Rome, and openly
defended his cause. But when he perceived that Leo was already
committed on the side of Cehdonius and determined to take his part,
he judged it advisable to leave Rome again.
At this proceeding, Leo
was still more exasperated it appeared to him a very punishable act
of disobedience, that Hilarius ventured to withdraw himself from his

—

—

:

ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
He, without further ado, reinstated Celidonius in his office
though, even according to the decrees of Sardica,
it simply belonged to him to direct that a new investigation of the
:

1 It
is disputed, whether this bishop
belonged to the metropolitan diocese of
Hilarius, or whether zeal for church dislipline, or passion, led him to the wrong

step of stretching his
limits of that diocese,
ecclesiastical forms,

power beyond the
and thus to violate
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matter should be instituted in the province itself, by the neighboring
bishops, in which he himself might participate by means of his deleHe went so far as to declare that, as the metropolitan authorgates.
ity had been conferred by his predecessors on the bishop of Aries only
by a special grant, Hilarius had forfeited this power by his abuse of
it, and that it should again be transferred to the bishop of Vienna.
His unsi)iritual mode of apja-ehending the idea of the church, and the
hierarchical arrogance so easily

combined therewith, carried him

to

such an extreme that he could say " He who thinks himself called
upon to dispute the primacy of the Apostle Peter, wiU find himself in
:

but, puifed up by the spirit of his
nowise able to lessen that dignity
Leo, when he said this,
pride, will plunge himself into hell."^
might have applied to himself what he addressed to the Gallic bishops:
'•
That the fellowship of the church was not to be forbidden to any
that a soul for
Christian by the arbitrary will of an angry priest
which Christ has shed his blood, must not be excluded from the privilege of church communion on account of some insigiiificant word."
The young emperor, Valentinian HL, who was at the beck of the
Roman bishop, issued thereupon a law in the year 445, in w^hich he
;

own

;

" The primacy of the apostolic seat having been established by
the merit of the Apostle Peter, by the dignity of the city of Rome,
and by the authority of a holy synod,- no pretended power shall arro-

says

:

For peace
gate to itself anything against the authority of that seat.
can be universally preserved only when the whole church acknowlResistance to the authority of the Roman bishop
edges its ruler."
It is established
is declared to be an ofifenso against the Roman state.
as a settled ordinance for all times, that as well the Gallic bishops, as
all the other provinces, could not properly undertake
anything without authority from the Pope of the eternal city (Papa

the bishops of

urbis jeterniK}.

What

should be law for

all,

the tribunal of the

the authority of the apostolic seat ordained,

so that every bishop who,

Roman

when summoned before

bishop, declined to appear, should be forced

do so by the governor of the province.
the s|)iritual and the political points of view
were here confounded together, willed that the church of his empire,
just as the latter iVsg//, should have one acknowledged principal head;
but the whole previous constitution of the church could not possibly be
overthrown by an imperial edict.
Hilarius seems, notwithstanding, to
have remained in possession of his metropolitan dignity he maintained
the rights of his church, although he sought by a respectful deportto

The emperor, by whom

;

ment to become reconciled with the Roman bishop.^
The North African church, which most distinctly expressed the
principle
i
2

from which these consequences were derived, was, however,

Vid. ep. 9 and 10.
The council of Nice or of Sardica.
be reyretted, that there are no

3 It is to

remaining records of these transactions
/jetwcen Hilary and Leo.
The words
which the city prajfect (prajfectus urbis),
Auxiliaris, who soi%ht to make himself

mediator, addressed to Hilary, are worthy
of notice Impatienter ferunt homines, si
sic loquamur, quomodo nobis conscii sumus. Aures ])ra;terea Romanorum quadam teneritudine plus trahiintur, in quam
si se Sanctitas tua demittat, plurimum tu
nihil perditurus acquiris.
:
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removed from conceding these latter. That spirit of ecfreedom which had already, in the time of Cyprian, opposed
itself to the Roman assumptions, was here ever predominant.
As
cases were frequently occurring in which members of the clerical body
tliat had been deposed on account of their oifenses, took refuge with
the Roman church, and were there received the councils of Carthage,
in the years 407 and 418, ordained ^ that whoever thereafter, instead
of appealing to the jurisdiction of the North African church itself,
appealed to one beyond the sea, should be excluded from the fellowship of the church.
Yet it subsequently happened that a deposed
the farthest

clesiastical

;

presbyter, Apiarius, ajipealed to the Roman bishop Zosimus.
The
was disposed to bring the matter before his tribunal and when
this met with some resistance, he fell back for support on the cited
canons of the council of Sardica
which, however, he caused to be
latter

;

;

presented by his delegates at the council of Carthage in the year 419,
as Nicene canons.
To the Africans it appeared extremely strange
that these canens, which were wholly unknown to them, were nowhere
to be found in their collection of the doings of the Nicene council.
They resolved that they would assume them for the present to be
valid
yet cause inquiry to be made by consulting the genuine ancient
manuscripts of the doings of the Nicene council, preserved in the
Eastern churches at Constantinople, Alexandria, and Antioch, for the
pm-jjose of ascertaining whether they really belonged to them.
This
they gave notice of to the Roman bishop Bonifacius, who had meanwhile succeeded Zosimus.
They invited him also to make inquiries
of the like nature
but at the same time they declared that, even
according to these laws, the affairs of other ecclesiastics besides bish" Now although
ops must be settled only within their own provinces.
these laws were observed in Italy, yet they should not be compelled
to submit to such intolerable encroachments.
Yet they hoped that
under his ecclesiastical rule they would not have to suffer from such
arrogance."''^
Amid the doctrinal disputes of the fifth and sixth centuries, the Pelagian controversy and that concerning the edict de tribua capitalist we often see the Africans maintaining their doctrinal
principles even when in contradiction with the Roman
and we see,
in fact, the Roman bishop Zosimus finally yielding to the decisions of
;

;

;

the Africans.

We must accordingly hold fast to this as the result of the church
development of this period,
that the idea of an external church
theocracy under one sovereign head was already present in the minds
of the Roman bishops
and although a spirit of ecclesiastical independence, which flowed from the earliest Christian antiquity, still presented many obstacles to the realization of this idea, and the Eastern
church ever remained disinclined to acknowledge it, yet important
germs of such a realization were already existing in the Western
churches, from which, under favorable circumstances, in later times,
might spring much greater results.

—

;

1

Cod. Afr.

c.

28.

2

Non sumus jam

isftm typhum passuri.
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the outward unity of the church, another important

during this period, which, it is true, originated also
fundamental idea of the external, visible church yet,
if the Christian doctrine had not first evolved itself into precisely this
form of a universal monarchy, could not so easily have shaped itself in
we mean the general asse/nblies of the cliurdi, conthe way it did;
cilia universalia, avvohii oiKouyuei ikui (by olKovuh-q was understood, origBut the way for this was already prepared
inally, the Roman empire).
It was only necessary to carry
through the previous development.
over to these greater assemblages of the bishops, in an application
more general and more suitable, the principle already established with
The latter being then customarily
reference to the provincial synods.
regarded as organs of the Holy Spirit for the guidance of the churches
of a certain district, so now this was applied to the relation of univerThese universal councils had a twosal councils to the whole church.
to decide disputes concerning doctrines, and to determine
fold aim,
the constitution, the forms of worship, and the discipline of the church
to which latter, the canons of these assemblies had reference.
It was not possible, at these councils, to arrive at a calm understanding of disputed points of doctrine.
Each party was fettered to
its system already made out, and judged everything by it, without
entering at all into the examination of the notions entertained by
others.
and the result of the proIt was a strife of party passions
ceedings was already predetermined by the relation of the contending
parties to the dominant power.
Gregory of Nazianzus, who expressed
the result of a large and various experience, gives the following re"I
markable account of the mode of proceeding at such assemblies
am so constituted," he writes, " that, to speajc the truth, I dread
institution

in

in that general,

;

—

—

;

-"^

:

every assembly of bishops for I have never yet seen a good end of
any one,
never been at a synod which did more for the suppression,
than it did for the increase, of evils
for an indescribable thirst for
contention and for rule prevails in them, and a man will be far more
likely to draw upon himself the reproach of wishing to set himself up
as a judge of other men's wickedness, than he will be to succeed in
any attempts of his to remove it."
Yet, despite of the many impure human motives which intruded
themselves into these councils, men regarded them as the organs by
which the Holy Ghost guided the progressive movement of the church,
as the voice by which the Holy Ghost determined what had before
been doubtful, and to which every man was bound, therefore, to submit his own fallible, subjective judgment.
The theory of Augustin on
this subject was, that " the decision of controverted questions does not
proceed in the first instance and directly, from the transactions of these
councils ; but is, rather, prepared by tlie theological investigations
which have preceded. The decisions of councils sim|)ly give the expression of public authority to the result at which the church, in its
development thus far, has arrived. Hence it may happen that a con;

—

;

—

1

Ep. ad Procop. 55.
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troverted matter, at a particular time, cannot as yet be decided, even
by a general council ; because the previous investigations have not as

yet sufficiently prepared the way for a definitive, a settled, result."
According to this theory, general councils should express and settle
Christian consciousness, up to that point of its
development which, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, who is the
actuating principle of the whole life of the church, it has reached at
firmly the universal

The universal Christian consciousness is
a certain period of time.
the sum and contents
thus merely fixed in a determinate expression,
of Christian truth more clearly and distinctly evolved in opposition to
Hence an enlightened church teacher may, at a
the latest errors.
particular period, be in error on some one important point, without

—

therefore falling into heresy

may

;

since, in respect to this one point, there

as yet have been no general decision of the Christian conscious-

ness,

by which controversy

is

set aside.

But when, by

continual in-

vestigation, the evolution of the universal Christian consciousness has

reached this point, and expressed itself on the matter in question
through the voice of a general council, a proper humility requires it
of the individual that he should submit his own subjective judgment to
It is the pride of
that general decision guided by the Holy Ghost.
in truth, it is a
self-will only, which revolts against lawful authority
principle grounded in nature, that the part should subordinate itself to
the whole. According to Augustin's theory, however, earlier councils
might be corrected and improved by later ones since each council
gives only that decision which answers to the stage of development the
church has reached in each several period. Yet it may be questioned
whether Augustin really supposed that a council could express positive
errors
or whether his opinion was, that a later council should correct
the decisions of the earlier only so far as to define what the other had
just as the more advanced development of the
left undetermined
church might require, in its opposition to new forms of error.^
These ideas, scattered through the writings of Augustin, were systematically unfolded by Vincentius, a monk connected with the monastery on the island of Lerina near Provence, in his Commonitorium,
or Tractatus peregrini adversos hsereticos, a work which he published
some years after Augustin's death, in 434, and which forms an epoch
We here observe how, to the
in the history of the idea of tradition.
conservative element in the notion of tradition, had been added that of
progressive development, as one without which it would have been impossible to preserve intact the original truth, in the impure current of
The true thing in Montanism (though wrongly applied by this
time.
sect, in that they regarded progressive development as a growth from
without by means of superadded revelations) had passed over to the
;

;

;

;

1

Au^istiu. de baptismo contra DonaIpsa plenaria concilia
1. II. c. 3.

tistas,

s«pe priora posterioribus emendari, cum
aliriuo experimento rerum aperitur quod
clausum erat et cognoscitur quod latebat,
Bine ullo typho sacrilegoe superbise, sine
uUa inflata cervice arrogantise, sine uUa

contentione lividiE invidise, cum sancta
humilitate, cum pace catholica, cum cariBut where did ever such
tate Christiana.
Compare
a spirit prevail in a council?
with this the above-cited words of Gregory
Nazianzen.
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shurch, and was now transferred to that development which belongs
to the essence of Christianity, and which proceeds from Christianity
progressive deitself.
Of this Vincentius pertinently remarks "
velopment must assuredly be predicated of Christian truth since everything in the world has its progressive steps of age.^ But this progress
of development supposes persistence in the peculiar essence of the
The contrary would not be growth, but change into something
thing.
Those primitive doctrines -of heavenly wisdom must, with the
else.
progress of time, become more exactly determined, but they ought
not to be altered or mutilated. They must be brought out into greater
but they should lose nothing of their pure
clearness and distinctness
:

A

;

;

It is the opposition of new errors which
sharper determination and clearer unfolding of the
By virtue of this opposition, that which, in earlier times, was
truth.
matter of tacit tradition, becomes expressed in a written word.
But in place of the Montaniatlc growth from without was here subThe progressive development, as it is here apprestituted another.
hended, is, of necessity, connected with a specific organ. It expresses
itself by means of general councils; and to this progress, so expressed,

and perfect

original essence.'^

superinduces

this

must submit their own judgment. Thus the interpretawhich were acknowledged as being
sacred Scriptures,
the only complete source of knowledge concerning the truths of faith,
and the deduction of the doctrines of faith from them, were made
It is this only,
to depend on this kind of ecclesiastical authority.
which can enable us to find out that which is right amidst the infinite
The lack of any such art of interprecontrarieties of human opinion.^
all

individuals

—

tion of the

—

tation,

on the basis of

scientific

would keep men from
must be supplied by the constrain-

principles, as

falling into arbitrary explanations,

And instead of relying on the
and the free working of the Holy Spirit in the
church. Christians must place their reliance on such an outward guidance from the church, as was calculated to check the free development
of each individual mind.^ It was through the mediation of this human
government of the church, that the never-ceasing influence of Christ
must continually pass, as through its necessary channel. Facundus of
Hermiane says :^ " To his priests, when assembled in his name, Christ
can never be wanting, because he, being almighty truth, can in no

ing force of a positive outward rule.
intrinsic force of truth,

false to his promise."'
But the condition here supposed,
without which that promise could not be realized, was precisely the

way prove
1

Nullusne ergo in ecclesia Christi pro-

secundum

ecclesiastici et Catholici sensus

Habeatur
fectus habebitur religionis 1
quis ille est tam
plane, ct inaxiraus.

normam

invidus hominibus, tam exosus Deo, qui
C. 28.
istud prohibere conetur 1
^ Accipiant
evidentiam, lucem,
licet
distinctionem, sed retineant neccsse est
plenitudiuem, integritatera, proprietatem.
C. 30.
^ See c. 2.
Multum necesse est propter
tantos tam varii erroris anfractus, ut pro-

of Hermiane
a man who shows great
says,
freedom within certain limits
about the middle of the sixth century
(Defens. trium capitulorum, 1. V. c. 5)

Nam

Dheticae et apostolicse interpretationis linea

*

Neque

rum

dirigatur.
the excellent bishop

Thus

—

Facundus

—

enira est alia conciliorum faciendo-

utilitas,

quam

ut quod

int4;llectu

non

ca])imus, ex auctoritate credamus.
0pp.
Sismondi IL p. 407.
^ In the VIIL vol. of his work, Defens
trium capitulorum, c. 7, p. 483.
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Almost anything else
thing so often absent in these assembhes.
might, in many cases, be affirmed of them, than that they were assem-

name of Christ. What warrant had men to believe that
they who had not brought with them the tem[)er which was required
in order to hear the voice of the Divine Spirit, ought to be considered
In things spii-itual and
as its organs for the rest of the church ?
divine, it cannot hold good that the individual must subordinate himfor the individual spirit may, in truth, by its freeself to the whole
dom and by the purity of its will, outrun, in its own course of development, the whole multitude chained to that spirit of the age which
is not the spirit of truth.
The individual may have fought his way to
Errors are often propfreedom, where the multitude are in bondage.
agated without design, when they have made good their dominion over
Individuals who surrender themselves to
the consciousness of men.
the spirit of truth, which speaks not barely to the masses, but also to
each individual according to the recipient temper of his mind, attain
by clear consciousness to the separation of the true from the false
and how could they possibly be under any obligation to subject themBut even in case the Spirit
selves to the dominant spirit of untruth ?
of truth had spoken through a general council, still this expression
could be binding only on him who, by the same Spirit of truth, had
Thus there was
recognized the same as true, from the divine word.
substituted here a cringing to human authority, and consequent serviUty of spirit, in place of that true humility which gives all the honor
and which, therefore, in
to God, the Spirit of absolute truth, alone
freeing men from bondage to human opinions, makes them free indeed.
By these general councils, not only was a check put to the free
but, in addition to this, the
process of the development of doctrines
movable element in the outward life of the church, in the church constitution, in the ritual,
in fact, everything which is conditioned on
the changing forms of culture, and which is liable to alteration in consequence of the different necessities of different times, was subjected
to a stiff law of dead unifoi-mity.
In this manner was gradually formed a legislative tribunal over the
and the materials were now at hand for constituting a
whole church
general ecclesiastical legislation.
The Roman abbot, Dionysius Exiguus, presented to the Western
church, in the early times of the sixth century, a book of ecclesiastical
laws, consisting of a collection which he had made from the written
decisions (decretales) of the Roman bishops, given in answer to ecclesiastical questions which had been proposed to them, from the time
of Siricius, or from the year 335, and onward, and also from decrees
(canones) of the general, and of the more important provincial counand it had an
This work soon obtained paramount authority
cils.
important influence in giving shape to the papal monarchy in the
Western church, that he had assigned so prominent a place to the
bled in the

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

papal decrees.
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was ti-ansmitted from the preceding

who had, by

to the present
gross transgressions, violated their bap-

tismal vows, should be excluded from the fellowship of the church,

and

from pai-ticipating in the communion and not till they had given satisfactory proofs of repentance were they to receive absolution from the
bishop, and to be admitted again to church fellowship.
During the
Novatian controversies of the preceding period, men had agreed on
certain common principles i-especting the nature of penitence.
It was
agreed that to no one, of whatever offense he might have been guilty,
provided that by his conduct thus far he had shown the marks of sincere repentance, should be refused the communion in the hour of
death.^
Gradually the penitents came to be distributed hito different
classes, after the same manner as the catechumens, according to their
different degrees of fitness for being restored back to the fellowship of
the church.
The first class was formed of those who were not yet
allowed to enter the church.''^
They were bound to stand without the
doors of the church, and to implore, with weeping, the intercession of
the members of the community as they entered, at the same time
prostrating tlieraselves to the earth
hence they were called Trpao-KAatoi'T€5.^
Next followed those who were permitted to listen, with all
the unbaptized, in the outer area of the church (the vapb'rj'J, the ferula)
to the sermon and to the reading of the Scriptures.
Then followed
those in whose behalf a special prayer of the cluirch was offered
on
which occasion they fell on their knees, and hence were called woTriVTovTC';, substrati.
Finally, those who were allowed to be present at
all the prayers and transactions of the church, but yet could not themselves bring a gift to the altar, or participate in the communion (x^pts
;

;

;

irpo<j<^opu.<i KOLVii>vovvTf.i

Twv 7rpoo"euxw^) .*

A

regular confession of sin, to be made at stated intervals before a
priest, was a practice which had no existence in this period.
The
only cases which could occur were, either that the bishop excluded

from church fellowship those whose transgressions had become sufficiently notorious, and granted to them the privilege of readmission
only 071 condition of subjecting themselves to a church penance, fixed
upon by himself, in some proportion to their crime or else that they
voluntarily made confession of their sins to the bishoj), which act was
;

^ See Concil. Nic. canon 13.
If such a
person subsequently recovered, he was to
be placed back once moi'e in the fourth
^lass of pcenitentes.
^ 'Aireipyunevoi
rf/c lKK?i.T]aia( they are
called, in Grej^ory Nysscn. epistola canon-

ica

ad Letojum.

" Basil, ep. canonica, III.
Poenitentia, 1. II. c. 10.
* It is

uncertain what

is

Ambros. de

17th canon of the council of Ancyra by
tov<; x^^f^'^Cofieiovc

in the

— whether

etj
it

vexed by evil spirits, in the same place
with Energumens. The first is the mora
probable.

meant

evxea&aL,

denotes those amon<;- the tirst class of catechuinens without the doors of the church,
where they were exposed to all weathers,
or whether it stands for those in the class
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considered in itself a token of repentance, and therefore had some
influence in mitigating the penance of the church.
Still, in carrying out the principles which had been established on
the subject of admission to the communion, and of penance, the church,
since it no longer constituted, as in the preceding period, a body subsisting by itself and independent of all others, found many difficulties
which could not exist in the foregoing period, at least in the same deCases occurred hi which the bishop, by rigidly carrying out
gree.
these principles, must necessarily fear that a schism would be produced
The Donatists, of whom we shall presently speak, mainin the church.
tained that in such cases, in order to keep the church pure, no regard
although even their own bishops, it
should be paid to consequences
•was alleged, could not always proceed in exact accordance with this
pi"inciple.
Others, on the contrary,
as, for instance, Augustin,
maintained that men should be content simply to rebuke many of the
Much, they said, must be reserved
evils which were widely spread.
to the judgment of God.
At the same time it was necessary to proceed with wisdom and patience, so as to avoid a worse evil, and not to
The second difficulty was, to
root up the good fruit with the tares.'^
carry out these principles in their application to the great men of this
world, who, even in the church, could not be forgetful of their worldly
rank. It was everywhere an acknowledged principle, that here, before
the tribunal of God's word, no respect of persons ought to be admitted.
Chrysostom, in requiring the deacons to debar the unworthy from par;

—

ticipating in the Lord's supper, says

army

" Though the commander of an

:

or the governor of a province, though one decked with the im-

unworthy, refuse him."^
who spoke thus
and acted accordingly who did not fear to sacrifice everything temporal, in rigidly carrying out what they owned to be their duty as
shepherds of the flock. In the Western church, the example of an
Ambrose of Milan, who declared to several emperors, that, if they
proceeded to execute a purpose which appeared to him in violation of
the duty of a Christian emperor, he could not admit them to the communion, showed how much could be eflected, in these times of despotism, by the firmness of a bishop deeply penetrated Avith a sense of the
The emperor Theodosius
elevation and responsibleness of his calling.
I., incensed at a seditious tumult which broke out in the year 390 at
Thessalonica, abandoned thousands, the innocent with the guilty, to
perial crown, should approach, yet, if he

But

is

there must also have been men, like Chrysostom,
;

When the emperor came afterwards to
Milan, Ambrose, who had taken advantage of a sickness to retire
into the country, at first avoided an interview with him, supposing
the blind fury of his soldiers.

1

Chrysostom says of those who came

to the communion as impenitent sinners
Toijc /J.EV driXovg rjjilv avTol nuvruQ ijiielg
inEip^ofiEv, Tovg 6e uyvcJarovc {jfclv rw &E(b
KaTa\£iipu>iiEv

,

tu tu

LnobjiriTa ttjq ekugtov

See the Homily on the
Epiphany Benedict II. f. 374.
The same holds the deacons accountable
iuivoiag e166ti.
feast

of

'

if they shoukl admit to the communion a
person wliom they knew to be guilty of
any sin which was punishable with exclusion from the fellowship of the church.
Horn. 82, Matth. near the end.
^ gee Augustiiv c. Parmeniau. 1. III. c

13, et seq.
'^

Horn. 82, Matth. near the end.
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that passion left in his soul no room, as yet, for the lessons of religion.
thought that a letter which the emperor might find time to peruse

He

by himself, might make a more salutary impression on him.
placed before him the example of the penitent king David, and
" Sin can be removed only by tears and repentance.
No
wrote
and the Lord himself, who only is
angel or archangel can forgive sin
able to say to us, 1 am with you, when we sin, forgives the sins of
Add not to the sin
those only who come to him with repentance.
that of presuming to partake of the
already committed, still another
I
holy supper unworthily, which has redounded to the ruin of many.
have no occasion to be obstinate with you but I have cause to fear
I dare not distribute the holy elements, if you mean to be
for you.
Shall 1 venture to do that which I should
present and receive them.
not presume to do if the blood of one innocent individual had been
shed, where the blood of so many innocent persons has been shed?"^
These words of Ambrose made such an impression on the heart of
Theodosius, that, penetrated with the deepest anguish, he subjected
himself to the public penance of the church, having first laid aside his
and, as Ambrose says, not a day of his life passed
imperial robes
afterwards in which he did not remember with pain that cruel transaction.^ Ambrose, it is said, did not give him absolution until, to prevent the like effects of his irascible disposition for the future, he had
renewed a law of the emperor Gratian, which forbade any sentence of
death pronounced by the emperor to be executed short of an interval
so that the sentence might be recalled, if, after the
of thirty days
subsiding of passion, he found occasion to repent of it.
The excellent
bishop Facundus of Hermiane observed subsequently to the emperor
Justinian, who was distracting the church by lys despotic conduct
" Would God but raise up another Ambrose, there would be no want
of another Theodosius." ^
But there were yet powerful individuals who bade defiance to all the
One means then still remained in the hands
tribunals of the chui'ch.
of the bishops that of solemnly excluding them from the church by the
anathema, and making this, together with the crimes committed by such
individual, known to all their colleagues in a circular letter. This means
was employed by Synesius against Andronicus, the worthless governor
of Pentapolis, who had oppressed the poor in the most cruel manner,
silently,

He

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

1 Paiilinus, in his life of Ambrose.
Theodorctiis and Rufinus speak, it is true, of

a personal interview of Ambrose with the
emperor, whom he met at the threshold of
the church. In this case we must suppose
hat the emperor, notivithstanding the
written representations in this letter, still
ventured to come to the communion;
which is not probable. And as those writers make no mention at all of Ambrose's
letter, but make Ambrose say orally to
the emperor nearly the same things A^'hich
are written in this letter, it is quite probablc, that what was contained in the letter
came to be transferred to an oral interview
,

which never took

phice.

How

is

it

con-

that the emperor, as Paulinus
should have adduced, in his defense
on this occasion, that very example of
king David which Ambrose, in the letter,
had already used ayainst him
^ Ambrose, in his funeral discourse over
ceivable,

states,

!

this

emperor

:

Stravit omne,

quo utebatur,

insigne regium, doflcvit in ecclesia publice

peccatum suum, ne([ue ullus postca dies
quo non ilium doleret errorem.
* Quia si nunc Deus aliqucm Ambrosiura suscitaret, etiam Theodosius non deesset.
Pro defens. trium capitulorum, 1.
fuit,

XII.

c. 5, p.

584.
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and Lad

scoffed with outrageous

—

blasphemy

at all the mtercessions of

made

in the name of ChrisThis means was afterwards attended with a happy result.
In the large cities, especially within the Greek church, a special
presbyter was appointed for the purpose of attending to the duty of
confession, and of determining for the penitents their due proportion
of church penance.
But when the patriarch Nectarius of Constantinople was led, by the scandal created by the crime of an ecclesiastic
thus made publicly known, to rescind this oflfice (about the year 1390)
the consequence of this was, that the whole system of confession and
penance, as it had till now existed in the Greek church, came to an
end ; and it was left free to each individual, according to his conscience, to partake in the communion.^
Still, bishops
even in the
Greok church, as examples of the next succeeding times teach us
ever reserved to themselves the right of refusing the communion to
vicious men.
That abolition, however, of the ancient system of church
penance had, if we may believe the church historian Sozomen, an
injurious influence on the general state of morals.

the bishop,

the representations he

all

tianity.

—

III.

—

History op the Schisms of the Church.

As in the preceding period, so also in this, we have concluded to
separate the history of church schisms from that of the disputes concerning doctrine
the former standing closely connected with the
history of the development of the idea of the church, and the history
;

of the church constitution, and hence finding here

its

most natural

place.

The Donatut Schism.

1.

The

most important and influential church division which we have
mention in this period is the Donatist, which had its seat in North
Africa. This schism may be compared in many respects with that of
In this, too, we see the conflict,
Novatian in the preceding period.
and it is therefore imfor example, of Separatism with Catholicism
portant, in so far as it tended to settle and establish the notion of the
visible, outward unity of the church, and of the objective element in
That which distinguishes
the things of religion and of the church.
\he present case is, the reaction, proceeding out of the essence of the
Christian church, and called forth, in this instance, by a peculiar occasion, against the confounding of the ecclesiastical and political elements on Avhich occasion, for the first time, the ideas which Christianity, as opposed to the pagan religion of the state, had first made
men distinctly conscious of, became an object of contention within the
Christian church itself,
the ideas concerning universal, inalienable
to

;

;

—

V.

Sozom. VII.
1. VI.
The homilies of Chrysostom, which
1

Socrates,

Comp. Morin. de

.

19.

16.

Poenitentia,

22.
still

presuppose
the
preached by him

ancient usage,
Antioch.

,at

were
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concerning liberty of conscience ; concerning the rights
rights
The more immediate and local occasioD
of free religious conviction.
of these disputes lay in a certain spirit of fanaticism, which, ever since
the spread of Montanism, had prevailed in North Africa, and also in

human

;

various circumstances superinduced by the Diocletian persecution.
observed already, in our account of the persecution under Diocletian, that, as there were many at that time who had been induced,
by force or by fear, to deliver up the sacred writings in their posses-

We

sion (the traditores)

whom

;

so too, there

were many accused of

this,

against

means be proved. Such a charge
a weapon for the gratification of per-

the accusation could by no

might easily be converted

into

the propensity to mist;ike inferences for facts rendered
When, for example,
it no difficult matter to prove the accusations.
an individual who had been arrested by the pagan magistrates, found
means, through some favorable circumstances or other, to deliver himsonal malice

:

denying yet men were prone to draw the conclusion that
he had remained true to the faith, he would assuredly, like other
he could have escaped
true confessors, have suflfered martyrdom,
Again, as we have also remarked already in the
only by denying.
liistory of that persecution,^ the same principles were not held by all
Two
with regard to the proper mode of conduct on these occasions.
parties stood opposed to each other ; a prudent and a fanatical one.
At the head of the prudent party was the bishop Mensurius of Carthage and, as it was common, especially in the Western church, for
the archdeacons to be the confidants of the bishops, and to take pains
self without

;

if

—

;

that the regulations ordained by them should be carried into effect,,
so it
and that the discipline of the church should be maintained
happened that his archdeacon Ca3cilianus stood in this relation to
Mensurius.
The two seem to have been united in a mutual understanding to oppose superstition and fanaticism.
There were many who, with broken credit, having become weary
of life and anxious to get rid of it, hoped in martyrdom to find a.
death honorable among the Christians, and meritorious in the sight of
God or who, persecuted by the consciousness of guilt, hoped in this
;

;

way
to be

to free themselves at

thrown

once from

all

or who were eager
might there be loaded
kinds, by their fellow-

their sins

into prison as confessors, that they

;

with honor, kind treatment, and presents of all
Christians.
Mensurius could not endure that such persons should be
confirmed in their knavery or their delusion, and that other Christians
should be deceived and abused by them.
He was desirous also of
He
preventing the scandal which would thus be given to the Pagans.
therefore endeavored to put a stop to the expressions of honor and
respect which were paid to such men in their prisons, as well as to tlie
In general, this
reverence shown them as martyrs after their death.
prudent man was unwilling to allow that fanatics who, without being

accused or called for, surrendered themselves to the pagan authorities,
and though unasked, yet publicly declared they had Bibles in their
1

See

vol.

I.

p. 151.
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—

houses, but that they would not deliver them up,
that such enthu
siasts should be reverenced as martyrs.
Since the Christians, more
over, without reflection or prudence, thronged in crowds to their dun-

geons, and uneasiness and alarm might in this way be easily excited
among the Pagans, he directed his archdeacon to take precautions
against such results.
As Mensurius disapproved of everything like
fanatical imprudence, so

he considered

for the preservation of his

own

life,

and

it

his

duty

to

do everything

for the external

quiet of his

community, which could be done without directly or indirectly denying the faith.
When he heard that a church at Carthage was to be
searched by the Pagans, he caused all the manuscripts of the Bible to
be removed from it to a place of safety, and writings of heretics to be
substituted in their stead, which the inquisitors were satisfied to find
there, and asked no farther questions.^
Mensurius, as a natural consequence, made all with whose superstition and fanaticism, or with
whose selfish interests, his own prudence and firmness came in conflict,
his fiercest enemies
and these persons took pains to propagate the
most infamous stories of his conduct. Whether in this matter he and
CaBcilianus were lohoUy innocent, or whether, misled by a well-meant
but over-earnest zeal against fanaticism, they failed of showing sufiicient honor to Christian feeling and Christian zeal, even in its extrava;

gances,

— whether,

they allowed themselves to be drawn into various

acts of violence which might furnish grounds for just crimination, can-

want of impartial sources of information, be certainly
known.
Suffice it to say, that the antagonists of Mensurius accused
him of conceahng the truth, and of asserting that none but writings of
heretics were surrendered to the Pagans, for the purpose of clearing
And
himself from the charge of giving up the sacred Scriptures.
even if the pretense were well grounded, yet, declared they, it was
Again, they
not allowable for a Christian to use such deception.
accused him of having caused the most harsh and violent measures to
be adopted by Cfficilian, for the purpose of hindering the Christians
generally from testifying their love and their sympathy for the imnot, for the

prisoned confessors.^
The fanatical party was patronized by the then primate of Numidia,
Secundus, bishop of Tigisis. In a letter to Mensurius, he disapproved
the manner in which that bishop had censured the fanatical confessors ;
1

cum

Vid. Augustin. breviculus collationis
Donatistis diei III. c. 13, § 25, and

monumenta

Vetera ad Donatistarum
historian! pertinentia in Optat. Milevitan.

the

de schismate Donatistarum, p. 174.
^ See tlie representation of this matter
by a Donatist, in the collection of Du Pin,
above referred to, f. 15.5 et 156. The fanatical, fact-perverting hatred of the Donatists, the language of unbridled passion,
whicli is not to be mistaken even in this
representation itself, inspire the reader
with but little hope of finding here any
aistorical truth. Thus among other things
Et caedebantur a Caeciliano
it is said:

passim, qui ad alendos martyres veniebant, sitientibus intus invinculis confessoribus, pocula frangebantur ante carceris
limina, cibi passim lacerandi canibus spargebantur, jacebant ante carceris fores
martyrum patres mati-esque sanctissimse,
et ab extremo conspectu hberorum excussi, graves nocte dieque vigilias ad ostium carceris exercebant. Erat fletus horribilis, et acerba omnium, qui aderant,
lameutatio, prohibere pios martyrum complexus et divelli a pietatis otHcio Chi'istianos, Cfficiliano sseviente tyranno etcrudeli
carnifice.
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and declared that
deliver

up

all

those

who had

suffered

their Bibles, deserved to be

martyrdom rather than

honored as martyrs.

Follow-

ing the prevailing style of allegorical exposition peculiar to that age
and country, he appealed to the example of Rahab, who refused to
surrender up the two spies ; for these were a symbol of the Old and
New Testaments. '• When the soldiers of the police," as he reported,

" came also to Ura, and demanded copies of the Bible, he said to
them I am a Christian and a bishop I am no traditor. And when
they asked only for a few useless pieces as a show (such as writings
imitating the ex
of heretics), he refused to give them even these,
ample of the Maccabee Eleazar, who would not consent even to appeal
as if he partook of the swine's flesh, lest he might set an example of
;

:

—

apostasy to others."
It

is

'

certain that the opinion was

still

many

prevailino; with

in the

ground from the time
of Cyprian,^ that the validity of all sacerdotal acts depended on the
subjective character of the persons who performed them, and that
therefore they were valid only in case they were performed by memthat consequently a sacerdotal
bers of the true Catholic church
act executed by an excommunicated person was wholly without force.
When, therefore, in the year 805, the Numidian provincial bishops,
under the presidency of the above-named Secundus, assembled at

North African church, which had maintained

its

;

Cirta in

Numidia

for the purpose of ordaining a

new bishop

for this

opened the meeting by declaring that they ^ught
first to examine themselves, and make sure that there was no traditor
among them (since a person of this description, excluded by the fact
itself from the communion of the church, was unfit for the performSeveral among* the existing bishops
ance of any sacramental act).
were accused by rumor; several could excuse themselves on the ground
of having given up other writings (e. g. on medicine) instead of the
one, who plainly had no such excuse to offer, but, though he
Bible
had surrendered a copy of the Bible, yet remained steadfast in the
'^
You know how
confession of the faith, said to the bishop Secundus
long Florus (the police otficer) sought me, that he might force me to
scatter incense, and God delivered me from his hands, my brother
but since God has forgiven me, do you also leave me to the judgment
Hereupon Secundus, in a way characteristic of his fanatic,
of God."
" What are we to do, then, with the marspiritual pride, exclaimed
tyrs? Because they did not give up their Bibles, was the very reason
The accused said " Leave me
for which they have been crowned."
there I will render my
till I appear before the judgment-seat of God
certain bishop, Purpurius, of irascible temperament,
account."'
against whom a far weightier charge was pending, which doubtless
instead of speaking in his
required to be more carefully looked into,
own defense, cast suspicion on Secundus himself: " How could it be
believed that when he had been seized, and had declared, that he poscity, the president

;

:

:

:

;

A

—

1

Augustin. breviculus

natistis. d. III. c.

nDu

Pinl.

cum DoMonumenta

collat.

13, § 25.

c.f. 174.

^ See above, the disputes concerning
baptism by heretics, vol. I. sect. 2.
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copies of the Bible, and yet did not deliver

them

up, the officers

of police would quietly receive such a declaration and allow him to go
free, while so many others who had declined to surrender their Bibles,

were compelled

to suffer severe

tortures

and death

ever, the conduct of the pagan authorities varied so

?

"

Since, how-

much according

tempers and since so many particular circumstances
might procure for one, a better lot than fell to the others, this conclusion, which was intended- to bring suspicion on Secundus, was at least
Another Secundus among the assembled bishops,
a very unsafe one.
nephew of the one first mentioned, begged the latter to consider what
danger threatened the peace of the church, if men sliould be disposed
All the accused would in the end unite
to push the matter further.
and consequently a schism was inevitable. Therefore it
against him
was finally resolved, for the preservation of the quiet of the church,
to leave all that was past to the judgment of God.^
We h:ive brought together these characteristic traits out of the
times that preceded the Donatist schism, because it is in the excitement
of temper which here betrays itself, and in the hostile relations betwixt
the prudent party of Mensurius of Carthage, and the opposite fanatical
party of the Numidian bishops, we must look for the original causes
to their different

;

;

of this schism.

The bishop Mensurius died soon after the Diocletian persecution was
ended, in the year 311, by the edict of Galerius. Having been called,
on some special business, to appear before the emperor Maxentius at
Rome, he died on the way when he was returning home. It was frequently the case, on the demise of a bishop, that his archdeacon was
because, having possessed the confidence,
chosen to fill the vacancy
and been often vested with the full powers of the bishop, he had al;

1 See the transactions of this assembly
in Augustin. contra Cresconium, 1. III. c.
27, § 30, and the monunienta in Du Pin,
The Donatists declared, it is true,
f. 175.
at the religious conference in Carthage, A.
D. 411, that these documents were interpolated (vid. Augustin. brevicul. collat. d.
Pin, f. 321)
III. c. 17, § 31, and 1. c.

Du

but their assertions can be regarded no
otherwise than as very suspicious, as they
were inclined to deny everything that conflicted with the interests 'of their party;
alleged by them against
the genuineness of these writings have no
One reason was
whatever.
decisive weight
the definite statement of the date and of
the consuls, which common practice in
civil transactions was contrary to the ec-

and the reasons

clesiastical

custom.

was censured too by

Without doubt this
Athanasius, as an unthe Sirmian formulas
in the instance where

churchlike thing, in
of faith; yet it was,
he censured it, an entirely different affair,
it related there to a determination of
doctrines, which could not be so bound to
a particular time; but here, on the other
hand, it related to a judicial investigation,
and an external act of the church, where

—

dates were of

more importance.

At

ail

events, enough has not been left us of the
older synodal transactions to render it
possible to decide, whether this was really
so unprecedented. The other party could,
however, adduce an example of the contrary.
To the Donatists, who pushed
their o])position to the confounding of ecclesiastical and political matters to the extreme of fanaticism, such a determinate
date was in itself a hateful thing, because
It is worit looked like such confusion.
thy of remark, that they even required an
example of such an ecclesiastical determination of date from the Holy Scriptures,

— a proof of the very narrow character of

The second reason was,
their criticism.
that at the time of the persecution no such
assembly could have been held. This reason, Marcellinus, the president of the religious conference, who rejected the first
as amounting to nothing, declared to be

more weighty. But the bishops of the
other party could easily cite examples out
of the history of tlie persecutions, by which
the possibility of such an assembly, even
under these circumstances, might be
proved.

LUCILLA.

DONATDS OP CAS^ NIGR^.

2'il

But, inasmuch
ready acquired the greatest influence in the church.
as the archdeacon was inferior in rank to the presbyters, this practice
would easily become an occasion of jealousies and divisions. CiEcilian
had particularly against him that party in the Carthaginian community, and in the Nuraidian church, which disputed the principles of
At the head of his enemies in Carthage stood a bigoted
Mensurius.
widow by the name of Lucilla, a person of wealth, and, by means of
This individual attached great importance to
her wealth, of power.
certain fragments of human bones which she had obtained from some
These {)requarter or other, and which she gave out to be relics.
tended relics she was in the habit of kissing every morning previously
to partaking, as was customary in this country,^ of the consecrated
She usually took them along with her also to the early mornbread.2
ing service, and here too kissed her rehcs previously to partaking of
The archdeacon, whose duty it was to look after the
the communion.
order of the church, reprimanded her for this superstitious custom,
and threatened her, in case she did not desist from it, with ecclesiastiIt was undoubtedly necessary that some check should
cal censures.
be given to the spreading superstition with regard to relics, and perhaps Ccecilian found it particularly offensive that she seemed to attribute a higher sanctifying power to her relics than to the sacrament of
the supper.^ Many indications go to show, that the Numidian bishops
endeavored to anticipate the choice of Coecilian, and immediately after
Mensurius' death, to secure for themselves a party in the community,
and to oppose this party to Cmcilian. JJonatus, bishop of Casa3 Nigrse
Sein Numidia, is said to have been busy even at this early stage.^
cundus of Tigisis, primate of Numidia, the zealous antagonist of the
Caecilian party, sent certain ecclesiastics to Carthage, who held separate assemblies in the house of Lucilla, and placed a provisionary superintendent, under the customary title of visitor (TrepLoSevTij^)', over
The more resistance the party of
the entire affairs of the church.^
Ccfc'ciliau had to fear against his choice, the more urgent reason had
But, without
they for hastening the whole thing to a conclusion.
doubt, it was difficult here to hit upon the right course for preserving
1

See

vol. T. sect. 2, respectino; the daily

communion

in the church of North Africa,
See Optatus Milevit. do schismate
Donatistar. 1. I. c. 16. In this place it is
'^

said

:

Ante

spiritalem

cibum

et

potum

;

refer to the domestic comalone, for in this the second had

which cannot

munion

no place. Probably Lucilla observed the
same custom in the church communion
which she had been in the practice of at
home, and thus her superstitious observThe
ances became known to CaBcilian.
opinion of Aubespin (Albaspineus), that
she had been led by the custom of the mutual kiss of brotherly love preceding the
communion, to transfer this form to her

for the purpose of maintaining
thereby the communion with her ])atron
sufficiently well-grounded,
is not
•mce the practice of kissing relics, esperelics,

gaint,

cially

with

existed

females,

elsewhere

also.
^

Optatus

tari os, etc.

—
:

cum

prceponeret calici salualthough the prceponeret may

be referred also simply to time,
* By the investigations of the tribunal
which sat subsequently at Home, under
the Roman bishop Melchiades, it is said
Donatum a Casis
to have been proved
Nigris adhuc diacono Casciliano schisma
fecisse Carthagine.
See Augustin. brevicuius, 1. c. and Du Pin, f. 319.
^ Thus says Augustin, Sermo 46, § 39,
T. V. ed. Benedict. Paris, f 146, D. The
assertion of Augustin, a violent opponent
of the Donatists, is testimony, indeed,
Yet
wliich cannot be wholly relied on.
the thing is, in itself, not improbable and
all these ])reccding circumstances place the
origin of the Donatist scliism in a clearer
:

;

liirht.
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CiECILIAN ORDAINED.

unanimity and quiet for if they waited until the arrival of the Numidian provincial bishops, who were in the practice of assisting at the
ordination of the bishop of Carthage, it was to be foreseen that these
would oppose the election. Should the ordination be completed before
their arrival, new cause would be given them for dissatisfaction and
complaint but still they could not pronounce the episcopal consecration, after it had once been solemnized, null and void; since, although
the Numidian provincial bisho])S might often be invited to assist on
these occasions, yet nothing had been expressly settled on this point in
the ecclesiastical laws.^
The election and ordination were therefore
hastened to a completion, and the latter office was performed by a
neighboring bishop, Fehx of Aptungis.^
Against the new bishop, the
powerful Lucilla, with her party, now took her stand
and to this
party belonged the elders of the Carthaginian church.^
The primate of Numidia came afterwards, with his bishops, to Carthage, either without being sent for, or, as the other party alleged, at
the invitation of Lucilla and those connected with her.
They met
from the latter with a very friendly i-eception
and they manifested,
from the first, hostile feelings towards Cajcilian, whom they refused to
acknowledge as a bishop.
Csecilian now challenged his adversaries to
produce their charges, if they had any against him but they began
by accusing as a traditor the bishop who had ordained him and, in
conformity with that old principle of the North African church, they
refused to recognize as valid an ordination which had been performed
;

;

;

;

:

;

1 The opponents of the Donatist party,
at the religious conference in Carthage,
affirmed that it was hy no means a common custom for the bishop of Carthage to

be ordained by a Numidian Metropolitan
bishop, cum aliud habeat ecclesice Catholicai consuetudo, ut non Numidije, sed
propinquiores episcopi episcupum ecclesiiE
Carthaginis ordinent, sicut nee Tiomanse
ecclesiaB ordinat aliquis episcopus metropolitanus sed de proximo Ostiensis episcopus. Augustin. breviculus d. III. c. 16,
.

;

§ 29, in

Du

Pin monumenta,

f.

.321.

Ac-

cording to Optatus, I. 18, there were two
individuals, Botrus and Celestius, probably presbyters in the Carthaginian church,
who hastened the election in hopes that
the choice might fall on one of themselves,
The foct that so many reasons were hunted

up from one quarter and another

to invalidate that objection of the Donatist party,
renders it probable, that the ordination of
the bishop of Carthage was, according to

the more common practice, solemnized in
the presence and with the cooperation of
the Numidian bishops. Optatus, however,
introduces that remark of his only as a report (dicitur). Perhaps the truth at hottorn was simply this, that those two presbyters aspired after the episcopal dignity,
and, having been disappointed, were for
this reason led to foster the division.
* The name of this town is written vari-

ously
Aptugnensis, Aptungitanus, Aiitumnitanus.
^ The seniores plebis, according to the
system of organization which prevailed in
the North African church (see vol. I. § 1).
The adversaries of the Donatists explain
When the bishop Mensuthis as follows
rius, uncertain as to the issue of his business, left Carthage, he intrusted the precious movables of the church to the care
of these elders, with the charge to deliver
them over, in case he died before his return, to his successor in the bishopric,
But, as these seniores wished to retain the
whole in their own possession, it grieved
them to be obliged to deliver them over
into the hands of Cfecilian, and this was
the cause of their enmity to him. Optatus,
I. 18: Qui faucibus avaritia commendaCum reddere cotani ebiberant prsedam.
gerentur, subduxerunt communioni pedem. But how was this known to be the
For these persons certainly could
fact ?
not decline giving up what had been intrusted to them; and, at all events, must
have been obliged to give up the whole to
the new bishop, whoever he might be. It
is quite evident that, as_ often happens in
similar cases, such motives, the existence
of which could not possibly be proved,
were falsely imputed to these persons,
after they became hated as the promoters
of Donatism.
:

:

—

PARTY OF MAJORINUS.
by a

Cgecilian

traditor.

office,

and return

to his

22B

went still further he offered to resign his
former post as a deacon, so that he could be
:

ordained anew by the Numidian bishops.^ But the latter were too far
committed against him to enter into any such compromise. They now
prov^ceded to accuse Cnecilian himself; and, as they did not acknowledge him to be a regular bishop, they chose in his stead the reader
An assembly of seventy Numidian
Majorinus, a favorite of Lucilla.
bishops at Carthage excommunicated Ca'cilian, because he had allowed
The fanaticism which prevailed
himself (o be ordained by a traditor. ^
already at this assembly is characteristically shown by the following
" As unfruitful weeds are mown
expression of one of its members
:

down and

cast away, so the thurificati

and

traditores,^

and those who

are schismatically ordained by traditors, cannot remain in the church
of God, except they acknowledge their error, and become reconciled
with the church by the tears of repentance."*
Thus was laid the foundation of the schism in the North African

According to the usual mode of proceeding in such cases,
church.
each of the two parties now endeavored to secure for itself the recogand thus the breach would necessarily be
nition of other churches
extended.
The emperor Constantine, who just at the present juncture had obtained the sovereignty over this part of the Roman empire,
must have been prejudiced from the beginning against the party of
for, in the very first laws by which he bestowed various
Majorinus
privileges on the Catholic church in this quarter of the world, he expressly excluded that party from all share in them, and declared himself decidedly opposed to it; although this proceeding was in directcontradiction to those principles of universal toleration which Constan;

;

enacted about the same time. The fanatits very origin, may
doubtless have furnished occasion enough for representing it to the
emperor as composed of dangerous men, Avithout his knowing anything
more about the character of these disputes.^ The party of Majorinus,
which saw itself condemned without a hearing, presented to tlie emperor, then residing in Gaul, a petition, entreating him, by his love of
justice, to name judges in that country itself for the purpose of inquiring into the nature of the controversy which had arisen in the North
African church.^
They probably chose to have their judges from
Gaul, because these would be least liable to suspicion inasmuch as
this country had escaped the last persecutions of the Christian church,
and therefore no traditors were to be found there, as in the other
churches.
The emperor thereupon directed that Melchiades (Miltiades), bishop of Rome, with five other Gallic bishops, should inquire
tine

had avowed

icism which

we

in the laws

find

prevailing in this party at

;

1 Optat. I. 19.
Cfficilian would hardly
have been induced to consent to this, had
he not at that time conceded the principle,
that an ordination performed by a traditor
was invalid.
Augustin. breviculus d. III. c. 14, § 26.
^ See vol. I. § 1.
* Liber c. Fulgentium Donatistam, c.
Du Pin monumenta, p. 176.
26
'^

^ Jn a rescript, issued in the beirinninf;
of the year 313, addressed to Ciecilianus
bisliop of Carthage, and cited in Eusebius
X. 6, the adherents of the other i)arty are

styled

firj

mention
•*

The

tus, I. c.

is

Ka-^eaTuar]^ diavoiac uv&puiTroi

made

petition
22.

of their fmvla.
is

to be

found in Opta-
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the affair

into

;

COUNCIL AT ARLES.

that Cciecihan should appear before them, with ten

who were to present the charges against him, and ten other
bishops who were to defend him.
The trial was holden in the year
and Melchiades came attended with fifteen other ItaHan bish313
The bishop Donatus of CasjB Nigrse in Numidia, with whom,
ops.
as we remarked above, the germ of the schism began, now also stood
bishops

;

as indeed he seems generally to
at the head of Cascilian's accusers
His charges
have been at that time the soul of the whole party.
but he himself was
against the latter were found to be unsustained
;

;

declared guilty of various acts contrary to the laws of the church^ The
party of Majorinus having declared, as was to be expected, that injustice had been done them by this decision, Constantine directed, in the
year 314, that the charges against the ordainer of Ca^cilian, the abovenamed bishop Felix, should be examined according to the usual judicial
form at Carthage, where access could be had to all the records and
and that an ecclesiastical
witnesses that might be needed in the trial
convention at Aries should hear delegates from the two parties, and
The result of
so enter into a new investigation of the whole matter.
The council
the first inquiry was, that Felix was declared innocent.
of Aries decided likewise against the party of Majorinus, and established at the same time three canons which in part were opposed to the
conduct of this party, and partly were designed to prevent the occurAs the charge of denying
rence of similar divisions for the future.
the faith in the Diocletian persecution had been one of the principal
occasions which led to this schism, and such accusations, repeated over
;

merely on the ground of vague report, might often result in similar
consequences, it was decided in the thirteenth canon that those only
who could be convicted by public documents of having delivered up
copies of the Holy Scriptures or property of the church, or of having
informed against other Christians before the tribunals, should be deposed from their spiritual offices. No other accusation but those which
As, moreover, the
could be thus substantiated, should be received.
party of Majorinus held fast to the ancient principle of the North
African church, that the validity of a sacramental act depended on the
fact that the performer of it was a member of the Catholic church, it
was established as a rule, in reference to ordination, that, although
this ceremony had been performed by a person who could be legally
convicted of those transgressions, it should still remain valid in case

The same principle of the
nothing else was to be objected against it.
objectivity of sacramental acts was, moreover, in the eiylith canon, so
probably with reference to the proceedings of the North
detined,
that baptism was always to be considered valid
African schismatics,
if it had been performed in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost.^
For the rest, it may well be inferred from the passionate

—

—

tone of the report drawn up by this council and sent to the
1
According to one reading, this canon
would be pointed, not against these North

Africans, but against the Arians. But the
other is most probably the original read-

Roman

What possible occasion could there
ing.
be, at that time, especially in the Western
church, for the expression of ajiy such opposition to the Arians?
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bishop Silvester, that the spirit which prevailed in it was not calcudispose the other party for peace.
The party of Majorinus
appealed from this decision to the judgment of the emperor himself.
We have observed before, how very strange it then appeared to Constantine, that an appeal should be made from an episcopal decision on
ecclesiastical matters to his own tribunal.
In his reply to the bishops,
he manifests his displeasure against the party of Majorinus by the
most violent expressions.^ Yet he accepted the appeal, and listened
lated to

himself to the delegates of the two parties at Milan, in the year 316
his decision also went in favor of Caicilian.
From this time the whole

matter took another turn ; laws of the state now appeared against the
they were deprived of their churches, and the
party of Majorinus
places where they assembled were confiscated.^
They were treated
as transgressors of the imperial laws.
The force by which it was
sought to destroy them, proved, as usually happens, only the means of
giving them a new impulse, and pushed the spirit of enthusiasm, already
existing among them in the bud, into full development.
Majorinus,
indeed, died in the year 815; but with him the schism, which had
struck deeper root, by no means ceased. Besides, he had rather served
to give an outward name to the party, than really constituted the head
and soul of it. The latter had till now been Donatus, bishop of Casse
Nigrae in Numidia, who stood in the same relation to Majorinus as,
under similar circumstances, Novatus had done to Novatian at the
beginning of the Novatian schism.
But henceforth the other Donatus, the successor of Majorinus, became the head and soul of the sect.
And he was well suited to stand at the head of a party, being a man
of fiery, untutored eloquence, of great firmness of principle, and of
The excessive admiration of his party congreat energy of action.
verted him into a worker of miracles, and gave 'him the title of the
Great.^
From him, too, they received their name, the Donatists ;
and by this name we shall henceforth call them.*
;

1

^

See this

Aug.

letter in

ep. 88, § 3.

Du

Pin acta, f. 184.
Contra lit. Petilia-

205.
3 It went to such a pass that they were
in the habit of swearing per canos Donati.
August. Enarrat. in Ps. X. § 5.
* One might be doubtful, whether the
names pars Donati, Donatistae, Donatiani,
were derived originally from Donatus a
Casis Nigris, or from Donatus Magnus,
ni.

1.

II. c. 92, §

The explanation

given byDonatists themselves points, it is true, quite distinctly, to
the latter derivation (see the words of Pctilianus, bishop of Cirta in Numidia, which
will presently be quoted, collat. c. Donatist. N. 32, f. 296).
But it may be that
although this name was taken originally
from Donatus a Casis Nigris, yet this per6on was afterwards forgotten among his
party, in consequence of the far greater
influence of the second Donatus.
The
title pars Donati actually occurs already
in the petition of the Donatist party addressed to the emperor Coustantine, in the
VOL. II.
15

year 313 (in Optatus,

1.

I. c.

22)

;

and,

if

this citation is perfectly correct, no further
doubt could exist about the correctness of
the derivation of the name from Donatus
a Casis Nigris. But it is certain that Optatus does not give us the original title of
this petition, but has modified it by the
name which the Donatist party then bore.

The

original

relatio
it

is

title

we

find rather in

the

Anulini proconsulis Africfe, where
a parte Majo-

said, libellus traditur

Thus the party was styled, till the
time when the name of Majorinus became
wholly eclipsed by that of Donatus Magnus.
Yet there is one other possible supposition,
that Donatus a Casis Nigris
and Donatus Magnus were one and the
rini.

—

same individual

that the former, on account of having so greatly distinguished
himself by his activity in behalf of the iuterests of his party, had, after the death of
Majorinus, obtained the first bishopric of
his party.
In favor of this would be the
fact, that Optatus of Mileve seems to have
;
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The Donatlsts, in their pubHc declarations, must, of course, apply to
themselves some appropriate title in order to distinguish their own sect
from the party of their opponents, and from the dominant church in
North Africa.

They

therefore called themselves by a name wholly
" pars Donati," as the most convenient way

inoffensive in itself, the

making themselves known

of

in their relation to another determinate
This other party, it is true, following the unjustifiable
practice of imputing inferences of their own as facts against their adversaries, argued from this party name, that they were for being something else than the church of Christ and the Catholic church
that
they thus set themselves off as a mere human party.
The Donatists
by no means admitted the thing which was assumed in these accusations
they declared that they called themselves after the name of
Donatus, not as the founder of a new church, but as one of the bishops of the ancient church derived from Christ.^
And not without
reason could they say that they might rightly call their adversai-ies,
precisely after the same manner, Mensurists and Cgecilianists.^
The
name Donatists, which was applied to them by their opponents, may,
in its intended meaning, perhaps, have implied, from the beginning,
something that was offensive they themselves would never acknowl-

human

party.

;

;

;

edge

it.3

Ursacius, a count of the empire, had been directed to carry the
laws against the Donatists into effect; and a person of this description,
accustomed to mihtary despotism, was certainly not calculated to proceed in an affair of this kind with that spirit of kindness and forbearance, without which the enthusiastic spirit, already in existence, might
easily be fanned into a fiercer flame.
The forcible measures to which
Ursacius resorted,* for the purpose of compelling the Donatists to
unite with the dominant church, produced the most violent ferment of
spirits.
There existed in North Africa a band of fanatical ascetics,
knowledge

of only one Donatus
but
against it is the fact, that the Donatists
expressly distinguished one of these two
Donatuses from the other (see Augustin.
breviculus collat. c. Donatistis d. III. c.
20, § 38. Du Pin, f. 323) ; and, moreover,
the Catholic bishops recognized, at the religious conference in Carthage, this distinction as a correct one; and Augustin
who at an earlier period, as he says in his
Retractions, had confounded together the
two Donati expressly distinguishes them,
;

—

—

c. Cresconium Donatistam, 1. II. c. 1, § 2.
'Again: the ti-anslation of bishops, forbidden by the laws of the church, was by no
means so common in the Western church
as it was in the Eastern
and, had Donatus M. incurred the charge of an act so
;

contrary to the laws of the church, his
adversaries could hardlj"^ have failed to
make use of such an advantage against
him.
1 The words of the Donatist Cresconius
are
Quod Donatus non auctor et institutor ecclesiae, quffi antea non fuerat, sed a
:

Christo deductiB et antiqua3 unus ex episcopis fuerit.
In Augustin. c. Cresconium
1. IV. c. 6, § 7.
of the Donatist bishop Peat the conference in Carthage
Ego eos dicere possum, immo palam aperteqne designo Mensuristas et Cascilianistas, 1. c. f. 296, N. 30.

Donatistara,
^

The words

tilianus

^

The Donatist grammarian Cresconius

affirmed that, according to the Latin gramthey ought at least to be
called, not Donatistoe, but Donatiani, c.
Crescon. Donatist, 1. II. c. 1, § 2.
* The Donatists were persuaded that
the death of this man, who was killed
sometime afterwards in an affray with the
barbarians, was a divine judgment in punishment for his crimes. But the logic of
fanaticism, as usual, argued from one or
two cases to all, and hence the Donatist
bishop PetUianus said Periit Macarius,
periit Ursacius, cunctique comites vestri
Dei pariter vindicta perierunt. Augustinc. literas Petili^ni, 1. II. c. 92, § 208.

matical use,

:
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POLICY OF CONSTANTINE.

labor, wandered about the country among the huts
(whence they were called by their adversaries circiimThey styled themcelliones), and supported themselves by begging.
These people could easily
selves the Christian champions, ac/onistici.
while the Pagans were still in
be excited to any species of fanaticism
power, parties of theSe circumcelliones had often, to no useful purpose,
demolished the idols on their estates, and thus exposed themselves
It is no more than
to martyrdom.^
which was in fact their object
natural tliat these persons, stimulated perhaps by the discourses of
their bishops, and roused by the persecutions against the Donatist
party, should be easily hurried on to every species of fanaticism and

who, despising

all

Df the peasants

:

—

—

violence.

The emperor Constantino, who had in this affair suffered himself to
be induced to swerve from his usual principles of toleration, must certainly have perceived, after so mournful an experience, the disadvanAs early as the year 317, he sent
tages arising from such a change.
a rescript to the North African bishops and communities, in which he
exhorted them to forbear retaliating with wrong the wrong which they
suffered from the Circumcellions. They ought not, with foolish hands,
to intermeddle with the vengeance which God had reserved to himself; especially in a case where what they suffered from the rage of
such men, would, in the sight of God, be equivalent to martyrdom. If
they adhered to this principle, they would soon see the fanaticism perish of its

own

accord.'^

When now

the Donatists, in addition to what

they had done already, transmitted to the emperor, in the year 321,
a petition, in which they declared that nothing would induce them to
enter into church fellowship with that scoundrel, his bishop ^ that
they would rather suffer everything he might choose to inflict on
them * Constantine became convinced, doubtless, still more than ever,
by the tone of this document, of the dangerous consequences which
must follow, if violent measures for the restoration of the peace of the
In a rescript addressed to the
church were pursued any further.
Vicar Verinus in North Africa,^ he granted to the Donatists full liberty to act according to their oivn convictions, declaring that this was
a matter which belonged to the judgment of God.^
To these principles Constantine remained firm to the end. When
the Circumcellions, with force of arms, demohshed a church which he
had caused to be erected for the Catholics in the town of Constantina,
;

;

their opponents alone
people were called circumcelliones,
while they gave themselves the name of
1

That it was by

these

from Augustin. enarrat.
They sprang from the
ancient ascetics, and hence were opposed
Angusto the more recent monasticism.

agonistici, is clear

in Ps. 132,

§" 6.

as follows: Genus hom'nura, ah utilibus operibus otiosuin, crudelissimum in mortibu* alienis, vilissimum in
suis (fanatical contempt of life) iiiaxime in
a(/ris territans, ub agris vacans, et victus sui
causa cellas circumiens rusticorum, unde et
circumcelhonum noraen accepit. C. Gaudentium Donatistam, 1. 1. § 32.
tin describes

them

'^

See Constantine's rescript in the

umenta.
•*

titi
*

Du

Nullo

Pin,

modo

f.

se

nion-

138.

commuuicaturos

antis-

ipsius nebuloni.

In Augustin.

breviculus

collationis

dlei III. c. 21, § 39.
" Epistola Constantini, qua libertatera
agendi tribuit Donatistis. Index Colla-

tionis III. cap. 549.

Du

Pin,

f.

189.

In expressions, it must be allowed,
which were wounding to the Donatists,
'^

since he does not avoid such terms as eorum
furor,
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the emperor ordered it to be rebuilt at his own expense, and demanded
no indemnification of the Donatists.^ If men had only remained true
to these doctrines of toleration, and simply punished the acts of violence committed on both sides, according to the laws
had the emperor always acted as emperor only, as the political interests demanded
of him,
without making his subjective ophiion on a matter of controversy, a law for others,
the North African church would probably
never have been exposed to any such distractions as afterwards en;

—

—

sued.

The Western emperor, Constans, to whom North Africa fell after
the death of his father, was not actuated, even at the beginning, by
the principle to which his father had finally returned, although he was
any measures of constraint against the Doby no means withdrew himself from any interference in
the controversies.
He simply employed those means which were then

not at

first

natists.

inclined to use

He

frequently resorted to on the part of the court for the purpose of
making proselytes.^ He directed his two commissioners, Ursacius and
Leontius, in the year 340, to endeavor, by the distribution of money

under the name of alms,

to

win over the Donatist churches.'^

1 The rescript in Du Pin, f. 189, composed, it must be admitted, in too theological a style for an emperor.
^ See above, in the cases of Constantino
and Julian.
^ Optatus represents this as having been

donejiisf by Macarius. He mentions, indeed, the preceding persecutions by Leontius, Ursacius, and Gregorius.
But, as he
gives no precise dates, it is nevertheless
quite possible that the whole ought to be
referred to the first persecution under the

emperor Constantine and consequently
the persecution under the emperor Constans would have first commenced after
;

the death of the bishop Ci^cilian of Carthage, and under the new bishop Gratus.
the discourse (sermo) in memory of
the two Donatist martyrs, Donatus et

But

Advocatus,

first

published by

Du

Pin

in

the collection of moniimenta (1. c. fol. 190),
represents the persecution as having begun
already, under Leontius and Ursacius, in
the attempt to win over the Donatist
churches by means of the distribution of
money. It is here said (c. 3) " Mittit
(viz. diabolus, salutis inimicus) pecunias,
quibus vel fidem caperet, vel professione
:

legis

occasionem faceret

avaritiffi

(foster

avarice under tlie pretext, that nothing
more was desired than a profession of
divine truth,
the professio being in this
case nothing more nor less than a means
of receiving money from the emperor)."
But this hardly agrees with the first beginning of the persecution under the emperor Constantine for then the Donatists
were attacked at once with severe measures, as violators of the imperial decree.
The question now arises, whether we

—

;

As he

ought rather to. follow the representation
of the case in the sermo, or that of Optatus or whether we should seek to unite
them both together. In the first case, it
might be assumed that everything said by
Optatus, relative to the distribution of
money, and the measures taken by Donatus
against it, should be transferred to an earlier time than that which he assigns,
namely, to the first part of the reign of
Constans that what lie relates of Macarius should be ascribed to Leontius and
Ursacius and that in place of the bishop
(jratus of Carthage should be substituted
his predecessor Cvecilian.
Thus Optatus
;

;

;

must have wholly confounded
as indeed he
such matters.

is

the times,

not remarkably exact in
the same time, however,

At

be certain that we are justified
unknown author of
"Discourse," although it is highly
did
not
live at a period
probable that he
far remote from the time of these events,
higher
authority
as an historical
so much
witness. It may furthermore be supposed,
on the other side, that the author of the
" Discourse " might himself have confounded times and names and that thus
the persecution under the emperor Constans began first with Macarius, in the
year 347. But still it is not probable that
the bishops of the Catholic party would
have quietly observed, for so long a time,
the toleration with which tlie L)onatists
were treated, without making any attempt
to draw from the emperor Constans some
new measures for the suppression of the
"
schism. The reports of the " Discourse
and of Optatils may perhaps be reconciled
by supposing that three separate attempts

we cannot

in attributing to the

the

;
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same time an edict whereby he called upon the North
African Christians to return back to the unity of the church, which
Christ loved,^ it was the less possible that the object of these measures
should remain concealed from the Donatist bishops. This covert attack
served only to exasperate them they excited their communities to
More fox-cible measures soon sucthe most determined resistance.
the Donatists were to be deprived of their churches;
ceeded
they were fallen upon by armed troops while assembled for the worship
of God.
Such acts could not be committed without the eflFusion of
those that fell victims to the persecution were honored by
blood
their party as martyrs
and the annual celebration of the days of
their death furnished new means for enkindling the enthusiasm of the
Donatist party.
The second attempt was made by a count of the empire, named
Gregorius.
The bishop Donatus wrote to him in a wild, insurrectionary spirit,^ with abusive language little becoming the character of a
bishop.
But the most furious persecution began in the year 347.
The imperial commissioners, Paul and Macarius, traversed, in the first
place, the whole of Northern Africa, distributed money to the poor, in
the name of the emperor, presented costly church utensils to individual communities, and, at the same time, exhorted all to oifer no resistance to the unity of the church. In this connection, the object of
these presents was perfectly clear to every one.
The bishop Donatus
of Carthage repelled the advances of the imperial officer with the remark " What has the emperor to do with the church ? " ^ He sent
issued at the

:

;

—

—

;

'^

;

:

all the Donatist churches, charging them to receive
none of the money. Judging from the character of Donatus, it may
well be presumed that he betrayed a great want of Christian reflection
qualities most needful at this time to prevent the
and prudence,

admonitions to

—

worst excesses of fanaticism, when parties of enthusiastic Circumcellions
were wandering about through the country.
The principle expressed in those words of Donatus, that church and
state should be kept wholly distinct from each other, had, at that time,
through the reaction which began to manifest itself against the dominant church party, become universally recognized among the Donatists.
In their sermons, the Donatist bishops spoke of the corruption
of the church, which had originated in the confusion of the church and
" The evil spirit, before openly combated in the church,"
the state,
said they, " was now a still more dangerous enemy in its covert attacks,

—

were made in the reign of Constans,
the
by Leoiitius and Ursacius, the second
by Gregorius, and the last by Macarius.
In the case of the first and of the second
of these attempts, the beginning may have
been made by the distribution of money,
It cannot assuredly be affirmed to be improbable, that Constans would have re-

first

sorted

twice in

succession

to the

same

'means with such unhapjjy results; since
we are but too well aware, how slow the
Byzantine emperors were to grow wise by
3xp«rience.

^

Christus amator unitatis est, unitas
1. c.
Passlo Donati et Advo-

igitur fiat.
cati, § 3.
'^

Thus

it

was with Honoratus, bishop

of Siciliba, whose

above referred

life is

related in the tract

to.

Gregori, macula senatus et dedecua
praefectorum
words quoted by Optatus,
"

;

1.

III. c. 3.
*

Quid

Optat.

1.

est

imperatori-

Ill- c. 3.

cum

ecclesia'
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it made a pretext of religion itself, and strove to insinuate itself
men's heart by flattery. ^ Those whom it seduced to apostasy
(the traditors), and who, by humbling themselves, might have been
able to regain the divine favor, it now endeavored to make secure, by
flattering them that they could still be Christians, and, in truth, bishops, and by tempting their ambition and their avarice with the favor of
princes and worldly gifts."
What impression must these and the like
discourses have produced on the minds of the Circumcellions, inclined
already to every fanatical extravagance
Accustomed to trace all
corruption among the Christians to the influence of earthly power and
grandeur, and to the abundance of worldly goods, this ruling idea
mounted with them to a fanatical spirit, that breathed hatred against
all who possessed power, rank, or wealth.
They roved about the
country, pretending to be the protectors of the oppressed and suffering,
a sacred band who were fighting for the rights of God.
Perhaps they rightly perceived that there was a great deal in the relation
between the proprietors and their oftentimes heavily oppressed boors,'-^
between masters and slaves, that was at variance with the spirit and
doctrines of Christianity.
But in the way in which they were disposed
to better the matter, all civil order must be turned into confusion.

since

into

!

—

They took

the part of all debtors against their creditors
their chiefs,
Fasir and Axid, who styled themselves the leaders of the sons of the
Holy One,2 sent threatening letters to all creditors, in which they were
ordered to give up the obligations of their debtors.
Whoever refused
to obey was attacked on his own estate by the furious company, and
might congratulate himself if he could purchase back his life by the
remission of the debt.
Whenever they met a master with his slave,
they obliged the former to take the place of the latter.
They compelled venerable heads of families to perform the most menial services.
All slaves who complained of their masters, whether justly or unjustly,
were sure of finding with them assistance, and the means of revenge.*
Several of the Donatist bishops, desirous of clearing their party from
the reproach of being the abettors or advocates of such atrocities, when
they found themselves unable to produce any effect, by their representations, on the fanatics, are said themselves to have besought the
interposition of the civil power against men who refused to be governed and set right by the church ^ and this gave the first occasion
for resorting to force for the purpose of checking the outrages of the
Circumcellions.
Now came in those exhortations of Donatus, and other like-minded
.bishops, to excite the Circumcellions to revolt.
Their ferocious deeds
furnished a welcome pretext for resorting to other persecuting meas:

;

1

In the Donatist sermon, quoted in

Du

Blandse deceptionis insidiae,
Pin, f. 191
qu£e sub obtentu religionis aniraas fraudulenta circumventione subvertunt.
Of which oppressions the bishops by
their intercessiones, and Libanius, frequent:

•^

y
*

testify.
3
phrase

The

:

Deo

laudes

!

constituted

Vid.
the watch-word of their fanaticism.
Augustin. c. Petilian. 1. II. § 146.
* See, among others, Augustin. ep. 185
ad. Bonifac. § 18.
^ According to Optatus,

1.

Til. c. 4, this

appears to have taken place before the
tempt of Macarius to restore union.

at-
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was determined that the unity of the church should be forcithe Donatists were to be deprived of their churches,

bly restored

;

and compelled

to worsiiip with the Catholics.
It cannot be exactly
determined, how much, in all that was done, proceeded from imperial
edicts, and how much from the despotism, the passion, or the cruelty,

Force continually excited the fanatic
of individual commanders.
the report spread, that the emperor's imat2;e was set
spirit still more
;

up, after the pagan manner, in the churches, and the worship paid to
Many Donatist bishops and clergymen,
it which is due only to God.

many

Circumcellions,

fell

victims to the persecution.

It is natural to

suppose that the reporters of the facts, on the Catholic side, would seek
to curtail, and those on the other side, to exaggerate the truth: hence
an accurate statement is out of the question. Certain it is, that many
Circumcellions sought only the glory of martyrdom.
Finally it came
to that pass, that they threw themselves from precipices, cast themThe most eminent
selves into the fire, and hired others to kill them.^
bishops of the Donatist party, such as Donatus of Carthage, were exiled
and thus it was imagined a final check had been given to the
;

resistance of the Donatists.

So much the more
ical relations

violent was the reaction when a change of polittook place, and the party hitherto oppressed, thereby re-

covered once more its freedom.
This came about under the reign of
the emperor Julian, in the year 361.
The Donatists, in conformity
with their peculiar principles, were quite satisfied that Christianity
should cease, under the pagan ruler, to be the dominant religion of
Their bishops transmitted to him a petition, in which they,
besought a ruler who regarded only justice, to rescind the unjust decrees that had been issued against them.
There .could be no difficulty
in obtaining a favorable answer, since the petition perfectly agreed
with the principles of this emperor (see Secticm I. p. 71). He therefore issued an edict by which everything which under the preceding
reign had been unlawfully undertaken against them, was to be annulled..
As they were now reinstated in possession of the churches which had
been taken from them, their separatist fanaticism displayed itself in
the wildest freaks.
They regarded those churches, and the church
furniture, as having been stained and polluted by the use which the
they
profane had made of them while they were in their possession
dashed the utensils of the church to pieces
they pahited over the
walls of the churches; they polished down the altars, or removed
them entirely from the churches.^
Under the succeeding emperors, the situation of the Donatists again
became worse and they themselves did the most injury to their cause
by their wild fanaticism, ^.'he passionate temper of their bishops natDonatist deacon in
urally led to new divisions among themselves.
Carthage, by the name of Maximian, who had fallen into a quarrel
.vith Primianus, the Donatist bishop of that city, and who had been
the state.

;

;

;

A

excommunicated by the
1

Vid. Optat.

1.

ni.

c.

latter, finding

4 and 12.

'^

followers, set

Sec Optat.

1.

up a separate

II. c. 24,

and

1.

VL
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party, which stood in precisely the same relation to the main body of
the Donatists as the Donatists themselves did to the Catholic church.

were driven into many inconsistenwhich their adversaries were not slow to take advantage.
It cannot be doubted that this schism was greatly injurious to the
North African church. The destruction of all ecclesiastical order, the
stirring up of all the bad passions, and especially a fanatical intolerance which banished all Christian charity, were the consequences.
To what"an extreme this was carried, may be seen from one example.
this controversy, the Donatists

In

cies, of

When the Donatist party ruled in the city of Hip[)0, the Donatist
bishop Faustinus would not allow any one of his community to bake
baker who lived as a tenant in
bread for the Catholic inhabitants.
the house of a deacon of the Catholic church, refused to perform this

A

service for his landlord.^

The deplorable consequences of the Donatist schism might well
arouse every one, who was actuated by a living zeal for the interests
of the church, to do everything in his power for the restoration of its
peace.
In addition to this motive came another, namely, that narrow
view of church unity, which led men to believe that all Donatists were
Hence, even a man like Augustin
shut out of the way to salvation.
could suppose that he was promoting the salvation of souls by every
successful effort of his to bring back individuals from the Donatist
This great teacher particularly disparty into the Catholic church.
tinguished himself, first as a presbyter, and then afterwards as bishop
of Hipporegius in Numidia, by his polemical discourses against the
His confidence in the
Donatists, and by his labors to promote union.
validity of his logical and dogmatic principles made him feel perfectly
sure, that, if the Donatist bishops could only be induced to enter
into a calm investigation of arguments, they might easily be led to an
not to mention that a fundaacknowledgment of their errors. But,
mental error in the notion entertained on both sides concerning the
church, presented a great difficulty in the way of a mutual understandthe chief obstacle of all, which prevented
ing between the two parties,
the prejudices of party spirit and
any hearty and permanent union,
did not admit of being banished from the dispositions of men
passion,
by any power of logic but, on the contrary, it was far more natural
that disputation should serve only to excite the passions to a fiercer
flame, and to cause the differences to appear still greater on both

—

—

—

—

;

sides.

The Donatist Cresconius regarded it as intolerable arrogance^ in
Augustin that he should suppose himself able to terminate a controversy so easily, in which, for so long, so much had been said and done
That confion both sides.^ This was doing injustice to Augustin.
'

in

Augustin

refers to a case of this sort,

his controversy

with the Donatists:

Nonne apud Hipponem, ubi ego sum, non
desunt qui meminerint. Faustinum vestrum regni sui tempore, prteceijisse, quoniam Catholicorum ibi paucitas erat, ut
nullus eis panem coqueret, ita ut cujusdam
diaconi nostri furuarius inquilinus dom-

nsedii sui

panem incoctum

Petilian.

lit.

1.

abjecerit.

C.

II. § 184.

Intoleranda arrogantia.
^ Hoc velle finiri post tot aiinos, post
totjadices atque arbitros, quod apud principes tot disceptantibus litteratis ab utriusque partis episcopis finiri non potuit. See
Augustin. c. Cresconium Donatistam lib.
'^

I.

§4.
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dence simply grew out of the consequentialness of his system-bound
and the same will hold good of all minds similarly conlogical mind
Such minds, from assuming that it is merely the obstinate
stituted.
will of their opponents which refuses to yield to the convincing force
of arguments, may easily be hurried to the employment of other than
Augustin was far from doing any such thing
intellectual weapons.
;

at

first.

was a beautiful plan which Augustin proposed to the aged bishop
Fortunius,
both of them were men distinguished, in their respective
that they shoidd come
parties, for Christian love and moderation,
together, each of them accompanied by ten others, lovers of peace, and
agreeing with them in doctrine, in some villa, where there was no
church of either party, and where members of both parties dwelt; that
It

—

—

each should prepare himself, by

common

the

investigation

;

till they had come to
have been possible to find

ate

silent

prayer

God

to the

of peace, for

and that they should agree not to separthe wished-for union.
But where would it
ten such men of both parties, who would be
^

able constantly to maintain, even in the heat of dispute, that tone of

mind which Augustin required ? Since the Donatists contended as
the oppressed party with the dominant one, they had reasons, not without some foundation, for mistrust with regard to any proposal coming
from that quarter
and, besides this, they feared and hated the supe;

rior logic of

Augustin.

They accordingly fell
They held it in

erally.

into the mistake of despising dialectics gen-

suspicion, as a thing incompatible with Chris-

Dialectics and sophistry were to them one and the
Accordingly, the Donatist Cresconius remarks of the
church teachers of his party, that they regarded^ Augustin, that homo
dialecticus, as a man rather to be shunned than to be refuted.^
But
he himself observes on the other side, that Christian doctrine has nothing to fear from this art which they call dialectics
since it can do
nothing more than to demonstrate the consequences following from
propositions,
true consequences from true premises, and false consequences from false.*
He appeals to the example of Paul, who did
tian simplicity.'^

same

thing.

;

—

not decline to enter into disputation with the dialectical Stoics
to
that of Christ himself, who baffled the entrapping questions of the
Pharisees (Matt. 22: 17), by a syllogism; and speaking to the Do;

" The Pharisees had not learned how to revile from
perhaps, instead of calling him a Samaritan, they would
have chosen to call him, with more bitterness, a dialectician
At the general African council held at Carthage a. d. 403, a form

natists,

you

;

he says

:

else,

was drawn up, whereby

all the Donatist bishops were to be invited to
choose delegates out of their own body, prepared to discuss the conThe forms of
tested points with chosen men from the Catholic party.
yet it
this invitation were conceived, it is true, in the spirit of love
;

1

2

See Augustin. ep. 44, of the year 398.
Quae uon congruat Christianae veri-

(ati.
«

C. Crescon.

*

Hanc artem quam

lib. I.

§ 16.
dialecticam vocant,

qua

quam

consequentia
demonstrarc, seu vera veris, seu falsa falsis, nunquain doctrina Christiana formi'
dat.
L. c. § 25.
nihil aliud docet
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contained a good deal which was calculated to irritate the minds of
the Donatists.
The Catholic bishops could not consent to forget that
they spoke, in the secure possession of the truth, with men who were

and whose errors it was ^^^iV business to correct.^ It Avas to
be expected that the Donatists would refuse to comply with any such
proposal.
And when now, in addition to this, Augustin, in the name
of the church, wrote a letter to the Donatist churches,^ in which he
exposed the inconsistencies of their party, and interpreted the conduct
in error ^

of their bisho{)S in declining the invitation held out to them, as a token
of distrust in the goodness of their cause, the effect could only be to

Hence

it happened that the CircumcelUons
and that those ecclesiastics who had taken
a zealous part in the disputation with the Donatists became the special
objects of it.
Such occurrences would furnish occasion for new penal
though influential voices already
statutes against the Donatist party
protested against the practice of applying to the emperors for the pas-

increase their indignation.

were stirred up

to

new

fury,

;

sage of such laws.
The man who, through so

many devious ways and severe struggles,
had been led to the knowledge of the truth in which he found rest,
must doubtless have been, on account of this experience, more mildly
at least, so long as the
disposed towards those who were in error
living memory of his own course of development continued to operate
with him.
He may have learned, that erroi-s were not to be expelled
by force that it required something else besides human wisdom to
The more
guide the development and purification of a human soul.
deeply penetrated he was with the conviction that grace alone, working from within, could truly enlighten and sanctify men, the less would
he be inclined to attempt bringing back the erring to the truth, by
outward means.
In the meeting above alluded to, with the Donatist bishop Fortunius,
it came about that the latter, as the Donatists were frequently in the
habit of doing, urged against the Catholic church the violent measures
of which it had been the occasion. Augustin, feeling compelled to say
something in vindication of his party, was so far misled as to appeal to
the example of Elijah, who slew with his own hand the prophets of
But when Fortunius replied that a distinction was to be made
Baal.
in such matters between the times of the Old and of the New TestaSomewhat later,
ment, Augustin acknowledged that he was right.-^
he published a work against the party of Donatus, in the first book of
which he decidedly condemns all the measures which had been emAnd when,
ployed to force back the Donatists to the ruling church.*
;

;

1

De

entes.
-

3

vestra correctione gaudere cupieccles. Afric. c. 92.

Cod. canon,

Ep. 76.
Ep. 44. §

has been thus described by Augustin, in
Retractation.

9.

Hie revera

vidit,

quod

videndum erat, talia turn licuisse justis.
Hsec enim prophaico spiritu auctoritate
Dei faciebat, qui procul dubio novit, cui
etiam prosit occidi.
* This work, contra partem Donati, has
not come down to us but its tendency
;

1.

II. c. 5.

He

says, in this

had then so conceived it, because
he had not as yet learned by experience
how much sin the Donatists were bold
enough to commit, while they went unpunished, or how much a severe course of
conduct would pon tribute to their improvement. As if one wrong could justify
another, or the end sanctify the means.
place, he
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at the council of the North African church, held at Carthage a. d.
404, the question was aj^itated about reciuiriag the emperor to pass
new penal laws against the Donatists, by which numbers might be the
more easily brought back to the Catholic church, Augustiu, with sevHe said men
eral others of the younger bishops, declared against it.
must go forward simply with the word of truth, must seek to conquer
by arguments, unless, instead of open and avowed lieretics, they would
Hence the council ought to
have hypocritical Catholic Christians.
be satisfied with merely providing for the safety of those who, by
defending the cause of the Catholic church, exposed themselves to the
This opinion was adopted in part by the
fury of the Circumcellions.^
council.
It was proposed to the emperor Honorius by the deputies of
the North African church, that the fixed pecuniary mulct of ten pounds
of gold, which had been laid by his father Theodusius against the clergy
of the heretics, or the owners of those places where they held their
assemblies for worship, should be assessed only against those Donatist

bishops and clergy, within whose dioceses acts of violence against the
Yet the attempt is said to
Catholic clergy should be perpetrated.

have been made, at the same time,

to

procure that the law whereby

and legand of leaving legacies in their wills, should be expressly extended to the Donatists, who would not consent to be reckoned among
the heretics.^
When, moreover, to the proposal of the North African
council were added the complaints of individuals who had been abused
by the Circumcellions, there wei-e enacted, in the year 405, agamst
the entire Donatist party, as a heretical one, various laws which were
still more severe than the council itself had required.
The North African bishops, of whom Augustiij was the soul, labored
heretics were excluded from the right of receiving donations
acies,

incessantly to bring about a religious conference with the Donatists,

where they might be brought over to the true faith by the force of
arguments.
The Donatists, generally, sought every means of avoidBut it so happened, in the year 410,
ing so useless an experiment.
that certain Donatist bishops who had been summoned before the
liigher civil authorities were, by some means or other, perhaps by some
objection which was brought against them, led to assert for the first
time that they would doubtless be able to prove the truth of their
cause, were they but allowed a patient hearing.^
They were immedi93, Augustini ad Vinceutium, §
epist. 185, ad Bonifacium, § 25.
Cod. Afr. canon 93. If we compare
these minutes of the proceedings of the
council with the report of them drawn up
by Augustin, in the letter already referred
1

17,

Ep.
and

•^

to,

addressed to Boniface,

we

shall doubt-

former report is not strictly correct; while perhaps the whole matter
was no longer clearly present to Augustin's
memory ; for this council certainly requu-ed, as is evident from the appendix, a
penal law against the Donatists generally,
as such, but one by no means so severe;
less see, that the

and such a

spirit of

mildness and liberality

by Augustin in the two
to, as peculiar to his
of thinking, by no means expresses itself in those minutes.
Moreover,
it may be gathered from many of the works
against the Donatists which Augustin had
at that time already written, and which we
shall hereafter cite, that he liad then actually made the transition from his earlier
as

is

described

letters

above referred

earlier

mode

liberal principles, to

more

strict

and

rigid

ones.

In the letters missive of this conference, the fact was appealed to, that the
Donatists themselves had demanded it (sic
ante brevissimum tempus Donatistarum
3
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word

and the Cathohc bishops, urgently renewing
might be appointed, appealed
to the fact that the Donatists themselves were ready to acquiesce in
that movement.
And the emperor Honorius ordered a religious conference to be held between the two parties at Carthage, a. d. 411.
ately taken at their

;

their request that a reHgious conference

If the Donatist bishops, after being three times invited, still declined
taking any share in the religious conference, their conduct should be
interpreted to signify a consciousness of being unable to defend their
cause, and their communities should therefore be compelled to unite
with the Catholic church.
On the other hand, any who might comply
with the invitation, should at some future time receive again the

churches of which they were deprived.
The imperial tribune and
notary. Flavins Marcellinus, Augustin's friend, was appointed to preside over this religious conference as the emperor's commissioner, and
to act as judge.

The

Catholic bishops

intended

made such overtures to the Donatists as were
They declared themselves ready to

to inspire confidence.

them into the hands of the
Donatist bishops alone, in case the latter gained the victory in the
conference.
Such a proposition, it may be granted, required but little
self-denial, since, beyond all doubt, they were well convinced that the
case supposed could never happen.
There was more in the other proposal, that if the cause of the Donatists was lost, and if their bishops
would come over to the Catholic church, they should be recognized in
their episcopal character, and stand on the same level with the Catholic bishops in the exercise of their functions.
But if the communities were not satisfied with this, both should resign their dignities, and
" Be
the Donatists and Catholics, now united, choose a new bishop.
resign their bishoprics, and to surrender

brothers with us in the Lord's inheritance," said Augustin " let us
not, for the sake of preserving our own stations, hinder the peace of
Christ." 1 Augustin preached in Carthage, before the commencement
;

of the conference, two discourses, in which he endeavored to inspire
the Catholics there with love and gentleness towards the Donatists,
and called on them, sedulously to avoid everything which might be
calculated to give oflfense to their excitable feelings, or to arouse their
" Their eyes are inflamed," said he
" they must be
passions.
:

treated prudently and with forbearance.

Let no one enter into conlet no one at this moment even defend his
troversy with any other,
faith by disputation, lest some spark from the controversy kindle into a

—

—

occasion of offense l)e given to cliose who seek occasion
hear reviling language, endure it be willing not to
have heard it be silent. Do you say. He brings charges against my
bishop, and shall I be silent ?
Yes be silent at those charges not
You best subserve the
that you are to allow them, but to bear them.
interests of your bishop at the present moment, when you forbear

great

for

it.

fire,

lest

Do you

;

;

;

episcopos in judicio illustrium potestatum
coUationem postulasse non dubium est.
Qesta coUatiouis in Du Pin, f. 247), al-

;

though the Donatists denied all knowledge
of having demanded any such thing.
i
Augustin. ep.' 128, Serino 358, § 4.
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Repay not reviUngs with revilings, but pray
meddling with his cause.
^
for him."
There met together at Carthage, A. D. 411, two hundred and eightysix bishops of the CathoUc, and two hundred seventy-nine of the DoThe Donatists had evidently come to the conference
natist party.
this was shown on all occasions.
with reluctance, and full of distrust
The tribune MarcelUnus, in conformity with the imperial edict, made
known to them the proposal, that, in case they wanted confidence in
him, they were at liberty to choose another person of equal or of
The Donatist bishop Petilisuperior rank to preside along with him.
anus thereupon declared " It is none of our concern to ask for
The busianother judge, since in fact we did not ask for the first.
ness belongs to those who have been the contrivers of this whole
:

:

aflfair."^

Amid such vast numbers on both sides, the transactions could hardly
MarcelUnus demanded,
be conducted in a quiet and orderly manner.
in compUance with the imperial letters missive, that, according to the
common mode of judicial proceedings, deputies should be chosen from
each of the two parties, seven in number, to advocate the cause of
their respective sides in the

name

of the rest.

But the

Donatists, prejudiced against the whole business, at

distrustful

first

positively

They declared that the
refused to enter into such an arrangement.
judicial mode of proceeding was not applicable to this spiritual concern.
Amid, wearisome, fruitless disputes about this and other matters relating to the form of transacting business, the time of the meetAt length
ing, during the greater part of the first day, was spent.
the Donatists were obliged to yield, and to choose seven bishops.
Augustin was the ablest speaker on the one side, Petilianus on the
other.

When, on the second day of the assembly, the seven deputies of
each party entered the hall,, the imperial commissioner invited them to
take their seats as he took his own.
The Catholic bishops followed
" W^e
the invitation; but Petilianus said, in the name of the Donatists
:

absence of our fathers (the other bishops, who could
not assist at the conference), especially as the divine law, Ps. 26
4,
forbids us to sit down with such adversaries."
MarcelUnus thereupon
declared, that respect for the character of the bishops forbade that he
should remain seated, if they chose to stand and he ordered his chair
to be removed.
The matters brought forward at this religious conference related to
two disputed questions the one, as to the fact whether Felix of Aptunga, and Cfficilian, were traditors
the other was a question of doctrine, namely, what belonged to the essence of the CathoUc church,
whether the church, by communion with unworthy members, lost the
predicate of the genuine Christian, CathoUc church. The controversy
on the first point can have no farther interest for us in respect to the
controversy on the second point, we shall treat upon it connectedly,

do not

sit

in the

:

;

;

;

:

1

P. 357, §

4.

2

Gesta

collat.

f.

248.
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when we come

to

survey the whole matter of dispute between the twc

parties.

The imperial commissioner decided, as was to be expected, in favor
The decision was followed by severer laws,
of the Catholic church.
by which all the Donatist clergy were banished from their country,
and the laity of the party were condemned to pecuniary fines. The
fanaticism of the oppressed party was thereby excited to new and
more violent outbreaks. When, in the year 420, the imperial tribune
.

Dulcitius signified his intention to carry the laws against the Donatists
into execution, Gaudentius, bishop of

Thamurgade, who had been one

of the seven speakers on the side of the Donatists at the conference
of Carthage, declared that, if force were used to take away his church,
The
he would burn himself up in it, together with his community.
tribune having written to him, that such a proceeding would not be in
conformity with the doctrine of Christ ; that, according to this, he

must rather seek safety in flight Gaudentius defended his premeditated suicide, and appealed, among other arguments, to the example
This was the occasion of Augustin's writing
of Razis, 2 Maccab. 14.
a treatise important on account of its
his work against Gaudentius
bearing on the question of suicide, and on other points connected with
;

;

When the
the history of Christian morals (see the fourth Section).
Vandals, in the fifth century, made themselves masters of this country,
It
the Donatists, as such, had to suffer no persecutions from them.
was only as adherents of the Nicene creed that they were persecuted,
They continued
in common with other confessors of the same system.

down to the sixth century, as may be
seen from the letters of the Roman bishop Gregory the Great.
We now pass to consider the theological points of dispute between
the two parties. The first point related to the doctrine concerning the
church.
The same remarks which we made on this subject, in speaking of the Novatian controversies in the preceding period, apply also
Both parties were involved in the same
to the Donatist disputes.
grand mistake with regard to the conception of the church, by their

to survive, as a distinct party,

habit of confounding the notions of the inviiiibln and of the visible
Proceeding on this fundamental error, the
church with each other.
Catholic fathers maintained that, separate from the communion of the
visible Catholic church, derived, through the succession of the

one

is no way of participating in the inOn the other
and of obtaining salvation.
hand, the Donatists, owing to this same confusion of notions, held that
every church which tolerated unworthy members in its bosom was
it thus ceased to deserve
itself polluted by the communion with them
the predicates of purity and holiness, and consequently ceased to be a
true Christian church, since such a church could not subsist without

bishops, from the apostles, there

fluences of the

Holy

Spirit

:

these predicates.

As

concerns Augustin, it is easy to explain, from the course of his
and theological development, how this notion of the church,
as an outward institution, came to be considered, by him of so much
Augustin had been carefully educated, by his pious
importance.
it

religious

augustin's conception of the church.
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mother, Monica, in the faith, early implanted in his soul, that the way
From the
to heaven was to be found only in the Catholic church.
years of his youth and upward, he had fallen into many errors of the-

He passed,
ory and practice, and into a series of violent conflicts.
finally, from Manicheisra, which had disappointed the expectations of
many years, to Skepticism. Whilst he was in this state of skejjticism,
and whilst an inward inii)ulse of his intellect and his heart compelled
him still to believe in some objective truth, the thought took possession
Must not God have instituted an authority, capable of
of his soul
being known by sure and certain marks, to conduct the restless, doubting spirit of man, to the truth which he needs ? From skepticism, the
which was a case often
transition was here formed, in his case,
to the faith in the authority of a visible church,
repeated in history,
proved to be of divine origin by evidences not to be mistaken. Again,
although the behef in the truth and divinity of the doctrines of Christ,
which had attended him from his childhood, and never forsaken him,
even when he embraced Manicheism, asserted its power in his soul more
yet he was in doubt as to the question
strongly as he grew older
where these doctrines of Christ were to be found, shice each one of the
He ftiiled of that
sects claimed to be itself in possession of them.
knowledge and application of the right hermeneutical, exegetical, and
critical principles, which would have enabled him to answer this question, as to what were the true doctrines of Christ, out of the sacred
Scriptures alone. The hermeneutical and critical principles of the Manicheans had completely unsettled him
he wanted a stable authority,
which could show hnn where the pure doctrines of Christ, the unfalsified
collection of religious records, and the correct doctrinal exposition of
them, were already present.
This authority he believed he found in
:

—

—

;

:

the tradition of the universal
that this church had

come

church.

When Augustin

considered

forth victorious out of all her conflicts with

the powers that had assailed her from without, and with the manifold
when he
corruptions of Christianity in erroneous forms of doctrine
perceived what a revolution in the whole mode of human thought, and
in the entire life of man, had been effected by means of this church
;

how

the loftiest truths of religion had passed into

sciousness of humanity, where this church had

the

common

become dominant,

con-

— he

no longer knew how to distinguish the immediate operation of Christianity itself, from what the church had effected as the destined organism which had served Christianity as the vessel and instrument for
its diffusion and
propagation.
Christianity and the church, and,
indeed, the church under this particular form of constitution, wore
confounded in his view.
What he might justly regard as a witness
for the divine, world-transforming power of the gospel, appeared to
him as a witness for the divine authority of the visible, universal
church
and he did not consider that the gospel truth would have
been able to bring about effects equally great, by its inherent divine
power, in some other vessel in which it could have been diffused among
mankind nay, that it would have been able to produce still purer and
mightier effects, had it not been in many ways disturbed and checked
;

;
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in its operation

by the impure and confining vehicle of

its

transmis-

sion.^

As Augustin, at the time of his controversy with the Donatists, had
already incorporated into his life, and woven into the very texture of
his thoughts, this confused mixture of conceptions necessarily distinct
as this error, then universally prevailing in the Western, and particularly in the North African church, had thus passed over into his inmost habits of thinking,; it is easy to see of what weight this point must
Hence he could say:^
have seemed to him in the present dispute.
" No one attains to salvation, and to eternal life, who has not Christ
But no one can have Christ for a Head, who does not
for his Head.
Hence the error, growbelong to his Body, which is the church." ^
ing out of this confounding and mixing together of distinct notions,
that the union of behevers with Christ was necessarily brought about
And hence, in following
through the union with this visible church.
" The entire Christ is the Head and
out this principle, he asserts

—

:

Head is the only-begotten Son of God, and the Body
He who agrees not with Scripture in the doctrine conis the church.
cerning the Head, although he may stand in external communion with
the

Body

;

the

But, moreover, he
the church, notwithstanding belongs not to her.
who holds fast to all that Scripture teaches respecting the Head, and
*
yet cleaves not to the unity of the church, belongs not to her."
It is a fact particularly worthy of notice in the polemical writings of
Augustin, that, whenever the Donatists made appeal to miracles, answers to prayer, visions, and to the holy lives of their bishops, as evidences that the true church was with them, he^ on the other hand, will
allow the validity of no other evidence than the objective testimony of
the divine word. "Let them not try to prove the genuineness of their
church," says he,^ " by the councils of their bishops, by deceitful

miraculous signs, since we have been warned and put on our guard
25), but
against such proofs by the word of the Lord (Matth. 24
let them do it by the law and prophets, and by the word of the only
Shepherd.^ Neither do we ourselves affirm that men ought to believe
us in maintaining that we are in the Catholic church, because this
church is recommended by an Optatus of Mileve, or by an Ambrose
of Milan, or other numberless bishops of our communion ; or because
it has been approved by the assemblies of our colleagues ; or because
such wonderful instances of answers to prayer, or of the healing of the
sick, have been witnessed on sacred spots in the whole world, which
have been visited by the members of our communion or because this
person has had a vision, and that other has heard in a trance, that he
should not unite himself with the Donatist party, or that he should
:

;

1

The

authorities for this

delineation

are furnished by Augustin's confessions,
by the works which he composed during

the great crisis of his inner life, until the
years of his spiritual office, and espethe works de ordine, de moribus

first

cially

moribus Manichseode vera religione, and de utilitate

ecclesise catholicas et

mm,

oredendi.

"^

^

De

imitate ecclesise, § 49.

Habere caput Christum nemo poterit,
quod est ec-

nisi qui in ejus corjxjre fuerit,
clesia.
*

De

^

Ll_

^

unitate ecclesise, §
c.

c.

§ 47.
§ 50.
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be sure, who, in disputing with
the Douatists, allows validity to no evidence but that of the Scriptures,
in favor of the true Catholic church does yet, in his controversy with
the Manicheans, make the authority of the gospel depend on that of
" I should not believe the gospel," he writes, " had I
the church.
not been moved to do so by the authority of the Catholic church."^
For the Catholic church had first pointed him from the errors of the
Manicheans to the simple gospel, had made known to him the genuine
documents out of which he might derive the doctrine of Christ. No
other criterions were given him by which he might recognize these true
records.
AM depended, with him, upon the testimony of this church,
and therefore must his rehgious consciousness, ever remain one subject
forsake it."

to

;

to the church.

The

Donatists maintained that the church should cast out from

its

body those who were known, by open and manifest sins, to be unworthy members. To prove this, they adduced the fifth chapter of Paul's
first epistle to the Corinthians, where the apostle has given certain
" When the church did
rules for the practice of church discipline.
not act in accordance with these rules," said they, " but tolerated
such unworthy members in her communion, she lost the predicates of
purity and holiness."
All those passages of Holy Writ which bid us
avoid the company of the wicked, they referred
confounding inward
disposition with outward conduct
to the avoiding of external com-

—

—

panionship with them.
Augustin, taking the position of the Catholic
church, replied that, it was true, church discipUne should, by all means,
be vigorously maintained but that still such a complete separation
from the rest, even of manifest transgressors, was, in the existing state
of the church, impracticable
that the evil must^be patiently endured,
to avoid a still greater one, and to give opportunity for reformation to
such as could be reformed, especially in those cases where the wickedness which was to be corrected by church discipline, was shared by
The Apostle Paul, he attempts to show, by what we must
too many.
allow to be a rather forced interpretation,"'^ was speaking only of mdividuals, whose vices were not common to many, and whose vices were
universally known
so that the sentence of excommunication pronounced against such persons must have been acknowledged as just
by all. But when the same disease had infected many, nothing was
left to the good but pain and grief, that so, by the mark revealed to
Ezekiel (Ezek. 9:4), they might be preserved from the destruction
Avith which all were threatened.
Where the infection of sin had seized
on the many, the severity of a divine chastisement was required ; for
the counsels of human separation were vain and mischievous
they
proceeded from pride
they rather disturbed the weak among the
good, than exerted any power of reformation on the boldly wicked.
;

;

;

;

;

1 The
well-known and remarkable
words, contra epistolam Manichsei, § 6
vero evangelio non credcrem, nisi
:

Ego

me

catholicse ecclesiffi

commoveret aucto-

was generally known.

ritas.

VOL.

^ j^ jjjg phrase, " si quis," he maintained, was implied one among many differently disposed ; and in the words,
" fratres nominantur," that his otfense

II.

16
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" Let

man

then punish," says he, " what he

of love.

Where he may

salvation,

may

may

punish, in the spirit

him suifer patiently, sigh and mourn
with love, until either chastisement and reformation come from above,
or, at the general harvest, the tares be rooted out, and the chaif sifted
away.
Thus the good and faithful Christians, certain of their own
it is

beyond

not, let

persevere to dwell in unity among the corrupt, whom
power to punish, seeking to extirpate the sin which

their

own heart. ".
The Catholic party appealed

in their

is

^

to those parables of our Lord which
good and bad, reserved unto the final
judgment; the parables of the tares and the wheat,
of the draught

treat of the separation of the

—

The

of fishes.

Donatists replied, either that these passages referred
simply to the mixing together of the good and the bad in the world,
and not within the church :hat by the fidd, the net, was to be understood, not the church, but the world
or they maintained that those
passages referred simply to the mixing in of secret sinners with the
saints
since even they allowed, that a complete separation was in this
life impossible, and demanded only the exclusion of those who were
manifestly vicious.^
By these proceedings, the two parties were drawn into a noticeable
controversy touching the difierent application to be made of the scriptural phrase •" the world," in which they^might more readily have come
to a common understanding, if they had started with defining more
clearly the difierent relations embraced under the conception of " the
church."
While the Donatists made it appear that Christ himself, in
explaining the parable, would have us to understand that the field is
;

;

;

the world, Augustin maintained, on the other hand, that Christ, in this
case, put the world for the

church.^

Accordingly,

it

was only by

rightly carrying out the distinction, involved in the conception of the

church, as either coincident with the world (the visible church lying
outside of the invisible) or opposed to the world (the invisible church
lying within the visible), that this controversy could be terminated.
Therefore the bishop Emeritus expressed the utmost astonishment,
when he heard Augustin affirm, that, in the passage of Scrij)ture above
mentioned, the world was put for the church.
He quoted in proof of
the contrary, merely those passages in John, where the world means
whatever is opposed to the kingdom of God, and asked whether this
could be said of the church.
But it was Augustin's opinion that the
term " world " is employed in Scripture sometimes in a good, and
sometimes in a bad sense.
It was only important to distinguish these
different

senses

:

would have taken
1

Augustin.

c

epist.

when
still

But he
he had duly distin-

the contradiction would disappear.

another step in advance,

Parmenian,

1.

III.

§ 12, et seq.
^ As it respects the second position, the

Donatists exphiined: Hoc do reis lalentibus
dictum, quoniam reticulum in mari positum quid habeat a piscatoribus, id est a
sacerdotibus, ignoratur, donee extractum
ad littus ad purgationem boni sen mali
prodantur. Ita et latentes et in ecclesia

if

constituti et a sacerdotibus ignorati, in divino judicio proditi, tanquam pisces mail

See
a sanctorum consortio separantur.
Collat. Carthag. d. III. ed. Du Pin, f. 314,
and the breviculus of Augustin concerning this day.
^

Mundum

ipsum appellatum

ecclesiae nomine',

esse pro
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guished the different ways of understanding the church, and marked,
according to its true sense, the transition from the world to the church,
which gradually forms itself out of the world.
It is remarkable, but also very natural, that the Donatists, to show
the necessity of a severe sifting in the church, and to prove that the
church was corrupt where such a sifting had not been made, drew their
arguments, for the most part, from tiie Old Testament, and from such
passages of the Old Testament as treat of the external purity of the
people of God.^ 'i'liey ought, however, in this case, to have paid some
i-egard to that necessary distinction between the positions of the Old
and of the New Testament, which they were not slow to insist on, in
other cases, against their opponents.
According to the Catholic point of view, to the essence of the genuine Catholic church belonged its general spread throiiyh the medium
From the concepof the episcopal succession down from the apostles.
tion of the Catholic church in this sense, were then first derived the
predicates of purity and holiness.
On the other hand, according to
the Donatist point of view, the predicate of Catholic ought to Jbe subordinate to those of purity and holiness.
When the church, however
widely extended,
they inferred,
became corrupted by intercourse
with unworthy members, then that church, in whatever nook or corner
of the earth it might be, which had no manifestly vicious members
within its pale, is the genuinely Catholic one.^
'Il^ej appealed, not
without reason, from the prejudgment grounded on numbers and universality, to the passages of Scripture where the little band of genuine
confessors was distinguished from the great mass of apostates, or o-f
those belonging to the kingdom of God merely in outward appearance
as, for example, the seven thousand that had not bowed the knee to
where the few, who went in the strait way towards heaven,
Baal,
were opposed to the multitude of those who went in the broad way to
destruction.
They maintained that when Christ represented it as so
doubtful (Luke 18
8), whether at his reappearance he should find

—

—

—

:

on the earth, this indicated that the faithful, in the true sense,
would not be thus diffused in one mass over the whole earth.^
But notwithstanding this well-founded distinction, they still persisted,
by force of a subjective element of conviction, in confounding the visible with the invisible church
and when, in their separatist pride,
they exclaimed that they alone constituted the church, they made of
the church a very narrow and shrunken concern. They supposed that
the saying was here verified, that the last should be first.
In Africa,
though no church founded by an apostle existed there, was now the
holy, pure church
while the East, where Christianity had commenced
faith

;

;

1 Colhit. 1. c. f. 313, 314.
'^
The Donatist bishop Emeritus says,
in opposing the assumption of the other
party, who always proceeded on the supposition that they were the Catholic church
iccording to the principle of universality :
Quicunque justis legitimisque ex causis
Christianus fuerit approbatus, ille mens

And the bishop Gaudentius Catholicum nomen non ad proviueias
vel gentes referendum ; cum hoc sit quod

est Catholicus.
:

sacramentis plenum, (luod.perfectum, quod
immaculatum.
Collat. d. III. f. 301 et
302.
^

seq.

Augustin. de unitate

ecclesise, § 33, «t
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They here protested, therefore,
progress, had fallen from purity.
against the claim set up by the sede apostolica, and against those who
would invariably attach to outward fellowship with that see, the prediits

cate of Catholic church.^

Midway between both

parties stood the Donatist grammarian, Tichoapproving neither of the intolerant, proud spirit of separatism,
nor of Catholicism, which was for forcing men into an external unity.
He allowed that his party was wrong in holdhig itself to be the alone
and in making the fulfillment of the divine promise,
pure church
as to the blessing which should be dispensed through the posterity
the blessing of a preached gospel which
of Abraham to all mankind,
to depend on a subjective human
should reach the whole world,
purity which nowhere existed. He could not agree that, by communion
with unworthy members which it did not expel from itself, the church
could lose its character, which rested on an objective, divine foundaHe doubtless made his own party mark their inconsistency in
tion.^
the fact, that the Donatists might perceive a great deal of the same
impurity in their own communities, which they so sharply reproved in
What was holy
the Catholic church as a profanation of its character.
Augustin,
or not holy must be determined by their own caprice.^
however, accused Tichonius himself of inconsistency,* because he did
nius,

;

—

—

not, in accordance with these principles, abandon his party, and acknowledge those who stood in church fellowship with the Christendom

extending through the entire world, as the Catholic church.

This

inconsistency, however, he could find in Tichonius, only by supposing
in his mind the same confusion of the invisible with the visible church

which he himself was involved, and the same principles of a necesBut on this very point he was missary visible unity of the church.
Tichonius distinguished two parts of the body of Christ (cortaken.
pus Domini bipartitum), i. e. of that which exhibits itself in manifesta-

in

—

one part, the individuals
body of Christ, as the church ;
scattered through the whole world, who, by faith and temper of mind,
really belong to Christ's spiritual body, who are truly one with him as

tion as the

of the spiritual body ; in whom he is daily born and grows
holy temple of God ; ^ to whom the description applies
which Paul gives in Ephesians 5 : 27, inasmuch as they are purified
therefore the true community of
in the faith by the blood of Christ,

the

Head

up

into the

—

—

another part, those scattered throughout the world, who
the saints
belong indeed, as to visible appearance, to the same body of Christ,
and draw nigh to God with their lips, but in heart are far from him.^
;

1

De

2

See Augustin.

unitate ecclesise, § 37.
c. epistolam ParmeniComp.
1
et 2; 1. III. § 17.
also the hermeneutic rules of Tichonius,
reg. I., where, probably in opposition to
Non
the other Donatists, he remarks
enim sicut quidam dicunt, in contumdiam
ani,

1.

I. c.

:

regni Dei invictceqnehcereditatis C/irisd, qnod
non sine dolore dico, Dominus totum mundum potestate et non sui corporis plenitudine occupavit. Bibl. patr. Ludg. T. VI.
f.

50.

^

Quod volumus sanctum

est.

Augus-

Parmeniani, 1. II. § 31.
C. epist. Parmeniani, 1. I. c. 1.
* Reg. I.
God as the fountain of divine
life in human nature through Christ. Deus
in corp'ore suo hlius est hominis, qui quotidie nascendo (the spiritual becoming of
the divine life), vcnit et crescit in templum sanctum Dei.
Reg. II. Qui ejusdem corporis sunt
visibiliter, et Deo labiis (luidem adpropinquant, corde tamen separati sunt.

tin. c. epist.
*

*>
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Accordingly, Tichonius could say that the two portions of the manifested body of Christ remained connected with each other throughout
and the important question was, to which of these
the whole world
;

two portions did each individual belong, by the temper of his mind.
Owing to this intermediate relation to both parties, he could of course
make his cause good to neither in addition to which it must be remarked that he seems to have been somewhat obscure in his mode of
;

expressing himself.^

That one-sided, separatist pride of the Donatists, which attributed
to the subjectively human element, often expressed
the heat of controversy, in an extremely harsh and unchristian manner.
On the other hand, Augustin not unfrequently asserts,
with great emphasis, the might and vaUdity of the objectively divine

much weight

so

itself, in

and expresses himself

in a very beautiful style respecting
and
element, as an organ of the divine
respecting the vanity and emptiness of the human element whenever
it aspires to be anything more than this.
When the Donatist bishop Petilian pressed Augustin to declare

element

;

human

the relation of the

;

which
depend wholly
on the guilt or innocence of this latter individual, Augustin at length
" I have one Head, but this is Christ whose apostle I
declared
hear saying
All is yours, but ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's.'
For even in the case where the apostle called himself a father, he
added, that we might beware of attributing to his paternity any tveak^
human foundation, I have begotten you through the gospel.'' To the
gospel, then, I trace my parentage.
It is one thing, when, from motives of respect, we call the more aged or the more deserving, our
fathers
and it is quite another, when the question is put us, whom
have we for our father as it respects the faith, as it respects eternal
salvation, as it respects the communion of the church, and the particiwhether he acknowledged Csecilian as

explicitly

case the cause of the Catholic church would be

his father, in

made

:

to

;

:

'

'

;

As

—
—

let
concerns eternal salvation,
the
he that bids me so speak,
I
he who teUs me
apostle is not my father in respect to that
So,
have planted, and Apollos watered, but God gave the increase.
then, neither is he that planteth anything, neither he that watereth
but God that giveth the increase.'
In respect to my salvation, I
Ye
acknowledge no other father than God of whom our Lord says
shall call no man father on the earth, for one is your Father who is
' Our
Father which art in
in heaven,' and to whom we daily say
heaven.' " ^
When Petilian made use of the strongest expressions to

pation in the divine promises.

the apostle forgive me, or rather

it

it is

;

—

:

*

;

:

;

'

:

religious acts possessed their true significance only in
Donatists') alone pure and holy church, that none but a
clergyman without spot or blame could duly administer the sacra-

show that

all

their (the

1

that

Augustin doubtless perceived much
was anti-catholic in the hermeneu-

of Tichonius relative to the significations of the body of Christ.
These
he calls Donatist views Quae sicut Dotical rules

:

he could not,
natista hasreticus loquitur
however, exactly specify what Ihcy were.
De doctrina Christiana, 1. III. § 43.
CoUat. c. Donatist. 1. c. f. 312,
:

'^
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ments

;

when

Petilian expressed himself to this purport, that every-

thing depended on the conscience of

him who imparted baptism, since
was through him the conscience of the recipient was to be cleansed
Augustin replied " Often the conscience of man is unknown to me,
but I am certain of the mercy of Christ."
When Petilian said
" Whoever receives the faith from an unbeliever, receives not faith,
^
"
but guilt,"
Augustin answered
But Christ is faithful, from whom
I receive faith, and not guilt."
When Petilian said " The character
of everything depends strictly on its origin and its root (consequently
it

:

:

:

—

here on the character of the person administering the sacraments)
a genuine new birth can proceed only from good seed," Augustin re" My origin is Christ, my root is Christ, my Head is Christ.
plied
:

The seed, from which I am regenerated, is the word of God, which my
Lord exhorts me obediently to follow, although he through whom I
hear it, may not himself practice what he teaches."
To the remark
''
of Petilian
How absurd to suppose that he who is guilty through
his own transgressions, can absolve others from guilt!" he replied:
''
He alone makes me free from guilt, who died for our sins, and rose
:

again for our justification for I believe not in the minister by whom
I am baptized, but in Him who justifies the sinner, so that my faith is
accounted unto me for righteousness." ^
As Petilian, in liis pastoral letters against the Catholic church, had
brought many charges against Augustin himself, the latter replied to
these charges in his third book against Petilian, confining himself
wholly to the interests of the cause. " Let no man," he says, " glory
If you see anything praiseworthy in us, let Him be praised
in man.
from whom cometh down every good and perfect gift.
And in all
which you acknowledge to be good in us, be followers of us, if we also
are followers of Christ.
But if ye surmise, believe, or seek after,
things that are bad in us, hold fast to the word of the Lord, and,,
throwing yourselves on that, forsake not his church on account of thewickedness of men, Matth. 23 3.
Observe, do what we bid you ;
but, where ye believe or know that we do wrong, do not after our
works for at present it is not the time for me to justify myself before
you, since I have undertaken to recommend to you the cause of truth
and salvation without regard to my own personal concerns, that nonemay glory in a man. For cursed is he that putteth his trust in man.
If this word of the Lord is kept and observed, even though I may fall,
so far as it concerns my own personal interests, yet the cause I serve
;

:

;

will

come

oft"

victorious."

^

Since the Catholics, in their controversy with the Donatists, distinguished the church on earth, in which genuine and spurious members
are mixed together, from the church of heaven, purified from its spurious members, they might easily have been led, by pursuing this distinction still further, to distinguish the conceptions of the visible and of the
invisible church. In this way they furnished occasion to the Donatists
of charging them with supposing the existence of two churches ; but
1

Qui fidem a

Sdem

percipit, sed

perfido

reatum.

sumserit,

non

^

^

Augustin. c' Petilian. 1. I. §
Contra Petilian. 1. III. § 3.

8.
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they -were extremely uneasy under this accusation, and would allow of
no other distinction than that of two different conditions of one and the
same church, inasmuch as it was at present a mortal church, but
would hereafter be an immortal one.^ And Augustiu in his book, " de
unitate ecclesiae," says:

''

Many

stand, in the

communion of

the sacra-

ments, with the church, and are still not in the church."'^ But, here,
there evidently lies at bottom the distinction between a merely outward
communion with the visible church, and an inward communion with the
church according to its true essence, with that which is, in other words,
x\nd he himself does in fact intimate, in another
the invisible church.
place, that there is a church, which is the body of Christ, something
other than the bare appearance of the church, or the bare visible
church,
a church with which they who did not belong to it by the
when he says
temper of their hearts, stood in no sort of connection,
of such " We ought not to beheve that they are in the body of Christ,
which is the church, because, in a bodily manner, they participate in
But they are not in that communion of the church,
its sacraments.
which, in the members of Christ by mutual union makes increase to
for that church
that measure of its growth which God has appointed
On this rock will I build my
is founded on a rock, as the Lord says
church.
But such persons build on the sand."^ To what results
would Augustin have arrived, had he not been hindered by prejudice
in favor of his church system, from unfolding the notions lying at the
bottom of these words, together with all the consequences which they

—

—

:

;

:

involved.

Another important point of dispute related
force in matters of religion.

to the

The Donatists bore

employment of

on
example of
of the gospel, and the sense
their testimony

this point, with emphasis, in favor of that course ,which the

Christ and the apostles, which the spirit
Yet as
of man's universal rights, called forth by the latter, required.
regards the relation of the church to the state, they succeeded better
in unfolding the negative, than the positive side of the question, for

If their
here they easily passed from one extreme over to the other.
opponents erred on the side of confounding too much the church with
the state, they, on the other hand, were too much inclined to represent
the opposition between the two, which was grounded in the early relation of the church to a pagan state, as a relation that must ever con-

tinue to exist.

The Donatist bishop Petilian says " Did the apostles ever persecute any one, or did Christ ever deliver any one over to the secular
power ? Christ commands us to flee persecutors, Matth. 10 23.
Thou who callest thyself a disciple of Christ oughtest not to imitate the
:

:

—

by
Think you thus to serve God,
evil deeds of the heathens.
Ye err, ye err, poor mortals, if
destroying us with your own baud ?
Eandem ipsam unam
Colhit. f. 318.
sanctam ecclesiam nunc esse alitor, tunc

1

et

auteni aliter futuram.
2

§ 74.

Multi sunt in sacramcntorum

communione cum
non sunt

ecclesia, et

in ecclesia.

tamen jam

—
—

« C. Petilian. II. § 247; and,
de doche himtrina Chi'istiana, 1. III. § 45,
self, in censuring the expression of Tichonius, bipartitum corpus Domini, distinguishes the corpus Chrisli verum atque

simulatum.
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this
for God has not executioners for his priests.
Christ
persecutes no one
for he was for inviting, not forcing, men to the
faith
and when the apostles complained to him of the founders of
separate parties, Luke 9
50, he said to them ' He who is not
and so too Paul, in Philippians 1 18. ^ Our
against us, is for us

ye believe

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

'

Lord Christ says
No man can come unto me, unless the Father,
who hath sent me, draw him.' But why do you not permit every man
to follow his own free will, since God, the Lord himself, has bestowed
:

'

on man ?
He has simply pointed out to man the way to
righteousness, that none might be lost through ignorance.
Christ, in
this free will

dying

for

men, has given Christians the example

but not to

to die,

The aposus of what he had endured, not of what he had done to others.
But what have you to do with the princes of this w^orld, in whom the
Christian cause has ever found only its enemies ? "
He cites examChrist teaches us to suffer wrong, not to requite

kill.

it.

tle tells

from the Old and the New Testament he supposes he finds
mention made of princes hostile to the church in 1 Corinth. 2
6.
Yet he adds " This may have been said, however, of the ancient
pagan princes but you suffer not the emperors of this world, who
would be Christians, to be such, since you mislead them, by your false
representations, to turn the weapons prepared against the enemies of
the state, against Christians." The Donatist bishop Gaudentius says
" God created man free, after his own imat/e.
How am I to be
deprived of that by human lordship, which God has bestowed on me ?
What sacrilege, that human arrogance should take away what God
has bestowed, and idly boast of doing this in God's behalf!
It is a
great offense against God, when he is defended by men.
What must
he think of God, who would defend him with outward force ? Is it that
God is unable to punish offenses against himself? Hear what the Lord
says
Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you not as the
world giveth, give I unto you.'
The peace of the world must be introduced among contending nations by arms.
The peace of Christ
invites the willing with wholesome mildness
it never forces men
against their wills.
The almighty God employed prophets to convert
the people of Israel
the Saviour of
he enjoined it not on princes
souls, the Lord Christ, sent fishermen, and not soldiers, to preach his
ples

;

:

:

;

:

'

:

;

;

;

;

faith."

Augustin, in attacking these arguments of the Donatists, now appeared as the advocate of a theory of ecclesiastical rights, of which he
himself, as we have already remarked, was at an earlier period the
opponent.
He was, in this case, carried along by the spirit of the
times and this spirit had found a point of union for such errors, in his
habit of confounding the visible and the invisible church.
;

1 Petilian would say, that to Christians
every one should be welcome who preached
Christ; but this the Catholics could not
see, since to them the faith in Christ was
nothing without faith in the visible church,
And even the Donatists, in recognizing
aothing as genuinely Christian beyond

the pale of their own spotless church, did
not acfconsistentl}- according to this principle; with

which inconsistency Augustin
Vid. Augus-

took care to reproach them.
tin. contra literas Petiliani,
180.

1.

II. §

178 et
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early as the year 400, Augustin had already altered his princifor he already defended, in opposi-

ples with regard to this matter

;

Parmenianus, the principle of resorting to
though in his advice given at the same
force against the Donatists
time before a council in Carthage,^ he did not yet allow himself to
But, even at a still subsequent
be determined by these principles.
period, we find examples to show that he suffered himself to be guided
in his mode of action by a milder Christian spirit than that was
which could give birth to such principles."^ Pity it was, that errors
which grew first out of practice should, by the application of Augusso adroit in combining things true, half true, and false,
tin's logic,
be wrought into a systematic theory, and
into a plausible whole,
tion to the Donatist bishop

;

—

—

thereby become the more firmly rooted in the ecclesiastical polity.
Augustin did, indeed, know too well what constituted the essence of
inward Christianity, the Christianity of faith and of temper, to be capable of entertaining the opinion that faith could be brought into the
heart by outward arrangements. Moreover, h^ never lost sight of the
truth, that mere external communion with the church, which alone was
capable of being forcibly brought about by means of fear and punishBut he
ment, can make no one a member of the kingdom of God.
maintained that man may nevertheless be prepared in various ways,
by outward means, by suffering, for faith and conversion. He appealed
to the highest example, that of God, who by suffering educates men,
brings them to a consciousness of themselves, and conducts them to
to the example of the parent who corrects the son for his
faith
" Who doubts but that it is better to be led to God by instrucprofit.
But because the fortion, than by fear of punishment or aiiliction ?
mer, who will be guided only by instruction, are better, the others are
Show me the man wh'o, in real faith and
still not to be neglected.
My soul
true consciousness, says with the whole strength of his soul
and I will allow that for such a person, not only
thirsteth after God
tlie fear of temporal punishments or imperial laws, but even the fear
of hell, is unnecessary whatever separates him from his highest good,
But many, like bad servants, must
is punishment enough for him.
often be reclaimed to their master by the rod of temporal suffering,
*
ere they can attain to this highest stage of religious development."
Thus x\ugustin allowed himself to be deceived by a false analogy of
God's relation to men who are to be
relations altogether different
educated by his wisdom, the parent's relation to his children who are
in the state of pupilage, on the one side, with the civil ruler's relation
He did
to his subjects who have come to their majority, on the other.
not stop to inquire about the hmits within which all power of man over
the -limits which nature prescribes to all
his fellow-men is confined,
human authority. He did not give precedence to the question, What
;

—

:

'

;

'

:

;

—

1

See above,

2

He demanded

p. 235.

that even deeds of vio-

lence, which had been committed by furious Circumcellions on the clergy, should

be punished, not according to the strictaess of the laws, but according to the spirit

of Christian gentleness; and if he could
accomplish his end in no other way, he

was determined himself

to

make

applica-

See Augustin. ep.
139 ad Marcellinum.
^ See ep. 185 ad Bonifacium,
§ 21.

tion to the emperors.
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right, over the question,

is

overlooks these

What

distinctions,

But

expedient.

is

room

leaves

a theory which

any despotism which

for

would make holy ends a pretext for the use of unholy means.
Very justly Augustin observes " The state is as far from being
able, by punishment, to exert an influence on the moral disposition, as
on inward piety.
Goodness, too, comes only from free will.''^ But
he wrongly infers from this, that, as the state is authorized and bound
to restrain the outward sallies of wickedness by punishment, the same
holds good also of the outward sallies of heresy or schism. Here again
he compares things wholly differing in kind.
Not everything that
exhibits itself outwardly, becomes subject thereby to the jurisdiction
of the state.
Neither can evil, merely as such, be cited before this
tribunal, but only in so far as the aims of the state in its own peculiar
:

province are directly prejudiced thereby. But with the objects of the
state, as such, the individual or common expression and the individual
or common profession gf religious convictions, of whatever sort they
may be, do not of themselves come in conflict. It might be agreeable
to the spirit of Paganism, but it was in contradiction with the spirit of
the gospel, to subject the individual or common expressions of religious

maxims of civil jurisprudence.
these false premises Augustin goes on to affirm, " From the
principle that the state has no concern with the piety of its subjects,
faith to

On

because this must spring solely out of free conviction that the state
must here leave everything to the freedom of each individual,
from
this principle it would follow, that the state must also leave full freedom
;

—

to

subjects for every crime, which none but a

its

Or ought murder,

adultery, and

all

sacrilege alone be left to go unpunished
sophistic reasoning

"•
:

madman

will assert.

other crimes, to be punished, and
?

"

He

^

descended

to the

Divisions and sects are derived by Paul, Gal.

5
19, like all other transgressions, from one and the same fountain
of inward corruption, the flesh,
hence classed in the same category.
If, then, the state is not authorized to employ punishment against some
:

—

can it be authorized to employ it against
he makes no account whatever of the consideration that the religious-moral point of view, from which Paul here regards the matter, is altogether different from the civil and judicial,
from which alone the state can regard it.^
With good right, it is true, Augustin asserts, in opposition to the
Donatists, that even kings are bound, as Christians, to serve their particular vocation in a Christian spirit
that as each must serve God in
his own peculiar way, according to Ms particular vocation^ so they,
too, must serve God in a pecuhar way in the fulfillment of the duties
of their office.^ But he erred only in deriving, from this correct posifruits of the flesh, neither

others

;

"

— where

;

1

C.

lit.

Petiliani,

1.

II. § 184.

2 C. Gaudent. Donatist. 1. 1.
§ 20. Puniantur homicidia, piiniantur adulteria, puniantur ccetera quautalibet sceleris sive libi-

dinis facinora sen flagitia, sola sacrilegia
volumus a regnantium legibus impunita.
Augustin against the Donatists:
'^

Cum

in veneficos vigorem legum exerceri juste
fateantur; in liEereticos autem atque impias dissensiones nolint fateri, cum in iisdein
iniquitatis fructibus auctoritate apostolica
numei'entur ? C. epist. Parmeniani, 1. I.
.

§ 16.
* C.

lit.

Petiliani,

1.

II. § 210.
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^

way

authorized to derive from
what does a government
in the Christian sense consist; and how far does the province of kingly
To make
power, or of civil power generally, in human affairs, reach ?
use of their power against heretics cost the emperors no sacrifice of
tion,

The question

it.

self-denial.

On

in

no

arose, in the first place, in

the contrary,

it

flattered

the

and he might believe that

consciousness

of the

way, which was
But had he
so easy for him, he could atone for many transgressions.
allowed himself to be actuated, in his whole conduct as emperor, by
the spirit of Christian self-denial, he would assuredly have far better
subserved the cause of Christianity than he could have served it by
the demolition of every idol, which work Augustin so highly extols as
sovereign's rights

;

in this

the prerogative of imperial power.^

But we may

allow that Augustin was perhaps

authorized

to avail

himself, in defending the chui'ch. of a principle which at this time

had

already become universally predominant in church practice, and of
which this theory of church rights already lay at the foundation.
''
Who," says Augustin, " will not give his approbation to the laws by
which the emperors forbid sacrifices even on penalty of death ?
Will
not the Donatists themselves agree with us here ? "
If they did so,
it must be allowed that they were defeated by their own inconsistency.^
It was the case with Augustin here, as in many other instances,
that, owing to his ignorance of the rules of a right interpretation of
Sci'ipture, he imagined he had found, in some detached and misapprehended passages of the Bible, a false theory, which, in his systematizing mind, he had framed to himself independently of Holy Writ
and thus by his means the wrong apprehension of .such a passage of
Scripture was established as the classical foundation of an error that
prevailed for centuries.
Thus, in his exposition of the parable of the
supper, Luke 14, paying no regard to the rule which requires that the
point of comparison should be ascertained and held fast, and aSixing
too literal a sense to the word arayKa^ew, v. 23, he supposed he found
the theory expressed here that men were authorized and bound to employ force, and compel men to participate in the supper
that is, to
enter into communion with the universal visible church, out of whose
pale salvation was not to be obtained.
Thus he laid the foundation of
the theory, " Coge," or " compelle intrare in ecclesiam."^
;

—

reges excepta generis humani societate, eo
ipso quo reges sunt, uncle sic Domino serviant, quomodo non possunt, qui rQges non
sunt.
^ Non enim auferenda idola de terra
posset qui squamju here privatus. Augus-

in general, allow only of a vindicta spiritalis by excommunication in religious matters.
On the other hand, ep. 93, directed
to the Donatist Vincentius, he says, § 10

tin.

rificia

1.

c.

^ This inconsistency could not, pei'haps,
be laid to the charge of all the Donatists.
In the passage referred to above against
Parmenian, Augustin speaks doubtfully on
this point
Quid istis videatur, ut crimen
idololatrioe putent juste ab imjjcratoribus
and
vindicari aut si ncc hoc volunt, etc.
he says here, that many Donatists would,
:

;

Quis nostrum, quis vestrum non laudat
leges ab imperatoribus datas adversus sac-

Paganorura?

Vid. ep. 93 ad Vincent, ep. 185 ad
Bonifacium, § 24
Hi qui invcniuntur
**

:

in viis et sepibus, id est, in hajrosibus et
.-^chismatibus, coquntur intrare. In illis qui
lenitcr primo adducti sunt, completa est

prior obedientia: in istis autem qui co
guntur, inobedientia coercetur.
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True, Augustin continually explains, that everything must flow
from the temper of love but of what use was this principle, in a theory which gave full sway to arbitrary will ?
How often was not the
holy name of love abused by fanaticism and the love of power ?
It
was by Augustin, then, that a theory was proposed and founded,
which, tempered though it was, in its practical application, by his own
;

pious, philanthropic spirit, nevertheless contained

the

germ of

that

whole system of spiritual despotism, of intolerance and persecution,
which ended in the tribunals of the inquisition.

2.

The Mdetian Schism

in Egypt.

The second schism which deserves notice in this period was the
Meletian, which originated in Egypt.
The causes which led to it
were in many respects similar to those that gave occasion to the Novatian and to the Donatist schisms.
In the very place where the
spirit of peace and of love should have most prevailed, in the prison
cells,

where many bishops, companions of the same

sufferings,

were

together, arose a dispute about the different principles of proceeding

with those who had fallen away during the Diocletian persecution.
There existed among the prisoners a more rigid party, who maintained, on the same principle which Cyprian had once advocated under
the persecution of Decius, that all who should have violated, in any
way, their fidelity to the Christian faith, ought to be excluded from
the fellowship of the church until the perfect restoration of peace

and that

if,

up

to

that time, they

had manifested a

spirit of sincere

contrition, they should then first obtain forgiveness, according to the

measure of

their guilt.

At

the head of this

Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis in the Thebaid.

more rigid party stood
The bishop of this city,

being a metropolitan, possessed the highest rank next after the bishop
of Alexandria, and frequently stood on the same level with him in
administering the general concerns of the church.^
Peter, bishop of Alexandria, on the other hand, who, as it seems,
had, Hke Cyprian in the Decian persecution, for special reasons, withdrawn himself awhile from his community, agreed in his principles with
the milder party.
The pastoral letter on church penance, which, in
the year 306, this bishop addressed to the Egyptian church, breathes
a spirit of Christian love and wisdom.^ He displayed in it a more
correct appreciation of penitence as a moral duty, than generally prevailed
attaching more importance to the temper than to the external
conduct, and judging with less severity those who, yielding solely to
;

1

Epiphan.

hseres. Meletian. 68.

Tuv

kul SsvTepevuv
upxisTnaKoniiv Jjf 6i'
avrov
^ap/v.
It is also highly
uvnTiTitpeug
probable, that the sixth canon of the Niorigin
in this relation
cene council had its
and its object was to secure as incontestible, to the bishop of Alexandria, his gen-

Kara
T(p

rr/j'

AlyvivTov

Uerpu Kara

-rrpor/Kuv

rijv

primacy over the entire Egyptian
church, which was not to be encroached
upon by the rank of the church of Lycoperal

olis.

This letter was received by the Greek
church into the number of the letters incorporated into the ecclesiastical code of
'^

laws, under the

title

of intaToXal KavovLnal.
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been forced, by the anguish of torture, to a
which they afterwards deeply regretted.^
Many Christians had been mean enough to force their
Christian slaves to oflfer, instead of themselves, under the delusive notion that God's tribunal could be deceived like a human one.
The
bishop Peter showed in this case his correct moral judgment, in treating the slaves with more lenity than the masters.
Inasmuch as the
former had been in a sense constrained by force and fear, their church
penance was therefore to last only a year
and they were thus to
learn, for the future, to do the will of Christ, and to fear only him.
But the masters were to be subjected to three years of penanc«, as
hypocrites, and because they had forced their fellow-servants to offer,
not having learned from the Apostle Paul that servants and masters
" But if we all have one Lord, with whom
have one Lord in heaven.
there is no respect of persons, as Christ is all in all among Barbarians,
Scythians, bond, and free, they should consider what they had done,
when they would fain deliver their own souls, but compelled their
fellow-servants to the worship of idols."
His correct judgment was
seen again in the severity which he showed to those of the clergy who,
instead of caring solely for the salvation of the communities intrusted
to them, and waiting, in their appointed sphere of labor, the will of
the Lord, had, in the pride of fanaticism, abandoned their communities,^ and voluntarily given themselves up to martyrdom, and then
what was frequently the punishment of fanatical presumption
shrunk
back and denied in the immediate prospect of death.
Meletius, at a subsequent period, obtained his freedom
while those
bishops who held other and milder principles of penitence, remained
physical weakness, had

momentary

denial of the faith,

;

—

—

;

He exercised his authority as tlje second metropolEgypt, during the absence of the bishop Peter, whom, being
a confessor, he thouglit himself entitled, perhaps, to despise, on account
of his flight he travelled through the whole diocese of the Alexandrian patriarch, within which, relying on the authority just described,
he undertook to ordain, and to excommunicate, according to his own
pleasure.
He did not recognize the official power of those to whose
charge, as Periodeutce, or visitors, the bishop Peter of Alexandna had.
committed the destitute communities.
Their different views respecting the proper mode of treating those who had fallen, or who had
become suspected of denying God in some way or other, was here,
too, probably made a subject of discussion, or at least used as a pretext
since the Meletians boasted of representing the pure church of
Four Egyptian bishops, among the imprisoned confesthe martyrs.
sors, declared themselves firmly against the arbitrary proceedings
The
of Meletius, who, however, took no notice of this protestation.
still

in the prison.

itan in

;

;

1

Upodidofisvoi VTzd

rf/c

uadeveiac r^f aap-

Touching this point he says, c. 10
" So did no one of the apostles for the
Apostle Paul, who had gone through many
^

:

;

conflicts,

to depart

ertheless, to abide in the flesh

and who knew that it was better
and be with Christ, added, Nev'

is

more need-

Since he did not seek his own
proHt, but what would be for the good of
many, that they should be saved, he held
it to be more necessary tli.an his own rest,
to abide with the brethren and care for
them."
ful for you.'

Koc.
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bishop Peter of Alexandria issued a writing to the Alexandrian church,
wherein he bade all to avoid fellowship with him, until the matter could
be more closely investigated in connection with other bishops and at
probably after his own return
from the
length he excluded him
functions of- the episcopal office, and from the fellowship of his church,
Also, subsequently
as a disturber of the peace of the communities.^

—

—

1 Among the sources which treat of the
origin of the Meletian schism, there is
found a good deal of contradiction. The
first place among these sources is certainlydue to the documents published b.vMafltei,
from a manuscript of the chapter of the
cathedral of Verona (in the osservazioni
letterarie, T. III. Verona, 1738), which,
therefore, we must make the point of departure in inquiring into these contradicFirst, a letter of four imprisoned
tions.
confessors from Egy])t, the bishops Hesychius, Pachomius, Theodorus, and Philoas, who subsequently died as martyrs (according to Euseb. h. e. VIII. 13), addressed
In this letter it
to the bishop Meletius.
is urged against Meletius, whom still they
call dilectus et coraminister in Domino,
that, in violation of the rights of foi-eign
bishops, and particularly of Peter of Alexandria, he is reported to have undertaken
which, nevto ordain in foreign dioceses
ertheless, was altogether at variance with
It is worthe ancient laws of the church.
thy of remark, that, among the grounds of
excuse here mentioned, to which Meletius
might perhaps appeal, that borrowed from
the dilFerence in the principles of penitence
is not cited at all, as if no dispute had as
yet arisen on that point. Next follows the
'storij, that, when Meletius had received this
letter, he did not answer it, did not even
repair to the bishops in prison, nor seek
for the bishop Peter but, after those bishops had already perished by martyrdom,
that he came to Alexandria, and there
entered into a combination with two rest;

;

men, who were anxious to obtrude
themselves on the communities as teachers, of whom Arius was one (see the secless

relating to doctrinal controversies).
These discovered to him two presbyters,
nominated by Peter as church visitors,
who had concealed themselves. The text
tion

now reads Commendans eis occasionem
Meletius separavit eos (in the Greek probThe sense of the obscure
ably iK^upil^ev).
passage is probably this Meletius accused
these presbyters of having shown inconstancy to the faith, or cowardice under the
persecutions he excluded them for a season from the fellowship of the church, or
suspended them from their offices, recommending to them to improve the opportunity furnished them by the persecution, of
restoring themselves to their good standing, by showing steadfastness in confessing
He himself ordained two as
the faith.
:

:

;

;

presbyters, one of whom was in prison,
and the other had been condemned to
work in the mines, as a reward of their

constancy.

From

narrative it is apparent, that
which Meletius excited were,
doubt, connected with his severe principles as to the proper mode of
conduct during the persecutions although
no mention is made of this in the preceding letters.
The third document is the
letter of the bishop Peter to the Alexandrian community, in which he bids them,
on account of the difficulties with Meletius,
to hold no communion with him.
With
the account of the origin of the Meletian
controversies which is to be gathered from
these documents, the report of Epiphanius
for the most part agrees.
He represents
the separation, which had its ground in
the difference of views as to the principles
of penance, to have taken place already in
the prison.
Of this the letters above cited
do, indeed, say nothing.
The zealous
"this

the disputes

beyond

all

;

Meletian author whom Epiphanius makes
use of may perhaps also have represented
the affair in an exaggerated light still it
is quite possible that a dispute of this sort
may have already occurred, although it
;

had as yet led to no open rupture. The
narrative, which is the second of those
documents of Maff'ei, intimates this. According to Epiphanius, Meletius, when he
left the common prison, had been con-

On his
to labor in the mines.
journey to the place of his punishment, he
represented as having undertaken to
ordain according to his own pleasure.
perhaps it is
This story is perhaps false
a rumor which gradually arose and spread
among the Meletian party in order to

demned
is

—

shield

him against some

evil

suspicion.

The documents

of Maffei seem to presuppose, that Meletius had then obtained Ms
What Epiphanius relates
entire freedom.
is, on the other hand, in accordance with
the narrative of Maffei, that as the party
of Peter had styled themselves the catholic
church, so the party of Meletius styled
itself the church of the martyrs; for it
clear, in tact, from that narrative, that
Meletius was fond of making confessors
In the church history of
ecclesiastics.
Sozomen I. 24, one account is especially
deserving of notice, that while the bishop
Peter, who afterwards died as a martyr,
had taken refuge in iiight [tpevyovrog Scd,
Tov Tbre diuy/iov), Meletius usurped the
is
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a. d. 311, and in the time of
the Arian controversies broke out,

martyrdom of the bishop Peter,

the bishop Alexander, under
this scliism still

whom

continued to exist.

council of Nice endeavored to get rid of this schism by milder
The council du-ected that Meletius, since no confidence
regulations.

The

could be placed in his restless character, should reside simply as a
and for the
titular bishop, without active jurisdiction, at Lycopolis
future refrain altogether from bestowing ordination, whether in the
Yet the clergy who had been already ordained
city or in the countr3\
by him should remain in possession of their offices, only taking rank
after the others who had received ordination from the bishop of AlexBut if these should be removed by death before them, then
andria.
they might take their places, in case they should, by the vote of the
and this was confirmed by the bishop
communities, be found worthy
But the Meletian schism, which, moreover, found
of Alexandria.^
;

;

fresh sources of nourishment

propagate

3.

itself

till

amid the Arian disputes, continued

to

into the fifth century.

Schism between Damasus and Uisinus,

at

Home.

We

mention here another schism which gives lamentable evidence
of the worldly spirit already prevailing in the Roman church, which
an
was indeed the first step towards the profanation of holy things,ominous presage of the future. The particular occasion wiiich led to

—

If this
right of ordaining in his diocese.
account were correct, the origin of the
schism would be still mure clear. Mcletius had, perhaps, remonstrated against his
flight with Peter himself; and imagined
himself to be the more warranted, on that
account, to interfere with liis authority.
The narrative of Epiphanius does indeed
but anachronisms
conflict with this view
are no uncommon thing in this author,
From the documents edited by Maff'ei, the
absence of Peter from Alexandria at this
time is clearly made out indeed, but not
his imprisonment. The bishops, who style
themselves prisoners, say nothing, however, of the imprisonment of Peter; neither does he mention it himself in his letMoreover, Eusebius, IX. 6, reports
ter.
that under the persecution renewed by
Maximinus, in .311, the bishop Peter was
suddenly seized and beheaded, without
making mention of any earlier imprisonment of his. From the last words of Peter, which, to be sure, in the Latin transla;

tion, in which they are preserved to us,
sound somewhat obscure, it might rather
be inferred, that he was in a state of freedom, and was intending soon to appoint
an ecclesiastical trial in Alexandria itself:
Ne ei communicetis, donee occurram illi
cum sapientibus viris et videam quae sunt,

qu»

cogitavit.

With these narratives, however, the
story of Athanasius, Apolog. c. Arianos,
§ 59 (which Socrates tbllows), in part contlicts ; that the bfshop Petrus (MeAeri'oi';
eni noATialg iXeyx^ivra napavofilaic Kai
\ivaia ev Koivy avvudu

tCjv eTTioKviruv

kw-

As it concerns the napavofiiai, this
coincides with the reports above cited; for
by them would of course be understood
these very arbitrary ordinations.
In respect to the second matter, however, the
passionate opponents of the Meletians are
not to be wholly believed. It might perhaps be, that this charge was conjured up
at a later period, by enemies of Meletius.
They inferred from" the fact that Meletius
had been released from the same imprisoumcnt in which the others had experienced
martyrdom, according to the same Ucentious mode of drawing conclusions we have
already noticed, that he must have proi^ei'Asv.

cured his freedom by consenting to offer,
the rest, this story of Athanasius, too,

For

seems to go in favor of the supposition
that the bishop Peter was still in a state
of freedom, that he subsequently returned
to Alexandria, and there convoked a synod
against Meletius.
i
See the letter of the Nicene council,
in Socrates
-

I.

9.

As Ammianus

Marcellinus very justly

remarks on occasion of
27,

c. 3.

tins controversy,

1.
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the breaking out of this schism lay in the immediate circumstances of
The Roman bishop Liberius had, in 35r>, been deposed
the times.
from his place, and sent into exile, by the emperor Constantius, because

he would not consent to the condemnation of Athanasius.^ The archdeacon Felix, who acceded to the emperor's wishes, was elevated to
But, when the latter subsequently consented
the place of Liberius.
to subscribe a creed drawn up at Sirmium by the Arian party, Conand he
stantius permitted him., in the year 858. to return to Rome
was again at liberty to resume his bishopric. Meanwhile a distinct
party had been formed in the church by a certain presbyter, named
Eusebius which party held their conventicle in a private house, and
avoided all fellowship with those who were favored by the party at
court.^
Now this party refused to recognize Liberius as bishop, on
account of his recantation, and hence continued to hold their separate
and he is reported, at least by the
Felix was banished
assemblies.
enemies of Liberius,^ to have subsequently repented of his transition
to Arianism, and, for this reason, to have led a life of penance at the
The meetings of the Eusevilla to which he had withdrawn himself.
Eusebius was kept confined in a
bian party were forcibly broken up
room of his own house, where the meetings had been held.
In this ferment of the Roman communities, schisms might easily be
occasioned by the new election of a bishop in the place of Liberius,
The real course which matters took, as we
after his death, in 366.
have two opposite reports, which proceed from the opposite parties,
cannot be certainly traced. According to the account of one party,
Damasus was, in the first place, regularly chosen and ordained bishop
but, afterwards, a deacon, Ursinus or Ursicinus, who had aspired to
;

;

;

;

;.

the episcopal dignity, with his party, took possession of the church,
which was called after its builder, or the presbyter who conducted
divine worship in it, the church of Slcininua ;'^ and caused himself
According to the other report,^ the
here to be ordained bishop.^
party which had always continued to be faithfully devoted to the
bishop Liberius, immediately after his death made choice of Ursicinus.
But Damasus, who belonged to those who, during the banishment of
Liberius, had attached themselves to Felix, and who had ever aspired
after the episcopate, was nominated bishop by the party of Felix.
Thus it cannot be determined which one of the two competitors had
the principal share in the disturbances and deeds of violence. Although
the truth is, that, whenever any matter became an object of zealous

contention

Roman

among the lower classes of the passionate and
many things might be done which the heads

people,

1
See below, under the head of doctrinal controversies.
2 See the history of the sufferings of
this Eusebius, which, it must be allowed,
as it comes from an enthusiastic admirer,
'.s

not entitled to

full belief.

PubHshed by

Baluz, Miscellan. 1. II. p. 141.
3 See vita Eusebii, 1. c.
* Basilica Sicinini.

restless

of both

^ See the accounts in. the chronicle of
Jerome, in Socrates and Sozoraen.
" The introduction to the petition of
Marcellinus and of Faustinus, two presbyters belonging to the party of Ursicinus,
and of Lucifer of Calaris, to the emperors
Theodosius an(l Arcadius. Published by
Sirmond. opp. T. I.
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yet it is most probable that neither
parties would gladly have avoided
of the two, in this case, could be wholly exempted from blame.
Damasus appears, moreover, on other occasions, to have been a proud man.^
;

Bishops, who should have been mhiisters of peace, and surrendered up
everything, sooner than allow any strife to go on for their own honor,
suffered the matter to take such a course, that a bloody struggle must
decide the question, which of the two was the regular bishop. On one

day there were found, in the church occupied by Ursicinus, which was
stormed by the party of Damasus, the dead bodies of a hundred and
thirty -seven men.'-^
Damasus at last conquered, and Ursicinus was
and, moreover,
banished. But the division continued to exist longer
other foreign bishops were drawn into it. To suppress this schism, and
the quarrels that grew out of it, the emperor Gratian issued, in the
year 378 or 381, the law which we have noticed already in a cursory
manner, and to which he was moved by the petition of a Roman coun;

By

cil.

this law,

he conferred on the

Roman

bishop the right of

deciding, in the last instance, on the affairs of the bishops

who were

implicated in this schism;^ providing, however, that they should not
encroach, by so doing, on the authority of the metropolitans in the
provinces.

—

Remark.
The schisms of Lucifer of Calaris and of Meletius of
Antioch, on account of the intimate connection in which they stand
with the history of doctrinal controversies, are reserved for the fourth
section.
1

See Basil. Caesar, ep. 239, §

'^

Ammian.

'

By

Marcellin.

1.

27,

this schism, occasion

TOL.

II.

2.

c. 3.

was given
17

for the law, although
general.

its

expressions are
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SECTION THIRD.
CHRISTIAN LIFE AND CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.
I.

1.

Its

Christian Life.

General Character in

this

Period.

All that has been said in the foregoing sections concerning the
nature of conversions explains the change in the character of the
free intermingling with the heathen
Christian hfe of this period.
world followed next after the outwardly declared opposition to it.
Pagan vices, pagan delusions, pagan superstition, took the garb and
name of Christianity, and were thus enabled to exert a more corruptThey who. without any real ining influence on the Christian life.
terest whatever in the concerns of religion, lived half in Paganism ami
half in an outward show of Christianity,
such as these composed the
crowds that thronged the churches on the festivals of the Christians,
and the theatres on the festivals of the Pagans.^ Such were those who
accounted themselves Christians, if they but attended church once or
twice in a year ^ while, without a thought of any higher life, they
abandoned themselves to every species of worldly pursuit and pleasThere were multitudes, especially in the large towns of the
ure.
East, who, although no longer Pagans, and although they were denominated, in the most general sense of the word, believers, yet kept
back, during the greatest part, or even the whole of their lives, from
the communion of the church
and only when admonished by the
actual or apprehended approach of death, in sudden attacks of sickness, in earthquakes, or the unforeseen calamities of war, took refuge
in baptism.
Others, who had received baptism, thought themselves
religious enough, if they attended church on all the festivals
a practice denounced, therefore, by Chrysostom, as a mere form, wholly
without influence on the inner life
custom, but not piety.^
The greater the number of these nominal Christians, the more mischievous became the errors which made them feel secure in this outward Christianity, which confirmed them in the delusive notion that
Of this kind were
they could live in sin, and yet obtain salvation.
those many corruptions of purely Christian ideas which we have
false notions
already had occasion to notice in the preceding period ;
of what constitutes faith ; the confounding of the inward thing with

A

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

1

48.

Augustin. de catechizandis rudib. §
Illse turbffi implent ecclesias per dies
Christianorum, quae implent et the-

festos

atra per dies solennes Paganorum.
^ 'Atto^ t} devrepov fioXig rov navTog eviav-

Chrysostom. in baptism. Christi

rav.
II.
^

367, ed. Montf.
^vvjidslag. earlv, ovk evla(3elag.

T

f.

nam, H. V. T. IV.

f.

739, seq.

In

An
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that reliance on externals in religion, which grew
out of this very habit of overlooking what belongs to faith and to the
life of faith, and of confounding the divine realities which faith apprehends, with the outward, eartiily forms which were designed merely
Here belongs, to sum up the whole at once,
to symbohze them.
which it will be our object afterwards to explain more fully in detail,
the mistaken confidence in the magical cleansing and atoning effi-

the outward sign

;

—

—

in the sanctifying effects of the commimion, when
received without suitable preparation, and only on the princijml feast
days in the merit of a merely outward attendance on church, of pil-

cacy of baptism

;

;

to certain spots consecrated by religious remembrances, in
the merit of donations to churches, of almsgiving, especially to ecclesi-

grimages

and monks, even when what was thus bestowed had been obtained
by injustice, and without respect to the question whether the gift proInstead of bearing the cross
ceeded out of the right temper of love.
in their hearts, men relied on the magical power of the outward sign.
astics

Instead of soberly carrying out the doctrines of the gospel in their
lives, they folded up the scroll on which it was written, to wear about
the neck as an amulet.^

Mischievous also Avas the influence of the one-sided doctrinal tendency, which was promoted by the controversies, conducted as they
were with blind zeal and which again reacted in such a manner as
since the interest for orthodoxy in
to increase the number of these
dogmatic formulas swallowed up every other religious interest within
itself, and the attention of men was ever more and more directed away
from the true essence, and from the demands of practical Christianity ;
as Theodore could say of people of this way of thinking, that they proceeded as if the Saviour had given no laws to be observed for the
Mischievous, too, was
direction of life, but only articles of doctrine.'-^
the influence of the unevangelical notion, which continually gained
ground, of a distinct outward priesthood, confined to a single class of
whereby the original idea of the priestly character belonging
men,
in common to all Christians, ever became more completely obscured
and suppressed. That which should be the concern of all Christians,
and which should be required of them all, as spiritually-minded men,
was supposed to belong exclusively to the spiritual order and to monks
and whoever was exhorted to lead a more sober and holy life, was
ever ready to reply " I am of the world and secular men, if they
are believers, if they abide in the communion of the church, and do
not lead an extremely vicious life, w^ill doubtless reach heaven though
they may not attain to those higher seats which are reserved for the
saints.
I have not left the world I am no clergyman, no monk.
Of
such persons alone these loftier virtues can be required."
;

;

—

:

;

;

•

1

Jerome, after having spoken of the
Haec in corde portanda sunt,
in corpore.
Hoc apud nos supersti-

Pharisees

non

;

:

tiosae mulierculas in parvulis Evangeliis et
in cnicis ligno et istiusmodi rebus usque

hodie factitant.

In

Vallarsi. T. VII.

f.

23, Matth. 1. IV. ed.
184.
Chrysostom, ad

c.

pop. Antiochen. H. 19, § 4, ed. Montfaucon, T. II. f. 197. ki yvvalKec nal ru fuxpa
iratdia uvrt ipvTiOKJjg ixeyuXijg evayyelia e^apTiJai. tov rpaxvTiov.
^ 'S2f ovSev fiev itepl j3iov tov aurffpog
vofzodeTf/GavTog,

rew KsXeiaavTOC.

nova 6e tu doyfiaTa
Ep. 147.

(pvXar-
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As the things which would be most likely to attract notice in a
great city, would by no means furnish a correct standard by which to
judge of the more secluded Christian life in the same, so it would be
equally wrong to estimate the whole Christian life of this period according to the standard of the great mass of nominal Christians. Evidences are not wanting of a progressive work of the Holy Spirit in
moulding the life and character of individuals.
The great church
who labored with
great zeal for its promotion, may serve as a proof of what must have
existed within the church for without the Christian spirit under which
they were trained, they certainly could never have become what they
Indeed, the influence of their Christian education may often
were.
teachers, impenetrated with the spirit of the gospel,

;

be traced in the history of their development.
The circles of which
they became the centres, also show the recipient spirit of the times in
which they labored. And in many of the appearances of Monachism,

we

see expressed, despite of

all

its

irregularities, a

warm

Christian

which must have proceeded from the church.
It was natural, however, that the had element, which had outwm-dly
assumed the Christian garb, should push itself more prominently to
notice in public life.
Hence it was more sure to attract the common
gaze, while the genuinely Christian temper loved retirement, and created less sensation except in those cases, which were not unfrequent
in this period, where opposition elicited the hidden Christian life, and
made it appear brighter in the conflict. "' Watch the oil-press," said
Augustin to those w4io saw nothing but the evil swimming on the
surface ; " watch it a little more narrowly, and do not look at the
scum alone that floats on the top. Only seek, and you will find somespirit

;

thing."

At

^

the present time, the relation of vital Cliristianity to the Chris-

tianity of mere form resembled that which, in the preceding period,
existed between the Christianity of those to whom religion was a seri-

ous concern, and Paganism, which constituted the prevailing rule of
As, in the earlier times, the life of genuine Christians had stood
out in strong contrast with the life of the pagan world
so now the
life of such as were Christians not merely by outward profession, but
also in the temper of their hearts, presented a strong contrast with the
By
careless and abandoned life of the ordinary nominal Christians.
these latter, the others, to whom Christianity was a serious concern,
and who placed it neither in a formal orthodoxy, nor in a round of
outward ceremonies, were regarded in the same light as, in the earlier
They also
times, the Christians had been regarded by the Pagans.
were reproached by these nominal Christians, just as the Christians
generally had been taunted before by the Pagans, with seeking to be
righteous overmuch.
Such is the picture which Augustin has drawn
" As the Pagan who would be a Chrisfrom the life of these times.

life.

;

rude words from the Pagans ; so he, among the Chrislive a better and more conscientious life, hears
He who would be
himself abused by the Christians themselves.
tian, hears
tians,

who would

1

Enarrat. Ps. 80, §

1.
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sober among the intemperate, chaste among the incontinent
he who
would honestly serve God, among those who consult astrologers he who
would go nowhere but to church, among those who flock to the silly
must hear rude language from Christians themselves, who
shows,
will say
You are really a very great and righteous man, a second
Elijah or Peter
you must have descended from heaven.'"^ In
another place, he says:^ "As soon as a man begins to live for God,
to despise the world, to abstain from revenging injuries, from seeking
after riches, or any earthly goods
to look down upon all these things,
and to think of nothing but God, and to walk faithfully in the way of
Christ,
not only the Pagans say of him,
He is mad
but what
should give us greater concern, because it shows that, even in the
church, many sleep and will not be awakened, he must expect to hear
Christians themselves remark
What is the man about ? What can
have entered into his head ? "
Such individuals of the laity as were
distinguished by their piety from the great mass of nominal Christians,
and from the worldly-minded members of the clergy, often excited the
jealousy of these latter, and had to suffer their persecutions.^
Such
examples were too troublesome
they were too severe censors of
;

;

—
:

'

;

—

;

—

'

:

;

'

'

'

;

—

morals.

We have already observed, in describing the spread of Christianity,
where we adduced the testimony of Pagans themselves as unimpeachevidence of the fact, that pious Christian females, presenting
patterns of genuine wives and mothers, often furnished a beautiful
contrast to the prevailing depravation of manners and reckless pursuit
able

of earthly things, to be found in the families of Pagans, or of mere
nominal Christians.
From such wives and mothers, the true religious
instruction of the husband, or at least the pious education of the
children, often proceeded.
By them, the first seeds of Christianity
were planted in the souls of those who afterwards produced the greatest effects as teachers of the church.
The pious Nonna, by her
prayers and the silent influence of the religion which shone through
her life, gradually won over to the gospel her husband Gregory, who
had belonged to an unchristian sect, and he became a devoted bishop.
Her first-born son, whom she had long yearned after, she carried, soon
after his birth, to the altar of the church, where she placed a volume
of the gospels in his hands, and dedicated him to the service of the
Lord. The example of a pious education, and this early consecration,
first received from his mother, of which he was often reminded, made
a deep impression on the son and he compares his mother with Anna,
who consecrated Samuel to God. This impression abode upon him,
Avhile e;cposed, during the years of his youth, which he spent at
Athens, to the contagion of the Paganism which there prevailed.
;

1

In Ps. 90, S.

I.

2

In Ps. 48, S.

II. § 4.

8

So says .Jerome

:

Vere nunc

daranatio sacerdotura sit. Graves ita(iue eos habent, et
quasi cervicibus suis impositos ut a bono
abducant opere, variis persecutionibus inquictant.
In ep. ad Tit. c. 1. T. VII. 1. f
faciat, et tales esse laieos

§ 4.
est cer-

nere, in plerisque urbibus episcopos sive
presbyteros, si laieos viderint hospitales,
amatores bonorum, invidere, freniere, quai non liceat facere quod episcopus non

;

702.
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This son, the distinguished church teacher Gregory of Nazianzus,
says of his mother, that her emotions, when dwelHng on the historical
facts connected with her faith, overcame all sense of pain from her
own sufferings hence, on festival days, she was never known to be
sorrowful, and death surprised her while praying before the altar.^
The pious Anthusa of Antioch retired from the bustle of the great
world, to which she belonged by her condition, into the still retreat
of domestic life.
Having lost her husband at the age of twenty, from
:

regard to his memory, and a desire to devote herself wholly to the
education of her son, she chose to remain a widow
and it was owing
;

in part to this early, pious,

and careful education, that the boy became
afterwards so well known as the great church teacher, John Chrysostom.
Similar was the influence exerted on the education of her son,
by the mother of Theodoret. In like manner, Monica, by her submissive, amiable, and gentle spirit, softened the temper of a violently
passionate husband
and, while she had much to suffer from him,
;

scattered the seeds of Christianity in the young soul of her son Augustin, which, after many stormy passages of life, brought forth their

him abundantly. What was generally supposed to constitute
the pattern of a Christian woman, may be seen from the description
which Nilus gives of Peristera constant study of the Holy Scriptures ;2
fruit in

:

fervent prayer, proceeding from a broken heart liberal support of the
poor ; care for the burial of the dead, who were poor or strangers ;
active pity for all in distress
reverence for the pious care for the
monks, providing for their support to the satisfaction of all their bodily
;

;

;

wants, so that they might devote themselves to their calHng without
disturbance.^
To make their children early acquainted with the Holy
Scriptures, was considered, by such pious mothers, as a task which
belonged peculiarly to them.*

2.

a.

Peculiar Directions of the Christian Life.

Ascetic Tendency,

and MonacJiism which proceeded from

it.

In the preceding period, when Christianity was left to develop
with freedom and without foreign interference, its most prominent
feature was opposition to the world.
From this may have come a
itself

one-sided ascetic tendency, a certain spirit of alienation from the
world, opposed to the worldly spirit of Paganism.
But the time had
now arrived when, owing to the downfall of Paganism, that opposition
must disappear, and make room for such a harmonious appropriation
of the w^orld, as would include within

it

the opposite element as

its

with such portions of the Holy Scriptures as were deemed to be especially suited
They were
to the capacity of childhood.

Gregor. Nazianz. Orat. 19, f. 292, and
the epigrams of Gregory Nazianzen, in
Muratori anecdota Grasca, Patav. 1709,

iar

p. 92.

taught to commit Psalms to memory.
See Gregor. Nysseni vita Macrinse opp.

1

2
8

*

Me^T?/ Tuv -Oeiuv loyMv dcrivEKTii.
See Nil. Perister. c. 3.
Daughters also were early made famil-

torn. II.

f.

179.
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ITS ORIGIN.

But since Paganism, though outwardly vanquished,
negative basis.
would still often revive, putting on some form or other of Christian
since the majority, instead of appropriating the world
appearance
by fighting against and subduing it, would mix Christianity and the
world together, thus producing a new kind of conformity to the world,
it followed that, in serious minds, the ascetic tendency would be led
and the appearances
to express itself in a sterner form of opposition
thence arising would be most likely to manifest and develop themselves in the vicinity of large towns, which were seats of corruption.
Thus the two tendencies, the false appropriation of the world, in the
form of worldliness, and the false rejection of the world, go forth hand
in hand.
In the preceding period, the ascetics were accustomed to live
singly, each according to his own inclination, without any specific form
of union, within the precincts of the church to which he belonged. In
Egypt, it was customary for the ascetics to settle down singly in the
country, at no great distance from some village, where they supported
themselves by the labor of their own hands, and devoted the surplus
to charitable purposes.^
We undoubtedly recognize, also, such ascetics
in the agonistici of the North African church.^ It was first in this
present period, when the previously existing germs of all tendencies
of life attained to a more settled and definite mode of growth, that the
freer form of the ascetic life shaped itself into ]\Ionasticism
a phenomenon of great importance, as well on account of the influence
which it had already, in this period, on the evolution of Christianity,
and of the Christian and church life in the East as on account of the
vast influence which it had in later times on the culture of the West;

;

—

;

ern nations.
Neither Monachism in itself, nor the ascelic spirit from which it
sprung, was peculiar to Christianity.
Such singular modifications of
human life are much older, in the Eastern world, than Christianity.
Buddhism is an example, the spirit of which is directly opposed to the
spirit of Christianity.
In Egypt, the birthplace of Monasticism,
something like it had, in fact, already appeared among the Jews, in
and in Palestine, where Monasticism
the sect of the Therapeutse
early found its way, the Essenes, with many other societies of a similar
;

had preceded it. Monasticism was much more at variance with
the pure spirit of Chrutianity ; inasmuch as it impelled men, instead
of remaining as a salt to the corrupt world in which they lived, out-

kind,

wardly to withdraw from it, and to bury the talent which otlierwise
they might have used for the benefit of many.
But though Monasticism Avas not a form of life that sprang originally and purely out of
Christianity, yet there can be no doubt that by Christianity a new
spirit was infused into this foreign mode of life, whereby with many it
became ennobled, and converted into an instrument of effecting much
which could not otherwise have been eflfected by any such mode of
living.
1

%

Athanas. vita S. Anton. § 3
idioi KUfiTic KaTafiovoQ TjOKeiTo.

:

'E/caarof rdiv pov?j}uev(jv euvTu jvpooixei-v, ov (lUKpdv
a

See above,

p. 227.
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In the fourth century, men were not agreed on the question, as to

who was to be considered the founder of Monasticism, whether Paul
or Anthony.
If by this was to be understood the individual from
whom the spread of this mode of life proceeded, the name was unquestionably due to the latter
for if Paul was the first Christian hermit,
yet he must have remained unknown to the rest of the Christian world,
and, without the influence of i^nthony, would have found no followers.^
Before Anthony, there may have been many who, by inclination or by
peculiar outward circumstances, were led to adopt this mode of life
but they remained, at least, unknown.
The first whom tradition
which, in this case, it must be confessed, is entitled to little confidence,
and much distorted by fable
cites by name, is the above-mentioned
Paul.2
He is said to have been moved by the Decian persecution,
which, no doubt, raged with peculiar violence in his native land, the
Thebaid in Upper Egypt, to withdraw himself, when a young man, to
a grotto in a remote mountain.
By degrees he became attached to
the mode of life he had adopted at first out of necessity.
Nourishment and clothing were supplied him by a palm-tree that had sprung
up near the grotto. Whether everything in this legend, or, if not
everything, what part of it, is historically true, it is impossible to determine.
According to the tradition, Anthony, of whom we shall
presently give a more detailed account, having heard of Paul, visited
him, and made him known to others.
But as Athanasius, in his life
of Anthony, is wholly silent as to this matter, which he certainly
would have deemed an important circumstance,
though he states
that Anthony visited all ascetics who were experienced in the spiritual
life,
the story must be dismissed as unworthy of credit.
Anthony, whom we may regard, therefore, as the father of Monasticism, sprang from a respectable and wealthy family in the village of
Coma, in the province of Heracleopolis (magna) a city of the Heptanome, bordering on the Thebaid.^ He was born about the year 251.
He received a simple, pious education, but no Hterary training
a
thing, indeed, hardly known in the old Coptic families, into which the
The Copinfluence of the Alexandrian Hellenism had not penetrated.
tic language was his vernacular tongue
he would have been obliged
to learn the Grreek in order to make himself master of the Greek culture ; and as often happens with such men, in whom the contemplative
bent of mind predominates, he had no disposition to learn a foreign
He would have been under the necessity, moreover, of
language.
resorting to the school in which instruction in the Greek language
was given; but, owing to the more serious, retiring disposition for
which he was early distinguished, he avoided the society of noisy boys.*
;

—
;

—

—

—

;

—

;

1 Jerome, in his account of the life of
Paul, says very justly of Anthony: Non
tarn ipse ante omnes fuit, quam ab eo omnium incitata sunt studia.
2 Jerome himself speaks of the absurd
fables which were circulated about Paul
but even his own biography of him is not
free from them, and it gives no distinct
picture of the man.

^.Sozom. 1. I. c. 13.
* Athanasius says of
of his
;i;f™-

life,

We

§

1

:

him-, in the

Tpd/xfiara

might take

account

ovk

Ijvia-

mean

that

fia<lielv

this to

Anthony did not learn how to read at all.
Thus Augiistin understood it, who, in the
prologue to his work, de doctrina Christiana, § 4, says of Anthony, that without
knowing how to read, he committed the
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From

the first, too, he took Httle interest in matters of worldly learnbut a deep religious feeling, and a craving after the intuition of
divine things, were the predominant characteristics of the youth as he
grew up to maturity. He was a constant attendant at church, and
what he read himself in the Bible, as well as what he heard read in
the Scripture lessons at church, became deeply imprinted on his soul
it was to him matter for S}>iritual nourishment, which he constantly
carried with him, so that in his subsequent years he could wholly dispense with the written Scriptures. Between his eighteenth and twenand on him alone devolved the care of
tieth years he lost his parents
a young sister, left with himself an orphan, and of all the affairs of the
These cares may, perhaps, have proved irksome to him, unfamily.
Once, as he was walking in the
suited to his peculiar temperament.
which, for the purpose of elevating his heart to God iu
church,
silent devotion, he frequently visited, even at seasons when there was
his imagination set vividly before him the contrast beno service,
tween a man perplexed with the care of earthly matters, and the
primitive apostolical community, in which, as it was usually conceived,
Occupied with
no one possessed any earthly property of his own.
and it so
such thoughts, he once attended a meeting of the church
happened that the gospel concerning the rich young man was read
Anthony considered those words of the Saviour
before the assembly.
to the rich young man, which he heard in this particular state of mind,
He peras words particularly addressed from Heaven to himself.
suaded himself that he was thus called to make an outward renunciation of all his earthly goods and possessions.^ The considerable landed
estates which belonged to him, he gave to the inhabitants of his village,
under the condition that, for the future, they would trouble neither
him nor his sister with demands for the payment of the public taxes
and other claims of that kind.^ He sold everything that was movable, and distributed the avails to the poor, reserving only the small-

ing

;

;

—

—

;

memory by merely hearing it
But this is inconsistent with what
Athanasius says of him in the same paragraph Toif avayvcjafiaai npoasx'^v, rfjv ef
avTuv ufeXeiav kv eavru dierripei.
This
might, perhaps, still be understood as re-

would be unnecessary

ferring solely to those portions of Scripture which he heard road in the church,
But afterwards, too, where he is speaking
of Antliony's ascetic life, he says of him,
§ 3 Kal -yap Kpoaslxev ovTug r^ uvayvuaei.
It would be possible, indeed, still to understand Athanasius, not as speaking in this
passage of 'Anthony's private exercises,
but only explaining why it was that to
him the invitation of Scripture, to pray
without ceasing, was so constantly pres-

from the narrative of Athanasius, that at

Bible to
read.

:

:

namely, because he had everything
which he had heard read from the Scriptures, so deeply imprinted on his memory,
If the passage is so explained, it might be
understood here also as speaking simply
of the public reading at church, and it

ent

;

to suppose that Anthony knew how to read. This interpretation, however, is at any rate not the
most simple. But even supjiosing that

Anthony had

first

read the Bible himself

in the Coptic translation, yet

it

follows,

a later period he could dispense entirely
with the written Scripture, because its
words were so deeply impressed on his
memory as to be constantly present to
him ( Kal 7.oltvqv avroj rrjv /iv^/itjv uvtI
(3if3Xiuv ylvea&u(.).
Thus the statement of
Augustin, and what we shall aftenvards
cite from a conversation between Anthony
and a man of learning, may bo reconciled
with the above account,
i
See the interpretation of these words
which had already been disjjuted by Clement of Alexandria above; Vol. I. p. 279.
Vita, § 2 "Iva elq ^fj6' dnovv bxAfjcuaiv
:

;

'^

:

avrC) re

/cat r/;

adeA^y.
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While listening a second time, during
Lord which bid us take no care
for the morrow, taking the language once more in too literal and outward a sense, he now gave away to the poor the small remainder of
his property which he had reserved particularly for the maintenance
of his sister, that he might free himself entirely from all cares about
earthly things.
He placed his sister to be educated with a society
of pious virgins,^ and, settling down near his paternal mansion, began
a life of rigid asceticism.
He heard of a venerable old man, who was
living as an ascetic on the border of a neighboring village.
He sought
him out, and made him his pattern, fixing his own residence in the
vicinity of the village
and, whenever he chanced to hear of approved
ascetics living anywhere in those districts, he visited them, abode with
them for a season, and then returned to his former place. He supported himself by the labor of his own hands, and distributed what he
did not need for himself ^o the poor.
Under the false notion of completely dehumanizing himself, he
strove to fight down, as sinful, those purely natural affections which in
Christianity should be ennobled and glorified
to suppress by force
every thought and feeling of love which drew him to his sister and
other members of his family.
He desired to forget all that bound him
to the earth.
But nature claimed her rights. These feelings and
thoughts would intrude, and disturb him in his meditations, in spite of
himself.
He could fancy that he beheld in them a temptation of the
adversary.
Moreover, the lower impulses and energies of nature were
Hence, in
excited to greater activity, the less they were em})loyed.
his sohtude, he had to endure many conflicts with sense, which in some
active vocation, demanding the exertion of all his powers, might perhaps have been avoided.
The temptations he had to battle with w^ere
so much the more numerous and powerful, as he was given to idle selfmeditation, as he busied himself in fighting down the impure images
that were constantly rising up from the abyss of corruption within his
heart, instead of despising them, and forgetting himself in worthier
employments, or in looking away to the everlasting source of purity
and holiness. At a later period, Anthony, with a conviction grounded
on long years of experience, acknowledged this, and said to his monks;
" Let us not busy our imaginations in painting spectres of evil spirits ;
Let ils rather be
let us not trouble our minds as if we were lost.
cheerful and comforted at all times, as those who have been redeemed
and let us be mindful, that the Lord is with us, who has conquered
them and made them nothing. Let us ever remember that, if the
Lord is with us, the enemy can do us no harm. The spirits of evil
appear different to us, according to the different moods of mind in
which they find us. If they find that we are weak-hearted and cowardly, they increase our fears by the frightful images they excite in
But if they
us, and then the unhappy soul torments itself with these.
est portion of it for his sister.

divine service, to those words of our

'

;

;

find us joyful in

the Lord, occupied in the

1

Uap^evuvi.

contemplation of future
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of the things of the Lord, reflecting that everything

Lord's hand, and that no evil spirit can do any harm to the
away in confusion from the soul which they see
preserved by such good thoughts."^
At that time he was for overcoming the evil spirits, in whom he
beheld the enemies of his holy endeavors, by still stricter regimen of
life.
He betook himself to a certain grotto in the rock, at some distance from the village, which served the purpose of a tomb (called in
the East a mausoleum).
Here, as it is probable, by excessive fasting,
and by exhaustion from his inward conflicts in this unnatural place of
abode, he brought himself into states of an over-excited imagination
and nervous derangement, in which he fancied he had received bodily
harm from the spirits of darkness. He fell at last into a swoon, and
At a
was conveyed back to the village in a state of unconsciousness.
later period, he retired to a still more distant mountain, where he
After
passed twenty years amidst the ruins of a dilapidated castle.
this, he yielded to the entreaties of those who desired to have him for
their guide in the spiritual life.
He gave himself up to the men who
sought him out.
Many joined themselves to him, and, under his
The
guidance, trained themselves to the abstemious life of hermits.
deserts of Egypt became filled with the cells of these eremites. Many
flocked to him, from different countries, partly to see the wonderful
man, partly for advice and consolation, and to obtain the cure of diseases (particularly of those fits which men were in the custom of tracing to the influence of malignant spirits) by the virtue of his prayers.
Parties in strife submitted their matters of dispute to his arbitrationHe exhorted all to sacrifice everything to the love of Christ striving
to make them feel the love of God, who spared pot his only-begotten
is

in the

Christian, they turn

;

Son, but gave him up for all.
To escape the wonder of the multitude, and deliver himself from
the throng of men, of all conditions, that disturbed him in his prayers
and meditations, Anthony betook himself to a more distant solitude,
among the mountains. Certain Nomadic Saracens, who wandered
over this district, were seized with reverence at the impression of his
This, together with the fruit of
appearance, and brought him bread.
some date-trees which he found on the spot, sufficed for his nourishment.
But as soon as the monks whom he had left behind him, disYet
covered the place of his retreat, they provided him with bread.
Anthony was resolved to save them this labor. He procured some
implements of agriculture, sought out a spot, near the mountain, capable of tillage, and well watered, and sowed it with grain, from which he
harvested what suflSced for his suj^port. As he was afterwards visited
here, too, by strangers, he raised a supply of vegetables, that he might
have wherewith to refresh those Avho had made the long and wearisome
journey to find him.
He wove baskets, and exchanged these for such
articles of nourishment as were brought to him.
He could easily acquire the fame of being a worker of miracles
1

Athanas.

vit.

Anton.

§ 42.
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many, particularly of those who were thought to be possessed of
were indebted to his prayers, and to the impression of
tranquilhty and peace which went forth from him, for the soothing
of the tumultuous powers which had agitated their inner being.
But
he pointed those who applied to him for help, or had been indebted to
him for it, away from himself to God and Christ. Thus, to a miUtary
officer who applied to him for tlie healing of his daughter, he said
" I also am a man, like thyself.
If thou belie vest in the Christ whom
I serve, only depart, and pray to God in thy faith, and it shall be
done." ^ Usually, he exhorted the suffering to patience. They were
to know that the power of healing belonged neither to him, nor to any
other man, but was the work of God alone, who wrought it when and
Thus those who left him without having obfor whom he pleased.
tained the bodily relief they expected, learned from him a lesson more
submission to the
valuable than any deliverance from bodily ills,
He exhorted his monks not to attribute too great worth
divine will.^
and not to estimate, by these,
to miraculous gifts and wonderful cures
since
evil

spirits,

—

;

the degree of progress in the Christian life, but to esteem holiness of
"To do wonders," he told them, '' is not our work,
living still higher.

Hence he

but the Saviour's.

said to his disciples

:

'

Rejoice not that

the spirits are subject to you, but rather rejoice that your names are
written in heaven ' for that our names are written in heaven is a
:

but to expel evil spirits is the
witness of our virtue, and of our life
grace of the Saviour, which he has bestowed on us."^
It was only on extraordinary occasions, that Anthony made his ap;

pearance at Alexandria
great

effect.

Thus

it

;

and then

his

appearance always produced a

was, when, in the year oil, the emperor Maxi-

min renewed the persecution in Egypt. True, Anthony did not thinki
but neither did he fear dan-i
it proper to give himself up as a victim
;

ger, in firing the courage of other Christians to unwavering confessioir^
in manifesting love to the confessors in the prisons and the mines.

His example and his words did so much, that, to hinder them, the
Other
governor issued a command for all monks to leave the city.
monks, who, on this occasion, had also come into the city, concealed
themselves but Anthony appeared in pubUc, yet no one dared to
;

touch him.
second time, in the year 351, when he was a hundred years old,
he made his appearance in Alexandria, to counteract the spread of
Arianism, which was then supported there by the power of the state.
His appearance made, at that time, so great a sensation, that Pagans
themselves, and even their priests, came to church, for the purpose of
People beseeing the man of God, as they themselves called him.*
longing to the pagan ranks pressed forward with the rest, to touch the

A

1
'•*

8

Vit. Anton. § 48.

L.
L.

c. §
c.

56.

§>38.

What Athanasius relates, § 70, is conthe reverence which a Synesius,
while yet a Pagan, shows towards Anthony. He names him among the rarer
*

nrmed by

men, who, by virtue of

their greatness of
mind,' could dispense with scholastic culture; whose flashes of spirit might serve
and places him by
instead of syllogisms
In hia
the side of Hermes and Zoroaster.
Dion, ed. Petav. f. 51.
;
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they could only do
during
the few days of his residence in Alexandria, than during a year at

garments of Anthony,

in

hopes of being healed,

more Pagans were converted

It is said

that.

if

to Christianity

other times.
Many sayings of this remarkable man, which have come down
through the oral tradition of his disciples, lead us, indeed, to recogThe favor of princes, by which so many, in
nize in him a great soul.
other respects distinguished men of the church, have still allowed

themselves to be corrupted, could not touch the mind of Anthony.
When the emperor Constantino and his sons wrote to him as their
spiritual father, and begged of him an answer, it made no impression
on him. He said to his monks " Wonder not that the emperor writes
but wonder much rather at this, that God has
to us, for he is a man
At
•written his law for men, and spoken to them by his own Son."
:

;

he could be prevailed on to receive the
But
not how to answer a letter of that sort.
when the other monks represented to him that they were Christian
princes, and that they might look upon his neglect as a mark of conIn
tempt, and thereby take offense, he allowed the letter to be read.

was with some

first it

letter, since

difficulty

knew

he

them that they were Christians, and
next told them what he considered would be most conducive to their
welfare ; that they ought not to look upon their earthly power and
glory as a great thing, but rather to think of the future judgment
that they ought to know that Christ is the only true and eternal King.
He exhorted them to philanthropy, to justice, and to care for the

his answer, he first congratulated

poor.i

Once there came to him a learned man of the Pagans, and made
merry with him, because he could not read. He asked him how he
Anthony thereupon asked him
could endure to five without books.
which was first, "spirit or letter." The learned man repUed: " Spirit
" Well," said Anthony, "the healthy spirit, then, needs
is the first."

My

book is the whole creation this book lies open there
not letters.
the. word of God."^
before me, and I can read in it when I please,
When others were ridiculing the faith of the Christians, Anthony
asked them which, from the very nature of the case, went first in the
:

—

knowledge of all things, and especially in the knowledge of God, and
which gave the more assured conviction, " the conclusions of reason,
When
or the faith which comes from a direct act of the spirit." ^
they said the last, he rejoined " You are right since faith proceeds
:

;

—

something in its condition.*
from something immediate in the soul,
What we know by faith, that you seek to prove by argument; and oftentimes you cannot even express that which we behold in the spii'it."
Anthony, who, in the early years of his monastic life, had tormented
^

Vit.

2

L.

23.
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§ 81.
Socrates hist, eccles. IV.
§ 73.
Perhaps this story was floating before
c.

the mind of Synesius, and he merely conwith Anthony, when he
founde<l
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himself so much with temptations, and been able to find no rest in
constant self-contemplation, observed afterwards, from his own expe" This is man's great work, to take his guilt upon himself
rience
Without
before God, and expect temptations till his latest breath.
To an
temptation no one can enter into the kingdom of heaven."
" Trust not in
abbot, who asked him what he ought to do, he replied
:

:

your own righteousness, and regret not what is already past." ^
A monk, for
Severe to himself,. Anthony was mild to all others.
some offense, had been expelled from his cloister, and his brethren
were unwilhng to receive him back, though he showed proofs .of peniAnthony sent him back again to his cloister, with these words
tence.
"
ship stranded, lost her cargo, and was with diffito the monks
but ye are for sinking again at sea what
culty drawn to the shore
has been safely brought into harbor." ^ To Didymus, the learned
superintendent of the catechetical school at Alexandria, who, from his
youth up, was blind, he said, on meeting with him during his last
" Let it not trouble you that you are in
residence in Alexandria
want of eyes, with which even flies and gnats can see but rejoice that
you have the eyes with which angels see, by which, too, God is beAt the age of a hundred and five
held, and his light received." ^
years, feeling the approach of death, and, with entire consciousness,
calmly and cheerfully awaiting the end of his earthly career, he was
solicitous that the exaggerated reverence of the Egyptians towards
him should not convert his remains into an object of superstition. It
was their custom, after the ancient manner, to embalm the bodies,
especially of those who were venerated as saints, as mummies, take
them into their houses, and place them there on small couches. The
superstitious veneration of relics might here easily find a foothold.
To guard against this, Anthony urgently recommended to his monks
to keep the place of his burial concealed, lest his body might be dug
up by others, and preserved in the manner above described for he
wished not to be more highly honored than the patriarchs, and Christ
himself, who had all been buried.
Anthony gave to his age a pattern, which was seized with love and
enthusiasm by many hearts that longed after Christian perfection, and
which excited many to emulate it. Disciples of Anthony, belonging
to Greek and to old Egyptian families, spread Monachism throughout
every part of Egypt and the deserts of this country, to the borders
of Lybia, were sprinkled with numerous monkish societies and monkFrom hence Monachism spread to Palestine and Syria,
ish cells.
where the climate was most favorable to such a mode of life, and
much
among the Jews,*
where, too, even at an earlier period,

A

:

;

:

;

;

;

—

1

He would

not spend so

men

should

probably say,
time in reflecting on

much

instead of getting free from
themselves, and striving continually forward in the work of holiness. (See Aptheir

sins,

aphtbegm. patr. §
T.
L. c. § 21.
Socrat. 1. c.

eccles. Graec.
2
3

4.

I.)

Coteler.

monument,

—

We

find in Nilus a remarkable account of Jewi.sh monks in his own time,
in the Tractatus ad Magnam, c. 39, opus'low^a'tuv nvig
cula, Romce, 1673, f. 279.
/ifi cnvaiTov^evoL uKTTJiioavvnvizapaTov vofwv,
knovalug Tav-rjv Tjanuaavro, Lv aKTjvai^ Karoi*

It may be, as Nilus seems to
suppose, that this was at that time a new
KTjaavrec.

appearance

among them, and perhaps had
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PACHOMIUS.

HILARION.

was analogous had ah-eady existed. Anthony, indeed, was visited,
by monks belonging to Egypt, but also by monks from JeruThe person who most contributed to the })romotion of Monasalem.^
Born in the village of Thabatha, or
chism in Palestine was Hilarion.
Thanatha, in Palestine, four miles south of Gaza, he resided, while a
youth, for the purpose of study, at Alexandria, when the fame of Anthony moved him to seek out the great anachoret; and, after having
spent several months in Anthony's society, he returned to his native
country, with the intenrion of introducing there the same mode of life.''^
Anthony, without any conscious desiyn of his own, had become the
that

not only

founder of a new mode of living in common for it had, in truth, happened, of its own accord, without any special efforts of his, that persons
of similar disposition had attached themselves to him, and, building
their cells around his, made him their spiritual guide and governor.
Thus arose the first societies of Anachorets, who lived scattered, in
single cells or huts, united together under one superior.
But, independent of Anthony, an individual made his appearance
in Egypt, who brought together the monks in one large connected
building, and gave to the entire monastic life a more regular and sysThis was Pachomius, the founder of the cloister
tematic shaping.
The societies of the Anachorets, who lived in a certain union
life.
with each other in single cells, were called AaGpat (laurse) ;^ the con;

which monks dwelt together, under a common
Kotvo/3ia (coenobia), /xovacrrT/pta (monasteria),
(ppouTLCTTrjpta.'^
Pachomius, at the beginning of the fourth century,
when a young man, after having obtained his release from the military
service, into which he had been forced, attached himself to an aged
hermit, with whom he passed from ten to twetve years of his life.
Here he felt the impulse of Christian love, which taught him that he
ought not to live merely so as to promote his own growth to perfecHe supposed,
tion, but to seek also the salvation of his brethren.
that, in a vision, he heard
unless this is a decoration of the legend,
the voice of an angel giving utterance to the call in his own breast,
it was the divine will that he should be an instrument for the good of
On TabennjB, an island
his brethren, by reconcihng them to God.^

nected buildings,
superior, were

in

called

—

from an enaulation of the Christian
but may also have been a mode
which had come down from ancient
times, and which was incorrectly thought
to be something new.
1 See Palladii Lausiaca, c. 26. Biblioth.
patrum Parisiensis, T. XIII. f. 939.
^ Hieronymi vita Hilarionis. Sozomen

arisen

monks
of

;

life

III. 14.

A term which, derived from the ancient
Greek adjective Xavpog, denoted, properly,
a large open place, a street.
<*

*

Thus Evagrius,

21,
distinguishes (ppovriaTT/pia Kal rac KaXov/iEvag lavpag
and in the life of the :il)iH)t
Sabas, which Cyrill of Scythopolis I'omhist, eccles.

1. I. c.

:

posed, we find a distinction made between
Aavpai and Koivofiui, § 58, in Coteler. eccle-

si£e

—

Graacse

monumenta, T.

fj.ovaaTT)pia

The name

III.

appears here as uniting the

meaning of both. Anthony himself, in the
ancient life of Pachomius, § 77, names the
latter as the founder of the more closely
Kara t^v
connected societies of monks
:

upxr/v, ote /xovaxog yiyova^ ovk tjv koiv6(3io\- ,

uXX'

maaTo^

tC.)V

upxaluv fiovaxuv

fieru tov

diuyfidv Karafiovag TjaKSiTO, Kal /leru ravra o
Trarrfp ij/xuv enoiT/ae tovto to dyaijbv napd
Kvpiov.
Even before Pachomius, a person
by the name of Aotas ('AuraO made an

attempt, but without success, to found
some similar institution. Acta Sanctorum mens. Maj. T. III. in the Appendix,
§ 77.
^ Vit.

Pachom.

§ 15.
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of the Nile, in Upper Egypt, betwixt the Nomes of Tenthyra and
Thebes, he founded a society of monks, which, during the lifetime of
Pachomius himself, numbered three thousand, and afterwards seven
thousand members and thus went on increasing, until, in the first
;

could reckon withui its rules fifty thousand
a
This whole association was called a /<otro/3tov coenobium,
monks.^
term which, originally designating the entire whole of a monkish society, although distributed through several buildings, was afterwards
of which, too, it was usually the case
transferred to single cloisters
The entire body of monks
that each one embraced a distinct society.
and afterwards his successtood under the guidance of Pachomius
sors, the abbots of the cloister in which the institution had its origin,
He was regarded as
continued to be the heads of the whole order.^
the superior of the whole coenobium, the abbot or abbas-general (the
Hebrew and Syriac word for father) or, as he was styled in Greek,
the archimandrite ; ^ and, at certain seasons, he made visitations to

half of the

fifth centui-y, it

—

;

;

;

The

several cloisters.

the

entire

monkish society was distributed,

according to the various degrees of progress which its members had
attained in the spiritual life, into several classes, twenty-four in all,
and each of these classes
after the number of letters in the alphabet
had its own presiding officer, as to each also was assigned its particuThey employed themselves in the ordinary monkish avocalar labors.
tions ; such as weaving baskets, for which they made use of the rushes
of the Nile, fabricating mats or coverings (i/^ia^ot), not neglecting,
however, other kinds of business, such as agriculture, and ship-buildAt the end of the fourth century, each cloister possessed a
ing.
Palladius, who
vessel of its own, built by the monks themselves.
visited the Egyptian cloisters about this time, found, in the cloister of
which also belonged to this association of monks, and
Panopolis,
fifteen tailors, seven
contained within it three hundred members,
smiths, four carpenters, twelve camel-drivers, and fifteen tanners.*
Each cloister had its steward (oikoi'o/aos), who provided for the bodily
wants of all, and with whom the fabrics, when finished, were deposited;
and all these stewards were placed under a general steward of the
;

—

—

who was stationed at the prinhad the oversight of the income and exto him were given over all the
penditure of the entire coenobium
He shipped them to Alexandria, where
products of monkish labor.
they were sold, to provide means for purchasing such stores as the
and whatever remained, after these wants were supcloisters needed
pUed, was distributed among the poor, the sick, and the decrepit, of
A part also was sent to
this populous, though impoverished country.
Twice in the year, on the feast of Easter, and in the
the prisons.^
whole association (the
cipal cloister.

The

fxeyas oikovo/x.o?),

latter

;

;

1

c.

Pallad. Lausiaca, c. 6, 1. c. f. 909, also
Hieronymi prsefat. in reguf. 957.

38,

lam Pachomii,

§ 7.

2 The first example of an institution
similar to the later congregations and orders of monks.
From the word uav6pa, the fold, flock.
•*

Vid. Nilus,

1.

II. ep. 62, fiovacT^piov =^ /zdv-

dpa.
*

Lausiac.

^

Vit.

onymi
aca,

f.

c.

39.

Pachom. §

prsefat.

jn

Hier19, § 73, § 85.
regul. Pachom. Lausi-

957.

^
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month Mesori (about the season of our August), all the superiors of
the single cloisters met together in the principal cloister.
At the last
meeting, they brought in reports of the administration of their office.
was at this time, the reconciliation of all with God and with each
other was celebrated.^
No person who wished to be taken into the society of the monks
was admitted at once but he was first asked, whether he had not
committed a crime, and was not seeking refuge, among the monks,
from civil penilties whether he was his own master, and therefore
warranted to decide on his mode of life
whether he deemed himself
capable of renouncing his property, and everything he called his own.
He must, in the next place, submit to a period of probation, before he
could be received into the number of regular monks.2 He was adopted,
on pledging himself to live according to the monastic rules.^ Pachomius also founded, at this early period, cloisters of nuns, which received the means of support from the cloisters of the monks.*
It

;

;

;

If the

who devoted themselves

to this mode of life were such
by natural bent of disposition, or by some
peculiar course of early training, and were therefore capable of enduring it, yet they were followed by multitudes of others who were merely
hurried into it by the force of example and the enthusiasm
of the
tmae.
That fanatical tendencies, and even mental aberrations should
spnng up out of such a state of things, was inevitable. The temptation to commit suicide was no unfrequent thing
among the monks.
The case of Staglrius, which incidentally comes to our knowledg<
iie
through the beautiful letter of consolation addressed to him by
Chry^s-

as

first

had been led

to

choose

it

may serve as an example. Stagirius was a young man belonga noble family in Antioch, who having become disgusted
with
the frivolity of life in the great world, was the more strongly
inclined
ostom,

ing

to_

to embrace the
became a monk.

feeble nature.

silent, divinely

consecrated Hfe of monachism.
He
the too great and sudden change unsettled his
found himself exposed to violent attacks of mental

But

He

disorder, during which he imagined himself tempted of
the devil to
destroy Mmself.
Nilus, an experienced monk of the fifth century, in-

forms us 5 that many monks, finding no way of escape from
the secret
temptations besetting them in their solitude, desperately plunged
the
knife into their bodies, or threw themselves headlong from
pre°cipices.
Others starved themselves to death.e The abbot Pachomius also
speaks
of sunilar acts of desperation into which monks, tormented
by bad
thoughts which they found it impossible to get rid of,
allowed themselves to be hurried.
He therefore warns his monks against keeping
§

1

Vit.

o'

A

-

Pachom.
.

.

§ 52.

Hieronym.

1.

c.

the earlier

practice of the Essenes.
^ The 6/w?iayTiaic, called afterwards the
votum, vow, § 66. Hieronym. pr^fat. § 49.
*

Qvijaaovaiv koIIoIc npocppoveug Savaroig,
VTTo a<j>ETip7ic TvaluLLTji Kal yccTpdc
uvayn^,
(They died by voluntary starvation.)

^'>J'^0''

,.

novitiate, according to

Lausiaca f 300
6 NHus, lib. II. ep. 140, f. 182.
6 See Gregor.
Nanzianz. Carmen 47, ad
Hellenium
ncuemum. opp.
oon T
TI r.
f 107
j.. ij..
IV /.
VOL. II.
18

ni

M ^..^-

^

a'

-i

a

'

,

-^

n

'

^?-^'\^
(^P^XOK
m.'Z-^''^^''''
^i
Maprvpef arpeKirig noM(iov
oTrd koI oto'

'

Xn'.ZZ'Jr
^^'l'^'"''-\^_^orav
rov6
'^- ^
conflict

unavtcrafievoc.
^^ redeemed from this inward
melancholy Ufe ')

'*-'°"^® '°

and

this

<5'
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MORBID EXTRAVAGANCES.

their own bosoms, advising them fco
seasonably known to those experienced in the cure of souls,
before the evil should gain the complete mastery.
He says to them
" If suggestions to blaspheme God occur to a person who is not possessed of a truly prudent and collected spirit, they will soon bring him
to ruin.
Thus have many been led to destroy themselves. Some,
others
bereft of their reason, have cast themselves from precipices
their

distress concealed within

make

it

;

own bowels

and others have put an end to
their lives in diver's ways
for it is a very bad case when a man does
not hasten to disclose the state of his mind to such as understand the
nature of the evil, before it becomes confirmed." ^ Many, after having
pushed their abstinence and self-castigation to the utmost extreme,
imagined they had reached the summit of Christian perfection, and
might now soon dispense altogether with those means of grace which
have ripped open

their-

;

;

They despised assembling with others
other weak Christians needed.
Finally, they
purposes, and even for the communion.
imagined that they were honored with special visions and revelations.

for devotional

The end

of

it all

was. that they

fell

into a state of complete insanity

;

or else what had hitherto inspired them appeared at once to be selfdelusion.
From the temptation to seek an entire estrangement from
the ordinai-y feelings of humanity, into which they had forcibly wrought
themselves, they sunk back to entire abandonment and vulgarity.

impulses, which, in the intoxication of pride, they had
succeeded, for a short time, in wholly suppressing, broke forth with still
greater violence.^ They not only rushed back to their ordinary earthly
pursuits, but now went to the opposite extreme of giving themselves
Sometimes, after having been tossed
up to every sensual enjoyment.
to and fro, from one extreme to the other, they at length arrived, out
of these hard trials, to the knowledge of themselves, and to a discreet
piety.^
We see a mark of true wisdom in the practice of endeavor-

The sensual

ing to heal those who, through the pride of asceticism, had fallen, or
were in danger of falling, into insanity, by forbidding them to engage

such

in

efforts

any longer, and obliging them

to live after the

manner

of ordinary men.

To find a respite from temptations which they could not avoid while
awake, and which disturbed them even in singing and in prayer, many
The same Nilus, who had
gave themselves up to immoderate sleep.
stored up so large a fund of spiritual experience, writes to one of this
" By taking this course, you gratify the powers of evil, and
class
make them prouder for they who give themselves up to indolence,
who neglect prayer and religious singing, are commonly the most an:

;

noyed."
1

2

*

Pachom. § 61.
Hence Niius, who was a man of large

Vit.

one who asked
him why many of the monks had so sadly
" Priding
fallen, the following answer

inward experience, gave

to

:

themselves on their ascetic })erfection, they
by their presumption, the protection
of good spirits, and the evil ones became
KarajiaXXovai rdv ns(j>v<Jitheir masters."

lost,

u/xevov eig wopvEtav fj kIotttiv rj (povoKTOviav
Nil. 1. I. ep. 326.
Which, in spiritual therapeutics, waa
designated by the name diaKpiaig (discre-

^ fiaixdav.
•*

Aiu tcw nsipacjfitJv doKifiac^ek, epx^rai
npbg t^v naauv tuv dperuv iiprj?iOTeoav 6iatio)

:

Kpiaiv.
*

Nilus,

1.

HI.

ep. 224,
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HERON.

was here the source of many extravagances
monk by the name of Valens, belonging
Palestine, had become proud of his o-rcat as-

Spiritual pride, especially,

and mental aberrations.
to a

monastic order in

A

Some friends, perhaps according to a usual custom, having
present of certain articles of food to the monks, the presbyter
Macarius, who presided over the society, sent a portion to each in his
But Valens, with scornful language, bade the bearer carry it
cell.
back to Macarius. The latter perceived the danger which threatened
cetic efforts.

made a

The next day he went to him, endeavthe sanity of Valens's mind.
ored to bring him to a sense of his dangerous self-delusion, and enAs he refused to
treated him to pray God that he might be healed.
He had visions,
listen to all advice, his case continually grew worse.
and imagined the Saviour himself had appeared to him. in a form of
When, on the next
light, testifying his approbation of so holy a life.
day, the monks assembled to unite in participating of the holy supper,
" I need not the supper," said
Valens refused to unite with them.
The monks
he, •' for I have this day seen the Lord Christ himself."
For the space of a year,
found it necessary to bind the insane man.
they had recourse to prayer, and to a tranquil mode of life, directly
proceeding
opposed to his previous ascetic habits, for his recovery
on the principle, that one extreme must be cured by resorting to the
;

other.^

Another, by the name of Heron, belonging to Alexandria, who was
of the monastic society in the desert of Nitria, had carried
the mortification of his senses to such extent, that he could travel
thirty miles into the desert, under the scorching rays of the sun, with-'
out food or drink, repeating constantly, as he went, certain passages
and that he often lived, for three months,
of the Bible from memory
This man
on nothing but the bread of the eucharist, and wild herbs.
became so proud as to fancy himself superior to all others. He would
affirming that, as Christ had said, " Let no
be advised by no one
man on earth be called your master," it was men's duty to acknowledge no earthly superior. He also came, at length, to consider it
beneath his dignity to take any part in the communion.
Finally, he
felt within him such a fire, such a restless fever, that he could no longer endure to remain m his cell.^
He fled from the desert to Alexandria, and there plunged into a directly opposite mode of life.
He was
a frequent visitor at the theatre, the circus, and the houses of entertainment he ran into all sorts of extravagance
these threw him into
a severe sickness, in which he came to his senses, and was seized once
more with the craving after the higher life he had lost. Afterwards
he found a- calm and cheerful death.^
Another, by the name of Ptolemy, settled down by himself on a
a

member

;

;

:

;

1

Evx(Ui Kal noiKiTi.^

yuTEpif)

j3iu

rd

Ka&uQ leyeTai
idfjara.

•

Laus.

u6ia(pop7jaei K.al uTrpa-

avTov /cai?e/l6vref,
o'n]fj.a
rd evavria rolg ivavriotg

c.

31.

was no unfrequent occurmonks, to escape their inward temptations, forsook their cells, and
This, too,
fence, that the
'•^

ran about from one place to another. Nilus
says of a person of this description " He
change his place, but not the anguish
of his heart. He will rather nourish and
increase his temptations.
L. I. ep. 295
^ Lausiaca. c. 39.
:

will
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PTOLEMY.

known under the name
where no man had ever dared to dwell,
because the only spring which could provide water for this spot in the
parched wilderness, lay fourteen miles distant. There he persevered

spot lying beyond the Scetic desert in Egypt,
of the "

Ladder "

(xXtixat),

in dwelling alone, for fifteen years, collecting, in

the inonths of

December and January,

earthen vessels, during

the dew, which at this season

plentifully covered the rocks in this country, and, with the moisture

This unnatural mode of life was
thus preserved, quenching his thirst.
The attempt at a proud estrangement from
too much for his nature.
In striving
all human passions was the means of its own punishment.
to deny his human nature, to strip off the limits of humanity, he lost
he grew skeptical about his own, about
all firm hold of real existence
everything appeared
the existence of God, and of all things else
The thought seized him, that the world had
to him like a phantasm.
sprung into existence of itself, without any Creator that it moved in
;

;

—

;

a constant show, without any substantial ground of existing things.
We here see, proceeding of itself from the tendency of a dehumanizing
asceticism, the same view of the world which makes its appearance in
Buddhism. When the human mind seeks to pass beyond the safe and

But this monk
healthful limits prescribed to it, it falls into Nihilism.
was not capable of the resignation which can rest satisfied with such a
result.
He had not the heroism to look straight into the face of nothHe shrunk back from the abyss, to the edge of which he had
ing.
In desperate frenzy, he forsook the desert, wanbrought himself.
dered in dumb maze from city to city, frequented the places of public
resort, and abandoned himself to every species of dissipation.^
From some such fanatical direction of spiritual pride, which has
here been illustrated by individual examples, sprung up, as the same
spirit went on to spread itself more widely, a sect in Syria, which had
followers even as far off as Pamphylia, and propagated itself from the
while, perhaps, in its
second half of the fourth, to the sixth century
that is, in case this
after effects, it continued to exist much longer
sect stood in outward connection with later appearances which in many
They were called, somerespects bear a strong resemblance to it.^
times, after the name of their leaders at different periods, Lampetians,
Adelphians, Eustathians, and Marcianites sometimes, after various
peculiarities which happened to be noticed in them, Euchites (ivxi-ral),
;

;

;

must
from

good grounds, analogous doctrines of this
monkish mysticism to be Manichean or

Laus. c. 95.
^ In case the Euchites of the fourth century stood in any immediate connection
with the Euchites of the eleventh century,

or he may have, through misGnostic
take, confounded Manicheans who concealed themselves under the monkish garb,
with the ordinaiy Euchites. The fact that
the monks had their imaginations constantly busied with the. images of evil
spirits persecuting them, may havefurnished ground for the introduction of the
Manichean, as it did really give rise to the
Euchitian doctrines. See, respecting the
spread of Manicheism among the monks,
Vita Euthymii, .§ 33. Coteler. monumenta ecclesise Graec«e, T. II. p. 227.

1 Laus. 1. c. c. 33.
Similar cases
often have occurred, as we may see

and the so-called Bogomiles of the twelfth,
Without question, the affinity may also be
accounted for from an inward analogy,
which is found to exist between mystic
It is to be observed,
sects of this sort.
however, that Theodoretus already detlic evx'noc iv (lovaxt-Ki^ npoaxvi^o-Ti,
Hist. eccl. c. III.
Td ftavLxaiuv voaoiivTag.
To be sure,
ed. Halens. T. III. p. 1146.

scribes

Theodoretus

may

also have held,

on no

;
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Messalians/ with reference to their theory 6f continual inward prayer;
Choreutes (xopeura)), from their mystical dances,^ Enthusiasts
(ei^ovo-taaTai),on account of the ecstasies of which they boasted.^
The monk Nilus, in the first half of the fifth century, warns against
those who, as a pretext for indolence, pretended to be engaged in
He remarks that if the faculties of sense in youth
continual prayer.^
and the vigor of manhood are not kept under by constant employment,
they will be so much the more likely to intrude, and occasion disturbance to the higher life and that any man who should attempt, without such employment, to give himself solely to prayer, would be so
distracted by wandering thoughts, as to find that this apparent, but
While he
not real prayer was at length suppressed altogether.^
admits, that to be zealously devoted to prayer, and to exercise the
spirit in communion with God, is a noble thing, he warns against that
excess, which, in prolonging the time spent in prayer, produces the
opposite effect of interrupting its quiet performance by the intrusion
of foreign images and thoughts, tending to draw the spirit down to the
earth.s
This practical error gradually led to all the principles and
doctrines pecuhar to the Eiichites.
Most probably, it was in the first place a practical error, without
any tendency to theoretical heresies. They were monks who fancied
themselves to have reached the summit of ascetic perfection ; and, as
they now enjoyed such intimate communion with the Holy Spirit, such
complete dominion over sense, as to be no longer under the necessity
of making the same efibrts as before, supposed that, delivered from the
yoke of law, they needed only to follow the impulse of the Spirit, without rule or discipline.
They would allow nothing to disturb them in
the purely contemplative repose, the state of inwafd prayer, which they
represented as being the highest of attainments.
They discarded all
the occupations of common life,
all manual labor, by which the
monks were used to provide for their own support and for the relief
of others, but which tliey regarded as a degradation of the higher life'
of the spirit.
They were for living by alms alone, and were the first
mendicant friarsJ
also

;

—

1

Signifying the same, according to the

Ohaldee
.,

?'''T'"^3.

^
Corap.

rx
vol I.

^1.

mi-

the Therapeutae^^

^ All these diffei'ent names are found in
Timotheus de receptione hareticorum,

m

monumenta ecclcs.ae Grsecie T.
The name ^iapKLavicrac ^s trora Mar-

Coteler^
III.

an exchanger, under the emperors
Ihe name A«sto^A<cms is.worthy ot no ice.
It might lead us
to think ot luistathms ot bebaste, from
whom, in tact (see further ou), a fanatical
monkish bent derived its origin and the
more, as Photius, Cod. .'52, who had old
synodal acts for his authority, calls this
Eustathius, from whom they bore the name,
cian,

Justm and Justinian.

;

lideaifioQ.
*

TTJg nepl tvv kpyaalav 6knavTdg 6okeIv npoaicapTEpslv rtj

UpoKuXv/ifia

vTjpiac -d 6iu

TTEiTOLrjiievoLc.
He names, as a
promoter of this tendency, one Adelphios
of Mesopotamia, from whom came the
sectarian name above mentioned, Adelphi
ans ; and one Alexander, who for a short

npoaevx^

^^^^ ^..^^^^j disturbance in Constautino-perhaps the founder of a society of

p,e

^oj,k,\,ho maintained an uninterrupted
K^^^
^^ ,^^^^r .^,^j
^

^^

^^^^

by mean's of classes altenuitely re^.f^^j^ ^^^
^j^^ ^^.^^^U^^l Akcemetes
('A«o.>;?ra.). See theep. ad Magnam, § 21.

^j » j^

^

-,;

„J^
.

,.

,

,

.

,

""„'? <^OKOvaa npoaevxr/ ovk
"""'P '^'^'™'> '""'^'} anoZ-vrac.

^^^

™^™'

,

,.

ovaa 6e

* Mrjdk rt) Tvapd to Seov tKTuaH tov xpovov
^ovvai Tiapeiadvaiv Tolg noXe/uoLC nu&eaii>
alxf^^tJTEveiv ti?of l;j;ouc7i Toijg Aoyia/iovg.

^-

C. c.
'

22.

Epiphanius distinctly says,

h. 68, that
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The monks believed that they were persecuted continually by
wicked spirits, and were always seeking how to overcome them. They
may have often found by their own experience, that all their selfcastigation and outward works were insufficient to enable them to overcome the evil spirit in their own hearts. They would thus be comand the outward
pelled to turn from outward things to the inner man
life of monachism itself may have led to the opposite tendency of lookWe may thus
ing inward, which again might be carried to excess.
They taught that
account for the origin of the Eucliitean principles.
every man, by virtue of his descent from the first man who fell, brings
into the world with him an evil spirit, and lives under its dominion.
All ascetic discipline, all the means of grace in the church, are incapable of delivering the soul from the tyranny of this evil spirit.
These avail only to check single outbreaks of sin, while the man still
He is, therefore, under the necessity of
remains under its dominion.
and stands trembling before it under
continually struggling with sin
''
Baptism," said they, " may, like shears,
the discipline of the law.
clip away, indeed, the earlier sins (procure forgiveness for past transbut the root of the evil still remains behind from which
gressions)
new sins, therefore, will continually spring up for in fact the evil
But what could not
spirit still retains his dominion over the soul."^
be brought about by outward means, or by any kind of ascetic disciand now, in opposipline, might be effected by true, inward prayer
tion to the notion of the wonderful efficacy of outward appliances, to
the magical operation of the sacraments, they enthusiastically extolled
He
their own doctrine concerning the efficacy of this inward prayer.
who offered this kind of prayer, they taught, would be delivered
thereby from the power of the evil spirit which had ruled him from
the time of his birth, whose departure would be sensibly felt, and he
;

;

;

;

;

;

Avould enter, in a

way

communion

sensibly felt within himself, into

He

would put on the divine raiment, and
become at once unassailable by any temptation to sin. That freedom
from sensuous affections to which others endeavored to fight their way
by a course of severe ascetic discipline, Jie would reach immediately by
Nor would he any longer need to fast or to morthis inward prayer.
Being freed from the law, he might without hazard extify himself.
pose himself to temptations which others must avoid through fear of
The immediate divine revelation, which he would now enjoy,
falling.
would exempt him from all further need of instruction from others,
from all further need of human guidance.^ It is evident that the
with the divine Spirit.

an excess of the monkish

spirit, a misundcrstandingof the evangelical renunciation
of the world, in short, an exaggeration,
carried to the extreme, of the principle
which lay at the foundation of the whole
monastic institution, was what ]n-oduced
'Eaxov ds to
this error of the Euchites.
3\a(i£pdv TOVTO (ppovrifia and rf/g ujiErpiaq tuv
-(.vwv

d(5e/l0(I)i'

(i^eAe^af.

1 Timoth. 1. c. §
w6ev avyi0ak7iETai

2.

"Ori to ayiov (iuwnafia
tov Saifiovoc tov-

Eiq rfjv

tov
riJv

(5tuftv,

yup eariv Uavov, rue

ovds.

rug

dfiapnCiv

avvovaLUfievag

{)iC,ac

upxf/'&sv

Theodoret. ha;ret.
avpov diKTjv iKpacpelrat tuv
fab. IV. II.
afiapTrj^uTuv tu Trporspa, ttjv 6e (}iC,av ovk

rolg

uydpunoig

ehkotttei.

rrjc

EKrefiEiv.

afiapnac.

By

this

we must

supply what is wanting in the less accurate
account of Theodoretus. hist, eccles. IV.
10.
^

Theodoret.

'h. e.

IV.

receptione haereticor. §
hisres. § 6.

9.

Timoth. de
Joh. Damascen.
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tendency of a doctrine like this would be to destroy, not only the
monachism of these times, which was founded on obedience and subFor, of course, to the
ordination, but all church order besides.
Euchites, their prayer supplied the place of all other modes of devoand they looked upon themselves as exalted
tion and means of grace
far above other Christians, who were still in bondage to sense, and
They were persuaded that the true
under the yoke of the law.
the
spiritual sacrament of the supper was only among themselves
outward ordinance of the church they represented to be a matter of
Although they believed that they could derive no benindifference.
efit from it, yet they joined in the celebration of it, in order that they
Their
might still be considered members of the Catholic church.
doctrine of inward prayer, on which alone everything depended, their
one-sided conception of religion as something exclusively inward, led
them also to discard sacred music.^ That they sought after revelations in dreams, we may easily beheve, according to the unanimous
since many indications of the tendency
testimony of their opponents
to that enthusiasm which looked for divine suggestions in dreams, is
Their adversaries, moreelsewhere to be found also in this period.
over, report of them, that they were, for this reason, much given to
which is possibly an exaggeration, but it may also be true ; for
sleep
it is easy to see, that such a monotonous direction of the soul, so
much at variance with the essential constitution of human nature, as
;

;

;

;

Nilus had well understood, must have often passed off into sleep and
dreams.
In various ways, we see, connected with such appearances of an
enthusiastic mysticism, the habit of confounding sensual with spiritual
a habit which has
feelings, particularly sensual with spiritual love*,
Thus,
often been attended with the most pernicious consequences.
too, the Euchites compared the spiritual marriage of the soul to its
heavenly bridegroom, in a grossly sensual manner, with an earthly

—

union.

The

which would transcend the bounds of finite exreverie in which all distinctions were lost,
not seldom led from an enthusiastic mysticism, to a pantheistic selfdeification.
This seems to have been the case also with the Euchites.
They asserted, that they had become partakers of the divine nature.
The Deity was able to assume all possible forms, and did actually
assume all forms, particularly for the purpose of communicating him" The three hyposself to such souls as were fitted to receive him.
tases of the Triad," they taught, " are nothing but different forms
the Trinity resolves again
of revelation of the one divine Essence,
spiritual pride

istence, the state of

dreamy

—

seen from a fragment of the
tract of the Monophysite Severus, written
igainst the work of the Euchite Lampetios, which was entitled the Testament.
gather from the opposite position taken by
the former, that the Euchites approved
only of a vfivelv kv Kapdlgi. See Wolf, anccdota Grifica, T. III. p. 1 82 and this
inference is confirmed by the acts of a
1

This

is

We

;

synod held in opposition to the Euchites,
cited by Photius, c. 52. Of this Lampetios,
it is

here said

:

i^SfiVKTripi^e «ot

'On

tovc rtif upac ipa?.XovTag
dieavpev, log ino vo/iov en

rvyxuvovTag.
- Tinioth. § 4
Tocavfriq ala-ddvEToi ^
^vxh KOivuvtag ycvofj£vrjc nvry ivapa tov
ovpaviov vvfid>iov, oiag aia&uvETM rj yvv^
ry awwaig. tov uv6pbg.
:

h
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Thus

^

tliey

were led

to look

upon the appearances of

the angels in the Old Testament, upon the patriarchs and prophets,

and upon Christ himself, as only different forms of the manifestation
and revelation of the one divine Essence and they were persuaded
that, by virtue of their own spiritual perfection, all was concentrated
in them.
If angel, patriarch, prophet, Christ himself, were named
to such a person, his reply, in each case, was, " That am I myself."^
Perhaps they were, likewise, by their mystical idealism, led to deny
the reality of Christ's miracles, to explain them as only symbolical
since such facts in the sensible world seem to have been regarded by
;

;

them

as wholly unimportant to the religion of the

among

sjjirit.^

pecuhar opinions, that
as the creative principle of the universe,
an

mentioned

It should be

also, as

their

—

they considered fire
opinion of which we find many traces also in other theosophic sects.
It was sometimes objected to the Euchites, that they pushed their
Antinomianism, and their mistaken freedom, to such an excess, as even
to permit those who were called perfect to abandon themselves to every
vice.
True, we ought not to give too much credit here to the report
of adversaries yet it must be allowed, that this practical error did
not, at least, lie so very remote from their principles and their spirit.
Their presumptuous self-confidence, their defiance of the frailties of
human nature, might thus, perhaps, meet with its own punishment
and we have, in fact, noticed above, in the case of the monks, many
examples of transition from the extreme of ascetic severity to an un;

bridled licentiousness of morals.

As

was a principle held by the Euchites, in common with many
end sanctifies the means, and that it was right
to conceal from common men, who were enslaved to their senses, the
higher truths, which they were not yet prepared to receive, and to
affect an assent to their opinions
it was, on this account, difficult to
discover the members of this sect, and to seize upon any clue to their
doctrines.
Flavianus, bishop of Antioch (after the year 381), condescended to act according to the same principle, with a view to find
them out, punish, and expel them. He managed to enter into a conference with their superior, Adelphius, as if he were entirely of the
same opinion with him, and thus enticed him to a confession, which he
then made use of against Adelphius himself, and his whole sect.*
similar spirit of ascetic fanaticism threatened to spread far and
wide, when, after the middle of the fourth century, the zeal for the
monastic life was diffused by Eustathius, afterwards bishop of Sebaste,
it

similar sects, that the

;

A

1 Timotli.
Myovaiv i'nL rpelc vtto§ 6.
(jTuaac tig jiiav VTroaraaiv ava'kvovrai km

UETajSaX/iovTai, kuI oti

t]

Kal ^eja^uAleTat

onep

elg

-^eia fvaig TpeTtErai.

rati iavrf/c ii^iaic

avyiipa-&ri

uv i-^eXy,

Iva

§

H:

i//i;,YWf

•

them; and thus the party which asserted
these things of the Trinity, may not have
been the same with tlie one which tanght
that those who were enUghtened by their
prayer had a sensuous intuition of the
'

'H ^vx^
rrjv

Toil

-tidav

nvevfj-ariKov fierajSuAAeTac eig

(pvacv.

The Euchites

having!;

Trinity.
'^

Epiphan.

1.

c.

oropagated themselves for a long period,
and mysticism being in its own nature an

Yet this cannot be certainly inferred
from the opposite position of Severus

inconstant thing,

Wolf, anecdota, T. III. p. 17.
* Theodoret. h. e. IV. 12.

different parties

it is

quite possible that
arisen among

may have

^
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Armenia, through Paphlagoiiia, and the districts of Pontus and
there are, indeed, many indications which serve to show that some
outward connection existed between the Euchites and the Eustathians,
a fact which the name Unsttithians, given also to tlie Euchites,
seems to confirm. The synodal writings, and the canons of the coun-

in

;

—

of Gangra, the metropolis of Paphlagonia,^ which was assembled
means of

cil

for the purpose of opposing these errors, furnish us the best

informing ourselves with regard to their character while they present,
at the same time, a remarkable memorial of the healthful spirit of
Christian morals, which set itself to oppose this one-sided tendency of
;

asceticism.

Wives

forsook their husbands and children, husbands their wives,
to devote themselves to the ascetic hfe.^

servants their masters,

Several, who had placed too great confidence in themselves, fell into
immoral practices. They despised marriage and the domestic life.
Those who wore the ascetic garb, fancied that at once they had become
perfect Christians, and looked down with contempt on others who went
about in their ordinary apparel. They refused to take any part in the
sacrament of the supper, where married priests had consecrated the
elements. Where, in the country, no churches had as yet been erected,
and divine worship was held in private houses, they refused to join
either in prayer or in the communion, because they held that no dwelling was holy enough for such purposes, the owners of which lived in

wedlock.

They

celebi-ated in separate assemblies their private wor-

ship, ascribing to that worship a sacredness which

was wanting

to the

church assemblies.^

As

these fanatical tendencies, which

siasm, threatened to be the cause of so
life, it

became necessary

for those

1 There are, in relation to this matter,
two disputed points, viz. the question
whether the Eustathians (oi irept Evaru-

against whom this council was
sprung from Eustathius of
Sebaste, and to what time the meeting of
The first
this council is to be assigned.
question admits of being more easily settied than the last.
All the facts are in
favor of an affirmative answer to this quesNot only is the testimony of Soction.
rates, II. 43, and of Sozomen, III. 14, to
this effect, but the whole is in perfect accordance with the character of Eustathius,
who was a zealous ascetic, and the first
preacher of .the ascetic life in the countries
around the Pontus, and had formed a
t^iov),

dii-ected, really

whole school. See Basilii C^sareens. ep.
223 (hei'e we find mentioned, in fact, the
ascetic dress, to which the Eustathians,
according to the report of the council of
Gangra, ascribed a peculiar sanctity
the

—

^eva ufitpida/iara, that is, according to the
letter of Basilius, rd naxv l/iarlov, kul if
^uvTj Kal rr/g udsnliT^Tov jSi'parii- TnV7T0(')7/iJ.aTa),

and

ep. 119.

Epiphanius, haires. 75.

We

grew out of the

much

ascetic enthu-

disturbance to the church

who stood

at

the head of church

perceive also in the letters of Basilius, a
traee of opposition to the new monastic
spirit in the districts of the Pontus.
But the second question belonj^s among
the most difficult of decision.
If we suppose, with Pagi, who follows Socrates and
Sozomen, the council to have been held
a. d. 360, then there is something strange
in the manner in which the council name
Eustathius, since he was then bishop unless we suppose that the council did not
consider Eustathius, who by a party had
been deposed, as really a bishop, and
;

thought themselves justified to treat him
contemptuously. But, if we assume that
the council was held at some earlier date,
singular again, that no allusion to it
Still
to be found in the letters of Basil.
the case may have been, that Basil, on account of the relation in which he stood
with the party by whom this council was
held, did not recognize it as a legal one.
The same was the case among the Euchites.
Job. Damasc. p. 997.
The same was true among the Eu
chites.
L. c. p. 37.
it is

is

'^

'^
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government, to devise some means of protecting it against this danger,
and of guiding the ascetic hfe, which was highly prized, in a course
of development which would be salutary to the church, and consistent
with good order.
For this purpose, in the first place, particular encouragement was given to the regular institution of the cenobitic life
and next, it was attempted to bring this into closer connection with the
whole body of the church, and into a condition of greater dependence
on the episcopal supervision in each diocese.^ Obedience and humility,
;

the unconditional submission of the will of the individual to that of the

who should be obeyed, even to the utter sacrifice of one's
these stood in the highest rank of monkish virtues.
own inclinations,
Every extravagance was to be immediately checked, and reduced
Whoever felt
within proper limits, by the guidance of the superior.
superior,

—

any way, restless and uneasy, was not only required not to
from his leaders, but to disclose to them his whole heart,
that, through their experience and wisdom, he might receive advice
and consolation lest the evil, concealed in his own breast, should
But with the obedience
spread wider, and at last become incurable.
which was made the especial duty of the monks, was united, in harmony with that tendency to regard only the external form which characterized the religious spirit in the church generally, a conception of
That which should have referhumility as a merely outward thing.
ence only to the relation of the man to God, was transferred to the
relation of the man to those among his equals, who were to serve him
and it was made a virtue for one to surrender
as instruments of God
himself as the involuntary tool of a superior to renounce the indethat spirit which is called to determine
pendence of his own spirit,
and a servile spirit was the necessary consequence.
itself in freedom
Yet it cannot be denied that exact order, strict discipline, and a wise
guidance, watching over and holding together the whole, were especially needed for such a community, which consisted of men of difierent
humors, often uncultivated, and exposed to manifold dangerous errors.
Good and pertinent are the remarks of Basil of Ca^sarea, representing
the advantages of the common life of the Cenobites over the solitary
while, at the same time, they furnish one exlife of the Anachorets
ample of a truly evangelical judgment on the subject of Monachism:

himself, in

conceal

it

;

;

;

—

;

;

" The eremitical

life conflicts

with the essential character of Christian
concerned only for what pertains to

love, since here each individual is

own good ; while the essence of Christian love prompts each to
seek, not alone what serves for his own advantage, but also the good
Neither Avill such a person find it easy to come to the
of others.
knowledge of his failings and deficiencies ; since he has no one to cor-

his

rect
1

him with love and gentleness.

The examples

of such

men

as Basil

of Csesarea, and Chrysostom, teach this,
The life of Basil of Coesarea, of Gregory
of Nazianzus, and the doctrinal controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries, show
what divisions in the churches could grow
The
jut of the influence of the monks.

What

is

written in Ecclesiastes

4

council of Chalcedon decreed, in its fourth
canon, that no person should be allowed
to found a cloister without permission of
the bishop, and that the monks in town
and country should be obedient to the
bishop,
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Woe to him that is alone
10, applies to the case of such a person :
In a socifalleth ; for ho hath not another to help him up.'
'

when he
ety,

many can work

together, so as to

But he who

fulfill

the divine

commands on

ever confined to one single
work ; and, while this is being done, other works must be neglected.
Next, if all Christians constitute together one body, under one Head,
and stand related to each other as the members of one body how can
any such relation subsist, when they live thus separated from one
But if they do not
another, each striving to be enough for himself ?
find themselves standing in the right relation to each other as members of the same body, neither can they stand in the right relation to
In one society, the influence of the Holy Spirit
their common Head.
the gifts of grace imparted to
in each individual passes over to all
each become a common possession of all, and the gracious gifts of all
different sides.

lives alone is

;

;

But he who lives for
to the advantage of each individual.
but he makes it unprofitahimself alone, has, perhaps, a gracious gift
ble, since he buries it in his own bosom
and whoever is acquainted
with the parable of the talents, must know how great a responsibility
redound

;

;

is

thus incurred."

A

—

^

now

arose between the Cenobites and the ascetics Avho
traced their origin back to an earlier period inasmuch as the latter
were unwilling to submit to the new rules of the monks, but wished
They were in the habit of
to maintain their ancient independence.
living two or three together
and they built tlieir cells, for the most
part, in cities, or in the larger villages.
They supported themselves,
and their veiy
like other monks, by the labor of their own hands
opponents, the adherents of the new order of the Cenobites, were constrained to acknowledge that they were diligent* and industrious. The
latter, who alone have left behind any accounts of these classes of
ascetics (known in Egypt under the name of Sarabaites, in Syria under
that of Remobotli), give, it is true, a veiy unfavorable description of
them and, as they could not be otherwise than hostilely disposed towards these adversaries of the new form of the monastic life,'^ what
they have to say on this subject is, of itself, liable to suspicion
and
many of their objections show at once that they originated in hatred,
and were without any just foundation. Cassian, for example, accuses
them of misappropriating to purposes of sensual indulgence, or covetously hoarding up, the surplus of their earnings.^
Or even supposing
this was managed by them in the best possible manner, still it was impossible for them to attain to the virtue of the monks.
For the monks
struggle

;

;

;

;

;

1 See Basil, regula fus. Vn. II. 346.
It
remarked also by Nilus, against
the exaggerated estimate of the hermit-life,
III. 73: " Whoever says, I become an an-

- In the rule of the Benedictines, c. L
also plainly evident, that they were
particularly accused of a spirit of freedom
unbecoming in monks (sine pastoreet lege

achoret, that I may have no one to excite
my anger, is not essentially different from
an irrational brute for we see such also
quiet when a man docs not excite them to
anger." And he quotes, as opposed to the
anachoret life, the texts in Ephes. 5 21,
1 Pet. 4: 10, 1 Pet. 2 : Hi, Philipp. 2:4.

vivere),

is finely

;

:

it is

and

to this

same

spirit

everything

bad in them was attributed. In this very
it is conceded that they were of a
far better kind than the degenerate monks
that strolled about through the country
place,

(the Gyrovagi).
»

CoUat. 18,

c.

VII.
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practiced daily the same self-denial
but to the ascetics their very
bounty to the poor was an occasion of pride, which daily received
nourishment.
Now we see here at once, what Ca^sian himself was
;

unable to conceal, that the first of these charges could not, in so sweeping a manner, be laid against the Sarabaites
and, as it concerns the
second, it is evidently a mere inference in the writer's own mind, from
the false assumption that, without the outward and unconditional submission to another's will, without the servile obedience of the monks,
there is no true humility.
Bad qualities and good were, no doubt, to
be found among these people, as among the Cenobites
but their. enemies, of course, held up to notice the worst side.
Jerome charges
them with Ivypocrhy ;^ of which there was no lack, indeed, among
many of the monks. He says of them, that they availed themselves
of the outward show of sanctity, which they affected, to dispose of
their wares at a higher rate than others
which might be no less
triie of the monks.'-^
He accuses them of speaking against the clergy.
It may well be, that, as laymen, they were inclined to boast of their
superiority to the clergy, on the score of their ascetic mode of life.
It may be, that they opposed the pride of asceticism to that of the
hierarchy
but it may also be, that, among these people, many pious
laymen were led, by their zeal for the cause of religion, to attack the
vices of a worldly minded clergy. There may have been some grounds
for the opinion, that most of the objections brought against them, as
well as the quarrels of which they were the occasion, would have
ceased, or never existed, had they subjected themselves to the same
strict oversight which prevailed among the Cenobites.
We now proceed to consider Monachism in its relation more particularly to the life of the Greek church of this period, as it presents
itself both in its lighter and also in its darker aspects
since both will
be found existing, at once and together, in an appearance so grand and
so deeply rooted in the life of the times.
But here we must begin
with distinguishing the Anachorets from the Cenobites.
To the former, it was objected, in this period itself, that they lived solely for
themselves
were wanting in active charity ^
in defending them
against which objection, Augustin observes that those who brought
against them such complaints, did not reflect how useful those might
be, in a spiritual sense, who were not personally visible, by means of
their prayers, and the example of their life.*
Chrysostom, however,
says, that it were certainly better, if the Anachorets also could live
together in a society, so as to manifest, in an outward manner, the bond
" Yet, in either case," he observed, " the essential requiof charity.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

might be present in the disposition for love, assuredly, is
not restricted to the limits of space.
They had, in truth, many admirers ; and these would cease to admire, if they did not- love them:

site of love

1
'•^

Ep. 22 ad Eustochium.
Nilus himself objects to a class of the

monks, that irdaav nopiartK^v fiErepxEadai

Ad

Magnam, c. 30.
tixvTjv.
' Videntur nonnullis res Immanas plus

;

quam

oporteret deseruisse. Augustin. de
moribus ecclesiiB catholicis, 1. I. § 66.
* Augustin.
1.
c. non iutelligentibus,
quantum nobis eorum animus in orationibus pi-osit et vita ad exeraplum, quorum
corpora videre non sinimur.
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and, on the other hand, they prayed for the whole world, -which is the
^
Even those among the Anachorets who
lived entirely secluded and separate from the world, were not theregreatest evidence of love."

all exercise of influence upon others.
the reverence they inspired by their strict eremitic life,
the more they were sought out, in their grottoes or cells, on their rocks
or in their deserts, by men of every rank, from the emperor's palace,

fore,

by any means, excluded from

The greater

who visited them for counsel and consowho, in the crowd of earthly affairs, in the dazzling glitter of the world, were not easily brought to think of any higher concerns, would approach one of these recluses in a state of mind which
word
rendered them at once susceptible for higher impressions.
spoken to them in that state of feeling, sustained by the whole venera
ble aspect of the recluse, might produce greater effects than long disOftentimes these hermits, after
courses under other circumstances.^
having remained for years hidden from the eye of the world, appeared
publicly, on the occurrence of great and general calamities, or as
protectors of entire cities and provinces, wliich were dreading the heavy
spirit which, living by
vengeance of some exasperated emperor.
faith, was conscious of being free from the bondage of the world and
independent of earthly things, gave them courage and power to speak
their independence and
boldly, where no other man dared to do so
their reverence for a higher power, which even the mightiest of the
When, after the
earth acknowledged, procured for them a hearing.
insurrection at Antioch, a. d. 387, the emperor Theodosius, under the
impulse of violent anger, threatened the whole city with destruction,
the monk Macedonius, who for many years had not suffered himself to
be seen in the world, came forth from his seclusicn, hurried to Antioch,
and put himself in the way of the two imperial commissioners, who had
They disbeen sent for the purpose of holding the judicial trials.
mounted respectfully from their horses, and embraced his hands and
knees.
He bid them tell the emperor, that he ought to remember he
was a man, and possessed of the same nature with those who had done
" The emperor is thus angry," said he, " because the
the wrong.
imperial images have been destroyed, which, however, may easily be
restored
and he was intending, for this reason, to destroy men, who
are the living images of God, and one hair of whose head it was beyond his power to restore."* The monks were frequently visited by
the sick, who, when they failed of relief from medical skill, hoped to
Those,
obtain a cure through the intercessions of these pious men.
especially, who Avere suffering under mental disorders, and supposed
and it may
to be possessed of evil spirits, frequently applied to them
be easily conceived that, in such states of mind, the immediate impression of a life so exalted above the world might produce extraordinary effects. Pious monks, rich in inward experience, might avail
even

to

lation.2

the lowest hovel,

Men

A

A
:

;

;

1

Chrysostom. H.

78, in

Joannem,

§ 4,

opp. ed. Montf. T. VIII. f. 464.
^
See the II. book of Chrysostom contra oppugnatores vitse monasticae.

^

To

such experiences Nilus

refers,

ep. 310.
*

Theodorct.

rcligios. hist. c. 13.

1.
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themselves of such opportunities, even where it was beyond their power
bestow what the unfortunate patients came in quest of, to leave on
their minds, and on those of the attendants or friends Avho brought
them, some salutary lesson.
Women came to them, to ask for their
intercessions with God, that he would send them children.
Mothers
brought their children, that they might bestow on them their blessing,
and they could use this occasion to scatter in their youthful minds some
seed of religious truth
as in the case of Theodoret, who often recurs
to a salutary impression of this sort, which he had received in his
childhood. 1
Monks were also called to pray in families, and could
avail themselves of this opportunity of doing good.^
Especially did
the societies of monks form a striking contrast in the more or less
remote neighborhood of such large cities as Antioch, which were seats
of wealth, splendor, and luxury, and of dissolute manners.
What an
impression must it have produced, Avhen, either from curiosity, or for
the purpose of receiving the counsel and consolation, or obtaining the
to

;

men, the citizens visited them from the midst of
busy pursuits, and, in a mode of life destitute of every sensual
enjoyment and comfort, witnessed, amidst all these deprivations, a
tranquillity of soul of which they had not even formed a conception
Easily may it be explained, why so many of the youth, of both sexes,
should feel themselves constrained to exchange their affluence for this
poverty
To the monks, those persons, in the Greek empire, often
betook themselves, who, after an agitated and restless public life,
through many political storms and reverses, either disgusted at the
vain pursuits of the world and craving repose, or driven by necessity,
to escape from some threatening danger, sought here a still retreat,
where they might end their days as in the case of that venerable
monk Nilus, who, having retired from a station of trust and dignity in
Constantinople to Mount Sinai, in the beginning of the fifth century,
could write as follows :^ "So great grace has God bestowed on the
monks, even in anticipation of the future world, that they wish for no
honors from men, and feel no longing after the greatness of this world
but, on the contrary, often seek rather to remain concealed from men
while, on the other hand, many of the great, who possess all the glory
of the world, either of their own accord, or compelled by misfortune,
take refuge with the lowly monks, and, delivered from fatal dangers,
obtain at once a temporal and an eternal salvation."
It was otherwise with the Cenobites than with the Anachorets living
The coenobice formed, in fact, little communities, in which
in solitude.
every kind of Christian activity and virtue found room for exercise,
with the exception only of such as are strictly connected with the ties
Chrysostom says of this class, that they had fled from
of family.
amidst the bickerings of the world, for the purpose of cultivating
charity with less disturbance.*
People of all ranks might here assointercession of these
their

!

!

;

1
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by the spirit
Every kind of employment not interfering
and the other relations of the monastic life, was here
find a suitable occupation, sanctified

of Christian fellowship.

with tranquillity
pursued, and prosecuted Avith the feelings which ought to animate
every Christian calling.
Prayer, reading of the Scriptures, sacred
music, here alternated with, and accompanied bodily labor.^ The bond

of Christian fellowship here united together what was separated by the
relations of the world.
Slaves, on whom their masters had bestowed
freedom that they might enter a cloister, here joined in brotherly fel-

lowship with those who had sprung from the noblest families
and
here they were trained for a higher life.
It was the spii'it of Monachism which gave special prominence to that Christian point of view,
from which all men were regarded as originally equal in the sight of
God which opposed the consciousness of God's image in human
nature, to the grades and distinctions flowing out of the relations of
the state.
Hence this spirit, where it was pure, not recognizing the
;

;

distance which the earthly relations had fixed between slaves and
freemen, plebeians and nobles, invited and admitted all, without distinction, to the fellowship of the higher

life.

Nilus says

" In raising

:

recruits for the military service of this world, slaves are rejected
into the ranks of the soldiers for piety, slaves enter with joy

;

but

and con-

The same writer, citing the example of Job, chap. 31,
gives special prominence to compassion for the race of slaves, whom a
mastership of violence, destroying the fellowship of nature, had converted into tools.^
Among the works of Christian piety, he names

fidence."^

the redeeming of slaves from bondage to cruel masters.*
Slaves, who
were oppressed, fled for protection to pious monks ; and the latter interceded for those in trouble with their masteiis.
The abbot Isidore

Peiusium, writing in behalf of one of these to his master, observes:
suppose that a man who loves Christ, who knows the grace
which has made all men free, could still hold a slave " ^ and to another
he said " The noble disposition frees those whom violence has made

<jf

"

I did not

:

:

1

In the greater monastic rule of Basil-

those occupations are permitted and
to the monks, which did not
to be too much separated
from one another, as well in the labors
themselves, as in the sale of the products
of their industry such occupations as subserved the necessary purposes of life, and
not unseemly or hurtful passions or the
ends of luxury ; as, for example, the occupation of the weaver, of the shoemaker.
Architecture, the carpenter's trade, that of
the smith, the cultivator of the soil, wei'e
not to be rejected on their own account,
provided only they created no disturbance,
and did not interrupt the life of the community. In this case, such occupations,
agriculture especially, were to be jtreferred
The views
to many other employments.
on this subject were not everywhere preciaely the same
They differed according
ius,

recommended
compel them

;

as the barely contemplative or the practical point of view in the monastic life predominated. Nilus, who proceeded on the
former, is against the employment of
monks in agriculture. See Nil. de monastica exercitatione, c. 21.
•

Nil.

1.

IV.

ep. 4.

3 Nil.

Perister. sect. 10, c. VI. f. 165.
nepl to oUenKov yivoc av/iwu&eiav,
dnep Karedovluaaro TCfiovaa t7}v <j>vaiv ?)

T?}v

dwaoTda.
* The question to the rich man who
to meet death without having used
his property in accordance with the irapulses of Christianity. Tlva deanoruv b6v-

came

pofievov ufioTTjru tt/c gk?.tjpu^ 6ov?^dac InnfK'kai,a^;

L.

c. sect.

IX.

c. I.

f.

134
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wherever this blameless disposition was found, Paul knew no
between bond and free." ^
The cloisters, moreover, were institutions of education, and as such
were the more distinguished on account of the care they bestowed on
religious and moral culture, because education generally, in this period, as may be gathered from the complaints of Libanius and Chrysostom, had fallen into neglect.
Vanity and the love of display were
slaves

;

diflference

among the first lessons learned in the schools of the sophists and, in
the large cities, corruptions of all sorts threatened the tender age.
Basil of Cffisarea, in his rules for the education of the cloister, gives
;

" Inasmuch as our Lord has said,
Suffer
come unto me,' and the apostle praises those who
from their youth had been taught the Holy Scriptures, and exhorts
men to bring up their children in the nurture and admonition of the
the following directions
little

Lord,

'

:

children to

let

it

be understood that the earliest age

suited for being received into the cloisters.

particularly well

is

Orphan children should

be received gratuitouslt/ ; and those who have parents should be adwhen brought by them in the presence of many witnesses.
They should receive a pious education, as children belonging in common to the whole society of brethren. Separate buildings should be
specially appropriated to their use
a particular diet and mode of
living, carefully adapted to their age, should be appointed for them ;
the superintendence of their education should be intrusted to a
person of years, experience, and well-tried patience, who understood
mitted,

;

Every fault should
to manage them with parental tenderness.
be so punished, that the punishment might prove at the same time an
exercise of discipline over the temper which had led to its commission.
For example, if one indulged angry passions towards another, the
fault should be punished by causing him to serve the other, according
greediness should be punished by fasting.
to the nature of the offense
From the beginning, they should obtain a familiar acquaintance with
instead of the fables of the poets, they should
the Holy Scriptures

how

:

;

instead of the
commit to memory the narratives of the miracles
Gnomes, passages from the Proverbs of Solomon. Only at the stated
hours of social prayer should the grown people and the children come
As many handicrafts must be learned early, the boys
together.
should, in such cases, be allowed to spend the day with the masterworkmen, but should sleep and eat with the others. They should not
be permitted to take the monastic vow until grown up, and then only
when they showed an inclination and aptitude for the monastic life
in the opposite case, they should not be bound to do so."^
The cloisters were distinguished for their hospitality and benevoThe cloisters of Egypt, for example, provided
lence to the poor.
means of subsistence for the unfruitful districts of Lybia they sent
ships, laden with grain and articles of clothing, to Alexandria, for dis;

:

:

tribution
1

2
^

among

the poor.^

See Cassian.

institut. coenob.

In this last place,
Hist. Laus. c. 76.
also narrated, that a certain abbot and
presbyter, named Serapion, under whose

22.

I. ep. 306.
Basil, reg. fus. § 15.

Lib.

it is
I.

10, c.
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In the cloisters in the valley of Nitria, iu Egypt, there were seven
bakehouses, which pro\'ided the Anachorets of the bordering Lybian
Travellers who, after a weary pilgrimage, arrived
desert with bread.
here from the wilderness, were suddenly surprised by the sight of a
large body of men at labor amidst prayer and spiritual songs
and
they found among them a brotherly, hospitable reception they were
These monks were not prevented, by
refreshed in body and mind.
any ascetic scruples, from providing themselves with wine, for the reEvery stranger might tarry with them as
freshment of their guests.
but, if he remained longer than a week, they did
long as he pleased
not allow him to be idle, but required him either to join in the manual
labors, or to occupy himself with a book.^
;

:

;

But Monachism had also its dark side and we should here distinguish what belonged to Monachism in itself, as a form of life not answering perfectly to the Christian idea, and what proceeded from it
in its degeneracy.
This degeneracy would, of necessity, speedily
ensue, when such numbers were led into it from impure motives. People of the lower classes renounced no earthly enjoyment by entering
upon the monastic life, but, under the appearance of renouncing the
world, secured earthly goods, on which they never could have reck;

oned.2

What must have been

lowest class set themselves up

the result,

when rude people

of the

monkish societies ?
Yet Nilus complains that a man who was but yesterday a
water-carrier at an inn, might to-day make himself pass as an abbot
and Isidore of Pelusium, that shepherds and runaway slaves founded
cloisters,^
for all which, indeed, the bishops were answerable, since
it showed a want of oversight over the whole diocese of the church
unless the truth was, that the swarms of monks had now become too
powerful even for the bishops.
Uneducated men, of rude and savage
character,* who brought their restless spirit with them into the seats
of quiet, were eager to seize on every occasion which gave employment
all

at once as leaders of

—

;

Hence

who raved against
who often
took so mischievous a part in doctrinal controversies; who were eager
to be employed as tools of fanaticism, and of the ambition of those who
stood leaders of the church party.
Add to this, that to such men,
who constantly moved in one narrow circle of intuitions and feelings,
and who were in no sense in a condition to step beyond this narrow
range, that to such, every deviation from their own accustomed modes
to their passions.

I»agans

the troops of wild zealots,

and heretics, demolished and plundered temples

;

of thought and expression easily appeared as a departure from the
essentials of Christianity itself.
It was persons of this class who led

many cloisters and ten
thousand monks, obtained and could dis-

direction stood

tribute annually at the harvest, in the Nomos of Arsenoe in Egypt, such a quantity
of grain, that not only no poor person in
the whole country suffered want, but he
found it in his power also to support the
poor in Alexandria.
1 Hist. Laus. c. 6.
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the heathens, men like Libanius and Rutilius/ to draw up such unfavorable pictures of the monastic institution, about which they formed
their judgment from such spurious off-shoots.
Distinguished, on the
other hand, for moderation and love of truth, is the judgment which
Synesius, while yet a pagan, pronounces on Monachism, when he says
" Such men as Amus of Egypt, with whom intellectual intuition supphed the place of scientific culture, might be allowed to discourse of
divine things, without scientific preparation
but the case was different with the great crowd of those who wished to pass judgment on
;

spiritual matters without the spiritual sense, especially with

had not been

led to adopt this

mode

of

life

by any

such as

original inclination

of nature, but, sprung from different classes of society, had seized
upon it merely on account of the peculiar consideration in which it
was held,
people whom their necessities alone had brought to-

—

gether,"^

Out

of

Monachism sprang

On

the most heterogeneous tendencies of the

the one hand the religious

life was deepened and
thrown inward, through the opportunity for quiet self-recollection or
on the other hand, Christianity became a mere external and hypocritical show.
It was the case with many, that the incessant struggles
with their own nature, and the large and various inward experience
thus acquired, opened to them a profound knowledge of themselves,
as well as of the remedy which alone can secure to man the healing
of his moral evil, and give him inward peace and repose.
They be-

religious spirit.

;

came

satisfied, from their own experience, of the vanity of the righteousness which is founded on works; while, in rehance on the grace of
redemption, in child-like submission to God, they found a spring of
comfort, of peace and power, which they could never have found in
all the discipline of asceticism.
Thus there occasionally sprung up
out of Monachism, a warm and living Christianity, having its seat in
the heart, and exerting its influence there,
a Christianity directly
opposed to the opus operatum of asceticism.
We see this in the example of Chrysostom, who was trained up under the influence of the
monastic life
in that of Nilus, who, in his letters on trusting in works
which cannot stand, often points away from this, to trust in the Redeemer alone ; ^ and in the example of their contemporary, Marcus.*

—

;

See his poetical

1

description

of

his

travels.
2

Synesii Dion. Oiif ov;^ j] npuTT] (piiaig
inl rovds tov jSiov e^upfirjaev uanep 6e uUo
Ti Tuv EvdoKifiovvTcjv T7}v yevvaiav alpeaiv
e^ijXtJKaat. iravTodanol re ovreg tu yevr] aal
,

Kara
2

For

instance, in his beautiful exposi"
2: 1.5, 1. III. ep. 284.
our own accusers in the day of

We

Rom.

shall be

own

conscience condemns
What other defense or help shall we
us.
then find, in that state of anxiety, besides

judgment,

if

our

God

the wanderer from

rehance on our most compassionate Lord,
Christ alone ? Like a benevolent, peacebringing, friendly angel, the remembrance
i>f Christ, our dearly beloved Master, pro-

to

union and

fel-

lowship with him."
See, c. g. in his smaller tracts, the section nept tCjv oIojjIviov k^ epyuv diKUiovai^ai.
He
Bibl. patr. Galland. T. VIII. f. 13.
" Some suppose they
says, for example
possess true faith, without keeping the
but others, who keep
commandments
them, expect the kingdom of God as a reward, which God is bound to bestow on
them : both are far from the kingdom of
heaven. If Christ died for us according
to the Scriptures, and we live not to our*

xpei-av Ena.aroL avviaTu/j.Evoi..

tion of

sen ts itself to us in the midst of our despondency, and the deep-rooted, unshaken faith
in him has banished trembling and shame,
filled the heart with joy, and brought back

:

;
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Nor were all those who exercised tliemselves m subduing the power
of sense hj the severest abstinence, therefore governed by the delusive
notion that the essence of Cliristian perfection consisted in such works
of renunciation

and mortification of

self,

and that

it

was

possible, in

way, to obtain especial merit in the sight of God.
The monk
Marcianus, who lived towards the close of the fourth century, in a
desert of Syria, and was famed for the rigid austerity of his life, furnishes a remarkable example to the contrary.
Attracted by his universal renown, Avitus, an aged monk, came from another desert to
visit him.
Marcian, out of his scanty means, had provided liimself
with the best meal which could be procured.
Having conversed
awhile with each other, and united in prayer about the tliird hour after
noon, the hermit served up his meal in a dish, and invited Avitus to
partake of it.
But the latter declined, saying, that it was not his
custom to eat before evening, and that he often fasted two and even
" Well, then," said Marcian, "to oblige me,
three days together.
deviate a little to-day from your usual habits
for I am ill, and cannot
wait till evening." As this representation of the case, however, made
no difference with his guest, who was determined not to relax in the
" I am very sorry you have
least from his austere rule, Marcian said
come so far in the expectation of seeing a man of strict self-control,
and that you must be disappointed of your hopes, since, instead of
that, you have found in me a person who indulges himself."
At
hearing this, Avitus was troubled, and declared he would prefer rather
to eat flesh, than allow any such thing to be said.
Then said Marcian
" I also lead the same life as you do, and am accustomed to eat only
when night approaches. But we know that love is better than fasting
for the former is a divine law, while the latter, on the contrary, is a
rule which we impose on ourselves of free choice."^
But, on the other hand, there also sprang up, out of Monachism,
the spirit of self-righteousness and legality, whether in the form of
spiritual pride, or of an anxious and slavish temper opposed to the
spirit of Christian freedom.
The effort after a superhuman perfection
led men to see wherever nature asserted her well-established rights a
temptation of the flesh or of Satan
as we have observed in the case
of Anthony.
Even a Nilus could reckon among the conditions of
dying to the world, the suppression of all feelings originating in the
sacred ties of blood
could demand of the monk, that he should show
kindness to his needy i-elatives in no other way than to all other poor
persons, with whom he stood in no such connection.^ The fear of
temptations, the endeavor to subject the hostile and opposing nature
this

;

:

;

;

them to devise the strangest expedients for mortifica
and self-torture.
We are here presented with appearances which remind us rather of the spirit which animates the
Saniahs and Fakirs of India, than of the spirit which has proceeded
to the spirit, led

tion of the flesh

from Christ.

A

few examples

will illustrate this.

but to him who died for us and rose
again, we are assuredly pledged to serve
him, even till death. How can we, then,
look upon our adoption by God as a
selves,

reward which he
"
us ?
^

^

is

bound

Theodoret. religios. hist.
gee Nil. 1. III. ep. 290.

to confer
c. 3.

on
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Eusebius, a monk in Syria, employed another, by the name of Ammianus, to read to him from the gospels.
But certain countrymen,
who happened to be ploughing iu a neighboring field, drew off his
attention, so that a portion, which he had not distinctly understood,
must be read over a second time. To punish himself for this, he took
a vow, that he would never go in any other way or du-ection, than one
narrow path that led to the church.
And, to compel himself always
to look to the earth, he fastened about his loins an iron girdle, riveted
to his neck a heavy iron collar, and by a chain connected this collar to
his girdle
thus bringing himself into such a bending posture, that he
must always look to the earth. Being asked for what useful purpose
he was submitting to so painful a constraint, which allowed him neither
to look up to heaven nor around on the fields, he replied: it was a
stratagem he was employing against Satan,
thus confining his conflict
with Satan to such trifling matters, where he had but little to lose nor
Satan much to gain, and where if the latter was overcome, still the
victory would appear to be not worth the contest.
This, to be sure,
was reducing the struggle against sin, and the work of sanctification,
from the interior of the heart, to a mere outward play with mechanics
Another, who had invented a refined species of torture for the castigation of himself, assigned as a reason for it, that, conscious of his sins
and the punishment they deserved, he was seeking, by means of these
self-inflicted pains, to lessen the severer punishment which threatened
him in hell.^ Here we recognize that theory of a satisfaction to be
afforded to divine justice, which sprang out of the obscuration of the
consciousness of redemption, and which became the source of so many
;

—

practical errors.

who spent whole
example, who was
about the beginning of the fifth cenon a column which measured six-andWe have already spoken
thirty ells, or sixty feet from tlae ground.
of the impression produced by this extraordinary spectacle, and of
Simeon
its effects in leading to the conversion of rude pagan tribes.^
is said to have been the instrument of much good, also, by the exhortations to repentance which he gave from his pillar, and by settling
To these benevolent
disputes and restoring peace between enemies.
labors of the man, Theodoret appeals, in endeavoring to defend him
from the reproach with which he might, not without reason, be charged,
Divine
for expending the energies of his will upon so frivolous a thing.
g-race
so he supposes
had thus operated through him, in order to
arrest, by such an extraordinary phenomenon, the attention of men
who were not to be instructed except through their senses, and to
bring them, by this means, to the divine doctrine itself His language
deserves notice
"As princes, after certain periods, change the emblems on their coins, choosing sometimes the lion, at others, stars or
angels, for the die, and endeavoring to give a higher value to the gold
by the striking character of the impression, so God has made piety
In this way arose the class
years standing on lofty pillars.
the first of this order, and lived
tury, finally established himself

—

called the Stylites,

Thus Simeon,

for

—

:

1

Hist, religios.

c.

28.

2

gee pp. 142, 143.
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assume these novel and varied forms of life, like so many new characters, to awaken the admiration, not only of the disciples of the faith,
but also of the unbelieving world."

^

But

assuredly, a

man

of this

stamp might have produced far greater and more lasting effects, by
the inherent power of a genuine Christian piety, ennobling the whole
life left to develop itself in harmony with nature, than by such single
artistic displays of a conquest over nature, however astonishing they
Moreover, impressions of this kind were
might appear to the world.
rather calculated to call forth an idolatrous superstition, than true fiuth,

—

man to God,
as in fact may be seen ia
present case, in the veneration which continued to be paid to
Theodoret informs us, that his image,
the memory of this Simeon.
representing a protecting genius, was set up as a sort of amulet at the
doors of sliops in Rome.
Deserving of notice, as a psychological phenomenon, is the story of
We may recognize in it a
a vision wliich appeared to tliis Simeon.^
picture mirrored forth to his fancy by the effervescence of spiritual
pride; but he himself regarded it, afterwards, as a temptation of Satan.
He thought an angel appeared to him in a chariot of fire, to convey
him, as Elijah was conveyed, to heaven, where the angels and blessed
As he lifted up his right foot
spirits were longing to behold him.
which ever points away from
the

(which in consequence was S[)rained) to mount into the chariot, he
crossed himself, and the phantom of Satan vanished.
If there is no
truth in the story, an inward truth, at least, reflected itself in the
Against this temptation of spiritual pride, Nilus felt conlegend.
" Whoever exalts himself^"
strained to warn one of these StyUtes.
he writes to him, " shall be abased.

You have done

nothing worthy

of praise, and have stationed yourself on a lofty pillar, and wish to

obtain the

But look to it, lest for the moment you
praised here by mortals, but be obliged hereafter,
hopes, to appear wretched before the eternal God ;
intoxicated here by the undeserved praise of men." ^

greatest praise.

be extravagantly
contrary to your
because you were
There were, in

fact, monks who carried dehumanization to such an
extreme, as to divest themselves of every attribute which gives dignity
to humanity, and to become mere brutes.
As if without consciousness, and as if deprived of their senses in broad day, they wandered
about, like wild animals, in deserts and on mountains, supporting their
wretched existence on the herbs with which nature supplied them.*
If Monachism, an institution not less suited to the climate, than it
was to the spirit, of the East, nevertheless encountered much opposition, as it began to spread, if those Avho strove to promote it, such men
as Basil. of Caesarea, were accused of being innovators,^ still more
1

^

Hist, religios. c. 25, T. III. p. 1274.
See acta sanctorum mens. Januar. T.

270.
'^
Lib. II. ep. 114.
The same writer
ivarns one of these Stylites, 1. c. ep. 115,
to take heed lest, while he raised his body
aloft, his soul should grovel on the earth,
and with its thoughts be far removed from
heavenly tilings. Before, he had conversed
I. f.

with men, whom admiration had drawn
around him, now he addressed himself particuh^rly to women.
* Accordinji- to an

monks

apt similitude, the

that grazed like animals, the dooKol.
See Sozomeii, VI. 33.
^ "Wg ^[J^^\ j^ pj-Qof of this in the charges
brought against Basil by the church of
Neocoesarea, which stood fast by the old
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and more general must the opposition have been when this
life was first introduced into the West, where it was much
less suited to the climate and to the practical spirit of the people,
where indeed it found nothing at all to which it could attach itself, no
such point of union as it had found in the East.
Oriental Monachism
first became better known in the West by means of Athanasius, during his exile from Egypt. The life of Anthony, composed by him, and
violent

mode

of

early translated into Latin, contributed in a special

manner

to diflfuse

abroad this knowledge.
Eminent bishops of the West, who had been
banished to the East during the Arian conti-oversies, brought back
with them, on their return, the enthusiasm for the monastic life as, for
instance, Eusebius of Vercelli.
Men possessing such great influence
as Ambrose of Milan, Martin of Tours, the Presbyter Jerome, con;

tributed subsequently, in the course of the fourth century,

awaken and

still

further

tendency of the Christian spirit in Italy and
in Gaul.
Men and women of the highest rank in Rome were impelled
by the ascetic spirit which was spread by Jerome during his residence
in that city, to retire from the great world, in which they had shone,
and devote themselves, in Palestine or elsewhere, to the monastic hfe.
But Jerome created for himself, by this very influence, a multitude of
enemies at Rome, whose attacks induced him to leave that city and
we need not doubt, that the extravagances into which this man was so
easily hurried with regard to everything which he undertook to advocate, contributed rather to injure than advance the cause of Monachism which he espoused. Augustin, who softened the exaggerations
of Jerome, endeavored to diff"use Monachism in North Africa.
He
opposed it to 'the licentious spirit of the strolling, wildly fanatical,
Donatist ascetics (the Circumcelliones)
and, beyond question, it had
here become quite evident, that the ascetic spirit, which had continued
to prevail in these districts ever since the spread of Montanism by TertuUian, needed a more rigid discipline and restraint, to keep it from
breaking out in those sallies of wild fanaticism, into which it was so
apt to be betrayed when left to itself. In the mind of Augustin, Monachism was associated with the ideal, which, even before his conversion,
to

diffuse this

;

;

had floated before a soul so smitten with the craving after the divine
and first, in a form which adapted itself to the Platonism to which he
was then devoted. While living, during that memorable period of his
life in which the great crisis with him was preparing, in high intellectual society with his friends at Milan, he was seized with the idea of an
association of like-minded men, who, united by one spirit, renouncing
the cares of the world, and throwing up all worldly property, should
live together in the common striving after the contemplation and
knowledge of divine things (in the (TVfx<^LXi)cro<jidv) all the means of the
,

individuals being thrown into a

wants should be supplied.
conflicts,

common

When

fund, out of which the

common

afterwards, freed from his inward

he obtained the power of realizing what had previously been

usages, and from which he defends himSee § 2. 'EyKaXovfisda 6e,
self in ep. 207.
on Kal uv^puKOvr exo/itv Tfjg evas^siag uokt]-

Tag, cnroTa^a/ievovQ
(ituTiKdlg (lepinvaig.

tu Koafiu

ml

-Kunaig t<u{
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only an ideal, the image of that Platonic association was supplanted
his mind by the idea of that primitive apostolical community at
Jerusalem, and he supposed that he found this once more restored in
in

Monachism. From this starting point was unfolded in his mind, after
he returned to his native country, the idea of a spiritual seminary,
which he founded. After this model, he plamied, when he afterwards
became bishop, the canonical community of his clergy.
But desiring also to have Monachism purified from the bad elements
which had mixed in with it, and, perhaps, hoping that this could be
best effected by availing himself of the influence of the first bishop of
the North African church, Aurelius of Carthage, he dedicated to him
He
his work on the duty of monks to labor (de opere monachorum)
says in this work that, in these countries, the majority of monks conslaves, to whom
sisted of persons from the lower ranks of society
their masters had for this object either given, or been willing to give,
their freedom,^ or persons who came from the cultivation of the soil, or
from the workshops.^ It would be a grievous sin, in his opinion, not
to admit such persons
for from the ranks of such many truly great
men had proceeded since it is by that which is inconsiderable and
vile in the estimation of the world, that God is used to produce the
greatest effects, 1 Corinth. 1
27.
But he rightly feared the danger
of idleness, and too great freedom, in the case of men who had been
accustomed to severe corporeal labor, and to rigid restraint.
Many
were there, who would be right, well disposed to exchange a needy,
sorrowful, and laborious life, for one free from all care, exempt from
labor, and, at the same time, looked up to with universal respect. But,
by insisting that monks ought to work, Augustin met with opponents,
who imagined that they were supported by certain misapprehended
.

;

;

;

:

expressions in the

New

Testament.

They appealed

to texts in the

sermon on the mount, where anxiety about the morrow, and consequently all labor to provide the means of subsistence for the morrow,
were forbidden.
Christian perfection consisted in this, that a man,
without toiling for a subsistence, should confidently expect to be fed,
from the hand of God. They held that Paul's
words (2 Thessal. 3
10), commonly cited against them, could not
contradict this precept.
The laboring, accordingly, as well as the

like the birds of the air,
:

must be understood, not in the literal,
a spiritual sense, -^ as referring to the obligation of communicating the nourishment of the divine word, which men had themselves
received, to others also,
an example of the perversion of Scripture,
worthy to be noticed.
Augustin, in this work, also describes the mischievous consequences
which had arisen from the abuse of their liberty, and from idle habits,
among the monks in the West. In the monkish garb, which made
them respected, they were accustomed to stroll about in the provinces
eating, in those words of Paul,

but

in

—

1
See above, p. 287.
2 Nunc autem veniunt pleramque ad
banc professionem et ex conditione sei-vili,
fel etiam liberti, vel propter hoc adoininis

ex vita rusticana
ex opificum exercitatione et plebeio

liberati sive liberandi, et

et

labore.
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trading in relics, which were partly trumped up for the occasion; or
pretending that they had parents or relatives in this or that country,
whom they were going to visit they everywhere took advantage of
the outward impression of their sanctity to extort money, and oftentimes their hypocrisy was exposed by the vices in the indulgence of
which they were surprised.^
In the early times of the fifth century, John Cassianus, Avho became
president of a cloister in Massillia (Marseilles), introduced the monastic institutions of the East into the South of France, where he made
them known by his works on the rules of the cloisters (institutiones
coenobiales), and his sketches of the spiritual conversations of the
oriental monks.'-^
The cloisters of Southern France became the seats
of a practical, Christian spirit, which, amid the distractions and devastations which came over this country during the marauding incursions
of barbarous tribes, proved a great blessing to the people
as for
instance the cloister on the island of Lerina (Lerins), in Provence, in
particular.
These cloisters became also spiritual seminaries, which
:

;

sent forth the bishops most distinguished for their self-sacrificing and
pious labors; such as Faustus of Riez (Rhegium, Rheji), and Csesarius of Aries.
Yet Monachism would perhaps have been unable to

withstand the destructive influences which, in this and the next following times, were spreading far and wide, and the irregularities prevailing in the spiritual order would have become more widely diffused in
Monachism, which had a still laxer constitution, had not a remarkable
man introduced into the monastic life a more settled order and a more
rigid discipline, and given it that shaping and direction by which it
became so influential an instrument, particularly for the conversion and
the culture of rude nations by Christianity. This remaikable man was
Benedict.
And since he contributed so much, by the spirit and form
which he gave Monachism, to the Christian education of the western
nations, we must endeavor to become better acquainted with the history
of the formation of his character, and with the work which proceeded
from him, in its earliest development.
It is to be lamented, however, that we possess so little that is trust-

worthy and precise, relative
this individual

;

to the education, the life and labors of
the oldest source of information, namely, the narra-

— though derived, accord— being distorted by

Roman bishop, Gregory the Great,
ing to his account, from discijiles of Benedict,
tive of the

so

exaggerations, and the eSbrt to give the whole story a miraculous air,
that the facts at bottom do not, in many cases, admit of being any
longer ascertained
and in the general type t)f the wonder-working
saint, as seized and delineated in the colors of that age, it is the less
possible to find out what, in fact, were the peculiar characteristics of
;

the man.

Benedict, born

A. d.

480, sprang from a respectable family in the

His parents sent him to Rome, for the
But well might the ingenpurpose of obtaining a literary education.
uous disposition of the yomig man be only shocked at the dissolute

Italian province of Nursia.

1

§ 36.

2

Collationes.
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morals by which, at that time, he must have found himself surrounded
Rome. He had probably heard and read about the lives of the
Anachorets of the East and these holy examples possessed so much
the more attraction for him, as they were contrasted with the impure
He
exhibitions of character which he saw everywhere around him.
longed for solitude, and left Rome, accompanied, for the first twentyfour miles from that city, by the nurse whom his parents had sent with
at

;

Rome, and who, from affection, was unwilling
But Benedict, following his ascetic bent, deserted her
and proceeding eight miles further, finally came to a deserted
also
country lying on a lake, which hence bore the name of Sublacus (SuHere he fell in with a monk, named Romanus, to whom he
biaco).
made known his purpose. Struck with admiration at the glowing zeal
of the young man, Romanus promised him his assistance and protection.
To tliis person alone, Benedict discovered the grotto in which
he had taken up his residence. The cloister of Romanus was near by,
and he could therefore provide the young hermit, who Avas here destitute of all means of subsistence, with bread, by sparing what he
brought him from his own daily allowance. A steep rock lyhig between the cloister and the grotto of Benedict, he had agreed with the
latter, that he should let down the bread from the top of the rock, by
means of a long rope. To the I'ope was attached a bell, by the sound
him

as an attendant to

to leave him.
;

of which, Benedict might be directed to the spot where the rope was

down.
After having spent three years in this grotto, he was discovered by
some shepherds who were pasturing their flocks in this region and
the story soon spread abroad about the hermit who had here been
found.
He was shortly held in great veneration through the whole
country around, and numbers eagerly pressed forward to supply him
with the means of support.
His fame became at once so great, that,
the place of abbot having fallen vacant in a neighboring convent, the
monks conferred the office on him. He told them, it is true, beforehand, that he would not be able to endure their savage manners. Yet
he suffered himself to be over-persuaded.
It turned out as he had
foretold.
The degenerate monks, displeased with his severity, sought
to take his life
he told them they might choose themselves an abbot
that suited their own disposition, and retired again to his former solitude.
But he continually became an object of more general attention, both on account of his contests with the wild monks, and on
account of his deliverance from the dangers which threatened him
among them, which tradition afterwards magnified into a miracle. The
disturbance of all existing earthly relations, which followed as one of
the consequences resulting from the migration of the nations, would
at that period impel men to seek the more, and cling fiimly to, that
which was independent of and superior to all earthly vicissitudes, and
could secure them peace and shelter amid the storms of the world.
Hence multitudes thronged to hi/ti, for the purpose of training themselves under his guidance to the way of life which promised such a
refuge ; which taught men how to adopt from choice and to love these
let

;

;
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deprivations, to which

Men

many were driven by the necessity of the times.
Rome placed their sons with him, that he

of consideration at

might educate and train them for the spiritual life.
He was enabled
to found twelve cloisters
and to each he distributed twelve monks
under a superior.
Some he retained under his own guidance. Even
Groths of the lower ranks came to him
he employed them in such
labors as were adapted to their physical powers and stage of culture,
as agriculture, and the removal of the wild vegetable growth where
gardens were to be planted.^
To get rid of the disputes with Florentius, a neighboring priest,
Benedict left this district also, after he had distributed his monks into
different cloisters under suitable superiors.
He himself, accompanied
by a few of his followers, retired to the ruins of an ancient castle,
which lay on a high mountain, called Castrum Cassinum, where he
laid the foundation of one of the most famous of monastic establishments, out of which sprang afterwards the rich abbey of Monte Cassino.
Amid the revolutions of these times. Paganism had still been
able to maintain itself here among the country people, or to spring up
and extend itself anew. He found standing here a grove and temple
dedicated to Apollo, in which the peasants made their offerings.
He
conducted the people, by his preaching, to the faith of the gospel, and
induced them to cut down the grove and demolish the temple.
In
place of the latter, he erected a chapel, consecrated to St. Martin.
Even Totila, the king of the Ostro-Goths, evinced his respect for
Benedict and the latter spoke to him with freedom.
The labors of
this man were a fore-type of the labors of his successors, who, like
himself, were occupied mainly in preaching the faith, destroying Paganism, educating the youth, and cultivating the land, and by these
means were enabled to accomplish so much. But the monastic rules
of which he was the author, are particularly worthy of notice, as an
enduring monument of his own spirit, and of the new shaping which,
through his instrumentality, was given to the Monachism of the West.
Benedict aimed to counteract the licentious life of the irregular
monks,
who roamed about the country, and spread a corrupting
influence both on manners and on religion.
by the introduction of a
severer discipline and spirit of order.
The abbot should appear to the
monks as the representative of Christ to his will, every other will
should be subjected
all were to follow his direction and guidance
No one was received
unconditionally, and with entire resignation.
into the number of the monks, until after a year's novitiate, during
which he had often been reminded of the strict obligations of the
monastic rule, and had withstood many trials.
Then he was obliged
to place himself under a solemn vow, which moreover was recorded by
himself in writing, that he would remain constantly in the cloister,^
But
Hve in all respects according to the rules-, and obey the abbot.
the rules adomonished the abbot to temper the severity necessary for
discipline, by the spirit of love: He was to let mercy prevail over
He should love the
rigid justice, that he might himself find mercy.
;

:

;

—

—

;

;

.

^

Vita Benedict!,

e. 6.

'^

The votnm

stabilitatis as

opposed to the Gyrovagi.
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Where he was obliged to punish,
beware of going to excess. His
own fallibility should be ever present to his mind, and he should remember that the bruised reed ought not to be broken. Not that he should
give countenance and encouragement to vice, but that he should
endeavor to extirpate it with prudence and love, just as he should see
and he should strive rather
it would be salutary for each individual
He should not be restless and overto be loved than to be feared.
In no affair whatever should he be inclined to extremes and
anxious.
brethren, while he hated their faults.
he should do it with prudence, and

;

He should not be jealous,
obstinate.
In
wise he never could find peace.
related to worldly employments and
He should
foi'esight and reflection.

since othernor too suspicious
commands, even where they
labors, he should proceed with
discriminate and moderate the
He should take for his
labors which he imposed on each individual.
pattern the example of prudence presented in the words of the patri13 " If men should over-drive them one day,
arch Jacob, Gen. 33
With that discretion which is the mother of
all the flock will die."
:

;

his

:

the virtues, he should so order all things as to give full employment to
True,
the enterprise of the strong, without discouraging the weak.
and this belonged to the deficiencies of the monastic
even here,

—

—

the essence of humility was made to consist too much in its
outward manifestation as it is said " The monk should let his huhis head should be
mility be seen even in the postures of his body
constantly bowed down with his eyes directed to the earth, and he
should hourly accuse himself for his sins he should ever be in the
same state of mind as if he were momently to appear before the dread
But all tliis, however, Benedict represented
judgment-seat of God."
to be only a means of culture, whereby the monks were to attain to
respecting the nature
the highest end of love, that makes men free
of which, he thus beautifully expresses himself: " When the monk has

morality,

;

:

;

;

;

passed through all these stages of humility, he will soon attain to that
love of God, which, being perfect, casteth out fear, and through which
he will begin to practice naturally and from custom, without anxiety or
He
pains, all those rules which he before observed not without fear.
will no longer act from any fear of hell, but from love to Christ, from
the energy of right habits, and joy in that which is good."
Benedict was doubtless aware, that the ascetic severity of many of
the monastic orders in the East was unsuited to the rude men of the
West, and also to the more unfriendly climate. Hence he did not
require of his monks many of the mortifications which were sometimes
imposed upon those of the East, and allowed them in several indulgences, which were there sometimes forbidden ; as, for example, the

As the monks, in addition to
use of wine in a prescribed quantity.^
their devotional exercises and spiritual studies, were also to be employed at hard labor in the field or in their different trades, and in
1

L.

c.

c.

40.

Licet le<yaraus, vinum
esse, sed quia

omnino monachorum non

nostris temporibus id monachis persuaderi
non potest; and c. 73, he explains himself that his rule was to lead only ad hon-

estatem moram et initium conversationis,
that
not ad perfectionem conversationis,
the latter must be learned from the rules

—

of the fathers.
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some seasons of the year, particularly seed-time and harvest, might
be exposed to severe toil, the prudent Benedict ^ was careful not to
prescribe any particular measure of food or drink, which was never to
The abbot was at liberty to deviate from the general
be exceeded.
rule, according to the labors which devolved on the monks, and acIn like manner, it was strictly
cording to the season of the year.
enjoined on the abbot, that he should have respect to the necessities
of the sick and the feeble, of old men and of children, in the regulaHe doubtless foresaw
tion of their diet, and of their occupations.
that the monks might settle down in rough and savage countries, as

they afterwards often did, where they would not find even that measReckoning on
ure of food and drink which he had allowed them.
even then they should praise
this, he exhorted them to submission
God, and not murmur.^ Worthy of notice, too, is the pains he took
laying it down as a
to remove all appearance of the love of gain
rule, that the monks should always sell the products of their industry
:

;

somewhat lower

at a

price than

was demanded by secular

laborers, so

God might

be praised.^
The same circumstances of the times by which so many were
induced to apply to Benedict for the purpose of being formed and
that in

all

things

life, tended also to
promote the enthusiasm for the monastic life which proceeded from
Benedict's disciples, and to further the rapid spread of this form of it
by means of his disciples, such as Placidus and Maurus, in Sicily and

disciplined under his guidance for the spiritual

in Gaul.

The

6.

different Tendencies of the Religious Spirit in their Relation
to the

Monastic Life and

to

Asceticism.

at the
at still another relation of Monachism
bore to the different tendencies of the religious spirit in

Let us now glance
relation

it

;

this age.

The extravagant enthusiasm shown /or Monachism was, on the other
met by a blind zeal of hatred and opposition to it. This was
so it would
occasioned, doubtless, in part, by the monks themselves
This warm advocate of Monappear from the testimony of Nilus.
achism himself complains of worthless monks, who strolled about in
the cities, pestered families with their impudent mendicancy, and
hiding all manner of sin under the guise of a pretended holiness,
It was
frequently robbed the people who showed them hospitality.
owing to such men, that a mode of life once universally respected
came to be an abomination and even the virtue of the true monk,
to be suspected of being mere hypocrisy * that men once regarded
side,

:

;

;

as censors of

1

the
2

Who seems
donum
L.

40,

L.

c. c. 57.

*

have possessed, himself,

Benedicant

cities

Deum

et

non

tj

as introducers

Nilus de monastica exercitatione

6 irepiTTodrirog (iipc

discretionis.

c. c.

munnerent.
8

to

manners were expelled from the

c.

kyivero (SdeXvKTdg

9 :
koI

tuv aXijduc am' apernv dtovvruv kt^oi^

(should certainly be read uanrjaLc)
vevojxiaTai.

aTrarri
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—

which
of corruption ; ^ that monks
became objects of universal ridicule.'^

is
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probably an exaggeration

—

Yet there were many who, instead of detesting this degenerate
kind of Monachism, took advantage of the monstrous products in
which this degeneracy was shown, to bring this whole mode of life
and who, in Monachism, hated not so much those
into disrepute
excesses which were foreign to the spirit of Christianity, as those very
qualities which, in this mode of life, were the most truly and prowho, Avith no friendly feelings, found themselves
foundly Christian
rebuked, and disturbed in their frivolous pursuits of pleasure, by such
Salvianus,
Christian seriousness and such strictness of Christian life.
who wrote near the middle of the fifth century, looks upon it as a sign
of the rude, frivolous, and worldly spirit of his time, that monks from
:

;

Egypt or Jerusalem were saluted with jeers and curses whenever
Careless people
they showed themselves in the streets of Carthage.^
of the world were especially moved with anger, when some view of
the monastic life, or when the mfluence of pious monks, had awakened
in noble families a

more earnest and elevated sense of

religion

;

when

they saw extending itself, in these cases, a change of life wholly opposed to their inclinations.'*
But especially when young men of noble
birth were moved by sudden impressions calling them to a more serious Ufe, or by the influence of pious mothers, to join the monks, not
only was the opposition between worldly husbands and their Christian
wives often more strongly expressed, but kinsmen and friends took a
lively interest in the matter
they considered it a disgrace to the
noble family, that young men who might one day rise to the most
splendid posts, should betake themselves to the mountains and the
deserts, go about in the squalid dress of the monks, weave baskets,
cultivate the soil, water gai-dens, and employ themselves in other such
menial occupations.^
The whole party who detested Monachism, but
with it also every other form of earnest Christian life, was roused to
activity on such occasions.
When the emperor Valens, in 365, promulgated a law which, perhaps not without good grounds, was aimed
against those who, under the pretext of religion, but really for the
sake of indulging their indolent propensities, and ridding themselves
of the burdens of the state, had withdrawn themselves into the monkish fraternities,^ the party above mentioned availed themselves of this
:

1

L.

noT^uv
2
^

c.

'Cf Xv/xeuvet; uTreXavvovrai tuv

p. 194, ed. -Baluz.

Si

quando

the Christianity of politics,

the ceremowhich is doubtwith them both, which set
itself to oppose thf effects which flowed
from the glowing, ascetic zeal of an abbe
nial religion of Jesuitism,

ol TTore aGxpftoviarai.

C. 22. Ilapu. navTuv x^Evai^ovTai.
Salvian. de gubernatione Uei, 1.
aliquis

less reconcilable
8,

Dei

servus aut de ^^gyptiorum ccBnobiis aut
de sacris Hierusalem locis aut de sanetis eremi venerandisque secretis ad urbem
illam ofiScio divini operis accessit, simul
ut populo apparuit, contumelias, sacrilogia et maledictiones accipit.
* Thus, in the times of cardinal Richelieu and Louis the Fourteenth in France,
it was assuredly not the free spirit of the
gospel, but the frivolous, worldly temper,

St.
°

Cyran and his followers.
See Chrysostomus adversus oppugna-

tores vitae monasticse 1. I. § 2. 'Aviipa^nov( ITievdipovi koI evyevelq koI dwafUvovc tv rpvipti lyv, eni rdv aK?njpdv tovtov
uyo/ievovc jSiov.
« Cod. Theodos. 1. XII. Tit. I. 1. 63.
ignaviae sectatores desertis civitj*turn muneribus captant solitudines ac secreta, et specie religionis cum ccetibua

Quidam
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opportunity to institute persecutions against the monks.
Chrysostom,
who was at that time himself a zealous monk, felt himself called
upon on this occasion, to write his three books on Monachism.
But between these two extremes there was a more moderate party,
which, while they recognized all that was truly of worth in Monachism, opposed on evangelical grounds the one-sided over-valuation of
this, and the under-valuation of every other form of life which should
equally be pervaded with the Christian spirit. This tendency is apparent in the council of Oangra, already mentioned.
Here the ascetic

and unmarried

life was admitted to be, in itself considered, and so far
proceeded from a pious disposition, a good thing but the married life also, and life in the ordinary civil and social relations, together
with the use of earthly goods, were represented as capable of being
sanctified by a right temper
and sentence of condemnation was pronounced on the proud ascetic spirit that despised the common relations of life.
This tendency particularly characterizes Chrysostom.

as

it

;

;

Although himself greatly indebted to Monachism for the character of
although everywhere inclined to place a very high
value on the victorious power of the will over the sensuous nature,
where it was enlivened by the spirit of love although enthusiastically
alive to the ideal of holy temper and holy living in Monachism
yet
he was too deeply peneti-ated by the essence of the gospel, not to be
aware that the latter should pervade all the relation of life. And
his large experience, gained at Antioch and at Constantinople, had
led him to see how mischievous the delusive notion that men could
not strive after the ideal of the Christian life amid ordinary relations,
must be, and had actually been to practical Christianity. This deluhis inner life

;

;

;

sought in every way to counteract.
After having
described, in one of his discourses, the various means of grace which
Christianity furnishes, he supposes the objection to be raised : " Why
say you this to us, who are no monks " And he answers, " Do you
sion, therefore, he

'i

put this question to me ?
Ask Paul, when he says, ' Watch with all
perseverance and supplication,' Ephes. 6: 18, and Put ye on the Lord
Jesus Christ,' Rom. 18 14 for surely he wrote these words, not for
monks only, but for all inhabitants of cities. Except in relation to
marriage, there ought to be no distinction between the secular and
the monk ; everything else the former is bound to do equally with the
latter.
And Christ, in the sermon on the mount, confines not his
benediction to the monk.
Enjoy the marriage estate with due moderation, and you shall be first in the kingdom of heaven, and
entitled to all its blessings." ^
And in another place, Avhere he is
speaking of the prophetic visions of Isaiah ^ " Would you know
'

:

;

:

how

the prophet saw

God

?

Be

And-how

yourself, too, a prophet.

do you ask, since I have a wife, and must provide for
the bringing up of my children ?
It is possible, if you do but. will it

is this

possible,

—

monazonton congregantur,
they should
be drawn forth from their lurking-places,
and compelled to take on them the burdens
of the state

;

or they should, like the clergy

(see vol. 11. sect. 1, p. 171), give

up

their

property to others.
i Horn. VII.
IJebr. § 4.
2

Homilia in Seraphim, §
1. VI. f. 138.

faucon,

1.

ed.

Mont-
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prophet also had a wife, and was the father of two children
In expounding
but none of these things was a hindrance to him."
the first words of salutation in the Epistle to the Ephesians, he lays
particular stress on the circumstance that to men who had wives, children, and servants, Paul nevertheless applies the appellation of saints.
which may he easily accounted for in a man
Although Chrysostom
did not always express
of such predominant and lively feelings
yet he often lamented, not only the
himself after the same manner
corruption of the great mass of the community, but also the want of
Christian love among the better disposed, who, in solitude, lived only
for the

—

—

;

instead of employing the gifts bestowed
good of others. " Behold what perverseness now
"they who possess some of the
reigns!"
says he in one passage
joy of a good conscience dwell on the tops of mountains, and have
torn themselves from the body of the church, as if it were inimical
and alien to them something not their own." ^ Thus, too, he complains, in his uxth homily on the First Epistle to the Corinthians,^ that
they in whom there were still some remains of the old Christian wisdom, had forsaken the cities, the market, and the intercourse of life,
and, instead of forming others, took possession of the mountains.
" How shall we conquer the enemy," he exclaims, " when some have
no care for virtue, and those who are interested for it, retreat to a
And in another discourse he
distance from the order of battle?"
very justly refers to the parable of the talents, as a proof that there
can be nothing truly good, the advantage of which does not extend also
and he goes on to say " though you fast, though you
to others
sleep on the ground, though you eat ashes and mourn perpetually,
but without benefiting any other individual, you.will not bring much
Though you exercise the highest perfection of the monk,
to pass.
but give yourself no concern that others are going to ruin, you cannot
maintain a good conscience in the sight of God.^ Neither voluntary
poverty, nor martyrdom, nor anything else we may do, can testify in
our favor, if we have not attained to the crowning virtue of love."^
As we here perceive, what moved this excellent man to attack the
exaggerated opinion of Monachism was the consciousness of the universal Christian calling, and of the principle of sanctification which
was destined to penetrate all the relations of life. But he was still too
much influenced by the prevailing views of his time to be able always
It is
to carry out and apply that position with logical consistency.
apparent here, as it often is in his case, that on one side he was conwhile, on the other, by his
fined by the prevailing spirit of his age
profound insight into the essence of the gospel, he rose above it, and
was thus drawn into self-contradiction. But it was not so with another
remarkable man w4io, near the close of the fourth century, stood forth
a man
in Rome as an opponent of the one-sided ascetic tendency
who rather
who, in his way of Christian thinking, was all of a piece
for their

on them

own improvement,
for the

—

—

;

:

;

;

—

;

^

2

•

Horn. VII. Ephes. § 4.
Horn. VI. ep. I. ad Corinth, § 4.
Kdv np' unpav (i>i?Mao<j)lav uok^c, tuv

"kjoiizCiv

6i

LttoXavhevuv

napa -deu
* Horn.

u/xeXi^c- ov6efiiav Kiijaif

na()l)7}aiav.

XXV.

ep.

I.

ad Corinth. X. 226.
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carried the Christian principle set up by him against the one-sided
tendencies of his age, to an extreme on the opposite side, than allowed
himself to be restrained by the spirit of the dominant church from
carrying it out in a consistent manner.
This was the monk Jovinian.
From the more profound Christian consciousness silently developing
itself in Monachism, foretokening what was to be brought about long
afterwards through the instrumentality of Luther, came forth a
reaction against the common monkish morality, and the doctrinal

accompanying it.
While it was customary to distinguish, in Christian morals, a' higher
and a lower standing point,
the latter satisfied with the observance
of the " precepts," the former requiring the fulfillment of the " coun
''
sels
of the gospel,
Jovuiian, on the other hand, contended for the
unity of the divine life founded in faith on the Redeemer and flowing
from the new birth. This he considered the highest and the principal thing.
And he knew of but one kind of opposition
that of
redemption, to perseverance in alienation from God
of a life devoted to the present world, to a life founded on communion with
God. Compared with this, all other differences, in his opinion, sunk
" There is but one divine element of life which all
to insignificance.
believers share in common
but one fellowship with Christ, which
All who possess this
proceeds from faith in him but one new birth.
errors

—

—

—

—

;

;

in

common

with each other;

all,

therefore,

who

are Christians in the

who have received
not merely the outward baptism of water, but the inward baptism of
have the same thing,
the same calling, the same dignity,
the Spirit,
the diversity of outward circumstances
the same heavenly blessings
Accordingly he supposes an
creating no difference in this respect."
admitting of no intermediate link,
opposition altogether universal,
betw^een those who find themselves in this
no grade of difference,
Hence he derives
state of grace, and those who are shut out from it.
the conclusion, that the life of celibacy or that of marriage, eating or
fasting, the using or forbearing to use earthly goods, all this can make
true sense, not barely in outward profession

;

all

—

—

;

—

—

no difference between Christians, where the same one ground of the
Christian life is present. Everything depends on the inward Christian
life, on the temper of the heart, not on the outward forms of life and
on outward works by themselves considered, in which forms and works
the temper which makes the Christian only reveals itself. " Virgins,
widows, and married women," said he " who have been once baptized
into Christ, have the

same merit,

if,

in

respect to works, there

if»

The Apostle Paul says,
no difference between them.^
' Know ye not, that your body is a temple of the Holy Ghost ?
Ho
speaks of one temple, not in the plural number, to deiiote that God
Our Lord says: 'He that
dwells after the same manner in all.
eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood dwelleth in me, and I in him.'

otherwise

'

Since, then, Christ dwelleth in us without distinction of stages, so we
Tlie righteous man loves j
dwell in him without any such distinction.
1

Virgines, viduas, et maritatas, quse

semel in Chris to

lotse sunt, si

uon

discre-

pent cseteris operibus, ejusdem esse merid
Hieron. c. Jo v. lib. I. § 3.
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and to him that loves come the Father and the Son, and make their
But Avhere such a guest dwells, I think nothing can
abode with him.
And as Father, Son
be wanting to the heart that has received liim.^
and Holy Ghost are one God, so too shouM there be but one people
in them, John 17
21, that is, his dear ciiildren, who are partakers of
The Apostle John makes no other distinction
the divine nature.^
than one, between those who are born of God and sin not, and those
who are not born of God. Christ makes no other separation than
that between those wfio stand on the right and those who stand on the
left hand, the sheep and the goats."
Though in other respects inclined to exaggerate true principles,
and to treat oppositions as contradictions, Jovinian would never suffer
himself to be hurried by an inconsiderate zeal into unconditional condemnation of fasting, of the life of celibacy, or of Monachism in
themselves considered.
He fought only against that which was unchristian in temper, against the arrogant presumption which ascribed
He himself conpeculiar merit to the unmarried and the ascetic life.
tinued to be a monk thus refuting the calumny, that such doctrines
were invented by him, merely to get rid of a yoke which had become
irksome to him.
Take whatever course he might, however, he could
not escape the invidious charge of being actually guilty of every
wrong thing which his opponents could make out as consequences
necessarDy following from his doctrine.
If, in accordance with his
principles, he led a freer kind of life (though he still continued to be
a monk) if he made no outward show of monkish asceticism in his
dress,
it was construed as a forsaking the holiness of Monachism for
the refinements of common life and he was accused of luxury.^ And
Jei'ome bids him either to marry, and thus sho\^ that he put the married life on a par with the unmarried, or else to cease contending in
words with those with whom he agreed in practice.* It was with a
view, it seems, to correct the false reports which had gone abroad
concerning him in consequence of the false construction put upon his
conduct, that he was led to publish a tract in explanation of his principles.^
In fact he had been ui-ged to do this by others.^
Jovinian, then, had no fault to find with those who fasted from a
:

;

—

;

;

sense of their individual needs, or with those who chose celibacy in
order to escape the cares of a family and have opportunity to devote
1 Sicut ergo sine aliqua differentia graChristus in nobis est, ita et nos in
Christo sine gradibus sumus.
Qui Justus
est, diligit
qui diligit, veniunt ad eum
Pater et -Filius et in ejus habitant hospitio,
ubi autem hujuscemodihabitator est, puto,
quod nihil deesse potest hospiti. Hieron.
c. Jov. 1. II. § 19.

duum

—

:

2 Et quomodo Pater et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus unus Deus
sic et unus populus in ipsis sit, hoc est quasi filii carissimi,
divinae consortes nature.
* Iste formosus monachus, crassus, nitidns, dealbatus, et quasi sponsus semper
incedens.
Hieron. c. Jov. Lib. I. § 40.
;

VOL.

II.

20

* Aut uxorcm ducat, ut jequalem virginitatem nuptiis probet, aut si non duxerit,
frustra contra nos verbis agit, cum opera

nobiscura
^

sit.

L.

c.

From which Jerome

passages,

in

his

frequently cites

work against Jovinian.

the source from which we have
taken our account of Jovinian's doctrines.
This we infer from his own words, as
they are quoted by Jerome, lib. I. § 2
satisfacio invitatis (it should doubtless
read invitatus) non ut claro curram nom
inc, sed a rumore purgatus vivam vano.

This

is

**

:
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He only rethemselves with less interruption to spiritual concerns.
quii-ed that they should not, on these accounts, think themselves betHe held that everything depended on one
ter than other Christians.
and the same Christian temper, one and the same divine life. " It
amounts to the same thing in the end," he says, " whether a man
" I blame thee not,"
fasts, or partakes of food with thanksgiving." '
he writes to a virgin, " if, to meet a present distress (1 Cor. 7: 26),
Only be careful not to exalt
thou hast chosen the unmarried life.
thyself.
Thou art of the same church to which the married also
belong." 2
To those who laid special value on the unmarried life or on abstiHe appealed to the
nences, he objected the teaching of Scripture.
fact that at the creation so great importance was given to the institu" and that it might not be said," he added, " that
tion of marriage
.

.

^

.

;

had reference to the Old Testament alone, the same testimony
had been confirmed by Christ, Gen. 2 24 Matth. 19 5." He
adduced the example of the married saints, from the Old Testament,
and in order to defend himself against the common objection, that this
applied only to the early infancy of mankind, when the multiplication
of the race was particularly necessary, added such proof passages
14 Heb. 13:4; 1 Cor.
from the New Testament as 1 Timoth. 5
7
39 1 Timoth. 2 14.3 jje pointed to the fact that Paul required of the bishop and deacon only that each should be the husband of one wife, that he accordingly sanctioned the marriage of the
Against the exaggerated estimation of fasting, he cited Eom.
clergy.
1 Timoth. 4:3; and pointed to the declaration of Paul,
14: 20
He holds up the example of
that to the pure all things are pure.
Christ, saying " The Lord himself was pronounced by the Pharisees
a man gluttonous and a wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and sinHe did not disdain the banquet of Zaccheus. He attended
ners.
And," he added,
in opposition to those
a marriage-feast at Cana.
forced interpretations of Scripture which were commonly resorted to,
this

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

—

for the purpose of harmonizing Scripture with the prevailing notions,
" you make quite another thing of it, when, in the foohsh spirit of

dispute,
fast,

and

you maintain that he attended a feast with the intention to
that, in the manner of false teachers, he said I eat of this,
:

Inter abstiiieiitiam ciborum et

1

cum

was then common

;

and

in this case

we

cited the whole book of Solomon's Song
as an evidence in favor of marriage. From
this we might infer, that he rejected the

should have here anotlier proof of the more
inquiring spirit of the man. But
the language which he employs respecting
the church (Jerome, 1. II. § 19), •' sola novit
canticumChristi," seems, notwithstanding,^
to point to a mystical interpretation of
Solomon's Song. In the present case, we
can understand the argumentation of JoThe holiest of
vinian only as ibllows
things, the union of Christ with his church,
would not have been represented here under such images, so carried out, if the
union betwixt the two sexes were not a

mystir^J interpretation of that book, which

sacred thing.

gratiarum actione

perceptionem eorum,

nullara esse distantiam.

Lib.

I.

§ 3.

2 Non tibi facio, virgo, injuriam
elegisti pudicitiam propter prtesentem necessitatem, placuit tibi, ut sis sancta corpore
etspiritu: ne superbias, ejusdem ecclesise
membrumes, cujusetnuptae sunt. Lib. I.
:

§ 5.
It is worthy of notice, that according
Jerome (1. I. § 30, cpntra Jovinian) he

^

to

liberal,

:

'
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—

I drink not of the wine which I have made of
Christ chose not water, but wine, to represent his own
He says, justly, that those mortifications could not be posblood.2
sessed of any peculiar Christian character, since they were practiced
I eat not of that,i

the water.

among the Pagans in the worship of Cybele and of Isis.'^ But
must have been an extremely contracted notion of final ends, and a
very inadequate method of regarding nature, which led him to underalso
it

stand the proposition, that all other creatures are made for the use
of man, in the sense that they were intended only to subserve mail's
Accordingly he reckoned up a number of animals,
sensual toants.
which, if they were not to serve as food for man, were created by
God to no purpose, and he inferred that therefore it must have been
the Creator's design that man should eat flesh ; ^ a conclusion which
Jerome found it quite easy to refute, though embarrassed by the

same narrow apprehension of

final

ends.

This principle of identity of disposition, he employed not only in
contending against the over-estimation of asceticism, but also against
every other way of making morality to be a mere external thing
thus, for example, with regard to martyrdom he expresses himself as
" In a time of persecution, a person may be burnt, strangled,
follows
beheaded or he may flee, or die in a prison. There are different
but there is only one crown of victory."
kinds of conflict, indeed
Jovinian approved himself to be a forerunner of the Reformation
also in this, that he opposed every attempt to make out a merit of
works ; and that, insisting alone on the grace of redemption, he set it
up as a principle, that men should strive after holiness, not with a
view to gain something else (as for example, eternal happiness, or
some higher stage of it), but with a view to preserve the state of
grace once obtained, to secure the divine life once received
since
this was the same for all.
All who possess this, share in it alike
" If you ask me," said he,
differences of degree are excluded.
" why the just man should always be active, whether in times of peace
or of persecution, if there is no progress, if there are no greater reI answer, he does this, not that he may deserve something
wards,
more, but lest he may lose what he has already received." ^
As we have already said that the views of Jovinian are not to be
considered wholly isolated from other phenomena of his times, but
in their connection with a more general reaction of the Christian
spirit excited by Monachism itself, so we may observe here a remarkable analogy between Jovinian's expressions, and those of the monk
Marcus ; for Marcus too says " We who have been deemed worthy
:

;

;

;

—

:

1

Porro aliud

est, si

stulta contentione

eum isse ad prandium jejunaturnm, et irapostoriim more dlxisse hoc
comedo, illud non comedo, nolo vinum
bibere, quod ex aquis creavi. Lib. II. § 5.
In typo sanguinis sui non obtulit
aquai- sed vinum.
" Quasi non et
superstitio gentilium
tossum matris defira observet et Isidis.
* Quis usus porcorum absque esu cardicitis,

:

'^

nium? Quid capreae, cervuli, etc. Cur in
domibus gallinadiscurrit'? Si non comeduntur, hsec omnia frustra a

Deo

creata

sunt,
^ gj autem mihi opponis, quare Justus
laboret in pace aut persecutionibus, si
nullus profectus est, nee majora praemia,
scias, hoc eura facere, non ut plus quid
mereatur, sed ne perdat, quod accepit.
Lib. II. § 18.
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of the laver of regeneration offer good works, not for the sake
a reward, but to preserve the purity which has been bestowed
us." 1
According to Jovinian's doctrine, there is an inherent power
the divine Ufe received by regeneration to overcome all sin
and
;

of

on
in

he

contrasts the confidence springing from the sense of this divine
power, with the painful asceticism which must resort to so many expe" They who have been
dients in order to resist temptations to sin.
baptized," he says, " cannot be tempted of the devil." ^
Again, in-

asmuch

as Jovinian's protestant spirit assuredly

from the prevailing tendency of

distinguished itself

age also in this respect, that he
did not make the Christian consciousness dependent on the church and
its priesthood, but held to the immediate relation of believers to Christ,
we may presume that he had no sympathy with the common notions
with regard to the magical effects of baptism.
What he says in the
passage just quoted, he understood as referring to spiritual baptism,
brought about by faith in Christ, which he expressly distinguished
from outward baptism with water.
Regeneration, he says, comes
from full faith and only where this is present, can the other be connected with baptism.^ "In him who is tempted," he observes, " it
his

;

plain, that he has received only the water, not the spiritual bap-

is

tism

;

as in the case of

From

Simon Magus."

*

we might now conclude
who were not Christians barely in name, as
reach of temptation.
But he could not mean so

the above quoted words of Jovinian,

that he considered

all,

placed beyond the
;
for if he did, he assuredly would have nothing to say about efforts on
the part of the just man.^
In fact, he gives his own explanation of
" such a man cannot be
the phrase " to be tempted," when he says
overcome by Satan with temptations, cannot be plunged into sin." ^
Doubtless, however, Jovinian must have supposed, according to
this assertion, that he who was once really regenerated, could not
fall again from the state of grace
that whenever one who appeared to have been baptized, to believe, was surprised into sin, this
was evidence that he possessed not, as yet, living faith, had not, as
yet, been really renewed.
The baptism of such persons he called
hypocritical baptism.
Therefore he could not agree with those who
:

;

made

—

and
any baptism subsequent to which
If
sin was to him the same as no baptism.
came afterwards to true faith and repent-

the customary distinction between sins committed before

those committed after baptism

;

for

one might again fall into
they who had thus fallen
ance, he suppoised that they then, for the first time, received the
baptism of the Spirit, of which before they had received only the out1

'Offoi

Tov

ri^i(l)'&7jfjEv, Til

AoiiTpov

TTJc

naTicyjevEaloc

uya^u ipya ov di' uvTanodoaiv

Kpoa<pEpofj.Ev ti/lAa 6ui fvXaii^v Tijr 6o&eiaT}g
7/xiv

KadapoTr/Toc.

VIII.
^

f.

Bibl. patr. Galland. T.

* Quicunque tentati fuerint, ostendi cos
aqua tantum et non spiritu baptizatos,
quod in Simone Mago legiraus. Lib. II.

§

14, § 22.

Eos qui

fuerint baptizati, a diabolo
non posse tentari. Lib. II. § 1.
" The truly regenerated, qui plena fide
vn baptismate renati sunt.
Lib. I. § 3.

I-

1.

5

See above.

"

A diabolo

§ 3.

non posse

subvert!.

Likb

4

'
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ward sign. Hence he would not admit that there was any difference
between those who, from tiie first, remained faithful to their baptismal
vows, and those who, after having received outward baptism, fell into
sin, and then, by true repentance, were for the first time really conAccordingly, addressing himself to such, he exclaims
verted.
" Though you have fallen, repentance will restore you and you who
were hypocrites in your baptism, will, with your repentance, attain to
;

faith."

And

^

ian did not

if

hold

we now take
to

into consideration the fact, that Jovin-

the doctrine of different degrees in sin,

—

—

of

it must appeal
speak more particularly hereafter,
evident, that, according to him, the regenerate cannot fall into any
actual sin whatever.
True, he did, as we have seen, so express himself as to convey the
impression, that he held those who were given to a rigid asceticism,
equal honor with other Christians, provided that, at the same time,
As a matter of fact, however, he must have rethey were humble.
garded such modes of hfe as betraying a want of true confidence in
The regenerated perthe divine power bestowed on the regenerate.
son had, in his opinion, really no need of such expedients to protect
And he looked upon marriage as a means, in
him against sin.
having
accordance with nature, of moralizing the sexual impulse
in mind, probably, the words of the Apostle Paul in the seventh chapBut Avhen he would recter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians.^
ommend marriage, and disparage fasting, he suffered himself to be
hurried, by the zeal of opposition, into harsh expressions, and deas, for instance, where he undertakes to show
scended to trifling,
He
that the brute animals were created to serve as food for man.
said many things which must have highly dehghted his opponents, as
furnishing so much matter for invidious conclusions.^
The truth is that there are two points of view under which life
and on the right
the ideal and the empirical
may be regarded
understanding of both of these in their mutual relation, the sound and
Partial and imperfect
healthy view of life in great measure depends.
notions on this subject, running either to one extreme or to the other,
arise from attaching an undue value to one or the other of these oppoNow it was to that mode of contemplating
site points of view.
Christian life and ethical matters generally which dwelt upon the
outside and never penetrated beneath the surface, which looked only
at the 'plas or minus in the external appearance, that Jovinian op-

which we

shall

m

;

—

—

—

1

Quod

etsi cecideritis, redintegrabit

;

vos

pcenitentia, et qui in baptismate fiiistis
poenitentia solida
hypocritifi; eritis in
Lib. II. § 37.
fidei.
•^
Qui serael in Christo baptizatus est
(this " in Christo baptizatus est," may be
regarded as another indication of his views

respecting baptism represented on a former page), cadere non potest, habet enim
ad despamandas libidines solatia nuptiarum. Lib. II. § 37.
^ His words are
Rare jejunate, ere«»rius nubite.
Non enim potestis implere
:

opera nuptianira, nisi miilsum et carnes et
nucieura sumseritis. Cito caro consumpta
raarcescit.
L. c.
We should not trust
the citation of Jerome, if these words
stood alone by themselves, but should
be inclined to believe that Jerome here
took the liberty to make his opponent
speak as he might or must have spoken,
But the rest which
in Jerome's opinion.
he adds bears too strongly on its face the
characteristic stamp of Jovinian to leara
room for entertaining any such doubt.
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posed the loftiness and severity of the ideal, and of principle.
Bv,
sole stress on the idea and the principle, he fell
.into the opposite mistake of faiUng to recognize different stages cf
development, and degrees of transition from one stage to another, ou
the phenomenal side.
While it was the prevailing custom to distinguish, according to some arbitrary rule of judgment, ordinary Christian
life and its higher perfection
works of a higher and of a lower
degree of merit sins of a graver and of a lighter cliaracter (peccata
mortalia and venalia)
Jovinian, on the other hand, held fast to only
one opposition
that between the states of regeneration, and nonregeneration
between the godly life, and the ungodly between fulfillment of the law, and transgression of it.
He knew nothing about
stages in a progressive development of Christian life
stages in the
stages in sin.
To him all sins appeared equal ;
transition to this life
looking, as he did, at their relation to a law requiring unqualified obeFrom this point
dience, and all whose commands were alike holy.
of view, he could better understand the moral sublimity of the sermon
better than they did, who, interpreting it according
on the mount
to their own diminutive standard of common life, must of necessity
lower it.
He appealed to the saying in the sermon on the mount
"Whosoever shall say to his brother, Thou fool, shall, equally with
He says
the murderer and the adulterer, be in danger of hell-fire. ^
that Christ (Matth. 25) makes but two classes, the sheep and the
The good tree brings forth
goats
the righteous and the wicked.

by thus laying the

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

good

fruit

;

There are the wise

the evil tree, evil fruit.

virgins,

and

In the case of Sodom and Gomorrah, no other difference
was regarded, but that between the righteous and the wicked. The
the wicked were all consumed by the same
righteous were saved
fire
one salvation for those who escaped, one destruction for those
who stayed behind. Lot's wife was a proof that no allowance can be
made for the least departure from righteousness.''^ He held, again,
that it made no difference whether a man was converted eai'ly or
No diflterlate, or how long he had been active in the Christian life.
ence was made between the brother who had always remained with
his father, and the one who was received afterwards because he
the foolish.

;

—

;

The laborers of the first, the third, the sixth, the ninth
repented.
and the eleventh hour, all received alike, one penny.^ And to show
that length of time spent in the Lord's service makes no diSerence, he
dwelt particularly on the circumstance that, in the parable, the payment began with those who had labored in the vineyard for the shorts
The parables, however, which might have served to expose
est time.^
1

erit
ter,

n.

Qui fratri dixerit fiitue et raca, reus
gehennse, et qui homicida fuerit et adulmittetur similiter in gehennam. Lib.
§ 20.

Though we cannot know how

Jovinian explained Matth. 5: 22, in

all

tis

duobus o;radibus bonorum malorumque
Qui est Justus

nulla diversitas inveuitur.

eripitur, qui peccator pari voraturincendio.
salus liberatis, unus interitus remiiNe paululnm quidem a.justitia
nentibus.

Una

est uxor.

Lib. 11.

particulars, we must at least see tills much,
that, rightly, he found nothing said in this
passage about different degrees of punish-

declinandum, indicio

ment.

* Et quo magisadmireris, ab his incipit
prcemium, qui minus in vinea laborarunt

'^

Apud Sodomam

et

Gomorram

excep-

§ 18.
'^

Lib. II. § 20.
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partiality of

this

representation
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as for instance, the parable

;

concerning the different yielding of the seed, according to the goodness or badness of the soil, must have been explained by him in some
way or other so as to harmonize with his theory.^
These one-sided views of Jovinian would, of necessity, have an injufor everything
rious effect also on his treatment of moral doctrines
was referred to the single point of preserving the state of grace once
Any such thing as a progressive unfolding of the divine
received.^
principle according to which
life, any such thing as the Christian
man's nature should be more and more impenetrated with that life,
was here out of the question.
We must bring up another point which, though belonging properly
to the history of doctrines, yet on account of its connection with Jovinian's peculiar way of thinking, could not well be passed over, here.
It
may be gathered from what has already been said, that inasmuch as his
point of departure was the immediate relation of the inner life of each
;

community of believers, of the
body of Christ, would, to him, unfold itself from this particular point
and hence the conception of the church would, of necessity, take, with
him, an altogether different shaping and position, from that which
The notion of the invisible church, of a
otherwise it would have had.
community shaping itself outwardly from within, must have resulted
individual to Christ, so the idea of a

mind, rather than that of a visible church, deriving its origin
" The church," said he, " founded on faith,
from external traditions.
No unripe member
hope, and charity, is exalted above every attack.
all its members are taught of God.
No person can
is within it,
break within its inclosure by violence, nor creep in by fraud." ^ It
is plainly evident that Jovinian could only haye understood by the
in his

—

church, here, the inoisible church. So, too, in the following predicates
which he applies to the church "' The titles bride, sister, mother
dnd whatever other names you may think of
refer to the community of the one church, which is never without her bridegroom, withShe has one faith, and within her
out her brother, without her son.
:

1 He maintained that the only point to
be held fast here was the ditference between the good and the bad ground. All
the rest belonged not to the matter of comparison, but to the decoration of the figare; and in favor of this explanation he
urged the absurd argument, that the difference of numbers could be of no importance here, because Mark pursued the
Numereverse order in his enumeration.
rum non facere pnejudicium, prtesertim
quum et evangelista Marcus retrorsum nuTo defend himself against the
meret.

application of the words in John 14
2,
" In my Father's house are many mansions," which in fact could be employed
by his adversaries in favor of their own
side only in away I'unning directly counter to the connection in which they are
found, he opposed it by another interprctation no less contradictory to the connec:

—

—

tion of the passage, maintaining that by
the different mansions were to be underdiffererll church commuon earth, which still constituted,
however, but one church of God. Non in
regno coelorum diversas significat mansiones
sed ecclesiarum in toto orbe numerura, quae constat una per septem (h. e.
in septem ecclesiis apocalypseos nonnisi

stood simply the

nities

;

una
'^

ecclesia). Lib. II. § 19.
to the question:

The answer

Justus laborat
Lib. II. § 18.

?

Ne

Quara

perdat quod accepit.

^ Scimus
ecclesiam spe, fide, caritate
inaccessibilem, inexpugnabilem
non est
in ea immaturus, omnis docibilis (scil. a
Deo, as the Vulgate translates the term
i?£0(5/(5a/crof), impetu irrumpere vel
arte
eludere (it should read perhaps, illudere,
enter in by trick, by deception), potest
uuUus. Lib. I. § 2.
;
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She ever
there arise no schisms by means of erroneous doctrines.
remains a virgin whithersoever the Lamb goes, she follows him, and
^
she alone knows the song of Christ."
Jovinian's reasons against the worth of the unmarried life found
admittance among the lait}', monks, and nuns, in Rome.^ But it was
natural that the Roman bishop, Siricius, with whom we have already
become acquainted as a zealous opponent of married priests, should
;

At a Roman
strongly against the doctrines of Jovinian.
synod, held in 890, he pronounced, in the harshest and most unjustifiable language,^ sentence of condemnation on Jovinian and eight of
Jovinian betook himself to Milan, and there perhaps
his adherents.*
sought to shelter himself under the pi-otection of the emperor then
declare

residing in that place.

But here he was opposed by the mighty inwho had already been made acquainted

fluence of the bishop Ambrose,

with the aifair by the synodal letter of Siricius, and who, as a zealous promoter of the ascetic tendency and of Monachism, could be no
In his reply to Siriotherwise than a zealous opponent of Jovinian.
cius, written in the name of a synod held at Milan, he declared his
agreement with the judgment pronounced by the latter. Jovinian
and his friends were banished from Milan. But the silent working of
his influence continued to be felt there, if it was not the case that, inde-

pendent of him, a similar reaction proceeded from Monachism itself.
Ambrose, also, was obliged to contend much with the influence of
Two monks of Milan, Sarmatio and Barbatianus,
these principles.
Jovinian, disputed the peculiar merit
attracted notice, who, like
Not being allowed freely to express their
of the unmarried life.
principles in the cloister, they released themselves from that yoke.^
Next they repaired to the church at Vercelli, where perhaps, as the
church happened at that time to be without a bishop, they hoped to
find a better reception, and to be able to propagate their principles
But the bishop Ambrose immewith less danger of disturbance.
diately sent warning of them in a letter, which he addressed to the
He accused them of spreading such doctrines, as that the
church.^
baptized needed not concern themselves about striving after virtue
that excess in eating and drinking could do them no harm that it was
that virgins and
foolish in them? to abstain from the enjoyments of life
widows ought to marry. It was a delusion to suppose that the body
But in such
could be brought into obedience to the spirit by fasting.
;

;

;

1 Sponsa, soror, mater, quaicuiique alia
putaveris vocabula, unius ecclesias congregatio est, quaj nunquam est sine spoiiso,
fratre, filio. Unara habet fldera nee constupratur dogmatum varietate nee hseresi-

bus scinditur. Virgo permanet. Quoeunquevadit agnus, sequitur ilium, sola novitcanticum Christi. Lib. II. § 19.
August! n. Hteres. 82, Retract. II. 22.
3 He calls Jovinian luxuriiB magister.
* Incen tores novjB hisresis et blasphemise
divina sentcntia et nostro judicio in perpetuum daranati. For the rest, even Siricius
witnesses of the spread of these doctrines,
•^

when he

says

:

ecclesias cancri

Sermo hajrcticorum
more serpebat.

intra

Ambrose intimates himself, that nothing could be objected to them as long as
He points to the reathey were at Milan.
son which chiefly induced them to leave
the cloister, when he says': interdicta lu^

dibrios» disputationi licentia.

But

it

was

an ungrounded inference of his own making,when he accuses them of having left the
cloister, because they could not indulge, as
they wished, in riotous living, nuUus era
luxuriae locus,
«

Ep.

63. ed.

Bened. T.

III.

f.

1110.
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easy to discern the disturbing influence of pasmore than
is, probably, nothing
Jovinian's doctrine, farther developed, concerning the freedom and
which, perhaps, had been presented
security of the truly regenerate
by many in an abrupt form of statement, such as we occasionally
representations

The

sion.

it

is

truth lying at bottom

;

meet with even in Jovinian himself.
For the rest, Jovinian's violent opponent, Jerome, contributed most
of all, by the misstatements and exaggerations into which he was hurried in this controversy, by his passionate nature, to do discredit to
for it seemed,
his own cause and to promote that of his adversary
according to Jerome's own showing, that his adversary was right in
:

it to be impossible to extol the life of celibacy, without depreciating the state of marriage sanctioned by Christ, and thereby
Augusoutraging the common sense and feeling of Christian men.
tin, perceiving this, was led to write his book De bono conjugali,

affirming

where he endeavored to dispose of the above mentioned objection, by
acknowledging the worth of marriage and at the same time maintained that a higher stage of Christian life was to be attained in celibHis design was
acy, when chosen out of a right disposition of heart.
to show how the marriage state might be respected and honored, while
a still higher value might be attached to the unmarried life, if chosen
\Vhat distinguishes Augustin in this tract, is not
from good motives.
;

only his greater moderation of language, but also the whole position
a posiwhich he takes in respect to doctrinal and ethical matters,
tion which is altogether Christian, and more nearly akin to the spirit
In holding fast to the essential point of one and the
of Jovinian.

—

same divine life, of one and the same Christian disposition, as opposed
to a mere outward manifestation and isolation^ in matters pertaining
to religion and ethics, he would, of necessity, find himself drawn, at
many points, into contact and sympathy with Jovinian. And this
would have been more plainly manifest, had not the churchly element
of his time exercised too potent an influence on his mind The rough,
ascetic bent of Jerome, however, would, in him, be greatly moderated
As Jovinian had said, so too Augustin says in this
from this cause.
and that
tract, that true martyrdom consists in the temper of heart
one having no outward call to be a martyr, may still be not a whit
;

martyrs in that disposition which determines moral
was so also with the unmarried life. Though Abraham,
in conformity with the stage of the development of God's kingdom in
his day, lived in wedlock, yet in the Christian virtue of chastity, he
tuight be on a level with any Christian, leading in holiness of temper

inferior

to the

worth.

It

the

life

of celibacy.^

We
byter

may here add to the examples above cited, that of the presVigilantius, of whom we shall have occasion to speak more par-

an opponent to the prevailing tendencies of the
*He probably perceived that the words of our Lord to
the rich young man were misapprehended,^ when taken, as by many

ticularly hereafter, as

church

life.

1 Continentiae virtutem in habitu animi
semper esse debere, in opera autem pro

rerum ac temporum opportunitate mani
fcstari.
2

See above p. 265.
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they were, in the sense of an invitation to give at once all they possessed to the poor, and then to go into n tirement with tb monks. He
maintained that they who attended to tie management jf their property, and distributed the income of it gradually among the needy, did
better than those who gave away the whole of it at once.
It behoved each individual to provide for the necessities of the poor living
in his own neighborhood, rather than to send it oiF to Jerusalem for
the support of the poor who lived there (the monks). ..." Should all
retire from the world, and live in deserts," said he, " who then would
remain to support the public worship of God ?
Who would exhort
sinners to virtue ?
This would not be to fight, but to fly." ^
But such individual voices could efiect nothing of importance in
opposition to a tendency which was already so deeply rooted.
In
furnishing, as it really did, so
fact, Monachism Avas to be preserved
important a means for the diifusion of Christianity and of Christian
culture in succeeding centuries.
.-

;

Christian Worship.

II.

1.

Worship

The Relation of Christian

to the

entire

Sphere of

Christian Life.

With

the obscuration of the consciousness of the priestly character

belonging in

common

to all Christians,

was directly connected the ob-

scuration also of the primitive Christian idea of divine worship, as an
act not confined to particular times or places, but designed to extend
to the entire life of

belong

to the

in both, therefore,

—

him who

—

as

is

Both these ideas
Testament to the Old

consecrated to God.

relation of the

antithetic

New

;

we have observed already

in

the

preceding

Yet the
Jewish notion was the disturbing element.
church-teachers were heard, remonstrating
against the admission of this disturbing element into the Christian
Thus Chrysostom, in his 6th discourse against the
idea of worship.
confounding of Christianity and Judaism,^ observes, that " God permitted the single temple at Jerusalem to be destroyed, and erected
for the
in its stead a thousand others of far higher dignity than that
Ye are the temple of the living God.' Adorn this
apostle declares,
so that you may
drive from it all wicked thoughts,
house of God
" Christians,"
be a temple of the Spirit and make others do so too."
he remarks in another discourse, " should not merely celebrate one
period,

the

voices of distinguished

;

'

—

;

;

single
for the

day as a

with old

they

feast,

— whose whole

says, 1 Corinth.

apostle

leaven,'

etc.

We

are

1 The words of Vigilantius
in Jerome
adv. Vigilant. § 16 Si cranes seclauserint
et fuerint in solitudine, quis celebrabit eo:

Quis sasculares homines lucrifa
Quis peccantes ad virtutes poter ;

tlesias?

sietl

should be a festival
us keep the feast, not
stand by the ark of the

life

5:8:' Let
not

to

Then Jerome quotes him §
?
cpeaking rather after his own sense
(Jerome's) than in language of Vigilan'
H(t, non esfpugnare, sed fugere.
t:us
^ y^(j, Judseos, VI. § 7, T. I. f. 661.

cohortari
17,

:
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chrysostom's views of worship.

—

we, whom the Lord of all excovenant and by the golden altar,
istence himself has made his own dwelling, and who continually hold
converse with him by prayer, by the celebration of the holy supper,
by the sacred Scriptures, by alms, and by the fact that we bear him
in our hearts.
What need therefore of the sabbath, to him who celLet
ebrates a continual feast, who has his conversation in heaven ?
for this
us, then, celebrate a continual feast, and let us do no sin
In opposition to those who thought
is the keeping of the feast." ^
themselves righteous because they regularly attended church, he says
" If a child daily goes to school, and yet learns nothing, will that
;

—

rather serve to aggravate
for him ?
will it not
Just so it is with us, for we go to the church not merely
for the sake of spending a few moments there, but that we may
If we depart
go away with some great gain in spiritual things.
empty, our very zeal in attending the sanctuary will redound to
our condemnation.
But that this may not be the result, let us, on
leaving this place, friends with friends, fathers with their children,
masters with their servants, exercise ourselves in reducing to pracThis momentary exhortatice the lessons we have here learned.
tion cannot extirpate every evil
the husband should hear it again at
home from his wife, the wife from her husband." ^ And in another
discourse ^ " When you have sung together two or three Psalms, and
superficially gone through the ordinary prayers, and then return home,
you suppose this suffices for your salvation. Have you not heard

be

any excuse

his fault ?

;

:

ratlier what God, through the mouth of the
This people honor me with their lips, but their heart
is far from me' ? "
He was ever pressing this point, that every
house should be a church every father of a family, a shepherd for
his household,
that he was equally responsible for the welfare of all
its members, even for that of the domestics, whom the gospel placed
He comon a level with all other men in their relation to God.^
])lains that, whilst in the early Christian times the house was by the

what the prophet, or
prophet, says

'

:

—

;

love of heavenly things converted into a church, the church itself was
now, through the earthly direction of thought in those that visited it,
converted into an ordinary house .^ Angus tin, likewise, says to the

members

of his

community

:

" It

is

your business

to

make

the most

should be a bishop in his own house he
must see to it, that his wife, his son, his daughter, his servant (since
The
he is bought with so great a price), persevere in the true faith.
apostolical teaching placed the master above the servant, and bound
the servant to obedience toward his master ; hut C'hiiat has paid one
of your talent

ransom for

:

each

man

;

botlu'' ^

In respect particularly to prayer, Chrysostom often took ground
against that Jewish tendency to magnify externals, which made prayer
1 Horn.
Montf. T.
2 Horn.
3 Horn.
* Horn.

XXXIX.
VII.

V. de

f.

in
435.

Matth.

§ 3, cd.

koL inrev^hivcK

rwv

T. II. f. 70.
XI. ill Matth. § 7, T. VII. f. 158.
VI. in Gencsin, § 2, T. I V. f. 673
''EMuTi.Tjaiav nolnoov aov TT/volKiav, Kal yap
statuis, § 7,

:

^

Horn.

koX

ZXXII

oiKiac LKnTur," i
yiyovt-v.
*^

d

ttjq

tuv nacdiuv Kal t^c

o'tKerdv yjTTipk.^.

S.

9-4.

m Matth. §

ijfcrr.^,

vi<vi 6e

rj

7.

Tdre al
oida

EKKlTjaia
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dependent on a certain place, and on other outward things. " When
every place
Christ came," says he, " he purified the whole world
became a house of prayer. For this reason, Paul exhorts us to pray
everywhere with boldness, and, moreover, without doubtino;. 1 Timoth.
Mark you, how the world has been purified ? As it regards
2 8.
for the whole earth
the place, we may everi/ivhere lift up holy hands
has become consecrated, more consecrated than the holy of holies." ^
;

:

;

After having remarked that all the works of the frail earthly life
should flow from prayer, and find support in the same, he supposes
" How can a man of
it objected by a worldly man of those times
business, a man tied to the courts of justice, pray and resort to the
church thrice in a day ? " And he replies " It is possible and very
:

:

easy for, if you cannot easily repair to the church, you may at least
pray before the door, and even though you may be tied to the courts
of justice for it needs not so much the voice, as the disposition of
not so much the outstretched hands, as the devotional
the heart
He then
soul
not so much this or the other posture, as the mind."
" It is not here as in the Old Testament. Wherever
goes on to say
you maybe, you still have the altar, the sacrificial knife, and the offer;

:

;

;

:

Whering by you
for you yourself are priest, altar, and sacrifice.
ever you are, you may raise an altar, by simply cherishing a devout
and serious temper. Place and time are no hindrance. Though you
bow not the knee, though you beat not the breast, though you stretch
not your hands to heaven, but only manifest a warm heart, you have
The wife, while she holds in her lap the
all that belongs to -prayer.
spindle and spins, can with her soul look up to heaven, and call with
It is possible for this man to
fervency on the name of the Lord.
offer a fervent prayer, while he is on his way alone to the market
for that other to lift up his soul to God, who sits in his shop and sews
leather and the servant who makes purchases, goes errands, or sits in
^
the kitchen, has nothing to hinder him from doing the same thing."
To this period also was transmitted from the primitive Christian
times the recognition of the right, closely connected with the consciousness of the universal Christian priesthood, and belonging to all
Christians, of instructing and edifying themselves by going directly to
Hence manuscripts of the Bible
the fountain of the divine word.
were multiplied, and exposed for sale.'' It was regarded as the chief
part of a pious Christian education, both in men and women, to become early familiar with the holy Scriptures. Thus Jerome notices it
of Laeta, a noble Roman lady, that she taught her daughter, from
early childhood, to cultivate a love for the sacred Scriptures instead
of jewelry and silks;* that she learned patience from the example of
Job that she never suffered the gospel to be out of her reach.^
;

;

;

1

II.
^

Horn.
f.

I.

de cruce et latrone, §

1,

T.

^

In Job virtutis et patientiEe exempla

ad evangelia transeat, hunquam
ea positura de manibus. Comp. above, the
examples from the rule of Basil, and what
Gregory of Nyssa says respecting the education of Macrina.
sectetur,

404.

De Anna

§ 6, T. ly. f. 738.
3 Scriptura vcnalis fertur per publicum,
Augustin. in Ps. 36, S. I. § 2.
S.

IV.

* Ep. 107, § 12. Pro
iivinos codices amet.

gemmis

et serico,
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Among both women and men, of whatever rank in society, it was
regarded as the characteristic mark of those with "whom Christianity
was a serious concern of the heart, that they were much occupied with
as the exarajjles of Monica and Nonna
the study of the Bible ;
show. The rhetorical preacher who pronounced the funeral discourse
on the younger Constantine, mentions it to his praise, that he constantly nourished his soul out of the sacred writings, and formed his
This, perhaps, may be regarded as nothing
life by their precepts.^
more than empty eulogy
but it enables us, nevertheless, to see
what was reckoned in this age as belonging to the qualities of a pious
prince.
When Pagans who were inquiring after the truth, found difficulties in the Christian doctrines, they did not repair at once, as a matter of course, to the clergy, but oftentimes to their friends among the
Christian laity.
These sought for a solution of the questions proposed
to them, in the holy Scriptures
and when they met with difficulties
there too hard for them to solve, Augustin invites them not so much
to seek instruction from their spiritual guides, as to pray for light
from above .^ For those who were awakened by the public worship of
God to more serious reflection on divine truth, or who were desirous
of studying the Scriptures in a more quiet way, rooms were provided,
and furnished with Bibles, in the galleries of the church i(i>povTi(TT,)pia)y
to which they could retire for the purpose of reading and meditation.^
Jerome complains of it as an evil that men and women all thought
themselves competent to discourse, however deficient their knowledge^
on the right interpretation of the sacred volume.*
That false conception of the priesthood, that false opposition of
spiritual and secular things, formed undoubtedly the source from which
proceeded also the opinion, that the Bible was a book intended
But
only for clergymen and monks, a book open to them only.
the clergy were not the first to draw these conclusions, and to endeavor to hold back the laity from occupying themselves with the
Bible.
It was rather the latter, who themselves employed this distinction between the spiritual and the secular for the purpose of palliating a life wholly given to the world, and as a pretext for their
neglect of the Bible.
But distinguished church teachers, such aa
Chrysostom and Augustin, contended strenuously against this way of
thinking.
The former denominates the excuses " I am a man of
business
I am no monk ; I have a wife and children and domestic
concerns to attend to," ^ cold and exceedingly censurable words; and
maintained on the contrary, that just those persons who were in the
midst of the s'jorms of the world and exposed to its many tempta-

—

;

;

:

;

1

Anonymi n

p. 7, ed. Morell.

Kul
-

r)-9oc k()()v&ii

Ad

ipsum Dorainum pulsa orando,

pete, insta.
^

nod. in Constantin. jun.
''E.vTEvdev aal (Hov knoansi
e.

Sermo

103, § 3.

Paulinas of Nohx, ep. 321, T.

I. p.

209.

queni sancta tenet meditandi in lege voluntas,
Hie poterit residens sacris intendere libris.
Bi

*

Sola scripturarum ars

omnes passim vindicant.

quam sibi
Hanc garrula

est,

anus, banc deliras senex, hanc sophista
verbosus, banc universi praisumunt, lacerant, docent, antequain discant.
Aiii adducto supcrcilio grandia verba trutinantes,
inter mulierculas de sacris literis philosopbantur, alii discunt a feminis quod viros
doceant. Ep. 53 ad Paulinum, § 5.
5 'Xv^p el/ll jiluTlKOC OVK eanv kflbv, ypa0clc avaytvucKeiv, d/U' SKeivuv tCjv unoTo^cu
(livuv.
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tions, stood most of all in need of those
safety which the holy Scriptures furnish
led a life of silent retirement, far from

means of preservation and
even than those who

— more

all strife with the outward
Frequently, both in private conversation and in his public
discourses, he exhorted his hearers not to rest satisfied with that
which they heard read from the Scriptures in the church, but to read

world.^

them

also with their families at home ^ for what food was for the body,
such the holy Scriptures were for the soul,
the source whence it
derived substantial strength.^
To induce his hearers to study the
Scriptures, he was often accustomed
when there was as yet no set
lesson of the sacred word prescribed for every Sunday
to give out
for some time beforehand the text which he designed to make a subject of discourse on some particular occasion, and to exhort them, in
order that they might be better prepared for his remarks, in the mean
time to reflect upon it themselves.*
In like manner, Augustin says
" Do not allow yourselves to be so immersed in present, earthly things,
as to be obliged to say, I have no time to read or to hear God's
word." 5 Among the characters of the zealous Christian, whom he
describes under the figure of the ant, as one that treasures up from
the divine word that which he may have occasion to use in the time
" He goes to church and listens to
of need, he places the following
God's word he returns home, finds a Bible there, and opens and
reads it."^
Often does Chrysostom trace the corruptions of the
church, as well in doctrine, as in life,
the spread of error, and of
vice,
to the prevailing ignorance of the Scriptures.'^
The reading of the Bible, as a universal practice, must indeed first be
made possible by the more general diffusion of spiritual culture, which
also must proceed out of Christianity.
Till this was brought about, two
hindrances stood in the way of the general reading of the Bible
the
fact that so few knew how to read, and the high price of manuscripts.^
In respect to this second hindrance, of poverty, which forbade the
purchase of a Bible, Chrysostom reckoned it among those pretexts
which would certainly give way to real earnestness and zeal about
" As many of the poorer class," said he, " are conChristianity.
stantly making this excuse, that they have no Bibles, I would like to

—

;

—

—

:

:

;

—

—

;

1 H. III. de Lazaro, T. I. f. 737.
- Kai ETTL oLKcag anov6u(^ufj,ev ry avayvuaei
Tuv -de'udv Ttpoaixsi-v yf>a<p(ov. Horn. XXIX.
in Genes. § 2.
3 "Onep T] aujiaTLKTi rpoipT] nphg rfiv avara-

son why all could not read the Bible, " ignorance and the pi'essure of business," ov
nuvrec dbvavrat rug ypaipug uvayivuaKsiv,

aiv TT/c TjfjETepac ta^wof, tovto
L. c. T. IV.
7"? f^XV yiveTai.

makes

uvuyvcjaig
f. 281.
* This he describes as his method in the
discourse on Lazarus, referred to in a preceding note. T. I. f. 737.
tj

a/lAd

:

In Psalm. 45 § 7. Augustin
in want of a Bible, when the desire
arose .in his mind at Milan to become
more accurately acquainted with the divine
doctrines: Ubi ipsos codices quaeriraus?

was

first

*>

IX.
"

426.
Cyrill of Jerusalem adduces as a reaf.

Toi)c 6e uaxoTila rig

et idiota.

Non

mihi vacat legere.
Non mihi
In Psalm. 66, § 10.
Audire serraonem, audire lectionera,
invenire librum, aperire et legere.
In
Psalm. 66, § 3.
' E. g. Procem. in
epist. ad Rom. T.

/lev idiuTeia,

Cateehes. 1. "V. § 7. Augustin
a distinction between the book of
creation and the book of the sacred writings In istis codicibus non ea legunt, nisi
qui litteras noverunt, in toto raundo legat

vacat audire.

s

rcriig

sfinodiCei.

Unde aut quando comparamus
fess.

A

was

in I'ight earnest

"?

Con-

1. VI. § 18.
difficulty which, to be
sure, he could easily surmount, when he

about the matter.
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ask them, can poverty, however great it may be, hinder a man when
he does not possess, complete, all the tools of his trade ? What, then
is it not singular that in this case he never thinks of laying the blame
to his poverty, but does his best that it may not hinder him ; while, on
the other hand, in a case where he is to be so great a gainer, he complains of his poverty ? " ^
As to those who were prevented from studying the Scriptures themselves, the reading of the Scriptures in the church, as Chrysostom explains in the passage last referred to, and in other places, was to serve
as a remedy for this want, for on these occasions not single passages
merely, but entire sections and whole books of the Bible, were read in
Hence many who could not read had still been able, by
connection.
a constant attendance at church, and by carefully listening to the por
tions read in each year, to treasure up in their memories a familiar
knowledge of the sacred Scriptures.^
!

2.

Relation of Public Worship to Art.
Church Buildings
Emhellii<hments ; Images.

;

their

The same law of Christian development which required that the
abrupt opposition to the world characterizing the preceding period
should give place to the Christian appropriation of the world, is to be
applied also to the relation of Christianity to x\rt. But here, too, the
danger threatened, of a confused intermingling of worldly with Christian elements, instead of a right appropriation of the former by strugthat the artistic principle, predominating over
gle and by conquest
the 7'eligioiis, would cause the spiritual side to be overpowered by the
Yet the great teachers of the chui-ch in the fourth and
sensuous.
fifth centuries were well aware of tliis danger, and did all they could
do to avert it.
As, in the preceding period, the whole outward form of the church
and of church life betokened a community persecuted and oppressed
so, in the present, the altered situation of this community manifested
itself in its whole external appearance.
The churches destroyed under the Diocletian persecution were again rebuilt in greater magnifithe Christian emperors emulated each other in erecting
cence
splendid structures, and in embellishing and enriching them in every
Wealthy and noble laymen followed their example and the
way.
;

;

;

;

delusive notion insinuated

itself, that, in

so doing,

men performed a
to religion.
Many

work of peculiar merit, and of the highest service
believed that by thus contributing to adorn the churches, by presenting them with costly vessels, mounted with gold, silver, and precious
stones, they could atone for their sins.
Hence Chrysostom felt him" God forbid that we should believe it
to say
our salvation, if we rob widows and orphans, and present

self constrained

enough
1

for

Horn. XI. in Johan. §

Vm.

:

1,

ed Montf. T.

p. 72.

As was done by

Parthenius, afterwards bishop in Larapsacus, in whose
youth, it is related, literarum impcritus,
2

ifci

sanctarum autem scripturarum vel maxime
valens memoria. See his lite, which seems
to be at least not without a genuine foun
dation.
Acta Sanctorum mens. Febr.

T

II.

f.

38.
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FORM OF CHURCHES.

to the altar a golden chalice, set with precious stones
Wouldst thou
honor the offering of Christ ?
Then present him thy own soul as an
offering, for which he himself has offered up his life.
Let this become
for the church is not a storehouse of gold and silver
a golden one
manufactures, but it is the community of angels
hence we ask for
for even this (donation made to the church) God accepts Only
souls
for the sake of souls." ^ The pious and enlightened abbot, Isidorus of
Pelusium, in a beautifully written letter, complains of his bishop that
he superfluously decorated, with costly marbles, the outward sti'ucture of the church
whilst he persecuted the pious, and thus destroyed the true church consisting of the community of believers. He
admonishes him to be careful, and distinguish between the church
building and the church itself; the latter being composed of pure
In the time of the apostles,
souls, the former of wood and stone.'-^
but the church consaid he, church buildings did not as yet exist
Now,
sisting of the communities was rich in the gifts of the Spirit.
but the church
the church structures were resplendent with marbles
itself was barren of those gifts of the Spirit.^
Magnificent public buildings, already erected, and pagan temples,
were also occasionally presented as gifts to the churches, and were
Yet
consecrated and altered for the purposes of Christian worship.
it might well be that, in the provincial towns, especially of the East,
the more simple places of assembly, which bore the impress of Christian antiquity, continued for a long time to form a striking contrast
Zeno, bishop of
with the splendid church edifices in the large cities.
Verona (who lived after the middle of the fourth century),* labors
to show, in one of his discourses, that the distinguishing mark of
Christianity, as compared with Judaism and Paganism, could not consist in the beauty of its outward buildings, in which it was excelled
!

;

;

;

;

;

;

but what constituted the peculiarity of Chrispreference to both these religions, was the
spiritual being of the church, the community of believers, God's true
temple. The living God would have living temples. In this discourse
he remarks, that no Christian churches were to be found, or at least
but very few, which could be compared with the ruins of the neglected
heathen temples.^ Doubtless this language is not to be taken as lit-

by both those
tianity, what

it

erally true.

We

religions

had

;

in

must make allowance

for

to rhetorical exaggeration, or explained as

what should be attributed
too general a conclusion

from individual examples.
1 Chrysost. in Matth. Horn. L. § 3.
So
also he says in his 80th homily on Matth.,
" Instead of presenting to the church
§ 2
splendid vessels, and expending large sums
in ornamenting the walls and the grounds
of the church, it would be better to provide first for the support of the poor."
There were, on the other hand, to be sure,
bishops like Theophilus of Alexandria
(who hence bore the surname of Xido/xav^f), that were very willing to deprive the
poor of what was their due, and expend
It on the erection of splendid buildings.
:

^

'On uXko eauv

ataariipiov,

rj

fiiv

enKlnala koX aTiko kaiih]yap e^ ajiujiuv -^ivxi^v, rd

unb Aiiiuc k(u ^vauv oliiodo^ElraL.
See lib. II. ep. 246.
* See above, p. 90.
^ Lib. I. Tract XIV.
Quod aut nullum
aut perrarum est per omnem ecclesiam
Dei orationis loci raembrum, quod possit
quavis ruina in se mergentibus idololatrise aedibus nunc usque aliquatenus com
6'

**

parari.
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The Christian churches were planned in general after the pattern of
the temple at Jerusalem ; and this threefold division was closely connected with the whole peculiar form of worship, as it had sprung out
of the idea of a Christian priesthood corresponding to the Jewish,
and of a New Testament sacrificial service corresponding to that of
The three parts were, Jir»t, the front court,i
the Old Testament.

where all the unbaptized, Pagans, Jews, and Catechumens, could stand
and hear the sermon and the reading of the Scriptures the place
;

assigned to

all

the unconsecrated

;

next, the proper temple, the place

assigned to the community of laymen, believers and baptized persons ^
the place appropriated to the offering of the
New Testament sacrifices, and to the priests who presented them, and
therefore separated by a veil * and railing ^ from the other parts of
Here stood the altar here stood the dpovo'i, the chair
the church.

finally^ the sanctuary,^

:

—

:

(cathedra) of the bishop and in a semicircle around it were seats for
the clergy.
The clergy alone had the privilege of receiving the holy
supper within the limits which separated the altar from the other
parts of the church.^
The consecration of new churches was celebrated with great solemnity.
It was a popular festival, Avhich such bishops as Theodoret
courteously invited even Pagans to attend
and the day of the year
in which this consecration had been made, was likewise solemnized.
;

;

The unevangelical notion which, Uke

many

so

other errors of church

grew out of the confusion of outward things with spiritual, was
already becoming fixed, that by this consecration the churches acquired a peculiar sanctity of their own
although, as may be gathered
from what has already been said, an evangelical tendency of spirit
which placed the essence of the church rather in the communion of
hearts, and derived all true consecration and holiness solely from the
Chrysostom says
direction of the Spirit, opposed itself to this error,
the church is fellowship, not wall and roof, but faith and life."^ He
life,

;

represents the benefit of prayer in the church to consist, not in the
holiness of the place, but in the elevation of the feelings by Christian
communion, by tlie bond of love.^ But how powerfully the tendency
1

Upovaog, vapdrj^, ferula, so called from

oblong form.

its

The

the lepov in the more recalled from its
stricted sense of the term
shape ^ v«i5f or navis ecclcsise (the nave),
also
was
the
chancel,
from which
where
the holy Scriptures were read, and occasionally the sermon was delivered {u/idov,
pulpitum, suggestus). Usage was not always alike in this respect. Sometimes the
sermon was preached from the steps of
the altar, sometimes from the tribune,
prjfia, or exedra of the bishop.
* Td ayta tC)v ayiuv, tu udvra, sanctua2

vaof,

;

rium,

/3///ua

metonymice.

*

'A./Kpi'dvpa.

s

KiyKTudec, cancelli.

As in this distinction of the clergy is
exhibited the false notion of the priesthood, so the Byzantine spirit, which tended
VOL. II.
21

to drag into the church even the distinctions of worldly rank, is betrayed in the
circumstance that an exception was made
in this case with regard to the emperors,
who were also permitted to take their
place within the limits of the sanctuary,
Ambrose is reported to have been the tirst
to make a change in this respect, with the
approbation of the emperor Theodosius
he assigned the latter a place at the head
of the church, immediately in front of the
limits {npd tuv 6pv<puKT0)v}. Sozora. hist.
eccles. VII. 25.
:

'EKK^Tjaia ovaTT/naroc koI avvodov iarlv
In Psalm. 149, T. V. f 498. i/
to'ixoq koI bpo(poQ, uDm martc
Koi jJioc.
Scrmo in Eutrop. T. III. f 386.
''

ovofia.

kKK^Tjala ov

'Evravdu eon

*

*>

Kal
It

t)

is

tl Tr/'iov, olov

i/

ojiovota,

avfKpijvla, Kai rf/g uyuTrrjc 6 cri'vihafiog.

true,

he adds, on the false principle
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SIGN OP THE CROSS.

magnify the outward acted upon the spirit of the age, is shown in
the example of those great men, who, while contending against this
to

very tendency, yet in particular instances did not escape its influence.
Thus Chrysostom, for example, in order to show the superiority of
the church to the temple of the Old Testament, mentioned, among
other things, the higher virtue of the sacred lamp in the church, compared to that in the temple since, by the oil of the former, miraculous cures had been wrought by those who used it in the exercise of
true faith. ^
It was charged as a high misdemeanor on Athanasius,
that on the Easter festival he had assembled the community, whom
the other churches had not room enough to accommodate, in a large
edifice recently founded by the emperor Constantine, before it had
been consecrated according to the usual form.
Prayer and worship,
it was alleged, ought never to be offered on any unconsecrated spot.
Athanasius met his accusers with the words of our Lord, that he
who would pray should shut himself in his chamber: no place therefore was, in itself considered, too profane for prayer.^
As it regards the external representations of religious objects, it is
necessary to distinguish here, from other images, the symbol of the
cross, which, as the sign of the victory of Christ over the kingdom
of evil, the token of redemption, was already, in the first centuries,
As the Christian's whole life, in sorespecially dear to Christians.
row and in joy, should be passed with one constant reference to the
redemption, and sanctified thereby
so the symbol which represented
this one thing to the Christian consciousness, was employed in every
But even here that
transaction, whether domestic or ecclesiastical.
tendency found entrance, which suffered men to forget the inward
the outward, or to exchange the one for the other, and thus men
The cross,
fell into a superstitious veneration of the symbol itself.
hitherto simple and destitute of all ornaments, was now gorgeously
decorated, as the altered condition of the church was thought to reThe universal use of
quire, with gold, pearls, and precious stones.
" The sign of universal
this symbol is thus described by Chrysostom
execration, the sign of extremest punishment, has now become the
;

;

m

:

of the priestliood,
fettered

:

by which he too was

koc al tuv lepsuv tvxat.

De

in-

6, T. I. f. 469.
Hom.XXXII.inMatth.§6.'I(Ta(T«i'OffOi

comprehensibili, §
1

fiETu

mareug km EVKaipu(

eAoi'cj xpi-ouiievoL

voarjfiaTa ilvaav.

Athanas. apologia ad Constantium, §
To what profanation of holy things
that superstitious reverence for the externaf signs of the holy was capable of lead2

17.

example may show. Two bisliops in Lybia, about the year 420, were
engaged in a quarrel about the possession
of a place, which may have been of some
importance as a fortified place of refuge
from the incursions of the barbarians. To
secure this spot for his church, one of them
He
resorted to the following stratagem.
pressed his wny in by force, caused an
altar to be brought, and consecrated upon
ing, this

the sacrament of the supper. Now in
the opinion of the superstitious multitude,
the whole place was consecrated, and could
no longer be used for any ordinary purpose of social life. Very justly was it remarked by the bishop Synesius, complaining of this transaction to Theophilus,
patriarch of Constantinople, that in this
way the holiest ordinances coxxld be abused
for the accomplishment of the vilest purHe said it was not the manner
poses.
of Christianity, to exhibit the divine as a
it

thing which could be charmed with magby certain formulas of consebut as something that had its
cration
dwelling in the pure and godlike temper of
ical necessity
;

mind

:

oiKelaig

'flcrre

napelvac ralg inra'&iai koI raic

tC) -deu dia'SEoeoiv.

ad Theophilum.

Synes. ep. 67

OTHER SYMBOLS.
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We see it everywhere triumphon the roofs and the walls ; ^ in cities and
villages
on the market-place, the great roads and in deserts
on
mountains and in valleys on the sea, on ships ; on books and on
weapons on wearing apparel, in the marriage chamber, at banquets,
on vessels of gold and of silver, in pearls, in pictures on the walls,
on beds on the bodies of brute animals that are diseased ;2 on the
bodies of those possessed by evil spirits ;3 in the dances of those going
to pleasure, and in the associations of those that mortify their bodies." ^
Men Hke Augustin denounced the mere mechanical practice of making
the sign of the cross, and, on the other hand, gave prominence to that
which it was designed to indicate, the inward bent of the affections, to
that which should have a living existence in the temper of the heart.
The sign of the cross was to remind believers of the nature of the
Christian calling, of their destination to suffer for the cause of God,
and through sufferings to follow Christ to glory. God wanted not such
as described this sign on their foreheads, but such as practiced what
this sign denoted in their daily Uves,
such as bore the imitation of
object of universal longing and love.

ant

:

we

find

it

in houses,

;

;

;

;

;

—

Christ's humility in their hearts.^

On

the other hand, the tendency to avoid with care every approach
Paganism, which was so noticeable in the preceding period, continued, in the first times of this period, to oppose the artistic use of
to

human

But

figures in connection with religion.

ually pressed

way

into popular

as Christianity grad-

and domestic

life, the cases must
become more frequent, where, in place of the objects of
pagan worship, those would be substituted which were dear to the
faith and feelings of Christians.
Besides this, a change had now
taken place in the views and in the taste of the Christians. Those who,
at an earlier period, had shrunk from the outward splendor of religion

its

continually

as savoring of Paganism, as opposed to the idea, so often mentioned,

of Christ's appearance in the form of a servant, were, by the altered
condition of the church, led rather to wish to see Christianity embla-

zoned by external pomp

and the conversion of many was of such a
;
kind, that in truth their tendency to materialism in religion merely
took another shape and turn.

They would

—

1
Also on windows,
Horn. LIV. in
Matth. § 4. 'Enl tuv &vfil6(jv pavements
too were laid with signs of the cross
a
practice forbidden by the second Trullan
;

;

council, 691,

c.

73.

See above, p. 13, n. 4, the narration
of the rhetorician Severus.
8 It being the intention to expel the evil
spirit by the power of tiie cross.
* See the homily on Christ's divinity,
§9, T. I. f. 571. 'We frequently find it
mentioned also, that Christians wore the
sign of the cross on their foreheads, effingere
enicem in fronte, ektvkovv kv tu /mstuku,
portare crucem in fronte
and, in several places, we are to understand by it, or
•^

;

at least
J>y it,

may without

hazard understand

that they frequently

made

the sign

fain have, in Christianity

of the cross with the finger on their foreheads.
But there are also several places

where this explanation does not suffice,
and which perhaps can be understood in
no other sense, than that Christians actually imprinted in some way or other, or
hung the sign of the cross on their foreheads.

Augustin. in Psalm. 73, §

in frontibus
crucis,

32,

regum

6.

Jam

pretiosius est signura
diadematis. In Ps.

quam gemma

Sermo

2, §

13,

compared with what

Chrysostom
T. V. f. 259.

says, Exposit. in Ps. 109, § 6,
IXovref km tov (ietuttov rbv
aravpbv nEpK^ipofiev, oh fjiv IdiiJTaL fiovov,
aA2d Kal avrdi ol ra diadfi/xcirit nepiKeiueva

vwsp tu chadi/fiara avrdv (iaardCpvai.
^ Augustin. S. 302, §3; S. 32, § 13
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too, a religion presented under images of sense.
This tendency, the
imperial family of the Constantines certainly had to a remarkable degree, and in many things they gave the tone to others.
As a substitute for the remains of old pagan art, Constantino lavished on the

public

monuments with which he embellished

new

the

imperial city,

the representations of religious objects taken from the circle of the
Old and New Testaments ; as, for example, Daniel in the lion's den,

Christ under the image of the Good Shepherd.^
The sister of this
emperor, Constantia, the widow of Licinius, petitioned the bishop
Eusebius of Caesarea for a figure of Christ.
It was not the church teachers, then, nor the leaders and heads of
the communities, but the great mass of the Christians, with whom we
reckon also the lofty ones of the earth, that introduced the use of religious images.
At Rome, the names of the Apostles Peter and Paul
being often coupled together as martyrs, and the memory of both celebrated on the same day, it came about, that the figure of Christ, attended by these two apostles, was painted on the walls a fact by
which many of the heathen were misled to suppose that Paul had
been chosen among the apostles by Christ during his earthly lifetime.^
Images of martyrs, venerated monks,^ and bishops, were dispersed far
and wide. The Antiochians had the likeness of their deceased bishop
Meletius engraven on their signets, and painted on cups, goblets, and
on the walls of their chambers,* The figure of Abraham offering up
Isaac was a favorite subject of Christian art.^
Among the rich and
noble men and women in the large cities of the Byzantine empire,
Christianity was affected even in the mode of dress.
When it was
the fashion for men and women of rank to wear garments on which
the whole representation of a chase was embroidered in gold and silver threads, they who made pretensions to piety, on the other hand,
chose the representation of the marriage feast at Cana
of the man
;

;

sick of the palsy,

who took up his bed and walked of
of the woman with the issue of blood
;

restored to sight
dalene who embraced the feet of Jesus
;

;

man
Mag-

the blind
;

of the

of the resurrection of Lazarus.

—

Bedizened with such figures, they supposed
as Asterius, bishop of
that
Ama3ea,inPontus, in the last half of the fourth century, asserts
their dress must be well approved in the sight of God.^
This excellent church teacher advises them rather to dispose of such garments
for as much as they would bring, and use the avails to honor the living images of God instead of carrying about the sick of the palsy
on their garments, rather to look up the actually sick and relieve
them instead of wearing on their bodies a kneeling penitent in embroidery, rather to mourn over their own sins with a penitent spirit.

—

:

;

Euseb. de v. C. III. 49.
Christus simul cum Petro et Paulo in
Augustin. de consensu
Evangelistarum, 1. 1. § 16.
2 As for example, Simeon the Stylite.
See above, p. 29.3.
* Chrysostom. Homil. in Meletium, T.
1

2

pictis parietibus.

II

f.

519.

^ See Gregor. Nyss. orat. in Abrah. T.
III. opp.. Paris. 1638, f. 476. Comp. Augustin. c. Faustum. I. 22, c. 73, tot locis

pictum.
• Asterius de divite et Lazaro
evoe^uv vofiiCovaiv, khI

noixivvTec

Kexapiafiiva tu &£u) an^tevvvahat..

:

Tayra
i/xuTLa

THE USE OP IMAGES.

At

the same time
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we should take

pains to distiagaish the different
took their departure, in their judgIf church teachers opposed the use
ments on the subject of images.
of images in the church because they feared the abuse of an idolathe predominance of the sensuous element; if
trous veneration,
points of view from which

men

—

—

they had special grounds of objection against the images of Christ,
yet we are not warranted for these reasons to conclude that they con-

demned, in general, all repi-esentations of religious objects.
Against images of Christ in particular, there might be the more
decided opposition, inasmuch as the whole tradition of the church
witnessed that no genuine likeness of Christ existed in fact, the very
reason why men resorted so much to symbolical and parabolical representations, in reference to the Saviour and his work, was, that they
were conscious of possessing no genuine image of his person.
The strongest to declare himself against images, was Eusebius of
Ca?sarea, in his letter in reply to Constantia's request for an image
On the other hand, we observe, still manifesting itself in
of Christ.^
Eusebius, that aversion to images which was closely connected with
the more ancient Christian view of Christ's appearance, and with that
:

bordering on Paganism
not less,
by no means ungrounded anxiety, lest the devotion of the
princess, taking too sensuous a direction, might be turned wholly aside
sterner opposition to everything

;

too, the

on the other hand, along with these
besides, derived
from the peculiar notions in Origen's system of faith, which Eusebius
was inclined to favor. " What do you understand, may I ask, by an
image of Christ ? " says Eusebius. " You can surely mean nothing else but a representation of the earthly foi;m of a servant, which,
Even when, in this, his
for man's sake, he for a short time assumed.
divine majesty beamed forth at the transfiguration, his disciples were
but now the figure of Christ
unable to bear the sight of such glory
transfigured into a form
is become wholly deified and spiritualized,
Who, then, has power to draw the
analogous to his divine nature.''^
Who, to
image of such a glory, exalted above every earthly form ?
represent in lifeless colors the splendor which radiates from such
Or could you be satisfied with such an imtranscendent majesty ?^
age as the Pagans made of their gods and heroes, which bore no
But if you are not seeking
resemblance to the thing represented ?
for an image of the transfigured godlike form
but for one of the
earthly, mortal body, so as it was constituted before this change, you
must have forgotten those passages in the Old Testament, which forjid us to make any image of that which is in the heavens above or on
the earth beneath.
Where have you ever seen any such in the church,
or heard of their being there from others ?
Have not such things
from the essence of Christianity

common

traits of Christianity,

:

we see a great deal

;

—

;

1

See the preceding page.

^

Hug

<5e

uop<^fjQ, elje

'ieov

Kal

xpfl /iop<l>fiv

Kal uXTjnTov

KaAeiv

Trjv kv-

voepuv ova'uiv, dubva rig i^(jypa<p/]recognize the Orige.nist. Comp,

csiev;

We

vol.

sect. 4, p. 6-33.

I.

tn

rd eldoc eic ttjv tov deamWov sal t?eoi)
66^av ixereaKEVuaaTo.
^ T/f ovv Tjjg ToaavTTji; (i^mf te kcu 66^rig
rue UTroartAiSovaac Kal anaaTpanTovaag fiupfiapvyug OLog te uv el?) Karaxapa^at vEKpoi;
<t>^g

TTjc ovTcj 'dav/iaaT7j(

Ti/c roij 6ov7i.ov fiop-

Kal u-tpvxoic

xp'^h'^'^'-

f^o-^

aKtoypaibiaig

;
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(images, therefore, of religious objects) been banished far from the
churches over the world ? " ^
He said he once saw in a woman's possession, two figures of men in the garb of philosophers, which she
pretended were Christ and Paul.
But he made her give them up,
lest some scandal might result from them either to herself or to others
lest it might seem that the Christians, like idolaters, carried
about their God in an image.^
Paul, he observed, exhorts all Chris" Though
tians to cleave no longer to the things of sense,-^ saying
;

:

we have known

Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him
thus no longer."
The godless sect of the Simonians had an image
of Simon Magus
a figure of Mani.

Lord

God,

;

and he himself had seen among the Manicheans
" But we," he concludes, " who confess that our

— we must

whole longing of our hearts be directed
character ; we must therefore
cleanse our hearts with all earnestness, since none but the pure in
heart can see God.
Still, should any one be anxious to see an image of the Saviour, before beholding him face to face, what better
could he have, than that which he himself has drawn in the sacred
writings ? "*
Thus, a truer image of Christ could be found in the
exhibition of his life, as recorded in the gospel history, than in the
representation of his bodily form.
The manner in which Eusebius
speaks, in his church history, concerning the busts of Christ which
it was said the woman cured of the issue of blood at Csesarea Philippi had made, as a memorial of her gratitude to Christ
and the
mariner in which he there speaks of other ancient images of Christ
and of Paul, perfectly accord with the views expressed by him in the
present letter for, in_ this latter passage also, he considers it as a
'pagan way of expressing reverence to the benefactors of mankind.^
In respect to Asterius, his polemical attacks were directed, as may
be gathered from the passages already cited, not so much against the
use of religious images generally, as against that pomp and display,
which, to the injury of active Christian charity, followed in its train.
Yet even he expressed his disapprobation on the same grounds with
Eusebius, particularly of images to represent Christ
and maintained
that men ought not to renew and multiply the servant-form which
Christ once, during the days of his flesh, voluntarily assumed for the
'•
salvation of mankind.
Bear," said he, " the Logos, who is a
But although Asspirit, in a spiritual manner, within your souls." ^
is

to the intuition of

him

let the

in his divine

;

:

;

&

1 Ovx^
Ka&' oXric tt/c o'cKovfxevTic e^upiarai Kat no^fju tC)v EKK.7irjaL(Jv necpvyadevrai
TO. TOiavra
^ "Iva fiT/ SoKufiev diinjv EiduloXaTpovvTUV
rbv &EOV Tjfiuv tv e'lKOVL nepi^epEiv.
^ UavXov TE aKovD nuvTag tjixu^ naiSEvovTOf, (1TJK.ETI Tol( oapKLKolg TTpoaavEXEi-v.
*

A fragment of

dmong

this letter is preserved

the transactions of the conncil of
Iconoclasts at Constantinople, a. d. 754
and from these it has been ado])ted into
the sixth action of the seventh oecumen,cal council, or of the second council of
Nice, A. D. 787. More of it has been pub-

by Boivin in the remarks on the
second volume of Nicephorus Gregoras, f.

lished
795.
*

"Of eiKhq tuv naTiaiiJv unapacpvlaKTug

ola awTTJpac kdvLKri

tovtqv
h. e.
"^

ri.fiav

VII.

c.

nap' iavrolc
rponov.
Euseb.

avvt\'dEig.

eIuMtuv tov
18.

'ApuEl yap avrCyi]

fiia ttjc

hau/iaruaEuc

fjv avdatpsruc Jt' ^/Uuf /co'Enl ds ttjq ipvxT/C oov jSaara^uv
vorjrijg tov uaufiarov h'lyov ivEp'K^EpE.
Respecting the connection of these views with
the peculiar form 'of his system of faith,
see below in the fourth section.

TaTTELvo(ppf)avvri

TEdiiaTO.

,
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terius thus declared himself against the images of Christ, he could
nevertheless approve of the pictures of suffering martyrs, and speak
with lively interest of the impression which a picture of this sort had

made on himself.^
But in the tendency which

objected to images of Christ we
discern a certain one-sideness, a preponderant inclination to the
side of idealism or intellectualism, which did not sufficiently recogSuch a tennize the significance of the purely human in Christ.

may

dency, when pushed to an extreme against which the Christian
heart must revolt, would only serve to promote the general introduction of that which it strove to suppress.
In the same sense in which Asterius spoke against those who were
in the habit of displaying on their dress the representation of sacred stoin this same sense another church-teacher,
ries, as a mark of piety,
Araphilochius, bishop of Iconium
near the close of the fourth century,
rebuked those whose piety consisted in multiplying dead
in Phrygia,
images of the saints, instead of copying their example in the practice

—

—

—

Thus, too, Chrysostom agrees with Eusebius
of Christian virtues.^
in disclaiming all knowledge of a sensuous image of Christ, but ever
speaking of Christ's moral image alone,
walk, or pointing

away

in

the copying of his holy

to the intuition of Christ glorified in the eter-

•'
life.
In respect to the former he remarks
Teach the soul to
form a mouth Avhich is like the mouth of Christ for she can form
And how is this to be done ? By what colsuch a one if she will.
ors ? By what materials ?
By no colors, no materials but only by
virtue, by meekness, and humility.
How many are there amongst us
who wish to see his form ? Behold, we can not only see him, but also
be like him, if we are really in earnest.^
And with regard to the latter he says, after having spoken of the majesty of Christ's appearance " Perhaps you are now seized with the desire of beholding that
image.
But if we will, we may see a far better one."* The same
spirit is manifest also in Augustin, as when he says: " Let us hear
the gospel with such a mind, as if we saw the Lord present before
us; and let us not say to ourselves, ' Blessed are they who could see
him
since many among those who saw him have perished but many
among us who have not seen him, believe on him. The Lord is above ;
but here, too, in the very midst of us, is the Lord of truth." ^
In the course of the fourth century, men began, by degrees, to decorate the churches also with images,
a practice, however, which did
not become general until near the close of this century.*^
Men of

nal

:

;

;

:

;

'

;

—

1 See his discourse on the martyrdom of
Eupliemia.
^ Ov yap Tolc nim^i tu aapKiKu npi'iauna
rCiv dyiuv 6iu xpf^fiuTuv emfj.eMg ti[uv evrvTToyv, bnov xp^iQwi' TovTuv, u?iXuTr}vno2.iTeiav ahrOiv di.' upernc U/uneladac. See this
fragment in the VI. act. of the second Niceue council.
« In Matth. H. LXXVIII. vel LXXIX.

3 *•
*

§ 2.

^ In Evang. Joh. Tract.
30, § 4.
6 In the sermons delivered by Chrysostorn at Constantinople, as well as at Antioch, there is not to be found
though he

—

frequently alludes in his ligures, metaphors, and comparisons, to the manners
and customs of his time
any reference to
images in the churches. Montfaucon, indeed, supposed that he found such an allusion in the H. X. Ephes. § 2, but wruiii;! v

—

;

In Matth. H.

XXVII.

vel

XXVIII.

for, in
iiig

this

place,

not of the

Chrysostom

visible,

is

speak-

but of the invisible
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wealth and rank who founded churches wished them to be set out
with all the embellishments of art, and so, too, with the rich ornament
and, in particular, the churches dedicated to the memof pictures
ory of martyrs were adorned with the representations of their suflFerings, and with pictures from the historical parts of the Old and New
Testaments.
When, on the festivals of the martyrs, great multitudes
of the people flocked to these churches, these paintings were to serve
the purpose of entertaining, touching, edifying, and instructing the
rude and ignorant, who could not be instructed and edified by means
of books.-^
Still, many influential voices were heard objecting to the
superfluity of pictui-e ornaments
and others, against the use of them
at all in the churches.
respectable man at Constantinople, who
wished to erect a church in memory of the martyrs, conceived the
plan of ornamenting it with various pictures from nature, which, perhaps, were to have some symbolical meaning, and also with many
signs of the cross.
But the pious monk Nilus, a worthy disciple of
Chrysostom, to whom he communicated his design, advised him to be
sparing of picture ornaments
it was a childish thing, said he, to
dissipate the eyes and attention of the faithful by such objects.^ Instead of this, he should erect in the sanctuary, and in each compartment of the nave of the church, a single cross, and decorate the
;

;

A

:

church with' paintings of stories from the Old and New Testaments;
so that those who could not read the sacred Scriptures themselves
might be reminded, by looking at the paintings, of those examples of
piety, and thus excited to imitate them.
He ought to abstain from all
superfluities, and seek rather, by fervent prayer, by steadfast faith, by
invincible hope in God, by alms, humility, stady of the holy Scriptures, compassion towards his fellow-men, kindness to servants, and
observance of all the commandments of the Lord, to adorn and preWhen the aged bishop, Epiphaserve himself and all his family.^
nius of Salamis or Constantia in the isle of Cyprus, in making a
visit to Jerusalem, came to a church in one of the neighboring villages, and there found on a curtain a human image, whether it was of
some representation of Christ or of a saint, he immediately rent the
It was contrary, said he, to the
cloth, expressing great indignation.
authority of holy Scripture, that the image of a man should be hung
up in a Christian church.* The cloth Avould be in better use to shroud
This arbitrary proceeding having exthe body of some poor man.
cited dissatisfaction, after his return he sent to the parish priest of
the church another curtain, to replace the one he had torn down, and
called upon the bishop John ot" Jerusalem to see to it that for the
future no such church-hangings, so contradictoi-y to the Christian

—

of the pillars in this according
church,
and in trutli he there
to a spiritual sense
compares the invisible church, not with a
splendid church edifice, in which case unquestionabl)' we should find an allusion
here to images in the churches, but with
the palace of a lord, which is ornamented
;

vrith

columns and

statues.

i See Paulinus of Nola, carmen IX. et
X. de S. Felicis natali.
'•^

NrjTnCjdsc ^ai j3pe<j>OTvpE7Th, to toIc npoTvepinXavr/aai top <i(pda?./zdv tuv

?i.sx&daiv
tvlctCw.
^ Nil.

1.

IV.

ep. 61.

* Detestatus in ecclesia Christi, contra
auctoritatem scripturarum, hominis pendere imaginem.
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We

see in this the pious, indeed, but
should be used.^
impatient and narrow zeal whicli characterized this man generally.
Had he better understood the spirit of the Old Testament conunand,
and been capable of duly distinguishing from each other the Old and
the New Testament economies, he would not have been so greatly
Still, however, it was the waj"- of thinking
excited by what he saw.
and at all
of the ancient church, which he followed out in this case
religion,

;

remarked that

was not the principle,

it seems,
on which he proceeded here, but simply his arbitrary yyjot/e of proceedBut, without much question, this zeal
ing, which excited opposition.^

events

it is

to be

it

as

of pious men is justified, when we reflect how easily the prevailing
spirit of piety, Avhich was directed on sensible and outward things,
might betray the rude multitude, who were to be gradually weaned

from Paganism,

veneration of images
especially,
paid to saints would soon be transferred
also to their pictures, and as reports of the marvelous effects produced by their images, which men were accustomed to regard with
to the superstitious

;

as the excessive reverence

peculiar veneration, as also by the reliques of the saints, soon became
widely spread.
Augustin, as early as the last times of the fourth century, was
forced to complain of the fact that many worshippers of images were
to be found among the rude Christian multitude,^
which worship of
images the Manicheans laid as a reproach against the whole church ;
but he reckoned those image-worshippers as belonging to the great
mass of nominal Christians to whom the essence of Christianity was

—

unknown.*
In the Western church this moderate tendency, between unconditional opposition to images and image worship^ maintained itself till
1

Quae contra religionem nostram veniHieronym. ejusd. opera,

unt.
See ep. 51,
ed. Vallarsi, T. I.

254.
^ The council of the Inconoclasts at
Constantinople cited several writings of
f.

Epiphanius against images, in which he
maintained that they ought to be used
neither in the church, nor at the cemeteries of the martyrs, nor in private dwellings
but the genuineness of these pieces
is extremely liable to suspicion.
As well
the enemies as the friends of images indulged themselves in fabricating writings
under ancient venerated names, in favor
;

of their respective principles. The friends
of images appealed to the fact that these
writings, ascribed to Epiphanius, had remained hitherto unknown to everybody,
And though this cannot be considered a
decisive jiroof against their genuineness,
yet these fragments bear on their face
many marks of having been fabricated,
The first cited words of Epiphanius (Concil. Nic. II. actio VI. Concil. ed. Harduin.
T. IV. f. 390) correspond, in fact, too
nearly with the ordinary modes of expression among the enemies of images in
Next occurs a letter of E])ithe period.

phanius to the emperor Theodosi us, f. 391,
in which he writes to him, that he had
often called on his colleaj^ues to abolish
the images, but they would not listen a
moment to his representations. It is hardly
probable, however, that at this early p&riod Epiphanius would have found any
occasion for resorting to the authority of
an emperor against the images and this
very incident with John, bishop of Jerusalem, renders it improbable that Epipha;

nius, in his declarations against the images, could have found at that time so violent a resistance.
It should rather seem
that the enemies of images in the eighth
century fabricated, in this case also, occurrences of an earlier period, corresponding to what was done in their own time.
Probably that single incident in the life of
Epiphanius which has been related, was
the occasion of such writings being forged
in his name.
^ ]s[ovi

tores.
I.

multos esse picturarum adora-

De moribus

ecclesisE catholicae.

1.

§ 75.

Professores nominis Christian! nee pro
fessionis suae vim aut scientes aut exhi
bentes.
*
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as we see, for example, in the case of
the Roman bishop, Gregory the Great, with whom we shall begin the
next following period.
But the spirit of the East could not so easily preserve the right
mean, and already, in the Oriental church, not only did the multitude
pass over from the use of images to the worship of them, but even
the church teachers suffered themselves to be carried along by the
prevailing spirit, and sought to defend their course on scientific
late into the following period

;

In the course of the sixth century, it was already a ruling
custom in the Greek church for persons to prostrate themselves before
images as a token of reverence to those represented by them (the
Trpoo-KWTyo-Kj).
Already did the Jews lay hold of this prevailing worship of images to accuse the Christians of apostasy from the divine
law, which forbade the use of images in religion, and of idolatry,
Leontius, bishop of Neapolis, in the isle of Cyprus, who, near the
end of the sixth century, wrote an apology for Christianity and for the
Christian church, against the accusations of the Jews, was forced
What remains
already to pay particular attention to these charges.
grounds.

^ is of importance, as giving us information respecting the character of the veneration paid to images in this period,
and respecting the light in which this practice was regarded by those
who expressed with consciousness the prevailing spirit of the times.
It is to be seen that figures representing Christ, the apostles, the

to us of this writing

martyrs and other saints existed to a wide extent, and that people
were in the habit of prostrating themselves before such figures. But,
instead of representations of Christ on the cross, which were repulsive
to a certain aesthetic sense of propriety, it was customary to follow the
ancient practice, and to use only the symbol of the cross as a memorial

of Christ's passion.

Leontius maintains, against the Jews, that the Mosaic law was not
directed unconditionally against all devotional use of images, but only
since, in fact, the tabernacle and
against the idolatrous use of them
But from the idolatrous adoration
the temple both had their images.
of images, the Christians were assuredly far removed. They showed,
in the symbol of the cross, their love and reverence towards Christ,
who was represented by it, in accordance with a principle grounded in
human nature. " As affectionate children, whose father is on a journey, if they do but see his coat, his chair, or his mantle in the house,
embrace every such article and Idss it with tears," says he, " so, too,
we believers, out of our transcendent love to Christ, reverence everything which he did but touch, and for this reason we represent the
symbol of his passion in churches, in houses and shops, in the market;

so that we may have it constantly beand may be reminded of it, and not forget it, as the Jews
have forgotten their God." He argues that in the Old Testament
the ceremony of prostration sometimes occurs as a mark of respect
«ven to men, and therefore could not by any means imply the no-

place, on the articles of clothing

;

fore our eyes,

1

The fragments

T. IV.

f.

194.

in the fourth action of the second Nicene council.

Harduin ConciL
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He refers to the cures said- to have been wrought
ion of idolatry.
to the sudden conversions
energumens by means of images
as evidence of the virtue residing in
wrought by the sight of images,
that, "in almost every part of the world, abandoned men, murthem,
derers, robbers, profligates, idolaters, were every day, by the sight of
the cross, awakened to conviction, and not only so, but led to renounce
We cannot doubt that what
the world and practice every virtue."
Leontius here says, though rhetorically overwrought, is yet drawn
from the life, and that impressions which had really been produced, in
certain mental conditions, by the sight of the images, lie at the foundation of his representation.
If the images could operate thus upon
on

—

—

;

it is explained how the feelings so powerfully
And thence also
exaggerated into image worship.
arose the stories of miracles wrought by the images, the stories of
Such facts, also,
images from which blood had been seen to trickle.
Leontius adduces, in defending the worship of images, and he calls

the emotional nature,

excited became

those persons fools,

ming

who

set

together, he says

all

:

down these narrations as fables.^ Sum" The images are not our gods but
;

they are the images of Christ and his saints, which exist and are
venerated in remembrance and in honor of these, and as ornaments of
the churches.^
Image worship was promoted by those stories of the
miraculous origin of the images of Christ, already current in the sixth
century, as it was believed that such an one, miraculously produced
by Christ himself, and sent by him to king Abgarus, was preserved at
Edessa.2 And such traditions show what value the images had already
come to have for religious feeling. Yet, even in this century, there
are still to be found the vestiges of an opposition, growing out of the
purely Christian spirit, against the spreading -superstition.
The reepectable Monophysite church teacher, Xenayas, or Philoxenos, bishop
of Hierapolis, in Syria, in the early times of the sixth century, decidedly opposed the representations of angels in the human form, and
the representation of the Holy Ghost in the shape of a dove
doubtless led to it by the rude sensuous notions which were attached to these
symbols.
He said men should not think they honored Christ through
the images of Christ ; no worship was pleasing to him but the worship in spirit and in truth.
All such images he removed from the
;

churches.*

We

now proceed

to consider the seasons for divine

worship and the

festivals.

3.

Seasons for holding Divine Worship and Festivals.

As we remarked in the introduction to this section, the Christian
idea of divine worship as a thing which was not to be confined to any
particular time or place, had not, as yet, become wholly obscured by
1

Ho/lAaKif al/MT^v {)vaELi i^ elKovuvye-

yovaai.
^

^

n.oof dva/xv7}aiv Knl

iKK^aiuv
*
1.

c.

km

evnpenEiav

npoKSLfiEva koL npoaKVvovfisva.

QeoTevKTog eUuv.

IV.

Tififlv

27.

Evagr

liist.

eccles.

* So relates the Monupliysite histijriaii,
John the Schismatic ('Iwawj?f 6 dto/cpivo^evo^), in his church history, from which a

fra<;-ment has been preserved in the fifth
action of the second Nicenc council. Harduin. Concil. IV. f. 306.
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the predominant Jewish element.
It gleams out, occasionally, in the
language employed by distinguished church teachers when they speak
of the feasts.
Thus Jerome asserts,^ that, considered from the purely
Christian point of view, all days are alike
every day is for the
Christian a Friday, to be consecrated by the remembrance of Christ
crucified
every day a Sunday, since on every day he could solem:

;

the communion, the

nize, in

But

fellowship with the risen Christ.

and meetings for divine worship, at stated seasons, were instituted for the good of those who were not yet capable of rising to this
position, who were not yet so minded or so disciplined as, every day
of their life, before engaging in the business of the world, to offer
God the sacrifice of prayer. Chrysostom delivered a discourse on the
day of Pentecost, at Antioch, in which he showed that those who never
attended church, except on the principal festivals, adopted the Jewish
that, on the other hand, the Christian celebration of
point of view
festivals was not necessarily restricted to certain times, but embraced
the whole life grounded in faith
and that this was so, he endeavored
to demonstrate from the nature and design of the principal Christian
" Our first feast," said he, '' is the feast of Christ's appearfestivals.
festivals

;

;

ance, (the Epiphany, ra
feast

?

To show

that

that the only-begotten

What, then,

iirLcfxlvia).

is

the object of this

God appeared on earth and dwelt with men
But he is ever with
son of God was with us.

We may, then, every day, celebrate the feast of Christ's appearance.
What is the meaning of tlie feast of the passover ? We
But this, too, we do not signify
then announce the Lord's death.
merely at one stated season for, when Paul would free us from being
confined to stated times, he showed that it was possible continually to
us.

;

As often as ye eat this bread and
celebrate the passover, and said,
And what is the
drink this cup, ye do show forth the Lord's death.'
That the Spirit has visited us.
import of the feast of Pentecost ?
Now as Ohr{st is ever with us, so the Holy Spirit, too, is ever with
us we may, then, continually celebrate also the feast of Pentecost."^
In like manner, the church historian Socrates, remarks, that Christ
'

:

apostles, conformably to Christian freedom, gave no law respecting feasts, but left everything open here to the free expression
of the feelings.
The diversity that existed in the celebration of festivals among the Christian churches of different countries, he traces
to this very fact,
that everything here had, from the beginning,

and the

—

with perfect freedom and by slow degrees, spontaneously shaped itself
after different ways.^
In the principle lying at the basis of the state
laws on this point, and from which many of the arrangements of the
Roman church proceeded, we no longer i-ecognize this more liberal

way of regarding the subject.
The reference to Christ crucified,

arisen and glorified, continued to

be, as in the preceding period, the central

of the yearly festivals and fast-days.
1

L.

II. ep.

tianay, T.
I. p.

457.

IV.

ad Galat. c. IV. ed. Marf. 272
ed. VaUarsi, T. VII.
;

2
3

The

point of the weekly

and

celebration of the dies

i^ Pentecost. Horn.
gocrat V. 22;

I.

§

1,

T.

U

f.

4.58.
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of Wednesday and of Friday, respecting the origin of
which we have spoken in the preceding period, passed over into this,
but was observed only in several of the churches, and in these not
Socrates mentions it as a pecuUarity of the
after the same manner.
Alexandrian church, that, on Wednesday and on Friday^ the holy
Scriptures were there read in the church and expounded by homilies
and in general the whole service c6nducted as on Sunday, the celeThis custom probably vanished
bration of the communion excepted.
by degrees in most of the churches ;^ only Friday continued to be
The emperor Conconsecrated to the memory of Christ's passion.
stantino, as Sozomen relates,^ enacted a law, that on Friday as on
Sunday, there should be a suspension of business at the courts, and
in other civil oflBces, so that the day might be devoted with less interruption to the purposes of devotion.* At Antioch the communion was
celebrated on Friday, as well as on Sunday.^ Also at Constantinople,
Friday was observed by the more serious Christians, as a day of pen^
itence and fasting, consecrated to the memory of Christ's passion
and the sacrament of the supper was distributed. It is true, the
as we learn from a
great mass of the citizens took no concern in it
discourse of Chrysostom's,'^ complaining of the people, because, while
/ie, with a few who had met with him, were rendering thanks to God,
on a Friday, for deliverance from threatening famine, most of them
had flocked to the pubhc games of the circus.
We noticed, in the preceding period, the origin of the difference
The custom,
which prevailed as to the celebration of the Sabbath.
derived from the Jews, of .paying a certain respect to the Sabbath,
In
still continued to be handed down in the Oriental communities.^
several of the Eastern churches, the Sabbath "was celebrated nearly
Church assemblies were held,
after the same manner as Sunday.
sermons delivered, and the communion celebrated on this day.^ The

stationum^

;

;

;

1

On

the TETpdc

and on the

napaaKevf;.

Respecting the service which was held at
Alexandria on Friday morning, see Athanas. hist. Arianor. ad. monachos, § 81.
CTVvo|tf
'^

T7J

napaaKSV^.

Yet Epiphanius, in

3

c.

Soz.

22,

fid.

still

I. 8.

* This may have stood in the law, which
has not been preserved to our times, by
which Constantine ordered this in respect
to Sunday already before the year 321.

See cod. thcodos.

1.

•*

§

his exposit.

mentions fasting on the
ETpui and on the 7:poauj3j3aTov as a uniAlso in the
'ersal custom of the chui'ch.
churches of Milan, it seems to have been
:he custom to assemble on these days about
noon, sing together, and partake of the
communion, and with this terminated the
Ambros. expositio in Psalm. 118,
fast.
§ 48, in cage we are to understand the piein this passage, as we probably
dies
rique
should, to refer to the dies stationum. According to Epiphanius, these assemblies
convened about three o'clock in the afternoon.
oathol.

^ See Chrysostom. Horn. V. in epist. I
ad Timoth. § 3, T. XI.
Chrysostom. H. in the sermon first
published by Montfaucon, T. VI. f. 273,

II. Tit. 8.

1.

I.

1

.

'Hfiipa, kv y VTjareveiv

kuI bfioKoyelv

£(5et.
"

The one

just referred to.
^ In the apostolic constitutions, I. 11. c.
59, the Sabbath is particularly mentioned
along with Sunday as a day for thcassembling together of the church 1. VIII. c.
33, that on the Sabbath and on Sunday
the slaves should rest from their labors,
and attend church with the rest to hear
the sermon
1. V. c. 15, that, the Easter
Sabbath excepted, there should be no fasting on the Sabbath, when God rested from
the work of creation. The 66th, among the
apostolic canons, excludes from the fellowship of the church those who fasted on
the Sabbath and on Sunday.
^ As it concerns the last at Antioch, see
the passage referred to above respecting
:

:

Friday,
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by the council of Laodicea deserves to be noticed/
that on the Sabbath, the gospels should be read along with the
other parts of the holy Scriptures.
It may be, that the new arrangedirection given

viz

:

ment which
was simply

designed to introduce by the above-cited canon,
that the Scriptures generally should be read in church on
the Sabbath in the same manner as on Sunday.
And in this case, we
this council

must suppose, the council wished to restore the custom, formerly observed, of assembling for worship on the Sabbath as Avell as on Sunday,
which had now become obsolete in many of the Eastern churches. Or
this ordinance may be understood as simply indicating the design of
the council, that, in the meetings for divine worship on the Sabbath,
the gospeh should be read together with other parts of the holy
Scriptures
whence we might infer, that, as the celebration of the
;

Sabbath had been taken from the Jews, it had been the custom also
to make use of the Old Testament only on this day, in the church
lessons.^
In many districts, a punctual Jewish observance of the
Sabbath must doubtless have become common hence the council of
Laodicea considered it necessary to ordain, that Christians should not
celebrate this day after the Jewish manner, nor consider themselves
bound to abstain from labor. ^ It was a general rule in the Eastern
church, that there should be no fasting on the Sabbath hence the
Sabbath also, as well as Sunday, was excepted from the period of
But in many of the Western churches, parfasting before Easter.^
ticularly in the Roman and the Spanish, opposition to the Jews and
Judaists ^ had led to the custom of observing the Sabbath rather as a
day of fasting.^ They who were truly enlightened by the gospel
spirit, and knew how to distinguish essentials from non-essentials iu
religion, such men as Ambrose of Milan, Jerome, and Augustin,
sought to avoid all controversy on matters of this sort, which had not
been decided by divine authority, and which had no particular connection with the essence of faith and of sanctification.
They held it as
a principle, that, in such matters, each individual should follow the
custom of his own church, or of the country in which he resided,
and sti'ive that the bond of charity might not be broken by differences
in such unimportant matters, and that occasion of offense might not be
given to any man.
Ambrose, when questioned on this point, replied
that at Rome he was accustomed to fast on the Sabbath, but in Milan
:

;

1 C. 16.
Ilep^ Tov iv (ja(3(3aT(f) evayyeXia
^sTu ET^puv ypa<i>uv uvayLvucnety^at.

an objection to the last interpretation that both evayyeAia and trepuv ypa(j>(Jv stand without the article; accordingly,
do not express here any antithesis but the
whole of the sacred writings, according to
their different parts, seems to be indicated
here generally. Moreover, if such an antithesis had been intended, instead ofkripuv
ypa<pC)v, the phrase nalaiac dia'&r^K.rjg would
doubtless have been used. But the difficulty with the first interpretation is, that
the customary celebration of the Sabbath
is everywhere presupposed by this council,
"^

It

is

and they consider themselves bound rather
to moderate the Judaizing tendency to
carry this celebration to an extreme,
^ C. 29. 'On oh del xpi-'yTcavodg iovdati^Eiv
koI ev
*

;

tCj

aa(3l3uTu a^o^aCetv.

Hence by

the decrees of the council of

c. 49 and 51, the communion
and the commemoration of the martyrs
might be- celebrated, during the period of
fasting, on the Sabbath as well as on Sun-

Laodicea,

day.

See vol. I. p. 296.
See Cassian. ipstitut. coenobial. 1. III.
Hieronym. ep. 71 ad Lucinium, § 6.
''

'

c.

9 et 10.
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he did not.

Augustin rightly applies the rules given by Paul,

in the

fourteenth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, to this diversity of
He complains, that weak minds were disturbed by the conpractice.
troversial obstinacy or the superstitious scruples of many, who would

on that practice as being the only right one, for which they supposed they had found certain reasons, no matter how weak, or which
they had brought with them as the ecclesiastical usage of their own
country, or which they had seen in foreign lands although neither the
holy Scriptures, nor the universal tradition of the church, decided
anything as to the point, and although it was a matter of perfect inBut that rigid hierarchdifference as to any practical ad vantage. ^
ical spirit of the Roman church, which, from a very early period, required uniformity in things unessential, would, in this case also, put a
In the Roman church, it was affirmed
restraint on religious freedom.
that this custom came down from Peter, the first of the apostles, and
The idle tale was thei'e set
hence ought to be universally observed.
afloat, when the origin of that custom from the old opposition between
the original pagan and the original Jewish communities was no longer
known, that the apostle Peter instituted a fast on the Sabbath in preparing for the dispute with Simon Magus.^ The Roman bishop Innocent decided, in his decretals addressed to the Spanish bishop Decentius (at the very time that men like Augustin expressed themselves
with so much liberality on this differencej, that the Sabbath, like FriIn defense of this rule, he
day, must be observed as a fast day.^
offered a better reason at least than did those unhistorical monks
viz.
that the Sabbath necessarily belonged to the period of sorrow
insist

;

:

which preceded Sunday, the joyful day of the feast of the resurrecsince on both the former days the apostles were plunged in
tion
grief, and on the Sabbath had hid themselves for fear.
That which already in the third century had become a principle in
respect to the observance of Sunday, namely, that Christians should,
on this day, abstain from all worldly business, and devote themselves
solely to rehgious concerns, was established by a synodal law, the
twenty-ninth canon of the council of Laodicea, ^et with this limita;

1 Ep. 54 ad Januarium, § 3.
Sensi ssepe
doleus et geraens multas infinnorum perturbationes tieri per quorundam fratrum
contentiosam obstlnationem vel superstitiosara timiditatem, qui in rebus Imjusmo-

qu» neque scripturae sanctae auctoritate,
neque universalisecclesiajtraditione, neque
utilitate, ad certum possunt terrain'um pervenire (tantum quia

di,

vitiB corrigendae

subest qualiscunque ratiocinatio cogitantis, aut quia in sua patria sic ipse consuevit,
^ut quia ibi vidit, ubi peregrinationem
juam, quo remotiorem a suis, eo doctiorera lactam putat), tam litigiosas excitant
quaestiones, ut, nisi

quod

ipsi faciunt, nihil

rectum existiment. To this point of dispute, .he two beautiful letters of Augustin
relate, the one just cited, and ep. 36 ad

Oasulanum.

'^

That Roman

spirit expresses itself af-

ter a characteristic

manner

in the following

language of a treatise which was probably
composed by some member of the Roman
clergy, and was intended to procure the
general recognition of the Roman custom
Petrus, apostolorum caput, coeli janitor et
ecclesise fundamentum, extincto Simone,
:

qui diaboli fuerat, nonnisi jejunio vincendi
figura (that Simon Magus could be viin-

quished by Peter only through fasting, was
repi'esented as a typical allusion to the fact,
that Satan also, whom Simon Magus represented, could be conquered only by fasting), id ipsum Romanos edocuit, quorum
fides annuntiatur universo orb! terrarum.
§ 7. Sabbato jejunandum esse ratio
-^

evidentissima demonstrat.
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from their worldly business

tion, that all Christians should abstain

they were able}

Laws enacted by

the state also did

homage

if

to this

We have already said that the emperor Constantino, in a
law enacted previous to the year 321, commanded the suspension of
It was a beautiful excepall suits and courts of justice on Sunday.
tion, wholly in accordance with the spirit of Christianity, by which he
provided that the emancipation of slaves, after the usual forms, should
As Eusebius, in his life of
be permitted to take place on Sunday .^
Constantino, relates, he also forbade all military exercises on this
day.^
By a law of the year 386, those older changes effected by the
emperor Constantino were more rigorously enforced, and, in general,
civil transactions of every kind on Sunday were strictly forbidden.
Whoever transgressed was to be considered, in fact, as guilty of sacriprinciple.

lege (as a sacrilegus).*

Owing

to the prevailing passion at that time, especially in the large

running after the various pubhc shows, it so happened that
fell on the same days which had been consecrated by the church to some religious festival, they proved a great hindrance to the devotion of Christians. Church teachers, such as Chrysostom (see above), were, in truth, often forced to complain, that in such
competitions the theatre was vastly more frequented than the church.
And among those who gave up the church for the theatre, many
might be found not wholly unsusceptible of right feelings, who, if they
had not been hurried along by the prevailing oorruption, would have
employed Sunday in a way more serious and more healthful for their
Moreover, by the civil relations of those times, many
inner life.
were obliged, on account of their particular place among the citizens,
to take part in the arrangements necessary for the support of the
public shows, and so to be interrupted in their devotions even against
Hence, the North African church resolved, at an eccletheir will.
siastical convention held at Carthage in 401, to petition the emperor,
cities, for

when

these spectacles

that the public shows might be transferred from the Christian Sunday
Owing to the
and feast days to some other days of the week.^
prevailing passion for the shows, this petition could not be granted,
First, in the year 425, the
Sunday, and on the principal feast days

perhaps, without ccSSderable difficulty.
exhibition of spectacles on

of the Christians, Avas forbidden, in order that the devotion of the
might be free from all disturbance.*^ But without that sec-

faithful

ular spirit, which in this period seized upon the church, she would certainly never have needed assistance through such laws of the state.

The yearly

.

1

2
3
*
1.

festivals

had

Elye dvvatvTO axo2,u^eiv.
L. II. Tit. Vlil. 1. I.
Euseb. vit. Constantin. IV. 18, 19,20.
Cod. Tlieodos. lib. VIII. Tit. VIIL

3.

adduced as a reason Populi ad
circum magis quam ad ecclesiam conveniunt; and on the score of those obligations
devolving on many classes of citizens Nee
oportere quemquam Christianorum cogi
5 It is

we observed

arisen, as

:

:

in the

preceding

ad haec spectacula, maxime, quia in his exercendis, quje contra prseeepta Dei sunt,
nulla persecutionis necessitas a quopiam
adliibcnda est sed, uti oportet, homo in
libera voluntatc subsistat sibi divinitus
Cod. can. eccles. Afr. c. 61.
concessa.
" Totas Christianoruin ac fidclium men;

tes

Dei cultibus occupentur.

dos.

1.

XV.

Tit. 'VII.

I.

5.

Cod. Theo-
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thus, at first,
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same fundamental idea with the weekly festivals.
Hence, Augustin, about the
it still remained.^

year 400, still mentions, as the celebrations recognized in the whole
church, only those of Christ's passion and resurrection, of his ascension, and of the outpouring of the Holy Ghost.^
The difference of views with regard to the feast of the passover,
which we had occasion to notice in the preceding period, continued to
but men were wise enough not to allow the bond of
exist also in this
Yet the spirit
Christian fellowship to be ruptured by this difference.^
of church uniformity which sprung up in the West, nought to insinThe council of Aries, in 314, already decreed
uate itself also here.
that the paschal feast should be celebrated on the same day throughout the world i*^ but this ecclesiastical assembly, to which the people
of the East paid little attention, had no such great and general influence as to be able to triumph over the old Asiatic custom.
Now
to the emperor Constantine it seemed scandalous, that the commemoration of the fact which laid the foundation for the recovery of mankind should not be celebrated by all Christians on the same day and
that, while some were fasting, others should be feasting.
To him,
such a difference would perhaps appear more grave, and less compatible with the unity of the Catliolic church, than an important dogmatical difference, known by him to exist about this time, in respect
He attempted, first through
to the doctrine of Christ's divinity.
the negotiations of Hosius, bishop of Cordova, to bring the churches
In this, however, he did not succeed he
together in one usage.
therefore convoked, partly for this object, the general council of Nice,
in 325.
As the reason which, in earlier times, had led to the oriental
custom, and which especially contributed to preserve it, viz., the adherbut, on the contrary, a polemence to Judaism, no longer existed,
ical tendency in opposition to the Jewish spirit rather predominated,
this change in the way of thinking would naturally lead to the laying
aside of the ancient custom.^ Accordingly an agreement was entered
into, at this council, to abandon the old Jewish custom, and to celebrate the remembrance of Christ's passion always on Friday, the remembrance of Christ's resurrection on Sunday. It was acknowledged
that, by the sacrifice of Christ for mankind, the feast of the passover
had lost its significance ; that the thanksgiving for the sacrifice of
Christ in the sacrament of the supper had taken the place of the pass
;

;

;

—

•

This was acknowledged even by the
Roman bishop Innocentius and from this
very fact he inferred, that as fasting was
practiced not merely on Good Friday, but
on the Friday of each week, the same practice should be observed also in respect to
the Sabbath. (L. c. § 7.
Quod si putant
semelatque unosabbatojejunandum; ergo
et Dominica ot sexta feria semeL in Pascho
1

;

erit
2

utique celebranda).

Quae toto terrarum orbe servantur,
quod Domini passio et resurrcctio et ad-

scensioin coelum etadventus de ccelo Spiritus Sancti aiiniversaria solennitate cele-

TOL.

II.

22

brantur. Ep. 54 ad Januar. and the passage

above referred to from Hieronym. comment. ep. ad Galat. 1. II. c. 4.
^

Sozom.

I. 16.

*

C.

^

This reason, that

I.

it

was so disgraceful

a thing for the Christian church to govern
by the pattern of the unbelieving
Jews, who had crucified the Lord, is made
particularly jirominent, therefore, by the
itself

empevor,fXT}6Ev laru) Tjfilv noivdv fieru roi
ixHi-aTov rdv '\oviWluv bx^ov.
See Euseb
de vita Constantini, 1. III. c. 18.
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over, and that the former
as

was restricted to no particular time.^ But,
usually happens, there were still many communities and individ-

it

who refused to depart from the old traditional custom, on account of its very antiquity, without assigning any further
reason for their refusal.
Instead of winning them over by love, the
church excluded them from her communion.^ Persecution made the
old custom still dearer to them ; they accused the Nicene council of
having altered it out of flattery to Constantine.
The council of Nice, it is true, had decreed ^ that the feast of the
passover should, for the future, be celebrated on one and the same
day but they had suggested no means for securing uniformity in the
reckoning of the time
and the purpose of the council, therefore, was
still far from being attained.
In the Alexandrian churches, where
astronomical and mathematical knowledge was very generally diffused,
the most accurate calculations were instituted, which the whole Eastern church followed.
The bishop of Alexandria made known every
year, at the feaat of Epipluiny, by a circular letter* to his whole diocese, the day on which the next Easter festival would fall.
But, as
the Roman church was not so exact, differences arose as to the time
of Easter, between the Eastern churches and those of the West, which
amounted sometimes to a week, occasionally even to a month until at
length, particularly by means of the Roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus
in the sixth century, the Alexandrian mode of reckoning was introduced also into the Roman church.^
It became, by degrees, as we have observed already in the preceding period, a more universally prevailing custom to prepare for the
jubilee of the feast of the resurrection by a season of penitence and
This fast was compared with the forty days' fast of Christ
fasting.
(see vol. I. p. 800) ; hence it received the name of reo-o-apaKoo-rTj, quadragesima; although the whole time of forty days was by no means
It was sought by
observed so generally as the name was appHed.^
degrees, however, to make the period of fasting, in its whole extent,
uals in the East,

;

;

;

This

1

is

now

to ttucxo inijeluv, says

Chrysostom against the advocates of the
Jewish custom. Orat. c. Judaeos. III. §
4,

T.

I.

f.

611.

They were denominated

as a separate
sect (after that fourteenth day of the
month Nisan), Quartodecimani, reaaapeaKaiiEKarLTai, TETpadirai (prolmbly by an ahbreviation), irpurnnaaxiral.
It is remarkable that this decree occurs
o;ily in the letter in which the emperor
'^

=*

Constantine (see above) made known and
recommended the decisions of this council,
and that among its own canons no one is
to be found which has any reference to it.
Perhaps it was omitted out of indulgence
to the adherents of the ancient custom,
it was hoped, would be induced to
yield by degrees.
* Libellus paschalis, ypufifiara naax'iTMi.
5 The more accurate and detailed development of this point is to be found in a

who,

dissertation of F. Walch, in the novis commentariis Soc. Reg. Gottingensis, T. I.
Ideler's
6

Chronology, Bd.

About

tills

II. p. 202, etc.
difference Socrates treats,

V. 22. At Antioch the number of forty
days was accurately observed as early as
the fourth century for Chrysostom says,
orat. III. c. Judajos, § 4, T. I. f. 611, in a
;

discourse delivered during the fast Nijarevo/iev Tug TecaapuKOvra ravraq ruiepag, where
the only question that arises is, whether
the Sundays and Sabbaths, in which no
fasts were observed, were also reckoned
among these forty days. The difference
rehitcd not alone to the number of days,
but also to the extending of the fast to
each day, and to the kind of abstinence
which was practiced at meals during this
:

Not only among the communities
period.
of different countries, but also among individuals of the same communities, a different custom existed in tliis respect. Some»
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tlie ancient name (quadragesima).
But still a
must ever prevail between the Eastern and the
Western churches, arising from the fact, that, in the former church, it
was not the custom to fast on Saturday, therefore another week must
be reckoned in making out the number of fast days.
This period of fasting was designed to furnish the Christians an opportunity of preparing themselves, by a more moderate indulgence of
the sensual appetites, by abstinence from the pleasures of the world,
and by the diligent reading of God's word, to enter more worthily
upon the celebration of the days consecrated to higher spiritual ento commemorate the new creation in humanity which
joyments
came from the resurrection and glorification of Christ
to engage,
by means of self-examination and repentance, in a worthy celebration

ictually correspond to
difference of usage

;

;

of the holy supper, in which so

many

participated at the time of the

Easter festival.

A

portion of the year so consecrated might also send a healthful
mfluence through the rest of it.
An occasion was offered to those
who divided their whole time between worldly business and sensual
pleasures, for collecting their thoughts from this dissipation and for
self-examination.
The holy Scriptures, which at least they heard read
in the church, and sermons pointedly exhorting to repentance, would
remind them of this. Their minds, less absorbed in the things of
sense, would be more open to spiritual impressions.
The solemn,
earnest stillness following at once upon tumult and dissipation in
the large cities, the sudden change in the aspect of public life, was
calculated to arouse the trifling mind out of its sleep of security, and
render it susceptible of higher influences.
In truth, the commencement of the fasts must have produced a striking change in the large
" Quiet, to-day, is nowhere disturbed," says Chrysostom in
towns.
a fast sermon preached at Antioch ;^ " nowhere do we hear cries nowhere the noise of the shambles, the bustle of cooks.
All this is
past
and our city presents to-day the appearance of a sedate and
modest matron. To-day, there is no difference between the table of
the emperor and that of the poor man."
And in another sermon:^
" Then, no songs are heard in the evening, no revels of the drunkard
in the day
the voice of clamor and contention is hushed, and profound quiet everywhere reigns." Still, as it usually happens with such
sudden revolutions of life, this change was more often transient than
enduring, more apparent than real.
If there was a horse-race at the
circus during the fast, all was over ; the city rapidly assumed another
look.
The same persons who had been momentarily aroused by the
;

;

;

who would be eminently

m)v68uv,

two entire days without

-dsvTE^ het' dKpi(3Eiac

pious, passed
food.
Others not
only refrained, like the rest, from -wine,
flesh, and oil at their meals, but supported
themselves wholly on bread and water. H.
IV. destatuis, § 6, T. II. f. 58.
This aim is assigned to the institution
by Chrysostom, orat. adv. Judteos, III. §
t, T. I."f. 61 1.
01 narepec hviroxyav i/fdpac
eaaapuKovra vrjrrTeiac, et^wi', aKpodaeug,

Iv' kv toIq yj/xepaic TavracQ naQapdnavTeg aal 6t' evxi^v
tXerinomvTjQ koL 6i,a vrjareiac kgI 6ii
navvvxl^uv Kal diu daKpvuv Kal 6l' £^o/xo/loyrjceug Kal 6in tuv u/U.wi' dnuvTui', ovtu
/cat

6i'

Kara dvvaiMv

rijv

rjusTepav

fierd

avveMro^ npoaiufiev
2 jj
^

In

jj

j,,

Qenesin, §

Annam

H.

I.

T. IV. f. 8.
T. IV. f. 700.

1,

§ 1,

840
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FASTING.

earnest, impressive words of a Chrysostom, who had beaten their
breasts and sighed over their sins, now filled the circus, and took a
passionate interest in the contending sides.^ True, men soon returned

back again to the previous quiet and repose of the fast but, if this
could be so easily disturbed by other impressions from abroad, it is
plain how superficial must have been the change produced on these
occasions.
As is usually the case with such changes, prescribed by
law and enforced by constraint, the end often failed of being attained
because confounded with the means. Men looked for justification and
increase in holiness, in outward fasting, and entirely forgot in this the
essential things, true repentance and sanctification, which the period
of fasting was only designed to remind them of.
Or the end was
missed because men submitted to the laws of the church from constraint, and in opposition to their inward feelings, partly influenced by
the sense of shame, and partly by dread of the divine punishment.
Hence many sought to indemnify themselves beforehand for the forced
abstinence imposed on them by the fasts, by indulging in the more
riotous excess on the days immediately preceding them.^
Many only
complied with the laws of fasting in their literal sense refraining from
meat, but taking care to provide themselves with the daintier fare out
of what was permitted by the fast laws literally interpreted.^
The more eminent church teachers of this period, Chrysostom, Au;

;

gustin, Maximus of Turin, Caesarius of Aries, Leo the Great, often
warned against this hypocritical tendency of the fasts. They showed
that fasting was without force or meaning, except as accompanied with
the hearty forsaking of sin and sincere penitence.
They exhorted
Christians to use fasting as a means of learning how to subdue sinful
passions and desires, propensities and habits.
They gave examples,
especially Chrysostom, to show how this must be done. They took this

occasion to rebuke the corrupt tendencies particularly prevailing in
their own times and under their own eyes, and warned men against
them.
They called upon Christians to unite charity and benevolence
with fasting to appropriate to these purposes what they saved by abstinence
to forgive each other's offenses
to lay aside contentions
;

;

as, in fact, the bishops

;

made

a point, at this particular season of
fasting, to close all disputes in the communities, and bring about a
reconciliation between the contending parties
using as a means for
this end, the general conviction of sinfulness and need of redemption
awakened by the season, and the approaching celebration of the reit

;

membrance of

Christ's sufferings for the sins of mankind
they moreover called on masters, in particular, to treat their servants with kind:

ness.

The season of fasting ended with the week which, on account of the
great events connected with the salvation of mankind, and commemo1 See the admonitory discourse of Chrysostom, preached after an incident of this
H. VI. in Genesin, T.
sort at Antioch.
IV. opp.
^ Chrysost. de Pcenitentia, H. V.
§ 5,
UapaivC) ume /if) njv ek tj]^
r. II. f. 31.5.

vijaretac eaofiivrjv oKpiXsiav npoaveXelv Xaifiapylg. kqI fii-^y.

Augustin. p. 209, § 3, et 208, § I.
Pretiosiores sine carnibusanimaliumescas.
On the other hand Restringendae sunt delicise, non rautandfe.
'^

:

THE GREAT WEEK.
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was called the great week (e^SSo/xa? t} ^^yaXrj)} It began
(y/jiepa tCjv jBaim), and closed with the great SabThe approach of the Easter festival reminded
bath, as it was called.
all, high and low, of their individual sins, and of the grace to which
Hence the emperors made laws^ to rethey owed their forgiveness.
and on Palmlease those who had been arrested for minor offenses
Sundaj special decrees of mercy were frequently issued by them.
" As on this day," says Chrysostom in one of his discourses, " our
rated in

it,

with Palra-Sunday

;

Lord delivered men from the chains of sin, so his servants will do all
power to imitate his love to mankind, and, as they cannot

in their

men from spiritual fetters, will release those who are bodily
bound."
In this week of solemnities, some days were particularly distinThursday, for example, in which was commemorated the last
guished
supper of Christ with his disciples, and the institution of the EuchaOn this occasion great numbers were accustomed to participate
rist.^
While, on other occasions, the holy
in the sacrament of the supper.*
supper was only to be received with fasting, it was dispensed on this
day, in memory of the original institution, in the afternoon, and could
Next came the day commemorative of
be received after a meal.^
At Antioch, perhaps also in other churches of the
Christ's passion.^
East, it was customary for the church on this day to hold its assemdeliver

;

the grave-yard, to commemorate the crucifixion of Christ
The week was closed by the great
without the gates of Jerusalem.'^
Sabbath {to /xe'ya o-a/3/3aToi/), on which many were baptized, and put
and in the evening the cities were illuminated,
on their white robes
The whole population poured
and appeared like streams of fire.
blies in

;

along with torches to church, and vigils were .kept till the dawn of
The
the morning of universal jubilee, the feast of the resurrection.
small number of Pagans who still dwelt amongst the Christians, must
also, in one way or another, have been affected, in spite of themselves,
by what so moved the whole multitude on this occasion of general

Easter

vigils.^

The custom having been borrowed from the Jews, of holding a last
festival on the eighth day after the commencement of the series, the
celebration of the passover was concluded with the following
as the eighth

day of the

feast.

Throughout the whole of

1 See
the Homily of Chrysostom respecting the meaning of this name.
2 See, in the codex Theodos., the titulus
de indulgentiis.
'H dyla Trevraf, quinta feria Pascha;,
dies anniversarius, quo coena Dominica
•*

celebratur.

See Chrysostom's discourse delivered
T. II. f. 386.
» Thus it was at least in the North Afri•an church, by the decree of the council of
Hippo, A. D. .393, in the cod. canon, ecclcs.
Afr. c. 41. Augustin. ep. 54 ad Januar. § 9.
The rinepa rov aravpov, also called in a
*

3n this day.

*>

more

restricted sense, Pascha.

"^

Sunday

this

week,

See the discourse of Chrysostom on
T. II.
Respecting this Sabbath Ka^npo^opia

this day,
"

:

kol ^urayuyla, r]v idia re Kal ^jioala avvtaTTjauus&a. Huv yevog avdpumjv /iiKpov Kal
u^ia nuaa, da^Ckel rC) nvpl ttjv vvkto Kara(jx^rt^ovreg.
Gregor. Nazianz. orat. II. in
v. orat. 42, at the beginning.
Augustin
Clara vigiliai hujus celebritas to to
orbe terrarum.
Respecting the Pagans
Ista nocte multi dolorc, multi pudore, no7inulli etiatn qui fidei propinquant, Dei jam
timore non dormiunt.
P. 219.

Pascha

:

:
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from the Easter Sabbath and onward, the persons then baptized had
worn their white garments, and, as new Christians, the new-born,^
had formed a separate division of the community, easily distinguished
by their di'ess.
This sacred time of the celebration of their new
birth being now over, they laid aside their white robes
the bishop
exhorted them to a faithful observance of their baptismal vow, and
they joined the rest of the community. This important transaction
gave its name to this Sunday.
So it was at least in the Western
church .2 Thus, then, the whole period of fourteen days, reckoning
from Palm-Sunday, was a festival.
As such, it was recognized also
by the civil authority, and in it no court of justice could be held.^
Moreover the fifty days after Easter were specially distinguished, although the feast of Ascension, and the feast of Pentecost, in the
more restricted sense
the feast of the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost, were selected from the rest for particular celebration.
In
the Eastern church, the Acts of the Apostles were read during this
time, in the public worship, as recording what the risen and glorified
Christ had wrought through the apostles
and in the year 425, it was
decreed, that during this whole period the devotion of Christians
should not be disturbed by any public sports.*
To these were added two principal festivals, which, as we observed
in the preceding period, most probably existed in their germ in very
early times, but which first began to be more generally observed during the course of the fourth century, and that in an opposite order,
the one coming from the East to the West, and the other from the
West to the East ; the festival of Christ'' s baptium, and the festival of
:

.

—

;

—

}ds nativity.

As

we

mentioned by Chrysostom as an ancient
under the name of the
feast of the appearance or manifestation of Christ, who had till then
been hidden from the world rj eTrtc^aveta or to, lirK^avia, according to
11.^ But if, in the region where this feast originated, another
Tit. 2
festival having reference to the first appearance of the Logos in human nature, a feast of Christ's nativity, was already existing, the latter
would hardly have become so entirely lost sight of, and a name which
More
belonged to it transferred to the feast of Christ's baptism.
to the first,

find

it

principal feast of the church in Eastern Asia,

;

:

1 Novi, infantes.
2 Octava infautium, dies novorum, Doininicain albis, Ki/f)ia/c7 tv TievkoIq. AngusHodie octavse dicuntur infantin. p. 376.
miseentur hodie fidelibus infantes
tium
Hodie corapletis sacranostri. P. 260.
;

mentum octavarum vestrarum. Comp. ep.
§ 3.3. Respecting the newly baptized
Veste dealbatus intra octavas suas. Ep.
It may perhaps have been otherwise in the Eastern church, where, as it
seems, the newly baptized wore their white
garments xmtil the end of the feast of PenSee the passage presently to be retecost.
ferred to from the Cod. Theodos.
^ Dies feriarum, sancti quoque Paschse
:

.55,

34, § 3.

dies,

qui septeno vel pruiceduut

numero

sequuntur. Cod. Theodos. 1. II.
VIII. 1. 2.
* Cod. Theodos. 1. XV. Tit. VII. 1.

vel

Quamdiu

lumen

ccelestis

T
5.

lavacri imitantia

sancti baptismatis lucem vesti
raenta testantur (which is probably said
only in conformity with the use of the

novani

Eastern church j, quo tempore et comracmoratio apostolicte passionis, totius Christianitatis magistras, a cunctis jure celebraWhich refers to the reading of the
tur.

Acts.
^

Chrysostom

feast, § 2,
ere^i???,

T.

tote

II.

ore iiBanTiaaTo.

his Homily on this
'EnEidfi ohx' ote
369.
iyivero KaTu.drj?y)g, d^'

in
f.

numv
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probably, this was the only festival which in that district had reference
Accordingly Chrysostom actually
to the first appearance of Christ.
denominates it, in the discourse already cited, which he pronounced

Epiphany, the
the principal feasts, and the only one which had reference

at the feast of Pentecost in Antioch, the festival of

among

first

It is here pi-esupposed that
to the appearance of Christ among men.^
a festival in memory of Christ's birth was originally unknown in the
East.
The present festival (Epiphany) was generally regarded as
and in a certain sense men had, doubtthe festival of the baptism
inasmuch as it was at his baptism that
less, some reason for this
Christ first revealed himself as the one from whom that communication of divine life to humanity, to which baptism has reference, should
proceed but this ideal connection now became so transformed into a
merely outward thing, that, as men ascribed to the water in baptism a
supernatural power to sanctify, so they supposed that Christ first imparted to the water its power to sanctify, by his own baptism.^
The
first indication of the celebration of this feast having spread to the
Western church we find about the year 360 for the historian Ammianus Marcellinus relates,^ that the emperor Julian, then residing at
Vienna in the month of January, celebrated the feast of Ejuphany in
By means of the union of the Greek colonial
the Christian church.
and mercantile towns in the south of France with the East, this feast
may have been adopted, perhaps, in these districts, at an earlier period
than in the other countries of the West.
It was because this festival
was originally unknown to the Western church, that the Donatists,
who had separated themselves from the dominant church at a time
when as yet no knowledge of any such feast existed among the people
of the West, rejected it as an innovation
as .they did other regula;

;

;

;

;

And

as this festival was origiWestern church, so it happened that its meaning
was changed, though in such a way as to be easily connected with

tions that arose after their secession.'^

nally
also

unknown

to the

the fundamental idea of the festival.

The general conception

of a

manifestation of Christ in his divine dignity, or in his divine calling as
a Redeemer, was applied in a way which must have been more agree-

by the communities of the West, which
were formed of pagan Christians, than the view of it which had first
sprung out of the peculiar conceptions of Jewish Christians (see vol.
I., sect. 3, p. 302)
and, at the same time, this festival was brought
into closer connection with Christmas, which had been established
here for a long time already. While, in the countries where the feast
able to the point of view taken

;

1 H. I- in Pentecost. § 1, T. II. f. 458.
lap' Tjiuv kopT7] TvpuTi] Til knujx'ivia. Tii' bvv
iiradr/ T&ebi irrl n/c yf/g
'}TT6&Eatg Trjg koprriQ
Ixpdr/ Kat toIq uv&pu7T0t.g ovvavtaTpcupr/.
^ T/jv Tuv vduTuv yylaas (pvaiv.
Chrysostomus.
Out of this false notion also
spnmg the custom at Antioch, of very
zealously drawing water about midnight
\

"feast, to which water was attribited the wonderful property of remaining
Even Chrysostom par-

of this

fresh several years.

took of this superstition, Horn, de baptismo Christi, § 2. Being the feast of
Christ's baptism, and of baptism generaliy, it was also called in the Eastern
church, iopri) riJv (j>(jtC>v, or rd ^wra.
So
in Gregory of Nazianzen.
L. 21, c. 2.
* Augustin. p. 202,
Merito istum
§ 2.
diem numiuara nobiscum Donatistae celebrare voluerunt, quia nee unitatcm amant,
nee Orieiitali ecclesiie communicant.
'^
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of Christ's baptism had its distinct traditional meaning as the feast of
Epiphany, it was adhered to without any change but everything which
had reference to Christ's infancy was connected with the newly introduced festival of Christmas in the Western church, on the other hand,
the idea of the manifestation of Christ was applied in a preeminent
sense to his manifestation to the heathen world, as the Redeemer of
all mankind.
The festival was referred to the coming of the three
wise men from the East, who were supposed to be Heathens
and so
;

:

;

became the

announcement of salvation to
the heathen world, of the first conversion of some Heathens, as the
precursors of the approaching general conversion of the pagan nations.^
When these two points of view became united in one, the
general conception of the Epiphany was referred to the first manifestation of the miraculous power of Jesus after his baptism, in the first
miracle at Cana, the dies natalis virtutum Domini.
The case was directly the reverse with the festival of Chrises nativity, which in its origin belonged to the Western church.
As it was
particularly from the church of the West the dogmatic tendency proceeded, by which the doctrine of original sin cleaving to all men from
their birth, and of the necessity of their being renewed and sanctified in
order to deliverance from this corrupt nature, was clearly unfolded
as it was in the church of the West that the practice of infant baptism first became generally spread
so too in the Western church
originated the festival which refers to the sanctification of man's nature,
from its first germ, by participation in a divine life.
This feast first
makes its appearance, as one generally celebrated in the Roman
church, under the Roman bishop Liberius, after the middle of the
fourth century.^
The general participation in the celebration of "this
feast, which we already perceive in this first mention of it, leads to the
inference, that it was not at that time a festival wholly new.
It was
this feast

feast of the first

;

not till later, however, that it spread fi-om the Roman church to Eastern Asia.
From what we have previously observed respecting the
celebration of the feast of Epiphany in this part of the church, it
would already seem clear, that the Christmas feast could not be
one which originated there but Chrysostom says expressly, in a discourse pronounced at Antioch in celebration of this festival, on the
;

25th of December of the year 386, that

1

Augustin. p. 203. Hodierno die maniredemptor omnium gentium, fecit

festatus

sollennitatem omnibus geutibus. Themystic'interpretatiou of Psahn 72, v. 10, led to
the converting of the three Magi into
three kings. See TertuUian. adv. judteos,
c. 9.
2 Maximus of Turin, in the beginning of
the fifth century, says, after having cited
all the three modes of explaining the feast:
Sed (piid potissimum hoc factum die, novit
H. VI. Hci calls it a ccripse, qui fecit.
tain tradition, that the three facts collectively occurred >n the same day, the sixth

it

had first become known

of January

there

but in H. VII. he says, that
tradition respecting what
occurred on that day, and respecting that
;

although the
to

which the feast alluded, was different,
was but one faith and one devo-

yet there
tion.
*

Ambrose

relates, that

when

his sister

Marcella was consecrated as a nun on the
dies

Salvatoris, in St. Peter's
the bishop Liberius, the latter

natalis

chiii-ch,

by

said to her:

Vides quantus ad natalem

sponsi tui popnlus convenerit.

de virginib.

1.

III. c. 1.

Ambros.
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In a sermon which Chrjsostom prothan ten years before.^
nounced on the 20th of December in the same year, on the feast of a
martyr,^ he digresses from the proper subject of his discourse for the
less

purpose of inviting his hearers to participate in the approaching fesThe way in whicli he speaks of it shows how
tival of Christmas.^
desirous he was of making the interest more general, which he himIn the
self felt in a festival still new to this portion of the church.*
next following discourse, on the 25th of December, he says indeed,
that this feast, although still new in that part of the world, yet soon
of this,
acquired equal authority with the more ancient high festivals
the crowded assemblies, which the churches could scarcely contain,
But still it is evident from his own remarks, that, as
bore witness.
usually happens with new church regulations, all were not satisfied
controversy arose about
with the celebration of this new festival.
it.
While some denounced the festival as an innovation, others affirmed
in its defense that it had been known of old from Thrace to Cadiz.-^
This difference of opinion led him into a detailed argument in support
of the festival.
Its object would of course be acknowledged by every
Christian of the orthodox church at that time, as worthy of commemoration.
The grounds of opposition, therefore, could relate only to
the arbitrary determination of the time: hence Chrysostom labored
only to show that the true time was determined.
He appeals, in the first place, to the rapid and general reception of
the festival, to its authority increasing every year, as evidence that
:

A

ically determining when this birthday occurred as we find the bishop Jacob of Edessa
still declaring in the seventh century,
?) i/fiepa
rjTai.
True, he is speakiny in that phice that nol)ody knew on what day Christ was
particuUirly of ?Ae celebration of this feast on born. See AsSemani bibl. oriental. T. II. f.
16-36.
the (iventy-jifih of Decembei' ; yet the course
It was not until men believed that
and mode uf his argument shows that it there was some account whicli could be rewas only on the assumption of the twenty- lied on respecting this last-mentioned fact,
tifth of December as the birthday of Christ,
that they were led to connect with it the
that a distinct feast for tlie celebration of celebration of a particular feast.
At the
If same time it may be said, perhaps with
this birthday had there been founded.
it had already been the custom there at an
truth, that the interest in behalf of a festival
earlier period to celebrate some festival of which must have commended itself to the
feelings of Christians, contributed to crethis sort, but on a ditfereut day, he would
without doubt have separated the celebra- ate the belief and admission that the time
tion of such a feast frenerally from the ashad been truly determined.
2 Of Philogonius.
sumption of the twenty-tifth of December
T. I. f. 492.
3 L. c. § 3.
He would have enfor its celebration.
* Which he here styles " the mother of
deavored to show the want of foundation
for reckoning of the time previously fixed
all other feasts, nrj-ponoTiig Traauv tuv iopupon, before he adduced the reasons for TcJv," as indeed all the others presuppose
Moreover, it would the birth of Cln-ist and he names on this
the new calculation.
assuredly have been yet more difficult to occasion the principal feasts, " uird yup ravintroduce the determinate time adopted at T7]<; tH &eod)dvia kol rb naaxa Kal rj uvd?irjrpig
Rome into the Antiochian church, if an- Kal Tj TTEVTeKoarfj Trjv upx^jv Kal ttjv vnodeatv
other time had there already been fixed i'Ka^ov."
^ '\vuBev ttuol role diro Qp^KT/g jJ.exP'' Taupon. The authority of the Roman church
would hardly have been such as to induce deipuv OLKohai KarudTjAog Kal ETriarj/iog yeyove.
the whole community to transfer a feast Though this assertion cannot pass for a
already existing, to another day. It may credible historical testimony, yet it is somebe conjectured, that, previous to this time, thing in tavor of the supposition, that tlie
people were as far from thinking to conse- festival existed from early times in many
countries of the West.
crate a feast to the birthday of Christ, as
they were from the thought of chronolog-

Horn, in diem natal. Christi, § 1, T.
355.
Ovizo) StKarov kanv hog, k^ ov

1

II.

f.

drj'ATj

Kal yvupijxog ijfuv avrr/

;

yeyev-

;
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the time had been rightly assumed
applying here the well-known
remark of Gamaliel. But it is plain that in the settling of a date
this argument can decide nothing
although there is certainly good
;

;

reason for supposing that the natural propriety of such a festival, its
entire accordance with the feelings which glowed in every Christian
breast, promoted its reception on its own account, and created a general belief that the true time for it had been rightly determined.
Next, he appeals to the precise time, preserved in the Roman archives, of the census of the Procurator Quirinus.
On this point it is
possible he may have been deceived by false reports
or perhaps, at
Rome itself, certain apocryphal records had been allowed to pass as
genuine.
In other homilies, also, vi^ritten towards the close of the
fourth century, by Greek fathers, who notice this festival as one
which Christians very generally observed, there are nevertheless
marks of its comparatively recent introduction,^
On account of this more recent introduction of the Christmas festi;

val from the West into the East, the Christians in many countries of
the East preferred, instead of adopting a festival altogether new, to
unite the commemoration of Christ's nativity with the ancient feast

Thus it was at Jerusalem, and in the Alexandrian
was attempted to justify this simultaneous celebration on the authority of Luke 3
23, from which passage it was inferred that the baptism of Christ took place on the very day of his
of the Epiphany.

church.

And

it

:

Hence again it was, that, in many of the Greek churches
where, from the earliest times, neither of the two feasts had been observed, and where the feast of Christ's nativity was now introduced
because it appeared the more important of the two, the name Epiphany or TheoplMny was transferred to the latter.^
nativity .2

^ It seems to be the wish of Gregory of
the authority of this festival against those who were not disposed
to place it on the same level with the ancient principal feasts, which commemorated the passion, the resurrection, and the
ascension of Christ, when he says (Horn,
in natalem Christi, T. III. ed. Paris, 1638,
}A.i)6elg roJ Kara to ixdaxa. /ivarriplct)
f. 352)
fiovijv TTjv ToiavTTjV evxapiariav irpkneLv vttovoeItu, and therefore endeavors to show,
like Chrysostom, that that which constituted the object of this festival was presupposed by everytliing else Christ had
wrought for the salvation of mankind. So
in a homily, ascribed incorrectly to Basil of
Caesarea (T. II. opp. ed.Garnipr. f. 602, §
6), 'it is said
Ovoetc uavvreXj/c (let
there be no one but what contributes sometiling to the general joy), oiidelg ax°''
oiGTog, <pi)ey^C)fiEi}u nva nal r//j.sig
(puvriv aya?i.?uuasu)^, bvona T9ufj.e{^a tij
Eopry ijiiCov &eo<pavia,
from which
passage we ma/ infer, perhaps, that in the
country where this was said, not even the
piphami festival of the Syrian church
old
was as yet introduced; since, were it otherwise, its name would hardlv have been
transferree" to the new feast of Christ's na-

Nyssato defend

:

:

—

E

tivity.

^

See Cosmas Indicopleust. topographia

Christiana in Montfaucon, collectio nova
patrum, T. II. I. V. f. 194; Cassian Collat. 10, c. 2, respecting the simultaneous
celebration of these festivals by the Egyptians.
This custom of the Alexandrian
church must have been altered, it is true,
at a later period for in a homily delivered
at Alexandria, in the year 432, by Paulus,
;

in Phoenicia, we find the
feast of Christ's nativity described as an
independent feast by itself. According to

bishop of

Emesa

the title, this festival was held on the 29th
of the Egyptian month Choyac, which anSee acta
swers to the 25th of December.
concilii Ephesini pars IV. Harduini ConIt might be, that the
cil. T. I. f. 1694.
intimate connection of the Alexandrian
church with the Roman in the time of
CyriH the posture of opposition in which
the former stood at that time to the
churches of Eastern Asia the dogmatical
interest in the polemics waged against the
all this
Antiochian type of doctrine,
contributed to bring about the change,
^ So in the passage above cited from the
sermon extant under the name of Basil,
and in the expositio fidei of Epiphanius:
'H^epa rwv trnfaviuv, ore kyevvri^ri ev aapid
J

;

—
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If it became necessary, however, to designate some particular reason why this festival was first observed in the Roman church, and
why the time for its observance was transferred to the precise date
the attempt Avas made to explain this from
of the 25th of December,

—

the opposition to heathenism, and

more ancient narratives already

point in this direction.^
Precisely in this season of the year, a series of heathen festivals
occurred, the celebration of which among the Romans was, in many

ways, closely interwoven with the whole civil and social life. The
Christians, on this very account, were often exposed to be led astray
into many of the customs and solemnities peculiar to these festivals.
Besides, these festivals had an import which easily admitted of being
spiritualized, and with some slight change transformed into a Christian
sense.
First came the saturnalia, which represented the peaceful
times of the golden age, and abolished for a while the distinction of
This admitted of
ranks, the distance between servants and free men.
being easily transferred to Christianity, which, through the reconciliation of man with God, through the restoration of the fellowship between God and man, had introduced the true golden age, demonstrated
the equality of all men in the sight of God, and brought the like
Then came the
true liberty as well to the freeman as to the slave.
custom, peculiar to this season, of making presents (the strense),^
which afterwards passed over to the Christmas festival ; next, tlie
the sigilfestival of iufants, with which the saturnaUa concluded,
laria, where the children were presented with images ^ just as Christ-

—

;

mas was the true festival of the cliildren. Next came a festival still
more analogous to the Christmas, that of the shortest day, the winter solstice
the birthday of the new sun about to return once more
;

towards the earth (dies natalis

named

feast, a

presented

itself,

invicti solis)

transition to the

when

:

—

3nm

reptanti adhuc infantias oscillis
libus praibent.

The

Mauichean

In the case of this

Christ, the sun of the spiritual world,

6 Kvpiog.
Jerome disputed the propriety
of this use of the term Epipfiania, in his
Commentary on Ezekiel, c. 1 Epiphaniorum dies non, ut quidam putant, natalis
in carne, turn enim abscouditus est et non
apparuit.
i The account of Johannes, bishop of
Nice, in Combefis. auctarium bibliothecEe
patrum novissimum, Paris, 1648, T. II.,
and with supplementary additions in the
edition of the patres apostolici, by Coteler.
Cleric. T. I. 313, is from too late a
Eeriod, and too fabulous, to possess any
istorical imi)ortance whatever.
^ The participation in the customs of
this pagan festival, as well as the mutual
sending of jiresents, were practices for
which the Christians were already reprimanded by Tcitullian.
^ Macroh. Saturaal. 1. I. c. 11, quae lu-

*

.^

Faustus

ticti-

actually

last-

Christian point of view naturally

was com-

brings it as a charge against the Christians of the Catholic church, that they eelebrated the solstitia with the Pagans
Solennes gentium dies cum ipsis celebratis, ut kalendas et solstitia.
See Augustiu.
l.XX.c.4, c.Faustum. The Roman bishop,
Leo the Great, complains that many Christians had retained the pagan custom of
paying obeisance from some lofty eminence
to the rising sun
so too, when in the
morning they were ascending the steps of
Peter's
St.
church. Leo, S. XXVI. c. 3.
The second Trullan council, or quinisexwere
turn, 691,
still under the necessity of
forbidding t'le Christians to take any part
in the celebration of the Brumalia. Now if
it was the case that the remains of heathen
customs still existed among the Greeks, at
a time when Paganism had already almost
wholly vanished, much more must this
have been the case among the Roman
Christians in the earlier centuries.
:

;
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But the comparison was carried

pared with that of the material.

material world, it is after the darkness has
reached its highest point that the end of its dominion is already near,
and the light begins to acquire fresh power so, too, in the spiritual
world, after the darkness had reached its utmost height, Chiist, the

still

further

;

for, as in the

;

spiritual sun,

In

ness.

must appear,

fact,

many

to

make an end

of the

kingdom of dark-

allusions of this kind are to be found in the dis-

courses of the church fathers on the festival of Christmas.^
That Christian festival which could be so easily connected with the
feelings and presentiments lying at the ground of the whole series of

was now, therefore, to be opand hence the celebration of Christmas was
transferred to the 25th of December, for the purpose of drawing away
the Christian people from all participation in the heathen festivals, and
of gradually drawing over the Pagans themselves from their heathen
This view of the matter seems
customs to the Christian celebration.
to be particularly favored in a New Year's discourse by Maximus,
bishop of Turin, near the close of the fourth century, where he recognizes a special divine providence in appointing the birth of Christ to
take place in the midst of the pagan festivals ; so that men might be
led to feel ashamed of pagan superstition and pagan excesses.^
But these allusions to the series of heathen festivals happening in

pagan

festivals belonging to this season,

posed

to

these latter

;

this season of the year, furnish,

however, no decisive evidence that

the Christian festival was instituted on this account generally, or that
it was transferred to this particular time for the purpose of being op-

posed to the pagan celebrations. In fact, the resorting to this means
drawing away men from the pagan superstitions was a very hazardous experiment, and might easily lead men to confound Christianity
with Heathenism, and to lose out of sight the true import of the
Christian festival.
Of this, indeed, Leo the Great found it necessary
Yet we must allow, that, from the unsuitableness
to give warning.'^
of the means, it in nowise follows that such a means was not then resorted to. Only it should be remarked, in general, that the accommodation of Christian to pagan institutions proceeded, in most cases,

for

1 Thus says Gregory of Nyssa, in his
It
sermou on this festival, T. III. f. 340,
was not a matter of chance that Christ's

in the elements,

nativity took place at this season, fv^ ,«£«ovadai to okotoc upxerat Kal tu. ttjc vvktoc
uirpa rCi ttIeovu^ovtl rfjc uktIvoq (rvv(j-&ElraL

Jan.

—

Tzpog m'Aeirpiv.

MvaT7jpi.6v ri dia tCjv (paivofii-

vuv toIq 6iopaTti\G)Tspoi(: dtTjydTai. ij Kriatg.
Augustiu. S. XX. § 1. •' Since the infidelity which covered the whole world like a
night, was to diminish, while faith increased for this reason, on the nativity
of the Lord Jesus Ciirist, the night begins
to grow less, and the day to increase. Let
us, then, celebrate this festival, not like
the unbelievers, on account of this sun,
but on account of the Creator of this sun."
;

So, too, Leo the Great (S. XXV. § I) says,
that this day, more than any other, pre«ents,

by the new light beaming forth even

an image of

this

wonder-

Maximus Taurinens. H. V.

in Kal.

ful birth.
^

bibl.

patr. Galland.

T. IX.

f.

Bene quodammodo Deo providente

353:
dis-

positum, ut inter medias gentilium festivitates Christus Dominus oriretur et inter
ipsas tenebrosas superstitioncs errorum
veri luminis splendor effulgeret, ut perspicientes homines in vauis superstitionibus
suis purse divinitatis emicuisse justitiam,
praeterita obliviscerentur sacrilegia, futura

non

colerent.
^ S. XXII. c. 5
Diaholusilludens simplicioribus anirais de quorundam persuasione
pestifera, quibus hasc dies sollennitatis nostrse non tarn de nativitate Christi, quam
de novi, ut dicunt, solis ortu honorabilis
videatur.
:
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from the side of the people the church teachers resisted, at first, the
interminghng of pagan customs with Christian afterwards they gave
Inway, or were themselves carried along by the spirit of the times.
yet in no point
dividual exceptions, it is true, are to be met with
Avhich could be compared with the institution of such a principal festival, and which reached back to so early a period as the origin of
Originally, the prevailing mode of procedure, in the
Christmas.
Western church, was by no means to connect the celebration of Chrisbut rather to set over against the pagan
tian festivals with pagan
The passage of Faustus, in
festivals, days of fasting and penitence. ^
which Christians of the Catholic church are accused of taking part
in the festivities of Piiganism,^ seems, it is true, at first glance, to
but, on closer exammation,
confirm the conjecture above mentioned
Faustus accuses the Christians,
it will be found rather opposed to it.
merely changing the heathen into a Christian superstifirst, of
tion ; for example, substituting the worship of the martyrs in place
of the worship of idols •,^ and secondly, of imitating, without any
and here he names the kalenchange, heathen festivities, as heathen,
Now, with regard to the first of these charges,
dce and the sohtitia.
that the
we know certainly,— a fact presently to be mentioned,
church never had anything to do with those pagan festivities, but constantly expressed the warmest opposition to all participation in them.
;

;

;

:

;

—

—

The same would be

true, therefore, of the celebration of the solstitia,

same category with the rest. But if Faushad had any ground whatever for accusing the Christians of altering the pagan celebration of the solstitia into a seeming Christian
celebration of the nativity, it is the less to be supposed that he would
have omitted to bring such an accusation against them, as the feast
of Christ's nativity must have been particularly disagreeable to him
as a Manichean, who looked upon the birth of Christ in the flesh as
since this belonged in the

tus

a sorry superstition.
And what necessity

is there, in truth, of searching for outward
causes to account for a fact which explains itself, as growing but of
a fact like that of the
the inner development of the Christian life,
It is indeed
institution of a festival referring to the birth of Christ ?
very possible to distinguish between the introduction of the feast in
itself, and the designation of a particular point of time for its obserBut it is not, however, by any means to be supposed that, if
vance.
a Christmas festival had already existed, men would have transferred

—

it

to another day,

through the opposition

to

Paganism.

And

as

it

re-

spects the designation of this particular day for such a festival, it
should not be forgotten, that, in the earlier ages, thei-e were several

determinations of the day of Christ's nativity ; and we
might, with the same good reason, repeat the question with regard to

diflferent

1

Leo

the Great cites

it,

in his VII. Ser-

mo, as an old tradition, ut quoties ccEcitas
paganoruin in superstitionibus esset intentior, tunc prsecipue populus Dei orationiBUS et operibus pietatis (under which he
U)mprised alms and fasts, which were not

allowable on the principal festivals) instaret.

*

gg^ above, p. 347, n. 4.
Idola eorura vertistis in Martj'res, to
shall again revert on a
future occasion.
**

which passage we
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each one of these,

— How was

this ascertained ?
It is very probable
church, this point was settled by the authority of
some historical tradition, founded on apocryphal records. Now it is
very possible, we may admit, that, allowing the existence of such an
apocryphal tradition, it might have been helped along
not indeed
by any design of imitating or rivaling the pagan ceremonies, but quite
independently of these
by the mystical interpretation given to that
season of the year.^
That principle of the church by which it rather placed itself in op-

that, in the

Roman

—

—

pagan festivals, and pagan extravagances, than adopted
them, we see illustrated in the case of the New Year's festival, the
Kalendse Januarise.
The celebration of this grandest of the Roman
festivals, Avhich began with the end of December and lasted several
days, was, more than that of any other, interwoven with the whole
public and private life of the Romans
with all civil, social, and domestic arrangements, manners and customs.
It was, in fact, the commencement of the civil year, according to which all sorts of business
had to be adjusted and arranged. It was the time when the magistrates entered upon their several offices.
It was, therefore, the ordinary season of congratulations, when presents were mutually given
and received.
TertuUian already found reason to complain that
Christians participated in all these customs.
In defense of this participation it could ever be alleged, as it was still alleged by many in the
beginning of the fifth century, that this whole festival was in truth
of a purely civil nature, having no necessary connection with religion,
and that it might be joined in, therefore, without the least danger to
the faith.2
But with this celebration were united customs standing
position to

;

and the
abandoned revelry, and
which sought, by means of

directly at variance with the principles of the Christian faith
rules of Christian conduct

various kinds of heathen

—

riotous excesses,

superstition,

omens and the arts of divination, to unveil the destinies of the whole
year.
The first day was spent by many of the Pagans in an unrestrained indulgence of sensual enjoyments, under the persuasion that
such a beginning would be followed by a corresponding year of pleasIt is manifest what a corrupting influence this contagious example of pagan immorality and superstition would exert on the Christian life
indeed the Christian teachers were often forced to complain
of it in their homilies.*
Yet, even in this case, the pagan festival
could have been converted into a Christian one, having no connection
with the pagan in religion, by simply giving to the commencement of
the civil year a Christian import, on the principle that every change

ure.^

:

How

1
easily the determination of chronological questions of this sort miglit proceed from mystical interpretations of Scripture texts, may be seen, e. g. by consulting
Hieronym. in Ezeehiel. c. 1. v. 1, where,
on the principle that the first month of
.he civil year of the Jews must nearly
correspond to the month of October, the
fourth month therefore to January, the
author concludes that the baptism of Je-

sus,

on the

tied.
^ pg^nis

fifth

of January,

Chrysologus, S.

is

here typi-

CLV.

:

Esse

non vetustatis errorem,
"
anni principium, non gentilitatis
* See Liban. eK(ppaaci KaXavduv,
Chrysost. Homil. Kalend.
* See the homilies of Asterius of Amasea, of Maximus of Turin, of Chrysostom,
Augustin, Leo the Great.

novitatis liEtitiam,

(
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and new beginning in earthly things should be sanctified by religion.
And, in this manner, a Christian celebration of the commencement
of the year would be most appropriately opposed to the pagan celebration of the day.
Such considerations are to be met with for
;

commencement of the new
obvious thought seem to have oc-

instance, in Chrysostom's discourse on the

year.
But to no one does the
curred, of converting the civil observance wholly into an ecclesiastical one
for this thought lay too remote from the original Chris:

tian point of view,

conformably

the

momentous

exclusively
tion,

to

and had

tlieir

origin in

which all festivals were referred
connected with man's salvaa farely religious interest,
with the
to

facts

—

exception of individual local feasts, instituted in memory of the deliverance from some great danger, as from war, or from an earthquake,^
while, at the same time, there was a strong reluctance to fall in with

commencement of the year with
would have been nearer the Christian point
of view, to separate the ecclesiastical year from the civil, and to make
the year begin either with Easter or the Christmas festival.'"^
It was
only to oppoise a counter influence to the pagan celebration, that
Christian assemblies were finally held on the first day of January
and they were designed to protect Christians against the contagious
influence of pagan debauchery and superstition.
Thus when Augustin had assembled his church, on one of these occasions, he first caused
to be sung the words, " Save us,
Lord our God and gather us
from among the heathen!" Ps. 106: 47
and hence he took occasion to remind his flock of their duty, especially on this day, to show
themselves as men who had in truth been gathered from among the
heathen into one community
to exhibit in their life the contrast between the Christian and the heathen temper to substitute alms for
New Year's gifts (the Strenae), edification from Scripture for merry
songs, and fasts for riotous feasting.
This principle was gradually
adopted in the practice of the Western church, and three days of
penitence and fasting opposed to the pagan celebration of January,^
the pagan custom of celebrating the
religious observances.

It

;

!

;

;

;

until, the

time being designated, the festival of Christ's circumcision

was transferred to this season when a Jewish rite was opposed to
the pagan observances, and its reference to the circumcision of the
heart by repentance, to heathen revelry.
Besides these festivals, should be mentioned also the days consecrated to the memory of holy men, who had endeared themselves to
;

1

The

(Sozom.

yeveaia rov gekt/iov at Alexandria
1. VI. c. 2)
the feast after Licin;

was conquered by the Emperor Con8tantine,'and the church delivered from the
danger that threatened her. Euseb. de
ills

fita

Constantini

1.

II. c. 19.

With the Easter festival, since the resurrection of Christ was the beginning of
a new creation, and the spiritual spring
might be associated with the spring of nature.
With the Christmas festival, since
the nativity of Christ was the beginning of
his life, which laid the foundation for man's
•^

salvation, and the festival was the one
from which all the others proceeded.
^ ggg Isidor. 1. I. c. 40, de officiis and
Concil. Turonense II. a. d. 567, c. 17. Triduum illud, quo, ad calcandum gentilium

consuetudinem, patres nostri statuerunt
privatas in Kalendis Januariis fieri litanias, ut iu ecclesiis psallatur, et bora octava in ipsis Kalendis circumcisionis raissa

Deo propitio celebretur. It may be a
question, whether the latter refers to the
circumcisio cordis, or already to the memoria circumcisionis Christi.
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the church as teachers, or as martyrs to the faith.
Of these we sh^U
speak more particularly hereafter.
We now pass to consider the particular acts of Christian worship.

4.

Particular Acts of Christian Worship.

Among

these, the reading of the Holy Scriptures held always an
important place.
Of the great influence which this practice had on

we have spoken already. At the begineach bishop to appoint such portions of the Bible
as he chose, to be read at each meeting of the church.
The historical and practical allusions to the above-mentioned parts in the cycle
the church hfe of this age,

ning,

it

was

left for

of Christian festivals,

led to the practice of selecting certain porreference to the principal feasts
and this

first

tions of Scripture with

;

by tradition, into a standing rule.-^
As to the relation of the sermon to the whole office of worship, this
is a point on which we meet with the most opposite errors of judgSome who looked upon the clergy as only oflering priests, and
ment.
who considered the main part of Christian worship to consist in the
practice was gradually converted,

magical effects of the priestly services, were hence inclined greatly
and wholly to overlook the necessity of the
While they made everything to depend
didactic element of worship.
on the supernatural gifts, imparted to the priest through ordination,
that ability to teach, which it was needful for him to strive after, did
not come under their consideration.
In the Greek church, on the
other hand, as far as the higher classes, in the larger cities, were concerned, the sermon alone was of special importance
and, from the
position of their miseducated rhetorical taste, they knew not how to
prize anything else that related to Christian edification.
Hence the
church would be thronged when some famous speaker was to be
heard but only a few remained behind when the sermon was ended
and the church prayers followed. " The sermons," said they, " we
can hear nowhere but at church but we can pray just as well at
home." 2 Against this abuse Chrysostom had frequent occasion to
speak, in his discourses preached at Antioch and Constantinople.
to overvalue the liturgical,

;

;

;

1 What Augustin says in the prologue to
his homilies on the first epistle of John,
may serve as a proof: Solennitas sanctorum dierum, quibus certas ex evangelic
lectiones oportet recitari, quiB ita sunt annuaes, ut alias esse non possint.
Thus, in
Easter week, the history of Christ's resurrection was read in turn from all the gos-

See Augustin, S. CCXXXI. and S.
CCXXXIX. Chrysostom, in Horn. IV. in
jLjrincipio actorum, T. III. f. 85, says, the
Withers had introduced such apportionments of Scripture to particular times, not
for the sake of abridging Christian liberty
(ovx tva vnb uvuyKTjv Kaipuv rfjv iXsvdepiav
ijfuv vnofSuTicjaiv) but out of condescension
to the necessities of the weak. But the natural propensity of men to bind themselves
to forms once sanctioned by use, was
pels.

,

shown

also

in the present

case.

In the

North African church it was customary to
on Good Friday, the history of the
passion from Matthew. When Augustin,
to give his church a more varied and full
knowledge of the history of the passion,
read,

proposed to read the different gospels
yearly, in turn, and on a certain Good
Friday caused the portion to be read from
for
another gospel, disturbances arose
many were disappointed not to hear what
they had been accustomed to Volueram
:

:

aliquando, ut per singulos annos, secundum oranes evangelistas etinm passio legeretur.

Factum

est,

quod consueverant,

CCXXXII,
^

non audierunt homines
et perturbati sunt.

See Chrysostom. H.

hensib. §

6,

S.

§ 1.

T.

I.

469.

III.

de Incompr^

THE SERMON.
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Hence,

too, without regard to the essential character of the church,
a style borrowed from the theatre or the lecture-rooms of declaimers
was introduced into the church assemblies. Hence the custom of
interrupting such speakers, at their more striking or impressive pasVain ecclesisages, with noisy testimonials of approbation (k/jotos).
astics, men whose hearts were not full of the holy cause they pro-

fessed,

made

it

the chief or only aim of their discourses to secure the

applause of such hearers

;

and hence labored solely

to display their

say something with point and etfect.
But many of the better class too, such men as Gregory Nazianzen,
I'ould not wholly overcome the vanity which this custom tended to
foster, and tlius fell into the mistake of being too rhetorical in their
sermons,! and yet Gregory well knew how easily the judgment of the
multitude might be corrupted, for when Jerome once asked him for the
explanation of a difficult word in the holy Scriptures, he jestingly invited Jerome to hear him explain it from the pulpit, for then, when the
whole multitude shouted applause, he would be compelled to understand
what he understood not, or, if he alone were silent, he would be set down
and Jerome says, in relating this, " There is nothing
by all as a fool
so easy as, by fluency of tongue, to deceive the ignorant multitude,
which, when it does not understand, wonders so much the more." ^
Men of holy seriousness, like Chrysostom, strongly rebuked this declamatory and theatrical style,* and said that, through such vanity, the
whole Christian cause would come to be suspected by the heathens.
Many short-hand writers eagerly employed themselves in taking
down, on the spot, the discourses of famous speakers, in order to
The sermons were sometimes
give them a wider circulation.^
though rarely
read olF entirely from notes,.or committed to memsometimes they were freely delivered, after a plan prepared beory
forehand
and sometimes they were altogether extemporary. The
last we learn incidentally, from being informed that Augustin was
occasionally directed to the choice of a subject by the passage which the
" prnelector " had selected for reading; when, he tells us, he was
sometimes urged by some impression of the moment, to give his sermon a different turn from what he had originally proposed.^ We are

eloquence or

brilliant

wit,

to

;'-^

—

—

;

;

Gregory Nazianzen says himself, in

1

his farewell discourse at

KfjOTT/aare ;t«P«f. oft)
vtpoQ Tov (njTopa vfj,C)v.

Constantinople:
upare eig

(iorjaare,

The words of Jerome, ep. 52, ad Nepotianum, § 8 Prseceptor quondam mens
GregoriusNazianzenusrogatusame.utex'^

:

poneret, quid sibi vellet in Luca sabbathum
devTepoirpurrov eleganter lusit, docebo te, inquiens, super hac re in ecclesia, in qua
mihi omni populo acclamante cogeris invitus scire quod nescis, aut certe si solus
tacueris, solus ab omnibus stultitiae con-

demnaberis.
^

Nihil

lam

et

bilitate

tam

" This
* Thus on one occasion he says
no theatre; you are not sitting here as
spectators of comedians " (ovdl yUp -dsarpov ean tu napuvra, oh Tpay^&ovg Kci^rjax^t
:

is

^eufisvoi vvv).

quam

vilem plebecu-

:

fat. to his

mus

plus miratur.

Dei,

VOL.

II.

2i

Sermones. Hence the different
we have of so many of the an-

cient homilies.

indoctam concionem, linguae voludecipere, quae quidquid non in-

telligit,

7.

TMv&avovaai. Hence the complaint of Gaudentins of Brescia, that his sermons had
been inaccurately transcribed by note-takers who sat out of sight.
See the Praerecensions

facile,

In Matth. H. 17, §

^ Hence
Gregory Nazianzen, in his
farewell discourse, preached at Constantinople, says
Xaipere ypa(pl6Eg ipavepat kcU

•»

Augustin. in Psalm. 138, § 1. Maluinos inerrore lectoris scquivoluntatem
quam nostram in ntistro proposito.
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also informed by Chrysostom, that his subject was frequently
suggested to him by something he met with on his way to church, or
which suddenly occurred during divine service.

Church Miidc was cultivated, in this period, more according to rule.
In connection with the " prelectors," ^ were appointed church-choristers, who sung sometimes alone, sometimes interchangeably with
the
choirs of the congregation.
It was considered very important that
the whole church should take part in the psalmody.^
Besides the Psalms, which had been used from the earliest times,
and the short doxologies and hymns consisting of verses from the
holy Scriptures, spiritual songs composed by distinguished church
teachers, such as Ambrose of Milan and Hilary of Poictiers, were

among the pieces used for public worship in the Western church.
To the last named practice, much opposition, it is true,
was expressed. It was demanded, that, in conformity with the ancient
usage, nothing should be used in the music of public worship, but what
was taken from the sacred Scriptures. Atid as sectaries and heretical parties often had recourse to church psalmody, as a means for
also introduced

circulating their

had not been

own

peculiar religious opinions,

for a long time in use in the

all those songs which
church were particularly

Hable to suspicion.*

must already have become a matter of complaint, however, as
Western as in the Greek church, that the ecclesiastical
music had taken too artificial and theatrical a direction, and departed
from its ancient simplicity for we find the Egyptian abbot Pambo, in
It

well in the

;

the

fourth

century, inveighing against the introduction of heathen

1 See the sermon of Chrysostom, of
which the theme was chosen on his way
to church, when he saw, in the winter

time, lying in the vicinity of the church,
many sick persons and beggars, and touched with pity, felt constrained to exhort
his hearers to works of brotherly kindness and charity.
T. III. opp. ed. Montf.
f. 248.
Compare also the turn which he
gave to his discourse in a certain sermon,

when

the lighting of the lamps drew away
the attention of his hearers.
See T. IV.
662.
-ialTaL, cantores, who, like the Leetores, were taken from the younger clergy,
^ In the 15th canon of the council of
Laodicea, it was ordered, that no others
besides the regularly appointed church
cantors should sing in divine service {rcepl
Tov fi7) 6elv irTiiov tC>v Kavovmuv xpaTiTuv tuv
iTTi Tov ufj.(3uva uvaQdLvovTCJv Kal utto SL(j)^eoaf (the church song-hooks) tpuAXovTuv
f.

'^

irepovcnvuc ipc'M.ELv Ev EKKXr/aia). But this
is hardly to be understood as meaning that
theparticipationof the congregation in the
church music was to be wholly excluded,
At least, if this were the case, it must be
regarded as a temporary and provincial
tegulation and it would be in direct con;

tradiction to the usage of the Eastern
church, in which the distinguished church
teachers, such as Basil of Cajsareu and
Chrysostom, expended much labor in improving the style of congregational singing.
Most probably this canon is to bo
understood in the sense, that none but
persons of the clerical order should hold
the post of professed church-singers, so
that the singing of the congregation was
to be regarded as a wholly independent
thing,
*

See Concil. Laodicen.

c. 59.
"Otl ov
ry IkkXtjcouncil of Braga, in the
year 561, c. 12, .against the Priscillianists,
directed, ut extra psalmos vel Scripturas
canonicas nihil poetice compositum in ecclesia psallatur.
On the other hand, the
fourth council of Toledo, a. d. 633, c. 13,
defended the use of such sacred hymns as

del ldiu>TiKoi)g ipaTi/jovg ?ieysc-&aL
a'ta.

The

h

first

were composed by Hilary and Ambrose.
the ancient hymns and doxologies,
taken from Scripture, were not, they said,
wholly free from human additions. As
prayers and liturgical forms of human composition were used in divine 'service, the
same use might be made also of sacred
hymns indited by men.

Even
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melodies into church psalmody ^ and the abbot Isidore of Pelusium
complaining of the theatrical style of singing, particularly among the
Momen, which, instead of exciting- emotions of penitence, served
rather to awaken sinful passions ^ and Jerome, in remarking on the
19,^ says, " Let our youth
words of the Apostle Paul, in Ephes. 5
hear this let those hear it w^hose office it is to sing in the church.
Not with the voice, but with the heart, must we make melody to the
Lord.
We are not, like comedians, to smooth the throat with sweet
drinks, in order that they may hear theatrical songs and melodies in
but the fear of God, piety, and the knowledge of the
the church
Scriptures, should inspire our songs ; so that not the voice of the
singer, but the divine matter expressed, may be the point of attraction ; so that the evil spirit, which entered 'into the heart of a Saul,
may be expelled from those who are in like manner possessed by him,
;

;

:

;

:

rather than invited by those who would turn the house of God into a
heathen theatre."
We now proceed to consider the administration of the sacraments.

Although, from the middle of the third century, infant baptism was
generally recognized as an apostoUcal institution, yet it was very far
from being the case, that the practice, particularly in the Greek

In part, the same habit of
church, corresponded with the theory.
confounding the external sign with the inward grace, which, at a still
later period, caused an undue value to be attached to infant bap-

and partly the frivolous tone of thinking, the indifference to all
higher concerns, which characterized so many who had only exchanged
all this together contributed' to
the pagan for a Christian outside,
bring it about, that among the Christians of the East, infant baptism,
tism,

—

though

in theory

and with

so

much

acknowledged

necessary, yet entered so rarely

to be

difficulty into the

church

during the

life

first

half

of this period.

Thus many pious but mistaken parents, accustomed to confound regeneration with the external ordinance of baptism, dreaded intrusting
the baptismal grace to the weak, unstable age of their children, which
grace, once lost by sin, could never be regained. They wished rather
to reserve it against the more decided and mature age of manhood,
as a refuge from the temptations and storms of an uncertain life.
To a mother who acted on this principle, says Gregory of NazianLet sin gain no advantage in thy child let it be sanctified
zen
from the swaddling clothes, consecrated to the Holy Ghost. You fear
'"•

:

for

;

seal, because of the weakness of nature.
What a
and faint-hearted mother must you be
Anna consecrated

the divine

feeble

!

See the conference of the abbot Pambo with his disciples, on the too artificial
church music of Alexandria, in imitation
of the heathen melodies {Kavoveg kol rpo-

de Musica, published by the abbot Gerbert, T.I. 1784, p. 3.
- Isidor. Pelus. 1. I. ep. 90.
Karavv^iv
fiev ek tuv ^eldv vfivuv ovx' vno/uvovai, r^

napia).
"The monks," says he, "have
not retired into the desert, to sinj^ beau-

dt tov jUiXovg r/dvTTjrc etc epe-^ia/xdv nai^rinutuu xP'^H-^vol, ovdev avTtjv exfiv ttMov tuv
iirl okijv^c gtanuTuv TvoyiCpvTai.
See his Commentar. in ep. Ephes. I

1

melodies, and move hands and feet
{fiEXudovatv dofiara Kal frvdfii^ovatv jjxo^c
«at asiovai x^lpac «at fiETafSaivovoi, (iiaAkov«?) TTodof). See the Scriptores ecclesiastiful

:

tici

'*

III.

c. 5,

VII.

1,

f.

T. IV.

f. 387, ed. Martianay,
652, ed. Vallarsi.

T
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her Samuel to God, even before he was born
ture.

;

immediately after his

made him

a priest, and she trained him up in the priestly vesInstead of fearing the frailty of the man, she trusted in God ! " ^

birth, she

With this habit of confounding the sign with the thing signified was
united, in the case of others, a deep-lurking spirit of ungodliness, leading them to look forward to baptism as a certain magical remedy,
whereby

be suddenly extinguished without the renunciation
to enter into a sort of compact or bargain
Avith God and Christ,'-^ to' be permitted to enjoy, as long as possible,
their sinful pleasures, and yet in the end, by the ordinance of baptism,
which like a charm was to wipe away their sins, to be purified from all
of

it.

sin could

They were disposed

their stains,

and

attain to blessedness in a

moment.^

Hence many

put off baptism, until they were reminded by mortal sickness, or some
other sudden danger, of approaching death.^
Hence it was, that in
times of public calamity, in earthquakes, in the dangers of war, multitudes hurried to baptism, and the number of the existing clergy
scarcely sufficed for the wants of all.
Gregory of Nyssa, in his sermon on baptism, mentions a case which ought to have served as a
warning example to many, but should also have been employed to
caution men against that conception of baptism as something merely
outward.
young man of a respectable family in the town of
Comana in Pontus was fatally wounded by the Goths,
who had
already taken the suburb,
as he was going out to reconnoitre.
As
he fell dying, he begged with a cry of despair, for baptism, which at
the moment no one was at hand to bestow on him.
In the case of many, who first received baptism in the later period
of life, this proceeding was no doubt attended with one advantage,
that the true import of the baptismal rite might then be more truly
expressed.
It was not until after they had been led, by some dispensation affecting the outward or the inner life, to resolve on becoming
Christians with the whole soul, that they applied for baptism ; and
the ordinance, in this case, was not a mere opus operatum but really

A

—

—

—

;

them the commencement of a new era of life, truly
consecrated, in the temper of the heart, to God.
Thus it was, that
many made it a point, from the time of their baptism, to enter upon
constituted to

the literal observance of Christ's precepts they would no longer take
an oath ; and not a few outwardly renounced the world and became
monks, which, at all events, shows what importance they attached to
this ordinance.
But, on the other hand, the cause of delaying baptism,
with numbers, was their want of any true interest in religion, their
ambiguous position between heathenism and Christianity, their being
bred and living along in a medley of pagan and Christian superstitions
nor can it be denied, that the neglect of infant baptism, springing out
of this sad state of things, contributed also to maintain and prolong it.
:

;

1

Orat. 40,

f.

648.

^ They are very justly styled by Gregory of Nazianzen, 1. c. f. 643 " xP'^f'TOKa:

T7i2.ovg
^
f.

Kul xpt-OTefxTiopovg."

Gregory of Nyssa, de baptismo, T.

II.

221, aptly calls it: " Kaiv?) koI napudo^oc

efmopca, ov' xpv<^ov koL kadriTo^, uXku K'kq-dovq avo\u.u>v, Ka-Krfkua irepUp-yog r^f /card
ipvxv^ /caiJapcrewf."
* llpof Tug iaxurag uvaTwoug
ava^ciTikofiEvoi auTT/plav.

18, in Job. §

1.

ttjv

oUeiav

Chrysostom. H.
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of baptism, children would have been immediately introduced into a certain connection with the church, and at least brought
more directly under its influence instead of being exposed, as they
now were, from their birth, to pagan superstition, and often kept at a
distance, in their first training, from all contact with Christianity. To
commend their children to God and to the Saviour in prayer, was
but rather to call in old women, who were
not the custom of parents
supposed to possess the power of protecting the life of infants by am-

By means

;

;

and other devices of heathen

ulets

superstition.^

We

observed, in the preceding period, that the catechumens were
To these, until the beginning of the
distributed into two classes.

At first a distinction was made,
fourth century, was added a third.
generally, between those who professed Christianity, though they had
not, as yet, attained to a complete knowledge of the Christian docthe catechumens, who were, in the
trines, nor received baptism,

—

of the word, called also Christians,'-^ though in a
and the fully instructed baptized Christians.'^ The
vaguer sense,
lowest class among the former constituted the aKpoco/xci/oi, aKpoarai, or
auditores, audientes, who took this name from the circumstance that

common meaning

—

they were admitted to hear only the reading of the Scriptures and
the sermon, and then were immediately dismissed."*
The second class consisted of those who had already received more
In behalf of these a
full and accurate instruction in Christianity.
special prayer of the church was offered, and they received, kneeling,
whence their name viroTvi-n-TovTf.';, yowKkithe blessing of the bishop
also Catechumens in the stricter
vovre';, Genuflectentes, Prostrati
This prayer of the church was so composed and
sense of the term.
arranged, as to bring directly before the consciousness of these individuals their need of illumination by the Holy Spirit, without which
the divine doctrines could not be vitally apprehended, and the nec:

;

essary connection between faith and practice
Chrysostom contrasts the Christian
consecration which the child ought to receive from the first, with the pagan superstition to which it was immediately exposed
1

Tu irepiaTTTa kqI 'ovc Kuduvag rouf rf/c ,t«pog e^jjpTTjfiEvovc nat tov kokklvov arr/fj.ova
Kal TU u?iAa TU ~o/2r/g uvoiac yifiovTa, 6iov
(ZT/Sev ETepov tu> ttuiSI irepLTiMvat uXX' fj Tfjv
and TOV aravpov (pvXaicfiv. Horn. 12, in ep.
I.

ad Corinth.

Hence

§ 7.

the act of the bishop or prosreceived those who were not
Christians, as candidates for the Christian
jhurch, into the first class of catechumens,
Oy making over them the sign of the cross
UoLEcv xpioTiavovg. Concil. cecum. Constannoielv xpi-'^Tiavov.
tinop. I. c. 7.
^ The distinction Christiani ac fideles,
>nd Christiani et catechumeni. Cod. Theodos. de apostat. 1. 2.
* Some have supposed that tlere was a
still lower class, those who were not as yet
permitted to attend the meetings of the
2

byter,

who

;

as well as to assure

church, the e^u^ov/ievoi. But as this attendance was allowed even to Pagans and
Jews, it is scarcely possible to suppose that
a class of catechumens were particularly
designated by a name which signified their
])resent exclusion. Neither would the term
e^u&ovixmJOL, denoting, as it docs, not the
fact that persons have not been received,
but that those once received have been exeluded, be suited to the case in question.
The V. canon of the council of Neoctesarea (in which it was simply ordered that
those uKpoarui who had fallen into any sin
rendering them unworthy of the Christian
name, inasmuch as they could not be transferred to a lower class of catechumens,
should be wholly excluded from the list),
furnishes no warrant for the hypothesis
of a particular class of excluded persons
among the catechumens on tJie contrary,
the canon here speaks of such as were no
longer to be considered as belonging to
the catechumens in any sense.
:
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them of the sympathy of the whole community

in

all

tbeir

con-

cerns.^

On leaving this class, they next took their place among those who
proposed themselves for baptjsm, the baptismal candidates,^ the Competentes,^ <i>i,iTit,6fxevoi.
They learned by heart the confession of faith,
since this was to be orally transmitted, as written on the hving tablets
of the heart, and not in a dead, outward letter (see vol. I. sect.
3, p.

308)

and

confession, as containing the sum and essence of
Christian doctrine, was explained to them by the lectures of the bishop
or the presbyter.
To the symbolical usages connected with the prep;

this

aration for baptism, and with the rite of baptism itself, of which we
have spoken in the preceding period, new ones were added, yet not
the same in all the churches.
It seems to have been a custom which
very generally prevailed, for the candidates, until the time they were
incorporated, on the octave of the completed rite of baptism (in the

AVestern church, see above), with the rest of the church, to wear a
on the head and over the face, which perhaps was meant, in the
first place, as it is explained by Cyrill of Jerusalem, to serve as a
symbol, expressing that the attention should not be diverted by foreign
objects
afterwards, on the ground of St. Paul's declaration in the
First Epistle to the Corinthians, the additional meaning was given ta
it, that, as the act of veiling was a sign of dependence and of tutelage,
so the removing of the veil was a sign of freedom and of maturitj
veil

;

1 As an example of the manner in which
the Christian feeling expressed itself in
these prayers, we will insert here the form
of this prayer, accordinji' to the liturgy of
the ancient church of Antioch " That the
all-merciful God would hear their prayer,
that he would open the ears of their hearts,
so that they might perceive what eye hath
not seen nor ear heard that he would instruct them in the word of truth
that he
would plant the fear of the Lord in their
hearts, and confirm the faith in his truth in
their souls ; that he would reveal to them
the gospel of righteousness that he would
bestow on them a godly temper of mind,
:

;

;

;

a prudent understanding, and an upright

and virtuous walk, so that they might at
all times meditate and practice what is of
God, might dwell in the law of the Lord
day and night that he would deliver them
from all evil, from all devilish sins, and
from all temptations of the evil one,; that
he -would vouchsafe to them, in his own
;

time, the new birth, the forgiveness of sins,
the investiture of the new, imperishable,
divine life (hdvjxa ttjc u(l)&apaiac. See vol.
I. and below, the doctrine concerning baptism)
that he would bless their coming
ii and their going out, their families, their
domestics that he woidd multiply their
children, bless them, preserve them to the
ripeness of age, and make them wise; that
he would cause all things that awaited
;

;

them

work together

to

for

their good.'

The deacon then bade the catechumens
who had remained kneeling during thit
prayer, to arise, and invited them to pra^
themselves, " for the angel of peace, for
peace upon all that awaited them, peact
on the present days, and on all the days o'
their life
and for a Christian end." Hv
" Commend youi
concluded by saying
selves to the living God and to his Christ.'
They then received the blessing from the
bishop, in which the whole community
joined by saying. Amen. See Chi-ysostom,
in epist. II. ad Corinth. Hom. II. § .5.
Their names were inscribed for this
purpose in the church books, the diptycha,
;

:

'^

the matricula ecclesiae ; which was nomen
dare baptismo. The dvofiaToypa(pia is mentioned in Cyrill's prologue to liis Catecheses, § 1
and to this the mystical exposition of Gregory of Nyssa alludes, de
baptismo, T. II. f. 216, where he says,
" that, as he inscribed the names with ink
in the earthly roll, so might the finger of
God write them down in his imperishable
book" (Jore /hoc tu bvofiara, Iva kyu fiev
avTu role aiadjiraic e}'A;ap«sw |8//3Aoif). In
the fifth act of the council under Mennas,
A. D. 536, a deacon occurs, 'o rue npoarjyoplai Tuv eic, to jBunTiafia npoaiovTuv tyypa:

;

<I>£IV

^

TETayfiEVOQ.

Simul petentes.regnumccElorum.

gustin. S. 216.

Au
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conceded to them as regenerated persons.^ To exorcism, was now
added insufflation, or breathing on the candidates Qfj-cftvaai', insufflare),
to denote the communication of the Holy Ghost, as the former had
denoted deliverance from unclean spirits. The bishop next touched
the ear of the candidate, saying, in the words of Mark 7
34,
" Ephphatha, Be opened, and may Ood send thee an open underIn the
standing, that thou mayst be apt to learn and to answer." ^
North African church, the bishop gave to those whom he received as
competentes, while signing the cross over them as a symbol of consecration, a portion of salt, over which a blessing had been pronounced.
This was to signify the divine word imparted to the candidates as the
true salt for human nature.'^ When the baptism was to be performed,
the candidate was led to the entrance of the baptistery, where he
first stood with his face towards the West, as a symbol of the darkness
which he was now to renounce, and pronounced, addressing Satan as
present, the formula of renunciation, the origin and meaning of which
were explained under the preceding period " I renounce thee, Satan,
all thy works, all thy pomp, and all thy service."*
Next he turned
to the East, as a symbol of the light into which he would now enter
" To thee,
from the darkness, and said
Christ
I devote my:

:

:

!

self." 5

We

noticed as existing already in the preceding period the custom

In this period, when there was an inclinacustom arose of a double unction ; one
as a preliminary rite, denoting the consecration to be imparted to the
believer by his fellowship witli Christ, whereby he was to be deUvered
from the sins of the old man, the putting away of Avhom had just been
symbolized by the laying aside of the garment's." The second unction,
with the consecrated oil (the xpiajj.a'), the same symbolical act which
we found existing already in the preceding period, denoted the completion of baptism by a perfect communion of divine life with the Redeemer,
the communication of the Holy Spirit consecrating the
of anointing at baptism.*^

tion to multiply symbols, the

—

individual to the spiritual Christian priesthood.^

At

the

first

anoint-

head only was marked; at the second, the forehead, ears,
nose, and breast, to show how this consecration by the divine life
should pervade and ennoble the entire human nature.
We noticed in the preceding period, how, in the Western church, a
distinct sacrament had arisen out of conjirniation, or the laying on
the hands of the bishop as a symbol of the communication of the Holy
Spirit (see above), which originally made a part of the rite of baping, the

1 Cyrill. Prsef. ad Catech. c. 5. 'Eff/cerraffToi GOV TO TrpwrruTTOv, iva axoh'iari /mitvov t/
dcavoca. Auonstin. S.376, § 2.
Hodie octuvo; dicuntur int'antium, revelaiida sunt

* 'AnoTuaaofial col, aaravd, Kal nuay ry
nofmi/ aov, nal nuay ry '}MTpei</, aov.
» ilvvrdaaofial aoi, XptaTe.
See vol. I. sect. 3, p. 315.

capita eoriim, quod est indicium libertatis.
The sacramentuni apertionis. Ambros. de iis, qui mysteriis initiantur, c. 1.
See the work ascribed to him, de sacramentis, 1. I. c. 1.
Auirustin. dccatechizandisrudib. c. 26.

Koivuvol
Cyrill. Mysta^o;^. II. c. 3.
eyiveade tt/c 'KalAieXaiov 'Iriaov XpLaroii.
Constitut. apostol. V^II. 22.
Torrov tov uyiov xpiOf^'^TOi Kara^LudevTE^,Kn'kelade. xpt^OTUivoi, says Cyrill of Jerusalem, Catoches. Mystugog. III. c. 4
conf. Concil. Laudic. c. 4S.

•^

**

Cout'ession. 11.

c. 11.

''

">

**
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SEASONS OF BAPTISM.

tism.
The ideas which men associated with the administration of that
chrism, and with the imposition of hands by the bishop, were originally
so kindred that they might easily be led to comprehend them both

under one and the same conception, and to unite them
Yet on this point the usage was still unsettled.^

in

one trans-

action.

The baptized now arrayed themselves in white robes, as a sign of
regeneration to a new divine life, of infantile purity.
Next followed
a custom, in the Western churches, also handed down from the foregoing period, of giving them a mixture of milk and honey, as a symbol of childlike innocence (a foretype of the communion which, was
to be received by them). ^
To the times of administering this rite more particularly observed
in the preceding period, among which, however, the Easter Sabbath
ever continued to be the principal one, was now added, in the Greek
church, the feast of Epiphavy^ a favorite season for the administration of this ordinance,

on account of

its

reference to the baptism of

by the same church, the feast of Pentecost was not
reckoned among the other customary seasons for administering baptism.^
The free evangelical spirit of Chrysostom declared strongly
against those who would confine baptism to particular seasons, and
who imagined that a genuine baptism could not be administered at any
other
he brings against this opinion the examples in the Acts of the
Apostles."^
The narrow si)irit of the Roman church, on the other
hand, was here again the first to lay a restraint on Christian liberty.
Christ

;

while,

:

The Roman

bishop Siricius, in his decretal addressed to Himerius,
bishop of Tarraco in Spain, A. d. 385, styled it arrogant presumpin the Spanish priests that they should baptize multitudes of
people at Christmas, at the feast of Epiphany, and at the festivals of
the apostles and martyrs, as well as at the other regular times
and
tion

;

decreed, on the other hand, that the baptism of infants should take
place immediately after birth, and that, cases of necessity excepted,
1 Jerome reckons among the things reserved to the bishop the mantis impositio
and invocatio Spiritus Sancti, as constituting together only one act.
Adrersiis

called confirmation), which was specially
appropriated to the bishop. Hoc autem
pontifieium solis deberi episcopis, ut vel
consignent vel paracletum Spiritum tra-

dant Presbyteris chrismate baptizatos uagere licet, sed quod ab episcopo fuerit
consecratum, non tamen frontcm ex eodem
oleo signare, quod solis debetur episcopis,
cum tradunt Spiritum paracletum.
^ Hieronym. adv. Lucif. § 8. Cod. canon,
in a heretical church (and so, too, Siricius
eccles.Afr. canon. 37. " Mel et lac et quod
so that, according
ep. ad Himeriuni. § 2)
probably Easter
uno die solennissimo
to this, confirmation would consist simply
(more prob
Sabbath or Kaster Sunday
in the laying on of the hands of the bishop.
But the seventh canon of the council of ably the former, because on Easter Sun
Laodicea ordains, that the Fideles from day they already united together in the
in infantum mysterio solet
several sects whose baptism was recog- commvmion)
nized as valid, should not be admitted to offerri."
Chrysost. H. I. in act. ap. § 6. He here
the communion till they had received the
chrism.
The Roman bishop. Innocent, intimatesas the reason, that fasts belonged,
with other things, to the preparation for
finally decided, in his Decretals to the
bishop Decentius, A d. 416, § 6, that the baptism, and that no fasts were held dur
anointing of the forehead belonged to the ing the season of Pentecost,
* H. I. in act. ap. § 8
act of consignati(>n (in the middle age
Lucijei-ianos, § 8.
Moreover, Augustin, in
his woi'k de baptismo contra Donatistas,

V.

§ 33, considers the

manus

impositio
to be the only thing necessary in the case
of those who had already received baptism
1.

—

;

—

'^

—
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baptisms should only be administered at the festivals of Easter and
Pentecost.i
With reference to these two constituent portions of the church
assemblies, the catechumens ^ and baptized believers, the whole serone in which the catechumens
vice was divided into two portions
were allowed to join, embracing the reading of the Scriptures and
the sermon, the prevailingly didactic portion ; and the other, in which
the baptized alone could take part, embracing whatever was designed
the communion, and all the
to represent the fellowship of believers,
These were called the
prayers of the church which preceded it.
missa catechumenorum, and the missa fidelium (Aeiroupyta rwi' KaTi])(pvfievoiv and Twv TTto-rwi) ^ which division must of course have fallen into
disuse after the general introduction of infant baptism.
We now leave the Missa Catechumenorum, to speak of the Missa
Fidelium ; and first of the preparations for the celebration of the com:

—

;

munion.
as

The separation of the sacrament of the supper from the Agapee had,
we have observed (see vol. I. sect. 3, p. 525), been made long be-

preceding period.
The original celebration of the latter
so remote from the views and feelings of this present period, that the homiletic writers find it difficult even to form a just conception of it.*
The Agapiy had lost their original meaning. They
were at present banquets with which the wealthier members of the
community sometimes entertained the poorer Christians, and at which
fore, in the

was a thing

'

known to us only from Eastsources.
The question comes up,
whether these special church prayers were
in use also irw the Western church, in addition to the universal prayer of the church

1

however, are

'^

ern

See the Decretals, § 3.
In respect to what took place between
the two portions of time, the arrangements
seem not to have been everywhere alike

and

this is true especially so far as it concerns the number of the single prayers of
the church, appointed for the different
classes of Christians.
In the nineteenth
canon of the council of Laodicea, the
prayer for the catechumens is mentioned
first after the sermon
tlien, after their dismission, the prayer for the penitents (Poenitentes). In the Apostolic Constitutions,
there occurs also a special prayer for the
baptismal candidates (Corapetentes) but
the author of these Constitutions seeks in
everyway to multiply the liturgical services, and it may be (juestioned whether
such a church prayer was ever in actual use.
find no indication of it in Chrysostom.
There certainly occurs, however, in the
latter writer (H. III. de incomprchensib.
§ 6, T. I, f. 469), tlic notice of a special
church prayer for the Energumens, while
the same is not mentioned in the abovecited canon of the Laodicean council. But
it may be well supposed, that persons of
this description would be found only in the
larger towns, and under particular circumstances of climate, in sufficient numbers to
constitute a class by themselves in the publie worship, for whom a particular prayer
would beotfei-ed. All these church prayers,
;

;

We

for the diflFerent classes of Christians. Augustin, Sermo 49, § 8, represents the dismission of the catechumens, and next the
Paternoster, which was designed only for
baptized believers, the evx^ fiJv maruv,' as
following immediately after the sermon,
" The term missa, in the Latinity of this
period, is a substantive, and synonymous
with missio. The dismission of any assembly was called missa.
Avitus of Vienna,

In ecclesia palatioque missa fieri
pronuntiatur, cum populus ab observantia
diniittitur.
In this sense Augustin used
ep. I.

the word, p. 49, § 8.

Post sermon em

fit

missa catechumenorum. As the term then
properly denoted the dismission of the catechuraens, so it was next applied metonymically to the different portions of divine
service which preceded or followed this
dismission; and finally, in an altogether
peculiar sense, to the communion which

came afterwards, and by synecdoche to the
whole of a complete service. Thus the
word missa, mans, in its ordinary acceptation, came gradually into use.
* As, for example, Chrysostom, in the
twenty-seventh homily on the First Epistla
to the Corinthians.
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somewhat better fare than ordinarily fell to theii
The more gloomy and morose spirit, whose opposition to the
Agapse we have already noticed in the preceding period, continued to
show the same dislike to them in this. The above-mentioned council
of Gangra, which manifested some resistance to this one-sided ascetic
tendency, took the Agapas under its protection pronouncing sentence
of condemnation, in its eleventh canon, on those who treated these
festivals with contempt when they were made from Christian motives,
and discourteously refused to attend them when the brethren were
invited in honor of the Lord.
Other councils did not object to the
Agapee, in themselves considered, but only forbade them to be held
the latter enjoyed a
lot.^

;

in the churches.^

In respect to the liturgical service connected with the sacrament of
the supper in this period,^ it is to be observed that it was based on the
genuinely Christian view of the holy supper as representing the fellowship of divine life subsisting between believers, their Redeemer,

and one another.

The whole

design, therefore, w^as to bring

up

to

minds of Christians the thought that they were
now called to enter into communion with the ascended Christ, and
should, in spirit, ascend up to where he is in heaven
that though the
whole was a free gift of divine grace, yet they should be prepared
to receive it by the direction of their affections to the Redeemer and
by faith in him that, without mutual love towards each other, they
could not enter into communion with the Saviour. The deacon invited
all present to bestow the mutual kiss of charity, as a sign of the fraternal communion of hearts, without which no true celebration of the
sacred supper could be observed.*
Next, the deacon called upon the
assembled church to examine themselves and one another, to see that
no unworthy person was among them ^ meaning by this, that they
should see, not merely that no catechumens, unbehevers, or heretics
were present, but also that there was no one who harbored wrong feelings against his brother, no one playing the part of a hypocrite.^
" Let us all stand up our eyes directed to the Lord, with fear and
trembling (in the sense of our own unworthiness and weakness, and
the exalted character of him who is willing to commune with us.")'^
lively exercise in the

;

;

;

;

1

Augustin.

c.

Faustum.

1.

20,

c.

20.

Agapes

nostras pauperes pascunt, sive frugibus sive carnibus. Plerumque in agapi bus etiam carnes pauperibus erogantur.
^ Concil. Laodicen. c. 28
Concil Hippon. 393, or Cod. canon, eccles. Afr. 42.
Later Concil. Trullan. II. c. 74.
As we learn from the Apostolic Con'^.

V. among the AoyoffiUVCTTay<jiyiKolQ of Cyrill, and from the scattered
fragments in the homilies of Chrysostom
fllso from single hints in the sermons of
Augustin and of others.
stitutions,

*

from

'A(T7Tucre(Ti?£

1.

('MTj?Mvg Ev

(j)C?i,f/fxaTi

or in Cyrill, oXk'rfkovg d-Koka^eiz Kal

iylcp,
alTifj-

which last formula doubtwas to show that the clergy sliould
consider this as addressed not only to the
lock, but also to themselves.

yl<Wfdff7rrafW|U£-i9«:

less

^

'EmyiyuaKere

ul'krjTMVi,

according to

Clirysostoni.

M^ nf

Kara nvog, fif/ Tig hv vnoKptaei.
'Opi&ot npog Kvpiov /istu <j>6(iov koI rpoIn the word
fiov eariJTEc: ufiev npoa^ipeiv.
Tzpoaipspecv lies, it is true, the notion of sacritice yet in this connection the term may
still have reference to the notion of sacritice, taken in the spiritual, symbolical
sense.
See vol. I. sect. 3, p. 330 and it is
singular to observe, that here the sacri^
"^

;

;

ficial

act

is

set forth according to the orig-

inal view, -which held the clergy to be only
the representatives of the church in the
exercise of the universal Christian priesthood, as a common transaction of the
priest and the flopk, not as a special act
of the priest alone.
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Then, for the purpose of making it still more distinctly felt, that
none but the heart whose affections were bent on heavenly things
could take any part in communion -with the Saviour, the deacon once
more said: "Lift up your hearts;"^ to which the church re
Next, in cons ponded, " Yes, to the Lord we have lifted them up." ^
formity with that original view, of a spiritual thank-offering connected
with the supper, followed the invitation of the bishop, calling on the
church to unite in giving thanks for all the blessings of creation and
redemption ^ and the church replied to the bishop's invitation in the
words, " Yes, it is meet and right to give thanks unto the Lord." *
Before the elements were distributed, the bishop, to signify that only
a holy temper was prepared to participate in a holy ordinance, exclaimed, " The holy, to the holy."^
But the church expressed
the consciousness, that no man is holy out of his own nature, that
only one is holy, and the sinful could be made holy only through faith
in him, by exclaiming, " One is holy, one Lord, Jesus Christ, blessed
forever to the glory of God the Father." ^ During the celebration of
the supper the o4th Psalm, particularly the 8th verse, was sung, as
an invitation to the communicants.
In the consecration of the elements, it was considered to be essentially important, that the words of the institution, according to the
gospel, and according to the Apostle Paul, should be pronounced
;

without alteration

;

for

it

was the general persuasion, that when the

words of Christ " This is my body, my blood," by
virtue of the magical power of these words, the bread and wine were,
in some miraculous way, united with the body and blood of Christ.''
(Concerning the particular notions on this point, see Sect. IV.) These
words of institution were, however, introduced into a prayer,^ in which
God was invoked graciously to accept this offering.^ When the bishop
or presbyter was about to finish the consecration, the curtain which
hung before the altar was drawn up,^*^ and the consecrating minister
now showed to the church the outward elements of the supper, which
till now had been concealed from their eyes, lifting them up, as the
priest uttered the

:

1 'Avu Tuf fcapdlac, or uvut rdv voiiv, or
both together, uvo) rdf napdiag koI tov vovv
:

^

'Exo/iEv Ttpbc rdv Kvpiov.

3

See

^

Td

•>

Ef'c "/'Of, elg

:

KvpLO( elg 'lijaovc Xptarog,

narpbi ev?MyriTb(

eig

Tovg

Such a form of prayer has been preserved to us in the work de sacramentis,
1. c.
and it is remarkable, that here, too,
the primitive way of thinking and feeling
still manifests its presence, since it was not
Christ, but the bread and wine, the sym^

;

p^fia (ieT(Lf)^v3fi'Xu Tii TTpoKei/ieva- ri (fxovf]
avTTj uTza^ A£;(;i9e(oa Ka&' inuaTtjv rpunei^av

Tulg kuKl-naiaLi k^ ineivov fdxpL crjiiepov
fiixpi TTjg avTov napovalag rr/v •dvalav

Kal

anripTtaiievriv ipyu^ETai.

27, says that be-

c.

erepa.

(iyia toLq dyloig.

See Chrysostom. Horn. I. de prodiTovto to
tione Judie, § 6, T. II. f. 384.

De

sacramentis,

IV. c. 4. Ubi venitur, ut conticiatur
sacramentum, jam non suis sermonibus
sacerdos, sed utitur sermonibus Christi
lib.

Basilius, de Sp. S.

tlie words taken from the gospels and
from Paul, man^^ others were here used
from tradition npoMyonEV Kal iircXe-yofj-ev

^

Ei^

turn,

sides

vol. I. sect. 3, p. 329.
* 'A^iov KOI diKaiov.

eZf 66^av_ t^eou
atwvuf, ufiT/v,

ergo sermo Christi hoc confecit sacramen^

sursura corda.

bols of his body, which were represented
as the object of the sacrificial act.
Hanc
oblationem,
quod est figura
it runs,^
corporis et sanguinis domini nostri, offcri-

—

mus
^"

tibi

—

banc panem sanctum,

Chrysostom. Hom.

Ejjhes. § 5

:

aveX,K.6[iEva

III. in epist.

tu

u/i<l>i&vpa.

ad
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body and blood of Christ.^

That

DAILY COMMUNION.
the church then

fell

on their knees,

or that they prostrated themselves on the ground, cannot indeed be

proved by the authority of any ecclesiastical writer of this period.
know it was not until a much later period, that this usage was
introduced into the Western church but the custom, to say the least,
^
fell in with the prevailing views and language of the Greek church
and this outward sign of reverence was, in fact, more frequently used
by the latter,^ and in a less rigid sense, than among the people of the
West.
We already noticed, in the preceding period, the origin of the diversity of custom which prevailed in respect to the less frequent, or
This difference of practice
the daily, participation in the communion.
In the Roman, the
continued to prevail also in the present period.
tSpanish, and the Alexandrian churches,* daily communion was still
In other churches, the cuspracticed, at least in the fourth century.
tom was to observe the communion less frequently ; each individual,
in fact, joining in it according as his own inward necessities required.
This diversity of practice, also, grew out of the different views which
Some, who were
prevailed respecting the use of this means of grace.
in favor of the less frequent participation of the sacrament, said certain seasons ought to be chosen in which Christians might prepare
themselves by a life of severity and abstinence, by collecting the
thoughts, and by self-examination, for a worthy participation, so as
Others
not to join in the holy ordinance to their own condemnation.
maintained that Christians ought never to keep away from the ordinance, except when, on account of some great transgression, they
were, by the sentence of the bishop, suspended from the communion
and condemned to church penance ; on all other occasions the}' ought
Augusto look upon the Lord's body as a daily means of salvation.^
tin and Jerome reckoned these differences also among the ones where
each individual, without prejudice to Christian fellowship, was bound
to proceed according to the usage of his own church and according
" Each of them," says Augusto his own subjective point of view.
tin, " honors the Lord's body, in Ids own way ; just as there was no
difference betwen Zaccheus and that centurion, when one of them received the Lord joyfully into his house, Luke 19: G, and the other
said, ' Lord, I am not worthy that thou shouldst come under my roof,'
both honoring the Saviour in different, and, so to
(Matt. 8: 8),
speak, opposite ways both felt themselves wretched in their sins, both
Chrysostom inclines to the opinion that, as the eel
obtained grace."
ebration of the communion of believers with the Lord and with onG
another, in the sacred supper, belonged to the essential being of every

We

;

;

—

;

1 Basil, de Sp. S. c. 27: dvarJeifif jov
upTOV Kal TovTTOTrjpiov. Dionys. Arcopagit.
Of the consecrating officer it
hierarch. .3.

is

said

:

^

vtt' oipiv

uyei avaKoTivipag.

See Theodoret. Dial. II. incontus. reBpecting the outward elements in the supTvpoanvPElraL uc, tuelva bvra uivEf ~iaper
:

reiiETui.

'^

See, above, the account of ifnage wor-

ship.
*

Respecting the two first, see Hieronyad Lucinium, § 6 respecting

inus, ep. 71

;

the latter, Basilius of Cajsarea, ep. 93.
* See Augustin. ^ep. 54 ad Januar. § 4.
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shurch assembly, therefore, whenever the communion was celebrated
but here assuredly everything depends on its being done in the right temper of heart
else
it must only redound to the condemnation of him who unworthily
" Many," says he, in a discourse
pai'ticipates in the ordinance.
preached at Antioch,^ " partake of the sacrament once in the year,
The anachorets in the deserts oftentimes can partake
others twice.
of it only once in two years. Neither of these cases can be approved,
We can give our unqualified approbation only
in itself considered.
to those who come to the communion with a pure heart, a conscience
Such may continually repair to
void of offense, and a blameless life.
but those who are not so disposed eat
the sacrament of the supper
and drink condemnation to themselves, even though they partake of
Here also he was obliged to contend against those
it but once."
errors which proceeded from the confusion between the inward and
the outward.
He was forced to complain that many, who, on ordinary
occasions, felt themselves unworthy to participate in the communion,
still had no scruples in communicating once a year, after the fasts, at
the festival of Easter, or of the Epiphany just as if they did not incur the same condemnation, whether they received the holy supper at
these or at any other times, in an unholy temper of mind.^
He complains 3 that of those who, on other days when the church assembled,
attended the entire missa fidelium, very few participated in the communion, to which the whole liturgy had reference
so that the whole
" They either belong to the
act in this case was a mere formahty.
class of the unworthy, who are notified (see above) to depart fi-om
the assembly, or they remain behind as belonging with the worthy, in
which case they ought to partake of the communion.
What a contradiction, that while they join in all those confessions and songs, they
"
Lord's
yet cannot
in the church, all should participate in it

:

;

;

;

;

participate of the
body
In those cases, however, where the custom of daily communion still
prevailed, but divine service was held and the sacramental supper consecrated only once or twice on Sunday and Friday, or at most but four
times a week, on Sunday, Saturday, Wednesday, and Friday, no other
course remained for those who were desirous of having the body of
the Lord for their daily nourishment, except to take home with them
a portion of the consecrated bread,
for a superstitious dread prevented them from taking with them the wine, which might be so easily
spilled,
and to reserve it for future use, so that now they might
every day, before engaging in any worldly employment, participate
of the sacrament, and consecrate and strengthen themselves by communion with the Lord.* In voyages by sea, also. Christians were in
!

—

—

1
-^

ep.

H. XVII. in
H. V. in ep.
ad Ephes. H.

^

The

*

This

ad Ilebr. § 4.
ad Timoth. §

ep.
I.

3.

In

III. § 4.
last-cited place, § 5.
is

said

:

by Jerome, in

ep.

48 ad

Pammachium, § 16, concerning Home
Romae hanc esse consuetudinem, ut fideles
:

and subthose who, al-

Bemper Christi corpus accipiant
sequently, in

reference

to

though they were afraid to come to church,
yet had no fear of participating in the
Lord's body at home, he says An alius
in publico, alius in dome, Christus est?
In like manner, Basil of Caesarea says ol
Alexandria, ep. 93, that, in that place,

;

each

one communicated,
home,

pleased, at

whenever

he
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the habit of taking with
so as to

have

it

in their

THE LORD'S SUPPER.

them a portion of the consecrated bread,
power to partake of the sacrament by the

This abuse, so contradictory to the original design of the holy supwhereby it was converted into a sort of amulet,^ was the occasion, too, of bringing about the first deviation from the original form
of institution
for Christians were now satisfied when they partook
of the consecrated bread without the cup.
In other respects, the full
participation of the sacrament in both kinds was uniformly held to be
necessary.
The contrary practice was condemned as savoring of
Manicheism
since the Manicheans, conformably to their ascetic
principles, avoided partaking of the wine in the sacrament of the
per,

;

;

supper.^

The preceding period shows us how, by

a change of the idea of the

Christian priesthood, another shape and direction was

given also to

the original idea of a sacrificial act in the sacrament of the supper.
In the present period we may still trace, by various marks, the sep
arate existence of these very different elements, out of which the notion of a sacrifice in the Lord's supper gradually arose.
On the
one hand, was the older form of intuition and the olthr phraseology^
to which the name sacrifice was referred to the outward
elements, and the offering of the same was regarded as an expression
of the temper of thankful childlike love, with which one is ready to

according

consecrate all to the service of God
on the other, was the later
form of intuition, which referred the sacrifice to the body of Christ
himself.
As regards this notion of sacrifice, the thought is undoubtedly expressed, that here we should only have in mind the celebrating
:

of that sacrifice which was offered, once for all, by Christ ; as Chry" Do we not sacrifice every day ?
sostom says
True, we sacrifice
:

^

but so only as we celebrate the memory of Christ's death.^
We
ever present the same offering
or rather, we celebrate the memory
So Augustin also says, that Christians,
of that one sacrifice." ^
by the presentation and participation of the body and blood of Christ
celebrate the memory of the sacrifice made once for all.^
He denominates the Lord's supper a sacrifice in the sense that it is the sacra;

1

See Ambros. oratio funebris de obitu
This notion of a magical

fratris Satyri.

virtue residing in the bread,

is

by an example which Ambrose
in the case of his

illustrated
here relates

own brother. The

latter,

at some period before he had received baptism, being on board a ship which ran

ashore and was wrecked, obtained from
some of his fellow voyagers who had been
baptized, a portion of the consecrated
bread, which they carried with them. This
he bound round his neck, and then confiden^ly threw himself into the sea. He was
the first to get to the land, and of course
sscribed his deliverance to the power of
this
2

charm.

Meanwhile we

sa), a. d. 380, and in the fourteenth canon
of the first council of Toledo, a. d. 400, a
stringent decree against those who did not
partake of the sacrament of the supper at
church but this decree may perhaps have
been directed, not so much against the
abuse of treasuring up the consecrated
element, by itself considered, as against
the hypocritical Catholicism of the Pris;

cillians.
'^

*

See Leo the Great, Sermo 41.
Hom. XVII. in epist. ad Hebr.

§ S

'A2.V avufivvai,v noiovfievoi tov -duvaTov av
tov.
^

MaXXov

6e

uvdfivijaiv

epya^ofie&a

i?v-

clac.

find, in the third

canon

of the council of Ca;saraugusta (Saragos-

*^

Peracti e.jusdem sacrificii

celebrant,

c.

Faustum.

1.

XX.

memoriam
c.

18.

IDEA OF SACRIFICE.

ment of the

celebration of the
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INTERCESSION.

memory

of Christ's sacrifice.^

Yet

something more than
this for feeling, and for the dogmatic conception in which this feeling
expressed itself. Unconsciously blended with it was the notion of the
pecdliar effects belonging to a priestly sacrifice, though men could
not bring this more under the form of definite conceptions.
At this point came in many traditional usages frpm the preceding period, which, though they proceeded originally from a purely
Christian feeling, yet from their connection with the false notion
With the
of a sacrifice, took upon them an unevangelical meaning.
prayer of thanksgiving at the celebration of the supper, were joined
intercessions for all the different classes of Christendom as well as
for the conversion of unbelievers, and also for the repose of the souls
In joining together these objects, the purely Christian
of the dead.
idea at bottom was, that all prayers of Christians, both thanksgivings
and intercessions, had their Christian significance from their reference
that the spirit of love actuating
to the Redeemer and the redemption
the community of believers, longed to have the blessed effects of the
redemption experienced by every member of Christ's body, and by
those too who did not yet belong to it, who needed first to be incorporated with it by divine grace
that nothing which concerned the
individual members of Christ's body could be alien from this love
that the fellowship between those who had died in the faith of the
Lord, and the living members of the same community of the Lord,
still endured and could not be interrupted by death
that the celebration of the memory of Christ's sufferings for the redemption of mankind was especially suited to call forth all these feelings.
It is this
combination of ideas, too, though not so distinctly apprehended, which
although

this idea lay at the basis,

it

was

still

;

;

;

;

lies at

the basis of those rhetorico-poetical representations in the

Greek

homilists, concerning the connection of these

celebration of the Lord's supper.^

church prayers Avith the
Petitions were offered for those

who had

fallen asleep in Christ, and for those who celebrated their
memory.^ On this occasion, too, the individuals were particularly
mentioned by name, who had made donations to the church a practice certainly calculated to inspire the more wealthy with a false confidence, by leading them to imagine that by such gifts they could
;

purchase the remission of their sins, or to flatter their vanity, since
they considered it a special honor to have their names thus publicly
proclaimed.'*
Parents, children, husbands and wives, celebrated the
L.

1

c. c.

21

:

SacrificiumChristipersac-

ramentum memoriae
2

celebratur.
XXI. in act. aposKa-nyysA/lerai tote rd fivaTJipLov

E. g. Clirysostom. H.

tol.

§ 4.

cfipiKTdv, on v-ip rr/c oUov/ievTiQ eSukev
iavTov 6 i)ebc, fieru tov ^avimToc; EKeivov
evKaipur vTzofitfiv^aKEc aurov tuv jjfiapTJjKo-

Td

ruv.
j3oa- VTVEp tuv ev Xptarij
Kul TUV Tuc (ivELag vnep avTuv
iniTEAovfiivuv.
*

'O iiiiKOvoq

EKotfiTj/^ievuv

*

See Hieronymus,

c. 11, V. 16,

lib. II. in

Jeremiam,

opp. ed. Martianay, T. III.

f.

584. ed Vallarsi, T. IV. 2. f. 921.
Nunc
publice recitantur ofFerentium nomina et
rederaptio peccatorum mutatur in laudem
also the 29th canon of the council ot
Elvira, nomen alicujus ab altare cum
oblatione recitare.
The Roman bishop
Innocent directed, that all the gifts pre-

—

sented should first be commended to God,
as consecrated to his service by the love of
the Christians
and that thenall the individuals should be mentioned by name in
the prayers of the church at the celebration of the communion.
Frius oblationes
;
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by laying a gift on the altar at
and on each returning anniversary of it, thus causing

of their departed friends,

their death

them to be particularly remembered in the prayers of the church.
But now, when the idea of a commemorative celebration of the
sacrifice of Christ for mankind passed insensibly into the idea of an
between
was just from the connection of these intercessions
and offerings with this sacrificial act, that a special efficacy was attributed to them.^
The expressions, more rhetorical than dogmatically precise, which were employed by the Greek homilists, for the
purpose of representing to the imagination the efficacy of these in
tercessions,^ likewise contributed to promote the tendency, already
existing in the popular belief, to regard this ordinance in the light of
a charm, just as in other cases we may often observe a similar action
and reaction between the dogmatical and the liturgical departments.
efficacious sacrificial act of the priest standing as a mediator

God and

men,,

it

The purest way of seizing the idea of a sacrifice in the Lord's
supper, we find in Augustin.
He makes the true sacrifice to consist
in this, that the soul, consumed by the flame of divine love, conseall acts proceeding from such a dispocrates itself wholly to God
sition he regarded as a sacrifice in tldn senae.
The whole redeemed
city of God, the community of saints, is the universal sacrifice presented, by the High-priest who offered himself for us to God, in
order that we, by following his example, might be the body of so great
It is this, that the celebration of Christ's sacrifice in the
a Head,
Lord's supper represents. In the sacrifice of Christ, the church offers,
We must own, that
at the same time, herself to God as a sacrifice.*
although the designating the Lord's supper a sacrifice is somewhat
uuscriptural, yet the thoughts placed in connection with it by Augustin convey a genuinely Christian meaning
for assuredly, the sacrifice offered by Christ for sinful mankind can only be vitally appropriated by a .se//-sacrifice accoraphshed in fellowship with him ; and
the life of the whole community of believers, consecrated to God
;

:

sunt commendnndse ac tunc eorum nom-

quorum sunt, edicenda, ut inter sacra
mysteria nominentur, ep. 25 ad Decentium,
The patrons of the church were also
§ 5.
specially mentioned on this occasion
for
Chrysostom represents it as a special privilege of the proprietor who allows a church
to be built on his land, to kv tolq dyiaLc
uvacpopalg uel TO ovofiu aov tyKela^ai. H. 18,
in act. ap. § 5.
1 Chrysost. H. 29, in act. ap. § 3. *Ei?of
5 delva lx£i- nomv rfjv uvufivijaiv t}]c /JTjTpnc
Epiphanius
7 TTjg -yvvaiKdg f/ tov naidlov.
futes among other ancient usages of the
km tuv teAevr church, expos, fid. cathol.
TrjaavTiov e| ovofiaTOQ rdf fivr/fmc noiovvTai,
npoaEVX<JC teXovvtec aal 'AarpELag koI oIkovoChrysostom distinguishes expressly
f/mf
the presentation of the Lord's supper, in
reference to the departed, from the prayer
and the alms connected therewith. Ovk.
^Kfj rcpoa^opal tnvEp tCiv uns'X^&ovTuv yivovina,

;

:

.

Tai, ovk eUf} iKEnjpiac,

ova

eUy

i?.eij/xo(7vvat.

H. XXI. § 4.
words of Innocent, in the
above-cited passage from his Decretals, re-

In

act. ap.

'^

Thus

the

connection Ut ipsis mysteriis
futuris precibus aperiamus.
See Chrysostom. H. 21, in act. ap. § 4.
" As, on the celebration of an imperial victory, the imprisoned obtain their liberty,
but he who lets this opportunity slip obtains no further grace, so it is here." And
Cyrill of Jerusalem, Cateches. Mystagog.
V. § 7. " Just as when the emperor condemns one to banishment, but, if his kinsfer to this

:

viam
'^

men

present a chaplet in his behalf, the
is induced to show him favor ; so
to God, in behalf of those who
are asleep, though they were sinners, the
Christ who was offered for our sins."
* De civitate Dei, 1. X. c. 6.
Quod etiam
sacramento altaris fidelibus noto frequentat ecclesia, ubi ei deraonstratur, quod in
ea re, quam offert, ipsa offeratur.

emperor

we present
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But
through the priesthood of Christ, constitutes such a sacrifice.
although this idea of sacrifice thus receives a Christian meaning, still
there was ever present in this unscriptural designation of the holy supper a foothold for those foreign notions which even Augustin himself
adopted from the general consciousness of the church for he believed
;

he had no authority for denying that offerings for the souls of the dead
might be of some advantage to them.^
To that which, in itself considered, had sprung out of a purely
Christian root, but had received a different turn by becoming diverted
and estranged from the original Christian spirit, belonged also the
celebration of the memory of the great teachers of the universal
churchy divinely enlightened by the Holy Spirit, or of distinguished
Considered by itself, a purely
individual confessors of the faith.
Christian feeling and interest manifested themselves in this fact,
that men not only expected and recognized the working of the Holy
Spirit in the great body of the church, but had their attention also
directed, in a particular manner, to special forms of this working, in
sanctified and enlightened individuals, who had been especially emthat in these, and in their
ployed as the organs of the Spirit,
works, men specially honored the power and grace of God, the Redeemer and Sanctifier giving this particular direction to the views of
their contemporaries, and of following generations which were to be
trained under the influence of Christian remembrances.
The days
commemorative of holy men passed over from the preceding period
into this.
Many such days were celebrated in the particular portions
of the church where these men were born, or where they had labored
and some of them throughout the whole church, with more
than usual pomp and circumstance.
The letter was the case with
feasts in commemoration of the martyrdom of Peter and Paul, which
were among the principal feasts at Rome, and with the feast in honor
of St. Stephen.

—

—

;

;

There was also a consciousness of the right relation of the saints to
Christ lying at bottom, when the Western church made the day consecrated to Stephen follow next after the feast of Christmas.
Thus
was Stephen to be represented as the first witness of Christ, who was
born on the day before.
Thus it was to be signified, that a Saviour
must be born, before a Stephen was possible, before he could have
the strength required for such a martyrdom.
This martyrdom was
to be a perpetual memorial of the power human nature had obtained
through the birth of Christ.
The Western homilists knew very well
how to unfold and apply this connection of ideas particularly Au;

gustin.

•

To

the general rule, requiring that the day of the death of holy
should be celebrated as the day of their higher birth, the Western church made an exception of the case of John the Baptist, both
on account of the relation of his nativity to the nativity of Christ,
and on account of the peculiar circumstances attending it.

men

1 Ep. 22 ad Aurelium, § 6.
quid adjuvare credendum est.

Oblationes pro spiritibus dormientium, qaas vere

ali-
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RELIQUES.

mark of Christian judgment was

also

shown

in this,

that people no longer shrunk from contact with a dead body, as if it
were unclean or defiling ; but regarded the body as the organ of a
purified soul, and destined to be exalted to a higher mode of existence.

Hence the remains of such a body
Holy Ghost were watched over and

had once been a temple of the
protected by the faithful memory
of reverence and affection
they were gladly received and deposited
in newly erected churches, so as to connect these places, as it were,
by an outward historical bond, with the Christian deeds of the church
achieved in more ancient times.
But we saw how already in the preas

;

ceding period the multitude began to incline towards a deification of
instruments. Even those church teachers who, in one respect,
resisted this popular inclination,' were in another respect carried away
themselves by the same spirit and they certainly fostered in its germ
that tendency, the extravagances and manifestly pagan-like offshoots
of which they contended against. The churches now erected over the
graves of martyrs, tended to promote the veneration of them.
The
feelings and remembrances here awakened by the place itself, might,
in many cases, lead to extraordinary effects on the mind.
Thus it
may be explained how the conscience of many a guilty individual
might here be aroused, and impel him to the confession of his crime ;^
how many kinds of diseases, where a particular bent of the imagination or state of the nervous system had special sway, might here be
relieved,
especially mental diseases, as indeed many of the churches
of the martyrs were celebi\ated for the cure of demoniacs.
The same
effects were attributed to the reliquesof saints and martyrs, the sight
and touch of which often produced great effects, by virtue of what
they were for the mind of the beholder.
The fact was triumphantly
appealed to, that the divine grace revealed itself in so manifold ways,
through these consecrated organs, that the body of each martyr was
not preserved in a single burial-place, but cities and villages shared it
between them and that although the martyr's body was thus distributed in fragments, yet the gracious virtue of the remains continued
to be undivided.^
But while veneration was thus turned aside to the
instruments of Christ, the consequence followed, that the single relation of men's souls to Christ fell more into the background, and there
arose a deification of the human, by which occasion was given for the
incorporation, under a Christian form, of much that was essentially
The tenheathen, with Christian modes of feeling and thinking.

human

;

—

;

1 At the death of a venerated monk, contentions might arise between the people of
the city and the country about the possession of his body.
See Theodorct. hist, religios. c. 21, T. III. p. 1239.
But pious
monks, as has been already seen in the
case of Antiiony, took care beforehand to
have the place of their burial concealed,
and to prevent their bodies from becoming
See hist, religios. p.
objects of worship.
1148 and 1221, in the vol. just cited.
2 Augustin tells the story of a thief, who
was about to perjure himself in the church

of a martyr, but was so wrought upon
as to confess his theft, and restore the
stolen property. No'V'imus Mediolani apud
memoriam sanctorum, ubi mirabiliter et
terribiliter dffimones confitentur, furera
quendam, qui ad eum locum venerat, ut

falsurajurandodeciperet, compulsumfuisse
confiterifurtumetquod abstulerat redderg.
Atigustin, ep. 78, §

3.

depanevTCK. ira902. UoXeic Kal
Kufiat ravra diaveifiu-nevai- fiepiadevTOC tov
auixaroi ufiepLarog t] ;t'"P«f neuhrjue.
^

Theodoret.

iJ^/zar.

'E?i2,TiviK.

disputat. 8, T. IV.

f.
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to convert Christian ideas into mere external forms, bears on
one side the Jewish stamp or, where, as here, it is connected with a
Christian principle opposed to the Jewish position, it takes the charThere were to be found in the churches of the
acter of paganism.
martyrs, as formerly in the temples of pagan gods, representations
in gold or silver, of limbs supposed to have been healed by help of
the martyrs, and which were suspended there as consecrated gifts.
Transferring to these churches the old practice of incubation in the
temples of ^sculapius, sick persons laid themselves down in them,
and sought for the cure of their complaints by such remedies as it
was supposed the martyrs would reveal in dreams during the night
and many were the legends told of their appearances on these occasions.
If a man was about to start on a journey, he besought some
martyr to accompany and protect him and on his safe return, he
repaired again to the church to return thanks.
As, under Paganism,
every province and city had its tutelary deity, so now the martyrs
were converted into these tutelary beings.^ Sometimes pagan myths
were mixed up with Christian legends, martyrs converted into mythical personages, and others invented who never lived.
Thus the fable
of Castor and Pollux was transferred to Phocas, a martyr, said to
have been a gardener at Sinope, in Pontus,
whether any such person
ever lived, or the whole was but a mythical invention,
and he was
converted into a patron saint of sailors, whose opportune appearance and friendly interposition formed the subject of many a legend.^
The pagan celebrations in memory of the dead (the parentalia), offerings and sacrificial banquets in honor of the manes, were transferred
to martyrs and other deceased persons, at whose graves the people
prepared feasts, which they were invited to attend as guests.
Wellmeaning bishops had overlooked these things in the untutored multitude, hoping that, by the triumph of Christianity over sensual rudeness, these abuses would disappear of themselves.*
But it was by
means of this unwise connivance, springing from an anxiety to promote conversion by masses, that encouragement was given to the habit
of confounding pagan and Christian customs, and the pervading influence of the Christian spirit greatly retarded.
The abuse, which
might have been more easily suppressed at the beginning, was now
upheld by the authority of the older bishops, and, by length of time,
became so inveterate, that a North African council could only decree

dency

;

;

—

1

2

902

Theodoret.

1.

c.

T. IV.

As Theodoretus

f. 922.
says himself,

1. c. f.

Ic^TT/pac Kal fvx(Jv koL acj/iuruv Kal
iaTpovc bvoy.uC,ovaL Kal tjf Ko7uovx<yjq ri/iuai
:

Kal fvXoKai;-

and Synesius says of the Thra-

cian martyrs

:

Qeovc

Hymn

III. v. 458.

Connected with this was the following
though not purely Christian custorn. During a vnyage at sea, in preparing
^

the common table for the whole crew, a
dish was set for Phocas, who was supposed
to be an invisible guest.
The different individuals of the crew purchased this dish
in turn.
The amount of all the days of
the voyage was reckoned up and, the vesscl having prosperously terminated
her
voyage, the crew distributed all the money
thus collected among the poor, as a testimony of gratitude for the successful journey. Asterius in Phocam.
* See vol. I. sect.
3, p. 334.
;

ApTjar^pac boot
Tovifiov OpgnTjc
'Exovai Tredov,

beautiful,

—
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that these banquets should be discontinued as far as possible,^ and
it required all the firmness and pastoral prudence of an Augustin,

that

which few possessed in the same eminent degree, to get the better
here over the rudeness and superstition of the multitude .^
Pagans and Manichseans already frequently reproached the catholic
church with deifying the saints.
As it regards the Pagans, it was
indeed oftentimes the very circumstance which most completely accorded with the Christian feelings, that was most repugnant to their
own.
The church fathers defended themselves against this reproach,
by affirming that it was far from being the design of the church to
deify the martyrs
that they were only honored and loved as instruments of the divine working. Thus Augustin says ^ '' The Chris;

:

tian people celebrate the

memory

of the martyrs, as well that

we may

be excited to emulate their virtues, as that we may share in their
merits and be supported by their prayers.
Yet it is not to the martyrs, but only to the God of the martyrs, even in churches consecrated to their memory, that we erect altars.
What bishop has ever
stood at the altar near the grave of a martyr, and said,
We offer to
'

Whatever is offered, we offer to the
God who crowned the martyrs, and we present it on the holy spots
consecrated to the memory of those whom he has crowned
so that,

thee, Peter, Paul, or Cyprian

!

'

;

by the very recollections of the place, our feelings may rise upward,
and our love be enkindled as well towards those whose example we
would imitate, as towards Him by whose help we may be enabled to
We honor the martyrs, then, with that reverence of love and
do so.
communion which even in this life we pay to the holy men of God,
who, in the temper of their hearts, appear to us to be prepared to
But the former we reverence
suffer such things for the gospel truth.
with the greater devotion, as the confidence is greater with which it
as the assurance with which
can be done, after the conflict is over,
we praise the conquerors is more complete than we can have with
regard to those who are still engaged in the conflict." So Theod" "We honor them as witnesses and well disposed servants of
oret
The church teachers, as well as the rest, shared
the most High."*
in that wide-spread faith in the operations of divine grace through
the remains which had once served as the sanctified bodily organs
They looked upon these as an evidence of the imporof these men.
tance which a sanctified man, in whatever state or condition, had in
they spoke on this subject with enthusiasm but
the sight of God
at the same time they constantly referred back from these sanctified

—

:

:

;

1

fieri

2
tin.

.Concil.

Hippon.

a. d. 393,

"

quantum

potest."

See the report of this matter in Angusep. 29 ad Alypium. This pagan cele-

bration was transferred particularly to the
festival which was held originally in remembrance of the power to bind and to
Voose, conferred on Peter, the natalitia ecclesiae et episcopatus. As this festival iisll
on the 22d of February, the usages connected with various kinds of sin offerings,
the parentcdia, februationes, which happen ed

in the month of February, came to be
mixed in with it. Perhaps, too, the idea
of the keys to the kingdom of heaven being given to Peter, gave occasion for the
introduction of various pagan ideas and

customs

of- this sort.

See concil. Turon.

J I. a. d. 567, c. 22, against those qui in

festivitate

cj,thedrae

Petri cibos

mortuis

offerunt.
"
*

C. Faiist. 1. 2I,.c. 21.
L. c. 908. 'Of Seov ye fidpTvpoQ Koi

evvovc -depanovTag
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the author of all, and represented them as only living
Teachers like Chrysostom and
of the Redeemer's grace.
Augustiu exhorted their hearers not to place their dependence on the
not to
intercession of the martyrs, without any holiness of their o\Yn

men,

to

God

monuments

;

own

representing the marall, but meii^ in their sinful nature the
same with all others and calling upon their hearers to reverence
them truly by imitating their virtues. In a word, we find here various
conflicting elements of a Christian estimation of true worth, and an
unevangelical over-valuation of human instruments.
use them as a crutch for their
tyrs and saints as being, after

inactivity

;

;

So also the liturgy of the Eastern church, where it makes mention
of the martyrs, contains something at variance with the exaggerated
reverence bestowed on them. For as the original custom of ohlationes
mariyribus arose from the fact that they were placed on the same
redeemed sinful men, so this view of the case passed
over into the liturgical fo)-ms, and the martyrs were mentioned, in
We must endeavor
like manner with others, in the intercessions.^

'pro

level with other

to reconcile

element, originating in the primitive Christian way
prevailing notions concerning the martyrs, by

this

of thinking, with the

some such explanation as the following that, although the martyrs
were mentioned in the same rank and series, yet this was done with a
different reference and in another sense
the martyrs being considered as a standing witness of the redeemuag power of Christ's sufferings, the remembrance of which was celebrated in the sacrament of
the supper, and also of his victory over death ^ just as, in celebrating
the triumph of an emperor, all partook of the houot who had contrib:

;

;

uted to procure the victory.
Whilst, in the case of such witnesses, we ^ee the spirit of the ancient church still continuing to operate, we also see that it was by
individuals representing the

same

spirit, that

the contest

was carried

on with those foreign excrescences of the church life.
It was precisely this veneration, verging on idolatry, paid by the multitude to
martyrs, which moved the presbyter ViyUantius of Barcelona,
who
was a native of Gaul, and who has already been spoken of, as an opponent of the extreme ascetic tendency and of Monachism,
to lift
up his voice against it. He seems to have been a man possessed, indeed, of too headstrong a temper,
as he shows himself to be in
other controversies also, of which we shall speak further on,
yet actuated by an honest and pious zeal for preserving the purity of the
Christian fiiith.
Had he used greater moderation in attacking aberrations of the religious spirit which still had some foundation in the
feelings, although misinterpreted, of the Christian heart, he might
have accomplished more.
In a tract written against the abuses of
the church in his time, he calls the venerators of martyrs and reliques,
" ashes-worshippers and idolaters."^ He represents it as supremely

—
—

—

1

In the general npoai^opu for the com-

munity of

btlicvers,

was

said also

^

K<f.v

T&ai

uiipTvpec uai, k^v vKcp iiaprvpuv. Chrysost.

'^

H.

21, in act up. § 4

it

:

—

Chrysostom: Kai tovto tov TE^uvaruarbv ^uvarov OTijidov.
Cinerarios et idololatras. Hieronym.

ep. 109

ad Riparium.
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ridiculous to manifest such veneration, nay, adoration, of a miserable
heap of ashes and wretched bones ; to cover them under costly dra-

pery, and kiss them.^

In answer

to this reproach of worshipping the martyrs, Jerome reChristians were far from intending to pay creatures the
honor which is due to the Creator alone ; they so honored the reliques
of the martyrs as to worship Him only of whom the martyrs had borne
plies, that

The honor they showed to the servants had reference to
who says, Matth. 10 40, " He that receiveth
you, receiveth me."
Jerome notices nothing but the Christian truth
testimony.

the Master himself,

:

lying at the basis of this veneration of the saints.
to the popular mind in which this truth must have

He

pays no regard

become more and

And yet he brings forward, as a witness against
Vigilantius, the example of the emperors, and the enthusiastic devotion of the multitude.

more obscured.

When Vigilantius spoke of wretched bones, Jerome could very
properly reply, that devout believers saw and felt that something
more was there
that in truth they saw not the dead bones, but
through them looked up to the saints living with God for verily God
is not the God of the dead but of the living.
;

;

Vigilantius complained that the heathen practice of placing lighted
lamps before the images of their gods had been transferred to the
martyrs that wax tapers were burned during the day-light in the
churches of the martyrs ^ how could they think of honoring those
martyrs by the light of miserable wax candles, on whom the Lamb in
the midst of God's throne reflected all the brightness of his majesty ?
To this Jerome replies " Even though some of the laity or pious
women might, in their simplicity, suppose the martyrs were so honored yet we are bound to recognize and to respect the pious feelings
evinced, though they may err in the mode of their expression.
Thus
Christ approved the pious feelings of the woman who anointed him,
and reproved the disciples who found fault with her."
;

;

:

;

Vigilantius inveighed, also, against the nocturnal assemblies (the
vigils) held in the

churches of the martyrs

Jerome could not deny,

onist

1 Quid necesse est, te tan to honore non
solum honorare, sed etiam adorare illud
nescio quid, quod in modico vasculo transferendo coils'? ubicunque pulvisciilum nescio quod in modico vasculo pretiosolinteamine circumdatum osculantes adorant. Hieronym. c. Vigilant. § 4. The nescio quod
intimates, perhaps, that the bones of some
imknown person were often given out for

^

His language

is characteristic of the
Sacrilegus fuit Constantius imperator, qui sanctas reliquias Andrese, Lu-

083 et

:

Timothei transtulit Constantinopo-

lim, apud quas diemones rugiunt, et inhabitatores Vigilantii illorum se sentire
prsesentiam confitcntur ?
Sacrilegus di-

cendus est

et

asserting,

what

his antag-

qui ossabeati Samuelis longo post tempore

de Judaja transtulit in Thraciam

nunc Augustus Areadius,

1

Omnes

episcopi non solum sacrilegi, sed et fatui
judicandi, qui rem vilissimam et cineres
dissolutos in serico et vase aureo portaverunt ? Stulti omnium ecclesiarum populi,
qui occurrerunt Sanctis reliquiis et tanta
loetitia quasi prsesentem viventemque prophetam cernerent, susceperunt.
^

reliques.

times

;

that these assemblies, in which both the

Prope ritum gentilium videmus sub

praetextu religionis introductum in ecclesiis, sole adhuc fulgente moles cereorum
accendi.
Magnum honorem praebent hujusmodi homines beatissimis martyribus,
quos putant de vilissimiscereolis illustrandos, quos agnus, qui est in medio throni^
cum omni fulgore majestatis suae illustrat.
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sexes participated, frequently served as a pretext and as an occasion
He seems also to have thought it unbefitting
for gross immoralities.
which, according to ancient usage, were a distinctive
that the vigils
should be transferred to the festival
feature of the Easter festival
of the martyrs. lie inveighed next against the reliance placed on the

—

—

"According to the holy Scriptures,"
hitercesaions of the martyrs.
To
says he, " the living only should mutually pray for each other."
this Jerome replies, that, if the apostles and martyrs in this earthly
before they had yet come safely out of the conflict, were able
pray for others, how much more could they do so after they had
obtained the victory.
As an argument against such invocations, Vigilantius affirms that
the martyrs could not be present wherever they were invoked, to hear
Here he may have
men's petitions, and to be ready to succor them.
conceived of the habitation of the blessed spirits after a manner somewhat confined and local, and possibly may have taken various figurative expressions of the New Testament in too material and literal a
sense. ^
And so he might on the other side ridicule the notion, that
" Therethe saints must be invoked in the presence of their relics.
love their ashes, and hover
said he
fore the souls of the martyrs
about them, are ever present with them, lest when one comes there
to pray, they should, by their absence elsewhere, be prevented from
On the other hand, Jerome asserts of the glorified
hearing him."
4.
saints, that they follow the Lamb whithersoever he goes. Rev. 14
If, then, the Lamb is everywhere present, so must we believe that
they also who are with the Lamb are everywhere present ; thus the
faithful are, in spirit, everywhere present with Chi'ist.
We see that
both Vigilantius and Jerome, although in opposite ways, were for
knowing too much respecting those things of a higher world which are
hidden from the eye of man, and of which he cannot judge by the
forms of his earthly perception.
When the miracles said to have been wrought at the graves of
martyrs, and by their reliques, were alleged in defense of the propriety and great importance of honoring them, we do not find that
Vigilantius took much pains to examine into the credibility of these
reports, but he simply opposed to this prevailing passion for the miraclife,

to

—

—

'^

:

judgment respecting miracles. " The
certain of his faith," says he, " neither seeks nor

ulous, the Christian principle of

Christian

who

is

asks for miracles
nor does he need them.
Miracles were wrought,
not for the believing, but for the unbelieving."
Perhaps Vigilantius
intended, by so saying, to have it understood, on the one hand, that
those who were seeking miracles from the martyrs showed, by this
very circumstance, how far removed they were from the genuine
;

We

1
perceive here the advocate of the
grossly literal interpretation of the Bible,
the opponent of Origen, when he says
Vel in sinu Abraham vel in loco refrigerii
rel snbter arara Dei animas apostolorum
et martyrum consedisse. Ed. Vallarsi. T.
II. l,f. 391.
:

Ergo cineres sues amant animse martyrum, et cirumvolant eos sempen|ue prassentes sunt, ne forte si aliquis precatot
advenerit, absentes audire non possint 1
Ibid. f. 395.
'^
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Christian

spirit,

and on the other,

that, in the

miracles were nothing but a delusion

main, these pretended

the end for which all
miracles were performed no longer existed, there was no more need
of miracles as a means to this end.
for, as

;

Comparing together these two men, Jerome and Vigilantius, we
discern in the one an indulgent recognition of the Christian element
lying at bottom, even in the faulty expressions of Christian feeling,
but without a truly earnest zeal to preserve the purity of Christian
truth

;

while

in

we discern

the other

this

earnest zeal, but without

that mild indulgence toward the religious sentiment, even in

its

aber-

which should ever be united with the zeal for reformation.
This extravagant, superstitious tendency manifested itself also particularly in the ivoraldp of the Virgin Mary.
The ascetic spirit venerated in Mary the ideal of the unmarried life
the name, " mother of
God " (6'coTOKos), which it had become the custom to apply to her
ever since the last times of the fourth century, and which afterwards

rations,

;

—

this name itself might,
became the occasion of so many controversies
by a natural misconstruction of the people, contribute some share towards the deification of Mary. Among a small sect of women, who
came from Thrace and settled down in Arabia, the superstition had

a
already advanced to an idolatrous worship of the Virgin Mary
They
practice universally condemned, it is true, by the church.
On a set day,
looked upon themselves as the priestesses of Mary.
consecrated to her as a festival, they conveyed about in chariots
(St^pot), similar to those used by the pagans in religious processions,
cakes or wafers consecrated to Mary ^ which they presented as offerIt would seem that this was a
ings to her, and then ate themselves.
transfer of the oblations at the Lord's supper to the worship of Mary,
The truth, perthe whole taking the shape of a pagan ceremony.
haps, was,^ that a corruption was here introduced from the pagan
worship of Ceres, that the customary bread-offerings at the heathen
feast of the harvest (Thesmophoria), in honor of Ceres, had been
changed for such offerings in honor of Mary. The excessive veneration of Mary had, as a further consequence, however, to call forth
and these seem to have been antagonists,
still more violent opponents
at the same time, of the one-sided ascetic tendency which chose Mary
This controversy gi-ew more particularly out of a disas its ideal.
Many teachers of the church
puted question of history and exegesis.
had, in the preceding period, maintained that by the brethren of
Jesus, mentioned in the New Testament, were to be undei'stood the
later born sons of Mary. .But the ascetic spirit, and the excessive
veneration of Mary, wei-e now shocked at the renewal of this opinion.
Thus it came about that, at the close of the fourth century, a layman
of Rome, by the name of Helvidius, destitute, as it would seem, of a
regular tlieological education, supposed that in the New Testament he
found reasons for this opinion, while at the same time he appealed to
;

;

;

the authority of TertuUian and Victorinus of Petavio.
Ko/lAvp«5ef Kollvpia, hence their
^oXkvpiiLavlde^. Collyridiuuiuns.
^

,

name

^

He

atfirmed,

a conjecture of bishop Miinter of See-

laud.
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by this opinion he in nowise infringed on the honor of
and he Avas thus led to attack also the exaggerated opinion of
He quoted the cxam))les of the patriarchs, who
the unmarried life.
had maintained a pious life in wedlock while, on the other hand, he
referred to the examples of such virgins as had by no means lived up
These opinions of Helvidius might lead us to conto their calling.
clude, that the combating of a one-sided ascetic spirit was a matter of
Btill more weight with him than the defense of his views with regard
Perhaps, also, he may have been led into these views simto Mary.
ply by exegetical inquiries and observations, and so had been drawn
into this opposition to the overvaluation of celibacy, merely for the
purpose of defending his opinion against an objection on the score of
also,

Mary

that
;

;

propriety.

But when we consider, that at the very time when Helvidius appeared at Rome, the Presbyter, Jerome, by his extravagant encomiums on the unmarried, and his depreciation of the married, life, was
creating there a great sensation, and, by his extreme statements, giving every provocation which, according to the common usage of things,
would be likely to call forth opposition from the other side it seems
more probable, that both Helvidius and Jovinian were excited by this
very counter action of their own polemical efforts, although, in the
case of the latter, the opposition doubtless was based on a deeper
inward ground, in the whole connected system of his Christian faith.
Jerome wrote against Helvidius, to whom, in scientific culture and
erudition, he was confessedly superior, with all the violence and heat
which characterized him.
Among these opponents of the reigning opinion tending to the
glorification of Mary, belongs also another contemporary, Bonosus, a
bishop, probably of Sardica, in lUyria, againsC whose views several
synods, as well as the bishops Ambrose of Milan and Siricius of
Rome, protested.! In Arabia, also, it seems that there were some
who advocated the same views, and who were called the opponents
of Mary.2
It was probably the above described idolatrous veneration
of Mary which had there called forth this opposition.
In the preceding period, we already noticed the devotion with which
places in Palestine consecrated by religious remembrances were regarded and sought out by the Christians.
The tendency towards the
outward, in the religious spirit of these times, must have contributed
to increase the veneration for these monuments of sacred history.
Especially since the empress Helena and other members of the Constantine family had been so eager to visit these spots, and had decorated them with magnificent churches, the number of pilgrims began
greatly to multiply.
Chrysostom says, that from all quarters of the
;

1 Seethe letter to Anvsiiis, bishop of
Thessalonica, jn-obably written by the Robishop, Siricius. Both Siricius and
Ambrose held this opinion to be an essentially fiilse doctrine. Tlie latter says
Hoc
tantum sacrilegium
and we see it was
lothing but the ascetic spirit which attrib-

man

—

:

—

much importance to this dispute
cum omnes ad cultum virginitatis S. Maria
uted so

advoceutur exemplo.

De institutionevir-

ginis,
-

c. 5, § 33.
'AvudiKOfiapiaviral,

them,

Epiphanius

calls
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PILGRIMAGBS.

earth

men

flocked to see the places where Christ was born, where he
Emperors made pilgrhnages to the tomb
of the apostle Peter in Rome, and before they visited it, laid aside
all their imperial insignia, in memory of this hero of the faith.
Even
suffered and was buried.^

memory

the

and

many pilgrims to Arabia, to see the dung-heap
on which the man of God had suffered with such
justly did it appear a great thing to Chrysostom,

of Job drew

to kiss the earth

resignation.^

Very

monuments of earthly glory were overlooked, the places,
themselves inconsiderable, consecrated by nothing but the remem-

that, while the
in

brances of religion, should be searched out, after hundreds and thousands of years, by the common devotion
and very properly might
he say, that great profit could be derived from visiting those spots,
from the recollections and thoughts which they suggested, while the
sight of imperial magnificence left but a transient impression.
It was
in consonance with a deep-seated feeling of human nature, that these
places should possess a peculiar worth for the Christian heart.
Yet
the exaggerated esteem for the outward easily joined on with these
natural feelings, and the effect was disastrous, in leading men away
from inward realities. But still, significant utterances of the Christian spirit were heard, testifying against these erroneous tendencies.
Thus Jerome declared ^ that " the places of the crucifixion and of
;

the resurrection of Christ profited those only who bore their own
cross, and rose each day with Christ
but those who said ' The temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord,' should hearken to the apostle, 'Ye are the temple of the Lord, the Holy Spirit dwells within
;

Heaven

stands open to u.= in Britain, as well as in Jerusalem
God should be within ourselves." He relates, that
the venerable monk Hilarion, in Palestine, had visited the holy places
you.'

;

the kingdom of

but once in .his life, although he lived in their vicinity, so that he
might not give countenance to the exaggerated veneration of them.
And Gregory of Nyssa said (ep. ad Ambrosium et Basilissam)
" Change of place brings God no nearer.
Wherever thou art, God
will visit thee, if the mansion of thy soul is found to be such that he
can dwell and rule in thee.
But if thou hast thy inner man full of
wicked thoughts, then, whether thou art on Golgotha, on the Mount
of Olives, or at the monument of the crucifixion, thou art still as far
from having received Christ into thy heart, as if thou hadst never
confessed him."
The moral corruption which prevailed in these very
regions, beyond what was the case in any other country, he very
justly cites as a proof of the little influence which those impressions
on the senses could of themselves have on the sanctification of the
:

heart.

In concluding this section, we may bring forward another champion
of the purely Christian interest, as maintained against the foreign
Exposit. in Psalm. 109, § 6, T. V. f.
oiicovfievfi avvTpixsi.
In Matth. 11.
2. 'And niv nepuruv r/jc o'tKOVfievr]^
epxovTM, dipoftevot rf/v (purvrjv koI ttjq Kokv-

T. II. p. 59. Uollol vvv fiaKpav rtva nal
diarnvTiov unodTjfiiav aTsMovTM iltto tuv
neparcov T/}f y^c S'C tV^' 'Apajilav rpixovTEC,
Iva rf/v Konpiav inelvTjv iSuai Kol &saaa/i£vo,

8ric rhv

Kara(pc?^7/auai. ttjv yfiv.
^ ]^p_ 49 ^d Paulin.

1

259. 'H

VII. §

-

rbnov.

Chrysostom. Homil V. de

statuis, § 1,
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elements intermingling with the church hfe. This was Acrius, a youthful friend of that Eustathius, bishop of Sebaste, in Armenia, whom
we have ah-eady mentioned. When Eustathius was made bishop, he
But subseplaced his friend, as presbyter, over a house of paupers.
He acquently to this. Aerius fell into a quarrel with the bishop.
cused him of not remaining true to the ascetic life, which had originally brought them together, and of being too much interested in the
whether the fact was that Eustaacquisition of earthly property
thius deserved this reproach, or that Aerius, owing to the strength
of his prejudices, did him injustice, and would make no allowance for
the change of conduct to which he was impelled by his office and
Probably also he
the wants of the church placed under his care.
had been drawn into disputes with his bishop respecting the proper
advocating against him the
administration of ecclesiastical aifairs
equality of bishops and presbyters, according to the original system
As evidence of this he brought the fact, that
of church polity.
presbyters as well as bishops baptized and consecrated the elements
Finally, he became the author of a schism, and
of the holy stopper.
attacked various usages of the dominant church. He inveighed against
the practice of attaching vahie to intercessions for the dead, and to
the celebration of the eucharist as an oflfering in their behalf. " If such
an ordinance could help the departed to bliss," said he, " there would
;

—

;

be no need of moral eflforts in the present life it would only be necessary for each to make or purchase for himself friends, who could be induced to pray, and offer the oblation of the supper in his behalf." (See
above.)
It is worthy of notice, that, although an ascetic, he was opposed to the laws regulating fasts, and to the confining of fasts to set
;

Wednesday, Friday, the Quadragesima, and Good Friday.
All this, he maintained, ought to be done according to the spirit of
the gospel, with freedom, according to the inclinations and necessities
of each individual.
He found fault with the ordinances of the church
on this point, because they had substituted the yoke of a Jewish bondage to the law, in place of the gospel liberty.
He disputed, moreover, the custom of celebrating the passover, which, handed down
from more ancient times, was still observed in these parts of Asia.^
By the sufferings of Christ, that which this type foreshadowed was
fulfilled once for all.
Such a celebration was, in his opinion, a confounding of Jewish rites with Christian.
It is easy to see, that the
spiritual bent of Aerius required a total separation of Christian ordinances and doctrines from Jewish.
The hierarchical sentiment occasioned violent persecutions against
Aerius and his party. Driven from all quarters, they were often
obliged to hold their assemblies in the open fields, in groves, and on
the mountains.^
times, as

1

See

vol. I. sect. 2, p. 298.

*

The

principal authority, haeres. 75.

SECTION FOURTH.
.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY APPREHENDED AND DEVELOPED AS A
SYSTEM OF DOCTRINES.
I.

General Introductory Remarks.

It might appear that it proved otherwise with the process of the
development of Christian doctrines than with the matters considered

The revolution brought about
bj the transition of the Roman emperors to the side of Christianity
might appear to have been of less importance in its influence on
in the other sections of this period.

doctrines than on other branches of Christian development.
If we
look back on the struggles with Gnosticism, happily passed through
on the position of the school of the great Origen on the antagonisms
;

and mediations of which that school was the occasion we cannot
fail to perceive, that, even independently of any outward influence, a
new stadium of development must now begin. Christianity having
once affirmed and distinctly expressed its proper essence, in the conflicts with Judaism, Hellenism, and Orientalism, the opposition coming
from quarters exterior to itself would naturally retreat into the background, and the internal oppositions of different dogmatical tendencies
which in the mean time had been forming must now fall into conflict
with each other, in order to prepare the way, by an adjustment of their
mutual relations to each other, for a higher unity.
Next after that
stage of development which we may distinguish as the predominantly
apologetical, would follow another and a new one, which we may call
the systematizing period.
The school of Origen was the point of
;

transition from the apologetical to the systematizing tendency.

Ori-

gan, in fict, constitutes the highest point of the apologetical bent on
the one hand, and the starting point of the systematizing development
on the other. The end of the first, and the commencement of the
second stage of development -concentre in him.
great turningpoint had, therefore, established itself here naturally.
But as the

A

causes, outward and inward, which shape the course of history do not
accident, but a higher law combines the one
kind with the other, so it was owing to this higher connection arranged

come together by mere

by the Divine wisdom, that the great outward change, by which the
Christian church became the ruling force in the Roman empire, coincided with that which was prepared by the development of the church
from within itself.
The consequences of this great outward change
on the way in which the new tendency, prepared
within the church, developed itself outwardly
partly promoting, and
Dartly iiindering and disturbing it.
And if, in the other branches of
also reacted again

;
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development, it was the influence coming from that outward change
which operated predominantly, yet the same influence was not wholly
wanting in the separate branch we are now considering ; and it found
a point of approach in that which had already been prepared from
within by the earlier development. In the progress of the development
of human nature, it is true, generally, that no one branch can be contemplated wholly separate from the others much rather do they all
stand to each other in the relation of a constant action and reaction.
;

We

may, therefore, consider it as the distinguishing feature of this
ways of apprehending doctrines, which
before had been kept out of sight, were now more openly manifested
that the antagonisms, which in the consciousness of the church had
thus far been held subordinate to the proper and underlying essence
Accordof Christianity ,«4vere brought into conflict with each other.
ing to the laws which govern the course of development of human naThe process once begun could not
ture, it could not be otherwise.
stand still. When that which existed at first undeveloped in consciousness had separated and laid itself out on opposite sides, then first, out
of the conflict of these sides with each other, could proceed forth the
harmonious apprehension of Christianity in all its parts. If the whole
of humanity, in thought as well as in life, was to be impenetrated by
But the same deplorable
it, it must enter also into these oppositions.
mistake was made here which we find so often repeated in the history
of the church.
In the midst of these oppositions, that oneness of the
Christian consciousness which included and embraced them all was
quite forgotten.
Each one of the different parties contemplated, and
passed judgment on the opposite views of the other, only from its
own particular standing point and regarding ihem from the outside,
instead of penetrating into their principles, and studying these principles in the light of their internal coherence and consistency, imputed
to them consequences which lay wholly remote from them.
Accordingly, to each of the contending doctrinal parties, the struggle in defense of its own peculiar mode of apprehension appeared to be one
and the same thing with struggling in defense of Christianity itself.
If, on the other hand, they had, with clear consciousness, seized and

new

period, that the opposite

;

;

held fast to the right relation of a conceptual system of faith to the
life of faith, and the relation of individual Christian doctrines to that
which constitutes the proper and fundamental essence of the gospel,

Redeemer of mankind, everything
would have been different.
Where oppositions of doctrine came up
which touched the Christian consciousness itself, men surely would not
have forgotten, over these, the common foundation of all Christian
consciousness, but would have estimated the latter as of vastly higher
importance than those subordinate differences.
And still less would
those oppositions which related more properly to the form of development in conceptions than to the immediate substantial contents of
Christian consciousness have been able to disturb and break up
Christian fellowship and unity
a quiet and peaceful mutual underBtanding would have prevailed, in place of partisan tenets stifily opposed to, and mutually excluding each other.
to the doctrine of Christ as the

;
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To be

sure, if the controversies about forms of doctrine sometimes

rose, through the heat of polemical

dispute, to greater importance
than was actually due to them, jet on the other hand, too, it might
often happen that an opposition of deeper significance than was apparent at first view, was lying at bottom.
Where the controversy was
about words, it was not always a mere logomachy.
It might be a
controversy between two fundamentally opposite tendencies of dog•natical thought, which, had thus broken out.
And it was just the
consciousness of the great significance of this fundamental difference
which so moved the minds of men as to awaken in a dispute of this
nature such lively participation. But it was ever the great evil, that,
in all such controversies, the relation of the contested points to each
)ther and to the common ground-essence of Christianity, and the
veight of the questions in dispute in their relation to the essential matter of Christian faith, were not clearly ascertained at the first
that
men were not dearly conscious to themselves of the difference between
the form of the dogma for conception^ and the substantial contents of
;

Accordingly, each one-sided dogmatical tendency now strove to
that manifoldness of individual tendencies,
grounded in the essence of man's nature, and even necessary to the
full development in Ufe and thought of the rich treasures of Christianity was not to be tolerated
and hence the striving after a narrow and narrowing uniformity, which would force all the different
bents and tendencies of mind under one yoke, and which must necessarily check the free and natural evolution of the Christian system of
faith, and thereby, in the end, of the Christian life of faith itself.
Still more hurtful was the course taken by these doctrinal controversies when disturbed by the interference, especially in the Bast Roman
empire^ of a foreign power,
namely, that of the state,
which
hindered the free development and the free expression of the different
opposite opinions.
Owing to this, the purely dogmatic interest of the
controversies was oftentimes extremely vitiated by the intermixture of
a foreign secular interest, and foreign secular passions.
Not unfrequently did it happen, that the opposite views of doctrine, which, after
being developed outwardly from witliin, had already proceeded to
such extent, indeed, as to be prepared for collision with each other,
were first called forth into actual collision by outward, foreign occasions, arising out of the confusion of ecclesiastical with political matAnd the consequence of this was, that, from the very first,
ters.
a foreign interest was superinduced, which increased the difficulty of
arriving at a mutual understanding, and disturbed the pure course
In remarking this, however, many too superficial
of development.
observers have been led falsely to suppose, that these disputes were
due solely to their outward occasions, and to the conflict of passions
when the truth is, that the outward occasions could only call forth
what had long since been prepared in the course of development
within the church itself; as in fact we saw, when we traced the incipient germs of these oppositions in the preceding period, and as will
faith.

gain the sole ascendency

;

;

—

—

•

be

still

more

clearly

shown

in detail,

when we come

to consider their
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gtate could not succeed in forcing

foreign to her

own course
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interference of the

upon the church anything entirely

of development.

for certain transient periods of time,

It could only bring about,

some other

result of the contro-

versies than that which corresponded to the natural relation of the
conflicting elements to each other

but such results forced on from
without could not, as the history of these doctrinal controversies
The theological spirit of that portion
shows, be anything permanent.
of the church on which such results were forced was moved to resist
them, and the foreign element was spurned away again, though not
without a violent struggle.
The different dogmatic tendencies of spirit, which in the preceding
period could ujifold and express themselves with some degree of universality and completeness, now presented themselves, for the most
part, in a more precise and definite shape, in controversies about sinand, as a general thing, did not proceed to unfold
gle doctrines,
themselves in wider compass and with more logical consistency.
For
this reason, the controversies about single doctrines also furnish us
with the most important help towards understanding the different gen;

—

eral tendencies of the

dogmatic

spirit.

While, in the preceding pe-

riod, the conflict of universal spiritual tendencies fully carried out, in

the oppositions of Judaism, of Gnosticism, of the Roman church tendency, of Montanisra, and of the Alexandrian tendency, predominated;
in the present period, on the otiier hand, the oppositions manifested
th-emselves ruCher in the history of single doctrines, than in the tendencies of the dogmatic spirit generally.
Had the universal ground
tendencies which lay at the foundation of the controversies respecting
single doctrines been allowed to express themselves in their entire
compass, this circumstance would have been attended with very important consequences, affecting the entire development of Christianity.

Amidst the

doctrinal controversies of this period, the characteristic

between the tendency of the dogmatic spirit in the Ea-stern
and in the Western church became apparent, while, at the same time,
it went on to shape itself into a more precise and determinate form.
It corresponds with the opposition between the spirit of Greece and
Rome. In the Eastern church, the Greek mobility of intellect and
speculative direction of thought pr^ominated.
In the Westera
church the more rigid and calm, the less mobile but more practical
tendency of the Roman spirit prevailed.^ Hence it happened, that,
difference

1
This difference between the two
churches was ri.ij;htly perceived bj Greek

in logica et in arte dialectica subtiles in
ratione disscrendi prtevalebant, cceperunt

theologians, as early as the twelfth century,
and made use of as an argument in defending the Greek church against the reproach,
that all the heresies had sprung out of her
bosom. See the remarks of Nicetas, archbishop of Niconiedia, in Ansdm. Haveloergens. Dialog. 1. III. c. 11.
D'Achery
Quoniam nova et
Spicileg. T. I. f. 197.
pluribus inaudita fides subito pultlice priedicabatur, et in bac civitate studia liberalium artiura vigebaut, et multi sapientes

fidem Christiantun disserendo examiiiai-e
et examiuando et ratiocinaudo deficer^'.
Next, to the vana sapientia, by which the

Greek

false teachers luid

selves to be misled, is

suffered

opjxwed the

thcjuslinpJi-

minus docta of tlie Romans, which is
derived vel ex nimia iK^gli^-entia investicitas

gandaefidei, vel ex grotssa tarditate hehetis
ingenii, vel ex occupatione ac mole secularis impediment!.
So far as the intellectual
phenomena of different times admit of be-
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while, in the Eastern church, the development of doctrines had to
pass through the most various forms of opposition before they could
come to anj quiet adjustment, the result to which the Eastern church
first arrived, after manifold storms and conflicts, was, in a certain
sense, anticipated by the church of the West
and she subsequently
appropriated to herself the accurate definitions of doctrine which had
resulted in the Eastern church from the conflict of opposite parties.
Again, as the opposition between a predominantly speculative, and
a predominantly practical tendency was the characteristic mark of
;

distinction between the Greek and the Roman church, evidenced
already, in the preceding period, by the relation in which the gi-eat
church teachers, such as Origen and Tertullian, stood to each other,
so too this difference became apparent in the different objects which

more

particularly enlisted the theological interest in the two churches ;
and, hence, in the different character of tlie doctrinal controversies in
which they engaged.
The controversies in the Oriental church related to speculative determinations of the doctrine of the Trinity, and
of Christology
in which, to be sure, a practical interest also lay at
bottom.
But the single controversy which belonged properly to the
Western church, took its start from that which lies at the centre of
;

all

practical Christianity, namely, aitthropologij in

the doctrine of redemption,

—

its

connection with

the antitliesis between nature and grace.
This difference was fraught with important consequences on the
peculiar direction of the system of faith in both churches.
As we

already saw prevailing in the Greek church, in the preceding period,
a one-sided speculative apprehension and treatment of Christology and
the doctrine of the Trinity, so, in the present period, this one-sided

tendency was yet more increased by the course of the controversies.
And hence it came about that in the Greek chui*ch, the whole system
of faith was built on a foundation too entirely speculative that matters
of philosophy, and mattere pertaining to tlie system of faith were too
frequently jumbled together
that speculative definitions with regard
to the divine essence were held to be jiist the most important
and
that so much the less interest was taken, therefore, in that which is
the most important thing for practical Clmstianity in the true sense,
namely, with Christian anthropology, as it is determined through its
connection with the doctj-ine of redemption
and that men could regard that which stands in no immediate relation with the religious
life as the more impoi-tant, while that wliich has the closest connec;

;

;

;

tion with

it

seemed

to tiK>m less material.

In proof of these statements, we may refer to the manner in which
Gregory Nazian^en expresses himself in regard to these matters.
He names among the proper topics of public teaching with Christians,
the question whether there is but one world or many worlds
the
questions concerning matter, the soul, the spirit and spiritual natures;
;

ing compared,

we might

find

ogj' in the relation existing
tftaoioglcal

nnd
JO

the

development

among

some anal-

between the
the

C^t^mm

Engiish; but with this fliife»CT>ce,
itt; bearing on the result,

important in

that in Gennany, the more active intellife has oot been cheoieU and hampered in the der^iopment of its oppositions
By anything wnic'h resembles Byzantine
despotism.
lectual
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concerning good and evil, concerning the Providence which binds toconcerning that which is consonant
gether and directs all things
concerning the
with, and that which is contrary to human reason
concerning
original constitution of man's nature, and the new birtli
concerning the
the relation of the two testaments to each other
his incarnation and his
first and the second appearances of Christ
concerning the resurrection, the
his return to the Father
passion
end of all things, the divine judgment and retribution. And then he
designates as the principal thing, the right presentation of the doctrine of the Trinity, so as to preserve the just medium between SaWe see how the individual doctrines were
bellianism and Arianism.^
here placed together without any regard to their organic connection,
without reference to their several relations to that which the religious
needs of man's soul require, to that which lies at the very centre of
Determinations which have no practical sigChristian consciousness.
nificance whatever, which ought never to be introduced into discourses
meant for the people generally, are represented as being the most
important of all, where to swerve on either hand from the exact mean
But to that on which depends the
would be extremely dangerous.
whole peculiar essence of Christian fiiith and life, there is not the
least allusion.
In another place,^ he speaks, indeed, against those
who made all employment of the mind on Christianity to consist in
and he warns against the
speculating on the doctrine of the Trinity
tendency which seeks to determine too much in respect to the essence
of the Godhead, a matter which can be fully understood only in the
But then he proceeds to name among the things with
eternal world.
which the mind might be more profitably occupied, and where the falling
into error would not be dangerous,^ the passion of Christ. An error with
regard to the relation of Christ's sufferings to* the work of redemption
seemed therefore to him to be of less importance than an error with
In this way of
regard to the relation of the hypostases in the Triad.
judging, we recognize a tendency which by no means corresponds to
the Christian and more natural standing point ; for Christianity does
not take its start from a speculative doctrine concerning Gud, but
from historical facts of divine r^elatiou.
Since, accordingly, in the Greek systems of doctrine, that which is
the central point in a Christianity taking its start from divine facts
retreated into the background, while the speculative element was
laade the essential thing, it followed, that a common centre from
which the entire Christian life, in its ground-principle and in the application of that principle, the entire doctrine of faith and morals,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

'Oaa nspl Koaiiuv

7)

Koa/iov TrE(pLXoa6(pi]-

vTiTig, wEpl rpyxK- '""fpt vov Kal tuv
voepuv (pvGEuv, (3i?i.Ti6vuv TE Kal ;^e{pnv(jv,
Tzepl rfig rd nuvra avvdEovarjc te Kal 6iE^ayovarjc npovoiac, ona te Kara Myov imavTOM
6okeI Kal una napu 7u')yov tov kutu koI tov
avT^pumvov eoti te oaa nspl Tr/g npojTr^c
rjfiuv avaraaEDq Kal ttjc TtlEVTaiag livanlii-

raL- TTEpl

CTe(jf. tvtvdv te Kal aATji^Etag Kal diaOrjKCiv
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.

miglit have unfolded themselves as an organically connected whole,

was wanting
ical,

;

and consequently, that by the side of a too metaphyssprung up a legal, or a one-sided,

too lifeless system of faith

ascetical system of morals.

The

doctrinal systems of the

The

Western church took an altogether

spirit of that church occupied
from the beginning, with that on which rests the
pi'oper and fundamental essence of Christianity,
the antithesis of
nature and grace,
and thus attention was directed, for the most
part, to matters of fact, to the salvation procured by Christ, as contrasted with that which human nature was before, and continues to be
without him.
To this, the single domestic doctrinal controversy in
the Western church relates.
Hence it was, that here the reference
of the whole Christian life, of the doctrines of faith and of morals, to
whence everything that belongs to Chrisone common central point
could stand distinctly forth to consciousness.
tianity is determined
The honor of having contributed to this result is especially due to
Augustin, that great church teacher who was the most important
scientific organ for expressing the spirit of the Western church.
Au-

different direction.

itself, first

of

practical

all,

—

—

—

—

gustin himself has set forth this central point of Christianity in language whicli we may well compare with that above cited from Gregory
''
The whole essence of Christian faith," he says,
on the antagonism between two men, one, him by whom we
were brought under bondage to sin, the other, him by whom we are
As the one brought about, in himself, our fall, by
redeemed from it.
so the other brought about, in himself, our redoing his own will
demption, by fulfiUing not his own will, but the will of Him who sent
him. ' For there is one God, and one Mediator betweep God and men,
the man Christ Jesus.' " ^ And from this central point of the Western
system of doctrine may have proceeded also that reaction of the
Christian consciousness, which led to the purification of the Christian
church by means of the Reformation. Hence, it was not in the spirit
of the Oriental, but only in the spirit of the Western church, to
bring about such an event.
The most significant phenomenon m the general history of the system of faith, and one whose influence extended from the preceding
period over into the present, was the struggle betwixt the speculative
spirit of Origen's school, and the opposite tendency of practical realism.
True, at Alexandria itself the spirit of this school did not maintain itself as one vigorously working onward in its wide embracing
The catechetical school at
compass, and with its whole vital energy.
Alexandria was no longer such as it had been under Clement and OriDidymus, the last, and the only distinguished, teacher of this
gen.
period, wanted the original and profound intellect of Origen, wonder-

of

"

Nazianz.

rests

;

1 In causa duorura hominum, quorum
per unum venumdati sumus sub peccato,
per alterum redimimur a peccatis quorum
ille nos in se perdidit.faciendo vohnitatem
suam, non ejus a quo factus est; iste nos
in se salvos fecit, non faciendo voluntatem
;

ejus, a quo missus est in horum
ergo duorum hominum causa proprie fides
Christiana consistit. Unus est enim Deus
et unus mediator Dei et hominum, homo
Christus Jesus. De peccato originali, § 28.

suam, sed

;
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youth,
fill as was the erudition which this person, blind from his early
had found means to store up in his mind. Only one thing peculiar to
the spiritual tendency of Origen passed over to the Alexandrian

The contemplative, mystical, and, in part, specuchurch as a whole.
and out of this the
element continued to be cherished there
peculiar dogmatic character of that church gradually formed itself:
but Origen's free and enlarged spirit of inquiry vanished away from
Origen's greatest influence, on the other hand, proceeded from
it.
his writings, which had no small share in forming the minds of some
of the most eminent church teachers of the East, who were distinlative

;

guished in the doctrinal controversies for their free spirit and their
Such were Eusebius of Caesarea, and the
theological moderation.
great church teachers of Cappadocia, Gregory of Nazianzen, Basil of
Caesarea, and his brother Gregory of Nyssa, on whose thoughtful
mind the speculative spirit of Origen had a very great influence.
In general, though the Christian realism which characterized the
spirit of the Western church offered a counterpoise to the speculative spirit of Origen's school, and though many of Origen's peculiar
ideas were universally rejected ; partly such as the development of
the theological spirit in these times was not ripe enough to receive,
and partly such as had grown out of a combination of Platonism with
Christianity,

and which were

really foreign

from the essence of the

yet the school of Origen had served, in this struggle, to introduce, throughout the entire church, a more spiritual mode of apprehending the system of faith, and to purge it everywhere of a crude
anthropomorphism and authropopathisra, and of the sensuous notions
And in the treatment of the most weighty single docof Chiliasm.
trines we may discern the after-working of the influence of that great
gospel

;

church teacher on the development of antagonisms which made their
appearance in the fourth century, as will be more particularly shown
in the history of those controversies.

As Platonism had been

chiefly employed by the Alexandrian school
shape to Christian theology, and as the philosophical character of this school had been formed under the influence of Platonism,
so this peculiar form of the scientific spirit continued to be the prevailing one with all those in the Greek church who made it their
special object to obtain a scientific apprehension of the system of
It was only the narrow dogmatism of the anderstanding which
faith.
an externalized and superficial supernaturalsprung from Eunomius,
that sought wholly to suppress
ism, allied to the later Socinianism,
the element of Platonism. Had the former succeeded in its struggle, a
complete revolution would have been brought about in the system of
faith.' But the three great church teachers of Cappadocia, who had
been formed in the school of Origen, took strong and decided ground
The profoundest questions relating
against this whole new tendency.
to the essence of Christianity, and of religion in general, came here
the question whether religion were more a matter
under discussion,
the relation of faith to knowlof intellectual conception, or of life,
edge.
We shall have occasion to treat of these remarkable opposiin giving

—

—

—

—
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tions

more

particularly, in

connection with the history of doctrinal

controversies.

Independent of the influence of Origen, a new mixture of Platonism with Christianity, in which, moreover, the Platonic element predominated over the Christian, in a far greater measure than was the
case with Origen, is seen in the case of Synesius of Cyrene, after-

wards bishop of Ptolemais, the metropolitan town of Pentapolis, in
the early times of the fifth century.
We have here a remarkable exemplification of the manner in which a transition might be gradually
made from fundamental ideas of the religious consciousness, conceived
under the form of Platonism, to Christianity. But we see, also, how
a transformation of Christian doctrines into mere symbols of Platonic
ideas might be brought about in the same way.
Precisely as, in earlier times (see vol. I. sect. 1, p. 34), this Platonism had attached
itself to the pagan cultus, and to the hierarchical system of Paganism, out of which combination arose a mystico-theurgical system of
religion
so a similar phenomenon, under the Christian form, might
arise out of a combination of Platonism with the dominant religion
of the church.
The false notion of the priesthood, by which it was
represented as a mediatory organ between heaven and earth, between God and man as a vehicle for the conveyance of heavenly
powers to the earth as man's representative before God the false
notion, connected with this other, of the sacraments, as the bearers of
those heavenly powers,
all this might easily be laid hold of as a
;

;

;

;

—

basis

for

theurgical mysteries.

symbolism of

A

theurgical

system, or mystical

formed out of a mixture of Christianity and
Platonism, we find completely elaborated in the writings forged under
the name of Dionysius the Areopagite, which might have been composed some time in the course of the fifth century.
Great, also, had been the influence of Origen in introducing a better
method of interpreting the Scriptures. He was the first to introduce
a scientific method of interpretation, in opposition to the rude, crassly
literal method, combined with anthropomorphism and Chiliasm, which
had hitherto prevailed. This influence, to which all learned exeget^
ical study must trace its original suggestion, may be recognized in a
Eusebius of Ciftsarea
and this influence was transmitted through
Jerome even to the Western church, which entertained the greatest
repugnance to Origen. Yet, as the first impulse was given by this
great church teacher to many things which, on account of various
hindering and disturbing causes, could not as yet come to any free
development, which could disentangle themselves from these embarrassments only at a later period, so it happened also in the case now
before us.
We have seen how Origen, by opposing the above mentioned crassly literal mode of interpretation, as well as by his speculative principles, was led into an arbitrary, allegorical method of exposition.
Up to this time, there had been but these two opposite, oneBut after the
sided methods, the crassly literal and the allegorical.
interest had been awakened by Origen in favor of a scientific method
of biblical interpretation, there began to be formed out of this, as
this

sort,

;
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early as at the close of the preceding JDeriod, a grammatical and logical method of interpretation, holding the mean between those two
opposite extremes.

We

noticed the

first

beginnings of an exegetical

school with this tendency in the church of Antioch.

These incipient
germs were still farther developed by distinguished men of the fourth,
and the commencement of the fifth century,
by a Eustatiiius, bishop
of Antioch
a Eusebius, bishop of Emisa in Phoenicia
a Diodorus,
bishop of Tarsus in Cilicia and particularly by the acute and original
Theodorus, bishop of Mopsuestia in the same province.
In the Alexandrian church, on the other hand, the old allegorical method still

—

;

;

;

maintained its ground.
This new exegetical direction would, of necessity, introduce more
careful and exact habits of distinguishing between the divine and the
human elements in Holy Scripture,
a distinction which hitherto
had been disregarded.
We observed, in the preceding period, how
closely the allegorical method of interpreting the Bible was connected
with those exaggerated notions of inspiration which paid no attention
whatever to the difference between essence and form in the communication of divine truth, but regarded everything alike as proceeding
from immediate divine suggestion.
This allegorizing method, again,
contributed to promote that habit of regarding Holy Scripture as a
work of divine inspiration, which was wont to overlook entirely the
human and historical conditions connected with the origin of each

—

separate scripture, and the peculiar points of difference arising thereHaving once set out from this presupposition as the starting-

from.

point, the

allegorical

interpreter could find, in the exposition

itself,

none of those difficulties or stumbling blocks, which might have prepared the way for him to perceive the unteirableness of such views of
Scripture
for by taking liberties with the literal, and arbitrarily assuming a mystical sense, ^ it was an easy thing for him to dispose of
every difficulty, and to explain every striking variation in the stateBut it is very evident, also, that while it was
ments of the Bible.
the real intention of the expounder to show the highest respect for
the sacred Scriptures by thus recognizing everything in them as
equally divine, by seeking everywhere in them for mysteries of divine
revelation, he could not fail, in applying this principle to particular
cases, to betray a want of that true respect, which shows itself in the
faithful investigation of the substantial meaning.
We may here call
to mind that, in the preceding period, we saw a tendency springing
out of these same motives to convert historical facts into myths. On
the contrary, the new grammatical and logical principle of exposition
;

men
human element

would, of necessity, lead

regard, in connection with the di
sacred Scriptures.
Men would
be compelled to see the difficulties which could only be removed by
distinguishing between the divine and the human factors in the origvine, also the

to

in the

They would, of necessity, learn to
be ascribed to one and the same inspiration of the Divine Spirit, and that which was to be ascribed to
'nation

of

these

Scriptures.

distinguish that which was

1

The

to

uvay(j-'/f] elq

to votjtov.
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the divers individualities of the persons employed
that which could be explained only

by reference

His organs

as

;

to successive periods

of genetic development.
They would, of necessity, be led to separate in thought the essential thing of one and the same divine inspiration, from the diversified forms under which that inspiration becomes
manifested.
Though they might not, as yet, be able to derive from
this a new and thorough method of treating the whole subject of inspiration, yet from this standing point were presented to view single
ideas, implying a pecuhar modification of the doctrine of inspiration.

Thus, Theodore of Mopsuestia distinguishes the one principle of
Holy Spirit, from the diversity of the forms of reve" It
lation, which are conditioned by the different ends had in view.
was one and the same spirit," he says, " who bestowed his grace on
such as were deemed worthy of his influences, while the effects were
manifold, according to the necessities of each particular case
where he cites in proof 2 Corinth. 4 13.^ The retiring of all consciousness of self and of the world into the background
the ecstatic state
he explains as being necessary, because the mind should
be wholly abstracted from things present and worldly, in order to be
prepared to receive the revelation of things divine;^ "for if" he
says " we cannot perfectly receive the instruction of an earthly
teacher, unless, with our minds wholly abstracted from everything
else, we give close attention to the matter set forth, how could those
persons possibly receive such hiy^i revelations, unless in thought they
were wholly withdrawn from things present at the time of their comFrom the nature of such an ecstasy he concludes that
munication.^
the matter of revelation must be presented either in the form of an
audible voice, or of a vision to the mental eye of the individual who
So in Chrysostom we recognize an interreceives the revelation.^
preter of Scripture who had been formed in the Antiochian school,
actuation by the

—

:

—

—

when we find him admitting without scruple the existence of many
discrepances in the gospel narratives as to unimportant matters relatThis
ing to times and places, and in particular forms of expression.
agreement in essentials, with diversity in things not essential, he re-

He holds that
gards as a proof of the credibility of the narratives.^
the only thing important is agreement in the essential matter, in that
which serves to the end of salvation, whereupon Christianity reposes.
Under this head he places the incarnation of God the miracles of
;

UoXvTpOTvoi 6e

Kara

xpstav kveyivovTO civToic al evepyetai, /cai?' af r^v uiroKU.7i.vipLV tdexovTO Tuv uvayKaiuv. Corameiitar.
in Naura. c. 1, in Wegnern Theodori quae
supersunt omnia, vol. I. Berolin. 1834, p.
397.
2 'EKOTuaei uTTavreg uq slicbg tuv ano()(yi]TOTEpuv edexovTo tt/v yvuaw, kwslwep exp^^
1

/cat

aiiTovg Talc ivvoiair

TTo^Ji/iu

ttiv

irov rr/g napoiiaTjg

KaTudTuaeus yeyovoTag, ovtu 6vvr]&j]vai rrj
TUV 6ei.Kvvfiivuv -deuplgi npoaavEX^i-'v jjibv7j.
L.

c.
^

p. 397.
TGJ Aoyia/iC)

M^

'

nporepov icaTu tov

ifeupiai liaipdv E^iaTafiEvoLg

ttiq

tuv napovTuv

;

*

The

didaah.a'kia

uare doKslv avTOvg
anovEiv eutl

tov

ayiov

looTzep

nvsvfzaTOi,
Tivbg "kaAovvTog

onraaiav opuvret;
[lef kneivrjQ r'/KOvov tm Asyofievuv. Thus he
exphiins tlie vision of Peter in the Acts,
the vision of John the Baptist at the baptism of Christ.
See the fragment in the
Catena to John published by the Jesuit
Corderius.
^ 'H doKOvaa tv (iLnpolg elvai 6ia<j)uvla noarjg aiva'AluTTEi uvTovg vnoipiag.
Horn. I
in Mutth. § 2. T. VH. ed. Montf. f. 5.
(Vs

otl aal riva
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IN

Christ ; his resurrection and ascension ; the fact that he gave prethe fact that the New Testament stands
cepts serving to salvation
not in contradiction with the Old.
In Jerome, too, we see the influence of the scientific method of
biblical interpretation, in his way of distinguishing the divine and the
;

Thus, for example, in commenting on
the opinions, for inindeed different opinions
stance, of expositors who chose rather to resort to a strained explanation, than to confess, as they supposed must otherwise be done, anything purely human in the letters of an Apostle ; ^ but he himself
is inclined to believe it to be no matter of wonder that the Apostle,

human

in the

Galat.

5:12, he

Holy

Scriptures.

cites

;

being a man, and a man still inclosed in the weak vessel of the flesh,
a man who still saw another law in his members, warring against the
law of his mind and bringing him into captivity to the law of sin
(Rom. 7 23),^ should, for once, allow himself to be hurried into
such expressions as we see pious men often falling into.^ Jerome,
then, sees something in the words of Paul, which came not from the
actuation of the Divine Spirit, but which was to be ascribed to the
disturbing influence of the human individuaUty which had not as yet
become wholly transformed. The fact that we should find such a
case in the New Testament he employs as an argument to defend the
Old Testament against the Gnostics which argument, still further
unfolded, would have led him to distinguish in the former also, still
more than he was in the habit of doing, the divine and the human
:

;

elements.*

That erroneous view of the Bible as an exclusively divine book, a
codex of divine revelation, made many unwilling to receive into the
canon of the New Testament the Epistle to Philemon; inasmuch as
it treated only of things human
nothing of divine revelation was to
be found in this epistle.'^
Of the correct distinction between divine
and human in the inspiration of the Apostles by the Holy Spirit,
;

many made

a false application, in that they united with this correct
and failed of perceiving the true organic relation subsisting between the two.
The Apostle, said they,
did not always so speak as that Christ spake in him
for human infirmity could not have borne the unintermitted indwelling of the Holy
distinction a false separation,

;

1 One of the strained expositions which
the timidity of orthodoxy begat was this
Sed et ilhid dici potest, licet superfluum
quibusdam esse videatur, quod Paulus non
:

tammalcdixeriteis,quamoraveritproillis,
ut eas partes corporis perderent, per quas
delin(ii;ere cogebantur.
Wiiich words, it is evident, were considered by Jerome to refer to the condition
the
regenerate man.
Sf
^ Nee mirum esse, si apostolus ut homo,
3t adhuc vasculo clausiis indrmo, vidensque
aliam legem in corpore suo semel fuerit
hoc luquutus, in quod frequenter sanctos
'^

pers|)icimus.
Lib. III. in
epist. ad Galat. c. 5, cd. Vallarsi, T. V'll.
I, p. 493.
viros

caiiere

*

His words

:

Nunc

reticos proferatur,

a nobis contra hse-

Marcionem

videlicet, et

Valentinum et onines qui contra vetus latrant Testamentum, qua ratlone illi, qui
creatorem sanguinarium severum bellatorem et tantum judicem criminantur, hoc
in apostolo Dei boni valeant excusare. Et
certe nulhim puto in veteri lege tarn trucem, tarn cruentam in aliquo esse sententiam.
Quidquid ergo illi pro apostolo
excusationis attuierint, hoc nos pro lege
veteri
*

defcndemus.

The words

tum, in

epist.

in Chrysostom, Argumenad Philemon, T. XI. f. 772:

r^

JlepiTTov eivai to aal tuvt^v npoOKdadaL
imaToXriv, elye vTrip npuyiia-oq WKpov ^^i-

uaEv,

i'lrep ti'Of avSiiuc.
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Everything connected with the gratification of earthly wants ;
and drinking, was certainly excluded therefrom. What St.
Paul says in Galat. 2 20, that he lived, yet not he, but Christ lived
Ghost.

as eating

:

him, could not be applicable to

in

after they

had given utterance

all

to

things.

So, too, the prophets,

their predictions,

fell

back

into

the ordinary state of consciousness, and were like other men.
Except with Christ, the Holy Spirit abode constantly with no man.^
Jerome, in refuting such, points to the necessary correlation between
the divine and human in Christianity ; and still more clearly is the

same thought unfolded by Chrysostom. " If a man lives spiritually,"
he says, " his whole deportment, his carriage, his way of speaking, in
a word, everything about him, will be profitable to those who observe

it.2

The Antiochian

was led, by the new exegetical tena different view from the one generally
entertained, of the relation of the Old to the New Testament.
While
the allegorists found it easy, by their method, to lay the entire doctrine of the New Testament back into the Old, the Antiochians felt

dency peculiar

to

school, again,
itself, to

themselves compelled, by the tendency above mentioned and by their
hermeneutical principles, to inquire what the writers of the Old Testament, under the historical conditions and from the standing point
peculiar to each one, consciously designed to say.
But, in so doing,
they recognized also the higher spirit running through the entire Old
Testament,
the ideas which led the way from the Old Testament
over to the New.
Therefore they distinguished the ideal element
from the real, historically conditioned one, in the Scriptures of the
Old Testament the idea at bottom in the consciousness of the writers
enlightened by the Holy Ghost,
the idea filling their minds, which
was realized in Christ, and which was not clearly unfolded to consciousness until after its realization,
from the peculiar shape, modified
by the circumstances of the times, utider which this idea was appre-

—

;

—

—

hended by those writers.
They distinguished what the prophets,
from the particular standing point which each one occupied, designed
to say, from that which the actuating Spirit of God designed to say,
through them.
Accordingly, they distinguished a conscious and an
unconscious prophecy
and by means of these distinctions, the claims
of faith and the claims of knowledge could alike be satisfied,
the
opi)Osition between the philologico-historical point of view, and that
of religion could be reconciled.
The object which
as we endeavored to make clear in the first volume
had already been aimed at
by many of the Gnostics, was more clearly presented and unfolded to
scientific consciousness by the Antiochians.
Thus, for instance, Theodore of Mopsuestia says, "Many of the wonderful facts, whether in
;

—

—

—

the history of a people, or of individuals selected for

Non semper apostolum

nee omnia
Christo in se loquente dixisse, quia nee
^

humana

imbeeillitas

umim

spiritus ferrepotuisset.

nostro Jesu Christo,

in

tenoreiu sancti

Exccpto Domino
nullo sanctum

some

specific

Hier. prsef. ad Pliilemon. ed. Vallarsi, p. 741, 742.
- "Orav tiq TrvevixanKuc ^) /cat axvi^ara
kui jin6la(j.ara kqI (yrjiiara aal npuyfiara r<n)
toiovtov nal Kuvra ctTrAiif roiig a.Koi>ovTaf
(j0£Xel.
L. c. f. 773.

spiritum permansisse.
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end and purpose, holy Scripture speaks of more hyperbolically, so far
as those individuals alone are concerned; and here the letter has, to
outward appearance, no truth but it will be found true when applied
to the Lord Christ himself, who, when he made an end in every respect to the shadow of the law, and in its place substituted the corThe
responding truth, showed also the truth of these expressions." ^
promise made to Abraham, that in him and his seed all the nations
of the earth should be blessed, had reference, in its literal meaning,
to his bodily posterity, but in truth to Christ, through whom, in the
Thus he explains also in a
true sense, the nations were blessed.^
twofold sense the promise given to David respecting the kingdom
which should proceed from his house.^ Hence Theodore, in explaining the citations from the Old Testament in the New, was able to
;

distinguish

the

sense of the passages in their original connection in
application made of them by the Apos-

the

Old Testament, from the

tles.**

Considering distinctly apart the

several

different stages in

the unfolding of revealed religion, he maintained that in the Old Testament the unity of God alone, but not the Trinity, was as yet revealed.^

He

thought

this to

be sufficiently evident from the fact that

the Apostles, after they had so long lived in familiar intercourse with

ignorant of the higher sense in which he is the
him Son of God only in the sense in which

Christ, remained

still

Son of God, and
the Jews had of

called

old been wont to understand this title, namely, as
simply denoting that he was favored with the privilege of standing in
a peculiar union with God.*^
This difference of exegetical and hermeneutical tendencies in the
Antiochian and Alexandrian schools was itself connected with a radical difterence of intellectual bents
and was* again the source of
many other differences, growing out of the different ways, which must
necessarily follow, of deriving the doctrines of faith from the sacred
;

At the basis of all, lay the radical difference, that by
Scriptures.
the Alexandrian school the divine alone was after a one-sided manner made the prominent thing, whilst the Antiochian school sought
to apprehend the divine and human in harmonious union with each
other.

In the Alexandrian school, an intuitive mode of apprehension, in
chning to the mystical in the Antiochian, a logical reflective bent
;

1 Aeyei
{iev vnepjioliKUTEpov in' avruv
iKELvuv T] ypacpTj, rrjQ Xe^eug /card to npoxeioov TT/v akJi^Eiav o'vk exovaTjg, evpioKErai 6s
iikriBfi Tu ToiavTa, orav kn' avTov KpivT/Tai
roil deaKOTQV Xpiarov, be kv unaat navaa^

aaiav, EKEiaayayuv 6e tt/v
a?.fi&eiav t^v oinELav, eIkotuq koI tCov (pcjvuv
Tu)V TOLovTuv ETTidEiKwat Tfjv I'cXr/dEiav.
Sec

(lEV Toil vofiov rf/v

the co'TinientaiT on the Jlinor prophets,
ed.

Wcgnern,

p. 612.

We

^
may compare also what Theodore
says in his Comment, on Joel I. p. 156, etc.
'"
See the Comment, on Micah, L. c. p.
B54.
* E. g. Rom. 3
12 in the above men:

tioned Comment,
other places.
&

p.

501,

on the Minor prophets,
•"

and

in

many

See the above-mentioned Comment.
Kat tovtov ye

p.

513.

nvTupxvc ek tuv

uTzudei^LQ

(laKap'iuv uTzoa-67i.(jv yevoiro uv, ol

em

r//f

tou deaTroTov Xpiarov napovaiuQ enl fiaapil)
T(j X90'>"ii avyyeyovoTsg avrC), Xpiarov fiiv
u/ioXi'jyqvv kyvuKorsg 6iu 7ro?Jl^f ikdaaKoMag,
vlov (5e, na^' bv E&rjv Myov -dEoh ova Tjniaravro, Tr2,i/v baov Karu oiKEiuaiv £2.£yov &eov
vlov rov Xpiarov Kara rb twv npba-dsv eSoc
dyiuv te Kal diKaiuv. In the above mentioned Comment, on the Minor prophets,
p. 539.
,
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of

tlie

understanding, predominated

cere Christianity which

may

;
although that hearty and sin
consist with manifold varieties of intel-

was not wanting here. The first of these tendencies
give prominence to the transcendent, the ineffable, the
incomprehensible side of the divine matter revealed in Christianity ; ^
to place by itself the incomprehensible as not to be comprehended, as
lectual

inclined

bent,
to

and of religious intuition to oppose all attempts
and, in .order to express this in the strongest possible
manner, it sought after expressions whereby to push the matter to
the utmost extreme, and which were certainly liable to misconstruction.
On the other hand, the Antiochian intelligential bent, while it
was for allowing faith its just due, and would not attempt to explain
the incomprehensible, strove to unfold the matter of revelation by
the understanding, to present it in the clearest form in which it could
be apprehended, and to provide against all possible misapprehensions
(particularly such as might arise from confounding together and interchanging the divine and the human elements), by means of precise
conceptions.
On the one side, was a predominant striving to set
apart the supernatural in the doctrines of revelation, as such, in opposition to whatever might lead to a rationalistic treatment of them
on
the other, a striving to present, along with the supernatural, that which
was conformable to reason, and so to unfold the doctrines as that they
an object of

faith,

at explanation

;

;

;

might plainly appear to be in harmony with reason. Each of these
tendencies might lead to its opposite extreme
the one to a mystical
hyper-orthodoxy, the other to a rationalism which evaporates ChrisThey should have acted in counterpoise, and reciprocally
tianity.
moderated each other. But the confused sort of conflict into w^hich
they were thrown by the profane passions of men, and the intermeddling of the secular power would not suffer the antagonism to reach
that point where it could fully express itself, and be brought to a
:

reconciliation in accordance with nature.

The tendency

of the Antiochian school is seen in its more moderdeeply pervaded by the Christianity of the heart, in
the case of two individuals, both of whom present models of biblical
interpretation for the period in which they lived, while the second of
them furnishes the best pattern of a fruitful homiletic application of
the sacred Scriptures
these were Theodoret and Chrysostom. The
example of the latter shows particularly the great advantage of this
exegetical tendency, when accompanied by a deep and hearty Christian feeling, and a life enriched by inward Christian experience, to
any one who would cultivate a talent for homiletic exposition, and indeed for the whole ofSce of the preacher.
The North African church ever continued to be the scientific organ for expressing the peculiar Christian spirit of the West. That
which Tertullian had been in the preceding period, Augastin was in
the present.
In him, we have Tertullian once more presented before
us, refined, spiritualized, and ennobled.
He is the proper churchate form, and

:

father of the

West.
1

To

That which Origen had been

u()(yr]Tov,

in

his influence

to u(ppaaTOv, to unepivorjTov rod fivaTyplot',
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AUGUSTIN.

on the theological development of the Oriental church, Augustin was
His influence was, in
in his relation to the church of the West.
many respects, more universal and long continued than the influTo remarkable acuteness
ence of that great father of the church.
and depth of intellect he united a heart filled and thoroughly penetrated with Christianity, and a life of the most manifold Christian
In system and method, he was doubtless superior to
experience.
Origen but he wanted the erudite historical culture, for which the
If, to his great qualities of mind and heart,
latter was distinguished.
he had united this advantage, he would thereby have been preserved
from many a partially conceived dogma, from many a stiff abstraction pushed to the utmost extreme, into which he was hurried by
his speculative turn of mind, his rigid systematic consistency, com;

bined with the peculiar direction of his rehgious feelings.
We noticed, in the case of the Alexandrian Gnosis, a twofold element the Platonic view of the reciprocal relation between the esoteric, philosophic knowledge of religion and of the symbolical faith of
and on the other side, the view
the people (of i-n-LaWj/xr} and of 86$a)
;

;

derived from the Christian consciousness of the relation of doctrinal
knowledge to faith. Augustin was the first who clearly separated,
in his own consciousness, these two forms of knowing, and placed the

above the former.
Augustin's scientific discipline, as well as
Origen's, came from Platonism
but with this difference, however,
that in the case of Origen, the Platonic element was sometimes confounded with the Christian, and Christianity subordinated to Platonism.
In the case of Augustin, on the other hand, his theology disentangled itself from Platonism, and the forms of Christian intuition and
thought were expressed in an independent manfler, and even in opposition to the Platonism from which the scientific discipline of Augustin's mind had taken its first direction.
And in connection with this,
while in Origen's case the philosophical and the dogmatic interest
were often confounded, in that of Augustin, on the other hand, with
whom the central point of his inner Christian life constituted also the
central point of his system of faith, the dogmatic element unfolded
itself, in the main, with more purity and independence.
But even in
his case, the philosophical interest and element of his speculative
intellect unconsciously mixed in with the Christian and theological
and it was from him that this mixture of elements was transmitted to
the scholastic theology of the middle age, which stood in immediate
connection with his own.
We see, in Augustin, the faith for which
the anti-gnostic party had contended, reconciled with the Gjiosis which
came froin the Alexandrian school. The peculiar training of his life
enables us to understand how he came to occupy this important place
latter

;

in the
tin's

development of the system of

faith.

The

transition, in

case, from the Platonic philosophy of religion

Augus-

to the peculiar

Gnosis of Christianity was not a mere speculative change, but a proown life. The development of doctrinal ideas proceeded,
m his case, conformably to the natural

cess in his

own

internal experience.
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Let us recur here, in the first place, to a fact stated in an earlier
part of this history,^ that a truly pious mother had seasonably scattered the seeds of Christianity in Augustin's heart while yet a child.
The incipient germs of his spiritual life were unfolded in the uncon-

Whatever treasures of virtue and worth
by scientific culture, can

scious piety of childhood.

the

life

of faith, even of a soul not trained

bestow, were set before him in the example of his pious mother.
The
period of childlike, unconscious piety Avas followed, in his case, by
the period of self-disunion, inward strife and conflict.
For at the
age of nineteen, while living at Carthage, he was turned from the
course which a pious education had given him, by the dissipations
and corruptions of that great city. The fire of his impetuous nature
needed to be purified and ennobled by the power of religion his
great but wild and ungoverned energies, after having involved him
in many a stormy conflict, must first be tamed and regulated by a
higher, heavenly might, must be sanctified by a higher spirit, before
he could find peace.
As it often happens that a human word, of the
present or the past, becomes invested with important meaning for the
life of an individual, by its coincidence with slumbering feelings or
ideas, which are thus called forth at once into clear consciousness, so
it was with Augustin.
A passage which he suddenly came across in
the Hortensius of Cicero, treating of the worth and dignity of philosophy, made a strong impression on his mind.
The higher wants of
his spiritual and moral nature were in this way at once brought clearly
before him.
The true and the good at once filled his heart with an
indescribable longing
he had presented to the inmost centre of
his soul a supreme good, which appeared to him the only worthy object of human pursuit
while, on the other hand, whatever had, until
But the
now, occupied and pleased him, appeared but as vanity.
ungodly impulses were still too strong in his fiery nature to allow^ him
to surrender himself wholly to the longing whicli from this moment
;

;

;

took possession of his heart, and to withstand the charm of the vain
The conflict now
fain despise and shun.
began in his soul, which lasted through eleven years of his life.
Coming from the rhetorical schools, infected with the prevailing
false discipline of those schools, and led astray from a healthful simplicity, he found himself in a tone and direction of mind not unlike
to that which was experienced by the emj)eror Julian, when he was
on the point of being led over to the Platonic theosophy. The simAnd as many
plicity of the sacred Scriptures was distasteful to him.
things in the church doctrine must have been unintelligible to him,
approaching it, as he did, from the ovitside, and having, in the expeobjects which he would

riences of his inner
of

sympathy with
understanding

it

life,
;

nothing which yet presented the least

j^oint

as he Licked entirely the preparatory discipline

it
so, under these circumstances, the delusive preManichean sect, which, in place of a blind belief on
authority, held out the promise of clear knowledge, and of a satisfactory solution of all questions relating to things human and divine, pre-

for

;

tensions of the

1

See above,

p. 262.
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sented the stronger attractions to his inexperienced youth.
He was
undoubtedly encouraged to pass over to tliis sect by the hope that in it
he should be enabled to solve the problem which had so sorely vexed
him, and busied his thoughts from the first,
the question concernFeeling in the depths of his own being the
ing the origin of evil.
struggle so powerfully breaking forth between the good and the evil,
he could find it again appearing everywhere in the outward world.
And thus Dualism may have recommended itself to him. How
much might the acute, dialectical understanding of Augustin have
found to support such a theory of the universe, had he remained

—

faithful to

it

and joined

for a longer time

first

!

^

He

the class of auditors.

became a member of the sect,
It was the sum of his wishes

to be admitted to the class of the elect, so as to be initiated into the
mysteries of the sect,
which, by reason of their enigmatical character, were but the more alluring to his eager thirst for knowledge,
and thus finally attain to the clear light he was so earnestly in pursuit of.
Yet he already understood how to explain to himself every
difficulty on the principles of the Manichean Dualism.
He composed on the basis of this theory a system of aesthetics,
the tract
"De apto et pulchro," which he dedicated to the Roman rhetorician,

—

—

—

and in which he compared the opposition of the good to the
with the opposition of the beautiful to the hateful, and endeavored to point out as existing everywhere, as well in the spiritual and
moral world as in nature, the same dualism between the monad and
the triad.
But his interviews with Faustus, one of the most eminent
teachers of this sect, so utterly disappointed his expectations, that
when he had spent ten years as a member of the sect, he was thrown
into a state of complete bewilderment.
At length he was fully conHilarius,

evil,

vinced, that Manicheism was a delusion
but from this he was in danger of falling into absolute skepticism, from which nothing saved him
but that faith in God and truth which remained planted in the deepest
recesses of his soul.
During this inward struggle, the acquaintance
which he had gained, by means of Latin translations, with Avorks relating to the Platonic and New Platonic philosophy proved of great
He says himself, that they enkindled in his mind an
service to him.
incredible ardor.^
'I'bey addressed themselves to his religious conNothing but a philosophy which coincided with the facts
sciousness.
of the immediate consciousness of God, and the religious need
and
which, at the same time, in that form in which the later Platonism
presented itself to him, contained so much that really or seemingly
harmonized with the Christian truths implanted in his soul at an early
nothing but such a philosophy could have possessed such
age ;
attractions for him in the then tone of his mind.
Of great importance to him did the study of this philosophy prove, as a transitionpoint from skepticism to the clearly developed consciousness of an
undeniable objective truth
as a transition-point to the spiritualiza;

;

—

;

1

—

"Which has been remarked also by

Bayle.
* L. II.

ipsi

de

me

citarunt.
c.

academicos, §

5.

Etiam mihi

ipso incredibile

incendium con
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of his thoughts, which had, by means of Manicheism, become
habituated to sensible images,
as a transition-point from an imaginative, to an intellectual direction, and from Dualism to the consistent acknowledgment of one original being, where in fact his speculative mode of thought exposed him to the danger of falling into the
other extreme of a one-sided Monism.
He arrived, in this way,
tion

first

—

at

a religious idealism, that seized and appropriated to itself
and was thus prepared to be led over to the
;

Christian elements

simple faith of the gospel.
At first, this Platonic philosophy was his
and he sought nothing further. It was nothing but the power
of that religion implanted during the season of childhood in the deepest recesses of his soul, which, as he himself avowed, drew him to the
all

;

study of those writings which witnessed of it.
He argued that, as
truth is but one, this religion could not be at variance with that highthat a Paul could not have led such a glorious life as he
est wisdom
was said to have led, had he been wholly wanting in that highest
Accordingly, he supposed, at the outset, that Christianity
wisdom.
could offer him nothing more than another form for those truths
which he had already made himself acquainted with from the PlaHe conceived of Christ as a prophet, in illuminatonic philosophy.
tion of mind and holiness of character exalted, beyond all comparison,
one who had been sent by God into the world for
above all others
the purpose of transplanting what, by philosophical investigation,
could be known only to a few, into the general consciousness of mankind, by means of an authoritative faith.
From this point of view, he
contrived to explain all the Christian doctrines on the principles of
He imagined that he understood them, and
his Platonic idealism.
As he
spoke of them as a master who was certain of his matter.
afterwards said himself, he wanted that which can alone give the
right understanding of Christianity
and without which, any man will
the love which
have only the shell of Christianity without its kernel
;

;

—

;

is

rooted in humility.^

But this theory, erected on the basis of thought and not of living
for
experience, was demolished, in his case, by the energy of life
the Platonic philosophy presented before him, it is true, ideals which
ravished the intellectual vision, but could give him no power of ob;

The ideals retreated from him, whenever he attempted to grasp them: he was continually borne down
again by the ungodly impulses which he thought he had already subAs he was conducted, therefore, by his living experience, to
dued.
an acquaintance with the want which Christianity alone can satisfy,
to a
and without the feehng of which it cannot be vitally understood,
knowledge of the want of redemption from the sense of inward schism ;
so he found in Christianity more than he was seeking for in it, having
in fact been led to it chiefly in the way of speculation. The study of
taining victory over the flesh.

—

1

As he

says himself, in his confessions,

?peaking of this period of his life Garrieplane quasi peritus, jam enim ccepevelle vidwi sapiens ; ubi erat ilia
:

bam
ram

caritas, isdificans a
tis,

quod

I. c.

20.

fimdamento humilita-

est Christus

Jesus

1

Confess,

lib.
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Paul's epistles in particular, -which he began in this epoch of his
made the more powerful impression on his soul, because so much
in the fundamental idea of these epistles respecting that which is law,
spirit, and that which is flesh, and respecting the conflict between
both, connected itself with his own inner experiences and conflicts,
and became clearly evident to him from them. Much that had been
unintelHgible to him before he had made these experiences, he could
now understand; and, in general, he became better acquainted with
Christianity, the more he found himself at home in it by means of his
own inner life, and the more he experienced the sanctifying power of
the divine doctrines on his own soul.
Thus, then, by degrees, the
relation was completely reversed
it was no longer the Platonic philosophy which was most certain to him and the religion of his childhood had no longer merely the advantage, with him, that it made
what had been imparted to him by that philosoi)hy appear to him
under a more familiar and popular form.
But as he had found in
Christ his Saviour, so all that Christ taught him was infallible truth,
St.

life,

:

;

It was the highest criterion of
which required no other confirmation.
He himself had experienced the power of this doctrine in
all truth.
and this was to him a subjective testimony of its
his inmost soul
His religious and moral consciousness was now
divinity and truth.
He
satisfied
his desire of knowledge alone still sought satisfaction.
longed to see that what was certain to him by faith in divine authority
and by inward experience, was also true and necessary on internal
grounds and the means to this were to be furnished him by the Pla;

;

;

tonic philosophy.^

Now
pened

to

the fact was, that, at this stage of his development, it haphim, sometimes, that he deprived bibliqal ideas of their fi.dl^

peculiar significance, by translating them into the language of the PlaThus, for example, he called the wisdom of this
tonic philosophy.
world simply a wisdom which is still entangled in the forms of sense,
which does not elevate itself to ideas ; and the kingdom of Christ, as
not being a kingdom of this world, he styled one which has its foundaNor was this merely a change of exprestion in the world of ideas.^
1 Thus he said on
entering upon his
thirty-third year, in this very epoch of his

life

:

Mihi autem certum

est,

nusquam

prorsus a Christi auctoritate discedere, non
enim reperio valentiorem. Quod autem
raii'one persequendum est
enim jam sum aftectus, ut quid sit venon credendo solum, sed etiam intel-

subtilissima
ita

mm

ligendo apprehendei'e, impatienter desiderem,
apud Platonicos me interim, quod
sacris nostris non repugnet, reperturum
esse confido.
C. academicos, 1. III. § 43.
In his critical examination of his own

—

'^

writings, his retractationes, 1. 1, c. 3, Augustin himself passes censure on this
translation of the notions of faith into the
philosophical language of the Platonic
school, in which he had indulged himself
in those writings which belonged to the
epoch of his life just mentioned, as also

work de ordine, 1. I. c. 11. When
Christ says, " My kingdom is not of this
world," he does not mean by this the ideal
world (the koo^oq vorjrbc), as opposed to
the world of sense (the Koafto^ aicrdrjTbg)
but ratlier the world in which there sliould
be a new heaven and a new earth, when
that conies to pass wliich we pi'ay for in
At
the words, " Thy kingdom come."
the same time we may notice the freedom
from prejudice with which he acknowledges that the idea of a mundus intelligibilis, in the Platonic sense, by no means contained in it, absolutely considered, any unchristian view, but, rightly understood,
the
was a truth altogether undeniable
mundus intelligibilis being nothing other
than the eternal, invariable order of the
world as it lies grounded in the divine
in his

;

;

reason.
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sion, in

which nothing was

lost to the

matter

;

but the form of expres-

sion was intimately connected with the ethical point of view peculiar to
this school.
Augustin, at this time still entangled in the Platonic in-

was particularly inclined to dwell in his thoughts excluupon the opposition between the spiritual world and the world

tellectualism,
sively

to contemplate the divine rather as simply opposed to the
things of sense and to sensuous appearance, than as opposed to the
self-seeking tendency of the spirit ; to derive moral evil expressly
from man's propensity to the things of sense and sensual appearances.

of sense

;

Yet by degrees,

in proportion as Christianity penetrated from the inthrough his whole mode of thinking, he came to perceive the
difference between Platonic and Christian ideas, and unshackled his
system of faith from the fetters of Platonism.
Augustin had learned from his own experience, that, in reference
to the knowledge of divine things, the life must precede the conception ; thought must develop itself from the actual basis of life
for, in
truth, the reason why the Christian truths presented to him in the doctrines of the church had, at the beginning, appeared so foolish to him,
and the delusive pretensions of that boastful mock-wisdom of the Manicheans had so easily drawn him into its current, was, that those truths
had as yet found no point of union whatever in his inner life. It was
from the life within that he had learned to beheve in these truths, and
to understand them.
By love for the godlike, by the power of the religious, moral temper of heart, he had conquered the skepticism with
which he had for a while been threatened. Thus,
as his system of
faith was, throughout, the copy and expression of the development of
his internal life, and hence possessed so much vitality,
it became with
him a fundamental idea, that divine tJunga must be iueorporated with
the life and the affections, before we can be capable of an intellectual
krtowledge of them ; that the understanding and knowing of divine
things presupposes a self-surrendering love for them, and proceeds
" We must first love, with a perfect love,
therefrom ; as he says
him whom we would know." ^ " It is by our life," he says, " we

ner

life

;

—

—

:

render ourselves worthy of knowing that which we believe." ^ It was
clear to him that religious knowledge must proceed from the heart
that only by the entire surrender of the affections could that truth
be found which satisfies the intellect.
The way by which the Manicheans would conduct men to a wisdom of the Perfect appeared to
him now as a reversing of the order of nature, a way of seeking
which must necessarily fail of its object. '"Men
he exclaims to
them
are not to be led to the knowledge of the truths of faith directly
they must first be taught how alone they can become capable
" The love instilled into the heart by the Holy
of attaining it."
Spirit," he says, " leads to the Son, that is, to the Wisdom of God,

—

—
;

^

So he

says, de

moribus

ecclesias cath-

§ 47, in opposition to the
videte, quam
Bint perversi atque prteposteri, qui sese arbitrantur Dei cognitionem tradere, utperolicJE,

lib.

I.

Manicheans

;ecti

simus,

:

Quamobrem

cum

perfectorum ipsa

sit prae-

Quid ergo agendum est, quid quaeso, nisi ut eum ipsum, quern cojiioscere volu
mus, prius plena caritate diligamus ?
^ Vita, per quam meremur scire, quod
credimus.
De moribus ecclesiie catholicae, lib. I. § 37.
miura.
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by which the Father himself is known for wisdom and truth can in
nowise be found, unless longed for by every faculty of the soul.
But if sought, after a manner worthy of it, it cannot withhold and
By love is the longing by
conceal itself from those who love it.
by love, the knocking by love, the revealing
love, the seeking
by love, in fine, is the persevering in that which is revealed." ^ Now^
he was convinced that a man must first humbly receive, upon divine
authority, the truth which is to sanctity him, ere he can be prepared
Though only tJcat
to know divine things with an enlightened reason.
can be revealed to man by divine authority which in its inmost
essence is truth, and which, therefore, is to be known as true by inyet hi the order of time the faith of authority must
ternal evidence
come first, as a means of preparation and discipline to render the
mind capable of this knowledge, as it comes to us from within.
Yet he was still, in some sense, bound up in that view of Platonism
and as he perrespecting the relation of Soj^a to IvLa-TTqjxrj in religion
ceived, that, without the scientific culture to which but comparatively
few Christians could attain, that rational knowledge was not possible
but as without it there seemed to him to be something still wanting
to Christianity
so he was of the opinion, therefore, that those few
only attained to the full blessedness of the divine life imparted by
But in proporChristianity, wlio combined with it scientific culture.
tion as his views became more clearly unfolded, with the progress of
his Christian life ; as the life of faith appeared to him possessed of a
loftier nature, from the experience of his own heart ^ and as he became acquainted with this life as one and the same thing among all
conditions and forms of culture, in the same proportion he became
convinced, that reason (ratio) did but unfold^ the essential contents
of what was given by faiih, into the form of rational knowledge, but
could impart to it no higher character.
He distinctly set forth this
relation of reason proceeding out of faith, and the life of faith, to
faith itself, especially in his disputes with the Manicheans, who reversed this relation."*
Thus it was first by him, that the great principle out of which the
;

;

:

;

;

'^

;

;;

;

;

^ Si sapientia et Veritas non totis animi
viribus concupiscatur^nveniri nullo pacto

potest.

At

si ita

quifiratur,

utdignumest,

subtrahere sese atque abscondere a suis
non potest. After citing from
7: 7; 10: 26: Amore petitur,

dilectorihus

Matth.

amore quajritur, amore pulsatur, amore
revehitur, amore denique in eo quod revefuerit, permanetur.
L. c. § 31.
^ Augustin. de ordine, 1. II. § 26. Ternpore auctoritas, re autem ratio prior est.
^ This is an important point, also, in
its bearing on the development of Angustin's views respecting grace and predestination, which we shall hereafter examine
moreclosely when we approach the history
of these doctrines. In the outset, when
his faith was still more purely the faith of
authority, the latter appeared to hira as
latum

tlie human clement, to which alone tiie
divine could attach itself.
When he had
penetrated more deeply into the essence

of that which is the life of faith, faith itself seemed to him already to ])resu]lp(l^e
the communication of thedivineclenifiit
to the man it seemed to him, that in fjiitli
the divine and human elemcurs were already conjoined.
* As in the tracts: de utilitate credeu:

di
de moribus ecclesiiB caiholieie
de
moribus ManichaBorum de vera reli^io;

;

;

We

being able to point
to an excellent work on Augustin's ccnirse
of development, that of our dear friend,
Prof. Bindemann of Griefswald
and we
look forward with pleasure to its compl©ne.

rejoice

in

;

tion.
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subsequent doctrinal system developed itself in its independent self"fides prgecedit intellectum "
was established in a
logically consistent manner.
We find, therefore, in Augustin, two
tendencifS, by which he exerted a special influence on the development of Christian knowledge in this century, and in the following
ones a tendency to assert the dignity and independence of faith, as
opposed to a proud, speculative spirit which rent itself from all connection with the Christian life
and to point out, in opposition to the
advocates of a blind faith, the agreement of faith with reason, the
development of faith from within itself by means of reason.^ Thus
in Augustin we see united the two fundamental tendencies which in
the East we saw split and divided into antagonism with each other
subsistence

—

—

:

;

but,

we must

allow, without

finding in

him, at the

same

time,

any

signs of that tendency to apply the historical sense to the elucidation
of Scripture, which was pecuHar to the school of Antioch.
to this what we have before mentioned, Augusdependence on the tradition of the church, by which he was
led to admit into his ratio many foreign elements, as though they
were given by fides ; and his well-exercised speculative and dialectic
intellect made it the easier for him to find reasons for everything,
to
constr'ue, as necessary, everything which had once become fused,
although originally composed of heterogeneous elements, with his
life of faith.
His system of faith wanted that historical and critical
direction of the Antiocliian school whereby alone, returning back, at
all periods of time, to the pure and original fountain of Christianity,
the doctrine of faith can make and preserve itself free from the foreign elements which continually threaten to mix in with the current
of impure temporal tradition.

But we must add

tin' s

—

We

now pass

to consider the

history of the principal doctrines of

Christianity singly considered, and of the prominent antagonisms in

modes of apprehending and treating these doctrines and, in so
we shall see still more clearly presented, in their peculiar
features, the different and opposite main tendencies of the theological
the

;

doing,
spirit.

On this point the letter of Augustin
is particuhirly worthy of notice. He here proposes the problein, ut ea, quaj tidei firmitate jam tenes,
etiam rationis luce conspicias. " Even
faith," says he, " has its eyes, with which,
in a certain sense, it sees that to be true
which still it does not see, and with which
it sees with the utmost confidence that it
does not yet see what it believes." In
1

to Consentius, ep. 120,

yearning after more perfor faith cannot exist
knowledge
without the longing after, and without
which one believes,
of,
that
hope
the
Against an absolute antagonism of tides
"
Far be it from us to
and ratio, he says
*uppose, that God should hate in us that
faith lies also the
feet

;

:

by means of which he has made us superior to all other creatures. Far be it from
us to suppose, that we are to believe in
order that we may be under no necessity
of receiving or of seeking i-ational knowledge; since we could not even believe,
unless

we were

Even

this,

possessed of rational souls,
is
beyond all question

too,

in conformity with reason, that in some
things pertaining to the doctrines of salvation, which we are as yet not able to
penetrate by our reason, though we may
one day be able, faith precedes rational
knowledge,, that so the disposition may
be purified by faith, in order to be in a
condition, at some future period, to receive the light of so great truth."
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Ways

of Apprehending and Treating the Single
Great Doctrines op Christianity.

2.

Opposite

a.

Theology in the more limited Sense of the Term, or the Christian
Doctrine concerning Grod.

What produced an important change in the whole way of apprehending the doctrine concerning God was the controversy about the
Trinity ; with this, therefore, we shall begin, in order that we may
next consider with more exactitude the consequences which flowed
out of it.
This controversy was a natural consequence of the opposite conceptions of the doctrine of the Trinity which had been formed in the

course of the preceding period ; and its origin can be rightly understood and judged only by a previous consideration of the latter.

we can be under no temptation of
to external circumstances and
occasions, or to the influence of any individual man, as, for instance,
Arius.
Neglecting this, we might easily be misled to pass an unjust
judgment on Arius, after having unjustifiably removed him out of his
Considering

it

ascribing too

in this

connection,

much importance here

connection with the dogmatic development of his times, so as to consider his system merely as his own work, and not as, in a certain
sense, a product of the epoch of dogmatic development in which his
life was destined to fall.
We observed, near the close of the preceding period, two main
systems on the doctrine of the Trinity, and more particularly on the

God to the Father
most part peculiar to the Western church, in
which the Christian theisti.n interest was most distinctly expressed
and the Oriental system of emanation and subordination, which obtained a settled form through the labors of Origen.
By the former,
the unity of essence (the oddvctiuv) in the Triad was made specially
prominent, with a view to distinguish precisely the Son of God from
all created beings, and to retain firmly the principle of Monarchy ;
while, on the other hand, the latter system had grown from the establishing, under more precise conceptions, of the older emanation theits aim being sim|)ly to remove from the latter all temporal
ory.
and sons'ious representations.
This system, it is true, in one respect
coincided with the other
namely, that it affirmed the difference, not
merely in degree, but in essence, betwixt the Son of God and all
creatred beings
but the doctrine of the unity of essence was combated by this system as an annihilation of the distinction of persons
a-nd this constitutes that opposition between the two systems which
we remarked already at the close of the preceding period.
It is true that, already, at an earlier period, a dispute had threatened
to break out between these two systems
which dispute having been
prevented, however, by the moderation of bishop Dionysius of Alexandria, the two churches which were so widely separated from each other
doctrine concerning the relation of the Son of
the system, for

the

—

;

:

;

:
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—

— by space and

by language,
might have remained at peace for a
longer time, had there not sprung up in the Oriental church a dispute
between one party which was inclined to favor the Western system of
unity, and another which gave stronger prominence and a more decided expression to the distinction of persons; a tendency which, in
general, declined to acknowledge any essential difference between the
conception, Son of God, and the conception of a created being,

between the notion of a generation from God, and the notion of a
This system stood connected with the older subordination
theory, and was, in so flir, nothing new,^ but only an attempt to fix
and hold fast, in this doctrine, an earlier step of development, in opposition to any further progressive movement.
The novelty consisted in the form in which the doctrine, so fixed and held fast, was
understood, and in which it must assume a more rigidly distinctive and
exclusive character.
In the letter of Dionysius, bishop of Rome, to
Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, we find already the indications of such
a mode of apprehension (see vol. I. sect. 4, p. 007). Now it was this
which, being fully expressed, in the beginning of the fourth century,
by the presbyter Arius, evoked the disputes, of the rise and progress
of which we are about to give an account.
As to Arius, it should be remai'ked, with regard to his pecuhar
theological education, that he was a scholar of the presbyter Lucian
From this school he took that direction which led him
of Antioch.^
to place the free,, grammatical interpretation of the Bible at the basis
But in cases where this direction was not
of his doctrinal system.
accompanied with a general intuition of biblical ideas vitalized by
Christian experience, and this general intuition had not made plain
creation.

the true relation of the particular to the general in the expressions of
holy writ, it might tend, by laying too great stress on particulars, and
giving them an undue prominence, to promote narrow views of the
This was the case with Alius, in whom a tendency
truths of faith.
to narrow conceptions of the understanding, exclusive of the intuiIn the Antiochian school, too, he probative faculty, predominated.
blv took a direction in opposition to the doctrines of Paul of Samosata,

which led him to give particular prominence to the distinction of
hypostases, and, what was connected therewith, to assume at the same
But even in
time a polemical attitude against the Horaoousion.^
the system of Origen's school at Alexandria, he might afterwards

many points of concurrence with his own views, as well in the
polemics against the doctrine of the unity of essence and in the subordination theory, as also in the way in which the doctrine of the
freedom and self-determination of all rational beings was here apArius certainly believed that he was not preaching a
prehended.
find

1 As, in fact, although the Logos was
doubtless distinguished from other created
beings, yet no scruples were felt at the
same time to apply to him the phrase
CKTiae fie, in Proverbs 8 22 consequently,
in so far, of applying to him the name of
:

a uTia/xa.

;

^ Which may be gathered from the circumstance, that he addresses the bishop
Eusebius of Nicomedia, in his letter preserved to us by Theodoret and Epipha-

nius, as av^XovKtaviar^i
^

See vol.

I. sect.

IV.

p. 606.
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and establishing the old church
without which it seemed to him neither the

doctrine, but only bringing out

subordination system
monarchical principle of the Triad, nor the self-subsistent personality
of the Logos, could be maintained. " We must either suppose," says
Arius, '' two divine original essences without beginning, and independent of each other we must substitute a Z>//a/vVt// in place of the
Monarchy or we must not shrink from asserting that the Logos had
a beginning of his existence, that there was a moment when he did
The idea of a becoming without a
not as yet exist" (^r ore ovk yji').^
beginning, a derivation in essence and not in time, was, to the feebly
speculative and feebly intuitive mind of Arius, something too subtle
something incomprehensible, self contradictory.
and refined,
We
perceive here how little suited Origen's method of intuition was to
So, too, he supposed that, by a generation from
the mind of Arius.
inasmuch as particular stress was laid on this notion of a
God,
generation from God, as distinguished from creation,
nothing at all
could be distinctly conceived, unless men were disposed to fall in
with the sensuous Gnostic representations of a partition of the divine
But if men chose to lay particular stress on the notion
essence.^
Son of God, and to employxthis designation for the purpose of distinguishing the Logos from all created beings, they would in this way
also fall into sensuous, anthropopathic notions.
Between God the
Creator, and the creature, nothing else could be conceived as interEither Christ was a divine, original essence, like the Father,
vening.
and then it would be necessary to suppose two Gods, or else there
should be no fear or hesitation in distinctly avowing that he was,, like
all other creatures of God, created, formed, begotten,
or however
else it might be expressed; for, however it .was expressed, the matter itself remained the same,
by his own will, as it pleased him,
from nothing (e^' ovk ovtwv).
Those passages of the New Testament
in which he believed he found the expression wouli' employed with
reference to Christ,^ in which he found him styled the First-born,'^
consequently a beginning of existence, as he thought, ascribed to
him, he could cite in favor of his theory.
By all this, he intended by
no means to lower the dignity of Christ but would ascribe to him
the greatest dignity which a being could have after God, without entirely annulling the distinction between that being and God.
God
.created him, or begat him, with the intent, through him to produce all
things else ; the distance betwixt God and all other beings is too great
to allow of the supposition that God could have produced them immediately.
In the first place, therefore, when he determined to produce the entire creation, he begat a being who is as like to him in
perfections as any creature can be, for the purpose of producing, by
;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

1 He intentionally avoided saying,
v>^
Xpovoc, al(,)v oTS, for he unquestionably
supposed that the Logos was produced by
the Father before all time the conceptions
of time and of creation being, according
;

to his opinion, inseparably connected.
^

Here he might take

sides with the

school of Origen against a yevvriGLQ en Trig
ovalaq rod i!/eo(), little as he could agree,
according to the above remarks, with the
spiritual way of apprehending the doctrine of emanation in the same school.
^ Act. ap. 2, 36.
Heb. 3 2.
:

*

Col.

1

:

15.
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The names
Son of God, and Logos, were given to him in order to distinguish
him from other created beings, inasmuch as, although, like all created beings, he owed everything to the will and favor of the Creator, he yet enjoyed the nearest relationship to Him, inasmuch as
the instrumentality of this Being, the whole creation.'^

the divine

reason,

wisdom, power,

all

which

could only be

titles

transferred to Christ in an im[)roper, metonymical

sense, were yet

manifested by him in the most perfect degree.
As an example
of the rude style of conce|)tion and expression in which Arius in" Having deterdulged, we may take the f )llowing remark of his
mined to create us, God created a certain being whom he named
Arius
Logos, Wisdom, and Son, in order to create us by him." ^
quoted many examples of Scripture phraseology, to show that the
expressions Logos, power of God, are by no means always used in
the holy Scriptures in the same sense so that it was in nowise necessary to understand by these terms a power and a reason of God insepbut they were ofttimes transferred
arable from the Divine Essence
and apphed in an improper sense to other objects as, for example,
when even the locusts, Joel 2 25 (according to the Alexandrian
Such explanations as
version), were called the great power of God.^
these might, indeed, easily furnish occasion for representing Arius as
a man whose main bent was to contend against the divine dignity of
But in reality this was meant
the Saviour, and to misrepresent him.
by Arius only as a grammatical vindication of his own way of apprehending a biblical idea, w^iere certainly it did not occur to him to
suppose that from these examples, adduced to establish the scriptural
use of language, anything should or could be inferred tending to the
But this grammatical interpretation
disparagement of our Saviour.
:

;

;

;

:

must doubtless have appeared

offensive to the prevailing doctrinal in-

Arius perwhich flowed out of a hearty Christian feeling.
ceived, beyond all question, that, from the very conception of a
creature, an hifinite distance must be inferred betwixt him and the
This, in fact, OriCreator nor did he shrink from expressing this.
gen had already expressed in affirming that as God is, in essence,
infinitely exalted above all created beings, so, too, in essence he was
terest,

;

above the highest of created beings, the Son and
the latter, in essence, could not at all be compared with him.^
He reckoned as belonging to the essence of the rational creature
in this particular, falling in as well with the school of Origen, as with
the gdf-determining, mutable free will ; the founthat of Antioch
infinitely exalted

;

—

—

'i2f upa &eAuv 6 &edg rfiv -yevrjTrlv Knaai
^vaiv, eneid)) eupa [j.ti dvvafievTjv avrr/v fiEra1

tov irarpof uicpdrov x^'pof

'^«' ^'/C

axelv rf/c
nap' aiiToi' d-rjiuovpylac, -kouI i<al /cr/y^t npuTug jj,6vor^ (li)vov tva na} ho'Ael Toi'Tov riuv nat

Myov, Iva Tovrov

jieaov yevofievov, o'vtuq

?m-

nov ical Tu nuvTa6i' aiirov yevea&ai (hvTji^yAlhanas. orat. II. c. Arian. § 24. Although Athanasius is here stating tliat in
which Eusebius of Nicomcdia, Asterius,
and Arius agreed, and these very words
consetiuently ought not to be ascribed to

Arius, yet they are cei'tainly altogether in
accordance with his way of thinking.
Athaiias. orat. c. Arian. I. § 5. Agreeing inx'cisely witli the passage al)Ove cited
QsAi/Gag i^fiag fii]iiiovpyfjaai, nemiriKev era
tivu Kal uvopaasv avTov 2,6yov Kaf aodlav
««' viov, iva i/puc: A," avrov 6r/fuovpyiiO}j.
'^

:

'^

*

S.c

in

Atlianasius.

'Al?.6rpi.or

km

1.

uvo/ioloc

c.

aara nuvTa

—

rfji

uvojioioi
tov narphg ovaiuc Kal liVnTTjTos
Athanas. a.
hiv' uKsipov ry ova'if Kal 66^y.

Arian.

I.

§ 6.
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the superiority enjoyed by rational beings.

This princiwithout concealment or evasion, to Christ.
By
nature, as a created behig, Christ possessed a will subject to
{lis
change but he had constantly directed it to that only which is good,
Thus the
and by this means he had become inorally unchangeable.
Son of God, too, had obtained the glory which he possessed above
for as God
all other creatures, not without the desert of liis own will
by his foreknowledge saw, from the beginning, what a holy life Christ
would lead, as a man, in passing triumphantly through all his conflicts, he bestowed on him that glory, foreseeing that he would deserve
Nor did he believe it possible to conit as the reward of his virtue. ^
ceive of the Christ whom he found revealed in the New Testament in
How conceive of his struggles and conflicts
any other way than this.
dation of
ple

all

he applied

also,

;

;

in the view of death, and of his prayer in these conflicts, without a
Had he been the almighty power of God
changeableness of will ?
himself, he would have had no fears for himself, but rather would
And, in the 2d of Philippians,
have imparted strength to others.
Paul does in fact represent his exaltation, as being the reward of the
By simply distinguishing here beobedience manifested in his life.^
tween the human and the divine natures in Christ, Arius might, inbut this refutation could not have
leed, have been easily refuted
for here,
r.ouched him according to the coherence of his own system
too, he held fast to the as yet rude, undeveloped doctrine of the first
centuries, and trenched himself in what he supposed he found literally taught in the New Testament.
Hence, following the older mode
of apprehension, he considered the incarnation of the Logos to consist simply in his union with a human body ^ and hence, too, all
the actions and expressions of Christ denotiog dependence on God,
or limitation of any kind, as, for example, prayer and every manifestation of ignorance, could only appear to him as a proof of the correctness of his theory concerning the essence of the Son of God as
If Christ was in essence the true and indwelling
a created being.
visdom of the Father, how then could it be written, that he grew in
•wisdom ? Luke 2 52.
How could he ask where Lazarus had been
laid, etc. ?*
;

;

;

:

Now
1

T^

although such a conception of Christ did, indeed, contradict

(jiiv

tpvaei.

uairsp Travrec, ovtcj koI

avTog 6 loyoQ earl rperrrdf, tw 6k iSiu avre^ovaiij, iug jSovXeraL, fdveL /caZorf ore fievroc
diXet, dvvarat Tpiirtail^ai Kal ahrhq waivep
,

uv (pvaeuc. (Arius was
'ed to push the matter thus far, on aclount of the notions lie entertained of the
creature and of free will for he set the
changeableness of the free will over aj^ainst
a blind necessity of nature.
The Arians
proposed the dilemma " Either the Son
of God has a changeable free will, by virtae of which he may incline to moral evil
or to moral good, or he is without will,
like a block of wood or a stone."
AthaAid rovrc
uas. orat. c. Arian. I. § ?,5).
Kal rjuelc,

rpe-JTTf/c

:

:

aal npoyivucjKtjv 6 i?edf, taeadai Kalbv avtov, npoAajidv avrC) ravTrjv ttjv do^av dedukev, rtv avdpumoq Kal £k rf/g apsriiQ lax^
fieru ravra- uare k^ f-pyuv avToi), lov npoeyvu
6 debc, toiovtov avrbv vvv jeyovE^vac, nenoitjke.

Orat.

I.

§ 5.

^

Athanas. orat. III. § 26 I. § 43.
wtc perceive here also the a<j:reement
and opposi tion between Arius and Origen.
He coincided with the latter in considering the glorification of Christ the reward
of his merit; but Origen referred this to
;

^

human
— see
— Arius, to the Logos himself.

Christ's
p. 6.36,
*

Athanas.

soul,

vol. I. sect. 4,

orat. III. § 26.
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what is truly contained in the faith of Christ's divinity, still he did
not hesitate to ascribe to him the name of God, which he believed he
found clearly ascribed to him in the New Testament,^ and in the
older confessions of faith.

He

was not conscious

to

himself of devi-

ating from the older doctrines of the Eastern church ; since, in truth,
BO much in the older cliurch teachers seemed to speak in favor of his

Probably lie appealed to those passages of Scripture where
God seems to be applied in an improper sense to created
beings, and thence argued, that it was applied after an analogous manArius could not, consistner, but in the higbest sense, to the Logos.
opinion.

the

name

of

ently with his system, express himself otherwise than to say, that, as
all that which he was only by the grace of God, so, by the
communication of that grace, he had obtained the divine titles and
divine dignity, although, in his essence, he was not the true God,'^
He affirmed, with the other church teachers, the incomprehensibleand, from his own
ness of the divine essence to all created beings
point of view, he consistently applied this likewise to the Son of God,
since, in placing him with created beings, he could not do otherwise.
To Jesus, too, the essence of God was incomprehensible and Christ
knew him in a manner differing from the knowledge of other created
beings only in degree, and according to the proportion of the higher
powers bestowed on him by the Father.^
All that we know about Arius would by no means persuade us to
acknowledge in him a man fitted, by his superiority of intellect, to
He himself was
produce a new epoch in the evolution of doctrine.
He was intending
assuredly far from entertaining any such design.
simply to defend the old doctrine of the Eastern church concerning
the Trinity against SabeUian and Gnostic opinions, and to exhibit it
He was in nowise conscious to himself of the
in a consistent manner.
It may
result to which his tendency and his principles really led.
justly be inferred, however, from the character of this system, and
from the onward step of human nature, that, if Arianism had been
able to gain the victory, men would not have rested content with the
results which satisfied Arius, with such a half-way form of doctrinal

Christ was

;

;

opinions as could

satisfy neither the

demands of the understanding,

which aims to compi-ehend everything, nor those of Christian conThis prosaic bent of the understanding which
sciousness and feeling.
supposes a chasm infinitely deep separating God from the creation,
and which could not, consistently, admit the possibility of any communication of the divine life, would have gone on to develop itself still
further, and with every step come nearer to the system of Deism.*
1 Since, at all events, he referred to him
at least the passage concerning the Logos
in the beginning of John's gospel.
'^
Et (5e KOi XiyETta ^eoq, uTiV ova uItj&lvbc kaTLv, uXku. ixeroxy x^'P'-'^^c, uanep Kal ol

uXAoi Kuvreg, ovru aai avrbg "kkyeTac dv6fj.an
L. c. I. § 6.
uovov i9e6f
^ 'O ywuGKEL Kal b ^'kenei, ava2,byuc toIq
olde Kal iSMrrm, ucTrep Kal
'•dioLQ fj.iTjMig
yivdoKOfMEV kotu rf/v Idiav dwafiLv.
'Ifielc
.

The
6.
I. c. Ariau. §
stated as a doctrine of Arius. bv

Athanas. orat.

same

is

the Arian historian, Philostorgius, II. 3.
According to the passage in Athanasins,
Arius says, moreover Kal avrb.i 6 vide ttjv
Perhaps he taught
iavToii ovaiav ovKolde.
that no created being could comprehend
remaining true to
and,
essence
own
its
:

;

his principle, applied this also to the

Son

of God.
* In the Arian doctrine concerning freodom may be fo\nid, in fact, already tha
germ of Pelagiauisra.
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The Arius with whom these disputes began was a presbyter of the
Alexandrian church, and placed as pastor over a church ^ of this city,
which bore the name of Baucalis. He had received that office shortly
His
before the Presbyter Alexander was made bishop of this city.
rigidly ascetic life ^ had probably contributed to give him great influence with his community.
Respecting the first outbreak of the controversy, there are different
reports, which admit perhaps of being reconciled, if we consider that
the first beginnings of such schisms, cherished as they may be in
secret long before any public outbreak, are capable of being stated
and described in different ways according to different points of view.
It is possible that Arius may have displayed his zeal as a teacher of
the faith before he became a presbyter, and, in seeking to diffuse his
own peculiar principles, have made himself friends and enemies.^
When he proceeded to spread his opinions, under the new bishop
Alexander of Alexandria, in his own parish church, he became inAlexanvolved in a controversy with other members of the clergy.
he showed himself at the
der, in the outset, took no part in it
beginning undecided in his judgment, until finally, on the occasion of
a theological conference, which the bishop of Alexandria was accustomed to hold at certain times with his clergy, he declared distinctly
:

against Arius.'*

The bishop Alexander, at an assembly of the clergy in Alexandria,
and then at a more numerous synod of Egyptian and Lybian bishops,
composed of a hundred members, in the year 321, deposed Arius
from his office, and excluded him from the communion of the church.
After Arius had been excommunicated, he wrote, in defense and for
the propagation of his doctrines, a book called -Thalia, probably a miscellany composed of pieces in poetry and prose, from which we have
already cited a few important fragments as illustrating the character
of his system. He wrote also a collection of songs for sailors, milUrs^
and inlgriim,
an old expedient for spreading religious opinions
among the people. For the rest, it is quite probable, if we may

—

According to the Alexandrian pracpage 194.
In the old account of the Meletian
schism, it is said of Arius " hahituni por^

tice, see
•^

:

tans pietatis." (See Osservazioni letturarie.
III. p. 16, Verona, 1738), i. e. he wore
the pallium of the ascetics.
With this
agrees also the description of Epiphanius,
when he says of him rjv KaTr/(pT/g to eldog,

T.

:

EvdLdvaKonevog.
^ In the record above referred to, pub" et
lished by MafFei, it is said of Arius
ipse doctoris desiderium habens." His rupfifii<j)6pwv

:

and
had
Kome connection perhaps already with doctare with Peter, bishop of Alexandria,
his union with the Meletian party,
trinal differences.

Sozomen and Epiphanius relate, that
the controversy arose in the first place independently of the bishop Alexander. According to the latter's account, several
different parties had already been formed
''

among the clergy and the laitj-, according
as the latter attached themselves to one or
the other of the parish presbyters ; but
many of these parties were lost again,
while the more important antagonism betwixt Arius and the defenders of ihe Homoousion became continually more distinctly prominent, and extended more
widely. According to both the rojjorts,
the bishop Alexander had his attention
first directed to the danger which threataccording to
ened, fr"om other quarters
Sozomen, he at first appeared undecided,
Socn.tcs mentions the theological conference.
There is also an allusion to this
in the letter of the emperor Constantine
to Alexander and Arius, cited by Eusebius, de vita Constlintini, 1. IT.' c. 69,
when he says, that the bishop Alexander
asked all his presbyters, how they under
stood a certain passage of Scripture.
:
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judge from the fragments preserved, from the comparatively prosaic
spirit of Arius, and the prosaic character of his doctrines, that in
the apologetical work, and in the songs above mentioned, there was
nothing poetical besides the mere form.
Alexander, moreover, sent circular letters to the more eminent bishops, in which he represented the doctrines of Arius as being altogether
unchristian
and although he described these doctrines as they must
;

have appeared to him from his own point of view, yet it cannot be
said that he indulged himself in charging against them his own inferences.
But Arius also sought, on his own part, to gain over to his
side the suffrages of the more eminent bishops of the Eastern church
and this he could not have felt to be a very difficult task for the majority of them, though not friendly to his own doctrines, were yet not
any more favorably disposed to the doctrine of the Homoousion, which
Alexander maintained. They were inclined rather, for the most part,
to the Origenistic system, which occupied the middle place between
the two schemes,
that system from which afterwards sprang the socalled Semi-Arianism
and in the opposition to the system of Alexander, Arius could find many a point of concurrence with his own
doctrines, of which he would not be slow to avail himself.
He
affirmed that he took ground only against those heretical doctrines
which attributed to the Son of God the same want of beginning as to
the Father,^ and which taught a sensuous emanation, a partition of
the divine essence.*'^
His doctrine, that the Son of God was produced et' uvK oi'Twi', he explained in the sense in which it was, in fact,
customary to understand this expression with reference to the doctrine of the creation out of nothing, viz., that by it was simply excluded the supposition of a preexisting matter, or of an efflux out of
the divine essence. The Son was produced by the will of the Father,
;

:

—

:

all time, as perfect God, only-begotten, unchangeable.^
Although Arius can by no means be accused of contradicting his own
convictions, yet the wish to agree with the ruling doctrine of the
Eastern church had, certainly, great influence on the manner in
which he expressed himself liere, and unquestionably he could thus
easily gain over the dominant party in his favor.
Men of great
influence in the Eastern church exerted themselves to bring about a
compromise between Arius and his bishop,
a compromise of this
sort, that the bishop Alexander should allow Arius to retain his parochial office, without requiring that his views of the faith should agree
in all respects with his own.
Two individuals, in particular, sought
by their negotiations to bring this about: Eusebius of Nicoraedia,
who as bishop of that city which, under the government of Diocletian,

before

—

1

2

Styled him avvaysvvjjToc.
Ot Tov vlbv AeyovTEC, ol fih> epvyr/v,

from his own point of view,
ol

6e nooiioXr/v.
^ Consistently, indeed, Arius could not
apply to Christ such an expression as tt?.^but he mi]L:;ht doiil)tlcss say this,
o??f iSfiof
according to the vague and indefinite manner in which he ajjplied the name of God.
The greatest difficulty he must have found.
;

in attributing

predicate of immutability;
but here also the whole depended on the
question,
-how this was to be understood.
He must have understood it as
meaning that Christ was immutable, not
in his essence, but by virtue of the bent of
his will as foreknown by God
to Christ the

—
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had become the imperial residence for a main division of the East
empire, possessed considerable influence, who was, moreover,
an old friend of Arius, and, still more than many others, agreed with
him in doctrine and Eusebius, bishop of Ciiesarea in Palestine, who
had acquired great reputation in the Eastern church as a learned
and accomplished theologian.^ The latter was, from the first, disinhe was anxious
clined to public dialectical disputes on divine things
resembling in this respect another great
to avoid and suppress them
church teacher from the school of Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria.
He dreaded, and not without good reason, the intrusion of profane
passions into investigations on such matters, which, beyond all others,
required, in order to any right understanding, the purity, calmness,
and quiet of a soul consecrated to God. Holding the generation of
the Son of God from the Father to be a subject which transcended
the limited powers of all created minds, to say nothing of the human,
the more unwise and mischievous did he consider disputes on such
Convinced that only a mind the most practiced in
matters as these.
thinking, and freed from the sphere of sensuous and temporal relations,
could approximate to any worthy representation of a matter in its
very essence incomprehensible, it seemed to him the more absurd and
perverse to make such things a subject of dispute among men whose

Roman

;

:

;

1

—

The system

of Eusebius
as it had
matured previous to the
of the Arian controver-

already been

commencement

sies, and as he exhibits it in his work
written before this time, the dcmonstratio
coincides entirely with that
evangelica
and, from this circumstance,
of Origen
we may form a judgment of its relation to
He was, with Origen,
the Arian system.
inclined to favor the theory of subordinathe notion of an anavyaa^a tov
tion,
irpuTOV (pcjToc, of a </i(ic npdjTOv, and a 6(I)f
ovaia npcjTTj and deirepa; to
devrefjov,
consider the Son as the perfect reflection
of the original light, in the most ])erfect
manner, like in all things to the Father,
his most perfect image, revealing himself,

—

;

—

—

iitpofioujfievoc

tC)

izarpi

Kara mivra

;

more-

over, bfioLOQ Kar' ovaiav, as he is in fact the
eUuv TTjg uyni/TOv Kal npuTTH ovaiac. See,
for

example,

lib.

IV. dcmonstr. evangel,

Eusebius was of the
Son of God could not be

c.

opinion, that the
called absolutely
eternal (dnTiug liidiog), like the Father;
that it was necessary to ascribe to him
an origin of existence from the Father,
since thus only was it possible to hold fast
the doctrine of the monarchy and that it
was impossible to express tlie truth after
the manner of men, in any other way than
by saying the existence of the Fatlier precedes the existence and the origin of the Son
(6 nar^p npovnupxei. tov v'lov koI rf/g yevEbut yet it was
aeui ai'Tov Trpovcl>eaTrjKev)
necessary here to remove away all relaword,
the
idea of the
tions of "time.
In a
origin of the Sou of God was one which
3.

;

;

transcended the conceptions of all created
beings, and of which none but the most
acute intellect, abstracting from the relations of time and sense, could form any
adequate representation (o^vTury diavoig
(pavTul^ETai viov yEvvTjrdv, ov xo^^oig fiiv naiv ovK bvra, voTEpov 6e ttote yEyovora, e^
aluvog fiaXKov
npb tvuvtuv a.uvuv, u^
uvEiriTiOyidTUQ Vfilv).
In that
f)TjT(jg Kal
work, written before the time of the Arian
controversies, he does not hesitate, it is
true, to call the Son of God the reAewv
drjfiiovpyTj/xa tov t(?.eIov, and so, consequently, he could name him also the uTiafid
teAelov\ but, before the Arian controversies, men did not, in fact, as a general
thing, distinguish so carefully, in the
Eastern church, the doctrinal expressions
employed on this point. But it may be
gathered from the whole connection and
train of ideas in Ensebius, that he made
an essential distinction between the Son
of God and created beings; and in the
work de ecelesiastica theologia, written
after the Arian controversies, he declared
himself expressly as being against those
who reckoned the Son of God among the
KTia/xara
he taught that God was the
Father of the Christ alone,
the God and
Creator of all other beings that the Son
of God had come into existence in a way
wholly different from that of all other beings {ovx Sfioiuc Tolg TioLuoli ycvv/jTOli vnoaTuvrn).
consequently that there was
an essential difference between the notion
of a Son of God, and that of a created being.
Ecclesiast. theol. 1. I. c. 8.

&

;

—
;

—
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minds had not been trained to speculation, and even to introduce this
controversy among uneducated laymen, who could understand nothing
at all about such matters.
He was more distinctly conscious than
others, of the limits fixed to the human knowledge of divine things,
and of the distinction between that which belongs to doctrinal investi" What are we
gation, and to the faith which is necessary for all.
men," he argued, " who are unable to understand a thousand things
that lie immediately at pur feet
Who knows how the soul became
united with the body, and how it leaves it ?
What is the essence of
the angels, and the essence of our own soul ?
And why, then, do
we presume, when we see ourselves, even here, already surrounded,
on all sides, by so many difficulties, to search after the perfect knowledge of the essence of the eternal Godhead ?
Why inquire after the
!

incomprehensible?
Why do we not rest satisfied with the testimony
'
of the Father respecting his beloved Son
This is my beloved ISon,
in whom I am well pleased,
hear ye him ?
But the latter tells us
'
himself what we should know concerning him
God so loved the
world, as to send his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him might not perish, but have everlasting life.'
We must believe on
him, then, in order to be partakers of everlasting life.
For whosoever
believes on him, he says, hath eternal life
not ivhosoever known how
he was begotten of the Father.
Were the latter the condition, none
could obtain the promise
for the same Lord also declares,
No man
knoweth the Father except the Son, and no man knoweth the Son,
but the Father only.'
Sufficient therefore for us, in order to salvation, is the faith which enables us to know the Almighty God as our
Father and to receive his only-begotten Son as our Saviour." ^
The moderate are not always just. The moderate man may behave unjustly towards a zeal proceeding from another's firm persuasion
of the truth of a doctrine which to him appears unimportant, merely
because he cannot enter into the sequence of ideas in another man's
mode of thinking. Thus moderation itself may forfeit its character
by violently opposing immoderate zeal, and by seeking to make its
own standard a rule for all. This may be applied to Eusebius of
Ceesarea.
Doubtless he was right in maintaining that faith in Jesus
as a Redeemer, and God as a Father, constitutes the Christian
but
he could not transport himself to another man's point of view, to
whom an error, which he accoimted unessential, seemed to stand in
entire contradiction with this faith.
Hence he could be so far misled
as to trace everything- to passion, in cases where a purely Christian
interest at bottom was not to be mistaken.
Eusebius of Casarea wrote a letter to the bishop Alexander, in
which he sought to convince him that he was doing Arius injustice ;
and that, if he would but rightly conceive him, he would find no diffiNow Arius might well
culty in coming to an agreement with him.^

—

:

'

:

;

'

;

;

1

Ecclesiast. theol.

•^

Afragmentof

m
cil,

the 6th

1.

I. c.

this letter

12.
is

to be

found

Act of the second Nicene conn-

Harduin. T. IV. f 407.

Arius, in his

letter drawn up in common with certain
other presbyters, which is to be found in
Epijihanius, had c.'dled the Son of (iod a
Kvlaua deoii Teleiov,ulV ovx wf evruv ktuj-

constantinb's attempt at reconciliation.
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be inclined to accept of the proposed conditions of agreement, since,
being a subordinate pastor opposed to the bishop, he could not but
Besides, from the very nature of the
gain by any such compromise.
case, he who, in any doctrinal dispute, is chiefly contending, as Arius

was, for a negative interest, can affn-d to be more tolerant than he
It is true that, with Arius,
can who is detending a positive interest.
the negative interest was closely connected with a positive one, but
this was rather the interest of an intelligent Deism, than that of pious
And Arius, though he expressed himself with
Christian feeling.
mildness when he was seeking toleration, could also, from his position,
be violently zealous against those who thought otherwise than he did,
Even the negative interest can
and see in them dangerous errors.
often make men intolerant, and inclined to persecution, as the later

Arius said, at that time, respecting the
opponents " We could not even listen to these blasphemies, if the heretics threatened us with a thousand deaths." ^
After such asseverations. We may well conceive that Arius, in case
his doctrines could have gained the ascendency, would not have been
But neither can we greatly censure the
the most tolerant of men.
to whom the doctrines of Arias, regarded from
bishop Alexander
his own point of view, must have appeared to undermine the very
if he believed it incompatible with a conessence of Christianity
scientious discharge of his office, as a shepherd over the flock, to
sufter that Arius who certainly, to judge from the above-cited avowal,
and from his songs before alluded to, could not keep his peculiar system to himself in discharging his public duties as a teacher, and who
to suffer
was assuredly not wanting in a zeal for making proselytes,
such a man to remain as pastor over his community.
When Constantine, in the year 324, after his victory over Licinius,
had obtained the sovereignty over the entire Roman empire, and it
history of Arianism shows.
definitions of his

:

—

—

—

Now, with this exphination, the
complaint urged by the bishop Alexander
seemed to Eusebius to stand in contradiction; viz. that, according to Arius' doctrine, the Son of God had come into exBut Alexistence, uf £v rijv ktioiiutliv.
ander might rightly deem himself justified
regarding the matter from his own doctrinal point of view, and in the coherence
of those explanations with the whole
Arian scheme
in saying that he could
find in those words nothing but the statement of a difference in degree between
the Son of God and other created beings,
He could conceive of nothing that could
possibly intervene betwixt tbe conception
iSfof and the conception Kriafia; and, if
the former of these predicates was not
fMTUv.

—

—

attributed to the

Son of God

in its strict

sense, according to the idea of the unity
of the divine essence, then nothing was,
his opii?ion. gained for Christian truth,

m

Again, Alexander had objected

to

Arius

uvtu eyevvr/ae
(or Alexander considered in fact the being
that he tauglit, 6

iiv

tov

ovk.

;

of the Son as grounded from eternity in
the being of the Father, and derived from
it according to the conception, not accordingtotime. The attaining first from nonexistence to existence belonged, according
to his view, to the essential and distino
tive mark of the Kria/xa.
But, according
to the (Jrigenistic mode of apprehension
on which Eusebius proceeded, God the
Father was the uv absolutely (the ov of
Plato).
In so far as the existence of tht
Son was derived from the Father, it was
necessary to conceive of him
although
not in respect to his beginning in time,
yet in reference to the absolute causality
which was to be ascribed to the Father
alone
as in the conception once not existing, ovk uv
as having come into being by the causality of the Father, who
alone is dTryldif dMiof, or we must suppose
two absolute causalities, two absolute eternal beings, two ovtec,,
all which are
identical expressions with Eusebius.

—

—

—

—

^

Theodoret.

h. e. I. 5.
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became

his favorite plan

ship of

God

to unite all his subjects together in one worhe must have been greatly annoyed to see so important
a schism, which found many to take an active share in it, even among
the laity, germinating within the church itself.
He considered it
incumbent on him, therefore, at the very outset, to take every possible measure for removing it.
To this end, in the year 924, he dispatched the bishop Hosius of Cordova, who then stood high in his
confidence and favor, to the bishop Alexander and to the presbyter
Arius, with a letter,^ expressing his displeasure at the outbreak of this
whole controversy, and calling upon them mutually to recognize, each
other as Christian brethren, Avithout insisting, either of them, upon
the other's adopting his own peculiar convictions.
The party of
Eusebius of Cassarea must have succeeded, at that time, in bringing
the emperor wholly over to their own views of this dispute
and to
an emperor who looked upon the matter in its outward aspects, and
to whom the preservation of quiet Avas the most important consideration, such views would be likely to appear the most plausible.
Constantine represented the questions in dispute as being nothing but
rash, speculative questions, standing in no connection whatever with
the essence of Christianity. He found ttiult alike with those who had
propounded, and with those who had busied themselves in answering
such questions.
He expressed his s})ecial displeasure that such matters, which so few were capable of understanding, should be brought
publicly before the people.
He held up to them the example of the
philosophers, who, even while diifering on particular points of doctrine,
could nevertheless reckon themselves as belonging to one and the same
;

;

The

school.

doctrinal impartiality, or rather indifference, of the em-

peror, or the individual

who wrote

in

his

name, went, however,

still

further than even the moderation of a Eusebius would have approved,
had he allowed himself to make clear to his own mind what Avas imfor the latter then made the essenshould agree, to consist simply in the
Considered from this point of view, the mat-

plied in the emperor's language
tials

of Christianity, in Avhich

;

all

on a Providence.^
which this controversy related must indeed have appeared as
But, as a matter of course, a letin the highest degree insignificant.^
ter of this description could have no influence in bringing the contending parties any nearer together.
The attempt of the emperor Constantine in this way to restore the
peace of the church having failed, and the two controversies which
broke out in Egypt at the same time, the Arian and the Meletian (see
vol. II. sect. 2, p. 252), having produced violent movements even
among the laity, which threatened serious consequences of a political
nature,* the emperor was forced 'to look round for some radical means
of restoring quiet.
On account of the position which the bishops at
that time occupied, in relation to the church, it would necessarily
faith

ters to

^

To be found

stantini,
2

1.

II. c.

Ilepi fiiv oi'P

in Enseb. de vita Con64-72.
r7/(; deiag ivpovoiac fiia Tif

h) vjuv earu ivlaTiQ.

^

'EXaxiarat

*

See Euseb.

^rjTriaeLg.
d.e.

vit.

Constan tin.
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to him to be the most natural means of disposing of the present
controversy, which had become so widely ditFused, to convoke a counand the employment of
cil composed of all the bishops of his empire

appear

;

such a means seemed, in fact, to be required for the decision of another important matter connected with the religious interest in the
mind of the emperor, viz., the bringing about of a general agreement
as to the time of holding the Easter festival (see vol. II. sect. 8, p.
He summoned, a. d. 325, a general council to meet at Nice,
387).
It is stated, that three hundred and eighteen bishops
in Bithynia.
here came together, of whom by far the greater part were Orientals ;
and the emperor himself took an active part in the transactions on this
occasion.

To form

a correct notion of the

1 As no complete collection of the transactions ol' this council has come down to
us, the only means left for obtaining a
knowledge of the true course of its proceedings is to take the accounts given by
those reporters, of the different parties, who
were present at the deliberations, and form
our conclusions from a comparison of them
all.
These were more particularly Athanasius, and Euscbius of C;Bsarea. Even if
we could supj)ose, that Athanasius, who
only accompanied his bisho]) in the capacity of archdeacon, was in a situation
to obtain as accurate a knowledge of the
intrigues which influenced the course of
the council, as the bishop Eusebius, who
stood in such close connection with the
court yet It is important to remark, that,
in the case of Athanasius, there were many
things which would render it difficult for
him to take an unbiased view of the proceedings.
Regarding the council as the
organ by which the divine truth expressed
in the o/jaovaiov had obtained the victory
over the Arian error ; disposed to look
upon the determinations of this council
as sim])ly expressing the consciousness of
Christian truth, which then inspiix-d the
majority of the bishops everything would
naturally be suppressed by him which
might cause the matter to be considered
in an altogether different light, and exhibit the Nicene creed as an instrument
forced upon the majority of the council by
the influence of a court party, which governed the emperor. This holds good especially of the tract written by Athanasius
in defense of the Nicene council.
In the
next place, as to his Epistola ad Afros, it
is to be remarked, that although Athanasius reports in this letter many important circumstances relating to the internal
history of the council, yet he distorts the
true fonn of the facts, by persisting in
recognizing only two parties at the counavowed Arians, and adherents of
cil,
die doctrine of the unity of essence.
But
Jiat these two parties were not the only
;

;

—

order of business at this council.
ones at the council, but, on the contrary,
the party which held the middle ground between these two must have been the dominant party there, may be easily gathered
from looking at the situation of the Eastern church in this period, as well as from
its whole course of development up to this
time. But it was natural that Athanasius,
looking at the matter from his own doctrinal position, would be inclined to take
cognizance of but two parties, Arians, and
advocates of the Homoousion. Between
these there was for him no neutral ground ;
and hence, indeed, we may account for the
fact, that he could reckon Eusebius of
CiBsarea with the Arians. He comprised

them

all under one name, that of oi nepl
'EvoE^iov (Eusebius of Nicomedia). Hence

he could attribute what he ought to have
transferred to two different parties, to one
and the same partv, and, inasmuch as
he confoundea the interests of two different parties, so represent the matter, as if
every opposition to the Arian opinions
])roceeded from those who favored the
Homoousion. In respect to Eusebius, on
the other hand, he speaks, in the pastoral
letter which he sent from the council of
Nice to his own community, of the influence of the emperor, without concealment
and without shame; a fact which reflects
no honor on himself, or on those friends of
his who allowed themselves to be, for the
most part, governed by such influence.
But he was too much of a court theologian, though belonging to the better class
of this party, to be conscious of the dishonor.
If the majority at the council
did in fixct declare for the Homoousion,
in a way so entirely independent of foreign influence as Athanasius represents,
the next following events in the Eastern
church would be incajiable of explanation.
These testify more decidedly in favor of
the correctness of the representation given
by Euse!)ius, than of that given by Athanasius.
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our minds the relaThere were three parties,
those who agreed entirely with the doctrine of Arius, which was but
then the advocates of the Homoousion, who likea small number
wise in the
Eastern church composed but a comparatively small
party ^ and, finally, those who occupied the middle ground between the two parties, and entertained similar views with those of
Eusebius of Ctesarea, of whose system we have spoken above. From
these last sprang up afterwards the party called Semi-Arians. It wa,s

we must,

in the first place, present clearly before

tion of the

parties

who were

present.

^

;

;

the wish of these last, that the doctrine of Christ's divinity should
be settled only in such general expressions as had hitherto satisfied
the Christian want, so that, with regard to the difference which divided the two contending parties, nothing was to be defined, and each
of the parties might be allowed to interpret the language according
Many of the decided expressions of Arius
to its own meaning.
concerning the nature of the Son of God must, beyond question,
have appeared offensive even to the dominant middle party at the
and such expressions could easily be laid hold of, to reprecouncil
sent him to the Orientals as an opponent of the old church doctrine
;

of the Triad.^

A

condemnation of these Arian propositions might

doubtless have been easily carried through, if, on the other side, the
party defending the Homoousion had not also raised an opposition to
the dominant church doctrine of the East, and if certain individuals
had not come out as mediators between the contending parties. Several bishops who belonged to that second (afterwards denominated
the Semi-Arian) party zealously exerted themselves to establish
peace, and to reduce to silence those who were earnestly opposed to
They endeavored to show that the expresthe doctrines of Arius.*
sions of Arius did not, at least, have any such oflFensive sense as they
appeared to have on the first glance and they proposed certain general formulas of agreement, with which both parties might be satisfied.
The leaders of the Arian party, entering into these forms of agree;

ment, declared themselves ready to retract the offensive expressions,
and to adopt the doctrinal technology hitherto in use in the Eastern
church, which in truth they could very well explain according to their
own sense. A prominent part was taken among the authors of peace
He laid beespecially by the learned bishop Eusebius of Caesarea.
fore the

council a confession of faith, containing the doctrine which,
had been held forth from the first by the bishops in his

as he said,

1
So Athanasius, in the epistola ad
5, justly calls the Arians at the
council, Tovc 6oiiovvTac oTuyovg.
'^
Which Athanasius, to be sure, nowhere intimates, since he makes all the

Afros, §

.

>pponents of strict Arianism advocates of
the Homoousion, and wholly overlooks the
middle party.
^ Accordingly that
may be perfectly
true, which Athanasius, in the epistola ad
C])iscopos

^gypti

et

Libyae, §

13, says

with regard to the general murmur of disapprobation with which the explanations

of Arius were received, as well as what
he says also in the epistola ad Afros, § 5,
with regard to the agreement in the condemnation of the Arian dogmas, except
that, owing to the confusion of parties already alluded to, he inferred too much
from this circumstance.
* Eustathius of Antioch,
as cited by
Theodoret. h. e. 1. I. c. 7.^ '0/zot)_ nvef e«
avaasvrjc rovvofia Kpo^aXKofMevot tt/c elpr/vrji
Kareaiyaffav fuv aicavrag tovc ufiara Myeiv

eiuMrac.
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church, —

the confession which he

ious instruction,

and
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had received in his earUest religand which as a presbyter and a

at his baptism,

This creed distinctly expressed
bishop he had constantly preached.
the doctrine of Christ's divinity, but in such expressions as, although,
according to the full import of the conceptions thereby denoted, they
stood in contradiction with the Arian tenets consistently understood,
yet might be very well united with those tenets by Arius, without giving up his own point of view.^

In the eyes of Eusebius of Caesarea, and those who thought with

.

him, a great recommendation of this confession of faith was the fact
On
of its being composed for the most part of scriptural phrases.
the other hand, they found f;\ult with the unscriptural language em-

We

ployed in the Arian formulas of doctrine and in the Homoousion.
here see the peculiarity of this school proceeding from Eusebius,
one which was destined to exert an important influence in subsequent
controversies,
which was connected with the opposition to a dogmatism that attempted to define too much, and with the striving of EuBut on
sebius in behalf of simplicity in doctrinal determinations.
the other hand the defenders of the Homoousion might well say, that

—

the all-important thing was not the

employment of

scriptural plu-ases,

might be ia
it
words different from those in the Bible.^ New forms of ojipositiou
might require new modes of expression to explicate and defend scriptural truth.
Interest for the truth itself might demand these
and
the dread of unscriptural expressions might, in fact, be used as a mere
pretext to shield doctrines, unscriptural in their essence and spirit,
from ever being attacked.
But although this symbol appeared satisfactory to the doctrinal
inclinations of the dominant party in the Oriental church, still the
advocates of the unity system, as opposed to subordination in the
doctrine of the Triad, had this objection to urge against it, that it
opened a way for the introduction of the whole Arian doctrine ^
but the

scriptural doctrines, though

expression of

;

1

Christ 6

roii

^eov Aoyog,

li^tof

eK deov,

(piJc Eli (purbc, ^ur/ EK i^ufig, npuTOTonoQ nuoTic
r^f KTiaeuc, Tvpo ttuvtuv tuv alCivuv ek tov
narpbc, yeyevvrififvoQ.
That Christ was a
divine Bciujj:, the Creator of all other existence, that he came into existence prior
to the whole temporal system, Arius also
certainly supposed and between a jEvvTjaic
£K dEov and /cntTtf, there was, in fact, accordintr to his view, no difference.
2 "On. Et Kai fif/ ovTcjg Ev Tol^ ypaifHUC Ecair
ai XeiEic, u%Xu TT/v ek tCw -ypa(pil)v diavoiav
;

exovatKoi Tavrrju EK(po)vovnEvai

aTjfiaivovuL.

Athanas. de decretis synodi Niccna;, § 21.
3 Eusebius observes, in his ]>astoral letter, that nobody could bring any objection against this confession of faith.

But

Eustathius of Antioch says, that this
creed was received with marks of universal disapprobation, and demolished before
the eyes of all.
Eustathius, however, the

warm opponent
VOL.

II.

of Eu.sebius,

is

27

liable to

suspicion in what he here says. Moreover, his report stands in contradiction

with all we know respectinji' the prcdoniinant tendency of the Eastern church in
this and the next succeeding' times.
It is
impossible to see what could "ive offeuse
to the Eastern bisho])s in this svniliol of
The fourth Antiochiau crceil. which
afterwards obtained especial authority with
the major portion of the Eastern cfiurch,
coincided in the main with this creed of
P^usehius.
The N ecu e creed itself nianifestly grew out of this Eusebiaii ft)rnuila,
with the simjile additions of the antithoses to Arianism, and of the Homoousion.
Besides, the account of Atbanasius evinces
that the council was in the first pbicc satisfied with those general definitions which
alone Eusebius meant to express.
In hi.s
epistola ad Afros, § o, he says, that the
bishops originally would have establihhed,
instead of the Arian definitions, the oxfiiith.

I
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Alexander was satisfied, it is true, with
but at the same time they declared, that, as
the expressions of this creed could still be explained by the Arians
after their own sense, it was absolutely necessary to add such other
propositions as would effectually exclude the blasphemous doctrines
of Arius
and this party had on its side the powerful suffrage of the
emperor himself.^ Constantine had, without doubt, been brought to a
of the bishop

these articles of faith

;

;

pressions

more

generally, recognized,

which were contained

in the Scriptures
themselves (raf tuv ypaipuv ofioTioyov/ievac;
«^Ef«f), as, for example, the expression ta
•^Eov elvai TTj (pvaei, the expression that the

Son was

the Sviafiic, aocpla

i^eoc a?n]T&iv6c,

and

/xovt}

tov naTpuc,

this in fact agrees en-

an assembly, where everything perhaps did
not proceed according to the strictest order, accurately to discriminate

what

be-

longed to the different parties, especially
one who himself contemplated the
whole under the bias of a party interest.
So, in fact, Eustathius of Antioch says

for

To

with that which Eusebiiis designed.
In the book de decretis S. n. § -20, Atiianasius says, the intention at first was simply

bx^v ovx

to establish that the Son of God was the
eiKuv TOV Tvarpbc, ofioioc re Kat unaptMaKTOt; Kara -rravra tu narpl, kol urpeTrrog, Kal
uel, Kal iv avT(l) elvcu udMipirur.
These
definitions, too, agree very well with the
Eusebian system of doctrine, and with
the objects which he wished to accomplish
Had these articles only
at the council.
been established, then, for the present, the
internal controversies in the bosom of the
Oriental church would have been hushed.
It is also possible to reconcile the account
of Eustathius with the other accounts
which we have cited, if we suppose that
he is speaking, not of a creed proposed
by Eusebius of Caisarea, but of one proposed by Eusebius of Nicomedia, in which
this latter, to judge by the fragment quoted
in Ambrose, 1. III. de fide, c. 7, had endeavored to defend the Ariiin conception
Comp. Theodoret. h.
of the Son of God.
Everything goes, then, to confirm
e. I. 7.
the fact of the preponderance which originally existed of the Eusebian, or, as it was
afterwards styled, Semi-Arian party. In
accordance with the truth, and agreeing

at his particular point of view, was natuBut Eusebius represents everything
as proceeding in the first place solely from
the emperor.
The latter calls upon the
bishops to adopt the creed of Eusebius,
and simj)ly to add to it the word Homoousion, the right way of
understanding
which he explains. From these additional
clauses, recommended by the emperor
himself, the bishops were led to make
several other antithetic additions ; and
thus arose the Nicene creed. Athanasius and Eusebius may both be right,
and both be wrong,
both, according to
their diflferent party interest giving prominence to one thing and suppressing another.
The pi'oposal concerning the Homoousion may first have come from the
part of the bisho])S.
But, as it met with
opposition, the emperor, whom the bishop

tirely

with Eusebius, Athanasius also reports,
that the council was not satisfied with
these articles, for the very reason that it
was remarked that the Arians understood
and interpreted them in their own way.
But when now he proceeds to derive the
additions inserted in opposition to Arianism, and with a view to i)recludc the possibility of its introduction, from the same
bishops who had at first proposed these
other articles, he must, without any doubt,
have here confounded the two parties together.
In truth, it is, abstractly considered, in the highest degree improbable,
that those who aimed at a marked opposition to Arianism, would, in the first
place, propose articles respecting which
they knew beforehand, that the Arians
would be willing to subscribe to tjiem.
Besides it might not be so easy, in considering the transactions of so

numerous

himself:

aatpeg 6cu tov T?/g iro'A.vavdplaQ

olo( TE ci/ji ypcKpeiv.
Theod. 1. I.
Athanasius represents evei-ything as
proceeding solely from the bishops themselves, and makes no mention whatever
of the influence of the emperor; which,
^

—

Hosius of Cordova and others had made
familiar with the part which, in pursuance
of their objects, he was to play at the council, took up the word, recommended the
Homoousion, and declared himself to be
satisfied of the inofiensiveness of this expression.
There may. be some truth at
bottom in the account of Philostorgius, I.
7, that AlexaTider, previous to the opening of the Nicene council, had combined
with the party of the bishop Hosius of
Cordova, that is, with the court party in
Nicomedia, at a synod, to establish the
Homoousion. The voice of tfie emperor
had, with many bishops, more weight than
to the
it ought to have had according
principles of the gospel. The party of Althe
more
boldwith
exander now ventured
ness to press the other antithetic definimatter
of
tions, which followed, as a
But Eusebius
course, the Homoousion.
that
he
preferred rather to have it appear
yielded to the authority of the emperor,
than to that of the other bishops ; and h«
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by the influence of those bishops who happened last to posmost authority with him, namely, Hosius and his associates
and he decided in favor of the addition of the Homoousion. If we
may credit the report of Eusebius, the emperor himself even dogmatized on the question, how the Homoousion ought to be understood
how it was not to be conceived under any image of sense, as if the
one divine essence had been separated into several homogeneous parts.
This might have been a point often discussed in his presence since it
was well known, that the occasion which it gave for sensuous representations was the common objection of the Orientals to the Homoousion.
The party of Alexander, who now had on their side the weight
of the imperial authority, proceeded to require in addition to the
Homoousion, still other antithetic clauses, which had the same object
Perhaps it had been agreed on by the heads of the dogmatin view.
ical court party at that time, that the declaration of the emperor in
favor of the Homoousion should be made the watch-word for proposing
In this way, by the
a still more complete antithesis to Arianism.
union of the antithetic clauses with the articles of faith proposed by
Moreover, the
Eusebius, was produced the famous Nicene creed.^
comlemnation, by name, of the main characteristic propositions of
Arius was adopted into this creed and the condemnatory sentence
was passed not merely upon the doctrines, but, according to the previous custom, doctrines and persons were put together, and the individuals condemned, also, who had proposed such offensive things.
Now although the majority of the council might perhaps agree in
the articles against that part of the Arian creed which placed the
Son of God on a level with creatures,^ yet the articles respecting the
6/Aooi'o-tov and the yevy-qai.^ eV tt/s koicrta? were at Variance with the predecision,

sess the

;

;

;

.

;

Hence

vailing Oriental type of doctrine.
tion to these definitions

:

on the

first

day

there arose

much

opposi-

were presented,
But
assent to them.^

after they

Eusebius of Ctesarea absolutely refused his
after many explanations, he yielded for the sake of peace, as he says
inin the pastoral letter to his church, which he sent from Nice,*
terpreting the new articles of the creed according to the sense of his
own doctrinal system, not without some degree of disingenuous sophThe principal article, respecting the Homoousion, which, in
istry.^

—

ima,(,nned also that
his conduct to his

he could best justify
community, if he ad-

—

if he
duced the authority of the emperor
declared that he had yielded to a formula
proposed and recommended by the cm-

peror himself.
1

To

the plirase i^eof

in 0])])Ositioi) to the

U

deov was added,

Arian mode of under-

standinjr the idea of the Godhead in reference to Christ (see above) the word (iyl??i9tvd(; to yevvridevra, with a view to pnard
against the Arian practice of identifying
it with KTiadel^, was added ov TTOiTjdivTa.
^

ua,
"

The opposition between

— jevvai' iuu]

i9edf

and

kt/(t-

KoiEiv.

Athanas. decret. S.

n. § 3.

Tlpb fuaq

ipvovfiEvoi, d/iuc varepov imoypa'^ai.

gkottov npb bipdakfiM'
S. FaiscI). Cffisar. ep. ad.
horn, g 5 in Athanas. op. ed.
Benedict. T. 1. 1, f. 189.
^ This properly betrays itself only in tho
case of one article, if Eusebius could ap*

tjiuu
s.

Tov

rf/c elpriVTig

kki/ievov.

Paroeciffi

prove the condemnation of the Arian proposition, that the

Son of God

" npiv yevvTj-

This proposition of Arius
docs in fact perfectly ajrree with Eusebius's system of faith (see above); and
at least some similar proposition seemed

-Brivai

to
fast

ova

t/v."

himself necessary, in order to hold
the notion of absolute causality,

which was to be attributed to God the
Father alone. It was a dubious matter,
then, for him to join in this anathema.
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had already been approved, even by the peace loving Dionysius
of Alexandria, in another sense than that in which it was intended to
establish it at Nice, Eusebius, by taking advantage of the unsettled
use of philosophical and doctrinal terms in those times, could easily
fact,

explain in accordance with his own views.
This proposition, according to his interpretation, denoted nothing else than the exaltation of
the Son of God above all comparison with created beings, and his
It perhaps may be the case, that
Eusebius, as he avowed in his pastoral letter, explained himself before the council of Nice itself, with regard to the sense in which he
received the Homoousion.
The important point with the emperor
Constantine was, that the proposition regarding the Homoousion, of
the importance of which he had been persuaded, should be received
by all what the properly orthodox and what the heterodox sense
might be, in the interpretation of this article, it is hardly probable
that he could so nicely distinguish. ^
With perfect honesty, Eusebius

perfect likeness to the Father.^

:

might condemn the Arian formulas, especially since they contained
met with in Scripture and shice all the strife
and confusion in the church had grown out of the employment of
such distinctions, the use of which, therefore, he himself had always
distinctions not to be

;

carefully avoided.

There were many others who adopted the Nicene creed in the same
sense with Eusebius, interpreting it in accordance with their own doctrinal

system

;

so that the o/jiuovaLov

a designation of the

ofjLOLOTr)^

was

for

them nothing more than

Kar ovaCav (likeness in respect to essence).

At

first, seventeen bishops, who probably belonged to the strictly
Arian party, declined to go with the majority.
But as the creed was
to be made known under the imperial authority, and all who would not
adopt it were threatened with the loss of their places and banishment,
as refractory subjects,^ the greater part of these yielded through fear

He

got along by a sophistical interpreta-

tion, referring the yevvridrivai, in the con-

demned

proposition, to the

human

birth

and so he found no

difficulty, as he himas in
truth the doctrine of Christ's divine existence before his birth was one univer-

self declared, in receiving this also

;

sally acknowledged.
By this last remark,
however, he in fact refuted his own interpretation
for how could it have occurred
to anyone to setup a counter proposition to an erroneous doctrine which nobody maintained? Athanasius was not
slpv/ to take advantage of the weak spot
which Eusebius here exposed; and objected to him that, by such an interpretation, he threw the suspicion of entertaining
such an erroneous doctrine on his friend
Arius himself, against whom this condemnatory article had been framed.
;

1
TVapaaraTLKov to fnjdefiiuv f/iipepsiav
npbc Tu yevvriTu Kviafiara tov vlbv rov ^eov
<pepEiv, jxovu 6i TU nuTpi kutu navTci Tponov
c.(t>o/ioiC)G'9ai. L. c. § 7.
When Athanasius,
then (de decret. synod. Nic. § 3), accuses

Eusebius of having, by his approbation of
the Homoousion, in his pastoral letter, revoked his earlier doctrine as being incorrect, the charge is altogether untrue
for,
as Eusebius expresses himself, it is clear
;

that he interpreted this distinction only
in accordance with the doctrinal system
which he had constantly taught,
- If it is true, as Eusebius (1. c.
§ 10) reports, that the emperor interpreted the condemnation of the proposition, " Trpo TOiiytvvrj&fjvai ovk rjv," in the sense that the Son of
God, before he came into existence in evep-

already existed, like all things else in
the Father, in Jwi^a/^ei,
it would, we must
admit, be exceedingly plain, how little familiar Constantine was with the system
he would defend, and how easily he could
be satisfied with any interpretations, provided only the forms were adhered to.
* Contra divina statuta venientes, i. e.
statuta imperatoris, according to the diplomatic language of those times. So Rufinus expresses it, I. 5, in the sense of the
emperor.

yeigi,

—
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and there remained, finally, but two bishops, besides Arius, namely,
Theonas of Marmarica in Libya, and Secuiidus of Ptolemais, who
The two zealous
declared without reserve against the Nicene creed.
personal friends of Arius themselves, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and
Theognis of Nice, subscribed the creed, declaring with Eusebius of
Caesarea, that they yielded for the sake of peace, after having ex
pressed their views as to the way in which it ought to be understood,
Still they refused to subscribe,
so as to be free from all objection.^
with the rest, the condemnatory clauses against the Arian doctrines,
not, as they avowed, because they did not agree with the others as to
the doctrinal matter, but because, according to the way in which
they had learned to understand the doctrines of Arius from his written and oral communications, they could not believe that he had
At that
actually taught the doctrines he was accused of teaching.
but Arius and his two faithful friends
time the thing was overlooked
were excommunicated, as teachers of error, from the church, deposed
from tlieir spiritual office, and by the emperor Constantine condemned
The latter was at this time overflowing with a fonatto banishment.
ical hatred of the doctrines of Arius, which now appeared to him as
and this fanaticism
blasphemous, and subversive of all Christianity
impelled him already to apply all the expedients of the Byzantine
In an edict issued at
despotism to suppress these doctrines entirely.
this time, he places Arius in the same class with Porphyry, the an;

;

tagonist of Christianity

;

and directed that

as those of Porphyry, should be burned,

—

all

the writings of Arius,

the penalty of death even

being threatened against those who should be detected in any clandesWhile Constantine was in this
tine attempt to preserve these writings.
state of feeling, Eusebius and Theognis, who .had already rendered
themselves suspected by the emperor in refusing to subscribe the condemnatory clause, could not long remain protected against his dis-

but it turned out, as Theonas and Secundus had foretold
pleasure
Three
them, that they soon shared the same fate with the latter.
months after the close of the council,^ they also were deposed from
;

their places

and banished.

In fact, however, the manner in which the controversies had been
decided by the council of Nice could only contain the seeds for new
for there was here no cordial union springing freely, by a
disputes
natural course of development, out of inward conviction but a forced
and artificial union of men, still widely separated by their different
modes of thinking, on a creed which had been imposed on them, and
which was differently expounded according to the different doctrhial
;

;

Thus it happened, that while for
several parties.
the present no party ventured as yet to come out decidedly against
the Homoousion, still those who had received it, explaining it to mean
Homoiousion, accused the others, who interpreted it and held it fast in
while the latter
its proper and original signification, of Sabellianism
interests, of the

;

For they were afterwards able to appeal to the feet that they had done this,
1

in their memorial sent
cited in Socrates, I. 14.
2 Philostorj;. b. e. I. 9.

to

the bishops,
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We

have an illustration of this in
accused the former of Tritheism.
the disputes between the bishop Eustathius of Antioch, and the bishop
two men radically opposed to each before, in
Eusebius of Caesarea,
the former being a zealous opponent,
their whole theological bent
the latter a no less zealous adherent of the school of Origen.
Yet the major part of the Eastern church would naturally strive to
and as
rid themselves of the imposed articles of the Nicene creed
Constantine. without an independent judgment of his own, and a wellgrounded insight into these doctrinal controversies, was governed by
the changing influence of the different parties at court, so that which
had procured for the Ilomoousion a momentary victory in the Eastern
Conchurch might soon take a turn in the very opposite direction.

—

;

;

widow of Licinius, who possessed
great influence with her brother, maintained the best understanding
and she had taken as her spiritual guide
with Eusebius of C;Ksarea
a presbyter who had attached himself to the Arian party, and who
found means of convincing her that Arius had been unjustly constantino's sister Constantia, the

;

demned.

On

her death, in the year 327, Constantia very earnestly recomHe acquired
the presbyter above mentioned to her brother.
the confidence of the emperor, and succeeded in persuading him also,
that injustice had been done to Arius, and that personal passions had
had much more to do in these disputes, than any interest in behalf of
Constantine had already once invited Arius to visit
sound doctrine.
the court ; but the latter, it seems, could not feel confidence enough
He now sent a second express message,
in the emperor's intentions.
assuring Arius that it was the emperor's purpose to show him favor,
and send him back to yVlexandria. Arius presented to the emperor
a confession of faith, in which, without entering into the points of difference, he expressed in very general language his belief in the doctrine
of the Father, Son,- and Holy Ghost, taught by IScripture and by the
common tradition of the church. He besought the emperor to put a

mended

stop to these idle controversies on mere speculative questions,^ so that
schisms might be healed, and all, unitefl in one, might pray for the
Constanpeaceable reign of the emperor and for his whole family.
Arius was again received to
tine was satisfied with this confession,
and his two friends, Theogfavor (between the years 328 and 329)
nis and Eusebius of Nicomedia, were now easily enabled to obtain
We perceive from the confession of Arius, and from
their recall.'^
;

1

Miaht we

place anv reliance on the

testimony of the Arian 'historian, Philosfortius, h. e. I. 8, the advice of Constantia
had had some influence on the issue of the
Nicene council itself. As she must have
been well acquainted with her brother's
habits, she advised her friends at the Nicene council to receive for the present the
Hoinoousion, which her brother was now
firmly resolved to hold fast, and give it

means would
their own interpretation
very soon be found to draw him ofF from
;

It

ao-ain

- On this puint the identity of the /cn'ffif
and yEvvj]mQ was presupposed, entirely in
accordance with his doctrine Tbv ek tov
narpoc npo nuvTuv aluvuv yeyevvrjiievov
^edv Aoyov, fit' ov tu tvuvto. eyivETO.
:

^

Zj/rv/zara Kal nEpiam/Myiai..

*
The arguments which have been
urged against the genuineness of tlie
above-cited letter of these two bishojis,
by which they sought to be restored to fiir
many oi" them bevor, are not decisive
ing sim|)ly groun,ded on the view which
must be taken of the Nicene council in the
;
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the satisfaction with which Constantine received

it, what were the prevaihng views of the latter respecting these matters at the present
After having been enhsted but for a short period in favor of
time.
the Homoousion, he had been drawn back again to those earlier views,
which would so much more readily present themselves to a statesman
contemplating the matter simply in its outward aspects, that personal
passions and a self-willed, disputatious spirit had given to these (juestioiti^, which did not pertain in the least to the essentials of ChrisThe emperor entertaining this view
tianity, an undue importance.
of the matter, all who agreed in representmg the doctrinal differences
as unimportant would especially recommend themselves to his favor
while all who were unwilling, for the sake of gratifying the emperor,
to moderate their zeal in behalf of a truth which they found to he
intimately connected with the essence of Christianity, would easily
become suspected and hated by him, as uneasy, contentious, and disorderly men.
Hence may be explained the contests which, first and preeminently,
the remarkable person had to pass through who had now become the
head of the Homoousion party in the Eastern church. For soon after
the conclusion of the council of Nice, the bishop Alexander had died,
;ind was succeeded by the archdeacon Athanaslus, a man far his
superior in intellect and resolute energy.
He was from boyhood destined and trained up for the service of the
church, the bishop Alexander having long had his eye upon him.

The

occasion was

this.

During a

festival

in

memory

of the bishop

Peter of Alexandria, who suffered martyrdom, a. d. oil, Alexander
observed a troop of boys who in their sports were imitating the rites
Among these Athanasius acted the part of a bishop,
of the church.
performing all the ceremonies customary at the baptism of catechuTo the bishop, this was an indubitable sign of the boy's fumens.^
He was educated for the spiritual order and soon
ture vocation.
;

became distinguished

for his Christian zeal, his intellectual gifts,

and

rapid proficiency in knowledge.
While yet a young man, he
wrote the apologetical discourse mentioned on a former page.
As a
deacon in the Alexandrian church, he took a warm part in the controversy against Arius.
The views held by Arius appeared to him
to be irreconcilable with the doctrine of the Logos, as set forth in the
his

Catkolic church. This letter possesses,
on the contrary, every mark of genuineBut, according to this letter, we
ness.
niust necessarily place the recall of Arius
l)efore the return of these two bishops, as
the letter expressly presn])poses it.
The
reasons which induced Walch to place the
recall of Arius at a later period, even so
late as a. d. 330, are not im])ortant
for
although Socrates says that Arius had
bcen called by the emperor to Constantinople, yet it by no means follows from
this, that the consecration of the new residence, a. d. 330, had preceded
for first.
as it respects the place, Socrates might
;

;

an error, and by an anachronism substitute Constantinople for IS'icomedia; or it may even be, that Constantine ha])pened, at the very time that he
sent for Arius, to be at Byzantium, before that city had as yet been converted
easily be in

into the imperial residence,
i
see no good reason for doubting
the truth of this much disputed story,
coming, as it did, from members of Athanasius' own liousehold.
Rutinus, who
relates the story, says
Sicuti ab his, qui
cum ipso vitam duxerant, accepimus.
Hist, eccles. Lib. I. c. 14.

We

:
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above mentioned apologetical discourse
and in opposing them he
was led to unfold still further, and to define more sharply, the doctrine
Probably, he had been all along and up to this time,
of that treatise.
the inspiring soul of the dispute with Arius. It was especially through
his influence that his bishop had determined to concede nothing with
a view to bring about the restoration of Arius. ^
He had already distinguished himself at tlie council of Nice, by the zeal and the acutencss displayed by him in defending the unity of essence, and in contending against Arianism.
So it came about that on the death of
Alexander, he was chosen as that bishop's successor, though he. may
not have reached as yet the canonical age.
The opposition made to
his election, however, on the score of his youth, nourished the germ
which was a circumstance so much the more unfortuof a schism
nate on account of the differences already existing in this community.
This great church teacher contributed much, by the strict consistency and unwavering firmness with which, for nearly half a century,
amid every variety of fortune, and many persecutions and suflFerings,
he constantly pursued the same dogmatical interest, to promote the
;

'•^

;

victory of the

Homoousion

And

in the Oriental church.

the doctrine

which he here defended presented itself to his dogmatical spirit as
one inseparably connected with the essence of Christianity. On holding fast to the Homoousion, depended, in his view, the whole unity of
the Christian consciousness of God, the completeness of the revelation of God in Christ, the reality of the redemption which Christ
wrought, and of the communion with God restored by him to man.
"If Christ," so argued Athanasius against the Arian doctrine, " differed from other creatures simply as being the only creature immediately produced by God, his essence being wholly distinct from the

essence of God, then he could not bring the creature into fellowship
we must be constrained to conceive of something
still, intermediate between him, as a creature, and the divine essence
something whereby Af might stand in comwhich differed from him,
munion with God and this intermediate being would be precisely
the Son of God in the proper sense.
In analyzing the conception of
God communicated to the creature, it would be necessary to arrive
at last at the conception of that which requires nothing intermediate
which does not participate in God's
in order to communion with God
with God, since

—

;

;

essence as something foreign from itself, but which is itself the selfcommunicating essence of God.^ This is the only Son of God, the
being who can be so called in the proper sense. The expressions Son
of God, and divine generation, are of a symbolical nature, and deIt is only on
note simply the communication of the divine essence.
1

He

is

opponents.

accused of this by one of his
See Athanas. apol. c. Arianos,

^

See acta Sanctorum mens. Maj. T.
at the 14. Maj. f. 65.
e g. Athanas. orat. I. c. Arianos,
To. oXwf fieTexeo&ai ran -^ebv, laov
c. 16.
Avrbc f^EV 6 vlos
ean ^ysLV on Kal yevva.
teq-

III.
'^

§ 6.

The words

of tlie bishop

of

Pachomius

Ammon

:

in the letter

°kfia tg) Karaan/vni

^ASavuawv emoiwnuv, ova uyadol uvdpec
uinuvrnL to

Kpi[ia tov

vov, Kpo(ia7Jk6jjiEvoL

dsov in' aiiTU) yevo/iETr/i tj'hKiag avTOv to veuv

Kul axioai T7jv kuKkriaiav tov &''ov ctvovSuC^ov-

— the appendix,
See

—

ovdevbg

/lETExei-,

jxevov, tovto

to

eanv

(Ve

tK tov mtrpoc (ietexoyup tov vioi

6 vide, avToi'

iietIxovte^, tov &eov fierexEiv 'KeyofiE-Ba.
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the supposition that Christ is. in this sense alone, the proper Son of
God, that he can make rational creatures children of God. It is the
Logos who imparts himself to them, dwells within them, through
the Son of God within them, through the
whom they live in God
fellowship with whom they hecome themselves children of God.
While the Arians maintained that it was impossible to distinguish
the conceptions Son of God, and a generation from God, from the conceptions created being, and a creation, without falling into sensuous,
anthropomorphic representations, Athanasius, on the contrary, taught
that all human expressions of God were of a symbolic nature, taken
from tem])oral things, and therefore liable to be misconceived, unless
the idea lying at the bottom were freed from the elements of time and
sense, and the i<ame attribute, predicated of God, understood in a
different manner from what it would be when predicated of creatures.
Even God's act of creation, in order not to be misconceived, must be
As
distinguished from the human mode of producing and forming.
the Arians admitted that, acc(n-ding to John 5 23, divine worship
belonged to Christ, Athanasius accused them of showing that honor
to a creature, according to their notions of Christ, which was due to

—

:

God

alone

versy,

;

consequently of falling into idolatry.

Since this contro-

therefore, appeared to Athanasius to be of so great impor-

so he believed that he
tance for the interests of the Christian faith
his duty to his church, no longer to admit Arius into
;

was bound, by
its

fellowship.

After the patrons of Arius had resorted in vain to friendly representations, petitions, and threats, for the purpose of inducing Athanasius to receive back the former into the church, the emperor
commanded him to receive Arius, and all his fiyends who were willing
to connect themselves once more with his church
and, unless he did
so, informed him that he should be deposed from his station, and sent
into exile. ^
Athanasius, however, was not to be intimidated by such
threats, but firmly declared to the emperor, that his duty as a [)astpr
did not permit him to receive the teachers of false doctrines into the
fellowship of the church
and this steadfast refusal of a man acting
under the consciousness of his vocation, and in the feeling of his
duty, produced so much effect as this, that Constantino did not urge
;

;

him further, nor carry his threat into execution. But still this incident could not have left an altogether favorable impression on the
emperor's mind, since Athanasius appeared to him in the light of an
obstinate recusant
and hence his enemies would be more easily listThe most
ened to in bringing their new accusations against him.
weighty charge was, that Athanasius had sent to a person hi Egypt
otherwise unknown to us, but who was reported to have harbored
a design of conspiracy against the emporor
a sum of money to aid
him in the prosecution of his purpose.
Constantine ordered him,
A. D. 332, to present himself personally, at Psammathia, a suburb
;

—

—

A

fragment of the lettex- is preserved
Athanasius, apolog. c. Ariau. § 59. The
threatening words of the emperor are
1

in

:

'Anoare/ub TraparcKa rbv kol Kadaif>i}aovTa
ae e^ ifirjc «eAev(j£Wf; Kal tuv 7 5ituv fieTOarfjaovra.
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of Nicomedia, where

the emperor

personal appearance

of

was residing

Athanasius, a

at that time.

The

man of remarkable power
moment to have overawed

over the minds of others, seems for the
soul of Constantine.
He not only acknowledged the abovementioned accusation to be groundless but such was the eifect left
the

;

on him by the presence of Athanasius, that, in his letter to the
church at Alexandria, he styles him a man of God.^ In this letter,
he lamented the existing divisions, and recommended charity and
concord.
It is easy to see, that the preservation of peace and unity
in the church was of far more importance, in the estimation of Constantine, than all matters pertaining to doctrine. For the moment, the
enemies of Athanasius now appeared to him to be the authors of the
disturbances and divisions
but this impression was of no long duration, and he continued to be governed by the influence sometimes of
this and sometimes of the other party.
Occasions were not wanting
for bringing new accusations against Athanasius
for in the circumstances by which he was immediately surrounded, there existed abundant materials for agitation, which was sometimes rather excited than
quelled by his zeal not unmixed with passion.
It happened, for instance, that the Arian and Meletian schisms, though originating in
widely different interests, yet broke out there at one and the same
time.
The efforts of Athanasius to bring back the Meletians to the
dominant church might, besides, especially amidst so excitable and
passionate a people as the Alexandrians, easily lead to scenes of disturbance, proceeding to a greater length than those who were the
occasion of them intended.
But he was sometimes induced to resort
even to forcible measures for suppressing divisions in his archiepiscopal
;

;

diocese.^

bishop, he

The frequent tours
made to the various

of visitation, which, as a conscientious
parts of his diocese, and in which he

was usually accompanied by individuals belonging both to the clergy
and laity of the churches which he visited, gave frequent occasion for
such disputes between the two heated parties, which led to scenes of
violence.
Passionate party hatred would, of course, take advantage
of these occasions to collect against him a mass of extravagant
charges.
Although the emperor would not give credence to the various and strange things which were brought against him, yet he believed, doubtless, that Athanasius, by his passionate and violent
proceedings, might have given some occasion for these chai-ges.^
He
at first, in the year 385, appointed a synod to be held under the
presidency of Eusebius of Ciiesarea, with full powers to inquire into
the charges laid against Athanasius, and to restore things to quiet.
1 Apolog.c. Arian. § 62.
'^g uvdpunov
vrbv &eov bvra nEnsi.afiEi'oc.
^ Epiphanius,
who assuredly would say
nothing tending to the disparagement t)f
Athanasius, says of him in this respect,
" r/vayiia^EV,
haeres. 68, Meletian. c. 6
:

ijSiuCero."

In the letter to the synod at Tyre, he
speaks only of some, who, through the
rage of a morbid, disputatious, spirit, em^

broiled everythino:.
Ovx t>yi.ovg oihweiKtac
olarpu rivic EkavvoiiEvoi iravra avyXEELV entEiiseb. vit. Coristaiitin. 1. IV.
42.
Even Eusebius of Csesarea, whose
delicacy deserves respectful
notice in
touching so lightly upon the Arian controversies in his life of Constantine, even
he sees, in this instance, only the taunting
insinuations of an immoderate disputa
;(;«pof'CT£i'.

c.

tious spirit.

L.

c. c.

41.
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Athanasius might, not without good reason, protest against the deciswhich his declared antagonist presided
But as it had been determined by the emperor to celeas judge.
brate the tricennalian festival of his reign by dedicating, on that
occasion, the magnificent church which he had erected over the holy
sepulchre at Jerusalem, and many bishops had been invited to participate in this celebration, Constantine directed, in order that they
might be prepared to engage in these solemn rites with quiet minds,
that they should first take earnest measures for putting an end to the
For this purpose, the bishops were to assemdivisions in the church.
ble, first, at Tyre, in the year o35, and there inquire into the charges
The latter might, indeed, very justly,
brought against Athanasius.
for the same reasons as in the case of the first synod above mentioned, protest also against this spiritual tribimal, whose members
but Constantine
belonged, for the most part, to the opposite party
threatened to enforce his obedience by compulsion, if he presumed
Athanasius
again to treat with contempt the imperial command.-^
succeeded, before this tribunal, in refuting a part of the charges
With regard to the rest, a committee
Avhich were laid against him.
was nominated, who should repair to Egypt, and investigate everything on the spot.
But it was unfairly decreed, that no one belonging
to the jiarty of the accused should be allowed to accompany this
commission, so that he was curtailed of the means of proving his
innocence, and wholly abandoned to the party proceedings of his antagouists.
This investigation, conducted in so partial a manner,
He therefore
would of course turn out unfavorably for Athanasius.
appealed to the emperor himself, and proceeded to Constantinople.
On his entrance into the city, he rode straiglitway to meet the emperor, accompanied by a few attendants.
Constantine at first refused
yet, as he received accounts from other
to allow him a hearing
quarters, of the party j)roceedings of the synod at Tyre, he saw no
way in which he could decline a revision of the previous investigation.
But a few members of that synod, the most violent enemies of Athanasius, appeared at Constantinople, to take part in this new investigaion of a spiritual tribunal, at

;

;

tion.

On

the present occasion they let the earlier accusations drop,

and brought against him a new one, which was altogether suited

We may

1

tic

here introduce a charactcris-

anecdote from the history of this tribuAmong the witnesses who appeared

nal.

in favor of Athanasius, was an old eonfessor of Ej^yjU, by the name of Potamon,

who,

in the time of the Dioelesian persecation, h^id been thrown into prison at

the same time with Eusebius, and who
had had one of his eyes bored out. This
i)erson, full of zeal for

iusebius

:

"

Who can

Athanasius, said to
tolerate this

'i

Thou

judge Athanasius, who
stands before thee an innocent person!
Dost thou i-ecollect that we were in the
dungeon together, and that I was deprived
of an eye"? But thou didst not become
a martyr, and hast all thy members still
sittest tliere

to

unharmed.

How

to

thou have so
escaped from the prison, unless thou didst
either do wliat was not permitted, or else
profess thy willitiiiness to do it?"
This
was unquestionably an inference on very
slender grounds; tor many circumstances
might operate to cause favor to be shown
to one which was denied to another. Eusebius thought it not proper to vindicate
himself against this charge, but simply
said, losing for a moment the equanimity
indeed, which it behooved him to possess
as a judge: " Shall we not m)w believe
your accusers 1 If you venture to exercise such tyranny /i«-e, how much more
will you do it in your own country " See
Epiphan. 1. c. c. 7.
coiildst

!
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exasperate the feelings of Constantine against Athanasius.^
He was
reported to have said, that it lay in his power to hinder the arrival
of the convoy of grain necessary to be sent semi-annually from Alexandria to supply provisions for the city of the imperial residence.^

Whether

the truth really was that Constantine in some sort believed
charge, or whether he only deemed it necessary to affect that he
believed it, in order to get rid of a man who was a constant mark
and butt of contention, and thus restore quiet, it is enough that he
banished him, a. d. 386, to Triei-s.^
this

As nothing now stood in the way of the restoration of Arius to the
Alexandrian church, he was, after liaving been solemnly received back
into the communion of the church by the synod convened at Jerusalem for the purpose of consecrating the new edifice, sent back to
Alexandria.
But in the community, which was devoted with an enthusiastic attachment to their bishop Athanasius, new disturbances
arose.
Constantine, to whom the preservation of peace was the
main thing, sent, a. d. 336, for Arius to come to Constantinople, in
order that it might be examined how far he had been concerned in
these disturbances.
He was obliged to present to the emperor a confession of faith
and drew up one in simple language, couched in
scriptural expressions, without doubt similar to the former one already mentioned.
He needed not to deny his convictions in order to
satisfy the emperor
for although the latter was unwilling absolutely
to relinquish the Homoousion, since it had been once published under
the imperial sanction, yet, notwithstanding all this, he was far from
being inclined to the views of Athanasius. But the sincerity of Arius
in his confession had been suspected by him.
He required of him an
oath to testify his sincerity
and, as the confession Arius had laid
down contained nothing, judged from his own point of view, which
was at variance with his doctrines, he would take such an oath with a
;

;

;

clear conscience.*
1
For, accordino- to Eunapius (see
above), he is said to have caused the pagan philosopher, Sopatros, to be executed
on a similar charge.
Whether this had reference to the political influence of Athanasius, or to the
magic.ll arts ascribed to him, is uncertain,
The observation of Constantine the
younger, in the letter written after his
father's death, res])ecting the disposition
of the latter towards Athanasius, and the
vacancy of the cpisco})ate at Alexandria,
may render it rather probable than otherwise, that it was Constantino's intention
to remove Athanasius only for a short
season, with a view to the restoration of
'•^

•^

quiet.
* In comparing the different accounts
of this event, we perceive how the truth
here became continually more and more
distorted by the prejudices of party hatred,
Socrates, I. 38, following So7.oinen and
Theodoret, relates that Constantine asked

Arius, whether he abode by the articles ol
Arius immediately
the Nicene council.
declared himself ready to subscribe the
Nicene creed. The emperor, surprised at
this, required of him an oath, and Arius
gave it, but, in so doing, resorted to the
He had a confession,
following artifice.

drawn up by

himself,

which truly ex-

pressed his con\'ictii)Us, concealed undei
and in giving the oath, thai
he so believed as he had written, he sophisticaily understood by this, not the
Nicene creed subscribed by him at the requisition of the emperor, but that which
he carried concealed about his person
This story will a|)pear, on closer examination, to be wanting in the internal marks
How should Constantine,
of probability.
wlio before this had been so easily satisfied with the confession of faith laid down
by Arius, and had required of him no
declaration whatever re.spectii)g the Nicene creed, have now made on him so
his shoulders

;

CONSTANTIXE SATISFIED WITH ARIUS

CONFESSION.
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Constantine being now perfectly convinced of the orthodoxy of
Arins, the latter was to be solemnly received back to the fellowship
of the church at the celebration of public worship on Sunday in Constantino])le.
Alexander, bishop of Constantinople, a zealous advocate
of the liomoousion, resolutely refused to admit him.

of Arins,

among

But

the [latrons

the ecclesiastical court party, threatened to bring

it

about forcibly, by an imperial command. Alexander was thus thrown
He prostrated himself, on
into great perplexity and embarrassment.
the Sabbath before the day fixed for the reception of Arius, on the
pavement before the altar, and prayed God either to remove liiin
from this life, that he might not be compelled to act contrary to his
conscience, or else to remove Arius ; which, it must be confessed, was

much bigher demands 7 How _could he
propose to him the question, whethei* he
honestly followed the Nieene council,
when Arius had given no occasion whatever for presuming any such thing 1 Nothing, moreover, could at that time certainly
lie more remote from the intentions of
Ciinstantine, who at this very moment
stood in the closest relations with those
bishops that were decidedly opj)Osed to
the Nieene creed, than such a zeal for its
articles.
Everything went right with him,
provided only the Nieene creed, as to its
form, was not publicly attacked,
provided only it was ignored.
It may be
conceived, therefore, that
Constantine
might be easily satisfied with a confession
oftaith from Arius similar to that which
he had handed over to him on the former

—

occasion.

Besides,

how

insufficient is the

voucher which Socrates gives for the truth
of this story
That Arius had at that
time drawn up a confession of faith and
given his oath to it, this Socrates knew
from letters of the emperor himself; and
this, tlierefore, was an undeniable fact.
But the rest he had derived from the most
impure of all sources, from mere hearsay,
uKori.
If, then, we had only iAis account
!

—

of the matter, we might eveii then be enabled to infer, that the confession of faith
subscribed by Arius was in no sense the
Nieene creed, but that, merely in flattery
to the reputation of Constantine for orthodoxy, it was converted into the Nieene
creed, and that on this was fastened the
charge of deception against the heretic.
This conjecture res{)ccting the true history
of die matter, to which the analysis of
Socrates' account would itself conduct us,
is confirmed by consulting the report of
Athanasius. In his ejiistola ad episcopos
j^gypti et Liby.-e, § 18, he says, Arius,

when

called upon by the emperor to present a confession of his faith, concealed
hypocritically his godless way of think-

ing under simple expressions borrowed
from the Scriptures '*E,yf)a->ptv 6 (^oliog,
tpv-KTUv fiev Tuq Idlac T7;f daeiSdac M^eiq,
:

vnoKpivofievi^c 6e kqI ovtoq, (if b dculSoXog, rd.

tCjv

ypaduv ^/laTu dirld Koi

cjf eari.

yeypa/x-

And when the emperor thereupon
required him to take an oath that he had
nothing else in his mind, he swore that he
had never otherwise taught or conceived.
In the same manner he speaks in the ejiistola ad Serapionem, de morte Arii, § 2
(ed Benedict, T. I. 1, f 340), with this difference only, that he represents him here
as swearing that he had not really taught
those doctrines, of which the bishop Alexander had accused him. At all events, it
is evident that Athanasius brings against
Arius the charge of deception and hy[)Ocrisy in a way altogether unjustifiable, when
he proceeds on the false assumption, that
Arius was obliged to understand the
words of Scripture in which he expressed
his confession, precisely after the sanie
manner as he himself (Athanasius) understood then\; and that, in swearing to
the doctrines therein expressed, he therefore incurred the guilt of hypocrisy and
perjury.
The fact having now been once
assumed, that Arius, in this case, descetidcd to trickery, and the confession of
faith then drawn up by him having been
lost, the Nieene creed was easily substituted in its place, and the iixiy in which
the heretic had managed to deceive was
ever liable to receive new decorations.
might even be tempted to venture
a step further.
The confession of faith
drawn up the first time by Arius, agrees
so perfectly with all the characters which
Athanasius in the passage above cited ascribes to the second, that we might believe that there had been but this one confession of faith
and that either Athanasius, failing to express himself in those
passages with chronological accuracy, had
transposed the confession of foith which
Arius presented immediately after his return from exile, on his first residence at
Constantino])le, to his second residence in
the same city or.that Socrates committed
an anachronism in making Arius present
such a confession of faith directly on his
first residence at Constantinople.
(leva.

We

;

;

SUDDEN DEATH OF ARIUS.
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not a very Christian prayer. On the evening of this same day, Arius
suddenly died.^
Well might this turn of events, which no human
sagacity could have foreseen, be regarded as demonstrating the vanity
of all human machinations, since all that which was to be enforced by
imperial power was thus frustrated at a blow.
But it showed a sad
want of Christian charity, when men were seen triumphing over the
sudden death of the supposed blasphemer, as a divine judgment. It
argued narrow-minded presumption, that they should think of measuring the unsearchable ways of holy, all-wise, and eternal love,
according to visible appearances and by the standard of human passions and prejudices
should be disposed to see, in this event, a declarative sentence from on high, deciding between truth and error,
a divine judgment on perjury and impiety when the truth was, that
Arius erred from honest conviction that he had sworn to nothing
but what he sincerely believed
and that he may possibly have had,
at least in his internal life, more of the Christian temper, than exhibited itself in the defective exposition of his belief.
Even Athanasius
was, in this instance, borne along with the prevailing current of opinion in his age
yet we remark with pleasure, that when he was about
to describe the death of Arius, as connected with this controversy,
his Christian feelings recoiled.
Serapion, the bishop of Thmuis, having made several inquiries of him respecting the Arian controversy,
and also respecting the death of Arius, he declared that to the first
he had cheerfully replied, but to the last not without a struggle
for
he feared lest it might seem as if he triumphed over the death of the
man.
And in another place, he introduces this account with a remark which surely ought to have led him to suppress it altogether ^
" Death is the common lot of all men.
We should never triumph
over the death of any man, even though he be our enemy
since no
one can know but that before evening the same lot may be his own."
The adherents of Arius, on the other hand, sought to account for his
sudden demise by a supernatural cause of another kind, which implicated their opponents.
They spread it abroad that Arius had been
cut off by the sorceries of his enemies.^
This accusation is of some
importance, as it shows (here zvas no possible yromid fur saspectiriff
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

was poisoned.
With the death of Arius,

that he

personal character of the

this

contest could

man had

little

to

not cease

do with

it.

;

for the

It was, in

truth, a contest between different doctrinal tendencies springing up
out of the development of Christian doctrine, to the outbreak of which
Arius had only given the first impulse and it was not until this contest itself had been decided, that peace could be restored again to the
;

Here, too,

1

we have an

instance of the

rumor.
According to
death occurred while
Arius was proceeding in triumjih from the
imperial palace. On his way to the church
he was suddenly seized with severe pain,
accompanied with relaxation of the bowels
in discharging from them he expired.
€xa<rgeration of
Socrates' report,

:

tlie

Tlie last-mentioned fact had some foundabut the order of time has been altion
tered to favor the miraculous aspect of the
occurrence for, according to the report
of Athanasius, the death of Arius took
place on the evening of this Sabbath,
^ Ad e])iscopos 'iEgypti et Libyae, § 19.
;

:

*

Sozom.

hist, eccles.
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between proper Arianism and

the doctrine of the Hotnoousion gradually passed over into the contest between that middle tendency to which the major ])art of the

Eastern church was devoted, and the Homoousion creed, to which
But the death of Arius
only a minority of the Orientals adhered.
was not without influence upon the conduct of that ruling p'^rty in
So long as he lived, several important men of
the Oriental church.
that party had been deterred, by their personal interest in favor of
Arius, from distinctly condemning his peculiar doctrines
but they
hesitated no longer to renounce all manner of connection with
what to them seemed the
him, so as to be able simply to declare
;

now

—

—

thi^ir opjjosition to the Homoouaion.
only important thing
In adilition to this, another event, connected with consequences of
more universal moment, soon ensued,
the death of Constantine, in
His son Constantius, who succeeded him in the empire of the
337.
East, was inclined, even much more than his father had been, to intermeddle with the internal affairs of the church. The emperor Con-

—

—

stantine had not, at least, in the theologian forgotten the emperor,
had not lost sight of the political interest, in his concern for matters

But this easily came to be the case with Constantius.
of doctrine.
If Constantine had, for a moment, suffered himself to be drawn into
too warm a participation in theological controversies, yet, after he
was made aware of the mischievous consequences of such a course,
he soon reverted to the principle of holding fast simply to the intereUs of peacfi and quiet. It was not so with Constantius. The latter
engaged in doctrinal controversies in the same way as if he were a
bishop, only clothed with the power of an emperor.
His mistake

—
—

with regard to the limits of his princely authority
which he extended to things lying beyond its rightful province
brought its own
for, while he imagined everything was
punishment along with it
directed by his own will, he was only the servant of others, who knew
how to govern him,^ and particularly of the eunuchs, who, in their ca;

pacity of chamberlains,- possessed unbounded power at his court.^
Now it was precisely in this quarter that the Anti-Nicene party

acquired the greatest influence.
That very Arian presbyter, for instance, who stood so high in the confidence of the em{)eror Constantine, had handed over his will to his son Constantius, and thus opened
for himself a way of access to the latter.
He was drawn to the coOrt,
and succeeded in gaining over to the interests of his own system of
faith the first chamberlain Eusebius, and by his means the other
eunuchs, the empress, and finally the emperor himself.^ Thus the doc-

day became the fashionable topic of conHence, it spread to the people of high rank, and
lower down
so that, as Socrates expresses it, a war of
was carried on in every family or, as Gregory of Nyssa

trinal controversies of the

versation at court.

then

still

dialectics

1

Athanas.

;

;

hist.

Arianor. ad monachos.

Mfr' iXev&ipov cxv/^aroc
§ 70.
rof 6ov^o^ Tuv cXkovtuv aiirov.
Propositi sacri cuhiculi.
'^

km

ovofia-

^ Athanas. 1. c.
§ 37. IIoAAot 6e, /laXXov
6e rd 6?iov elalv evvovxoi napa KuvaravrKf)

Koi ttuvtu 6vvavTai nap' nvrC).
* Socrat. II. 2.
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EETURN OF ATHANASIUS.

relates, the

Homoousion came

to be discussed in the bakers' shops, at
money-changers, and even in the market for old
clothes.
These effects, however, did not develop themselves in their
whole extent, till at a somewhat later period.^
The immediate consequence of the change of government was, that
Constalitine the younger, who had obtained the government over a
part of the West, sent back Athanasius once more to Alexandria,
with a letter to his community, ui which he declared, that his father
had already entertained the same purj)Ose, and had been prevented
from executing it only by his death.
Athanasius was received by his
community with enthusiastic expressions of love, and entered once
more, with his wonted zeal, into his former field of labor.
He could
not fail, however, to come into frequent collision with the little remaining party of the Arians and the Meletians.
The enemies of
/Uhanasius, who at the synod of Tyre had pronounced upon him the
sentence of deposition, and who still refused to acknowledge him as

the tables of the

a regular bishop, strove to kindle the fires of discord into a fiercer
riame.
They had given to the Arian party, as their bishop, a presbyter named Pistus, who never succeeded, however, in establishing
his

own

They afterwards accused Athanasius

authority.

to violence at

restoration,

his

of resorting
of procuring executions and the in-

—

and of employing for this purpose the proBut the friends of Athanasius^
were enabled to show, that what was imputed to him had been done
by the provincial magistrates, independently of Athanasius, while he
was still on his journey, and without any connection whatever with
the doctrinal controversies
and, beyond question, the passion and
fliction of civil

penalties,

vincial magistrates as his instruments.

;

rancor of a portion of his antagonists prepares us to believe anything.
Meantime, the last-mentioned party, assured of their power over the
emperor Constantius, took advantage of a ft^stival at the dedication of a church recently erected by him at Antioch, to open there,
in the year o41, a new ecclesiastical assembly.
Here the sentence of deposition, previously passed upon Athanasius, was confirmed,
partly under the pretext that he had allowed himself, after having
been removed by a spiritual tribunal, to be restored to his place, without any new ecclesiastical inquiry and barely by the secular power,''^
although Athanasius had not recognized that former council as a
re^lar spiritual tribunal, and although his opponents did not scruple,.
in other matters, to carry out many of their measuies by the liand of
1

A

remarkably vivid picture of

this

rage for doctrinal dispute among all ranks
of people in Constantinople, is drawn by
Gregory of Nyssa, in his Oratio de Deitate Filii et Spiritiis Sancti, T. III. f. 466
" Every corner and nook of the city is
full of men who discuss incomprehensible
subjects
the streets, the markets, the
people who sell old clothes, those who sit
at the tables of the money-changers, tho.se
:

;

who deal in
many oboli

provisions.
it

comes

to;

Ask

a

man how

he gives you a

specimen of dogmatizitifj on generated
and ungenerated being. Inquire the price
of bread; you are answered, 'The Father
is greater than the Son, and the Son snbordinate to the Father.' Ask if the bath
is ready, and you are answered, ' The Son
"
of God was created from nothing.'
^ See the Alexandrian synodal
lettej
apolog. contra Arian. § 3.
^ To this the twelfth canon of this coun
cil refers,

JULIUS, BISHOP OF ROME, DECLARES FOR HIM.
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— and

in part by bringing up several new charges
was known how confidently Athanasius might
rely on having the countenance of the Western church, in which the
how much sympathy he
doctrine of the Homoousion predominated
met with during his first residence there, inasmuch as the power of
Constantius did not extend into the West it must have been feared,
that what was undertaken to be done against Athanasius would occasion a breach between the two churches of the East and of tlie West.
Delegates, therefore, were
This it was desired, if possible, to avoid.
sent to the Western emperor Constans, and to the bishop Julius of
Rome. These delegates set forth the charges which had been laid
against Athanasius, and sought to gain the assent of the Homan bishop,
But
and, through him, of the more important bishops of the West.
Athanasius also sent some presbyters of his own clergy to Rome, to
They succeeded in refuting the
defend him against these charges.
and the deputies of the other party, in their embarrassaccusations
ment, let M\ certain expressions which the Roman bishops could, at
least, so interpret as if they had appealed to the decision of a new
for very wellie at once accepted this appeal
and larger synod,
come to him was such an opportunity of establishing his own supreme
He invited both parties, by their delegates, tojudicial authority.
present their cause before a synod to be assembled under his own
But it had never entered the thoughts of the dompresidency.
inant party among the Orientals to concede to him any sucli supreme
They looked upon it as a very strange atfair, that
judicial authority.
As their predecessors had
he should so have misunderstood them.
not obtruded themselves, in the Novatian disputes, as judges over
so
they declared to the, Roman bishop,
the Western church,
neither did it become him to obtrude himself as a judge in these
he was not to suppose, that,
controversies of the Eastern church
because he presided as bishop over a larger city, that he was on that
account of any more consequence than other bishops.^
Meanwhile, as the above-mentioned Pistus found it impossible to
acquire any authority at Alexandria, the bishops who were now assembled at Antioch named as bishop of Alexandria, in place of Athanasius, a certain Cappadocian of a violent and headstrong temper,

secular power,
against

him.

As

it

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

We

gave a very adroit and keen reply,
which doubtless must have been felt by
many of these bishops, whose unclerical
ambition interested them so much in the
business of exchanging their bishopries
in small towns for those in the principal
cities and capitals; as, for example, Eu-

" If you really consider," he
stantinople.
writes to them, § 5, " the dijiuity of the
bishops to be equal; and if, as you write,
you do not estimate bishojis by the jireatness of the cities where they preside, then
he to whom a small town has been intrusted should remain in the jjlace to
which he was appointed, and neither despise the flock committed to his care, noi
pass over to those which have not been
intrusted
to him, thus despising the

sebius of Nicomedia, who contrived to get
his bishopric of Berytus in Phoenicia exfor that of Nicomedia, once the
imperial seat of the P^ast Roman empire,
and then this bishopric for that of Con-

honor which God confers on him (I suppose that in this place the word do^vf
must have fallen out after io&eiaijg), and
betraying a thirst for the vain honor that
comes from man."

1
have, in this case, to be sure, only
viz. the Romanthe report of one party
;

Athanasian.
^

To

this objection the

Roman

bishop,

Julius,

changed

VOL.

II.

28
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THE WESTERN CHURCH SUSTAINS ATHANASIUS.

by the name of Gregorius. In the name of the emperor, he waa
Alexandria by an armed force
and those who
refused to acknowledge him were treated as rebels against the imperial
authority.
The greatest part of the community being strongly attached
to Athanasius, whom they regarded as their spiritual father, while the
civil and military authorities, who made no distinction between this
business and any other which they were called upon to perform in the
name of the emperor, proceeded to enforce obedience to the bishop
who had been thrust upon the people, various acts of insurrectionary
violence would naturally be the result.
Blood was shed. The places
which had been consecrated to the service of the God of peace were
profaned by the rudest passions.
Amid these scenes of disorder, the
persecuted Athanasius had still time to escape.
He repaired, at
first, to a place of concealment in the neighborhood of Alexandria.
From this spot he issued a circular letter to all the bishops, in which
he described in strong colors the illegality and injustice of all the proceedings against him.
Next, in compliance with an invitation of the
bishop Julius, he repaired to Rome.
There, by a synod convened
near the close of the year o-i2, he was recognized as a regular bishop,
having resided for the space of a year and a half in Rome, and no
delegates from the part of the Orientals, who did not acknowledge
the tribunal erected by the Roman bishop, having appeared to prove
the charges laid against him.
The Roman bishop announced to them
this decision in a letter which was written with the feeling of superiority that springs from the consciousness of right, in opposition to illeinstalled as bishop of

;

gal, arbitrary will.

All the opponents of Athanasius being looked upon by the Western
church as Arians, they were now solicitous to vindicate themselves
and many of- them, without doubt, as plainly
from this reproach
appears indeed from their own avowal, were in no wise devoted to the
strictly Arian doctrines
though, at the same time, they were not in
The hierarchical spirit was expressed ia
favor of the Nicene creed.
a very remarkable manner, in the introduction to the first confession
drawn up at Antioch, where the bishops allege the following as a reaBon why they could not be called Arians " How possibly could we,
;

;

:

Very justly,
are bishops, follow the leading of a presbyter ? " ^
however, could the majority of them say, that from Arius tliey had re-

who

ceived no new doctrines of faith; but rather, after a previous examination of Ids faith, had admitted him to church fellowship. At assemblies convened at Antioch in the years 841 and 345, five creeds were

drawn up, one after the other. It was agreed to condemn the peculiar
Arian formulas, whereby the Son of God was placed in the class of
created beings, and whereby a beginning of existence was ascribed to
him and to assert, in the strongest terms, a ^iiniiarity of essence between the Son and the Father. There still, remained but two {)oints of
;

difference betwixt the doctrines here expressed by the Eastern bishops,

and the doctrines of the Nicene council, understood according
1

IIwc inioKonoi 6vt£( aKoXovdrjaofiEV npEalSiripo

;

to

SYNODS OF SARDICA AND PHILIPPOPOLIS.
their logical

connection

;
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the recognition of the unity of essence, or

identity of essence, in contradistinction to resemblance of essence,

—

Athanasius asserted the logical necessity of acknowledging either
Arianism, or the Homoousion, since the notion of similarity or dissimilarity was not applicable to the relation to God at all, but applied
only to the relation of temporal and earthly things to each other,
and the doctrine of a generation of the Logos having its ground in
the divine essence, not conditioned on any single act of the divine
The
will, but rather preceding all individual acts of the divine will.^
Western bishops did not proceed to discuss and compare these confessions of faith, but simply stood fast by the council of Nice. Indeed,
they were inclined to consider all the opponents of Athanasius in the
East as Arians, and to suspect an Arian element in all their confessions of faith.
The difference of languages, moreover, stood in the
way of their coming to any mutual understanding the Greek language not being, at the present time, so generally understood among
the people of the West as it had been in former days.
Through the influence of the Roman church, the two emperors,
Constantius and Constans, were induced to unite in calling a general
council to meet at the city of Sai-dica in Illyria, in the year 347, for
the purpose of deciding these disputed questions, and of healing the
breach which now existed between the Eastern and the Western
churches.
Of the Orientals, comparatively but a few attended ;
partly, because they took no special interest in the disputes ; partly,
because they had no desire of joining in common deliberation with
clergy of the West
and in part because the distance was inconvenient for them. There were present but seventy-six of the Eastern,
Where party
and more than three hundred of the Western bishops.
interests were so opposite, and the excitement of feelings was so
the meeting
great on both sides, it was impossible to effect a union
served rather to make the breach still more marked and decided than
The bishops of the West having demanded that Athait was before.
nasius and his friends should be allowed to attend the assembly as
regular bishops, and those of the East having refused to grant this, a
total rupture took place between the two parties. The Western bishops
the Orientals drew off to
continued to hold their session at Sardica
Philippopolis in Thrace.
The latter there renewed their sentence of
deposition against Athanasius and his friends, and extended it also
;

;

:

;

According to the Athanasian system,
dilemma necessarily presents
Logos is placed on an
equality with the creatures produced by a
1

the following

itself: either the

particular tiat of the divine will out of
tiothing, or he is acknowledged to be one
with the divine essence, his generation proceeding from the essence of God, and being as inseparable from it as his holiness,
wisdom, etc. All that God wills and do;rees, he wills and decrees in the Logos as
iuch.
This distinction Athanasius conBidered necessary, not for the popular ex-

position of doctrine, but for the systemBut to the major
atic exhibition of it.
portion of the Eastern church teachers
these ])roj)o.sitions appeared offensive for,
from misconception and want of the gift
for speculative aijjjrehcnsion, they were
led to suppose that God was thereby subjected to constraint or natural necessity.
In the /MaKpoanxoc tKdeaic at Antioch,
those therefore were exjaessiy condemned
who taught "On ov BoM/aei ovdi -dEXhaet
kyivvijae tov vlbv 6 Karijfi.
:

:
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CONSTANTIUS UNDECIDED.

Roman

to the

bishop Julius

;

and again composed a new symbol of

faith.

The council of Sardlca, on the other hand, confirmed the decisions
which had been already made by the Roman synod.
A few among
the assembled bishops had, moreover, proposed a new confession of
faith in opposition to Arianism,^ extending not solely to the doctrine
of Christ's divinity, but also to the doctrine of his becoming man,
and to the relation of the divine and human natures in Christ to each
other.
But, by the wisdom of such men as Athanasius, who did not
occasion for new controversies, but only to hold fast
the essential thing in the doctrine of Christ's divinity, just as it had

Avish to furnish

in the Nicene creed, it was so managed that this conwas rejected, and it was declared, that the custom of the
Arians to multiply and alter confessions of faith should not be followed.^
The only consequence, for the present, which resulted from
this issue of the council of Sardlca, was, that the bond of fellowship
between the two churches was completely severed. But, subsequently,
the council sent delegates for the purpose of recommending to the
emperor Constantius the cause of the exiled bishops of the East.
Meanwhile, the Western emperor Constans endeavored to conciliate

been expressed

fession

The Oriental court party
ruined their own cause by exposnig the mean intrigues of some of
their leaders, of whom Constantius himself began to be ashamed ;
and the ferments among the ever-turbulent people of Alexandria,
who were longing after their beloved Athanasius, and who had become still more irritated by the atrocious acts of Gregory,
these
ferments, which finally, in 349, led to the assassination of Gregory,
doubtless aroused the political anxieties of the emperor.
All these
things cooperated to prepare the way for a change in the Eastern
church.* Constantius wrote to Athanasius, who perhaps could not be
his brother to the party of Athanasius.

—

1 According: to the report of Socrates,
they expressed therein the doctrine of the
uvofioLoc Kar' ovaiav, therefore the proper
Arianism. In this case, we must suppose,
that not the Semi-Arians, as in the ecclesiastical assemblies at Antioch, but the
proper Arians, here had the preponderance and that it was not the endeavor
;

here, as it had been there, to lessen the
doctrinal differences between the churches
of the East and of the West, but rather
to express them in the most marked manThe fact, however, appears otherner.
wise according to the report of Sozomen
(1.

III.

ell), who, notwithstanding

it

was

his usual practice to follow Socrates, yet
in the present case appeals to the synodal

appended to the confession of faith,
his account, this latter seems to have
borne a considerable resemblance to the
Antiochian symbol, and to have sprung
out of the same doctrinal interests: for
the Homoousion is not mentioned; only
the anathema is jtronounced on those who
supposed three gods, or identified Father,
letter

By

Son, and Holy Spirit but also on those
taught that there had been a time
when the Son of God did not yet exist.
;

who

Here then, also, we lind nothing, it is true,
which the proper Arians might not have
subscribed and perhaps it may have been,
that the proper Arian party had in the
;

present case possessed greater influence
than they did in the drawing up of the
several Antiochian creeds,

may be found in Theodorct. II. 6.
Athanasii tonius ad Antiochen. § 5.
npo^aauQ do^ij tolc kMAovai ttoAAukiq ypa<peiv koI opi^eiv ivepl maTEug.
* Socrates, Sozomen, andPhilostorgius,
represent the matter as if the emperor
Constans had procured the recall of Athanasius by threatening to bring about his
restoration to Alexandria by force of arms,
Unquestionably this account is confirmed
by certain indications belonging to the
time of the council of Sardica, which presuppose such a connection of events. Lucifer of Calaris (Cfigliari) says in his 1. I.
pro Athanasio, c. 35, that, if Athanasius
^

This

<*

°]va

fj.ri
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349.

induced to place confidence in the emperor's promises, three
which he invited him to return back to his bishoj)ric and,
in o49, Athanasius actually returned, and was received by his flock
with great demonstrations of joy.
But in the same year in which Athanasius came back to AlexanHe
dria, a political change occurred which was unfavorable to him.
lost his patron, the emperor Constans, who was assassinated by the
usurper Magnentius. Now, inasmuch as it was only a combination of
circumstances that had cooperated to produce a momentary change,
BO easily

letters in

;

without much foundation for it, in the disposition of Constantius toas the flatterers of the Arian court party, favored
wards Athanasius,
by the eunuchs and chamberlains of the palace, ever funnd it more
easy to gain the emperor's ear, than Athanasius, whose obstinacy
it followed, as a matter of course,
made him an object of suspicion,^

—

—

upon him wer^ soon renewed. Ecclesiastical and
It was asserted,
poUtical charges were laid against him at once.
that the attacks

were really a heretic, it would be no sufficient excuse for Constantius, that he had
been moved to recall him through the
fear of being involved in a war with his
Again, Athanasius
brother Constans.
was, at an early period, accused by his
enemies of attempting to create enmity
between the emperor Constans and his
brother Constantius. Apolog. ad ConTheodoret,
stant. § 3.
tions also the threats of

it

is

true,

men-

Constans against
his brother, but attributes the change of
feelings in that emperor towards the Athanasian party, to the fact that Constantius
discovered the base intrigues of the worthless Arian bishop, Stejjhaiius of Antioch,
against Euphrates, bishop of Cologne.
Athanasius in his hist Arianor, ad monachos, §§ 20, 21 simply remarks, that Constans had given to the two bishops who
had been sent from the council of Sardica
to Constantius, a letter of recommendation
but he looks upon it as a consequence of that discovery made at Antioch, that Constantius was brought to his
senses. Hence he, in the first place, forbade
the persecutions going on against the
Athanasians at Alexandria
and then,
ten months later, after the assassination
of Gregory at Alexandria, recalled Athanasius to that city.
Still, however, the
silence of Athanasius would prove nothing against the truth of the above-mentioned account; for he would naturally be
unwilling to acknowledge a fact which
might have served as a confirmation of
the sus))icion set afloat against himself,
that he fomented enmity between the two
orothers.
It is true, Constantius himself
,

;

;

seems to testify, in his first letter to Athanasius, that he had resolved on recalling
him at his own motion and he says, indeed, that it was his intention to write to
:

Constans, with a view to obtain his con-

But it is
sent to the proposed recall.
plain of itself, that this public declaration
of a supreme magistrate meant but little;
and since, at all events, even according to
the report of Athanasius, it is not to be
denied, that Constans had backed the demand of the council for the recall of Athanasius with his letter of recommendation,
the application of Constantius to his
brother for the recall of Athanasius could
be nothing more than a mere formal proceeding.
Besides, Constantius, although
compelled to take this step, would naturally
be unwilling to have it ap])ear that he acted
by compulsioH. Constantius himself declared, in a document addressed to the
Alexandrians, after the assassination oi
Constans, that he had recalled Athanasius
to Alexandria out of respect to his deceased brother. Hist. Arian. ad monachos,
But it is not probable that Con§ '.)0.
stans was actually on the ])oint of engaging in a war for this purpose, or that
Constantius should have felt so much apprehension from a mere threat of his unwarlike brother
unless we are willing to
suppose, that the former had to fear the
landing of troops by his brother in Alexandria, on account of the exasperated
state of feeling which then existed among
the people.
But it is easy to see, also,
that the enemies of Athanasius might take
pains to spread the rumor that he had
persuaded Constans to threaten war
against his brother; and that others would
repeat it after them, for the purpose of
giving a more brilliant coloring to the
zeal of Constans for pure doctrine.
The
most probable supposition of all is, that
different causes were here combined together.
;

i

15,

Ammianus
c. 7,

Marcellinus says, hist.
Constantio semper infestus.
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purpose of deposing bishops who had been accused of
some Anti-Nicene doctrine, he had stretched his ecclesiastical power
beyond all lawful bounds
that he had held divine service on the
that, for the

;

Easter festival in a large church at Alexandria,^ before its consecration had been finished by the emperor's command
and, especially,
that he had intermeddled with political affairs in which he had no
concern, and endeavored to involve the emperor in a quarrel with his
brother Constans.^ Various precautionary steps, however, were taken
before they ventured to attack directly this important man himself.
The first attack was directed against two church teachers, 3Iarcelli(s,
bishop of Aiicyra in Galatia, and Photinns^ bishop of iSirmium in
Lower Pannonia, of whom the former had, from the beginning, been
intimately connected with the Athanasian party.
It was easy to fix
suspicion on the latter, on account of his intimacy with the first, and
thus accuse them both as false teachers.
Marcellus, bishop of Ancyra in Galatia, had from the first been
one of the most zealous defenders of the Nicene Homoousion.
Being
a decided opponent of the theology of Origen's school, he Avould of
course oj)pose also that system of the Triad derived particularly from
the Origenistic scheme of faith, which prevailed in the Eastern
church.
All subordination, which was opposed to the Homoousion,
appeared to him to be Arianism and he traced the whole of this to
the confusion of Platonic, Hermetic, and Gnostic ideas with Chrisrianity.
He declared Origen^to be the author of this confusion. But
Marcellus, by pushing to the extreme his opposition to Arianism, in a
work against the Ariati rhetorician Asterius, became suspected himself,
as usually happens where opposition is carried to excess, of the contrary error, and of denying, as a Monarchian,
which he came very
near doing,
the personal distinctions in the Triad. While the Arians
distinguished the Logos dwelling in God from the Logos so called in
an improper sense, he maintained, on the other hand, that this very
name Logos was the only one which belonged to Christ according to
his divine essence.
This Logos was to be conceived, either as remaining quiescent and hidden within the divine essence, as the thinking reason of God, or as that reason proceeding forth into manifestation by means of outward acts,^ as in the creation generally, so in
;

;

—

—

the different revelations particularly and preeminently in the highest
of all revelations by the Redeemer, when the Logos, by virtue of a
;

cej'tain

hipyaa

8pa(TTLKrj,

assumcd a human body
mankind.

accomplishing the redemption of

in

asserted, that the titles applied to the Logos,
Tr]4

KTLaewi, the

of dependence

they were right
1

iSon of

God, the image of God,

this last

See above.

Even

Amm.

tarique

conatum externa.

—
;

as the TrpwToroKi.s

signified a relation

Mai'cellus admitted

particular, but denied the consequence

Marcellinus was aware,
that political charges chiefly were brought
against Athanasius. Athanasium ultra
professionem altins se efFerentem scisci2

While the Arians

— such

and a beginning of existence
in

as a ministerial organ

The Tjavxa^eiv and the kvepyelv 6paaevepyela, i-esemblin>; the earlier di.stinetion between a Xoyoi: kv6uii)ETog and
^

tlkti

npo(t>opiK6g.
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to draw from this premise,
All these predireference to the essence of the Losjos himself.
respecting 'syhom,
cates he would refer, not to the Logos per He,
considered alone, the evangelist John predicates only the being in and

which they believed themselvea warranted

in

—

— but

with <Tod,

manner

in a special

by which the Logos

to the particular active efficiency

proceeded forth from God,
to his

— communicated himself outwardly, — and
radiation in

human

nature.^

Christ had

Son of man, in order to show thereby
himself the name Son of God only in refer-

called himst'lt" distinctively the

that he transferred to
ence to the men who, through his irradiation in human nature, were
to be made sons of God,^ and this title should only be applied to
Christ's human appearance.^
Like Sabellius, Marcellus also distinguished the divine essence in
the unity in repose,
itself,
from the different ways of God's
manifestation in creation and redemption
which latter were desigThe procession of
nated by the names Logos and the Holy Ghost.
the Logos from God, by means of the above mentioned Spao-rtK?) hepy^ta,
appeared to him to be the mediating cause of the whole creation.
Like Sabellius too, he spoke concerning an evolution of the monad to
,1 triad, and
also represented it to be the final end and issue of the
redemption, that all things should return back to the unity out of
which they had proceeded.* We shall explain at greater length his notions of this, which he looked upon as the final consummation, when we
come to speak of his doctrine concerning the person of Christ. Likewise the expression, three hypostases, or persons, seemed to Marcellus
to be a hindrance to the right apprehension of the divine unity, and
to imply in it too much the notion of separation.^
Marcellus at first had stood in high authority with the adherents of
the Nicene council, at which he had zealously contended in behalf of
the Homoousion.
The Arians and Semi-Arians, on the other hand,
eagerly took advantage of the weak spots which his exhibition of the
Triad exposed to them, for the purpose of accusing him of Sabellianism.
At an assembly held by this party at Constantinople in 386,
the sentence of deposition was pronounced against him. The business
of refuting him was intrusted to Eusebius of Cffisarea, who, as an
Origenist, would be a decided opponent of Marcellus.
Hence arose
the two works of Eusebius against him,^ which, containing imf)Ortant
fragments from the writings of Marcellus, have become the principal
sources of our information respecting his doctrines.
He found, however, as did also his friends, an affectionate reception in the Western

—

—

;

1

The

yivvrjacc tov

only to the dpaariKfi
lie

was the
Coloss.

in

1

:

Xoynv has refei'ence
ivufjyeig Trpoipxea-dai.

who

referred the passage
15, to Jesus eonsidered as

first

man.
^

"Iva dia

uvdpunov, 6iu
vlov i}eov

rdv
Kuivuviag

TTJg Toiavrrjc OfioTioylac •HeaEi
rfji

TTpdg

uvtov

-yeviadac napaaKSVuaij.

de ecclesiastica theol. lib. I.
ed. Colon.
The words of Marcellus

c.

Euseb.
20. p. 87,

vlov elvai iiovov eficpaaiv nva role uiwvovaiv
uvdpumvi]Q bipeug Tra/ut-.^fiv elude. Sec c.
Marcoll. 1. II. c. 2. f. 36.
* 'H ftovilc u^iaipsTog
ovaa sic rptuda
nXarvvETaL Eccles. theul. 1. III. c. 4. *'
168.
* No 6vb diaipov/^eva npouuza.
He remarlvs of Asteriiis Ovk opdcjc oMe npooTj:

Kovrug
'^

'^

:

To dnAug

C.

elpr/Ke rpelc VTvoGTuaeig.

Marcelluni and

tliculogia.
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L.
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shurch
the Roman bishop JuHus was satisfied with the confession of
which he presented to him. He probably, like Athanasius, was,
in consequence of the decisions of the council of Sardica, restored
:

faith

to his bishopric.

Marcellus was driven, in spite of his will, to take the Sabellian
seeking to preserve consistently his favorite Homoousion
against everything that looked like subordinationism
but his disciple
Photinus (4'wT€uos), Avho had received from him the first imi)ulse iir
his own theological career, allowed the manner in which he deviated
from the usual doctrine of the church to appear more plainly. Thus,
from this quarter, an unfavorable light was reflected on the source
whence his doctrhies had sprung, the system of Marcellus himself
a circumstance of which his opponents were not slow to avail themview, in

;

•

—

selves.

attack upon these two men at the synod of Sirmium
351, Avhere both were deposed from their places, was the first
thing to seal the union of the Anti-Athanasian party ,^ and to show
their power.
In the next place, as there was reason to fear the union of the
Western church with Athanasius, advantage was taken of the residence of Constantius in the West, occasioned by the war with Mag-

The renewed

in

nentius, to prevail upon the Occidentals, by deceitful representations,

and by exciting their fears of the despotic power of Constantius, to
whom the Western empire was now subjected, to join with the East
The court party pretended that
in the condemnation of Athanasius.
the present question did not relate at all to any interest of doctrine,

By

statement of the case,
the matter might
sufier themselves to be persuaded that they could yield what was
that they needed
required without compromising their orthodoxy
not to sacrifice the quiet of their churches to an individual man, who
perhaps might in many respects be guilty, whom, at any rate, they
could not protect by their single and feeble voices.. To the emperor
the matter might be so represented, that the bishops who refused to
acquiesce in the condemnation, would appear to have acted, in an
affair having no connection whatever with the system of faith, in disto have shown a disposition, in
obedience to the imperial commands
spite of the emperor, to defend his declared enemy; hence, to be
deserving of punishment as refractory and disobedient subjects. Thus
was it contrived, at the church assemblies held in Aries and in Milan,
in the year 355, to obtain, by force or by fraud, a great number of
signatures.
Some did not, in truth, really know what was required
and others were
of them
the others were bribed by princely favor
unmanned by their fears, and excused themselves to their consciences
by the plea of ignorance of the circumstances, in order to avoid confessing to themselves, that they had allowed themselves to be induced
but only

many

person of Athanasius.

to the

bishops

who had not

this

much upon

reflected

;

;

;

;

by
1

fear, to

become untrue

Here was drawn up the

'ourth Antiocliian.

first

to their duty.

Sirmian creed, as

it

was

called,

— analogous

to the

HILARY OF POICTIEBS.

At

such a time, when
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most sacred was given up and
it is the more gratifying
to observe a few, who, raised by the power of faith above all that
human power could oifer or threaten, constantly opposed themselves
who, doubtless, with clear and calm discernto that arbitrary will
ment, saw through the arts of the court party, which assuredly were

abandoned

all

that

is

to the arbitrary will of despotism,

;

aimed, not barely against the person, but also against the doctrines
of Athanasius
and were prepared to devote and to sacrifice everything they had, in the defense of truth, of innocence, and of the
freedom of a church threatened with the most humiliating slavery.
It was not the state, it was only the church, which, in these times of
despotism and servility, had such men to show,
men inspired with
the genuine spirit of freedom, and who never consented to do homage
to mere power.
Among these men may be named particularly, Eusebius, bishop of
Vercelli, distinguished for the zeal with which he administered his
also Lucifer of Cagliari, and Hilary of Poictiers.
pastoral office
;

—

;

The

who was distinguished among

the doctrinal writers of the
a profoundness of intellect and a freedom of
spirit peculiarly his own, had for many years lived quietly and undisturbed in the administration of his episcopal office, to which he had
come about the year 350, without concerning himself about the doctrinal controversies of the East, until the arrival of the emperor in
latter,

Western church

the West, in

for

introduced disquiet also into the Gallic church.
Nicene creed, and found in it
the doctrine of the unity of essence in the Father and k>on, which he
had before this ascertained to be the true doctrine from the study of
the New Testament, and had received into his Christian experience,
without being aware that the faith which he bore in his heart had
been laid down in the form of a creed. ^
He now held it to be his
" I might,"
duty to sacrifice all else to the confession of the truth.
says he, " have enjoyed all earthly advantages to overflowing, mighthave boasted of familiar intercourse with the emperor, and, like others,
abusing the episcopal name, have exercised a dominion in the church

Now,

'65b,

for the first time, he hciird of the

intolerable to the

posed

community and

to falsify the

to individuals,

gospel truth, to shield

my

had

I only

been

dis-

guilty conscience under

the pretext of ignorance, and to excuse a bribed

judgment with the

He presented
a memorial to the emperor,-^ in which, with the frankness becoming a
Christian and a bishop, yet without overstepping the limits of a just
respect, he told him many truths worthy of grave reflection, such
doubtless as in any other way could not easily have come to his ears.
plea that

it

was forced by the judgment of another."^

He assured him, that sedition existed nowhere, as the court party
pretended in order to excite his alarm * the Arians were the only
ones who disturbed the public peace
there was no other means of
;

;

1 He saj's of himself, lib. de Synodis,
91
Regeneratus pridem, et in episcopatu aJiquanti-sper manens, fidem Nicaenam numquam nisi exulaturus audivi
sed mihi homousii et homceusii iutelli:

;

gentiam evangelia

intimave-

et apostoli

runt,
^
*•

*

Opus historicum fragment.

I.

Lib. I. ad Constantium.
Nulla suspicio est sediticnis.

§ 3.
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LUCIFER OP CAGLIARI.

healing the evils of the distracted church, but by putting an end to
constraint in spiritual things, and leaving each one at liberty to live
entirely according to the convictions of his own conscience.
It was
his earnest prayer, he said, that the emperor would graciously be

pleased to allow the churches to attend on the preaching of those
they preferred, whom they themselves had chosen
to receive
from such the sacraments, to pray with such for the emperor's welBut, far different from Hilary, Lucifer of
fare and salvation."
Cagliari, a man of stormy vehemence and fanatical zeal, did not understand how to unite to Christian frankness and love of truth, that

whom

;

respect for the existing order of the state, and that fulfillment of the
duties of the citizen, which Christianity prescribes, and the genuine
spirit of Christianity superinduces.
True, he spoke in a beautiful

and high-minded

strain against the unreasonable expectations of the
emperor, that the bishops should, at his command, condemn unheard
an absent, and, in their opinion, an innocent man and nobly he calls
on the emperor to acknowledge Athanasius as his Christian brother,
and as such to forgive him, even though he supposed him guilty of
personal offenses against himself.
On this occasion, too, he said
many fine things about the universal Christian brotherhood, which
" Are you
should embrace all without distinction of earthly rank.
ashamed," says he to the emperor, " to call Athanasius your brother ?
If you profess to belong to Christ, you are bound to call all Christians your brethren, not only Athanasius, but even those whom you
for we all, all I mean who belong to the.
see begging an alms of you
church of the Lord, are one, since with the Lord there is no respect
But with all this, it must be allowed, his intemperate
of persons." ^
passion blinded him to his obhgations of respect to the emperor.
He
called him an Antichrist, a servant of Satan, and addressed him in a
tone which might well be regarded as exciting to sedition, and as
tending to confirm the accusations of the Arian court party. Besides
this, Lucifer contended for the independence and freedom of the
church, not in tloe spirit of the gospel, which keeps spiritual and
worldly things wholly separate from each other, but from another,
unev angelical point of view for, mixing together spiritual and secular
things in another sense, confounding the theocratic forms of the Old
and the New Testaments, he required that the secular power should
be outwardly subordinated to the spiritual, that the church should
possess the outward sovereignty, and consequently was in favor of
setting up a priestly despotism in opposition to that of the emperor.^
;

;

;

1 Pro Atlianasio, 1. II. c. 29. Si Chdstianum tc profiteris, debes omnes Christianos fratres dicere, et quidem non solum
Athanasium, sed et eos quos videris sti-

pem

petentes.

Omnes etenim

in ecclesia

cording to tlie laws of God, guilty of a
crime worthy of death, if in the spirit ot
pride he refused to obey their decisions."

Ut
si

si

subvertere

eorum decreta

fueris in superbia

tentaveiis,

comprehensus, morte

Domini constituti unum sumus apud mori jussus sis. Quomodo dicere poteris,
judicare te posse de episcopis, quibus nisi
quern non sit acceptatio personarum.
^ When, for exam])lc, he says to the
obedieris, jam quantum apud Deum, moremperor (pro Athanasio, 1. I. c. 7.) " So tis poena fueris mulctatus. Hence, too, in
:

was he from having any right to rule
over the bishops, that he was rather, acfar

from the Old Testament, whence he derived his ideas re-

his writings, he quotes

LIBERIUS AND HOSIUS.
Finally, the

eraperor once

ATHANASIUS DRIVEN OUT.
more used

—

his

power

to
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destroy two

the one on account of the seat
stood in high authority,
of his episcopacy, the other on account of his venerable age, being
both of whom he had more cause
more than a hundred years old,

bishops

who

—

for sparing than others,

— the bishops Liberius of Rome, and Hosius of

Liberius had orally declared, in opposition to the emperto his dogmatizing chamberlains, and to the emperor
himself, that nothing should move him to condemn an innocent man,
and subject the affairs of the church to the judicial decisions of the

Cordova.

ors delegates,

In like manner also Hosius, in a spirited memorial to the
emperor.
emperor, represented to him that he ruled over his equals, and had
Both, we must admit,
one and the same judge with them in heaven.
acted on the narrow and unevangelical princijile, that, as the emperor ruled independently in the secular province, so the bishops
Liberius was banished
ought to rule independently in the spiritual.
Thus all who refused to
to Beraea in Thrace, Hosius to Sirmium.
obey were banished to different places, for the most part in the East;
and many of them were very harshly treated.
When the victory was supposed to be already secured over the
Western church, the next step was to attack Athanasius himself, the
preeminent object of hatred to the episcopal court party and to ConBut Constantius, purposely, without doubt, sought to lull
stantius.
Athanasius into security, partly that he might have him more certainly in his power, and partly in order to guard against distiu'bances
among the people of Alexandria, When Athanasius first heard of
the plots of his opponents, the emperor in a brief letter promised hira
perfect safety, and bade him not be alarmed, and not to allow himself
When,
to be disturbed in the quiet administration of* his office.
therefoi'C, the summons requiring him to leave the church was first
sent to him by men who professed to have full powers from the emperor, he declared, that, as he had been directed by an imperial writ
to remain at Alexandria, he held himself neither bound nor authorized to abandon the church intrusted to him by the Lord, except by
a written order coming from the emperor himself, or at least in his
name. He quietly proceeded, therefore, to discharge his episcopal
But, while engaged in the
duties in the same manner as before.
church during the night of the ninth of February, A. D. 356, amidst
a portion of his flock, who were preparing by prayer and song for the
public worship, which, according to the Alexandrian usage, was to be
celebrated on Friday mornuig, the Dux Syrianus burst suddenly into
the church, with a troop of armed men, regardless of all reverence for
Athanasius, amidst the din and tumult of the brutal
sacred things.
he endeavored
soldiery, perfectly retained his presence of mind
first to preserve peace among the assembled members of his church,
and to provide for their safety, before he thought of his own. He
remained quietly on his episcoyial throne, and bade the deacon proceed in the recitation of the 136th Psalm, where the words •' For His
:

specting the church theocracy,
tnan he did from the New.

more

We

often
perceive

already in Lucifer a spirit of alt()i,rcther
the same cast with that of Hildcl)rand.
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DIVISIONS

AMONG THE ENEMIES OF ATHANASIUS.

EUNOMIUS.

taercy enduretli forever," were continually sung by the choir of the
church. Meanwhile, however, the soldiers pressed forward continually
nearer to the sanctuary.
Monks, clergy, and laity, therefore, bade
Athanasius save himself.
But not until the greatest part of his flock
had departed, did he slip out with those that remained, and escape
the hands of the soldiers who were sent to arrest him.^
Once more,
by an armed force, the Alexandrian church were compelled to submit, and receive as their bishop an altogether unclerical, rude, and
passionate man, Georgius of Cappadocia.
Every sort of atrocity
was committed under the name of religion ; while Athanasius,. threatened with death, and pursued as far as Auxuma in Ethiopia, found
refuge among the l-Hgyptian monks.
Thus, then, the Anti-Nicene party had obtained the victory throughbut this victory was destined to work
out the whole Roman empire
mischief on themselves.
The party was. in fact, composed orig-inally
those whom we have designated already
of two constituent portions
by the name Semi-Arians, who constituted the majority of the Oriental church, and the Arians properly so called, who formed by far the
Both parties had been, till now, united by their
smaller number.
common opposition to Athanasius and to the council of Nice, and the
pecuhar differences between themselves had therefore no opportunity
More especially had they Avhose views were comfor expression.
pletely Arian a strong interest in attaching themselves to the domiBut as the external opposition
tiant party of the Oriental church.
which had held both parties together was removed, the opposition
within their own body would now begin more distinctly to manifest
Ecclesiastical as well as political coalitions carry within tiiem
itself.
the principle of their own dissolution, which must follow as soon as the
;

;

antagonism fi-om without, to which the coalition owes its origin, comes
In addition to this, two men appeared on the stage, who
to an end.
gave to strict Arianism, in contradistinction as well to the Homoiousian as to the Homoousian scheme, a more precise and logically conThese were Aetius
sistent expression than it had hitherto received.
and his disciple Eunomius.^ Particularly deserving of notice is the
latter, as well on account of his steadfast zeal in defense of his own
convictions,^ and the purely dogmatic interest, untroubled by any secular motives, by which he was eminently distinguished from the Arian
court party, as on account of the complete individuality of his doctrinal bent of mind, which was altogether original and of one piece.
As it respects the doctrine of Eunomius concerning the Son of God,
he coincided entirely on this point with Arius, and here brought forthat every other eonsidcration had,
with him, been made to fall into the hackground, in com|)arison with the free exHis address
pression of his convictions.

See Athanas. aiiolofj. de fu^a sua, §
Hist. Arian. ad monachos, § 81.
Concerning the early education which
shaped the life of Eunomius, we have
small means of information for the accounts of Gregory of Nyssa spring from a
too hostile and party interest to be of any

effect,

use.

TT/v vnlfj riliv /ieTiXovtov

1

24.

2

;

3

He

himself, in his Confession, which
tnroXoyiu, declares himself to the

he called

to his readers:

AlTOV[j.ai.

;t:aA£7raiveiv, si Tvcfioii
(pojSov. r?/f di

fi'ev

navrdc t-mKaXififlaTog
oATidetav.

y/xuc,

/iv6i iifuv

dfiEl^aayTeg

ml

napavTiKa A;«ptTOf nal uaAeTidac

Basil,

c.

u6nav

yv/j.v7)v

jTpoTL^rjOdVTeg

lh:TL{)EH£^a t^%

Eunom.

lib. I.

§ 3.
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ward nothing that was new ; but, in his case, the connection of his
doctrine concerning Christ with the peculiar character of his whole
intellectual bent and dogmatic tendency is yet more strongly evident.

The

latter is

sharply defined, and logically carried out.

much more

A

doctrinal tendency which narrowly confined itself within the provwhich set itself to oppose the mystical
ince of the understanding
;

and contemplative element, the element of feeling in theology, and
hence also the predominant influence of the Platonic philosophy on
theology
a tendency to conceive everything in a manner altogether
this tendency, which we remarked altoo outward and mechanical,
I'eady in Arius, appeared still more decidedly pronounced in the character ot" Eunomius.
By this so strongly decided bent he was led to oppose many of
the elements in the religious spirit of his times which Arius had acArius,
cepted, such as the veneration paid to martyrs and relics.^
Eunomius,
as we have said, had won respect by his rigid asceticism.
on the contrary, was set against the prevailing ascetic tendency. That
;

—

which, in Basil of Cuesarea, excited the especial admiration of others,
the marks of his austere life visible in his personal appearance, was
adverted to by Eunomius in terms sometimes rudely contemptuous.

He

who had grown haggard and pale by excessive
and ascribes to the same cause the asperity of his polemical
w^ritings.'-^
He seems to have represented asceticism as a discipline
which aimed at no worthy end, and to have set forth an earnest regard for correctness of doctrine as a thing of vastly greater impordepicts him as one

fasting,

tance.^
in acknowledging the incomprehenand of divine things but Eunomius
endeavored not only to describe the manner in which the Son of God
came into existence, and his relation to the Father, as matters quite

Arius agreed with his opponents

sibleness of the divine essence

;

comprehensible, but he asserted also the compr^heasibleness of the
divine essence generally
he combated the reigning principle, especially of those doctrinal writers whose views were shaped by the Platonic philosophy, that there was no possible form of knowing which
comprehended the essence of divine things, but only a symbolical
With the preknowledge of them, for the human understanding.
sumption which most often accompanies narrowness of mind, he said
of those who defended the incomprehensibleness of divine things
:

:

" If some men's minds are so obtuse that

it is

beyond their power

to

when, comparing Eunomius with

1
Hieronyraus adv. Vif^ilantium, § 9
Rides de reliiiuiis martyrum, et cum auc-

torn,

tore hujus* hiereseos Eunomio ecclesiis
Christi calumniain struis.
^ He calls liim
<paKOTftij3o)va arpaTiurrjv
(in allusion to his meagre diet) koI ayiov
i^uyiarov vnd vriaTeiac 6e w^YpioiVTO Kal vko
TCCKpiac (povCjvra.
Vid. Gregor. Nyssen. c.
Eunom. lib. I. T. II. f. 291.
Though no absolute reliance can be
placed on the words of Gregory of Nyssa,
yet there is doubtless some truth at bot-

he says of him: KeXevovroc fifj napexsi^
npuy/iaTa ry <pvaei npog to doKoiiv 6ia riov

:

that promoter of ascetic austerities, Basil,

rov au/iaror bpi^tuv npoiovaTj fXT/de uvrLJialveiv ralq qfiovalq. fxrj6e aKpqSoXoyda&a.i nepl
t^v roiavTTiv rov i3i.ov anovdr/v. OiSe yap
riva jiAuiiTjv Tpvxf/c

eivui

amLaTa/xivrjv, aTJSi

'''

7r(,j

L.

ttjv
c.

f.

/j.ovtjv

^m

tCjv toiovtcjv

upkelv tu uvdpo)-

alpeTm^v niariv npdg Te}^i6TjjTa
306.
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comprehend anything, either of

that which hes before their feet or of
above their heads, yet it would not follow from this, that
the knowledge of the true being is unattainable by all the rest of man

that which

is

In perfect consistency with his own views, that the Son of
but the first of created beings
that there was no absolute
manifestation of God in Christ, but that Christ was only the most
perfect of creatures, destined to conduct other creatures to the original source of all existence, as a being without himself,
in entire
consistency with these views and principles, he taught therefore that
the minds of believers ought not to stop with the generation of the
Son of God but, although they should follow him at first as the guide
to the way, they ought to soar above him, as above all created beings,
to that Being who is the original source of eternal life, as well as the
" The minds of those that
author of all things, as their final aim.
believe on the Lord," says he, " should by their very nature, rising
as they do above all sensible and spiritual beings, not stop even
with the generation of the Son of God.
They soar above this, in
striving, out of an earnest desire for eternal life, to attain to the
Highest." 2
From the position, thus assumed, of a supernaturalizing dogmatism
of the understanding, Eunomius was led to misconceive, in a remarkable manner, the nature of religion generally, and of Christianity in

kind."

^

God was

;

—

;

placing it in an illiiminatiun of the anderstandiny^ in a
knowledge of God and divine things.
Thus, in opposition
to those who defended the doctrine of the incomprehensibleness of
God, he said " In vain did our Lord call himself the door, if no one
enters through this door to the knowledge and contemplation of the
Father in vain did he call himself the way, if he has not made it
easy for those who would do so, to come to the Father.
How could
he be the light, if he did not enlighten men ? " ^
particular

;

theoretical

:

:

Inasmuch

the

as

Christ's relation to
life

through him,

— the root of

all

Eunomius concerning

held by

peculiar views

God precluded

the idea of a fellowship of divine

which Christianity bestows,

else

Eunomius, the great thing was the communication of certain
conceptions by Christianity
the connection between life and knowledge in Christianity being a matter of which he was profoundly ignorant.
In the heat of his polemical zeal he even went so far as to
charge those who denied the possibility of knowing God and the generation of the Son of God in the sense in which he conceived it, with
denying generally the objective truth of every poasilile knowledyi
He accused them of preaching an unknown God ; and
of God.
so, to

;

1 Grepor. Nyss. orat. X. adv. Eunora.
near the beginning: Ovde yup el nvog 6
voiic; (5iu

KUKovoiav ioKOTTj/xevog

tCjv TTpuau. nijTE

Koi 6ui TovTO

Tuv vnip

fir/6E

Tolg

/irjdEi'bc fxr/re

/cf^a/l?)f iipiKvoiTO,

uXAoLg

uv&puTTOig

TUV ovTuv tvpEOLV. T. II.
670.
I set down the passage here with
an emendation of the text, the correctness
of which will be obvious to every one.
2 'O yapvovg tuv ei.g tov Kvpiov nemoTEvt(f>LKTTjv
t'.

elvat TTjv

kotuv, nuaav aia&rjr^v

koI vojjttjv ovale
vnepKiipac, oi«]e knl t?/c tov viov yevvr^aa i
Inraa-daL TTE(pVKFv. 'EnEHEtPd, 6e Tav-ij^ Ie- ii
noTt)^) ttjc aluv'iov ^uf/( evtvxsIv tC) npC /u
yXixofiEvog.

In opposition

Gvcgofy of Nvssa

:

"

If,

to

this,

then, eternal

s .ys
iife

is not in the Son, he spoke falsely ^ho
Orat. 1 0, f.
I am the eternal life."
said
:

674, 675.
<*

Gregor.

1.

c.

f.

671.

GREGORY OF NYSSA AND EUNOMIUS.
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since without the knowledge of God there could be no Christianity, he
held that, accordingly, they were not even to be called Christians.^

This position led Eunomius to contend against that one-sided tendency
prevaiHng in the church, by whicli the Hturgical element was too
the sacrament above
much exalted above the didactic and doctrinal,
What he opposed to this tendency was, however, one-sided
the word.
an overvaluation of the logical element,
of the
in another way,
The essence of Christianity, in his opinion,
doctrinal conception.
did not depend on certain sacred names or customs, but on the accuracy of doctrines.^
Gregory of Nyssa maintained, on the contrary, that Christianity
proceeded from, and had its root in, the inner life, inward experience,
but all this, we must add, dependthe fellowship of life with Christ
ing on the mediation of the visible church, of a visible priesthood,
" We,"
through participation of the sacraments within the church.
says he, " have learned from the words of our Lord, that whosoever

—

—

—

;

has not been born of water and of the Spirit, cannot enter into the
kingdom of heaven and that whosoever eats the Lord's body, and
Even such as are not in their
drinks his blood, shall live forever.
inner life Christians, may argue nicely on the doctrines of the Christian faith
as in fact, we hear of such as are not Christians making
;

;

And

the doctrines of Christianity a subject for logical disputations.

thus many a person has arrived at the truth and still remained a
stranger to the faith." ^
We here see one of the most significant
diiferences of bent which manifest themselves in the theological spirit,
the opposition of the intellectual to the more mystical bent,
the

—

—

one placing the essence of religion and its seat, for the most part, in
correctness of thought and of knowledge
the __other, in the inner
life and the disposition of the heart.
Eunomius, however, was in nowise conscious of the new doctrinal
tendency which would have gone forth from him, in case he had been
able to gain preponderance in the church.
It was by no means his
intention to set up a new doctrinal system.
He supposed he was
teaching no other doctrines than those contained in the old simple
creeds of the Eastern church
he believed that he was only clearly
;

;

concermng the !Son
of God transmitted in them.
Had it not been for the starting-up of
the errors on another side, he was of opinion that many would have
been perfectly satisfied with those simple articles which already embraced within them all that was necessary for right knowledge.'*
It
is easy to see, too, how, from his own point of vie.v, he must have so
develojjing the included contents of the doctrine

considered
^

yLrjdE

it,

npbg

oiav oiKeloii

that his doctrines were none other than what necessarily

ttjv tcjv ;^;pt(Triavw^| rrpoaTjyo-

ixei-v

tovc,

{tevovi T7]v -deiav (pvaiv,

T^g yevv^OEDC rpdnov.
".

uyvuaTov airooaivouyvuaTov 6h Kal rdv
Grej^or. orat. XI.

704

I6i6r7/Ti
TT)

TIoa2.uv

Xoyuv

eanv uKOVtiv

u/xL?i'A,av

Xofiivuv, Kal rivar

to

vTvo-deaiv kavrnl^

7//j,eT£pov

doy/xa irpoiiak-

avnjv k(U

^Trcrvx'ti'ovTag

r^f akri&tiag noAAuKig Kal ovdev tjttov tjX/mTpiufiEvovg rijg niarewg.
704.
Orat. XI.
* See Eunoniii apologia Basil, opp. ed
Garnier. T. I. f. 619.
t'.

2 L. c 704.
OvTE Ty aenvi>rT]Ti tuv bvo(laTDV, OVTE k&Cjv Kal fivaTinuv avfijSokcjv

pum,

^

eli

Kvpovadai rd rf/g eiacpeiug
TUV 6oyfjLaTuv uKpijid^.

6i

fivaTr/-
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resulted from the development of the ancient doctrines of the churchy
" concerning the faith in one God, the Almighty Father, from whore

proceeded

all

existence,

God Logos, by whom

all

and the one only begotten Son of God, the
things were brought into existence."

the Almighty the alone author, himself without beginning, of

ence

Accordingly, then,

?

himself,

came

into existence

God cannot

Is

God

all exist-

the Son of God
communication from the

everything, including

A

from him.

conceived, without transferring to the
production, a bringing
forth, cannot be conceived without beginning and end
the generation
of the Son of God, which it is impossible to conceive different from
any other production, any other work, must have had its beginning,
as it must have been completed, at a definite point of time.^
The idea of an eternal generation appeared to the understanding
essence

of

be

divine being the representations of sense.

A

:

of Eunomius,

who could not

and sensuous

intuition, as

divest himself of the forms of temporal
a thing altogether absurd, self-contradicThis idea of an efficiency flowing out of the essence of God
tory.
and this
was borrowed, as he supposed, from the pagan philosophy
;

idea had led the

2^^f>-io)<oj:>hers

also into the false notion of a creation

without beginning.
Again, it seemed to Eunomius to follow from the relation above
mentioned, of the Supreme essence to all things else, that God, who
beginning, is, by his essential nature, infinitely exalted
is without
above all other existences, and also above the Son and that he can
be compared with nothing else. But, by this supposition, he imagined
nothing further was determined, as yet, respecting the essence of the
Son of God, except in this relation. The difference of created beings among one another depended on the divine will, which had fixed
and
for each being the specific limits of its particular existence
;

God had brought

—
— though

fect of created beings,

likeness to himself,

;

—

as the first and most perLogos alone,
and conferred on him the greatest possible

forth the

not, of

course, likeness of essence,

had given him divine dignity, and creative power, because

make

it

was

his

being his instrument in creating all other existences.
While Arius taught that God gave the first place in creation to the
Son, by virtue of his absolute foreknowledge that the Son, when incarnate, would by his perfect obedience to the Father under every
Eunomius, rejecting
trial, render himself worthy of such exaltation
this view, held that every other perfection of the Son flowed from
that 7iature of the Logos Use/f, which it was the Father's good pleas'•
It was not by his obedience that he became
ure to bestow on him.
Son of God and God but it was because he was brought forth as

will to

this

'-^

;

;

1

Gregor. Nyss. orat. VIII. T.

II.

f.

Udarjc yevvTjaeu^ ovk ett' uneipov.UTEi.KnTa?.T]yova?]C
uXA.' Kf TL rilo^
uvayKTj nuaa kuI tov^ izapadt^aiiivovQ tov
vloi) Tfjv yivEOLV to re (not tote, as the editions liavc it) nEnavadai tovtov yEvvufievov,
S50.

OfiEVTjg,

He
TvpoQ TTjv upxvv amoTug EXEiv.
conceived the creating act of God after an
altogether anthropopathic, temporal man-

(iridE

ner.
God had instituted the Sabbath for
the purpose of showing that his creation.
as it had an end, must also have had a
beginning: Oit yupTT/v npuTTjv Tr/g y€viat:u;
f/fj-ipav, aXkii tt/v t/Jffc/ir/i^, tv ?/ KOTEnavoEV

uko tuv iypuv, iduns
fiiovpyiac.
'^

L.

See above,

c.

f.

tt/v ino/^vrjacv

652.

p. 407.

tj]c,

6t/-
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Son and only begotten God, that he became obedient to the Father ia
This is what constitutes the immeasurable difwords and works.'' ^
ference between him and all other creatures, that God brought forth
him immediately but all other beings mediately, and through him.
Therefore, in respect to his relation to the Father, and in respect to
On this
his nature, he cannot be compared with other creatures.'^
point, moreover, Eunomius believed that his views agreed with the
doctrine of the old church symbol concerning the Logos.
Strictly
connected with his whole mode of apprehending Christianity, is his
supposition of an infinite, ever impassable chasm between the first
and supreme essence, and all created things, and by reason of which
he holds that God can communicate his essence to no other being.'^
the predecessor of iSocinus in that outward superAs Eunomius
naturalism of the understanding which forbids the idea of an innmst therefore give so much the
ner fellowship of divine life
greater prominence to the idea of an outward communication of knowledge by revelation, of an outward revelation through the senses, so
we may properly notice here the theory which he hints at res})ecting
the supernatural origin of language
namely, that God taught the
first men language by oral communication, by giving to things their
appropriate names.
The Arianism which was expressed after this manner would of
course bring out in stronger relief the difference between the Ariaa
and the Semi-Arian parties.
The Antiochian church, over which the Arian bishop Eudoxius
;

—

—

;

presided, became the gathering point for the adherents of the Ai-ian"
doctrine so distinctly expressed by Aetias and Eunomius.
Against
these, a violent opposition was excited on the part of the Semi-Arian
and several of the bishops who stood at the head of it, such,
party
for example, as Basil of Ancyra in Galatia, possessed great influence
with the emperor Constantius, to whom it was easy to represent the
;

Eunomian

doctrines as blasphemous.

At

the head of the Arian court party at this time stood two men,
versed in all the intrigues of the court, who had already shown how
well they understood the art of changing their principles and convictions according to circumstances, and particularly according to the
prevailing tone of the palace, [//-.iuciis, bishop of Singidunuu: in

Moesia, and Vatens, bishop of
'Ov/c EK T^f

1
_

Vi'df i9e6c, u?iX'

Mursa

vnaKo^g npoa'Aapdv rd elvai

ek tov

vit)^

elvai koI yevvrjdfi-

vatfxovoyevf/g i%dc yevo/xcvoc

{jTTr/KOOj;

hU-

vm/Kuoc iv epyoir. (ircgor. Nyss. orat.
f. 470.
vloc; Tij TOV naTpbc kvEpyEia
avoTug iiMwuvr/Tov Ix^'- "^n^ te <j>vaLv Kal
T^v TvpoQ TOV yEyevTjKOTa axeacv. L. c. orat.
yoic,

IT. c. Eiinoiii.
'^

III.

Moi^of 6

548.

in Pannonia.^

by Valesius
10.

c.
*

f.

61,

Ayainst

These bishops

in his notes to Socrates.
eel.

1.

V.

Mo"-unt.

BasiC

whom

he accuses rij
ei(j{}Ev a,Lloao<bLi]i KaraiuAovdelv
kq- nipikuttteiv ttjv tov ^eov uri^ejioviav fifj 6fio/[.oyovvTa nap eneivov tuc ovojuuainc rti^dax^ai toIc npayfiuaL.
Orat. XII. f. 768,
'Ettek^kep ovk uKavalvETai ttjv npbg Tovg

God Oh Komuvhv Ix^^v Trjf,
firpianiv t'tjc do^r/c, oh avyaeiovutag, oh avv^povov tt/c I3iiai-

iavTov -dtpaTrovrac 6 i?fof o/iiAiav, ukuaovi^6vEaTivoua(iaiuvr()vi:^dpxJKTuc7rpoa(pvEic
rw irpuyp.aTL Te^Ela&ai npoariyopiag
L. c.
f. 817.

Nyss. orat. II. f. 440, and
Eunomius' confession of faith published

These two men, disciples of Arius,
who thus far had been concerned in all

'*^

f.

Coneernini:

_

:

^EOTijroc, oh
?.j)pov T/jc

Mag.

Gre-,'Or.

VOL.

II.

29

.

&
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THEIR SIRMIAN CREED.

devised a plan whereby they hoped to conceal, for a time, the differences between the Eunomian party, and the ruling majority of the
Oriental church, and perhaps by degrees to get entirely rid of the
articles of doctrine which were opposed to that party.
They availed
themselves, for this purpose, of that tendency which had gone forth
from the school of Eusebius of Caasai-ea, whose successor in office
was his disciple Acacius,
the tendency to guard against overstepping the limits of human knowledge, to avoid determining too much
with regard to things transcending tlie powers of the human understanding, and which would fain employ only biblical expressions for
public determinations of doctrine.
It could be plausibly represented
to the emperor, that all the disputes which had, for so long a time
distracted the church, were occasioned by that poor little word ovaia
that it needed only to remove this infelicitous word from the vocabulary of the church, and peace would be restored that the word OL)o-ta.
about which there had been so much dispute, did not once occur io
Holy Scripture in the metaphysical sense which had been given to it
that all attempts to define what belonged to God's essence did, in
fact, as was universally acknowledged, exceed the limits of the human
understanding ^ and that it was quite possible to settle, finally, in a
manner which all must approve, everything which was needful to
maintain the divine dignity of the Saviour, without keeping alive that
unholy strife about the oiaria, provided only that due prominence were
uniformly given to the likeness between him and the Father.
Such
reasons could, of course, be easily presented in a convincing light to
the emperor and those who followed the court.
First at an assembly of the court party held at Sirmiura in Lower
Pannonia, A. D. 357, a symbol of faith was drawn up in the sense
" Whereas so much disturbance has arisen concerning
above given
the distinction ' unity of essence 'or likeness of essence,' "
concerning ' difference of essence,' which the Eunomians maintained, a
"
wise silence was observed,
therefore nothing henceforth shall be
taught or preached respecting the essence of the Son of God, since
nothing is to be found on that subject in Holy Scripture, and since it
surpasses the measure of the human faculties,'"-^ The venerable Hosius,

—

-

;

;

:

—

'

—

the intrigues against Athanasius, preBented, when, through the influence of the
emperor Constans, the Athanasian party
began to conquer, a writing to the Roman
bishop, Julius, in which they declared all
the charges brought against Athanasius
to be false, testified their repentance, and
pronounced the anathema on the Arian
doctrines. See Athanas. apolog. c. Arian.
§ 58.
1 It is
easy to see that such explanations could not have come from those who
were really in earnest about the princi])le3

Eunomian system, or who were
not long before ready to sacrifice them, in
part at least, to policy. But we could not
guppose the latter, since the doctrine of
the comprehensible nature of the ovaia was

of the

in fact sometliing f/«/te new, peculiarly Eiinoniian, a doctrine, moi-eover, in which the
Arians, properly so called, were not wholly
agreed. It may also be (|uestioned whether
this new plan of conciliation was not a
continuation of the older one which had
come from P^usebius of Caesarea whether
it did not perhaps spring from his disciple
and successor, bishop Acacius of Caesarea.
- Quod vero quosdamaut multos movebat de substantia, quse Graece ovaia dicitur, id est, ut expressius intclligatur,
;

homousion aut quod dicitur homoeusion,
nullam omnino fieri oportere mentionem,
nee quenquam pradicare ea de causa et
ratione, quod nee in divinis scriptnris contineatur, et quod super hominis scientiam
sit, nee quisquam possit nativitatera ejus
;
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his hundredth year, and was now living
subscribe this confession, and even reported
thor, with the hope of thus giving it additional weight ;
were spared to bring over the Roman bishop Liberius.

was

who had passed

in exile,

induced

be its auand no pains
His earnest

to

to

longing for perfect freedom, and wish to return to bis bishopric, finally
prevaifed on the man who had exhil)ited so much firmness at first, to
He subscribed a creed drawn up by the
abjure his own convictions.
court party at Sirmiura, which perhaps was none other than that

second Sirmian confession.^ In a letter to Ursacius and Valens, and
another to the Oriental bishops at large, he testified his acquiescence
and only begged most earnestly,
in the condemnation of Atlianasius
that they would prevail on the emperor to let him speedily return to
;

Rome.
But

the leaders of the Semi-Arian party saw in that Sirmian creed
a cunningly contrived device to effect the suppression of thtir peculiar
The attempt
doctrines, and to secure the triumph of the Eanomian.
to unite the contending parties by expunging the disputed articles,
and introducing general formulas, became, as usually happens, but

new and still more violent schisms. Two of the most
respectable bishops of the Semi-Arian party, Basil of Ancyra and
Georgius of Laodicea in Phrygia, published, in conjunction with
the seed of

other bishops assembled in a synod at Ancyra, A. D. 358, a long and
copious document, of a doctrinal and polemical nature, in which the
doctrines of this party concerning the resemblance of essence, as well
in opposition to the Nicene as to the Eunomian articles, were fully
at the same time that the church was warned against the
unfolded
artifices of those who, by expunging the term owta, were seeking to
;

suppress the doctrine of the resemblance of essence itself. It was
here very clearly shown, that true and perfect resemblance in all
and that without
other things presupposed resemblance of essence
;

enarrare de quo scriptum est GeneratioIs. 53
8 (acnein ejus quis enarnibit ?
cording to the Alex. vers.). Harduin, Act.
:

:

Concil. T.

I. f.

706.

That he subscribed a creed drawn up

1

at Sirmium, Liberius himself says in
Hilarius, fragni. VI. ex opere historico,
but the signatures of the bishojis to
§ 6
this creed, which Hilary himself notices,
do not, it must be admitted, seem to belong to the .second Sirmian creed. Yet
;

the conclusion which

some who would

judgment on the conduct of Liberius, liave drawn from this
circumstance, viz. that he only subscribed
Sirmian creed, of the year 351,
l\\e. first
which proceeded from the Semi-Arian
party, and was extremely moderate (.see
this is in the highest degree imabove),
fain jiass a milder

—

The

then dominant court ])arty
were in fact not looking after authoribut,
ies to supj)ort Semi-Arian creeds
on the contrary, their entire efforts were
directed to the procuring of influential
signatures in favor of their new concilia-

probable.

;

tory creed.

Now

Liberius, to judge

as

his way of speaking against his own
conscience in the affair of Athanasius,
and from the illiberal spirit which betrays

from

itself in his letters to the Eastern bishops,
to Ursacius and Valens, was surely
ready, in this state of feeling, to submit
to anything, provided only he could be
released from his confinement, and be
able to rctura to Rome; it is impossible
to see, why the court party should not
have required of him what it must have

and

been most important for them to secure.
Unless we suppose, then, that Hilary or
his scribe committed an error in the title,
but one other supposition remains,
which, beyond question, has much in its
favor,
\iz. xh&t t\m third Sirmian creed
is here meant.
The only diftieulty is, that
it does not perfectly accord with the testimony of Athanasius, that Liberius sj)ent
two years in exile
which statement,
however, need not be considered as claiming to be strictly correct in point of chro
nology.

—

;
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tJRSACIUS
the notion of a

AND VALENS.

Son of God,

essentially diiferent

of these

controversies.

It

from created

The emperor Constantius heard

existences, could not be maintained.

was contrived

against several of the leaders of the

—

prejudice

to

Eunomian party

;

mind

his

so that he

who possessed the inclination
no less expensive to the state, than
was injurious to the church
of convoking synods,^ held it to be
necessary once more to convene a general council, at which the bishops of the East and o.f the West should assist, for the restoration of
unity to the church.
Such a reunion the leaders of the Arian court
party had much reason to dread
for as it was the case before, that

—

it

;

common

opposition to the Nicene Homoovision

had united together
might easily happen now, that
the common opposition to strict Arianism would cause the difference
between the Semi-Arians of the East and the Homoousians of the
West to retire into the background and, in that case, the far inferior strictly Arian party Avould have to yield to the overwhelming
majority of the Orientals and Occidentals, belonging to the two parties.
The bishops Ursacius and Valens, therefore, employed every
art in their power to prevent the assembling of such a general council from the two quarters of the world.
As various circumstances
came to their aid, they so far actually succeeded as to procure, that
two councils should be assembled instead of one an Oriental council to meet at Seleucia in Isauria, and a Western council to meet at
the

the Arians and the Semi-Arians, so

it

;

;

Ariminum (Rimini)

in

Italy.

Next, Ursacius and Valens entered into negotiations with several
bishops of the Semi-Arian party, for instance, Basil and Georgius,
whom they accidentally met at the emperor's court in Sirmium, respecting a creed which was to be laid before the councils soon to be
This took place in the evening before Pentecost, a. d.
assembled.
358.^
Just as in the case of political compromises, something was
sacrificed, and something was conceded, on both sides, for the sake of
To the Semi-Arians it was conceded, that the Son of God
union.
was before all time, and before all conceivable existence generated of
w'hich conce[)tion was to be ajjprehended only in a Sj'iritual
God,
manner.^ It was conceded to them, that the Son was in all respects
Under this " all," the
like to the Father, as the Scriptures taught.

—

Semi-Arians might understand the ovaia

to

be also included

the Eunomians, looking at the article from their

own

;

but

point of view,

instead of finding in the clause " according to the Scriptures," or
" as the Scriptures teach," a confirmation of that resemblance exves
tending to all respects, might, on the contrary, consider them
warranted so to interpret the clause, as if it contained a limitation of
1

The

moderate

Pagan,

Ammianus

Marcellinus, says of him, 1. 21, c. 16, that,
by the multitude of synods which he conrened for the purpose of imposing on all
his own religious opinions (the bishops
travelling at the ])ablic ex])ense, and in
the public vehicles), he interrupted the

business of the j)ublic conveyances, rci
/^ehiculariae succidisse nervos ; and, in ac-

cordance with

this,

Hilary says

:

Cursus

ipse publicus attritus ad nihihim perducitur.
Frag. III. ex opere historico, § 25.
^ Of
transactions Epiphanius
these
speaks, hseres. 73, and moreover gives the
date.
Yet the Enuomians also might admit
this, understood in their own way.
(See
'^

above.)
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what went before, to wit, in all respects, so far as the Holy Scriptures
extended this all ; and in their opinion, God the Father, according
to the Scripture doctrine, was to be compared, so far as his essence
To make out this inwas concerned, with nothing besides himself.
terpretation, they may also have availed themselves of the article
which the Serai-Arians, making concessions on the other side, allowed
that the term v;rta, forasmuch as it only served, from
to pass,
not being understood l)y the laity, to create disturbance, and forasmuch as the Holy Scriptures did not contain this word, should for the
future never be employed in explaining the doctrine concerning God.

—

As

<

was a production of clerical court policy, so,
renounced altogether the ecclesiastical form in its conclusion
being drawn up in the form of a decree proceeding from the emperand when it was mentioned that this confession
or's privy council
had been drawn up in the presence of the emperor, the attribute
which pagan flattery had given to the head of the Roman empire
that of tbe eternal
was applied to Constantius.^ The weak spot
here exposed by this court party, Athanasius well knew how to take
advantage of: he said of the Arians. that, in affixing with so much
precision the date to their confession of faith, a thing that was customary only in political transactions, they let it be known that this
was their faith only for this particular moment and they did not
hesitate to give to the emperor Constantius the epithet " Eternal,"
which they refused to Christ.
too,

this confession of taith
it

;

;

—

—

;

The court

party,

whose

intention was, in the first place,

by means of

such a creed, to hush up all differences, now distributed their friends
and organs in both the councils but their artful plots came near being
overthrown by the firmness and harmony of the* Hoinoon><inris of the
Western church on the one side, andthe^owo/o^si'awsof the Eastern
church on the other. The majority in tlie two councils which assembled
in 359— one at Ariminum (Rimini) in Italy, the other at Seleucia,
in Isauria
was far too great to be overreached at once. In both
councils, there was an unwillingness to have anything to do with the
new articles, though they contained nothing heretical, and bore on
their front only the love of peace.
Those, especially in the Western
church, who, owing to their ignorance of the relation of the church
parties of the East to each other, could not penetrate the designs
which the authors of such forms had in view, were still full of mistrust, and joined the side of those who understood the real motives.
So, by the majority of the council at Rimini, the Nicene creed, and
by the majority of the council at Seleucia, the fourth Antiochian
creed were maintained in op|;osition to all those proposals.
But
when the court bishops found that with all their arts they were defeated in the councils themselves, they still endeavored to carry out
their designs in another way, by those low artifices in which they were
not to be excelled.
The two councils, by the directiori of the emperor, were to lay before him their decisions, each sending ten delegates chosen from the body of assembled bishops.
The bishops at
1 'Em •Kopovaig. Tov
deoKorov rjiiuv tov Evat^earaTov Kal aaXkivLKOv jiaa Aeug.
;

—
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ARTIFICES.

Rimini had earnestly petitioned the emperor for a speedy decision, in
order that they might return to the communities where their presence
was needed. But the delegates of the West could not obtain an audience from the emperor, who pretended that he must first dispose of
the political business on his hands, so as to have his mind perfectly
Under this pretense, they were
free to deliberate on sacred things.
put oif from one time to another, and obliged to pass the winter in
Adrianople.
The bishops meanwhile must quietly remain assembled
at Rimini, and leave their communities in the lurch
and yet there
were several who left, without waiting to obtain permission of absence
from Constantinople. After the ten bishops had become pretty well
weary of journeying from one place to another, and of waiting for
the emperor's pleasure, and when they were longing to get back to
their country and their churciies, Ursacius and Valens began to urge
them with motives, taking advantage of their impatience at any
longer residence in the East, as well as of their ignorance of the
relation in which the church parties of the East stood to each other.
They prevailed upon them, at Nicas in Thrace, to subscribe their
names to a creed, which, according to the plan so often mentioned,
forbade all propositions respecting the oio-ia, as being unscriptural,
and merely stated in general that the Son of God was like the
With this creed they reFather, as the Holy Scriptures taught.
;

paired to Rimini, and there also, by artful representations and threats,
in carrying through their design with the majority.
The

succeeded

hap])y issue of these proceedings was

now used

argument in
who were staying
them, that the object was
as an

treating with the deputies of the Oriental .council

It was represented to
which had, for so long a time, been sought in vain,
to banish the Nicene creed and the Homoousion frbm the Western
Such an opportimity ought not to be suffered to pass withchurch.
and in the article which set forth a resemblance beout advantage
tween the Father and the Son, as the Scriptures taught it, everything
was in fact contained which they could reasonably require. Besides
this, the emperor Constantius, though busily engaged in making pre]:>
arations for a great festival,^ yet took an active part in these transacHe spent an entire day and most of the night in the council
tions.
of bishops, sparing no efforts of his own to persuade the delegates
By his authority and influence, which perhaps had more
to yield.
weight than his reasons, it was finally brought about, that the deputies of the Oriental council also subscribed a creed similar in all
A council which assembled at
respects to that proposed at Rimini.
ConsUuitinople in 360 re-confirmed this creed. Moreover, Eudoxius,
the principal mover of the Eunomian party at Antioch, had sucthe bishop
ceeded in getting himself made bishop of Constantinople
Macedonius, who belonged to the Semi-Arian party, and who had
made himself unpopular by his violent measures, having been deEudoxius, who now, as bishop of Constantinople, enjoyed the
posed.
greatest influence, united his efforts with those of Acacius, bishop of

at Constantinople.
at last attained,

—

;

;

1

In celebration of his entrance into the consular

office.
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Caesarea in Palestine, a man whose personal character gave him
3onsiderable authority, to bring it about in the first place, that the
creed from which the articles concerning the ova-ia were expunged,
The emperor Constantius detested
should be everywhere adopted.

who openly taught and defended the Eunoraian
and as refractory, as the disturbers of good order, and

as blasphemers those

doctrines

;

enemies to the peace of the church, those who advocated the Homoousion and the Homoiousion.
Both parties must inevitably incur his displeasure, if they ventured on a free and open expression
if they refused to comply with the humors of the
of their opinions,
The emperor had resolved to put an end to all doctrinal discourt.
putes by means of the artificial arrangement above described
deposition and exile, or even a worse fate, threatened the bishops who
Eudoxius himself must consent to desert his
refused to acquiesce.
favorite Aetius of Antioch, who had become offensive to the emperor
by too open a display of his Arian logic. Eudoxius had procured
for Eunomius the bishopric of Cyzicus
but he advised him to accommodate himself to the times.
Eunomius, however, neglected to
follow this counsel of a prudent church policy
and, having openly
taught his doctrines, was complained of to the emperor, who manifested the warmest displeasure.
His friend Eudoxius, who told him
that he must ascribe this misfortune to the neglect of his own good
advice, warned him of the persecution which lay in store for him. and
He now became the leader of the party which went by his
he fled.
name, the other important members of it being governed more by
political than by doctrinal motives.
If the dominion of that party
which procured the adoption of the creed of Nic?e and Rimini could
have lasted longer, still it would have been hfvrdly possible for the
two contending parties to continue holding this undefined and neutral
The strict Arian or Eunomian party would doubtless have
position.
at length taken advantage of the expunging of the articles relating to the ouo-ta, to make their own openly expressed doctrines the
dominant creed of the church as, in fact, an attempt of this sort
liad already been made at Antioch, which was only suppressed
through fear of the emperor.^
This artificial union created in many churches the utmost confusion.
Many who really agreed with each other in their system of faith were
in this way separated by misunderstandings
for many who, out of
weakness, or ignorance of the relations of the contending doctrinal
parties to one another, had subscribed the creed which left out the
articles respecting the ovma were now regarded by the zealots of their

—

:

;

;

;

;

own party as
They seemed

apostates, as betrayers of the true doctrine, as Arians.

to stand in church fellowship with those who, in their
system of faith, were not one with them; and by those who should
have borne with them as brethren weak in the faith, brethren erring
through ignorance, they were treated with hostility, as false teachers.
But an arrangement whrch had been carried through by outward
force, and imposed on the church by arbitrary human will, in defiance
1

Sozomen,

1.

IV.

c.

29.

SYNOD AT ALEXANDRIA,
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A. D.

362.

own natural course of development, could have no substantial
but must dissolve of itself, as soon as the outward force waa
removed from which the whole had proceeded.
With the death of
the emperor Constantius, everything took an entirely different direction
and under the reign of the pagan emperor, his successor, who
gave equal liberty to all the Christian parties, the relations of these
parties to each othei-, after throwing off what had been imposed upon
them, could proceed to shape themselves after a manner conformed to
the actual course of church development.
The party attached to the
Homoousion were prepared to derive the greatest advantage from
their former oppressions, and from the period of freedom which now
followed
for many had, in fact, been estranged from it merely by
force or by misunderstanding, and these were now willing to break
loose again from their connection with the Arian party, and unite
themselves with those to whom they had always remained bound by
the ties of faith.
In the next place, Semi-Arianism was well suited
to form a transition point to the more consistent system of the Homoousion and the collision into which Semi-Arianism had fallen with
Eunomianism would naturally tend to promote this transition. But
the persecutions which the zealous professors of the Homoousion had
been obliged to undergo might easily engender a repulsive fanaticism,
which would tend to multiply divisions and misunderstandings, as we
see in the case of Lucifer of Cagliari.
The great Athanasius, however, was not less distinguished for his prudence and moderation in
the time of peace, than he had. been for his firmness and consistency
in the season of conflict
and through his influence, which was supported by that of others of like temper, such as Eusebius of Vercelh,
this danger was averted from the church.
Several of the bishops, on their way home from their banishment
in different countries, met together under the presidency of Athanasius at Alexandria, in the year 362.
Here it was resolved to do all
that was possible in the way of meeting those who were desirous of
uniting once more with the orthodox church.
Those who, under the
preceding government, had, through weakness, allowed themselves
to be hun-ied into fellowship with the Arian party, might, without any
further steps, be acknowledged and received as members of the Catholic church, and be retained in the same offices whicli they had hitherto filled in their respective communities.^
To those only who had
of her

basis,

;

;

;

;

been among the leaders of the Arian party, this privilege was not
conceded
but yet they might be received as members of the
This ecclesiasCatholic church, on renouncing their spiritual offices.
tical body expressed its views in a noble spirit of Christian charity
" We wish all who still stand aloof from us, and who seem to have
;

:

1

was thought that indulgence could
more properly be employed in this
inasmuch as several of the bishops

It

the
case,

through them by Arian bishops placed
over them by force; as Aaron yielded for
the moment to the Jewish people, in order
to keej* them from returning back to

hud yielded only in form, in order to retain possession of their churches, and preterve these from the infection of Arianism,

Egypt and

which would otherwise have been spread

num.

atry.

See

falling irrecoverably into idolAthanas. epist. ad llufinia-
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anlted with the Arians, would give up their dekision, so that all in
for what is so
every place might say, ' One Lord, one faith
glorious and lovely as that, in the words of the sweet singer, brethren
for so we believe the
should dwell together in unity ? l*s. 133 1
;

'

:

Lord

;

also will dwell with us according to his promise,

'

I will dwell in

Divisions also, which had arisen from
them, and walk with them.' "
disputes about words, it was attempted to heal by coming to a mutual
understanding respecting the conception denoted by the words.
In
respect to one schism alone, which had arisen in the Aiitiochian
church, but where, in like manner, there was no real difference of doctrinal views at bottom, this aim was frustrated, through the want of
impartiality
and so the germ was nourished of a long-continued
important schism, of which we must
and
in its consequences
now speak in brief.
The begirming of this schism is to be tiaced back to a much earlier
About the year 330, the already mentioned Eustathius,
period.
bishop of Antioch, had been deposed from his office by the AntiNicene party but a majority of the community remained faithfully
attached to him.
They refused to acknowledge as their bishops the
Arians who were thrust upon them, and formed a separate church
When, in 360, the Arian
party under the name of Uusfafhian^.
bishop Eudoxius resigned the bishopric of Antioch, to become bishop
of the imperial city of the East Roman empire, Mdetins^ then bishop
of Sebaste in Armenia, was, after a long contest, chosen his successor.
Meletius was attached to the Nicene doctrine, or at least inclined that way
but he did not belong to the zealots who made the
essence of Christianity to consist in this or that formula of belief, and
who in their sermons treated of nothing else than the current doc-

—

;

—

;

;

probable that, without entering
presented in his discourses the
gospel truths in the way best suited to the wants of his flock.
The
Arians, who could not understand the spirit of such a man, interr
preted this moderation as a proof of his agreement with their own
doctrines, or at least supposed they might reckon, that, if he had
hitherto appeared neutral, he would now, out of gratitude for so important a bishopric, openly preach Arianism in his sermons but they
found themselves mistaken.
Meletius preached an inaugural discourse in 361,^ characterized by
a spiiit of Christian moderation entirely free from the fear of man.
His starting-point was. that fellowsliip with Christ ^ is the foundation
of the whole Christian life
that he only who has the Son can have
" But we shall continue," said he, " in fellowship
the Father also.
trinal questions of the day.^

into controversies

of

It

is

doctrine, he

;

;

Tims,

he had a son, he must .ilso have
with whom he could live and
intercourse; and so on after the
same absurd and irreverent manner, little
to the edification of his flock.

doijbtless, .sermons wcm-o often

for if

preached which were entirely barren of
An example of bad
sinyidar extreme, is
taste, carried to a
fjiven in the case of a discourse preached
by an Arian at Antioch. Hilar, c. Constant. § 13.
The point was, that God, in
the proper sense, could not have a son

had a

^

profit to the hearers.

wife,

have

2 Preserved in
Galland. T. V.
^

The

Xpiaroi'

Epiphan.

e;\;eiv

h eavrC)

haeres.

73.
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Son and with the Father, when before God and the elect
we confess him, and are not ashamed
of our confession."
This brought him to lay down his own confession
of faith concerning the Son in decided opposition to strict Arianism
yet in so moderate expressions, that even Semi-Arians could have
nothing to find fault with, as he did not touch upon the disputed
Homoousion.
Perhaps Meletius belonged to the class who, like
many of the Orientals, had gradually gone over from the moderate
Semi-Arianism which' we find in a Cyrill of Jerusalem, to the doctrines of the Nicene council.
He purposely took care not to give
with the

angels, nay, also before kings,

;

way

much

tendency of his hearers, not to venture
and for this reason, he even rebuked the
speculative pride which affected to know and determine too much
concerning these incomprehensible things.
He reminded them of
the apostle's word, that human knowledge was but in part, and that
perfect knowledge was to be expected only in the life to come.
When the Arians saw they had been deceived in their expectations from Meletius, they deposed and banished him, after he had
been in the active duties of his office scarcely a month.
Now the
friends of Eustathius, who in the mean time had died, instead of
attaching themselves to Meletius, as they ought to have done, since
he agreed with them in doctrine, had contracted a prejudice against
him, and suspected him because he had been instituted bishop by the
Arian party, and perhaps also because, as he did not belong to the
number of blind zealots, he appeared to them not sufficiently decided.
Hence they did not acknowledge him as bishop, and remained a separate party under the presbyter Paulinus, who had already for a long
time conducted their public worship.
The document of the Alexandrian council was now sent separately to the flock of PauUnus.
This
community was invited, with all love, to receive those of the other
party who were willing to unite with them, dismissing controversies on
unessential matters and verbal disputes, which hindered union
but
no mention was made of Meletius. All this plainly showed, that only
the church of Paulinus was acknowledged to be in the right, and that
there was no inclination to recognize Meletius.
In addition to this,
Lucifbr of Cagliari was sent to hush the disputes, a man the least of
all fitted to be a mediator of peace.
It was wholly in character with
his ignorant zeal, that he should pronounce Meletius an Arian, and
give a head to the opposite party, by ordaining Paulinus as their
bishop.
Thus was laid the foundation of a schism, which was propar
gated for a long time, and which, on account of the general sympathy
of the other churches, came to have important consequences
for
the Western and the Alexandrian churches declared in favor of Paulinus
the Oriental church, for the most part, in favor of ,Meletius.
The same Lucifer, who gave to the Antiochian schism a duration
which, without his hiterference, it perhaps never would have had, proceeded, in this same spirit of ignorant zeal, to lay the beginnings of
another important schism.
The moderation which reigned in the decisions of the Alexandrian council could not, of course, be very pleastoo

upon too nice

to the doctrinal

distinctions

;

;

:

;
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man of his character. He was for receiving no one who
had been connected with the Arian party, so long as he retained his
and, as he believed that the Catholic church was defiled by
office
the readmission of unworthy ecclesiastics, he became the founder of
ing to a

;

a separate party, the LiiciPriteft, who regarded themselves as constituting the only pure church.

Under

the reign of the emperor Jo\-ian, the relation of the parties

for although
each other continued, in the main, to be the same
this emperor espoused the Nicene doctrine, yet it was his principle
(see above, p. 88) never to interfere, by his political power, either in the
affiurs of religion generally, or in the internal concerns of the church
The same principle was followed by his successor, the
in particular.
but his brother Valens, to whose hands he had
emperor Valentinian
intrusted the government of the East, being a pupil of the bishop
Eudoxius, from whom he had received baptism, was a zealous Ariau
and, as by natural disposition he was inclined to harsh, cruel, and
despotic measures, he allowed himself to be used as a tool of the
Then
fanaticism and of the ambitious designs of the Arian clergy.
followed a period of most deplorable desolation in many of the OriWorthy bishops were persecuted and driven away ;
ental churches.
to

;

;

;

worthless men, who had tlieir friends and patrons among the imperial
eunuchs and chamberlains, were imposed on the churches as clergymen and bishops. Still, however, this persecution turned out to be
rather favorable than prejudicial to the interest of the Nicene party
;

Semi-Arians were driven more and more, by the persecutions
which they had to suffer from the dominant Arian party, to the party
It was only by uniting with the last party,
of the Hoinoousians.
now dominant in the West, that they could expect to obtain help in
Aversion to the strictly Arian party, the
their oppressed situation.
wish to be united with the party which in many quarters offered them
the hand, and which could afford them the most powerful assistance,
all this led many among the Serai-Arians to measure the difference
which separated the two parties by another standard than that which
for the

they

had

hitherto

Homoousion

Tliey

applied.

own

at first in their

explained

sense, just as

to

themselves the
already

many had

but wdth this difference, that the a[>
at the Nicene council
proximation Avas then the effect of outward constraint, while at bottom there was an earnest desire that this compulsory union might
but here, on the contrary, the approximati(m grew out
be dissolved
Add to this, that all that was distinguished
of inward inclination.
on the side of science and intellect inclined to the doctrine of the
Homoousion
and that this party, accordingly, which must finally
prevail on account of the consistency of their system, obtained also
increasing consequence by the superiority of the character and talents

done

;

;

;

on its side.
was especially the three great church teachers of Cappadocia,
Basil of Csesarea, his brother Gregory of Nyssa, and his friend Greg
cry Nazianzen, who, with the like prudent zeal, guided by freedom
of spirit and moderation of temper, contributed to procure the victory
enlisted
It

,
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Nicene doctrines even in the Oriental church. The labors of
more particularly within the period of the reign of Valens.
Not only by his energy and firmness, but also by his high standing in

for the

Basil

fall

the opinion of the people, he offered a successful resistance to the tyr-

anny of Valens and by his means the entire province of Cappadocia
was preserved from those desolations occasioned by the influence of
arbitrary will which befell other provinces of the East.
The emperor
Valens, when he visited Coesarea, was for compelling him to receive
his Arians into the fellowship of the church.^
The highest officer of
;

state, the prcefectus prietorio

ciples of the

Roman

Modestus, sent

state religion,

for him. and,

demanded whether he

on the prinalone,

when

others obeyed the emperor, dared to wish to have any other religion than that of his master.^
Basil replied that he had nothing to
be afraid of: possessions, of which men might deprive him, he had
none, except his few books, and his cloak.
An exile was no exile for
all

him, since he knew that the whole earth is the Lord's.
If torture was
threatened, his feeble body would yield to the first blows, and death

would bring him nearer to his God, after whom he longed. Valens
himself was constrained to show respect for Basil.
Many times he
was on the point of condemning him to exile,^ but he did not venture
on that step.
In general, the great love and the great consideration
in which many of the bishops stood with the people was a means of
security to their churches.
The ardent desire of the people of Alexandria for xVthanasius. who, for a wise purpose, hail for some months
withdrawn himself, induced the emperor Valens, from the apprehension of a tumult, to recall him
and Athanasius enjoyed, in the last
years of his toilsome and stormy life, until o73, the quiet which had
before been denied him.
Especially hurtful to the Oriental church were the internal schisms
which had resulted from the attempts to bring about union by compulsory measures under the emperor Constantine.
The influence of
this policy continued still to be felt.
It was much easier to introduce confusion than to restore things to their natural order. By
misunderstandings, by personal disptites about individuals to whom
one or the other party was attached, divisions were created, which
could not so easily be healed.
It was a crisis through which the
Oriental church, whilst wavering between Arianisra, Semi-Arianism,
and the adoption of the Trinitarian unity of essence, must necessarily pass, before it could emerge from its distracted state to union
;

the latter.
Now here there was special need of prudence and
forbearance, so as to avoid, the repelling of such as were on the point
of transition, and to meet the advances of those who were gradually
in

becoming inclined

to

adopt the Homoousion.

Basil speaks of his conflicts with the
hii^hest officers of state, and the imperial
clianiherlains, wlio tried to induce him to
yield to the will of the emperor: Mex^pt,
1

viiv npoajio'Xa^ fiev

nvag napd tuv neyuluv

dpxdvTuv
ipiuj,

rijilv ysyevf/adat aai ravrac acpoTOV re vnupxov kuI rov nip), rov koltcuvo

iiaXex^evTuv

idiOTra^Cig

imp

tcjv

evavnow.

Teuc

Under

these circum-

drpen-ug l^/iac nuaav Kpoajiolfiv
VKo/j.elvai ru ekket, tov deov tgj xapi(ouev(j
tj/mv rf/v awepyeiav rov TTvevfiaro^ Kal iv6vva/xu(7avn rj/iiov 6l' avrovii/v ua&eveiaj'. Ep,
79 ad Eustath.
'^

61

'On jjlti tu (iuaiXtu^ ^prjdKEveLg.
Gregor. Naif. orat. 20,
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bj

his zealous and prudent
church than by the constancy and firmness of his resistance to all that was foreign and exMany things were said by him on this occasion, worthy
traneous.
of being ever remembered in similar crises. " This age,"^ he writes,
" has much that tends to the ruin of the church.
Edification of the

stances, Basil distinguished hinoself not less

activity in laboring to restore peace to the

church, reformation of the fallen, sympathy with the weak, support
of the sound and healthy ones among the brethren, are nowhere to
No remedy is provided for the maladies earlier prebe met with.

no means of prevention against such as threaten us in the
In good truth, the condition of the church generally is like
that of an old garment, which may easily be rent by the slightest accident, and which can never be again the same firm whole which it was.'^
In such a time, it requires zeal and great caution to do that which
The real good would
can be of any real benefit to the communities.
to unite together again what has heretofore been torn
be tliis,
But this union might be brought about, were we willing to
asunder.
accommodate ourselves to the weak in matters where it can be done
Basil took every pains to place
Avithout prejudice to men's souls." ^
on more friendly terms the Oriental and Western churches, rent asunder by misunderstandhigs, by their different action with regard to
between the
the schism between Meletius and Paulinus at Antioch,
and to obtain assistance from
Antiochian Old city and New city,
" By
the Western church in allaying the troubles of the Eastern.
must the faith
he writes to the Christians of the West
your help
It is time now for you to show to the East,
be restored to the East.
your thankfulness for the blessings which you have received from
her.''
His good intentions would have met wiih better success, if
he had found it possible to overcome the pride and obstinacy of Roman bishops like Damasus.^ The alliance, however, between the
East and the West had finally for its consequence, that the emperor
Valentinian, in conjunction with his brother, sent, in the year 375,
an edict to the East, in which they protested against those who
wrongly used the name and power of the princes to carry on persecutions under religious pretenses.
The victory of the Homoousion, for which the way had thus been
prepared, was fully established under the emperor Theodosius the
Already by a law of the year 880 he directed that those
Great.
only who agreed with bishop Peter of Alexandria, or Damasus of
vailing

:

future.

—

—

—

—

—

"^

Ep. 113 to the Presbyters in Tarsus.
'Ol^uf eoLK£ XomDi' j] Tfjq eKK?ii}aiai KaIf^aTUf) na?MiC), vtto rf/g Tv^oiiarjc
7rpo0a<7ewc (yadluq Kara/jfyiiyvv/uvij. o tt()<X
1

2

TuaraaLC

T^v e^ ufJXVC iaxvv EKuveAdelv naktv advvaTei.
^

"E^WCTif 6' uv yevoiTo,

ei ^ovT^rideiTiiiev.

kv

olq fiTiSev jSAuTTTOfiev ruf tpvxuc, av/XKEpevex-

df/vai Tolc dadevsarepoir.
*

'i2v

iXaSirs nap' avrf/c uya-&C)V, tovtuv

iv Kai.pC) iLapaaxiaiiai airy ttjv uvrldoaiv.

Ep. 91 ad Valerian.

^ In reference to the qualities necessary
in one wlio would undertake an embassage to Rome, he himself says of a simple
man whcjni he designates as less suitable
for this purpose: ^vyvunovi filv uvdpl aldeai/J-ou ainov km ttoTJ^ov u^iav ttjv avvTvxi-O-v,
vrjjrjXil) 6e koI /isreupc;), uvo) ttuv Kad7j/xiv(j aat
'''«
tovto ukovuv tCov ;j;a(Upi9ti' ainu ttjv

akijx'ieiav

yivono

(^Qeyyojievutv

fitj

Svvanevu,

u<ptAog toIc koivo'k; Trapa

T7/(;

n

uv

rnv roi-

ovnrv ai'(]p<}<: o/MAiac, 6g u/lAorpwv f',^« &uirei
ai uvtXevdipov to Jjdog Ep. 215.
;
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Rome,

in faith

and doctrine (that

is,

who embraced

the Nicene doc-

Ukeness of essence), should remain in possession of the
churches
and this law the emperor endeavored also gradually to
carry into execution.
The residential city of the East Roman empire
was and had been for forty years, at the time this law was passed, a
trine of

;

principal seat of the Anti-ISicene party.
At the head of the party
stood at this time a certain bishop Demophilus, who, by a dignity of
personal appearance which inspired respect, accomplished much, and

had been enabled

to

bring together the divided portions of the com-

His opponents had nothing further to object to him than
this
that his piety, for which he was so highly esteemed, was an
empty prepense,
as they supposed themselves warranted to presume
in the case of a person not orthodox in his creed.
Two years before,
a distinguished man in the annals of the church had succeeded in
collecting together here a community out of the scattered adherents
to the Nicene doctrine.
It was one of those three great church
teachers of Cappadocia, Gregory, son of the Gregory who was
bishop of the city of Nazianz in that province.
The tie of friendship, knit between him and Basil in early youth, wdiile they were
pursuing their common studies at Athens, proved of great importance to the Greek church.
True, the execution of the common
plan of life, which they had there sketched out and agreed upon, was
defeated by many circumstances which afterwards stood in the way
but the two men had ever continued to be closely united in spirit, in
their separated spheres of life and of activity, and they were naturally
constituted to be supplements one to the other.
Gregory's superior
calmness of temper would naturally moderate the vehemence of the
excitable Basilius
and the greater activity of the latter would force
Gregory to quit his beloved repose. He required a firm, decided
friend, who would make it necessary for him to step forth from his
wavering uncertainty between two opposite tendencies of life. It was
the oscillation between the silent contemplative life and a life devoted
to practical labors for the church.
Already, as a presbyter, he had
assisted his father in the performance of hi-< official duties
and havmunities.
;

—

^

;

;

;

ing become weary of the business, had retired into solitude.

Then

he was compelled by his friend Basil to take upon him the newly
founded bishopric in the little place Sasima in Cappadocia prima, the
metropolitan diocese of Basil.
Basil felt persuaded that he was
bound to gain over for the service of the church the splendid gifts
of his friend, who was so disinclined to the active life
But it was a
poor service of friendship which he rendered him, by transporting
him to a field of labor little suited to him, and under very unfavorable conditions.
He was to help in maintaining the rights of Basil
Against the new Metropolitan placed over the second province which
arose after the division of Cappadocia,
.the strife-loving bishop Anthimus of Thyana.
And for the playing of such a part, Gregory was
neither inclined in his wishes, nor suited by nature.
He fled away

—

1

Koi

irepl

avTov KTuiofia op-BoTTiroc Kol evka^eiag ivapu navTuv

Kvov/xivuv T^pvXAelTai.

Basil, ep. 48.

av/iKtiijvus tCiv a^t-
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from

this conflict of worldly
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passions and worldly interests.

Then,

again, he assisted his aged father in the prosecution of his functions,
and administered the episcopal office for a while after his death.

After

this,

he retired back again to solitude, in a retreat near Seleu-

cia in Isauria.

But once more he was called away from this place of seclusion
and following thereupon was the most active and troublous period of
He was chosen to preside over the then small and forsaken
his life.
community of which we have already spoken as consisting of the
oppressed Christians still adhering to the Niceue doctrine in ConstanRenouncing once more the contemplative Hfe, he accepted
tinople.
the call, partly because he felt himself hi duty bound not to let the
opportunity pass unimproved of bringing about at last the victory of
pure doctrine
in part also, perhaps, because the prospect of entering upon so wide and splendid a field of labor as might be opened
for him at Constantinople had more attractions for a man who was
not wholly free from vanity, than the narrow field at Nazianzen.
Far-famed are the five discourses which he preached there in defense
of the Nicene doctrine of the Trinity against the objections of the
Eunomians, and which gained for him the surname of the tlteologian.^
By the way in which he distinguished himself from other impatient,
violent bishops, who abandoned themselves to the impulses of a passionate zeal
by uniting moderation with a zeal for pure doctrine
by shaming his passionate and fanatical enemies through his own gentleness and forbearance, he might doubtless effect more than by his
It is also the merit of Gregory, that he did not, like
eloquence.
other church teachers of this period who had been drawn into the
;

;

;

field

;

of controversy, forget, in his zeal for tho^e views of doctrine
found to be correct, that the essence of Christian-

which he had

ity does not consist in speculative notions, but in the life
that he
did not suffer himself to be misled by an exclusive zeal for orthodoxy
of conceptions to neglect practical Christianity.
Much rather did.
he make it a matter of special concern to combat that lust of dogmatizing, in which all other religious interests were swallowed up
that
exclusively prevailing tendency to speculation in religion, which
tended to the injury of a living, active Christianity.
He often de;

;

clared strongly against the delusive notion, that all manner of frivolity
might be united with zeal for sound doctrine, i?,nd often presented behearers, with pointed earnestness, the truth, that, without a
holy sense of divine things, men could have no understanding of

fore his

must be treated in a sacred manner.
He
manner of those who looked upon
discussions on divine things as upon any other conversation on topics of ordinary discourse, and often declared to them, that the full
and perfect knowledge of divine tlnngs was not the end of the present
earthly life, but that its end was, '* by becoming holy, to become cathem

;

that sacred matters

)ften spoke against the perverse

'^

1 'O ^EoXoyo^, because -deoTMyia, in the
was the term applied to the
doctrine of Christ's divinity, as contra-

Btricter sense,

distinguished from oUovo/iia, the doctrine
of his incarnation.
- 'ilfntp tu InmKu Kai ru Qearpa, oint
Kal rd dela nai^eiv.
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pable of the

full intuition in the life eternal."
Gregory at first held
the meetings of his church in the hall of a private house belonging to

kinsman of his.
This being the spot whence the triumph of the
Nicene doctrine at Constantinople began, the private place of assembly was subsequently converted into a large church, which, in commemoration of the resurrection of the pure doctrine there commenced,
a

received the

name

of Anai^tasia.

Thus the emperor Theodosius, when,

in November of the year 880,
he entered Constantinople, found the community whose faith he acknowledged as his own, with its bishop, Gregory, not even in possession of a church, but assembled in one corner of the city in a private
house
while the Arian bishop, Demophilus, was in possession of all
;

The emiteror left it to the latter's choice, either to
subscribe to the Nicene creed, or to give up the churches.
Demophilus was not a man who regarded the favor of princes and earthly
the churches.

more account than tlie interests of religion and of
chose to do the latter
and the Arians, from this time
onward, were obliged to hold their assemblies at Constantinople without
the city walls, which they continued to do until into the sixth century.
Gregory was then conducted by the emperor, surrounded by his
nobles, and the imperial body guard, which was necessary to protect
him from the insults of the fanatical multitude still devoted to Arianprosperity as of
the truth.

He

ism, into the cathedral.

when

;

The heavens

wei-e overclouded

and dark

took place, which was interpreted by the superstition of the
bigoted zealots as a token of the divine anger.
But, as the clouds
scattered, and the sun broke through, this delusion was refuted, and
this

a fiivorable impression produced.
The emperor now resolved to assemble a second general council in the capital of the East Roman
empire, which should settle the hitherto disputed questions, seal the
triumph of the Nicene doctrine, and at the same time solemnly inaugurate the new patriarch of Constantinople, Gregory Nazianzen, according to the original plan. In the beginning, when for the most part
none but Asiatic bishops were present at the council, Meletius, bishop
of Antioch, venerable on account of his great age and his opposition
to the Arian doctrines, stood at the head of the assembled body
and by him Gregory Nazianzen was consecrated bishop of Constantinople. Meletius soon after died and Gregory came into possession of
the highest authority, which, moreover, his new position, as patriarch
of the second capital of the world, would give him.
To Gregory had been bequeathed, by his friend Basil, the favorite
plan of bringing about, between the twc g,'-eat portions of the church,
a restoration of the peace which had been disturbed especially by
the Antiochian schism.
The death of Meletius, during the session
of the council, furnished a favorable opportunity for effecting this
and if no successor Avas chinobject.
Paulinus, too, was very old
to Meletius, the steps probably might soon be taken for a ne-o»ry was
in which both the parties could unite, and the schism woulr' fled away
e
Gregory used every possible argument to [
to an end.
.
'"'^^ ™''
"^'e
other Oriental bishops, and his words might have the mo
;

;

;

^

,
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cause, as the friend of Meletius, he might be more prejudiced than
But his arguments were defeated by the ambi-

others on this side.
tion and obstinacy of

many, who would yield none of

their rights,

and

the bishop Flavianus as Meletius' successor.
Thus a new prop was given to the schism, which continued to propagate itself till the beginning of the fifth century, although the in-

who chose

The manner
fluence of the Eustathian party was ever on the wane.
in which this division was at last wholly removed stood in direct contrast to the

manner

in

which

it

had been

elicited

and maintained

;

evincing how, in matters of this sort, the advances of love will accomplish vastly more than all force and all arguments of persuasion.
The venerable bishop, Alexander of Antioch, on a festival day. conducted his whole flock, clergy and laity, to the church where the
Eustathians held their assemblies. All united together in prayer and
song ; even the crowd who, as the church was insufficient to contain

Devotion and brotherly love
them, stood assembled in the streets.
united all hearts; a feast of charity was celebrated, an I the division
was thought of no longer.^
But that now^ in the time of which we are speaking, so favorable an opportunity for putting an end to the schism should be
neglected, was too much for Gregory's patience, and, disgusted at
seeing his colleagues sacrifice in this Avay the good of the churcb
to their private passions, he withdrew himself entirely from publie

When aftertransactions, vitiated by so many impure motives.
wards the Egyptian and the VVestern bishops arrived, who belonged
to the Anti-Meletian party, •they took no pains to conceal the dissatisfaction which they felt at the appointment of Gregory as patriarch of Constantinople, because Gregory was a friend of Meletius,
and had been ordained by him and for various other reasons. They
could bring at least an apparent argument, on grounds of justice,
against the validity of Gregory's appointment, namely, that he had,
at all events, been earlier constituted and regarded as bishop over,
and thei-efore,
another community (either at Nazianz or at Sasima)
;

;

according to the laws of the church, could not be transferred to anan ecclesiastical rule,^ which, it must be owned,
other bishopric,
was often enough transgressed in the East, without any such weighty
reasons as might be urged in the present case, and which assuredly,
when appealed to, must have served, on the part of the Orienta/s, as
The bishops of the Roman church, which
a cover for other motives.
was more strict in the observance of this law, may have been more
But Gregory Nazianzen had no desiie to
sincere in appealing to it.
He reenter into a profane quarrel about a splendid church office.
quested the empeior and the bishops that he might be allowed to
resign this office, since he would very readily, like Jonah, sacrifice
himself for the ship of the church
although this request perhaps
was not designed in the first place to be so seriously taken. fJis petition being at once universally accepted,
which perhaps, being
what he had not expected, chagrined him,
he dehvered, before the

—

;

—
—

1

VOL.

II.

Thcodoret.

1.

V. c. 35.
SO

2

See above,

p. 186, 187.
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assembled council of a hundred and fifty bishops, a farewell discourse,
which he dealt out many a hard truth against the worldly-minded
bishops.
Gregory of Nyssa seems now, by the superiority of his welltrained intellect, to have acquired special influence over the doctrinal
in

transactions of the council.

The

result of

it

was precisely what the

preceding struggles had been preparing the way for, that the Nicene
creed, which before had been forced on the Oriental church, and
therefore repelled by it, was now voluntarily adopted by a great majority of that church,' where it found a more general welcome.
In
the provincial cities, where the dogmatizing spirit was not so prevalent, the transition from Arianism to the Nicene doctrine might often
take place in a very imjierceptible manner.
For when the people
heard Christ called from the pulpits, '' God, and the Son of God, the
begotten before all time," they were led by their Christian feelings to
place in these words more than was meant by the Arian preachers
according to their own connection of ideas, into which the people did
not enter ; and so Hilary remarked, that "• the ears of the audience
were more pious than the hearts of the preachers." Accordingly,
when Homoousian preachers took the place of the Arians, the people
remarked no yqyj great change.
The Nicene creed, in the new form in which it was here made
known, departed but slightly from the original one. The most important change was an addition to the doctrine concerning the Holy
Spirit, which was brought about by the further progress in the development of the church system which leads us now to throw a glance
on the history of this doctrine, the determination of which belonged
with the rest to the complete and established form of the doctrine of
"•

;

the Trinity.

As it concerns the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit, a much
longer time transpired before the idea of the unity of essence was
consistently carried out in its application to this part also of the ChrisThe system of subordination would of
tian consciousness of God.
course extend itself also, after the due measure and
as was apparent in the church teachers
this doctrine
The views of Origen on this point also
ing period.
vailing ones in the System of the Eastern church, until
;

proportion, to

of the preced-

were the prethey were suy)-

pressed by the consistent development and the triumph of the doctrine
It is remarkable that, at the Nicene
concerning the Homoousion.
council, the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit was expressed only
Yet the opposition to Arius ought
in very vague and general terms.
for, while
naturally to have led to a more exact determination here
Arius regarded the Holy Spirit as being the first created nature produced by the Son of God, he placed the same distance betwixt the
;

Son and the Holy Spirit which he had supposed between the Father
and the Son.^ But this point possessed as yet no very great interest
1

Ililarius Pictav. c.

Auxentiurn,

liber

illi fidci esse, quod vocis
Audiunt Deum Cliristum, putant
Audiunt Fiiium Dei,
esse, quod dicitur.
putant in Dei nativitate inesse Dei verita-

§6.
est.

Hoc putant

Audiunt ante tempora, putant id
ipsum ante tempora esse, quod semper
tern.

Sanctiores aures plebis, quam corda
sunt sacerdotunl.
See Athanas. orat. I. c. Arian. § 6.
est.

"'
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and many who saw their way clear to subpolemics
Homoousion as it respected the Son of God would have
scrupled to extend this same determination also to the Holy Spirit.
The unity of the Christian consciousness of God had here so little
permeated as yet the apprehension of the idea, that Greo;ory NazianSome of our theologians con
zen could still say, in the year 380
sider the Holy Spirit to be a certain mode of the divine agency (as,
others,
for instance, Lactantius had done in the' preceding period)
Others say, they do not
others, God himself.
a creature of God

in

doctrinal

;

scribe to the

*•'

:

;

;

know themselves which of the two opinions they ought to adopt, out
of reverence for the holy Scriptures, which have not clearly explained
Hilary of Poictiers held it best to remain fast by the
this point."
simple Scripture doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit, which, as it
no materials for more exact logical definibelieved that he found in the sacred Scriptures no such
exact definitions concerning the relation of the Holy Spirit to the
Father, as he found concerning the relation of the Son. lie supposed

seemed

to him, furnished

tions.

He

name God nowhere used expressly of the Holy
and he did not venture therefore expressly so to name him
but yet a great deal seemed to him to be already implied, when the
Holy Spirit is called in Scripture the Spirit of God, and it is said of
He was well aware,
him that he searches the deep things of God.
as he expresses it, in his own original way, that nothing could be for" Should
eign from God's essence which penetrates into its depths.^
one ask us," says he, '* what is the Holy Spirit, and we knew of nothing further to reply than that he exists by, and from. Him by whom
and from whom are all things, that he is the Spirit of God, but also
and this answer disphease him, then might
God's gift to believers,
for they affirm only
the apostles and prophets also displease him
that he found the
Spirit,

;

—

;

this of

The
ized

it,

him, that he

exiats.^^ ^

peculiarity of Eunomius' turn of mind, as

we have character-

discovers itself also, distinctly defined, in his doctrine of the

Holy Spirit. He names the Holy Spirit as the first among the
created natures, formed according to the command of the Father,
which Spirit, as being the first after the
by the agency of the Son
Son, has received indeed the power to sanctify and to teach, but
It is characteristic of Eunowants the divine and creative power.
mius, that he separates the power that sanctifies and enlightens, from
the divine and creative power a proof that he did not apprehend the
element of knowledge and the ethical element, in religion, in their
did not know that the source of life is
connection with a divine life,
;

;

—

the central point of

all.'^

1 De Trinitate 1. XII. c. 55.
In an address to God: Nulla to, nisi res tiia, jjenetrat
nee profunduni nuijestatis tuse,
perejrrinas atque alieniE a te virtutis causa
metitur.
- L. II. de Trinitate, c. 29.
;

* This
Eunomian subordinationism,
conceived after this outward manner, is
seen also in the fragments of Ariau ser-

Maii.
"In like manis superior to the Son,
so is the latter superior to the Holy
Spirit."
Spiritum Sanctum Deum non
dicimus, quia nee Serii)tura dicit, sc

mons published by
ner as the Father

subitum Deo
in

filio et

mandatis

illius

filii

omnibus obtemperantem, sicuti filius
Et quemadmodum jiater totani vir-

patri.

tutem

et

totam sapientiam

et

bonitatem

in
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But Athanasius, from

the beginning, because of his systematic and
and because, with him, the development of doc-

logical turn of mind,

proceeding out of the depths of the Christian consciousness,
tended in this direction from the beginning, was induced to apply

trine,

Homoousion

Trinity equally, and so to
was led particularly and expressly to unfold this doctrine, because many of the Semi-Arians
were on the point of adopting the Homoousion, explaining it to themselves according to their own meaning, but without being able to
make up their minds to apply this determination to the Holy .Spirit.
The latter api)eared to them a being created by the Son, as an instrument for carrying into effect the divine purposes
a ministering
the

to

the doctrine of the

the doctrine of the

Holy

Spirit.

He

;

In opposition to these, Athanasius sought to
show that Arianism could be consistently renounced, only when men
acknowledged in the Triad nothing foreign to God's own essence ;
when men acknowledged but one essence, agreeing with itself, selfspirit, like

He

identical.

of the

the angels.

Holy

appealed, in proof of the divinity and identity of essence
testimony of the Holy Spirit, and to the

Spirit, to the

witness of the universal Christian consciousness.
Unfolding Avhat is
" Ilow could that which
contained in both these testimonies, he said
is sanctified by nothing out of itself, which is itself the aource of sanc:

same essence with that
In the Holy Spirit we receive fellowship
with God, participation in one divine life
but this could not be so,
As certainly as we are by him
if the Holy Spirit were a creature.
made partakers of the divine nature, so certainly must he himself be
As he who has seen the Son sees the
one with the divine essence.^
Father, so he who has the^ Son has also the Holy Spirit ; and he who
As
has the Holy Spirit has also the Son, and is a temple of God.
the Son, being in the Father, and the Father being in him, cannot be
a creature, so neither can the Holy Spirit, being in the Son, and the
Son being in him, be a creature.''^
From this time forward, the identity of the essence of the Holy
Spirit with the Father and the Son was maintained by the most eminent teachers of the Oriental church, by such men as Basil of C^esaand at length
rea, Gregory Nazianzen, Amphilochius and Didymus
After the
this doctrine also passed over into the synodal articles.
Alexandrian council, already mentioned, and an lUyrian one of the
year 875 ^ had set the example in this matter, the extension of the
6/Aoowtov to the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit was adopted also
into the new form which the Nicene creed received through the
tification for all created

which

is

sanctified

by

natures, be of the

it? "

;

;

swbstitutione

filii

consignavit, ita et filius

totam virtutem et totam sapientiam in
Spirito Sancto patre jubente monstravit.
Script, vet. collectio nova. T. III. 1828. p.
212. The Holy Spirit i)rinnnn et majns
patris per filium opus, creatnm per fiiium,
natura sanctum, sanctificantem possidens
virtutem. Non Deus neque Dominus, non
creator neque factor, non colendus nequc
adorandus, qui qutB facta sunt per filium
sanctificat et

illuminat et consolatur et

gemitibus inenarrabilibus pro
nobis. In isto spiritu et angeli adorant et
L. c. p. 229, 30.
archangeli.
i
Kp. I. ad. Serapion, § 24. E/ r5e r?fonoiel, ovk a/KpiiSn^ov, otl r/ tovtov fim^ ^eov
interpellat

earc.
- See Athanas. ep.
Serapion ofThmuis.

Which

1, 3, 4,

to the bishop

was' the first to extend the
bfwovawv to the doctrine concerning the
^

Holy

Spirit.
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second general council at Constantinople.
The Holy Spirit was deby this Nicene-ConstantinopoUtan creed, in the scriptural
phraseology, as " the Spirit proceeding from the Father
tlie governing, quickening Spirit, who is to be worshipped and honored at
the same time with the Father and the Son." ^
On the first clause of this formula, there arose, in later times, a
difterence of views between the two portions of the church, the Eastern and the Western, the germ of which we discover even in the
present period.
In the Eastern church, it was according to the prevailing view to
consider God the Father as being " the sole efficient cause (causa
the Logos as being the reveaHng and meefficiens) of all existence
diatory principle
and the Holy Ghost as being the completive divine
principle in the creation.
God the Father effected all through the
As connected also with this view of the
Son, in the Holy Spirit.'"'^
matter, in the Oriental church, the unity of the divine essence rested
upon this as its basis, that God the Father should be acknowledged
as " the sole efficient cause ((Uia apxrj) from whom all else was derived, from whom the Son was generated, and from whom the Holy
Spirit proceeded, and who effects all through the Son and in the
Holy Spiiit." This formula, so connected mth the views of the
Oriental church, '• that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father,"
was made especially prominent and held fast in opposition to the
" that the Holy Spirit is not
doctrine of the creation of the Spirit,
related, after the same manner as the Son, to the essence of God, but
The opposite to this doctrine was exis a creature of the Son."
pressed as follows " that the Holy Spirit does not derive his essence
from the Son in the way of dependence, but i^ related after the like
independent manner to the Father, as the common ground ; that, as
the Son is begotten of the Father, so the Holy Spirit proceeds from
scribed

;

;

;

—

:

the Father."

As

it

concerns, on the other hand, the exposition of this doctrine in

Western church, it was believed, especially ever since the time of
the more precise logical carrying out of the conception of the unity
of essence in the Triad by Augustin, that, in order to hold fast the
doctrine in a consistent manner, the inference must necessarily be
drawn, that, as the Son of God was in all respects identical in essence
the

1 Td Kvpiov, Td ^cjonoibv, to ek tov narpdc
liiiropEvdixevnv, to avv irarpl Kal vm m/xTvpoaKvvovfiEvov Kol avvdo^aC,dfievov.
'^
Athanas. c. iSerapion. 1. 1, c. 24. The
Father creates and renews all thronji-h his
Logos in the Holy Spirit. Basil. Caesar.
de Sp. S. c. 16. By the will of the Father
all spirits have received their existence, by

the agency of the Son they were brought
into existence, by the presence of the Holy
Spirit they are completed in their existThere are not Tpelq upxai, but fiia
ence.
apxn, Stj/novp'/ovaa 6i' viov Kal reXeiovaa kv

Gregory of Nyssa, T. III. de
m>evimTi.
baptismo Christi, i-epresents the Father as
vhe

UPX.J],

the

Son

aa the djjuwvpydg, the

nvev/ia as the TEXeMTLKOv tuv tvuvtuv. Basil of Ca;.sai-ea endeavors, in his 38th letter, to show how it is necessary, tliat from
the operations of God in man", one shouh'
mount, step by step, to the idea of the
Trinity.
All good wjiicli is wrought in
us by "the power of God, we recognize as
the operation of the Holy Spirit.
From

this

we

pass to the idea of the author of

good which is wrought in us by
Holy Spirit, who is the Son of God.
But he is not the suprenie and highest
all

the

the

ground-cause (upxv), but this last is the
Father; thus we ascend from the Son to
the Father,
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with the Father, and as the Father had communicated all to the Son,
80, too, the Holy Spirit proceeds as well from the Son as from the
There are not two different Spirits, one belonging to the
Father.
Father, the other to the Son but there is one Spirit of both as he
is called in the Holy Scriptures sometimes the Spirit of the Father,
sometimes the Spirit of the Son.
How, then, cuuld it be otherwise
than that he, the Spirit of both, proceeds from both ? ^
As the
Homoousion was made prominent in opposition to Arianism, so it
was believed necessary also, in the same opposition, to express this
definition, viz., that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son and
from the Father, and the contrary appeared as a remnant of the
Arian system of subordination.^ Added to this was Augustin's speculative theory concerning the doctrine of the Trinity, which allowed
him to find an analogy pointing to the Trinity thi'oughout the whole
:

;

spirit of man as the image of God.
Being the Son is knowledge, as a selfmanifestation of this being,
hence the Son is begotten of the Fawill, love, as that wherein being and knowing embrace each
ther

and especially

creation,

God

the Father

is

in

the

the divine

—

;

;

other,

is

the fellowship of both, the exhibition of the divine unity

;

hence the Holy Spirit, as the fellowship, is the love in which botl>
embrace each other, and which proceeds from both.
And since th^"
Holy Spirit denotes the fellowship of both, he is also that whereby
we may be made partakei-s of the fellowship with the Father and
In all nature, as a manifestation of God, Augustin believed
Son.
that he saw a symbol of this Trinity, there being everywhere to be
observed a universal being, the particular being, and the unity and
harmony of the whole, in which both are presupposed.^
Moreover, the opposition between the two theories came, even
already, to be publicly expressed
although, on the part of the Western church, it was not the Oriental church doctrine, but Arianism
and although, on the part of the Oriental church, it was not the
Western church doctrine, but the doctrine of the creation of the
Spirit, which constituted the matters of dispute.
Nevertheless, the
way was thereby prepared for a struggle betwixt the two tendencies.
Thus, the great Syrian church teacher, Theodore of Mopsuestia, in
his confession of faith, contended against the representation that the
Holy Spirit did not derive his essence immediately from God the
:

;

See

1

e.

Tract. 99,
ius, ut sit

y.
55

Augustin. in evan<;el.Joanii.
8

:

Deus

A

quo autcni lialict Filenim de J)eo Deus),

(est

habet utique, lit etiam de illo procedat Spiritus Sanctus, ac per hoc Spiritits Sanctus, ut etiam de Filio procedat,
sicut prucedit de Patre, ab ipso habet Pa-

ab

illo

tre.
^

Keeping at a distance all notions of
and everything that bordered on subAugustin was unwilling to

time,

ordinationisiii,

even the representation ])ass, that the
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father to
the Son, and then first proceeds from the
Son, to sanctify the creature. Spiritus
Sanctus nou de Pati-e procedit in Filium,
let

et de i'ilio procedit ad sanctificaiidam
creaturain, sed siinul de utroque ]iruCLdit
dederit, iit queni:

quamvis hue Pilio Pater

adniodum de

se, ita

de

illo

quoque

jiro-

L. c. § 9.
^ Sermo 71, § 18.
In Spiritu Sancto
insinuatur Patris Eiliique comniunitas.
Quod ergo commune est Patri et Filio
per lioc nos habere communionem et inter
nos et secum.
Serm. 212, § 1 S})iritus
Sanctus, unitas amborum.
De Trinitiit.
1. 15, § 27
Spiritus Sanctus communcm.
qua invicem se diligunt Pater et Filius,
nobis insinuat caritatem.
Esse, species
rei et ordo.
Coufessio, L 13, c. 11, de
vera religione, § 13.
cedat.

—

—

:

—

:
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Father, but had received his existence through the Son.^ Cyrill of
Alexandria, having, in the ninth of his anathemas, pronounced sentence of condemnation on those who denied that the Holy Spirit is a
property of Christ,''^ Theodoret remarks upon this, in his refutation of
" If it is meant to be said here, that the Holy
these anathemas
Spirit is of like essence with the Son of God, and proceeds from the
But if it is meant to be said, that he
Father, let this be conceded.
has his existence from the Son, or through the Son, let it be rejected
1 Cor.
as blasphemous; " and he refers for proof to John 15: 2G
2:12. Theodore and Theodoret both evidently intended here to
that which favored the nocombat but one and the same doctrine,
But the Western church, in the
tion of the creation of the Spirit.
effort to combat Arianism, expressed herself in an opposite form.
When the West Gothic church of Spain, in the time of king Reccared, went over from the Arian doctrine to the Nicene, that Western
theory was first adopted as an addition to the Niceno-ConstantinopoliAt the third ecclesiastical assembly at Toledo, a. d.
tan creed.^
:

;

—

589, the creed was presented with this addition, and sentence of condemnation pronounced on those who did not believe that the Holy
Spirit proceeds from the Father and Son, where evidently those were
intended who still remained attached to the Arian doctrine which

had hitherto prevailed there.*

As we observed, the Oriental church was the proper theatre for the
controversies on the doctrine of the Trinity, with regard to which
The
Western church, in the main, kept itself more tranquil.
The most
Anti-Nicene doctrine had found here but few advocates.
considerable man among these latter was Auxentias, bishop of Milan,
who was rather inclined to Semi-Arianism, and who defended the
The major part of his church
symbol of faith drawn up at Rimini.
being satisfied with him, he was protected by the emperor Valentinian,
the

—

1 Aiu viov Tfjv vTzap^iv dTcqooq.
Mali
believed that he tbiiiul the procession of
ilie Holy Spirit from the Son expressed in
a passa<;e of Theodore's Commentary on
the Epistle to the Komans, published by
him. Spicileg. Rom. T. IV. p. 525. But
this would only follow from a reading
which cannot be the correct one. When
the passage is read in its connection, and
as restored in its right form, the meaning
Theodore, that is to
is exactly opposite.
say, wishes to guard against the inference
that the Holy Spirit, when Paul previously called him the Spirit of Christ, was

degraded, made dependent on
was taught by those who defended the doctrine of the creation of the
since, by afterwards calling him
Spirit
the Spirit of him who raised uj) Jesus from
going back from Christ to the
the dead,
Father,
he thereby gives it plainly to
oe understood, that, although the Holy
Spirit is the Spirit of the Son, he is nevertheless not ex(;luded from the divinity of
IlpoELTruv nvt'fia XpiOTOv,
the Father.
thereby

(/hrist, as

;

—
—

to nvevfia tov eyeipuvToc Xpiatov olxd kv Vfuv, enavayayuv ('md rov
Xpcarov inl tov iraTepa- oiHYev hcpov, uAX 7j
aa(j)u( 6i6u.aK(Jv,6Ti ek (must be « kqI) tov
vtov Kai (must be struck out) ro irvsvpia
ttu'/uv (tnjal

ovk uXXorpwv

ttjc nuTpiM/c -deoTijTOi ean.
- 'l6iov elvat tov Xpiarov.
These words,
according to their proper connection, do
not belong here, but are taken simply in
the connection which Theodoret gave to
them for the purpose of attacking them,
Spiritus Sanctus, qui procedit a Pa'^

tre Filioqne.

A

*
conciliatory mean betwixt the two
theories was offered by Augustin's explanation, that inasmuch as the Son has everything from the Father, but everything as
shared with the Father, so it might be said,
Spiritum Sanctum principaliter procedere
a Patre. Augustin de Trinitate, 1. 15, §
29, de civitate Dei, 1. 11, c, 24; and with
this intermediate view the theories of an
Athanasius and a Basil might also agre^

See above,
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ARIANISM AMONG THE VANDALS.

AMBROSE.

conformably with that prince's maxim of toleration. After the death
of Auxentius, in 374, a violent schism arose at the choice of a new
bishop.
Amhj-osf, who, as consular over the provinces of Lio-uria

and Emilia, had

his head-quarters at Milan, deemed it necessary to
go himself into the church, and exhort the people from the chancel
to be quiet.
A child perhaps so instructed shouted the name
of Ambrose ; and this was considered to be a voice from God in
favor of Ambrose, who already, in his civil offices, had acquired universal esteem and love.
The fact that he was but a catechumen was
not allowed to be any impediment.
He was first baptized, and somewhat later'ordained as bishop. The church of Milan afterwards came
into critical situations, in which she was protected by the energy and
firmness which Ambrose had acquired and preserved in other offices,
and in other relations. The empress Justina, the mother of the young
emperor Valentinian II., took advantage of his minority to contrive
some method of introducing Arianism, which had zealous friends

—

—

among the leaders of the allied troops of the Goths. Had Ambrose
yielded in a single point, had he given up to them a single church,
they would probably have continually gone on increasing their demands.

It

was

said, the

within his government,

emperor had power

—

to

determine

all

matters

that the churches belonged to him.
brose, on the other hand, affirmed that they were intrusted to

God.

The plans

of Justina were

met and defeated by

his

Amhim bv
energy,

firmness, and superior influence.

Semi-Arianism and Arianism continued to predominate for some
among the rude populations, especially of German origin, which
were during this period converted to Christianity because they had
been first instructed by teachers who were attached to those principles
because they held fast to the form in which they had once
received Christianity, and this very form may have constituted a convenient point of transition for these rude nations.
This mode of apprehending the doctrine of the Trinity may have been better suited
to them than the Nicene view, which presupposed a more cultivated
logical spirit.
The doctrine of Ulphilas, as appears from documents
lately pubhshed, was the Eunomian throughout.
We perceive in
him also the narrow dogmatic zeal of Eunomius so that, to him,
every other mode of apprehension, the homoousion, and the homoiousion, but especially the first, appeared wholly heretical and anti-christian.^
It seems to have been a peculiarity of the Arian teachers, as
time

;

;

;

1 The doctrine of Ulphilas 'nthus represented by his pupil: The Deus solus ingenitus,
qui cum essct solus, non ad divi-

—

siouem vel diminutionem

divinitatis

suaa

(herein is contained a reproach, directed
against the supposition of a derivation
from the essence of God), sed ad osten-

sionem bonitatis

et virtutis suae, sola vol-

untate et ])0testate impassibilis impassibiliter etc. unigenituin Deuin creavit et
genuit, fecit et fundavit.
(Here the view
tvas to be made prominent, that nothing could be conceived in a generation

whereby

itdiifered from a creation.)
Homousianorum odibilem et execrabileni,
pravam et perversani professionem ut diaholicam adinventionem et d;«moniorum
doctrinam sprevit et calcavit. Sed et homoeusianorum errorem et impietatem fie-

vitet devitavitet per sermoiieset tractatus
suos osfendit differentiam esse divinitatis
patris et filii et patrem quidemcreatorera
esse creatoris, tilius vei'o crcatorem esse
totius creationis, et patrem esse
:

Deum

Domini, filium autem
creaturas. Quaprojiter

Deum

esse nniversae

homousianorum seo-
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we

see in the example of Ulphilas, that, being less practiced logicians,
they adhered more tenaciously to the simple Bible doctrine, and were
not for teaching anything which they could not prove with the exactness of verbal testimony from the Bible.
Hence they frequently
offered it as an objection to the defenders of the Nicene council, that
they were obliged to have recourse to speculative reasoning, instead
This simple mode of preof the Bible, to prove the Homoousion.^
senting docti-ine contributed, perhaps, to make them better adapted
But we must certainly
to be teachers of the rude tribes of people.
make a great distinction among these Arian teachers, according to
They could be easily urged
their religious and moral character.
on to a fanatical spirit of persecution, by means of the great importance which they attached to these differences.
To the rude populations among whom Arianism found admission,
belonged the Vandals.
When, in 430, this tribe took possession of
North Africa, there arose, under their kings Geiserich and Hunnerich, several violent persecutions against the adherents of the Nicene
doctrine.
In part, the Vandal princes wished to retaliate the oppressions which their companions in the faith had to suffer in the Roman
empire
in part, those of their subjects who agreed in faith with the
Roman Christians were objects of suspicion to them and in part they
were led on by the rude, fanatical, Arian clergy.
Victor, bishop of
Vita, in Numidia, near the close of the fifth century, wrote a history
;

;

'

of this persecution.

b.

Co7isequences of this new shaping of the Doctrine of the Trinity on'
the Doctrine concerning Creation and other Doctrines theretvith
connected.

The new Nicene form

of the doctrine of the Trinity, which finally

supplanted the older system of subordination, had also an important
tam destruebat, quia non confusas et concretas personas, sed discretas et distinctas
credebat (the adherents of the Homoousion are repioached, therefore, with rcnioving the true distinction of persons in the
Triad), homoeusionauteni dissipabat, quia
non conqjaratas res, sed differentes art'cctus
(that no comparison could be made between
the Father and the Son, in conformity
with the Elunomian doctrine) defendebat
et filium similem esse patri suo, non

secundum Macedonianam fraudulentam
pravitatam et perversitatem contra scripturas dicebat.
L. c. p. 18. And concerning the Holy Spirit:
patrc per
filium ante omnia factum. He appealed to

A

the fact that accordin.t,^ to the ductrinc of
John and Paul all things were created
through the Son, thercfoi-e also the Holy
Spirit.
Sanctus Spiritus ncc (should
doubtless be et) advocatiis (7rap(kX??rof)
nec Deus nee Domiuus ])<)test dici, sed a
Deo per Dominum ut essct accepit, non
auctor neque creator, sed illuminator, sed

sanctificator, doctor et edncator, adjutor
et postulator

(who makes supplication

in

believers and tor them,
lioni. 8), prsediIn tlie Testament whic-ii
p. 19.
Ulphilas drew up at Constantinople before his death, he says, p. 21: P^uo Ulphila episcoj)ns et confessor semper sic
credidi et in hac fide sola et vera testacator.

mentum
and

facio

ad

Dominum meum,

—

his doctrine as here briefly expressed

aj^rees

with the previous presentation of

Of the Holy Spirit it is said Unum
S])iritum Sanctum virtutem illuminantem

it.

:

et sanctificantem, ut ait Christus propter

correctionem ad apostolos (which refers
to the farther development of Christian
truth ihroujih the Holy Spirit).
i The
Arian Maximinus says to Augnstin: Si affirmavcris de divinis Scripcuris,
si alicubi scriptam lectionem protuleris,

nos divinarum scripturarum optamus inveniri discipuli.
Augustin. collat. cum

Maxim. Arian.

§ 26.

'
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augustin's doctrine concerning creation.

influence on the whole Christian doctrine concerning God.
The doctrine of an emanation within the Triad left still remaining a certain
foothold for emanation theories generally ; and here accordingly the

questions about speculative cosmogonies might find a point of union,
as they had actually found in the case of Origen.
But now, when,
by the logically consequent system of Athanasius, a strong line of
demarkation was drawn between that which is grounded in the divine
essence, is derived from it and ever remains the same with it (as the

—

Son of God, and the Holy Spirit),
and that which is produced, by
an act of the divine will, from nothing,^
all, in fact, which must be
comprehended under the word creature,
the Christian conception of
creation was kept from being confounded with the doctrine of emanation, whilst the hypothesis of an eternal creation, to which Origen had
been forced in order to maintain his speculative consistency, was re-

—
—

pelled.

The Arians wished to show to their opponents, that the same arguments which the latter employed to prove the Son's eternal generation, might also be employed to prove a creation without beginning.
Athanasius said " We cannot conceive of paternity as being an ac:

cessory thing with God, for

if it were so, Ave should have to conceive
of the Divine being as subject to change.
If to be a father was worthy of him we can never conceive of him as other than such." ^
To
this the Arians replied, that by the same reasoning we should have to

deny

God's creation.
But Athanasius could not
was any force in this objection.
He here made valid
the distinction between that which is produced by the will of God
externally, and that which is grounded in the divine essence.
The
conception of the former implies a beginning
the conception of the
latter excludes all beginning.-^
But the question why God, having
always the power to create, has not always created, Athanasius dismissed as a question of presumptuous curiosity.
Nevertheless,
he
it was undoubtedly possible to give a reason why it could
supposed,
not be otherwise.
Since every creature is produced from nothing,
eternity of existence in a creature would be a contradiction.^
But
he failed to consider that bei)ig without temporal beyinnivf/, and
eternal being, are by no means equivalent conceptions
that a becoming, grounded in the dependence on a supreme cause, without
temporal beginning, is a possible object of thought,
though it may
be difficult for minds limited to the conditions and forms of time to
seize such a conception.
The acute mind of Augustin easily perceived the difference bealso a beginning of

feel that there

:

—

—

:

—

1

Concernin;;- the sense of this expres-

sion, see Vol. I. p. .565.

Am

TovTO uel

Kal rb fiEf TToh/fia

Trarr/p koc

oi'K

ui'uyMj iui Elvai,

-/up (iovTiETai

de

ovk emyeyovE
tC) deC3 TO Trarrjp, Iva fj/t] aal Tpenrdc elvai
vom,a{)y- El yap Kcikbv n) eivai avrbv naripa,
oi'K uEi de ijv naTT/p, ovk ueI upa rd KaTibv t]v
iv avrC).
Orat. I. coiitr. Ariati. § 28.
' To nohjfia e^uOev tov noLovvroQ eariv,
(ie
l6tov
niof
rfjc ovaia^ y£i'vr//i('i ecrrf 6ib
i
-

'6te

yivvqua ov

oiiaiaq
*

r£f

ianv

6 drifiLovpyhi, epyuCerai.
To
jSovXrjtrei vnoKECTnt, u2,?.u t^c
L. c: § 29.

16l6ttic.

"Ivu 6e Kav u.y.vdp6v Tiva 2.oyia/ibv evpov/x?/

aiumjnufiEi'

tu ^eu dvvarbv
ru yEvv^ra iiuka
kol ovk

nplv

tjv

,

ukovetuouv. oti

eI

Kal

ueI irotELV, uA/i' uvk TjdvvaTO

ovk ovtuv yup tan
Tvpiv yivvTaL.
Ta 6e ovk brjTa

yivijTai.,

ueI ovtl iS!v

;

elvai, ef

ttwq r/6vvaT0 avvVTrapxeiv

ru
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tween a creaturely becoming, and an eternal, unconditioned divine
To him it was clear, that an ever-existing spiritual world,
without temporal beginning, might be conceived, without its being
necessary on this account to conceive it to be equal with God, the
alone eternal ; and without prejudice to the doctrine of God as the
almighty Creator since a becoming without beginning is not equivaAugustin was, in his untrammeled thought,
alent to eternal being.^
quite conscious to himself of the difficulties growing out of the mind's
dependence on temporal forms of intuition ^ and he chose rather to
" I fall
confess his ignorance, than to assert a thing dogmatically .^
being.

;

;

back," he says, " upon that which our Creator has seen fit to let us
know and I confess that it transcends my powers, to know that which
he may permit wiser men to know here in the present life, or which
;

he may reserve for perfected saints to come to the knowledge of in
another life." * In this reservedness, he would set the examj)le himself, lest his readers might suppose that every question could be anThis self-restraint he regarded as the condition of all true
swered.
" For," says he '' if the child is fed in proportion to its
progress.
powers, it will be capable of receiving more as it grows stronger
^
but if its food exceeds its capacity, it will fail before it can grow."
But while, in such things, Augustin exhorted to humility of knowledge,
he was opposed to that narrow kind of faith which scornfully disal''
See," he says in his Confessions,*^
lowed the speculative need.
" 1 answer the one who asks, What was God doing before he made
heaven and earth ?
not as one is said to have done, who sought to
parry the force of such a question by a joke, He was preparing hell
I
I should prefer to answer
for those who pry into deep things.'
know not
what in fact I know not, rather than to raise a laugh
against him who asks questions about deep things, and to be praised
for a false answer."
As Augustin carefully guarded against conceiving God's work
of creation as an act in time, so too he w^as led by this habit, and
by his general view of the world, which proceeded out of a deej) religious feeling, to profounder views of the relation between God's
;

'

—

'

'

'

:

—

'

and government of the world, and befcween the
Next after Origen, he was the first to
and in this explicafarther the conception of the miracle

creation, preservation,

natural and the supernatural.

unfold

still

Et si semper fuerunt (angcli), creati
sunt, nee si semper fuerunt, ideo Creatori
coieterni sunt.
Ille eniin semper tuit
jKternitate innnutabili, isti autein facti
sunt; sed ideo semper fuisse dicuntur,
quia omni tempore fuerunt, sine quibus
temjjora nullo modo esse potuerunt, tempus autem quoniam niutabilitate transcurrit, ifiternitati immutabili non potest
esse coisetcrnum.
L)e civ. Dei, 1. XII. c.
1

15, § 2.
^ Augustin, as Kant afterwards, recogaized the same antinomies in relation to
jpace and time. As there are inlinita spa-

;

temporis, so there are infiuita spatia
L. c. 1. XI. c. 5.
Vereor, ne facilius judicer atlirniare
quod nescio, quam docere quod !-cio. L.
tia

locorum.
^

c.

1.

XII.

*

lledeo igitur ad

c.

15, § 3.
id,

quod creator nos-

nos voluit, ilia vero, quffi vel
sapientioribus in hac vita scire permisit,
ter

scire

vel omnino perfectis in alia vita scie:ida
servavit, ultra vires meas esse contiteor.
Si enim pro viribus suis alatur infans,
fiet,

ut crescendo plus capiat;

si

autem

vires suiB capacitatis excedat, defieiet, an-

tequani crescat. L. c.
Confess. 1. XI. c. 12, § 14.
«*
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be found the germ of everything profoundly said on this subAccording to
by the scholastics of the thirteenth century.
Augustin, the whole course of the world's history is, from beginning
•to end, a realizing of that which, in the divine Idea, was determined
What subsists all at once in
from eternity as a connected whole.
In this rethe divine Idea, is realized in time only by degrees.
gard, nothing new can take place,
nothing which was not prefigured in that ideal order of the world.
Again, in the forces and laws
which God implanted at the beginning in creation, is contained all
which God permits to proceed therefrom in the whole course of nature, whether with or without the agency of men, whom God uses as
''
his instruments.
In one way," says Augustin, " all things are in
tion

is to

ject

—

God's word, where they subsist not as created but as eternal in another way, they are in the elements of the world, where all that ever
was to be was created at once (potentially) in yet another way,
they are in the things which, after the causes created at one and the
same time, are not created at one and the same time, but each in its
appointed time.^ He contends against the opinion held by some, that,
the world being once created by God, everything else is produced by
the world itself, accoi-ding to the order and command of God, but
witliout his interposition.
Against this opinion, he cites the passage
" Let us believe then, or if we may, let
in John 5
17, and adds
us know that God worketh hitherto even until now, so that if his
agency were to be withdrawn from created things, all would perish." If we look, then, at the divine, ideal order of the world, we shall
see that everything there coheres together. What is called a miracle,
and what takes place according to the ordinary course of nature,
have alike their ground in this divine order.
All, again, is alike the
work of God, without whose continuous creative energy, nothing can
subsist.
Yet everything which God works stands not in like manner
related to the powers implanted in nature at the creation.
Here it
is necessary to distinguish between that which God permits to proceed from these powers, and that which presupposes new divine influences and powers, superadded to the former.
This makes the
difference between the natural and the supernatural.
Yet even the
supernatural is not anything contrary to the course of nature
for by
virtue of the all-comprehending wisdom of God, and of the order and
harmony running through all his works, nature was, from the beginning, planned with reference to everything that should take place in
it, though under new and
The views thus unaccessory influences.
" The elements
folded may be presented in Augustin's own words
of this corporeal world have their specific [)Owers and properties,
that which each can do and cannot do
that which can, and which
;

;

:

:

;

:

—

;

1 HiBc aliter in verbo Dei, iibi ista non
sunt aliter in dementis
mundi, ubi omnia simul facta futura sunt

facta, sed ffiterna

:

rebus, quae secundum causas simul creatas non jam simul, sed sue quae-

alitor in

que tempore creantur.
eram, 1. VI. § 17.

De Genesi ad

lit-

^ Sic ertro credamus, vel si possumus
etiam intelligamus, usque nunc operari
Deum, ut si conditis ab eo rebus operatio
ejus subtrahatur, intercidant.
L. c. 1. V.

§ 40.

AS NOT CONTRARY TO NATURE.
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From these primal causes of thhigs,
cannot happen from each.
But the alsverythiug that is produced comes in its proper time.
mighty power of the Creator can produce out of all this, in a way
transcending the natural course, something else besides what lies in'
those primal causes containing the seminal principles of all things.
Yet nothing else than what is also contained in themhj possibility.
that is, could be produced fro)n them by God ^ for his almighty
power is not arbitrary will, but the almighty power of wisdom and
he brings out of each thing, in its time, what he designed, at the crea" God, the Creator
tion, to have it in his power to bring out of it."
of all nature," says x\ugustin, ''does notlnng which is contrary to
for that must be in conformity with the nature of eacli thing,
nature
which He does, from whom all measure, number, and order in nature
We say, not without propriety, that God does something
proceeds.
which is contrary to nature, when it is contrary to the course of the
nature known to us. This ordinary course of nature, which is known
to us, we are accustomed also to call nature ; and when God does
But against
anything which is contrary to this, we call it a miracle.
that highest law of nature which lies equally beyond the knowledge
of the ungodly and of the yet simple, God is as little capable of doing
;

;

'^

;

anything as he

is

of acting against himself."

^

Thus Augustin sees throughout all nature the immediate agency of
God, and looks upon the miracle as simply an event which is calculated to arouse the attention of such as pay no heed to that agency

God which lies veiled under the ordinary course of nature.
" Who," says he, '' can look abroad upon the works of God, by
means of which this whole universe is governed, and not be struck
Would he but
and overwhelmed by the wonders there displayed.
contemplate the power of life lying in a single seed, he would find it
to be a great thing, enough to astonish every thoughtful observer.
But because men, from being intently bent on something else, pay no
regard to the works of God in which they should daily praise him,
therefore has God, as it were, reserved to himself certain unusual
things which he may do, in order that by these wonders he may
rouse up men who are asleep, as it were, to the worship of himself." *
of

1

Super hunc autem motum cursumque

reruni naturalein potestas creatoris habet
apud se posse de his oiriuibus facere aliud,
quain eoriira quasi seiniuales rationcs habent,

non tamen id,quod non

utde

his tieri vel aii ipso possit.

csi
'^

ad literam,

1.

in iis posuit,

De Gen-

IX. § 32.

Nequc enim potentia temeraria, sed

sa-

turaruin, nihil contra naturam facit
id
crit cuifjue rui iiaturale, quod ille
a (juo est, ouiuis modus, nuiuerus,
ordo naturie.
Sed contra naturam non
incon<;rue dicimus alicpiid Deum facere,
quod tacit c(Hitra id, cpiod novimus in na
tura.
Hanc etiam enim apiieliamus na:

enim

t'eccrit,

turam, cotiuitum nobis cursum solitumque

Deus cum aliquid
Contra illam
naturae lej^em a notitia re

pientiae virtute-omnipotens est, et hoc de
unacjuaque re in tempore suo tacit, quod

naturie, contra queni
facit,

mirabilianominantur.

ante in ca fecit, utj>ossit. L. c. Therefore
he savs the caussales rationcs, quas Dcus

vero

summam

:

indidit, are ad utrumque modum
habiles creatse, sive ad istum, quo usitatissime temporalia transcurrunt, sive ad
ilium, quo rara et mir.abilia fiunt, sicut
Deo facere placuerit, quod tempori congruat.
L. c. 1. VI. § 2.5.
•*
Deus creator et conditoronmiura na-

mundo

motam
morum

sive
tarn

impioruin sive adhue infir
Deus nullo modo facit, quara
facit.
Contra Faus-

contra se ipsum non
turn

1.

XXVI.

c. 3.

* Quis est, qui considerat opera
Dei,
quibus regitur et administratur totus hie
iriundus, et non obstupescit obruiturque
miraculis"? Si cousideret vim uuius grani,
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The Doctrine concerning

c.

Closely

Christ's divine nature,

human

the

Person of Christ.

connected with the history of the
is

concerning

doctrine

the history of the doctrine concerning his

nature, and concerning the relation of the

vine element in his person

:

human

to the di-

for the opposite tendencies in the

mode

of apprehending the former doctrine would extend their influence also
to the different modes of conceiving the latter.
They who more exactly conceived the .notion of Christ's divinity would be led thereby
to conceive with more distinctness and precision the notion of his

human nature

;

and

to

draw a clearer

predicates " divine " and

line of separation

between the

human " nature, in
human finitude to

order to secure themBelves against transferring
the divine essence of
Christ.
But they who acknowledged the Logos only as the most perfect of created beings were not therefore laid under obUgation by
''

any doctrinal interest to distinguish from the Logos a rational soul
mediating his union with the human body.
It was, on the contrary,
for the interest of their doctrine to make no such distniction, so as to
have it in their power to bring up everything which might otherwise
be referred to the human soul in Christ, as a proof of the non-absolute
being of the Logos himself
This holds good in its application to
Arius and Eunoraius.^ But when the distinction of the two natures
was objected to them by the defenders of the Homoousion, they accused these latter of denying the true personal unity of the God-man,
of making the one Son of God and the one Christ to be two Sons
of God and two Christs,^
precisely the same objection as had in the
preceding period been brought against Origen, when he, for the first
time, gave systematic form to the doctrine of Christ's complete hu-

—

man

—

nature.

Arianism, as we have seen, did full justice neither to the divine
The second wrong was the natural
nor to the human side in Christ.
But Marcellus of Ancyra was driven from
consequence of the first.
the opposite point to a similar result.
In proposing to himself, as the
object of a one-sided interest, to glorify the Logos, he was ready (in
order to secure this single purpose of being able to maintain the
absoluteness of the Logos, and to remove from him all appearance of
dependence and suboi'dination) to sacrifice the veritable reality of
the human nature in Christ.
It was one part of the mischief of these
disi)utes,

moving within a

circle of abstract formulas, that, instead of

starting in the first place from a total intuition of the person of Christ
as it historically manifested itself, men treated the doctrine of the

Logos in an abstract manner, and as a separate thing by itself Independent of all consideration of the historical Christ, Marcellus had
^ From Gren'or.
Nyss. orat. II. T. II.
magna quceclam ves est, horror est considSed

eranti.

(luia

homines

in aliud intenti

perdiderunt considerationem operum Dei,
qua darent laudem quotidie creator!,
tanquam servavit sibi Deus inusitata quas
dam, quae faceret, ut tanquam dormientes
homines ad se colendum mirabilibus excitaret.
In Joann. evangel, c. 2 Tract.

«n

vm.

§

1.

it is clear that in Eunomius' conof faith it must have been said
LvaXajiovTa ek. TpvxrjC nal au/xarog avdpuTzov."
- See Eunomius against Basil. Gregor
Nyss. c. Eunom. orat. IV. f. 578.

f.

482,
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"
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framed to himself the conception of a Spao-rtKj) Ivipyna of the Logos,
to which he referred all that he supposed could not be referred to the
Logos himself without detracting from his absoluteness. Everything
pertaining to the agency of the Logos in revelation, and so also the
whole temporal manifestation of Christ, he set apart and appropriated
Now here, he agreed with
to this operative energy of the Logos.
his opponents the Arians in this respect, that in the man Christ Jesus
he did not recognize an independent human soul, but made the incarnation of the Logos to consist in his simply assuming a human body.
And this had an important influence upon his whole conception of the
The person of Christ would have apdoctrine concerning Christ.
peared to him of far greater significance, had he started with the
intuition of that Christ in whom nothing was wanting that belongs to
the purely

human

having done

so,

nature,

he

felt

— with

the intuition of the actual Christ.

compelled

to

Not

deny the existence of a true

human soul in Christ, and to affirm rather, that the special revealing
agency of the Logos was the animating principle of Christ's body.
According to hia idea of the Logos, however, this could not be the
whole of his infinite essence, but only a certain partial energy of that
The
essence, by which the entire personality of Christ was formed.
" drastic energy " of the Logos, appropriating to itself the body of
We know not how
Christ, was that which formed the person in him.
Marcellus defined this agency of the Logos in all its details.
More
particular explanations of this point are not to be found in his writIt may be that one whose interest in doctrinal matters was so
completely absorbed, as his was, in the doctrine concerning the Logos,
did not bestow much attention on this particular point. At all events,
if he had proceeded to develop the contents of his. thoughts into clear
consciousness, he must have been led to some such theory as the

ings.

Sabellian.

We

must now take notice of the following remarkable antithesis
On the one hand, by referring all the
passages in the New Testament relating to Christ which appeared to
him to fail of saying enough for the absoluteness of the Logos, to the
person of Christ formed by that iylpyeia Spaa-TLKr] of the Logos, he
would of necessity, be led to assign to this person the highest place

in the doctrine of Marcellus.

This, in fact, would harmonize completely with his
view of the end of redemption
namely, that the assumption of human nature by the Logos was for the purpose of obtaining for man the
victory over Satan, who had deceived and overcome him
of glorifying man's nature by exalting it to a divine life
of bestowing upon it
But on the other hand, his all-engrossing interthe highest. dignity.^

in the creation.

;

;

;

1 In cxplainiiiij John 12
28, Marcellus
says: 'Iva 'V vivtpjioMiv TfjQ (pikavdpumai
tv Tij /lerd rfjv uvdoraniv rf/c aapKoc devrip^
(56|7? rdv npoTEpov &V7jTdv uv&pcjnov uduvaTOV uTTEpyuaTjrai, koI Toaavry uvtov So^da^
S6^, iJare ufj (lovov uvrbv t7/c irpoTspag
:

ai^oKkayrivai 6ovke\aq, oKkd koI Tr)q virep
iv&pcJTrov d^Ludrjvau 6d^r]g,
and after-

—

wards

'Iva vko roii diniSoXov ana-TjdevTa
npoTspov tov uv&pwTrov, avrhv av&i(, viKr/aai
rdv 6iu(io?i.ov TxapaaKtvaarj- did tovto uvti:

tov uvdp(jTrov, 'iva uKCi}\,nhduic: roiirov
Ti/g e^ovalag napa'AajSdv napaoKSVEuseb. c. Marcell. Ancyran, 1. II. f.
48, 49.
Xr](l>£

unapxvv

doi).
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Logos placed him under the neposition of a mere instrument, of a means which must of itself disappear, as soon as the end
it was to subserve should be attained
and so to reduce the humanity of Christ to a mere accident, which the Logos would finally cast
est in behalf of the doctrine of the

cessity of lowering Christ, as

man,

to the

;

aside.

If later theologians

fell

into labored

and tortugus explanations of

the Epistle to the Colossians because they were unwilling to find there

the doctrine of Christ's divinity, Marcellus was forced into the like

—

that of not being
tortuous interpretations by an opposite interest,
required to suppose anything whereby the absoluteness of the Logos

might seem to him to be impaired.
As he could not think it possible
that, by the image of the invisible God, the first-born was to be understood,
the Logos in himself,
he felt constrained to understand
by these names the man formed by the SpaortKr/ eie'pyeta of the Logos.
And hence the creation which is here attributed to him must be understood to refer only to the new spiritual creation brought about by
Christ, which, in its effects, must be extended also to the higher spirits,

—

—

since this indeed
tion,

born

is

implied in the fact that Christ, after his resurrecall the other orders of creation.
The first-

was exalted above
is

Christ only as the

new man, the centre of the whole
by whom the unity of the creation was

first

creation, the final instrument,

be restored after the subdual of

to

all evil.^

Accordingly,

to this

new

creation brought about by Christ, he applied also the words in Provand in this connection cites the declaration of Paul
erbs 8 : 22-2-3
;

" other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus
Christ," understanding by this what had been predetermined, from
all eternity, to be the foundation of God's kingdom.^
But, inasmuch
as in his view the persowiL Christ, when compared with the idea of
the Logos, retreated far into the background, and everything was
depending only on the transient moment during which the Spaa-TtKrj
ivepycLa of the Logos animated the body, the question presented itWhy should this energy continue any longer after its
self to him
end had been reached, after the perfect redemption, the complete victory over the kingdom of evil has been accomplished, and the redeemed, at the resurrection, have attained to the perfect enjoyment
It was, in truth, simply in order to this end, that
of blessedness ?
Here Marthe Logos took the alien a-dp^ into union with himself.
cellus appealed to the declaration of Christ, " The flesh profiteth
How then
he arnothing,
it is the Spirit that quickeneth."
should the flesh that profiteth nothing remain united with
gued
how should the form of a servant,
the Logos through all eternity
which he assumed, continue for evermore to abide with him ? ^ Thus
:

—

—

—

•

;

elvnc tov rpuTOv KOLvbv
bv ra niivra uvaK.E(bakaMaa6 deog.
'A/tou«f, bm-jg ov
(lovov Tuvra, uAAa Kal ru 7rpoJ}7ra,o,^oyrfi ev
re ohpuvoig aal errl rf/g yf/g ev aliru Kara rf/v
1

HpuTOTOKOv

avi'-ipcjKov, eif

a&ai

if^oiAr/dri

KnivT]v KTiaiv kKTia&at aupjEalvei.
'icU.
-

1.

II.

t'.

c.

Mar-

ttjv

Kara

44.

QepsTuov piv tovtov 6vopa^o)v

aupaa uvrov irpoopia-delaav
c.

f.
'^

o'lKovofilav.

L.

45.

Ilwf

kyxf^pA

TTfv

e/c

yfjg re

pridev <l)(j>e'Aovaav [aupua] kv

Tolg

ovaav Kal

pUXovauv

aiuaiv avru TivaLTeXovaav avvdvac rw Anyu
nibg eSei rfjv tov (hOXov popcpr/v 7]v avh'kri(j>Ev
6 Tibyog, popipf/v ovaav (hvAov nvveivai riji
Tubytp ; c. Marcell. 1. II. f. 44.
;
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he was forced, by his one-sided doctrine of the Logos, to conclude
ihat the L^gos would finally, when the end should have been attained,
emerge from that particular form of manifestation through the
" flesh," would cast oflf the human veil, and that then the particular
kingdom of Christ would come to a close, and only the universal
kingdom, being, and agency of the Logos, who is one with the
Father, would continue to

15

28, and to the

:

word

''

He

refers for proof to 1 Corinth.
exist.
until " in Ps. 110 : 1.^

becomes very plainly apparent how much the true moment, the
the doctrine of redemption is underhow the separating gulf between
valued by the Marcellian scheme,
God and the creature is once more pushed into notice, and the siguitiIt

point of most importance in

—

—

when Marcellus says:
cance of personality wholly overlooked,
Should any one maintain, however, that Christ's human flesb was worthy of the Logos, because the Logos made it immortal by the resurrection, let him know that everything immortal is not therefore wortliy of
he who can, by his
for God is greater than immortality itself,
God,
But that everytliiug
will, make even thiui^s that are not, immortal.
immortal is riot therefore worthy of being taken into union with Gt)d
is evident from the fact that the angels, though immortal, do not for
It is neverthis reason approach any nearer to union with God."'"-^
theless certain, however, that he must have been clearly aware of the
close corner into which he was driven by maintaining these positions \
of the contradiction in which he involved himself with the scriptural
The question came up
doctrine which he meant to hold fast.
What then was to become of this "- flesh," raised up to immortality
" It is beyond our powers of knowledge," he says, " to answer this
question.
We see but through a glass darkly, aad our knowledge is
"•

—

—

't

but in part.

We

shall first

know how

this

is,

when we see

face

to

Therefore question me not about things concerning which I
have no distinct knowledge from Holy Scripture. For this reason
I can say nothing definite about this divine ' flesh
in union with
the Logos.
But I believe Holy Scripture, that there is one God and
his Logos, who proceeded from the Father, so that by him all things
might subsist but who will, after the restitution of all things, subject himself to the God and Father who put all things undei- lus feet,
that the Logos may be in God, even as he was before."
Marcellus' disciple, Photinus, bishoj) of Sirmium in Lower Pauuonia, in proceeding to develop still further the doctrine received froai
his master, overstepped the hmits which the latter had prescribed
trimself.
He could not rest satisfied with the vague and uncenai
expressions. of Marcellus with regard to Christ's humanity,
in striving to resolve the contradiction which his predecessor had left standing, he was pushed on still further.
While Marcellus had scarted
face.

'

;

-^

.

1 OvKovv
opov Tivu doKEC E^ctv 7/ KnTu
uvBpuTTOv avTov oiKovofxta te kuI jSaaiXELa.

t/. c.

-

f".

51.

'Oti

oil

onep ur&dvaTov, tovto u^iov
yap Kal avrrjc rfjg ddavaaiag 6
iavTov (iovAT/aEi kui tu. htj ovra
TTuv

"dEov- iiiii(uv
iJeof, 6

Tfj

VOL.

II.

31

udavara noielv dvvu/j.Evoc. 'En 6i ov nuv to
a^kvarov ivCJ(j<&ai &eC) a^cov .drfXov, on Kal
ifKb Toil dp^df Kal i^ovatag Kal dy)i'Aovi
u&avurovg ovrof firjdiv diafopelv rj kvoTjjTi

rov Seov.
L. c.
" C. Marcell.

f.

1.

52.
II.

f.

53.

»
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with no other interest than that in behalf of the Logos doctrine, and
led along to his pecuUar theory of the nature and person of
Christ only by his wish to secure this doctrine against objections,
Photinus, on the other hand, directed his attention to the Avhole doctrine concerning Christ's person, and sought to make out for himself
an appropriate, designative conception of this doctrine. Thus he came
to a view of it which was in all respects akin to SabeUianism.

was

—

either the thinking
The Logos, he regarded as the divine reason,
reason within the divine essence, or the active reason revealing itself
He would not apply
outwardly (the Aoyos ivSiddcTwi or Trpoe^optKos),!
the title " Son of God " to the Logos, but only to the Christ who

The existence of the Son of God began first, he
in time.
He existed before this only in the
taught, with his birth from Mary.
In this sense he exdivine idea,
in the divine predetermination.

appeared

—

plained those passages in the Old Testament which were understood
Like SabeUius, he conto refer to a preexistence of the Messiah.''^
sidered that a certain irradiation of the divine essence in the form of

—

that
the Logos was that which constituted Christ's personal being,
Christ's human personality was derived from a certain hypostatizing
Hence it is signalized as his doctrine, that God's exof the Logos.

panding essence constitutes the Son of God, or that the expansion of
Photinus taught
the divine essence is to be denominated the Son.^
also, like Marcellus, that the particular kingdom of Christ would have
He would
its end, when that final consummation should be reached.^
probably differ, however, from Marcellus, in this, that while he held
to a future termination of Christ's kingdom, he did not apply this
Umitation to Christ's personality formed from the irradiation of the
Had not
Logos, but attributed to the latter an eternal duration.
this been so, such a disparagement of the dignity of Christ would
It may also
certainly have been urged as an objection agahist him.
be gathered from the opposite theses of the Sirmian council, that he
interpreted the names " Holy Ghost " and " Paraclete " as denoting
simply the agency of God or of Christ.
From the proper doctrine of Photinus, however, we must be careThe
ful to distinguish what commonly passed by the same name.
fine distinctions between the doctrines of the Monarchians were such
and as Photinus had much that bore
as eluded common discernment
;

1 The theses laid down against the doctrine of Photinus by the council of Sirmiiim, A. D. 357, are of great weight in
helping us to make out the characferistic
points of that doctrine. Here we lind this
Et rig evdiuderov 7/ npofopmov
formula
Aoyov M-yoi TOV viov tov li'eoi) uvudefia eanj.
'O XoYog ev
See Epiphan. hteres. 51
On the passage
ru) TTaTpi 7jv,uXA.' Tjv vloc.
:

:

Daniel 7 13 Tovto rrpoKaTayyeXTiKiJc
ohx ug tov viov vnupxovTog, uXkd 6t]
b EfiE/iAev vlbg nakslaiiaL /ietu ttjv Mapiav,
irpoxprjOTiKug tu iruvTa uva(pip£Tai elg avTov,
inapxr/C ^£ ovnu ijv, Tybyog 6e tjv, Ka^uirep
in

E?i£yev,

:

:

With this agree also the
kv kiibi ^ loyoq.
opposite tlieses of the Sirmian cuunciL
' Tlie
Sirmian unathematism Et rig
nT^.uTVVo^evrjv tt/v ovaluv tov &eov Tovylov
Aeyot. notdv rj rnv TzTiaTvaiiov rfjc ovacai
:

To which l)elongs this
ovofid^eL
EZ tic tov ayf:vvT}Tot> i] fispog avToii
toA/i^.
yeyevvf/a&ai
Mapiac ?uyEi,v
amov
also

U

:

To

the ojiposite thesis, in the
Sirmian confession of faith cotieerniug
Christ, has reference: Ov tj ^aaOieia uKaTa•*

this

iravoTog ovaa dtafXEVEi Etg Toijg aiuvag ukel"EaTut yap Ka&E[,6fiEvog kv de^i^ tov

povg.

naTpdg, ov fiovnv kv
kv T^ iieXkopTL.

tcj

aiuvi TOVTcp,

uAM

ical
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resemblance to the Samosatenian doctrine of the Triad, men might
confound his entire doctrine with the Samosatenian theory.
In opposition to these two tendencies in the mode of conceiving
the doctrine concerning Christ, the Arian and the so-called Photinian,
that is to say, properly speaking, the Samosatenian, two others now proceeded to form themselves in the dogmatico-polemical interest, maintaining, on the one hand, the completeness of the human nature of
Christ, and, on the other, the true personal union of the two natures.
According as the one or the other of these predominated, differences
Yet
would now arise in the mode of apprehending this doctrine.
while it was sought to hold fast the theory of personal unity along
with the completeness of the human nature taken up into union with
easily

the Logos, as the essential thing, many differences in particular modes
of conception might have existed, without encroaching on the unity
The most eminent church teachers, such as Athanasius,
of faith.^
Basil of Csesarea, Gregory Nazianzen, labored to preserve the unity
of faith on this side, and to suppress those schisms which were now
But the germ was already formed of antagoexisting in the bud.

nisms which could no longer be suppressed, but must go on to develop
themselves without stop or hindrance.
Especially important was the influence of the two great church
teachers of Cappadocia, Gregory Nazianzen and Gregory of Nyssa,
We find in them the further
on the development of this doctrine.
They
prosecution of the tendency which commenced with Origen.
adopted from Origen the doctrine, that the Logos united himself, by
the mediation of a rational human soul (of a i/'vxT yoipk), with the

The

essential point of this union, the characteristic

personal

unity, they placed in this, namely, that the

sensuous nature.

mark

of the

Logos took all the parts of human nature into fellowship with
They affirmed, it is true, that this perhimself, and pervaded them.
meation took place potentially from the first moment of the human
but, with Origen, they taught at the same time that its
existence

divine

;

consequences, in respect to all the parts of human nature, did not
unfold themselves until after Christ's resurrection ; that, after his

1 As, for example, Hilary of Poictiers
expressed his own peculiar mode of apprcbending the doctrine as follows " Christurn sibi animam assumsisse ex sc ct corpus per se " i. e. a soul derived in some
:

;

way from

his divine essence, to which it
especially related ; and a body niiracnlously so wrought by the divine informing jjower, that although in shape it resembled other human bodies, it was yet
of a more exalted nature, so that to all
sensuous atfections which he wasnot liable
to by any necessity of nature, he voluntarily subjected himself, to secure a particular object in view, viz. the salvation of
man, /car' oiKovofxiav. See Hilar, de Trindoctrine similar
itate, 1. TX. et X.
to that set forth in the preceding period

was

A

by Clement of Alexandria, according to
it must be admitted, especially so
as it concerns the view of Hilary,
the ideal of purely human virtue, which
Christ must present, in order to be the
Redeemer of mankind and the author of
a new moral creation in humanity, could
not be rightly understood. To this theory
of the body, 'Hilary suffered himself to be
misled by the false ascetic theory which
derived sin particularly from the sensuous
nature.
As it respects the other position,
however, the correct notion hovered before
his mind that the human nature of Christ
cannot be regarded as one that came in
the natural course of the development of

which,
far

sinful

humanity.
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ascension to glory, his body also became transfigured to a form analoSee vol. I. p. 639.
gous with the divine essence.
In refutation of the charge brought by Eunomius, that, by the
supposition of a complete human nature in Christ along with the
divine nature, a duality was ascribed to him, Gregory of Nyssa says

" Beyond question, such a duality would

find place,

if,

along with the

divine nature, there existed in Christ another ahen one in its own peBut, as everything had
culiar characteristic marks and properties.

been transformed after the analogy of the divine nature, into which
the human has risen, as wood into the fire, such a distinction no
longer holds good." ^ From this theory was derived the argument for
a transfer of the divine predicates to the human nature, and, vice
As in the case
a reciprocal interchange of attributes ^
of Gregory of Nyssa the principles of the Origenistic system of faith
versa, for

appear everywhere more sharply defined than they do in the case
Gregory Nazianzen so he maintained that the glorified boily of
Christ, by that sublimation (dia/cpao-is) into the essence of the divine

of

;

nature, laid aside gravity, shape, color, limitation, all the properties
a proper human nature was to be ascribed
of the sensuous nature
:

Hence also
only during the period of its earthly appearance.
he taught the doctrine of the omnipresence of the glorified body of
" After the same manner as Christ exists in the superterresChrist
to

it

:

he exists with us in all parts of the world." ^
derived from the Origenistic theology,
came forth the system of the younger Apollinaris^ a man thoroughly
trained in the study of the ancient Greek literature, and a native of
This perLaodicea in Syria, of which city he finally became bishop.
son belonged, by his whole theological bent, to that class of men who,
while repudiating a blind faith, would seek to reconcile the opposition
between faith and knowledge by such a presentation of the doctrines
Investigation into
of faith as would be satisfactory also to reason.
the doctrines of faith should, as he supposed, serve to make men fully
and clearly conscious of everything contained in these doctrines, and
enable them to separate therefrom those foreign elements, proceeding
from other sources, which had involuntarily or insensibly become mixed
up with them. Scientific development should give to the doctiines
of faith the conceptual expression corresponding to their pure substantial contents. Thus, for example, he observed that low Jewish and
pagan modes of conception had imperceptibly gained admission into
trial regions, so also

In opposition

to this theory,

the Christian consciousness
this

evil

We

;

therefore, to preserve the purity of the

necessary to provide a remedy against
by some such reduction of doctrines to clear and distinct

Christian faith, he thought

it

1
see here much that is analogous
to the later Monophysitism. See Gregor.
Nyss. orat. IV. f. 589, T. III. 265. His
ep. ad Thcophihini.
The uvTt/j.E'&iaTaatg tuv ovofiarcjv,
which
ch afterwards became the occasion of
nuch controversy.
80 much
Gregory of Nazianzen expresses himHe says we should
self more temperately.

not attribute to the glorified body of
Christ any properly sensuous qualities, but
neither again a spiritual essence (^rcrt?
that it is impossible to deterthis respecting
"
the
nature of his glorified body (^eoei^e
aripov irw^arof). Gregor. Naz. orat. 40k
f. 671.
uaufjidToq)

;

mine anything more than
"
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conceptions.

" Faith alone," he contended

in opposition to those

who

continually spoke of foith, and rejected all new investigation. " faith
alone is, as yet, of no value ; everything depends on the eoidentx of
It is only i\\e j^ionH faith, embi-acing within it the genuine
But to preserve this subChristian matter, which possesses value.
stantial matter pure, to keep away from it all impious elements, invesFaith, without examination, was of no service
tigation is necessary.
this faith.

The faith of Christians should be accompanied, therefore,
Eve.
with examination, lest unawares it should become mixed up with palie was no advocate of a stiff supernatgan or Jewish opinions." ^
uralism
but he would have the supernatural to be so apprehended
a^ that nature and the rights of nature should also be recognized.
to

;

The supernatural

is

in

harmony with the natural

or, as this principle

;

was expressed by him, " Nature is not disturbed by her Creator " meaning that God never so brings about supernatural events as

—
to

subvert the laws of nature, or to destroy that peculiar property of an
From this
essence which has its ground in the laws of its nature.
follows the conclusion which, in the place above cited, Apollinaris exthat God uses all beings as his instruments
pressly deduces from it,
Thus,
in a way corresponding to the peculiar nature of each one.
for instance, he makes use of rational beings, endowed with formal

—

freedom, in no such way as to destroy their peculiar attribute as free
beings,
in no such way as to deprive them of that which distinWhat important consequences
guishes them from natural essences.
flow from the principle here expressed is sufficiently evident.
Interest for what strictly belongs to the Christian faith, and the
The object he
scientific interest, were, with him, combined in one.
had at heart was, by investigation, to set forth in-its full validity the
supernatural element of the Christian faith, which, by many opinions
passino; current for orthodoxy, he believed to be exposed to danger.
Thus, it seemed to him, in particular, that the view which proceeded

—

from Origen, of a rational, human soul, assumed by the Logos as the
organ of his self-manifestation in humanity, deprived the doctrine of
Christ as the

God-man

of

its

From

true significance.

this,

men had

insensibly been led on to substitute at length, in place of the

God-

man, a mere prophet, endowed by the Logos with extraordinary

gifts

Like the older Patripassianists against whom Ori
gen contended, he thought it of the highest importance to hold fast
upon this one point namely, that in Christ's appearance, God reHe thought he could show, with mathvealed himself immediately.
ematical necessity,'^ how the character of Christ's person must be
represented in order consistently to recognize in him the God-man
holding that they who made the incarnation to consist in the union
of the Logos with a human soul could not truly behold the God-man
of illumination.

;

;

Mopov rfiv evae(i7] manv uyadriv ijv
yup ttj Ei'a avi'sveyadv tjjv
ivs^ETaarov mariv, ware npoaf/Ks kuc tt/v tCiv
1

vofiil^eadaL- HTjdh

/if/ nov ?.u&7j
'EaA^fwv fj tuv 'invdaiuv avvefineGrcgor. Nyss. AntiiThetic.

Kpiariavui.' l^r/raa/xevriv elvni,
raii tC)v

%ovaa dojajf.

c.

Apollinar.

I.) p.
^

(Zacagni

monum.

vet.

(pi^EiperaL

r/

(j)vaig

vno rov noi7jaavTO(

L. c. p. 245.
^ TeuiierpiKalg unoSei^eai koI nvayKaig.

avTijv.

T.

130.

Ov
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He

in Christ.

propounded

man taken

the

retain his

own

to

them the following dilemma

into union with the

divine

self-determining, free will,

—

Either
Logos still continued to
in which case a true per-

sonal union would forever be impossible, since

man

with his

:

own

free

can only be an organ through whom the Logos operates, precisely
as he uses prophets and holy men as his organs:^ Christ would, on
this supposition, differ from other inspired messengers of God only in
such as
degree he would not be God-man, but only a divine man,
every true behever becomes,
a self-consecrated instrument to the
service of God.^
Or else, we must suppose that, in this union with
But inasthe divine Logos, the human nature loses its own free will
much as this free will belongs to the essence of man's nature, the
and
latter, in losing its free will, can be no longer a human nature
therefore it would be idle to talk longer of a union of deity with humanity.
Neither again can it be supposed that God, the creator of
man's nature, would deprive it of that which constitutes its essence,
and thus annihilate it.-^ Apollinaris, therefore, objected to his opponents that they, like Paul of Samosata and Photinus, recognized in
Christ, not the God-man, but only the divine man ^ that they made
a Son of God in the proper
of Christ two persons, two sons of God,
sense, and a son of God in the improper sense.^ Against the defend" If one who receives God is true
ers of the common view, he says
God, then, since many receive him, there are many gods." ^ He accused his opponents, that, as unbeUevers under the pretense of faith,
they were ashamed of that God who was born of a woman and crucified by the Jews,
even as were the latter.'^ And so little capable
was he of distinguishing the divine fact from the human mode of apprehending it, that he could say, " As they are ashamed of Christ,
so will Christ also be ashamed of them."
The doctrine concerning Christ, as the God-man, Apolhnaris held
to be the properly characteristic and fundamental doctrine of Christianity.
That Christ was a man united with God, and performed
even
he supposed,
miracles in the exercise of a divine power,
will

—

—

;

;

—

;

:

—

—

—

Jews and Pagans might concede, as the Jews said the same thing, in
but faith in the God-man was that which constituted
fact, of Elijah
;

the Christian.^
1

I.o<pia

<j)o)Tl(ovaa

h wdaiv

6k Kal

vovv avdpunov, avTT]
Antirrhetic. p.

uv&puTVOic.

21^.

'

- Ovx b knovpuvioc uv^punnr, iMi
twovAntirrhetic. p. 2.55.
paviov dfov 6oxitov.
'Xv^puTTo^ ev&eoc.
« 4>i^op(i Toi' avTE^uvalov ^uov to fifj eivai
avre^ovaiov oh li^elpeTM di tj fvaic vno mv
L. c. p. 245.
noiTjaavTog uvTr/v.
* To uv&puTVQv ivdeov tov Xpiarbv bvofiu-

i,tw,

havTLov elvai
aAAoTpwv

anallaii.

raii

uTToaToAiKalc dida-

(5e rfLi;

avvb6(jv,

^uTHvov KM MupKeAAov

Kfii

Tf/c

See above.
^

L.

A
e.

oi'ati v'ioq,

and a merely

\?eff« vioc-

p. 185, 209, 2.32.

El b'debv6E^aiievoQ,-debq karcv ulrjdtvbQ,
ttoTJmI av elev •dsol, inad^ nol/M. dexovrat
«

tov ^eov.

UavAov

TOtavTVC
diaaTpofr/c KOTup^ai. L. c. p. 135. On his
own ])rinciplcs he understood the words
uvdpuTTog Evdeog and ^eloc as synon vmous,
Bince, according to liis theorv,'a ma'n composed of spirit and body, in whom God

6e

dwelt, could be none else tlian a divine
man, specially actuated by the Divine
It is deserving of notice, also,
Spirit.
how wrongly he conceived of the doctrine
of his contemporary, Marcellus of Ancyra.

'>

Or

<5e

Antirrhetic. p. 2.37.
axvfiarc mcr-Kuf amaTOLTiJ

h

yvvauwq tex^evti

EK

^ecj naL

aTavpudevTt

npbi lovdaiuv b/xolui EKEtvoig EirmaxwovTai.

L.

c. p.

185.

'AlV Edi^avTo uv "EUtivec Km 'lovbcuoi,
elmp uvdpunov ev&eov elvai tov TEX^hra
**

klEyofiEv, uanEfj 'R'Aiav.

L.

c.

p. 184.
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But how, then, did Apollinaris realize to himself, from his own point
of view, the idea of the God-man, which seemed to him so important ?

Two beings persisting in their completeness, he conceived, could
Out of the union of the perfect human
not be united into one whole.
nature with the Deity one person never could proceed ^ and more
particularly, the rational soul of the man could not be assumed into
union with the divine Logos so as to form one person.
This was the
but, as to its positive
negative side of the doctrine of Apollinaris
side, this was closely connected with his peculiar views of human nature.
He supposed, with many others of his time, that human nature
the rational soul, which constitutes the
consisted of three parts,
essence of man's nature ^ the animal soul, which is the principle of
animal life ^ and the body, between which and the spirit, that soul
is the intermediate principle.
The body, by itself considered, has no
faculty of desire
but this soul, which is united with it, is the source
and fountain of the desires that struggle against reason.
This soul
Apollinaris believed he found described also by the apostle Paul, in
the passage where he speaks of the flesh lusting against the spirit.^
The human, mutable spirit was too weak to subject to itself this resisting soul hence the domination of the sinful desires.
In order, there;

;

—

;

;

;

;

redemption of mankind from the dominion of sin, it was
necessary that an immutable divine Spirit, the Logos himself, should
enter into union with these two parts of human nature.
It does not
pertain to the essence of that lower soul, as it does to the essence of
the higher soul, that it should determine itself; but, on the contrary,
that it should be determined and ruled by a higher principle
but the
fore, to the

:

human

sjnrit

was too weak

for this

:

the end and destination of

human

is realized when the Logos, as an immutable, divine
over this lower soul, and so restores the harmony between the lower and the higher principles of man's nature.^
Accordingly Ai)ollinaris supposed,
as it seemed to him to be
necessary to do in order to the acknowledgement of Christ as Godman and of the true unity in him, but one nature in Christ, the
divine nature made human
and but one movement of will corresponding with this nature,
but one agency actuating the entire life
since every act in him would of necessity proceed from the immutable

nature, therefore,
Spirit, rules

—

—

—

Spirit as the

moving

;

;

principle, just as, in

man, the whole

termined and directed by the presiding soul.
'*
peror Jovian, Apollinaris says
When the
come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, that
of God and God according to the Spirit, the
ing to the flesh
one Son, not two natures, viz.
:

;

1

A

nans

:

fundamental

po-sition

E/ uvdpuTru
uv rjoav.

rsXeicp

reAetof, 6vo

L.

with Apolli-

avvi/ipdii

c. p.

i^eof

-

"^vxv \oyLK7i, nvEVfia, vovc.
^ The ipvxv u^oyo^.
* Antirrhetie. p. 138.
*

The

vovc, wliicli

tAroKLvr.Tov

;

is

by

its

the rpvxr] uAoyof

,

nature the

which

irepoKivriTov.
tvcvod

yivog

is

the

life is

to the

fullness of time

de-

em-

was

he might be the Son
Son of man accordone adorable nature,

Ovk upa
6i'

uv&punnv, ua2,u

223.

In a letter

cCx^eTai

uva7aiipEug

vou

rd uv^pij/cat

3/lou

aapKdc, v
^vaiKbv uiv to Tjye/iovevtQdai, iddro de
urpenTOV vov, fir/ vtvottI'Ktovto(; uvt^ 6iu
iniaTTJiiuaiwrtq uadivEcav uA?m cwapfio^oprag uvTfjv ajSiuoTug eavru).
L. c. p. 225.
6i.u

npoa'AT/tpetjg

•
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and another to which adoration is not due but one nature of the God
Logos become incarnate, to which in its union with the flesh one adoration is due." ^
He meant that the two natures, divine and human,
are in Christ fused into one
he is to be recognized as Lord in this
one nature composed of deity and humanity .^
In his work against
Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus, he says, " the instrument and the force
which puts it in motion produce, by their own nature, but one action
and where the action is one, tliere is but one essence lying at the
ground of it." ^ " They would make that to be possible which is impossible (pierce a rock with the finger) who would place two minds
in Christ, a divine and a liuman * for if every mind freely determines
;

;

;

according to its own proper nature, it is impossible that there
should be two natures combined in one subject, willing opioosito
" As Paul nobly says, Li God we live, move, and have
things.^
our being,' so too His will, dwelling by the Logos in the flesh, was
sufficient to quicken and move the same
the divine energy taking
" When two different essences are comthe place of the soul."
itself,

'

;

'^

—

—

bined, the result
he maintained
is a neutral being; as in the
case of the mule, the qualities of the ass and of the horse are combined
and as from the mixture of two colors, results a third. But
;

nothing which comes out of such combination, has the two opposite
kinds of qualities in perfection it has them only in part, and mixed
together
and so with the union of God and man in Christ.
He is,
thus, neither wholly man, nor wholly God
but a mixture of God
;

:

;

'^

and man."

In this way, Apollinaris supposed that he avoided all the difficulwhich attended the other theory, and that he had demonstrated
how the divine and human natures in Christ must be conceived to be
united into personal unity.
Christ, like every other man, consisted
of three parts, of spirit, soul, and body
but with this difference,
that, in his case, the place of the weak and mutable human spirit was
filled by an immutable divine Spirit
for this reason, therefore, is
Christ also the God-man,
a name which otherwise could not be asties

;

:

—

cribed to him.

As

Apollinaris supposed that the spirit properly

Oil 6vo

(pvaeir rdv ^va vibv, filav npooKal fuav unpoaKVVTjTfjV, aTCku n'lav
rnv deov Tioyov aeaapx^^fJ-^vrjv koI
KpOGKVVOVp.EVrjV flETU, TTjQ CTapKOC QVTOV jlig.
1

ravavria -dilovTug

constitutes the

akkii'koi^Q

ovvvnupxeiv.

KvvTjTfjv

Maji T. VII.

(pvaiv

'Ettw yup upiara Ilai/lof /3oa, iv ni ivav
TOKpUTOpl <)£(Il ^(1>/IEP Kal KLVui'fltda KOl eOfZEV,
?)pKei. icat fiiwov to uvtov ^i'Arj/j.a, 6ui Lv ry
aapKi aKrjr<l)aavTO( aojov, npoi to Tavryv

Mnji Scriptorum nova

TTpoaicvvf/aEi,.

lectio
'^

T. VII.

Mia

col-

183.3, p. 16.

avyKpuTif)

t?/

(^vaec

av&pu-KOV rdv

L. c. p. 16.
'Opyavov kuI to koivovv

KVplov Xiyu/iEV.
<*

/xlav

mcpVKEV

anoTsTitlv rfjv kvspyEiav.
'flt 6e fila rj ivEpyEia, fiin Kal ij ovaia, /xla upa yiyovev ovaia
TOV Tioyov Kal ttjc aapKOQ. L. c. p. 20.
*

Aa/crii/\.(,)

yTi/jpovai

wsTpav

oi

dvo voag

enl XptaTov doy/iari^ovTEg.

El yup nui; vovg avTOKpuTup iarl IduiCi
{teXTjtiaTi KUTu 0vaiv Kivov/jEvog, lu^vvaTov
^

ECTT'.v

ivl Kal TU) avTu) vnoKEiiiEVui 6vo Tovg

70.

]).

*'

kuI kiveIv, dvanXi/povarjg tt/c iSeirtf
kvEpyElaQ tov tth tjwxfji tottov nal tov avdpuirivov voo^.
L. c. p. 203.
'
MeaoTijTEC yhovTac 1(\cott/tuv 6ia(j)6puv
etc ev avvEAdovouiv, uc kv r/j^wvc.) ISiottjc ovov
kuI iinrov, Kal kv yTiavKC) xpufiaTt I6umj(
Xevkov Kal /ie2.a7'og' ov6Efj.ia 6e fiEaorrif; EKa'spag ex^'- ''""f UKpoTTjTag k^ 6AOK?{.7jpov, uX/iu
fiEpiKug ETn/xE/uiyfiivai- fiEooTr/c,- d'e ^Eoh Kal
uv&piowuv ev Xpiarui, nvK apa ovte uvdpunoc
oAxic ovte & eoc;, aWa &eov Kal dv&p(l)nov
L. c. p. 310.
(xi^ii.
C,u)ottoleIv

'
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and as instead of the human spu'it, he supposed the divine, immutable spirit, the Logos, in Christ, so in tliis view of the matter
he might say, that the Logos was man before his appearance in humanity, understanding in this sense those passages where Christ
" The man
speaks of his being with the Father before the creation.

man

;

—

—

preexisted
Christ
says he, in following this connection of ideas ^
not as though the spirit, that is God, was a different being from Christ
himself, but" so that the Lord was the divine spirit in the nature of
In this way only is it possible to understand how he
the God-man. 2
;

how he was before all things was
existed before his birth on earth
Hence he says, Christ did not beof the same race with God." ^
namely, he was not of the same
come man. but he became as man,
essence with man in the most exalted part of his nature.'^
This difference of Chnst from other men, Apollinaris believed,
;

;

—

might

AH human

also be clearly pointed out in his life.

development

proceeds from conflict and effort, for the very reason that the human spirit is a mutable one, which can only seek to
But we find nothing of
subject the inferior soul to itself by degrees.
this kind in the case of Christ, who from the first ruled the inferior
The union of the divine
soul by his transcendent, divine Spirit.^
Logos with a perfect huaan nature takes place only in the case of
progressive

is

;

it

individual believers, who. by their fellowship with the

made-

to

partake of his victory over

sin,

and

his

God-man, are

dominion over the

inferior soul.^

he possessed the advantage
unaltered properties of all parts
of the human nature which the divine Logos assumed into union with
himself, to affirm the unity of person, and. as evidence of this, the
He was fond of certain expressions, eninterchange of attributesJ

With

this theory, Apollinaris believed

harm

of being able, without

to the

•

with the scriptural phraseology, and which began
now for the first time to become current, " God died, God was born."*^
He maintained, that worship was due to the sensuous nature united
with the Logos in one person ^ a thing which, on the other hand,
tirely at variance

;

they who attributed to Christ a perfect human nature could not mainHe now brought
tain, without adding a fourth essence to the Trinity.
1 After
having thus expounded the
sense which such expressions have in the
connection of ideas in Apollinaris, it is
needless tc enter at large into the refutation of those arbitrary interpretations of

meaning, which men have indulged in
on speculative grounds to which ApoUinaris was utterly a stranger.
- Kai 7!-poii7rup;^;« 6 aviJpcjTTof Xp/CTTof ot-jj;
(jf hipov ovTog ivap' avrbv rob nvei'ixaroi,
his

,

tovt' eotl tov {)eov, uJjJ uf TOV Kvpiov IV
Toi) dsoi)

bvToq.
8

av^punnv

ITpoi'TT-up^^f/v

"uvTuv

<pvaEi tisiov

Tr/(

Ev

)7)

Ti]

TzvEVfiaTO^

Gregor. Nyss. Antirrliotic.

p. 14i».

yEvi'^aeuc, npd

elvai, ov^upvlov Eivai.

L. c. p. 191.
* OvK uv&puTToc, u'aX' ug av&pu-Kog, 6wTi
uv^punc.)
kutu
rd KrpiuTabuoavnLot;
tu
avx
Hence the title
rov. Antirrhetic. p. 177.

of the book refuted by Gregory of Nyssa
'A.n66Ei^tc Trepl tt/c ^eiag aapKuasuQ rr/i Ka^'
L. c. ]>. 126.
6fioioiai.v avHpunov.
^ The inference of Apollinaris: Ovdefiia
uaKT/aii sv Xpiaru, ova upn vovc iariv uvdpumvof. L. c. 221.
:

^ '£jj
„) iTEpoKivriT(p koi vnb tov ^eiov
vov kvepyovtievi} anpKi TeXeirai rd ipyov, 6
eotl 'kvaig A/xapnag, fi£Ta?.afi3uvEc (5e r^f
Xvaeug 6 ev ijfuv avTOKLvriroc voii^, Ka^' oaov
In
L. c. p. 220.
tuKEivi savTov Xpiaril).
the case of Christ, there was only a
in that of individual
npoaXTifiq aapKoq,
believers, an dvaXijipiq 6?mv uy\9punov.

—

"^

The

•>

Scc

^

L.

uvTifj-e^iiaTaaLg
1.

c.

c.

241

264.

tuv uvofiuTuv.
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as a charge against his opponents, that they were obliged to suppose a change in Christ's body, a deification of it contradictory to its
own nature, and to represent the true union of the divinity and the

it

humanity as being the result of Christ's resurrection ^ of which
charge the above-described theory of Gregory of Nyssa, and other
;

theologians trained in the school of Origen, especially furnished the

He

controverted the theory of the human omnipresence
teaching that Christ, although in respect to his body, in
heaven, yet in respect to his divine essence united with the body, is
everywhere with believers.^
But now, then, how did Apollinaris represent to himself the cooperative agency of the Logos
that is, of the spirit which formed the
proper man
with the o-api which he appropriated ? It is surprising
that a man of so much acuteness should not seem to be aware of the
occasion.

of Chi-ist

;

—

—

The Logos conwhich he here involved himself.
be the immutable, the infinite, the omnipresent Spirit,
while yet his agency is one limited by the aapt.^
By virtue of the
crapS animated by himself, he appropriated to himself the passions inherent to it.* The capability of suffering which is in the a-ap^ passes
over to the Logos, as the divine animating power of the Logos is
communicated to the aapt. But how can such a thing be conceived,
except on the supposition that a personality, distinct from the infinite
And
Logos, proceeds from the influence of the Logos on the a-ap^ ?
the idea of an intermediate being, neither wholly God nor wholly
man, would lead to the very theory which Apollinaris was solicitous
to avoid.
From the fragments that have come down to us, it is difficult to form any clear idea of the way in which Apollinaris would
that, if possible, the cup of
explain to himself the prayer of Christ,
agony might pass from him. On the one hand, he considered this
to be conclusive evidence of the fact that he who was entering ujion his
agony distinguished his own will from that of the Almighty Father.^
Against his opponents, on the other hand, he maintained that this
will was not, as^they supposed, the will of the man taken from the
'I'his we
earth, but that of the God who came down frdm heaven.^
cannot otherwise explain, than by supposing that Apollinaris, when he
attributed to the Logos the capability of suffering which pertained to
the (Tupi, and thus accounted for the words of the prayer, felt warranted to infer from these words a case of passionate emotion, which
must be attributed, however, to the heavenly Logos who animated
contradictions

tinues

still

in

to

—

that crap^.
See 1. c. pp. 277, 284.
'Otl Kat kv ovpavu ovtoc; tov aufiaTog,
kaTL fiexP'- '"W owre/l«af tov aidvoQ.
L. c. c. 59, p. 286.
^ llespectiiig Christ's relation
to the
7ather, he says Awtpwv nei> ttjv evipyetav
naTu, cupKa, e^ Iciov 6e kutu nvEVfxa (the
divme essence, the animating spirit). The
laoTTir Tj ev dvvuficL and the /card aapKa rf/c
!>• c. p. 194.
ivepyeiac diaipeaic* The (Tups
ovvETE&T] rpng Tb ovpaviov

h^otKeLuddaa ainu Kard to na-

1

f/yeixoviKdv,

2

^T]Tncbv iavTrjc Kai XajSovaa to ^eiov oiKeiu-

fiE-d' rjfxuv

:

div.
*

Maji T. VII.

p. .301.

Ei laoa&tvfjq nal koivuvoc

rrjg

narpiKrji

km

to irudoc Kal tov OTavpbv epxokv uyowia yivopevoq npoa(levog ^v, ttljc

ovalag 6
jivxsto

ktT^,.

L.

'On

c. p. 20.3.

rd diTirjiia tovto ISlov elpriTnt oiin
ek yyg, /cai9(jf avTol vo/xi^ovaiv, uXM ^eov' tov KaTal3avT0Q i^ ovpavov.
Antirrhetic. p. 201.
•>

av^punov tov
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Apollinaris entertained no purpose of separating himself from the
up a particular theory at variance with the
old catholic doctrine, and founding a new sect ; for he was convinced
catholic church, of setting

that the essence of the church doctrine was expressed in a consistent
manner only in his own theory, and that the one which had proceeded

from the school of Origen was self-contradictory. He therefore could
honestly subscribe, as he did through his delegates, to the articles
established by the aforesaid synod held at Alexandria A. D. o62, in
opposition to the above-described Arian doctrine concerning Christ's

human

nature.

He

directed that his

name should be

subscribed to

body without soul or spirit
(aw/xa ail/vx^oi' kol dcov/rov) in Christ was condemned, for he too supposed that there was a soul belonging with the body, and a spirit
He believed that all this was first
ruling over the soul, in Christ.
established in a way which was tenable and in full agreement with
the idea of the God-man by his own theory.^
The disciples of Apolthe articles by which the hypothesis of a

master first taught the right way to understand the mystery of the incarnation of the Logos, and how it was
that with one will and one energy Christ performed miracles and
suffered.^
But when Apollinaris came out more openly with his doctrine, and supposed that he had demonstrated in an irrefragable
manner what belonged to the completeness of the conception of the
God-man, A-thanasius affirmed, in opposition to him, that the true
Christ was incapable of being construed by human reason.*^
The controversy which was carried on against the doctrines of
Apollinaris led men to think of the necessary connection between the
recognition of a perfect, spiritual and sensuous human nature, and
the doctrine concerning that which constituted a.Redeemer and the
redemption, in its more exact relations to a systematic body of dilinaris affirmed that their

vinity.

Athanasius, for example, in his work against Apollinaris, alleges, in
" How

opposition to his doctrines, substantially the following reasons

:

could Christ represent for us the pattern of the holy life after which
we ought to strive, if his nature was not entirely homogeneous with
ours ?
He could not redeem human nature in its completeness, unless

he had himself assumed

all

the parts of which

it

consists

?

"

He

points to those affections and actions of Christ which could be con

ceived only as belonging to a human soul; as, for example, his sorrow
his praying, his descent to Hades for the redemp-

and mortal agony,

tion of the spirits in prison.'^

1

If Apollinaris says that Christ could

See Apollinaris' own explanation in
synod held at l)i()t;esaLeontins Byzantin. c. fraudes iV])ol-

his letter to the
rea.

linaristarum, in Canisii lectiones anti(iu;i3,
I. f. 608, ed. Basnajje.
2 Words of the Apollinarist Julian

T.

:

Tbv Xpcardv

eIvhl /ilav oi<yinv re Kal <pvaiv
fiiv^erov hi tf. kuI (luroi' KLvovfxivrjv dcTiTjuari Kal fiid ivepyeca, ra rr dnvfiara nenoiTjtevai Kal Tu TzddT/ /iu\or Kal Trpf-jToco -jaTT/p
iinC)v'Pi.noXi.vdpi.o^ ii<p-di)^a-o,rb KEKpvjinivov

ndai KaTocpomaac /ivaTripiov

.

Maji, T. VII.

p. TO.
^

av&pumAdv. ApoUi-

'O uItj^ivoc Xpitrrdf ov^ vTrd

vov loyLcsfiov dia-ypatpf/aeTai.
naristas,

1.

I,

§ 13.

The opinion, however, is assuredly
without any foundation, fli.af the o]>])osition to Apollinarism led to the adoption into the Apostles' Creed of the ar•*

respeetini;: the dcsij^n of Christ's
ticlc
descensus ad inferos; for this must far
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not assume the human soul free from sin, without subjecting it to
a violence destructive of its essential nature, such a theory, Athanasius alleged, whereby sin was supposed to be a necA's>iary thing in
human nature, led to Manichgeism. According to this, sin would be
the nature of man, and freedom from sin stand in contradiction with
his nature.
But directly the opposite was the case. Freedom from
sin was man's original nature
it was only by reason of the corruption of that original nature, that sin had obtained such dominion over it.
Christ elevated it once more to its original freedom.
There lay here
at the bottom of the controversy between the two theories, different
conceptions with regard to freedom, which somewhat later, amidst the
Pelagian disputes, were still more clearly brought out.
Apollinaris
understood by freedom, the fi-eedom of choice
Athanasius understood by it, freedom to goodness, to moral development undisturbed
by anything of a foreign nature.
Gregory Nazianzen^ says, in op;

;

''

Christ must, in his character of Redeemer,
made use of human
nature as a sensible veil and must bring down the divine element to
man's apprehension in this sensible veil
for if so, he might in truth
have chosen any other sensible veil as the organ for its manifestation

'position to Apollinaris

appear

in

human

:

nature, not barely because he

;

;

human

but he must assume the

nature, in order to

make

ynan holy

;

consequently he must assume the whole man, consisting of soul and
body."
Moreover, through public synodal articles, the opposition to the doctrine of Apollinaris was expressed by Western councils subsequent to
^Jie year o7<3, and by the second general council of Constantinople.
Yet no more new articles of doctrine concerning the divine and human nature in Christ were publicly established in this controversy.
Accordingly, there are from this time onwards two deviations to
opposite sides, between which the doctrine of the church, in proceeding still further to shape itself, was compelled to direct its course,
Apoliinarism, and that which was called Photinianism.
The problem
was this on the one hand, to satisfy, in opposition to Photinianism,
the idea of the Grod-man, to affirm the true union of the divine and
human natures in Christ and, on the other hand, to suppose no such
union of the two natures as that either one of them should appear to
suffer injury thereby, and especially that the purely human element
Now one or the other of
should seem to be in any way disturbed.
these tendencies might predominate,
a fact which would be connected with, and dependent on, the different characters of two pecul:

;

—

iar

theological schools.

One

these tendencies was

of

governing intiuence of religious feeling, and of
rather have been made a jironiinent point
long before this, in o])))Osition to those
Gnostics who wholly denied the descensus
Apollinaris did not
Christi ad ini'eros.
deny this, although his opponents objected to him, that this, as well as many
other doctrines belonging to the essence
af orthodoxy, could not be reconciled

.

the

that of the

contemplative

with his theory. V/e have liis own words,
in which he holds forth this doctrine
if
it be tnie that it is the same Apollinaris
;

who

is

cited in the

Catena Nicephori, Lips.

He considered this
1772, T. I. 147.5.
descensus as constituting a part of the
pain and anguish of Christ's death,
^
Ep. ad Cledon. and orat. 51.
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THEODORE.

193

it ; the other, that of the analyzing understandthe one side was the ruhng aupernattiral^ on the other, the
This corresponds to what has already been in genrational element.
eral remarked concerning the character of the two opposite schools,

habit gro^-ing out of

On

ing.

the Alexandrian and the Antiochian.
The Antiochian school could hardly

fail to be led, by its prevailing
historico-grammatical tendency, to give more importance than others
Wliere an
were wont to do, to the human side in the life of Christ.
allegorical or otherwise artificial method of interpretation easily con-

means to obscure the plainly manifested human element in the
of Christ, the principles of inter) iretation adopted by that church
While other schools adjusted
naturally produced the contrary effect.
trived

\ife

and interpreted

all

the appearances brought to view in the gospel

narrative, according to a doctrinal conception of Christ already fixed

on the other hand, formed its concepOn determinthe gospel history.
ing the sense of those passages where Christ himself speaks of his
knowledge as being, in a certain respect, limited, they could not be so

and established,
tion of Christ

this school,

much more from

easily satisfied with the forced explanations to

which others had re-

The simple contemplation and exposition of the gospel narled men like Diodorus of Tarsus, and Theodore of Mopsuestia,

course.
rative

adopt such views of Christ as did not exclude the idea of a process
in him corresponding to the ordinary course of human
nature, and like that, in a certain sense, progressively advancing, and
making its way through trials and difficulties. This mode of representation, however, either was not, or did not continue to be, in the
case of Theodore, a mere isolated notion, taken up for some immediate purpose but it formed a necessary organic niember in the wellconcocted whole of his dogmatic system, whose central point was the
In order to a right understandhig of
doctrine concerning Christ.
this, it will be necessary here for us to anticipate certain points
which pertain to his doctrine of human nature, and which cannot be
seen in their proper place and relation without taking into view the
to

of development

;

latter.

Theodore supposes two portions or states
creation

:

the rational nature,

left, at

all

in the entire history of the

stages of

—

its

existence, to

and, on the other
changeable, and exposed to temptations;
hand, the rational nature, raised, by the communication of a divine life
pervading and transfiguring it, above the limitation of a finite existence, delivered from all temptations and conflicts, and placed in an
The one portion extends to the
anchangeable state of moral purity.
Man. who is the
general resurrection, the other follows after it.^
itself;

representation of God's image for the whole creation, is the medium
This tranof transition from the first of these states to the second.
sition could be no otherwise brought about, than by the elevation of
'

Excerpta Marii Mercatoris

cd.

Gar-

Placuit Deo in duos status
iier. p. 100.
unum quidem, qui
dividerc creaturam
prasscns est, in quo mutabilia omnia fe;

alterum autem, qui futiirus est, cum
renovans omnia ad immutabilitatem tran*

cit

;

feret.
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the

human nature
a divine

this, to

communion with God, and, by
exalted above change and temptation.

itself to

life

means of
This was

the end of Christ's appearance, by which God's image first became
truly realized in human nature ; man first raised to that dominion

nature for which he was destined at the creation, and made
Now,
all created beings.^
in order to accomplish "this, God must take upon him human nature
in its peculiar condition of mutability, and, by means of the conflicts,
and temptations which belong to this state, form it for that higher
Human nature must
condition which is the end of all development.
appear, therefore, at first, even in Christ, as a nature subjected to
and this presupposes a free-will, in which is
temptations and conflicts
over

all

the object of reverence and worship for

;

— though without the presence of sinfulness

or of any actual sin,
Without such a free, self-determining
Conflict by means of free-will
will, a true human nature cannot exist.
appeared, moreover, to Theodore, the necessary condition of all progWithout this, the
ress in the development of rational creatures.
bestowment of that higher state of immutability, to which Christ was
to attain by the resurrection, and to which through him mankind and
the whole world of spirits was also destined to attain, could appear no
not, as it is repreotherwise than as an act of God's arbitrary will
sented in sacred Scripture, the merited reward of a victorious conflict.3
Now, in this way, Theodore might have been led to the
imjilied

yet

— the possibility of sinning.^

;

doctrine of a deification of the

human nature

in Christ,

somewhat

like

the later Socinian view, and consequently excluding the notion of a
But he was remote from this, so far
true being of God in Christ.
at least as he

expressed himself with consciousness.

See the fragment of Theodore, in the
book written on purjiose to refute him, by
It contains his
Johannes Philoponus.
of the creation,
commentary on the history
'
10.
'O dtoQ tu rr/i
VI.
c.
in Genesis,'!.
1

e'lKwoQ r]fuv 6iaaCoaaL (SovMfiEvo^, uvdpuTrov
i^ Tjiiuv tva ?idj3uv, u-QdvaTov re aal uTpF.n-

Tov

iroiTjaai;,

e('f

ovpavbv

dvjjyayev iavTu

cvvuTpac, 'wa fiij jiovov «f vxpoc rvyx'i-vuv,
napu ndGTjC npoahwrirai. rf/g KTlaeug, (Y/Jid.
yup Kal Kara Ttiivra (poj^epoQ re Kal uvETnjSovT^EVTog »j Tolg evavnoic, ute /irjdefiiav naparpoirr/v fj uXXoiuaiv v-KOfievEiv oIoote C>v.

According to tins theory, ht^oould explain
the 8th Psalm, it is true, as relating iramediately to human nature in general;
hut vet maintain that, in its highest meanilly," and in the whole extent of its contents,

it

refers

to Christ, as the one in
in this Psalm of hufirst fully realized,

whom all that is said
man nature, became

See the fragment of his commentary on
the 8th Psalm, in Corderii Catena in Psalmos, f 166. Comp. Concii. cecum. V. Collat. IV. c. 19.
Hence Theodore supposed in the history of the temptation, which he considered as a transaction of the inner sense
through the medium of a visionary appear'^

He

sincerely

ance and communication of the evil spirit,
an inward possibility in Christ of being
tempted, so that he victoriously withstood
the temptation by the power of his will,
See the fragment from Theodore's work
against the emperor Julian, published by
Miinter, fragmenta patrum Graecorum,
" The end of the temptation,
fascic. I.
Iva KadapCic uuanupTTjTog uMri, oh tu jxt]
neipaai^r/vai, uXA/l rw (^v'ku^aadai nsipaai?e(f

— uf uv\ipunog

L

aA7/i9wf -KELpuCpfiEvog."

Ita et
Concii. V. CoUat. IV.
Christi utpote humanam et sensus participem (partaking of human feelings and affections) jiriiis ac(i|iiens et per
resurrectionem in ininiutabilitatem con*

c.

animam

eorumdem istornm
per resurrectionem praibuit communioe mortuis et in
resurrectionem
nem. Post
ccelos asccnsum impassibHis factus et inv
Christ
resurrection
his
Before
mutabilis.
was mutabilis in cogitationibus suis it
he beresurrection
was not till after his
came immutabi lis. In this sense he exKVEV^iaTt^
sSiKuiudv fv
1 Tim.
plains
stituens, sic et nobis

;

:

it to the dva^apTriaia first communicated to him in its strict and prope>
sense by the Divine Spirit after the resur

referring

rection.
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adopted the doctrine of the church respectmg the divine incarnation.
He by no means accommodated himself, barely in compliance with
prevailing authority, to the expressions of the church, meaning to
But he wished to frame
explain them in a different and alien sense.
to himself, after the analogy of
plation of the

life

human

nature, and out of his contem-

of Christ, a definite conception of that which

is

to

He
be understood by Christ as God-man in his earthly appearance.
was here striving after the same thing as Apollinaris, only the
two men took their departure from opposite points. The progressive deification of the human nature in Christ up to the time of
his ascension to glory, he contemplated as a consequence and effect
the very end for which God had
of the original and hidden union,
But this union,
appropriated the human nature even from its birth.
existing from the first and presupposed through the whole life of
Christ by virtue of his constantly victorious conflict, revealed itself
in a gradually progressive manner in its effects, as the orderly proBy virtue of
cess of the development of human nature required. ^
that union, he developed his human faculties, both moral and intellechence in his temptations he
tual, far more rapidly than other men
was not left to himself, but came off victoi'ious by means of this union,
although not without the cooperation of his own free-will. In a measure always proportionate to the bent of his own will manifested in
the conflict, was revealed through him the divine power of the Logos
constantly united with him, thus raising him step by step to continually higher degrees of glory, till he attained to the highest and most

—

:

Thus Theodore could now apply even to the humanity of Christ a principle to which he attached
namely, that there is no such thing as unthe greatest importance
perfect degree after his resurrection.

;

is uniformly conditioned by the
foreknowledge of the bent of the human will.^ God ordained the
man Jesus to that supreme dignity which he was to receive in part
from the time of his birth, and to enjoy in its whole extent after the
resurrection, because he foreknew that his will would persevere in its
fidelity through every temptation.
Let us illustrate these statements by citing some of the explanations of Theodore himself: " Thus we see him," says he, "before

predestination, that this

conditional

Theodore's

1

fundamental

Concil. V. Collat. IV.

c

49.

principle,

Gratia

iiita

naturam non immutat.
- Even the ancients justly obsen-ed the
inner connection bet'ween the Christology
and the anthropolofry of the Antiocliian
school, and the affinity {rroundcd on this
circumstance between Pelajjrianism and
Vid. Phot. cod. 54, which
Nestorianisra.
is an extract from an ancient writing
against Pelagianism and Nestorianism,
belonging to the early times of the sixth
century, wherein it is said: Oi /liv (the
Pelagians) nepl ruv fd'kuv tov Xpiarov
dnodpaavvovTOL {they attribute too much
'

man, to the free-will in believers),
de TTspl avT^c ^W ™i' ao)[iaTog K£(pu?i7}(,

to the
tt

tov Xpiarov,
exovai.

tt)v avTfjv

duivouiv koI roXfiav

On

Augustin,

the other side, in the case of
for instance, his opjiosite view*:

of anthropolocry stood in connection

wuh

his opposite Christolofrical notions. Tliiis
he adduced the ino(U! of union between tlic
divinity and humanity in Christ, in proof
of the assertion, that the operations ot

divine grace could not be conditioned on
the merit of the human will.
Neque
et ipse ita verbo Dei conjuiu-tus, nt
ipsa conjunctione unus filius i)eiet idem
ipse unus filius hominis fieret, priecedentibus suae voluntatis meritis'fecit. Angustin. de peecatorum meritis et remissione.

enim

L. II. § 27.
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athirst
afraid, and of many things ignorant
he brought with him the purpose of virtue. ^
Of
this Isaiah testifies, when he says,
Before the child understands and
distinguishes good and evil, he resists the evil to choose the good,'
16.^
Isaiah 7
That is, before he came to the age at which other
men are usually able to distinguish what ought to be done, he knew
how to distinguish good and evil, because he possessed somewhat
beyond that which belongs t(f other men for if, even among ourselves, we often meet with those who, though children in years, yet
discover great wisdom, insomuch as to excite the wonder of those
that behold them, much more must the man of whom we speak have
surpassed all others at the same period of life." ^
He ascribed,
therefore, to our Saviour, at every period of his earthly life, a knowledge transcending the limits of ordinary human knowledge, and, in
general, a knowledge far exceeding the capabilities of human natuie ;
His theory enabut still no participation in the divine omniscience.
bled him to take those passages in which Christ declares himself to be
ignorant of the time of the last judgment, in their proper and natural
sense,
a view afterwards condemned as heretical under the name
The words of Luke, that Jesus " increased in wisof Agnoetism.'^
dom and stature, and in favor with God and man," he explained as
meaning that with the progress of time Jesus grew in wisdom, and
while both were increased by the favor
in corresponding virtue
which he had with God. " In all this, he increased both with God
and with men men saw, indeed, the progress but God not only saw
but approved it by his testimony, and cooperated with him in
it,
It is also manifest, that he practiced every virtue in a
his actions.
more perfect manner and with greater ease than other men because,
from his very conception, God had united him with himself; ever
continued to bestow on him that larger measure of cooperating power
which was requisite in order to the great work of salvation guided
all his efforts, exciting him to strive continually after higher perfec-

the cross,

hungry and

;

for out of himself

'

:

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

1

He

means, on

this

account Christ had

to pass throu_gh these conflicts.
2 Namely.according to the Alexandrian
version. Theodore did not hesitate, therefore, to recognize this passage as one that

But, indeed, on
relates to the Messiah.
account of the distinction made by him of
])rophetic
passages,
a twofold meaning in

cannot be certainly decided what he regarded as being the proper historic referit

ence of this passage.
^ Out of the seventh book of Theodore
on the incarnation cited in Leontius of

Byzantium. Contra Nestorium et Eutychem, 1. III. f 701, T. IX. bibl. patr. Lugd.
* Ante crucem (i. e. before he came to
share, by his exaltation to glory, in the
attribute of the divine omniscience) eum
Bibl. patr. Lugd. T.
ignarare reperinius.
At the same time, it may seem
9, f 701.

strange, that, in a fragment of his

com-

mentary on the gospel according

to John,
he should say, speaking of the inquiry
which Christ made after the grave of
Lazarus: "Our Saviour did not ask tliis
for
question because he did not know
how oould it be thus when he had already
announced the fact that Lazarus was
dead " Vid. Corderii Catena in Joannem, f. 288. Either this fragment did not
come from Theodore (who in the Catena
is sometimes confounded with other writers), or else we must presume it to have
been his meaning, that in this particular
case there was no sufficient reason for
supposing Christ to have been really ignorant of the fact respecting which he
inquired, inasmuch as the question nii^iht
be very well explained as having iicen
proposed simply with a view of leading
to the further development of his inten
tions with regard to Lazarus.
;

*
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cases relieving and lightening his labors, whether

of the body or of the mind.''

^

Regarding the exaltation of Christ, considered as man, to the divine
immutability by means of his resurrection and ascension to glory, as a
reward of the holy life which he had maintained through every trial,
Theodore inferred from the fact that this change preceded, that it
was not in the power of Christ to send the Holy Spirit until after it
had taken place.
Hence he explained the symbolical act of our
Saviour, and the accompanying words addressed to the disciples after
his resurrection (John 20: 22), as being simply a prophetical allusion to the communication of the Holy Spirit, which was not to be
actually realized until afterwards.''^
He supposed also, that, as the
divine majesty of Christ was not revealed until after his exaltation to
heaven, and the transfiguration of his human nature, so it was not

known among men
was another point

until after the effusion of the

Holy

Here

Spirit.

which he did not allow himself to be fettered by
the common doctrinal and exegetical tradition.
" Neither Nathaniel, Peter, nor Martha, did, by their confessions of Christ, in which they called him the Son of the living God,,
intimate that they believed in his divinity
this would indeed have
been very remote from that common notion of the Messiah enter*
tained by the Jews, which was their point of departure^
It was
enough for them at the outset, to recognize in hh appearance something which vastly transcended what appeared in other men.
But,
after his resurrection, they were, by the enlightening influence of the
Holy Spirit, guided to a perfect knowledge so that they recognized
what it was that distinguished him above all other men,
what belonged to him, not as in the case of others, by digitty conferred from
without
but by a peculiar right, and by virtue of his union with the
divine Logos, through which union he came to participate, after his
ascension to heaven, in all equal honor witli the latter."*
xVccord" My Lord, and my
ingly he explained the exclamation of Thomas.
God!"
as an utterance of surprise; since the resurrection of
Christ could be no certain evidence of his divinity.^
in

:

;

—

;

—

—

The

controversies with the ApoUinarists, against whom this school
Syria had often to contend, led him to unfold this part of his theory
still further.
Apollinaris, starting with the position that Christ must
be regarded as perfectly holy from the beginning, that it would be
presumption to ascribe to him a progressive development by means
in

of conflict and

trial,

interred that, instead of the changeable

we must necessarily suppose him

spirit,

*

L. c. 701.
Concil. y. CoUat. IV.

8

The testimony

1

tant here also,

was

at

home

c.

U.

Theodore is imporas coming from one who
of

in those countries

:

Judaii et

Samaritte taliasperantes plurimum, quantura Dei verhi a scientia longe erant.

to

human

have been possessed of

vant, which shows his exegetical freedom,
where ho .says of him; Neque enim tanquam Dei tiliiun, et ante oranem creatu-

ram subsistentem,

et

omnium,

quae sunt,

opificem, adierat centurio.

Haec enim ne-

que dis<i|)idurum erat tunc

scire ante cru-

*

cem sed t;ui<|uam hominem per virtutem
adcptum majorem quam est hominis po

^

testatem.

L. c. c. 25.
C. 15, and the explanation of Matth.
touching
8
the cure of the centurion's ser-

VOL.

II.

32

;

c. 4.

See Facund. Hermian.

1.

lU,
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On the other hand, Theodore
only an unchangeable divine spirit.
disputed the position itself, from which the conclusion of Apollinaris
He maintained that it was impossible not to recognize in
was drawn.
Christ a progressive development by means of conflict and trial,
and that all this
without pronouncing the evangelical record a fable
was moreover necessarily required, in order to complete the work of
redemption. Bat all this seemed to him perfectly inconceivable without the supposition of a human soul in Christ. " How could Christ,"
says he, " have experienced fear in the passion, if Deity took the
;

What need had he, in
place in him of the sensitive human soul ?
the approaching anguish, of that fervent prayer which he addressed
How came he to be so
to God with a loud voice and many tears ?
sweat was as great drops falling down
the appearance of the angel,
whom Christ needed to strengthen and comfort him. The angel, he
observes, admonished him to endure with constancy, to overcome the
weakness of human nature, and pomted out to him the benefits to be
He
gained by his sufferings, and the glory which was to follow.^
aflirmed, in opposition to Apollinaris, that Christ, being free from sensual desires, had to maintain the conflict rather with emotions rising
which,
up in his soul, than with the desires and pains of the body ,2
according to Theodore's views, did by no means necessarily imply
the existence of a sinful (peccable) nature in Christ, but only the
mutability and capability of being tempted inseparable from the esIt was indeed parsence of the human soul in its present condition.
Against the asserticularly the soul which needed to be healed.
tion of Apollinaris, that it was necessary for Christ, through the
power of the H0I3* Spirit, to conquer the sensuous desires, Theodore
" From the fact that Christ achieved and maintained the vicsaid
tory over avarice and ambition, the body as such gained absolutely
since by such desires in fact the body cannot be subdued.
nothing
But if it were not the soul, but only the Deity, which gained this
victory, no advantage could have accrued from all this to us, and the
The
conflict of our Lord would have been a mere empty show." ^
words of Christ to Peter, Matt. 16 28, seemed necessarily to presuppose it as possible, that those words of Peter could have produced
some effect on his mind. It is, says he, as if Christ had said to PeI shall suffer death with better courage, for the sake of the
ter
many benefits to which I and, through me, all shall attain. Pain and
disturb not my mind, by exhortuig me to shun death as an ignomin" What need," says he, " had the divinity of the onlyious thing.*
begotten Son of tlie anointing by the Holy Ghost, or the power of
What need had it of the
the Spirit, in order to work miracles?
^
Spirit, in brder to learn, in order to appear without spot or blemish ?

overwhelmed with
the

to

ground?"

fear, that his

He

referred to

—

:

;

:

:

1 Extracts from his work aijainst the
ApuUinarists.
Condi. V. CoUat, IV. c. 4.
- Plus iiiquietabatur doininus et certa-

men

liabchat ad aiiimaj passiones,
L. c. c. 27.

quam

corporis.
"*

Et vidcatur domini certaUiina

tationis cujusdjira gratia fuisse.
V. CoUat. IV. c. 27.

L. c. c. 5.
^ Allusion, to Hebrews 9:14.
he explained 1 Timothy 3 16.
:

osteii-

Concil.

*

So

too
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he was led of the Spirit into the wilderness,

surely presupposes in general, that he was guided, ruled, inBut if, instead
structed, strengthened in his thoughts by the S])irit.
of the soul, the Dnty only dwelt within him, the strength of that
this

was sufficient for everything, and the aid of the Holy Spirit would
have been superfluous."
Apollinaris, again, went on the principle, that it was absolutely inadmissible to compare the essential indwelling of God in Christ with
the mode of the relation in which God stood, in other cases, to enHe called that peculiar mode of the being
lightened and holy men.
'

of

God

in Christ, a substantial, essential indwelling (kot owriav, ouo-t-

Theodore, on the contrary, endeavored to illustrate the peculiar mode in which Christ was united with God, by comparing it with
the manner in which God, in general, was nearer to certain reasonaand here he adopted the fundable beings than to other creatures
mental points of a theory already unfolded by Diodore of Tarsus.^
In his work on the incarnation of God, which was directed, as it
seems, particularly against the Apollinarian doctrines, he inquired as
to what formulas were best suited to designate that which was of the
like kind in this relation of God to certain rational beings, and at the
same time to exclude in the most certain manner all false, anthropo" Are we to speak of an indwelling of God in his
pathic notions.
essential nature ?
But, in his essential nature, God can nowhere be
either included or excluded: as the omnipresent Being, he stands in
the like relation to all.
Or shall we suppose the indwelling presence
of God to be a presence, not in his essence, but in his energy (not
Kar ovtjiav, but Kaj ii'epyeiai ) ?
But in case we maintained that God
dwells after a special manner in certain beings by his energy, we
could not, at the same time, maintain that his providence and government, his preserving and directing agency, extends over all
which, however, we must necessarily affirm if we acknowledge God
to be the Preserver and Governor of all.
We must accordingly find
Some such formula as is suited, in general, to designate the peculiar
relation of moral fellowship and communion in which God stands
with those rational beings who are fitted for it by the temper of their
minds, in contradistinction from others who by their sins exclude
themselves from such communion. And that formula is as follows
God is peculiarly near to such by virtue of his complacency in them
by virtue of his disposition towards them ; by virtue of the direction
of his will ; by his favor, inasmuch as he has adopted them as hia
children." ^
An essential union could, in the opinion of Theodore,
truly take place only between natures of the same essence
not between those diflfering in essence.
Of the latter, there could be only
oiScs).

;

;

;

1

L.

c. c. G, 7,

13.

^ See the frajjments of Diodorus in the
work of Lcontius of Byzantium, in the

Bibl. patr. Ln<id. T. IX" f. TOO.
^ Kar' evdoKiav, in alhision to the divine
voiee at the bii))tism of Christ (Luke 3
22). KCLTd (kadeaiv, Kara ^H'M/aiv, Kara
XupLv. nai)' v'un^saiav (1. c. f. 700), wiiich
in the Latin is in general translated adop:

tio.
Hence the controversy, at a later
period, about aiio])tioiii.sin.
He moreover
referred to the mode in whieh elsewhere
tlie names Uod and the Son of CJod are

Adoptio in hajitiseomparationem judaie^e

used metonyinically

mo secundum

adoptionis, wliere
Ps. 82: 6.

:

he referred to

is

1:2;
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He compared also Christ's baptism with
a heterogeneous mixture. ^
the baptism of believers, as that which was prefigured by his own
affirming that, from this moment, the effects of that special union with
God became manifest in him but with this difference, that to him
was imparted the entire fullness of the Divine S])irit, while believers
;

;

1dm only partial influences of the same Spirit.^
other places, Theodore seems to assert, that to the
Saviour, something new, which had not been in him before, was ima view, however, which is at variance
parted to him from without
received

ihrouc/h

Here, as

in

many

;

with the opinion he elsewhere expressed respecting an original union
unless perhaps he meant
of the divine Logos with the man Jesus
to say, that this communication of the fullness of the divine Spirit,
seeming to come to him from without, was but an effect resulting from
;

hidden union with the divine Logos.

his

Although Theodore

after this

God

manner compared the being of God

and enlightened men, yet
was by no means his purpose to establish liere a perfect samenei^s
of kind in all respects, but only to place in a prominent light the
sameness of kind in a certain respect in so far as the relation of
God to rational beings standing in spiritual communion with him
must and should be distinguished ffom the relation of God to the rest
of creation. He affirmed, at the same time, that along with this generic identity there still existed, in the same identical relation in this
in Christ with the being of

in sanctified

it

;

And

one respect, a great specific diversity.

here regard should be

had to the different modes and ways in which God stands related to
good men generally, to prophets, to apostles, and last of all to the
These accessory distinctions served to designate the different
Son.^
ways in which God dwells within whatever is generically like him.
" Never," says Theodore, " shall we have the folly to assert, that
the mode in which God dwells in Christ is no other than that in which
After these distinctions, the exin prophets or apostles."
pression Son of God, in the sense of Theodore, would denote " such
a not merely partial but complete union between him who is, by his
nature and essence, the Son of God (namely, the Logos), and a

he dwells

—

as that, by virtue of this union, the latter would be admitted to
^
share in all the glory, honor, and dominion belonging to the former."
The union of the natures, by the divine good pleasure, says Theodore, brings it about, that, to both, by homonymy, is given the same
name that they share of the same dominion, dignity, and power,
and by virtue of the same, one
without any manner of distinction
^
person is formed of the two natures, as it is also called one person."

man,

;

;

1

'O

Trig

nar'

bva'iav evcjaeuc

t€)V ofioovaiuv rjXri^EVTai. Aoyog-

em
km

fiovuv
6i

tuv

ETEpoovaiuv diiipsvarai, avyxv^^'^c eivat naCoUectio Maji, T.
^apdg ov dvvuiiEvog.

VII p 69
See Bibl. patr.

Lugd T. IX.

f.

application of tlie term, where nothing
to be denoted by it than simjily
union with God generally. See note
3, p. 499.
* See Bibl. patr. Lugd. T. IX. f. 700,

more was
the

701,

'H kut' Ev6oKLav T(jv dvaeuv evuaic fiiav
tu ttjc ouuvvfiiac /loyij epydCsTai
npoariyopiav rf/v avdevriav, t7)v dvvaarelav, ttjv ihairorelav, tj]v u^lav, rijv k^ovalav, fiijSevl rponu) diaipov/iivriv, ivdg a/KJio.
°

col. 1.

expression,
Where, namely,
" Son
in of God," was taken in the highest
also
respect
Bensee
for Theodore in this
did admit that there might be a different
this

**

;

ufifporepui'
rf/v

,
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Again, whilst Apollinaris affirmed that two beings, both abiding in
own complete and individual natures, could never be so united
as to constitute one whole, one person, it was the great purpose of
Theodore to show in what way we are to conceive that deity and
humanity, while abiding each in its own peculiar essence in Christ,
were still bound together by a certain relation in one personal fellow-,
Jesus, as the instrument employed by the deity, for
ship and unity.
the purpose of extending abroad his saving influences to all men who
are fitted to receive them, was the temple in which God dwelt, and
their

human person. '' If we look at the distinction of
the deity and the humanity," said he, " there we must distinguish from
in so far a divinely

each other two natures, abiding without disturbance, each in its own
and accordingly, since both the concej)purity and completeness,
tions are strictly connected, two persons (iVoo-rao-eis, Trpo'crwTra).
But
if we look at their union in the above mentioned relation, .we m^ust
speak of Christ as a person in whom, as one, the human nature has
been taken up into fellowship with the divine.^
This kind of union,"
he says, " preserved the two natures unmixed and unseparated
both
became thereby one person. There was one will and one agency,
and consequently one dominion." ^
He illustrates this by comparing it with the case in which man
and wife are, in a certain relation, called one body, Ephes. 5. Thus,
Theodore contradicted what constituted the prevailing doctrine, not
only in the Alexandrian church, but also in other churches.'^
It may
be said, indeed, that the church phraseology relating to the distinction between the terms vnoa-Taa-i^, Trpouwiroi', and </)vcrt?, was not as
but the reason why Theodore deemed it necessary
yet duly settled
to suppose that, in a certain respect, two hypostases were united in
Christ, lay still deeper than in this unsettled character of the church
it was
phraseology
connected with the whole peculiarity of his

—

;

;

:

mode

of apprehension.

As we

already remarked in describing the doctrine of Apollinaris,
employed the interchangeableness of the predicates belonging to the two natures (the ai'Tt/y.e6'to-racr(.s rtoi' 01/oyu.arwi') as a character to define the unity of the God-man.
But Theodore contended
against this unconditional transfer itself, as bringing along with it a
perfect entanglement and confusion of conceptions.*
He was himself
the latter

also for allowing, indeed, of a certain transfer of predicates, to
the union of the deity and humanity in Christ ; but this only

the different relation of the

same predicate was expressly defined,

KQT avTTjv Kpoauivov koI yevofiivov
Maji. 1. c. p. 69.
Concil. V. Collat. IV. c. 29. Quaiido
naturas clisccrnimus, jjcrfectam natiiram
Dei verhi diciimis et perfectam personam,
nec eniin sine persona est subsistantiam
dicere pert'ectam, perfectam autem et hornrepwi'

Kol Xeyofiivov.
1

inis

naturani et personam similiter.

'O TT/g Kar' evdoKiav kvuaeug rponog,
uovyx^'Tovg ^vluaauv 6vaeLg koi cKhacpeTovg,
?v afi(poTepwv TO npoauTTOv de'iKwaiv, aul
•'

mark
when

fiiav rfjv tvepyeiav hetu. TTjg eizo/iivTic tovtolq
//«df

avdevriag Kat deanoTEias.

Mali,

1.

c.

p. 69.
=*

As

the

Cappadocian church teachers

had declared in the Apollinarian controversy, that, in respect to the ditference of
the deity and humanity in Christ, we may
say indeed, iAAo kuI uAAo, hut not dAAof
kul uXXog.
*

Concil. V. collat. IV.

c. 8.
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according as

it

was employed

denote either the being who, in his
man who, through the divine favor,
by being taken into union with the
Accordingly he said, the virgin Mary might,
to

essence, is the Son of God, or the
was exalted to Sonship with God
essential

Son of God.

the latter, in
be called ^eoroKos and di^^pw-oroKos
accordance with the nature of the fact the former, in view of a
certain relation, and in so far as God dwelt, after the manner described, in the man who was born of her.i
The opposite tendency as to the mode of apprehending and develOwing to
oping this doctrine, we find in the Alexandrian church.
the mystical contemplative bent which predominated in that church,
the chief endeavor there was, to set prominently forth the mystery,
the incom])rehensible, transcendent, and inexplicable fact of the union
of the deity and humanity, by the very forms of phraseology chosen
and to oppose every attempt at explanation.
to express this doctrine
in different senses,

;

;

;

The

'a(D<ji<;

Toiv

(f>va€<j}i'

a^pacTTf

s,

aTrepu 01770?, ap/i7jT09,

and

VTrkp

\6yov

—

" the ineffable, incomprehensible, transcendent union of natures,"
Since
such was the watchivurd of the Alexandrian church doctrine.
the church teachers of this tendency, of whom we may regard the
bishop CijrUl of Alexandria as the representative, sought by their
doctrinal formulas to give particular prominence to the mystery of
the appearance and existence of o)ic

humanity, they were very ready

('liri^t

in the united deity anil

to transfer the

human

predicates to

and the divine to the human. They were fond of
Mary is
such paradoxical expressions as " God has suffered for us
Mary bore in the body the Word
the Mother of God (r/ 6eoT0Koc)
Because they used such expressions, howAvhich was made flesh."
ever, they ought by no means to be charged with holding notions
whereby the divine and human natures were confounded and transThey guarded expressly against being so
formed into each other.
misunderstood, by always holding distinctly apart the divine and the
human predicates {to. dvOpoiTraa and ra OeoTrpeirij) also by acknowledging the independence of both in their union, and by explaining,
that the predicates of both kinds were to be attributed to tlie one
Word who became man. but in different senses the one, with reference to bis deity, the other with reference to the humanity which
he assumed. Only we ought no longer to distinguish, in the actual case,
the divine essence,

;

;

;

;

two natures, to which these different attributes belonged but ascribe
both classes of attributes alike, though not in the same sense, to one
One and the same Son of
and the same Logos who became man.
God miraculously consists of two natures mysteriously united.^ Since,,
•moreover, the Egyptian theologians, strangers as they were to all
intentional Docetism, received all the phenomena which they found
presented in the gosjiel history into their conception of Christ since,,
accordingly, they referred to him the expressions of anguish at the^
approach of death, and also his asseverations of ignorance with respect to many things, regarding these as the marks of humanity, they
;

;

1

See Bibl. patr. Lugd. T. IX.

zq\. I,

f.

703,

'-'

dg

EZf Kal 6 avrbg vide; ek dvolv npayfiuTut
iv Ti ki ufKpoiv unol>p^Tug iKKe^rjvug.
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30uld agree, on this side, in individual results, with the other party
but the difference between the two dogmatic tendencies manifested
itself in their peculiar way of explaining these facts.
;

The Egyptian scheme

of doctrine placed in this the incomf)rehen-

sible

mystery,

— that divine omniscience

man

suffering,

human

and human ignorance huand divine exemption from suffering
and, in general, divine and human attributes, coexisted in one and
The suprarational, supernatural side (vrrep \6y
the same Christ.
virlp (huirw) was precisely the one which they wore for chiefly insisting
The Antiochian theologians, on the other hand, i)resumed inupon.
deed in no wise to derive and explain the existence and appearance
of Christ from the ordinary course of the development of human
nature. They acknowledged here, in common with the Alexandrians,
such a communication of God as could only be an object of faith
but yet they did not confine themselves within the same narrow limits
which the latter had set up, in their endeavors to bring these phenomena under distinct and definite conceptions of the understanding.
Comparing the life of Christ, as it appeared in its manifestation, with
the course of development of human nature generally, and with the
great end of Christ's appearance on earth, they sought to point out
what was in harmony with nature in the revelation of the supernatto trace, in connection with the w^ep Xoyw, also the Kara Aoyor.
ural
.\long with this difference went another
namely, that the Antiochian
theologians endeavored to find something analogous to the union of
;

sensibility,

;

,i',

;

;

;

God

man

with

in Christ, in

the relation of

God

to

rational

beings

comparison between the being of God
in Christ, and the being of God in believers
while, on the other
hand, the Alexandrian theologians endeavored tg give distinctness
and prominence to those points alone in which the union of God and
humanity in Christ differed entirely from every other kind of union
into which God enters with man, and looked upon all those comparisons and analogies as tantamount to a denial of the divine dignitv of
the Redeemer
as tending to obscure, or even totally to subvert, the
doctrhie of the God-man.
He who aifiruied that God used the man
Jesus as an instrument, that He dwelt in him as in a temple, seemed
to them to acknowledge no other being of God in Christ, than might
be affirmed in the case of all enlightened and sanctified men,
such,
for example, as Moses and the prophets
and so also, he who spoke
Kara
Kar
evooKtav, etc.
of a avi'd<f)eLa
xj^piv,
They did not consider,
that these several expressions might be used in a quite different sense
from their own, and really were so used by the theologians of
the other party.
The Alexandrians, it is true, had in their favor, so
far as it concerned the last-mentioned formula, the prevailing doctrinal
terminology.
The peculiar doctrinal terminology of the Antiochian
school was in this case closely connected, however, with the whole of
their system,
particularly with its peculiar doctrine of man; but
for this very reason they could, in fairness and justice, be judged only
by reference to their own connection of ideas, and the relation of their
doctrinal language to their doctrinal conceptions.
So, to that theory
generally

;

to find a point of

;

;

—

;

—
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of a (Turae^eta Kara

or xar cuSoKtar,

)(^a.pu',

which expressions, taken
denote nothing else than

in their

own

/car'

—

avOivrtav, Kar d^iav,

all

(the Alexandrians') sense, could

moral fellowship, at hightheory the Alexandrians
had nothing to oppose but the assertion of a erwrrts (jjvcnKrj, Kar ova-iav,
ouo-6a>8>7s
as they would recognize in the Christ who appeared, only
the one nature of the incarnate Word, or the one incarnate nature of
est a deification of

a certain spiritual,

human

nature,

—

to this

;

the

Word

But

(/xia cfn'm^;

Tov Koyov

the Antiochians,

of their

who

own connection

(refra/jK-oj/AeVov,

or

/xta ^ucrts

—

crearapKWfxei'r]).

likewise proceeded only on the

of ideas and their

groundwork

own dogmatic terminology,

could under these latter definitions conceive of nothing else than a
confusion and transformation of the two natures, resulting in a third.

how easily the two
might be held in direct opposition to each other,
how
easily those at the one might see dangerous heresies in the assertions
which proceeded from those at the other.
Had men traced back to
its deepest ground the difference at bottom, in the relation of the two
dogmatic tendencies to each other, they would have come to perceive
and to make themselves conscious, that there existed here a radical
difference in the mode of apprehending the relation between the natural and the divine,
the relation between reason and revelation as,
It

is

manifest, then, from what has been said,

positions

—

—

in fact,
Aoyoi'.

;

appears evident in the relation of the vwe/) Xnyov to the Kara
But to such clearness of insight, the consciousness of dou^-

matic oppositions did not, in this period, easily unfold itself.
Men
were rather disposed to remain fast by the accidental expression or
utterance of oppositions in their outward form of manifestation, just
where they laid strongest hold on the church interest, without seeking
to make themselves clearly conscious of the underlying root of the
antagonism. Besides this, the contest here between the two opposite
types of doctrine sprung out of the use of a single term, to which,
just then, the church interest' attached peculiar importance
and,
owing to the manner in which the controversy arose, it so happened
that the dogmatic development was from the outset disturbed by the
intrusion of profane, personal feelings.
And since men did not know
;

how

to sei)arate the religious and the doctrinal interest, while various
foreign influences soon entered from without, the development of the
general principles which lay at bottom in the contest over particular

more and more hindered.
The circumstances which led to the outbreak

points was necessarily

of the controversy

were as follows
Ncatorias, a presbyter of the church at Antioch,
esteemed and celebrated on account of the rigid austerity of his life
and the impressive fervor of his preaching, had, in the year 428, been
made patriarch of Constantinople. Educated in the convent, he had
brouglit with him the virtues and the faults usually connected with
Monasticism.
With an honest and pious zeal he failed to unite prudence and moderation his zeal was readily alloyed with passion he
was apt to see dangerous heresies in anything remote from the dogHe did not always
matic phraseology to which he was accustomed,
know how to unite the spirit of love and forbearance with zeal for
:

:

:
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As it was often the case with
the truth of which he was assured.
those who left the disciphne of the cloister to act a part on the great
stage of public life, that, by the constraint and awkwardness of their
movements, they gave frequent occasion of
with Nestorius,

ofiFense

when suddenly transferred from

;

so

it

happened

a quiet scene of ac-

most perplexing relations, at a corrupt court, where
and the meanest passions had full sway, and amidst a clergy
who, many of them, were governed much more by worldly than by
Here he was exposed to the jealous watch of many
spiritual motives.
foreign ecclesiastics residing at the court, who had aspired to the patriarchal dignity
and also to that of the patriarch of Alexandria, who
was seeking to be primate of the Oriental church. To sustain himself
under such relations, and to have it in his power to exert a good and
salutary influemce, Nestorius should have united with great firmness
of character, a sufficient degree of Christian prudence, moderation,
and wisdom.
But in just these qualities he was, in part, deficient.
He was incUned to make trial of his patriarchal power by attempting in the first place to suppress various descriptions of heretics, who,
in spite of the several laws which had been passed against them, had
continued to spread and multiply in the capital city of the East, and
Spiritual arrogance under the form of a
its subordinate dioceses.^
blind, persecuting zeal, expressed itself in these words of his inau" Give me a
gural discourse, which were addressed to the emperor
Help
country purified of heretics, and for it I will give you heaven.
me to subdue the heretics, and I will help you to subdue the Persians."
Not a few, to be sure, were highly delighted with this zeal of
but others were not
their new patriarch for the purity of the faith
wanting, men of more prudence and foresight, wh© augured unfavorCorrespondent with this beginning was
ably of such a beginning.
the course which the new patriarch chose to pursue in his first active
labors, when, without distinguishing between things essential and nonessential in doctrinal disputes, he proceeded to persecute, with like
zeal, Arians, Novatians, and Quartodeciraanians.
He was thus the
occasion of much violent excitement, which ended in the shedding of
blood.
But it was not long before his polemical zeal drew down the
charge of heresy upon himself.
Nestorius, if not a disciple of Theodore of Mopsuestia, belonged,
as appears evident from his doctrine concerning Christ's person, to
the disciples of the Antlochian school.
He was accustomed to defend
tivity into the

intrigue

;

:

;

a

eVwcrts Kar' cuSoKtai',

Kara

<jirrnv.

The

Kara

latter

biXrjcnv, Ul opjJOSltion to the erwcrts /car' ovcrcav,

appeared

to

him absurd, and not

ciled with the immutability of the divine essence.^
1

The church

must be our

historian, Socrates,

who

principal authority in depictJng the character of Nestorius, and wlio
is the least prejudiced of any who have
described him, might indeed be led astray
in his judgment of him, through partiality
for the Novatians, whom Nestorius persecuted but, on the other hand, he appears
free, in his judgments, from the fanaticism
;

to

Now from

be reconthis dog-

of his times; as is evident in those reniarkj which tend to the disparagement
of Nestorius.
As he expresses himself in thefollowing fragment Tu) Kar' ovaiav Xoyio, <^vou
Oviutc
^Ouif ovx hovrui x^pi-C uipavia/iav
yap aiiralg aut^erai 6 tov kC)<; dvai "koyog- r/
6e KaTurrivdiXricsiv Evuaic kul tj^v hipyaav,
uTpinrovc avm^ T7;pd nui aScaiperovg, (uav
'^

:

.
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matic point of view, which was pecuhar to himself, he might, with that
narrow spirit of the monk which ever clung to him, easily see important
heresies in whatever was opposed to his own governing dogmatic notions.
On this side he could not fail to meet with many things calculated to
for
offend him under the new circumstances in which he was placed
here he encountered many phrases in the prevailing language of the
church which seemed altogether repugnant to the Antiochian system
;

To this class belonged particularly the title ©eoroKos as
a title to which the prevailing veneration
applied to the virgin' Mary
and this excessive veneration
of Mary attached peculiar importance
of doctrine.

;

;

Mary

served to encourage, might also
contribute, wit'li other causes, to make its use appear dangerous to
Nestorius, who had received, in the Antiochian school, a purer direcof

itself,

wliich

such a

title

tion of the Christian spirit.^

As

was not customary in those times to separate what belonged
from the topics more appropriate to the sermon,
it was natural that Nestorius, whose rhetorical manner, modeled after
the Antiochian taste, was peculiarly grateful to the Constantinopolitans, and whose sermons were received with loud exclamations of applause and clapping of hands,'^ should soon feel impelled to introduce
It
into them a doctrinal theme which appeared to him so important.
may perhaps, however, be ascribed to his prudence, that he did not
at once enter the lists against a term which stood in such high venerait

to scholastic divinity

tion
but contented himself to teach in general the doctrine concerning the union of the two natui-es in Christ, according to the system
When Nestorius expounded the Antiof Theodore of Mopsuestia.'"^
;

avTuv deLKvvaa
TT/vipepyeiav.

irenoirnievi-jv ttjv

And

MXTjaLv Kal
fragment,

in tlic scooiul

the Kah' vnoGTaaLv Kal (fiuaLv tvuaic is rejecfed as uiitenal)le, and the Kar' evdoiclav
evo)(jL(, fj-'uiv

aiv

Tuv

unoouCpvai -deXr]maintained. Maji, T.

rjvidfj.evo)V

Kul ivepyecau

VII.

18.33, p. 69.

1 Socrates is, in one respect, more just
towards Nestorius than the great body of
his contemporaries, and the dominant
party in the church during several of tlie
following centuries, in that he defends
him against the charge of Photinianism
and of Samosatenianism. But in another
respect he does him injustice, adopting the
false view of these controversies wliich
came to be entertained at a later period,
after Nestorius had been factiously stigmatized as a heretic; and charging him
with having fostered tiie controversy about
a mere word, from want of accurate knowledge of the language and literatui'e of the
ancient church, from obstinacy and from

He was afraid of the word i9eor6vanity.
Koc as of a ghost (wf tu ^opfio7\.vKia). From
the remarks already made respecting the
general dogmatic antagonism out of which
this controversy arose, it is evident, that
although the dispute here was about a
word, yet it was by no means a mere verbal

disp>ite

;

but a far deeper and more

general opposition of views was the real
source of the controversy. If it had so
happened, however, that this particular
term had not been drawn into the dispute,
the controversy doubtless would not have
proved at once so violent and acrimonious.
^ As appears evident from various allusions in his sermons.
See e. g. Sernio II.
in the works of Marius Mercator, T. II
near the beginning.
^ That
tliis preceded
the public outbreak of the controversy, is apparent from
what Nestorius himself says, in a sermon
delivered after the controversy had begun
Mefivijade 6e nov nuvruc Kal tu noTtAuKic
/^oi. npdi vfiug elpTifiiva, jug iinTidg -rrpbg tov
SeoTTOTrjv Xpiarov dianplvovn (pvaeig.
L.
Tiie Quartudecimanians in
c. p. 9, init.
•

Asia Minor, who were induced, by

his in-

fluence, to join themselves to the catholic
church, were persuaded by him also to

subscribe the creed which he had brought
with him from the Antiochian church,
which Theodore of Mopsuestia had drawn
up for the use of catechumens and converted heretics, and in which his peculiar
system of doctrines was clearly unfolded,
See Concil. Ephes. act. VI. f. 1.515, T. L

Harduin.
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ochian system of doctrine in his discourses, others of less considerate
who were attached to his person, might feel themselves called
upon to commence the attack upon the name ^eoToVos now commonly
His presbyter Anastasius, who had
applied to the virgin Mary.
come with him from Antioch, and enjoyed his particular confidence,
was, on a certain occasion,^ prompted to exclaim in one of his dis" Let no man call Mary the mother of God
for she was
courses
human, and God cannot be born of man."^ This onset, though it
sprang out of a well-meant pious zeal, was still extremely ill-timed and
unwise.
The term which he attacked had on its side the authority
of ancient use, not only in the Egyptian church, but also in other
respectable churches: many eminent church teachers had already
employed it, without associating with its use the errors aimed at by
Anastasius. But by the way in which he attacked it, he would necessarily expose himself, according to the then prevailing method of
doctrinal strife, to the reproach of having denied the true deity of
Christ, of having taught that Jesus was born of Mary as a mere
man, and then, in some after {jcrind, visited
like other prophets and
zeal,

;

:

—

divine messengers,
influences of the

whom

Holy

he differed from only

in

degree

—

with the

Spirit.

Furthermore, it is said, that a bishop of Marcianopolis in Moesia,*^
just then on a visit to Constantinople, publicly exclaimed in
the church, either while addressing an assembly of bishops in the
sacrarium, or more probably in a sermon " Let him be accursed who
calls Mary the mother of God."
But Cyrill wrongly infers, because
Nestorius did not contradict this declaration, and because he afterwards admitted this bishop to the communion, that he approved of
what he had said.
Nestorius might certainly acknowledge the bishop
as an orthodox man, and respect his zeal for pure doctrine, though he
may not have approved the way in which he chose to express it.
After this public declaration, the question whether Mary ought to
be called the mother of God was much agitated, not only among the

who was

:

clergy at Constantinople, but

Socrat. VII.

1

among

It is

differ as to the

;

to

present

the order of events

in their

Host natural connection. According to
Jhe account of Theophanes, in his Chronograjthy, Nestorius himself first brought
on the dispute, by a sermon composed by
himsclf (the same which Socrates ascribes
to Anastasius), Avhich he placed in the
hands of his Syncel (episcopal secretary),
directing

him

to

read

it

in

the church,

This secretary, according to Theophanes,
was not Anastasius. Supposing the fact
to

have been

so,

we

sermon was the first in tlie series of
those whieh have been preserved by Marius Mercator; for in this discourse son>ething resembling the expressions quoted
in the text is unquestionably to be found,
But still this .amounts to no" proof for, in
sermons which continually refer to this
subject, many things would naturally be
repeated.
Socrates is here certainly a
more important authority than Theophanes, who wrote four centuries later,
Cyrill of Alexandria, the fierce antagonist of Nestorius, and whose testimony therefore cannot be wholly relied
on, reports this in several public declarations; c. g. ep. 6.
But the truth of this
assertion is contradicted on no side
and
what Cyrill relates may well be su])posed
to have' taken place through the blind zeaJ
of a bishop of this jiarty.
this

.32.

nothing strange, tliat the reports
immediate occasion of the
disputes.
Various circumstances, following one after the other, may have cooperated to kindle the flame
and then the
question comes up, which was the first,
The report of Socrates seems on the whole
2

who

the laity of higher rank,

m.ay conclude that

;

'"^

;
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were so addicted to doctrinal discussions ^ and the disputes were carNestorius thought it
ried on with heat and violence on both sides.
his duty to take an active part in these disputes, and to defend the
cause of 'his friend, who was stigmatized as a heretic.
He often
brought up this subject in his sermons.
In the first of these, he began with setting forth the evidences of a providence consulting for
the wants of mankind in the kingdom of nature, which evidences he
drew from the marks of benevolent adaptation but with a very superficial conception of the principle, the whole being referred merely
to the gratification of sensuous wants.
Then, by a quite disproportionate leap, he proceeded next to consider the greatest gift which
God has bestowed on mankind, in the appearance of Christ, whose
end was to restore the fallen image of God. The restoration of mankind was to be brought about by the instrumentality of a man, in
proof of which he adduced 1 Corinth. 15 21.
On this last proposition he evidently intended to lay great stress, with a view to the
immediate application of it against those who were unwilling to call
Mary the mother of a man, but who insisted that she was the mother
of God.
Unjustly charging such with his own inferences from their
doctrine, he put them in the same class with Pagans, who gave
mothers to their gods. Him who was born of Mary, he, on the other
hand, calls the instrument of the Deity, the temple prepared through
Mary by the Holy Spirit, in which the divine Logos dwelt. Everywhere in these discourses, he adheres strictly to the formulas of the
Antiochian school.
He teaches that there were two natures, deity
and humanity, united together after the most intimate manner but
from the first, in connection with the continued duality of natures,
there was but one dignity,^
the human nature being, in this respect, exalted, by virtue of that intimate union, to a participation in
the dignity of the divine.
Hence one Christ, one Son of God, inasmuch as the humanity had been taken up into union with the one eternal Son of God.
He spoke, as we might anticipate from the above
remarks, with great heat and injustice against the antagonists of the
Antiochian scheme of doctrine, whom he called sophistical dogmatists of the new school.^
He places the doctrine of a most intimate
union between humanity and deity over against the doctrine of a deification of human nature, of which he accuses his opponents.*
This controversy excited so much interest even among the laity,
that, on a certain occasion, when Nestorius was inveighing against the
doctrine which represented Mary as the mother of God, and contrasting the eternal generation of the Logos with the temporal nativity of the man whom the Logos assumed as his instrument, an individual of rank, no longer able to restrain himself, cried out " No
the eternal Logos himself condescended also to the second birth."
;

;

:

;

—

;

1

Accordiuij; to

tlie

naiTixtive

ofTheoph-

anes, it wiis an advocate {axoTiaariKoc)
of Constantinople, who first came out
publicly in the church, auainst a sermon
in which the epithet ^enrdnog was
attacked.

^

'A^ia, avdevria fiovadiKT).

^

Tovg

ao(pov( rcjv doyfiaTLariLv twj' veu-

repov.
*

'AKpa avvcKpeui, oim anodeuaii.
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Immediately a violent commotion arose among the assembled multione party taking the side of the patriarch, the other that of
Nestorius did not allow himself to be embarrassed
his opponent.^
He once more resumed his discourse, praised the
by this incident.
zeal of his friends, and, having attempted to refute the sudden opponent, whom he called a poor miserable trifler,'^ proceeded with the
discussion after his usual manner.
Already had Nestorius incurred, in the opinion of many, the
charge of Photinianism,^ when a man who, on account of his personal
relations, might well be sus[)ected of being croverned by unholy passions and motives, took advantage of the popular feehng now rising
coming
against the patriarch, and labored to excite it still more,
out publicly, though without naming him, as his opponent, and in a
way which was well suited to produce in the minds of many an unfaThis person was Israel us,
vorable impression against Nestorius.
who had been offered as a bishop to the church at Cyzicus, but had
not been received as such. He had ever since resided in the Eastern
capital, and, at an earlier period, sought to obtain the vacant patriarchate at Constantinople, with some hopes of success. On the Christmas festival of the year 429, or on the festival of the Annunciation
(!jfj.epa ivayyeXiafiov) on the 25th of March,^ he preached a discourse,
full of rhetorical display and exaggeration, in which, extolHng the
virgin Mary as the mother of the incarnate Logos, he attacked those
who refused to acknowledge her as such, without calling their names,
and noticed in particular the objections which had been offered by
Nestorius in the first sermon above mentioned.
As, by hints and
allusions, he gave it to be understood that his opponents believed only
in a deified man, instead of believing in a humanized Logos
as he
held them up to view as enemies to the honor of Mary
all this could
not fail with many to operate very unfavorably for the party of NesThe tinkling chime of high-wrought phrases, and the cause
torius.
which he defended, the honor of Mary, procured for the sermon
though, from the peculiar character of the stvle, it must have been
unintelligible to many
immense approbation, as was testified by
the loud applause with which, according to the usual practice, it was
received.
All this having transpired in the presence of Nestorius,
and himself miderstanding full well all the allusions in the discourse,
tude,

—

—

;

;

—

—

1

0pp. Marii Mercator. T.

II.

f.

13.

Tov deilaiov fiiaplac 6 ileyxocthis accusation, hut
considered it unworthy of refutation, because they could not touch his doctrine in
2 Trie
'^

lie

had heard of

that way. Ego autem quibusdam mihi et
iilud renuutiantibus, cum lajtitia saepius
risi, quoniam, inquiunt, episcopus, quae
I'hotini sunt, sapit.
* All that Proclus says, in this homily,
is
unquestionably suited to the second
festival,
concerning the celebration of
which in this church during the present
period, we have, however, no other account besides this. As elsewhere, in the

homilies of the Greek fiithers of this period, many things connected with the uaand childhood of Christ are takuu
together, so this discourse might be understood also as having reference to the
Christmas festival and possibly Proclus,
for the express purpose of doing honor to
Mary, may have converted this festival
itself into a nap&EVMTj TzavTjyvjjLg.
What
he says about the great multitude who
had come by land and by water, to attend
the celebration of this" festival, would
rather lead us to conclude that it was the
great Christian festival of Christmas,
tivity

;
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he felt himself called upon to defend his doctrine against these reproaches
and hence on the spot he addressed a short discourse to
the church, such as the moment suggested to him, and in which
therefore the good temper he showed, in refraining from any personal
attack on his opponent, deserves to be more particularly remarked.
He began with great prudence, declaring that it was perfectly natural
that they should receive with so great approbation what had been said
to the honor of Mary; "but," he added, " we must take heed, lest,
in doing honor above measure to the virgin Mary, we run the hazard
of detracting from the dignity of the divine Logos."
With- allusion
to the swollen language of Proclus, so ill suited to the understanding
of the people, he said he would endeavor to speak with plainness, so
as to be understood by all.
He concluded by exhorting them not to
express their approbation at once by clapping, not to suffer themselves
to be carried away by the charm of oratory, but to examine with
care into the doctrine, and refrain from condemning what was true,
merely because it was new to them.
Immediately after this, he
preached several discourses, in which he expounded the questions still
further with reference to the objections of Proclus.
He was aware
how much foresight he needed to use, so as to give no offense where
there was such an enthusiastic veneration of Mary.
He was ready
to respect this feeling, yet without yielding anything from the truth.
He declared that, in case any of the simpler minded were disposed to
call the virgin Mary the mother of God (OeuroKos), he had no particu;

lar aversion to the terra, provided they did not convert

Mary

into a

Adopting the middle course between the two extremes,
instead of using the phrases Mary the mother of God, or the mother
of the man (OeoroKos or di^6pw7roro/«)s), he employed the term mother
goddess.^

of Christ (xpto-roTOKos), inasmuch as the name Christ belonged to the
whole person uniting the divine and the human natures.
His endeavor to keep close to the holy Scriptures appears worthy of all
He very justly offers it as an argument against the use of
respect.
holy Scriptures nowhere teach that God, but
everywhere that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Lord, was born of
Mary. " This we all acknowledge for unhappy is his case who
receives not what the Scriptures teach."
His pains-taking conscientiousness in refusing to yield anything from the truth may be seen in
He had said, " I do not grudge that epithet
the following example.
I know that she is worthy of all honor who
to the mother of Chrht.
received God into herself, through whom the Lord of the universe
passed, through whom the Sun of righteousness shone." These words,
which favored the worship of the virgin, and seemed coincident with
the prevailing notions, were received with claps of approbation. Tliis
made Nestorius fearful lest his language might have been so understood as to conflict with the scheme of doctrine which he had ever
" Your applause makes
taught and therefore he immediately added
that term, that the

;

;

1
f.

'E/UOi Trpdf TTiv ^uvrjv (p-dovog

30.

:

ovk ian, fiovov

^fj

noidru t^v nup^devov

tiedv.

S.

V
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— through

me suspicious.^ How have you understood my declaration
whom the Lord of the universe passed ? In that I said not
as

had used the words,

if I

soon forget

my own

'

He

language,"

^

was born of

her.'

Vox-

I

the same

do not so

etc.

Meanwhile everything at Constantinople was tending towards a
schism of the church.
One party of the clergy and monks, affecting
to regard him as a heretic, a follower of the doctrines of Paul of
Samosata, would no longer recognize him as their bisho[>, and renounced all church fellowship with him.-'^ A card was publicly affixed
to the walls of the principal cliurch, containing a detailed comparison
of the doctrines of Nestorius with those of Paul of Samosata.*
Several presbyters preached, in one of the churches of Constantinople,

against the

Some

He

doctrines of Nestorius.

who were

forbade

their

preaching.

were deposed from their
places, as favorers of Manicheism, by a synod convened under his
presidency at Constantinople. °
On that principle of charging opponents Avith all imaginable consequences from their doctrines, in which
both parties equally indulged, it had probably been inferred from the
manner in which those clergy, in accordance with the Egyptian
scheme, had expressed themselves in speaking of the human nature
of Christ, that they denied the reality of Christ's humanity, and had
therefore fallen into the Manichean Docetism.
In view of the remarks
already made respecting the character of Nestorius, we must admit
there may have been some grovmd for the accusations of his opponents,
inclined though they were to indulge everywhere in extravagant statements, that in the heat of controversy he sometimes forgot himself
so far as to resort to violent measures.
But we should remember
also how sorely he was provoked by fanatical and arrogant opponents,
who showed not the least respect for law or order. Once, when Nestorius was about to enter the church for the purpose of preaching a
discourse from the Bema, a monk boldly placed himself in the way
to stop him, because heretics should not be allowed to teach in public.
His adversaries,^ who relate this story themselves, call this disorderly
behavior by no severer name, indeed, than the zeal of a pious simphcity
but they really had no reason to complain when such a disturber of the public peace was harshly dealt with, and banished from
of the clergy,

hostile to him,

;

Constantinople.

On

another occasion, Nestorius displayed that spirit
seeks not to dispute about words, while pure
doctrine is seen to be safe.
As he had publicly declared hi his sermons, that he had no objection to the term ^cutoko?, in itself considered
so, in opposition to several of the clergy and the monks who
of moderation which

;

Nestorius, to his honor be it said, seems
everywiiere to have been averse to these
loud theatrical demonstrations ot'apphiuse.
He says here TliiAtv inoKrevu rdv Kporov;
and on another occasion, where doubtless he had been received with loud exclamations of applause, he says, " I do not
^

:

judf^c the love

you bear me by your shouts,"

ai)

Kpavyalg Kpivu

s.

n.

foi. 8.

tt/v etf ijie

(fCKoaTopyiav

^

g

y

31

f.

_

See the petition of the Diaconus Basiland the monks associated with him,
in Harduin. Concil. T. I. f. 1335.
3

ins,
*

L.

^

As Nestorius

c. f.

1^71.
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L.

c.

says himsqlf, in a letter

Alexandria, 1.
Harduin. f. 1338.

to Cyrill of

c. f.
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had stigmatized him as a heretic, he declared himself ready to concede, that the y^erson who by his nature is the Son of God was born
of the virgin Mary, the mother of God. since there is but one Son of
God. The last addition shows in what sense he would concede this
namely, since the true and essential Son of God had appropriated to
himself human nature, and taken it up into union with his own dignity, so that there is but one Son of God, the predicates of the human nature might therefore, in this point of view, be attributed to the
one Son of God.
Had these persons rightly understood the remark
of Nestorius, in its connection with his own scheme of doctrine, they
would not have accused him of decef)tion.^
The adversaries of Nestorius at Constantinople, at a time when he still possessed full influence at the imperial court and stood united with the ruling power,
would hardly have ventured to come out so boldly against him, unless
they had been sure of another powerful support, by virtue of tlieir
connection with Cyrlll, the patriarch of Alexandria, through whose
sympathy and participation it was that consequences of a still more
extensive and general nature flowed from this controversy.
To form a correct judgment of the several steps from the beginning,
which Cyrill took in this matter, it will be necessary first to glance at
the disposition and character of the man, and at the course of conduct he had exhibited since his entrance on the episcopal oflice.
A
violent persecuting spirit against Pagans, Jews, and heretics, an unbounded ambition, which did not scruple to resort to force and to
poUtical means for the sake of securing its ends,^ were the traits of
character which Cyrill had thus far unfolded. ^
A man of his stamp
must have been attracted by an opportunity so inviting, of extending
the dominion which he exercised in the Egyptian church, over a still
wider field.
In contemplating by themselves the first steps taken by
Cyrill in this contest, we might be led to conclude that he was actuated by a zeal for pure doctrine, which, though it grew out of an
exclusive, dogmatical spirit, and was exceedingly narrow, was yet untainted by personal passions
that in the outset he did really seek,
by gently pointing out where Nestorius was wrong, to convince and
change the mind of his fellow bishop, who, in his opinion, had given
;

many

and, in so concluding, we should not
abusive interpretation of his opponent's principles,
a practice which we find to have been no less
common with the other party. But when we compare these steps of
Cyrill with his character as previously exhibited
when we follow
just cause of offense to

attach

overmuch importance

—

;

to his

;

them in their measured and gradual progress
becomes quite probable that he commenced
The language

1

by
I.

of Nestorius, as quoted

his accusers (Hiinluin. Act. Concil. T.
llept rob (bvaei vlov tov
1337), was

f.

Seoi),

:

OTi

ETEX^V ""«

TW

aylag M.aplag t^q
Itis plain

iJeoroKoii, sTTfi [oi';K]fw u/l/lof viof.

with Tillemont, we must here supply
the ovK. inserted within
the brackets
since for the very reason that Nestorius
jcknowledged but one Son of God in the
that,

to the final results,

so

—

it

gently only because

united deity and humanity, he was willing
also in this regard to admit the term
deoTOnoc, rightly understood.
- Vid. Socrat. VII. 7.
^ It was
also rumored of Cyrill, that
bishoprics could be obtained of him for
money, by persons wholly unworthy of
the

office.

127.

See Isidor. Pelusiot.
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THE DISPUTES.

the reigning influence of the patriarch of Constantinople was at first
too strong for hira and that he meant to prepare with cunning poUcy
the more decided steps which were to follow in due time.
;

Soon after the breaking out of the disputes at Constantinople,
them by publishing two works of his own, in wliich,
however, he refrained wholly from alluding to the name or the person of
One of these was a programme referring to the approachNest(H-ius.
ing Easter festival,^ which, conformably to the usage of the AlexanCyrill took part in

drian bishops, he issued just before the commencement of the fasts.
It being customary on such occasions to treat such topics of faith or
morals as were adayited to the season, Cyrill chose for his topic on
the pecuHar character of Christ;, the God-man, as comthe doctrine
pared with all other divine messengers and prophets,
Next, he took
of the union of the deity and humanity in Christ.^
up the same doctrinal subject in a long admonitory letter, addressed,
In- both these
after the Easter festival, to the Egyptian monks.
writings, he carried out the distinction between an essential and natui-al union, and a barely relative, moral communion of God with huHe represei^ted the transfer of predicates, and hence also
manity.
the designation of Mary with the title ^/cotokos, to be a necessary conhe labored to show that, unless the former
sequence af the former
were adopted with all the consequences which flowed from it, Christ
would be represented as a mere man, whom (jrod employed, like other
men, as an instrument and that, accordingly, Christ could not be the
In his second work, Cyrill expressly states
Redeeme." of mankind.
the reasoii why he deemed it necessary to address this letter to the
had got among them ;'^ and people
he said
monks. Evil reports
were abroad, who sought to disturb their simple .faith, by starting
such questions as whetlier Mary ought to be called ^^cotoko? or not.
He observed, in the first place, very justly, that it were better, if
these persons (who had no call whatever to teach, and who for the
most part were wholly destitute of any regular education) would abstain altogether from such questions, and not agitate anew those matters which even the best cultivated minds could scarcely contemplate
This reason surely ought to have
as seen through a glass darkly.
prevented Cyrill himself from writing his letter; but he supposed
that, inasmuch as such questions had already begun to be agitated
among them, it was necessary to furnish them with the means of refuting the sophisms of their opponents, and of securing their own
faith against these assaults.
But among the Egyptian monks, who
were wholly dependent on the authority of the Alexandrian patriarchs, and by their peculiar mode of training were least of all prepared or inclined to receive the Antiochian scheme of doctrine, the
danger of being infected by errors which emanated from Constantinople was hardly so great as to call for any extraordinary precautions.
this occasion

—

:

;

—

—

1 Libullus paschalis, ypiifi/xara naaxuXta.
Amon<j^ the works of Cyrill, these letters
appear under the name of homilies (dfii^ai), perhaps because they answered the
twofold purpose of being read before the

voi.. II.

3.3

Alexandrian church, and of being sent
other Egyptian churches,
^

The

17lh

among

his

chales.
**

QpvX^i

rivec ;\;aA£n-ot.

homiliie

to

pas
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CTRILL.

Hence

it would seem to be evident that Cyrill was not altogether in
earnest in what he here said
it may rather have
been his express
design, instead of suppressing, to foment the dispute, and add to its
importance.
The Egyptian monks were, in truth, the willing and
ready tools of the Alexandrian bishops in their controversies and
:

;

Cyrill

must undoubtedly have been aware how

easily the passions of

these people could be excited on matters of this sort.
It would seem, moreover, that, from various quarters, Cyrill was
reproached ^ for having made such an attack on Nestorius on the
ground of mere reports, as he himself had avowed an attack which,
owing to the position maintained by the patriarch of Alexandria in the
church, must necessarily create a great sensation.
Cyrill now declared that he felt himself called upon to open and expound the pure
doctrine, in order to set at rest the minds of those who had taken
offense at the reported explanations of Nestorius.^
He defended
;

himself against the charge of uncharitableuess and love of dispute,
men have often done who were inspired by hypocritical zeal for a
formal orthodoxy,
by abusing the sacred name of love. He declared
as

—

that he* was ready to sacrifice everything to charity, but could yield
that he could not remain silent when
nothing in matters of faith
scandal had been given to all the churches of the Roman empire
;

that,

by remaining

silent

under such circumstances, he would incur

the charge of a serious dereliction from duty in the sight of God.
He also hints at the reasons which induced him, in that address to
the monks, to abstain as yet from all personal attacks, and to use

He says ^
language which was still so far from being vehement.
that he might justly have pronounced the anathema on every person
who refused to call Mary the mother of God but he had as yet
forborne from so doing,* for the sake of Nestorius, lest many might
say that the hkhojj of Alexandria or the Egyptian apiod had condemned him. It is easy to see, that Cyrill was anxious to avoid
the reproach of hunting up heresies under the influence of passion,
a reproach to which events still fresh in the memories of all ^ easily
exposed him.
But no one acquainted with the state of things at Constantinople,
least of all Nestorius, could mistake the references of this letter, soon
dispersed abroad, by which new weapons against him were placed in
He must have been so much the
the hands of his violent opponents.
more excited by it, that he here saw that first discourse preached at
;

—

Constantinople 'made the object of attack
6 and 7, among his letep.
The venerable abbot Isidore of Felusium, who might properly address Cyrill
1

See

L.

a certain tone of authority, wrote to
him thus " Put an end to the dispute,
lest you bring down upon yourself the
judgment of God. Let not the punishment
which you deem it necessary to inflict on
mortalmen on account of personal grievances fall upon the living church. Prepare not the way for perpetual divisions in

ruv

:

'

as Cyrill himself did not

the clmrch under the pretense of piety."
1. cp. 370.

ters.

in

;

I,Kav6aAi.cdelatv uv&punoii a»rd
in the II. ep. ad Nesavrov
Xaprtuv f/yovv s^vyijaEuv nEpKpEpQjM:-

Ep.

'^

6.

k^riyfiaE'^v

tor..

:

—

vuv.
^
*

^

we

Ep.

6.

avrbv teuq
!„ the case of Chrysostom, of which
shall speak hereafter.
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afterwards deny that the letter had been directed against the reported scriptural expositions of Nestorius.
When Cyrill learned how much Nestorius had been annoyed by his
letter to the monks, he wrote to him personally in justification of
himself.
It was not his letter assuredly, he thought, which had
given rise to disturbances on account of the faith
but it was what
Nestorius was supposed to have said, whether he had said it or not.
There were many, he affirmed, who were ready to deny that they
could any longer call Christ God, or anything more than an instrument of the Deity. How could he (Cyrill) remain silent, when injury was done to the faith, and so many were disturbed ? ^
Would
he not have made himself answerable for his untimely silence before
the judgment>seat of Christ ?
Indeed, what was he to do now ?
Cyrill hypocritically represented the matter, as if he were desirous
of consulting with Nestorius himself as to how he should act, since
he had been inquired of by the Roman bishop Coelestin and by a
Roman synod, whether the writing dispersed abroad under the name
of Nestorius, which had created everywhere great offense, should be
considered as his or not.
Cyrill says he did not himself know how
that writing had been conveyed to Rome although doubtless he knew
all about it.
He affected to doubt whether that discourse had really
proceeded from Nestorius, although his animadversions on Nestorius
in this letter showed clearly enough that he had no doubts on the subject
and although, in case he entertained any, his conduct would
only have been the more censurable.
Thus then Cyrill concludes
that Nestorius was bound rather to find fault with himself, than with
him. It would be his better course to correct what he had said, so as
to put an end to the scandal which the whole woHd had taken.
If
anything had escaped him, even in oral discourse, which he had occasion to regret, he ought, after mature reflection, to rectify the mistake, and no longer hesitate to call Mary the mother of God.
This letter of Cyrill was, of course, not calculated to mend or to
mitigate the injury he had done to Nestorius
for this very letter,
notwithstanding all its assurances of love, contained, in fact, the severest charges which could be alleged against a preacher of the gospel as such.
Although Nestorius signified as much in his reply to
Cyrill, yet he answered him in a calin and dignified tone.
Into the
S[)ecific matter of Cyrill's letter he forbore to enter at large, but
sought only to refute the charges brought against his doctrine in Cyrill's address to the monks, and to retort the same accusations, under
another form, upon Cyrill himself
In so doing, he indulged himself,
it must be allowed, though in a different way, in the same unwarrant;

;

;

;

able license which his opponent

had taken, of misrepresentation and
Instead of entering into Cyrill's train of thought, he
dwelt only upon the expressions, " God was born," " God suffered,"
false charges.

and the

like,

which might flow out of the theory of the transfer of

hardly to be conceived, however,
that one sermon of Nestorius should have
produced such important effects among
1

It is

Egyptian monks, who were so little capar
ble of being affected by a tendency of this
sort.
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NESTORIUS INCLINED TO PEACE.

He accused him, without looking at the sense in which
such predicates might be employed, of falling into pagan, Apollinarian, and Arian errors, and of representing God as capable of passion.
But he was surely right when he said that the sacred Scriptures uniformly gave such predicates, not to the Godhead, but to
Christ, which name designates the union of the two natures.
Hence,
moreover, it was his opinion, that Mary should be called rather the
mother of Christ (x^pio-Toro'/co?), than the mother of God.
After havpredicates.

ing called upon Cyrill to examine more closely into the doctrine of
Scripture, so as to perceive this, he ironically thanked him .for sympathizing so deeply with those whose peace had been disturbed, and
for extending his anxieties even to the affairs in Constantinople.
He
might rest assured, however, that he had been wrongly informed,

perhaps by clergymen of Constantinople like minded with himself for
everything there was in the most favorable condition
the Christian
knowledge of his flock daily improving, and the emperor rejoicing in
the prosperity of the church.
Nestorius could not therefore, at this
time, have been aware of any threatening danger.
Cyrill did not
leave this letter unanswered
he complained, in his reply, of the calumnies of worthless men, who dared to criminate him, especially in
the councils of the higher officers of state. ^
He next repeats the
admonitions of his first letter, unfolds anew his doctrine concerning
the union of natures, and defends it against the consequences which
Nestorius had drawn from it in his letter.
For a moment it seemed as if the way was opened for a reconciliation between the two patriarchs, which, could it possibly have been
brought about, would have facilitated the suppression, at least for a
time, of the controversies now in the bud.
A presbyter of the Alexandrian church, by the name of Lampon, came to Constantinople, as
an office which he had probably undertaken of
a mediator of peace
Although Nestorius had already determined to
his own accord.
break off the correspondence entirely, yet the spirit of Christian love
by which Lampon seemed to be actuated exerted an influence over
Nestorius was persuaded
him which nothing else could have done.
to write one more short letter to Cyrill ^ a letter which everywhere
breathes sincerity, and in its few words presents a fair image of the
" Nothing is of more power," he writes, " than
writer's heart.
By this man's might I have been conquered
Christian gentleness.
;

;

:

;

;

;

for I confess that I

am

seized with great fear,

man the spirit of Christian
It may perhaps have been

gentleness

it is

;

as

when I perceive in any
if God dwelt in him."^

a consequence of this peaceful disposition,

then cherished by Nestorius, that the Presbyter Anastasius himself,
who was the original author of the dispute, made an attempt towards
1 Tuf
Tuv Ev teIel avvodoi'c KaipofvXaKOvvTsg /xuXiara.
These persons would
naturally be averse to a bishop who was
so fond of intermeddlint; with political
affairs.
This passage serves to show,
moreover, that in the outset Nestorius
seemed to have those who were in author-

ity rather in his favor

than opposed to

him",
^ jjp. 4.
^

Ep.

*

*6/3ov 6/ioloyu

3.

KEKT^a&ai
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members of the clergy at Constantinople who had
from fellowship Avith their patriarch.^
But the opposition
of the two parties to each other had already gone too far to allow this
disposition of Nestorius to be of any long continuance, or such a negotiation to come to any favorable issue.
Cyrill constantly kept up the connection with the party opposed to
Nestorius amongst the clergy, monks, and laity at Constantinople.
He covertly directed their steps, which could easily be done, since
doubtless the Alexandrian patriarchs were always accustomed to
maintain their agents (d7ro/<picriaptoi) near the imperial residence. But,
at the same time, so ambitious and violent a man as Cyrill would
necessarily have many enemies among his own clergy
and these now
sought protection and support from Nestorius.
They placed in his
hands many charges against their bishop
charges for which the latter, by his arbitrary and violent proceedings, had doubtless given just
occasion
and it would seem that these complaints were at first received and entertained at the imperial court.
In this way the whole
thing was only made. worse, for, from this time, disappointed vanity
and revenge, in the patriarch of Alexandria, made the person of N^esreconciling those

broken

off

;

:

;

torias the chief object of his attack.

the court at Constantinople, which

But fears for the disposition
seemed favorably inclined

still

of
to

Nestorius, would counsel him to prudence.
Particularly deserving
of notice in this regard, is Cyrill's answer to a memorial of the events
which had there transpired, sent to him by the clergy who had espoused his cause in Constantinople.^
Laying it to the charge of

men to appear as Cyrill's
have no fear of the journey
(to Constantinople), nor of my being able to answer those persons,
when it is the proper ti/ne. For in due course the providence of
our Saviour makes use of slight and unimportant things as occasions
for assembling a synod, and through its means his church is purified,
Nestorius that he had instigated worthless

accusers,

so that

^le

it

says,

'•

preserves

man

Let him know that

I

the noble faith untarnished.

But

let

not the

though the persons who by his
instigation would accuse us were more in number and more important
than they are, he is to be judge over us ; for when I come to Constantinople, I shall protest against this, and he himself will have to
We
answer for the bad reports which are abroad concerning him."
see from this, that the thought of Nestorius presiding over a synod,
as his judge, was a thing peculiarly intolerable to Cyrill's vanity.

wretched

1

Sec

'^

E[). 5.

Cyrill. ep. 8.

has come

—

su{)pose, that, even

This remarkable document
to us in two dirterent

down

in the Greek, and in a Latin
forms,
which
translation by Marius Mercator,
last contains a }j;ood deal more than the
Greek, and sometimes helps to correct the
latter, lhou;;h it must itself also sometimes
be corrected by the Greek. According to
the superscription as given by Marius
Mercator, this letter of Cyrill was directed
to his agents ( Apocrisiarii) at Constant!nople.
On the other hand, according to

—

the
the

At

Greek document,

it

was directed

to

schismatic cleryy at Constantinople,
events, the advice with regard to

all

the petition to the emperor which had
been submitted to Cyrill's in.<pection is
closely connected with this letter ; and

advice assuredly seems much more like
that which would" be addressed to the
clergy of another diocese, who had entered into combination with Cyrill, than
It
to agents taken from his owti clerus.
is probable, therefore, that the Greek title
is the right one.
this
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Nestorius had been the

propose a synod, to assemble at Con-

first to

Btantinople for^the purpose of considering these and other matters

;

but although this proposition had come from his adversaries, yet
Cyrill was satisfied with it
for, as it here appears evident, he conceived the hope that, by adroit management, he should succeed in
converting this synod into an instrument for the overthrow of Nestorius and his system.
He wrote, therefore, to the above-mentioned
ecclesiastics, that everything from the sermons of Nestorius which
could be used to his disadvantage, must be carefully preserved until
the proper time,^ unless a change took place in him.
These ecclesiastics had transmitted to him a complaint drawn up in very severe
language against Nestorius, and designed for the emperor, in making
The
use of which they wished to follow the judgment of Cyrili.
latter, however, chose to withhold the document, because he feared
His
a7i utifavorable i/nprension ivould be created by its severity?
crafty spirit led him to prepare another memorial, in which they came
forth against Nestorius, not at first in an offensive, but in a defensive
attitude.
In this instrument, they protested against his judicial authority
and, to justify the step, they endeavored to point out the
cause from which the hostility of Nestorius proceeded, which gave
them a convenient opportunity for bringing out on this occasion the
;

;

In case their adversaries persisted
complaint agaiiist his orthodoxy.
This mein their accusations, they appealed to another tribunal.
morial, Cyrill wrote to them, was to be delivered only when it should
He would himself take the first opportunity to
be found necessary.
choose certain bishops and monks, wise and pious men, and send
for he should not rest easy, until, as he
to Constantinople
cantingly expressed it, he had fought out the battle for the salvation
Moreover, lie was already preparing to write such
of all to the end.
letters, and to such persons, as the case demanded.^
To create an influence against Nestorius at the court, Cyrill, in the

them on

;

year 429, had written two works, in which he expounded his own
views, as above described, and controverted the opinions attributed to
Nestorius but without engaging in any personal attack on Nestorius,
One of these works he addressed to
or even mentioning his name.
the emperor Theodosius 11. himself, and to the empress Eudocia ;
the other to that all-powerful woman, the Augusta Pulcheria, and to
passage in the letter, hereafter
the rest of the emperor's sisters.
to be noticed, which the emperor sent to Cyrill at a later period, might
lead us to conjecture, that Cyrill had very good and special reasons for
addressing himself to Pulcheria that he had been informed, by means
of his secret spies at Constantinople, of a misunderstanding, of Avhich
;

A

;

1

'Enel nal akla KoTOia emavpovrai ky-

K?iTifj.aTa

EK Tu>v e^riyrjasuv (ivTov, (^ivhiX'&V-

oovTUL euf Kaipov.
'^
Karij"\va fiTj empxoi-TO i]fjlv Myuv
yopf/aaTE fiov int tov jSaaiAiuc wf ulpenKov.
3 Undoubtedly Cyrill understood very
well what ])ersons at Constantinople he
should address, and how he could best
:

work upon

tlicm so as to accomplish liis
The most instrucrdesigns at the court.
ive explanation of all these points is conarchdeacon and
his
in
a
letter
tained
of
syncell, which we shall have occasion to
speak
of somewhat
to
quote when we come
later events,
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perhaps Nestorius himself had been the occasion, between the emperor
and his sister, who otherwise possessed so much influence with him
and that he hoped to turn this connection with Pulcheria to the purfor he
pose of weakening the court party which favored Nestorius
this step,
is afterwards accused by the emperor of having taken
either because he had contrived, in a way unbefitting his station, to
get knowledge of the breach between the emperor and his sister, or
And this
because he had sought to sow discord between them.
accusation brought against Cyrill harmonizes with an ancient story,
which intimates that Nestorius had incurred the displeasure of Pulcheria, by leading her brother to suspect her of having entered into
;

:

This
connection with one of the nobles of the court.^
rendered probable likewise by similar examples in the
history of the Coustantinopolitan patriarchs.^
It had often been the case before, that the bishops of the contending
church parties in the East endeavored to secure the victory on their
To this
side by forming a connection with the bishops of Rome.
means Cyrill now resorted. He sent to Coelestin, bishop of Rome, a
It is plain
report of the erroneous doctrines taught by Nestorius.
that, in so doing, he took the liberty of making many untrue statements, so as to make it appear to the Orientals that the step had

some

illicit

supposition

is

been taken, not of his own free will, but as a matter of necessity.
Earlier than this he had complained to Nestorius, that his sermons
and he had prebad given great offense at Rome (see p. 515)
But it is evident from the
tended to ask him what was to be done.
letter of Cyrill, of which we are now speaking, that he was the firat
to write on this occasion, without being asked, to the Roman bishop
Moreover,
for his letter is not a reply to one which he had received.
it seems to have been Cyrill himself who caused the sermons of Nestorius to be translated, and immediately sent to Rome, where he was
Next, in his letter to John, patriarch
the first to make them known.
of Antjoch, he represents the matter as though he had been led first
by the report of Nestorius to the Roman bishop, to write to the latter
in his own defense
but this statement is utterly at variance with the
;

;

;

The obscure passage

1

in Suidas,

under

word

Pulch«ria. 'H Rovlx^pca togovtov
rdv Nearopiov, oir rovg (piXovvmg
iKelvov 6iadpvA'Aeiv, on nopveiav npoc tov
u6s'k<pbv ahrri(;QEo6oat.ovTbv ^aau^n6LEl3a'ke
Nearopioc, Kni dul tovto otirwf
Ylov'kxepiii

the

ifiiaei

vn

yup avrf/v elc
naylarpov navXlvov "keyoiiEvov.
sense of this passage might perha])s
also be eonstrue'd thus, that Nestorius had
accused her before the Paulinus there mentioned, of forbidden intercourse with her
brother; but this rendering is not so well
suited to the collocation of the words as
that followed in the text.
And had this
been the accusation, Theodosius would
have been as much e>cited against Nestorius as Pulcheria was
avTTiq iniaelTO- iAoidopei

rdv

The

TOTE

- Afterwards, too, it is always to Pulmerit is ascribed of having
especially contributed, by lier zeal for the
orthodox faith, to bring about the suppression of the Nestorian heresy.
The
language of the syncell already mentioned,
to a bishop of Constantinople, during the
later transactions, may serve as an exampic
Festina supplicari dominai ancillse

clicria that the

:

Dei Pulcheriai Auyustae, ut

iterain ponat
Domino Christo that
cause of Cyrill. When
Pulcheria reijined with Marcian, the
Egyptian bishops, during the first session
of the council of Chalcedon, shouted
'H Avyovara ^ ear opiov i^ifSaXe.
See Harduin. Concil. T. II. f. 74, B.

animam
is,

suaiii

pro

;

in behalf of the

:
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contents and tone of this letter to the bishop Coelestin
surely would not have omitted to mention in his

own

;

for Cyrill

letter that of

own had been occasioned by it. This epistle was
a style well fitted to win the favorable verdict of a Roman bishop, anxious to establish his authority as judge over the
for he wrote to him, that he left it to his decision
whole church
whether he (Cyrill) ought or ought not to announce to Nestorius
the withdrawal from him of the fellowship of the church.
He requested him to make known his decision by letters to all the bishops
of the East
for this would have for its effect to unite them all together in the defense of the pure doctrine.
To the bearer of this
letter, a certain deacon Posidonius, Cyrill at the same time intrusted,
for the use of the Roman bishop, a brief statement of the main points
in which the erroneous doctrines of Nestorius consisted, and a skillful
exposition of all that was peculiar and characteristic in the Antiorepresented, however, only in that particchian system of doctrine
ular light in which it must appear to him from his own point of view,
Nestorius,

composed

if his

in

;

;

;

and with some unfair conclusions.
As to Nestorius, he too had occasion to write to the Roman bishop,
but on another subject, and one indeed, which was not exactly suited
Four bishops from Italy,
to procure for him a favorable hearing.
deposed in the Pelagian controversies, had some time before taken up
They had complained of the injustheir residence in Constantinople.
tice done them, and sought help from the patriarch of Constantinople,
Nestorius was too much a friend to
as well as from the emperor.
justice, and of too independent a spirit, to condemn these men at

He wished to hear both
once, without inquiring into the matter.
sides, and therefore reported the aflfiiir to the Roman bishop, requestHe wrote several
ing from him a more exact statement of the facts.
Rome on this subject, but received no answer partly perhaps because the Roman bishop, being ignorant of the Greek language, was obliged to wait till the letters could be translated, and
partly because the style of the letters may not have been 'altogether
In two other letters, which he deflattering to the Roman pride.
spatched after these, Nestorius drew up a report of the controversy
He spoke here with the same vehemence and
which had now begun.
injustice of the positions of his opponent, as the latter had done with
respect to his own doctrines. Yet here too he declared himself ready,

letters to

;

though preferring himself to give Mary the title of XP'-^^'^'^'^'^'^^'^- to
allow that she might be called 6€oto/<i,?, provided this title was understood to refer, not to the deity, but to the humanity united with the
ileity.
Very striking, however, is the difference of tone between tlie
Cyrill
letters of Nestorius, and those of Cyrill, to the Roman bishop.
addresses him in language which was at least capable of being so understood as if he did concede to him a certain supreme judicial auNestorius speaks to him as one colleague to
thority over the church.
another, and as a person standing on the same level with himself.
This of itself would be sufiicient to interest Coelestin, the Roman
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ccelestin's decision.

hishop, in favor of Cyrlll rather than of Nestorius, and to enlist his
In addition to this, he had fii-st bea<2;ainst the latter.

prejudices

come acquainted with

the doctrines of Nestorius from the representa-

having more craftily accompanied his letand it is easy to see that the scheme
which had thus been explained to him would, from the first, appear
to him to detract from the dignity of the God-man.^
Ctt'lestin decided nt a Roman synod, that the clergy excommunicated by Nestorius should be received back to the fellowship of the
and in case Nestorius himself did not present, within ten
church
days after the reception of the sentence ])ron(nmced at Hi)me, a /rritten recantation^ and testify his agreement with the Roman and Alexandrian church doctrine respecting the birth of Christ, who is our
God, he should be excommunicated, and no longer recognized as
patriarch. In a letter to Cyrill, full of extravagant praises, he gave to
that bishop, by the sovereign authority of the apostolic see, the power
and, in case Nestorius reof carrying this sentence into execution
fused to furnish the required recantation, of providing at once for
This sentence he communicated
the appointment of a new patriarch.
also to the clergy at Constantinople who had seceded from Nestorius,
and to the latter himself with the most vehement reproaches. The
Roman bishop here claimed for himself a supreme judicatory authority, which, according to the then constitution of the church, in nowise
belonged to him
and which Cyrill, unless he had seen that it might
be turned to his own advantage, and could not possibly prove injurious
But, under the present
to it, would assuredly never have conceded.
circumstances, this declaration of the Roman bishop was extremely
agreeable to Cyrill, as an important means for the. attainment of his
objects
for he could make use of this declaration to intimidate the
Oriental bishops by the fear of a rupture with the whole Western
church with which church, peace had, but a short time before, been
once more restored.
This is made manifest in his letter to John, patriarch of Antioch.2
The most eminent and influential bishops of the Eastern provinces
of Roman Asia,"^ who were attached partly to the unaltered system
of Theodore, and in part to a very temjierate and mild interpretation of the same, looked with alarm at the outbreak of a new schism,
which threatened once more to sever from one another the Christian
East and West, after the peace of the church had, but a very short
time before, by the unwearied pains of the centenarian bishop Acacius of Beroea in Syria, been again restored.
Among the bishops of
tions of Cyrill, the latter

ters with a Latin translation

;

;

;

;

;

;

1 The doctrine
of Nestorius appeared
him to be sueh, that its author could
sometimes consider Christ to he a mere
man, and sometimes, whenever he thou<;lU
fit, ascribe to
him unity with Goil. See
:he letter of Ctt'lestin to the clergy at Constantinople.
The Konnxn mirrowness betrays itself in his letter to Cyrill, where he
charges it upon Nestorius as a crime
on

10

:

Xpian>

tC)

^eu

j/fiuv

enuyeTai

^ijTTiaic

nepl

r^f idiaq ytpv^aeug.

In this letter he says, for example,
with repird to the determinations of the
Roman synod Otf uvayKT] TteideodaL Tovf
uvTexofiEvovi ttjq npuc unaaav rf/v dt'xKV
-

:

Koivuviag.
^

The

so-called avaTo?Moi.
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Syria, several men were at that time to be found who were distinguished for profound knowledge, genuine and ardent piety, and freedom from that worldly spirit by which so many of their colleagues were
governed.
By the relations of former friendship, they were, for the
most part, well disposed to Nestorius, as they were, by their moderrate way of thinking, inclined to take the part of mediators of peace
between the two parties.
In this feeling, the person who in rank
stood first among these bishops, John, patriarch of Antioch, wrote to
Nestorius with the common understanding of six other bishops of this
district, who happened just then to be assembled with him.
He
transmitted to him the letters which he had received from Alexandria and Rome, accompanied by remarks of his own, distinguished for
Christian wisdom and moderation.
He begged of him so to read the
letters which he sent, as not to allow himself to be hurried away by
those impulses of passion, out of which the hurtful spirit of dispute
and self-will were wont to spring nor yet to despise this matter,
which might lead to an irremediable evil but with friends of the
same mind with himself, to whom he must allow the liberty of impartially telling him the truth, to inquire with calmness what ought to
He presented before him the danger of the new rupture
be done.
which threatened to take place. What insolence would not opponents
who had already arrogated so much to themselves assume after readHe regretted that the whole dispute had arisen
ing these letters ^
about a bare word, which in fact, even according to the opinion of
Nestorius himself, might be used in a right sense, and had already
been used in this sense by many church teachers. The Roman bishop
had, indeed, allowed him but a short respite of only ten days but
He could
he needed not even so short a space as this for reflection.
in a few hours decide as to the explanation which should be given
for he needed not hesitate to approve a term whose fundamental
sense, according to the right understanding of it, he certainly did not
reject.
He called upon him to offer this sacrifice for the sake of
What the patriarch John here
preserving the peace of the church.
advised his frierfd, agreed, in fact, with the sentiments which he himself had already expressed, of his own accord, on a previous occasion
and accordingly Nestorius in his reply, after having explained the origin of the whole dispute, said that he had nothing to object to the term
^EOTo/cos, provided only it was guarded against misrepresentation, and
understood in a right sense, as designating the union ^ of the two
natures. But with regard to the habitual arrogance of the Egyptian,
there was no reason why he, in
he wrote to the patriarch John,
for he had before him many old
particular, should be surprised at it
;

;

!

;

;

;

—

—

;

A

^
remarkable expression in the letter
of the patriarch 'l£.vv6riaov ycip, ug it npo
Tuv vvv dnooTaTiivruv ypafifiaruv ol noTCkol
iaxETOi Tjaav Ka-d' fjfiCjv. vvv dpu^ufievoi, ttjc
(fKo tCjv ypaixfiuTuv tovtuv 7ral)(>7}aiac tIi'€c
vvK saovrai, kuI noia oi> xpv^ovtcu Ka-&' tj/iuv
Unless we suppose that the
,a(>lnfial<f.
:

patriarch

is

speaking here simply per ana-

— which however, not proba— we here a hint of many attacks

koinosin,
ble,

is

find

which the bishops of Eastern Asia had
already had to endure.
Propter unitionis rationem.
'^
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Nestorius was then hoping for a genwhich this controversy could easily be
He had therefore no presentidisposed of by a general agreement.
ment at that time of the preponderance of the opposite party at court.
Had this plan of Nestorius been adopted, the dispute might still
have been for the present suppressed, although indeed only for the
moment since the opposition of the two doctrhial tendencies lying at
tiie root of this controversy about the term 0e'jt6ko<; would most assuredly, sooner or later, openly manifest itself.

examples of the same thing.^

eral ecclesiastical assembly, at

;

But, by the arrogant conduct of Cyrill, the dispute about a word
with which the Syrian church also was satisfied, was converted into
Cyrill
a contest between the docti-inal systems of the two churches.
determined to act as the executor of the sentence passed by the Ro-

man synod. In this year, 480, he sent a letter, in the name of a
synod held at Alexandria, to Nestorius, in which, conformably to the
sentence pronounced at Rome, he was for summoning him, the third
He laid before him the system of doctrines
and last time, to recant.
which he must confess as the true system, and unfolded in twelve formulas of condemnation (dm^ejua-uT/A.,??) what he had to recant. These
explanations, however, contained nothing else than the Egyptian creed
carried out in opposition to the rigidly Antiochian system, as it had
a eVwTt? cfyva-LK-q (natural
been ex[n-essed by Theodore of Mopsuestia,
union), as opposed to the evwo-is kut' a^Lav, evSoKiav (union by worth,
a huxris, and not a crwa4>eLa (union, and not conjunction),
favor),
which last formula expressed too little." One Sou of God, one Christ
out of tiro na(u7-es ; or, as he preferred to say, formed of two different things into an indissoluble unity. ^
In the one Logos who had
become man, the different divine and human predicates were, indeed,
but not so the two natures.
still to be <listinguished
Both khids of
predicates were to be referred to one and the same Logos, who became
One Logos with his own proper body.^ Hence the uncondiman.
tional transfer of predicates
as, for example, that Mary had corporeally borne the Logos who became flesh from God * that the Logos
from God had suffered and been crucified according to the flesh,^ etc.
This step of the bishop Cyrill gave the whole matter a different
turn
for it was thereby necessarily converted from a personal attack
on Nestorius into an attack on the form of doctrine taught in the
Syrico-Asiatic church.
So it was considered by the most authoritative teachers of that church.
John, patriarch of Antioch, who stood
at their head, deemed it necessary to enter into a public refutation of
these anathemas, and selected Theodoret, bishop of CyroH^ a town

—

—

;

;

;

;

De

consucta vero ^gyptii proesumtua religiositas non debet
dmn habes antiqua hujiis excmHere too, we have a nopla perplurima.
ticeable indication of the contests which
had before existed between the Egyptian
and Syrian churches.
- 'Ek 6vo Kol diaoupuv Trpay/xuTuv eig iv6
^

tione

maxime

adiiiirari,

r^a

TTjv

ufdpiaTov avt'r]veyiJ£vog.

^ Eif A6}of //era rrjq 16'iac, aupKog.
* TeyevvTjKe aapKCKuf adpna yeyovora rdv
iK-&€ov Xoyov.
^ Tdv deov loyov
nadovra aapKi Koi
karavpufievov oapuL.
"

Ep. 150, among the

oret.

letters of

Theod
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DIFFERENCES OF THE TWO SYSTEMS.

on the Euphrates,

for this purpose.
This man, otherwise distinguished for his Christian moderation and gentleness, allowed himself,
however, in this instance, to be misled by his dogmatic zeal, though
springing no doubt out of a purely Christian interest, into an unfair
judgment.
With right he might complain that Cyrill's formulas of
condemnation failed in accuracy of doctrinal expression, and that from
this defect a dangerous reaction was to be apprehended on Christian
knowledge.
With good right he supposed, tliat the extravagances
of expression, which might perhaps be tolerated in the composition of
Christian hymns, and in the more rhetorical language of the homilies,
would be followed with dangerous consequences in doctrinal language,
and could not be so mildly judged.^ Very justly he felt himself
bound to enter the strongest protest against tliis thing in particular,
that Cyrill was bent on making a form of doctrinal expression which

was so inexact, and so liable to misconstruction, the prevailing formula in the Oriental church and for stigmatizing as heresy, everything that did not accord with it.
But still he ought to have distin;

guished the doctrine lying at bottom from the form of the expression,
and not to have attributed to Cyrill, doctrines which he could derive
from his assertions only by inferences, against which Cyrill had expressly enough guarded
as he did, in fact, contrive to find, in the
condemnatory sentences of Cyrill, ApoUinarian, Gnostic, and Manichean errors. Now as Cyrill, in defending his anathemas, proceeded
in the same way against Theodoret's system of faith, it was a matter
of course that although the laore temperate form of the Syrian creed
approximated very nearly to that of Cyrill, yet the opposition between the two systems became more and more apparent and the
difficulty of coming to a calm, mutual understanding with regard to
diiFerences, every day increased.
difference between the two systems existed, it is true, all along and this had its ground in the fact,
that Theodoret was seeking to unfold the truth under the forms of
the undenst anduii/ ; while Cyrill, avoiding everything of that sort,
was for holding fast only to the transcendent fact, so that those nicer
distinctions of the understanding appeared to him a belittling or a
denial of the mystery.
But, notwithstanding all this, the dispute
on many of the formulas was made of so much weight, because the
;

;

A

;

1

In his circulatory letter addressed to

the Syrian monks, in opposition to the
anathemas of Cyrill, ep. 151, ed. Hal. T.
IV. p. 1304, where he speaks of the expression used concerning

^yvpuiugncXsyeiv
Kol

sTcalvov^

Mary Ei (5e
:

Trav-

edcTioi Kal v/j,vovgvcpaiveLv

Sle^lsvcu

nal \3ovlETai Tolg
ae/ivoripoic ovo/moiv uvayKalwc, Kexpf/a^ai,
ov doyfiarii^ijv, aXku naveyvpKijv aai -davfiu(uv (jf o'mvte roil iwarr^piov ro fieyedoc,
uiTo2.avETcj Toi) TTO&ov Kul TOLQ fieyuXoLQ ovo-

uaoL Ktxpvaiio).

This more closely drawn

distinction betwixt liturgical, ascetic, and
properly dogmatic language, was, as a
general thing, characteristic of the Syrian
church. Alexander, bishop of Hierajpolis,

traces the whole corruption of dogmatic
terminolooy to the confounding of the
distinet fdvnis of language.
Et quidem ur in fcstivitatibns sive praconiis atque doctrinis incircumspecte Dei genitrii
sive Deum enbca ab orthodoxis tantum-

two

modo

sine adjcctione diceretur, vel DeiJudtei (heoKTOvoi) vel quia verbum
incnrnatum est cset., sane nulla accusatione
sunt digna, co quod n'on dogmatice sunt
Epistola Alexandri Hierapo])0sita ista.

cidte

litaiii ad Theodoretum in Tragoedia Irensei ed. Lupus. 0pp. Tom. VII. c. 94, f
247 also in opp. Theodoreti, ed. Halens
T. V. ep. 78, p. 746.
;
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ANTI-ANATHEMAS OP NESTORIUS.

parties did not mutually understand each other as to their meaning.
Theodorot vehemently controverted the doctrine of a €i'0)<n<; 4>vcnKi],
of a erojo-t? KaO' v-n-ocTTacnv, because he maintained that God was thereby
subjected to a natural necessity, and the distinction of the conceptions of deity and humanity which had become united in Christ, was
impossible
but Cyrill understood those expressions in another sense,
He
and guarded himself sufficiently against all those interpretations.
op[;osed that ei'wo-is c^uo-ik-v/ and ««&' virun-Taa-iv to a barely moral union,
He accused his
consisting in the will or in the mode of conduct.
opponents of holding to the latter only but Theodoret in fact taught
expressly, that deity and humanity were united in one person.^
Out of these different doctrinal tendencies, however, arose also a
different mode of apprehending several particulars in the life of Christ.
Theodoret did not hesitate, in following the gospel history, to ascribe
to our Saviour, during his life on earth, in reference to his humanity,
a limited knowledge, and to say, " that this humanity, in tliat point
;

;

of time,

But

knew only

so

much

as the indwelling deity revealed to it."^

appeared scandalous he affirmed, on the
other hand, that whoever said a revelation, and that a graduated one,
was made by the indwelling God to the servant form, made of Christ
a mere prophet.
As he was not disposed, however, directly to deny
the ignorance predicated of the human nature of Christ, since he
recognized the attributes of the latter in their individuality, he expressed himself, with a view to mark strongly the incomprehensibleness of the mystery, after a form to which he could hardly attach any
" When Christ subjected himself to the measure of
definite meaning
human nature, which is limited in its knowledge, he appropriated this
also with the rest by a special economy,^ although still he had no
bounds to his knowledge, but was, with the Father, omniscient." *
Thus, then, this arbitrary, illegal conduct of Cyrill tended at first
to injure rather than to benefit his cause.
In the consciousness of
his right, and of his independent dignity, Nestorius received the episcopal deputies who brought to him the requisitions of Cyrill and
Coelestin, with merited contempt
he did not allow himself to be
interrupted thereby in the preaching of his doctrine, and he opposed
to the anathemas of Cyrill, twelve others.
In the emperor's court at Constantinople also, the conduct of Cyrill
created an impression very unfavorable to the latter. The complaints
of his arrogance and love of power, which had been already received
there before, seemed thereby to be confirmed. All the previous steps
to Cyrill this assertion

:

:

:

being placed along with the last, seemed to indifor the arbitrary supplanting of Nestorius ;
were determined not to tolerate this despotism which individ-

of Cyrill in this

affiiir,

cate one deeply laid

but

men

scheme

'Ev npocuTTOv. He would not say ^ia
jnoGTuaic, because he took this term in
another sense.
^ T^f
Toaaira kut' Ike'lvov tov Kaipov
yivuGKOvariQ, baa t> evoiKOvaa deorric aneKa1

OUovouiKug
tQv uXXuv.
'^

*

He

koI tovtc

fierd

Avrov ng-vru^

ia-^at

o'lKELOvrai

says also

:

kol rb el6ivai xal Td

(itj

eidevai doKeiv,
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ual bishops wished to exercise over the whole church, and not to

Nestorius to any such arbiti-ary caprice of an individual.
to that system of church constitution which alone was
recognized at Constantino})le, Cyrill's arbitrary will could gain no
legal authority from the dictatorial conduct of a Roman bishop. Since,
then, it had already been determined upon before, to assemble a general council to attend to other ecclesiastical matters and also to these
controversies, according to the wish of Nestorius himself, and according to the proposal of his opponents,
so, by these new events, the
prosecution of this purpose was hastened to a completion
for the
investigation of the matters in dispute by a general council must be
set over against the arbitrary decision of individual bishops and synods.
iTie emperor was resolved to approve nothing but the decisions of
But as Constantinople had before (see above) been
such a council.
fixed upon as the place for the meeting of the council, so now the
city of Ephesus was appointed instead of it.
This change of the
place was occasioned, beyond all doubt, by some special cause. Probably fears were entertained of the combination of Cyrill with a certain party of the Byzantine court, and with influential monks. So, on
sacrifice

According

—

;

19th of November, 430, the emperor Theodosius II. issued a
proclamation to all the metropolitans of his empire, summoning them
to meet in a council to be holden at Ephesus, aKout Pentecost, in the
But along with the general proclamation, addressed
following year.
to Cyrill as it was to all the metropolitan bishops, the emperor sent to
the former a special one, in which he severely reprimanded him for
his conduct thus far, and declared to him that he would suffer it no
This letter is drawn up with more good sense than we should
longer.
the

expect from a Theodosius, and we can scarcely be mistaken in supposing that it was dictated by a wiser head.
It called upon Cyrill to recollect, that pure doctrine was found by
for from
investigation, rather than by the assumption of authority
the first ^ it had been established, not by the threat of any potentate
Let Cyrill declare
whatever, but by the deliberations of the fathers.
then,
it proceeded,
why, neglecting the emperor, of whom he
knew that the cause of piety lay near his heart, and neglecting all
the priests in all the churches, who ought rather to have been assembled for the purpose of settling the matters in dispute, he has
chosen, as much as in him lay, to excite disorders and divisions in
the church ?
And no wonder he had here overstepped the bounds
of propriety, as he had not even spared the imperial family itself for
why had he written twice once to the emperor and to the empress,
and a second time to his sister Pulcheria ? Doubtless for no other
reason than because he either believed that they were at difference
with each other, or else hoped to set tiiem at difference by his letters.
But were the first the case, it betrayed a censurable curiosity (a prying interference in the concerns of the court) for a bishop who lived
«o remote from the court, to know anything about such matters ; and,
;

—

—

;

:

1

At

all

events,

it shojild

have been

so.
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such discord was nowhere
betrayed the same disposition
to be stirring up discord in the imperial family, and to be exciting it
among the churches as if one had no other means of making one'3
if it

was not the case, the wish

less

befitting tlian in a bishop.

to excite

But

it

;

famous.
The emperor, at the appointed time, sent to Ephesus the Comes
Candidianus, as his plenipotentiary before the synod, with the express
conunand that he should not interfere with the doctrinal proceedings
of the council, but only use his authority for the preservation of orDoubtless there were reasons for the anxiety which led to such
der.^
and many other things, indeed, contained
a precautionary measure
in the letter which the em[)eror addressed to the synod, confirm this
For he directed, at the same time, that all persons beconjecture.
longing to the secular order, and all monks who had assembled at
Epliesus, or who should afterwards assemble there, should without
in order that the peaceful and calm invesexception leave the place
tigation of doctrine might not be disturbed by them, and that no pasThere may, then, have
sionate feelings, or discord, might be excited
an apprehension which
already existed reasons for apprehending,
that the Cyindeed afterwards proved to be but too well founded,
rillian party would have at their service many instruments quite alien
Furthermore, the bishops were forfrom the spiritual investigation.
bidden, during the proceedings, to leave the synod, and especially to
an order which indicates, again, that
visit the court at Constantinople
there were many grounds for fearing the intrigues of the Cyrilhan
It is clear, moreover, from all the facts, how
party with the court.
far the emperor then was from tolerating the forcible supjjlantation of
His favorable disposition towards the patriarch was shown
Nestorius.
by his allowing him, alone, to take with him, as his companion to Ephesus, a friend of noble rank, the Comes Irenaeus.
Cyrill and Nestorius arrived at Ephesus at the appointed time.
Cyrill brought with him a great number of Egyptian bishops, whose
interests were identical with his own, and who were his devoted tools.
The bishop Memnon of Ephesus was his friend, and perhaps, as the
opponent of the Constantinopolitan patriarch, whose ecclesiastical supremacy these consequential metropolitans reluctantly acknowledged,
bound to Cyrill by a common interest. This alliance secured to him
and as Mema dominant influence over the bishops of Asia Minor
non, being of like disposition with Cyrill, doubtless exercised a like
authority at Ephesus to that which the latter exercised at Alexandria, it moreover gave him a great power in the city where the counIt was probably on account of his fear of this
cil was assembled.
power, that Nestorius requested and obtained of the imperial commissioner a guard, who surrounded his dwelling, and allowed no one to
This, it is true, may be reckoned
enter without being announced.
along with the many other adventitious circumstances of state which
self

;

;

—

—

;

;

1 In the imperial letter directed to the
'Qarp.
gynod, Harduin. Concil. T. 1. 1346
:

ry avvodt^ iravTaxo'&ev nqnfv^ax^i vnt rd
arapaxov.
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surrounded the great bishops of the Roman empire, as indeed hia
opponents taunted him on this military attendance but a bishop of
the party hostilely disposed to him, Acacius of Melitene, hints perhaps at the true motive, Avhen he says ^ that Nestorius was induced to
It is true, he explains the fact according to his
this step by fear.
own views, attributing this fear to the bad conscience with which the
But when we consider what a
heretic must have been troubled.
fanatical spirit had been breathed into the Cyrillian party, what an
influence this spirit: might exert on the x'ude popular masses which
were devoted to this party, especially if the charges laid against
and which appear by no means
Cyrill in several public declarations
so improbable, to judge from the dominion which he exercised at Alexandria
if these charges are true, namely, that he had engaged
the peasants of Asia Minor and the Egyptian sailors to execute his
tyrannical behests,^ we may easily find a cause for the apprehensions
The party of
of Nestori\is, lying, not within, but without himself.
Cyrill affirmed, it is true, in their report to the emperor, that no disturbances had taken place at Ephesus which could' have given Nestorius any occasion for such precaution ^ but the proverb might here
be applied, that he who excuses himself is his own accuser.
After the bishops, assembled at Ephesus, had already waited several weeks beyond the term fixed upon by the emperor, there were
many who should have assisted at the synod, that were still detained
by various circumstances from being present. The absence of the
deputies from the Roman bishop, who had been detained by unfavorable winds, would give Cyrill neither concern nor satisfaction; for he
could reckon upon their approbation of whatever he and his party
might carry through at the council, whether they were present at the
proceedings or not. But he must have rfjoiaed to find it in his power
to open the council without the assistance of the patriarch John of
Antioch and the other Syrian bishops for it was from these alone,
;

—

—

;

;

who were for the most part
them thoroughly opposed to

friendly to Nestorius, or, at least,

all

of

the Egyptian doctrines, and altogether
Egyptian influence, that he had to expect the

independent of the
most decided opposition. The patriarch John had, in the first place,
been obliged to put off" his journey on account of a famiue which was
a circumstance not unusual in that
then prevailing at Antioch,
and on account of
populous capital of Roman Asia in the East,
Besides, the violent
the popular tumults which had thence arisen.*
rains in many of the districts through which the long land-route fiom
Antioch to Ephesus led had occasioned inundations, by which the

—

1 Concil. Ephes. act. I. Harduin. T. I.
1390.
In a letter of the patriarch John of
Antioeh and the bishops connected with
Navratf re
him, Harduin. 1. c. 1459
Alyvnrloig Kal uypoLKOtg 'Aaiavolg vnovpyolc
WifiTf/c TvpavviSoc xpVo^l^^voL. L. c. 1453
^oQ TO aypoLniKov avvayayiJv dieTupa^e ttjv
TTo/Uv.
Nestorius says, in his report to the
'.

'^

:

:

—

emperor, that Cyrill placed soldiers, probably procured through the influence of
Memnon of Ephesus, around the marketplace, and set the whole city in an uproar,
L. c. 1438.
^

L.

*

The

c.

1442.
letter

Harduin. T.

I.

of John to the emperor
1459.
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iourney
already
opening
days on

was rendered more difficult and slow. Sixteen days liad
elapsed beyond the term appointed by the emperor for the
The Syrian bishops, after having been thirty
of the synod.
the road, were still from five to six days' journey from Eph-

The

John informed Cyrill of this in a respectful letAfter having delayed for
excuse their delay. ^
so hing a time the opening of the council, the de]iuties certainly might
have waited for these few days longer. But though forty-one bishops
insisted that the arrival of their colleagues, who were now distant but
a few days' journey, ought to be waited for and though they declared
that they were resolved not to take part in any earlier assembling of
though Nestorius Avould receive no message from a party
the council
though the imperial commissioner issued several protests
assembly
against the regularity of such an assembly, which was counter to the
yet Cyrill, having secured the support of Mememperor's summons,
non, bishop of Ephesus, and Juvenalis, bishop of Jerusalem, and relying upon the vast number of Egyptian bishops and bishops of Asia
Minor, was not to be deterred by any of these things and on the
22d of June, a. d. 431, he opened the synod with about two hundred
esus.

ter,

patriarch

which he sent

to

;

;

;

—

;

He endeavored afterwards, it is true, to justify this proceeding on the pretense that the patriarch John had purposely delayed
that he was unwilling to take any part in the sentence of
deposition to be pronounced on Nestorius, which he doubtless foresaw
would be the result of the synod, and was heartily ashamed of the
while many of the bishops coming from Eastern Asia had
affair
mentioned, in the commission of their patriarch, that the council
might do what they pleased, without waiting for his arrival.^ But the
above-mentioned letter of the patriarch John seems more deserving
of credit than this assertion of Cyrill, as the latter would naturally
seek after everything in the shape of an excuse for a mode of procedure so manifestly illegal and it is moreover difficult to conceive
that the patriarch John, who then assuredly entertained the purpose
of sustaining his friend Nestorius, would have designedly sacrificed
him to the Cyrillian party, whom he then had no occasion whatever
bishops.

;

;

;

to fear.

This assembly was partly a blind instrument in the hands of Cyrill,
various artifices had contrived to gain the entire influence
over it,^ and partly it was governed by the wildest fanaticism.
Of
course a regular and orderly investigation was not to be thouglit

who by

of; the result to be arrived at had already been settled and deter

1

T.
'^

Ephes. P.

C'oncil.
I.

I. c.

21.

Harduin.

1348.
in

his

letter

to the clergy of

Harduin. 1. c. f. 1435.
said to have made use, in this

Constantinople.
^

Cyrill

Marcs:
TO)

Cyrill

is

case also, of bribery; a favorite means of
his for accomplishing his ends.
This is
intimated by the bishop Ibas of Edessa,
in his letter to the Persian church teacher,
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Iba.s

was

one of the Orientals who came to Ephesus in company with the patriarch John,
In the above letter, he shows, indeed, that
he belonged to a party, but still man ifejJts

no excitement.
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COUNCIL ILLEGALLY OPENED.

mined

;

and hence

all

the proceedings which were to lead to

it

could

champion of the
pure doctrine, was loaded with flattering encomiums
his letters to
Nestorius, which were read, and his anathemas, were applauded as
Nestorius having declined two invitaexpressing the pure doctrine.
tions of the council to be present at their deliberations, and having
declared that he should appear only when all the bisho])s were assembled, a third summons, in the customary form, which was usually
observed even when men were actincr in the very face of the laws,
was now sent to him by four bishops, accompanied by a notary and a
Nestorius, who, according to the original purpose
church prelector.^
of the assembly, was to appear as an assistant in the investigations,
not as a defendant on trial, was called upon by the most holy synod,
and was threatened,
as they styled themselves, to vindicate himself
in case he did not appear and answer to the written and oral charges
laid against him, that the synod would find it necessary to proceed
The guard, who
against him according to the ecclesiastical rules.
were stationed in the front court of the house, refused, according to
their orders, to admit the bishops to Nestorius, and moreover informed
them that, if they waited till night, they would receive no other answer from Nestorius than the one already given.^
Although Nestorius had every lawful reason to protest against this
tribunal, yet the council proceeded to consider itself as the regular
body to judge and decide upon his case and his refusal to appear
before them was construed as an admission on his own part of his
guilt.
His letters to Cyrill were read, and received with marks of
disapprobation as universal as the applauses bestowed on the letters
of Cyrill.
One proof of the unchristian, fanatical passion which animated this synod was given iu the following sally of the bishop Euopeasily be dispatched in a single day.

Cyrill, as the

;

;

;

Ptolemais^ at the reading of these letters: '• As those," said
counterfeit the imperial coin deserve the extreraest punishment, so Nestorius, who has presumed to falsify the doctrines of
orthodoxy, deserves every punishment both from God and man." *
Even familiar remarks of Nestorius and his friends, dropped in their
conversations with other bishops during their residence at Ephesus,
In the vehemence into
were brought up against him and perverted.
which a man of his temperament might easily be hurried in dispute,
he had remarked, when rei)robating the crass-sounding expressions of
the other party, that it surely could not be affirmed God had been
two or three months old.
This was so construed as if he meant to

tios of

he, "

who

deny the deity of Christ. One of Nestorius' friends had said, that
the Jews could bring suffering on the man indeed, but not on the
deity itself.
This was regarded as an unheard-of blasphemy, as
The
an attempt to justify the Jews, and to extenuate their sin.^
1 For
the purpose of reading before
Nestorius the letter of the synod, and
taking a note of his answer.
2 S. Harduin. Concil. T. I. f. 1.362.
' Who must have been a very different

man from

his brother and predecessor, the
gentle and free-minded Syi
L. c. 1391.
^ l. c. f. 1,398 and 1399.
''
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synod accordingly, as they declared with pharisaical hypocrisy, after
m<fv'/ tears, constrained by the laws of the church, and by the letter
of the Roman bishop CaOestin, pi-ononnced the sentence, which they
dared to express in the following form " Our Lord Jesus Christ,
:

by Nestorius blasphemed, has ordained by

this most holy synod, that
Nestorius above named should be excluded from the episcopal
After the synod
dignity and from the whole college of priests.'"
had ])assed this sentence, the bishop Rheginus of Constantia, on the
island of Cyprus, preached a discourse, which, short as it is, presents
a most singular exhibition of extravagant fanatical zeal in behalf of
doctrinal formulas, denying for the sake of these both the Spirit of
This fanaticism characterized him whose sin conChrist and reason.
sisted merely in the fact that he did homage to the common Christ
under another notional conception, as one who was worse than Cain
and the Sodomites. The earth ought, of good rights, to open and
swallow him up
fire ought to rain down on him from heaven, that
the simple might see his transgression punished
The God Logos,
whom he had ventured to sever, who had come forth in the flesh from
Mary the mother of God, would appoint for him the punishment of
eternal torments in the day of judgment.
The bishop concluded his
discourse with an invitation opj)Osed to the Antiochian creed, and
consonant with the whole tenor of his remarks, as follows: "But let
us vvorship and adore the God Logos, who has condescended to walk
among us in the flesh, without separating himself from the essence of
the Father "

the

^

:

!

'^

!

caused the above sentence of deposition pronounced upon
Nestorius to be publicly affixed at E[)hesus, and indeed to be proclaimed by heralds through the whole city.^
The'bishops who had
constituted that assembly, or who formed the Cyrillian party, dispatched, moreover, a letter wortliy of the spirit of this party to the
emperor, in which they informed him of the sentence passed by the
synod, which they affirmed themselves to be.
They offered various
excuses, the emptiness of which could easily be exposed, for opening
the proceedings before the arrival of the patriarch John and his asThey resorted to the most abominable perversions of those
sociates.
familiar remarks of Nestoi-ius already mentioned, in order to present
him in the light of a blasphemer of the holiest things. They affirmed
he had not ceased to maintain that He who had for our sakes become
man. ought not to be called God ; that he made the human nature
which the deity had assumed from love to man, an objection to that
:leity
that he ridiculed the mystery of the divine incarnation,
'i'hey
prayed the emperor to command that the entire doctrine of Nestorius sh<iuld be expunged from the cliurches, and that his books, by
which he sought to deny the grace of God, should be committed to
the flames wherever they might be found.*
Cyrill

;

^

2

L.
L.

c.

f.

c.

f.

1422.
1444.

^

Accordinnj to the declaration of th«
Harduin. 1. c. 1452
1. c. 1441.
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Nestorius, and ten bishops united with him, thereupon sent another
emperor, in which they described, according to the truth,

letter to the

They
the arbitrary and illegal proceedings of Cyrill and Memnon,
submitted to the emperor the just petition, that he would either secure
for them a residence at Ephesus safe from injury, and order the constitution of a regular assembly
so that none of the clergy or monks,
whether belonging to themselves or to the Egyptians, and none of the
bishops who had nat been called, might be present to disturb the synod
;

(only two bishops from each metropolitan diocese, men competent to
enter into such investigations, were to attend the assembly- with their
metropoHtans),^ or that the emperor would enable them to return back
This demand clearly places the
free from peril to their churches.
It is evident that they
party of Nestorius in an advantageous light.
wished to obtain the victory, not by superiority of numbers, not by violence and clamor, but by calm and rational investigation ; whereas, on
the other hand, a suspicion of the opposite kind is thereby cast on the
[)arty of Cyrill.
The imperial commissioner was of the same mind with Nestorius ; as
indeed he had at the very outset declared the assembly of Cyrill's
He
party to be illegal, and contrary to the emperor's letters warrant.
therefore insisted that their decrees could have no legal validity; and,
in conformity with these views, he drew up on his part also a report to
the emperor, and advised those bishops who had not been present at
the Cyrillian assemblies, not to allow themselves to be forced to subscribe the decrees of that body, but to wait till the arrival of the Syrian
patriarch.
Candidian, on account of his intimate connection with the

Syrian church party, might be accused of a partiality unbefitting his
but it appears evident that he did not espouse the party of
any doctrinal system ; but, conformably to his office, took part, of course,
Where the
with those who most rigidly observed the forms of law.
matter related to a conflict between arbitrary will and legal order, it
was the duty of his office not to remain neutral.
But his neutrality, alone, would appear a crime in the eyes of the
Still less could
ambitious or fanatical bishops of the Cyrillian party.
they pardon it in him, that he should adopt in earnest the cause of
right, and send to Constantinople a report of their tyranny Avhich was
Since, then, these people looked upon everyaccording to the truth.
thing with the eye of passion, and indulged themselves in the most
abominable perversions of words and actions, in every sort of exaggerwe can give no confidence to what they
ation, and even falsehood
position

:

;

concerning the violent conduct of the man whom credible
testimony represents to us as acting uniformly on the side of order and
within the bounds of his commission.^
The bishop John of Antioch arrived at Ephesus with his companions,
as he had promised, a few days after the organization of the assembly
which had been formed by Cyrill. Although it may have been true,
report

1

L.

2

As

c.

1440.
evident particularly

is

the bishop

Memnon

of Ephesus

his manifestly Ijing letter to the clergy at

from what
reports in

Constantinbple.
1596.
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bishop of Ephesus, that the Cyrillian

had sent deputies to meet him, to bid him Avelcome, and to
inform him of what had been done, yet these assuredly did not conduct
themselves in any way suited to make a favorable impression on him
and an arbitrary act like that which had just been consummated,
John could not be otherwise than
admitted, in truth, of no palliation.
highly oflfended at it; and he was compelled, by the laws of the
church and by the doctrimd princi[jles which he advocated, to consider
the proceedings of that council as without force, and to declare them
council

he himself did not conduct, in this case, in the true
prudence and moderation. He, with his bishops,
of whom
there were but thirty,
and a few more, proceeded to form a new
council, which considered itself to be the only regular one.
The
Cyrillian party found something particularly exceptionable and contrary
to order in the fact, that so inconsiderable a minority should set
themselves up as judges over so overwhelming a majority but the
patriarch John maintained that that majority could have no weight, since
it was composed, for the most part, of bishops from Egypt and from Asia
Minor, wholly dependent on Cyrill and Memnon. Candidian considered
it his duty to present himself also before this party convention, as he
had done before the previous one. He here made report of the conduct
he had there observed he read before them the imperial ordinance,
which was addressed to the whole council, and then immediately withdrew.
The comicil now passed sentence of deposition upon Cyrill and
Memnon, and excommunicated the other members who took any part
in the proceedings of that party assembly, until they should manifest
penitence and condemn the anathemas of Cyrill.
This sentence
pronounced upon the two bishops they made known by posting it up
publicly
and they drew up a report of it, which was sent to the
emperor.
In accordance therewith, they called upon the other bishops
to separate themselves from Cyrill and Memnon, and to unite with
them in forming a general council according to the imperial letters
It is true that

so.

spirit of

—

—

;

:

;

patent.

But Cyrill governed the collective body of the bishops with whom
he had held the first council. Meantime the deputies of the Roman
bishop arrived, who had received instructions to proceed in all respects
according to the advice and will of Cyrill, yet at the same time to
insist on the supreme judicial authority of the Roman church.
If the
synod fell into disputes, they should be mindful that it did not become
them to take any share as a party in the controversy, but to pass
judgment on the opinions expressed by the others. ^ These deputies,
therefore, stuck closely throughout to the council of Cyrill
they
requested the earlier proceedings to be read to them at one of its
sessions, and signified their approbation of the whole.
So this council
:

1 The words of the commonitorium, which
Coelestin gave to his legates, were as follows Ad fratrcm et coej)iscopum nostrum
Cyrillum consilium vestrum onine convertite, et quicquid in ejus videritis arbitrio,
:

Et auctoritatem sedis apostolicaa
custodiridebere mandamus. Addisceptationem si fuerit ventum, vos de eorum sententiis judicare debeiis, non subire certaraen
Harduin. 1. c. f. 1347.

facietis.
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now considered

Roman

bishop.

itself

On

warranted

to claim for itself the authority of the

the presentation of a complaint to this party-council

by Cyrill and Memnon, the patriarch John was in the customary form
summoned to appear before it, and defend his conduct ; the
penalties of the church being threatened in case of disobedience. But as
which
John declined entering into any negotiations with this council,
he did not recognize as a regular one, but declared that, after he had
made out his report in full to Constantinople, he should await the
the council passed sentence on him and
decision from that quarter,
his associates, that they should in the first place be suspended from
their episcopal and priestly functions, reserving the whole severity of
the ecclesiastical laws to be employed against them, in case they did
thrice

—

—

not alter their conduct.
Meanwhile the report of Candidian was producing the effect at
Constantinople, which, if the fanaticism and intrigue of a court party
had not stood in the way, must necessarily have resulted from it. On
the 29th of June, the emperor sent a letter to the synod, drawn up
with impartialitv and moderation, of which an imperial officer, the
magistrianus Palladius, was made the bearer. The emperor censured in
it the illegal conduct of the bishops, which had manifestly proceeded
from passion, yet without designating any persons by name against wh<.m
He declared that he Avould
this censure was particularly directed.
approve only of the result of a deliberation on the disputed doctrine,
Another imperial commisinstituted by the whole council in common.
sioner of rank was to observe the course of proceedings in company
Until
with Candidian, and prevent any further steps contrary to law.

then, no one of the bishops could be permitted to return
The emperor avowed that
diocese, or to visit the court}

home
it

to

his

was not so

the person of Nestorius or of any other individual, as the cause
The imperial messenger above
of truth, which lay near his heart.^
so
mentioned must doubtless have been charged by the emperor
to hasten in every way his
important seemed to him this occasion
journey to Ephesus and his return to Constantinople for the answer
of the'Cyrillian synod which he brought back, was dated the first of

much

—

—

;

July.

These bishops defended themselves therein against the reproach

of passionate conduct

;

they persisted

in

maintaining, that Nestorius

had been rightfully deposed on account of his erroneous doctrines
and they accused the count Candidian of having, out of partiality te

A

letter
Nestorius, given a false representation of the whole matter.
Candidian's
of this sort, however, would produce but httle effect.
report to the emperor, which bore on its very face the impress of truth,
Besides,
furnished a ready key to explain the whole state of the case.
the count Irenaeus, who accompanied Nestorius to Ephesus, and had
shown himself there to be a true friend, and many other persons of consideration at Constantinople, who were also his friends, warmly supported
his cause. Cyrill was therefore obliged to resort to other means, to turn

1 It is

the

easy to see, that there were reasons for apprehending the last particularly from
^ L. c. Harduin, f. 1540.
of tlie Cyrillian party.

members
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He could reckon upon the ignorant, fanatical
monks of that city. Among these was an Archimandrite by the name of Dalmatius, who stood in the highest considerFor eight and forty years he had never left the cell in which
ation.
The emperor himself was accustomed
he had immured himself!
But he had sometimes
to visit liim there, to ask for his intercessions.
on the occurrence of earth(,|uakes, which
besought him in vain
the balance in his favor.
zealots

among

the

—

—

to leave his solitude, and
frequently filled Constantinople with alarm
We may presume
take part in the public penitential processions.^
that the new patriarch from the Antiochian school had already from
first been represented to this
dangerous teacher of error for,
wont to say to those who visited
for an evil
selves, my brethren

the

;

monk, by Alexandrian

him

many by

in his cell

beast has

;

may

influence, as a

after the arrival of Nestorius, he
:

come

" Take heed
into this city,

was

to your-

and he

"

This person, then, Cyrill conti'ived
favor of his own party and aims, by giving him an
to rouse to action
account of the sentence of deposition passed upon Nestorius, and of
This
the sufferings of the defenders of the true faith on that account.
story Dalmatius received tlirough a letter addressed to the bishops and
injure

his doctrines.^

m

at Constantinople, which a beggar brought to that city,
whether the truth was that Cyrill, as he
concealed in a hollow reed;
pretended, was obliged to resort to this shift, in order to have the letter
safely reach its destination, because the men who sought to frustrate
Cyrill's plots took pains to intercept his communications to the clergy
or whether it was that the necessity
and monks at Constantinople
of employing such means was a mere pretence, contrived for the
purpose of heating the minds of his partisans by such evidence of the
Might we suppose that the
oppression to which he was subjected.
bearer of the letter was no beggar, but a bishop in the disguise of one,
we should then see another motive for resorting to this species of
secret communication
the bearer who was to visit Constantinople
unperceived, under this disguise, would doubtless be entrusted with
the execution of other oral commissions.
This message, then, set the whole party of zealous monks in commotion.
Dalmatius imagined himself summoned by a voice from heaven
to corae forth from his solitude of eight and forty years, in order to
save the churches from the great threatening danger. All the monks and
abbots forsook their cloisters, and, chanting })salms with alternate choirs,
marched in procession with burning torches, Dalmatius at their head,
procession of this sort could not
to the palace of the emperor.

monks residing

—

;

;

—

—

A

^

Harduin.
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1447.
Thi3 Dalmatius was a
one of the imperial bureaus, axoXapiog
ry dturepa axoAi}, and had a wife
when, through the influence
and children,
of a venerated monk, Isacios, he was inHe obtained
iuced to become a monk.
2

L.

c.

fvriter at

h

—

gi-eat influence,

was frequently

called

upon

to settle (]uarrels among citizens, as is told
in the Greek history of his life, published

by Banduri, in the second volume of his
imperium orientale. When the new patiiarchs entered upon their office, it was the
custom for them first to visit and pay their
respecte to Dalmatius, in his cell.
Nestorius, according to this account,

not been admitted to him.

But
had

easy to see
what advantage Cyrill might gain by .<;«curing such an instrument.
It

is
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fail

to set the

people

all

and wide, that the true

a ferment, and to spread the alarm far

in

was

faith

in

imminent jeopardy

vast multitudes of the people joined the procession.

summoned

to

an audience

in

the palace, while the

;

and hence

The abbots were
crowds of monks

and of the people remained standing before it, chanting in their choirs.
Dalmatius addressed the emperor before a crowded court, in the same
bold and confident tone in which he was wont to converse with him.
He handed over to him the letter of the sjnod and the weak emperor
said, if the case stood thus, the bisho{)S might have leave to come from
Ephesus.
But Dalmatius complained, that of the other party, as
many as pleased were permitted to come to Constantinople on the
other hand, whoever of the Cyrillian synod wished to come were
;

:

He asked

the emperor, in his usual style, to whom
the six thousand bishops, or one godless man ;
and got him to promise that the Cyrillian party should be permitted to

detained in custody.^
he would give ear,

—

send deputies to Constantinople.
When Dalmatius announced to the
assembled crowd that a favorable answer had been received from the
emperor, the whole procession, singing songs of praise from the 150th
Psalm, moved forward to a church, where Dalmatius was to read the
letter of the synod, and give an account of his audience.
After
the letter had been read, the assembled people shouted with one voice,
" Anathema to Nestorius." Also the address of Dalmatius to them
was followed by an equally loud anathema.^

Upon

tins, the Cyrillian party sent three bishops to Constantinople
soon became evident what an ascendant influence the artifices
of these men had succeeded in acquiring.
One of those who had
been till now the favorers of Nestorius, the imperial chamberlain

and

it

Scholasticus, was so wrought upon as to join the party against him ;
being represented, by the willful perversion of some of his familiar

it

remarks

he was no longer willing to tolerate the
Mary. Nestorius deemed it necessary, therefore, to clear himself from these aspersions.
He assured
Scholasticus, that his views on that point continued to be precisely the
same as those he had constantly professed at Constantinople that he
considered the union of the two designations of Mary, 6'eoro/<o? and
di/6'pw7roTOKos, in their different references, to be the mark and badge
of perfect orthodoxy.
He commended to him the care of maintaining the true faith.
Were this
he added
but secured, he would
joyfully resign the episcopal dignity.
In any such case, his friend
might regard the present letter as one in which he took leave of him
for glad would he be to return back to his old cloister-hfe, since he
knew of nothing higher or more blessed than such tranquillity. And
well might it be that Nestorius, after so much sorrowful experience of
a turbulent, distracted, and care-worn life, sincerely longed after hii
former silent and tranquil retirement.
in conversation, that

application of the term

(^eoTo/cos to

;

—

—

;

1

The

question

arises,

how much

—

truth

whether
bottom of this story;
was only a contrivance to inflame the
zea' of Dalmatius, o"- whether it was the
lay at the
it

that several bishops, who had come to
Constantinople for the purpose of exciting
disturbances, had been justly arrested.
- L. c. f. 1588.
fiict
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Asiatic bishops

who were

COUNT JOHN.

ij..

i

assembled at Ephesus had mean

still

while, with a view to counteract the influence of the

Cyrilliau party,

prevailed on the comes Irenoeus, the old friend of Nestorius, to repair
He
to Constantinople with a letter with which they furnished him.

arrived there three days after the arrival of the Cyrillian bishops ;
and must soon perceive, that the latter had been well received by the
nobles and higher officers of state, and had been successful in their efforts
He labored earnestly to
to weaken the effect of Candidian's report.

counteract their influence at court ; he prevailed upon the emperor,
with his chief ministers of state, to grant a common audience to him
and the Egyptian deputies, and listen to the representations of both
He succeeded in convincing the emperor, as he writes in the
parties.
journal of his commission, that the i>urty of Cyrill had proceeded in a
way directly contrary to law so that the emperor was already on the very
point of confirming the judgment of the second assembly held under the
auspices of the patriarch John, and of threatening atklitional punishments to the bishops deposed by that body. But the feeble sovereign
was the mere tool of court-parties, who were themselves in turn exSoon after, the physician
posed to manifold influences from without.
John, secretary ^ of the patriarch Cyrill, came on a visit to Constantiand this person soon found means of giving the whole business
nople
;

;

an entirely different turn. Now, the different opinions prevailing at
Some, whose hearts were solely bent on the
court became manifest.
restoration of quiet, desired, in order that this might be obtained in the
simplest way, that no inquiry should be made as to the right or wrong
but that, to satisfy all parties, all three of the bishops
of either party
Others proposed that the sentences of both sides
should be deposed.
should be annulled, and that deputies should be seat for from Ephesus
;

the purpose of discovering through them the real course which
matters had taken, and of learning to which side the charge of illegal
conduct ought to be laid. Many who favored Cyrill's party endeavored
to procure, that thei/ themselves might be sent to Ephesus, with full
powers to inquire into the whole matter on the spot.^
The party of Cyrill, however, could not as yet obtain the victory
the influence of the moderate class at court was still, as it would seem,
For the present, the plan first mentioned was
too powerful for them.
adopted and an individual who would have been by no means the choice
ot the Cyrillian party, since he had no disposition to serve as the tool
of a church or theological sect, John, the ministerial secretary of state

for

;

(comes sacrarum), was sent to Ej)hesus. He arrived in that cit}^ with
an imperial letter of commission (sacra), in which it was commanded,
that all the. three bishops deposed by the synods should remain deand in which the members of the council were exhorted to lay
posed
by their mutual strifes, that they might be prepared to return in peace
and concord to tlieii- sev(M-al dioceses.
The count John faithfully maintained at Ephesus the position which
he was bound to maintain as a minister of the state, acting oh the same
;

1

"LvyKsl-Xog.

rarely to be

mot

Without doubt an
witli

among

ecclesiastic, as in this period physicians are

the clergy.

'^

The

letter of Ircnajus.

L.

c.

1548.

noi
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HIS EFFORTS FRUITLESS.

CONFUSION OP THE ORIENTALS.

—

principles as Candidian,
without whose concurrence, moreover,
he took no step whatever.
He first invited all the bishops to a meeting in his own apartments, where he Avished to read over to them the
imperial commission.
But here he became witness of a most vehement contest between the two parties.^
When the greatest part of the
day had already been spent in these disputes, he unceremoniously interfered with the authority of force.
Nestorius and Cyrill he removed
at once.
To the rest he read the imperial letter and, for the purpose
of carrying it into effect, and preventing disturbances, he committed the
three deposed bishops to a respectable and safe custody.
After this,
he labored in every way to restore peace between the two parties.
John of Antioch and his associates manifested at once a ready and
wiUing disposition for this.
They were prepared to submit to the em;

peror's decision, which approved the decrees of both the synods

;

and

they were inclined to come to an agreement with the other party, provided the latter would but agree to condemn the anathemas of Cyrill.
But the party of Cyrill was by no means so com])liant. The person of
their leader was to them of much more importance than the person of
Nestorius to their opponents.
They would listen to no terms of agreement, unless the other party retracted every thing, manifested their
repentance to the synod, which they considered themselves alone to be,
and condemned, in writmg, Nestorius and his doctrines. These things
the other party of course could not consent to do.
As the count was
extremely anxious to convey the news to Constantinople, that he had
succeeded in getting the victory over the passions of the bishops, and of
uniting them on terms of peace, he sought now to enter at least into
negotiations for the drawing up of a common confession of faith.
But
neither would the Egyptian j^arty be persuaded to engage in anything
of this kind."'^
The Orientals had been accused, in the rumors industriously circulated against them by their opponents at Constantinople, of
wishing to deprive Mary of the honor of being called T?£oro/cof. The emperor had expressly charged the count John to get them to declare
themselves on this point.
Thus they were led to draw up a confession
of faith, in which, after distinguishing with precision the two natures
in Christ, they declared that, as confession was made of one Son of
God, one Lord, and one Christ, in the sense of a union Avithout confusion of the two natures
so too, in the same sense,^ Mary was called the
mother of God, because Christ, from the time of the conception, united
with himself the temple he had assumed.*
This confession of faith was
;

1

He

peror:

says himself, in his letter to the em-

Magna

facta est seditio,

immo

prce-

iium et pugna.
2 See their own declaration,
2

Secundum hunc

1. c. 1593.
inconfusae unionis in-

See epistola Johannis, in the
Spiodicon publisht'd by Lupus, (see above,)
Lupus opera, T. VII. f 56.
c.'l7
* There may, indeed, have been some
grounds for the assertion of the Cyrillian
tellectnm.

;

synod, in their report to their partisans at
Constantinople, that, in drawing up this

confession of faith, there was schism among
the Orientals themselves, as all were not
satisfied with this retention of the word
i^eord/tof.
That this was a correct assertion, is evident from a letter addressed to
Theodoret hy Alexander, bishop of Hierapolis, who was present at Ephesus during
Also
these proceedings, in Lupus. 1. c. 94.
to be found in operib. Theodoreti ed. Halens.T. V. p. 74"> Tills zealous advocate of
the Syrian church doctrines sees, in the
compliant disposition which was then so

NESTORIUS IN THE CLOISTER.
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before the emperor iu a letter which the patriarch
in the name of the sjnod.
laid

But

as the count

John now saw that

all

John wrote him

his pains to effect the res-

toration of peace were defeated by the pride

and passion of the Cvrilas he was accused by them of party proceedinfjs, and of
;
dispatching false reports to Constantinople, he finally called upon the
emperor himself to send for deputies from both parties, and enter personally into an investigation of the whole matter.
Tills proposal was adopted, and eiglit bishops from each of the two
parties were summoned as deputies to Constantinople. Soon after their
departure from Ephesus, Nestorius received there a letter from the
precorian prefect, by which he was informed, in answer to his own previous letter (see above, p. 477 ), that the emj)eror had given all the orders necessary for his returning back, in the most convenient and desirable manner, to his cloister. In this letter there appears no trace of an
unfriendly feeling towards Nestorius.
The prefect concluded by saj-ing, tliat with his wisdom, and treasure of inward goods, he stood iu no
need of condolence.
But it is plainly to be seen, that it was believed
liau party

him any longer in the patriarchate in oj)position to
and the power of that party, which, by Cyrill's intrigues at
court, liad been formed against iSfestorius amang the nobles and among
the monks at Constantinople.^
Nestorius, weary of these harassing
impossible to retain

the hatred

cares, gladly availed himself of the conceded permission, and, in his
answer to the prefect, only commended to him the care of maintaining

pure doctiine. But tiie contest, which was no longer connected barely
with the person of Nestorius, could not be hushed by his removal.
On the contrary, the rupture became now more decidedly expressed,
when, on the removal of Nestorius, Memnon and Cyrill were again
restored to their

offices.

became manifest, that the feeble emperor meant to act impartially, but was ever hurried along from one step to another by the
Cyriliian party, which exerted its intiuence through the monks, the clergy,
and the courtiers.
When the deputies of the two parties arrived at
Chalcedon, tliey were directed to remain there, and not come to Constantinople, because apprehensions were entertained of a movement
It soon

the monks.
At a later period, however, the deputies of the
while, on the other
other [tarty obtained leave to visit Constantinople
hand, this liberty was withheld from" the Oriental delegates.
The
and to
bisliop of Chalcedon stood iu alliance with the Cyriliian party

among

;

;

its

de[)uties he

gave up

all

the churches which they desired for the pur-

pose of holding worshi[) in them.

But

generally manifested, the incipient intrigues
of a party who were ready to give up the
and he reminds his friend Theodotruth
ret, how strenuously he then resisted these
measures. Memor est sanctitas tua, quod
nee ullo jjeriulerim eis communicare consilio, de epistola, quae apud Ephesum facta

^

;

.... vox haec
nem et calumniam

est

(tlieotocos)
illius,

iocebat (Nestorii) inserta

ad proditio-

qui rcctam lidera
est.

the

The

sa, writes

Maris
Ti/t;

:

Orientals were excluded

on

tiiis

Neirropiof

tto'aewc kol

avTij,

bisliop, Ibas of Edessubject in his letter to
eTretd)] i/xiadro -apa

well-informed
rft

tuv /iryaAoiv

Lku imoarpiipaL ovk

Tctv

uvtuv

ridvvf/drj.

h

It is

certain, however, that Nestorius still had a
large party in his favor in the church, as
appears from the later events,

DELEGATES AT CHALCEDON.
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yet they managed to procure a suitable room,
from the churches
where Theodoret preached before a large audience. ^ The favorable
reception they met with from the people excited to a still higher degree the jealousy of the ferocious monks, by whom the Orientals and
their attendants were attacked with stones, several of them not escapThe emperor, at an audience which he gave
ing without wounds.'^
them at the villa of Rufianus, reproached them with having excited
;

They now petitioned
these disturbances by tbeir church assemblies.
the emperor to allow them the same justice which the count John had
shown at Ephesus, and to forbid the bishops of both parties from holdcome to some mutual agreement.
" I cannot command the bishops^
" Well, then," rejoined the bishops, " pray do not command us."
They found, as they declared in their letter written from Chalcedon,
the higher magistrates all committed in favor of the creed of Cyrill,
having been corrupted either by his gold or by his flatteries. Pulcheria
also may have succeeded by this time in rendering her brother
thoroughly hostile to the man towards whom he had before been so
ing divine worship, until they covild

To

this the

weak emperor

replied

:

so that, when the subject of his restoration was
favorably disposed
pressed at the emperor's privy council, the very suggestion of such a
measure appeared like high treason.-^ The emperor himself said " Let
no one speak to me of him : I have had enough of him already."* But
the Oriental synod at Ephesus had the courage to write to the emperor,
that, although Nestorius might a thousand times flee from the turmoils
yet, in order that the
of strife, and prefer the life of a private man
;

:

;

was no whit the less necessary that
the illegal sentence of deposition passed upon him by the party who
would introduce Cyrill's heretical anathemas, should be annulled. As
the Oriental deputies, after five pretended audiences, saw doubtless
that their longer residence near the court would be to no purpose, they
petitioned the emperor, that at least, if an impartial investigation was
not to be had, they might themselves be suffered to depart from
This the emperor
Chalcedon, and the other bishops from Ephesus.
granted, but by a decision which, to the Orientals, could not appear
otherwise than as an act of unjust and arbitrary will. The sentence of
but
deposition pronounced on Nestorius was suffered to remain valid
Cyrill
who in the mean time had been allowed to visit Constantinople,
and Memnon, were permitted to
where his influence was unbounded
" Thus the Egyptian," said the Orientals,
return to their dioceses.
writing from Chalcedon, " has it in his power to corrupt every one with
his gifts, so as to return, after having done numberless wrongs, to his
episcopal seat, while that innocent man can scarcely make good his
Yet the hatred to Nestorius, and the power
escape to his cloister."
of Cyrill's party, to which the emperor himself succunabed, seems
faith

might receive no detriment,

it

—

1 See the letter of
Theodoret to AlexTheodoret.
ander, bishop of Hierapolis.
T. IV. 1346, ed. Halens.
2 In the second report to the emperor,
they name as their assailants, servos monachorum habitu indutos; i. e. perhaps,

;

—

not slaves disguised as monks, but such
as had once been slaves, but had become

monks.
'^

*

Defectionis notabamur.
Dehocmihi riullus loquatur, specimen
dedit. L. c. p. 1346, ed. Halens,

enim semel
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to have had far more influence upon him than any preference for the
Egyptian system of doctrines. It continued still to be his wish that
the two parties might be brought to an agreement on the disputed
points of doctrine, and that in this way peace might once more be
restored to the church.
In announcing to the Cyrillian party at
Ephesus that they were discharged from the council, he gave them to
understand that if peace had not been restored, it was no fault of his
but God would know who Avere to blame.
He would never be induced
to condemn the Orientals, for they had been convicted in his heuiing
as none had been willing to enter with them into any
of no guilt
theological investigation,
a reproach which must have been meant
for the Cyrillian party, who had avoided all discussion with the others.
The negotiations set on foot by the tribune and notary Aristolaos,
one of the great officers of state, seemed at first to be beset with many
difficulties, as the demands of the two parties were so directly op{)Osed
to each other.
The Orientals required from Cyrill a condemnation of
his anathemas
but Cyrill refused to give them up.
On the other
hand, he persisted in requiring that the Orientals should approve the
condemnatory sentence pronounced on the person and on the doctrines
of Nestorius, and should consent to the ordination of the new patriarch
;

—

;

at Constantinople.

But much
as

all

as Nestorius was disliked at the imperial court, and firmly
were resolved that he should not again be allowed to be patriarch,

yet there Avas little disposition to support Cyrill in his quarrel with the
Syrian doctrines.
On the contrary, the dogmatic stiffiiess of Cyrill
was regarded as the cause of the continued divisions in the church,

and men were well inclined to demand that he should sacrifice hia
anathemas in order to preserve the peace of the church. Cyrill was.
obliged to resort to many of his wonted arts,
to summon to his aid
all the influence of Puleheria, of the chamberlains and court ladies in
his alliance, as well as of the abbots at Constantinople; he was obliged
to cause large sums of money to be distributed at court,
funds which
he f >und it impossible to collect without burdening his churches with
debt,
in order to gain over the hostilely disposed nobles, and to reanimate the zeal of others for his party ^ and yet, with all these

—

—

—

;

method of proceeding in such
cases is, for the most part, disclosed by
the letter of his archdeacon and syncell,
^

Cyrill's

Epiphanius, of which letter we have
spoken before, and for the preservation of
which we are indebted to the Synodicon,

Theodoret.
This letter is adthe patriarch Ma.vimianus, of

so often

mentioned,

T. V.

173, ed. Hal.

ej).

dressed to
Constantinople.

It

c.

is

203.

here said,

Cyrill

had written to Puleheria, to several cubiEt direct*
cularios and cubicuhirias.
sunt benedictiones {evAoyia, presents) digAn attempt was made to gain
eis.
over one of the chief chamberlains, Chryjoretes, who was hostilely disposed, by
sendmg him magnificent presents, such as
were worthy of him, ut tandem desisteret
•b oppugnatione ecclesiae. The patriarch
nie

of Constantinople was requested to entreat Puleheria, ut iterum ponat animam
suain pro Uoinino Christo, puto enim,
quod nunc non satis curet pro Cyrillo, ut
et omnes, qui sunt in palatio regis.
The
patriarch was to give theiti whatever their
avarice demanded (so I would restore
the sense according to a probably necessary emendation of the Latin text), although they had already received presents enough (et quidquid avaritisE eorum
deest, praesta lis, quanquam nou desint et ipsis diversaj benedictiones), that

Puleheria might be induced to write emphatically to the patriarch John, tliat no
further mention must be made of that godless man (Nestorius).
Various influential
court ladies were to bo called upon to cooperate towards the same end.
The abbot
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intrigues, he could not succeed in inducing an individual to lend him
On the
in j)ressing his anathemas upon the other party.

any hand

felt himself obliged to ado[)t towards them a milder language, which could not he honorably meant on his part.^
On the other hand, the patriarch John of Antioch was not disposed
to defend any longer the cause of Nestorius against the hatred which
ever continued to be more strongly expressed against him at the court
To maintain the more moderate Antiochian system
at Constantinople.
of faith, i.e. the doctrine »f the real distinction of the two natures in
opposition to the Egyptian Monophysitism, was the point of greatest
Cyrill now doubtless understood that it would be
interest with him.
necessary for him to purchase the acquiescence of the Orientals in the
condemnation of Nestorius, and their consent to the ordination of the
new patriarch Maximianus at Constantinople, by yielding something
on his own side in articles of doctrine. If the Orientals could once
be brought practically to recognize as valid the judgment pronounced
by the council of Cyrill, the approbation of the doctrinal principles on
which this judgment was based would easily follow, and by degrees
everything at variance with the Egyptian system of doctrine might
be declared to be a Nestorian heresy. The negotiations of a certain
bishop Paul of Emesa, who came to Alexandria as a deputy of the
Orientals, contributed in a special manner to bring about an agreement
which had been prepared in this way ; for he himself took particular
pains to further the matter, as he was very solicitous for the honor of
being the author of peace, and for this reason promised more than he
was warranted to do by his instructors. Thus Cyrill was exempted
from the necessity of expressly recalling his anathemas and, on the
other hand, he was induced to subscribe a confession of faith laid before
him by the bishop Paulus, which was in no respect different from that
which had been set forth by the patriarch John at the council of

contrary, he

;

Ephesus

in the

name

of the Orientals to vindicate their orthodoxy, (see

above,^) by which the
Dalmatius

title

"mother

must protest earnestemperor and the chamberlains,

(see above)

ly before the
in the name of relii,qon, so as to alarm their
consciences. Sanctissimum Dalmatium abbatcm roga, ut et imperatori mandet, terribili eum conjuratione constringens, et ut
cubicularios omnesconstringat, neilliusmemoria ulterius fiat. It is worthy of notice,
that even the abbot Eutyches, whose name
afterwards became so famous, and who, it
woilld appear therefore, was one of the tools
of the Cyrillian party, was here called upon
Appended to the letter there was a
to act.
list of persons to whom presents had been
sent from Alexandria, that the patriarch of
'Constantinople might see how much the

Alexandrian church had interested itself in
his cause (for it was only in case the sentence of deposition against Nestorius conrtinued valid, that he could retain his office),
in

so

much

that the clergy at Alexandria
the poverty brought by these

mourned over

of

God" was
upon

applied to

Mary

in

Alexandrian

church,
Neither should he, on his own part, be sparing of the property of his church, to satisfy
the avarice of those who troubled the
church at Alexandria. The patriarch should
without delay beseech Pnlcheria, that Lauslus might be made lord chamberlain, so
that the power of Chrysoretes might be
destroyed, et sic dogma nostrum roboretur.
Such were the artifices of episcopal intrigue,
i L. c.
Quicquid videtur reprehensibile
troubles

the

esse, zelo et calore circa

Jesum Christum,

Dominiim nostrum

qui abnegatus sit a Nestothat lhe anathemas
contained a doctrine which could not be
comprehended by every one, but only by
the more practised.
See ep. 98, T. V. Theodoret.
^ See
Theodoret
has been
538.
p.
rio,

dictum

esse.

— Or

named, without any

sufficient

the author of this confession,

DISSATISFACTION OF

MANY

54.;

the sense that two natures were united in Christ, while each still
On the other hand,
remained pure and unmixed in its individuality.
the patriarch John acquiesced in the condemnation of Nestorius, and

recognized the ordinations which had been consummated bj the Cyrillian
party as good and valid.
This compact, struck in the year 432, which was a mere work of
policy, and not the result of any reconciliation of doctrinal antagonisms
in a natural and harmonious manner, experienced the usual fate of
In concealing the schism
such outward and artificial combinations.
which still contitiued to exist within, it merely served to call forth neio
The men of both parties who regarded the dogmatic
divisions.
interest as of greater importance than the political were dissatisfied
Cyrill was accused by the zealots of his own party of betraywith it,
ing those doctrines which he had, till now, opposed to Nestorianism.
And not without reason for Nestorius himself would doubtless have
been induced to recognize the predicate ^eoroKog applied to Mary, in
the sense of such a union of the two natures as was denoted in the
Cyrill was
confession which lay at the basis of the agreement.
able to defend himself against this accusation, only by severing on
the one hand, as he had already done before, the single positions of
Nestorius from their connection with his whole system, and so making
an entirely different thing of Nestorianism from what it actually was ;
on the other, by artfully contriving to introduce into the distinctiontheory of the creed which he had subscribed, a sense remote from
What was said, for example,
that which was intended by its authors.
concerning the distinction of the two natures, he explained as follows
that it held good onl}'- of the distinction of the divine and human
predicates ; both of which, hoAvever, were to be 'referred to the one
incarnate nature of the Logos ; so that, in abstracto, two natures would
but, in concrete, only one
be, indeed, distinguished from each other
He attributed to the Antiochians, that
nature was to be recognized.^
he might be able to explain himself in agreement with them, a doctrine
directly at variance with their entire system
that the one Christ
consisted of two natures distinguishable in conception, but not of two
Cyrill again, in order to defend
natures distinguishable in reality?
himself with those who missed here the exactness of doctrinal expression, alluded to the great difficulty in general of finding suitable
expressions for such matters in human language."^ But this observation
must have prevented him, if other motives and interests had not been
at work at that time, from passing so severe a judgment on the
expressions of Nestorius.
;

;

;

1

Cyrill, ep.

iexofXEvoL,

Tf]g

6vo

ad Acacium.
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(piasig

(5e
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2 Ot de ye /card tt/v

(i£v
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ijvuadcd (l>afi£v,
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When he
yap rd roLnds Xiav
adduces, in proof of this, the words of the
prayer, Eplies. 6: 19, he shows airain his
habit of confounding what properly helon^s
to the simple preaching of the gospel, with
what belongs to the development of doctrin-
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The same Cyrill had, at an earlier period, during the negotiations
with Aristolaus for a settlement of the diiferences, offered in excuse of
his anathemas, which were assailed on many sides, that he had
written what appeared so censurable, only from a glowing zeal for the
If this were honestly said,
Christ denied by Nestorius (see above.)
if it was not a mere subterfuge of theological chicanery, yet the same
could also have been alleged in this reference as an excuse for Nes-

What

torius.

to Cyrill

appeared a denial of Christ, proceeded on the

part of Nestorius, and on the principles which he maintained, only from
a well-meant zeal for the honor of Christ, believing as he did that the
Cyrillian

mode

of expression involved a denial of the divine immuta-

bility.

A

still greater dissatisfaction than this Avhich existed among the advocates of the Egyptian system of faith, was excited by the abovementioned agreement, among the zealous adherents of the Antiochian

A

doctrinal interest which overvalued the importance of precise dogmatic conceptions was not less predominant
among the latter than among the Alexandrians ; and the interest in
behalf of the dogmatic notions had vastly more influence with many of
them than any sympathy which they felt in the case of their friend
As the
Nestorius suffering under the oppression of despotic will.
Alexandrians saw everywhere the spectre of Photinianism, so, on the
other hand, the Antiochian dogmatists saw everywhere the sj ectre
of ApoUinarism, which seemed to them to rise up again in the
system of Cyrill. To receive back Cyrill to the fellowship of the
church appeared to them as frightful an enormity, as if they should

scheme of doctrine.

Alexander of
receive into the same fellowship Apollinaris himself.^
Hierapolis thought it intolerable, that a monk, whose life he himself must
confess was in accordance with the gospel, should be named in the
prayer at the altar as one remaining in the communion of the church ;
and he gave himself no rest, as he informs us, until this practice was
abolished.2

Among

who in the Syrian church disapproved of this coalition,
manifested, however, a difference of judgment, according
as they were disposed generally by natural temperament either to moderation or to extravagant zeal ; and according as they had seized the
there was

those

still

We have

a graphic illustration of this
dream, which the bishop Andreas of Sawas, in the outset, a zealous
also
mosata, who
opponent of the Cyrillian treaty of agreeriient, relates concerning himself He dreamed that, in an assembly of other bishops,
1

in a

his friend, the bishop Alexander of Hierapolis. told him that the heretic ApoUina-

was still living. Andreas, in astonishment, asked him several times whether this

ris

and Alexander assured him
All at once they entered a
house, where Apollinaris, now extremely
aged, lay upon a bed. And as they were
about taking their seats by the bedside, he
arose and distributed the elements of the

was

that

really so,
it

was.

supper. The patriarch John lay in the bed,
and received the elements from his hand,
Bat
and then next Alexander hirnself.
Andreas of Samosata said indignantly to
himself: " What accommodation to circuraIt is a sin against the
stances is this 1
Holy Ghost. It is trifling with the incarnation of our Lord." With these words he
awoke, and gave earnest expression to the
wish that this dream might not after all
prove true,— in other words, that Apollinaris of Laodicea, who had reappeared, so
to speak, in Cyrill, might not brmg over all
Ep. 48, Theodoret. T.
to his own views.
V. p. 70G, ed. Hal.
^ L. c. ep. 145, p. 823.
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system of doctrine taught by Theodore of Mopsuestia in a more stem
and exclusive, or in a more mild and tolerant manner. The former,
such as Theodoret and Andreas of Samosata, were, it is true, satisfied,
on the whole, with the doctrinal explanations of Cyrill.
They doubtless rejoiced, too, and saw in it the governing hand of divine grace,
that Cyrill had been constrained to distinguish two natures in Christ,
and to acknowledge that his sufferings belonged to the flesh, and that
Although it may unquestionathe deity was exalted above suffering. ^
bly be gathered from the whole process of the matter, as we have
described it, that in this case, where everything proceeded solely on
grounds of impure worldly policy, there was no occasion for such joy,
and for such pruise of the divine providence since the supposition last
named, that the deity was capable of suffering, had indeed never once
entered Cyrill's thoughts, and the former distinction was, in fact, merely
an outward accomiuodation in terms, which Cyrill employed in a different
sense from that which was intended by his opponents.
But neither in the sentence of deposition passed on Nestorius, nor in
the condemnation ot his doctrines, did they believe they could acquiesce
" So vaguely to condemn the doctrine of
with a good conscience.
Nestorius," said Thoodoret, " was nothing more nor less than to con;

demn

the doctrine of piety."

^

The patriarch John had,

it is

true, in

which he declared his consent to the agreement, no doubt purjiusely expressed himself in such a Avay as that he
could refer the condemnation, not to the whole doctrine of Nestorius,
but only to that which he had taught foreign from the apostolic doctrine;^
in which sense, one might, indeed, unhesitathigly subscribe
the condemnation of every human doctrine.
But this very indefiniteness in a dogmatic explanation appeared to the 'more rigid among the
*
Orientals as a dishonorable subterfuge ;
and they could the less be
satisfied with it, because they were well aware in what sense Cyrill interpreted what had been left undetermined. On the other hand, Theodoret offered to subscribe any form of condemnation by which men
might be distinctly placed on their guard against the charges commonly
brought against the Antiochian system of doctrine,
a sentence of condemnation against those who divided the one Lord Jesus Christ into
two Sons, and those who denied his divinity.'^
But the acquiescence in the sentence of deposition on Nestorius appeared to them to be an unjustifiable wrong.
It seemed to the in a
contradiction to pardon the man who had been constantly sowing dishis letter to the

emperor,

in

—

—

2 Theodoret. ep. 73, T.V. Natui-anim differentiatn clara prsedicant voce, et passiones

carni coaptantes, impassibilem divinam confirmant esse naturam.
2 Ep. 50.
Quod indeterminate anathematizarc Nestorii doctrinam, idem sit, quod
anathemaiizare pictatem.
' QujBCMiiujue ab eo aliene ac pcrejrrine
dicta sunt contra ai)ostolicani doctrinam,
liis %\ ords in the lett( r to the emperor ; and

commentary of Theodoret, ep. 128:
Anathematismus non indefinite, sed cum
35
VOL. ir.

the

quadam determinatione positus,
quandam praebet consolatioiiem.
*

See the

letter of

Roman

modicaiti

the Orientals to

the

bishop Sixtus, in the Sviiodicon,
published by Lupus, c. 117. Tliev say of
the patriarch John
Sic et accusaiione ac
demonstratione defecit, ut nee diceret. illam
sive illam anathematizoscni,enliam,sed ait:
qnidquid ab eo impie dictum est. Dura
certe aperte dicere debuisset, ut ab eo senso
quisque cautior redderetur.
:

^

Ep.

50, p. 708.
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cord, and

who had

tau;^ht the

been brought to assent to the
him who from his youth up had

at last with difficulty

orthodox confession, but

to

sacrifice

same rij^ht doctrine. They declared that they could consent
and wicked sentence upon the holy bishop, neither with

to the unjust

These declarations of Theodoret had, howif he had proved unfaithful to the convicas though he had yielded through the
tion earlier expressed by him
fear of man, and to preserve his bishopric, and for this reason had acknowledged the formula subscribed by Cyrill to be satisfactory. This
suspicion against Theodoret having been excited by some persons in the
mind of Nestorius himself, the former wrote him a letter in defence of
" Very gladly," he said, " would he lay down an office
his conduct.^
which he found burdened with so many cares, and make his retreat to
Nestorius, therefore, ought not to allow himself to be
the cloister.
persuaded, that, from love to his bishopric, he had received Avith his eye
He
shut the letter of Cyrill as in correspondence with the true faith.
could not say otherwise, consistently with the truth, than that he had
although he, no less
not found anything in it which was heretical
hand, tongue, nor heart.^

ever, been so construed, as

;

;

than others, detested, in the author of that letter, the disturber of the
general peace.
And he hoped and trusted, that on this score no punishment awaited him at the day of judgment, since the just Judge
" But to the measures," he added, " which
looked upon the heart.
unrighteously and wickedly have been set on foot against you, I will
not be induced to give my consent, even though they should cut off
for I hope that the divine grace will aid me, and
both my hands
strengthen the weakness of my soul."
But the zealots of this party, such as Alexander of Hierapolis, and
Meletius of Mopsuestia, were not satisfied that even so much should be
They still persisted in demanding
yielded as had already been done.
They could see
of Cyrill an express revocation of his anathemas.
nothing in Cyrill's letter but his old erroneous doctrine artfully concealed.
And when the above-cited letter, in which he had vindicated
himself to his friends against the reproach of denying his previous convictions, came to their knowledge, sufficient proof was unquestionably
furnished them, to turn to shame the triumph of the patriarch John over
the conversion of Cyrill.^
As they had already, at the council of
Ejfhesus, declared against the unconditional application of the predicate
i?eoTo/fOf to Mary, so, too, they were dissatisfied with the new application
of the term according to the articles of agreement there drawn up.
The bishop Alexander, in declarhig his dissent,* proceeded on the ground
of a distinction between the homiletic and the strictly dogmatical use
of language, which we have already noticed as constituting a distin" We cannot
guishing characteristic of the Syrian church teachers.
complain," he writes, " of those preachers who in their festival discourses may have imprudently called Mary the mother of God, or the
Jews, God's murderers, and the like
which may have been said by
orthodox men in an unsuspicious manner for the very reason that it
;

;

;

1

Ep

59.

2

Ep. 102.

8

See the

letters of Meletius, ep.

76 and ep. 121.

*

Ep.

78.
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was

in nowise their intention thereby to define doctrines.
But it was
quite otherwise Avith a strict form of dogmatic expression, and espe-

anathemas, had expressed the erroneous doctrine
which this predicate served to give currency, and by the same document had spread it far and wide." These bishops, for the reasons just
stated, not only rejected the agreement concluded upon, and not only
continued therefore to consider Cyrill as excluded from tlie communion
of the church, but they also excommunicated those who had received
that agreement.
A whole synod, in Cilicia Secunda, passed a decree of this sort
the members declaring they were ready to suffer
cially after Cyrill, in his

to

;

anything, rather than enter into fellowship with error or with the teachers of error.
The patriarch John might doubtless have been able, by
moderate conduct, to gain over the more mildly disposed among the
Orientals, if he had refrained from urging upon them an acquiescence
in the sentence which deposed Nestorius,
the course actually pursued afterwards ; but, by the vehemence with which he conducted
towards all opponents of the agreement, he alienated from him even

—

this

more moderate

class.

He

took occasion, from these disputes, to indulge himself in many
encroachments on the administration of affairs in foreign dioceses
he furthered the promotion of unworthy men, disposed to serve

him

had no auThus he made himself hated, and thus it was his own
that the party of his opponents augmented, and the worthiest

as his instruments, to episcopal stations which he

thority to
fault

fill.

all fellowship with him.
A schism followed not only in the Antiochian church diocese, but also in other parts
of the Eastern church, which were subject to the patriarch of Constantinople.
The discontented from all quarters attached themselves to the
and thus was formed an association
opposition party of Eastern Asia
To
of bishops who stood opposed to the three patriarchs of the East.
the same circle belonged the bishops of that portion of Syria which
touches on the Euphrates, of the two provinces of Cilicia, of Cappadocia
Secauda, of Bithynia, Thessaly, and Moesia.^
Meanwhile, notwithstanding all the pains of the Cyrillian party, the
memory of Nestorius had not been wholly effaced from the minds of
This became evident after
his devoted community at Constantinople.
the death of the patriarch Maximianus in 433.
In many parts of the
city, vast multitudes assembled, and with loud shouts demanded Nestothreatening, unless he were restored to
rius again for their bishop
them, to set fire to the patriarchal church.^ Yet such movements in
favor of .a man once hated by the dominant court party could do
him no service, but, on the contrary, only tend to excite still more the
In
rage of his enemies, who grudged him such love of the people.
the manner in which the vacant patriarchate was once more filled,
appeared the influence of the party opposed to Nestorius for that very
Proclus who had first stood forth as his opponent (see above)^ wa."

bishops of Syria withdrew from

;

;

;

^

See the

Sixtus

II..

letter written in the

in

Lupus,

1.

c. c.

117.

name

of these schismatic bishops to the
2

Prodi Synodica,

1.

c.

f.

80.5.

Roman
»

bisho)>.

P.

r,0'.)

'
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patriarch ; and this man leagued himself with Cyrill and John
of Antioch, to enforce everywhere the recognition of the agreement
struck between the church of Eastern Asia and that of Egypt, which

named

had been made the basis of the peace of the church. The patriarch
John, who by this alliance obtained great power, resorted at first to
means of benevolence, to presents and pecuniary aid, for the purpose
of gaining over the poor churches of Syria, which were burdened with
debts ^ and next, where he could not accomj)lish his ends in this way,
he tried to intimidate by threats. All being to no purpose, he exerted
himself to procure an imjterial edict against the obsthiate bishops.
Already he had contrived, by bribing the quaestor Domitian, to obtain
such a decree but those bishops whom it was wished to expel stood
;

;

so high in the esteem of their communities, that the execution of such
measures against them might draw after it very disastrous consequences.

The
cities

pretorian prefect Taurus represented to the emperor, that the
would be ruined, and that the empire, otherwise (by the bad

of its resources) growing impoverished every day, would
here also lose one source of its revenues ;2 and the execution of the
The quaestor
imperial ordinance was therefore put off for the present.
Avho had obtained this ordinance for the patriarchs, in the mean time
resorted to a trick, in order to induce the Syrian bishops to yield. He
informed them that this ordinance was signed by the emperor, and was
to be published, but that he had for awhile withheld its publication, in
or^er to see whether they might not be induced to compliance by
arguments, before it should be necessary to resort to extreme measures.^
At length the imperial decree against the disturbers of the peace and

management

the corrupters of the doctrines of faith,
by whom, however, could be
pretext,

—

who employed religion
meant no others than

as a

those

—

was
Syrian bishops who were opposed to the articles of agreement,
and men who for a long series of years, without
mingling like others in the impure worldly business of those times, had
consecrated all their labors, without earthly splendor and enjoyment,
solely to their spiritual office, were now to be forcibly separated from
the communities in which they were cordially loved and respected^
because the arbitrary will of a few individuals found it possible through
the court to rule over the church.^
When these threatening commands were made known to the bishop
Theodoret, he was at first resolved to forsake all, and retire to the
actually published

;

1 As may be gathered from the words of
bishop Alexander of Hierapolis, ep.
143
Non habemus pecunias et munera
et naves plenas onerihus, quae mittamus.

the

:

.

lllis
^

.

armatur muUitudo contra veritatem.
Futuras ex hoc eversiones urbium,

quod quails

est Thracia, talis et Cilicia erit,
quse paene sola remansit ad tributa solvenda,
ep. 105,
3

1.

c.

See the

letter to the

bishop Helladius

of Tarsus, ep. 106.
* In the letter which the magister militum
orientis sent to all the bishops concerned, in

order to the carrying into execution of the
emperor's command, it was said: Necesse
est, ut aut communices Joanni episcopo
catholicae ecclesise, ut ablatis contentionibus
sancta ecclesia quiete fruatur ac pace, quam
peperit (whi<'h John introduced by means
of his articles of agreement), aut coiitendens, formam divinitus datam (the i)enalty
defined in the imperial sacra) subire cogaPrivaberis enim urbe, privaberis et
ris.
ecclesia, si meliori sorte obedire et assentiri
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which he had received his spiritual education but the pious
community urged him to enter into new neg')tiations with
the patriarch John, so as to preserve his church, without detriment to
his conscience.
Theodoret foresaw that, if he declined to obey the
emperor's decree, he would be forced away from the community, where
his labors were blessed, and some unworthy person would be substituted

cloister in

monks of

;

his

He considered it therefore to be his duty, so far as he
could so do without denying his own convictions and without detriment
to his conscience, to yield, in order to subserve a higher interest of the
church and as the patriarch John released him from giving in his
acquiescence in the judgment pronounced on Nestorius, and as he himself had already testified his satisfaction with the doctrinal part of the
articles of agreement, he could at present with a good conscience
comply with the prescribed conditions.^
The patriarch John now
endeavored, through Theodoret's mediation,^ to gain over also the other

in his place.

;

Syrian bishops

;

and Theodoret himself was moved, by his zeal for the
church, and his friendship for his old colleagues

best good of the

involved in this controversy, to exert himself to the utmost to bring
He urged his old friends
about a general reconcihation and union.
with the most pressing arguments, and among others wrote thus to the
bishop Helladius of Tarsus :^ " He assuredly ought not without good
the purity
cause to expose the flock intrusted to him to destruction
:

of doctrine had certainly been secured

to

:

participate in wrong-doing

was a thing to which they were forced by no one. The righteous
Judge would not punish them for the injustice of others. It was high
time to put an end to disputes, and to unite the churches once more
together."
But in vain were all these representations and entreaties
to the three men, distinguished for their firmness' of character, Meletius
of Mopsuestia, Alexander of Hierajiohs, and Helladius of Tarsus,
men whose souls, strong in faith, and superior to all human fear in
resisting the despotic caprice which would subject everything to itself,
They
deserve respect, notwithstanding their narrow dogmatic zeal.
were firmly resolved not to grant Cyrill the fellowship of the church,
under any other condition than that he should revoke the system of
doctrine expressed in his anathemas, and acknowledge Nestorius as a
catholic bishop.
All other yielding was the same in their eyes as to
purchase the peace of the church with the denial of the truth and the

They held

approbation of injustice.

under
them

all

ti-ials,

to the

it

to

be their duty to remain faithful,

which had been intrusted

pastoral calling

to

but they believed themselves justified also in giving up their
authority to govern, in order to remain true to their convictions. They
were men. who had for a long series of years administered their office in
BO disinterested a spirit, that, when obliged to relinquish their posts, and
to leave their flocks, they could take nothing with them for their
journey and for the means of subsistence, but had to depend entirely
;

on the charity of their
1

friends."^

See ep. 126, Theodoret.

with other letters of his in that collection.

*Seeep.

103.

The bishop Alexander answered

I.e., to^jether

»

^p.

1.38.

As

hia

bishop Alexander writes, ep.
147
Ex his quae mihi direxerunt amici
habeo ad animalium conductionem.
*

:

the
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friend Theudoret after his repeated remonstrances

you by the most Holy Trinity

me no

to press

" I solemnly adjure
for my hope is in

:

longer

;

already waiting for those who are to drive me
from my place, with so great joy, that, had I any other gold besides
the utensils of the church, I would give them for that a larger present
Give yourself no
than for any joyful tidings they could bring me.
further trouble therefore, but only pray for me."
As Theodoret could effect nothing in this way, he at length betook
himself to a man, in defense of whose innocence those common friends
were in truth particularly zealous, the injured Nestorius and besought
him, that he would himself represent to the bishop Alexander how
the Crucified.

I

am

;

failed against the law of love, in having resj^ect solely to
what concerned himself, not to what was for the advantage of many

sorely he

others

;

that he ought not to hesitate, if

commit a

trifling sin, in

salvation. 1

On

order to save

we

the one side,

it

were necessary, even
sin, and lead them

many from

man

see here, in the

—

a thing which

we frequently remark among

to

of moderation,

the subjective caprice of his system of morals, justifying the
the end,

to

means

))y

the Orientals;

on the other, we see in the zealot the ethical severity which would not
acknowledge the principle that the end sanctifies the means. When
Theodoret failed in this way to accomplish his purpose, he begged the
patriarch John, in the most touching appeal, that he would not allow
" Time," he said,
force to be employed against the venerable man.
" would soon make him more pliant; and even if this should not be the
case, yet it could do no harm
for his doctrine accorded with the faith
of the church, and he would move on quietly in his own field of labor,
without seeking to make any disturbance. The patriarch Jolm would make
himself extremely unpopular, if he undertook to do anything against
the venerable old man, of whom he himself had once said, that all must
bear him
while, on the contrary, by pardonhig him, he would secure
But these representations made no
the esteem and love of all."^
impression whatever on the patriarch, who was determined at all
hazards to enforce ecclesiastical obedience, and to restore unity to the
church.
The i)ious old man was torn from his devoted flock. This
occasioned a universal lamentation throughout the city the churches
were closed, and it was necessary to open them by force. Loud
complaints and reproaches were heard from all (quarters against those
who had determined to deprive his flock of their old spiritual father.
Young and old, women and men, united in petitioning the imperial
governor of the province of Eastern Asia, the Comes Orientis, and
the patriarch John, to allow their old bishop to end his few remaining
days quietly in the midst of them
without him they could not live.^
The patriarch John, however, was not to be softened by aach representations.
He answered the church at Hierapolis in a cold and
hauglity official tone, assuring them that th.eir bishop must attribute ;dl
that he suffered only to his own stubborn self-will
and he represented
;

;

;

:

;

1

Ep. 148. Pusillum delinquat, ut a mul-

to delicto caeteros liheret.
2 Ep. 150.

^

See the report of the judge of the

cunda Euphratesia,

ep. 16a.

&<>

it
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as a great crime in him, that he refused to enter into

any negotiations

with those men (the bishops) by whose prayers the world is saved.
Yet he added, that, if Alexander would desist from his wonted pride,
and reform, he would joyfully send him back to them again.
similar fate befell the bishop Meletius of Mopsuestia.
The Comes
Titus had urged him likewise voluntarily to submit to the imperial
ordinance ; he opposed to him the common agreement of the entire
Christian world,
the usual argument of the party in power.
As it
was God's will that all men should be saved, it was not to be thought
of that the judgment of an individual should stand against the common
consent of all.
To this Meletius gave him a becoming reply " He
was right," he wrote to him, " in what he said concerning the divine
will
but it Avas evident that human will did not always accord with
the divine
for God had allowed men, endowed with a rational soul, to
be masters of their own will.
And hence it had often happened, as

A

—

:

;

:

the

history of the Old

and

New

Testament showed, that a few men,

inspired with the right disposition towards God, had defended the truth
against the multitude.
So now, too, God would not reject the few,

who cleaved

him with

all their love, and on this account had to endure
sworn against them, disgrace, persecution, and
exile.
And pardon me," he continued, " I entreat you, if I do not
find it in my power to deceive my own conscience.
As soon as I see
the command signed by the emperor's own hand, I shall leave the
church at once, just as I am, still praising God as before. I am ready,
through God's grace, not only to give up the church, but even to die
a thousand deaths, rather than to sin against my conscience, in respect
of our Lord Christ."
When now the emperor's command was put in
execution, and another bishop, whom the patriarcli John had resolved
to thrust on the church, was installed in the place of Meletius, the
whole community testified their grief and sympathy.
All were for
having Meletius alone for their bishop, and would recognize no other..
These commotions gave the patriarch John occasion to accuse Meletius
at Constantinople as a violator of the imperial laws and a disturber
of the peace, and to propose that he should be expelled from the
He Avas banished to Melitene in Armenia,
whole province of Cilicia.
and quietly resigned himself to his lot, which he accepted as one
ordained by a higher wisdom, and inflicted by the hand of God, for
whose cause he believed he was contending.
We will now for a moment turn aside from contemplating the further
development of these events, in order to cast a glance at the final lot
of that pious man, Nestorius himself, who undeservedly became an
object of abtoiTence to many of his contemporaries and to posterity. As
may be gathered from what has already been narrated, even the old
friends of Nestorius, though they belonged to the same doctrinal school
with him, had gone over to the side of those who pronounced upon him
and in the end they must persuade
the sentence of condemnation
themselves, in order to justify this step to their conscience, that Nes-

from

a

to

multitude

;

^

Quorum

precibus muiidus ipse salvatur.
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tonus had preached dangerous errors.
But the zeal in behalf of such
a conviction, which had proceeded merely out of. self-persuasion, is for
the most part wont to incline but so much the more strongly to heat

and violence.
No voice of commanding influence spoke openlj and
loudly in behalf of that Nestorius who became every day more hated
at the imperial court,
the man whom the emperor Theodosius, in his

—

had compared with an Arius, a Porphyry, a Simon Magus.
Theodoret, and those of like mind with him, must be contented, indeed,
that they had merely been spared the necessity of signing the condemning sentence pronounced against Nestoi'ius. But his enemies did
not cease persecuting him for they grudged the honorable ease which
he enjoyed in the cloister, and the sympathy which, from time to time,
he still met with and they dreaded the influence which he might exert
in his narrow cii'cle, and from thence extend over a still wider compass.
The Roman bishop Coelestinus had already, by a letter to the emperor
Theodosius, A.D. 432, called upon him to remove the man who had
been condemned by the judicial sentence of all the priests, and who
edicts,

;

;

still

persisted in his blasphemous errors,^ from

all

intercourse with

might be put out of his power to lead others astray
This demand, however, did not as yet produce the intended effect.
Nestorius continued, for four years, to enjoy undisturbed repose and
esteem in the cloister of Euprepius, which lay before the gates of Antioch, only two stadia from the city.
But when John and Cyrill of
Alexandria had now made it their aim to cause the sentence pronounced against him to be universally recognized, it could not but be
extremely vexatious to them to be aware of his residence on such a
spot, which was so convenient for maintaining a correspondence with the
whole Syrian church.
By their influence, therefore, Nestorius, in the
year 435, was torn from the repose of his cloister, and condemned to
exile.
By the first edict, the town of Petra in Arabia was fixed upon
as the place of his banishment.^
But this edict was not so executed.
Perhaps it was a mitigation of the punishment, that he was, instead of
this, exiled to one of the Oases, probably the great Oasis of Egypt.^
Hordes of Libyan barbarians, known under the name of Blemmyans,
falling upon this district and laying everything waste with fire and
sword, made Nestorius a prisoner.
They had compassion on him, set
him at liberty with several others, and warned him themselves to leave
that place of residence, because other hordes would soon follow in their
train. Nestorius now betook himself to the town of Panapolis in Egypt,
and from thence he wrote to the prefect of Tiiebais.
He informed him
that it was not his intention to escape, that he might furnish no occasion
for calumny
he awaited what might be determined concerning him
according to the laws.
But he begged him, at the same time, not to
leave him a prey to the machinations of wicked men, lest it might be
society, that

it

.''^

:

1

^

In prsedicatione sacrilega perdurantem.
Ut facultatem aliquos perdendi non

habcnt.
'^

T.

The
T.

f.

imperial edict in Harduin. Concil.
1669.

1,

* When Socrates wrote the seventh book
of his church history, he was still in that
place.
Vid. Socrat. hist, eccles. VII. 34.
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was better to be a prisoner to bartake refuge at the throne of the Roman emperor.^ But
these representations availed him nothing.
Perliaps the prefect was
the mere tool of Egyptian fanaticism and blind heresy-hatred.
The
old

all

future times, that

it

to

man, whose physical powers were already enfeebled by age and by

many misfortunes, was, at the command of the governor, without
the least show of compassion, dragged about from one place to another,

his

by a guard of

soldiers composed of barbarian allies, to the borders of
Egypt. He therefore wrote to the governor a second letter, which, to
judge from a fragment preserved to us by the church historian Evagrius,
was composed, like the first, with dignity and composure, although the
heart of an Evagrius was so steeled by the power of dogmatic fanaticism, that he had no sense to perceive this, but saw in the expressions
of a dignified spirit, which had not been bowed to servility by all its
misfortunes, nothing but expressions of pride and obstinacy.^
Having
demanded of the governor, that after being so dragged about he might
at length be allowed some repose, and that his case might be reported
" Thus I counsel
to the emperor, he concluded in the following words
But if you receive these words, as you
you, as a father would his son.
did my first, with displeasure
then act according to your own good
pleasure, if so be that your good pleasure has more weight with you
than arguments of reason."
Amidst the sufferings of his exile, Nestorius enjoyed sufficient composure of mind to write a history of his
controversy, and of his fortunes resulting therefrom, es})ecially desi^'ned
to vindicate himself against the reproaclies made against him by friends
and enemies which work he seems to ha .'e entitled, the representation
of his Tragedy.^
In this work, it would appear, he exposed, with a
vehemence of indignation which miglit easily be excused, the intrigues of
Cyrill while he expressed himself with more mildness concerning others,
who, according to his own opinion, liad only been deceived by Cvrill.^
:

;

;

;

1 The words of Nestorius in the fragmentof his letter preserved by Evagrius in

his

church history,

I. 7,

are

:

"Iva

(ifj

miaaig

EK TOVTov yeveaic TpajuSfjTai. Kpeirrov elvai
^apl3apuv aixm/MTuv tj npoacpvya ^aaikeia^
(xj/LiaiKf^g.

2

_

^

_

^

uv mnov&e aucppovrjaag.
' See the citations from it in Evagrius,
I. I. c. 7, and in the so called Synodieon,
published by Lupus, c. VI.
Lupi opera,
T. VII. f. 26. That the work bore the
title of " Tragedy" is reported by Ehedjesu, a Nestorian metropolitan of the fourteenth century, in his list of Syrian eccle'O

ixride

siastical

e^

writers in

Assemani bibliotheca

orientalis, T. III. P. I. f. 36.
This work
of Nestorius has unfortunately not come
down to us, unless perhaps it may be somewhere found in a Syrian translation. But
Irenaeus, the friend" of Nestorius already
mentioned,
who accompanied him as a
count of the em])ire to Ephesus, fell into
disgrace with the emperor on account of

—

his friendship for Nestorius, lived for

some

time in exile, and then, after having been
grdained by his friends bishop of Tyre, was

deposed

ajrain l)y

command

of the emperor:

—this Irenaius composed a work,

full of zeal
for the cause of Nestorius, treating of the
persecutions which he suffered, and of the

history of the church in his times, wiiicli
likewi'se bore the title of '• Tragedy."
In
this work he made use ©f the history compiled by his friend Nestorius, from which he
often quoted.
But we have to regret, that
this tragedy of Irenreus has also failed to

come down" to

us.
But an unknown author,
probably a North African, in the times of
the emperor Justinian, or soon after, in
writing on the controversies respecting the
three articles, of which we shall speak hereafter, has lirought to>rether copious extracts
from this work, with other important records
wliich i;e hunted up at Constantinople, all
relating to these disputes.
These are containod in the Synodieon, first published by
Lupus, from a manuscript in the abbev of
Monte Cassino. There is another printed
copy of the manuscript in Mansi Concil.

T. V.
* Coelestin,

being an unlearned

Roman
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illS

DEATH.

NEW ATTACKS ON THE
come down

certain and definite accounts have

man

to us.

The church

his-

the misfortunes which befell the
as being a divine judgment on the blasphemer, here

torians of this period,

persecuted

who

NESTORIANS.

represent

all

give us rhetorical fustian in place of simple and credible history.'
now return from the personal history of Nestorius, to trace the
consequences which resulted from the Nestorian disputes.
Theodoret and his friends had, it is true, as we have already-

We

remarked, adopted the Alexandrian articles of agreement, only with
such restrictions as to secure themselves against any violation af conscience
but it was easy to foresee, that they would not be suffered
long to enjoy that immunity
that it would soon be declared to be a
mere subterfuge, which they had left open to themselves, so as not to
be under the necessity of renouncing Nestorianism.
The new severer
measures against all the adherents of Nestorius and all so-called Nestorians might easily pave the way for this.
In the 3^ear 435, appeared new laws, by which it was ordained that
the Nestorians should for the future be called Simonians
that all the
writings of Nestorius should be burnt
that those who should copy,
preserve, or read them, should be punished in the severest manner
and that all bishops who ventured to defend the doctrines of Nestorius should be deposed.
All meetings of Nestorians for divine worship were strictly forbidden.
The tribune Aristolaus was a second
time sent to the Antiochian church diocese, for the purpose of seeing
these laws carried into execution, and of enforcing everywhere the condemnation of Nestorius and of his doctrines.^ Many bishops, who until
now had acceded to the articles of agreement only under the abovementioned limitation, submitted to these new ordinances.
Others, as
Theodoret, remained firm by their former declarations
and CjTill
therefore accused them before the patriarch John and the tribune
Aristolaus, as men who had adopted the articles of peace only in a
deceitful manner, and as being secret Nestorians.'^
In general, Cyrill
was already making preparations, by degrees, to condemn, under" the
name of Nestorianism, everything which was opposed to his own system
of doctrine
although he did not as yet coine out openly Avith this
:

;

;

;

;

;

bishop, he excused on the grounds that he
could not possess any exact insight into
doctrines, (simpliciorem, quam qui posset
vim dogmatum suhtilius penetrare,) and
that he had suffered himself to be deceived
by the garbled quotations of Cyrill. Nestonus moreover acknowledged here, that it
was- himself who first proposed the assembling of a synod at Ephesus ; a step, how-

which he was reproached by his
In answer to the charge that he
made Christ a mere man, he appeals to the
fact, that, immediately after his ordination,
he got a new law to be passed against tiiose
who maintained this, as well as against
other heretics. Nestorius, then, here avows
himself as the author of the severe law
against the heretics, which appeared in the
ever. for

friends.

very year in which he entered upon the
patriarchal dignity, in the year 428, and is
to be found in the Codex. Theodosian. 1 16.
Tit.
^

V. 1. 65.
Evagrius

rian,

who

—

cites

words of a church-histo-

says that

Nestorius,

after

his

tongue
no (loubt in punishment for his
blasphemies
had been gnawed awav by

—

worms, wont

to the greater eternal puiiish-

ment of another world,
^

(;;y,.j|i

pp i66to Aristolaus: Decretum,

per quod jirajcipitur, ut uni\ ersi episcopi
orientis anathematizarent imjjiuiiiNestoriT
et omncs ejus contra Christum blasphemias

m

dicere
sin

;

—

Simonianam seu Nestorianam
and ep. 179 to the same,

* Cyrill.

ep. 180.

•

hiiere-

cyrill's

movements opposed.
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Already he denounced those who condemned the doctrines
of Nestorius only in appearance, without actually renouncing them.
project.

Nestorianism, he asserted, did not consist alone, as some pretended, in
refusing to call Mary the mother of God.^
In the next place, what men called Nestorianism was, in fact, suhstantially nothing else than the doctrines of Diodorus of Tarsus and of Theodore of Mopsuestia.
The defenders of Nestorius and of his doctrines
boasted, not without good reason, of being discij)les of the great Theodore.^
When therefore the Cyrillian party aimed at the total supplanting of Nestorianism, they believed their object would be completely accomplished
only when the doctrines of Diodorus and Theodore should be condemned
at the same time, as the proper fountain of Nestorianism.
To Cyrill it
very rightly appeared like a contradiction to condemn the doctrines of
Nestorius, and to defend those of Theodore, who set forth the same, often
in far harsher terms.
In the veneration paid to those two Syrian fathers,
he saw only a pretext under which Nestorianism, while it was nominally
condemned, might still continue to be defended.'^ But it was a most
difficult undertaking to induce the Syrian clergy, who had been accustomed, from their youth, to name those men with the greatest reverence
as the fathers and teachers of their church, to approve a decree by which
they were publicly condemned.
True, the partisans of Cyrill among
the Syrian monks and clergy, and a certain bishop, Rabulas of Edessa,
who had joined him, made trial of carrying through such a sentence
of condemnation
but the general and determined resistance which
they experienced, proved how impracticable any project of this kind
still was in the Syrian church at large
and the opposition called forth
thereby contributed to the formation, from the Syrian church, of an
:

;

mdependent Nestorian church j)arty in Persia, Qoncerning the rise of
ivhich we shall speak more particularly in a separate section.
A certain abbot, Maximus, who was one of the most violent opponents
of Nestorianism, excited in the Syrian church, by a project of this sort,
the greatest indignation even
ter of those

men

among

the laity,

among whom

stood in the highest veneration.

the charac:

In the midst of the

assembled communities, the cry was heard, " Long live the faith of
We believe as Theodore believed;" and in the Antiochian church, stones were thrown at that abbot.^
The Cyrillian party
niade one more attempt to enforce, by means of the emperor and the
patriarch Pi'oclus, the condemnation of those Syrian church teachers ;
as indeed Cyrill himself, when he sent to the emperor his explanation
of the Nicene creed in opposition to Nestorianism, had invited hiin to
attempt this, at least in an indirect manner, having in his accompany
ing letter described Diodorus and Theodore, in the harshest expressions,

Theodore

1

—

!

See ep. 179 to Aristolaus, and ep. 167

o John.
See, for example, the language of the
bishop Meletius, ep. 1.52, opj). Theodoret.
(ed. Hal.) T. V. p. 832. Fidem apostolicam et a patribus traditam, quam a magno
^

Theodoro accepimns.
2

See the

letter

of Cyrill to the bishop

Acacius of Melitene, opp. T. V. P. II. f.
197, where he says of the Orientals

:

'TnoTvXaTTofia'oi yap tu fiearoplov fiiastv.
erepu tlu7uv nhru avyKporovai Tp6no),Ta Qeo
Supov ^av/xdi^ovTec, aalroi ffjv layv, (lukhn
d^ x^lpova voaovvra 6vaae3tiav.
* L. c.
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as being the fathers of those blasphemies,

name Nestorianism was

revived. ^

But

and declared that under

their

the f»atriarch Proclus was never-

prudent, and too decidedly the friend of peace,^ to be
and the ambition of Cjrill, to cast the church into new turmoils, the consequences
of which could not be estimated, and which could be more easily
excited than quelled.
He endeavored, while it was yet time, to
check the violent commotions which were already on the point of
breaking out.
The Armenian church having requested him, on occasion of these
disputes, to^ive his owii judgment, he addressed to them a dogmatic
exposition, which ac([uired great authority in the Greek church.^
With this, he united certain anathemas on several propositions akin to
Nestorianism, which were supposed to have been drawn from the writings of Theodore, but in which he had wisely omitted to mention the
author by name.
Yet the deputies who were the bearers of this letter
of the jiatriarch to the Syrian church, one of whom was the above-mentioned zealot Maximus, did not exercise the same prudence.
On the
contrary, the opportunity was welcome to them by which they were
enabled, under the authority of the patriarch of the imperial residence,
to demand the condemnation of the propositions of Theodore
and they
took the liberty, therefore, of affixing his name to them.
As the propositions now appeared under the name of Theodore, the proposal to
subscribe these articles of condemnation was received, in the Syrian
church diocese, with the most violent indignation.
The patriarch
John of Antioch wrote to Cyrill, that the bishops of this district would
prefer to be burned, rather than to approve the condemnation of Theodore.* The bishops of the Antiochian patriarchate, assembled at Antioch,
sent the most emphatic letters as well to the emperor as to the patriarchs Proclus and Cyrill.
They declared that they could not possibly
consent, for the sake of such isolated propositions, torn out of their
proper connection,
just as, by a like proceeding, propositions which
seemed not a whit less revolting might be extracted from the writings
of the most venerated fathers,
to condemn after his death so great a
church teacher, who had so manfully contended for the defence of pure
doctrine against so many errors.
But even were it possible for them
to be induced to such a step, yet they would meet the most determined
resistance from their communities, who even now were ready to
revolt at these proposals.^
In their letter to the emperor, they express
themselves with just indignation against the idea of condemning, after
their death, men who to the close of their lives had served the church
in the best possible manner.
By such a course, no church teacher
for, as all were men, it was impossible that they should
could be safe
theless

too

willing,

for the sake of gratifvdng the passions of zealots

;

—

—

;

1

See

this letter

of Cyrill, opp. Theodo-

T. V'. p ci54.
See Socrat. hist, eccles. VII. c. 41.
Procli Tomiis iid Annenos.
See the letter of Cyrill to the patriarch

ret. (tid. lial.J
'^

2
*

Proclus, opp. 1. c. f. 200.
^ See the fragment of this

document ad

dressed to the patriarch Proclus, in Facund.
Hermiariens. dcfensio trium capitulorum,
VIII. at the bejxinning:, opp. Sirmond. T.
II. ed. Venet. f. 460, and all that remains to
ns of the transactions of this Antiochian
council, in Mansi.' concil. T. V. f. 1 182.
1.

CYRILL

S

NEW

PLOTS,

AND

L£;z\TII.
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escape the censure of tliose wlio took pains to hunt up whatever was
bad
them
indeed the declarations of the holy scriptures themseh^es were in various ways perverted by teachers of error.^
Proclus
wrote hereupon to the patriarch John, that it had never entered his
thoughts to condemn any man who had died in the communion of the
church.
He severely upbraided his deputies for overstep])ing the
powers which had been entrusted to them and he commanded them
to take no step without the knowledge and approbation of the patriarch
John, and to do all in their power to appease those commotions.
The
emperor himself issued an ordinance, (sacra,) addressed to the synod
assembled at Antioch, in which he forbade everything winch had been
undertaken to disturb the peace of the church in those districts.^ Even
Cyrill thought it best at length to yield to the storm.
In a letter to
the patriarch Proclus, he declared that, to avoid disturbances, it was
perhaps best to proceed no further, as the object to be accomplished
was, after all, not so important
for, by condemning the blasphemies of
Nestorius, the kindred blasphemies of Theodore were in like manner
also condemned.
If Theodore were now living, and should persist in
defending the blasphemies of Nestorius, or the things which he himself
had written, the condemnation would reach also to himself personally.
But as he had already gone to God,^ it was sufficient, if nothing further
was done than to condemn the false doctrines which were to be found
his writings, without mentioning his name.*
Yet although Cyrill must have been sensible, that a public condemnation of the writings and doctrines of Theodore could, under these
circumstances, in no wise be enforced, yet his polemical zeal was not

m

:

;

;

m

suffered to

grow

cool.

He

composed

work under the

a

title,

" There

but one Christ," against the doctrine of Theodore, in which work
he accused him of having written a great deal which savored of the
of having denied the true deity of Christ,
most extreme impiety,
and of having made Christians the worshippers of a man.^ After
such attacks upon the venerated teacher of the Syrian church, the
Syrian church teachers could not, of course, remain silent. Theodoret
felt himself constrained to defend the memory of his instructor against
and, as we may gather from the fragments of this
these attacks
work,^ he indulged himself here in the same violence, and the same
unwarrantable imputation of consequences, as his opponent had done.
Thus this new contention served but to excite afresh the rupture
between the Alexandrian and the Syrian church. If we may trust to
an ancient account, Cyrill was already laying the foundation of newplots against the Syrian church-party, which he so much hated, and was
laboring to carry through his designs at the court," when by his death, in
the year 444, the church was dehvered from this threatening danger
is

—

;

1

Fac. Herm.

^ Thesacra
8

'En-«

(Ve

1.

in

c. 1. VIII. c. 3.
Facundus, 1. c. 1. VIII. c. 3.
npb^ Oeov. A re-

uTTE^riiiTjaE

markable expression in the mouth of Cyrill,
who made no scruple of condemning Nestorius to hell.
*

^

See opp. Cyrill. T. V. P. II. f 200.
See the extracts from that work in the

5tli

of
III.

act of the second ecumenical council
Constantinople.
Harduin. Concil. T.
f.

108.

Which

are preserved to u.s in the Latin
in the Collat. V. of the II.
cecum. Concil. Constantinop. Harduin. Concil. T. III. f 108.
' This may be gathered from the words
®

translation,

theodoret's letter on this occasion.
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The death of Cyrill, however, served only for the first moments to
promote the restoration of tranquillity in the Oriental church.
What
had been done during the episcopal administration of Cyrill, the manof Theodoret, in his well-known letter to
the patriarch of Antioch, on Cy rill's death
V. Somnia€p. 180, inopp. Theodoret.
vit enim, siciit dicunt, et regiam urbem pertnrbare, et piis itenim dognlatibus repiig-

T

nare et tuam sanctitutem accusare, utpote
Yet this letter is by many,
ea colentem.
according to Tillemont (note 80 to his life
of Cyrill, Memoires T. 14), considered spurious, but for reasons which to us do not
carry the force of conviction, and of which
many derive their weight merely from the
Catholic point of view at which Tillemont
stands.
That Theodoret should speak after
this manner of Cyrill's character and of his
death, cannot api)ear so surprising to those
who without prejudice contemphite Cyrill
and his relations to Theodoret. The sportive descri]ition of Cyrill's voyage to the
world below is not to be reckoned a very
strange thing, even in Theodoret when, for
;

instance, in allusion to Lucian's dialogues
of the dead, he says: La;tificavit quidem

superstites illius discessio, contristavit vero
forsitan moituos ettimor est, ne praegravati ejus convcrsatione, iterum ad nos remit:

qui cum abducunt.
For this reason, he says, it might be, that
the patriarch had ordered a huge stone to
be placed on his grave. In the v/orld below, there was no further occasion to fear
danger from Cyrill's doctrines: not only
those who were well informed in such matters, but even Nimrod and Pharaoh, would
be disgusted with them, and stone him.
tant, vel

illos

eff'ugiat,

Any person who attempted to fabricate a
under the name of Theodoret, would
hardly have represented him as discoursing
in so sportive and heathenish a style.
He
would rather have put into his mouth earnest denunciations in the latiguage of the
Old Testament. An allusion of this kind
to Lucian"s dialogues of the dead is much
rather in the character of Theodoret, who
was doubtless well versed in the study of
the ancients. But as in this sportive style
there is to be detected no mark of bitterness or of revenge, so in the conclusion of the
letter we find expressed the spirit of Chrisletter

tian charity, by which
ated,

and which

Theodoret was actuany person who, from

motives of doctrinal interest, liad interpolated a letter of this sort, would have found
it difficult to imitate.
For instance, after
remarking liow troubled his friends were
with the thought that Cyrill was still to the
last plotting evil, he adds: "May it be so
ordered, by your prayers, that he may obtain mercy and forgiveness, and that the
unmeasured grace of God may prevail over
his wickedness."
Tillemont supposes that
the objections which Theodoret makes in

this letter to Cyrill's system of faith are
inconsistent with his mode of expressing
himself with regard to Cyrill's doctrinal
explanations in those articles of agreement.
But these observations of Theodoret refer
simply to the manner in which Cyrill liad
expressed himself in that confession of

From

faith.

in

the later declarations of Cyrill,

work against Theodore, Theodoret
have known, that no change

his

must

doul)tless

had
and

really taken ])lace in the views of Cyrill
in his " Refutation " he had in' fact
repeated the charge of Apollinarianism and
similar complaints against Cyrill.
Neither
does the manner in which Theodoret declares himself, in his eighty-third letter to
Dioscurus respecting his relation to Cyrill,
and especially respecting those writings of
his which do not relate to the above-mentioned doctrinal differences, stand so directly at
variance with the remarks in this letter. It
is only necessary to pay some regard to the
difference of circumstances, and to remember that the above letter was written in con
fidence to a friend, while this was intendea
for publication, and expressly pointed against
the hostilely disposed official adherents of
Cyrill; to which we must add, that the Orientals, according to their theory of the
ocKovo/ua, allowed themselves in many liberties, not to be reconciled with the "strict
laws of veracity.
But, if Theodoret really speaks of Cyrill
in this letter as having died prematurely, it
certainly could not have come from the
hand of a contemporary, who must have
known that Cyrill reached a good old age.
But the reading by which he is made to say
this cannot be correct, if for no other reason, because what is so expressed stands in
manifest contradiction with the substance
of the commencing words of the letter.
The correct reading is evidently that of the
Codex Paris: Ilium vero miserum et ad;
for this sense is required liy the commencing
words, while, in what follows, e< may also be
substituted instead of sed; or sed, which
fitly marks the antithesis, may even be retained.

Finally, it would indeed be an anachroif this letter were addressed to the
patriarch John of Antioch ; but the entire
contents of the letter are best suited to his
successor Domnus, and we have only to
suppose that the two names were corifounded in the Latin translation, the only form
in which this document has been preserved.
Concil. cecumen. V. Collat. V.
The fragment of a sermon which Theodoret is said to have preached after the

nism,

diMtli

o?nv\]]

III. p. 1.39,

!! Antioch, 1. c. Harduin. T.
has external evidence for its gen-
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ner in which the disputes had been composed, contained in itself the
seeds of new disorders
and to bring these to a violent outbreak, the
footsteps of CyrUl were followed bj his successor Dioscurus, a man of
;

unbounded ambition, and of an irascible, boisterous temperament, who
was ready to adopt any means to accomplish his purposes bribery,
court intrigue, and deeds of violence of every sort.^
This person once
more resumed the plan which Cyrill, who had only yielded to circum;

make

stances, never lost out of view, to

the system of doctrine involved

in the anathemas, with regard to the one nature of the

God-man, domi-

and, like Cyrill, he would very
nant in the whole Eastern church
gladly have procured for the Alexandrian church, as a truly apostolical
one, founded by' Mark, the highest authority in the East, and particularly have elevated it above the patriarchate of Constantinople, which
was represented to have grown up merely out of secular privileges.^
Wanting the cunning of Cyrill, which paid more regard to circumstances, he was the more inclined, where he stood in alliance with the
dominant power, to resort to violent and unceremonious modes of proceeding, in which all forms and legal order were utterly disregarded.
He needed hai-e, then, for the present, only to go on, according to the
system of his predecessor, and to stigmatize all that answered to the
more moderate Antiochian system of faith, all that went on the distinction of the two natures in concrete, or which pointed in this direcHence the Syrian churches, in which
tion, as Nestorian heresy.
Theodoret stood particularly prominent on account of his learning, and
his zeal for the defense of tliis doctrinal system, would be the first
;

more decided ; being cited already by Marius Mercator. But the internal
evidence would seem to be more strong
against its authenticity than in the case of
the letter we have just considered; for it

-uineiiess still

exhibits rather the older and sterner form
of the Antiochian scjieme of doctrine, as it
had been first taught by Theodore, than the
more modeiate shaping of it by Theodoret,
especially as it was held by him after the
Nestorian controversy. And the cxclamations of triumph at the final victory of the
pure doctrine, the expressions of joy at the
consequent union of the Syrian and Kgyptian churches,
(3riens et JEgyptus sub uno
jugo est,
these expressions do not seem in
accordance with the prospects which would
be anticipated by Theodoret after Cyrill's
death, or with the solicitude which he himself evinces in the letter above mentioned.
But, on the other hand, it is certainly not at
all probable, that one who had before him
the history of the next succeeding years

—

would

—

attribute to

Theodoret such language

is here made to use.
And the exaggeration of rhetorical polemics requires
many grains of allowance.
1 By
the complaints of several of his
iclergy, whom he had persecuted, at the coun(see Concil. Chalc. act.
,cil of Chalcedon
TILllarduin. 1' II. f. 322), a very unfavora-

as he

ble light is throyn on the character of Dioscurus, in relation to his avarice, his embez-

zlement of moneys designed for the churches
for the poor, the persecutions which he
practised with the assistance of the most
powerful men of the court, as well as in
relation to other immoralities.
Thus, for
example, he is said to have collected together the grain which the emperor was in the
habit of sending to the communities of the

and

unfruitful

districts

of Libya, in

times of

barrenness, so d the same at a high price,
and appropriated the money to liis own use.
True, we ought not to give too much weight
to such accusations against eminent l)ishops, who had made themselves hateful to a

party in these times of violent passions;
but, compared with what we otherwise know
certainty res])ecting the behavior of
Dioscurus, many of these charges would
seem more worthy of credit,
itieodoret says of him ep. 86, T. IV.
for

'^vu Kal KUTio rov nanajuov'S'i.upKov Tovdpovov TrpoiidX/^E-ai.
Dioscurus therefore objects to Theodoret, that taking part with
a synodal letter sent by the patriarch Proclus from Constantinople, he recognized
the primacy of the Constantinupolitan
church in the East, and had tlius lietrayed
the privileges as well of the Antiochian as
of the Alexandrian church.
L. c.
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And

object of his attack.

EUTYCHES.

here he found a foothold in a party of

and particularly of monks, who constituted a foi-inidable opposition to the prevailing system in the Syrian doctrine of faith, and who
had already stood in intimate connection with Cyrill, and had been
used by liiui as spies and creators of disturbance in the Syrian church.
certain abbot Earsumas stood at the head of this faction.
Next, he had an influential party at Constantinople, composed of those
abbots and monks who .had already served as the instruments of Cyrill
They were for the
in paving the way for the downfall of Nestorius.
most part men destitute of scientific culture, who, for that very reason,
would be most likely to fall in Avith the formulas of the Alexandrian
system, as they proceeded rather from the language of feeling than
from that of the understanding whereas the Antiochian theory of distinction, on the contrary, presupposed an understanding versed in the
discrimination of conceptions, and sensible of the need of it
and nothing of that kind was to be found among them.
Many of these people
perhaps had not even sufficient theological education to be able duly to
ap})rehend the Alexandrian system in its whole coherence and its whole
but its main tendency everyAvhere to give prominence
logical evolution
clergy,

A

;

;

:

to the ineifable, the inexplicable, the incomprehensible, Avas^lso their

own

;

and the forms of expression which were the results of this system coincided also Avith their favorite expressions. " We hold fast to that which
" the
the scriptures declare," so this people Avere accustomed to talk
:

The Word became flesh.' This means more than
that he assumed human nature. In becoming flesh, he assuredly underwent no change. He is the same but that is the inexpressible AA'onder
and evory human attribute is to be ascribed to this God Avho became
flesh.
God Avas born God suffered there is a body of God. The how
The way in which this took place is
is what no reason can explain.
known to God alone. We should not desire to know any more than
scriptures declare,

'

;

;

;

Avhat Scripture reveals. All further inquiries and explanations are danGod accomplishes
gerous to faith." " With God all things are possible
everything according to his own good pleasure, and in a Avay known to
himself alone." Such was the reply, constantly repeated, to all difficulties which might be proposed to them.^
:

At

the head of this party,

among

the abbot and presbyter Eutyches,

monks of Constantinople,

the

— one

stood

of those Avho, for a long series

of years, lived shut up in their cloisters, and had but once left them,
that they might publicly raise their voice in behalf of the Cyrillian
council at Ephesus and against Nestorius.

Under

See above.^

these circumstances, the disputes could not

1 This people's way of thinking and reasoning are graphically described by Theodoret, in the person of " Eranistes," particularly in the first of the three dialogues
bearing this title which agrees with the
declarations of Eutyches at the council
of Constantinople.
^ A^hen Eutyches declined to appear per•wnally before the council of Constantinople,
;

fail to

break out

under the pretence that for many years he
had not been wont to leave his cloister, he
was reminded of what he had done during
the Nestorian controversies: Et yap Tore
NeaToplov svnvTLovfiivov ry alrfSeLg,, vnep
uXj/deia^ eiafj'Me, noou fiuAXov ocpdXei viiv
v-rrep n}f aXr/T^eiu^ Kal vwsp kavTOV elaeTtr
-dhv
Concil. Chalcedonens. act. I. f. 149,
;

Harduin. Concil. T.

II.
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Those monks at Constantinople had, as we saw already in the
case of the Nestorian controv' ersies, great influence with the emperor ;
they stood closely connected with those of like disposition among the
anew.

Syrian monks

and, by the rejjorts which these latter furnished them,
more mflamed against the revived Nestorianism.
Accordingly they complained aloud at the renewed error of those who
divided the one and only Christ into two Sons of God.^
Though Theodoret loved peace, and did all that lay in his power to
preserve a good understanding even with the patriarch Dioscurus,^ still
his zeal for what he knew to be the truth did not allow him here to be
silent
for he saw here the effort to spread abroad doctrines by which
the immutability of the divine essence was infringed on, the true
humanity of Christ denied, and the doors were thrown wide Often for
their zeal

was

;

still

;

Docetism, G-nosticism, and Apolhnarianism, in the mode of apjtrehendBeyond question,
ing the doctrine concerning the person of Christ.
it was a rash habit of imputing consequences which led men to imagine
that they could find all these heretical tendencies in the rude and
exaggerated expressions of these untutored zealots of Constantinople ;
but there were doubtless good reasons to fear, that, if such sensuous
forms of expression should once supplant the more accurate dogmatic
terminology, those false doctrines and tendencies would easily find in
them a point of attachment. And it might actually be the case that
many among those people were led by their fears to attribute too much
to the human element in the life of Christ, and, from want of mental
cultivation, fell into the undeveloped form of doctrine which, before the
more accurate determinations had been occasioned by means of Tertullian and Origen, had prevailed in the churchTheodoret, in the
year 447, believed himself in duty bound, in a work written on purpose,
to controvert the whole Eutychian-Egyptian type of doctrine
and, in
opposition to it, to unfold and defend the more mild Antiochian system, according to which the one only Christ consists of wo natures,,
ever to be distinguished in respect to their individualities, united with
each other in a pei'sonal unity, Avithout confusion and without transformation.-'^
Theodoret showed here, that he found no difficulty in transporting himself into the mode of thinking and the [.oint of view of the
Eutychian,^ whom he introduces speaking under the name of the beggar Qpavicmfi^, and that he understood how to distinguish these views
themselves from the consequences flowing from them when consistently
carried out.
He purposely cited, in this work,against his adversaries,
;

i

See e. g. Tlieorloret, ep. 82 and ep. 101.
See his ep. 60 to Dioscurus.
His work entitled tpavLaTv^ or nolvfiopbecause
foc, the Beggar or the Multiform
he accused this new heresy, of collecting
together hy begging so many scraps from
divers old erroneous doctrines, that a new
one had grown up which bordered closely
on several of the older heresies. This work
1

the second, davyxiJ'''og, of the

'^

without confusion of the two natures in the
third, unai&i/c, of the incapjiliiiity of sutFering pertaining to the divine luiture.
We employ this designation here only
for the sake of brevity, and to express the
thing by a single word, though an honor
is thereby ascril)ed to Eutyclies to which he
is not entitled
namely, that a new and peculiar doctrinal tendency had proceeded

3

;

is

divided into three dialogues

:

in the first,

hence denominated drpeTrrof, he treats of
the immutability of the divine essence; in
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distinctness
;

"*

;

from him as

its

author,
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DISTURBANCES.

such authorities alone as were recognized by themselves

;

passages, for

and he abstained
from quoting those church-teachers who were suspected by the opposite party, however much importance he attached to them himself
such, for instance, as Diodorus and Theodore.
The moderation which
Theodoret here displayed, drew upon him, it is true, many reproaches
from the zealots of his party.^ But by this moderation, however, the
entire party of those who were zealous for the doctrine of one nature
they saw in this mode of reprein Christ could in nowise be conciliated
sentation, on the contrary, nothing but a revived Nestorianism.
Dioscurus accused Theodoret before the patriarch Domnus of Antioch,
that, as had been reported in Egypt, he had, in sermons preached there,
taught a doctrine whereby the one Lord, Jesus Christ, was divided
into two Sons of God and he afterwards published a rude letter to Theodoret himself, in which he accused him of teaching false doctrines. Theoinstance, from the writings of Cyrill of Alexandria

;

;

—

:

;

doret replied in a letter to Dioscurus, written with great moderation
He begged of him that he would not listen to the
representations of one side only, but that he would examine the matter

and forbearance.

He endeavored, by clear and accurate
charges with which he had been assailed.
He drew up a full confession of faith, in which he adopted the Egyptian
forms of expression, qualified by certain precautionary remarks, as
closely as he was able without doing violence to his own doctrinal convictions
and concluded with pronouncing sentence of condemnation on
those who refused to call Mary the ^eordKog, and on those who called
Christ a mere man, or divided the only-begotten into two Sons.^
But
Dioscurus received Theodoret's overtures of peace in bad temper.
He
allowed monks to come forth publicly, while he was present in the church,
and pronounce the anathema on Theodoret and he himself sanctioned
the act.^
He sent deputies to Constantinople, with instructions to
accuse before the emperor the whole church of Eastern Asia, as being
Hence, Domnus was under the necessity
infected with Nestorianism.
of sending a mission to Constantinople for the purpose of defending his
church.*
And Theodoret wrote, in defense of himself, to influential
men in church and state at the imperial residence. Now it is true
that no new investigation or new decision followed these controversies.
But still we see how much could be efl'ected by the influence of Dioscurus i for an imperial decree made its appearance, directing Theocalmly and without prejudice.

explanations, to

ward

off the

;

;

1 See his noble letter to the bishop Irenae16.
He says there that the only
thing of real importance was to hold last
to those conceptions which are requisite for
the unfolding of the truth, and that men
ought to avoid terms which excite controversy.
He expressed it as his wish, that
the whole controversy on the word tJeoroAiof
had never arisen, Sn weoi tovtov nuaa ij
His coniLafidxrj yeyhrjTnL, (if ovk cxpelev.
science bore him witness, that he had submitted to this accommodation, not for the
sake of worldly aggrandizement, not through
any desire of the episcopal honor, which

us, ep.

had occasioned him so much trouble. But
it was his aim, neither to say nor to do anything to please this man or that man, but
to edify the church of God, and to please
its bridegroom and Lord.
^

Ep. 83.
See Theodoret,

ep. 86 to Flavian, and
113 to the Roman bishop, Leo the
He says in the latter, that this took
Great.
place a year previous to the second Ephesian church assembly, therefore in the year
448.
^

ep.

*

See Theodoret, ep. 92.
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inasmuch as he was constantly assembling synods at Antioch,
and disturbing the faith of the orthodox, to keep quiet within the bounds
of his own diocese, without stirring beyond its limits, or visiting any
other city.
Very justly might Theodoret complain of this arbitrary
and inequitable proceeding, by which, without being allowed the light
which even a criminal enjoys, he was condemned unheard. All he
asked for was a calm and legal investigation of his case.^ Yet this
was but a prelude to the more violent outbreak of these disputes in the
vicinity of the court itself.
Events here ensued Avhich were at bottom
connected with what had transpired in Syi'ia;
events which in the
outset, like the Nestorian controversies, announced an altogether different issue, and from whicli the Syrian bishops, who were not sufficiently
doret,

—

acquainted with the state of things at the court in Constantinople,
were hoping that a favorable turn would be given to their cause,^ but
wliich were in fact destined to serve the very end of introducing from
a foreign quarter a sudden and violent decision of the contest.
The whole arose from an attack on the man who had hitherto acted
as a principal organ of the party of Dioscurus, namely, the abbot
Eutychcs,^ and this attack was one that corresponded with the spirit
and interest of the Syrian church.
In the year 448, the bishops from dififerent countries, who happened
to be present on various matters of business at Constantinople, met
there in an ecclesiastical assembly, under the presidency of the patriarch * when one of their number presented a formal complaint against
Eutyches the abbot. The person who in this case appeared as the
complainant was the bishop Eusebius of Doryleum in Phrygia Salutaris, a man who had already, as a layman in the civil capacity of an
imperial commissioner, (agens in rebus,) manifested his zeal for the
orthodox faith, by intermeddling uncalled for in the Nestorian dis{>utes
and perhaps in this way he may have attained to the episcopal dignity.^
;

1

See ep.

Kai tuv ttjv i7VK0(j)m>Tiav vfpTjvuvnjv ttjv
cvKOipavTinv dLT^'key^e, K.al TO dvaaejiig avTuv

rpe,

kybjjLvucE (ppbvTiixa.

been bold enough to condemn Theodore
and Diodorlis. Perhaps this was done in
the letter which he wrote to the emperor in
vindication of the Oriental church: see
This accusation by Domnus has
above.
becn preserved to us by Facundus of Hermiane, in a Latin translation. Dcfens. tri-

um
*

capitulor.

A

1.

—

—

;

^ The patriarch Domnas of Antioch is
said to have ventured first to accuse this
person by name before the emjicror, as the
reviver of the ApoUinarian heresy, who had

viii. c.

enim Nestorium quoque in tempore reprehendit in ecclesia rem
sacrilegam praedicantem). Sirmond. opp.
T. II. ed. Paris, f. 760. These words, by
themselves, would render it probable, that
the layman who thus interrupted Nestosee above, p. 508
rius in a sermon
was no other than this Eusebius and this
conjecture is contirmed by the manner in
which Cyrill of Alexandria and Marius
Mercator express themselves in mentionesset, ostendit (ipse

79, etc.

2 For it is doubtless to the condemnation
of Eutyches which followed at Constantinople, that what Theodoret says in ep. 82
refers: Airdf 6 Kvpcog ek tov ohpuvov Slekv-

,

inter laicoserat); for this still seems to denote, that he did not continue to remain a
layman, which suits the case of this Eusebins.

Nor

is

able, that the

Garnier's conjecture improb-

same Eusebius was authoi*

the first formal complaint publicly
posted up against Nestorius in tlie church
at Constantinople, in which the latter was
coni])arc(l to Paul of Samosata (see above,

of

.5.

criJvorSof kv(i7jfiovaa,

ing the above-related incident; naming
him as a person who was still among the
laity (xeAuv filv kv Aai/cojf krl (jui adhuc

as

it

was

called.

6 In the breviculis historioB Eutychianistarum, or the gestis de nomine Acacii. belonging to the last years of the fifth century,
it is said, for instance, of this Eusebius:
Zelo fidei, quern etiam cum agens in rebus

For it is said, indeed, in the sup. all).
perscription, that it came from the clerc/ij
of the Constantinopolitan church ; but in
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THE EMPEROR INTERFERES.

patriarch Flavian had thus far taken no part in the disputes he
and as he must have been well aware of
;

tween the doctrinal parties

bj the Eutychian monkish party, as M'ell
and hazardous situation with a court party opposed
to him, which might easily convert Eutyches into an instrument for promoting their designs, he would be very little inclined, under these cirthe great influence possessed
as of his

own

critical

He sought therecumstances, to enlist himself in such controversies.
crush them in the bud ; and sought to induce
He begged of him, that he
the bishop Eusebius to give up his suit.
would but make one visit to the abbot Eutyches in his cell, with a purpose of coming to some understanding with him, and settling the terms
of peace, so that new disturbances might not arise in the church.^ But
as Eusebius could not be persuaded to withdi-aw his complaint, a sumThe latter, in a haughty and
mons was served upon Eutyches.
imperious manner, at first declined personally to obey the summons.
The synod, after the third summons, were about to proceed with him
according to the ecclesiastical law, as one Avho, by refusing to appear,
had confessed that he was guilty when finally he i:.resented himself;
not alone, however, but accompanied by a large train. of monks, soldiers,
and notables of state, who ^¥ould not part with him till the synod
gave their promise that he should be permitted to return in safety to
his cloister.
At the same time appeared one of the emperor's secretaries of state, (Silentiarius,) with a letter of the emperor, in which the
great infliience of the party of Dioscurus and of Eutyches, and the mistrust which these men had contrived to inspire in the emperor's mind
The emperor declared it
against the synod, were clearly manifested.
to be his will, that the creed expressed by the fathers, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, at Nice, and at Ephesus when Nestorius was
deposed, should be maintained, and that nothing should be done which
tended to detract from it.
This declaration was without meaning,
except it implied that the emperor had so»ehow been filled with solicitude lest Eutyches should be condemned as a defender of the pure
doctrine established at Nice and at Ephesus.
And as it res})ects the
clause which spoke of the Ephesian council, since it might be disputed
what was meant by the Ephesian council, the point was left thus undetermined, in order that a great deal else might be introduced, as it
might suit the designs of the party of Dioscurus. If by it was understood the illegal assembly of the party of Cyrill, then there would be an
opportunity of introducing also Cyrill's anathemas.
We may discen-»
here the same plan which afterwards, and so long as the influence o.(
Dioscurus predominated, was undeviatingly pursued.
fore, in the first place,. to

;

the complaint itself, one individual only
speaks, and he addresses the clergy and
Moreover, Leontius of Byzantium
laity.
says (1. III. c. Nestorianos et Eutychianos)
that this document proceeded from a certain Eusebius, qui tunc florebat in judicandi potestate, but who afterwards became bishop of Doryleum. The first remark should be corrected, it is true, by the
breviculus; for the agens in rebus possessed no judicial powers.
Now if this

conjecture is correct, Eusebius, while a
minister of state, must have already busied
himself a good deal with the study of tli6
doctrines of the church, and hence would
be the more zealous about them when he
became a bishop.
i 'Qote
nuTitv rapaxn'^ nul &6fii} riva
fwj3ov kyyeviadai toLq Xpiarov tnKTiTja'uug.
See Acta C"iicil'. Chalc. act. I. in Hai*
duin. T. II. f. HI, E.

TRIAL OF EUTYCHES.
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This mistrust of the emperor towards the synod was still further
manifested, and in a way certainly disrespectful to them, by the fact,
that he deemed it necessary, as he declared in the letter al)Ove mentioned, to send one of his high officers of state, the patrician Flon'ut'niH^
a man approved on the score of his orthodoxy, to attend the synod, on
the ground expressly assigned, that the matters in discussion related to
the faith : hence he was not merely to sec to the preservation of outward
order, which was hitherto considered to be the business of the emperor's
commissioner, but also to watch for the preservation of sound doctrine.

Insulting, however, as this letter was to the synod,

it was yet received
with the customary loudly reiterated demonstrations of applause, and
the adulation even went to the extreme of saluting the emperur as hiyh

priest.^

Eutyches possessed the doctrinal bent which we have described at
length on a former page
he professed to be unwilling to hold to anything, except what he found expressly affirmed in the holy scriptures.
He reverenced he said
the sayings of the older church-teachers ;
but they could not possess, in his view, the authority of a rule of faith ;
for they tvere not free from error, and they sometimes contradicted one
another^^
To all questions proposed to him concerning Christ, he had
always ready the reply
"I confess him to be my God, the Lord of
heaven and earth
his essence I do not allow myself to wish to comprehend." ^ Finally, on being pressed, he declared that he did indeed
suppose there were two natures before the incarnation, but that after it
he could confess but one nature. By this, beyond all question, Eutyches intended to say, as that which was meant by the adherents of
:

—

—

:

:

the Alexandrian system of doctrine, that two natures should be distinguished in conception
but in actual manifestation only the one nature
of the Logos become Eesh must be recognized.
But by his rude form
of expression, he furnished occasion, it must be acknowledged, for many
;

who fastened only on the letter of the exthough he believed in a preexistence of Christ's humanity,
and the like. Furthermore, Eutyches was wont to call the body of
Christ, the ho(\y of God
and though he did not deny that Christ possessed a human body, yet it seemed to him derogatory to its dignity, as
the body of God, to call it the same in essence (^6/xoovawg^ with other
certain mistaken and undefined feeling of reverence
human bodies.
suspicions of heresy, to those
pression,

— as

;

A

One of the exclamations " Many years
our high priest the emperor " Uo'Ala rd
upxtEpd jiaaLksl. See Concil. Chalc.

1

to

:

!

ET7I TCi
1.

c.

f 160, D.

werfe the words which Eutyches,
earlier, addressed to the deputies
of the council, in his cloister. The original
Bubstance of his declaration, in words, cannot, it is true, be precisely ascertained,
^ These
somewhat

Eutyches and his friends asserted, that his
words had not been faithfully reportod.

And

the deputies themselves did allow, that
they might have taken some things which
Kere said, not wholly according to their literal meaning.
The party of Eutyches,

however, had a particular interest in refusing to recognize as faithfully reported many
things which seem to have been too freely
expressed for the faith of the church

grounded on outward authority, and which
might give offense to the bishops. It is
clearly manifest, on comparison, that the
difference between the original form of the
expression actually employed by Eutyches,
and that in which his declaration is presented in the acts of the council of Constantinopie, cannot be regarded as a very important
one.
See Harduin. Concil. T. II. f. 182.
^ ^vawkoyelv kjiavrC) ovk kniTpemj.
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kept liim from this.
True, he would have found no difficulty in expressing himself precisely as the synod required that he should,
but yet he
although he had hitherto never expressed himself thus
would not consent to condemn the opposite form of expression, which in
truth appeared to him the better one.
Smce, then, he could not make
;

his mind to recognize the two natures in Christ, nor to join in the
above-mentioned formula of condemnation, the synod gave sentence
against him, that he should be divested of all his spiritual titles, and
excommunicated from the church.
Flavian
who, as we have already said, had from the very -first enmust have been well
gaged, not without solicitude, in this whole affair
aware of tne danger into which he was plunging, by proceeding thus
against the head of a monkish party possessed of so much influence at
court, and connected with the powerful patriarch of Alexandria. Even
as the leader of that monkish clan which had proved to be so influential
amidst the Nestorian controversies, Eutyches was a dangerous mnn.^
But, besides this, the case now was, that the most powerful men of the
court, the eunuch and chief lord of the bed-chamber, Chri/aapJihisi,
whose influence was then unbounded, and Nomus, the most eminent of
the officers of state, maintained a close correspondence with the patriarch Dioscurus, and consented to assist in the promotion of his ends
and that Chrysaphius was a personal friend of Eutyches, whom he
respected as his godfather ;2 and hostile to the patriarch Flavian, with
whom his avarice found it more difficult to drive a profitable bargain
Chrysaphius was at the head of a court-party,
than with a Dioscurus.^
opposed to the influence of Pulcheria, the emperor's sister ; and the
latter was a patroness of Flavian. Chrysaphius, having succeeded, then,

up

—

—

forming a league with the empress Eudocia against Pulcheria, and
of her influence, and finally removing her entirely from the court, was now armed with all necessary power to proIt might well be, therefore, that the whole
ceed against the patriarch.
contest, if not instigated by his own secret arts and those of Dioscurus,
3-et furnished him with a welcome occasion for prosecuting a plan which
had been devised before.
in

in depriving the latter

1 See the complaint of an Alexandrian
presbyter against Dioscurus, in Harduin.
Concil. T. II. f. 332.
Of Nomus it is here
said Tore ru rr/g olKOV/xevTjc kv ,Yfpfrtv ex^vti
npuyfiara.
Theodoret also had proofs of
the unfavorable disposition of the patrician
:

Nonius towards his party, as two letters
which he sent him were not answered. See
ep. 96.

Eusebius of Doryleum shows, by a remarkable expression of his during the proceedings at Constantinople, how much reason he had to fear the power of Eutyches.
" I fear his running about," says he; " I am
poor, he has money; he threatens me with
exile, he already depicts to me the Oasis."
CicdoiKu avTOv rf/v Tvepc^po/iT/v^ ey(b Tvevjig
.^i/ii, i^opuiv jiol u7iei?iel, xp'/fJ-o-Tn exei, uvaCt-)ypu(}>h jioi 7)(5ti t7]v 'Onacv.
See acta Concil. Chalc. Harduin. T. II. f. 162, C.

^
^

net.

See Liberat. breviar. c. 11.
See Theophan. Chronograph,
f.

68.

ed.

Ve-

Chrysaphius, according to this

had invited the emperor to require
of the patriarch Flavian a present in gold
{eiXoyia) on the occasion of his entering
Flavian sent him an episinto his office.
historian,

copal

gift,

another
saphius
timated
took the

consecrated bread, (ev?Myia in

sense,) with which, however,

was not satisfied.
in Theophanes (1.

As

it

Chryis

in-

Flavian
part of certain Alexandrian clergy,
Cyrill's relations, persecuted by Dioscurus,
in opposition to Chrysaphius, who here
acted in subserviency to the revengeful
spirit of Dioscurus, while he sought at the
same time to gratify his own avarice, (see
Harduin. 1. c.) we may perhaps find ia
this also a reason for the hatred of both
these

men

to Flavian.

c.) that

THE EMPEROR TAKES PART WITH EUTYCHES.
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The way

in which Eutyches presented himself before the assembly
showed that he was conscious of being able to depend on the
assistance of a powerful party. Thus it became known, even in distant
lands, how much Flavian had hazarded by this mode of proceeding.
The advocates of the doctrine of the two natures, in Syria, saw in this
case a triumph of the truth, which they attributed to the zeal and courage of Flavian overcoming the fear of human power and they sent
messages to assure him of their sympathy and joy on the occasion.^
But Eutyches applied to the emperor with a petition, demanding a
new trial. He endeavored to show, that, in the proceedings against
him, the prescribed legal foi-ms had been violated
that the sentence
of condemnation had been already prepared before he was tried
and
that, in the drawing up of the protocol, many things had been stated that
were untrue. The emperor received the petition, and ordered a revi-

plainly

;

;

;

sion of the earlier proceedings. But as Flavian, with all his respect for
the emperor, yet did not sutler himself to be influenced in the least in

by fear of the imperial power, the revision
resulted in a confirmation of the sentence pronounced upon Eutyches.
his judicial proceedings

This was, however, by no means the end of the business
it was
rather but the beginning of greater and more general commotions in
:

Eutyches had already, during the proceedings at
an expression from which his ulterior designs
might have been conjectured.
He had said he would consent to profess his belief in the two natures of Christ, if the bishops of Alexandria
and of Rome would also approve of it. The sentiments of his ally
Dioscurus were well known to him
and he expected to be upheld by
the Roman bishop, judging from the manner in which the predecessors
of that bishop had espoused the cause of the monkish party in the conthe Eastern church.

Constantinople, let

fall

;

But he did not consider, that the doctrines of
test with Nestorius.
Nestorius might be opposed from some other point of view than that
Eutyches himself wished to have that expression
of the Monophysites.
considered as an appeal to a general council to be attended by both the
other patriarchs.
This appeal to a general council was thenceforward the mark at which he constantly aimed. Of this he spoke in
his letter to the Roman bishop, Leo the Great, complaining that Nestorianism was starting up afresh. This he desired also of the emperor,
and the latter, since he had been already reminded from those at Alexandria, that new and energetic measures were required in order to
supplant the reviving Nestorianism, was therefore easily induced to
Already, when the revision of this
comply with Eutyches' request.
matter at Constantinople was ordered by the emperor, arrangements
were at the same time in progress for assembling a general council,
which should pass definite sentence on all the matters in dispute.^
Flavian, however, was desirous of preventing the convocation of a
new council of this sort. In his view, no such assembly was needed,
1

Theodoret. ep.

1 1

of a bishop, from which we
see that all this was only intended as
a provisory transaction : El Kal ra iidXiara
2

The remark

may

oiKovfieviKT)

avvo6oc

Kai

k k c

?i

e.v

a^

ng<fihAaKTaL

rj

-<l

yevea^cu
KnifUuTcpa

tuv nimy/j.uTwv Iv emlvri rij nvvaiV.) Knl utre
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was sufficiently
was not necessarily

since the doctrine of the church, as hitherto expressed,

decided against Eutyches.

This, Ave

must

allow,

all
for nothing, at least in the public declarations of the
church, had been expressly determined on the points in dispute
as
the antagonism between the doctrines of the Autiochian and the Alexandrian church had not as yet been resolved by any public decisions
and the articles of agreement entered into with Cyrill, Avhich might
pass for such conciliation, had from the first been differently construed
by the different parties. Beyond question, in the existing state of feelmg of which we have spoken above, and with the known disposition
of Dioscurus, and the mighty influence of his party, .which was also
the party of Eutyches, no good could be expected from a new general
Hence Flavian called upon the Roman bishop, Leo the Great,
synod.
to use his authority also to prevent the assembling of another general
council, lest all the churches should be thrown into disturbance.^ These

clear to

;

;

Avords
tion

;

show what prospects were anticipated from the council in quesand similar Avere the expectations of all unprejudiced men Avho

Avere honestly solicitous for the Avelfare of the church.

But Flavian could not obtain Avhat he desired. The emperor could
not forgive him for condemning Eutyches, Avhich from the first Avas conand for this very reason he became more closely
trary to his Avill
;

connected with the opposite party, under Avhose supremacy the general
council Avas to be placed.
The manner in Avhich this ncAV council, the second general council of
E})hesus, appointed to meet at UjjJiesus in the year 449, Avas first
announced by the emperor, and the arrangement of its course of proceedings, could but serve to deepen the solicitude Avhich had been
aAvakened at the outset ; since it Avas plainly manifest, that the emperor had a perfect understanding Avith Dioscurus, and that the assembly
was to be used by the latter and his party only as an instrument for
the accomplishment of a plan Avhich had already been prepared.
In
his ordinance addressed to this synod, the emperor declared, that, as
the patriarch Flavian had stirred up a dispute concerning the doctrines
of faith Avith the abbot Eutyches, he, the emperor, had taken great
pains to suppress the disorders which had arisen, and for this reason

had often sent to the patriarch for, in his opinion, the true faith had
been sufficiently established by Avhat had been taught by the fathers at
Nice and at Ephesus. But as the patriarch was not to be moved by
his repeated entreaties that he would abstain from these disputes, therefore the emperor had not deemed it safe to let such a controversy be
manage^l Avithout calling in the assistance of all the most eminent bishops
from all countries and hence this general council had been convoked,
for the purpose of investigating the whole matter anew, and of extirpating
;

;

every devilish root ^ for the purpose of thrusting the adherents of the
blasphemies of the godless Nestorius out of the church, and of ordering
that the orthodox doctrine should be maintained with unshaken con;

1 "Qare /if/ rug unavraxoas EKKlriaiag 6iaTupaxT^vvai.
^
Uuaav dLapoT^KTjV eKKOil'aL ()iCav, i. e. as

is in

fact

immediately afterwards explained,

the devilish heresy of Nestorius.
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stancy, Dioscurus was nominated by the emperor, president of the council ; and his assessors were to be the bishops Juvenahs of Jerusalem and

Thalassius of Caesarea in Cappadocia.
in such a

way

as

made

it

The

last,

however, were mentioned
that they were to be

sufficiently evident,

Dioscurus
for it was said of both those bisho})S,
such warm friends of orthodoxy, would be of the
same mind with Dioscurus. The judges of Eutvches
for example, the
should attend the council, not as judges however,
patriarch Flavian
nor as voters, but in order to learn the decision of the council, which
was to investigate the matter anew. Already, in the first letters missive, the emperor had ordered that Theodoret should be present only on
condition it should be deemed good by the whole assembly but, in case of
any ditference of opinion on this point, he should remain excluded. By
this it was very clearly announced beforehand, that Theodoret was not
to be admitted.
Yet too many apprehensions were still entertained of
the influence of the well-merited esteem in which that excellent man
stood with many.
For this reason, in his letter to Dioscurus, the
emperor declared why he had nominated him to be president of the
assembly " Because it might happen, that numbers inclined to Nestorianism would take every pains to bring it about, in some way or other,
that Theodoret should attend the council.
On this account, Dioscurus
for those who ventured to add or
only should decide that point
take away anything from the doctrines of faith, as they had been established at Nice, and afterwards at Ephesus, ought to have no voice at
the synod, but, on the contrary, to be subjected to its judicial sentence."
While all the opponents of the Alexandrian system of faith were thus
plainly enough excluded from the synod, as Nestorians ; the other party,
on the contrary, were favored in the most arbitrarytnanner. The emperor
" Because, in many districts- of the East, the orthodox Archidirected
mandrites ^ were in controversy with the bishops, who were said to be
infected with the Nestorian blasphemy, therefore the abbot Barsumas,
as their representative, should have a seat and a voice at the council.'-'
The emperor had appointed two civil officers
men, as he declared,
to attend the proceedings, as his plenipotentiaof approved orthodoxy
ries.
In the instructions given to them, they were directed, in case they
observed any one creating disturbance to the prejudice of the holy
faith, to place such person in safe custody, and report the fact to the
emperor
that is, they were authorized to remove every man who
was bold enough to express freely his own convictions in opposition to
the Alexandrian monophysitism.
In correspondence with these arrangements was the actual coui-se of
this council, justly branded in the history of the church with the title
Dioscurus here ruled supreme, by his
robber-synod, (^avvoSog iTjarpiKT).^
vote, which was paramount to every other; by the influence of the
imperial commissioners, which gave meaning and force to his threats
by the fanatical violence of his Egyptian party, and particularly of the

used only as the

tools of

that they, and

all

;

—

—

;

:

;

:

—

—

;

1

The very
many

Sad so

party with which, as
contests.

we have

before remarked, Theodoret and his frienda
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ITS

CHARACTER.

great body of monks who attended Barsumas, whose fierce shouts might
apprehend that they were capable of any outrage ;
by the terror which a troop of brawny hospital-waiters (parabolaui, see
who were admitted into the assembly for the
p. 192) and soldiers
purpose of intimidating refractory members
spread around them ; '
and, finally, through the cowardice or entire want of character shown
by so many bishops, to whom the truth was not the highest of all
interests.
Nothing could be more contrary to the spirit of the gospel
than the fanaticism which actuated the dominant party in this council
in favor of certain dogmatic formulas of conception, in which men
dreamed of possessing Christ, who is spii-it and life, though in temper
and action they denied him. Theodoret relates,^ that, when the assembly were about to bring a formal complaint against a bishop who was
accused of unchastity and various other crimes, the president Dioscurus dismissed the whole matter, remarking
"If you have a complaint
against his orthodoxy, we shall receive it
but we have not come here
to pass judgment on unchastity."
Theodoret takes this occasion to set
" They were for acting," he said,
forth the character of the synod.
" as if Christ had merely prescribed a rule of faith, without giving
rules of practice."
(See above.)
Some examples from the proceelings may serve to verify this description.
The general plan which Dioscurus pursued at this council was the
same which he had thus far been prosecuting by his subservient instiaiments,
to condemn whatever was opposed to the Alexandrian system
of doctrine, as a heretical innovation overstepping the determinations
of doctrine settled at the councils of Nice and of Ephesus.
He
opened the proceedings by declaring that the council of Nice and the
council of Ephesus had both established the same creed
everything
had on these occasions been settled in an unalterable manner. Accursed be he who would unsettle again, and subject to new examination,
what had there been determined
This proposition was received with
" On this depends the salvashouts of approbation Hke the following
tion of the world
God save the bishop Dioscurus, the great guardian
of the faith!"
He then cited the passage in 1 Sam. 2: 25, from
well give reason to

—

—

:

;

—

;

!

:

!

which the misapprehended distinction had been drawn between sins
against God and sins against man, and the perverted principle that
heresies were sins of far deeper dye than all others.
And he added,
applying this principle to the present case
"If the Holy Ghost then
dwelt with our fathers, and determined whatever was determined, then
he who has introduced any alterations here has proved himself to be a
despiser of the divine grace."
This also was received " as the voice of
:

Holy Spirit," as the synod expressed it
The very announcement of the proposition,

the

1 The bishop Basil of Seleucia, in Isausaid to Dioscurus, at the council of
Chalcedon, in excuse of what he had done
contrary to his own convictions, at the counUoXXf/v k-ntaTTjaag rifilv tote
oil of Ephesus
ria,

:

ivdyKTiv

TT]v fiEv E^u-&Ev, TTjv 61 Ev6o-&Ev^ TTJV

<5J

and

in their shout of applause.

that Christ consists of two

rf;f

yXuaarig

aov elaerpexov yup

eI(,

kmikiiaiav arfjariuTai fiETu imXuv, kuI
elcTr/Keianv ol fiovaCpvTeg fieru Bapaovfxa «ai
ol -Kapajia'Aavclg Kat n'kij^og uAlo noAv.
ttjv

Concil. Chalc. act. I. Harduin. T. II. f. 2ia
^ Ep. 147 ad Jtiannem GermaniciaB, T. IV
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natures, produced such an excitement that all the Egyptian bishops,
and the whole throng of monks that accompanied Barsumas, exclaimed,

" Divide asunder the man himself who speaks of two natures.

who speaks

of two natures

is

a Nestorius."

When

He

the bishop Euse-

two natures in
him be burnt
be cut asunder." ^
alive.
Such exclamations, Avith the sight of the soldiers and the ferocious
monks, were quite sufficient to stupifj many Avho otherwise would not
have given their assent to the propositions of Dioscurus. Thrown off
from their self-possession, and hurried along against their will, they
repeated by rote whatever was jjrescribed to them.^
True, the bishops Avho attended this Ej)hesian synod had strong
inducements afterwards, at the council of Chalcedon, to exaggerate tlie
scenes of violence which there occurred, in [lalUation of their own
conduct on that occasion and, besides, many contradictions may be
detected in their remarks but still it is clear that force was resorted
to in various ways to compel men to subscribe the decisions of the
council that the bishops were kept confined for a whole day in the
church that they were menaced by soldiers and monks till they had
subscribed
and that blank papers were laid before them for their signature, which could afterwards be filled up with whatever the leaders

Dorvleum, attempted

bins, of

Christ,

to explain the doctrine of

many voices exclaimed, " Burn Eusebius
As he has cut asunder Christ, so let him

;

let

;

:

;

;

;

chose.

After Dioscurus had thus carried through the principle that the
Nicene-Ephesian creed was alone valid, the canon established at the
first council of Ephesus was now confirmed anew, that whoever taught
or endeavored to introduce anything different from these articles,
should, if a bishop or ecclesiastic, be deposed from his spiritual office,
This law was next
and, if a layman, excommunicated from the church.
applied, in a wholly arbitrary manner, and without any trial of the
Inasmuch as these bishops
cases, to the bishops Flavian and Eusebius.
had deviated on almost every point from this creed, and thus excited
disturbances and scandal in all countries, they had of themselves
incurred those established and unalterable penalties, and should be
deposed from their spiritual office.* Many who were impelled by their
1
Concil. Chalc. act. I. Harduin. T. II. f.
161, E.
bishop, Basil of Seleucia, says hiraself afterwards, at the council of Chalcedon, in his own excuse Toaovrog iyivero
KpoTOi, uare nuvruv ?]fiC)V Tivax&fjvai r^v
'^

A

:

....

fvx^v
L.

c.

3

f.

L.

ax^iio^ 6e Tc?,i)pu&Eig elnov.

102;
c. f.

94.

Theodoret also says, soon

Tuv avveXijXvdoTuv oi
after these events
nXeioToi [iiaa^ivTeg avvidevTo.
Ep. 142.
:

* When that canon was brought for\vard
by Dioscurus, several bishops remarked at
once, that the deposition of Flavian was
And when, soon
the real object at bottom.
after, Dioscurus actually proposed this dejio-

many

of the bishops arose, and, clasj)ing ^is knees, begged him to desist from
eition,

One of the bishops alleged
that judfi^ment.
the very characteristic reason, that he too
had presbyters, and should therefore be cantions how he let a bishop be deposed for tlie
sake of a presbyter. But Dioscurus reinainedfirm: he would rather let his tongue
be cut out, he said, than pass any other
sentence, and he threatened to call upon
Dioscurus asthe imperial commissioners.
serted, it is true, that this whole account of
the matter, given by some bishops at the
council of Chalcedon, was false, and ap-

pealed

to

witnesses.

easily forgotten himself

But he may have
what he had said ia

the heat of passion; and, as a matter of
coarse, such things were not entered on the
great deal in
minutes of the scribes.

A
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ALSO,

DOMNUS AND THEODORET.

fears to acquiesce in these judgments, quieted their consciences with

the reflection that at least no new doctrines had been proposed, to
which thej were forced to give their assent for the only point in
question was whether thej should hold fast the form of doctrine set
forth in the Nicene and Ephesian councils.
But thej would not distinctly look at the fact, that Flavian and Eusebius were at any rate
deposed solely on grounds of doctrine.^
Accordingly those very
bishops who had taken part in the council of Constantinople under
Flavian gave their assent to these decrees.
Even the patriarch
Doniuus, of Antioch, who, on account of the position which he held in
the church, stood at the head of the Orientals, was persuaded to yield
with the rest, heedless of the warnings which the excellent Theodoret,
with a wise foresight of the future, gave him when the council was
;

about to be opened.^ But this comphance could not avail him.
Dioscurus could not for this forgive him his opposition to the CyriUian
anathemas and, when he was compelled by sickness to withdraw from
the council, sentence of deposition was pronounced afterwards also
upon him.3 The same sentence was passed upon Theodoret, and several others who were among the most worthy bishops of the East.
;

By an imperial edict, Theodoret was also removed from his diocese,
and obliged to retire to the cloister where he had received his early
education.
His enemies endeavored so to contrive it that he should be
deprived even of the necessaries of life
and many were so awed by
the {X)wer of the dominant party that they dared not interfere in his
behalf.*
There were, however, a few pious bishops who vied with
each other in testifying their affection for a man who was thus suflering
for the truth.
Theodoret, who was accustomed to moderate his bodily
wants and needed but very little to satisfy them, declined most of the
gifts which were offered him, writing to his friends " that the God who
gave the very ravens their abundance of food, had provided him thus
far with all that was needful for his support."^
When we compare the
spirit of ambition and violence on the one hand, and of servile compliance and cowardice on the other, exhibited by so many bishops of the
East; with the firmness rising above all fear of man, the tranquil composure amid all the storms of the times, and the confidence of faith in
contending for the truth, which shine forth in this examjile of Theodoret, the striking contrast leaves upon us but a still more agreeable
;

impression of his character.^
those remarks bears at least an impress too
distinctly characteristic to be liable to the
suspicion of having been invented. Concil.
Chalc. act. I. Hardnin. T. II. f. 216.
1 Mr/Ss/xiav yeyevi^a^ai nepl to doyfia /cat-

Ep. 147.
See Theodoret, ep. 112. Theodoret here
very justly reminds the patriarch, that no
good had come of all the previous councils.
^ See
Liberatus, cap. 12.
Dioscurus
brought in evidence against him a letter in
•vhich he had declared against the anathemas, though certainly in very moderate
terms (eo quod assent obscura).
voTOfiiav.
'^

* He writes himself, ep. 134: El nuvrer
Tavrrjv e^riXuaav ttjv ufioTTjTa, oidev ETspov
vneAelnero, r/ t^uvra^ fikv vtv' evdeia^ uvnAu-

df/vai, TeXevrf/aavTai; 6e

fif]

ru0w napado^t^-

uXka kwuv aal -drjpcjv yevEO^ai iSopdv.
Ep. 123.
"
few characteristic facts selected from
his letters may here serve as illustiations
When he first received the tidinjis of bis
deposition, he wrote (ep. 21): 'AH the
sufferings we meet for the sake of the diIt
vine doctrines are very welcome to us.
cannot be otherwise, if we truly believe in
Lord,
that
the
sufferpromises
of
our
the
vai,,
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Thus, then, the party of Dioscurus, hy availing itself of the power
had succeeded in' crushing the Oriental church. Some

of the court,

changed their faith with the change of circumstances, and bowed the
knee to the dominant pai'ty.^ Others, although they remained faithful
to the truth themselves, yet dared not lift up their voice in its defence.
The men of free and fearless sjiirit were separated from tiieir churches
and banished. In this lamentable state of things, but one refuge was
left to the oppressed church of the East, namely, to appeal for redress
to the Western church, Avhich had remained free from the influence of
the political power, and had not been affected by any of these contests ;
and especially to the bishop of the ancient capital of the world, through
whose all-powerful influence at the court of the Roman emperor, they
might hope to receive assistance also from the latter quarter.
This important station in the church was then occupied by Leo the
Great, a person of great energy and firmness of character.
Leo had
from the first been drawn into some participation in these conti'oversies.
Eutyches in the first place, and then Flavian, had had recourse to him.

As

soon as he obtained exact information respecting the subject of the
dispute with Eutyches, he acquiesced in the sentence of condemnation
passed on his doctrine, and simply expressed a wish that gentle methods

might be employed to induce Rp.tvch-s to recant, and, if he oo'ij I
be persuaded, that he might be forgiven. He afterwards wrote Fla\ian
a letter constituting an epoch in the history of the doctrines of faitli,
in which he endeavored to prescribe the law for the decision of those
disputes, and unfolded in detail the doctrine of the unity of Christ, as
one person in two natures, both retaining unaltered their respective'
attributes, but acting in union with each other
and to this letter he
constantly refers in all his succeeding communications.
The emperor
Theodosius having invited him to take a part in the Ephesian council,
he sent, as his deputies, the bishop Julius of Puteoh, the presbj'-ter
Kenatus, the deacon Hilarus, and the notary Dulcitius.
These deputies witnessed the scenes of violence which were exhibited at thatsynod but they played there a very insignificant part, having attempted
in vain to get permission even to do so much as to read publicly before
;

;

of this present time are not worthy to
be compared with the g:iory which shall" be
revealed in us. Rom. 8:18.
But why do
I mention the enjoyment of future blessFor even thougli no reward were
in<rs ?
bestowed on the combatants, yet the truth,
iiigs

were enough to move its friends
encounter with all joy every ilanger in
behalf."
He then ])roceeds to unfold in
a beautiful manner, from the epistles of
I'aul, fiom the passage in Rom. 8: 35-38,
how the apostle asked for no recompense,
but the love of the Saviour was to him
the doctrine,
more than all recompense;
preeminently shining through the writings
of the Antiochian church-teachers, of disitsclf alone,

to

its

—

interested love
to

be

'.ailed

silent,

:

Those who counselled him

and yield

otAovouta,

— he

to the times,

repelled,

—a

so-

opposing to

tliem the precepts of holy writ, which require the bold annunciation of the truth
lie reminds them of that truth worthy
of all acceptation, that none of the other
cardinal virtues can avail anything: without
fortitude, ep. 122.
In predicting the juilgment of God which awaited the authors of
injustice, he only expressed the wish, that
they might seasonably desist from their

and

wrong-doing, "that we may not be compellcd to sorrow over them when we see
them suffering ])unishment." Ep. 124. '"What
can be more feeble than they are who lack
the truth?" he writes, ep. 129.
i
Of, such Theodoret says, ep. 147 Uolot
TroXviro^e^ ovtuc npdg rug liEfpng li/v oUeiav
evaXXarTovm xpoav n xofJ^aiMov-eg n-pof rd
:

<pv?Aa rd xp<^/^o., dig ovtol ttjv yv(jjij}v
rovg Kaipoiig {iETaj3dX?Mvaiv ^

n-p<V

Flavian's appeal.
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Without directly giving them a refusal,
the synod the letter of Leo.
the all-controlling Dioscurus still contrived always to find some plausible
When the patriarch Flavian protested against the
reason for delay. ^
unrighteous judgment passed by the Ephesian council, the Roman
deacon had courage enough to join in this protest ;2 and Flavian
handed over to him an appeal to a larger council which should be held
in Ititly. Hilarus succeeded in escaping from the high-handed violence
and, by' choosing the less frequented routes, arrived at
of Dioscurus
Rome, where he drew up a faithful description to his bishop of the
proceedings of the Ephesian council, and presented to him the appeal.^
The bishop Theodoret also, in a remarkable letter,* resoi-ted to an appeal
;

of the same kind.
Many and various were the motives which now conspired to determine Leo as to the course he should pursue, and as to the way in
On the one hand, the zeal
which he should embark in these affairs.
for pure doctrine, sympathy for oppressed innocence, indignation at the

mode of proceeding at Ephesus on the other hand, the
idea which already completely absorbed his mind, that a certain superintendence and jurisdiction over the whole church belonged to him as
all these considerations combined to give a
the successor of Peter,
No sooner had he received
certain direction to his mode of conduct.
these accounts from his deacon, than, in his letter addressed to the East,
he expressed in the most emphatic tone his dissatisfaction at the arbiunspiritual

;

—

trary behavior of the Ephesian council,^ and urged the necessity of
Through the influence of Leo, a
assembling a new council in Italy.
letter written in the same spirit was addressed from the court of the

1

Dioscurus at

tirst

had even proposed

that the letter should be read before the

«ynod, though perhaps he was not in earnest about it. But upon this, the first secretary of the Alexandrian cliurch, (Primicerius notariorum,) the presbyter John,
whose duty it was to present the official
records, said that he held in his hands the
imperial sacra addressed to the council,
Respect to the emperor now required, that
this document should be read first, and the
See
letter of Leo was then forgotten.
Concil. Chalc. act. I. in Hard. T. II. f. 90.
When it was proposed afterwards, that the
acts of the OTJvofJof

by which Eu-

£V(57?/ioi)(Ta,

tychcs was condemned, should be read, and
the Roman deputies were asked whether
they also were satisfied with this course,
they declared they would agree to it on conditi'on that Leo's letter to Flavian should
But now Eutyches declared
first be read.
the Roman deputies were suspected by
him ; for on their arrival they had alighted
at the house of the patriarch Flavian7they
had breakfiisted with him, had frequently
been in conference with him and Flavian
had shown them all possible honor. He
jniist therefore require, that, if they propos£d doing him any wrong, this should not be
;

used to his disadvantage. The bishop Dioscurus then declared, it was certainly no
more than right that those acts should first
he read, and then the reading of the letter

might follow afterwards. But when this
was done, no one remembered that Leo's
Act. Chalc. L
letter was next to be read.
f 110.
For a third time, the Roman deathe opportunity, when
Dioscurus brought forward his proposition
respecting the unalterable validity of the
Nicene-Ej)hesian articles of faith, to affirm
that these doctrines agreed with the faith of
the fathers, as also with that letter of Leo;
and added, that if they would allow that
letter to be read, they would perceive that
But
truth.
it contained nothing but the
again this invitation was neglected. L. c.

con, Hilarus, took

f.

255, E.
^
^

L.
L.

c.

f.

c. f.

258.
34.

See above, vol. II. p.l99,inthe history of
the church constitution.
^ With him originated the name by which
*

was stigmatized in the history
of the church. Ephesinum non judiciumsed latrocinium, ep. 95, ed. Ballerin, according to other editions, ep. 75.
this council
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these means, nothing,

however, could for the present be eifected.
So false a representation
of all that had happened had been given to the emperor Theodosias,
who, at the same time, depended entirely upon it so comj)letelj concealed from him was the true condition of the Eastern church, that he
wrote to the emperor Valentinian III. everything had been transacted
at Ephesus with perfect freedom, and in strict conformity to truth
none but the unworthy bishops had been deposed ; Flavian had met
with the punishment he deserved and, since his deposition, perfect
peace and unanimity prevailed in the churches, Avhere nothing else was
now supreme but the pure truth.
Meanwhile, however, the choice of Anatolius as the new patriarch
of Constantinople, in place of the deposed Flavian, rendered it necessary to enter into new negotiations with the Roman bishop for it was
wished that he should be recognized also in the Western church, which
could not be done without the concurrence of the Roman bishop.
But
Leo would not otherwise consent to recognize Anatolius, except on
condition he gave unambiguous proofs of his orthodoxy, condemned the
doctrines of Eutyches as well as of Nestorius, and consented to subscribe, with several other documents, the letter of Leo to Flavian.^
To settle the details of the business with the patriarch, he moreover
sent to Constantinople a delegation consisting of two bishops,
one of
whom was Abundius, bishop of Como,
and two presbyters.
In the meantime, important changes had occurred at Constantinople
in the state of public affairs, altogether favorable to Leo's designs.
Dioscurus had in truth been indebted, in a great measure, for his triumph, to the power of Chrysaphius and of the empress Eudocia. But
now Chrysaphius had fallen into disgrace, and 'was banished. The
emperor had separated from his wife Eudocia, and the latter retired to
the district of tferusalem.
Pulcheria, the patroness of Flavian, was recalled to court, and once more obtained unbounded influence. ^
These
changes alone enabled Leo now to accomplish vastly more at ConstantiAlready had Pulcheria caused Flavian's body to be brought to
nople.
Constantinople, and buried with all the honors due to a patriarch.
In
addition to this, an event now occurred which gave the decisive blow.
Theodosius died in the year 450, when Pulcheria united herself in
marriage with Marcian, and procured for him the imperial dignity.
The prevailing religion at court now took an altogether different turn.
The bishops who had been deposed and exiled on account of their faith
were recalled, and directed to resume their dioceses. As the prevaiUng
doctrinal inclination of the court was wont to have great influence on
the conduct of very many bishops, so it happened too in the present
Many, who under the former reign had taken the side of Dioscase.
curus, under the influence of force or of fear, or who were already in
;

:

;

;

—

—

the habit of

making

their

doctrinal opinions subservient

1 See Leo's letter to the emperor Theoand to the abbots of
Constantinople, ep. 69-71, and the life of

dosius, to Pulcheria,

the bishop

to

Abundius of Como,

circum-

in the

Sanctorum, T. li. in. April.
^ See Theophan. Chronograph-

acds
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now

their repentance.
The patriarch Anatolius
matters relating to the healing of the schism of the
churches, in a common understanding with the Roman bishop Leo
and, to facilitate this, the latter sent a new de])utation to Constantinople.
He declared it to be his own mind, that the bishops who had erred
simply through weakness or fear, should be granted forgiveness if thej
signified their repentance, and, as he had already required of Anatolius, should present satisfactory testimonies of their orthodoxy.
An
exception only should be made of the case of those bishops who had
taken the lead in the second Ephesian council, Dioscurus, and Juvenalis
of Jerusalem,
The definitive sentence with regard to these last
should remain reserved to the Roman bishop until after a more exact

stances,

transacted

signified

all

investigation.

At the same time, however, the objects and interests of .the Roman
bishop and of the imperial court could not be brought perfectly to
agree with each other.
Leo proceeded on the supposition, that a new
was wholly unnecessary ; since
everything had been sufficiently decided already by what had been
determined during the previous disputes, and especially by his own
letter to Flavian
and that the only proper subject for deliberation and
counsel was, how to proceed with those who had lately espoused the
party of the second Ephesian synod.
Should it be thought advisable
on this account to assemble a general council, this ought to be appointed
to meet in some ItaUan city
Flavian having in fact appealed to a
council to be convened in Italy.i
But the emperor had in view, at the
same time with the doctrinal interest, also a political one he did not
wish to suppress, by force, a schism which was so deeply rooted and
so widely spread, and the suppression of which might be attended with
such disastrous consequences both to church and state ; but he wished
investigation of the doctrines of faith

;

;

:

means for a peaceable settlement. It was his desire, thereavoid offending either of the two contending parties, and
especially did he need to be indulgent towards a sect so powerful in
to devise
fore,

to

one part of the empire, and so dangerous on account of their wild
fanaticism, as was the monophysite or Egyptian party.
Hence the
object to be accomplished could not appear so easy to the emperor as it.
did to the Roman bishop, neither could he agree with the latter in
respect to the choice of means.
He wished and hoped a hope
which no one but a layman ignorant of the common course of theolo-

—

gical controversies could entertain

—

to bring about, by means of negoconcordat, which might serve as the
basis of a reconciliation between the two parties.
But this object A\as
one which he could hope to accomplish only by means of a council
whose place of assembhng should be so near that an influence might
be brought to bear upon its proceedings from Constantinople, and that,

tiations

^

E.

modi

at a general council, a

g. ep.

sit fides

quorum

82 ad Marcian
Non cujustenenda tractandum est sed
:

;

annuendum.
Quamvis synodum

precihus et qualiter

Ep. 94 ad eundem.

—

ficn intra Italiam poposcissem,
which he
often repeated in his letters to Constantinople.

COUNCIL OF NICE

— REMOVED

TO CHALCEDON.

0^i

lie therefore sent
necessary, the emperor might attend it himself.
out his letters missive for such a council to meet at Nice in Bithynia
This particular town was doubtless selected for the
in the year 451.
express purpose of giving greater authority to the council by the

if

remembrance of the fiist council of Nice, whose creed it was once
more to assert in opposition to strange doctrines of erroneous tendency.
Moreover, the bishop of Rome was invited to take a share in the
deliberations of this council.

During these transactions, Leo proceeded according to the same
and in the same spirit as he had ever maintained.
The position which he assumed for himself was that of a certain primacy, a certain supreme juiisdiciion, which it belonged to him to assert
consistent principles

He alleged as the reason why he could not
over the whole church.
himself appear at that council, not only the then political situation of
the Western empire, but also the ancient usage, which did not permit
a Roman bishop to be personally present at a foreign general council,^
as if this was beneath the dignity of a bishop of Rome ; and yet he
deemed himself warranted to exercise the presidency there through
his delegates, three bisliops, and two presbyters, whom he sent to
Chalcedon
and in fact they often conducted in the council in such a
manner, as that they seemed to arrogate to themselves in the name of
the Roman bishop a certain supreme judicial authority;^ although at
'^

:

the same time the patriarch Anatolius of Constantinople considered
himself the president of the synod.'*

The church assembly was now about to be opened at Nice, wher'».
630 bishops had already convened but the disturbances excited there
by fanatical ecclesiastics, monks, and laymen, probably belonging to
the party of Dioscurus, and who threatened to repeat over the scenes
;

council, doubtless convinced the emperor that
would be necessary to bring the place for the assembling of the
council nearer to the imperial residence, and more under the influence,
of the government.
The Roman delegates also informed the emperor,
that they dared not attend the council, unless he himself would be
present.
In order, therefore, to the better guidance of the council,
the emperor transferred it from Nice to Chalcedon.'^
Thus, by its
vicinity to the seat of government, the object could now be secured,
which was originally had in view, that the first officers of sta,te and

of the second Ephesian
it

^

See

ep.

93 to the synod at Nice

:

Nee

consuctudo permittere. So, too,
the dei)Utics of Leo, in the beginning of the
of
third act
the council 'Ettck^t^tteo ovte rd
r^f upxatoniro'g tii>of eaxvuE tovto.
ulla potenit

:

^

Ep. 93

to the

fratrihus, qui

synodo vestra

synod

ah a|)ostolica

at

Nice

:

In his

directi sunt,

me

fraternitas aestimet prassidcre.

the Roman delegate, in the
third act, said the apostolic see had granted
pardon to the penitent bishops of the second
Ephesian council, 1. c. 346. When Dioscuros was aliout to take his seat in the synod,
the Roman delegates declared they had
been instructed by the bishop of the city of
•*

So

e.

g.

VOL. n.

37

Rome, which

is the head of all the churches,
vnapxovTog naauv tuv ekkXtjoiuv,
not to suffer this; for he had presumed to
hold a synod without the assistance of the
apostolic seat, a thing which never had been
done, and which ought not to be done,
They declared that they were resolved to
take their leave if this was permitted. Concil. Chalc. act. I. f. 68.
* Leo and Anatolius are named together
as i^apxovTeg tt/q awoiov. L. c. act. IV. f.
436.
^ See the letter of Marcian to the synod

/cf^uAiyf

at Nice,
c.

13.

f.

48 and

49,

1.

c.,

and Liberatus,
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CONFLICT OF PARTIES AT THIS COUNCIL.

and that, whenthe imperial senate might be present at the meetings
ever aught occurred of doubtful character, the emperor might be
immediately informed of it, and interpose his veto.
The imperiail court had set itself a problem, the solution of which
was attended with the utmost difficulty, to reconcile and unite together
two parties irritated and inflamed with fanatical hatred towards each
other.
This was apparent at the very outset, in the manner in which
Theodoret was received by the two parties, when he appeared in the
midst of the council, as the accuser of his former judges, and to obtain
a solemn act of justification. While he was welcomed by the Orientals
with expressions of enthusiastic sympathy, the bishops of the Egyptian
party degraded their spiritual character by repeated outcries of blind
and frantic fanaticism " Cast forth the Jew, the enemy of God, the
blasphemer of Christ "
and, to remind the empress, that she who
had wrought the overthrow of Nestorianism ought not to tolerate this
Nestorian, they added, " Long five the empress long live the orthodox emperor " so that the very laymen of rank, who attended the
synod in the name of the emperor, were constrained to say that such
vulgar outcries ill beseemed bishops, and could be of no advantage to
any party. But the bishops justified themselves on the ground, that,
" they were lifting up their voice in defence of piety and the orthodox
;

—

:

!

—

!

!

faith."!

True, the influence of the altered tone of the court soon manifested
the case of those bishops who had attached themselves to
Dioscurus at the Ephesian council, even such of them as had stood
Already, during the first proceedwith him at the head of the synod.
ings, the majority went over from the right side, where the Egyptian
party sat, to the left, where the Orientals were seated under the presi-

itself in

dency of the Roman delegates.^
related to the deposing of

all

Often, especially

those bishops

who had

when

the question

stood foremost in

"We

the second Ephesian council, the council resounded with the cry,
have all sinned, we all ask forgiveness." Many with very ill grace

excused the part they had taken at that former council, by pleading
command of imperial authority, and the constraint to which they
were put; whereupon the lay dignitaries must reply, that in matters
of faith such an excuse could not pass ^ and Dioscurus was doubtless
right in saying, that such an excuse implied in its very terms an accuthe

;

sation.^

But although the tone of the court exercised so great an influence
on the conduct of the bishops, and although both parties joined in
'annihilating the Ephesian transactions
yet the breach between them
;

1

act. I.
-

«
*

Evae^nav

Ai'
1.

c.

1^. c. f.

L.

e.

The

f.

f.

KpuCfljiev,

Concil. Clialc.

74.

130.
106.

bishop Basil of Sclcucia in Isau-

excused liis signature to the judgment
pronounced on the patriarch Flavian, on
thc plea that deference to a tribunal composed of a hundred and twenty or thirty
ria

compelled him to obey their dethis, Dioscurus remiirkhe had passed judt^ment on himself
of having trampled on right throush the
bishops
crees.

When, upon

ed, tRat

fear of man, he g:ave this singular reply
If he had stood before secular magistrates,
he would have been ready to die as a martyr; but he
his fathers.

had no power
L.

c. f.

102.

to contend with

OUTLINES OF A

NEW

CREED.

679

continued, and the imperial ministers, who were to see to it that
the emperor's designs at the council were carried into eftcct, found it
bj no means so easy to unite them together by means of a common
symbol of faith, and thereby to put an end to the divisions in the
Oriental church, the fresh outbreaks of which was an object of continBCiil

The very proposal to draw up a new symbol of this kind
met from many with determined resistance, because doubtless they saw
ual dread.

through the motives of policy, which would not harmonize with their
dogmatic zeal, and hence wanted confidence in the whole thing.^

Meantime

the

patriarch

Anatolius, while

the other business of the

council went on, proceeded to discos with a select

With

the matters of faith.

who had many

those

number

of bishops

objections to

make

Leo, which was to obtain the
authority of a creed, he entered into an examination of their scruples,
and endeavored to remove them, in which too he seems to have been
against

the

articles

in

the

letter of

But when the symbol which resulted from those secret
came to be laid before the assembly, new difficulties and
objections could not fail to arise.
For although a reconciliation was
thereby to be brought about between the two parties, yet it was
unavoidable that there should be a decided preponderance one way or
successful.

deliberations

the other,

either

in

favor of the Egyptian, or else in favor of the

Romano-Oriental form of doctrine

and accordingly either one or the
The symbol of faith first proposed^ seems to have been drawn up particularly with a view to
accommodate the prevaiHng interest of the Egyptian party. It contained the article, that Christ consists of two natures, which doubtless
accorded with the Egyptian creed for that affirjned that the natures
should be distinguished from each other ui conception, though not in
their actual being.^
But some of the Oriental bishops were dissatisfied
with that symbol, Avhich was received by the other party with loud
;

other of the parties must be offended.

;

demonstrations of applause.
The Roman delegates declared, that, if
the council could not agree with the letter of Leo, they wished liberty
to return home ; and a council should be held at Rome.
This threat,
which caused a schism to be feared between the Oriental and the Occidental church, was sufficient to frighten the imperial court
and it was
the more earnestly desired to gratify Leo, inasmuch as it was hoped,
that, by showing respect to his doctrinal decisions, he might be induced
;

1 See Concil. Chalc. act. II. f. 286.
There were doubtless good reasons for
not incorporating this with the other acts of
the council and hence we can only gather
its contents from the way in which it was
'^

;

received.
^ That this was the main point may be
from the negotiations of the patriarch Anatolius with the bishops whom he
sought to persuade to agree in an alteration
of the creed. On the same princii)les which
had moved them to consent to the de|)Osition of Dioscurus, said he to them, they
must also consent to reject the creed for

collected

:

Dioscurus had deposed Flavian for no other
reason than because he maintained the doctrine of the two natures
but the creed con;

tained the article, that Christ consists of
(not subsists in) two natures.
He would
doubtless say, the creed contained the doctrine of Dioscurus, who had been condemned, not of Flavian, who had been justitled, by the council.
But the bishops who
were in favor of the symbol maintained, on
the other hand, that Dioscurus had not
been deposed for doctrimd reasons. See
1. c. act. V. f. 449.
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recognize

to

(See

UPON.

the rank conceded to the patriarch of Constantinople.
202.)
It was for this reason so much pains had

vol. II. p.

already been taken to give the validity of a creed to the letter of lico
addressed to Flavian, with which a part of the bishops could not be
* The civil dignitaries therefore proposed the a])pointment
of
new committee to examine the symbol of faith, to which delegates

satisfied.!

a

should be chosen from the different parties, particularly six Orientals

and these should hold their meetings and deliberations under the presidency of the Roman delegates, as well as of the patriarch Anatolius.
But the proposal to change the symbol of faith was received by many
of

the bishops with loud tokens of disapprobation.
The imperial
commissioners deemed it necessary to draw up a report of the doubtful
temper of the bishops to the emperor, and wait for his commands.
The emperor's decision appeared and it Avas ordered that either the
proposal for the nomination of a committee should be adopted, and
that by these such a symbol should be drawn up as all could be satisfied with, and against which no scruples could be raised
or else all
should, by their metropolitans, propose their own faith, and in this way
all discord be removed
or, if they could not be satisfied with this, no
other course remained than to take measures, since the unity of faith
could not be settled here, for holding a general council in the West.
This last was a threat well calculated to have an effect on the bishops.
They must have a creed dictated to them by the Roman bishop and a
;

;

;

Roman

council.
But the threat produced at first nothing but exasperaSuch expressions were heard as the following those who were
not satisfied with the ancient symbol were Nestorians
these might
go they might take up their journey to Rome.
The commissioners
then declared, though doubtless not till after many other things had
transpired which have not been reported to us Dioscurus had avowed
tion.

:

;

;

:

as his

doctrine

that Christ consists of two natures

but could not
;
in Christ.
Leo teaches that two
natures are united without confusion, without change, and without
separation, in one and the same Christ.
With Avhich of these two do
you agree ? The bishops
who could hardly, all of them, be the same
it

allow

that two natures

subsisted

—

—

had opposed every change in the ancient creed
now exclaimed :
" We all have the same faith with Leo
whoever contradicts this faith

as

;

a Eutychian.

Upon

commissioners suggested, that nothing
receive into the creed that article from the
letter of Leo.
After this proposal had been generally received, they
held with the select committee a secret meeting, in which the new symbol of faith was drawn up accordingly.
In this it was defined that
is

more was needed than

this the
to

the one Christ, Son, Lord, only-begotten, should be recognized in iwo

1 Leo was asked, in a letter addressed to
_
him by the synod, to manifest, by that concession, his thanks to the emperor for having given the force of law to the doctrinal

decision of the Roman bishop, and to the
patriarch, for having united with him in
establishing the pure doctrine. See Mansi

T. VII. f. 154. So too, for the like
purpose, the patriarch Anatolius himself
hinted at his own services in this respect to
the bishop Leo, in a letter addressed to the
latter, which was first published among the
works of Leo,' by the brothers Balleriai,
concil..

Mansi

1.

c.

f.

171.

DIOSCURUS DEPOSED.
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natures,^ so that all confusion, change, and division of the

excluded.^

is

than this

to

;

Wliile

all

No

one should be allowed

teach or
the

to

rest

to

profess

t\.

i)

natures

any other creed

think otherwise.

Avho

had been active in the second Ephesiau
and requested to be forgiven, the

council, testified their repentance

other hand, persisted in his ojjpositiou.
refused to recognize the judicial authority of the council and, after
having been thrice summoned in the customary form, still remained
Meanwhile, in addition to what was objected to
firm in his refusal.
patriarch Dioscurus, on the

Ho

his

;

behavior

at

the

second Ephesian council,

many grave

charges,

and his administration of the episcopal
office, were brought against him by Alexandrian ecclesiastics.
Instead
of being humbled, he had the boldness himself to excommunicate the
Roman bishop. He was accordingly deprived of all his spiritual titles
and dignities.
But although the person of Dioscurus was sacrificed, even by those
who had [)reviously consented to serve as his instruments, yet the
fanatical hatred of his party towards the Orientals was still manifested
in various ways, and particularly by the outrageous manner in which
the venerable bishop Theodoret was received by the council. When, in
aifecting his moral character

compliance with a petition of his own, the case of Theodoret, in theeightli
and he accordingly appeared
among the assembled ecclesiastics, and referred to the petition about
to be read as a testimony of his faith, he was constantly interrupted
by the cry They would allow nothing to be read all he had to do
was to condemn Nestorius. " Speak out clearly. Anathema to Nestorius and his doctrines
anathema to Nestorius and his friends " It
is easy to see that Theodoret was not prepared to condemn Nestorius
at once and without any farther qualification
but that yet he was
ready to make any sacrifice, for the sake of peace, which he could do
session of the council, was to be taken up,

:

;

!

;

;

and with the demands of conscience.
condemning what men had become wont to
We see that Theodoret could now
designate as the Nestorian heresy.
yield more than he would have been willing to concede at an earlier
" Truly," said he with dignified composure, " I speak not
period.
In the first place, I
otherwise than as I know is well-pleasing to God.
would convince you, that my bishopric is not to me so very dear an
interest
that I am not solicitous for the honor, and that it is not for
the sake of it I have come here, but because I have been calumniated.
consistently with his convictions

He

had no hesitation

in

;

the report of the monk Euaccount of the life of Cyril)
Grsecis, Paris, 1688) and of
Evagrius prove that the reading of the
Latin copies of the symbol is the correct
one, and the reading of the Greek e/c 6vo
1

Not only

thymius (see

His

in Analectis

is false; but also the whole course
of proceedings in the council jjroves this,
Manifestly the earlier symbol, more favorable to tlie Egyptian system of doctrine, contained the £/c ovo (pvaeuv, and the favoring

a>vaeuv

of the otlier party consisted mainly in converting the ek into iv. Moreover the iK 6vo
(pvaeuv does not suit the connection: the
verb yvupL[,v^evov points rather to the original iv. The tv 6vo (pvaeai or the eK 6vo <pvaiuv was the turning-point of the whole
controversy between the Monophysites and
the Duophysites.
2 'Aavyx^Tus, urpemus, udiMpirug, ax<^
piarug.
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I have come to prove myself an orthodox man, to show you thtt I
condemn Nestorius and Eutyches, and every man who speaks of two
Sons of God." Again it was loudly vociferated " Say anathema to
:

Nestorius, and to

demn

who

think like him."
But he was afraid to conNestorianism, without having first unfolded Avhat he deemed to
all

be the pure doctrine^ lest some occasion should be given for employing
word Nestorianism, for the purpose of condemning that
which, according to his otvn convictions, was much rather the true doc-'
trine.
Hence he said " If I may not be allowed in the first place to
explain how I believe, I cannot express that anathema but I believe "
here the bishops cried out " He is a heretic he is a Nestorian cast
forth the Nestorian."
Theodoret then said " Anathema to Nestorius,
and to every one who calls not Mary the mother of God, and who
divides the one only-begotten Son into two sons.
I have subscribed
the confession of faith 'and the letter of the bishop Leo; and so I
believe.
Farewell."
The emperor's commissioners thereupon declared that Theodoret had now given sufficient proof of his orthodoxy,
and it only remained, that, as he had been justified by the Roman
bishop, he should be restored to his church.
To this proposal of the
court, the assembly now acceded by acclamation.^
Again, an incident which happened during the fourth action of the
council foreshadowed what was to be expected from the dominant
fanaticism in Egypt.
Ten aged bishops from this country declined to
anathematize at once, as they were required to do, the doctrines of
Eutyches, and to subscribe the letter of Leo to Flavian.
Such was
the despotic authority of the Alexandrian bishops over the Egyptian
church, that they declared it impossible for them, according to the
church laws, to act in this case independently they must wait for the
that vague

—

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

1 Amidst these scenes at Chalcedon, we
no longer perceive in Theodoret that constancy and firmness with which he had

He

hitherto defended his innocent friend.

appears no longer faithful even to those
professions wliich he earlier expressed yet
this may have been the effect of a momentary weakness.
He may have deemed it
best to yield for the moment to the fury of
blind zealots, who would not listen to the
voice of reason; especially as he explicitly
stated, that with the name Nestorius he
really condemned only a particular error,
to express which men had been pleased to
coin this term,
and it is easy to see that
he felt himself placed under constraint,
Uut in the strongest contrast with his formcr behavior stands the way in which he
speaks at the conclusion of one of his
latest works, his account of the heresies
{alpsTiKK iiaKO(iv&ia^ kmroixTj), respecting
his old friend
where he describes him as
an instrument of Satan as a man who by
;

—

;

;

plunged the church into disorders who under the pretext of orthodoxy,
introduced at one and the same time

his pride
;

the denial of the divinity

and of the

incar-

nation of the only-begotten Son one who
met at last with the punishment he deserved, and the premonitory sign of his future
punishment. Fearof the Wind zealots alone
assuredly could not lead him thus to contradiot himself; vexation at the disorders
which had grown out of Nestorius' attack
upon tlie term deoTOKO^, (with which even
ha was not satisfied,) must in the end have
cast a shade in his soul on the memory of
the author of those disturbances.
But,
nevertheless, we have here a melancholy
proof of human weakness in a man who
otherwise appears to us as a light in an age
of darkness. Fain would we agree whh
those who have considered this clause to be
spurious, were there not so much stronger
rea,sons for the contrary supposition, and
were it possible also to consider the letter
addressed to Sporacius on the Nestorian
heresy, which is derived for the most part
from that latter clause, as an interpolated
piece.
For the rest, Theodoret perhaps
spent the last six or seven years of his
life, as he designed to do, ep. 146, in seelusion and in the occupation of writing,
;

MONOPHYSITE CONTROVERSY.
decision
elected,

of

the

new

who was

patriarch of Alexandria,

and govern themselves accordingly.
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In vain

still to be
was objected,

it

that they ought not in matters of religious conviction to

make them-

any individual man and that the
sentence of the general council must possess more force than that of
an individual bishop.
They implored the council to allow them indulselves dependent on the authority of

;

gence, because in their own country they could not be certain of their
Uves if they ventured to declare themselves independent of their patriarch.
This delay was finally granted them, under the condition that
they should not leave Ephesus until the new patriarch was elected.
The council of Chalcedon, by proceeding in this manner, could not,
of course, secure the object they had in view, which was to efiect a
union of the two parties.
The weak spots which this assembly discovered by the inward contradictions brought to view during the course
of its proceedings ; the exchange of one confession of faith for another
the influence of court policy on the final result,
all this was, of
course, ill suited to procure authority for the decisions of this council
in the minds of those who entertained other opinions.^
When so passionate a fanaticism in favor of the Egyptian monophysitism had manifested itself at this council of Chalcedon, it was no
wonder that it should soon be more widely spread by the adherents of Dioscurus on their return home ; and that it should find its way among the
swarms of wild and untutored monks who were used to these formulas,
and produce among them the most violent agitations. In the doctrine
of the two natures, these people saw nothing but pure Nestorianism, a
dividing of the one Christ into two Sons of God, two persons.
That
he who is supreme over nature was still born in the natural way,
this,
they declared, was enough for them to know.
T^ie how was what they
could not explain.^
This was the germ of the Monophysite controver
sies, so disastrous to the Oriental church, so pernicious to practical

—

—

Christianity.

Palestine and

Egypt were,

at first, the chief seats of this contro;Theodosius, who returned from the Chalcedonian council to Palestine, conveyed thither the seeds of discord.
He attached himself to the party of the deceased emperor's widow
Eudocia, and soon ruled supreme in all the cloisters.
He set every
thing in commotion, raging furiously against all who would not secede
from the Chalcedonian council.
The patriarch Juvenalis of Jerusalem
was banished from his city, and Theodosius himself nominated patri-

versy.

fanatical

monk

The Monophysites well understood how

1

to

The

avail

laid

themselves of these weak spots

open by the council, as we

may

see

from tfie charf^es they l)rou<j;ht against it to
which Leontius of Byzantium or Jerusalem,
at the end of the sixth century, replied in
his work against the Nestorians and the
Eutychians. See this work in the Greek
original, published by Mansi,Ci)ncil. T. VII.
If the ciiarge broiigtit by the Monof. 799.
;

physites (f. 813) really implied" that many
votes at the council had been purchased

with jrold, this accusation would assuredly
be confirmed by the bad defense of Leontins.
But this" does not lie in the words:
they speak only of simony in the appoin^
ment of bishops. The word xsi-porovcat
must be understood to refer, not Jo a vote in
the council, but to ordinations.
^ In the petition of tfie monks from Pal-

The

estine

:

yevvg.

Kara

(pvaLoAoyelv 7tu>{
xP'l'^o-'rdv vnep ipvaw. Harduio
672.

/i?/

<i>vaiv

Concil. T. II.

f.
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arch there by his party.
Similar things occurred in other cities.
Provinces were wasted with fire and sword ; Theodosius deposed and
appointed bishops.
It was finally necessary to check this evil by
resorting to forcible measures.
The second theatre of these contests was Egypt, and particularly
Alexandria.
There Proterius had been nominated patriarch in the
place of the deposed Dioscurus ; but, from what we have already seen
taking place at Chalcedon, we may easily gather that Dioscurus would
still

gave

have a w^eighty party in his favor.
rise to the most violent disorders.

the aid of soldiers

:

There arose a schism, which
It

became necessary

served, as usual, to exasperate men's minds, and

lence ensued.

to call in

the attempt to suppress the schism by force only

many

scenes of vio-

Finally, quiet was restored,

and so it continued as long
as Marcian lived
although the Monophysite party, headed by the
presbyter Timotheus Ailurus, continued to subsist as a separate and
distinct one.
But as the Monophysite party, after the death of this
emperor in 457, indulged the expectation of finding a more favorable
disposition in his successor, they ventured to appoint and to ordain
Timotheus as their patriarch.
The attempt made by the military commandant, to put an end to the difficulties by force, led to a tumult, in
which Proterius was murdered. Both parties now applied to the
emperor with petitions. The latter, being aware of the great importance of the Monophysite party, was the more desirous of removing
the schism by means of some mutual agreement, without resorting to
force.
He begged the Roman bishop Leo the Great to come himself
to the East, and direct the negotiations.
But Leo had no inclination
to do this. Moreover, he was of the opinion that no concessions ought
to be made at the expense of doctrines expressed by a council under
the guidance of the Holy Ghost; but that these must only be strictly
maintained.
The bad result of a general council assembled for the
purpose of restoring peace having at last been made evident by the
example of the council of Chalcedon, the emperor made trial of another
;

expedient.
He issued a command to all the metropolitans to consult
with their bishops respecting the manner in Avhich the council of Chal_

cedon and the ordination of
treated, and to report to him
tinguished above others for a
the opinion expressed on this

Timotheus ought

to

be regarded and

the result of their deUberations.

Dis-

wise moderation, rare in this age, was
occasion by the bishops of Pamphylia.

We^ here meet

with a distinction lying far remote from the fanatical
conception peculiar to this period,— the distinction
between that which belongs to the essence of Christian faith, and that
which belongs to the exactness of doctrinal definitions requisite for the
habits of doctrinal

development of

tlieology.

"Those

definitions," said

they,

"were

drawn up by the Roman bishop Leo, and by the council of Chalcedon,
not for the purpose of having them pass to the laity, and give offense
to them
but they were designed only for the priests, that they might
have wherewith to answer gainsayers.
The doctrine concerning the
union of two natures in one Christ was not employed for the instruc
;

tion

of catechumens, nor adopted into the general formulas of doc-
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trine
but used only for the purposes of theological discussion." Thej
were of the opinion that there ought to be no dispute on the questions, whether Christ subsisted in two natures, or comhted of two
natures, and whether we should speak of one nature of the Word
which became man the only important thing was, that the union of
the two natures should be maintained, but without being confounded.
They recommended the condescending indulgence, of which Christ
was the pattern, as the best and readiest means of reclaiming errorists, and of restoring tranquillity.
;

:

Since the majority of voices, however, now maintained the authority
Chalcedon, and were opposed to the ordination of
Tiraotheus Ailurus, the emperor Leo resolved that he Avould put an end
In the year 460, Timotheus Ailurus was
to the difficulties by force.
banished to Cherson, and in his place Timotheus Salophaciolus was
The mild character of the latter
appointed patriarch of Alexandria.
enabled him for the moment to do something towards restoring tranDf the council of

quillity.

So much the more violent, however, was the ferment which ensued,
when, by a political revolution, the hitherto oppressed party of the
This took place in
Monophysites at once obtained the preponderance.
476, when Basiliscus succeeded in expellhig the emperor Zeno, successor to his father-in-law Leo in the year 474, from the imperial throne,
and securing it for himself. Whether the fact was that he had not
attained to this high eminence without the aid of the Monophysite
party, or whether he hoped to find in this party an important support, he
showed from the beginning that it was his purpose to make it the ruling
He was the first to publish decisions on matters of
party in the East.
for, in entering on his reigri, he issued a circular
faith by imperial laws
letter (kynvKlLov') to be signed by all the bishops on pain of being
deposed from their office whereby it was established, that the Nicene
;

;

creed, together with the several decrees in confirmation of it passed at
the councils of Constantinople and Ephesus, should alone be valid ;
while, on the other hand, the Chalcedonian symbol and the letter of
Leo were condemned as standing at variance with this, and ordered to
Many of the bishops
be burned wherever they might be found.
partly such as, being
with the imperial command
rather inchned of themselves to adopt the Monophysite opinion, had
only been moved by the ruling power to accept the Chalcedonian articles ; and partly such as were always in the habit of shaping their

readily complied

;

opinions according to the doctrinal tendency of the court.

At Alexandria, the victory of the Monophysite party would take
for this party had there a natural
place without any violent struggle
Timotheus Ailurus resumed his patriarchate, and the
preponderance.
;

Timotheus Salophaciolus quietly returned back to his cloister.
commotions arose in many districts, where hitherto the
and enthusiastic
party of the Chalcedonian council had prevailed
monks, who exercised the greatest influence over the people, stirred

mild

But

violent

;

them up

to resistance against
1

the imperial

See Hardaiii. Concil. T.

II.

command.
f.

731.

The

patriarch
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Acacius of Constantinople, although wavering himself, yet took courage from the strength of the zealots, to show resistance to the emperor.
And as, in addition to this, Zeno had, in the mean time, strengthened
his power, Basiliscus issued in 477 a second circular, (wTcyw/cAiw,)
whereby the first was revoked. Soon after this, the victory of Zeno,
who once more made himself master of the empire, changed the whole
face of affairs.

This emperor was the more firmly resolved in the outset to do all in
power to advance the party of the council of Chalcedon, because
doubtless he was especially indebted to this party for the recovery of

his

his throne,

and because

his political interests

would make him

hostile to

This change of court
the other party, which Basiliscus had favored.
orthodoxy was" soon followed by the usual consequences attending such
lamentable dependence of the church on the state. Those same bishops
of Asia Minor who, under the preceding reign, had defended themselves before the emperor Basiliscus against the charge of having only
subscribed his circular letter by constraint, and from motives of fear

who had

styled this document, in their communication to him, a divine^
letter ; who had declared to him that the world must go

and apostolic

he did not uphold the authority of his religious edict ; who
these
to depose the patriarch Acacius from his seat,
same bishops now testified to this very patriarch their repentance ;
writing to him, that they had subscribed the circular letter of Basiliscus,
not from conviction, but because they were compelled to it ; but that in
their faith they really agreed with that which had been piously and
rightly determined at the council of Chalcedon.^
This change must have had a very great influence, especially on the
condition of the Alexandriau church, in which the Monophysite party
to ruin, if

called on

—

him

was ever predominant. Timotheus Ailurus was allowed, it is true,
peacefully to end the few remaining days of his old age in the patriarchal office; but when, after his death in 477, the Monophysite party
proceeded to choose the archdeacon Petrus Mongus as his successor,
the emperor looked upon this as an insurrection ; he pronounced sentence of death on Petrus Mongus, and the latter seems to have escaped
It was ordered that
the execution of this sentence only by flight.
Timotheus Salophaciolus should be restored to the patriarchate of
Alexandria.
The emperor threatened all laymen and ecclesiastics
who should not within two months recognize Salophaciolus as their
patriarch, with the loss of all their dignities and churches, and with
exile .3
The restored patriarch Timotheus was enabled for the moment,
.by his moderation and gentleness, to preserve quiet at Alexandria.

He

protecting instead of persepresented a rare example for this age
insomuch that the emperor had to
cuting the Monophysite party,

—

—

—

1 The i9cZox',
divinum,
the usual deeignation, indeed, derived from the pagan
times, and applied to whatever came from
the emperor; but it was bad enough in
bishops, when speaking of religious matters,
to imitate such phraseology.

;

2 Co^jp, Evagr. hist, eccles. III. c. 5 and 9.
^ See the letters of the Roman bishop
Felix III. to the patriarch Acacius, and to
the emperor Zeno.
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admonish him to use greater severity towards the heretics, and not
allow them to hold their church assemblies and to baptize but, notwithstanding this, he still continued to pursue the same course of conduct.
Hence he was universally esteemed by the Alexandrians and they
would call out to him in the streets and in the churches: "Although
we have no church-fellowship with you, yet we love you." ^
But after the death of Timotheus Salophaciolus, which soon ensued,
there arose a new schism.
The party which was by far the most
numerous, that of the Mono]jhy sites, chose for their patriarch the archdeacon Petrus Mongus the minor party of the Chalcedonian council
chose the chief treasurer of the Alexandrian church, John Talaya.
The emperor at first was resolved to approve the choice of the Chalcedonian faction alone but a complication of events led him to change
;

;

:

;

his mind.

John Talaya, at that time presiding as presbyter over the churches
on the island of Tabennoe, had been sent by the patriarch Timotheus
Salophaciolus, after the latter had been reinstated in his office by the
emperor Zeno, on a mission to Constantinople, in company with Gennadius, a kinsman of the patriarch, and bishop of Lower Hermupolis.
Gennadius remained behind at Constantinople, and had there acquired
great influence as plenipotentiary or agent (apocrisiarius) of the Egyptian patriarch.
John Talaya, however, had entered into a connection
with lUus, one of the first men of the empire, to whom the emperor
was in part indebted for the recovery of his throne and probably at
this time Illus engaged, perhaps not Avithout the assurance of receiving
a splendid remuneration from Talaya, that he would procure for him
the patriarchate after the death of the aged Timotheus.
For this
reason, after his return to Egypt, Talaya gave *up his office in the
church at Tabennae, and resumed the post which he had before occupied
at Alexandria, so that he might be ready, on the death of Timotheus,
immediately to make such arrangements as would secure the attainment of his object, beyond all fear of a failure. From this place he
Bent many and valuable presents to Illus.
Relying on the patronage
of this powerful man, he deemed it the less necessary to secure the
good will of Gennadius, whom he had left behind at Constantinople, or
of the patriarch himself; and by this neglect he made them both his
enemies.
Tlie deputy whom he sent with his inaugural letter (kv^povioTiKo) to Constantinople, was instructed not to present this immediately
;

to

the

Illus,

latter

patriarch,

but

first

inquire

after

his

patron, the influential

and to proceed in all respects as he should direct. But as the
was then at Antioch, the deputy of John Talaya set off for that

city, without presenting his

letter

to

the patriarch.^

By

this unex-

ampled neglect of the honor due to him as bishop of the imperial
and, as
residence, the patriarch Acacius was completely disgusted
Illus soon after rebelled against the emperor, Acacius was the more
;

1 See Liberati Diaconi breviarium causae
Nestorianorum et Eutychianorum, ed. Gar-

nier, pag. 108.

^ See Liberal, c. 16 and
phanes' chronography.

1

7,

and Theo-
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easily enabled to

Peter Mongus,

make John Talaya

the-

hateful also to the emperor Zeno.
head of the Monophjsite party, was cunnmg enough

to turn these circumstances to his

He

own advantage.

visited Con-

and pointed out the danger to which the exasperation of the numerous party of the Monophysites might expose the
tranquillity of tlie state, if a patriarch were thrust upon them whom
stantinople in person,

they could not approve.
He proposed, on the other hand, a treaty by
which he hoped to unite all in one church. Acacius entered into this
scheme, and persuaded the emperor to favor it.
The latter issued, in
the year 482, a treaty of agreement addressed to the churches of the
Alexandrian patriarchate, which, by omitting the expressions employed
in the disputed questions, and abiding only by general terms, was
expected to bring about the removal of this opposition.
It was here
determined, that no other creed should be valid than the Nicene-Constantinopolitan symbol, which had been confirmed at Ephesus.
A symbolical authority was given to the anathemas of Cyrill; and, without
mentioning the words " person " and " nature," which touched the
dispute, it was declared that Christ is one and not two,^ since miracles and sufferings were referred to one and the same person.
Moreover, sentence of condemnation was pronounced on Nestorianism and
Eutycliianism, but also on all who tauglit or had taught contrary to
tliese articles, whether at Chalcedon, or in any other synod or place
whatsoever.^
This concordate was now designed, in the purpose of the emperor,
to serve as a basis for the peace of the church.
Those among the
Monophysites who agreed to subscribe it should, without being required
to give up tlieir pecuhar opinions, be received by the other party into
the communion of the church
and also the latter should be left free
;

and for themselves to maintain the
authority of the council of Chalcedon, and of Leo's letter to Flavian.
But without interfering with these differences, the concordate should
stand valid as the basis of church fellowship, and neither party should
to retain their peculiar doctrines,

stigmatize the other as heretical.
But such an object was not to be
attained in this way.
The zealous Monophysites demanded an explicit

condemnation of the council of Chalcedon, and of the letter to Flavian
and as they separated from the moderates, who were satisfied with the
concordate, without having any principal leader, they were from hence;

forth designated as the headless sect, {aKi^aXou)

who

Now when

those

agreed with this party in their doctrinal opinions,
allowed themselves to be influenced by their respect for it, they lost
the confidence of those with whom, by means of the compromise, they
had concluded a peace. On the other hand, the zealous adherents of
the Chalcedonian council were far from being satisfied with a written
contract in which this council was spoken of in such disparaging
terms, and all who accepted the compromise appeared to them as
Monophysites. Thus it happened, that the henoticon, instead of doing
away the schism, only made it worse than it was before. Instead of
two parties, there were now four; the zealots on both sides, and the
bishops

1

chiefly

"Ev Tvyxdvuv Kal ov 6vo.

2

Evagr. h.

e.

III. 14.
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moderates of the two parties who accepted the compromise.
The warm
adherents of the Chalcedonian council found great sympathy in the
Roman church, and there stigmatized the dominant party of the Orienschism between the Eastern and the
tal church as heretical.
Western church was the consequence of this.
While these commotions growing out of the henoticon were still in
progress, the emperor Zeno, A.D. 491, died, and was succeeded by
Anaatamis. The latter was only desirous of preserving peace and of
silencing the heretic-makers on both sides ; and for this reason he
would not suifer the treaty of coalition to drop. But this moderation,
proceeding from motives of policy, could only make him an object of
suspicion to the zealots; and, as he would tolerate noriiing which was
oppo6ed to his plans, in seeking to preserve peace, he appeared in the
Serious disturbances, arising out of the struggle
light of a persecutor.
between the two parties, broke out during this emperor's reign, in
Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and Constantinople ; and his efforts to compel
the enthusiasts to moderation were attended with no other result than
to render the commotions more violent.
As he exerted himself with
the most vigor to repress the enthusiasts near by, in Constantinople
itself, he must of course become suspected of favoring the Monophysites.
In the patriarch of Constantinople he found a violent antagonist.
By the patriarch Euphemius, the orthodoxy of the emperor had been
suspected from the first
he had consented to his taking the
throne, only on condition that the emperor should give him a written
assurance, that he would attempt to do nothing against the authority
Anastasius soon endeavored to get rid
of the Chalcedonian council.
of him, which he could not do without exciting a tumult among the
The presbyter Macedonius, in whom, until now, no one had
people.
ever witnessed any symptom of passionate zeal, was nominated his
successor ; but he too must soon incur the imperial displeasure, since
he was not willing to lose his character for orthodoxy among the zealots
of the party attached to the Chalcedonian council
and therefore connected himself more closely with them than suited the emperor's plans.
Besides this, two men of vigorous activity now took the lead of the
hitherto headless but zealous Monophysite party and, in other districts,
disturbances aj;ose, the influence of which spread to Constantinople.
One of these persons, Xenayas, of Tahal in Persia, had ali-eady contended zealously against the Nestorians in his own country. Afterwards, he had betaken himself to Syria and the Monophysite patriarch
of Antioch, Peter the clothier, so called after the trade which he
pursued as a monk,^ (originally one of the monks associated with
Eutyches at Constantinople,) had made him bishop of the city of
By the same dignitary his name also was
Hieropolis or Mabug.
changed into the Greek form Philoxpnoa, and by this name he is best
known as the promoter of the so-called Philoxenian Syriac translation
But with the successor of this Mono})hysite
of the New Testament.
patriarch, with Flavian, who was more inclined to the doctrines of the

A

;

;

•

;

;

1

nirpof 6

Kva^ev<:.
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disseminating the Monophysite
though Flavian was willing to
purchase peace by yielding many points, yet nothing could induce him
Violent conexpressly to condemn the doctrine of the two natures.
tests ensued, which spread even to the adjacent Palestine.
The second of these two new leaders of the Monophysite party was

Chalcedonian council,

his

zeal

in

doctrines involved him in a quarrel

;

for

While a Pagan, he had
Severus^ who came from Sozojwlis in Pisidia.
devoted himself to tHe study of the law, in the famous law-school at
Berytum, and afterwards became an advocate. At Tripoli in Phoenicia he received baptism, became a monk, and united himself with a
society of zealous Monophysites.
Banislied by a hostile party, he came
with a number of his companions to Constantinople, to seek jirotection
from the emperor. He told him that the defence of the Chalcedonian
council was the cause of all the disturbances ; he sought to introduce a
certain addition to the old and venerated church song, the trisagion,
(the thrice holy, from Isa. 6,) which might serve as the basis of a coalition between the two parties.
Some time before, the above-named
Monophysite church-teacher, Peter the clothier, had already added, to
one of the invocations to God in that church hymn, the clause. Thou
who wast crucified for us, (^6 aravpu'Seig 6i' Tjfiug.^) The transfer of predicates, which was expressed in this clause, in fact perfectly coincided
with the Monophysite type of doctrine
but it might also, in another
sense, precisely after the same manner as the term ^eoTOKog had already
been adopted into the church phraseology, be admitted by the Duophysites as being opposed to Nestorianism
and so, by this opposite reference of the same term, both parties might come together.
Of this
ambiguity Severus availed himself; but, in the then existing ferment
of minds at Constantinople, this addition appeared as a crass Monophysitism, as impinging on the immutability- of the divine essence
and
this innovation met with the most determined resistance.
While, in the
public worship of God, one party sang the .old church hymn in its simple form, others burst in, loudly vociferating the added words.
Thus the very solemnities of worship were profaned by expressions of
worldly passion, and even by bloody contests.
As the rumor spread
that the emperor favored the addition to the church hymn, and was
threatening to remove the patriarch Macedonius, a violent tumult broke
forth.
The houses of many of the grandees were burned a monk,
who was su[)i)Osed to be the author of the addition, was seized by the
infuriate populace and murdered, and his head was carried about in
triumph stuck ujion a jjole.
Then appeared the emperor at the circus
before the assembled people, without his crown.
He declared himself
willing to lay down the government
but all could not reign at once,
one must be sovereign.
These words had their effect on the excited
multitude ; the people besought the emperor to retain the government,
and promised tranquillity. The emperor took advantage of this favorable moment: he caused the patriarch Macedonius to be removed, and
Timotheus, a presbyter who had accepted the henoticon, was appointed
his successor.
Meanwhile, the emperor saw himself under the necessity, for many reasons, of yielding to the fury of the exasperated
;

;

;

;

;
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By thia
party of the Chalcedonian council, where tliis predominated.
exasperation, aid and comfort was given to the insurrection of the
and
military commander Vitahan, which broke out in the year 514
Anastasius found himself compelled to enter into conditions of ptjace,
He
to the advantage of the adherents of the Chalcedonian council.
promised to assemble a council at Heraclea in Thrace, and moreover to
invite the assistance of the Roman bishop, so that, above all things,
the church-fellowship might thus be restored with the latter, which
amounted to no more nor less than that the Chalcedonian council should
be reinstated in its authority for no hqje certainly could be entertained of making peace with the Roman church, on any othei- terms
Yet Anastasius sought to put off the fulfilment of these
than these.
and the difficulties which were
irksome conditions as long as he could
raised by the Roman church in conducting the negotiations for peace,
The enthusiasm for the Chalcedonian council,
facilitated his plans.
and the hatred of Monophysitism and of the emperor Anastasius, who
was considered to be its champion, did but mount so much the higher
after that emperor's death, and at the commencement of the reign of
his successor Justin, in 518.
When John, the patriarch of Constantinople under the new government, made his first appearance at the public worship, he was received
by the assembled people with loud shouts, demanding that since the
Manichean Anastasius no longer reigned, but the orthodox Justin, the
authority of the Chalcedonian council should once more be publicly
that the anathema should be pronounced on Severus, and.
recognized
on all the leaders of the Monophysite party ; that all Monophysitea
should be removed from the imperial court and frpm the capital ^ and
that fellowship should be restored with the Roman church.
The assembled multitude did not desist from their impetuous outcries, till the
Similar demands of ecclesiastics, monks, and laity,
patriarch yielded.
came also from other churches. As the emperor Justin, a rude Thra;

;

;

;

;

1 See the protocol in the acts of the
council under Mennas, Harduin. T. II. f.
1334 and 1355. The hatred was particularly manifested against the powerful lord
chamberlain (Propositus sacri cubiculi)
Amantius. The multitude shouted, in allusion to him Tbv 2,7/pov tov naXarlov e^w
duAe. F. 1337.
He must doubtless have
had great influence under Anastasius, in
promoting Monophysitisra; for, in calling
upon the patriarch publicly to declare
himself, it was exclaimed, that, under the
rcign of a Justin, he needed have no fear
of Amantius [oh <l>o^fjaaL 'Afiupnov tov
:

.

1. c. HarThis Amantius, however,
was hated and suspected by the erai)eror
Justin for he had conceived the project
of making a certain count Theocritus emperor, through whom he might hope to be
ruler himself. He had for this jnu-pose

Mavixalov

duiu.

f.

'lovorh'og jSaaLAevei),

1339.

;

sum
commander of

given a

in order

that,

of money to Justin, then
the emperor's body guard,
by a skillful distribution

of it, he might purchase votes in favor of
Theocritus. But Justin used the gold in
behalf of himself, and became emperor,
Of course he must now stand in dread of
Amantius and hence soon caused him to
be executed.
See Evagr. h. e. 1. IV. c. 2,
;

Theophancs, Chronograph, at the comniencement of the reign of Justin. The
assassination of Amantius, however, was
deemed a judgment on the heretic. See
the popular exclamation in an assembly
in the cburch at Tyre, which likewise demanded the condemnation of the MoHarduin. 1. c. f. 1359 'Attcnophysites.
:

\^avev ^AfiuvTig 6 uvrupTTjc

ttjc

rptadoc.

We

discern here the hidden connection betwixt
tlie plots of political and theological parThe fear of the infection of Moties.
nophysitism was in many districts so
great, that in Tyre, for example, the Egyptian dealers in wood were not suffered to
remain in the city lest they might spread
the Monophysite heresy beyond ^gypt.
L. c. 1356.
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THEODORA.

ANTHIMUS.

who took no

interest himself in theological disputes, was governed
two chief ministers, Vitalian and Justinian, who warmly espoused
the doctrines of the Chalcedonian council, he would very easily be
persuaded to every measure which favored the interests of this party.
New negotiations were entered into with the Roman bishop Hormisdas,
and men were ready to consent to all the conditions prescribed by that
cian,

by

his

bishop for the restoration of church-fellowship.
Among these was the,
severe one, that the names of all the bishojjs who, under the preceding
reign, had accepted the henoticon, or attached themselves to the Monophysite party, should be expunged from the church records.
To
anathematize the leaders oi the Monophysite party was a point which

might be easily secured nor was there any hesitation at Constantinople
even to surrender the patriarch Acacius to the popular will.
But, in
many districts, ecclesiastics and churches were not at all disposed to
sacrifice the memory of their beloved bishops
they would not suffer
themselves to be moved to this by arguments or by threats.
New
schisms and bloody disturbances were to* be feared, if they were forced
to this.
The emperor himself, therefore, requested the Roman bishop
to yield a little on this point. ^
The Monophysite clergymen, however,
were deposed from their places.
Severus, who had managed to make
himself patriarch of Antioch, was threatened with a severer fate
through the vengeance of the commander Vitalian, who had been
injured by him
but he saved himself by fleeing to Alexandria, where
he met with a friendly reception from his Monophysite fellow-believers.
;

:

;

the party was too strong to be prudently attacked.
Justinian^ the successor of this emperor, from the year 527, meant
to be considered a zealous champion of the Chalcedonian orthodoxy.
Intermeddling in theological disputes was with him a favDrite passion ;

There

and he would very willingly have been lawgiver to the church, in the
same sense as he was to the state but the more he acted, or supposed
he acted, by his own impulse, the more he served as the tool of others,
who knew how to influence him by taking advantage of his weakness.
Thus was he often obliged to subserve interests to which he was altogether opposed in his own intentions.
In particular, his wife Theodora,
who governed him, and who was herself attached to Monophysitism,
successfully plotted many a scheme for the advantage of the Monophy
site party, Avhich he abhorred.
She even went so far as to cause to be
formed, under the very eyes of the emperor at Constantinople, a
Monophysite society, whose branches extended through all parts of the
empire, and to procure that a Monophysite should be elevated to the
.episcopate of the imperial residence
and every thing was prepared to
raise up the Monophysites from their state of oppression to being the
dominant party. Her principal agent in accomplishing all this was a
person by the name of Anthiraus.
He had once been bishop over the
church at Trapezund in Pontus but, without waiting to be regularly
dismissed from the pastoral relation, he had left his flock for the pur:

;

;

^
See the correspondence between the patriarch of
Ja9tin,%nd the Roman bishop Hormisdas.

Constantinople, the emperoi
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pose, as he preteudeJ, of having it in his power to lead a perfectly
Christian life as a monk ^ but probably, if we may judge from the
sequel, he was led to this step, like so many others, by more doubtful
and the truth was, that the court life had more charms for
motives
him than the administering of a pastoral office distinguished by no
outward splendor, in an insignificant town. He betook himself to
Constantinople there his ascetic garb procured for him distinguished
he gained the confidence of the empress Theodora, and
consideration
the alternate residence at the court and at a pleasant villa near Constantinople"^ suited him better than his former secluded hfe in the
This person now drew around him all the most imporpastoral office.
tant men of the Monophysite party, who, under the protection of Theodora, visited Constantinople
and amongst these was Severus. At
length, by the management of Theodora, Anthimus, in the year 585,
was nominated patriarch of Constantinople.^ Of a surety, the emperor
Justinian, who was so zealously orthodox, entertained no other idea
than that his bishop was a staunch adherent of the Chalcedonian
;

;

;

;

;

And

council.

perhajis the trick

would have lasted

cunmng Theodora would have succeeded

still

longer, and the

in accomplishing

still

more,

the whole plan had not been frustrated

by an accident quite unforeseen, after the deception had been kept up no longer than a year.
It
happened, that the Koman bishop Agapetus visited Constantinople as
ambassador of the East Gothic king Theodoric. Many dissatisfied
ecclesiastics and monks took this opportunity of presenting to the
Roman bishop, who had less to fear than others from the anger of the.
empress, and could therefore act more independently at the court, a
formal complaint against the bishop Anthimus, charging him partly
with erroneous doctrines, and partly with unjustifiable proceedings to
obtain the patriarchate of Constantinople.
The Roman bishop required
him to prove his orthodoxy by a confession of faith, and (in accordance
if

with the church laws of the West, which forbade the transfer of bishops)
to return back from the patriarchate of Constantinople to hi^ earlier

he had voluntarily abandoned. As Anthimus could
not consent to this, Agapetus excommunicated him from the fellowship
of the church, and moreover avoided all intercourse with him.
The
empress was unable to change the mind of the Roman bishop either by

bishopric, which

When, through his influence, Justinian came
promises or by threats.
to see how grossly he had been deceived, his indignation knew no
bounds.
Anthimus was deposed and at the recommendation of Agapetus, the presbyter Mennas, superintendent of the great hospital at
Constantinople, was nominated patriarch.*
The new' patriarch, in the year 536, invited the bishops who happened to be then present in Constantinople, to meet in a synod (^mvodoi
;

action of the council under
said
Ovtoc ta ttoXXov tt/v
idiav kniOirjalav KaTa2,Lrruv kuI neivXaafiEvov
(3iov kyKpaTEiag avaXafiuv.
Harduin T.
1

In the

Mennas,

first

it

is

:

,

II.
'^

f.

f.

act.

IV. sub Menna,

1243.

VOL.

II,

:

kxeLpoTuvEi..
*

1193.

His npouarewv,

^ Procopius, in his secret history of tlic
court (hist, arcana), c. 17, says of Thoodora
Avrrj rag re apxag kol lepuavvag

38

See Concil. sub Menna,

rat. breviar.

c.

21.

act.

I.

Liba-
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VIGILIUS, BISHOP OF ROME.

purpose of putting a final seal on the condemnation
The emperor Justinian accomof Monophysitism, and its defenders.
panied the decrees of this council Avith a confirmatory law, altogether
"
The leaders of the Monophysite party
worthy of his despotic spirit:
should keep away from the residence and from all the more important
hSTifwvaa), for the

cities; they should live quietly and without disturbance as private
persons, and take good care how they corrupted others, and led them
The' writings of Severus should be burned, and none
into blasphemy.

Every person
should be permitted either to own or to transcribe them.
who dared to transcribe them should sutfer the loss of his right hand." ^
When the empress Theodora saw her plans defeated, she still did
not relinquish her object but, fruitful of intrigues, endeavored to eifect
She cultivated the acquaintance of the deacon
it in another way.
Vigilius, who had come to Constantinople in the retinue of the Roraar
The ambition of tliis unprincipled man led her tc
bishop Agapetus.
hope, that she might convert him into a suitable instrument for accomAgapetus having died, either, as some' report,
plishing her designs.
before he left Constantinople, or, according to others, while on his journey home, she held out to Vigilius the promise of a large sum of
money and of the Roman bishopric, if he would pledge himself to
overthrow the authority of the Chalcedonian council, and to testify in
writing that he agreed in faith with Anthimus, and likewise with the
Vigilius consented lo the
other leaders of the Monophysite party.
conditions, and the whole intrigue was managed and conducted between
Antonina, the wife of the Greek general Belisarius,
two women.
whose successful campaigns had extended the power of the East Roman
empire in Italy, was the confidant of the empress and of her plans,
and employed to cooperate with her in carrying them into execution.
;

She worked upon her husband.
In the mean time, Silverius had already been appointed the succesIt was now necessary for him either to make the
same engagements which Vigilius had made, or else give place for the
But, as he would not consent to sacrifice his convictions for any
latter.
temporal advantage, he was falsely accused of a design to betray Rome
to the Goths, the enemies of the Greek empire which accusation might
sor of Agapetus.

;

derive some color of truth from the fact of the friendly relations formerly existing between the bishop and the king of the East Gotlis; and
it was an easy matter for the faithless Greeks to fabricate records and
testimonies. Silverius accordingly was banished, and Vigilius appointed

bishop in the year 538.
More could be obtained from him, inasmuch as the cause of the
In truth, he had but a
faith stood with him in very slight account.
very imperfect acquaintance with the controversies relating to it, and
the interest he took in them was as slight as his knowledge of them.
confided to the hands of Antonina a letter addressed to Anthimus
and the other leaders of the Monophysite party, in which he really

He

expressed opinions wholly in accordance with the Monophysite \'iew8,
1

Harduin. Concil. T.

II.

f.

1406,
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ORIGENISTS.

and signified his agreement in faith with them but at the same time
he craftily requested them, in order that he might keep on good terms
with all parties, to be careful not to divulge what he had written, but
rather to put on the appearance of being particular!}' suspicious about
his faith, so that he might the more easily accomplish what he had
undertaken.
While Vigilius then was thus bent on serving two parties, one secretly,
the other openly, it was out of the power of Theodora to execute
through him a single one of her jjrojects for he took good care not to
make any public declaration in accordance with her views. She thus
found that her money and her intrigues had been expended to no purpose and, in being deceived herself in attempting to deceive others, she
met the deserved punishment of cunning perfidy.
But, notwithstanding this, she did not yet give up her object ; and in
the irresistible propensity of the emperor Justinian to decide on mat>ters which he did not understand, in the various manifold strifes
between the theological parties at court, and in the unprincipled character of Vigilius, she could still find means that flattered her with a
more favorable prospect of accompUshing that object, or at least of
involving the opponents of Monophysitism in a quarrel among themselves.
The opportunity for doing this was as follows The old Syrian
church teachers, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret, and Ibas of
Edessa, had, from the first, been special objects of the fanatical hatred
and the heresy-hunting spirit of the Monophysite party. In the secret
bargain which had procured for Vigilius the title of Roman bishop, he
had pledged himself also to anathematize Theodore and Theodoret.^
From what had happened in a diflFerent quarter, the Monophysite
court-part}'^, who no longer dared to speak loud, found it in their power
to unite with another party at court governed by a doctrinal interest
entirely different from their own, for the accomplishment of this plan,
which, as we see from the eiigagement entered into by Vigilius, had
been long before projected. We must here cast a glance at certain
events, which we shall notice more fully in another connection, but
here only in a cursory manner.
The doctrines and writings of Origen, with which but few in the
Oriental church were then accurately acquainted, and which in the
Western church were wholly unknown, had just at this time met with
great acceptance in the cloisters of Palestine and a party of enthusiastic Origenists had there risen up, who were violently opposed by the
But this Origenistic party
zealots for the orthodoxy of the church.
had so managed as to acquire great influence at court through the
agency of two of their own abbots, Domitian, and particularly Theodore
Ascidas.
These had taken up their residence at Constantinople : and,
by their pretended zeal in defense of the Chalcedonian council,
;

;

;

:

;

1 In the ahove-citcd
letter to the Monophysite bishops, he cone hides witli the
words: Anathematizamus eryo TAcWf/rf/m,
Theodoretum et omnes qui eorum statuta
colueruat vel colunt. Even Facundus of

ambition.

knew of this secret barf;ain of
De ipsius episco])! Homani chi-

rof^rapiiis

anibiiionis

Herniiane

arderet

impuisii,

episcojius, parti

ad Moeian. Siniioii

1.

T.

altcri

II. 50.3,

((uiiin
factis.

E.

fieri

Eji
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THEODORE ASCIDAS.

the special regard of the emperor Justinian, and hence possessed
He made Domitian bishop of Ancyra
great influence in the palace.^
but,
in Galatia, Theodore Aseidas bishop of Cgesarea in Cappadocia
notwithstanding these appointments, they resided at court still more
than with their communities, and used their whole influence to protect

won

;

and

The
advance the party of their fellow-behevers in Palestine.
Peter of Jerusalem, who was opposed to the Origenists,

to

patriarch

could not sustain himself against the influence of the powerful court
party, and was obliged, in spite of himself, to make many concessions,
in order to preserve his patriarchal dignity against the court intrigues
But
which under the emperor Justinian carried all before them.
could the eyes of the emperor be once opened to see what a heretic
Origen had been, and Avhat heresies were to be found in his writings,
the Origenistic party was lost ; and how easily might this be brought
It actually was brought about by a coincidence of events
about!

coming from

diflerent quarters.

of Jerusalem, who longed to be delivered from
the yoke of the Origenistic court party, instructed two abbots, who
sided with the opponents of Origenism, to bring before him a formal

The patriarch Peter

complaint against the Origenists, setting forth the heresies of Origen
This document he sent to the emperor with a letter, descriin detail.
Besides
bing to him the commotions excited by the Origenistic party .^
this, the archdeacon Pelagius, the Apocrisiarius of the Roman bishop,
had come to Palestine on some particular ecclesiastical business with
He was then joined by
which he had been intrusted by the emperor.

monks who accompanied him from Palestine to Constantinople, for
the purpose of laying before the emperor extracts from the writings of
Origen in proof of his heresies, and procuring their condemnation.^
To a Roman ecclesiastic, the heresies of Origen would seem extremely
dangerous and perhaps Pelagius was governed by motives of policy,
four

;

even more than by a solicitude for the purity of doctrines for he had
long been jealous of the great power of Theodore Aseidas at the imperial court ;^ and the condemnation of Origen's doctrines, as heretical,
would furnish him an opportune means of procuring his downfall. The
patriarch Mennas of Constantinople also, who doubtless had often felt
annoyed by the dominion of Theodore, readily entered into this plan;
and both united their efforts in urging the emperor to condemn Origen's
heresies.
To the latter a welcome opportunity was here presented for
estabhshing, by a religious edict, his authority as lawgiver also for
In
the church, which indeed was the grand object of his ambition.^
the year 641, he issued a document drawn out in detail, and addressed
:

1

HpuTTig

Kal)(yrj(!iag

ev

to TraXoTiu

fiera-

Cyrilli Scythopolitani vita S. SaCoteler. monumenta ecclesiae
83.

axovrec.
bse,

^

Grascoe, T. III.
- L. c. vita Sabffi,

As

c.

85.

the letter which the patriarch Peter
of Jerusalem sent to Constantinople was
the same in substance with that which these
four monks presented to the emperor, it
3

might be that these monks, of whom Liberatus speaks, (c. 33,) and wliose names are
given by Evagrius, (IV. 38,) were no other
than the delegates of tlie patriarch Peier.
*
Liberatus, 1. c. aemul'us existens Thedoro.
^

Libci-atns,

cillimc,

1.'

gandens

cinin fcrre.

c.

Annuit imperator

fa-

se de talibus causis judi-
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to the patriarch Mennas, which was perfectly in character Avith his
despotic temper, and in which he endeavored to show what a detestable heretic Origen was, by enumerating the titles of the several here-

which he had been furnished in the manner above described.
the patritu'ch to assemble a " home synod, " (^ovvodog hSr/fiovaa^')
and cause Origen and his doctrines to be condemned. A copy of
these synodal proceedings should be sent to all bishops apd abbots, to
receive their respective signatures and, for the future, no person should
be appointed a bishop or an abbot, without first condemning Origen
Similar letters the emperor caused to
along with the other heretics.^

sies with

He invited

;

dispatched

be

also to the

The execution

other patriarchs.

of this

measure would occasion no general disturbance, as the judgment of
Mennas
the church concerning Origen had long since been settled.
held the synod required by the emperor, which decided according to
the imperial

But
tion,

command.

the object which

namely,

it

to effect the

was hoped

to

accomplish by this condemnar

ruin of the Origenistic party, was neverthe-

defeated for Theodore and Domitian sacrificed the truth, in order
save their own interests and that of their party; as, indeed, great
liberty of accommodating one's self to circumstances was allowed by
less

;

to

the

principles

of this Origenistic party, that the end sanctifies the

means, and that the truth

Thei/ likewise subscribed
is not for all men.
the decrees of the synod, and consequently nothing could be done to
them.2
They preserved their authority at court, and could still

secretly

work none

the less eflfectually for the interest of the Origen-

party, insomuch that Theodore Ascidas ventured to threaten the
patriarch Peter that he would cause him to be deposed, unless he

istic

received the Origenistic monks, who had been expelled, back again to
their cloisters.^

Doubtless, however, notwithstanding their success for the present in
defeating the plots of" their adversaries, they could feel no security for
the future amid circumstances so threatening
for, if their opponents
could contrive to expose their hypocritical acquiescence in the condemnation of the Origenistic heresies, and their secret machinations in
;

condemned by an imperial command, a heavy disgrace
awaited them.
They must, therefore, anticipate the blow which
might so easily crush them, and endeavor to turn it upon theii- adversaries.
They must seek to draw off the attention of the emperor from
they
the heresies of Origen, by occupying it with something else
must excite another great commotion in the church which would
thus they could
suffer the Oi'igenistic controversies to be forgotten
unite with their other object the pleasure of taking revenge on their
adversaries, by attacking them on the side of their doctrinal interAll this was craftily combined in the plan of causing the
ests.
anathema which had been pronounced on Origen, to fall back on the
Syrian church teachers Theodore, Ibas, and Theodoret. Such a measfavor of a party

;

;

^For according to the beautiful custom,
introduced under the emperor Justinian, in
order to obtain a spiritual office, it was
necessary to subscribe such a condemnation
of the most famous heretics, alperiKol ol i£

S'&ovc iv role yivofievoLQ TujieTJkoL^ uva^efiari^Ofievoi.
^
^

vita Saboe,
yix^ Sabae,

c.

85, near the end.

c.

86.
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for
ure would not appear to have come directly from Monophysitism
even by men who would never consent to be called Monophysites,
sentence of condemnation had, in fact, been pronounced, in the controversy with Nestorianism, (see p. 555,) upon Theodore, as likewise
upon many of the controversial writings belonging to the first period
;

The man who was considof the theological polemics of Theodoret.
ered a pillar of orthodoxy, Cyrill himself, though to be sure a favorer
of Monophysitism, had in fact condemned those Syrian church teachers
as heretics.

But

as those three church teachers

objects of hatred to the Monophysite party

;

had ever been special
had long
two of them had been

as this party

been laboring to procure their condemnation as
by the Chalcedonian council such an attack would, of course,
seem very much like a plot of the Monophysite party. What was
known about the influence of the empress Theodora would serve to
:

justified

;

The Origenistic party secured, then, by this
confirm this suspicion.
undertaking, an opportunity of vexing their opponents, who, like Meiinas, were zealous defenders of the authority of the Chalcedonian,
They might expect,
council, and violently opposed to Monophysitism.
that this proposal would create vastly greater commotions than the
They
Origenistic controversies, and thus sink the latter in oblivion.
thus secured an opportunity also of forming an alliance with the Monophysite court party favored by the empress Theodora, which was
in existence, and of gaining thereby an important support.
Whether they were also actuated in this case by the particular interest of a theological party, in causing Theodore, an opponent of the
Origenistic school, to be condemned as a heretic, may remain doubtful
for this Origenistic party were more particularly interested in
still

;

the peculiar doctrinal opinions of Origen, which, to be sure, were
closely connected with his allegorical method of interpreting the
Scriptures ; but Theodore of Mopsuestia had, strictly speaking, at-

tacked only the principles of that method, whiles, in other respects,
he decidedly agreed with Origen in many of his peculiar views of
as, for exam[)le, in the doctrine of restoration, which undoctrine
der Origen's name had been pronounced heretical.^
;

1 That Theodore Astidas had il
in view,
by ihesc new commotions which he was the
means of exciting, to bring the case of
Origen into oblivion, is not only asserted by
Evagrius, (IV. 38,) erepwiSi roi)roi;f (i^tAhdtv
t~i?£/L(jv, but declared also l)y one of the
heads of this party, Domitian himself, in a
letier to the Roman bishop Vigilius: Hi
veroqui ])roposuerunthujusmodi (Origenis)
dogma defendere, id implere millo mode
voluerunt; sed talem relinquontes conflicturn, conversi sunt adversus Theodorum, et
moliri coeperunt, quatenus anatheniatizaretur et illc, ad abolitionem, ut putabant,
eorum, qute contra Origenem mota constiThe
terant. Facund. Hcrmian. 1. IV. c. 4.
same Facundus hints at the connection
here with the schemes of the Monophy-

sites

:

Horum

(of the Origenists) satellitio

gens Eiitvohianoruni perfida, eu quteper se contra ChaKedoneiise concilium saspa

f'uncta

tentavei'at, per ipsos h\tentes

aggressa

est,.

qni nobis non videbantur hac parte suspecti.
Liberatus assigns, as the chief
1. I.
c. 2.
motive, the disi)araging of the authority of
the Chalcedonian council, and, as a subordinate one, the hostility to Theodore, because
he had written against Origen, c. 24: Eo'

quod Theodorus multa opuscula edidisset
contra Origenem, et maxime quod synodiisChalcedonensis laudem ejus susccperit. The
former is confirmed also by Facundus of
Hermiane, when he says that Theodore. !)y
his work written against Origen, de allcgoria et historia, had drawn upon himself the
hatred of the Origenists, 1. III. c. 6, unde
odium Origenianorum incurrit. Still, however, it may have been nothing more than
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difficult matter to point out to the emperor Justinian
passages in the writings of Theodore, which could not fail to
appear to him extremely offensive and, besides this, it was possible
here to take advantage not only of his ruling passion generally, which
was to set himself up as a lawgiver of the church, but also of another
He was
favorite plan, which at that very juncture he was agitating.
using his efforts to bring back the Monophysites to reunite with the
dominant church. For this reason, he was about to brmg out under
his own name a work in defense of the Chalcedonian council against
But now Theodore Ascidas and
the objections of the Monophysites.
Domitian represented to him, that he would be able to effect his object
The Monophysites, said
in a much shorter and more certain way.
they, particularly object to the council of Chalcedon and its adherents,
that they have approved of Theodore, and of many writings of Theodoret and of Ibas of Edessa, which apparently favor Nestorianism.

would be no

It

many

;

Now,

if

Theodore and those particular writings were condemned, this
An important obstacle which had

charge would be at once refuted.

hitherto stood in the Avay of the recognition of the council of Chalce-

don among the Monophysites, would thereby be removed at a single
and if the emperor, by bringing about this condemnation,
succeeded in restoring peace to the church, he would thereby confer
on the church an immense obligation, and secure for himself an endustroke

;

ring renown.i

Such a

plan, so craftily presented, could not be other-

wise than agreeable to Justinian

;

and the more

so, as

the influential

Theodora, who understood the whole afiair, gave it her firm support.^
The emperor was now urged to issue an edict as soon as possible on
this subject ; for the party was well aware, that, when he had once
done this, he would consider it as a matter involving his own imperial
In the year
authority and honor, and would never be turned from it.
544, Justinian published the edict, which, from the three repeatedly
mentioned points of which it treats, afterwards obtained the name of
By this edict, which
the edict de tribus capitulis, (nepl rpiuv Keipalaluv.^
is known to us only from fragments, the anathema Avas pronounced on
the person of Theodore and on his writings, on Theodoret's writings
against Cyrill, and on the letter of Ibas,^ as well as on all the defenders
of the three chapters.
The emperor was desirous, at the same time,
of carefully guarding against everything which might seem like a disparagement of the authority of the Chalcedonian council, extending
the anathema to those also who should draw any inference from this
document to the prejudice of the council of Chalcedon.
This edict was now, in the first place, sent through the whole empire
•

and

laid before the bishops, for the

wrong conclusion which

led to this conevident for the reasons
design was not connccted, so very closely at least, with the
but at the same
interests of the Ongenists
time it might have been a subordinate motive in the minds of enthusiastic followers
of Origen.

a

jecture

above

;

for

it

is

cited, that this

;

purpose of obtaining their written
^

Liberal,

non debere

c.

24.

pati,

Scribendi laborcm eura

quando compendio posset

acephalos omnes ad suam conimunionem
adducere.
- As Liberatus expressly intimates, 1. c.
^ Designedly expressed as follows
Oast
dicitur ab Iba esse facta.
:

000

OPPOSITION TO

IT IN

NORTH AFRICA.

Had it been possible in tliis way to secure the individual
or of a majority of the bishops, the matter could have been
so represented, as if the edict had been received by the whole church.
assent to
votes of

it.

all

But, in the case of an edict of

this sort, the thing M-as not so easy to
as in the case of the edict against Origen ; for the new
edict appeared at once to be an attack on the authority of the council
of Chalcedon, and a favoring of the Monophysites.
Very much de-

be^ effected

pended on the votes of the four patriarchs of the East, as these had
the greatest weight with the other bishops.

The patriarch Mennas of
Constantinople expressed himself at first utterly opposed to the substance of the edict, because he saw in it a disparagement of the authority_ of the council of Chalcedon.
He declared next, that he would
wait till he could learn what was the decision of the Eoman bishop.
^

At

length, however, he yielded to the authority of the emperor, and
gave in his written acquiescence, but with the proviso that, in case the
Roman bishop declared against the condemnation of the three chapters,
his own declaration should be withdrawn.^
So it turned out also wit!i
the other three patriarchs of tlie Enst, who in tlie first place declared
it, but were induced, on being threatened that they should be
deposed, to subscribe their assent.^
The example thus set was now
followed b}^ the other bishops.^
Those who subscribed, received splendid gifts
the few who declined, were deposed and banished.^
But, if the emperor found it easy to carry through his design in the
East, which was so accustomed to slavish obedience, he met with tlu

against

;

more determined resistance, from the first, among the bishops and clergy
North Afiica, which country, just liberated from the despotism of the
Vandals, was about to be exposed to that of the Byzantines.
Here a
more independent and free spirit in church life had been transmitted
from the school of the great Augustin, Here, men had learned how
to contend for the faith, under the persecution of the Vandal kings.
Those only who had already become accustomed to change their opinions like a coat, to please the party in power,
who under the Vandals
had been Arians, and under Justinian had again exchanged Arianism
for a zealous adoption of the Nicene doctrine,
entered now also warmly
in

—
—

condemnation of the three articles.^
When
with the demand for signatures, fii-st arrived in North
Pontianus replied to the emperor, that those writings
referred were as yet unknown in those parts.
But,
into the

1 Facundus Hermianens. I. IV. c. 4.
Facundus here very justly reproaches him
with being more concerned about the judgment of a man than the judgment of God.
In quo satis ostendit, de judicio se potius
humano, quam divino esse solicitum.
^ Facundus, 1. c
3 A characteristic description of the Greek
bishops is to be found in a document of this
period
Sunt Grseci episcopi habentes divites et opulentas ecclesias, et non patiuntur
duos menses a rerum ecclesiasticorum dominatione suspendi
pro qua re secundum
:

:

the imperial edict,

Africa, the bishop
to which the edict

even

if

they w'ere

et secundum voluntatem principum
eis qusaesitum fuerit, sine alteratione consentiunt.
From the letter of the
Roman clergy to the Frankish envoys at
Constantinople. Mansi Concil. T.IX. f. 153.
* Libe.ratus, towards the end.

tempus

quidquid ab

5 ^s Facundus (lib. contra Mocianum)
says of a certain one: Qui Vandalis regnantibus Arianus fuit, deinde imjjerio sue
cedente Romano cum tempore versus est,
ut catholicus videretur, nunc etiam de pala-

tio praejudiciis religionis

eadem "sequitur.

catholicae exortia.

FULGENTIUS FERRANDUS.
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acquainted with those works, and if they found in them much that waa
at variance with the doctrines of the faith, they might be on their guard
against such passages, but would not hastily condemn their authors, who
were already dead. If such writers were still living, and would not
themselves condemn the errors objected to tliem, then with all propriety
they might be condemned.
But now, they stood before the infallible
judge, from whom there was no appeal.
He concluded with saying,
that the emperor would do well to take heed, lest, in seeking to condemn persons who were already dead, he might fall into the great
mistake of condemning to death, for their disobedience, many now living
and lest he should at last be called to account for this by Him' who
would come to judge the quick and the dead. As among the Africans,
so also among the bishops of lUyria and of Dalmatia, the edict met
with determined resistance.
So many tokens of an unfavorable disposition towards the imperial
edict having manifested themselves in the Western church, where the
arm of Byzantine despotism was not so sCi'ong, it seemed the more
important to the emperor, that the people of the West should be wrought
upon through some weighty authority in the church. Hence, above all,
he must seek to gain over the voice of the Roman bishop Vigilius, from
whom, owing to the fickleness of his character, no very decided resistance was to be apprehended
and who had in truth already pledged
a fact of which
himself in favor of the Monophysite court party ;
the emperor, indeed, was not aware, but which was doubtless well remembered by the party which had a hand in all these intrigues. Vigilius, who possessed neither the learning, nor the independent judgment in theology, which qualified him to decide with safety on these
disputed matters, was, in all probability, the person who, at the very
outset, instructed his two deacons, Anatolius and Pelagius, to get a
learned ecclesiastic of Carthage, the deacon Fulgendus Ferrandus,^
They directed him to consult
to draw up an opinion on this subject.
with the bishop of Carthage, or with other wise and judicious men
and they themselves expressed a suspicion, from which doubtless we
may infer what was the then disposition of Vigilius himself, that this
whole business might have originated in a secret plot of the Mono-

—

;

physite party .^
Thereupon, Fulgentius Ferrandus, in a free-spirited reply, declared
decidedly against the reception of the imperial edict, for three several
1 This Ferrandus
is also known to us
through his work entitled Christian Rules
of Life, (qualis esse debeat dux relifiiosus
in actibus militaribus,) written for the Conies
Reginus, who probably filled the post of
governor of North Africa. In this production he shows himself to be a man quite
zealous and alive for practical Cluistianity,
actuated by a warm philanthropy, and as
fearlessly mdependent as he was prudent
and sensible. He warned the count against
the tricks whereby the governors of this
period contrived to gain the emperor's favor, deceiving him with regard to the

lamentable condition of the provinces, and
finally bringing the latter to the very verge

He gives the count the following
seven rules, which he goes on to unfold and
explain: 1 Gratice Dei adjutoriura tibi
necessarium per singulos actus crede. II.
Vita tua speculum sit, ubi milites tui videIII. Non praeesse
ant, quid agere dcbent.
appetas
sed prodesse. IV,. Dilige rempublicam sicut te ipsum. V. Hiimanis divina prspone. VI. Noli esse mnltum ju»tus.
VII. Memento te esse Christianam
of ruin.

;

^

Facund. Hermian.

1.

IV.

c. 3.
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reasons
I. The supreme authority of general councils, particularlj' of
those held with the consent of the Roman church, which, according to
:

the sacred scriptures, held the first rank.
Hence, what had once been
decided by the council of Chalcedon ought not to be subjected to any
new investigation. Let the decisions of the council be attacked, even
but in a single article, and its entire authority was immediately unsettled.
distinction between determinations of fact and determinations
of doctrine he would not admit to have any force.
II. That persons
deceased were removed from the jurisdiction of a human tribunal ; and,
for the sake of the dead, an occasion of offense ought not to be placed
in the way of the living.
III. No individual man should attempt to
procure for his writings, by the subscriptions of many, that authority
which the cathohc church conceded only to the holy scriptures. No such
fetters ought to be imposed on the judgment of church-teachers
it
should be left free for each to determine, with regard to the dictum of
an individual, what he felt obliged to appi'ove, and what to condemn.
Men should not bind themselves by such subscriptions, if they would
leave themselves any opportunity of correcting their judgment afterwards, on a clearer manifestation of the truth. ^
Vigilius appeared
resolved at first to follow the principles here expressed
but the
emperor lu>i ed easily to overcome his scruples, by means which his absolute sovereignty put within his power
and, as it Avas so very important
to make sure of the voice of the Roman bishop, he sent for him to come
to Constantinoj)le.
He admonished him, with the patriarchs and other
bishops, to study for that peace which Christ loved more than all sacrifices.
But Vigilius did not seem inclined to follow this admonition,
in the sense in which the emperor intended it
for, while on his journey,
he wrote to the patriarch Mennas, that the peace of Christ was a different thing from the peace of the world.^
After his arrival at Constantinople, A.D. 547, he bore himself at first according to the same spirit.
He excluded the patriarch Mennas, and all the bishops who had concurred in the condemnation of the three articles, from the fellowship
of the church.^
But his firmness did not last long. He suffered himself to be drawn, in the first place, into a secret written declaration,
pledging himself to the condemnation of the three articles.'' Through
VigiUus, the emperor now sought to work upon a synod assembled at
Constantinople
and the Roman bishop himself was anxious to give
his first public declarations, in this way, a more advantageous appearance, and, by issuing them in fellowship with the large body of bishops,
to secure himself from the reproaches which he had reason to apprehend.
But owing to the energetic resistance of the North African
bishops, especially of Facundus of Hermiane, this hope was defeated.

A

:

:

;

;

;

A

1
noble protest in favor of freedom of
theologiciil inquiry against an effort of this
sort to fetter the universal judgment: Pati-

enter ferat pius scriptorsoUicitudinem piam
requirentium veritatem, nee festinet auditotenere manum sed per suavem senparatus meliora sentientibus consenL. c. c. 8.
tire.

rum
sum

;

^ Lib.
^

contra Mocianum, f. 594, A.
f. 594, D. Theophanes,

Contra Mocian.

in the twentieth year of Justinian's reign, but
where things vifhich happened at different

times are confounded.
* Occulta ejus ante judicium poUicitatio
tenebatur, in qua se spopondit eadem capitula

damnaturum,

c.

Mocian. 592. D,

FACUNDUS OF HERMIANE.

(J03

VigiUus having failed of his purpose in the assembly of bishops, he made

them individually and in this way
contrived to bring it about, that his first
public declaration, his so-called judication, appeared with the signature
the experiment of negotiating -with

he was more successful.

But

;

He

provoked against himself a serious
who accompanied him, Rusticus
and Sebastian, ventured to stand against him and they took care that
the judicatum of Vigihus should speedily be spread far and wide.
They accused him of having detracted from the authority of the Chalcedonian council
they were not afraid even to renounce church-fellowship with him, and a party of the clergy took sides with them. Vigilius,
it is true, in a letter describing their conduct, and full of invectives,
pronounced on them sentence of deposition ^ but he had against him
of seventy bishops.^

"opposition.

Even

this step

the two deacons

;

;

;

Western church. The free-minded voices of
the North-African bishops would here have great influence.
Among these is to be named especially the bishop Facundus of
Hermiane. Having first entered into a thorough investigation of the
questions in dispute, he came to a decision, and ever afterwards abode
with unshaken constancy by the result at which he had arrived with
clear conviction.
In defense of it, he wrote a treatise eminently characterized by qualities seldom to be met with in this age,
a freedom
of spirit unshackled by human fear, and a candid, thorough criticism,
the public opinion of the

—

superior in

many

respects to the prejudices of the times.^

Nobly did

he protest against the uncalled-for dogmatism which had ever been the
source of so much mischief to the Greek church ; these useless disputes
ha\ing in fact proceeded from no other cause. " While," he said, " in
all other arts and occupations, no one presumed to. pass judgment on
whaft» he had never learned
in matters of theology, on the contrary,
they who learned the least w-ere the most arrogant and peremptory in
their judgments.^
When the civil power overstepped its province, it
might indeed plunge numbers in ruin, by misleading them to deny the
truth with their hps
but still it could never eifect its object, for it
could not instill into the minds of men other convictions than they had :
its power reached only to what was outward, not to the soul." ^
He
spoke with scorn of those bishops who accused themselves, in pleading,
in excuse of their behavior, the constraint under which they were
placed
for it Avas not even the force of torture, but only the fear of
the emperor's displeasure, which had brought them to yield.'^ '* As if,"
;

;

;

^

and the preface
work of Facundus pro defens. triura

C!oiiii-;iMocian.f. 593, C.

to tlic

'

capitulor.
- Sec epistola ad

Rusticum et Sebastianum. Harduin. Concil. T. III. f. 176.
" Pro defensione trium capitulorum libri
XII.

Nam

* L. XII. c. 4.
et suas habent ofBcinas vel artifices omnia quae ex proposito
Nniiquain enim de icxtridoceri videmus.
no personare incudes audivimus et ignera
illic in fomacibus anhelare.
Nunquam comperimus a sutore quaesitum quae cujusque

longitudini proportio latitudiTiis
convenifet et quanta utriuscjue congrueret

fabricce

altitude,

quoniam

illi

intcgre scire pos.sunt,

qui ab ipsius artis sunt praeceptoribus instituti.
Sola; iu contemptu sunt divine litcrae, quas nee suam scholam nee magisiios
habent, et de quibus peritissime disputare
se credat qui nunquaui didicit.

vocem contradictionis abstulerit,
certe nuitare non potuit.
Aliipios
mundanaj potestatis ecdcsiae valet auferre, nullum tamen sibi :ic(piirerc.
Against the excuse of Vigiilius
Nos
^

Etsi

animuin
jus

•>

:

"
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said he, "

we had been ordauied bishops for no othei' purpose than to
be enriched by the presents of princes, and to sit with them among the
But if, amidst the many cares of the
high authorities of the state.
state, through the deceitful arts of the wicked, of which there ia
never any lack, any thing has been admitted by them which tended
to injure the church or to disturb its peace, as if it were not our duty
to set before them the truth for their own benefit, and, if it be necessary,
them with the authority of religion, and patiently endure
we must incur it.^ If God should now raise up an
Ambrose," said he, "• there would not fail to be a Theodosius." ^
Although Vigilius reprimanded his antagonists with a tone of
The examauthority, yet he was not so firm as he wished to appear.
ples of the North-African and Illyrian bishops must have given him
some sensations of shame. The North Africans had formally excommunicated him by a synodal decree, reserving to him nothing but the
penance of the church. ^ The general voice of the Western church,
which accused him of betraying the church out of regard for men, Avas
by no means a matter of indifference to him. He wished to take back
with a good grace what he had declared and sworn in so many differTo open the way for this, he importuned the emperor that
^ ent ways.
he would cause the decision of the matter to be deferred to a general
In the midst
council, which the Western bishops also should attend.
of a large multitude, the individual, forsooth, would have less to fear.
Nor was the emjjeror by any means disinclined to this measure for he
could not but welcome the opportunity which such an assembly would
afford him of putting down, by an overwhelming church authority, the
and the more, as
opposition to the condemnation of the three articles
religious agitations might bring on a political ferment dangerous to the
unsettled state of his newly founded Western empire. Now, as a general council would pass a decision of so much greater weight, Vigilius
prevailed on the emperor to give up to him for the present his own
Justinian was resolved, however, that his edict against the
judicatum.
three articles should not fail, and that he would use the council only
But, as he had
as an instrument for its confirmation and execution.
to

resist

their displeasure if

;

;

no great confidence, perhaps,

in the fickle-minded Vigilius,

he deter-

mined to make sure of him by putting him under an oath. And Vigilius
was pusillanimous enough to take such an oath as the emperor was
an oath by which he bound himself to the degrapleased to dictate,
dation of acting as the emperor's blind instrument and secret spy.
He

—

contra respondemus, quod ultio per ambitionem pollicitatione facta pcccaverit, nee
uUa sustinuerit tormenta, qnihus cessisse
Contra Moeian. f. 595.
credatur.
1 Quasi vero propter hoc tantum ordinati
sumus episcopi, ut ditemur piincipum donis,
et cum eis inter maximas potentates conse-

vel ecclesise

deamus, tanquam divini sacerdoiii privilegiis fulti sicubi autem fallaciis nialignorum,
qua; nuUis temporibus defuerunt, aliquid

eitaret,

:

eis inter tantas reipublicte sute

reptum

fuerit,

quod

ecclesiifi

curas sub-

Dei praejudicet

pacem turbet, non eis debeasalute quce sunt vera sugnecesso fuerit, religionis auctoritate resistere, ac patientes offensionem
quoque illorum, si accident, sustinere. L.

mus pro ipsorum
gerere, et

IV.

si

c. 4.

nunc Deus aliquem Ambrosium snsetiam Theodosius non deesset. L.
XII. f. 584, D.
^ gpg (},g ,.h,onicle of the African bishop
Victor of Tuiiunum. Canisii lectiones antiquse ed. Basnage, T. I. f. 332.
'^
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and hand with the emperor, he would do all
in his power to carry throu>;h the condemnation of the three articles.
In defense of them he would neither directly nor indirectly do or say
anything, nor enter into any secret councils.
And should any individual propose to him anything that conflicted witli these decisions,
'anything that concerned the three articles or the faith, or that was
contrary to the interests of the state, he would make the individual
known to the emperor, as well as all that he said, on condition, however, that the emperor should not attempt the life of any such person,
and, out of regard for the honor of his sacred office, that he should not
betray the informer.
He was quite sensible, then, in what sort of
light he must api^ear, as a Roman bishop, playing such a part.^
The
emperor, having, as he sup|>osed, made sure of Vigilius, summoned, in
551, the bisliops from Illyria and from North Africa, to a council to be
held at Constantinople.
The former did not attend, as they perfectly
understood the object in view, and were resolved to have nothing to do
with it.
A part of the African bishops complied with the summons.
The emperor endeavored to move them by bribes, by friendly words, and
by threats.
Several stood out firmly against his arbitrary will
and
these suffered violent persecutions, partly under the false charge of
poHtical offenses.
Among these latter was the bishop Reparatus, of
Carthage, who was deposed from his office and condemned to exile
and his chief agent, (Apocrisiarius,) the deacon Primasins, obtained,
as his reward for condemning the three articles, the privilege of being
thrust as their bishop on the unwiUing church of Carthage.^
Not
without tumults and bloodshed,^ the churches in North Africa were
deprived of their beloved bishops while others were substituted in their
promised in

it,

that, heart

;

;

;

place,

who consented to serve as the slaves of the court. The goverthis province made search for all those bishops, of whom it might

nor of
be expected that, owing

to their character, or to their want of an independent theological judgment of their own, they might be easily led,
and sent them to Constantinople to add, by their presence, to the num-

ber of those

When

who condemned

Justinian found

the three articles.*

im])0ssible to do as he Avished with the
bishops of Illyria, Dalmatia, and North Africa, he next proceeded to
it still

1 The words of Vijrilius, taken from the
form of the 'oath, published first by Baluz,
si quis mihi aliquid contrarium dixerit aut de istis capitulis, aut de fide aut
contra rempublicam, istum sine mortis perieulo pietati vesirge manifestabo et qu£e mihi

are: Et

locutus

est,

personam

ut

ita

propter locnm meum
prodas. Mansi Con-

meam non

T. IX. f 364.
2 This Primasius should not be confounded with another Primasius, bishop of the
city of Adrumctum in Bnzazene, who was
at first steadfast, but afterwards consented
cil.

Perhaps

to take a bribe.

same

j)erson

who

mentary on the
Revelation.

is

this

latter is the

comand on the

the author of the

epistles of Paul,

^

Procopius says of the emperor Justiniwhom, in" general, he jucl(,'es more

an, of

Greek historians of this
Etc fiiav ufx(pi rcj XpiarC) 6uiav dnuvrcf iv aKOvdrj ex^v, Xbyt^ oudevl rove uAAovg
uv&punovg dlernHpe- ov yup oi edoKn Oovog
u.vdpuiruv elvai, rp ye y.7i Tjjg avrov (56,;7/c oi
correctly than the

time

:

TeXcvruvres
c.

Tiixotev

ovreg.

Hist

arcan.

13.
»

See the narratives of the bishop Victor

Tununum, who was himself obliged to
exile, imprisonment, arvd hodilv illtreatment, as a defender of the three "articles
and the report of the Roman clerpy
to the Frankish envoys.
of

suffer

;
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urge the bishop Vigilius to unite with the obedient Greeks in condemning the three articles. Disregarding his remonstrances, he issued a new
edict still more full in its details, which wore the appearance rather of
a doctrinal treatise, than of an imperial decree. This, as it would
appear, contained a justification of the sentence against Theodore and
hence a number of pretended blasphemous expressions were cited from
his works, and many of the passages chosen for this purpose onlj betrayed the exceedingly narrow mind of the inquisitorial judge.
At the
same time, he defended himself against the reproach, that such a sentence tended to impair the authority of the council of Chalcedon
and
he now supposed that he had deprived the Monophysites of all reasonable excuse for remaining separated from the dominant church.
This
edict Vigilius was required to subscribe
but the examine ojf" the NorthAfrican and Illyrian bishops had given him courage.
He sent to demand of the emperor, that he should revoke his edict he ought to wait
for the common decision of the bishops, and either cause the Western
bishops who had taken offense at what had hitherto been done, to
attend the assembly in person, or else permit them freely to give in
;

;

;

;

He

all who should receive the imSuch downright contradiction was
more than the despotic Justinian could bear. Vigilius was obliged, in
August, 551, to take refuge from the wrath of the emperor in a church.^
An imperial officer with an armed force attempting to remove him from
that place, he fled to the altar, to which he clung so firmly, that it came

their written opinions.

threatened

perial edict, with excommunication.

near being overturned with himself to the ground.^
The emperor having at length promised him safety upon his
word and oath, he returned to his usual residence, where, however, he was treated like a prisoner.
Disgusted at this confinement,
he escaped during the night, two days before the Christmas festival,
not without considerable danger, and took refuge in the church of St.
Euphema, at Chalcedon. When the emperor invited him once more,
by an honorable embassy, to leave this asylum, and promised to give
him the most sacred pledges of personal security, Vigilius sent back the
reply, that no further sacred pledges were needed, if he would but restore back to the church the peace it enjoyed under his uncle Justinus.
But the emperor, who Avished and hoped for the cooperation of Vigilius
in carrying out his designs on the council, entered into a new train of
negotiations with him, and at length succeeded in persuading him to
leave the church.
From seven to eight years having now passed amidst these unfruit>
ful controversies, which, destitute of all doctrinal interest, proceeded
solely from the intrigues of court-parties and from the arbitrary will of
an individual
the Roman bishop having been now detained six years
to no purpose at Constantinople
it was finally determined, that a general council for the determination of this dispute should be assembled
;

;

'

2

Beati Petri basilica in Ormisda.
In his letter of comj^laint ad universum

populum Dei Et super nos etiam ipsa altaris mensa ceciderat, nisi clericorum nos:

trorum fuisset manibus sustentata. Theo'Eheit&ev tlKOfievo^
phanes, chronograph
:

KUTEaxe rove jiaarut^ovTai rb &vaLa(7TTjOiov
Kiovag, koX tovtovc Karearpeipe ISapv^ uv.
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at Constantinople, in the year 553, under the patriarch Eutyehius ^
a great undertaking for an object which, measured by its intrinsic importance, was so comparatively insignificant.
When Vigilius was
invited to take part in this council, he declined
but declared himself
ready, within the space of twenty days, to hand in his written judgment on the whole matter and, in case he did not fulfil his engagement within that term, to accede to all the decrees of the council. The
latter accordingly proceeded to their business, independently, and with;

;

out waiting for the decision of the Roman bishop.
Vigilius fulfilled his
promise, and published his decision in his constitatmn ad imperatoreni.
In this he declared, indeed, that the propositions which had been taken
from the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia were heretical
but im;

mediately subjoined, that it was never allowable to condemn, after liis
death, a teacher who had died in the communion of the church.
The
writings, however, of Theodoret and of Ibas, having been approved by
the council of Chalcedon, could not be rejected without impairing the
authority of that council.
Everything which might be done or written
against this decision, from whomsoever it might come, he declared to be
null and void.
The emperor, who regarded himself to be the supreme
lawgiver of the church, thereupon sent a letter to the assembled council, in which he declared, that Vigilius had, by his defense of the
erroneous doctrines of Nestorius, and Theodore, and their companions,
cut himself off from the fellowship of the church and his name should
therefore be expunged from the church records.
He made a distinction, however, between the person of the individual Roman bishop,
and the apostolic see or the Roman church the fellowship of the latter
should thereby be in nowise affected.
The council followed the emperor's orders, and decided according to the imperial edict. The anathema
was pronounced on the person and the doctrines of Theodore, as well
as on the defenders of them
but with regard to Theodoret and Ibas,
only on those particular writings, because both had afterwards recalled
their erconeous doctrines, and accordingly had been acknowledged as
orthodox by the Chalcedonian council.
All who refused to submit to
this judgment should, if they were ecclesiastics, be deposed from their
places, and, if laymen, be excommunicated.
Accordingly, several
worthy bishops of Illyria and of North Africa, who did not yield to the
ruling power, were deposed from their places and banished.
The strong desire to be released, and permitted to return home to
;

;

;

1

This Eutyehius, general superintendent

(hai.</uiof) of all the monks in the metropolitan cliurch of Amasea in Pontus, had
jutit at that time-heen sent to Constantinopie hy his bishop, as his representative at
the council, when the old patriarch Mcnnas
died there. By his zeal (perhajis on his
part, with his narrow views, honestly meant)
ai^-^ainst the heresies of Theodore of Mopsuestia, and for the condemnation of the three
articles, he gained the particular favor of
the emperor. Among other things, it is
which accords well
said that Justinian

with his taste

— was

—

highly gratified,

when

Eutyehius, in answer to those who would
not "allow that it was permitted to anathematize the dead, affirmed it as a certain
truth, that men were both warranted and in
duty bound to i)ronounre the anathema on
heretics even after their death
for king
Josiah had caused the very bones of the
priests of Baal to be buriied after their
death. 2 Chron. 34. Justinian rewarded
his zeal by bestowing on him the patriarchate.
See the account of the life of Eutycliius, by the presbyter Eustratius, in the
Greek, in actis sanctorum. Appendix to
the VI. April, § 22.
;
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caused Vigilius again, and for the last time, to waver. He
new declaration, in which he retracted all he had
written in defense of the three articles, and confirmed the decrees of
the council of Constantinople.
Upon this he obtained permission to
return to Rome, but died on the journey, A.D. 555.
Thus, then, the arbitrary will of an emperor, governed by court intrigues, brought it about, that a great church-teacher, whose influence
had been of no small weight on the development of theological doctrines, should be denounced as a heretic ; while the fickle mind of
a Roman bishop, whose instability of character made him the sport
of circumstances, must triumph over the better spirit of the Western
church.
his bishopric,

agreed

finally to a

But what was

the

result

of these

disputes

?

The

p:'"iject

that

hovered before the imagination of the emperor, of uniting the Monophysites with the dominant church, was not attained ; for the authority
of the council of Chalcedon, which was held fast by the majority, remained an abiding wall of separation between the two parties. And
in the Western church, arose a new schism, which continued to exist in
the following times, as the effect of the condemnation pronounced by
the council of Constantinople, and adopted by the Roman church. The
churches of Istria, and all those which stood under the metropolitan
of Aquileja, renounced, on this account, the fellowship of the Roman
church.

As the emperor Justinian, in the matters of which we have thus far
spoken, was made use of sometimes by this and sometimes by the
other court-party, as an instiniment of their intrigues, while he supposed
himself to be zealously contending for the purity of doctrines ; so
towards the end of his reign, subservient to the same party passions,
and legislating on matters which he did not understand,^ he was upon
the eve of calling forth new disastrous controversies in the Oriental
church.
party among the Monophysites, who followed the doctrines
of Xenayas and of the bishop Julian of Halicarnassus, derived, as a
necessary consequence from the union of the deity and humanity in one
nature in Christ, the proposition, similar to one which had already been
maintained by Clement of Alexandria and Hilary of Poictiers, that
the body of Christ, even during his earthly life, was not subjected, by
any necessity of nature,^ to sensuous affections and wants., such as
hunger, thirst, and pain but that, by a free determination of his own
will, (/car' oUovofj.iav,') he Subjected himself to all these things, for the salvation of man
Avhich view went under the name of Aphthartodocetism.
It is easy to see, that this theory, seriously as the purely human element in Christ was thereby affected, would be agreeable to many who
were actuated by a misconceived desire of honoring Christ by depriving him of all human affections.
And moreover, the adherents of the
doctrine of the two natures might suppose, they could consider this as
a consequence flowing from the union of the two natures in one person

A

;

:

—

;

1

UepiOKomov

a/KJii rfj Toil

scribes him,

^

to,

^tov ovaei.
iiist.

rrepUpyoc ^e
Procopius de-
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—

jnst as, on several other points, they agreed w ith the Monophjsites,
namely, in approving the expressions, " God was born," " God sufi'ered,"

and

denying

in

all

want of knowledge on the side of Christ's human
it was called). Perhaps, at the same time, a

nature (or Agnoetism, as

secret court-party favoring the Monophysites, although their head, the

empress Theodora, had long since died, had a hand in this matter. And
certainly the enemies of the patriarch Eutychius of Constantinople
could not have devised a better means to involve him in controversy,
and perhaps indeed to bring upon him the whole displeasure of the
emperor.^ As the emperor Justinian was strongly inclined to favor the
most extravagant expressions which caused the human attrilaites of
as he had already, while
Christ to be entirely forgotten in the divine
a minister of state under the preceding reign, and afterwards at the
beginning of his own reign, zealously defended the formula, which also
was first brought mto use by Monophysites,'^ " One of the Trinity suf;

when it was introduced mto the church by certain Scythian
and Constantinopolitan monks (the so-called Theopaschites) as he had,
in 553, confirmed this formula by an edict, and given himself no rest
till it was adopted also in the Roman church
so now, in his advanced
age, he thought he could do no greater work for the honor of Christ
and the expurgation of his own sins, than, by a new edict, to make
Aphthartodocetism a law. Already was it determined to force obedience to this edict after the usual manner
already had the patriarch
Eutychius of Constantinople ^ been deposed and banished for contraalready a similar fate was threatening Anastatius, the }»atridicting it
arch of Antioch
and partly a new disgraceful bondage, partly new
inward distractions, were impending over the Avh©le Oriental church,
when, by the death of this emperor, which followed soon after,
an
emperor whose long reign had been the occasion of the greatest misit was deUvered, A.D. 565, from these
chiefs in the Greek church,
fered,"

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

new

evils.

APPENDIX.

The Formation of Separate Church Parties^ in consequence of
Disputes, beyond the Limits of the Ixoman Empire.

these

While the several church parties which grew up out of these conwithin the Roman empire had to yield to the sovereign
power in other lands, where a different religion from Christianity was
the religion of the state, they were at full liberty to express and to
propagate themselves
and the hostile relation in which they stood to
the ruling church doctrine in the Roman empire contributed, in those
countries, to render the government favorably disposed to them.
troversies
;

;

1 The biographer of Eutychius
accuses
the Orifcenists especially of participating^ in
these plots.
This char<:e may indeed have
arisen from the hatred of a heretical party
at the same time, however, Aphthartodocetism might easily be held in connection
with the peculiar views of this party.
:

VOL. n.

39

^

^g ^n

^

Eutychius conducted with firmness and
he persisted, even after a thrice-

addition to the Trisapjion.

dignity:

summons, in protesting against
judgment of an illegal synod,

repeated
the
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This was true especially of the Nestorians. The most eminent seat
from which this sect extended itself in Persia, was a, flourishing school
for the education of Persian divines in the city of Edessa, in Mesopotamia.
(See p. 183, n. p. 611.) This city now became, immediately
after the conclusion of the first Ephesian council, the theatre of the
most violent disputes which grew out of the opposite views of doctrine

which then agitated the church. The bishop of this city, whose name
was Rabulas (see above), and who, before this, was on friendly terms
with the other Syrian church teachers, had, at a later period, attached
and he associated
himself wholly to the side of the patriarch Cyrill
himself with the most violent zealots against that which went under the
name of Nestorianism, insomuch that he even ventured publicly to
pronounce the anathema on those venerated teachers of the Syrian
He met with a determined resistance,
church, Diodorus and Theodore.
however, from many of the clergy, and especially from the presbyter
Ibas, a person who stood in high estimation, and to whom the teachers
The latter
of the above-mentioned Persian school attached themselves.
were banished by the tyrannical Rabulas and, by their means, first,a
Still
tendency favorable to Nestorianism was introduced into Persia.
more, however, did the presbyter Ibas himself, by his famous letter to
the bishop Mares or Maris, of Hardaschir, in Persia, and by translating the works of Theodore and Diodorus into the Persian church language, which was the Syriac, contribute to diffuse, if not a predilection
for Nestorius, yet an aversion to Cyrill, and a tendency of doctrine,
with which zeal for the tenets of Nestorius might easily be associated.
In this letter to the bishop Maris, he appears by no means as a friend
He says that this latter, as well as Cyrill, had given
of Nestorius.
He blames him for having drawn
ofience by his controversial writings.
down accusations on himself by his attack on the name ^eotoko^, applied
as in truth all the moderate Orientals were agreed on this
to Mary
But yet he spoke with more rancour against Cyrill,
point with Ibas,
whom he accused of teaching the oweness of nature of the deity and
humanity, and of falling into Apollinarism.
When Ibas wrote this letter, the above-mentioned treaty of coalition
had been concluded betwixt Cyrill and the Orientals. Ibas announced
lie regarded the confession of
it with great triumph to his friend
as
faith laid down by the bishop Cyrill as a recantation on his part,
a token of the victory of pure doctrine, and of the universal restoration
;

;

;

:

—

of tranquillity.^

no doubt, he must see that he had been deceived in his
may be gathered from what has been related above ;
for he himself had in truth a great deal to sufier for a long time afterwards, until he was justified by the council of Chalcedon, from the enIn the meantime, he became, in
thusiasts for the doctrine of Cyrill.
By his means,
435, the successor of Rabulas, as bishop of Edessa.
probably, the seminary for Persian church teachers was reestablished,
and it regained once more its former influence. The persecutions which

Very

'

soon,

expectations, as

^

The frasment of

this letter is in the

Acta Concil. Chalc.

act.

X. Harduln. T.

II.

f.

530.
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Ibas afterwards had to suffer from the zealots of the opposite party,
and the behavior of this party under the guidance of a Dioscurus, all
this would of course be only suited to confirm the Persian Christians in
their predilection for the oppressed party, to which they had attached
themselves.
But the individual who contributed most to found and establish the
Nestorian church in Persia was Barsumas, one of those Persian teachers
who had been driven away by the bishop Rabulas. His long and active
labors, from 435 to 489, as bishop of the city of Nisibis, gave him the
best opportunity for this.
Although the accounts of later Jacobite historians, especially such as Abulpharagius and BarhebrjBus of the loth
is said to have employed to determine the Persian king, Pherozes, in favor of his own party and against
the dominant church of the Roman empire, do not appear to be altogether worthy of credit
yet there can, at least, be no doubt that
political reasons must have moved the Persian kings to favor a separation of the Christians of their kingdom from the Christians of the Roman
empire, and Barsumas doubtless might skilfully turn these reasons to
the advantage of his own party.
When, in the year 496, Babseus, who was one of this party, became,
as patriarch of Seleucia, the head of the Persian church, he held a
synod, by which the Nestorian church-party was completely organized.
It became distinguished also from the rest of the Oriental church, by
allowing bishops and presbyters to marry.^
The Greek emperor Zeno broke up, it is true, in the year 489, the
Persian seminary at Edessa, on account of its Nestorianism.
The consequence of this, however, was the transfer of tha school to Nisibis,
where it could fi-eely develope itself under the Persian government,
and only flourished so much the more. From this school arose others
among this church party and through many centuries it contributed
to diffuse great enthusiasm for Christian knowledge and theological
culture, and particularly for biblical studies, to which the spirit of a
Theodore of Mopsuestia had given the incentives and the Nestorian
churches became an important instrument of diffusing Chi-istianity in
Eastern Asia.
The same was true also with regard to the propagation of the Monoplnjitite party.
In Egypt, the native country and proper home of
this sect, it ever continued to exercise an important influence.
But,
when the emperor Justinian sought to enforce there as elsewhere the
recognition of the authority of the council of Chalcedon, and to appoint
those as bishops there who were devoted to the doctrinal system of
that council, the Monophysites of this country renounced their connection with the dominant church, and maintained themselves as an independent sect, under their own patriarchs.
Their party, after all that
had transpired before, must have been the most numerous one. As
the Egyptian church was the mother of the Ethiopian, this state

century,^ respecting the artifices he

;

;

;

1

See especially the extracts from them, Assemani

2

Assemani

l'. III.

P. II.

f.

79.
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of things

JACOBITES.

would naturally have an influence

also

on the church

in

Ethiopia.

The Mouophjsite church developed itself with more freedom in
Armenia. The persecutions waged against the Monophjsites probably
contributed to brmg about the insurrection of the province of Greater
Armenia, which faciUtated the conquest of this country by the Persians.
To the Persian

ruler Chosroes, the separation of his

new

Christian sub-

from the Christians of the Roman empire would of course be
welcome, and he was desirous of confirming it.
Under him, Nierses,
the first bishop or catholicus of the Armenian church, held a synod at
Thiven, in 536, at which the Monophysite system was confirmed, and
the anathema pronounced on the Chalcedonian council.
The credit of having done most to preserve, establish, and extend
the Mono{)hysite party in Syria and the adjacent countries, belongs to
a man distinguished for indefatigable zeal in the cause to which he
had devoted himself, for enterprising activity and a courage that despised all dangers. In those regions, owing to the deficiency of clergy,
of which the emperor Justinian had found means to deprive them, the
Monophysite party was threatened with becoming gradually extinct,
when certain imprisoned bishops of this sect united together, and
jects

ordained, as the general metropolitan of their church, the monk and
presbyter Jacob, from the cloister of Phasitla in the district of Nisibis,
a man inured to deprivations and hardships, and of unshaken firnmess
and constancy. With great rapidity, and not without many dangers,
he traversed, under the disguise of a beggar,^ the Syrian provinces and
those adjacent
he confirmed, by his exhortations, the oppressed party,
and ordained clergy for them he gave them a superior in the patriarch
;

;

and labored for them himself, during a period of thirtythree years, until A. D. 578, as a bishop, probably at Edessa.
From
him proceeded the name of Jacobites, which was applied sometimes to
the whole sect, sometimes to a part of it only.
The peculiar bent of mind, however, in which the Monophysite system had originated, could not fail of soon becoming the source of internal divisions among themselves,
that spirit which turned away from
living Christianity, and would fain confine the essence of faith to these
or the other dogmatic formulas.
The doctrine of the one nature of
Christ, for the sake of which they had separated from the dominant
church, still contained matter enough for dialectical disputes
and the
differences which now began to be discussed among themselves, showed
how completely, notwithstanding the controversy had originally a
deeper foundation, men had finally lost themselves in wilful disputes about
terms and phrases, without any disposition to understand one another
of Antioch

;

—

;

conceptions attached to them.
Thug in fact it came
about, that, amidst these controversies, many among the Monophysite
in respect to the

party agreed in their doctrinal views with the adherents of the Chalcedonian council, except that they always substituted, instead of two

1

the

From this circumstance
man in rags.

it

is

said he received the

surname Al Baradai,

— Baradseus,
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one person, one nature in one person.
Thus the party of
Severus at Alexandria maintained, that deity and humanity, although
united in one nature, yet retained unaltered the attributes corresponding to their proper essence and they agreed thevefore, in this respect,
with the doctrinal conceptions of the Chalcedonian council. Stephanus,
surnamed Niobes (Nw^w or Ntb,3of), an Alexandrian rhetorician or sophist,
found something inconsistent in this view, judged from the position of
Monophysitism and he became the founder of a distinct party, who
were called JViobites.
This disputed question was extended to the spiritual and corporeal
attributes of Christ's humanity.
Severus maintained, conformably to
his principles, and agreeing in this respect with the Duophysites, the
doctrine of Phthartodocetism in opposition to Julian of Halicarnassus.
Themistius, a deacon at Alexandria, who belonged to the party of
Severus, in applying this principle to the soul of Christ, fell, in truth,
into the same species of Agnoctism,, which had already been denounced
as heresy in Theodore of Mopsuestia.
By the controversies of the Monophysites with the theologians of
the dominant church, the study of dialectics was greatly promoted in
their theological schools
and this study found abundant nourishment
in the works of Aristotle, who, still earlier than this, had by many
been united with, or even preferred before Plato. ^ Dialectical acuteness was thus excited and it is only to be lamented, that it should have
been, for the most part, wasted upon such unprofitable investigatiuns,
and could only move within the contracted circle of the church system
of doctrine then in vogue.
Yet trained in the midst of this sect were
two men, eminently distinguished for freedom and griginaUty of mind.
One of them, the learned and acute John, surnamed, on account of
iiatures

in

;

;

;

;

his literary activity, the laborious, Q> (pMnovoc,') lived in the last

times
of the sixth, and the beginning of the seventh century.
He was an
Apologist,^ and a zealous polemical divine.^ But while he was intending to attack, with his Aristotelian dialectics, the adherents of the

Clialcedonian council, and was thereby led to employ the conceptual
determinations of Aristotle, after a very inadequate manner, in explaining and unfolding the doctrine of the Trinity, as, it is said, had been
done already by Ascusuaires. a learned Monoj)bysite, at Constantinople,
he drew upon himself the charge of heresy from the side of his own
party.
He was wishing, namely, to show his opponents, that, if they
1 As early as the end of the fourth century, Libanius, in speaking of such as had
come from the schools of Athens, mentions,
in connection with the cloak, not the

Plato, but the Lyceum and
See Libanius' Discourse Ilpof
Tovc elg TT/v waideiav avrbv unoaKdyijmv-ag.
Vol. III. ed. Tleiske, p. 438. So in fact the

Academy and
Aristotle.

David, who was educated at
Athens, introduced the study of Aristotle
into Armenia, near the close of the fifth
century.
See Memoires sur la vie et les
F. Neumann,
ouvrages de David, par

Armenian

C

Paris. 1829.

^ He wrote against Proclus and Jamblichus. Af;ainst the woric of the latter, in
defense of image- worship. Photius (see
Cod. 215) was not entirely satislied with
Did Philoi)onus perhaps ex
this work.
press himself on this occasion against images after the same manner as the Monophvsite Xcnayas 1
See vol. II. p. •'«!.
^ In his Commentary on the history of
the Creation, he attacked with the Aristotelian logic, particularly, Theodore of Mop-

suestia.
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STEPHANUS GOBARUS.

taught the doctrine of two natures in Christ, they must necessarily suppose also two hypostases. To make this out, he distinguished, as an Aristotelian, the twofold employment of the tei-m nature Qpvcug.')
By this
was understood either the universal conception of the kind, (the «<5o{
ivvnoaraTov,^ or nature in the concrete, the individual beings in which
the universal was expressed and coined into particular existence, (the
rr/g (pvaeug vwap^cg, the dro/ia.')
Now, when men Sftoke of twO
natures in Christ, they certainly did not understand, by the divine nature, the common divine essence, but the divine Logos, one of the three
hypostases, in which the community of the divine nature, as of the
divine essence, was contained.
Even in speaking of a human nature,
the human nature in general was not here meant ; else it would be
necessary to say, that the Logos united himself with all the men who
ever had hved or who ever would live, for all these certainly belonged
to the universal conception of the kind
but an altogether determinate
human nature was meant, with which alone, among all, the Logos
united himself in this manner.
It was plain, therefore, that, in this

ISioavaraTog

;

employment of it, the term (bmig was perfectly identical with the term
vnoaTamg, and that accordingly, in supposing two natures, it would be
necessary to suppose also two hypostases in Christ.^
Now, by fixing
upon such comparisons as these, which Philoj onus employed, his enemies might, not without plausible grounds, accuse him of making the
conception of the divine essence a mere conception of the kind, and of
thus falling into Tritheism.
To the very same result came the schoolman Gilbert of Poictiers, in the twelfth century, by a like employment
of Aristotelian formulas.

The second

of these men, Stephanus Gobarus,

(^i.rE(pavog 6 ydiSapog,')

be-

We

longs also to the party founded by Philoponus.
know, it is true,
of but one book under his name, from the list of its contents by Photius ;2
but this suffices to signalize him as a man of rare freedom of spirit for
these times.
While others aimed, for the most part, simply to point

out the common church tradition in the teachings of the ancient church,
and while the differences among these were willingly kept out of view ;

man, on the contrary, ventured to bring together the opposite
and negative decisions of the ancient church-teachers on
doctrinal and exegetical questions, in some cases on important points,
under fifty two head>^
and among these were to be found several
expressions of venerated fathers of the church, which at that time
might well appear offensive. Certainly it could not have been his object
in this, to exalt the authority of the church tradition.
As it was frequently the case, that, in o})position to, or along-side of,
the dialectic bent, a mystical tendency developed itself in theology, so
it happened also among the Monophysiles.
cloister at Edessa,^ in
Mesopotamia, had for its head, in the last times of the fifth century, an
this

affirmative

;

•

A

1

See the interesting fragment from the

polemical work which Philoponus wrote,
entitled 6 dianijTrjg, the arbitrator, in
nes Damascenus de hairesibus.
2

Cod. 232.

Johan-

^

From

these districts

came

also the

Ea-

chites, (see vol. II. page 276,) in whose
mysticism a good deal of a kindred character
may be found.
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of Bar Sudaili, who had busied himself in various
mystic theology which always formed one of the groundtendencies of the Oriental Monachism, and from which had proceeded
the writings fabricated in the name of Dionysius the Areopagite
as in
fact he appeals to the writings of a certain Hierotheos, whom the
He stood at first on intimate
Pseudo-Dionysius calls his teacher.^
terms with the most eminent Monophysite teachers, and was very
But, as his mystic theology came into conhighly esteemed by them.
flict with the church doctrine, he drew upon himself the most violent
attacks.
Espousing the peculiar views of Monophysitism, and more
particularly as they were apprehended by the party of Xenayas, he
maintained that, as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, are one divine
essence, and as the humanity formed one nature with the godhead in
Christ, and his body became of like essence to the divinity, (was deified,)
so through him all fallen beings should also be exalted to unity with
God, in this way would become one Avith God ; so that God, as Paul
expresses it, should be all in all.
If it is true, as it is related,'-^ that on the walls of his cell were found
"
written the words, " All creatures are of the same essence with God ;
we must suppose that he extended this assertion so as to include not
only all rational beings, but all creatures of every kind, and that his
theory was,
as all existence proceeded by an original emanation from
God, so by redemption all existence, once more refined and ennobled,
would return back to him. But the question then arises, whether he
understood this, after the pantheistic manner, as a return to the divine
essence with the loss of all self-subsistent, individual existence (as it
or
has often been observed, that mysticism runs iiito pantheism)
whether he supposed that, with the coming into existence of finite beings,
sin also necessarily made its appearance, but that by the redemption this
contrariety was removed, and now at length the individual existence
of the creature should continue to subsist, as such, in union with God.
Our information is too scanty to enable us to decide this question .^
As a transition-point to that universal restoration, he supposed a millennial
kingdom of exalted happiness on earth at the close of the earthly course
That he entertained the same sensual notions respecting
of the world.

abbot by the

ways

name

vnth. that

;

—

;

1 In the Pseudo-Dionysian writings cited
by him, there were ^soloyiKal aroixeiuaeig,
(ground-works of theology,) and ipuTLnoi

(alluding to love in the sense of the
Abulpharagius (in Assemani B.
mystics.)
0. T. II. f. 291) says that Bar Sudaili fabricateda book under the name of this Hierotheus, in confirmation of his own peculiar
opinions; but he adds himself, that by
many it was held to be a work of HieroIt is probably therefore a mere contheus.
jecture of this Monophysite author, that
Bar Sudaili was the writer of that book.
It might possibly be, that Bar Sudaili found
an older apocryphal book, under this name,
among the monks, and nsed it in support
of his doctrines
ii|Uvot,

^ This, however, may perhaps have heen
an invention of his enemies since in fact
they also affirmed, as the inscription was
no longer to be found in his cell, that he had
erased it, when the thing began to be noised
;

abroad.

The same

have been expressed

opinion

said

is

to

in his books, only in &

more concealed manner; but

it

nuiy be a

question, whether men did not im/j/y in these
writings a sense foreign to their true contents, from hostile feelings or from misconception.
^ See the letter of the Monophysite bishop Xenayas to Abraham and ( )restes, pres

byters of
f.

30.

Edessa,

in

Assemani.
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millennial reign as the older Chiliasts, we cannot assume to be
proved by the accusations of his opponents without the addition of more
This would not be consistent, at least, with his
decisive testimony.
and his mystical expressions might easily be misconmystic theology
But neither
strued by those who considered them in a hostile spirit.
for combinaare we warranted to pronounce the charge utterly false
tions of a mystical and a sensuous tendency admit of being psychologicLike the older Chihasts,
ally explained, and are not without example.
Bar Sudaili taught that the Sabbath of that millennial period of rest,
the Sunday, answered to the commencement of a new, higher, eternal
this

;

;

order of the world, after the universal restoration. By means of a mystical interpretation of the Bible, he sought to introduce his doctrines into
the sacred Scriptures, and for this purpose wrote commentaries on the
Psalms. He boasted of higher revelations, \)l'hereby the more profound
He called the sacred
sense of scripture had been laid open to him.
scriptures dreams, and his own expositions the interpretation of dreams.
It was assuredly not his intention by this to disparage the authority of
the Bible, but only, after the usual manner of the Theosophists, to mark
The Bible contained nothing but
their obscurity for ordinary men.
hints,, intimations of higher mysteries, and hence could be understood
only by those to

whom

the Spirit communicated the intuitions of these

But when

this person was accused of having declared all
of having
sacraments to be superfluous, as well as all moral discipline
taught that each individual might live according to his own sinful lusts ;
it is evident, from the way in which these charges are laid, that they
proceeded solely from an unjust fabrication of consequences. Because
Bar Sudaili taught the destiny of all would at length be the same by
reason of the universal restoration, it was inferred that, according to
this doctrine, then, nothing at all depended on the diiferent conduct of
men, and each individual who continued to live in his sins would

mysteries.

;

nevertheless share at last in the same blessedness with

But Bar

Sudaili would certainly have

all

the others.

been far from admitting the

cor-

rectness of these inferences.

d-

Anthropology/.

Having concerned ourselves, thus

far, with those doctrines which
play the speculative interest predominant in
the Oriental church, we now pass to the subject of Anthropology, in
whose development the practical spirit prevailing in the Western

especially called into

church was chiefly interested.
period, the

We

the doctrines connected with this

folded to

noticed already, in the preceding

germs of opposite tendencies

in the

subject

:

mode

from

of apprehending

these

more decided and strongly marked opposition

other, the controversies of this period proceeded.

From

germs, unone an-

to

that doctrine

which forms the central point for Christianity and for the Christian
consciousness, the doctrine of redemption, arise two sides or moments
in the apprehension of Anthropology, which, in'oi'der to the pei'fect
satisfying of the Christian interest,

must become united.

Redemp-

DOCTRINE OF
tion
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must certainly be met, on the one

—

side,
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by the consciousness of

the consciousness of moral insufficiency,

—

of the
servitude and bonda^^e of man in his natural condition on the other
side, by the consciousness of a germ in human nature which is allied
by the consciousness of
to God, and which longs after deliverance
the need of

it,

;

;

a moral freedom, as the necessary condition, both to the acknowledgment of sin and guilt, without which no redemption can be talked of,
and to the appropriation of the offered redemption itself. Christianity,
which announces itself as the principle of a new birth and a new creation, presupposes in human nature, on the one side, the consciousness
of a foreign element ruling within it, troubling and limiting its original
the need of a moral transessence, from which it must be made free,
On the other side, Chrisformation and restoration of that nature.
tianity presupposes, on this very ground, the consciousness of a divine
element related to itself, in which its transforming and ennobling
in which the new creation is to deagency is to find a point of union,
velop "^itself as, through the new creation, what was planned in the

—

—

;

Accordis carried on to its actualization and fulfillment.
ing as the one or the other of these complementary moments became especially prominent, so the two chief tendencies in the

original one

apprehension and shaping of

One

of these

this doctrine

ever formed themselves.

modes of apprehension became especially

particular

North African church, through Tertullian; the
Clement and Origen yet
so that, notwithstanding the relative predominance of the one or the
other of these moments, they still remained united, and the two tendencies were still held together by m.eans of the -common Christian
prominent

in

the

other, in the Alexandrian church, through

;

One of these tendencies, then, continued,
consciousness at bottom.
generally speaking, to be the predominant one in the Oriental, the
The sense of
other the predominant one in the Occidental church.
corruption, the consequent feeling of the need of redemption in man's

nature, of grace as a power for the moral transformation of the corrupt nature, this was particularly unfolded in the Western church
while, at the same time, however, the church still persisted in regarding the free moral self-determination as the condition presupposed by

inworking of this higher, divine principle.
In the Oriental
church, on the other hand, Christianity was also acknowledged, it is
true, as a divine communication of life, transcending the limits of
in Christianity there was acknowledged to be
man's original nature
and, proceeding from the first sin, there
a higher divine creation
was acknowledged to be a corruption of human nature, which must
It was regarded in particular as a conbe cured by the redemption.
sequence of the first sin, that human nature had become subjected to
mortality, to sensuous defects and excitement, and to the manifold
temptations to sin.^
It was simply held to be essential to affirm
grace and free-will at the same time, without attempting exactly to de
it was only sought carefine the relation of the two to each other
fully to avoid everything that might seem to favor arbitrary will on the
the

:

;

;

1

See

The

aufia dvr)Thv

and

vol. I. sect. 4, p. 620,

e^nu-&Ei, as contradistinguished

from the

earlier aTia^eta.
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God

men,

—

an unconditional predetermiimpair the doctrine of the divine love
and justice, and of man's free-will. And, since now, however, the
new creation might be regarded either in the light of a restoration
of the original, a healing of the evil adhering to human nature ; or,
on the other hand, as the deification of the merely natural, whereby
human nature was lifted up to a grade even above the level of its
original constitution', the first mode of apprehension prevailed rather
in the Occidental church, the second in the Oriental.
With this
latter point of view, indeed, might also be easily united a false separation of the divine and the natural.
The two different modes of apprehension here pointed out correspond to two different processes of religious culture pursued by the
individual, according as the case was that he had arrived at the new
position of Christian Ufe more suddenly, through a violent crisis, by
which the whole life was divided into two parts sharply opposed to
each other, or more gradually, through many continuous transitions.
This, therefore, on the whole, was the relation which the doctrina)
tendencies of the two churches bore to each other.
turn to thfe
more particular consideration of the Western church. To the pecul
iar character of the Eastern church we shall return again hereafter.
As representatives of the tendency we are about to consider, at
the stage of development it had reached previous to the breaking out
of these disputes, we may take Hilary of Poictiers and Ambrose of
Milan.
In considering the scheme of doctrine which prevailed among the
Latins, it is important to notice, that, in their ancient translation of
the New Testament, the words i4>' w Trarreg ^fxapTou (^Rom. 5
12)
were rendered, " in quo omnes peccaverunt." This furnished some
apparent ground for the representation, that all mankind sinned in
Adant though we by no means intend to say that the above erroneous translation was the only ground On which such a doctrine reposed.
The ground of it doubtless lay still deeper than that, in facts and
enigmas of the moral self-consciousness,
in the same which also presented a foothold for the various schemes of doctrine concerning the
part of
nation,

in the

election of

— which might seem

to

We

:

;

—

soul's preexistence.
tion

At

all

events, however, this erroneous transla-

was the means of bringing

it

about, that the above representa-

in Adam should be universally
received as an undeniable foundation of doctrine.
This proposition,
Hilary of Poictiers makes his starting point, when, in commenting on
Matth. l8
13, he understands by the ninety and nine sheep which
went not astray, the angels, and by the one lost sheep, mankind
inasmuch as all humanity partook in the one sin of Adam.^ As to the
way in which this connection of the sin of Adam with the sin of mankind is to be conceived, jt is a point which he explains no further.
But thus much is clear, that from this he derived a sinful inclination

mankind having sinned

tion of all

:

;

1

Commentar.

Ovis una

in Matth. XVIII. § 6.
intelligendus est, et sub
universitas sentienda est.

homo

homine uuo

Sed in unius Adse errore omne hominum
genus aberravit.
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cleaving to all men
as, for example, where he speaks of sins to which
men are led by the bent of their nature.^ Accordingly he says, that
by baptism we are delivered from the sins of our birth, are separated
;

from the propensities of our progenitors, and lay aside the old man
with his sins and his unbelief.^ All moral evil, however, Hilary seems
to refer to the sensuous nature

destructible image of God.^

and the outer man

To him

sense.*

is to

men

all

;

while in the soul he recognizes the inthe contrariety betwixt the inner

Thus

him no other than that betwixt spirit and
apjiear standing in need of the forgiveness

" The
works of righteousness," says he, " would not be sufficient to deserve
perfect blessedness, unless the mercy of God, in those cases where
the will was bent on righteousness, also forbore to impute those faults
which proceed from the fluctuation and inconstancy of the human pasHuman mutability, dependence on the inconstancy of the
sions." ^
of sin, by reason of the moral defects which cleave to them.

preclude, according to Hilary, the possibility of perfect
In comparison with God, no man can be called good. There
is no perfect virtue but that which remains unchangeably the same.
In man we can speak only of relative goodness in single moments a
man may be called good, either with reference to his intentions or to
a view of the
his actions ; but this is not an abiding state with him,
matter, we must allow, which proceeds from a somewhat superficial
way of considering it, since in moral life the individual moments do
not admit of being thus insulated from their connection with the whole.
" Human passions," says he, " vary by alternation
thus, for examby fear he is disturbed by love he
ple, by injuries man is irritated
by hatred he is impelled, etc.
But still, in
is differently affected
the moments when our will or our act is a good one, it cannot be othThe words of Christ,
erwise than that we should be what we are." ^
that he was not come to call the righteous but sinners to repentance,
he explains as follows Our Saviour would thereby have us to understand, that as he was come in behalf of all, so all must see themselves
to be sinners, in order to partake of the salvation which is through
him.'
So he says, "" By faith, that is obtained which the law could
aifections,

virtue.

:

—

:

;

;

;

:

1

Ad

hsec nos vitia naturae nostrse pro-

pellit instinctus.

Tract, in Ps.

I. § 4.

In Matth. X. § 24. Ab originis nostrfae
peccatis atque auctoribus separaraur, a patris et matris affectionibus dissidemus, veterem cura peccatis atque infidelitate sua
'^

bominem exuentes.
Tbus he says of Job
=*

:

Formatup

intra

matris vulvam et per virtutem Cre^toris
in substantia animae ad Dei sui imaginem
tiguratus, eum, qui ex incremento accessit
profectum editi corporis congemiscit, in
quo sibi in malls seculi et infirmitatibus
In Ps.
can. is vitiisque vivendum sit.

CXIX.

§ 12.
interior

Cum

homo spiritus opera deexterior voluptates corporis conIn Ps. CXXIX. § 6.
^ Non cnim ipsa ilia justitiae opera sufficient ad perfecta; beatitudinis mcritum,
nisi misericordia Deietiam in hoc justitioe
*

siderat,

cupiscit.

voluntate

humanarum demutationum

et

motmim

vitia non repiUet.
In Ps. LI.
§ 23.
Ideirco perfecta bonitas in niillo est,
quia earn naturalium perturbationum incentiva demutant.
Sed tamen, cum in
bonitatis siimus vel voluntate vel gestis,
*^

non possumus vel tunc non hoc esse quod
sumus. Et quamvis imperfect! ad id simus, nee s>_'niper id simus, quod tamen
sumus in tempore, licet per naturaj inti?
mitatem demutationi bonitatis obnoxiis,
non adimitur nobis bonos nos vel turn
esse, cum sumus.
In Ps. LII. §11.
^ Omnibus venerat. Quomodo ergo non
Erant ergo, quibus
se justis venissedieit
Sed nemo
necessenon erat, ut veuiret
Ostendit ergo, inanem
Justus ex lege est.
?

?

justitiffi

§ 2.

esse jactantiam.

In Matth. IX.
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But justification is maninot bring to pass
faith alone justifies." ^
understood here 'in the objective sense. According to this,
then, we might suppose Hilary would have been unwilling to admit
the possibility of a righteousness consisting in the fulfillment of the law.
This, however, is not his opinion.
We find here a want of clearnesa
in respect to the conception of the law, which afterwards, as we shall
Failing to distinguish the
see, presented a foothold for Pelagianism.
two different modes of apprehending the law, first according to its
eternal, divine matter, its spirit and essence
and secondly, the law in
;

festly to be

;

its

particular.

Mosaic form,

in

the outward statutes of this

theocratical constitution, the law expressed in

politico-

commandments having

failing to distinguish and hold apart
these two different applications of the conception, and having his
mind fixed on the last-mentioned reference, he was enabled to distin-

reference to outward actions

;

guish the standing ground of a righteousness consisting in the fulfillment of the law, by which one might, even without any knowledge of
Christ, attain to a certain stage of blessedness, and

ground of the higher righteousness by

the standing

which could be communicated only through Christ.^
In proof of such a standing ground of
righteousness by the law, he refers to the Avords of Paul (Rom. 10 5),
in which, we must allow, he applies a meaning altogether opposed to
the thought of the apostle ^ as if he intended to say, that, on the
standing ground of law, it would have been possible for man to really
fulfill it by works, and thus attain to life.
But this mistake grew out
of his neglecting to distinguish the sense of the word according to
the original connection in which it is employed in the Old Testament,
and according to the application given to it by the apostle Paul.
Over against the laborious and painful righteousness of the law, and
the sin-burdened life of the world, he places the gentle yoke of Christ,
under which the practice of goodness is made easy by love though
in this case he fails rightly to explain how this is connected with, and
" Those
grounded in the peculiar principle of the new Christian life.
-who painfully struggle along," says he, " under the difficulties of the
law, and those who are burdened with the sins of the world, Christ
calls to himself; and he promises to make their way easy and their
burden light, if they will but take his yoke upon them, that is, subject themselves to his commands, and come to him under the holy
sacrament of the cross because he is meek and lowly of heart, and
they shall therein (by submitting to his commands) find rest to their
souls
holding out the allui'ement of an easy yoke and a light burden,
-that he may bestow on those who believe on him the knowledge of the
true good.
And what easier, what lighter burden is there than this
to take delight in abstaining from sin, in willing what is good, in loving
all men, in hating none, in attaining to things eternal, in not being
faith,

:

;

;

;

:

1 Remissum
est a Christo, quod lex
laxare non poterat fides enim sola justiIn Matth. VIII. § 6.
ficat.
^ Nee ambiguum est, cos in viventium
libro esse, qui antea sine ulla Christi cogni;

tione pie in lege versati

omnia

prasscripta

le<,ns

inipleverint.

Scribuntur autem in

li-

bro justomm, quibiis justitia Christus est
factus.
In Ps..LXVIII. § 24.
In the passage just cited De quibua
secundum legem apostolus Paulus ita docuit
quia qui fecerit ea, vivet in illis.
>^

:

:
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garriedaway by things present and temporal, in being unwilling to do
what you would not choose to suffer yourself? " ^ Now the
only thing made prominent here is the standing ground of a new and
yet, in addition to this, we must take from
highei moral knowledge
other passages the sense of the forgiveness of sin imparted by Christ
nor should we neglect to notice the sacramentum crucis, of which
mention is here made.
Moreover, he undoubtedly presupposes the
communication through Christ of a new principle of divine life, which
to others

;

'

—

belongs to the essence of the justitia fidei,
to justification in the
since he constantly admits the necessity of a cooperation of grace and free-will, in order to the vigorous growth of the
Christian life.
Thus he says,^ "As the organs of man's body cannot exercise their
activity unless certain other causes supervene, as, for example, the
eye cannot see if there be no light so the human soul ever possesses
indeed the capacity of knowing God
but, unless it receives by faith
the gift of the Holy Ghost, it will not attain to the light of that
subjective sense

;

;

;

knowledge.
Yet the gift of Christ is free for each man's acceptance,
and that which is denied to none is bestowed on each, just so far as
he will receive it.
The Holy Spirit is the light of the soul but we
must long after it, we must labor to participate in it, and then preserve it within us, by faithful obedience to the divine commands.*' ^
" It is the extreme of folly and of impiety," says he in another place,^
"not to see clearly that we live in dependence on God, and derive
everything from God, and, in whatever we undertake or expect, to
rely chiefly on our own ability, when the truth is, that whoever has
anything in himself can have it only from God.
U^o God, then, must
all our hopes be directed."
He considers it very important to set
;

forth distinctly, that all the operations of divine grace are conditioned

—

on man's free-will,
to repel everything which might serve to favor
the notion of a natural necessity, or of an unconditional divine pre-

He quotes Ps. 58 45, to prove that sin cannot be
considered as anything innate, but must be referred to a guilty hardening of the will ^ for the godless man is here compared to a serpent
that stops its ear to the voice of the charmer.
Every day is the
word of God held forth in opposition to the power of sin in man, to
destination.

:

;

A^ard off

and overcome

it.

They who hearken

1
In Matth. XI. § 13. Legis deinde
/ifficultatibus laborantes et pcccatis seculi
oneratos ad se advocat, deintiirunique sc
laborem onusijue piomittit, si modo ejus
jugum toUant, mandatorum scilicet suorum priecepta suscipiant, eumquc sacramento crucis adeant, qui corde humilis ct

mitis

sit,

inveniant

et in his
;

blandimenta

jugi

animabus
suavis

et

suis
levis

requiem
oncris

proponens, ut credentibus
3jub boni scientiam praestet, quod solus
ipse novit in Patre.
Et quid jugo ipsius
Buavius, quid onere levius, probabilem
fieri, scelereabstinere,bonum velle, malum
nolle, amare onines, odisse nullum, seterna

not to the voice of

consequi, praesentibus non capi, nolle inferre alteri, quod ipsi sibi perpeti sit molestuin

?

^

De

^

Expetendus

trinitate,

1.

II. §3.5.

est,

promercndus

est, et

deinceps prteceptorum tide atque observatione retinendus.
To the term proniereri,
according to the Latin usus loquendi of
this period, the conception of merit, in the
strict sense of the term, is not to be attached.
* In Ps. LI.
§ 20.
^ In Ps. LVII.
Ne vitium referri
§ 3.
posset ad originem, prseduratas in his ad
obediendum voluntatis crimen exprobrat.
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Expounding the
the gospel are therefore the generation of vipera.^
Scriptures conformably with his doctrinal interest, he could find even
in the passage, Rom. 9:13, which is altogether at variance with his
fundamental position, nothing else than a divine predestination conditioned on the foreknowledge of the bent of the human will.^
For
the rest, it may be gathered from what has been said, how much remained still vague and self-contradictory in the doctrine of Hilary,
There was a necessity for new developments, and a more distinct presentation of oppositions hitherto concealed.
Ambrose may well be regarded as forming the intermediate link between the course of doctrinal development which had till now prevailed
Western church, and the great man from whom a new epoch
Ambrose expresses himself still
namely, Augustin.
commences,
more strongly than Hilary on the moral corruption of man, and its conThus he says ^ " We all have sinned in
nection with the first sin.
in the

—

:

man

and, with the propagation of the nature^ the propagaIn him human
tion of the guilt also has passed from one to all.
In one aspect, the corruption which passed from
nature sinned."
the

first

;

the first parent to all his posterity seems here to be derived from the
law of natural propagation in another, a certain inherent connection
seems to be supposed between the first member of the human race, as
one in whom the whole kind was already contained in the germ, and
Yet Ambrose speaks, in other
all the later members of the race.*
;

individual man has to
nothing but the excitement to
Concerning grace also, as
fiin, not a guilt transmitted to posterity.''
the exciting and efficacious cause of all conversion, he declares himself still more strongly than Hilary but he too supposes the operations
"Redemption,"
of this grace are conditioned by human recipiency.
he says, " is given gratuitously, not according to the merit of works,
but according to the free will of the giver, according to the election
Why did some of the Israelites attain thereunto,
of the Redeemer.
The latter did not, because they were for justifying
others not ?
because they
themselves because they were proud of their works
places, only of the personal guilt which each

bear,^

and derives from the

first

sin

;

;

;

The elect atdid not believe, and would not acknowledge grace.
tained unto it, because they heard Him who called them, received
Him who came unto them. Since all do not desire to be healed, but
the

greatest

number avoid

it,

he heals those who

selves to be healed, and forces no

1 L. c.
Cum ei (antiqno serpenti) quotidie ne fallat, ne subrepat, ne mordeat,
etiam sub divini nominis denuntiatione,
mandetur, et tanien obstructo desaevit au-

ditu
ex quo non obedientes evangelio
natio viperarum sunt.
^
L. c. Sic Esau alieriatus ab utero est,
cum major minori serviturus, etiam ante
quam existeret, nuntiatur, Deo tuturis non
nescio voluntatis, ipso potius hoc sciente,
quam aliquo ad necessitatem genito natu:

Tamque

peccati.

man
^

against his

Apologia David

will
will.

suffer

them-

The Lord

altera, § 71.

* Exposit. Evang. Lucse, 1. VII. p. 234.
Potest et hie in uno accipi species generis
humani. Fuit Adam, et in illo fuimus

Periit Adam, et in illo omnes
perierunt.
^ Ps.
VIII. § 9. In die judieii nostra in nobis, non alienas iniquitatis flagitia

omnes.

XL

punientur.
^ L. c.

Magis lubricura delinquendi,

quam reatum aliquem

nostri esse delicti.
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calls the indolent,

and awakens those who

the door and knocks,
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sleep.

He who

But

willing, only, to enter.

comes

to

our fault, if
he does not always enter, if he does not always abide with us.
That
but he who shuts to his windows, robs himtrue light shineth to all
^
It is true, however, that, in two pasself of the light eternal."
sages, Ambrose expresses himself in such a way as to refer all that
is

it is

:

good in man solely to the agency of God as the operative cause,
without mentioning tlie human self-determination as a necessary condition.
When he says: "Christ brings it about, that that which is
in and of itself good, appears to be good also to us
for he calls him
on whom he has mercy.
Accordingly, he who follows Christ, and is
asked, why he will be a Christian, may reply
It so appeal's to me
that I must be one.
And by so saying, he does not deny that God'3
good pleasure has so ordered it for it is by God the will of man is
first excited
for that God is loved and adored by the saint is the
effect of God's grace." ^
This passage might, perhaps, be understood to mean that the human self-determination, the mihi videtur, is something free merely in
is

;

:

;

;

appearance, but properly grounded in the determining act of the divine will which determines all things, through which it is brought to
pass that it so appears to the man as it does appear.
This thought comes out still more strongly in the following words
" God calls those whom he deigns to
of Ambrose in the same work
call
whom he will, he makes religious." ^ Now if we understand
these passages as meaning that a grace determining man's will with
irresistible necessity is here supposed, then, inasmuch as this supposition contradicts the assertions of Ambrose above quoted, we must
admit that conflicting elements entered into his view of the faith
as
in fact such appearances sometimes manifest themselves at the point
of transition from one stage of development to -another
and as we
might very naturally expect it would happen in the case of a man
who was not an original and systematic divine, but spoke rather according to the momentary impulse of his feelings.
But although the
freedom of the divine election and the creative agency of grace are
made particularly prominent in these passages, still they do not imply
any necessary exclusion of the state of recipiency in the individual as
a condition
and, accordingly, this assertion of Ambrose admits of
being easily reconciled with the assertions first quoted.*
In another
:

;

;

;

;

1

See in Ps. XLIII. § 47, in Ps. CXVIII.
De interpellat. David. 1. IV. §4.
In Lucam,'!. I. § 10. Christus, ut id

§ 13.
"

quod bonnm

nam

est,

nobis quoque videri boquern enim mise-

possit, operatur

;

ratur, et vocat.
Et ideo, qui Christum
Bequitur, potest interrogatus, cur esse voluerit Christianas, respondere:

mihi.

visum

;

est

Quod cum dicit, non negat, Deo
a Deo enim prseparatur voluntas

hominum.

Ut enim Dens

a sancto, Dei gratia est' In Lucam, 1. VII.
§ 27.
dignatur, vocat, et
facit.

visum

quem

honorificetur

Deus quos

vult, religiosum

Augustin, in his worlv " de dono pcrseverantiiE," § 49, cites both these passupres
of Ambrose as testimonies in favor of the
doctrine of grace working all.
It may
be, pcrhap.s, that the mode of teaching

pursued by Ambrose was not without, its
him; but he was certainly
1cm:1
by it to the doctrine of absolute
predestination
for this doctrine did not
influence on

not

;

unfold itself in his

mind

till

a

much

later

period. Besides, in the case of a man possessed of the intellect of Augustin, the
powerof such influence from abroad ought
not to be overrated.
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place, at

least,

he expressly supposes that predestination

is

condi'

tioned by foreknowledge.^

Thus

it is

evident, then,

if

we

call to

mind the

relation of

Ambrose

church teachers, that the way, indeed, was already
prepared for the appearance of the opposite moments in the mode of
treating these doctrines.
Yet the two churches, separated by difference of language, stood too remotely distant from each other to come
to any mutual consciousness of this existing opposition, and to be led
The opposition might also
by it into a relation of mutual hostility.
still remain concealed under the points of agreement belonging to
both parties. It was destined to make its appearance in the Western
church itself, and there to be evolved and presented in lines so well
defined and strongly marked, that an open contest between the twoThis first took place when
opposite tendencies would be inevitable.
these tendencies, in such representatives of them respectively as Augustin and Pelagius, had unfolded themselves to such a degree of
sharpness as mutually to exclude each other.
We must speak in the first place, therefore, of these two men and
we will begin with Augustin, because the development of his theo
logical views on the points now under consideration was guided and
determined by causes wholly within himself, and depended on no imwhile, on the development of
pulse derived from outward opposition
the system of Pelagius, a man possessed of a less original, a less
ijpeculative and systematizing spirit, the practical opposition to those
doctrinal views which were akin to, or proceeded from the mind of
Augustin, had a great influence.
To the tendency which we have designated as the one peculiar to
the Western church, and which we saw expressed particularly by Ambrose, Augustin was inclined by the peculiar course of education in
"which his whole life had been trained, and which we have already described.^ We have seen how it was only after a long and violent conflict
with a fiery nature, but which struggled against the godlike in a wild
Through many
feeling of power, that he attained to inward peace.
years tossed one side and the other, between the ideals which attracted
the cravings of his spirit, and the desires and passions which held him
chained to the pleasures of the world, he experienced in himself the
From his own inward expeconflict betwixt the spirit and the flesh.
rience he learned how to understand the fundamental ideas of the
Christian, more particularly of the Pauline doctrine concerning man
and with the study of St. Paul's writings he was, in fact, particularly
occupied at the time when that great crisis occurred in his inner life.
the nature
As he found these two great divisions in his own life,
which, left to itself, after all the efibrts in his power, still remained
impotent, and struggled in vain, alternately attracted and repelled by
the divine, wherein alone the spirit is conscious that it can find its
rest
and the nature surrendering itself to faith, and victorious over
so he found once more thesin through the power of redemption,
to

the Oriental

;

;

•

—

—

;

1

De

fide,

1.

V.

§ 83.

2

gge pages 396-402.
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AUGUSTIN.

divisions in the development of human nature as a
opposition between that which proceeded from the nature left to itself and estranged from God, and that which came from

same two main
whole.

The

new and

divine principle of life imparted to humanity bj redempand regeneration, this opposition, which he had learned from his
own inward experience, came, from his life, to be the central point
of his system of faith. As the opposites of good and evil in human
nature presented themselves to the notice of Augustin from the first,
it must have struck him as being the most difficult of all questions,
Whence, in that human nature, which feels itself attracted by the
whence the
good, which is conscious of it as its original essence,

the

tion

—

This question occupied him the moment his thoughts
were awakened on higher subjects. The meditation of this question
conducted him to Manicheism, and with it was connected his reThis became the central point for his
nunciation of Manicheism.
thoughts, which strove after systematic connection and logical consistency.
His systematizing mind, when it had once seized hold of
a ))rinciple, was imjielled to unfold and to apply it with the most
rigid severity, not shrinking from any of the consequences to which
rvil in

it

it ?

might lead.

But then we must

distinguish different epochs and periods in

Au-

and passing through
whicli, he first attained to the last consistent development of the doctrinal j)rinciples which had flowed from that great crisis in his inner
gustin's d(jctrinal progress, departing from which,

life.

The

first

period embraces the works which he wrote after his bapfirst years of his entering upon the duties of a presbyter,

tism until the

—

that

is,

until

about the year 394,

—

his works,

de moribus ecclesiiB

Catholicse et Maniclmeorum, de vera religione, and de libero arbitrio.
As, at that time, his doctrinal mode of thought was the result of the

experiences which he himself had undergone of the helplessness of
the man left merely to himself,
of the need of assistance and of re<lemption belonging to human nature
so there was united therewith,
in the scientific develoiiment, the idea, derived from Platonism,of the
relation of the spirit in man to the absolute S})irit, of all good to the
original Good, of all being to the Higliest and Absolute Being.
The
])rinciple of grace and of resignation to God, as the original source
of all good, was the gommon element between the first period and all
the succeeding perio<ls of his doctrinal progress; the groundwork
irom which everything in his case proceeded, and on which he framed

—

;

system with an ever-increasing consistency.
But along with tliis
tendency, there were at that time still other tendencies in his mind,
which at a later period were, in part, suppressed by the entire and
one-sided predominance of the main tendency above described. Very
imjustly have Augustiu's anthropological views been attributed to the
intiuence of Manicheism.
His doctrine concerning the moral corruption of human nature was something entirely different from the dualism of Mani's philosophy of nature it grew not (as in the case of
Mani) out of a confusion of the moral element with the intuition of
his

:

VOL.

II.

4(1
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nature, but out of a simple fact of the moral consciousness.
Rather
might be said that the consciousness, early awakened in his profound soul, of the irreconcilable opposition between good and evil, led
him, while endeavoring to account to himself for this opposition in a
it

speculative way, to Manicheism

but that the moral apprehension of
which forced itself with ever-increasing strength upon
his mind, drew him again from Manicheism.
Again, from Platonism,and directly in opposition to Manicheism, his theory unfolded itself,
that sin had not, as Manicheism taught, a self-subsistent existence
of its own
but that, as all existence, all true being, sprung from the
highest, the absolute, and is grounded in that, so evil is nothing other
than just the subjective aberration of the created being from the law
of the Supreme and only true Being
is, in and of itself, nothing,
;

this opposition,

;

;

which, nevertheless, the moment
act, must subject itself to the law of the highest being
not being, the

fj^rj

ov,

it

begins to

and to this
Nor did he find any diffi^

;

point Augustin

always firmly adhered.

culty in bringing

it

On

predestination.

into harmony with his later doctrine of absolute
the other hand, he united with it, in this period,

another principle, by which this earlier period is essentially distinguished from the later.
He attached great importance, in this period, to the principle,
something that cannot be referred to the influence of Platonism, but
proceeded out of a practical Cln-istian interest, as it formed itself, in

—

—

Manicheism,
that the above-mentioned
subjective aberration from the supreme good could not be explained
on any ground of natural necessity, but could only be derived from
ins case, in the opposition to

the free will
and that the self-determining power of the free will continued ever to be the ground of this aberration
that the cause of the
diverse relations of men to the supreme good was ever to be traced
only to the diverse bents of their free will, which admitted of no further explanation.
The firm and steadfast adherence to the free will
;

;

as contradistinguished from natural necessity was, in this period, considered by him of the utmost importance.
Beyond question, he held
fast to this point, at least in theory, in the later period also
but it
was only by a dialectic self-deception that he was enabled still to
unite it, in reference to practical conduct, with the result of his later
;

system.

The principles of Augustin, as they present themselves at this point
of view, were as follows : In the condition in which man now finds
himself, it is not in his po\ver to be good ; because he either does not
-know what he ought to be by his destination, or, if he knows it, is not
able to live conformably to his known destination.
Ignorance of the
good, and the difficulty in practicing it, these .are the moral evils of
human nature and this would be inconsistent with God's justice,
were it not a righteous punishment.
Sin is its own punishment; so
that, when man had the knowledge of good, and made no use of it,
he thereby lost the knowledge
and when, possessing the faculty for
good, he did not practice it, he lost thereby the faculty itself.
;

;

A

1
defectus ab ordine, which yet
especially the books de ordine.

must

be subservient to the

summus

ordo.

See
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If the question now presented itself to Augustin
how does this
hindrance to goodness, found cleaving to the moral nature of all men,
admit of being reconciled with God's righteous judgment ?
He anBwered
Man could rightly complain, if no one had ever yet got the
victory over the force of error and of passion
but the truth is, on the
other hand, the means are supplied by which man may obtain the
victory.
God is everywhere present and in manifold ways, by the
creatures who execute his will, calls after man who has revolted from
him. instructs the believing, strengthens and supports those who do
what they can.
Inculpable ignorance is not imputed to man as a
sin
but this, that he does not strive after better knowledge
his
moral im]ierfections are not reckoned to him as a crime
but he is
:

:

;

;

;

:

;

means lying in his power.
Auhere supposed, then, the influences of divine grace, without
which man could not be freed from his moral evil, to be invariably
conditioned by the subjective bent of the free will.
justly culi)abie for the neglect of the

gustin

"An

In a work composed about the year 394, entitled,
of ditKcult passages in the Epistle to the

Romans,"

^

Exposition

the

exposition
of the difficult passage in the ninth chapter, which, at a later period,
was especially employed by him to ])rove the doctrine of absolute
predestiiiation, afforded

him an occasion

for distinctly unfolding the
whole subject.
He proceeds on the
find themselves in'a state of alienation from

connection of his ideas on
priiicijile,

God,

that

which

in

The

good.

all

men

they can

love of

this

perfectly bring to pass nothing that

is

truly

God is the spring and fountain of all that is truly
man can attain only by tiie communication of the

good
and to this
Holy Spirit. As, then, he can accomplish nothing good before this
renewal of his inner life by the Holy Spirit, so neither can he merit,
by any kind of good works, the grace by which he is cured of his
moral maladies
grace precedes all desert.
But on this account,
however, there is nothing like arbitrary will on the part of God, when
he gives to some, and withholds from others, the grace by which men
obtain salvation.
Men obtain this grace by faith and faith is wholly
the work of man.^
In the passage relating to the choice of Jacob
and the rejection of Esau, he believed, therefore, that he found the
contrary position to an election conditioned on yuod tvorks, but not to
an election conditioned on faitli.^
The apostle Paul says,
he remaci.s,
God works in all, but by no means God believet^ in all. The
hardening of Pharaoh, he explanis as the fruit of his own guilt; the
|,unishment of his previous unbelief, whereby his sin punished itself.
it is worth while to notice the way in which Augustin expressed
liimself resfiectiug these matters on another occasion, namely, at the
time when he was slowly progressing onward towards this last conclusion.
In the collection of answers given by him to various questions
proposed to him from the time of his return to North Africa, in the
;

:

;

—

—

1

Expliciitio propositionum
:i(i Koiiuinos.

quuiuiidam

<e ej)istohi
-

Cap. 60.

Quod

aiitiin

Quod credimus, nostrum

t.onum operamur, illius qui
.so dat Spirituni Sanctum.

tredciuibus in

Noii qiiidem Dciis elinit opera, (jiiae
lav;^itiir, cum dat S])iritum Sanctum,
ut per caritatcm bona operemur sed tamen digit fidem. L. c.
-^

ipse

est.

;
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year 388, and onward
tribus), the

answer

^

(his

work de

diversis questionibus octoginta

to the question relating to

Rom. 9

follows (Quest. 68), probably belongs, as we may infer
tents of the answer, to a somewhat later period.

:

20, and what
from the con-

Starting on the principle, that divine things can be understood only
from the experience of faith and in connection with a sanctified temper, he asserts that the apostle here by no means intends to restrain
ihe 'pious from inquiring into these things, but only those who are not
as yet sufficiently well grounded in love, the earthly minded, those
who are for understanding God's counsels Avithout being the children
and friends of God. " Cleanse thyself from the old leaven," says he,
" that thou mayst be a new dough and that, in so being, thou mayst
be no longer in the childhood of Christianity, so as to nee-d milk to
drink, but mayst reach the perfect age of manhood, and be one of
those to whom it is said. We speak wisdom among those that are perfect.
Then wilt thou discern, in the right Avay and in the right order,
the secrets of the Almighty concerning the most hidden deserts of
souls,2
concerning grace or justice."
"As it respects Pharaoh,"
he then remarks, " the question may be easily answered.
Through
his earlier criminality, in oppressing the strangers in his kingdom, he
deserved that his heart should be hardened, so that he could not be
moved to believe, even by the most evident miracles of the commanding God.
Beyond queaiion, he has mercy on whom he will have
mercy and whom he will, he hardens. But this will cannot be an
unjust one, since it [iroceeds on the most hidden relations of desert
(is conditioned by them)
for though sinners, on the ground of the
universal sin, constitute one mass, yet there is a difference among
them. There is in sinners, therefore, something that precedes,
;

—

;

;

Avhereby, although not yet justified (that

is,

made

just, sanctified),

they are yet made worthy of justification,^ and in other sinners also
there is something going before, through which they are worthy of
hardening.
That still remains true which was spoken by the apostle
(Rom. 9: 1(3), "It is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth mercy."
For although one who is
oppressed with the lighter sins, or indeed with sins however great in

magnitude and number, may, by bitter sighs and many pains of
repentance, become worthy of God's compassion, yet it is not his
own work, since, left to himself, he would perish but it must be ascribed to the mercy of God. who comes to the help of his prayers and
his sorrows.*
It is little to will, if God does not have mercy
but
;

;

1

self.
'^

So the terminus a quo is
Retract,

fixed by him-

Praeceditei-go aliquid,,in peccatoribus, quo,

meritis,

quamvis nondum sit justificati, digni efficiantur justiiicatione, et item prsecedit in
aliis pevcatoribus quo digni sunt oblu-

lib. I. c. 26.

De animarum

which doubtless

occultissirais

hidden inward character, ere it manifests itself in
appearance,
something which is known
only to the divine foreknowledge, and
hence conditions (God's ])rovideiitia] dealings with men.
^ § 4.
Venitenimde occultissimis meritis, quia et ipsi peecatores, ctmi propter
gcnerale peccatum unam massam fccerint,
refers to the

—

non tamen nulla

est inter illos dive.sitas.

sione.*
Quia etiamsi levioribus quisque
§ 5quamvis gravioribus et
multis, tamen magno gemitu et dolore
P'jenitendi, miserieordia Dei dignus fvxerit,
non ipsius est, qui si relinquerctur, interiret scd miserentis Dei, qui ejus precibus
doloribusque subvenit.

peccatis, aut certe
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does not have mercy, unless the Avill has preceded.
And since
exhorted and called (whether in the secret re3e8se8 of the soul, tnd in a way not seen hy man, or from without by
the word, or visible signs), it follows from this, that the willing dispo^
''
sition itself is wrought in us by God. " Next he says
Rut the callinfy
which is made to individuals, or to single nations, or to the whole race
in the right point of time, belongs to a high and profound order of.
things."
To this he reckoned the jiassages in Jer. 1:5; Malachi
1
2, 8. " And this can be couiprehended, perhaps, by those only
who love God with all the heart, and their neighbors as themselves.
Yet this must be held fast with an unwavering fjiith, that God does
noching in the way of injustice, and that there is no being who is not
indebted to God for all that he is."
These words miglit, indeed, be
understood as referring to the mystery of absolute predestination
so that Augustin was at that time still reluctant to express himself
more openly as indeed he seems to have explained this passage in
liis " Retractations.'"
Yet, when we take the words in connection with
what has been said before, we certainly cannot doubt, that, at the
time he wrote this, he did not so understand it, but rather had in his
thoughts a predestination conditioned on a foreknowledge of those
uccultitiaiina merit a.
In this scheme of Augustin, however, there was a great deal
which, after a more full examination, after a longer study of the sacred
Scriptures, must eventually a{)pear untenable to a mind which so
constantly strove after consistency and unity.
For in proportion as
he learned to place a higher value on the essence and dignity of faith,
in })roportion as the one-sided idea of faith, which was first apprehended by him as a faith on authority,^ came to be gradually refined
and transfigured into the idea of a living faith in the same proportion it must become clear to him, that faith already presupposed the
entrance of the divine life into the soul of man, that the divine and human elements had here already commingled, and that the two could not
be set off from one another by any such strict line of demarkation.
But, in perceiving this, he might easily run into the other extreme, ot
referring faith, like all the rest, solely to the divine agency, and wholly
repressing the self-determining activity of the man.
Add to this,
that the Theodicee which he had earlier attempted to construct on
the groundwork of a predestination conditioned by foreknowledge^
could not satisfy his acute and sagacious mind, in its application to

God

lone can will, unless

:

:

;

;

the calling of nations and the election of individuals, and the expla1

Et quoiiiam nee velle quisquam

potest,

adniunitus et vocatus, siveiiUrinsecus,
ubi nullus liominum videt, sive extrinsecus
per sennonem sonatitem, aiu per aliqua
signa visibilia, etiicitur ut etiani ipsum
^ellc Deus operetur in nobis.
L. e.
See vol. II. sect. I. p. 239.
^ As, for e.xample, that God's election of
individuals and calling of nations was conditioned on his foreknowledge of the way
in which they would be disposed towards
his gospel, if it should be announced to
nisi

'^

them.

See L.

c.

and

ep. 102 to

Deogra-

Quibus omnino annuiitiata non est,
(saIiis),non credituri praesciebantur. § 15.
Yet when Augustin wrote this, in theyear
408, he had long brought to a completion
and this
his doctrine of predestination
answer, therefore, could no longer have
tias

:

;

him

and he had already in reserve, from the standing ground of this
doctrine, another answer, which he hinted
at
Excepta ilia altitudine sapienti^e et
satisfied

;

:

scientiae

Dei,

ul)i

fortassis

consilium longe secretins

latet.

aliud dlvinum
§ 14.
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grounded thereupon, of the difficulties in the Epistle to the
Romans. To such a mind, it would seem preferable to cut the Gordian knot, which could be resolved by no human explanation.

nation,

And

Augustin, within the space of three
changed his way
since he came to perceive, that the
of thinking; on these matters
divine and human elements did not admit of being so severed from
that a- divine element was, in fact, contained already in
each other,
faith.
When, in 397, he wrote his work addressed to Simplician,
bishop of Milan, in answer to various questions relating to the' Epistle
to the Romans,^ this turning point of his dogmatic bent first clearly
unfolded itself to the light.^
He combated in this performance the
and it is easy to
very theory which he had earlier maintained
perceive, in the way in which he seeks to show its untenable character, that the time had not been long since he came to this view,
and was seized with the first zeal in behalf of the new light which
he supposed he had found.
Here also Augustin busies himself with the explanation of those
difficult passages in the ninth chapter of tlie E})istle to the Romans ;^
but his previous mode of explatiation no longer satisfied him.
He
now contended against those certainly un-Pauline interpretations oi'
the difficult places in the epistle which in fact conld actually proceed only from a prejudiced doctrinal interest.
It is now clear to
him, that Paul supposes neither an election of God conditioned on
the foreknowledge of faith, nor an election conditioned on the foreknowledge of the works growing out of faith for Paul in fact lays
stress on the assertion, that God's election made a diffiirence before
the children were born, before they could believe, as well as before
Moreover, the desert of faith does not prethey could do anything.*
but it presupposes this mercy
and faith itself
cede God's mercy
is one of the gifts of God's grace.
Paul, in Rom. 9:11, certainly
does not set the works of man over against faith, as the ground of
the calling
but he sets the calling over against works.
The calling
of God, therefore, is here the first cause.
Faith presupfioses the
calling.
But whence comes it, then, that the call by the preaching
of the gospel and by outward circumstances, which pave the way for
this, comes to some and not to others
and that the same influences
from without make a different impression on different men, nay, a
different impression on the same men at different times ?
The almighty and all-wise God could find, in reference to the different states
.of men, those means of influencing them which must make an impression on them with inward necessity, so that, awakened, di-awn.,
touched, and enlightened, they would follow, without being conscious
We
of any resistance against the grace operating upon their will.^
so

it

appears in

fact, that

or four years, had, from the point above described,
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

De

cianuni
^

As

diversis quEestionibus,

duo.
he himself expresses

perseverantiae,

c.

it,

de dono

reference to the

20, in

work above mentioned

:

Plenius sapere

mei episcopatus exordio, quando
iiiitium tidei donum Dei esse cognovi et

coipi in
et

ad Sirapli-

libri

asserui.

L. I. Qntest. II.
* Si nun ex operibus, quee non erant in
noiidiim natis, nee ex fide, quia nee ijisa
-^

erat. § 5.
^ § 13.

Posset ita vocare, quomodo illis
aptum esset, ut et moverentur et intcUigerentet sequerentur.
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doubtless, man's willint^ is nothing without the divine
but in nowise can we say, God's mercy and grace are nothsince God would find means of moulding
ing without man's willing
every human will, in the way precisely suited to the character of each.
On whomsoever he actually has mercy, whomsoever he actually
chooses, him he calls in the way which is so befitting, that the subject
is irresistibly drawn by him who calls, though he follows with freedom.^ Neither is Augustin satisfied any longer to explain the hardening and the consequent rejection of one as opposed to the election of
say,

(nust

mercy

;

;

judgment specially drawn down upon the individual by
for God's almighty power, he supposes, could assuredly
<ind the means to operate upon every degree of hardness, and the
same insensibility exists everywhere alike, till God moves the heart
^jf man by his grace.
Thus, then, Augustin comes to the result, that all men are found
not why God
in the same state of condemnation; the reason
])lunges some to destruction, which is altogether alien from God's
but why he does not rescue some from the delioliness and love,
struction into which all, by the guilt of the first sin, have fallen, acbut out of his free love has
cording to God's righteous judgment
the
uiercy on others, and calls them by his grace to everlasting life
reason of this lies in the secret and by us incomprehensible counsels
But to this we must ever hold fast, namely, that
i>f the Almighty.
God's justice cannot be impeached, although the exercise and range
Yet, even accordof it may surpass the measure of our knowledge.
another, as a

own

his

sin

;

—

—

;

—

human relations, he cannot be accused of injuswho according to his pleasure remits the debts of one man, while
he requires payment from another.

ing to the analogy of
tice,

from this development, that, as Augustin had already
system in relation to these doctrines more than ten
in
years before the breaking out of the Pelagian controversies.
the very form in which he presented it in opposition to I'elagius,
that this opposition could have had no influence in urging it to this
It is evident

completed

his

—

—

VVith more propriety may it be said, that opposition to
extreme.
such doctrines as" those of Augustin, or to the practical consequences
which through misconstruction or abuse were derived from such doctrines, had no small share in leading Pelayius to form such a system
The Pelagian tendency is to be traced, in the first place,
as he did.
to certain latent germs which were the undetected source of many
views and opinions prevailing in the church and, next, it was called
forth by the struggle to oppose various errors of practical life which
;

And then it sometimes happened that
had become widely spread.
the tendency of Pelagius, and the errors to which it was opposed,
jiroceeded from the same principle, and were but different branches
To explain the first of these remarks,
springing from the same root.
we discern, in that tendency which separated the Christian life from
its connection with the one centre which should sustain the whole of
in the isolatioL
reference to Christ as its source
it, from the single
;

'

tern

L.

c.

non

Ciijus
respuat.

autem miseretur,

sic

eum

vocat,

quomodo

scit ei

congruere,

iit

vocan
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PELAGIUS.

—

to the human side,
the overseparation of the moral element from

and undue exaltation of ^yhat belongs

human doing the
connection with the common

valuation of

;

root of all Christian life ; in the fond
fancy of a perfection o'oing beyond what the law demands,
transcending ordinary Christianity in a word, we discern in all that which
called forth the reaction of the Christian consciousness as it appeared
in Jovinian, the incipient germs of, or point of attachment for the Pelagian element.
But history allows nothing to remain covered up
and concealed.
False elements, which have imperceptibly attached
themselves to Christianity in its process of unfolding what it contains,
must cast off their envelope, expand to the open day, and fully express themselves, that they may be overcome by the pure Christian
prmciple.
Such is the significance of the tendency of Pelagius iu
the course of the church development.
Pelagius^ was a monk^ of British origin.
Neither fact is unimportant in its relation to the development of his peculiar doctrinal views ;
for, in Monachism, the tendency previously indicated, of which we
may regard that of Pelagius as the culmination, was the prevailing
one.
And the British church, since it probably owed its origin to the
East, may have always preserved a closer union with the Oriental
church than was usual in the West
and Pelagius thus had occasion
to busy himself more with the study of the Greek church teachers, as
certainly his name is also a Greek one.
But the anthropology of the
Oriental church, in which, as we have remarked, the doctrine of the
free will was made especially prominent, offered many points of union
to the peculiar tendency of Pelagius, who also did not fail to appeal
to the utterances of Greek church teachers.
Pelagius differed from Augustin, as in the whole stamp and character of his mind, so by virtue of the peculiar course of his early
education and training.
He did not possess, like Augustin, that
mighty nature which could not otherwise attain to peace but by passHis was a
ing through many devious wanderings and hard conflicts.
feebler, more limited nature
but one, too, which could more easily
develop itself in a smooth and gentle course,
could more easily be
controlled and conducted to its destined end.
He was not possessed
of the profound, speculative spirit which we find in Augustin : his
predominant faculty was a sober, discreet understanding, joined with
moral earnestness.
In learning he was Augustin's superior.
An
earnest striving after moral excellence had inspired him from the
^
and his improvement had been quietly progressive. It was not
first
its

—

;

;

—

;

;

'

We

are glad to be able to refer, here,
an excellent monograph on Pelagius,
written by our dear friend, the licentiate
Jacobi.
2 He is called Pelagius Brito, to distinSee
^uish him from others of this name.
Augustin. ep. 186, ad Paulin. init., and
Marias
accounts
of
Mcrcathe concurrent
tor, Prosper of Aquitaine, and Paulus Oro^

to

That Jerome (pr^fat. Commentar.
Jeremiam) calls Pelagius Scotorum

sius.

in

pultibus prsegravatum does not contradiet this testimony, since Scotia and North
The
Britain are frequently confounded.
name Pelagius may, indeed, point out his
origin, even if the old popular tradition,

name is a translaMorgan, is not reliable,
Augustin, the warm but candid opponent of Pelagius, is assuredly the witnessmostworth'y of confidence for the fact,
that Pelagius, by his rigid life as a monk.

according to which this
tion of the Bi-itish
^
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from some great crisis of tlie inner life, not through a violent conflict,
that he had attained to the faith, or to the determination of consecrating his whole life to God
but, without his being conscious of any
opposition to its influences, Christianity acted as an inward principle
lie did not have to contend with a wild
on his moral development.
and fiery natural temperament, nor with desires and passions peculiarly predominant.'
Nor was he thrown into any of those storms of
outward life, in which he might have been called to engage in a
s])ecial struggle with himself; for he led a silent life in the midst
While it was the case, as we
of studies and monastic ascetism.
have already remarked, that among the monks belonging to a certain class of human natures, the striving after moral ideals, by which
they sought to mould and fashion their inner life, excited a more
profound self-contemplation and led to a deeper self-knowledge
and
while these, struck with the feeling of opposition between what they
saw in their own inner life and those ideals which inspired them,
sought from God manifest in Christ the removal of this opposition,
and the satisfaction of their deep-felt need others, on the contrary,
by the intuition of these ideals, which seemed to them only a reflex
of their own moral nature, by the successful results of their ascetic
discipline, by the consciousness of a power of will to overcome the
allurements of sense, were only led to feel their own moral strength,
and to confide in their own moral efforts. It easily came to be the
predominant thought with them, how far the man might advance towards perfection by a self-active development of the germs of goodness lying in his own moral nature, by the superior energy of the
will, by self-control.
It easily happened, loo, that in the outward
ascetism of the monastic life, in its efforts to subdue the sensual impulses, the true nature of inward holiness, of the disposition which
has its root in love, was overlooked that, in watching against the
individual outbreaks of sin, monks neglected to pay any attention to
its secret springs, and so failed in respect to the words of our Lord,
Matth. 12 2Vt. Thus they might be led to believe they had produced
great outward results by human efforts, while the radical evil was as
far from being cured as ever.
As it regards Pelagius, it cannot be
asserted, at least without qualification, that such was the effect produced on him. On the contrary, in this respect he is an example of
the better moral spirit of Monachism. His letter to Demetrias ^ bears
witness of this.
It is a letter of instruction in regard to the true
spiritual life, directed, in accordance with the wish of her mother, to
a virgin who had been consecrated as a nun.
We perceive here how
he demands the completeness, the iiniti/ of the m'oral hfe, and warns
;

;

;

;

:

had acquired universal respect.
of him (do- peccatorum meritis
sione, 1. HI. c. 3), Istum, sicut

He

says

et remis-

eum

qui
novcrunt, loquuntur, bonum ac praedicandum virum. Ule tarn cgregie Christia»us and in cp. 186 he writes concernNon solum dileximus, verum
injj him
3tiam diligimus cum.
1 For
this description, indeed, we can

—

;

:

cile

no

historical authorities, so very little

is known by us resjiectine: the life
man; but we take the in)prcssion

of this
of him

from his doctrines and wririnf;s.
^ Written in the year 415, when he was
in Palestine, and with reference to the controvcrsies which were then goinfj on, although they are not here expressly mentioned.
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by which Christian perfection was
merely in the victory over sensuality, and men were
led to be severe with themselves in reference to sensuous needs, but
all the more self-indulgent in other respects. ^
His healthy moral
sense is especially discernible in what he says of the distinction be" How many," he says, '' retween counterfeit and true humility.
gard adulation as humility.
Many pursue the shadow of this virtue,
few its real substance.
It is very easy to wear miserable clothing, to
greet one's acquaintance in a lowly manner, to kiss the hands and
knees, to put on the show of humility and meekness by a drooping
head and downcast eyes to speak in a low and feeble voice, so that
one's words can scarcely be heard; to sigh frequently, and with
every breath call one's self a sinner and a miserable wretch
and
if offended by a trifling word, suddenly to lift one's brow, throw back
the neck, and change those submissive tones into a frantic shout.'^
different sort of humility is that which Christ teaches, who exhorts us
(Matth. 11
that pattern of true humil29) to follow his example
ity, under which, as he tells us, no pride lies concealed." *
And now
he might easily be misled, in contending against this hypocritical humility, worn in the confession of sin for a show, to despise, in general, all confession of sin, and to overlook also the truth lying at the
against a one-sided ascetic tendency

made

to consist

;

'^

;

A

—

:

bottom.

But still Pelagius was not free from the errors of the monkish morby which the system of morals was divorced from its intimate

ality,

He was entrammeled in the nowhich was so common among the monks, being connected with
their vague and obscure notions respecting the moral law, that man can
advance still further in Chri-stian perfection than the law requires, by
the quantitative methpracticing the consiha evangelica (so called)
od of estimating moral worth.*
Neglecting to consider that the Christian principle embraces the whole ahke, and leaves room for nothing
else to be admitted as a determining principle, he distinguished what
was commanded from what was forbidden, what was permitted from
which
what was recommended as an object of higher perfection
latter consisted precisely in abstaining from what was permitted, and
BO entitling one's self to a higher reward.*^
Starting from this position,
connection with the system of faith.

tion,

—

—

1 See e. g. c.
18.
Nos (pruh puclor)
quadani dilectione peccati, cum in qiiibus-

dam ostendimusquandam vim

iiaturEe nos-

Ibid.
tras, in aliis omnino torpescimus
That abstinentia and jejunium were, with
many, nothing else than umbracula vitio-

rum.'
2 Perfacile t-st enim, aliqnam vestcm
habere, contemptam, salutarc sul)inissius

manus

m

et genera deoscnlnvi, iiu'linato
terram capite oculisque dejcctis humilitatem ac mansnetudinem poUiceri, lenta voce
tenuique sermoncs infringere, suspirare
crebrius, et ad omne verbum peccatorem
3t miserum se clamare.
3 Et ,si vel levi sermone oftensus sit, con-

tinuo attollere supercilium, levare cerviccm, et tlelicatiim ilium oris sonum insane
repente clamore mutare.
'Prsecipue fictara hamilitatem fugiens,
illam sectare, quae vera est, in qua non sit
snperbia inclusa.
5 See ep. ad Demetriad. c. 9.
Supra legem focere, amore perfectionis supra mandata conscendere.
"Proliiberi qusedam, prsedpi qusedam,
Prohiconcedi aliqua, nonnulla suaderi.
bentur mala, praecipiuntur bona, coneedunAnd
retur media, perfecta suadentur.
specting the two latter points Duo vero
suadereliqna, quorum unum conceditur et
tur aliud, in nostra potestate dimissa sunt,
:
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too, became a zealous opponent of Jovinian, defending against hi in
the doctrine that tliere are diflferent grades of merit and of Christl:ia
lij,

perfection/ on the ground of the distinction between precepts and
counsels (^prsecepta and consiha.)
He controverted the position maintained bj Jovinian, that there is but one way of renouncing the world,

which

is

the

common duty

of

all

Christians,

— but one precept

tion to the giving-up of temporal things for the sake of the

in rela-

kingdom

God, which, circumstances allowing, was the duty of all alike.'
Ardently zealous for what he considered to be the peculiar essence of
Christianity in ethics, the " precepts " and " counsels," he was led to
of

recommend
it

in a jjarticulSr

manner the study

as the only source from which

it is

of the Bible, pointing to

possible to learn perfectly the will

But though he examined with the strictest conscientiousness
every individual passage in the New Testament relating to morals
thodgh he recommended the exact and literal observance of all Christ's
commands, and inveighed against the allegorizing shifts by which it
was attempted to bring the words of Christ into a forced accommodation with the ruling manners of the world * yet he could not })enetrate
below the surface into the more profound depths of the Christian system of ethics, into its peculiar essence, its internal connection and
because he seized the parts in too insulated a manner, without
unity
grasping the whole new principle for shaydng the world and human
life, which lies in Christianity.
He failed of seeing the connection between faith and life as it is presented in the New Te'stament.
Hence,
there was this difference betwixt Augustin and Pelagius, that, while the
^^ne could rightly understand, in the sermon on the mount, every single
precept in its unity with the whole, according to the spirit of it, and
found therein no separate, positive commands ^ Pefegius, on the other
hand, everywhere held fast to the letter of the individual precepts, and

of God.^

;

;

;

so took in its literal sense the prohibition of the oath.*^

In order to explain the pecuUar doctrinal tendency of Pelagius, we
must take particular notice also of the opposite tendencies against
which he contended.
This is the more necessary in his case, inasmuch
as he was not led by any creative, speculative, or dogmatizing spirit of
his own to form a new system
but his efforts were determined and
shaped by a present, practical interest, to guard against certain errors
which seemed to him injurious to morality. Thus he was led to elabo;

aiit cum minori gloria concessis utamur,
oh niujus jjiajmiuni ctiam oa quae nobis
Cap. 9.
pcrinissa sunt, respuamus.
'
On 2 Corinth. G: 12. Contra Jovinianum
etiam hie locus facit, ubi mcritorum gradus
esse monstrantur; and on Philipp. 3: 18,
19. Potest et de Joviniani studiisaccipi, qui
jcjuniorum. afflictiones et omncm corporis

at

am

cruciatuni in luxuriani etepulas convcrterit.
^On 1 Corinth. 13: 3. Quod illorum
sententiam destruit, qui rcnuiuiaiuluni rebus seculi certo tempore, persccuiione cogcntc, volunl esse pra;ctptuni, ut et apostolis
gloviani tollant, quod non voluntarie fccurint, sc(i iiiviti, ct nostri a;vi pcrfcctos vanos
constiluani, nui

rem

altcrius lemporis frustra

nunc voluerunt exercere. Itenialitcr: Notanduin quod conteinplus uumdi niaityrio
coinpuretur, contra eos, qui illud decvaiigL-lio
variis argumentis nituntur exsolvcre, uhi
diciturad divitein Vadc, vende omnia qiias
:

habcs

et,

da jjauperibus.

Thus he

writes to Dcmetrias
In scri|)turis divinis, per quas solas notes plenam
Dei intelligere voluntatem. Cap. 9
On 2 Corinth. 3: 6. Si prsecepta vclis
allegoricc intelligere, omnein virtutein eorum cvacuans, omnibus upcruisti viam de3

:

•»

Unqucndi.
See above, vol. II. p. 11 4.
Christus jussit non jurare.
'^

•*

metriad.

c.

Ep

ad De-

19; Hibir. ad Aiigustiu. cp. 156.
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He contended against the doc
only so far as certain practical consequen
ces of a hurtful kind seemed to him necessarily to flow from them
bj
this he was induced to enter upon his doctrinal investigations and dis
tinctions and, in mainly following this practical interest, he did not ever
go so far as to unfold in their whole extent, and to trace to their ulti
mate grounds, the principles lying at the root of his doctrinal tenets.
Next, by virtue of his truly earnest moral zeal, he was led to regard it
as specially incumbent on him to combat the worldly Christianity of \m
times.
We everywhere see in him a man filled with pain and indig
nation at the moral depravation of the great tnasses of nominal Chris'
Thus, in his remarks on 2 Corinth. 12 20, he ex
tians in his day.
" What would the apostle do, if he happened on our times,
claims
when, in comparison with other vices, such things are not considered to
be sins at all ? "
He sought to remove the grounds of excuse which
served as props of their immorality to those who called themselves
Christians, without considering themselves bound to pursue a Christian
course of conduct.
Among these belonged that distinction of spiritual and secular, respecting the injurious influence of which we have
already spoken ; though in one sense Pelagius himself supported it by
In
his doctrine of a perfection transcending ordinary Christianity.
combating this distinction, when employed as an excuse for immorality
by those who were engaged in the business of the world, he says, in
"It would be well for those persona
expounding Ephesians 4 4, 5
to study what is here said, who, tied to the business of the world, supwhen the
pose they may be allowed to sin, though others may not
truth IS, all are baptized into the same body, have received the same
He felt constrained to disspirit, and are called to the same hoi)e." scheme of

rate his peculiar

docti'ine.

trinal tendencies of his time,

:

;

:

:

^

:

:

;

sent from such as seemed to imagine that by a mere outward participation in the sacraments they were already sure of salvation, as well as

—

that outward
from those who reposed on the opus operatum of faith
and superficial notion of faith, which, as we have seen, was already so
So in remarking on 1 Cor. 10 1, he
widely spread in the church.
says that no one might so rely on the fact of his having been baptized,
or having partaken of the Holy Supper, as to imagine that God would
indulge him in committing sin, the apostle brings forward this example
from the fathers, to show by it that these rites will indeed then be truly
:

:

commandments are obeyed.^ And the Avords in
those who imagined faith alone to be
sufficient
that he who possessed faith and had been baj.tized could
Next, as there were those who
not perish, however he might sin.''
profitable,

Ephes. 6

when

:

the

5, 6, he applies to

;

'

Quid

faceret,

veniret, quibus

criminum

ista

si

nostris tempoiibtis adin-

ad couiparatioueni aliorum
ne putanturquidem esse pec-

cata!
2

Unde

dilijrentius

leo:ere

debent

hunc

iocuin hi qui, in seculi occupationibus ligati,

putant sibi licere peccaie et aliis non liccre,
cni)i onines in unum corpus baptizati, eundcm spiritum acceperint-, '.t in una spe vocati sunt Dei.

Ne quis confidens in eo solum, qaod
baptizatus est, aut in escaspirituali vel potu,
putet sibi Deum parcere, si peccaverit, tale
patrum proponit exempluni, quo ostendat,
tunc ista merito profutura, si prsecepta serventur.
* Contra illos agit, qui solam fidem dicunt
sufEcere.
''Nemo vos seducat " dioendo
hoc solumniodo opus est, ut fides sit ct
homo Christi bapiisma consequatur, qnam>^

;
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comforted themselves in their vicious life with the doctrine of a purgatory, flattering themselves that, in virtue of their orthodox creed, they
would finally, at least, be saved, after having | asscd through that
painful process of purification after death, Pelagius, in exj Gaining
1 Corinth. 3
13, a passage often referred to in proof of this doctrine,
sought to deprive them of this support, by demonstrating the groundlessness of that exposition, and proving that, even in this passage, the
And hence
fire of hell is meant, which the vicious should not escape.^
he deemed it so important to maintain the eternity of punishments, in
opposition to those who explained all such declarations of scripture as
Furtherbeing nothing more than intimidating threats agmnst sin.more, as these persons excused themselves by ])leading the corruption
and weakness of human nature, and aitirmed that living up to the divine commands was something too difficult for feeble man, Pelagius, to
deprive them of these supports of moral indolence, endeavored to showthat they unjustly loaded human nature with charges ^vhich fell back
on the Creator himself, instead of laying the fault, as they should do,
The divine commands, he maintained, the comon their own will.
mands of Christ, certainly required an exact fulfilment, as in fact they
:

spite of their contrary assertions, taught

were,

in

those

who

man

?iad fulfilled them, while

partaking

still

by the example of
of the same hu-

nature with themselves.^

By

these oppositions and these practical interests, then, the tendency of Pelagius, in respect to the doctrine of man's nature and the
Hence
character and work of Christ, was modified and determined.
he was of the opinion, that in all moral exhortations the great point to
be aimed at was, to make men clearly see that thgy were in want of
none of the faculties necessary for fulfilling the divine commands to
bring them to a conscious sense of the power bestowed on them by the
Creator for accomplishing all good ends, as he says that he himself
was accustomed to pursue this method in his exhortatory writings.^
Hence he appealed to the examples of virtue exhibited among the Pagans, in proof of how much nature, left to itself, could effect even
among the heathen and argued tliat, with the new aids and advantages
possessed by Christians, the same nature would be able to do still more.
;

;

vis peci'ct, pcrirc iion potest.

he says on

Non

Corinih. 6

1

:

Comp. what

hie,

ut

quidrtui

:

nium script»rarum.
"In the letter to Demetrias: Dicimus:
durnm est, nrduuin est, non possumns, hoinines

sumus,

fragili

carne circumdati

Irnpivjhissinii
id ipsuiii

9.

putant, in igne
flainniEB arsura sunt o[)era, scd homines, qui
iia ()i)erati sunt ut inereaniurincendio depuSi autem ojicia. id est ciiinina punitan.
eiitur. salvo eo' qui |)nipetiaveiat, non erit
ei damnum, scd lueruni.
2 On 2 Corinth. 11
:$.
Jam nunc serpens
similiter quos(him sedueit. gehcnnam propnominari,
asserentes
terrorcm
tcr solum
quam ant penitus non esse aut aeternam
auctoritalem
omaffinnant.
contra
non esse
'

—

c.

3-

l)eiii'

iK^iiiinum diim dissimulant,
Mdininistrare, quod fiicti sunt,
malunt, ut qui viiam

alitor se factos fuisse

suam cmendare
velle

Vide
<

naturain.
si

sciebat,

Thus

nolunt, videanturcmcndare
And on Coloss. 1: 22:
.se

impossihilia jirsecepisse.

in his letter to

Demetrias,

c. 2,

he

Quern ego exhortationis ordinem,
cum in aliis quoque opusculis tenucrim,
tunc Idc maxiine observandum puto, ubi eo
pjenius naturte bonurn dechirari debet, quo
says:

institucnda est vita perfectior, ne tanto remissior sit ad virtutem animus ac tardior,
quanto minus se posse ercdat. ct dum quod
inesse sibi ignorat, id se existimat non iiahere.

^oS
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On this principle, and from this point of view, he denied that there
was any such thing as a corruption of human nature which had grown
out of the fall.
Such a doctrine appeared to him but a means of encouraging moral indolence,
a means cf excuse supplied to the hands
of vicious men.
The question which from the first had so occupied
the profound mind of Augustin
the question concerning the origin
of sin in man
could not be attended with so much difficulty to the
more superficial mind of Pelagius. This was no enigma for him it
seemed to him a thing perfectly natural that there should be moral
evil.
The necessary condition to the existence of moral good is the
possibility of evil.
Evil and good are to be derived alike from the
free-will, which either yields to the seductions of sense, or overcomes
them.
With these views of man's nature, Pelagius unquestionably still held
fast to all the tenets taught in the Western church respecting the character and work of Christ.
But although this was by no means a mere
hypocritical accommodation,
though he was not conscious in this case
of any self-contradiction, yet everything must necessarily have been so
modified as to tally with his peculiar views of human nature.
Augustin,
a,s well as Pelagius, contended against those who represented a mere outward faith to be all that was necessary to secure salvation but Augustin and Pelagius differed from each other in their mode of atta^jking
this error.
Augustin opjjosed to this notion of faith, another and dif
ferent one
Pelagius sought to show that there must be, in addition to
faith, the fulfilment of the divine commands.
Augustin described an
active life of good works, as something which flowed of itself from the
essence of genuine faith ^ Pelagius required it as something which
must- be added to faith, by employing those moral faculties which had
been bestowed on human nature, and which were still further strengthened and enlarged by Christianity. And, in addition to this, Pelagius,
who regarded it as a thing of the utmost importance to point men to
the free-will by which they were able to do all things, was the more
provoked to opposition, by the form under which the unfolded doctrine
of Augustin concerning grace and predetermination, which was really

—

—

—

;

.

—

;

:

:

revolting to the free-will, presented itself to his notice.

But with

the

dogmatic prejudices and partial interest in behalf of the doctrine of
free-will which he possessed, any form wherein the Christian consciousness expressed itself, with sincerity and fulness, as indebted for all
things to the divine grace,' would easily appear offensive, as detracting
from the freedom of the will.
Hence the great offence he took wlien
he heard a bishop utter, as expressing his own feelings, the words of
the prayer in Augustin's confessions ^ " My God, bestow on me what
thou commandest, and command what thou wilt." ^
At Rome, Pelagius couqx)sed his commentaries on t!ie epistles of
Paul, in which his peculiar doctrinal tendency, in [larticular
lecm
:

'As

example

work de

fido at

•'Cdnrt'ss.

)evihus. whicli is ainied n^-ainst ilie

above-

''Da

for

onri(Mit'd uiTor.

in his

See

vol. il

p.

121

i[iu)il

1.

X.

r.

29.

ju'k's. ct juKc i]Hid vis.
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/ar anthropology, allows itself to be clearly recognized, although they

hne come to us only in tlie form which they received through the
ex lurgatory attempt of Cassiodorus.
At that time, however, the
in.ittei- made no farther stir.
The j)ublic outbreak of the controversy
proceeded from another defender of the same doctrine.
This was Ccelestius, -with whom Pelagius first became acquainted while
the former was an advocate at Rome.
Thi-ongh tlie influence, [probabecame zealously resolved to live a more
earnest and devoted Christian life in a strict observance of all the precepts and counsels of Cluist.
He exchanged his pi-ofession as an advocate for the monastic life, and composed an exhortatory Christian
bly, of Pelagius, this person

treatise, in the form of three letters addressed to his jiarents, in which
he probably exjilained the reasons which had induced him to change his
plans of life.
It would appear, then, that he followed the whole peculiar practico-dogmatical tendency of
the individual who had been
the means of awakening him to a more serious Christian life
and he
sought to turn the skill in dialectics which he had acquired as an advocate, to the purpose of defending his scheme of doctrine.^
Pelagius,
owing to his pecuUar temi)erament and advanced age, was little inclined
to controversy, where he was not drawn into it by the interest he felt
in behalf of his practical principles.
He willingly made concessions,
even against jiis own convictions, where those principles which alone
seemed important to him, seemed not to be endangered. But Coelesti\is, who was in the full vigor of manhood, and formed, as an advocate,
for polemical controversy, stood forth more openly and recklessly in
defense of the doctrinal principles connected with that practical system.In the year 411, Pelagius and Coelestius went in company to Carthage, wiiere the former, indeed, made but a short stay ; but Coelestius
tarried longer.
His ascetic zeal and his gifts procured for him friends,
and he was encouraged to propose himself as a candidate for the office
of presbyter in tliis church ; but meanwhile various reports had fol;

'

Respecting the native country of this
nothing certain can 'be said.

individual,

That he was a native of Ireland or Scotland
has been inferred, on no very safe grounds,
from an enigmatical passage" of Jerome, in
the preface to the 111. book of his commentary on Jeremiah.
Marius Mercator says
of him, in his commonitorium adversus
Felagii et Coelestii
Pclagio adnobilisnatuquidem.etillius
Autemporis aiulitorialis scholasticus.
gustin says, de gestis Pelagii, § 61, that these
rnoneous doctrines had not originated with
haeresin

:

hiesit Coelestius,

the der^'v, but wi'th quibuvdam viluti monHe meant here, i))()bably, Ca-lestius
He styled them not
Peliijiius.
regular monks, doubtless because they lived

achis.

along with

rather after the older and freer manner of
the ascetics, than according to the more
With all
recent order of the Coenobites.
this

is

to be

comi)ared what Gennadius says,

in liis work de viris illustribus, c. 44, that
Coelestius, when a young man, before he
fell into the Pelagian" doctrines, wrote those

three letters mentioned in the text, which
Gennadius highly ai)i)!auds, making the
remark, important for us Moralis siquidem
:

in eis dietio

nil

vitii

postmodum

proditi;

sed totum ad vn-tutis incitamentum tenuit.
The tendency of which he speaks in ibis
last clause, might very well be also a Pelagian one; but Gennadius, himself a scmiPelagian, had not the sasracity to discern
this Pelagian element lying at the root of
the practical tenden( y, but not so clearly
Hence lie sui)posed Ccelcstius
expressed.
must have composed this treatise when a
young man, and liefore lie went over to
Whether the statement, that
Pela<jianism.
he wrote tliese letters from a cloister, is cor
roct, may also remain a question,
- Auguslinus, de
jjeccato originali, § 13,
t-alls Coelestius apertior, Pelagius occultior.
Whether the account given by Pra'dcstmatus is correct, (h. 88,) that Coelestius had
also written a work against the doctrine of
the traduction of souls, before Pelagius ap-

peared openly as a polemic,

is

(luestionablc.
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lowed him concerning his Pelagian errors, which here, where the oppotendency of the dogmatic spirit chiefly prevailed, and where the
mind of Augustin had the most decided influence, could not do otherwise tliau injure Imn.^
The deacon Paulinus, of Milan, stood forth as
his accuser, before a synod assembled at Carthage, A.D. 412.
Six
heretical propositions were asserted to be held by Coelestius, which collectively were derived from the following
That the sin of Adam had
injured only himself, not the whole human family
whence was drawn
the conclusion, that children still came into the world in the same state
in which Adam found himself before the fall.
From these two propositions others were deduced, none of which probably had ever been
asserted by Coelestius in the form alleged, while Severn] of them Avere
ascribed to him only by inference.
He sought to tur.i off the Avhole
matter by maintaining that the dispute related to a merely speculative
(iuestion, and had nothing to do with the essential doctrines of faith.
He said the only point in dispute here related in fact to the question
concerning the propagation of a sinful nature ; ^ which question, however, was closely connected with the more general one concerning the
way in which souls are propagated. As on the last of these questions,
so also on the first, various opinions had been held in the church.
On
these points, nothing had been decided by the church system of doctrine.
On account of his own particular views, then, on. such a disputed matter, no one could be regarded as a teacher of false doctrine.^
Had he denied the necessity of infant baptism (now universally acknowledged to be an apostolical tradition), that charge might seriously
affect him.
But, in truth, he also affirmed the necessity of this rite,
althoiigh he entered into no further exjtlanation of the grounds of its
necessity.
With these evasive answers, however, men were in nowise
satisfied
and as he could not be induced to condemn the opinions which
he was accused of maintaining, he was excluded from the fellowship ot
site

:

;

;

the church.^

But more fiivorable for the cause of Pelagius were the circumstances
under which the controversy was renewed in another country. Pelagius, in the year 415, made a journey io Palestine, waA in this way the
controversy was spread to that part of the world for Jerome was then
living at Bethlehem, and he maintained a close correspondence with the
Western church, and was moreover a man whose interest in theological
polemics could easily be set in movement.
He agreed with Augustin
;

1 Pelagius, who did not find Augustin at
at Hippo, had written him a very
respectful letter.
Augustin answered him
in a few friendly lines, which at bottom,
however, might already intimate some suspicion about the doctrine of Pelagius concerning grace, as Augustin afterwards (de
gestis Pelagii, c. 26) actually explained the
words. i>ut putting into them more, perhaijs,
tiien, than they really meant. At all events,
there was a very delicate allusion to the
Importance of the right doctrine concerning
grace.
He wrote to liini,for example He-

home

:

'"ibuat tibi

Dominus

bona, quibus

sis

l)onus

— ores pro

no fiam, qualcm

me. quo

me j.am

But without

talis

a Domi-

esse arbitraris. Ep.

Augustin, who, on
account of the peculiar tone of his mind,
was habituated to such forms of expression,
might thus express himself, without having
146.

in his

mind any

doul)t,

particular allusion to the

views of Pelagius.
2 \)q traduce peceati.
3

Quaestionis res

ista,

non haresis.

4 See Maiius Mercator, commonitorium
super nomine. Coelestii. Augustin. dc pec-

cato originali,

c. 2,

sq.
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Pelagian doctrine concerning the free-will, and concerning the freedom from corruption of human nature
and, owing to
tlie connection in which this controversy seemed to him to stand with
another, which at an earlier period had passionately interested him, he
was led to attach to it much the greater weight.
We refer to its connection with the Origenistic disputes.
Jerome was inclined to trace
the Pelagian doctrine concerning free-will and the moral powers of
man's nature, to the influence of Origen and of Rufinus, whom he now
so thoroughly hated, and to look upon Pelagius as a disciple of Ruhnus.
in opposing the

;

to this, it happened that Jerome, who was so sensitive to all
personal attacks, and so slow to forget them, was told that Pelagius
had, on various points, attacked his commeutai-y on the epistle to the

In addition

^ and for these reasons ho
and
is letter against Jovinian
was already much excited against him.^ A young Sj 'auish ecclesiastic,
Paulus Urosius, was then on a visit to Jei'ome at Bethlehem. This
person was a disciple, and an enthusiastic and servile follower, of Augustin.
His professed object was to prosecute his studies under the
direction of Jerome
and he gave the latter a more distinct account of
Uiis recent controversy, and proposed to him many questions relative
to the whole matter in dispute.
Jerome came out as a writer against
But PelaPelagius, in the first place, without mentioning his name.^

Ej.hesians

;

;

many friends in the Oriental church, to
which he stood in a very different relation, as it concerned his system
:)f faith, from that which he held to the church of the West.'^
To such
nice distinctions on the relation of free-will to grace, the membei's of
the Oriental church were, in fact, as a general thing, not accustomed.
Moreover, it had in nowise occurred to any one there, to give such
prominence to the antithesis between grace and fre'e will, as had been
done in the Western chvu-ch.
Many of the assertions of Augustin
would in this church have given great otfense.
The less men were acquainted here with the disputed cjuestions of the Western church, and
the less interest they felt in them, the more easily could they be made
easy by the general declarations of Pelagius and the latter was, be
sides, much more at home in the Oriental system of doctrine, than were
his opponents.
When, in the year 415, Paul Orosius appeared before a synod assembled under the presidency of the bishop John (who had long been
susi)ected by the friends of Jerome), and composed of presbyters connected with his church, he supposed he should easily be able to supplant
the monk and layman, by means of the authority of the great bisho,
whose mind ruled the North-African church.^ But the worthy !)i,<,! i^*
gius without diificulty found

;

See vol. II. p. 303 fF.
^ See his bitter taunts against Pelagius,
whose person he describes, without naming
him, in the preface to his commentary on
'

Jeremiah.
In his letter to
dialogues,
'^

*

and

in

his

This Jerome himself intimates, in his
where he sjieaks of the
II.

:

tem superhiam disceient.
AUIioullIi we become acquainted with
-5

Ctesiithon,

letter to CtC-siphon,

VOL.

question broufrht into discussion liy I'elaQuae ante liieras tuas plerosque in
eius
Orienle dccepit, ut per siriiulatam luitnilita-

4]

these proceedings only through tlie passionate report of Orosius "himself, yet the latter
is so confused as to testify against himself,
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John, of Jerusalem, who had already distinguished himself by many
conflicts with blind zealots, was not disposed to lend his hand to any
such measures of oppression.
When it was objected to Pelagius, that
he taught doctrines controverted by Angus tin, the former, who would
do homage to no human authority, repUed, as he might safely do in the
Oriental church, where Augustin's name hardly stood at this time in so
" And what matter is it
high authority as in the church of the West
to me what Augustiri says ? " ^
This remark was sufficient to stir up
the indignation of Augustin's enthusiastic friends.
They exclaimed
that he who ventured to calumniate the bishop to whom the whole
North-African church owed its restoration,^ deserved to be excluded
not only from that assembly, but from the fellowship of the whole
church.
But, without paying any attention to this outcry, the bishop
John rather took the part of the man who was to be put down by dogmatic assertions. Dispensing with all hierarchical prejudices, he allowed
him, though but a monk and layman, to take his seat among the presbyters
a proceeding for which he is highly censured by Orosius, who
complains that he should permit a person accused of manifest heresy
though to be sure that person had never as yet been heard before
any ecclesiastical body
to sit among Catholics
a layman, to sit
among presbyters.^ The bishop John said, he would now like to be
Augustin, that he might pardon Pelagius in Augustin's name.
Pelagius was accused of maintaining, that man is without sin, and
can easily obey the divine commands if he pleases. As the bishop
John, like the Orientals generally, had no very strict or profound conception of what constitutes the fulfillment of the law, he believed examples could be found in the sacred scriptures, of a perfect fulfillment of
All that appeared to him as false was the assertion, that it
the law."*
was possible for any man to accomplish this without the divine assistance.
But when Pelagius acknowledged the divine assistance to be
necessary here, the bishop was perfectly satisfied.
It was quite
foreign from him to propose to the former such questions as would
have been proposed to him in the Western church, with a view to draw
from him an explanation of what he understood by the divine assistance. He was satisfied with the explanation exi)ressed in those general
terms
and any one who, after this, was still bent on detecting heresy
in the doctrine of Pelagius, seemed to him to detract, himself, from the
power of divine grace. Finally, the accusers of Pelagius repeatedly
afiirmed, that both the parties belonged to the Latin church ; and
hence the question was one which only in the Latin church could
The bishop John conceded this, and agreed,
be rightly understood.

—

;

—

—

;

;

1 Et quis
est mihi Augustinus?
Pernaps, liowever, Pelagius may not have originally expressed the answer in precisely the
form in wliieh the hostile and embittered
Orosius here repeats it.
'^Doubtless referring to his efforts in
healing the schism of the Donatists.
3 The words of Orosius are
Videlicet
:

laicum

in

consessu presbyterorum,

reum

hsereseos manifestae in
sedere prseccpit.

He

medio Catholiconxm,

appcnU-d to what had heen said of
Zechariah and of Elizahoth, Lrike 1 : 6: to
God's command given to Abraham that he
should walk before him, and be perfect;
which presupposed the possibility of the
thing required,
*
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subject should be referred to the Roman bishop Innocent,
and meanwhile both parties should cease all further attacks on each
that the
other.

This attack on Pelagius having issued in a manner so httle favorable
most part of ecclesiastics from the West, who probably held their consultations at Bethlehem,^ determined to renew the assault before another bishop, and a
Btill more numerous assembly.
In the same year, the two deposed
Western bishops, Ileros of Aries, and Lazarus of Aix (Aquae),
appeared as the accusers of Pelagius, before a synod assembled at
Diusjiolis in Palestine, under the presidency of Eulogius, bishop of
to their views, the hostile party, consisting for the

The propositions laid to his charge on this occasion were
partly statements in which, as there expressed, the heretical element

Cvesarea.

could not be easily detected, and on which, by means of superadded
come to an understanding with his
judges.- The members of this council were also disfX)sed to ask no
further questions, provided only that grace and free will were both
equally maintained ; and accordingly Pelagius found it not difficult to
explanations, Pelagius might easily

his judges.
He was charged with holding the doctrine, " that
he pleases, can be perfectly free from sin ; that there Avas such
a thing as perfect purity from sin among mankind." This he explained
by saying, that he who is converted from sin may live without sin by
his own efforts and God's grace ; but that he is not, for this reason,

satisfy

man,

if

1 A
sigiiificant hint on this point is
contained in a letter of Pelagius to a presby ter who was his friend, written after the
conclusion of the second council, where
iif says of the decision of this assembly:

When

was brought before
defense of his assertion

this proposition

him, he appealed

in

word of Christ himself, Matth. 25 46
and whoever belie\''ed otherwise, he added,
was an Origenist. With this the synod was
to the

:

Quaj "sententia omnem in malum consj)!- satisHcd; for the Origenistic doctrine conrantem societatem ab inviccm separavit. certiiiig the uTroKaruoTaaig had always had,
Augustin. de gestis Pelagii, § 54. And, in though not all, yet the majority of tlie
most influential voices in the church against
fiwt, Heros and Lazarus did actually return
to the West.
He might, then, hiive had it. But had Pelagius unfolded his views
pood grounds for considering all these un- more fully, and also represented the docdertakings as the conceited plan of a party, trine of that purgatorial tire as an Origewhich had associated for the purpose of nistic heresy, the members of the council
bringing about his condemnation in the would perhaps not have been so easily satis
Oriental church.
Yet if the whole thing fied. Another assertion was: Quoniam
had in this case been previously concocted, plus facimus quam in lege et evangelio justhc j)oints of complaint would, in all ]irobabilitv. not have been so unskilfully arranged,
'^
Thus it was objected to bim that he had
asserted: "In die judicii iniquis et peccatoribus non es.>e jyarcendum; sed aiternis
It is most
eo^ ignibus esse exurendos."
prt)bable,— whil-h is also confirmed by Augustin's remark on this passage in his book
that Pelagius had comde ge.-tis Pelagii,
l/ated thoje who held out the promise of
final sahation to a dead church-faith, not
with a change of heart, but sub( oimected
sisiing along with a vicious life, at least
after surteriiig disciplinary jjunishment in
the ignis purgatorius.
Se'e above, p. 637.
His >incere zeal for morality may perhaps
have moved him to deny "altogether the
docuine of such an ig"nis purgatorius.

—

sum

est,

in

conformity with the doctrine of

the consiiia cvangelica, which was so intimately connected with the monastic system
of morals, and in which Pelagius (see above,
p.

634)

find some support
Pelagius cites in defense

might certainly

for his system.

of this proposition the remajk of Paul, 1 Cor.
7: 25, in recommendation, as it was geneFurthermore,
rally supposed, of celibacy.
' The kingdoni of heaven
promised even in the Old Testament."

the proposition:
is

In this proposition, the sense cones])on(ling

orthodox faith admits,- of course, of
being more easily found than the heretical,
The heretical sense, it may be conjectured.
lay in the assertion, that men could obtain
salvation by observance of the law; that
to the

there

was a

justitia legis.

See below.
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beyond the reach of all temptations. Understood with these
synod were likewise all of the same opinion. It was
now required of him, that he should pronounce sentence of condemna-

{)laced also

imitations, the

tion against all

who taught

He

the contrary.

singular condition, that he might

consented

condemn them

yet on the

;

as fools, not as here-

Furthermore, some of the propositions which had come from
were read to him ; but for tliese, he maintained that he was
He was eveu
not to be held accountable, since they were none of his.
ready to condemn them, although it would seem as if he could not do
it, without also condemning many of his own doctrines.
But perhaps
the matter was made easy to him, by hastily reading over the propositions, and forbearing to enter into any minute inquiries.'-^ As the result
of the whole business, Pelagius was recognized as a member of the
tics.^

Coelestius

Catholic church.

From

the relation of Pelagius to the Oriental church,

that he found
this

many

among

friends there, especially

passionate class of

men may have

resorted to

the

we may
monks

infer
;

and

many measures

in

support of the party of Pelagius, of which the latter himself wholly
Moreover, Jerome, by his passionate and overbearing
disapproved.
temper,^ by his reproachful abuse of the bishops of this country, may
have rendered himself hateful to many, who now sought to take their
But whatever the truth may be with regard to those
revenge on him.
violent proceedings said to have taken place in the cloisters at Bethlehem after the triumph obtained by Pelagius at the council of Diospolis, yet certainly the accounts of them, all of which may in the end
be traced to the testimony of Jerome, which deserves but little confidence in matters so nearly concerning himself and his personal enemies,* are not sufficiently distinct and well authenticated, to enable us
correctly to judge what was here his own fault, and what the fault of

One thing we may confidently assert, that it was
adversaries.
quite foreign from the disposition of Pelagius to intermeddle with such
his

1

Anathematizo tanquam

quam

stultos,

non

ton-

evident that the
synod here proceeded in a very superticial
way, with little regard for rigid and precise
dogmatic notions. It is not clear, indeed,
what it was that Pelagius really condemned,
If he meant to condemn those who taught
that there were sinless men, the purport of
his declaration may have been, that the
question did not relate to a doctrine, but to
false doctrine
he must have
a fact.
could only
meant, in this case, to say
arise when it was asserted that such persons
Otherwise, to
liad so Hved without (ji-acn.
aliirm, as a matter of fact, this which was
contrary to experience, ought not to be
But
called false doctrine, but foolishness.
if we sup]iose this, Pelagius could not be
exonerated from the charge of surrendering
his own convictions, or of contradicting
himself.
Or perhaps he meant to condemn
those who taught thatmen could lead sinless
lives without the help of divine grace.
But
tvhen we consider what a broad conception
hseretii os.

A

Jt

is

—

—

Pelagius connected with the term grace, it
may easily be explained that he meant to
say Those who declared grace could be
dispensed with in order to a sinless life,
deserved to be styled fools and madmen for
teaching a doctrine so perfectly absurd.
^ It is very possible that, as Augustin
remarks, (de gestis Pelagii, § 57,) in a brief
transcript of those proceedings, he may, not
without good reasons, have left out the ex:

press condemnation of those propositions
of Coelestius.
Palladius, who to be sure belonged to a
party hostilely disposed to Jerome, represents another as saying of him (hist, lausiToaavnjv iaxev jiaoKaviav, wf
aca, e. 78)
<*

:

{i7rd

TavTTjq

KaAvrcTea^ni.

uperr/V x^pi-v
uyiog

uvr/p

f5e

rovrov

tC>v

rov

«f tovc Tonovg

0^uaEt avrov 6

((i-i^ovog

'kbyuv

rf/v

uvSpui ov
o'lKTiaa,

kcI f^expi

"^ov

firj

cMu
Iniov

u6F?i(pov.
* Seethe conclusion in Augustin's book
de gestis Pelagii, and three letters of the
Roman bishop Innocent.
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been possible leally to bring any such accusation
enemies assuredly would not have long delayed to
produce the more definite testimony as to facts Avhich the
Koman
I'ishop Innocent demanded.
against hira,

-

it

liis

The verdicts of these two councils were now made the most of by
the party of Pelagius,to justify their own orthodoxy. Their
opponents,
it is true, did not allow themselves to falter at
these"^ decisions
yet they
took different measures according to their different turns of mind.
;

The

violent

Jerome did not

hesitate to fix a suspicion of Pelagian heresy
on the synod itself.^ Augustin, on the other hand, endeavored to show,
in his work de gestis Pelagii, that the synod had only
suffered itself to
be deceived by the ambiguous explanations of Pelagius, but that,
by
the anathemas which it prescribed to him, it had in reality condemned
his peculiar doctrines. Here, we must admit, he went on the
erroneous
supposition, that, as Christian truth is but one, and the doctrine
of the
church but one, therefore the doctrine of grace held by himself
must have been the same with that of the whole Oriental church.
As a counterpoise to the authority of these Oriental church assemblies,
it was sought, moreover, to gain the acquiescence of the
Roman bishop
Innocent.
Three letters were therefore addressed to him from the
North- African church, in the year 416;
one from a synod held at
Carthage
the second, from one held at Mileve in Numidia
the third,
fr.im five North-African bishops, of whom Augustin was one.
In these
letters, they accused Pelagius and Coelestius of maintaining
free-will
in a^ way that excluded grace, and of denying grace in the
peculiar
Christian sense, since they did not place it in an inward actuation and
communication of the divine Spirit
but only understood thereby,
either the gifts and powers bestowed on man by creation, or the
out-

—

;

;

;

ward revelation by the law, or the forgiveness of sin. They were also
accused of denying the necessity of baptism in order to the salvation
of infants.
At the same time these bishops sent him a book of Pelagius, in which they had marked several passages, which he
was
requested to notice.
In the mean time, Pelagius and Coelestius also sought to justify them-

Roman bishop. Pelagius wrote him a letter, in which
he defended himself against both the charges ; namely, that he asserted a free will standing in no need of grace,^ and that he denied the
selves before the

necessity

of bai)tism

in order to the salvation of infants.^
With
he sent a confession of faith, in which he fully unfolded his
orthodoxy on those points w.hich had no connection with this controversy. On the matters in dispute, he declared himself with less distincness, and also' indulged himself a good deal in special pleading, for
the
purpose of setting the doctrine of his opponents in an unfavorable light
this letter,

attacking, though without

'

.;

-

He

styles

it

(ep.

naming him, Jerome

81),synodus miserab-

.,

Linerum

sic

confitemur arbitrium, ut

dicamus, nos indigerc Dei semper aiixilio.
^ Respeeting his doctrine concerning the

in particular, who, in-

baptism of infants, see below. The fraginents of this letter may be found in Augustin. de gratia Christi, c. 30, 32, et 33, and
de peccato originali,

c.

17 et 21
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deed, by his exaggerations in controversy, and his arguments, which
were often spun out and lost in mere play and sophistry, exposed many
Pelagius, on this occasion also,
a weak point to his adversaries.^
asserted a free-will constantly standing in need of the divine assistance ;
and he charged his opponents with maintaining partly the Manichean
doctrine, that certain men (those who do not participate of grace) can-

not avoid sin, partly the Jovinian, that certain men (the predestinate)
He himself taught, on the contrary,
are by nature incafiable of sin.
that man is always capable both of sinning and of not sinning.
The Roman bishop, Innocent, received those letters from the NorthAfrican church, before the letter and confession of faith sent by Pelagius

Innocent, as may be gathered from his letters, was,
could reach him.
on the doctrine concerning the relation of nature to grace, a decided
opponent of the Pelagian system it would seem also, that he penetrated more deeply than others into the original grounds of this whole
Still, it cannot be inferred, however, from any
matter of dispute.^
declarations of his, that he entirely agreed in his system with Augustin.
On the contrary, an intimation is given, that, inasmuch as he held the
:

be dependent on the worth of indiAugustin in an important point.^
Yet, at all events, the heretical matter in the Pelagian doctrines first
and of any difference between his own views and
attracted his notice
those of the North Africans, he may, perhaps, not have been conscious.

communications of divine grace

to

viduals, he accordingly difiered from

;

1

accordingly, he abhorred
who taught that
had coininanded men to do impossibil-

Pelagius

sajis

the blasphemies of those

God

that God's commands could not
be fullilled by individuals, but only by all,
collectively and in common. This sarcasm
by
is aimed against the doctrine held alike
Augustin and Jerome, that human nature,
ities,

and

in its present state, is not able to fulfill the
especially in the form in
divine law,

—

which

it

had been expressed by Jerome,

said, that as at present everything
among men was in some respect or

when he
good

other defective or partial, so they mutually
supplied each other's deficiencies by means
of the predominant virtues in individuals.
See Hicronvm. 1. I. adv. Pelag. f. 496-97,
Again, Pelagius
T. IV. cd." Martianay.
said, " wc condemn those wlui affirm that the
Son of God was necessitated to utter what
was false by the power of thetiesh; and
that, on account of his assumption of human
nature, he could not do all which he willed."
In one respect, so far as it regards the last
proposition, this charge was unjust. Jeciting as
rome, for instance, had asserted
his authority the passages in Matth. 26: 39;
John 5 30" that Jesus, in speaking as a
man, had not made himself independent of
God, nor ascribed to himself any self-sufficiency grounded in human nature while,
ou tlie contrary, the Pclaginns would fain

—

:

—

;

tlaim for themselves an independence and
self-sufficiency, which Christ himself had

never thought of asserting. But the objection with reierenee to the first of those propositions was just for, citing the passage in
John 7:10, which Porphyry had seized
;

as a ground for accusing Christ of
ficklcnessof ]iur]iose, he said in justification
of Christ Omnia scandala ad earnem esse

upon

:

referenda, which were either, like many of
the sayings of Jerome, sounding wovds
without any reasonable meaning, or must
have been intended to mean that the wenkness of the sensuous nature even in Christ
rendered it necessary to deviate from the

law of veracity.' L. c. f. 519, 20. 21.
He perceived (see below) that this dispute was connected with a different way of
regarding the relation of God's providence
to creation, !<]|)istola ad Concil. Carthag.
strict
'*

Ergo eris tibi in
§ 3.
stantior, quam potest in

providendo prsEseo esse, qui te ut

Et eui putes debere, quod
vivis, (pionjodo non putas illi debere quod
quotidianam ejus consequendo gratiam taliesses effecit

ter viv'is

!

?

Innocent, cp. ad Concil. Carthag. § 7.
the Pelagians: Quis tantus illorum
pectora error obcceCat, ut si ipsi nullam Dei
gratiam sentiunt, quia nee digni sunt vrc
merentur etc. 1 To be sure, Augustin would
have no difficulty in explainmg this according to his otm sense, by simply supposing
the dignitas and the juereri to be qualities
depending on the communication of grace
2

Of
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North-African church had already conciliated his favorregard by appealing to his decision on such a matter of dispute.
Vfter having bestowed praise, then, on the North-African bishops, be.v'ause, as in duty bound, they had betaken themselves to the ciiurch of
Peter, to which all the great concerns of entire Christendom siiould be
ultimately referred, he assured them of his full acquiescence in their
condemnation of the Pelagian doctrines.
But soon after, in the year 416, Innocent died and his successor
Zosimus had already been invested with the episcopal dignitv, Avhen the
Ixitter of Pelagius arrived at Rome.
Zosimus, in all probability, had
tiot the same doctrinal system as his predecessor.
Perhaps, as hia
tame might indicate, he was of Oriental descent; and his dogmatic
(mdency on the controverted points may have been akin to that of the
fci'ast
all which seems, in fact, to be shown in his first letter on this
i?ubject to the North-African church.
Hence his sentence would turn
>>ut to be a very diSerent one from the former.
Neither were there
vanting in Rome individuals who were friendly to the Pelagian doctrines, and who contributed to dispose his mind to look upon them with
tivor.
While Innocent was living, such individuals would, of course,
ke^jp their opinions to themselves.^ At present, they could more openly
'vioreover, the
ible

;

.

;

aruw themselves.
tinder these more favorable circumstances, Coelestius himself ap/eared in Rome.
He handed over to the Roman bishop a confession
nf faith, which was well suited doubtless to make a favorable impression
en one who was not aware of the more profound connection and coherr

ence of individual doctrines with the whole system of Christian faith,
and hence was in no condition to form a correct judgment concerning
He, too, first unfolded at
the importance of the controverted points.
[arge the j)ure doctrines on matters which had no connection whatever
with the dispute, and then, as before, sought to reduce the disputed
matters to mere questions of speculative controversy, such as related to
the propagation of sin, which was connected with the question concern" If some questions have been started which
ing the origin of souls.
do not concern the faith, and respecting which multitudes have differed,
it had never entered his thoughts to establish anything, as the founder
but he would very cheerfully allow himself to be
of a new doctrine
corrected, where he had erred as a man, by the judgment of the Roman bishop." ^ At the same time, he maintained anew, that the
acknowledgment of the necessity of infant baptism, which by the rule
of the universal church must be imparted for the forgiveness of sin,
was altogether independent of those (questions, because our Lord had
resolved that the kingdom of heaven may be bestowed only on the
baptized ; and because the powers of nature did not suffice for this, it
must be imparted by grace. But, by so doing, he meant in nowise to
approve the doctrine of a natural propagation of sin ; for sin, as it con;

Innocentii epistola ad quinque episcopos,
'^

hominibus quispiam ignorantise error ol>
repsit, vestra sentcntia corri^jatur.

^ 2.

Prseter fidem quaestiones.

Si forte ut
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sisted in

The

a determination of the

point of view in which

will,

could not be derived from nature.^
matter, certainly

Coelestius placed this

appeared verj clear in the outset to Zosimus for it seemed sufficient
to him that free-will and grace should be equally maintained, and all
the rest pertaining to the relation of these two to each other seemed to
him to belong among the idle questions of the schools. Coelestius had
several audiences with tlie Roman bishop himself, and alwavs explained
himself to the satisfaction of the latter.
Add to this, that the two
bishops, Heros and Lazarus, by whom the complaints had been brought
;

against Pelagius at the council of Diospohs, Avere well known to .him as
turbulent, mischievous men ; and accordingly the whole affair would

more readily appear

him

mere ebullition of passion, the less
Besides, Pelagius had accompanied
his letter to Rome with a letter from the bishop Praylus of Jerusalem,
by whom he was completely justified.
the

he understood of

its

to

as a

real nature.

Accordingly Zosimus wrote to the North-African bishops on the
Pelagius and Coelestius two letters, which must have struck
these bishops with some surprise, expressing as they did a judgment so
entirely different from that of his predecessor.
He reproaches them
for not having entered into a careful examination of this matter, and
for having so easily given credit to the charges of trifling and mischievous men.
He gave the most decided testimony to the orthodoxy
of Pelagius and Coelestius.
Of Pelagius' letter he said, it agreed
" Would that some
wholly with the oral declarations of Coelestius.
affair of

one of you," he writes to the bishops, "had been present when the
letter was read
How rejoiced and surprised were all the pious men
who heard it Scarcely could some refrain from tears to find that men
so thoroughly orthodox ^ could yet be made objects of suspicion.
Was
there a single passage in the letter, where grace or the divine assistance was not mentioned?"^
It would appear, then, that Zosimus,
when he heard the words grace and divine assistance so often repeated,
had never even thought of any different determination of the conceptions associated with those words, and that it seemed to him in the highest degree unjust that those Avho expressed themselves after this manner should be accused of denying grace.
He gave the North-African
bishops to understand, that they had gone over the limits which should
be assigned to the doctrines of faith, and raised a controversy on questions which had no connection whatever with the faith.
He had
reminded Coelestius, he wrote, and the priests from various countries
who were present, that such knotty and moot points and such foolish
disputes had sprung from that pestilent contagion of an idle curiosity,
then spreading on all sides, which led each man to misemploy his mind
and his uncontrolled power of speech in affecting to know more than
holy scripture revealed. He entreated them, in the name and authority
of the apostolic see, that they would submit their reason to the Bible,
!

I

1

See Augustin. de peccato originali,
23
Tales etiam absolutse

-

c. 5,

'^

lysine alius lotus, in

quo Dei gratia vel

adjutorium piaetermissum sit

6. et

fidei.

ACQUITTED BY ZOSLMUS.
&s

it

was explained according
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to the tradition of the fathers.

In his

relating only to C(]elestius, he decided that either an accuser
must appear in person at Rome, within the sjtace of two months, who
could show that Coelestius thought diflferently from what he had expressed in his own declarations, or that for the future no one should prefirst letter,

sume

liis orthodoxy after such manifest proofs of
it.
be easily understood, that a man who could so express himself must have ditfered widely from the doctrines of Augustin, altliou"-h
he did not precisely agree in all respects with the Pelagian system, nor
perhaps accurately understand it and, in fact, may not have had any
exact knowledge of doctrinal matters at all.
Nothing is easier than to
suppose that Zosimus was one of those Roman ecclesiastics who sought
to make themselves familiar only with the liturgical forms and practical
business of the church, but took no interest in theological studies.
And in this case it would admit of being reailily explained, how, without

It

to call in question

may

;

any independent theological judgment of his own, he was liable to be
governed by the intiuence of others; as, at present, by the influence of
the Pelagian party existing in Rome.^
The North African bishops, accustomed already, in less important
matters, to assert their independence in opposition to the arrogant
claims of the Roman bishops to a supreme judicial authority, had no
inclination to sacrifice a doctrinal conviction of so much weight to
themselves, to the arbitrary decision of a man in whom the inherited
authority of a successor of the apostle Peter was to supply the jjlace
of a theological judgment resting on its own independent grounds.
Accordingly they addressed to the Roman bishop, in the name of a
council assembled at Carthage, a letter, in which, probably with all
They gave
professions of respect, they protested against his decision.'-^
Zosimus to understand, that he had too easily allowed himself to be deThe decided language
ceived by the vague declarations of Coelestius.
of these bishops, combined with many other powerful influences from
without, had already produced such an effect, that Zosimus began to
assume another tone, although he was quite careful not to recede in
In a second
the least from his claims to supreme judicial authority.
letter, he praised, indeed, anew, the decisive authority of the apostolic
chair, and defended himself against the reproach of lightness and overyet he already ceases to make
haste in his investigations and decisions
further mention of what he had said in his earlier letters in favor of
Pelagius and of Coelestius and, in compliance with the recjuest of the Afi-icans, he suspended the final decision of the matter until after further
examination.
The North African bishops, however, were not at all inThey anticipated this by a decisclined to wait for a foreign decision.
;

;

1

See the edict of the emperor Ilonorius.

berciifter to be cited.
2 It is to be lamented

that this letter has

reached us and we can only surmise
contents from the answer <rivcn to it by
Zosimus. Zosimus mentions in his letter
an obtestatio, wliich the North-African bishnot
its

;

opa hnd sent to Rome.
have sujipo^ed. that by

Many
this

learned

men

was meant the

an earlier period by the bishops
but it is much more probable
to Innocent
that the olit fst at io contained in, the Inter letter
of the Africans, which is lost, ought hero to
be understood.
letter sent at

;
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own part. At an assembly held at Carthage, in the year
418, they drew up nine canons, in which the doctrines relating to the
moral condition of human nature, concerning grace and free-will, and
concerning baptism, were defined and settled in a way opposed to the
system of Pelagius.
In this document were expressed the doctrines
ion on their

of the corruption of human nature by the sin of the first man ; of
death, as the punishment of sin ; of grace, as an inward communication
of the divine life, from which alone all truly good actions could spring;

" Let him be accursed who says, the grace of
fourth canon asserts
God, by virtue of which we are justified through Christ, refers merely to
the forgiveness of past sins, and not to assistance to secure us against fall" VVho teaches that this grace
ing under sin for the future." Can. 5
helps us to keep from sinning, only so far as it ouens our minds to a
knowledge of the divine commands, so that we are made acquainted
with what we must strive after and what we must avoid but that it does
not bestow on us a disposition to love, and a fiiculty to practice, such
commands. For whereas the apostle says, Knowledge puifeth up, but
charity edifieth,' it would be very impious to believe, that Ave have the
grace of Christ in order to that which puflfeth up, but not in order to
while, in truth, both are the gift of God, not only
that which edifieth
that we know what we must do, but also that we love it in order to do
it
that so where love edifieth, knowledge may not puff up."
Furthermoi-e, in the sixth canon the tenet was condemned, that grace merely
renders more easy the fulfilment of that which could also be fulfilled
In opposition to this view, it was alleged that Christ had
without it.
not said, " Without me ye would find it more difficult to do anything
John 15 5.
but without me ye can do nothing."
But as the Roman bishop had so preponderant an influence in the
Western church, and as his influence could effect so much even at the
imperial court, it became necessary for the Africans to secure betimes
their ground in that quarter, and to endeavor to gain over the supreme
According to Augustin's principles,
civil power against Zosimus.
as
we have already explained them in the history of the Donatist controversy,
no hesitation ought to be felt, but it should rather be considered a
duty, to call upon the civil power to re])ress unchristian errors.
The
connection of Augustin with a count Valerius may doubtless have
contributed to procure the interposition of the civil power in this present case
as, in fact, Augustin himself, in a controversial tract relating
to these matters, which he dedicated to Valerius, intimates that the
latter had deserved well of the truth for his exertions in this cause.^

The

:

:

;

'

;

;

:

—

—

;

iDe

nuptiis et concnpisccntia,

1.

I.

§ 2

:

istis novitatibus, quibus hie disputando resistimus, tu potestate curando et
instando efRcaciter restitisti. By tliis Augustin drew upon himself from the Pelagian
Julian the deserved reproach, that, as his
party could not maintain their cause by
reasons, they sought to supjily this defect by
a resort to outward force. Quam nihil habeant, quod vi qua proteruntur rationis

Proianis

opponant, ut alia eorum scripta, ita hi testantur libclli, qui directi ad militaieiu virura
(quod ctiam ipse profiteri potest) aliis magis
negotiis quam Uteris oceupatum,impotentiae
contra nos precantur auxilium. Augustin,
however, does not deny that he had applied
to the civil power in aid of this object; he
only thought he had no reason to be ashamed
for so doing.
He speaks of it with confidence and assurance, as if conscious of hav-
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Accordingly, from the year 418 and onward, there appeared several
couched in a style more theological than imperial, against Pelagius and Coelestius, and their adherents.^
The bishop Zosimus was not decided enough in his theological views
and character to be able to maintain his ground against such authorities
and besides this, he was, no doubt, closely i)ressed at home by a
powerfid anti-Pelagian part}^ which had long mauitained itself in the
conflict with the other side.
Constantius, a man of some rank, who
had left the post of Vicar of Rome (yicarius urUs)^ and become a
monk, stood at the head of the former party .2 Coelestius was now to
appear before the Roman bisiiop, and sustain a new examination but
Upon this,
he doubtless foresaw the result, and hastily left Rome.
Zosimus issued a circular letter (tractoria), in which he pronounced senadopted the decistence of condemnation on Coelestius and Pelagius
ions of the council of Carthage against the Pelagian doctrines, and
declared himself on the doctrines of the corruption of human nature,
of grace, and of baptism, in accordance with the views of the NorthNot without reason might the Pelagians accuse ZosiAfrican church.
mus and the Roman clergy, who had before shown themselves so favorable to the cause of Pelagius, of denying the convictions they had
previously avowed, no matter whether it was ignorance, the force of
authoiity, or the fear of man, which had chiefly contributed to produce
edicts,

;

;

;

this

a

change.

When thus, through the authority of the Western emperor and of
Roman bishop wanting in independence, Pelagianism had been con-

demned, the circular letter of Zosimus Avas sent to the whole church of
the West, and all bishops were required to subscribe it, in its condemnation both of the doctrine, and also of the persons, of Pelagius and
Those bishops who decUned were to 6e deprived of their
Coelestius.''
ing done nothinsr but whnt was right " Non
impotentiae eontra vos precamur auxilium;
:

8td j)ro vol)is potius, ut ab ausu
cohibeaniini, C'lni-^tianiv poteniia; laudamus
Opu> iniijertlet. 1. II. c. U.
offiduin."
^ Two of these edicts, one of thcin
addressed to ihe bishop Aurelius of Carthage,
Beeni to hiyvc been issued at the request of
Moreover, tlie
the North-African bishops.
sacrilego

remarks of the I'elagian Julian presuppose
tliat such a law had l)ecn enacted in answer
to the iK'tition of the North Africans: but
he imagines he can interpret it to the advaniage of his j)artv

;

as

may

Ivom the words of Augustin

1."

be gathered
111.

c.

Julian,

habitans, et pro gratia Dei devotissime Pelagianis resistens, factione eorundem multa
Julian says to iiis opponents,
jpertulit.
(opus imperfect. 1. III. c. 35:) Cur tantis
factionibus coinniovistis'?
Italiam
toiain

Cur

seditiones Romise conductis poi)ulis cx-

citastis 1

And

even though

tliis

must be

considered as the accusalion of a passionate
opponent.yet there may be some truth lying
at the

bottom here.

^ Julian accuses Zosimus of prevarication,
Augustin. c. Julian. Pelagian. 1. VI.^ 37.

He says of the Roman clergy: Eos jussionis terrore percussos non eruhu.sse prsevaricationis crimen admittere, ut contra /-riorem senlentiam suam, qua gcstis catholicQ.
dogmati adfucrant, (since they were present
at that assembly held under Zosimus, winch.

c. I. ^3.
Sane, ut dicis, si pro vobis jjotius
ab imperatorc.responsum est. But then, it
cannot possibly Iw conceived, how Julian
cause of
could have given any such interpretation to had declared so favorably to the
one of the laws which has come down to us. Pelagius and Coelestius,) pronnntmrcnt.ctc
Pelagianoepistolas
duas
contra
Augustin.
It is very probable, therefore, that the law
intcnded "is one which has not reached our rum, 1.11.^5.
* Marius Mercator. m his commonitorium
(ijjjes
says 6f this circular:
2
Prosper, in his chronicle, under the super nomine Ccelestii.
totum orbem missa subscriptiomlais
Per
Contwelfth consulate of Honorius, savs
patrum est roborata.
Jtantius servus Chrisii ex vicari'o Roniae sanctorum
:
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zosmus against pelagius.

places,

and banished from their churches

;

^

a sentence which was rigor-

many

ously executed, particularly in Italy, where Pelagianism had

ad-

herents, and in North Africa.

Eighteen bishops of Italy who met

this fate

complain, not without

reason, in a letter composed by the bishop Julian, of

addressed

Eclanum, and

bishop Rufus, of Thessalonica, that, without the consynod, signatures were extorted, separately and indi-

to the

vocation of a

whom there were so many at'
Several bishops in the department
of Aquileja, from whom their metropolitan Augustin, the bishop of this
town, demanded their subscriptions, sent to him a covertly Pelagian
confession of faith,^ drawn out in detail, declaring that their conscience
did not allow them to condemn Pelagius and Coelestius, persons who
were absent, and whom they had not heard in their own defence ^ and
But many, who had resigned their
they appealed to a general council.
places for the sake of their convictions, afterwards testified repentance,
and were accordingly restored again to their s[)iritual charges ^ though
the sincerity of their repentance may well be questioned.
On the
other hand, the bishop Julian, of Eclanum in Apulia, a man whose
scientific attainments and pious fife had acquired for him universal respect,^ distinguished himself by his zeal and courage in standing up for
the defense of what he deemed to be Christian truth.
In predominantly leaning to the side of the practical understanding, his intellec
tual bent resembled that of Pelagius and Coelestius.
He unfolded
their doctrines in the most systematic form.
He appears to have
been a more passionate man than his predecessors ; but we should not
forget the oppressed condition of his party.
In spite of the imposing
authority which the superiority of his hitcUect had procured for Angustin in the Western church
in spite of the authority which the bishops
of Rome derived from their outward position
in spite of the imperial
verdict of condemnation, Julian, the banished bishop, in various wrividually, from the ignorant bishops, of

that time in the

Western

church.'^

;

;

;

;

defended

a freedom reckless of consequences,
and style of language which would have well befitted
the leader of a dominant party.
By his zeal, his scientific gifts, and
his exemplary life, he was enabled to secure adherents to his prin-

tings,

and

his principles with

in a spirit

^ See the letter of the bishop Aurelius of
Carthage to the bishops of two North African provinces, in which letter he calls upon
those who had not given their signatures at
the council of Carthage, to do it now, so
that no room might be left for suspicion
against any one Quo cum in sujiradiciorum
hajreticorum damnatione omnium vestrum
:

fucrit integra subscriptio, nihil oiimino sit,
unde ullius vel dissimulationis v6l negligcntiaj

vel occultae

forsitan

pravitatis

alicpia

videatur merito reniansisse suspicio.
2 Toto peniiiis ocridente non minus stub
turn quam impinm dogma esse susceptuin
et simplicibus episcopis sine congregatione
feynodi in locis suis scdentibu'? ad hoc confirmandura subscnptionem cxtortam. The

words
tion,
face,
1.

citi-d in Aufrustin's letter of refuta
addressed to the Roman bishop Bonicontra duas epistolas Pelagianorum,

IV.

§

20.

<^
To he found, along with some others, in
the appendix to the tenth volume of the
Benedictine edition of Augustin.
* Metnimus in ahsentem 'it nobis inauditorum capita dictare sententiam, nisi cum
praescntcs fucrint confutati.
° Marius Mercator. Commonitoriitm su-

per nomine Coelestii,

c. 5.

« Even Augustin esteemed him highly
when a young man. See his ep. 101 to

Julian's father, the
rius.

Apulian bishop Mcuaao-
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A

riples.
person who belonged to the party of his adversaries rej^orts
that in a time of famine he devoted his entire property to deeds of be-

nevolence.
To be sure, in the judgment of his opponents, there could
be no honest intention in this act of a heretic
it was only a means to
gain himself followers.^
:

With deserved hidignation, showing the sentiments of a noble mind,
Julian rebukes the cowardice of those of his own faith who supposed, as
he expresses it, that true discretion consisted in purchasing, by the servilit)' of a degenerate soul, the insecure repose of a moment."^
He says
of them, that, in the worldUness of their own spirit, they accused of
contention and obstinacy those who preferred to sufler any evil, rather
than to give up their convictions.
Had tliere been a frank and manly
bearing among the bishops, he thinks ^ ublic opinion would as certalidy

have declared against the delusion of the Traducianists, as invincible
reason destroyed it.
In order to the defense of truth, science and
courage (scientia et fortitude) must be united neither is of any avail
;

without the other.^
Not without reason might Julian complain of the oppressive measures
against the adherents of the Pelagian doctrines
not without reasoi
might he complain that Pelagian and Coelestian had been coined
into heretical names wherewitli to terrify the ignorant multitude, and
;

that the latter were constituted judges on points which they were not
competent to understand."* He demanded, on the contrary, that wise
and judicious men should be chosen out of all ranks and professions,
whether ecclesiastics or civilians, to investigate the question such as,
though few in number, might yet bo distinguished for reason, scientific
cultivation, and freedom of spirit.^
He complained that the guidance
of the church had been w-rested from reason, in order that a doctrine
which recommended itself to the people might have liberty to sj^read
everywhere without check or hindrance.'' He objects to his opponents,
that they used every means to prevent freedom of inquiry, by calling
;

for they felt themselves obliged to resort to force,
because they were deserted by reason.' Augustin, on the other hand,
proceeding on his own principles of ecclesiastical law, which we have
already explained, and his idea of the church, appealed to the authority
of the church, which had already decided the (juestion, and to the legitimate power of the magistracy, which is bound to punish the ])ropa" Wouldst
gators of error in the same manner as other evil-doers.
in the secular poAver

^

;

Sec Gennadius de V. J.

c.

45.

That

Julian acted as the or<,'an of a party, is seen
t'loni opus imperfect. 1. I. c. 51, wiiere he
savs, it had heen entrusted to him by Sanctis
viris nostri temporis confessorihus (these of
course were the confessors of Pelagianisin)
to write a-,rainst Augustin.
- Nihil ma^'is cautis convenire consiliis,
quam dcj;eneris animi faniulatu cmere vel
iiitidam motnentorum quieiem.
Opus imperfect, c. Julian, 1. V. c. 1,
**

2.
*

Quod

nomine

Ccelestianorum vel Pelagianorum

honiiiics terreamus,

1.

II.

c.

Julia-

mim,

That it was endeavored to stir
§ 34.
up against them homines de plehciia faice

sciluluriflrum, militos, scliolasticos auditoriales, nautas, tahernarios, etc. § ."$7.
^ Pauciias quara ratio, eruditio libertasque
c. .Tulian. 1. II. §36.
Eripiuntur ecclesiae <:ubcrnacu!a ratiout creeto cornu veUticct do(xma populare, c. Julian, opus imperfccium, 1. II. c. 2.
Quod omnil.us opibus ncgaiioncm examinis a mundi potestaiibus comparatis
intcllitritis cnim, agendum yobis vi esse,
cum deserimini rationis auxilio. L.c.c. loa

sublimat,
®

nis,

''
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thou have no fear of the magistracy," says he to him, " then do what
But there is nothing right in maintaining a heretical, in op
position to the apostolic doctrine.
The heresy which the bishops have
already condemned needs no longer to be examined, but should be
checked by the power of a Christian magistracy." ^ Juhan constantly
made his appeal to " reason," which alone should examine and decide
on all questions.
But this reason assuredly had to do only with uni-.
versal conceptions.
From mere reason it was impossible to understand
what was meant by original sin, the need of redemption, and redemp
tion itself.
The subject-matter of these conceptions could be understood only from the actual experience of the soul.
Had Julian
consistently followed out his " reason," he must have gone a great
deal farther in his negations.
Augustin could oppose to him the consciousness of the Christian church, which was not first made to be such
by this or that bishop, but which was found already present by all as
the one which existed from the beginning.
And the objection that the
doctrine was a pojndar one, and agreeable to the people, he does not
contending that it is not
repel, but admits the statement to be true
so much an objection as a commendation, that the doctrine which
responds to the con^ciovsness of the Christian church should be dis" Such a people," says he, " Ambrose did not make,
tinctly marked.
We admit our doctrine is a doctrine of the people ;
but he found.
for we are the peoj^le of Him who was for this reason called Jesus,
And Julian himbecause he redeemed his people from their sins."
self, on another occasion, agrees with Augustin in attaching importance
to the popular consciousness, when he appeals from the authority of
the church, and from what appeared to him to be an arbitrary imposition of doctrinal subtileties, to the same consciousness;^ though not inis right.

;

'^

deed

to the peculiar subject-matter of the Christian consciousness, but

God which itself,
however, without the influence of Christianity, could not have been so
clearly developed. He who on other occasions was so used to refer to the
learned and to the more cultivated minda, referred also to the simple,
who, being occupied with the cares of business, had received nothing
from the schools, yet by faith alone had sought to attain to the church
He advised them not to allow themselves to be disturbed
of Christ.
by dark questions but, while they believed God to be the true Creator
of men, to believe without wavering also, that he is a good, a true, and
a just being and, while they held fast their conviction of this Trinity,
they might admit and approve every thing which they heard agreeing
•with this idea; while they should let no force of argument deprive
to the foundation of the universal consciousness of

;

;

;

1 Vis non timcre potestatem ? bonnm fac.
est autem boiium, contra apostolicum
serisum exserere et asserere hareticum senSUTri.
Danmata ergo hasrcsis ab episcopis
non adhuc examinanda, scd coercenda est a
L. c
porestatibus Christianis.
_
^ Tales populos non fecit, sed invenit

Non

Ainbrohius

;

fatemur doginii nostrum esse

populare, quia populus- ejus surnus, qui
proterea est appeilatus Jesus, quia sah'nm
tccit ])opulum suuin a peccati^ eorum.
L.
c. c. 2.

a
'phus, therefore, against the doct'i< e
of ab^oliue j.rcdestination, and for tbe acknowiedgment of free seli-deterniinatiun,

AND AUGUSTIN.

G">5

them of this, but might repudiate every authority and every party
which sought to convince them of the contrary.^
The principles of Pelagianism rigidly carried out, would have gone
to the extreme of denying altogether man's need of redemption
conBecpiently, of making Christ wholly superfluous
hence, of giving an
entirely new shape to the church doctrine concerning Christ.
Yet,
though these principles were not unfolded with this rigid consistency,
they could not fail, if but applied, so far as they were unfolded, with a
clear consciousness of their import and with logical closeness, to beget
a theory of the person of Christ of a peculiar stamp, and corresi)Oud;

;

iug to the principles themselves.
This connection, however, never hetrayed itself in the way in which Pelagius and Coelestius were accustomed to present their scheme ; for only the disputed questions
respecting the character of man were deemed of imj)ortance by them
on all other points tliey adopted the common doctrines, receiving them
without alteration, and without examining how far they harmonized
with their fundamental positions.
Yet we have seen already, in the
case of Theodore of Moijsuestia, how closely his peculiar views of man,
the relation of which to the (in many respects) kindred Pelagian
views we shall consider more at large hereafter,
how closely his doctrine of human freedom was connected with his peculiar notions respecting the character and work of Christ.
trace of this connection
•we perceive in Julian of Eclanum, who objects to his opponents, that, if
they did not suppose a human nature in Christ subjected to the seductions of sense, and to temptation, as in other men, but derived every
thing of a moral nature in him only from a natural necessity, they could
not suppose in him any true human virtue, nor recognize him as a moral
example for mankind.^ The same connection also 'would be very apparent in a man who, near the commencement of the fifth century, was
called a follower of the Pelagian doctrines, if indeed he was rightly so
named. We mean LejMrius, a monk and presbyter in the south of
Prance.^
Leporius is said to have been condemned in his native country, on
account of his Pelagian tenets, and, in consequence of this, to have emigrated with several of his followers, in 426, to North Africa.
But at
Carthage he was convinced by several bishops, chiefly perhaps by
Augustin, that he was in an error.
The bishops by whom he had been
convinced, commended him to the paternal gentleness of their Gallic
colleagues, in a letter accompanying the recantation of Leporius.
In
this recantation, he calls God to witness, that he had supposed his error
t(
be the truth ; that a well-meant zeal, though without knowledge, had

—

A

^
.

Simplic-s, qui aliis occupati negotiis
do cni(liti>ne ccporunt, sola tamen

"ihil

ad Kvlf-siara Chnsti pervenirc curarunt, ne facile obscuris quajstionibus terrcantur, sed cr. denies, etc.
Nee hoc cis

,fe;)e

ulla vis arf:jnmcntationi.s cvcllat sed detes-

tentur omiiein auctoritatcin atciue oninem
societatem contraria persuaderc nitentem.
^C. Julian.

1.

V. §

4.

"^Ut omnis virtutum pukhritudo. qunm
in se Cliristus expressi-rat, indebitis naturie
ejus laudibasvacuataflacccsccret,ciin(toque
veritatis sua;

splcndore nudata sacrum

gisteriuin mediatoris ofleret ijrisui.

iiia-

Opus

imperfect. 1. IV. c 50.
* He is called a Pelagian by Cassian, de
incamatione Chrisli, lib. I c. 4, and Qcnnadius, de

V.

J. c. 59.
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deceived him.

This introduction

is

suited to inspire confidence in the

many things which he says in
document, it is difficult to believe, that a man who, in his earher
doctrine concerning the person of Christ, discovers a tendency of mind
so near akin to that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, would now pass to a
mode of expression so o|)posite, and pushed even to the extreme of

sincerity of his recantation

but, from

;

this

crassness, as exhibits itself in

perfectly ignorant as

we

many

passages of

ing within the breast of this
termination on this subject.

this recantation.

But

meanwhile, had been workindividual, we can come to no further de-

are of what, in

tlie

In the above-mentioned recantation drawn up by Leporius, no traces
to be found of Pehujian doctrines ; but the heretical matter in his
doctrines would seem, according to this, to have consisted simply in a
view of Christ's person agreeing, in all respects, with the princiiiles of
the Antiochian school.
Like Theodore, he opposed the confounding
" It was not God himself who
of the predicates of the two natures.
On the
was born as man, but a perfect man was born with God."
" I believe thorouglily
other hand, he now said, in his recantation
are

:

If God
unable to do only what he does not will to do.
willed to be born, as he assuredly did, I firmly believe also that he
Like
could be born
since God's essence is subject to no limitation."
Theodore, he had distinguished from each other the different senses in
which Christ is called Son of God according to the two natures, the
proper Son of God according to his divine, and the adopted Son of
God according to his human nature.' He likewise supposed, as did
Theodore, a progressive revelation of the deity, in the human nature
He conassociated with it, up to the time of Christ's resurrection.^
ceived of Christ, in his temptations and sufferings, as a man left to
himself, so that by his efforts, his obedience, his merits, his constancy,^
he achieved for himself that higher state which began with his resurrection.
He also maintained with Theodore, that omniscience was not
to be ascribed to our Saviour as man, and that the ignorance which he
professed with respect to the time of the final judgment was to be unthat

God

is

;

derstood in the literal sense.
If we might believe, then, that account which represents Leporius to
have been a Pelagian, it might very easily be explained how he must
have evolved his doctrine concerning the nature of Christ out of his
But the singularity in this case would
doctrine concerning man.
be, that the bishops of Carthage, who looked upon the opposition
to everything Pelagian as so important, should have required no re,

points.
We might from this circumstance be led to conjecture, that the Pelagianism with which he was
Or we must
charged had been imputed to him only by inference.
suppose that two epochs ai-e to be assumed in the history of the
progress of Leporius in forming his doctrinal system, which Cassian

Cantation from Leporius on these

Dei proprius

1

Filius

-

As may

'enipora

—

et adojitivus.

be gathered from the antithesis
Nee quasi per gradus et
proticientem in Dcum, alterius

in the recantation

:

ante resurrectionem, alterius post
resurrectionem fuisse credamus.
3 Laborem, devotionem, meritum, fidem
status
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—

Geunadius have neglected to notice;
the first, vihon he was a
next, when he -was induced to subscribe the circular letter
of Zosiaius, and no longer appeared as so ofien an advocate ot" Pelagianirioi.
But his Pelagianism, which had been merely suppressed, had
8ubsbtjV(ently led him to the peculiar doctrines which he maintained
concerniag the person of Christ, which he supposed he might teach,
without infringing on the doctrines of the church, since, in fact, previous to the outbreak of the Nestorian controversies, a great deal on
this subject was still vague and undefined.
aDvI

Pc-Ii\gian

;

Among the zealous defenders of the Pelagian doctrines, deserves to
be particularly mentioned, yl7/»/aj(?/,s, deacon of the church at Celrda
(periia s in Italy ^).
By the decision of Zosimus, already mentioned,
he was uwt probably obliged to resign his spiritual charge ; but he
contiuiicii to exert an active influence in favor of the principles of the
persecuted part^T, to which he gloried in belonging.^ He believed
that he was contending for the cause of morality, which, by the docand
trines of the Tradvicianists, was exposed to the utmost i>eril,^
for the cause of moral freedom, the recognition of whicli distinguished
Christianity fiom Paganism, where sin was palliated by charging
Believing that he found in the
it on natural necessity and fate.''
prevailingly moral inlerest evinced by Chrysostom, in the manner in
whicli he attacked th«5 excuses plead by moral remissness, in the manner in wliieh he stood up in defence of free-will along with grace,^
a great deal which, being akiu to his own views, admitted also of being
0})posed to the principles of the Traducianists and the new Manieheans,*^ he translated tht^ Homilies of Chrysostom on the gosjjel of
Matthew,' and his Hoix><lies in praise of the apostle Paul, into Latin ;
and accompanied these translations with dedications to his Pelagian
friends, in which he very plainly avowed his own principles.^
Various offshoots from the Pelagian party continued to propagate
themselves in Italy, down to the middle of the fifth century
and the
Roman bishop, Leo the Great, had occasion once more to remind th*bishoi'S, that no ecclesiastic belonging to the Pelagian party could be
readmitted to the communion of the church without a very distinct
recantation, and without expressly subscribing all the decisions of the
As late as the close of the fit'tli
church in opposition to its doctrines.
century, an aged bishop named Seneca appeared in Italy, who ven-

—

;

'
ee Hieronyin. op. 202 ad Alyi)imii ct
Aii;;usti'ium (Aug epp.), where lie is cited
a> !i fri-.d of Pela<rius aim author of a

viulo'it e >ntoversial tract.
2 In the dedication to Orontius, one of
the deposed Pelagian bishops: Inter has,
quas pro fidei vobiscum amore perpetimur
tentationuir procellas.
'^

Per occasionem quarundam nimis

diffi-

cilium quiestionum sedifieationi morum atque ecdesiaslica; disciplinse satis insolenter
obstrepitur.
* Ingenitae nobis a Deo libertatis decus,
cujus confcssio [ir£ccipuum inter nos genti-

lesque discrimen

VOL.

II.

est.

42

*

See below, the development of

his

sys

tera.

Non

eniin est in alterutro (doctrine concerning grace or free-will)
incautus nut
nimius, sed in utroque ino<ieratiis.
Pro
evangelica perfectione nobisciini imgnare
videtur.
Videtur non tam pra;.sentes mformasse discipulos. quani nobis contra vera
6

am

fidei
^

0[)|)Ugnationem auxilia prreparasse.
his translation of eight homilies

Only

has come down to our times,
" See opp. Chysostomi ed. Montfaueon
T. II. et T. VII.
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HOW PELAGIANISM WAS CONQUERED.

tured publicly to defend doctrines akin to Pelagianism, and, in fact, to

excommunicate a presbyter, who contradicted them. It is impossible,
however, from the letter, written in passion, which the Roman bishop
Gelasius issued against him, to determine with certainty whether he
really stood in any outward connection with the Pelagian party, or
whether perhaps, as an unlearneii man (if what Gelasius says is true),
and without knowing anything about Pelagius, while supposing himself to be perfectly orthodox, he had been forced, in opposing thedoctrine of original sin in its stiffest form, and the doctrine of the
damnation of unhaptized infants, so revolting to all sound feelings, to

many

hazard
If

assertions clo.sely bordering on Pelagianism.-^

now we glance back

church,

it

at the result of these disputes in the

Western

certainly cannot be denied, that as well here as in the doc-

trinal controversies of the Oriental church,

it

was no

free

of the opposite sides which had brought about that result

development

but Pelagi:an outward force, which hindered it from
freely expressing itself.
At the same time, however, a great difference
is manifest between the course of these disputes, and of those in the Oriental church.
It was not the shifts and intrigues of a theological party,
which, mixing up secular and spiritual interests, contrived to connect
but it was the superior
itself with the court, that led to this issue
intellect of an individual, actuated solely by zeal for what he considered to be sacred truth, which, controlling the minds around it, succeeded by their means to make the civil power subservient to his
own convictions. And although a few men of independent minds
were obliged to yield to force and to numbers, yet the doctrine which
in this' case gained the victory was not, as so frequently ha])pened in
the Oriental church, a doctrine forced upon the natural development
but that doctrine C(mquered
of the chui-ch by the secular power
which had on its side the voice of the universal Christian consciousthe
ness, since this declared itself against the Pelagian tendency
doctrine conquered which found a ready point of union in the whole
life and exi)erience of the church, as expressed in its prayers and in all
Hence also it followed, that although Pelagianism
its liturgical forms.
had been conquered rather by suppression than by free evolution,
yet there was no violent reaction on this side; as we always see in the
Eastern church, on the contrary, a violent reaction called forth by the
But, for this very reason, the sysforcible imposition of doctrines.
tem of Augustin, as will hereafter appear, could not so easily succeed in establishing its claims to valiility on another side of it, where
this system itself came in collision with a higher inward power, with a
conviction hitherto dominant in the great majority of minds, and

anism had succumbed

;

to

;

;

;

which

in fact

struck

it.^

riots

i\i

tlio

(l.'Mths of

the Christian

—

life

and

coiisciousness.

We

will,

then, in the

the history, bring

more

first

place, before proceeding further to develop

distinctly to view

what has just been

stated,

by

1 See the documents in the appendix to the tenth volume of the Benedictine edition
of Augustin.
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IMPORTANCK OP THK DISPUTED POINTS.

contemplating more nearly the inner relation to each other of the conflicting views which here present themselves, and the manner in which
the conflict was carried on between them.
And first, in respect to the
importance of the dis'puted questions of which we here speak, in their
Pelagius, it is true, and
bearing on the Christian system of faith
especially Coelestius,^ sought to lower the importance of the points in
dispute, as if all differences here might be reduced to mere diversities
But to this
of s])eculative opinion, which had nothing to do with faith.
course they were led by their relation to the dominant party in the
church
since for the present their only anxiety was that they might
;

;

be allowed freely to express their own peculiar principles, as others
were allowed to express the o}iposite ones. For a different course was
pursued by the ardent and untrammelled bishop Julian of Eclanum,
who, after being spurned from the dominant church, had no further
He denounces^ in the
cause to seek after a reconciliation of differences.
strongest terms those of his party who, in yielding from outward motives to the party in power, consoled themselves with the reflection,^
that this dispute had nothing to do with the essentials of faith, but
related merely to obscure questions in which faith was but slightly conHe maintained, on the contrary, that the highest object of
cerned.
Christian faith itself, the doctrine concerning God, was essentially concerned here for the Traducianists'' and the Catholics did not agree even
The God of the Traducianists was
in their doctrine concerning God.
;

not the

God

of the gospel

;

for since they taught that

human

nature

is,

from the birth upwards, tainted with sin, and since they declared concupiscence itself to be sin, they denied either that God is the creator of
man's nature, and made Satan its author, and consequently fell into Manichaeism, or they made God iiimself to be the author of sin and in teaching that God was a behig who punished unavoidable sin, and who arbitrai-ily assigned the destinies of woe or of bliss, they impinged upon his
On the other side, Augustin
moral attributes of holiness and justice.
did not concede to Coelestius, that this dispute was so unimportant in its
;

for as the acknowledgment of the doctrine of a
bearing on doctrines
Redeemer and a redemption, in which consisted the essence of Christianity, presupposed the acknowledgment of a need of redemption, hence
this doctrine was closely connected with the doctrine of the corruption
;

and accordingly with the doctrine of the first sin and
and the former fundamental doctrine, without this
presupposition, lost its significance. On the contrast, therefore, between
Adam and Christ, rested the essence of Christianity.^ Among the
Pelagians, accordingly, the predominant polemical interest was the in-

of man's nature,

consequences

its

1

;

See above, his trial at Carthage, and his
Konian bishop. T]). 640, 04.').

letter to the

-Opus

imiicrfectuni

Auijnstiiii

contra

and 1. VI. iliit.
hactenus super
nostro fui.>ise ccrtainine, ut ad (pia^siionem
involutam niagis riuain ad sunnnam spec-

Juliannni.
8

1.

V.

c.

2 et

.«eq.

Ejusmodi opinionem

tare tidci crcderctnr.
*

As he denominated

the defenders of the

doctrine of original sin. .accusing them of
maintaining that sin wjus proiiagaied l)y
generation, tlue propagatio peccati i)cr tra-

duccin.
* In
causa duoruin honiinuni. <|Ujnim
per uiium venuindati suinus' suit p'.caio,
per alieruin rediniiinnr a peccatis. proprie
Augustin. de
tides Christiana con.sistit.
peccato original!, § 28.
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moral sense, which
even when the characteristic

terest in behalf of the universal idea of a religious

may continue

to exist, at least for a time,

peculiarity of Christianity

is

dissolved, although without the influence

even that universal material would not have been so
defined
while, with Augustin, the predominant interest was in behalf of that which constitutes the more peculiar essence of the Chrisof this latter
;

tian consciousness.

As, in this controversy, several matters, standing closely connected
together in the Christian system of faith, were brought into the discussion, the question now forces itself upon us, whether perhaps all the
individual diiferences which here

presented themselves to view might
not be reduced to one fundamental difference hi the mode of religious
apprehension, from which, as the original source, all the others proceeded.
But if, in examining doctrinal controversies generally, we should ourselves distinguish what is set forth with clear consciousness by the contending parties as the fundamental point of difference, and the still more
general and more recondite opposition, to which this fundamental difference admits of being reduced, though the contending parties, who have
not traced the opposition to its ultimate grounds, are not conscious of
any such thing,
it is of the more importance to make a distinction in
the present case, because the convictions of those who defended the
Pelagian doctrines had grown out of a practical mterest, while they
stood on the common ground of a system which had been handed down
to them, and against which they had no intention whatever to contend.
Furthermore, we must distinguish what is original and what derived
in the genetic development out of the life within, out of the Christian
consciousness, and what stands in the same relation of original and
derived in the speculative conceptions of the understanding.
If we are contented to receive as true what was constantly express
ed with clear consciousness by both the parties themselves, it must
seem that the dispute properly started from the different modes of con
templating human nature in its present condition, or, more particularly,
from different notions with regard to the relation in which the moral
condition of the later race stands to the sin of the first man
for
everything else that came into the discussion, the different notions
respecting man's need of help, respecting the nature of the redemption,

—

;

respecting the work of Christ and the operation of Christianity, respectall this was closely connected
ing the object and the effects of baptism,

—

with the fundamental difference above mentioned.

Augustin, in fact,
back upon the position, that man found himself
and, on the other hand, this was the point to
in a state of corruption
which the denial of the Pelagians particularly referred. Moreover, in

was continually

falling

;

the develo})ment of the religious consciousness, this will constitute the
most original and the most important difference of all, namely, in what
relation man places himself to God and Christ, whether in the relation
and in what degree of
of one who needs help and redemption, or not
;

strength this consciousness manifests

itself.

At the same time, however, we meet with many disputed points
which do not admit of being thus traced back to this fundamental

AUGUSTIN AND PELAGTOS.
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On the contrary, differences of the two systems in indito be be met with, from which that very "^disputed
point
which was i)rominently set forth by the di><putanfs as tlie
most
universal of all admits of being derived.
Accordingly we find here, in the first place, a different mode of
apprehending one conception of great importance on account of its bearing
on the system of religion and morals, which did not proceed from
the
different modes of apprehending the present state of human
nature
but rather lay at the foundation of these different views tliemselves.'
difference.

vidual points are
Itself

We

mean the different ways of apjirehending the doctrine concerning
the freedom of the human will.
In the Pelagian system, moral freedom is apprehended as a freedom of choice ; as the tUculty of deciding
at each

moment

alike

between good and

evil ; of choosing one of the
the fruitful root, which, according to
the different bent of the will, produces good or evil.^ On the other
hand,
Augustin says, such an indifference, such an eijuipcndency between

two

for its determinations.

evil

and good, from whence man

This

is

is able at each moment alike to decide
one or the other,^ is a thing utterly inconceivable.
Man
already
18
determined within himself by his disposition, before he proceeds to act.
Evil and good cannot spring from the same root.
The

in favor of the

good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, nor the evil tree good fruit.
root from which all good proceeds is love to God
the root of all
evil is love to self.
Accordnig as man is predominantly actuated by
love to God, or love to himself, he brings to pass that which is good or
that which is evil.^
That definition of free-will, he maintains, cannot

The

;

apply to God nor to holy beings.'* It, in fact, presupposes a corruption
of the moral powers, and loses its apjilicability the more in proportion
as man advances farther in moral development, ki proportion as he

approaches to true freedom.
At the highest point of moral advancement, freedom and necessity meet together;^ the rational bein<'
acts with freedom, in determining himself according to the inward law
of his moral nature.
Since evil is that which is at variance with the
original essence of the rational creature
that which is not grounded in
nature, but which contradicts nature
it follows that that which, in the
Pelagian definition, is regarded as the characteristic mark of moral
freedom, already presupposes a corruption of the moral nature, as sin
exercises over it a power of attraction which it ought not to exercise.
With this difference was connected still other important differences.
;

;

1

The words

of Pelagius in the

first

book

Hubenias
»f his work de lihero arbiirio
possibilitatem utriusque partis a Deo insitarn, velut quan'dani, ut ita dicam, radicem
fructiferam. quae ex voluntate hominis diversa gignat, et qnas possit ad proprii culto:

arbitrium vel nitere flore virtutum vel
Augustin. de
sentibus horrere vitiorum.
gratia Christi eontra Pelagium et Calestinm, ^ 19. With this, Julian agrees in several jv.t-^sages cited by Augnstin, Ojnis imris

pcrfectum,
•^

1.

work against Julian: Lilira tua. quain conaris ex utraquc i)arte pir ae<)ualia momenta
suspendere, ut voluntas quantum est ad

malum, tantum etiam sit ad bonum
III.
Opus imperfectum, c. Julian
1

" t'onip. Au;;ustiii.

aptly describe-;

malornm
quantum

in

hi-'

i<>

;

tantumque

inter se differunt,

virtus et vitium.
Julian, opus imperfect. !. VI. c. 10.
llie beata necessitas boni, as opposed
the misera necessitas mali.

•»

''

ii

117.

c.

:

V. et VI.

As Augustin

Hbera.
c.

de ^rratia Cliristi,
c. Pelag. et Cu;lest. § 21
Aliud est earitas, radix bonorum, aliud cupiditas, radix
1.

('.
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If

we

look, not at the connection of the genetic

development of tho

but at the connection of thought, we shall be obliged to say:
Proceeding on the above-stated more ideal and material* conception of
freedom, Augustin must believe that he found in the actual appearance
of human nature an opposition to the freedom which was so appreChristian

life,

hended, inasmuch as this true conception of freedom is in this case nowhere applicable. Man uniformly finds himself in a state contradicting
Thus, this determinate'
this freedom, in a condition of bondage to sin.
conception of freedom leads Augustin to the presupposition of a corruption of human nature, and of an original moral condition which
And cohering also with this is the thought, that, when
preceded it.
once this original freedom had been disturbed by the first freely chosen
aberration from the law of tlie original nature, a state of bondage fol-

As human

lowed after the state of freedom.

nature, evolving itself

by nature, surrendering itself to the
godlike, becomes continually more confirmed and established in true
freedom so, in surrendering itself to sin, it becomes continually more
involved in the bondage of sin, to whicli Augustin frequently applies
the words of Christ: "He who commits sin is the servant of sin."
On the
Evil is its own punishment, as goodness is its own reward.
other hand, Pelagius and his adherents found no cause, inasmuch as
they proceeded on that more formal and empirical conception of freedom, to suppose any corruption of the moral nature, and any difterent
With the essence of freedom, the possibility
original condition of it.
of evil as well as of good is for them, in and of itself, already supThis possibility belongs to the essence of human nature, and is
posed.
hence something inaUenable. The question, Whence comes sin ? is thereThat man, who, having it at each moment
fore not to be entertained.
in his power to choose the good as well as the evil, chooses the evil,
has no other cause for this than his momentary self-determination, else
in conformity with its condition

;

When, therefore, even the Pelagians were conhe would not be free.
strained by an outward authority to adopt the of)inion of an original
moral state, of a first man and of a first sin as a fact, yet it is clear
that this opinion could stand in no inner connection with their anthi-opological system as a whole

;

that they, on the contrary, remained in-

according to their presujiposition of moral freedom
a))pi-ehended as above described, the moral condition of human nature
the same faculty of choice between
could suffer no essential change
good and evil continued still to exist.
PelaIn connection with this stands another doctrinal conclusion.
gius places human nature, furnished by God as its creator with the
but Augustin
moral faculty, in the middle between good and evil
different to

it

;

for,

:

;

considers

human nature

munion with the

either as existing in

its

original state, in com-

original source of goodness, freely serving

it

as its

power of goodness, whose
organ human nature was destined to be, and enslaved by the foreign
power of evil. The moral faculties of man point, according to Augusnatural organ;

or estranged from the higher

*

As

distingiiislier!

from

"

formal
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flo^v,

—
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the original fountain of good, from which alone all goodness can
to God, communion with whom is the supreme good of beinga

endowed witli reason, and without whose communion notliing exists but
evil.
The foUowuig antithesis, therefore, presents itself Life in communion with God, the divine life, the sujiremacy of goodness, nature
:

subordinated to grace
and, on tlie other side, estrangement from God
by a bent of will fallen from the supreme good,
self-love, sin.
The
Pelagian idea of freedom, on the contrary, admits of no such divine
;

—

principle of life transforming and ennobling man's nature, nor of
systematically grounded opposition between nature and grace.

human nature

has provided

with

all

to the fulHllraent of its destination,

anv

God

the capacities and powers requisite

and so

also with moral powers for
4ie practical exercise of all goodness.
This unchangeable faculty is
the work of God alone.
It belongs only to man, that he should by his

vill apply these powers bestowed on him by his Creator, and thereby
)ecome what God has destined him to be.
The ability is from God
the act of willing and being, from man.^
But Augustin does not suppose, like Pelagius, that man, after having
been once endowed by the Creator with reason and free-will, the capacities for the knowledge and practical exercise of goodness, was then
wholly left to himself in the application of them; but he supposes man
also, in this latter respect, to be still in absolute and constant dependence on God as the sole original source of all being, all truth and goodness.
The caj)acities of the rational creature are not anything com[ilete and self-sutiicient by themselves, but only organs to receive, to
appropriate, and to reveal what is communicated to them by fellowship
with that absolute source of truth and goodness.
Just as the eye
stands in a certain correlation to the sun, so reason stands in correlation
to God.2
j^y tjjjs priucijile he was necessarily led to conceive that all
rational beings', and not man alone, are dependent ou grace (gratia,
the inward revelation and communication of God, the communitv of

the divine life), in order to the attainment of their destined end.
it

And

dependence does
of man's moral nature, but was

follows from this, that, according to Augustin, this

not

first

proceed from the vitiation

originally imjJanted in this, in

like

manner

the rational creatures of God.

God

is

—

as in the nature of all
the absolute spirit, whose will

without whose fellowship, without whose suj)port and assistlaw,
ance, no creaturely spirit, whether angel or man, can persevere in
goodness, in the sound and healthful development of his essential being,
which is akin to the divine. Had not such support and aid been bestowed on the angels and on the first man, their apostasy from God
is

1 Pelagius. quoted liv An2^n«iin de prntia
Priimim illutl, id est posse,
Christi, c. 4
ad Deiim propiie [jertinet, qui illud ercatuduo vero reliiiua, hoc efit.
ree suce coiitulit
velle et esse, nd hominem referenda sunt
quia de arbitrii fonte deseendunt.
2E. f. Aupustin's words Sieut coriioris
oculus non adjuvatur a luce, ut ab eadem
:

:

:

luee clausus aversusque disccdat, ut nutein
videat, adjiivatur ab ea,

ncque hoe omuino,

nisi ilia adjuvcrit, potest; ita Deus, qui lux
est homiiiis interioris, adjuvat nostra; menohtumm. ut non seeuiiduin nostram
tis

sed

secundum

operemnr.
sione,

1.

])e

II. k 5.

ejus justitiam boTii aliquid

pcccatorum

liierilis ot reniis-

.
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would have involved no

means

They would have wanted

guilt.

the requisite

was first to be made
manifest, in the development of rational creatures, what the free-will
was capable of doing bj itself in order that, if it should show itself
worthy of such a reward, the higher power of grace might supervene,
to ennoble rational creatures, and conduct them onward to their perfection.
Thus the angels, forasmuch as they remained faithful by their
free-will to the divine, grace, attained to that higher measure of grace,'
by virtue of which they were made secure against ever falling,
to the
immutability of the divine life,
to that fulness of love which admits
no intrusion of the selfish principle.
To the same dignity the firsi
man would also have attained, had he fulfilled that condition, and re
mained true to God by the bent of his free-will.*'^
Thus we arrive here at a difference which is not to be traced
for persevering

in

the original state. ^

It

;

—

—

different

to

notions respecting

empirically given, the

the

human nature, but which precedes it
was made more prominent by the more

condition of

;

present
although tliis

speculative and
systematic mind of Augustin, than it was by the Pelagians, who
a different
did not lay so deep the foundations of their theory;
difference

—

view of man's rehxtion to God in the original state itself, inasmuch
as man, even in this state, was dependent on God's grace, winch
he could appropriate with his own free-will, and through which alone
The different way in which the
he could fulfill all goodness.^
present state of human nature was regarded, originated in a different mode of apprehending the relation of the rational creature to God
of the natural to the supernatural.

While the

rigid prosecution of the

Pelagian principles to their consequences left no foothold whatever for
in the system of Augustin,
the recognition of anything supernatural
on the contrary, the point of union for the supernatural element is givAccording to his conception, such is the nature
en from the outset.
of the rational spirit, that it can find nowhere, but in surrendering itself to a supernatural, godlike element, its true life, the realization of
And his views in this respect correspond to that which was
its destiny.
expressed by the older church-teachers concerning the relation of the
image of God to likeness with God.^ Now from these views, as its
;

1

ni,

am

Si hoc adjutorium vel angelo vel homifaoti sunt, defuisset, quoninoTi talis natura facta erat, ut sine divino

cum primum

ad jutorio posset manere si vellet, non utique
sua culpa cecedissent, adjutorium quippe
defuisset,
'

sine

quo manere non

possent.

Augustin. de correptione et gratia, ^ 32.
^ Deum sic ordinasse angeloruni et hominum vitam, ut in ea prius ostenderct, quid
posset eorum liberum arbitrium, deinde
The
quid posset suae gratiiJe beneticiuin.
end which the good angels attained by the
donee istam
persevering bent of their will
Bummae beatitudinis plenitudinem tanquam
pra;mium ipsius permansionis acciperent, id
est, ut magna per Spiritum Sanctum data

—

caritatis Dei, cadere ulterius
possent, et lioc de se certissime
nossent.
And of the first man: In quo
statu recto et sine vitio, si per ipsum liberuin
arbitriuin manere voluisset, profecto sine

abundantia

omnino non

ullo mortis et infelicitatis

experimento

acci-

peret illam nierito hujus permansionis beatiL. c. ^ 27, 28.
tudinis plenitudinem.
Augustin. de correptione et gratia, §
•*

Habuit primus homo gratiam, in qua
permanere vellet, nun(]nam mains essct,
cum lihcroarbitrio bonus
Lihcrum arbitrium ad
esse non ]K)ssot.
malum sufficit: ad lionnm autem paruiu

31.
si

et sine (]Ui ctiani

est, nisi
*

adjuvctiir ib oinni])otcnti bono,
I. p. 613.

Sec aiovc vol
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foundation, resulted the doctrine of Augustin, that since man, by his
became estranged from God, the original fountain uf all good,

free-will,

this free-will, left to itself, was now only active to sin
and that he
needed a new supervenient grace, in order to be brought back to goodness
so that it was at this point the question arose which came into
discussion in the dispute between the two parties.
But we may reduce this difference again still farther back to a difference in the mode of apprehending the relation of the creation to the
;

;

Creator, although this difference did not actually come into discussion
in the controversy.
Pelagianism was based on the view, that when

God had once

created the world, and provided it with all the powers
and development, he permitted it to go on
with the powers bestowed on it, and according to the laws implanted in
it
so that the continuous operation of the divine agency was with
reference only to the jireservation of the powers and capacities, but not
to any coneursus in order to their development and exercise. Augustin,
on the other hand, conceives God's agency of preservation as a conrequisite for its preservation

;

tinual creation, and tiie life and activity of the creatures, collectively
and individually, as depending on the almighty and omnipresent agency
of God, and conditioned thereon
standing in absolute dependence
upon it at each moment.^
Although this difference was not generally brought to notice and
dwelt upon in this controversy, yet Jerome perceived that the whole
matter was to be reduced to this
and he laid it as a charge against
the Pelagians, that they denied the absolute dependence of the
creature on the Creator
that they placed man on a level with God by
ihis independence which they attributed to him in reference to his actions
and opposed to them the words of Christ* in John 5 17, respecting God's agency in the creation, which is never at rest, but always
putting forth.'-^
And, in a certain sense, it may unquestionably be affirmed, that not only in its development under the form of conceptions,
;

;

'

;

:

;

^ E.g.
Aufjustin's words Deus, cujus
occulta potentiacuncta penetrans incon:

])r<Bsentia facit esse

tamiiiabili

modo

aliquo

est,

quantumcunque

in

(juia nisi faciente illo

non

sed ]jrorsiis esse

non

set

;

quicqiiid
est,

tale vcl tale es-

posset.

De

civ-

itate Dei, 1. XII. c. 25. Compare what has
been said above with regard to Augustin's
doctrine of creation and preservation. See

^Hi^ronvmus
:

non homines

()itrium

ad Ctesiphonper liberuin ar-

in epistola

Istiusmodi homines

propriae

voluntatis,

sed Dei potentiae,factosse esse jattitant. qui

nullius

moveremanum,
inilii

aiixilium

This antithesis
also distinctly set forth by Orosius: Non

Dei necessarium

erit

?

is

in

bono

generaliter universis
solo
unam gratiam tributam ; sed speciatim quotidie per tcmpora, per dies, pur momenta,
per uronac et cunctis et siii^'ulis minisirari.
l^'<it enim scriptura, " qui tacit solem suum
natui-afi

super bonos et malos." At tu forto
respondes: Ordinem suum com/>osita bene
nntura aistodit : (ic per hoc Dcili, iUnmUariis
oriri

p_ 475_
tern

Si voluero curvare difjitum,
scdcre, stare, etc.; semper

ope

cs'ie, nisi

indi;.'ent.

quod donavit,

Sciamus nos
in

nobis ipse

nihil
ser-

Non miiii sufficit,
Job. 5: 17.
qnod semel donavit, nisi semper donaverit.
(now if
sacriit-^rmn,
A-udite quseso, audlte
the succeeding clause was really said of the
vaverit.

Pela.rians

it

would

follow, that

even the

Pelagians'themselves had brou-ht this disputed point more clearly to consciousness:)

semd cursibns constilulis. facit inde qwe facit.
Quid ergo de ilia sententiie parte, qu»
sequitur, opinaris ?
" Dat pluviam super
Utique qui dat, cum vult
dispensando dispositam constitntionem, vel etTundendo proSee Orosii apologia de
priam lar<ritatem.
arbiirii libertatc, ed. Havercamp. p. 607

jn-^tos et injustos."

dat, et ubi vult dat, vel

—

Compare

also the langu.age of liie
bishop Innocent cited above, p. 646.

Roman
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this difference is the most original one, but that we have also presented
here the most original, fundamental difference, as it respects the position of the religious consciousness
for the shape Avhich the i-eligioug
consciousness takes in relation to God as Redeemer, certainly presupposes the shape which the same consciousness takes in relation to God
Tlie general consciousness of absolute dependence on
as Creator,
God is the most original of all, and the whole diversity of religious life
depends ultimately on the fact how that consciousness has unfolded and
shaped itself.
This difference in fundamental ideas, if it was expressed and applied
with clear consciousness, must have had for its consequence an important difference in the views entertained respecting the progress of humanity, and respecting the nature of revelation and redemption ; but
it was very far from being the case, as has been said, that Pelagius,
Coelestius, or Julian, were distinctly and fully conscious to themselves
of the principles lying at the basis of their tenets, and of all the consequences which flowed from them.
From what has been said, it follows that the views entertained by Au;

first man, the
character of the first sin and its consequences, must have widely differed from each other, although both parties professed to derive their
the narrative in Genesis ;
views from the same source of information,
and, moreover, both parties agreed with each other in their principles
of interpretation, and in the mode of applying these principles, and

gustin and by the Pelagians respecting the state of the

—

Such an oppoin the literal method of exposition.
supposed in the system of Augustin between the original
nature of the first man while as yet disturbed by no moral schism,
and the nature of his posterity involved in this schism, could not
appear in the Pelagian system for, according to the latter, human
nature has, in fact, in its sj.iritual and moral capacities, ever conAll 'men find themselves, till they have pertinued to be the same.
more particularly
sition as

is

;

same innocence in which Adam lived before
The Pelagians, like the older, particularly
the Oriental church-teachei-s, with whom they, in fact, more especially coincided, compare the state of the first man with that of an
sonally sinned, in the

the

first

transgression.

only with this, difference, that, as a thing
necessary in order to his preservation, his spiritual and corporeal powFrom this, the Pelagian
ers were already unfolded to a certain extent.
as the interest
Julian would also explain the first transgression, and
of his system required, in order to be able to represent the supposition
innocent, inexperienced child

;

—

of such mischievous consequences of

—

it

to entire

humanity as the more

would make it to appear an altogether trivial matter, the
untenable
disobedience of a thoughtless child, easily exposed to be carried away
by the allurements of sense. God gave 'the first man a. command, for
the purpose of bringing him to a consciousness of his moral capacities
and of his freedom. This command was a simple one, as the power*
he required of him a proof of childlike
of the infantile age demanded
obedience.!
But, inexperienced and thoughtless, as he had not yet
:

^

Interdictu

unius

pomuli testimonium devotionis expetitur.
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learned to fear, nor seen any example of virtue,^ he allowed himself to
be enticed by the a<5reeable asjtect of the forbidden fruit, and to be
determined by the persuasion of the woman.
This excitement of concupiscence was, in itself considered, nothing wrong: it belongs to man's
sensuous nature, which he has in common with the brutes, and it moreover proceeds from the Creator himself.''^
It was only the act of allowhig the will to be led wrong, and, in compliance with the solicitations of
sense, transgressing the divine command, which is to be called sin.
Augustin, on the other hand, conceived that there was this great dif-

ference between the state of the first man, and all that followed him,
that he lived in undisturbed communion with God, for which he was

destined
that, by this circumstance, all the })Owci-s of his nature were
enhanced the higher and the lower working together in jierfect harmony. The human body Mas not, it is true, as yet equal to the glorified
body which we are to receive after the resurrection but, inasmuch as
no schism as yet existed in human nature, it was, without resistance,
the subservient organ of the soul, governed and directed by the ISpirit
of God
and man, if he had remained true to the divine will, would
have passed immediately, without the violent transition of death, to a
higher, unchangeable, and imperishable existence.
Thus, according to
;

;

;

;

the views of Augustin, the imi)Ortance of the first transgression did
lie in the outward character of the act, in itself considered, nor
Augustin, as a moral
in the khid of object to which it referred.
teacher, generally possessed this great merit, as we have already re-

not

marked on other

occasions, that he took his stand against the cpu\ntitaestimation, which contradicts the true standard of morality, and
The
gave prominence rather to the essential thing of the disposition.
tive

magnitude of the guilt consisted precisely hi this, that man, when he
was not as yet living in the moral bondage under which his posterity
The explanation of
suifer, transgressed with free-will the law of God.
the fact from the solicitations of sense, Augustin could not admit. Such
a temptation imjilied already the inward corruption: such a conflict
between the flesh and the spirit could not arise in that seat of peace.
The will of man, subordinated to the divine will, ke})t even the senses
in obedience as organs subservient to the soul. It was only after man,
by the inward act, by the opposition of self-love, of self-will against the
and so, in consequence of this,
divine will, had fallen from the latter,
that the
the cause of all other discord had made its appearance,
seductions of sense could lead him astray to transgression of the divine
Hence it was that the discord now extended itself into all j)art9
law."
hence all jjhysical and moral evils, and death as the
of human nature
punishment of sin. All this was transmitted from the first man to his
As, in the first man, the love of self, which ap]>eared in opposterity.
so is
position' to the divine will, is the source and principle of all sin,
First from this proceeds concupisit also in the case of the whole race.

—

—

;

—

1 Rudis, imperitus. Jncautus, sine experin,ento timorisrsine exe.nplo justiti«
-iCoutr. Julian, opus imperfect. IV. 38.

" In i.ara.l.so ah nnimo rcepit elatio, et ad
praecoptum transjrre. icndum inde consensia
Augustin. c. Julian. 1. V. H'-

Q6S
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cence, striving contrary to the law of reason ; and, on account of this
which the Pelagians regarded as something inseparable from

conflict,

the human organism, and therefore, in itseh" considered, excusable,
Augustin called it sinful. It was not sense, in itself considered, but
the power which sensuous desires, of whatever kind, exercised over the
spirit of man, destined for a higher kind of life, the conflict between
the sensual and the spiritual, which appeared to him to be a consequence of that original schism, and as something sinful,
it was this
that he understood under the term "concupiscence,"^
But his elevated mind, longing after the free life of the spirit, was also inclined to
see in every sensual desire afi^ecting the man, in so far as it reacted
ufion the soul, distiirbing and checking it in its pure spiritual life, a
mark of that self-procured bondage.^ As Augustin started from the

—

ideal of a reason ruling over sense, and, in everything that stood op-

supremacy, beheld a manifestation and a result of
it was accordingly an unjust charge laid against
him by the Pelagians, when they accused him of holding, like a Manichaean, that the flesh and its affections are sinful in themselves, and
proceed from an evil principle
whereby we will not deny that in
the way in which Augustin defined the boundaries between the purely
natural and tlie sinful, the influence of the ascetic tendency in the
moral teaching of his time, and the reaction of his noble spirit, as it
strove after perfect purity, against that power of sensuality from which
he had had to suffer most, and with which he had been forced most to

posed

to this natural

that internal schism,

;

contend, allows itself to be recognized.
To Julian, who derived the
power of the sinful desires from nature, which man had in common
with the brutes, Augustin replied, that man, in the following respect,
could not be com|)ared with the brutes
in the case of the latter,
there could be no conflict between the flesh and spirit
but man was
:

;

bound to govern his sensuous nature by the spirit. That, through
the power of his sensuous impulses not dependent on his reasonable
will, he had come to be on a level with the brutes, is the very consequence of that first schism between the human and the divine will.^
But now Augustin suppose<l, not only that this bondage under the
principle of sin, by which sin is its own punishment, was transmitted
by the progenitor of the human race to his posterity but also that
the first transgression, as an act, was to be imputed to the whole human race,
that the guilt and the penalty ^ were propagated from
;

—

one

to

gustin

all.

made

Adam's transgression, Auway Adam was the repreand bore in himself the entire human

This participation of
clear to his

sentative of the whole

own mind
race,

nature and kind in the germ, since
Nut the sentiendi

vivacitas, but

the
libido sentiendi, quse nos ad sentienduin,
sive consentientes mente, sive repugnantes,
appetitu carnalis voluptatis impellit. C.
Julian. 1. IV. § 65.
Quisauteni mente sobrius non mallet,
si fieri posset, sine ulla mordaci voluptate
carnali, vel arida siiniere aliTucnta, vel humida, sicut sumiraus haec aerial
1

•^

all

in

in this

it

:

was from him

it

unfolded

itself.^

Fatere secundum Christianam fidem,
etiam istana esse hominis pcenam, quod
companitus est pecoribus insensatis et sirailis factus est iis.
Carnis concupiscentia
^

homini

quam
*

^

est poena,

non

bestias, in

qua nun-

caro adversus spiritum concupiscit.
imperfect e. Julian. IV. 38
Propagatio reatus et pcenas.
g_ g jg peccatorum meritis et

Opus
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And this theory would easily blend with Au;^ustin's speculative form of
thought, as he had appropriated to himself the Platonico-Aristotelean
Realism in the doctrine of general conceptions, and conceived of gentypesof the kind realized in individual
passage: Rom. 5: 1"2,^ which allowed him to find here a confirmation of his theory, was certainly one
already prevailing ia the R')man church.
But, at all events, the influence of Augustin's peculiar philosophical form of thought, as well as
the influence of exegetical tradition and of his own narrow principles of
exegesis, on the formation of this doctrine, should not be rated too
high
for, as we have before remarked, his whole mode of apprehending the matter had a still deeper ground in his Christian consciouseral conceptions as the original

things.

construction of the

Tlie

;

ness.

Pelagius and his followers, on the other hand, denied
physical and moral consecjuences of the transgression of the

all

first

those

man

on the entire race.
The imputation of another's guilt conflicts, according to them, with the justice of God
the propagation of guilt
sin is not a thing of naconflicts with the idea of sin and of free will
hence it cannot be
ture, but only self-determination of the free will
transmitted from one to another. '' Even the individual,'' says Julian,
" cannot, by means of a simple transgression, suffer a change in his
the past sin
moral liature he retains the same freedom of the will
How,
no longer injured the first man when ho had repented of it.
then, was it possible, that the entire human nature should be corrupted
thereby ? " The proposition of x\ugustin, that sin punished itself by
moral bondage, that sinfulness was atone and the same time the fountain of other sins and the penalty of sin, this proposition was so far
from being intelligible to Julian, that he looked upon it as blasphemy,
as if God punished sin by plunging men into other sins.^
The Pelagians Avould only admit that Adam had injured his posterity
by his example and in this way they explained all those passages in
the New Testament which speak of a connection between the first
But, as it regards
transgression and the sins of the entire race.^
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

1. III. § 14.
In Adam omncs tunc
peccaverunt, quando in ejus natura ilia

sione,

qua eos iri<;nere poterat, adhuc
omnes il!e unus fucrunt.
1, The ])hrasc, in quo omncs ])ei-cavenint,
where lie refers the in quo to Adam.
i See c. Julian. <ip. imperfcei. IV. c. 35.

insita vi,

The deep passage in Rom 1 28, concernthe action and rea-tion of moral and
inteUectnal blindness, which Augustin had
this
adduced in proof of his proposition,
:

inj;-

—

passape Juliaii was so little pre|mred to
understand, that he did not hesitate to explain away the whole dejjth of the thought
by the supposition of a hvperbolical meTo express his abhorrence of
tonymy.

such

sins, the apostle

had

.said,

as

it

were

:

tarn reos quam damnatos sibi tales
videri. Yet Augustin was enabled to show
Juhan, that the latter himself had been
obli-'-ed to say something similar to the

Non

thought, which in anotlit-r form he found
so revoltinj;, quoting the words of Julian
Justissinic culm sibi bonus homo et nialus
conimittitur, ut et i)onus se fruatur et malus se ipse jiatiatur. C. Julian. 1. V. § 3.5.
^ It had been easy for Julian to rctute
Au;,nistin's e.\.planatiou of the t-^' u, and
to show that it should l)e understood in
hut it had
the sense of in-opter (ptod
been equally easy for Aupistin to expose
the idleness of that exiilanation of the
:

;

whole sense, by which it was made to refer simply to the example j;iven by Adam,

The apostle —Ju1. VI. § 75.
mentioned Adam alone,
supposed
and not Adam and Eve together, ihoutrh
both had sinned, on purpose that men
might have their niiids directe<l solely to
the effect of a given exanqile, and not to
a propagation of sin by generation. C.
Julian, op. imperfect. IL 56. It is remarkC. Julian.

lian

—
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physical evils and death, Pelagius and his followers, especially Julian,
who explained and unfolded this view, endeavored to show, that all

had from the beginning been implanted by the Creator in the
essence of man's physical orgamzation, and that, by the destination
and historic development of human nature, it could not be otherwise.
Pelagius understood those passages in the Epistle to the Romans
which spoak of death as the punishment of sin, as referring to spir-

this

itual death.i

The

question concerning the propagation of a sinful nature would

question which had been so much discussed since the times of TertuUian and Origen, respecting the origin
have seen already how Coelestius
and propagation of souls.
availed himself of this connection for the purpose of removing both
the questions from the whole provhice of matters pertaining to the
interest of faith and of church doctrine, and placing them in the
category of subjects where a difference of opinion might exist without
But Pelagius called the doctrine of
infringing on the unity of faith.
the propagatio peccati per traducem, which according to his opinion
coincides with the doctrine of original sin, where he expresses himself
On the other hand Auwithout ulterior motive, something insane. ^
gustin sought, in this case, to separate that which was important as
doctrine, that which was securely grounded in the teachings of sacred Scrijtture and in the connected system of Christian truth, from
that which was lather matter of speculation, and on which Scripture
gives no certain decision.
He was not to be moved from the conviction that sin and guilt had spread from the first man to all, and he
was equally sure that every scheme which conflicted with this preBut yet he did not
supposition could not be otherwise than false.
venture to decide, whether Ort^atwrusm or Tradiudanhm was to be
easily connect itself with the

We

although he was well aware what adadopted as the true theory
vantages the latter theory would give to his own system, and although
this same theory, since the time of TertuUian, had by many in the
Western chui'ch been combined with the doctrine of the propagation
of a sinful nature.
Probably he was deterred by the apprehension
lest he might fall, with TertuUian, into sensuous representations of
the nature of the soul, from deciding in favor of a theory which in
On the other
other respects must have been so inviting to him.
hand, he doubtless perceived also the difficulties which Creationism
left unexplained in his system of faith.
The reason which Jerome
advanced in favor of this view, drawn from the never-resting but con17,
.tinually operative creative agency of God, according to John 5
;

'^

:

able that Pelagius himself explained the
in quo in the same way With Augustin,

but derived from it another meaning in
accordance with his own doctrinal system
Hoc est in CO, quod omnes, peccaverunt,
eaeinjilo Ada; peccant.
i
On Rom. 5:12, Pelagius ^ays Nunc
a])ostolus mortem aiiin^je significat, quia
:

:

Adam

prtevaricaus mortnus est, sicut et
propheta dieit Anima qujB peccat, ipsa
iiiorietur.
Transivit enim et in omnes
liomines, qui naturalem legem pragvaricati
:

How

important he considered it,
that the matter should be so understood,
appears from a remark on Rom. 8 12:
Miyiifeste nunc ostendit, quia non de communi'et iiaturali morte superius fecerit
mentionem.
^ Pelagius says, on Rom. 7, 8
Insaniunt, qui de Adam per traducem asserunt
ad nos venire Jjcccatum.
^ See Hieronynius contra errores Joannis Hierosolomytani, § 22, vol. II. 1. 427,
sunt.

:

:

ed. Vallarsi.
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appeared to him to be no sufficient evidence for lie could alle<i;e,
on the contrary, that, in the case of all propajiation in nature, the
continual creative agency of God was, in like manner, jtresupposed.^
Sacred Scripture appeared to him to furnish a certain warrant for no
particular scheme whatever
and accordingly he ended with confessing his ignorance,
a confession which to a man of his speculative
" Where
intellect, must assuredly be an instance of great self-denial.
Scripture gives no certain testimony," he argued, " human ]iresump;

;

—

must be\\'are how it decides either in favor of one side or the other.
were necessary for man's salvation to know anything on these
points, the Scripture would be more exjilicit on them."
Although the Pelagians denied that there was any such thing as
hereditary corruption of human nature, yet they agreed with Augustin
in recognizing the maxin\ of experience, that sin in humanity continually acquired greater dominion
they adopted the opinion of a progressive deterioration of mankind and upon this they argued the necessity
of counteracting influences by the various revelations of God, and of the
various means of grace which God had employed.
This deterioration
they explained, as in the case of humanity at large, so in the case of
individual men, from the force of bad customs, by means of which evil
had become a second nature.^ Yet, at the same time, since human
nature comes into the world in its original purity, and no foreign printion

If

it

'-^

;

;

jihenomenon, of which experience testifies,
There may be exceptions from this general rule
],ersons, who by develojiing the powers of their moral nature
by virtue of their free will, have lived to the end in perfect holiness.
In his public declarations (see above), Pelagius, it is true, would never
express himself distinctly on this point; but in his commentary on the
Epistle to the Romans, he says, remarking on the passage in 5: 12
the word " all "is to be understood here as referring only to those
who had sinned like Adam, and not to such as Abel, Isaac, and Jacob :
the apostle says all, because, compared with the multitude of sinners,
the few righteous amount to nothing.
In his work on the.free will, he
cited many examples of men and women from the Bible and, availing
ciple dwells within
is

it

;

this

nothing but an accident.
:

;

1

De anima

ct ejus orij^ine,

1.

I.

§ 26.

Ipse qiii|)i)e Deus dat, etiamsi de propagine dat.
- De pcccatorum remissione, 1. II. § 59.
young man in Maliretania Cajsariensis,
Vinocntius Vittor, was displeased with this
confession of ignorance on the jiart of so
eminent a chur h teaeher as Augustin.
He wrote against him a work, in which,
professing witli his limited understanding
to domitrchend everything, he uttered
many al)>ur(l and ol).<cure things and he
had the l)ol<lncss to apjdy to Augustin the
words of Ps. 48 I.S, according to the Vulgate: Homo in honorc ])Ositns non intelfexit; comjjaratus est pecoribusinsensatis

A

;

:

Augustin says
et similis factus est illis.
to him, in the work which he composed ui
de anima et
production,
this
of
refutation
ejus origine

(1. 1.

§ 26)

:

Istum autem non

ego vicissim, quasi repcndens maledictum
pro maledicto, j)econbus compare
sed
;

tanquam

filium nioneo, iit
iicquc id,

iicscirc fateatur,

quod nescit, .sc
quod nonduni

docere moliarui.
Epistohi ad Dcmotriadem,c. 9
vitiorum, ()uk; nos infecit a jiarvo, paulatinu|ue jirr niultos rorrupit annus, et ita jostea ohhgatos sibi et
addictos tenes ut vim quodamniodo vidcatur habere natura\ Accordingly they
explained the passage CDncerning the law
didicit,
"

E.

g.

Longa consuetudo

in

the

to this

members (Rom. 7) as referring
iSce the
influence of bad habits.

words of Pelagius in Augustin. de gratia
Christi, § §3, and of Julian in the opus
impeifectum, 1. I. c. 67. On Kom. 7 20,
Pelagius says: Non ego, qui invitus, sed
consuetudo pcccati, quam tameii
tatem mihi ipse paravi.
:
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himself of the already predominant superstitious veneration of Mary,
he concluded with the example of her whom it was a necessary part
of piety to regard as sinless.^
In other times, he thought, when the
number of mankind was already large, it would doubtless have been
impossible to enumerate the sins of every individual

;

and we should
from their

authorizeil therefore to infer their non-existence

not be

not being mentioned.

ning of the

human

But the
when

ra,ce,

case was different with the first beginthere were but four individuals in ex-

and then the book of Genesis mentions the sins of three
but none of the fourth, namely, Abel.
Hence it
By this conclusion we
may be inferred that he was without sin.
should abide, and not assert what is not asserted in the sacred
istence

among

:

the four

;

—

a way of reasoning quite characteristic of Pelagius
True, according to what has been above remarked, the fundamental
principle of Pelagianism would necessarily lead to the theory of a
development of humanity according to the laws lying within it, to the
exclusion of everything supernatural, but Pelagius and his friends
ever remained strangers to this further extension of their principles.
Although the doctrine of a supernatural communication of the divine
life, or of grace, in the specific sense of the word, had, in the system
of Pelagius, no such point of union as was offered it by the system of
Augustin through his mode of appreliending the original condition of
Scriptures,^

!

human

nature, and its condition as fallen ; yet that doctrine could join
on, even in the Pelagian system, with the recognition of a moral degeneracy of human nature in general, and with the idea that human
nature, as a thing created, could and should arrive at a degree of
completeness and perfection beyond the measure of the capacities
originally implanted in it by the Creator, by free manifestations of the
divine love.

Just because this notion taken in that peculiar sense

was one foreign to the spirit and inner connection of the Pelagian
system, it was here applied in a sense so uncertain and general, and
even referred to that which Augustin would have reckoned with natura as everything which is a communication of the love of God is
designated by this term, and the name is applied, moreover, to the
spiritual and moral powers bestowed on human nature by the Creator.
Both these are reckoned by the Pelagians under "grace,"
as well
those gifts of God embraced in the connection of nature, as those that
Thus they applied the notion grace to all the revewent beyond it.
lations of God in the Old and in the New Testament, in the law and in
Sometimes, too, they referred it solely to that which has
the gospel.
;

—

1 Augustin. de natura et gratia contra
Pelagium, § 42. Quani dicit sine peccato
confiteri necessecssc pietati. As, however,
he could not prove from any declaration of
Scripture that those whom he named were
to be represented as saints, he had recourse

.

Eva, Scriptura hoc prodidit Adam quodeliquit, eadem Scriptura non tacuit
;

que

sed et Cain pcccasse, ipsa seque ScripBura
testata est
quorum non modo peccata,
verum etiam peccatoruni indicat qualitatem.
Quod si et Abel peccasset, et hoc
sine duijio Scriptura dixisset, sed non
dixit, ergo nee ille peccavit, quin etiam
;

to the singular argument Deillis, quorum
meminit (Scriptura sac^-a) et peccatorum sine dubio meminisset'si qua eos

justum

peccasse sensisset.
§ 43.
^ Certe primo in tempore quatuor
tanturn homines fuisse referuntur; peccavit

iegimus, et quod non legiraus, nefas credamns adstruere. De natura et gratia
§44.

:

justitise

ostendit-

Credamus

igitur

quod
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as when Pelagius said, that the
Jews, and Pa-rans but that in
;

Christians alone it is upheld by ,<;race.^
fliey supfiosed, in reference
to the above-mentioned counteractiui]; influences of the divine means
of salvation a^gainst the moral degeneracy of mankind, different stages
of crightei)usness: first, tlie knowledge of God from i-eason and the

law of right living, as it was written, not
the stage of righteousness according

—

but on the heart.
nature (justitia ex natura) ;
next, the revelation of the positive law, designed to rekindle again the
light of nature, which hail been darkened by corruption,
righteouS'
ness under the law (justitia sub lege).
But when the custom of sin
became predominant, and the law was iTiadequate to remove the evil,
then came Christ himself to heal the malady now become as it were
desperate
and that, not by means of his discipline alone, but by his
own intermediate interposition.
Justitia sub gratia from this time
onward.^
in letters,

to

—

;

The Pelagian Julian defends himself
self-sufficiency of the reason, excluding the

sumed by

He

his party.

against the charge

that a

need of a revelation,

is

says, on the other hand, that although

as-

God

known by natural reano wise capable of arriving, by itself, at the
knowledge of the mysteries of faith, as for example, the doctrine of

as the Creator of the world might have been

son, yet

tlie

latter

was

in

and many other similar doctrines.*
between the revelation of God in the sacred
Scriptures, and the eternal truths which he had implanted in reason,
there can be no contradiction
that, in particular, the sacred Scriptures can contain nothing which conflicts with the jdeas of a holy and
just God, which are insejmrable from the very sense of a divine being.
From the sacred Scriptures, therefore, nothing can be proved which
is opposed to these
universal and eternal ideas of reason
much
rather must all the difficulties and obscurities in single passages be so
explained as to harmonize with those ideas of God wliich flow from
the clear, collective contents of the sacred writings, and with those
rational ideas.*
Yet, in this fundamental principle, there was, in
the

Trinity, of the resurrection,

But he

asserts, that

;

;

1 In
omnibus est libenim arbitriura
sequaliter per naturam ; scd in solis Christiauis juvatur a gratia.
Augustiu. de
gratia Christi, § 33.

-

De

•"*

Opus

peccato originali, § 30.
imperfect, c. Julian.

1.

III. c.

well to notice the vague conception which Julian had of the cultus
Dei,
how the ethical and dogmatic eleraents, the moral act and a theoretical
knowledge of certain isolated ma.xims of
faith, are here placed together, without a
hint of any inward connection between the
two, of any central point in the inner life,
out of which both proceeded. As Augus106.

It

is

—

tin's

"grace" was alien
was necessarily the case that
would also be foreign fr m

conception of

from him,

it

the conception

him of any such higher unity
principle of

VOL.

II.

life

as a divine
bestows, in giving a new

43

shajjc and direction to the entire reli;,'-ious
and moral consciousness. Julian's word.s
Cum enim cultus Dei multis ititelli
gatur modis, et in custodia mandatorum,

are:

et in e.\secratione vitiorum, et in online
mysteriorum, et in profundi tate do^rmaturn, quaj de Trinitate, vel de resiirrectionc, midtisque alii-i similibus (ides Christiana consequitur.
* In the first book of the opus imperfecturn, Julian savs Nihil per legem Dei agi
:

jjotest

this

contra l)eum

Icgis

auctorem.

unum compendium, evcy

By

assertion
wliich conflicted with the recognition of
Cod's holiness or justice could be at once
set aside.
Correct iiuerpretat'on must
serve to solve any such appareiu contradiction ; for wherever anything really contradictory appeared, it ought to be rejected
as not belonging to the sacred Scriptures.
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considered, no essential difference between Julian and Augustin
would not admit that there was any real contradicAt the same time, the
tion between faith and reason (fides et ratio).
Pelagians would not have consented to the principle of Augustin respecting the way in which faith precedes reason, and the latter is
itself

for the latter, too,

evolved out of the former.
Pelagius and his followers, in their doctrine concerning grace, were
particularly strenuous' only in maintaining an opposition to any theoiy
They supposed all operations
tvldch impaired the' freedom of the ivilL
of grace to be conditioned on the bent of the free will, and all' means
of grace to be effectual only according to the measure of the different
they denied all constraining influences of grace
tendencies of will
on the free will. Augustin, on the other hand, reckoned it as necesand
sary to the conception of grace, that it should exclude all merit
with this belonged, in his own view, all conditioning of grace on the
Just as soon as the
different states of recipiency on the part of man.
just as soon as anywhole was not referred to God's efficiency alone,
thing was made to depend on the different ways in which men stood
the idea of grace is annihilated for
related to the efficiency of God,
that which is bestowed on the ground of merit is no longer grace.
TJiia point of the opposition, namely, to any and every theory which
impaired the free will, was the only one which the Pelagians here
brought prominently to view but, in fact, their opposition doubtless
;

;

—

—

;

:

They were in strictness really inclined,
whenever they designated the supernatural by the term grace, to understand thereby simply outward revelations, communication of certain specific knowledge which transcended the powers of natural
More foreign to them was the notion of an internal commureason.
nication of divine life, of an internal influence of God on man's will
and consciousness. Although, among their manifold and vague declarations respecting the term grace, they also said a great deal which
bordered on that last-mentioned character of the Augustinian conception, and although they never stood forth in a distinct and clearly
conceived opposition to it still, however, the thought may have
floated before them, that, by the concession of any such internal influence of God whatever, the free A\ill of man would be impaired.
Had they believed, that they might really agree with Augustin in
acknowledging this character without altering their difference in respect to the doctrine of free will, it would in truth have been so natu
ral for them distinctly to express this, as Augustin often attacked
'them on this very point, that, even though they acknowledged a su
pernatural revelation and communication of knowledge, we musl
carried them

still

further.

;

Ambigua

quaeqiic

lt\ui.s

verba secundum

hoc esse intelligenda, quod absolutissiinis
auctoritatibus ct insuperabili

scripturse S.
ratione firmatur.

In another passage,
Secundum id, quod et ratio perspicua et
aliorum locorum, in quibus non est ambiIn another
guitas, splendor aperuerit.
plaoe, 1. II. c. 144, he makes the recognitjou of the Scriptures as holy, to rest, not

on outward tradition, but on their agree»

ment with reason and with

the essence of
the Christian faith, and on the morality of
their contents: Sanctas apostoli esse paginas confitemur, non ob aliud, nisi quia
rationi, pietati,,lidei

Deum

congruentes erudiunt

credere inviolabilis lequitapraeceptis ejus moderationem, prudentiam, justitiam vindicare.
nos, et
tis,

et
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suppose they denied this peculiar characteristic.
But in such cases
they always retreated under the cloud of a multitude of vague references to the means of grace, by which the free will was upheld, for
the purpose of showing, by this exuberance of expressions, how very
" God ujJiolds us," says
far they were from denying " grace."
by opening the
Pelagius,! " by his instructions and his revelation
;

by revealing to us visions of the future life, that
eyes of our heart
we may not be carried away with the things of the present by disby enlightening us by
covering to us the arts of the adversary
means of various and ineffable gifts of the heavenly grace." ^ The
passage in Philipp. 2 13, "It is God that worketh in us to will and
;

;

;

:

Pelagius^ explains as meaning only, " He works in us to will
what is good and holy, when he consumes what is offered to our
earthly desires by the greatness of the future glory and the promise
of rewards, when he excites the prayerful will to longing after God
by the revelation of his wisdom, when he counsels us to all goodness."
Thus Julian also says, that God helps by commanding, blessing, sancto do,"

tifying, chastising, inviting, eidightening.^

On the other hand, Augustin sets forth prominently only that one
The revelation of the law can, in
character on which all depends.
itself considered, give man no help, as he wants the power to fulfill the
The revelation of the law could only serve to awaken in him
law.
the feeling of the need of the grace, whereby alone he could acquire
but the
the power to fulfill the law. Love is the fulfilling of the law
love of God comes not from the law, but is shed abroad in our.
Only in so far could Augustin apply
hearts by the Holy Ghost.^
;

which he denominated the. peculiarly Christian
Pelagians said concerning revelation and
divine instruction, as these terms were supposed to denote, not merely
the conception of an outward revelation and outward instruction by
the written word, but an internal revelation by the inward working
of God on the inner life and consciousness of man, a living knowledge
and recognition of the matter revealed, proceeding out of a new

his conception of grace,

conception, to

divine

that

all

tlie

life.®

Connected with this difference in respect to the doctrine concerning
grace., was another in respect to the doctrine concerning Christ as the
Redeemer of mankind, and respecting the redemption. The negative
reference of the work of redemption nnist, it is true, in the Pelagian
system, have been restricted to a narrow compass since no such
:

corruption of the entire human nature, as, according to Augustin's
doctrine, flowed from the transgression of tlie first man, was liere adBut still, even in this system, the redemption might be held
mitted.
as set over against the above-mentioned gradual deterioration of man,
1

2

In Augustin. de gratia Christi, § 8.
Dum nos uiultiformi et iueftabili dono
L_

<

Opus

c. 11.

imperfect.

1.

III.

114. Prieeipeoer-

bcnedicendo, sanctificando,
cendo, provocando, illuminando.
iendo,

Proinde per legem gratia denionstra-

Ha;c gratia, si doctrina dieenda est,
certe sic dicatur, ut altiu.s et intenus earn
"

pratise coelestis illuminat.
8

^

tur, ut lex per gratiani conipleatur.

Dens cum

ineffabili suavitate

funderc per se ipsum.
c. 14.

Dc

crcdatur

in-

gratui Cliristi,
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and in this case the Pelagians needed only
adopt here, as they did elsewhere, the views peculiar to the Oriental church.
In the latter, redemption was contemplated, not alone as
a restoring of the corrupted human nature to health and freedom, but
still
more as an exalting, ennobling, and transfiguring of the imperfect, limited human nature to a condition beyond the point at which it
was placed by the original creation, and beyond the powers which
And so the Pelagians did actually supwere then bestowed on it.
pose, that the human nature Avhich God created good originally was
by Christ made still better,
raised to a higher stage of advancement, which consists in Sonship to God furnished with new powers ;
and assured of a state of felicity resulting from adoption into the
kingdom of God, to the attainment of which the powers of nature are
inadequate.^
At the same time, however, this notion of the exaltation and renewal of human nature through Christ, could not, in the
Pelagian system, be apprehended in all its depth and, as we have
seen, the idea of a communication of divine life through Christ had
no yjlace in this scheme of doctrine.
In the Pelagian system, Christ appears as the divine teacher, who
reveals truths to the knowledge of which human reason could not by
In his precepts and life, he revealed the most
itself have attained.
perfect system of morals
he gave to all the most perfect pattern of
holiness.^ As the Pelagians held that Adam had injured his posterity
by the first example of sin in humanity, so now they opposed to this
the perfect example of virtue given by Christ.^
But we must allow,
that, according to the Pelagian system, no exclusive merit could
really be pointed out as belonging in this case to Christ
for, according to this system (see above, p. 672), there were, even before Christ,
persons who perfectly kept the moral law.
The Pelagian Julian,
therefore, found no other way of getting along here, than by supposmaintaining that Christ, though he had
ing a difference of degree
not given the first, had yet presented the highest pattern of righteousness,*
a mode of expression to which none but such illogical thinkers
as the Pelagians could have resorted.
And even in this case, in
order to come at any clear and distinct meaning, it is necessary to
suppose that the Pelagians would have distinguished between sinlessness and moral perfection, and that, according to the Pelagian doctrine,
there was something still more perfect than the mere fulfillment of the
law, namely, works of moral perfection which exceed the letter of the
something more than the ordinary ^ human virtue,
law,
such perand the force of habit

;

to

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

1

—

The words

qui est

of Julian are
Christus,
operis redemptor, auget circa

siii

:

imaginem suam continua largitate beneficia, et quos fecerat condendo bonus, facit
innovando adoptandoque mebores. Augustin.
^

c.

Julian.

III. § 8.
in Christo justitiiB

Exacta

1.

splenduit.

Opusimperfeotum,

Sicut
forma.

ille

3

* Justitiae

peccati,

ita

norma

1.

hie

re-

II. § 188.

justitiae

forma non prima, sed max-

quia et ante quam verbum caro fieex ea fide, quiB in Deum erat, et in
propheiis et in multis aliis Sanctis fuisere

ima

;

ret,

virtutes.
* Similar to that distinction of the ancients between uperri &ua and ttoXitikti,
which indeed will not harmonize at all
with the essential character of Christianity, since it is at' variance with the principie of divine humanity.
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they imagined Christ alhided to in the evangelical counFurthormore, Christ created, and made
known to those who helieve on him, a state of perfect blessedness,
respecting which thej' would have known nothing by the light of
fections as

sels

(consilia evangeiica).

natural reason, and to which

it is impossible to attain, except by the
of grace which Christ has bestowed.
In addition to these
positive works of Christ, he also secured for the great mass of man-

new means

kind, very few indeed being ex'cepted. the forgiveness of their sins.
all these provisions, Clirist suj)plied many new motives to. moral

By

effort, bestowed on men a new power to gain the victory over the
impulses of sense and the allurements of sin.
These new motives
are, for example, the hope of eternal blessedness on condition of obeying Christ's commands
the exam))le of Christ stimulating to imitation
gratitude for the obtained forgiveness of sin
and, above all,
gratitude for the great work of the Son of God in becoming man and
giving his life for men.
It would be wronging the Pelagians to affirm
that they proposed fear of punishment and ho[)e of heavenly rewards
as the only motives to goodness
as it might be supposed they did
;

;

;

;

from some of their assertions.

Julian expressly mentions the return
of love, enkindled by the revelation o£ the love of God; and gratitude,
as incentives to new moral efforts ; he describes a stage of
Christian attainment proceeding from such motives, at which Chris-

—

—

do good from pure love to God and for goodness' sake,
not
sake of any outward reward,
where they feel themselves
happy in the practice of good works even under sufferings. " The
fulness of the divine love, which gave things their existence," says
Julian, " revealed itself in this, that the Word became flesh and
tians

—

for the

dwelt amongst us.
When God required an answering love on the
part of those created in his own image, he showed how he had done
everything out of his ineffable love towards us, that so we might
finally love him in return, who evinced his love to us in that he
spared not his only Son, but gave him up for us promising us that,if from henceforth we would obey his will, he would make us jointThis love to God enkindled in our
heirs with his only-begotten Son.^
hearts is of such effect,
as Julian, who was himself conscious of a
willingness to suffer for the cause of Christ, rightly explaining and
applying the passage in Rom. 5: 3, remarks,^
that we not only
rejoice in the hope of future blessings, but, in the possession of virthat we consider the wrath of our
tue, are cheerful amidst sufferings
persecutors rather as trial of our patience than a disturbance of our
that we not only refrain from sin for the sake of reward, but
joy
even count freedom from sin as a reward in itself."
It is clear from what has been said, that, so far as justification is
understood in its objective and judicial sense, the Pelagians certainly
acknowledged this;^ as also the sanctifying influence which faith in
the forgiveness of sin obtained by Christ must, through the awaken;

—

—

;

;

1

Opus

2

L.

c.

imperfect. I. 94.
II. c. 166.

1.

^

165

As Julian
:

declares, opus imperfect. II.
Justificatio per peccatorum veniam.
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mg

of trust and love towards God, exercise on the heart of man, and

80 on the whole direction of his life.^

But, although the Pelagians set forth clearly and distinctly the
outward connection between Christ and believers, founded on what
he had once done and obtained for mankind, and secured to them for
the future still the imvard communion with Christ was placed by
them, as it could not fail to be according to the fundamental princiAugustin ever urges
ples of their theory, far in the background.
it as an objection to their scheme, that they made the grace of Christ
that they left man,
consist solely in the bestowment of forgiveness
after he had obtained this, to his own free will, and did not acknowl;

;

edge, that even now his entire inner righteousness or sanctification
only the work of Christ,

—

that the

new

princii^le of divine life

is

which

goodness in believers tlows from the union with
inner connection between Christ and believers,
the thence resulting justification or sanctification of man having its
this it was which Augustin distinctly held forth
foundation in Christ,'-^
Only justification in that Augustinin opposition to the Pelagians.
is

the spi'ing of

him by

faith.

all

The

—

was the subject of discussion in this controversy, and thus
one and the same with that concerning

ian sense

controversy became

this

grace.^

Augustin represents the process of development of the moral and
religious life to be as follows

:

He

distinguishes, according to Paul,

the letter of the law, which killeth, and the spirit which maketh alive.*
By mere knowledge of the law as an imperative letter, disciplinary

motions towards goodness proceed,
his sins, to a consciousness that by
hence springs the feeling of
his own power he cannot fulfill the law
By faith, man not
the need of a Redeemer, and so, faith in him.
only obtains forgiveness of sin, but also enters into the fellowship of
he attains to the grace whereby
the divine life with the Redeemer
With the health of the soul
his soul is healed from the malady of sin.
grace, frotn which even the
leads

man

to tlie

first

knowledge of

;

;

is

— as contradistinguished from that

restored back also the free will,
till now was bound in the service of

which

sin.

Tiie will

is

once more

The divine life, which
the servant of righteousness with free love.
This is
takes a specific form in man, reveals itself in works of love.
the love shed abroad in the
the spirit of the law, which makes alive
heart by the Holy Ghost.
We have ah-eady remarked that Pelagius sided, for the most part,
Now to what distinguished
with the doctrine of the Greek church.
;

this

above that of the Western church belonged the more historical

1 Julian
(opus imperfect. II. 227),
rightly explaining the sense of the apostle
Paul says Eo debetis servire Deo fide-

- This is wliat Augustin understands bj
the term justiticatio, a word which he does
not take in the same sense with the Pela-

Pcccatum quippe
quo liberalius.
dominabatur vobis, cum reatuum impenpostea autem quam gratia
debat ultio
Dei beneticia consecuti estis et depositis
reatuum ponderibus respirastis, ingenuo
pudore conimoniti debetis gratiam referre

gians.
^ Augustin. de gratia Christi,§ 52. Earn
esse gratiam Dei per Jesum Christum, in
qua nos sua, non nostra justitia justos fa-

medicanti.

spiritu et litera.

:

lius

;

cit.

*

As

for

example, in the noble work de
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mode

of apprehension, the separation of the several stages of development through which the kingdom of God had passed while in the
Western church there was more disposition to confound the Old and
New Testaments with each other, and to overlook the distinctions.
Peiagius, wiio here inclined to the Oriental j)oint of view, placed this
;

in connection

with his doctrine of a progressive deterioration of hunature for with this he now made the several ste[)S in the divine
education of man, the various counter operations through the divine

man

;

revelation, also to correspond.

righteousness.

Thus he distinguished three grades

1, righteousness in

the state of nature

;

of

2, righteous-

ness under the law, and 3, righteousness under grace.
But now his
error consisted in not perceiving how the true "justitia" can be only
one, that imparted through Christ.
Every other must serve only as
the preparation for that one final work. Augustin,on the other hand,
pointed to this one thing alone.
He perceived everywliere only the
same source of true sanctification,
grace, which is obtained through

—

not faith in the Saviour already manifested, yet faith in
him as {)roraised,
and the same necessary fundamental condition of
" Even
its appropriation, the consciousness of the need of redemption.
under the law,'' says he, " there were those who stood, not under
the terrifying, convicting, punishing law, but under that grace which
faith

fills

if

;

—

the heart with joy in what

free."

is

good, which heals

it,

and makes

it

^

Augustin was thus led

to give prominence to the principle on which
and unity of everything Christian reposes,
namely, tlie divine life that springs frum the consciousness of redemption
and to mark with more precision the specific peculiarity whereby
the Christian life, Christian virtue, is distinguished from all other.
In the Pelagian system, on the contrary, there* was nothing which
enabled one rightly to understand either the essential nature of re-

the essential character

;

generation as the separating line betwixt two opposite positions of the
moral life, or the nature of the new Christian life grounded therein.
While Augustin thus pointed out the counnon centre of the religious

and the moral element
tion to the

in

Christianity,

and took

separating of the doctrinal from

opposition to the isolating and to the

his stand in ojijwsi-

the ethical element, in

making outward of the

ethical

;

which is necessarily involved
From what has been said, the
in the principles of their scheme.
great merit of Augustin is clearly apparent in bringing forward a
system of etliics reduced to a central point, belonging in common to
Aug\istin, in this respect,
it, and to the Christian scheme of faith.
as also in others hereafter to be mentioned, had, by his systematic
method of apprehending Christianity, a more important infiucnce on
the history of the develo}»ment of the system of ethics in this period,
than Ambrose of Milan, who is not to be compared to him for systhough he acquired great
tematizing skill and intellectual depth
the Pelagians

fell

into this very error,

;

1 De pcccato originali, § 29.
Non sub lege terrente, convincentc, punicnte
Bub gratia delectante, sanante, liberante.

;

sed

'

380
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celebrity in the history of

this science

by

his

work De

oflSciis,

in

three books.

But there was something of error attached to those truths which
Augustin placed at the head of all others. In precisely pointing out
the peculiar principle of the Christian life, and marking the opposition between that which is Christian and that which is not Christian,
since his eye was fixed exclusively on the extreme points of this opposition, he paid less attention to the manifold intermediate shades and
points of transition in practical

life,

the various combination of the

by which the conduct may verge even to the non-Christian
position.
And hence he was the means of bringing into vogue an
unduly rigid and partial method of judging the point of ethical development before the appearance of Christianity. He very justly distinguishes the patriotism of the ancients from that which is to be
called " virtue," in the genuinely Christian sense, and which depends
on the disposition towards God (virtus from virtus vera )
but then
he goes so far as to overlook altogether what bears some relationship
to the divine life, in such occasional coruscations of the moral element
of human nature, and to see in them nothing but a service done for
evil spirits or for man's glory.^
He contributed greatly, on this particular side, to promote in the Western church the partial and contracted way of judging the ancient pagan times, as opposed to the
more liberal Alexandrian views of which we still find traces in many
of the Orientals in this period, and to which Augustin himself, in tho
earlier part of his life, as a Platonist, had been inclined.
Still, the
vestiges of his earlier and freer mode of thinking are to be discerned
in his later writings, where he searches after and recognizes the scattered fragments of truth and goodness in the pagan Hterature (see
below), which he uniformly traces to the revelation of the Spirit,
who is the original source of all that is true and good to created
minds though this is inconsistent with his oivn theory respecting the
total corruption of human nature, and with the particularism of his
factors,

;

;

doctrine of predestination.
The Pelagians appealed particularly to the splendid examples of
virtue among the Pagans, as proving what could be done by the moral
power of human nature left to itself, in opposition to the tenet of
^

Augustin maintained, on the contrary, thatman's moral corruption.
as love to God
as there is no neutral ground between good and evil
is the spring of all that is truly good, and self-love the principle of
sin
as that victorious principle of goodness which overcomes the
opposing selfishness of man's nature can proceed only from faith so
everything which has not its root in faith is, of course, sin and he
;

;

;

;

1

This work

practical
original

rules

is

for

De

rather a collection of
the clergy (hence its

ministrorum),
title,
drawn from certain general maxims, than
of Christian
development
a systematic
ethics.

But

the

otticiis

work

is

entitled to the

merit of having been the first to ai)]ily
the formal principles of ethics, as treated
by the ancient writers, to the Christian

system of morals, in that peculiar modification of them which they receive from
the Christian point of view,
" Qui exhibuerunt terrense patrias Babylonicam dilectionem, et virtute civili noa

simili dEemoiiibus vel huFabriciis videReguliS, et Fabiis, et Scipionibua
et Camillis. etc.,
C. Julian. 1. IV. § 2*

vera, sed veri

manaj

licet, et

glorioe servierunt,
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refers for proof to a passage of Scripture which before his own time
had been misapprehended in the same way, and which afterwards

—

very generally received this false application,
the declaration of
Roui. 14: 28, " Whatsoever is not of faith, is
sin" (omne quod non ex fide, peccatum).^
From this Augustin argued, that the so-called virtues of the Pagans were but seeming virtues.
This proposition apjieared so absurd to Julian, who overlooked
the ajiostle Paul in

the principle of morality, its internal unity and religious tbundatidn,^
that he could not sutliciently express his surprise at it, and drew from
" If," said he. " the chastity of the
it the strangest conclusions.
Pagans were no chastity, then it might be said with the same propriety, that the bodies of unbelievers are no bodies

the Pagans could not see

Pagans was no grain."

^

;

that the grain which

;

that the eyes of

grew

in the fields of

Augustin replied that moral goodness could

not be contemjilated in this isolated way but that, in the estimation
of moral worth, the question turned on the whole unity of the inner
life, from which men's actions proceed.
He i-eferred to Matth. 6 23,
and said. The eye of the soul is the whole bent of the inner man.*
;

:

He who

seems to do a good action, but in doing it does not propose
himself the end which true wisdom prescribes for all human ac-

to

by having the tendency of his inward being estranged
from that which constitutes man's highest good.^ If all actions are
not judged according to this principle of temper and disposition, then
what really proceeds from a sinful dis{)osition may ajipear to be a
virtue, and sins may seem to be conquered by sins ; but virtue can
never be realized in this way.*^
Julian betrays his own want of a [irofound understanding of the
principles of ethics when he adduces this remark of Augustin in
evidence against him, and observes that, " if sin is overcome by means
tivity, sins

how much more may sin be overcome by virtue, and how
much more must it be possible to lead a sinless life."^ He took no

of sin,

account here, then, of the difference betwixt a ti-ue vidory over sin,
and a mere outward check placed against certain outbreaks of the
evil, or the exchanging of one kind of sin for another kind, while the
All true virtue, acsinful bent of the will continued to be the same.
1

The Pelagian Julian seems

rightly perceived,

to have
from the connection of

unity, nor perceive their inmost root in
the one essence, which is the moral dispo-

thewordi
to an entirely

sition.

resjjected actions

* Ocnlus
intentio, qua facit quisquc,
quod facit, 1. c. § .33.
" Qnidqnid boni fit ah homine, et non
propter hoc fit, ])ropter quod fieri debere

in this jjassage, that it referred

different matter, and simply
done contrary to one's
couriction of duty.
See Augustin.
'
c. Julian. IV. § 24.
In other respects, Julian was well
aware that the morality or immorality of
actions must be jud^zed, not by the outward act, but by the direction of the will,
Hoc operatur fbris jam ipsa justitia, quam
ntus Tolnntas sancta concopit et pcperit.
Opus ifJiiKifect. I. 79. ]}ut it might be
rue at the same time, that, while he regarded the virtues as being inner tendencies and properties of the soul, he might
etill not be aware of their higher internal

own
'•i

C. Julian. IV. § 27.

^

vera sajjicntia i)va!ce])it,etsi oflieio (ojtificium, the outward action) vidcatur bonuni, ipso non recto fine peccatum est. L.
c..§ 21.
"

Compare what Schlcicrmachcr

says

on the conception of virtue, in opposition to such a superficial view of tha
(p. 21)

matter.
L. c. §
''

2&
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cording to Augustin's doctrine, proceeds from Christian love, which
God nothing but the acts of this love is truly
moral, and all the cardinal virtues must therefore be reduced to love,
and have this for their animating principle. ^ In whatever exhibits
itself as virtue without this ethical principle, Augustin recognizes,
indeed, various natural gifts and qualities proceeding from the Creator, and also to be ascribed to his grace, but nothing which answer!
refers everything to

;

to the Christian idea of virtue.^

But now, although Juhan made no difference between that which
was virtuous on pagan and on Christian priiicijjles, it was the more
inconsistent that he nevertheless assumed here a different relation
to the attainment of happiness, appropriating the recompense of the
kingdom of God only to the virtue united Avith Christian faith, not
to that which exists without it.
The difference he made was between what is good after a fruitful, or an unfruitful manner ^ so that
this distinction would be one not developing from within, grounded
in an inward necessity
but only one coming from without, accidental, arbitrary.
Augustin very justly exposed this inconsistency,
and observed that whatever is truly good can never be unfruitful,
that the result must necessarily correspond to the intrinsic character
and quality of human actions.
Yet the Pelagians might have been able, on their own principles,
to make out a distinction between the ethical standing ground in
Christianity and that in Paganism, if the systematic apprehension of
the ethical element, in its connection with the religious, had not lain
;

;

too remote trom their ordinary habits of thinkuig

for as

;

they derived

the existence of peculiar motives and a peculiar direction of moral

conduct from the nature of Christian faith, they needed only to carry
out and apply this principle still further, in order to find such a difference and indeed Pelagius himself remarks, that love, which does
everything for the glory of God, is a thing to which the ancient
;

world was a stranger.*
As, according to the system of Augustin, the higher life derived
through grace has to run through many stages of development,
and various operations of grace were necessary, in order to bring
to perfection this higher life which grace had first awakened ; sc
there resulted various designations of grace, referring to these various
operations.
In so far as grace, preceding all merit in man, first
attracts the corrupt will of him who is like all others in a state
of alienation from God, and with an inner irresistible necessity produces in him the first motions to goodness, awakens him to a fcel-

mg

of the need of redemption,

prc'pariiuj

and

Quae per ciBteras virtutes oranes diffnnditur dilcctio Dei et proximi. De diversis
(|uaestionibus octoti'inta tribus. Qu. 61,§4.
1

^

Dona

Dei, sub cujus occxiltissimc junee injusto, alii f'atui, alii tardissi'mi
iufrenii nascuntur, alii natura lenes, alii
levissimi.s causisira faeillinia ardentes, alii
ad vindictas cupiditatem inter utrosque
C. Julian. 1. IV § 16.
mediocres.
dicio,

to faith,

it

is

grace (gratia praeveniens, prjeparans).

called prevenienty
It

now proceeds

pi.„ctuose and steriliter bona,
* Sufferunt et philosophi, sed non in
caritate.
Nos vero non ut laudari, sed ut
ille
quern sustinemus proticiat [to the
honor of him whom we bear] (perhaps bear
within us, rcjirescnt) diligcntes sustinere
debemus (fOr assuredly we have no reason
for supposing these words to be an addition of Cassiodor'sl.
On Ephes. 4 2,
^

:
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to create in him,

operans)
his

;

entire

by

but this

a free

faith,

will to that

not a change whereby

is

nature, and

is

raised above
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which

man

all conflict

good (gratia
lays aside at once
is

with

sin.

There

ever continue to remain in him two principles in conflict with
each other
in so far as he is born of God, lives in fellowshij) with
Christ, he sins no more
but in so far as he bears within him the old
nature, derived from the first fallen man, sin still continues cleavin"
to him.^
Hence lie ever continues to need the grace which ujiholds
the restored free will, cooperating grace (gratia coojierans), to bring
forth that which is good, and to be carried victoriously through the
struggle with sin.^
Although Augustin referred the explanation of
the fact that grace, although it had the power, yet brought no one
in this present life to a state of perfect sinlessness, to God's incomprehensible counsels, still he offered the following as reason which
appeared to him not improbable. Sin must still remain m man, in
order to admonish him to humility, to warn him against pride
for
till man has attained, as he will first do in the life eternal, to an intuition of God, of his highest good, so that in comparison with it he
counts himself as altogether nothing ; till he is so filled with its
spirit, that not barely from rational conviction, but also with unchangeable love, he prefers this highest good to his own self,"^
till the
man has attained this mark, he remains ever exposed to the danger
of pride, which may so much the more easily fasten on the self-contemplation of the rational spirit, because this is, in fact, far loftier
For this reason, man must
than all else in the earthly creation.'*
still

:

;

;

—

again.-^t this by constantly struggling with himself.
To this
Julian might object, that Augustin reasoned in a circle, when he said
man must still continue in sin in order to be prese^'ved against sin,
But Augustin, in reply, appealed to expeviz. the sin of pride.^
to the fact that the apostle needed to have the thorn left in
rience,

guard

—

an admonition to humility. He uses an illustration drawn
from the healing art " As if the ulcer were not painful, and the operation of the knife painful also, so that one pain is cured by anHad we not learned this by experience, but only heard of it
other.
in some country where operations of this sort were unknown, we
should doubtless ridicule the idea, and perhaps say in his own words
It is most absurd that pain should be necessary to stop an ulcer from
his flesh as

:

being painful."
1

nis,
2

See e.
§39.

g.

de perfectione

Cooperando

incipit.

^

perficit,

justitise

Ipse ut veliinus operatur

iens, qui volcnribus

homi-

quod operando
iiicip-

coopcratur pcrficiens.

De

frratiaet libero arbitrio, § 33.
3 Qiiaindiu non videt sicut videbit in
illud et iinniutabile bonum,
fine
in cujus coini)aratione se spernat, sibique
illius caritatc vilcscat, tantoquc spiritu ejus

summum

cavenda est. De natura et j,'ratia,
§31.
^ Absurdissimumquippectstultissiinnm
putat, peccatum fuisse, rie pccciituin i-sset,

factis

quoniam
est.

L.

et ipsa
c.

superbia utique peeciituni

§ 30.

Quasi non et ulcus in dolore est, ct
sectio dolorem operatur, ut dolor dolore
tollatur. Hoc si ex])erti non esscinus et
"

in aliquibus terris, ubi ista

nunquam

con-

C. Ju-

tigerant, audiremus, sine duWo utique do
ridentes, fortassis ctiam veri)is hujus ute-

Caetera vitiatantum in malefactis valent, sola autcm superbia etiam in recte

remur et diccrcuius absurdissinuun est,
dolorem neccssariuin fuisse, ne ulcerii
dolor csset. L. c.

irapleatur, ut id sibi

*

ratioiie sola, sed

quoque ainore pra;ponat.
IV. 28.

seterno
lian.

non

:
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As man, then, continues ever to be exposed in this present life, by
reason of this unceasing conflict, to the danger of falling again, he
accordingly needs, in order to attain salvation, the grace which can
enable him victoriously to persevere to the end of the conflict and, in
;

reference to

Augustin denominates grace by the title of donum
This perseverance alone is the certain mark of the

this,

perseverantiiB.
elect.

This doctrine concerning grace, with all its determinate forms as here
unfolded, stood necessarily connected with the doctrine of absolute
predestination.
And if this doctrine was so taught and preached, it

was

the imputations which the Pelagians repeatedly brought

lial)le to

against

it

:

that

Augustin introduced, under the name of grace, a cer-

tain fatalism (fotum)

that he absolutely denied the free will belonging
man's nature that he annulled all the conditions of
a righteous judgment of God.
In respect to free will, Augustin ever
maintained, that, as the law is not annulled by faith, but only fulfilled
by it, so free-will is not destroyed by grace, but the will is only made
truly free
and he aj)pealed to the declaration of Christ, that he only
whom the Son makes free is free indeed. But here, misled by the
ambiguity of the expression, he confounded together two different
conceptions ^
the conception of freedom, as a certain state and stage
of moral development, and of freedom as a certain faculty possessed
in common by all rational minds.
Beyond question, Augustin gave a
more profoimd view of freedom in that former sense (this being connected with his idea of grace as a principle of divine life), than was
to be found in the Pelagian system.
But it was not so with freedom
in the latter sense, Avhich was properly the point in question in this
This, Augustin certainly denied to all the departicular controversy.
scendants of fallen man
for, in fact, he did not allow to all men the
ability of attaining to that higher moral freedom.
He considered this
abihty as being, not an inalienable possession of the rational spirit, but
a gift communicated, only by a s])ecial divine operation, to a certain
number of men. In respect to those who belong to this latter class,
it is improper to sj)eak of a free, self-determination in appropriating
what is bestowed on them by grace since their wills are renewed by
inner necessity, through the almighty will of God. And as these latter
follow an irresistible influence fi-om above, so the great mass of mankind, the servants of sin, follow an irresistible influence of a lower
kind.
But at the same time Augustin maintained, that by the operation of grace the power of free self-determination was not destroyed
contenting himself here with the idea of a freedom in appearance, of
a seeming freedom necessarily forming itself in the consciousness of
the creature
inasmuch, namely, as the operations of grace unfolded
themselves after the form of the human nature, of the rational human
consciousness, in the form of self-determination outwardly and phenomenally presented.
Hence man, though determined bv a higher princi;

to the essence of

;

;

—

;

;

;

1

V thing

Pect, T, c,

76.

which the

PelaL,nan3, too, did not fail to censure.

C. Julian, opus imper
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pie, transforming his will with irresistible

power, which he follows in
yet not conscious of his will
having been subjected to constraint.
In this sense he said, therefore,
that the operation of grace presupposed the free-will belonging to the
essence of reason
that, if man were not created in the image of God,
he could not be suscejjtible of grace.
Grace can act on man, not on

harmony with

the law of his nature,

is

;

stones.^
It was an inconsistency in the Augustinian system, that, while he
unquestionably derived the first sin from man's free self-detei-mination,
he made everything else depend on an unconditional, divine jn-edeter-

He

would have been logically consistent, if, following the
had led him to this whole theory, he had derived the
conduct of Adam, like all other, from this unconditional j)redeterminaThis inconsistency was clearly exposed by Julian.""^
tion.
But still
this was a noble inconsistency, which grew out of the victorv of his
religious, moral feeling over the logical and speculative tendency of
In this way, he could still hold fast, at one point, to the
his intellect.
holiness and justice of God, and to the free guilt of man
could remove the origin of evil from God, and push it back to the originally
And by his suppopresent, truly free self-determining power of man.
sition of the necessary and incomprehensible connection between the
first man and the entire race, this inconsistency is still obviated in his
own mind for as the act of the first man. may be considered as the
proper act of every man, so, on this ground, the loss of the original
freedom is a loss for which all are at fault.
This Augustinian system, which was constructed with so much dialectical art, could be so handled, when set forth with the prudence,
wisdom, and dialectic skill of an Augustin, as to avoid the practically
mischievous consequences which might flow from it in its application to
life.
Those who, like Augustin, had come into this system through the
whole evolution of their inner life, those in whom it had become wholly
fused with the fundamental experiences of their Christian consciousness,
those who had already attained to a certain inward peace and stability
of Christian life, might doubtless find in this system satisfaction and
the consciousness of
Tlie life in faith which they possessed
repose.
raised them above the doubts which might arise from
a divine life
the reflection whether or no they belonged to the number of the elect.
But the case was different where this system was taught in a less prudent and skilful manner, or where it came to such as were still involved
in many inward conflicts, and were liable to be disturbed by reflection
Augustin could not fail to meet many such cases
on their own state.
in his own experience, and it is remarkable to observe the way in which
mination.

principle which

;

;

—

—

1 Neqae enim gratia Dei
lapidibus ant
pecoribusve piaestatur; scd quia imaJuJO Dei est, raeretur banc t^ratiam.
lian.IV. § l.i. Noil sicut in lapidibus inseniis,
in quorum natura
jiutis, aut sicut in
rationem voluntatemque non condidit, salutem nostram Duus opuratur in nobis. De

li^^nis

C

peccatorum mentis et remissione, 1.
^ Oi)us imperf. VI. 22.
Unde tu

II. ^

fi.

no.sti,

ut in Adam
nisi voluntarium crimen non possit ulcisci,
b! iiijustum esse non nosti,imputaricuiquam
in crimen, quod fatearis sine voluntate susillud

tnntummodo Justumfuis.-e,

cepluin

»
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he disposed of them. From such cases he took occasion to unfold
sjstem still further with reference to its practical application.
One of Augustin's doctrinal and polemical dissertations, which

hw
re-

ferred to these disputes, his letter to the presbyter Sixtus, afterwards
Bishop of Rome,-^ having been circulated among the monks of a cloister

Adrumetum, in the North-African province of Byzacene, produced
great excitement and agitation in the minds of many of these recluses.
There came forward
This happened between the years 426 and 427.
individuals among them Avho derived practically mischievous conclusions
from Augustin's doctrines concerning grace and predetermination.
Of
what use, said they, are all doctrines and precepts ? Human efforts can
at

avail nothing
it

:

God

it is

Nor is
who com-

that worketh in us to will and to do.

right to reproach or to punish those

who

are in error and

for it is none of their fault that they act thus.
Without grace
they cannot do otherwise nor can they do anything to merit grace.
All we should do, then, is to pray for them. Augustin, having been informed of these disturbances by delegates from the cloister, and by a
letter from the abbot Valentine, addressed to the monks two books,
one in which he more fully unfolded his doctrine concerning the relation of grace to free-will in opposition to Pelagianism (de gratia et
libero arbitrio)
a second, in which he more distinctly explained that
doctrine on the side of its practical bearings, and with reference to those
consequences which had been drawn from it (the work de correptione et
According to Augustin's doctrine, unconditioned predetermigratia).
nation is certainly not an arbitrary act of God. whereby he bestows
but
everlasting happiness on men while loaded with all manner of sins
a necessary intermediate link is the communication of grace. This is
and it must reveal
the source of divine life in those that possess it
But
itself by an inward impulse, in the bringing-forth of good fruits.

mit sin

;

;

;

;

;

then, even here, too, no limits can be fixed, where the divine agency
commences and ceases, and where the human begins and ends ; both
will, taken possession of by
good with freedom, as a transformed
and sanctified will and grace can only work through the will, which
Hence Augustin says " He who is a child of
serves as its organ.
God, must feel himself impelled by the Spirit of God to do right; and,
having done it, he thanks God, who gave him the power and the pleasBut he who does not what is right, or does it not
ure of so doing.
from the right temper of love, let him pray God that he may have the
By reason of the inner congrace which he has not yet obtained."
nection which Augustin supposed between the first sin and the sin of
all mankind, as it has been above explained, he maintained that the
individual cannot excuse himself on the ground of the general depravitj^, and that his sins are none the less to be imputed to him as his own
fault.
Furthermore, God by his grace is, beyond question, able to operate on the hearts of men, not only without our exhorting, correcting,

proceed inseparably together.

The human

divine grace, works that which

is

;

:

1

Ep. 194, among the

leiteis of

Adgustin.
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or reproving them, but even without our interceding for them.
Be^'ond
question, all these second causes could produce the designed effect on
men only under the presupposition of divine grace, which operates

through human instrumentality, and without which all human instrumentality would avail nothing, and under the presupposition that the
men whom we would lead to salvation belong to the nvunber of tlie
elect.
But as God, however, often conveys his grace to men by means
of such instrumentality
as no certain marks are given us in the present life whereby it is possible to distinguish the elect from the non-elect
as we are bound, in the spirit of charity, to wish that all may attain to
salvation
so, assuming, in the spirit of charity, that God will use us as
his instruments to convert and bring to salvation these or those individuals, who at present are living in sin, we are bound to employ all
those means that are in our power, leaving the result with God.
The way in which Augustin sought, in these writings, to secure his
system against misrepresentation, could not be suited to set those minds
at rest, whose Christian feelings had been distui-bed by what he had
said respecting the relation of divine grace and predestination to the
free-will
but such persons must rather have found in this a still further
confirmation of their doubts.
And as his system of faith, on this side,
agreed in nowise with the prevailing doctrinal way of thinking in the
Western church ; as, in the Pelagian and Augustinian systems, directly
opposite tendencies, which on different sides were at variance with the
;

;

;

demands of

universal

the

with each other

;

it

Christian consciousness, stood

in

conflict

was natural that an intermediate and conciliatory

tendency between these two oppositcs should make its appearance.
This tendency proceeded more particularly from the cloisters of Southern France, Provence, and the adjacent islands. As Its representative
and most influential organ appears, in the first place, an individual who
liolds a very important place in the history of Western monachism, and
who enjoyed a high reputation in these districts, John Cassian. lie
probably came from the country bordering on the Black Sea (being
one of the so-called Scythian monks), and, after many travels in the
East, had at length turned his steps to Marseilles, where he became
Without doubt, his early
the founder and abbot of a famous cloister.
and long residence in the Eastern church had had a decided influence
on his doctrinal bent and perhaps in his predominant practical ten
dency, in his disinclination to doctrinal speculations which attempted to
his
define too nicely on the questions here brought into controversy
tendency to give prominence on these questions to the religious, moral
interest, and to refer everything more particularly to the love of God;
perhaps in all these traits we may discern the spirit of the great Chrysostom, with whom he long lived in the capacity of deacon, and whose
Cassian sought to grasp the
disciple he delighted to call himself.^
doctrines of religion with the heart, rather than with speculative and
Pie counselled the monks, instead of .studying
systematizing thought.
a multitude of commentaries on the sacred scriptures, to aim rather at
Nothing but the darkening of the underDbtaining pui-ity of heart.

—

;

;

^

See Cassian.

lih.

VI[. dc incarniitionc,

c.

31.
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standing bj sin caused what the Holy Spirit revealed to appear so obscure to men
and it was because men sought not to come to the
\nowledge of divine things with a purified sense, that so many false
u. ctrines had been foisted upon the holy scriptures.^
Especially in
relation to the treatment of the doctrine of grace, he required that,
preserving in simplicity of heart the simple faith of the fishermen, men
should not receive it in a worldly spirit, Avith logical syllogisms and
Ciceronian eloquence, but should know that it could only be understood
by the experience of a pure life."^ We might almost sup|iose that this
passage, in the mind of Cassian, contained a reproof of the (in his opinion) too logical tendency of Augustin
it cannot be proved, however,
that he meant any such direct personal allusion.^
Cassian departed altogether from the Pelagian system by recognizing
the universal corruption of human nature, as a consequence of the first
transgression, and by recognizing " grace" as well as "justification"
But the whole takes with him a different
in the sense of Augustin.
turn, by its connection with the idea of a divine love, which extends to
all men, which wills the salvation of all, and refers everything to this
even subordinating the punishment of the wicked to this simple end.
The conflict of the flesh and the spirit is, indeed, a consequence of that
but this conflict is now made to subserve a salutary
original schism
purpose in the moral education of man, that so the soul, amid its many
struggles and efforts, necessitated to strive after moral purity, may
thereby be awakened to self-consciousness, and preserved from pride and
inactivity.* It is, perhaps, with allusion to the Pelagian positions, that
he says, in one passage of his institutions and rules of monastic life ^
" We have to thank God, not only for having endowed us with reason
and free-will, and bestowed on us the knowledge of his law or the grace
of baptism, but also for the gifts of his daily providence
that he delivers us from the snares of invisible enemies
that he cooperates with
us in enabling us to overcome the sins of the flesh
that he protects
us, even when we are unconscious of it, from dangers that he keeps us
from falling into sins
that he sustains and enlightens us
that he
teaches us to understand the law which he has given to help us ;*^ that,
;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

1 Monaclium
ad scripturarum notitiam
pertingere cupientem, nequaquam debere
labores suos erga commentatorum libros
impendere; sed potius omnem mentis industriam et intentioneni cordis erga emundationem vitioruni carnaliumdetinere. In-

stitution. coenobial.

1.

V.

c.

33.

L. c. 1. Xil, c. 19.
In his work against Nestorius, which he
wrote at the commencement of the Nestorian disputes (de incarnatione Domini, 1.
VII. c. 27), he calls Augustin "magnus
sacerdos;"
but this epithet must have
been given to Augustin after he became
distinguished in the Western church yet it
^

<*

—

;

says

little,

compared with those

epithets

which he bestows on Hilary, Ambrose, and
Jerome.

*

Collat.

1.

IV.

c. 7. etc.

^

Institutiones coenobial. c. 18.
Cassian says here, adjutorinm nostrum,
quod non aliud quidain interpretari volunt,
*"

—

which words are manifestly
quam legem
Tillemont
aimed against the Pelagians.
wrongly supposes that he has discovered
;

here sometliing bordering on the Pelagian
mode of expression, which Cassian could
not have allowed himself to fall into, after
the above-named decisions of the Roman
bishops against the Pelagians.
But this
mode of ex])ression is, in its e.ssential meaning, so anti-Pelagian, that Augustin himself
might have approved of it. Cassian, in
fact, says here that it was only by the
inward enlightening influence of grace, the
law itself could be an}- help to man.
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by his secret influences, we are punished on account of our sins that
we are sometimes drawn to salvation even against our wills that finally
he draws our free-will itself, prone by its own inclination to what is
vicious and wrong, into the path of virtue."
Even in these remarks
we discern the whole peculiarity of Cassian's form of doctrine on this
;

;

Isolated Christian experiences he at

matter.

which he thus

the foundation of

all

and moreover all the marks and characters of Augustin's system are to be found here, excepting alone the
constraining influence of grace on the free-will.
But Cassiau brings
together isolated facts without logical order, and in a manner <juite
remote from the systematic development of conceptions, such as we find
in Augustin.
In faith, too, he recognizes the communication of divine grace.
He
constantly affirms the insufliciency of free-will for that which is good,
that, without this, all human eftbrts avail nothing, all
without grace
willing and running of man is to no purpose
that it is vain to speak of
any proper merit or desert on the part of man, although the operar
tion of grace is ever conditioned on the free self-determination of the
human will that, in many cases, there is moreover such a tbing as jirecollects together

;

^

;

;

;

He

venient grace.^

especially labored, in his monastic collotjuies, the

famous thirteen among

his Collations, to unfold

Here

scattered in the above-cited passages.

and
also

exjilain

he

what lay

S])eaks in the

same decided and emphatic manner against the two extremes,

as well

the Augustinian denial of free-will, as the Pelagian infringement of
grace.
In both these opposite tendencies he sees human presumjition,

which would explore and define what is unsearchable to human reason.
says here, free-will and grace are so blended and fused witli each
other, that for this very reason the question has been much discussed
by many, whether free-will depends on grace, or grace on free-will;
and in answering this question in a presumptuous manner, men have

He

into opposite errors.
He affirms that this question does not admit of a general answer suitable for all cases.
He controverts as well
those who wholly denied a prevenient grace, and made grace always
dependent on man's desert, as those who denied to the human will any
ability to create the germ of goodness by its own efforts, and who suj)posed grace to be always prevenient.
This question, he thought, could
not be settled by general conceptions, formed a priori, respecting
the modus operandi of grace
but could be answered only according to
the various facts of experience, as they are brought to view in the
holy scriptures though here, from want of more profound reflection,
he neglected to consider that this inquiry transcends the limits of experience and of the phenomenal world, the question relating to invisiWould any one assert that the l)eginning of
ble motives and laws.
the good will always proceeds from man, the exam[>les of Matthew the
Would any one say, on
publican and of Paul are against him.
the contrary, that the beginning of the good will is alwavs coranuuii','ated by divine grace, he must be embarrassed by the examples of Zac-

fallen

;

;

1

vol

.

Collat.
11.

1.

III. c. 16.

44

'

Collat.

1.

IV.

c. 4, etc.,

luul other j.Inct's.
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cheus, and of the thief on the cross, whose cravhig spirits, taking the
kingdom of God by violence, anticipated the special call of divine
Against those who asserted the last, he endeavored to show
grace.
that human nature had, by the fall, in nowise lost all its' ability for goodMen should take heed how they refer all the merits of the saints
ness.
to G-od in such a sense as to assign nothing but what is bad to human
Through the benevolence of the Creator, the seeds of all virnature.
tue were by nature implanted in the soul but, unless excited by the help
Where
of God, they would never germinate and grow up to maturity.
;

grace, then, permitted human striving, feeble as it was, to have the
precedence,^ still it should be considered that what grace bestows on
man is far beyond all human desert ^ there is no comparison between
He calls it profane to say, that grace is imparted only acthe two.
:

cording to

human

While Augustin employed the declaration

desert.

of the apostle Paul in Rom. 11, concerning the unsearchableness of
the divine judgments, to prove the doctrine of the secret, unconditioned
Cassian, on the other hand, referred it to
counsels of predestination
the manifold modes of the operation of divine love, controlling, direct;

and bestowing its gifts in wisdom and this he set over against the
the presumptuous littleness of mind
dogmatic narrowness of heart
which would fix and determine everything according to one idea.
He who trusted he was able by his own reason perfectly to fathom or
to express the ways which God takes for man's salvation, contradicted
those words of the apostle, that God's judgments and ways ai-e unsearchThe God of the universe so works all in all, as that he
able to men.
excites the free-will, upholds and strengthens it, not so that he again
If man's
withdraws from man the free-will which he himself bestowed.
reason, and the induction of evidence, seem to have made out anything
ing,

;

—

—

which militates against these pi-opositions, all this should much rather
be shunned, than countenanced to the destruction of faith.
Cassian's opposition to the system of Augustin found great acceptance
among the monks and even the bishops of these districts.^ Doubtless,
too, many of the monks had, of their own free impulse, without any
influencing cause from without, become opposed to the Augustinian
individuals who subsequently attached themselves
doctrine of election
to Cassian, as the most important man among them, on account of his
for it may be gathered, from what Prosper reports
theological training
about them to Augustin, that all did not perfectly agree with Cassian
in their views respecting the disputed points, though they agreed in
;

;

opposing the doctrine of absolute predestination.
When Augustin's work de correptione et gratia arrived in Gaul,
whom for
these opponents of Augustin's doctrine of predestination
brevity's sake Ave will denominsite Semi-Pelaf/ians,'^ a, name -which, c&me

—

1 Ne penitus dormienti ant ineiti otio dissoluio sua dona conferre videatur.
'^
Gratia Dei semper <;ratuit.<i.
See I'rosper's letter to Angustin.
* Tlie Senii-rela.iii

liave
;

nothing in connnon with the Pelabnt their opponents, too, were very
from wishing to designate them In'
name, the op])onents of Fehigianism

ians-;

fjir

this
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into use at a

much

— perceived

from it that those practihad ever api)eared to them the
dvibious thing in this doctrine had actually been derived from them by
those African monks
but the}'- were not at all satisfied with the manner
in which Augustin got rid of these consequences
and hence they were
only the more fully confirmed in their own persuasions.
Besides this
later period

cally mischievous consequences which

;

;

Semi-Pelagian party, there was, however, in this part of Gaul, a small
party also of enthusiastic admirers of Augustin, and devoted adherents
to his whole system of doctrine, to whom, though they perha|)s recognized the difference between Semi-Pelagianism and Pelagianism, yet
every doctrine which represented the operations of divine grace in
man as conditioned on man's recipiency, appeared to be a denial of
grace proceeding from impious pride.
At the head of this party stood,
at that time, an ecclesiastic by the name of Prosper, who, induced perhaps by the desolations of war, had left his native country, Aquitania,
and settled down in these parts. Amid the great and fearful revolutions
of this century, particularly in his own country, by which within a short
space of time the lot of whole nations as well as individuals was reversed,
he found consolation and repose in entire submission to God's inscrutable decrees, in renouncing all earthly hopes, and relying on God's
all-controlling grace
and the great facts of that particular age in the
history of nations furnished him with abundant evidence in confirmation
This Prosper, and his
of the doctrine of absolute predestination.^
friend Hilary, another warm admirer and zealous disciple, of Augustin,
gave him, each in a separate letter, an account of these movements
among the monks, and begged that he would come to the rescue of the
;

truth

now

assailed.

In reply to this request, Augustin wrote his two wcJrks,

De

praedestina-

and De dono perseverantiae. He expresses his astonishment, that those persons were not to be convmced by the many plain and
express passages of sacred scripture respecting grace, which is always
Yet he is at the
denied, when it is made to depend on human desert.
same time just enough to admit, that, by acknowledging original sin,
the insufficiency of the faculty of free-will for all good, and prevenient
grace, thev differed essentially from Pelagianism, properly so called.
And, considering the great importance which he attached to the other
disputed points, we must respect the spirit of Christian moderation
tione sanctorum,

grianism as nothiriG: but a mere oflFshoot of characterized his own roliffious tone of
He says of his times, v. 23 (ed.
mind.
P(ln<rianUni.
'Prosper, and also the author of the Venct. 1744, ji. 450)
\\ori< de voeatione gentium, refer to these
Non idem status est agris. non urhibus ulR't:
Omniaque in finem prsecipitaea ruunt.
facts esy)ecially as showing how different
lmpiaroufui=os»evlt difcordia munJo
lrit.es of people were led to eniln-a<-e the
ultiiiiii (luirtnie vid.fs.
I'ax .ibiit terns
,(•
1.^,.™
I
a
the heanlilul poem
In
faith of the jrosijel.
,
,
^
,
hu^hand to his wife,'' in wiiich the And after havinn; expressed his resolution
of
devote himself entirely to Clirist, he
writer refers to the state of iho^e times a.s to
and motive for ienoun<ing adds, v. 40
:

'.,.,'

'

,

*,

;

I

'

.

,

.

,

•

'A

:

an argument

earthly thin'^s and which in some inanuscripts is ascribed to Prosj-er are to l,e
found the teelings and uieas, at least, wnica

Nee tamen

isUi milii

de

me
':

fiducia surgit.

, J„"„^?;-„^;f.::a:r '^^^^^^
^^^ j^^j^^j. ^^^ g„,^ jj^yg^ ^ ,p,„ cru^iL'te vita cut
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" We must apply to them the worda
evinced by him when he added
of Paul, in PhiHppians, 3
15. If they walk according to the measure
of their knowledge, and pray to Him who giveth wisdom, he will reveal
:

:

to

them

that also

which they

still

into the doctrine of predestination."

want, in order to a correct insight
^

In these two tracts, he lays open his disputed scheme of doctrine,
holding to it firmly in all its strictness, in the way we have already described
and we need here only notice what he says new in reference
to the scruples professed by the Gallic Semi-Pelagians.
These, as
Prosper reported to Augustin, had affirmed that even if the doctrine of
unconditional predestination were according to the truth, yet it ought
not to be preached, because the doctrine could be of no use to any one,
and might be mischievous to all. It tempts the pious to feel secure
and to be inactive, and leads sinners to despair, instead of allowing them
room for repentance. On the other hand, Augustin says " We might
;

:

keep

knowledge of which would only enrich
the intellectual insight of those who were capable of understanding
them, without exerting any influence on their moral improvement but
the misunderstanding of which would redound to the injury of those
who were incapable of understanding them. But it is otherwise Avith
those truths the right understanding of which is subservient to holiness,
and the misunderstanding of which leads to all mischief. And among
these latter truths is to be reckoned the doctrine of absolute predestination.
It is only when misconstrued and falsely applied, it can become practically injurious. But the doctrine of divine foreknowledge
is liable to the same misconstruction
as, for example, when it is so
silent as to those truths the

;

;

conceived as to lead men to make such statements as the following
" You may live as you please, yet that and that only will happen with you
which God foresaw."
In preaching the doctrine of predestination, all
that is necessary is simply to keep it ever in mind, that the preacher
:

who are already partakers of
become partakers of it, consequently
the elect
so that the reprobate must be considered as those who are
without the church, and be spoken of only in the third person.
With
great adroitness and skill, he showed how the doctrine of predestination
should be used only for the purpose of exciting behevers to an unshaken
trust and confidence in God himself and in goodness, and at the same,
of the gospel

is

addressing either those

the redemption, or

who

are yet to

;

—

time to humility ;
and how, on the other hand, everything should be
avoided which, through misconstruction, might lead to false security or
to despondency.
The doctrine of predestination, if rightly presented,
would, beyond question, contribute much to the furtherance of genuine
" This doctrine," he concludes, " should be so set
Christian piety.
forth that he who properly receives and aj)propriates it will glory, not
in that which is of man, hence not in that which is his own, but in the
Lord and even this, to glory only in the Lord, is, like all the rest, a
gift of God, and indeed, the gift of God, without which all other gifts
are nothing."
As Augustin's opponents could often cite against him,
;

^

De

prsedestinatione sanctorum,

c. I.

PROSPER.

HIS CARME.N DE INGRATIS.
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and that not without good grounds, the authority of the older divmes
so,

on the other hand, he himself ai)pealed, not without reason,

original

ness

to the

and common expression of the unalterable Christian conscious-

example, in the church prayers for the conversion of unbeperseverance of believers to the end, in which prayers
the assembled church were wont to join by saying. Amen.
But at the
;

as, for

lievers, for the

same time,

in interpreting these expressions of tiie Christian conscious-

ness, as well as

many

passages from the older divines, he was led, by
doctrinal system, to introduce more into them
than they really contained, when he would find in them testimony
in favor of the doctrine of a grace which is conditioned on no sort
of recipiency on the part of man, and of a predestination connected
with this notion of grace.
the influence of his

own

'^

These writings made, and indeed were calculated to make, no other
impression on the Semi-Pelagians than Augustin's earlier pi-oductions.
Hence, Prosper
feeling himself constrained to stand forth in defence
of the conviction of which his heart was so full, and of the man to whom
he clung with an enthusiastic attachment,^ as the triumphant defender
of this fundamental truth against the adversaries of the doctrine of
gi-ace
wrote, in opposition to those whom he designates as the unyratefid, his carmen de ingratis. By this designation, Prosper understands in
general all those who considered the operations of grace as in any way
conditioned by the free recipiency of man
those who did not refer
everything in man to grace alone.
Although his attack was directed
in this case more particulai-ly against the Semi-Pelagians, yet, in looking at the subject from this particular point of view, Senii-Pelagianism
would necessarily seem to coincide Avith Pelagianism
and, in truth,
he endeavors to show that the doctrines of the Semi-Pelagians led
ultimately to Pelagian principles.^
He complains that his adversaries,
who were for the most part rigid monks, misled many through the
res))ect which they inspired by the virtues connected with their
Christian renunciation of the world
but, as they looked upon these
virtues as being in part their own work, they were but seeming virtues,
destitute of the principle of all true goodness, that temper of the heart
which refers everything to God alone, and which feels the sense of dependence on him for all things.^
deep and sincerely Christian feeling
of dependence breathes through this production, imparting to it warmth
and vitality ; but with all this, the author overlooks in his opponents the

—

—

;

;

—

:

A

^

This very

fact, that

the firm persua-

himm .n's bein-" nothing through
1
^
ri
self, but everything through God alone,
had pervaded -Augustin's entire life, u])pears to Prosper the charaeteristic trait of
this great man, the fundamciUal princi|>le
of his i)ecuMar character. Tiiis is beauti£11
J I
Ti
Lfiilly expressed by Prosper in his carmen
de ingratis, where he says of Augustin, v.

ion

of

ir

,

.

,

,

1

1

92(pT76)—
^'
Quern

Christi est, unusOhristi est

honor

iUi.

'

As

Pros])er says himself
Uigmti, quos urit gratia .... V. 686.
Ucet in rruce vitam
Ducant,et jugi alBciiuit sua corpora morfe,
AbstineHnt opibus. Hint cajtti, smtque Dcuiirne,
Terrenisqueferant'auimum super ist™ relictis;
'^

....

'

.

.

.

.

.„
s''/'

.... SuFRcndo cadunt ....

'

....

Unus amor

^' "l^"" '"1^"* ""'' '"'^"'' '^»"''! ^* ?<""» "'*
Omnia, et in gaucto reciwt
sapientia
tcniplo.
h
k
b

Chri-sti gratia

comu

Uberiore rigiins, nostro lumen deJit a;vo,
Accensuni vero de luniine nam cibus ill!
£t vita et requies Deus e^t,omiii.sque Toluptas
,

Non horura U-mplo

est ("hriftus petnt fuiidauien-

ium. V. 776-788
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interest of a morality which would be free, and which assuredly has
no less its foundation in Christianity, than the sense of dependence.
" Do they perhaps consider it a shame," says he of his opponents,
" that Christ will one day be all in all in the redeemed ?
But if thig

why are they ashamed in
sorrow to be mighty through God, and to have
in them as little as possible of their own, of that which is a mortal
work, which is nothing but sin ? " ^
During this second portion of the controversies proceeding from
Augustin, he was himself called away from this earthly scene-.
The
last years of his long and laborious life were set apart for completing
the theological works which were partly connected with these disputed
points which seemed to him so important.
As the multiplied engagements of his episcopal office left him no leisure for this, he, with the
consent of his community, made arrangements to have his labors
lightened by the assistance of Eraclius, a presbyter educated und'^ihis own eye.
He was occupied during this time in preparing a criWhat led him to
tique on all his own writings (his retractationes).
engage in thin work was doubtless the fact, that many passages from
his earlier writings were cited against him, especially by Pelagians aii'l
whence his enthusiastic admirere were embarrassed,
Semi-Pelagians
Since thej'^ would not allow that the man whose authority stood so
extravagantly high with them could be convicted of any errors.
But
Augustin himself was far from claiming any such authority for his
writings.
Such authority was due, according to his judgment, only
to the Bible.
He says to those extravagant friends, that they labored
to no purpose
they had undertaken a bad cause.
They would lose
their suit, even if tried before himself.^
He rejoiced in the confession, that he had made some progress in truth, and acknowledged
several of his earlier errors as such, which he was not now ashamed
Unquestionably it was true also,
publicly to expose in his writings.
as may be gathered from what has been already remarked, that his
mind, more fettered and confined in several respects, now represented
as error Avhat at an earlier period had been conceived with more freedom, or that he unconsciously interpreted his earlier views as being in
accordance with his present altered way of thinking.
Next, he employed himself on that work which was the last written
by him in the Pelagian controversy, the second work against Julian.
This it was that occujded him amid the violent political agitations
which brought devastation and ruin over this flourishing portion of
the world.
He had the pain of seeing the misery proceed from a
man who had once been one of his most beloved friends. The count
(comes) Bonifacius, one of the most distinguished and successful gensrals of the Roman empire in its decline, had been led by the advice
is,

above

all

things else, great and noble,

this present vale of

:

;

.

'

I Viles ergo putent se deforme.^que futures
tniDi-fiirniatis fiet Ueus unica Sanctis
Gioria : corporei nee jan, pressura Uiboris
Conteretincertos; spd in omnibus omnia semper

mioimumque operis
Quod non est nisi peccatum.

Esse Deo,

Cum

Christuserir. Quod si
nia magnum est,

Cur

ptidet

hac

pulehrum

et

super om-

etiaui iletus in valle potentes

iiiortalis

habere,

V. 964.

Yvusir^i lal)oratis, nou bonaiTi causiun
,
^^ •^
SUSCeplStlS, laQlle in ea me ipso judice
superamiiii. Ep. 143, § 3, ad Mai-celli-z

•

num.
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of Augustin himself, instead of retiring to the monastic life, to the
resolution of devoting his powers still further to the defense of the
oppressed Roman Christendom against the incursions of barharian
tribes.
But, by the intrigues of his rival in military renown, the

general Aetius, he had been afterward drawn into the great mistake
of rebelling against the imperial government
and, for the purpose
of maintaining himself in this contest, he invited over the Vandals
;

assistance from Spain.
Augustin availed himself of a favorable opportunity of addressing himself to the conscience of Boniface,
to his

a letter written with true Christian dignity, and with great wis(a true model of proceeding in such intricate circumstances).
latter was compelled to find out by bitter experience the truth
of that which his old friend had predicted to him.
He was carried
in

dom
The

further than he meant to be, and
steps, found

when he endeavored

to

retrace

his

The Vandals

looked upon the flourishing country as their own property, and, from being the allies of
Boniface, became his enemies.
Augustin's episcopal residence, the
citj'^ of Hippo, was besieged by them.
Amidst these sufferings, and
in sight of the new trials which were threatening him, it was Angustin's daily prayer, that God would deliver the city from the enemy,
or bestow on his servants the power to endure everything which his
will had in store for them
or that he would grant him a release out
of the present world.
The last event happened. In the third month
of the siege, which lasted fourteen months in all, Augustin died, at
the. age of seventy-six, a. d. 429.
it

to

be too

late.

;

The
Gaul
it is

contest between the Augustinian and Semi-Pelagian party in
continued, after the death of Augustin.
Prosper opposed,

still

true, to his adversaries, the decisions of the

of the emperors

but the Semi-Pelagians

Roman

bishops,

and

assured that they were
not touched or affected by those authorities, for they in fact were also
opponents of the Pelagian doctrines condemned by those decisions.
For this reason. Prosper and Hilary sought to establish, in opposition
to them, another new church authority.
They ap[)ealed to the Roman
bishop Coelestin, and entered a complaint to him against presbyters
given to disputation and fond of novelty, who propagated false docThey
trines, and presumed to attack the memory of Augustin.
probably hoped to obtain from the Roman bishop a distinct res['onse
in favor of the system of Augustin, against the Semi-Pelagian prinbut their ex[)ectaciples concerning grace and concerning free will
Coelestin, it is true, in answer to this applitions were not fulfilled.
cation, published, in the year 431,^ a letter to the Gallic bishops.
In this letter, he complains that several presbyters, of whom he s[ieaks
with some contempt, had been allowed the liberty to set in agitation
Quite in the spirit of the Roman church
certain curious questions.^
;

felt

;

1

As

he himself alleges, he had already

on some

earlier occasion decided in like

a certain bishop
Tuentius, which has not reached our times,

manner

in a responcum to

All quesIndiscipliiiataj qnaestioncs.
on the subject why God- bestowed his
grace on some and not on others all such
questions, which were not to be disposed
-

tions

;
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he considers

it a great scandal that presbyters should wish to set
themselves up as teachers of the bishops and he ascribes it chieflj
to the fault of these latter, that presbyters presumed to make themselves so important.
Doubtless it mii^ht be, he says, that some of
them had but recently left the ranks of the laity, and hence had not
yet become fully aware of what belonged to them as bishops.
And
he intimates a suspicion, which the accusers of the Semi-Pelagians
had probably found it convenient to insinuate, that several among
themselves might be inclined to the same errors.
He moreover expressed, in strong terms, his respect for Augustin, who, by his predecessors also, had been considered to belong among the most eminent
teachers of the church.
But notwithstanding all this, the decisions
of the Roman bishop were still so indefinite, that the opponents of
Semi-Pelagianism could derive from them but Httle advantage.
;

Coelestin, indeed, forbore to enter into a particular description of the
doctrines of those presbyters against whom he inveighed.
What he

understood by the expression " curious questions," was left wholly in
the dark
and the Semi-Pelagians accused their opponents of this
very thing, namely, that instead of holding fast to matters of practical moment, they busied themselves with such questions.
He had
said. Let the spirit of innovation
adding, if there is such a spirit
cease to attack the ancient doctrine.^
But still it was left undefined
what was to be understood by the ancient and what by the hovel doctrines.
The Semi-Pelagians, in fact, also asserted,
and they could
do it in some respects with even more justice than their opponents,
that by them the ancient doctrine of the church was defended against
the false doctrine recently introduced concerning absolute predestination, and against the denial of free will
tenets wholly unknown to
the ancient church.
As a matter of course, therefore, the SemiPelagians might interpret these decisions as being in favor of their
own scheme of doctrine and so, accordingly, they did interpret
them.'-^
The Vincentius already mentioned, who had been educated
at a cloister on the island of Lerins in Provence, which was one of
the most distinguished seats of Serai-Pelagianism, seems also to have
given the decision this interpretation
and it was, perhaps, at the
fiercest stage of this controversy, in the year 434,^ that he wrote his
famous Commonitorium, if not with the single, yet with the special
or partial design of applying a principle to the refutation of Augustin's doctrine of predestination which was recognized by Augustin
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

of by reference to the secret incoraprehenGod, belonged, in fact,
according to the judgment of such men as
Piosper, to this class; and Coelestin here
speaks at first only in the language of the
sible counsels of

cision of the

Roman

advantage.

Coelestin

bishop to their

— said

they,

own
as

it

1 Desinat, si ita res sunt, incessere novitas vetustatem.

would seem as if we must gather from his
language
had by no means approved, by
that eulogium of Augustin, all his writings,
with reference to the doctrines which they
contained; and if he approved the earlier
ones, he could not the later, in which Au-

- Prosper himself, in his book against
Collator (§ 3), gives it to be understood
that many Semi-Pelagians, by a maligna
iWer/)»-e/ai/o, contrived to explain this'de-

gustin himself set the nowfas in opposition
to the vetiistas.
^ See, chap, 42, his own chronological
statement.

accusers.

_

—
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himself; namely, that the subjective views of a church teacher, however holy and hio;hly <:ifted, could yet establish nothin;^ in ojiposition
the ancient and hitherto universally prevailing!; doctrine of the
churrh and that sucii views would ever continue to be nothins; more
than private opinions (see above, p. 210), unless accompanied by the
marks of antiquity, universality, and j^enoral consent (antiquitas,
to

;

universalitas, consentio).^

Hilary and Prosper had now

Since

made

journey

a

the express purjjose of piocnring a favorable decision,

to

Rome

for

— and, we may

they would spare no pains to accomplish tlieir obmore conHdcntly conclude, that the llonian bishop
had ;rood reasons for not expressing; himself more definitely and decidedly on this disputed question, when he had assumed a tone so
take

ject,

for granted,

it

— we may

tiie

the Nestorian controversy.^
The only course
Prosper was to contend against the Semi-Pelagians by means of his writings.'^
This pen controversy could lead t(
no mutual understanding where the antagonism was so deeply rooted
in the inward life and in thought.
Prosper now sought, since he
entirely

different in

which remained

for

1 Vincentius enables us to discover his
connection with the Semi-Pelagian party,
by naming among the false teachers only
Pelagius and Coelestius, but not their pretended offshoots the Send- Pelagians and
by neglecting to mention Augustin among
the many church teachers who are praised
by him. Thus now, too, at the end of the
second section of his Commonitorium, of
which only a small fragment has been preserved, he cites that passage from the letter
Alof Ccelestin to the Prench bishops.
though he does not explain any further,
even in this passage, what Cadestin meant
by the term " novitas," but chooses to leave
the more particular application to each individual himself; yet he certainly betrays
here the Semi-Pelagian forced by the au;

thority of

Augustin

t(j

tread

somewhat

too

A

person of the same opinions with
Prosper would have expressed himself

softly.

doubtless in this case more strongly and
distinctly, and the more, as he must have
been aware that his opponents turned the
vagueness of that passage to their own account. Moreover, in explaining the phrase,
" si ita res est," he discovers the SemiPelagian, who considered the charge to be
without foundation. Most probably it was
from this Vincentius that the capituia

:tionum Vincentianarum proceeded
which a small tract of Prosper was

airainst

directed.
- If the collection of decisions by Roman
bishops and North African council's against
the doctrines of Pelagius and Coelestius,

which

is

united in several of the older col-

lections of ecclesiastical laws with this letter of Ccelestin, really belonged to the
same, Ccelestin would "beyond all question
have expressed himself in a more distinct

manner

:

for this collection has manifestly

whole Augusscheme of the doctrine of grace in

for its object to establish the

tinian

opposition to the Semi-Pelagians because
these accused Augustin of having overstepped the proper limits, and because
they, moreover, contrived to interpret the
authority of the Roman bishojis in their
;

But the way in which Coelesconcludes, shows clearly that
after.
In this additional clause itself, is exhibited a different
tone of language fponi that which we are

own

i*nse.

tin's

letter

nothing was to follow

accustomed to meet with in Roman bishand Prosper, who, as we have remarked, api>eals to the letter of Ccelestin,
would assuredly not have omitted to mention this clause, if he had known it as one
which ])r()ceeded from Ccelestin. We canops

;

not doubt,

tlierefore, that

later addition

;

might be that

this

piece

is

and from whomsoever

a
it

very old appendix, belonging to the very time of these
controversies, proceeded, it still remains
worthy of notice that its author professes
indeed the doctrine of that grace of God
from whose agency nothing is to he excluded, but that he does not, however, declare himself in favor of the doctrine of
but rather exal>solnte predestimuion
pressly avoids the inquiry as un])rofi table.
when he says Profundiores vero difficiliorcsque partes incurrentium qua.>stionum,
this certainly

;

:

quas latins

pertractarunt, qui

horeticis

non audemus contemnerc,
non necessc habcmus adstrucre.

restiterunt, sicut
ita

» His writings
against Cassian
liber
contra Collatorem his resjionsum ad capitula Gallorum the tract already mentioned against Vincentius his epistola ad
;

;

;

;

Rufinum.
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could not attain nis object through his writings, to accomplish what he
to carry through with the bishop Coelestin, by
means of his successor, Sixtus. He endeavored to prevail on him to
finish the work of his predecessors, and annihilate the last remains of

had vainly endeavored

As

his predecessors had suppressed the open Pelaought to suppress altogether the concealed Pelagians, since this work had been reserved for him by divine Providence.^
But neither did he succeed as yet in carrying this point.
The writings of Prosper testify of the endeavor to place the system of Augustin, which was accused of so great harshness, in .the most
favorable light, to guard it against all the charges laid against it by
the Semi-Pelagians, by which the latter were wont to appeal to the
miiversal feeling.
These were accustomed to say, for example
According to this doctrine, God has created only a small portion of
mankind for eternal happiness, and the rest for damnation God has
he is the author of sin
predestinated these latter to sin
Christ has
died, not for the salvation of all men, but only for the redemption of
this small and determinate portion of them.
On the other hand,
Prosper labored with great skill and effect to avoid everything in
the exposition of this scheme which might seem repulsive to the
although we must admit he rather concealed
Christian feelings
all
the difficulties by happy turns and forms of expression, than

Pelagianism.

gians, so iSixtus

:

;

;

;

;

really avoided

them

in the material contents of the thought.

charge that

God was made

gustin had

done, by

The

the author of sin, he evaded, as Auderiving all sin from a free act of Adam.^

God's predestination and his foreknowledge were by no means to
In reference to that which has its
be considered as identical.
ground in God himself, goodness, as the bestowment of his grace,
and just judgment, were undoubtedly both one. But the case was
otherwise in reference to sin, which has its ground in the will of the
and in relation to this, we can speak only of the divine
creature
But should any be now disposed to find an arbiforeknowledge.
trary will standing in contradiction with the idea of a holy God, in
;

1 Confidimus Domini protectione pr^standum, ut qaod operatus est in Innocen-

operetur in Sixto, ct in custodia
Dominici gregis hiec sit pars glorise huic
reservata pastori, ut sicut illi lupos abegere manifestos, ita hie depellat occultos.
tio cast.,

— Hujusmodi hominum
disputationem studio,
privilegio resistendum

pravitati

quam
est.

non

tarn

auctoritatum
C. Collator, c.

21, § 4.

If indeed Prosper had been disposed to
proceed consisteutiv, after the same manner in which he derived his conception of
grace, as opposed to the Semi-Pelagian
views, from the doctrine of an almighty
power of God excluding everything of the
2

-i-^-^i^^-

'^ an
""
"
absolute
and of
nature of" conditions,
dependence of the creature, he must have
'

eome

'

at last to consider all the

erations of

niwara op-

God on human nature

lutelv unconditioned

from

as absothe first, and at

every point of time, and accordingly also
as wholly excluding, even in the case of
the free self-determination of the
will.
See the remarkable passage in the
carmen de ingratis, v. 370.
ought not
says
to regard God's agency upon man
he
as so feeble a thing as that of one
man upon another, when by his words he
seeks to produce love or hatred or any
other affection in the heart of another, so
that, the speaker is unable really to communicate this affection to the other, but it
depends on the other, to yield himself to
this affection or not.
It is not so with divine grace, which is almighty this employs all subordinate causes only as its
.
.^ is not dependent on them.
instruments,

Adam,

We

—

—

:

^^^^ ^^^^ consummat opus, cui tempus agendi
Sempei-adest, qvu-B gosta velit: non moribus il"
non causis anceps suspenditur uUis
V.SS*.

Fit mora,
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who stood in the hke condition of alienation from
him, he rescued some by his grace, and left the others to their merited
destruction, Prosper answers
Men's minds would easily be set at rest,
were it but held fast as an incontrovertible maxim of faith, that with
God there is no place for arbitrary will nothin;^ he does can stand in
the fact that, of those

:

:

contradiction with his holiness and justice
and that no salvation is to
be found without the grace of Christ.
But as our Theodicee must faD
to explain many things which take place in the life of nations and of
individuals, while still we are not perplexed or hindered in our faith in
:

God's wisdom and holiness so here, too, we must cling fast to our faith,
although it may be impossible for us to fathom or comprehend the
counsels according to which God disi)enses that grace.
Well for us,
could we but acknowledge the limited nature of our present knowledge
of divine things.^
Prosper charged his opponents, as they did him,
;

with attempting, in opposition to the apostle Paul, to explore the unsearchable judgments of God.
He said, instead of searching into the
deep things of the hidden God, and losing ourselves in a labyrinth of
unanswerable (questions, we ought rather to employ our thoughts on the
ample range of revealed grace, and hold fast to that which the apostle
Paul declares
God wills that all men should be saved. This will of
God is revealed in the fact of his having provided men with all the
means of coming to the knowledge of himself, whether it is revelation
by the gospel, by the law, or by the works of creation. But, verily,
by all these means, they cannot be led to salvation without the grace
which gives them faith. Thus was there here already brought to view,
the germ of that distinction between a will of God universally revealed
and conditioned, and a secret, special, and unconditioned will of God
All
the former being, in fact, taken up and absorbed^by the latter.
but we
these shifts and turns were not strictly peculiar to Prosper
a
here discern in him only the apt and skillfid disciple of Augustin,
disciple who well uuilerstood how to seize, to combine, and to distribute
the scattered thoughts of his master.
This tempered exhibition, aiming to avoid the repulsive asjiects of
the Augustinian scheme, which jiroceeded from Prosper, had maniOut
festly an important influence on the course of this controversy.
of the germs contained in the writings of Prosper, was formed a still
more refined and happily conceived exhibition of this system, executed
This is set
with great spirit, and based upon conciliatory motives.
forth in a work entitled. The Call of all the Nations, (de vocatione
omnium gentium,) the author of which is not certainly known.'^ This
'^

:

;

—

;

^

Non

ergo instamus clausis, nee operta prooaci
cure, satis est opera oninipou!iuis

L'rgi-iiius

Cernereetauctoremcuncwnimno^bonorum..<q.
-

8.

Ues]) (iisioiies ad capitular Giillorum, c.
Prolitenti^r sibi scrutihilia judicia Dei

et vestij^ahiles vias ejus.
* The comj)arison of

this
remarkable
the writings of Prosper shows,
without doubt, a <:reat a;,'reement lictween
the former and the latter in fundamental

work with

—

and many sinjrle thou;,'hts also occur
with the same applifiiiion in ihe two kinds
of writinR. But tlie author seems to he a
person who had not previouslv taken part
in these disputes, hut who, afier hey had
been Roinj; on now for a lonj; time, felt
himself called upon to make tlic experiment,
whether he could not by a cerlain mode of
exhibition provide some way for re<oiiciling
the opposite views on the disputed <loetrines.
This docs aot suit the case of Prosper, who
ideas

;

i
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work evidently proceeded,
duction, from a person

as the author hhiQself intimates in the intro-

who was seeking

to

bring about a reconciliation

—

between the two parties so fiercely opposed to each other,
and that
certainly with a decided leaning to the Augustinian system of doctrine,
for the fundamental ideas of which he labored to procure a more general admission, by exhibiting them in a dress and in a combination
pecidiar to himself taking pains to divest them of everything which exposed them to the censures of the Semi-Pelagians, and which served to
That he might more
give those censures a more plausible appearance.
easily effect his object, to act as a mediator, he refrained from all allusion to Augustin, though the authority of that father must certainly
have stood very high with him. In general, he was remarkably dis
tinguished for his predominant dialectic method, which was independent of all church authorities.
He endeavored in the first place to show, that an entire harmony
subsisted between the doctrines of grace and of free-will, so that the
Take away the freeone could not be maintained without the other.
will, and no organ would be left for the expression or existence of the
Take away gi-ace, and the fountain-head would be wanttrue virtues.
He next proceeds
ing, from whence everything truly good must flow.
to distinguish three different bents of will, and corresponding positions
The lowest stage or position is that of a will directed solely
of men.
;

to the things of sense

(the voluntas sensualis)

;

next follows the will

which rises above the things of sense, but is still left to itself, and bent
the will which has not, as yet,
on its own ends (voluntas animalis),
been attracted and pervaded by the godlike element. The more
active man's changeable will, the more easily is it carried away by evil,
The
so long as it is not governed by the unchangeable will of God.
third stage or position is that of a will attracted and actuated by the
godlike,
the will which the Spirit of God, with whom the man has
come into communion, employs as his organ (the voluntas spiritalis).
By virtue of this, man comes to refer himself, his whole life, and every-

—

—

from the first had been at the liead of one
of the two parties. Moreover, it does not
character of Prosper, as

accord with tlie
appears in his acknowledged and genuine
writings, that the author of the work in
question refrains from all violent attacks
upon his opponents that he cites absolutely
no authorities, and passes over Augustin iii
it

;

To this must be added the
entire silence.
Now, it is true that
difference of stvle.
ancient manuscripts ascribe the work to
Prosper; but. on the other hand, there are
still older ones which ascribe it to Ambrose,
to whom it could not be ascribed without a
It is accordingly evisorry anachronism.
dent that the authority of manuscripts cannot pass in this case as historical testimony,
Owing to its contents, the work obtained a
hence, too, the Roman
great reputation,
bishd]! Gclasius cite< it among the books of
ap]jroved orthodoxy.
But inasmuch as

—

there was no historical tradition respecting
the author's person, Gehisius himself citing
it as an anonymous work, men were readily
disposed to ascribe it to some approved
church teacher, and it was at least a more
felicitous
and well-grounded conjecture
If we folwhicli made Prosper its author.
low the internal evidence, a certain resembexpression
gives
some
of
thought
and
lance
color of probability to the conjecture of
wrote
this
Quesnel, that Leo the Great
book, while he was a deacon. But in this
still
work
sliould
recase the fact that the
main anonymous is still more surprising
and It may be asked, whether everything is
not sufficiently explained, if we suppose
that the book was written by a theologian,
unknown to us, belonging to the second
half of the fifth century, and who was an
earnest student of the wruings of Prosper
and of Leo the Great.
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only the godlike.

This

Here all becomes divine and
Him who has bestowed it, human in

of

all virtue.

human divine in reference to
reference to him who has received it.^
Grace, which bestows this
divine Ufe on man, works upon and within him, not by a compulsory or
magical influence, but in a way altogether in harmony with the laws of his
nature.
The nature of the human will, as such, has not been destroyed
all

;

by the

form remains the same
and it is simj^ly by appropriatgrace works upon him and witliin him. At first, it operates
in various ways, to })rcijare the will so as to be ready to receive its
gifts
for Avithout the cooperation of the will, there can be no virtue.
Now this work distinguishes two kinds of grace and this distinction
itself belongs to the peculiarity of the method whereby the author
seeks to banish the ai)pearance of particularisni from the system of
Augustin
although the peculiarity in this case consists merely in the
form of expression and the more complete exposition,
the principal
thoughts having been presented already by Prosper.
He institutes a
distinction, to wit, between general grace ^ and special grace.*
By
the first, God leads all men to the knowledge of himself
and thereby
he reveals his will, that all men should come to the knowledge of the
This general grace consists in the revelation which
truth and be saved.
God has made of himself to the rational spirit by the works of creation.
The Spirit of God, in whom we live, move, and have our being, fills all
But the sense and import of this outward revelation of God
things.^
could still be only understood by man, by virtue of the inner revelation
of God in the human heart, only through the consciousness of God in
ing

fall

;

its

;

this, that

"^

;

;

—

;

;

the mind

Thus

itself.

it

came about,

visible

testimonies also

the spirit only

maketh

manand by these
killeth, and that

that the greatest portion of

kind neither understood nor followed

this

law of Gtod

;

we must learn, that the letter
The author recognizes, then, a

alive.

universal

inward revelation of God as the original source of all religion. But in
as much as men, by the darkening of their own understandings, became
estranged again from this heavenly light shiuing within them, this sense
It still remains true, that
of God was again suppressed or falsified.*'
none can attain to salvation otherwise than by that special grace
Omnis actio ad unum rcfertur, et quod
unum ref'ertur, utriusque est, quia nee a
Deo alienaii potest quod dedit, nee ah hoin1

ad

A

found
to Demetrias (wliich, too, was

ine

quod

in

the letter
ascribed to

acfcpit.

f'alsely

like

sentiment

Ambrose,

))ut

have come from the same author)
Spiritus

is

seems
:

to

lm|)let

Sanctusprganumsuum.et tanquam

chordarum, tan;^it dij^itus Dei corda
Banctorum. This moral fellowship of man
with God is rc|)rescnied, as in the quotation
made above from Prosper, to be an aniicifila

paiion of the eternal

dubie

life,

on earth: Nee

jam ex majjjna parte in
beatitudinis est constituta con-

ista sulijectio

illius futura;

sortio, ubi

Dens

erit

omnia

in

omnibus.

^ Ut in eo quern vcicat, primum sibi receptricem et fumulam donorum suorum
praeparet voluntatem.

*

Gratia generalis, generalia gratiae aux-

ilia.

Gratia speciaiis, dona, auxilia specialia.
^ Inipicnte omnia Spiritu Dei, in
quo
vivimus, movemur, et sumus. Per quiE humaiiis cordibus qusedam aiternae le;,'is tabulie praebebaniur, ut in pa<,'inis elemeiitoruni
ac voluminibus temporum, communis et
publiea divina; instiiutionis doetrina legere*

tur.

Quod illuminante Dei gratia invenerant,
obccecante superbia perdiderunt. Kelapsi a
superna luce ad tenebrassuas. In the letter
to Demetrias: In pulchritudineca'li et tcnae
qnajdam sunt paginae, ad omnium oculos
•'

et auctorcm suum nuriquam tacentes, quarum protestatio doetrinam imitatur maj,'isirorum et elocjuia scrip-

semper patentcs,

turaruiu.

Sed guid(qiiid)

illud

est,

quo
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bj which man's

(gratia specialis)

becomes transformed through

will

we ask why this grace is imparted to some and not to others among the great mass of mankind,
who are alike alienated from God, and how this is to be reconciled
with God's revealed will that all should be saved ; we can obtain no
other answer than that here, as in innumerable other cases, we perceive
faith in

Christ into a spiritual

will.

If

the fact, without being able to explore the cause
ble other things, knoAvledge lingers behind faith

;

;

that, as in

innumera-

that our knowledge

is

We

but in part.
must stand fast by the faith, that God everywhere acts
according to his own infinite justice and wisdom
although the question
hotv may be wholly beyond the reach of our penetration. In this very
thing it behooves us to show the strength of our faith in God's justice and
;

wisdom, that by these
sent earthly
disturbed.^

difficulties,

which admit of no solution in our preto be perplexed or

we still do not sufler ourselves
When we are so disposed as neither
life,

which are revealed, nor

to

to

deny the things

explore those that are hidden,

we

find our-

selves in the right relation to truth.

While, as we have described, the prudent defenders of Augustin's
particulai^ly interested in carefully guarding against all
those conclusions calculated to revolt the religious and moral feelings
common to all men, and so easily capable of being shown to be practically mischievous, which had been charged upon the system by its
so it was natural, on the other hand, that the opponents
enemies
would be very unwilling to be deprived of an advantage which, on
account of the impression it produced on most minds, was so important
to thetn, and, in spite of all these logical distinctions which had been
brought to bear against them, would still believe themselves obliged
not to give up the defence and justification of these conclusions. When
we learn, then, that writers of a decidedly Semi-Pelagian stamp, living
in Gaul in the last half of the fifth century ,2 represent those very tenets
which were repudiated by the above-named defenders of Augustin's
scheme, and called unfair inferences from their doctrine, as the tenets
of a newly-risen sect, styled Predestinatians (Prffidestinati or Prsedestinatiani), we might be easily led to conjecture that the Predestinatians,
so called, were none other than the defenders of Augustin's doctrine
that their opponents in this period, as in earlier
of predestination
times, took the liberty of charging them with their own inferences from
the doctrine they taught, as this doctrine itself and that they invented
a distj-tictive sectarian name for the defenders of such a doctrine, in
order that they might stigmatize it as heretical, without seeming to
interfere with the universally acknowledged authority of Augustin, and

scheme were

;

;

;

corporeorum sensuum exteriora pulsantur,
in agro cordis, cui impenditur ista cultura,
ncc radicem potest fi.irere, nee gernien emittere. nisi ille

summus

et venis agiicola po-

tentiam siii operis adhilmerit et ad vitalem
profectum qua; sunt plantata perduxei-it.
' Latet discretionis
ratio; sed non latet
Non intcUigimns judicanipsa discretio.
Quid calumtern: sed videmusoperantem.

«iamur juslitiae

occultse, qui gratias

debemus

misericordise manifestae

sum

?

— Quanto hoc

difiiciliore intellectu capiiur,

ip-

tanto fide

laudabiliore cieditur.

-.As for exami)le, the younger Arnobius,
presently to be mentioned, author of the
Praidestinatus.
Commentar. in Psalm. 146,
f 327, bibliotheca patrum Lugdun.T. VIII.

Nota

tlbi.

Predestinate, quod loquor

Faustus Rhegiensis.

— and
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'

thus also convert the detested doctrine of predestination itself into a
heresy.
This conjecture would seem to be confirmed by our observing
that those persons who speak of a heresy of the Predestinatians, in no

way

distinguish the doctrine of predestination, apprehended according

from such extravagant inferences derived from it
.but ever speak of the doctrine of absolute predestination, in itself considered, only as a doctrine apyirehended in that form in which it
to its original sense,

appears to them as a Predestinatiau heresy.^ But the mere possibility
of such an explanation would still not warrant us in the conclusion, that
the fact was actually so.
It would certainly not be unnatural to conceive, that all the advocates of tlie doctrine of absolute predestination

would not conduct with the prudence and caution of an Augustin, a
Prosper, and the author of the book De vocatione gentium.
A doctrine
Hke tliis might, in its further spread, easily gain fanatical adherents,
who, abandoning themselves to a single one-sided direction of religious
feeling, wonld assume an offensive position towards the harmonious sentiment of religion, as it is grounded in the essence of man's nature, and
was brought to consciousness by Christianity; and thus suffer themselves
to be misled into the error of pushing the doctrine of absolute predestination, in their own statement of it, to that revolting extreme of harshZealots, who were ready to sacrifice to their interest for this
ness.

dogma the interests of the universal Christian faith,
might, especially by their uncompromising opposition to Semi-Pelagianism, be driven to this extreme, as the like has often happened in other
Now an appearance of the doctrine they so detested in this new
cases.
form would be extremely welcome to the Semi-Pelagians, since they
could take advantage of it for the purpose of representing their own
single Christian

inferences from the doctrine as the actual tenets of the party they contended against, and as their prevailing, generally acknowledged principles

;

making

and

their

own

interest would

naturally prevent them

from

the distinction which justice required between the genuine and

But, after all, it might still remain
spurious disciples of Augustin.
doubtful, whether in truth there was a sect of Predestinatians in the
sense above described, or whether the existence of such a sect was

merely an invention due to the Semi-Pelagian unfairness of inference.
The reasons for and against the latter presumption would still continue
to counterbalance each other, and we should still want the documentary
This evievidence necessary to establish the existence of such a sect.
dence, however, has been found, since the publication of a small tract,
composed by one of these Predestinatians, in which the mode of thinking
and of expression peculiar to these people is very clearly set forth.^ In
book, the. doctrine of absolute predestination is certainly expressed
and cVery possible expression purposely sought
The work not only deafter which can grate on the moral feelings.
this

in the sternest asperity,

parts throughout, in style of representation, from the style and
1 Thus the two things are put too:ether by
in Ps. 117, f. 305: Praedestinationcin docere et libeium hotninis arbitrium
infnng'jre,libertateni arbitrii itaexcludere, ut

Arnohius

method

peccantes existimet Dei ahjectione peocarc.
* The second book of the work entitled
Prsedestinatus, publislicd by the Jesuit Sirmond, 1643.
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of Augustin, so distinguished for logical skill and a delicate regard to

but also a difference of doctrine on one point lies
The principle3
whole peculiarity of representation.
expressed in it lead to the hypothesis of a divine predetermination, cutting
oif all free self-determination from the creature, and all contingency.
But such delicacy of moral feeling can hardly be supposed in this
writer, as we find in Augustin, Avhlch would lead him to be inconsistent
with himself, and make the will of Adam an exception from that principle.^
He knew of no difference betwixt foreknowledge and predestination.
God predestined man to righteousness or to sin ; since otherwise we must suppose that God, without foreknowledge, created men
who could act differently from what he pleased. God remains undefeated in his will, while, on the other hand, man is constantly defeated.
If, then, you acknowledge that God cannot be defeated in his counsels,
you must also acknowledge that men cannot be other than that for
Hence we conclude, that those persons
which God has created them.
whom God has once destined to life, even though they are neglectful,
though they sin, though they ivill not, shall yet, against their will, be
conducted to life but those whom he has predestined to death, although
the moral feelings

;

at the basis of its

;

they run, although they hasten, yet labor in vain. He gives the follow" Judas heard daily the word of life he daily lived
ing illustration
he daily heard his admonitions, daily witin the society of our Lord
but because he was predetermined to death, he
nessed his miracles
Saul, on the other hand,
was suddenly overthrown by a single blow.
who daily stoned the Christians, and laid waste their churches, wa&
suddenly made a' vessel of election, because he had been predestined to
life.
Why fearest thou then," he proceeds, " thou who continuest
Or why art thou,
If God vouchsafes it, thou shalt be holy.
in sin ?
who livest a holy life, overburthened with concern, as if thy concern
If God does not will it, thou shalt not fall."
could preserve thee ?
Perhaps with reference to the Semi-Pelagian opponents, who were so
" Wilt thou, who art holy,
highly respected as zealous monks, he says
:

;

;

;

:

busiest thyself day and
night with prayer, fasting, reading of the scriptures, and all manner of
holy discipline, wilt thou be saved by these efforts of thine ? Wilt thou
be hoher than Judas ?
Cease,
man cease, I say, to be careful for
With a view to
thy virtue, and securely confide in the will of God."
extol predestination and the arbitrariness of grace, he depreciates the

and takest pains that thou mayest not

fall,

who

!

work of redemption.
fall

of

Adam,

merely

that

it

Human nature was so entirely corrupted by the
obtained a restoration by Christ, not in reality, but

in hope.

who has been the means of transmitting to us this remarkbook, together with a preliminary brief description of the most
important older heresies,^ and a refutation of the book in question, was
and expresses with great freedom and
evidently a Semi-Pelagian

The

writer

able

;

1 Probably
we have here, therefore, a
forerunner of the Supralapsarians, after-

ward-i so called.
''
Among these appear, indeed, the Pela-

gians but the Semi-Pelagians, to whom
the author himself belonged, are of course
wanting. The Prajdestinatians constitute
;

the ninetieth and last heresy.
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boldness his

Augustin.

by

own

He

docti-inal views,

which

differ entirely

from those of

holds to a prevenient grace only in so far as

— preceding

—

is

meant

merit on man's part
manifested in
redemption, without which no man could obtain salvation.^
The grace
of God, too, bestows immeasurably more than all that we can do,
to make ourselves befitting subjects of it
but still it depends on the
will of the individual, whether he receives it or not.
It is the same as
wlien one distributes alms, and is willing to bestow them on all, if they
will but stretch forth their hands to take what is offered.
Would a
poor man, then, who has run forward, taken the alms and thereby
the grace

it,

all

;

rich, be able to say
I have become rich by my own lal)or,
because I willed and ran ? No. He would be obliged to say
I have
received nothing on the score of tlie desert of my willing or running but
I am indebted for all solely to the grace of him who l)estowed his gifts
on me. In this sense are to be understood the words of the apostle Paul,
16.
in Romans 9
In opposition to those Predestinatians who had
adduced the conversion of Paul as an example of grace operating in a
sudden and irresistible manner, he endeavoi-s to show, that for this
operation of grace, the way had been prepared, and the necessary comlifor although
tions provided, in the antecedent bent of the will of Paul
he persecuted the Christians, yet that which impelled him to do so wa»
though a zeal misguided by want of correct knowla buraing zeal
not, as the Predestinafor the cause of God, 1 Tim. 1
13,
edge
tians supposed, a spirit of Cain, but a spirit of Elijah, which already

become

:

:

;

:

;

—

—

—

:

contained the germ of the apostolic spirit.^
According to the testimony of this Semi-Pelagian, the Predestinatian
tract above mentioned was forged under the name of Augustin, and
had been already condemned by the sentence of the Roman bishop
The adherents of this Predestinatian doctrine, who are
Coelestin.
represented as being extremely few in number, are said to have circulated this tract stealthily, as containing a doctrine which all were not
able to comprehend, and by means of it to have opened the way for

among women.
must admit the transmission of this Predestinatian tract by a
Semi-Pelagian writer might once more excite our suspicions of its
genuineness, and lead us to surmise that the Semi-Pelagian had himself
composed the work which he refuted, for the purpose of confirming the
report of the Predestinatian heresy, and of placing that heresy in the
But the truth is, that not only the marks of a
most hateful light.
w ell-defined, living, and personal character are too plain in this work to
admit of any such supposition, but also many passages occur in it,
which a Semi-Pelagian, who was aiming to exhibit the doctrine of abso
lute predestination in a hateful light, would certainly have expressed
Dtherwise.*^ Still, the work is not of that stamp which would lead us to
suppose that the author meant to have it considered as a production of
their opinions, particularly

We

1

Qisi

Quill

non haberet homo hoc ipsum

uniLTonitus

ttibus

officinam

velle,

nobis de coelo veniens,

su»

gratiie reserasset.

cm-

^

jam mentis

apostolicis plenus, vas dec-

tionis erat.
^

The

places where predestination

rived from foreknowledge.

VOL.

II.

45

is

de-

ARNOBIUS.
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Augustin
and this circumstance again is another mark in favor of its
genuineness
it is a proof that the iSemi-Pelagian ascribed to the work,
in which he had no hand himself, a design not really intended by the
author of it.
Furthermore, the advocate of the doctrine of absolute
predestination was under no necessity of forging writings under Augustin's name for the purpose of supporting that tenet, since he could find
arguments enough in Augustin'c genuine productions. The SemiPelagian interest was opposed to the acknowledgment of this
it was
far more inviting to represent the matter as if it was first necessary
to forge a tract under the name of Augustin, in order to gain the
advantage of possessing in him a direct witness in favor of that
;

:

;

doctrine.^

Among the

men of the Semi-Pelagian party in the second
century belonged Faustus, Avho had been educated as
a monk in the cloister of Lerins, and who, in the year 454, became
bishop of Rhegium (Reji, Riez),^ in Provence; a man who, by his
practical Christian spirit and his active and devoted zeal, was the
means o'f great good in that whole region, amid the devastating inroads
He was drawn into a dispute with a certain presof wandering tribes.
byter Lucidus, who was reckoned among the party of the Predestinahalf of the

distinguished

fifth

and had exhibited the doctrine of absolute predestination in the
most uncompromising language.'^ In vain had Faustus attempted by
oral argumentations to induce him to recant the errors laid to his
tians,

the doctrine on these points
is to be found in the commentary of
younger Arnobius, an ecclesiastic who
came probably from a (Joister of the SemiPelagians in Southern France, and the doctrine of the Semi-Pelagian just mentioned,
1

Between

whicli

the

we may

certainly discern a very striking
agreement. Arnobius, too, represents the
grace of redemption generally as being the

gratia praevenii'ns, the gratia Dei generalis,

antecedens omnium hominum honam volunMoreover, he
tatem. In Ps. 147, f. 327.
exhibits the doctrine of absolute predestination only in the form of Predestinatianism,
and calls the defenders of it heretics. In
Tlie commentaries on Ps.
Ps. 77, f. 280.
117, Ps. 147, and Ps. 126, compared with
the second and third books of the Predesti-

natus. inove also that Arnobius had this
woik before him; but the reasons are less
for considering him to have been its author.
- This Faustus deserves notice also on
account of his dispute concerning the corHe affirmed, as
poreality of the soul.
others before him had already done, (e. g.
8, and
Hilary of Poictiers on Maith. 5
even Didymus in his work de Trinitate, 1.
0/ uyyt'k'koi nvev/iara, /ca)9d Trpof
II. c. 4
if/iai uaufxarui, aufiaTa tnovpuvia did rd
aiTELpug ankxEi.v tov uKTiarov -vtvfidTog,)
that God alone is a pure spirit; in the
essential nature of finitude is grounded lim:

:

as by time (a begmning of exisand hence all
so also by space
creatures are corporeal beings, the higher
He was led by
spirits as well as souls.
his controversies with the Arians of the
itation

tence),

;

German tribes, who were then spreading
themselves in these countries, to unfold
these views still farther: for he supposed he
could demonstrate that if equality of essence with the Father was not asciibed to
the Logos, it would be necessary to regard
him as a corporeal being. He found an
ojiponent who surpassed him in philosophical spirit, in the presbyter Claudianus Maniertus of Vienna, a man on whom the
speculative spirit of Augustin had exerted
a great influence. He wrote against FausHere, too,
tus his work de statu animse.
we may perceive indications of the kindred
bent of mind among the Serai-Pelagians,
and of the opposition of their way of
So, too, the
thinking to that of Augustin.
Semi-Pelagian Arnobius (Commrntar. in
Ps. 77) couples together the attriiintes: SoDeus immensus est et incorporeus.
^ Faustus says expressly that the council
of Aries was called together for the purpose
of condemning the false doctrine of absoIn the letter to thb
lute predestination.
bishop Ijcontius of Aries, he says In conlus

:

demnando

praedestinationis errore.
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charge.
At length, however, he was prevailed upon by the authority
of a council held at Aries, in 475, to lay down the required confession

and positive propositions.
Commissioned by this council and another held in the same year at
Lyons, Faustus now endeavored to expound the correct system of doctrine on the disputed points, hi his work Do gratia Dei et humanae
in negative

mentis libero arbitrio.'

Although

in this book he adopted the Semi-Pelagian mode of
above described with regard to the relation of tlie free
yet he unfolded this scheme in a way {leculiar to
will to grace
himself.
If he did not always content himself with the sharpness
and severity of systematic thought, he yet distinguishes bimself
by the way in which, refraining irom every partial e.xaggeratitm, he
sought to api>rehend the supernatural in harmony with the natural, tlie redemption in harmony with that which belongs to the orig*'
As the same Being." says he, '• is both Creator and
inal creation.
Redeemer ; so one and the same Being is to be adored both in the
work of creation and of redemption.^ Among the attributes which, as
expressing the image of God, could not be destroyed in human nature,
he reckons preeminently the free-will.
But even before the fall, the
free-will was insufficient without the aid of grace, and still less can

exposition

;

at present, since sin has entered, suffice by its own strength for the
attainment of salvation.
It has now lost its original power
yet it is
not, in itself, destroyed
it is not altogether shut out from the divine
gifts, but only it must strive once more to obtain them by intense efforts
it

;

;

and the divine assistance. Like the author of the work De vocatione
gentium, he makes a distinction between general grace (gratia generalis),
a term by which he designates the religioso-moral capability,
which God has furnished to man's nature, and which, too, has not been

—

1 Amoiiir the last occurs also the followProtitcor etiani aeternos ijjjnes et infernales flanimas factis capitalihus praeparatos,

ing:

:

quia perseverantes in finemhunianasculpas
merito sequitur divina sententia. Now, as

we may

in <>eneral infer from the character
of the positive propositions which Lucidus
was obliired to confess, the character of the
opposite ones which he had taught, or, at
least, was accused of having taught, so we
may in the same way draw some probable
Eiconclusion from t'his proposition.

may have said, in order to set
the unconditioned will of
absolute predestination, that those
died in baptism, and as orthodox members of the Catholic church, though they
lived to the very end in wickedness, would
still finally be made happy; while those, on
the contrary, who among heathen nations
had led lives which seemed to be ever so
virtuous, would be damned, which indeed
was the farthest possible removed from the
or he had simply apspirit of Augustin
thcr Lucidus

diNtinctly forth

God
who

in

;

—

pealed to the fact,
as was done also by
other advocates of the doctrine of absolute
predestination in this period,
that, while
many who had led a virtuous life till near
the close of their earthly existence fell at
last, because they lacked the donum pcrseverantia;,
into
some grievous sin. died
with it cleaving to them, and hence were
lost, while others, on the contrary, after a
vicious life to the end, still repented on th*death-bed, and hence attained to blessedness,
as belonging to the number of the elect,
The practical Christian zeal of Faustus
would necessarily move him to take a position directly o|)posed to such tenets, as, in
fact, he was moved thereby to controvert the
eiticacy of a death-bed repentance in bis
letter to Bcnedictiis Pauiinus.
'•'.II. c. 8.
Quum vcro ipse sit conditor,
qui rcfjarator, unus idcrnqne in utriustjue
Jure itaque
ojieris praeconio cclcbratur.
utriusque rei munus assero, quia scio me
illi debere, quod naius sum, cui dcbeo quod
renatas sum.

—
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GENNADIUS.

wholly supplanted by

sin, as well as the universal inward revelation of
between geneof this universal religioso-moral sense,
ral grace so understood, and special grace, by which he means, all that
But the relation
was iirst bestowed on mankind through Christianity.

—

God by means

of these two kinds of grace to each other is defined by him quite otherAlthough, as a general
wise than it is in the work above mentioned.
thing, the grace of redemption, and in many cases, also, the calling, is
all huulan merit, still, the operation of that special grace
dependent on the manner in which he has used that general
and in many cases the striving and seeking of the man which
grace
proceeds from the latter, the self active bent of the free-will, is antea
cedent to that which is imparted to the man by this special grace
thing which Faustus endeavors to show by examples similar to those
which the Semi-Pelagians had been accustomed to adduce since the
He denominates the imperishable germ of good in
time of Cassian.i
Imman nature, a spark of fire implanted within by the divine hand, which,
cherished by man, with the assistance of divine grace, would become
He recognizes, therefore, a preparatory development of
operative.^
the religious and moral nature even among the heathen, and controverts those who were unwilling to allow, that by a faithful use of that
general grace, the heathen might have attained to the true service of
God. From this it might also be inferred, that Faustus was an opponent of the doctrine which taught that all the heathen would be unconand that it was his opinion, that the worthy
ditionally condemned
among them would still be led, after the present life, to faith in the
but on these points, he does not
Saviour, and thereby to salvation
express himself more distinctly.
There is much good sense in the remarks of Faustus, where he com
pares the two extremes in the mode of apprehending the relation of
grace to free-will, with the two extremes in the mode- of apprehending

antecedent to
in

man

is

;

;

;

;

As in the doctrine conthe doctrine concerning the person of Christ.
cerning Christ's person some gave undue prominence to the divine,
others to the human element ; and as the result of so doing, were led
on opposite sides, injured the doctrine of redemption;
was also with the doctrine concerning human nature.
The moderate Faustus was, moreover, unwilling to be regarded as
the antagonist of Augustin. He himself cites from the latter a remark,
mentioning him with respect, although not with those enthusiastic expressions of reverence which characterize the adherents of the rigid
Augustinian scheme. ^ A contemporary of Faustus, who entertained
the same views with himself, ventured to speak much more sharply of
The presbyter Gennadius of Marseilles, a very moderate
Augustin.
Semi-Pelagian,* had the boldness, in his collection of brief notices re-

into errors which,

so he says

'

it

1 Quod aliquoties in dispositionibus nosnon quidem in vitas nostrte primordiis,
Bed duntaxat in mediis, gratias speciales et
ex accedenti largitate vcnientes voluntas
nostra. Deo ita ordinante, prsecedat.
tris,

2

Hoc

in

homine

ignis interior a

Deo

in-

situs et

ab homine

cum Dei

gratia nutritus

operatur.
^

He merely

says of him, (II. 7

:)

Beatis-

simus pontife'x Augustinus doctissimo ser

mone prosequitur.
* He acknowledges a

prevenient grace^
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specting the church-teachers, to say of Aiigustin, that by writing 30
much, he had fallen hito several errors of doctrine, and hence, also, had
given occasion to the exaggerated statements of the doctrine of absolute
predestination.!

Yet from this same
who did not remain

cloister of Lerins went forth also church-teachers
true to the Serai-Pelagian tendency which there

prevailed, but were led along by the study of Augustin and by the
development of their own inward life, to moderate views of Augustin's

scheme of doctrine respecting grace,

similar to those which are expressed in the book De vocatione gentium.
At the head of this party
stood an individual whose unwearied, active, and pious zeal, ready for
every sacrifice in the spirit of love, and his great and successful labors

and under circumstances of universal desolation, had gained
him deserved respect, the bishop Ccesarius of Arles,^ who had been
drawn to embrace this doctrine simply by that tendency of Christian
feeling which led him to refer every thing to God, and to acknowledge
his kindness in every blessing
and since in holding fast only to this
in a period
for

;

interest of practical Christianity, he carefully avoided all the excesses

which might do violence to any Christian feeling, he could hardly fail,
by this means, of contributing the more towards opening the way for
the admission of this scheme of doctrine.
Besides this, distinguished
bishops and clergymen from the church of North Africa, on whose
theological culture the spirit of Augustin had exerted an important
influence, warm and zealous adherents of his peculiar scheme of faith,
had been driven by the persecution of the Vandals, to take refuge in
Sardinia and Corsica. Among these, the most eminent was FnlqpnHns^
bishop of Ruspe in Numidia, who took up his abode in Sardinia.
These persons also contributed, by the weight of their authority, to
bring about at last, a decision of the controversy between the SemiBut the impulse whereby
Pelagian and the Augustinian parties.
which

calls

men

to salvation
the

j

but he

at-

capacity of
choosing by itself the good, or of following
Manet ad quaercndam
the call of grace.
salutem arbitrii liberlas, sed admonente
prius Deo et invitante ad salutem, ut vel
De ecclesiasticis dogeligat vel sequatur.
matihus, c. 21.
1 De viris
Multa loillustribus, c 38.
quenti accidit, quod cli.xit per Salomonem
Spirilus Sanctns In multilofiuio non cfFuAnd when lie
gies peccatuni, Prov. 10, 19.
speaks afterwards of an error illius scrmone
multo contractus, he evidently means the
tributes

to

the

free-will

:

doctrine of predestination, though it cannot
be certainly determined, whether by the
words "lucta hostiura exaggcratus," he
means to say that he fell into this Vnistake bv exaggeration in controversy, or
that this error was afterwards carried to

an extreme by the enemies of Augustin,
as he would consider the Predestinatians
to be. Still more obscure are the remarks
of Gennadius which follow.

"'
He became in the year 501 bishop of
Aries, died in 542, at the age of 73. As a
bishop he was distinguished for his zeal in
the business of religious instruction, and
that of such a sort as had for its end the
advancement of a vital, practical Christianity.
These traits of his character we learn
from his sermons, which arc to be found
partly in the tifth volume of the Benedictine
edition of Augustin, partly in the collections
of the church fathers, and in jjart have
been published by Baluz.
complete collection, critically compiled, of these sermons, conveying so much important information respecting the diaractcrof Caesarius
and hi.x times,
a fact to which the authors
of the hist. lit. de la France refer
still remains a desideratum. He is to be ranked
along with those other men who knew how
to assuage by the glowing zeal of Christian
charity, and whatever that can do, even the
physical distress of those times of desolation.
See his biography by a disciple, at
the 27th of August in the Actis Sanctorum.

A

—

—
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HORMISDAS.

whole matter was set in agitation anew, proceeded from two other

tins

quarters.

The work of Faustus of Rhegium had found its way among the foreign
clergy residing at Constantinople, where it created a lively sensation,
Certain monks from the dissome condemning, others defending it.
tricts bordering on the Black sea (Scythian monks, as they were
called), who sought to establish their authority everywhere as zealous
This was
cliampions of orthodoxy, fiercely assailed this work also.
under the reign of the emperor Justin, in 520, and at that time Justinian and Vitalian, men who stood at the head of civil affairs, took a

—

They induced

lively part in this as in all other doctrinal disputes.

the

North-African bishop Possessor, who resided at Constantinople, to propose the matter in the form of a question, to the Roman bishop Hormisdas.
The latter replied to the question with a freedom of spirit
and moderation, thft more remarkable as coming from a bishop of
Rome whether the fact was, that these qualities, which did not so
eminently characterize him in other relations, were the cause of hia
;

conduct, or that he acted according to the policy of Roman bishops,
who were never willing to oftend any important doctrinal party. This

author

— he declared —

did not belong to the class,

But men should

whom men regarded

him as they should every
that is, adopt whatever he taught which
other ecclesiastical writer
agreed with pure doctrine, and reject whatever was at variance with it.
There was but one foundation, on' which every solid structure should be
each must take heed for himself, and see whether he built
erected
upon this foundation what was valuable or worthless. Nor was it a
censurable thing to peruse writings in which errors were to be found.
as fathers of the faith. ^

treat

;

;

All that deserved rebuke,

was,

when men sought

to

propagate those

was a laudable diligence, when men
searched through many writings, and following the maxim of Paul, examined all things, and held fast that which is good. Often times it
was necessary in order to obtahi information with regard to that by
which opponents might be refuted.^ For the rest, he went on to say,
that various writings of Augustin, and especially his tracts addressed
to Hilary and Prosper, were regarded as models of orthodoxy in respect
to the doctrines of grace and of free-will, and declared himself ready to
transmit to Constantinople specific articles on these points, which represented the doctrine of the Roman church, and which were to be found
Those monks, however, were by no means
in the church archives.^
it seemed to them
satisfied with this declaration of the Roman bishop
errors.

On

the

contrary

it

;

,

a self-contradiction, to make Augustin's writings a rule of the pure doctrine concerning grace, and yet not condemn the work of Faustus, which
1

Quos

men

in auctoritate

patram

recipit exa-

niunt,
esset,

oatholicae fidei.

diligentia per multa
discurrens sed animus a veritate declinans.
providutur, de quinecessaria
his
de
Sffipe

visset

a;muli convincantur, instructio, nee
atque
vitio dari potest nosse quod fugias
ideo non Icgentes incongrua in culpam ve-

ula.

-

Nee improbatur
;

bus

ipsi

;

Quod si ita non
sed sequentes.
doctor ille gentium acquienuntiare fldelibus: Omnia probate,

nunquam

quod bonum
^

est, tenete.

In scriniis ecclesiastids expressa CapitPerhaps those capitula joined with

the decretals of Ccelestin.
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was opjioseil to them. They had the boldness to write with great
warmth against the decretals of the Roman bishop, not being able to
persuade themselves, as they pretended, that they really proceeded
from him.
They sent the work of Faustus to those bishops who had been driven
from North Africa, at whose head stood Fulgentius, bishop of Ruspe,
and asked them to signify their agreement with the doctrines expounded
by themselves, relative to this and to another subject. Fulgentius was
thus led to write several works in refutation of Scmi-Pelagianism, and
in defence of the system of Augustin, in which he explahied and unfolded the latter with logical consistency.
Moreover, in doing this, he
carefully avoided the harsh points of the Predestinatian view of the
matter.
He severely censured those who talked of a predestination to
sin.
He spoke indeed of a two-fold predestination (pnedestinatio duplex)
but by this he understood either the election to eternal happiness of those who were good by the grace of God, or the predestination of those who were sinners by their own choice, to deserved pun;

ishment.

In the south of France, also, this subject was agitated anew and a
synod held at Orange (Arausio),in 629, confii-med a scheme of doctrine drawn up by the bishop C;esarius of Aries, by whom the doctrine
of grace was expounded in opposition to Semi-Pelagianism as well as to
Pelagianism ; and hence also the doctrine of prevenient grace, as the
cause of even the first motions of all goodness, in the strict sense of
Augustin.
it was asserted among other things
No man
has anything which can strictly be called his own, but falsehood and sin.
But
whatever of truth or goodness man possesses, flows from that fountain,
after which we must thirst in this wilderness, that quickened and
revived by some drops from it, we may not faint by the way.
In the
spirit of the genuine Augustinian doctrine, it was affirmed that man
could not have preserved himself even in his original condition without
God's assistance. Conformably to the mild, pious spirit of Ctesarius,
;

—

—

declared strongly against the Predestinatian extravagances,
such expressions as the following " That God's power has predestinated certain individuals to sin, we not only do not believe, but if there
are any who are inclined to believe a doctrine so monstrous, we confollowing council at
demn them with the utmost abhorrence."
Valence confirmed these decrees and also the Roman bishop, Boniface II., gave them his approbation, and, in the letter relating to them,
he himself declared that those were offshoots of Pelagianism who refused to acknowledge prevenient grace to be the cause of faith, but
considered that to be a work of the corrupted nature, which, however,
could only be a work of Christ.^
Thus had the Augustinian scheme of doctrine concerning grace
as the operating cause of all goodness obtained the victory also over
But still, the predominant practical Christian
Semi-Pelagianism.
this council
in

:

A

;

1

Ut ad Christum non iicdam Dei

ficio,

sed

niUiiraj

veniri, el

i[)siiis

Ijcrn.--

naturae

bonum, quod Adse peccato noscitur deprava-

turn,

esse

aiulorem nostra
Christum,

quam

fidci

dicant magia
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tendency of those from whom this victory proceeded in Southern
France, was the cause that nmong these articles nothing was established on the doctrines of absolute predestination and irresistible grace
Avhile also at Rome there would perhaps be an aversion to express propositions which were abhorrent to the Christian feelings of so many.
This latter result of the controversies was important in its influence
on the succeeding times
for thus it could happen, that many, although
they received the prevailing scheme of grace, yet, on account of the
practical objections in their own religious and moral feelings, avoided
expressing the doctrine of absolute predestination, which .had not
been in so many words estabUshed by any public determinations of
;

doctrine.

On

the development of doctrine in the Oriental church, these controWest had but little influence, and they excited

versies peculiar to the

little interest, except where more importance came to be
attached to them on account of their connection with other disputes, as
Theodore of Mopsuesin the case of the proceedings with Nestorius.
tia alone seems to have taken a lively interest in these controversies,
and his participation in them can be rightly understood and judged,
only when considered with reference to his peculiar views of human
nature, which were closely connected with his whole system of doctrine.
And here we have to lament that no information, except of the most
vague and indefinite character, has reached us respecting his outward
relations with regard to the matter in question.
Julian of Eclanum refers in his writings^ to his agreement with
Theodore.
He took pains to visit him, in hopes of being able to unite
Theodore himself wrote a work, which
with him in a system of faith.
was manifestly directed against the advocates of Augustih's system,
" against those who affirmed that men sinned from nature and not with
design." ^ This work, as it should seem, was pointed especially against
Jerome, whom Theodore represents as the author of that whole new,
blasphemous system, according to which, things were asserted of the
divine Being, which could not possibly be conceived to be so, even in
men of ordinary intelligence and uprightness. Jerome, who resided at
Bethlehem, might be far better known by him than Augustin, who lived
and hence he ascribes the spread of all these
at so great a distance
doctrines to the influence of Jerome on the Western church.^

there but

;

Marius Meroator,

his tract

on the

symbolum Theodori Mopsuesteni,

says, in

1

in

the prefatory letter addressed to the reader,
that Julian in his writings bestows unbounded praise on Theodore. He may
have done this in writings that are lost; but
may also be an exaggeration. In what
it
still remains to us of the writings of Julian,
there is but one passage to be found (in Augustin. opus imperfect. 1. III. c. Ill) where

97) says, that Theodore's work was ainaed
against Augustin, and a good deal which
Theodore said against his opponents, according to the citations of Mercator in Hs
second excerpt, f. 103, may beyond question

apply very properly

to

Augustin:

Qiiijipe

he names Theodore along with Chrysostom

qui in divinis scripturis nequaquara fuerit
exercitatus, nee ab infantia juxta b. Pauli
which seema
vocem sacras didicerit literas
not to apply so well to Jerome, who at so
early an age had already engaged in bibli-

aiid Basil as witnesses of the truth.

cal studies.

'^

Upog

Toijg

MyovTag

(pvaei Kal

ov yvu/XTi

Phot. cod. 177.
Marius Mercator (opp. ed. Garnier,

nraiEiv rovg av&punorvg.
'^

f.

—

Sed sive de scripturse sensibus,
de dogmate ssepe declamans, multa
frequenter inepta de ipsis scripturis dogmatibusque plurimis imprudenter deprompsive

'
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we follow

the account of Marias Mercator, Theodore, at some
must have altered his views on these disjiuted questions;
said that he was member of the synod, lield iu Cilicia, at wliicb

if

later period,
for

it is

the sentence of C(jndeuniation on the doctrines of Julian was pronounced
after his departure.
But it may be asked whether, and how far, tlie
^

account which comes from so passionate an author, deserves confidence.
is very possible indeed that Theodore, who in the outset had
only
glanced at the fact that the Pelagian system was opposed to tliat of
Augustin, and in this respect entirely agreed with it, after having become more accurately acquainted with the system of Julian, observed
It

many points of difterence between his own doctrinal scheme and the
Pelagian, as in foct the relation of the doctrine of redemption in the
two systems constituted an essential difference between them yet it
may still be a question whether, considering the very imperfect knowl;

edge which Theodore could have had respecting the mode of treating
doctrinal subjects in the Western church, it was easy for him to become
clearly aware of this difference.
The affinity as well a3 the disagreement between the doctrines of Pelagius and of Theodore will be readily
seen from a brief statement of the connection of ideas in the Anthropology of the

latter.

Theodore ascribed

to

man

He was

of the universe.

to

the most important place in the evolution
be the representative and revealer of God

and sensible creation, the common bond uniting
in which Theodore approximated nearly to the
doctrines of the Gnostics, from which otherwise he was so far removed.
After having sought, in his exposition of Genesis, to refute the different
for the entire spiritual

both worlds

sit:

nam

;

— a theory

potentiae

sinebat effari; sod

motus nullum contra
tantummodo taciti, qui

divinarum scripturarum lial)e()ant notitiam,
detrahebant.
Then concerning the present
disputed point: Novissime vero in banc
dogmatis excidit novitatem ctet. But, still,
it may be certainly gathered from the notice

work in Photi us, cod.
book was aimed against Je-

of the contents of the
177, that the

rome, whom he calls Aram. In this book
ho very unjustly objects to Jerome the fifth
gospel invented by him, (the gosjiel of the
Nazarenes, which he translated ;) his contempt of the ancient Greek translators of
the Old Testament, and his own new translation, undertaken without any knowledge
of the sense of the (Jld Testament, under
It
the influence of earthly-minded Jews.
is jiossible,

indeed, to reconcile th" discrep-

ancy between Marius Mercator and PlioMus,
bv supposing the work was aimed at ont
aiid the same time against Augustin and
But, according to Photius,
against Jerome.
Theodore represented Jerome as being the
inventor of this blasphemous system and
he traced the spread of it in the Western
;

church solely to the influence of the writings
of Jerome, which were there circulated,
And now on more accurate examination it
will be found, that what he says, according

to the report of Mercator, admits very well
of being applied to* Jerome; nay, a' good

deal, considering the position held

by Thco-

dure, admits better of being appliedto

him

Augustin.
For when Theodore
sjjeaks of absurd opinions which that individual had taken pains to circulate even
before this controversy, it may well be
doubted, whether he could have learned so
much in this respect with regard to Augustin.
On the other hand, witli regard to Jerome, who often, for example, followed the
allegorical expositions of Origen, he might
very early have learnt a good deal which
would apjicar singular enough to him,
than

to

judged from his own point of view. What
he says respecting the despotic intiuence of
the person, applies very well to the relation
in which Jerome stood with those around
him. And though Jerome had for many
years been engaged in biblical studies, yet
the Syrian, who was born, in a country
where the bible constituted the foundatioti
of the earliest training, might be very likely
to make this objection to him, especially as
he evidei\tly wrote in a violent passion, and
even, according to the quotations of Photius,
actually allowed himself in so many unjust
accusations, grounded in the perversion of
facts.
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explanations given of the image of God in man, as partial and failing
to exhaust the whole subject, he approves of this one view as embracing the Avhole, namely, that man, as in fact the very notion of an image
implies, was destined to manifest God, who was represented by hira as

—

a pregnant idea, which it must
by an image, to the entire creation,
be allowed he in part reduced too much within the province and calcu" Just as a monarch,"
lations of the understanding judging by sense
said he, " after having built a great city, and embellished it with many
and various works, when the whole is completed, causes a great and
magnificent image of himself to be erected in the centre of the city,
and as all the inhabitants
that its builder may thereby be known,
must honor this image in order thereby to express their gratitude to the
founder ; so the Creator, after he had embellished the world with his
manifold works, finally produced man as his own image, to bind together
all the works of creation by their common reference to man's advantage.
The elements, the starry host, and the invisible powers, Heb.
Thus man was to form
1
14, work together for the service of man.
Both worlds are
the common bond of union for the whole universe.
Also in his comknit into fellowship by the union of soul and body." ^
:

—

:

to the Romans, recently published, Theodore
" that God formed man with a view of uniting the
visible with the invisible in one, and made him, as it were, a pledge of
harmony in the universe. For the visible serves to promote his advantage, as we learn from experience itself ; but the spiritual powers
preside over the sensible, guiding them so as to promote our advantage.^
From the position held by" man as God's image in the universe, he exIn
plains the diffei'ent relations of the good and bad angels to. man.
like manner as the servants of the king pay all honor and respect to
his image, but the insui-gents endeavor to tear it down, so the angels
But,
maintain this different bearing towards God's image in man.*^
although man was furnished by God with all the requisite faculties for
attaining and accomplishing this high destination, as, for example, with
reason and free will yet still, he was not directly adequate to accomplish it. Human nature, furnished with these faculties, must, in the first
place, in order to be able rightly to employ them, be interpenetrated

mentary on the

epistle

expresses the view

:

;

by a

principle of divine

life.

As when

exposed, since
be raised
spiritual and moral

left to itself it is

a finite nature, to fickleness and change,
above itself by means of communion with God ;

it

it is

must

its

first

powers must first receive threhy an unchangeable direction. And from
man, this new unchangeable direction was to pass over to the whole
Theodore supposed generally, as we have already
spiritual creation.
See

J. Philopon. de creatione, VI. 10
and Theodoret. quajst. in Genesin I.
evident from comparing the passages that Theodoret in this place took the
greatest part of what he says from Theo1

and

17,

20.

It is

dore.
eig ev to, navra avvT/(p-9ai,
tov av-dpunov (jansp tl (^ikiag kvixvpov Tolg Tvuai xpvoi^f^a l^v yup avTcji rd
^ BovXd//,EVog

neno'iTjKE

(paivofieva,

ug

avrrj

rri

nelpg.

fj-avT^avo/xev.

'EcfiEaTuai 6e avrolg al.vorjTal (pvasic,
iifxlv

oxpEXi/xov

avra Kivovaai.

npog rb

Spiceleg.

Rom.

T. IV. ed. Maji, p. 527.
^ Oi fiev Evvoovvreg ayyt70\joi tu i?ew npoQv/iug ttjv SiaKovlav, If j/ anoaTelXovTat
nXT/povai, 6ia ttjv Tjnerepav aurripiav, 6 dia(3o?.o(;

ds Kal ol daifiovEC

ein^ovTiJiv

npog

ttjv

uvdpunui

navra kolovglv. Philopon. VI.
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remarked, two periods of development in the whole spiritual creation,
the changeable state of the spiritual creation left to itself, and the unchangeableness of the spiritual creation interpenetrated by a divine
principle of life.i
Hence, at the first stage, the appearance of moral
evil, not merely in the human nature, but also
of spirits;^ for the capability of being tempted
nected with mutability.
It was first through
nature was to be exalted to that condition of

table divine

God

of

extent.
in

this

life

;

it

was

first

in

the higher world

was necessarily conChrist that

human

im|)erishable,

immu-

through Him, indeed, that the image

human nature was to become realizeil in its fullest
The first man, therefore, could possess no preeminence
respect.
He was by his own nature created mortal, as
in

—

Theodore endeavored to demonstrate from the essential nature of the
human organism but still God threatened the first man with death,
and placed before him death in connection with sin, because this was
a wholesome and salutary thing for man's discipline.
The omniscient
God would not otherwise have given him a command which he foreknew
tliat he would not be able to keep.
But he permitted sin, because he
knew, that this would in the end redound to man's salvation. He proceeded with man, like the wisest and most aSectionate father, according to a deeply laid scheme of education.
He would lead him, by himself, to the consciousness of his own weakness.
He Avould cause him
to come, of himself, to perceive that in his then moral state he was
unfitted to sustain an immortal existence, and that this would not make
him happy. For this reason death was announced to man by God as
the punishment for his disobedience, although God by no means first
suspended death over human nature as the punishment of sin but
Man wag in the first place
from the beginning had created it mortal.
to become acquainted with virtue and learn to practice it by selfdevelopment in the practical antagonism between good and evil.^
Theodore compares the state of the first man, who must be led, by
means of a law given to him, to distinguish between good and evil, with
the state of all his posterity, to whom laws have been given for the same
reason.
He compares the sin of Adam with the sins committed by his
" The exami)le of Adam,"
posterit}- in the transgression of the law.
He
says he, " serves to make clearly apparent the nature of the law.
;

;

might have partaken freely of all the fruits, had there not been preand it was no sin for him to wish
scribed to him a law of abstmence
;

but when he received
partake of that particular fruit with the rest
a law bidduig him to abstain from eating that fruit, the desire of which
however was within him, and when he was restrained by the law, since
in ^/««,sin found a
he held it a. sin to eat of what was forbidden,
to

:

—

* Vid.

Ap. Marium Mercatorem Excerpt, f.
Quod placuit Deo, hoc erat in duos
100.

rCt

status dividere creatuiam; iinum quidem,
qui pniesens est, in quo inutahilia omnia
fecit; altenirn autem, (pii t'uturus est, cum
renovans omnia ad iminutabilitatem trans-

fiaa&i}

1

feret.
2

He

referred to versa multoties decern
millia dsenionuui, in whatever apocryphal

book he may have found

this.

Catena Nicephori,

'Or«
I. f. 98.
^vriTu f3i<j rdv uvdiyunov 7iiTpeni^fv,atrd
rd axf/fta rov uf)/jEvoc Kai tov ^d^'Ato^ diiKvvatv,
iv rr/ dwiif^ei Tf)v Trauhnouav evdv{ nai ix
npurr/^ ihLKvi'fitvov uare i] fuv nl/iai^ tjtoi-

nh i^vT/Tib fiki- ij 6h r^f kvTo'/.n^ Aitftj
nal rd avre^ovaiov 7:poe}'Vfivaae Kal h^uKe r^
yvufi?/ rijv

Kai rd

tt/c

av&aiptTwv uyuvuv

rijv

npo^aaw

dvjjTOTijTog ovfupcpoi ideiicv.
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inasmuch as the law restrained from eating, but Adam would
not look to the reverence due to the law, but believed the words of the
And
tempter, and surrendered himself wholly to the desire of eating.
not only was this occasion of sin to him, but we also may learn from it,

foot-hold,

i
it does not become us to follow the .enticements of our desires."
This passage deserves notice, as clearly showing how Theodore conceived of the origin of the first sin wholly after the analogy of every
It
other sin taking place under the ordinary conditions of human life.
is a characteristic exemplification of that mode of apprehension by the
understanding after the notices of sense and experience, which was
So he says concerning the necombined with his systematizing spirit.

that

cessity of the law in the present

life,

by means of which the power

of

excited and called forth, since we learn what
we have to shun and what we have to do, so that also the reason
within us is active ^ " Without the law, there conld be no such thing
as distinguishing between good and evil ; we should, like the irrational
discrimination within us

is

:

brutes, do whatever immediately occurred to us."^ Death, in the case
of all the posterity of Adam, he describes as the punishment of each

own sin as in commenting on Rom. 5 13, where he says
" Death becomes master of all who have in any way sinned for
although Adam's sin was 'not the same in kind with the sins of othei
men, yet the others have not been exempted from death, but in whatone's

:

;

;

Boever way they may have sinned, they have received on this account
for death was not threatened as the penalty of
the sentence of death
The mortal
that particular sin, but as the punishment for all sin." *
body under the dominion of sensuous wants he regarded as the source
:

many
Rom. 5

of

:

In this sense, he explains the woi'ds in
temptations to sin.
Thus he explains the
21, that sin hath reigned unto death.^

Rom. 5

passage in

:

18

:

"As Adam's

sin

made

the rest of

mankind

mortal, and thereby inclined to sin, so Christ has bestowed on us the
resurrection, so that we might live in perfect righteousness in an imUnderstanding the creation («ri(Ttf)
mortal nature free from all sin." ^

Rom. 8 19, as referring to the angels who became estranged from
man by sin, and reconciled with him again by the redemption, he says
" When, by the pronounciation of the sentence, Adam became mortal,
in

:

became separate from the body, and the union of the creation
one whole, which was to be brought about through man, was dissolved,'' the higher spirits were disturbed, and they were not friendly
But when,
to us, since we were the guilty cause of so great an evil.
in the process of time, men, continually degenerating, drew down on
the soul

into

1

Comment,

in ep.

ad Roman,

p. 516.

2 'Otl avajKaiiJC
naTo. rbv nnpovra
Biov vofiotg Koli.TEvofj.eda- v<f uv tj cfKpvTOC
avaKivelrai diuKpiaig, naidevo/nevuv uv te
dnkx^'^^o,'- i^ol a ttolelv npoaljKiT uare Kal rb
"^MyiKOV iv iijuv ivEpybv elvm.
f'-^''-'

8L.

c. p.

Ov yap

eneLdrj

drov
Trjg

*^L.

517.

rjv rb rf/g duapAdu/x Kal tuv Xocttuv
&v^puTTuv, davuTov ysyovaaiv ^ktoc oi "koinoi.

*

vnep uv rjiiapravov dnuadT/noTe rov -davtt/v umcpaaiv kde^avro Ttavreg- ov yd,p
roLuaSe afiapTiag n/xupia 6 -ddvaro^
upiarai., uAXa nuar^g ufiapriaQ.
L. c. p. 504.
* Mt/^ova nepl to afj.apTu,v£i,v ()07crjv t&vtjtoI
ysyovoTec iaxwa/xev. L. c. p. 506.

d/lA'

ovx ouoiov

riac sldog to te tov

'

c.

'O fjLrixaviT&Elg dtd, tov dv&pC)nm avvdeaKTiaeug 6i.e?i.veT0. L. c. p. 528.
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themselves the sentence of death,^ they despaired of us, and conceived
a great hatred towards us.
Hence, moreover, they were unwilliu;!; to
do any more for our help, turning tlieir backs upon us as aliens.
What
took place after this ?
The Lord announced to them, that he wovdd

work out our restoration, awaken us and make us immortal so that
need not fear any change and dissolution of the common bond of
tiie creation.
Thus they were once more made joyful, when tiiey received this promise
when they learned that divine grace would heal
the evil brought about by our guilt, and abundantly restore to us wiiat
we had lost by our own fault that then the common bond of the universe would never again be dissolved, and the harmony of creation
woulil remain indestructible. And in this hope
says he
they were
ready to do anything for us." ^
If we took all tliis in an isolated raai>
ner, and without reference to its connection with the whole system, w*
should not perceive here that Theodore entertained any peculiar views
diiferiug from those which generally prevailed, on the connection be
tween sin and death.
;

Jthey

;

;

—

From

this

exposition of the anthropology of Theodore,

that, in contending agahist the system of Augustin, he

cided in
said that

doctrines

—

it

is

must have

j>laiu,

coin-

many points with the Pela<^ians and in general, it mav be
many points of coincidence are to be found in their respective
of human nature.
There were the same views of the original
;

weakness of man's nature, of man's inalienal)le freedom as opi)()sed to
the doctrine of a constraining grace and of predestination, and much
that was similar in the way in which the consequences of the first sin

were apprehended. But the great difference; between the two systems Avas this ;
that in the Pelagian, the doctrine of a redemption
and of a Redeemer had no foothold whatever, while in Theodore's svstem
it had a thoroughly essential one, and indeed constituted the central

—

system.
Human nature, nay, the nature of all created
according to this system, so constituted from the beginning,
that it could no otherwise than by a redemption attain to its final destination.
Only in the system of Theodore, the Redeemer does not, as in
that of Augustin, appear preeminently as the restorer of corrupted
nature, but as the author of a new creation in the woi'ld of men and ot
spirits, whereby the original creation is raised to a higher development,
extending beyond the limits of the finite nature.
Grace appears here,
not so much to heal and restore nature, as to exalt and to ennoble it.
Hence Theodore could, without any mention of original sin, claim for
children also the fellowship of Christ, in order that their natures might
be brought to share in those blessings which can flow oidy from this
With this idea was intimately confellowship of divine life with him.
nected, indeed, his peculiar mode of apprehending the pei-son of Christ,
Hence, according to his theory, in
of which we have spoken before.
the case of Christ, as in that of all men and of the whole creation, that
point of the
spirits, is,

'\i.nea<pLyyov tavrdig tov &avaTOv tt/v
This is intended to express the
persistency with which thev ever continued
to make themselves still more worthy of the
^

iiTOipaaiv.

death which had been once pronounced oa
them.

^ Kal fiiv
6 Ka&o7jov aivdeofjflc duikvaiv
ov6efuav iiridexoficvoc tov Xoittov, fuvcl Sk
a()f>i]KToc Knl 77 Kriaei Trpdf iaviilv i) fi^la.
L. c. p. 529.
•
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refinement and elevation of nature which was to be first fulfilled in
him, must be conditioned on the antecedent free development of that
nature.
And in this view of the work of redemption, as being preeminently a new ennobling creation, not a healing of corruption, Theodore

may

in fact have secured a point of union and sympathy, generally,
between himself and what belonged peculiarly to the Oriental church
doctrine, which in his system was only more distinctly set forth in opposition to other modes of apprehension, and placed on a more systematic foundation in connection with his

It

is

at the

same time

also

whole doctrine of

human

noticeable, that wliile Theodore

nature.
so zeal-

ously contended against the doctrine of a divine causality of evil, and so
strenuously insisted on the doctrine of a self-determining freedom as
the condition of all development in the spiritual world, still his princi-

him to regard sin as a necessary transition point in the development of the spiritual world, while an ultimate universal destruction of
sin by the redemption was at the same time grounded in that system
which last result, as we shall see hereafter, Theodore did in fact actuple led

ally express with clear consciousness.

From the Antiochian school proceeded C//r?/sos^om; who differed,
however, from his early friend Theodore, in possessing a spirit more
practical than systematic
and this difference had also an influence
especially on his peculiar mode of apprehending the doctrines of which
we are here speaking. We find in him that form of doctrine which
chiefly prevailed in the Oriental church, as it existed there at
the same point of time that the Pelagian controversy broke forth in the
West.
But his mild, predominantly practical and feebly systematizing
spirit, which was sti'ongly disinclined to all stiff" and harsh extremes,
could also most readily blend with the Oriental mode of apprehension
and genially work upon it. The whole peculiarity of his character,
the course of his life and training, would of themselves necessarily keep
him at a distance from the system of Augustin. His Christian life and
character had not been the result of any such violent crisis as we
observed in the case of Augustin
but from his early youth it had harmoniously develoi)ed itself under the influence of a profound study of the
sacred scriptures, and of pious friends and associates surrounding him
with a gentle atmosphere of Christian excitement.
By a constantly
applied and earnest self discipline in zealous efforts to attain to the ideal
;

;

of Christian holiness, as well as

by incorporating the holy scriptures

and learning to understand them by means of a
rich inward experience, by all this he was preserved from the one-sided
views of the Pelagian anthropology.
He had come to learn from his
own inward experience, as well as from a deeper knowledge of scripture,
what the essential nature is of that divine principle of life which renovates man's nature.
The study of the ancients, and his own free,
gentle and amiable temper, however, had also impelled him to search
after all the scattered rays of relationship to God in man's nature
while yet unrenewed, and to embrace them with love wherever they
were to be found.
Charity, the predominant element in his heart,
caused that he also, in contemplating the course of development of
into his inner

life,

ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHRYSOSTOM.

Tl'J

human nature from

the be;i;inning, should look upon the whole, chiefly
from that point of view which led him to trace the hand of a paternal
discipUnary love and to this he felt compelled to subordinate {)unitive
;

The

sincere and lively feeling of the need of redemption,
which proceeded in his case from the depths of tiie Christian spirit, led

justice.

.him to recognize the importance of the doctrine concerning grace
but
his strong feeling of moral, free self-determination impelled him, too, to
set a high value on the free-will of man, as a necessary condition of all
the operations of grace.
Christian stoicism, }»ervaded and einiobled,
however, by the spirit of Christianity, and most intimately conjoined
with Christian humihty, animated and inspired him.
Finn and deeply
rooted in him was the conviction, to which he remained true under ail
trials and sufferings, and which formed the great motto of his life, that no
power could injure that man who did not wrong himself, did not abandon and betray his own highest interests.
It appeared to the moral zeal of Chrysostom, an object of the highest
importance to deprive man of every ground of excuse for failing to put
His fields of practical labor at Antioch and Conforth moral efforts.
;

A

stantinople encouraged and promoted in

these great cities he found
in the

many who, in

power of Satan, or of

fate,

him

this

bent of mind

the weakness of

human

;

for in

nature,

sought grounds of excuse for their

deficiencies in practical Christianit^^

These motives, from within and from without, had no small influence
development of Chrysostom's habit of thought,
and with his pecuUar style of homiletic
especially on these subjects
composition, calculated uj^on, and adapted to, immediate practical
needs, his mode of exhibiting his thoughts and views depended very
much on the predominant interest which he was pursuing for the moment.
His essential ideas are as follows
" The first man hved like the angels, in a state of undisturbed blessedhence he could the more easily lose sight of his dependence
ness
God gave him a precept, for the purpose of bringing him to a
on God.
He fell by his own moral negligence. As he
sense of his dependence.
had rendered himself unworthy of the undisturbed enjoyment of happiness, he was expelled from paradise, for his own profit, that so he
might train and discipline himself in conflict. His earlier state of communion Avith God, in a life exempt from pain and from care, was a
type of the immortality to which he would have passed without a struggle.
But now his body became mortal, and accessible to many tempIn explaining Romans 5: 19, Chrysostom says:
tations to sin." ^
" This passage is not to be so understood, as if by the sin of one, all
became sinners but that the condition of human nature, which to
the first man was a punishment, was thus transmitted to all his posBut this change redounds only to man's profit, if he is not
terity.
He derives therefrom many calls
wanting as it respects his own will.
in giving direction to the

;

;

—

;

to despise things

many
I

perishable, to strive after those that are heavenly,

—

opportunities for the development and exercise of the virtues.

Antithesis between the aufia -dvriTov and ira^rbv, and the auiia

imaMc.
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of the ancient heroes of the faith prove this." And accwdinglj Chrysostom here takes occasion to express his favorite maxim :

The examples
if

we but will, not only death, but even Satan himself
The sinning of Adam under circumstances so

shall

never harm

well adapted to
facilitate the practice of goodness, as contrasted with the good actions
as.^

of others performed under hard conflicts, he often brought forward as
an illustration of the truth so constantly present to his mind, that every

thmg depends on man's

will, and except through this, nothing from withwhether hurtful or helpful to him, can have any influence upon him.
Chrysostom was deeply penetrated with the feeling of the need of
redemption, of the need of a fellowship of life with Christ. With great
emphasis he announced the truth, which he found in the epistles of Paul,
as Avell as in his own heart, that justification, by which he understood
not merely forgiveness of sin, but also the communication of that more
exalted dignity and worth which far transcended the powers of the
Hmited finite nature, by means of the fellowship of life with Christ, was
acquired, not by any merit or doing on the part of man, but by faith
alone. 2
In the eighth homily on the first epistle to the Corinthians,
" Christ is the Head, we are the body. Can there be
§ 4, he says
anything intervening between the head and the body ? He is the vine,
we are the branches. We are the temple, he is its inhabitant. He is

out,

:

life, we are the living.
He is the light, we are the enlightened.
All this points to union, and leaves no room for the least intervening
space."
But he felt it to be important also, to set everywhere distinctly forth, that to believe or not to believe depends on man's selfdetermination that there was no such thing as a constraining grace,
not conditioned in its operations on the peculiar bent of man's own
will
but that all grace is imparted according to the proportion of the

the

;

;

he attached the most importance to
proud self-confidence,
as moral inactivity and self-neglect. " God draws us to himself, not by
force, but with our own free-will,"
says he, in the fifth homily on John,
§ 4. " Only shut not the door against the heavenly light, and thou shalt
enjoy it abundantly." " God comes not with his gifts before our will ; but
if we only begin, if we only will, he gives us many means of salvation." ^
Nestorius agreed in his views of human nature more nearly with
Chrysostom than with Theodore.'* During the same time that he was
will's

determination.

the practical element,

Here,

—

too,

to counteract as well a

—

^

2

H. 10 in ep. ad Kom. ^ 3.
See e. g. H. 7 et 8. in

ad Roma-

Horn. 18 in Joh. § 3.
As may be gathered from the extracts
from his writings, and four of his sermons,
which Marius Mercator has preserved in a
Latin translation, and of which sermons the
fourth still remains extant in the Greek
original under the name of Chrysostom.
See his works, ed. Montf. T. X. His violent enemy, Marius Mercator, acknowledges
himself the Anti-Pelagian drift. It may
^

*

sermons were, as he supposes,
preached in opposition to Pelagian opinions,
on occasion of the contioversy excited
through the banished Pelagian bishops at
Constantinoi)le but we are in nowise under
Though
the necessity of supposing this.
there might be some reference of this sort,
yet Nestorius probably had no design of
be, that these

ep.

nos.

;

combating the Pelagians, with whose docbut
trines he was so little acquainted
;

rather to shield himself against the charges
which his connection with those bishops had

perhaps drawn upon him.

COUNCIL OF EPHESUS CONDEMNS THE PELAGIANS.

7

involved in the controversy on the doctrine concerning Christ's person,
Julian and Coelestius, with several other bishops of like mind, who had
been deposed as Pelagians, came to Constantinople ; and they had
sought protection at the imperial court. They had also had recourse to
the patriarch.
Nestorius was not disposed, like his predecessor Atti.cus, to whom they had previously ai)plled, to repel them at once, as

men condemned by

the highest ecclesiastical authorities of the West.
Probably also the representations which they themselves made of their
cause, *were calculated to render him favorably disposed towards
them, looking at the matter from the position of his own temjierate
Antiochian Anthrojiology.
Before deciding either for or against them,
he wrote to the Roman bishop Coelestiii, and requested of him a pre-

statement of the erroneous doctrines laid to their charge.
lie
twice without obtaining an answer, as perhaps the pride of the
Roman bishop was hurt by the form of his interrogatory and this it
was, which did so much injury to the cause of Nestorius in his relations
with that prelate.^
At this time, the Marius Mercator, so often mencise

"wrote

;

tioned by us, was residing at Constantinoiile.
He was probably a lavAfrica, who had some time before taken a lively part

man from North
in

the

Pelagian controversy ,2 and who was at the same time full of
new patriarch, and one of his first

suspicion as to the orthodoxy of the

He was led by these transactions to distribute at
the bishops and nobles a memorial on the Pelagian matter,
which memorial had for its consequence, probably, at a later j»eri(>d,
zealous antagonists.

court

among

when

the authority of Nestorius was on the decline, the expulsion of
The combination hito which the Roman bishoj) entered

these refugees.

with the enemies of Nestorius might perhaps render the latter more
favorably disposed to those hidividuals who had met with persecution
fi'om the same quarter. He wrote to Coelestius a letter of condolence,^
exhorting him, as a persecuted witness of the truth, to a steadfast con
fession, and inspiring him with the hope, that the storms which then
agitated the church, would also bring about a new investigation

Nestorius was, indeed, at the outto his own advantage.
expecting good would result from the council that was to assemble
at Ephesus.*
These incidents were the occasion which led the Cyrillian party of
the council of Ephesus, out of homage to the authority of the Roman
bishop, to condemn, at the same time with Nestorius, the two leaders,
Pelagius and Coelestius, and their adherents, respecting whom and
their docti-ines they doubtless knew little or nothing, and about whom
But neither did the
thoy otherwise gave themselves little concern.
Orientals wish by any means to be considered as Pelagians.
On the
contrary, their delegates at Constantinople sought to make the i)arty
of Cyrill suspected by the Western agents as men who had received

redounding

set,

1 See above, p. 520.
2 See Aujrustin's reply to a letter of his
of the year 418, ep. 193 among the letters of

Augustin.

VOL.

11.

46

*

Marius Mercator has translated

his works,
*

fol.

71.

See above,

p. 526,

it

So«
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to their fellowship

as Pelagius

and

heretics, Euchites,

^

who taught

the

same doctrines

Coelestius.^

be the prevailing tendency of the doctrine taught
medium between two extremes,
without entering into any very precise determinations of the relation
between free-will and grace. For the sake of illustration, we will here
take another example, and bring under one view the doctrines of a distinguished teacher of the Alexandrian church, the abbot Isidore of
" By reason of the first sin, the nature of the first man bePelusium.
came subject to the dominion of perishable things and to tlie excitements of sensual pleasure .^ As in this state he went on propagating
his kind, the same condition was transmitted to his posterity, and the
evil was still augmented among men through the negligence of each
man's individual will. There still remains, however, the seed of goodThey who fostered this, distinguished themness * in human nature.
Even for that which
selves
they who suppressed it, were punished.
proceeds from our own will, we need the assistance of divine grace.
But this is never wanting to any who are only willing to do what
There may, doubtless, in particular cases, be
belongs to themselves.
such a thing as prevenient grace, although, according to the general
but there is no such thing as a constrainrule, grace is not prevenient,
The assistance of grace is not such as that it
ing, irresistible grace.
laay not be forfeited and lost by man's own fault not such as is bestowed without any efforts of his own. The grace which awakens even
those that are asleep, and impels even the not willing, will assuredly
The
not forsake those who choose the good of their own accord.
' All men cannot receive this saying, save
they to
words of our Lord
•whom it is given,' Matth. 19 11, are in no wise to be so understood
as if the better part were bestowed on many by arbitrary determination ^ for in that case the kingdom of heaven would not be the
It continued

still to

Greek church,

in the

to preserve the

;

—

;

:

:

;

reward of

conflict." ^

Doctrine of the /Sacraments.

e.

history of the doctrine concerning the church, especially among
the Latins, we have already unfolded sufficiently at large in the first
section.
In the Greek church, it is true, the consequences flowing

The

from the coafounding together of the visible and the invisible church,
of which we spoke in that section, wei-e not in theory so systematically
elaborated and carried out, and in individual instances, as in the case
of Chrysostom and Isidore of Pelusium, there were gleams of a more
1

Td

avTu (ppovovrrac KeXcGTM unl HeAayap elaiv f/yovv 'EvdovaiaaTai.

ytcj, Y,vxi-T0.i

was by no means Pelagians, then, who
were meant, but Euchites described, however, as holding the same tenets with Pelagius, in order to represent them, by a name
It

;

better known in the West, as heretics. See
the letter of the delegates to bishop Rufus,
ep. 170 among the letters of Theodoret. T.
IV. ed. Halen. p. 1352.

'^

They knew perhaps but

little

about

these latter they had doubtless only heard
that these men taught that believers might
attain to perfect holiness, and hence were
led to compare the Euchites with them,
'Zcjfj.a dvTiTbv koi. nadriTov.
* Td «V Ku7iOKaya-&lav anipfiaTa.
;

'^

^

'A.woK?iT)puaig.

«

gee

1.

III. ep. 204,

III. 13, III. 165.

1.

II. ep. 2, III. 171
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apprehension of the notion of the church. Yet, on the wliole,
life was not less governed here than in the West
hy those principles growing out of the confusion of the visible and
invisil)le church, with regard to the authority of an outward church, of
Bpiritual

the practical church

-

tradition, of councils, and by the notions grounded thereupon respecting the nature and the effects of the sacraments.
The conception of the Sacraments would of course be at first ex-

tremely vague
for there was not here, as in the case of other doca certain subject-matter already given in the sacred scriptures,
and in the Christian consciousness, which needed but to be more fully
developed but in this case the general conception must first be formed
from particulars, by the process of grasping together the common rela:

trines,

;

tions of these particulars to the Christian life and consciousness.
In
addition to this, there were no fixed and settled grounds on which to
determine the choice of those objects themselves which were to be

brought under this conception
and the difficulty was moreover
increased by the ambiguity and vagueness of the term, which had been
invented without any definite consciousness of its meaning.
The term
;

sacramentum grew out of the translation of the Greek word [jvaTrjpun>
it was employed already in the preceding period, by a license allowable in the Latin use of the word, to denote any thing consecrated to a
holy use, any thing considered holy and sacred, and then applied sometimes to holy doctrines, sometimes to holy symbols.
Already in the
preceding period, this designation had been applied particularly to baptism, to the holy supper, and to the rite of confirmation
but we
remarked in fact, already in the preceding period, the existence of an
:

;

inclination to multiply holy symbols in the church life.
In this present
period, such a multiplication of symbols was promoted, especially in the
Greek church, by the prevailing liturgical, and in connection therewith,
^
as we see exemplified in the spurious
;
writings of Dionysius the Areopagite, belonging to the fifth or sixth
century. Auguatin is entitled to the credit of having first introduced

mystico-theurgical tendency

into this doctrine, in place of rhetorical exaggerations, a greater strict-

and by striving to seize it with clearer
ness of doctrinal phraseology
consciousness in its connection with the Christian spirit, of furnishing
a counterj)oise to the erroneous magico-theurgical tendency, which had
come to attach itself to the apprehension of these doctrines.
;

Augustin describes the sacraments as being visible signs representing
by means of which the divine matter is exhibited,
We have in his theory,
as it were,W writing, by outward language.
therefore, the distinction between the invisible divine reality, the invisible divine power, the communication of the divine reality itself, and
the sacrament as its outward representative symbol (the res divinie
sanctjie, the virtus sacramenti, and the sacramentum). Without such
outward symbols no religious society can subsist, whether growing out
invisible, divine things,

1 It is e;isv to see how mysticism, accordto the dirteicnt traits of individuals, may
convert the objects of sense into symbols for
the expression of its own feelings and in-

tuitions, or
tility

even assume an attitude of ho8all attempts to sensualize the

against

spiritual

and

divine,
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Hence,

of a true or of a false religion.

sucli

eternal and unchangeable reality

;

—

symbols were no

The one thing

necessary in Christianity than in Judaism.

is

less

the

changeable exprescharacters change, although that
the other,

its

just as words and -written
which they signify remains the same.^
It was, therefore, possible for God, without departing from his unchangeable counsels, to allow those external forms to change with the
vicissitudes of time, to which they were successively adapted. This was
urged by Augustin particularly against the Manichseans, inasmuch as
the}^ asserted, that if the Old Testament institutions really proceeded
from the same God as the New Testament, they could not have been
annulled by him.
The outward symbol has no power of conveying to
man the divine reahty, unless man's inward being is susceptible of
communion with God
a position which followed from Augustin's
and here came in the opposition to the
doctrine concerning grace
superstitious practices which grew out of the magical effects ascribed to
the sacraments, on which side the influence of Augustin, for the promotion of vital Christianity, was felt in the succeeding centuries down to
Nor is the divine substance
the time of the Jansenist controversies.
so necessarily connected with the outward signs, that the grace of God
cannot dispense with them.^ But, in the usual order, the sacraments
are the appointed means for the communication of the divine reality ;
and whosoever despises them, excludes himself, by his contempt of the
divine institution, from all participation in the divine reality itself. The
sacrament, as a divine ordinance, retains its objective significance, independent of the subjective character of him who receives it, as of him
who imparts it, though it redounds only to the condemnation of the indision,

—

;

who administers

—

This position Auguscontroversy with the Donatists.
In reference to baptism, he often compared it with the sign marked
upon the soldiers as an emblem of the imperial service, which remained
ineffacible, and remained even with those who were unfaithful to the
but, in that case, was only a testimony against them, (the stigservice
ma militaris, character militaris, hence character indelebilis.) Augustin
regarded it as the pecuhar mark of Christian freedom, as opposed to
Jewish bondage, not only that Christianity, as the religion of the spirit,
possessed but a few simple signs, easy to be observed, but also, that in
Christianity the sacraments were celebrated with the conscious knowledge of that which they imported,, and hence with freedom while in
the Old Testament economy, on the other hand, they were celebrated
vidual
tin

was led

or receives

it

unworthily.

to set forth distinctly in his

;

;

^ Quid enim sunt aliud quaeque corporalia
sacramenta, nisi qusedam quasi verba visibilia, sacrosancta quidem, verumtamen muIn nullum nomen
tabilia et temporal ia 1
religionis, sen verum seu falsum, coagulari
homines possunt, nisi aliquo signaculorum

—

vel

sacramentorum visibilium consortio

col-

Augustin. c. Faustum, 1. XIX. c.
ligentur.
16 and 11. Compare Tractat. 80, in Joan-

nem,
'^

§ 3.

Quomodo

et

Moses

sanctilicatet

Domi-

7
Non enim Moses pro Domino, sed
Moses visibilibus sacramentis per ministerium suum Dominus autem invlsibili gratia

nus

;

per Spiriturn Sanctuni, ubi est totus fructus
etiam visibilium sacramentorum. But be
pronounces it absurd to assert etiam istam
invisibilem sanctiticationem sine visibilibus
Qusestionam
sacramentis nihil prodesse.
in Leviticum, 1. III. qusest. 84.
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i

Zr,

with reverential fear ami awe, without this accompanying conscious
hence, the spirit was subservient to the outward symbols.
The

ness

;

—

understanding of the sacrament

is evinced in this, that it reveals to contemplation the love of God, and fires the heart with the love of God
and of man. The proi)hets, who knew how to distinguish the sign
from the divine thing signified, and reverenced in the former nothing
but the latter, lived, therefore, already in the 3[)irit of freedom.

In respect to the number of sacraments, the way had, in fact, long
been prepared by the existing ideas relative to a particular
priesthood, to the outward transmission of the Holy Spirit from tlie
since

Apostles downwards by the imposition of hands, for ajiprehending the
rite of ordination as holding e<[ual rank with the other three sacraments.The mystical and symbolizing spirit of the Pseudo-Dionysian
w^ritings led to the reception of two others besides the four sacraments
above noticed, namely, consecration to the monastic life, and the cereAugustin, on the other hand, would
monials at the burial of the dead.
be led by his correct views respecting the free spiritual worship of God
as opposed to the slavish ceremonial religion in Judaism, to receive
but few sacraments as, in fact, where he speaks of this opposition, he
names only baptism and the Lord's Supper,'^ with the additional clause:
And any thing besides these, if it is recommended in the holy scrip
tures.
Yet, the conception which he had opened out of the sacrament
as a holv symbol, was still not sufficiently precise to exclude the introduction of many other things and what Augustin found already existing
in the general usage of the churcl he believed might be derived either
from apostolic tradition or the divine institution through general councils, and hence would adopt all such sacred usages and signs into his conHence, he sided witli tlje Western church,
ception along with the rest.
where the prevailing rule was to allow four sacraments, which, in other
respects, too, fell in with his ideas ^ and in maintaining against the
Pelagians,^ that obedience to the natural instinct is sanctified by the
religious and moral reference of the marriage union, he was led accordingly to reckon the solemnization of marriage among the sacraments,
which, perhaps, might seem to him to be sanctioned by the use of the
word fivoTTiptov in this reference in the epistle to the Ephesians ^ and,
;

;

,

;

;

^
tri

Posteaqnam resarrectione Domini nosmanifcstissimum indicium nostras liberiliuxit, nee eorum quidem sifrnorum

tatis

j,'ravi oncrati sumus; sod (]U«]iauca pro nmltis, eademque facta facilet intollectu augnstissima et obscrvatione castissima, ipse Dominus et apostolica

sacraments.
c. 3. §

19.

Expositio epistolae ad Galatos,
ep. 54, and 55 ad Jan-

Comp.

uariuin.
'•^

operatione

Thus

it is

placed together with baptism
in Gregory of Nysso,

dam

and the Lord's supper,

lima

on

—

Quae unusquisque cum
tradidit disciplinu.
percipit quo referantur, imbutus agnoscit,
nt ea

non camali

servitutc, sed s])iritali po-

tius libertate veneretur.
Nihil
tiana, 1. III. 4 13.

De

doctrina Chris-

tam pie tcrrct animum, qnam sacramentum non intellectum
intellectilm

autem, gaudium pium parit et
The
si opus est tempori

—

celebratur libere,
right

antithesis

to

the deification

of the

the baptism of Christ.
He who warbefore e/f njv ttoTJuCw, uopdrtj tlvI iwufiu
KoXxapi-Tniiv rlivxnv fierafiopcfudd^ npdc rd

^t>.Tim>.

Ep. 118.
See c. ep. Pamienian. 1. 11. c. 13.
When these accused him of making
marriage itself a sinful thing through his
*
*

^

idea of the concupiscentia as springing oat
of sin.
^ De nuptiis et concupiscentia, 1. 1, c. 17.
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GREGORY.

at all events, the

basis of Avhat

is

liigher

CYRTLL.

Cliristian

CHRYSOSTOM.

conception of marriage laj at the

there said.

As it respects the doctrine concerning/ baptism, from which, for reasons stated under the preceding period, the doctrine of regeneration
was not severed, we must observe that the difference here again became
strongly marked, which we discern in the views of the Eastern compared
with those of the Western church, with regard to human nature and
the doctrine of redemption
namely, that in the Western church, with
;

original sin, the negative effect of the redemption in procuring deliver-

ance from

and in the Eastern church, on the other hand,. the posredemption considered in the light of a new creation,
were made especially prominent.
Thus Gregory Nazianzen^ calls
baptism a more divine exalted creation than the original formation of
nature.^
Thus, too, Cvrill of Jerusalem, addressing the candidate for
" If thou believest, thou not only obtainest the forgivebaptism, says
this,

itive effect of the

:

ness of sins, but thou effectest also that which is above man.
Thou
obtainest as much of grace as thou canst hold." ^ This difference would
be strongly marked, especially in the case of infant baptism.
According to the North-African scheme of doctrine, which taught that all

men were, from their birth, in consequence of the guilt and sin transmitted from Adam, subjected to the same condemnation that they bore
;

—

them the principles of all sin, deliverance from original sin and
inherited guilt would be made particularlv prominent in the case of infant baptism, as in the case of the baptism of adults
and this was favored
by the ancient formula of baptism, which, however, originated in a period when infant baptism had as yet no existence, and had been afterwithin

;

wards applied without alteration to children, because men shrunk from
undertaking to introduce any change in the consecrated formula established by apostolical authority, though Christians were by no means
agreed as to the sense in which they applied this formula.
Accordingly, says Gregory Nazianzen, to children baptism is a seal (a means
of securing human nature in the germ against all moral evil by the
higher principle of life communicated to it) ; for adults it is, moreover,
forgiveness of sin and restoration of the image degraded and lost by
transgression.^
Hence, he looks upon infant baptism as a consecration
to the priestly dignity, which is imparted to the child from the beginning, that so evil may gain no advantage over him.-''
In a homily addressed to the neophytes, Chrysostom specifies ten different effects of
grace wrought in baptism and then he complains of those who make the
grace of baptism consist simply in the forgiveness of sin.^ Indeed, tlie
difference here becomes manifest between the more rhetorical Chrysostom and the systematic Augustin ; for the latter would have referred
:

i Orat. 40, de baptismo, f. 640.
* UTiuaic T^EioTcpa Kai ttj^ npuTTjg VTpTjM-

repa.
^ Cateches. 17, c. 17, 18.
Uoulg /cat ru
imip av&putvov.
* Tolg /u.v
apxafLFVoic acppayig, roig teXeinrppoiQ Tqv P>JKcav Kal xdpiafia /cat neaovarjg

Oral,
eIkovoc Sia t^v KaKiav inavofrduai^.
40, f. 640.
^ Mr; la(3eTU) Kaipov tj KaKia, ek j3p£(povc
ayLaa^f/Tcj.
L. c. f. 648.
6 Vides quot sunt baptisinatis largitntes
et nonnuUi deputant, ccelestem gratiam in
peccatorum tantum remissione consistere ;
nos autem honores coraputavLmus decern.
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conception, in which they
basis of this difference

at the

lay that other, which has already been noticed, in respect to the general mode of Christian intuition.
Hence Chrysostom adds It is for this
reason we baptize also infants, though they are not, like others, stained
:

-with

that

sin,

so

holiness,

brotliership with Christ,
so they

may

adoption, heirship,

justification,

may be imparted

them through

to

and

Christ, that

be members of Christ.^

These words of Chrysostom are, indeed, known to us only in the
Latin translation, and through a citation of the Pelagian writer, Juliuu.^
But their genuineness is evinced by the fact that Augustin had
nothing to object to them on that score, but must seek to deprive Pela^
gianism of this support by giving the passage another interpretation.

And,

in truth, this i)assage strictly accords with the peculiar character
already noticed, belonging to the type of doctrine not only of the Oriental church generally, but of Chrysostom in particular.
Julian wa3
wrong in explaining the words of Chrysostom wholly according to his

own

sense, as if Chrysostom had meant to say, that human nature is
born in the same state as it was at first for this is, in fact, at variance with his doctrine concernhig the innocence Quna^eia') lost by the
sin of the first man (see above).
But if Julian was wrong in this single respect, that he contemplated the words wholly out of their connection with Chrysostom's entire mode of thinking on doctrinal matters,
Augustin, on the other hand, manifestly tortured them, when he explained them according to his system, as referring barely to the
absence of actual, personal sin; for, in this case, the antithesis made
by Chrysostom would, in fact, not hold good.
Isidore of Pelusium also replies to the question, why infants, who are
without sin, should be baptized,-'^ in the following way. Some, who took too
narrow a view of the matter,* said it was that they might be cleansed
This, indeed, he said,
from the sin transmitted to them from Adam.
was not to be denied, but it was not the only reason. This would still
be a thing not so great after all but there would be besides many
other gracious gifts communicated to them, which far exceed any pos
Infants were not only delivered
sible attainments of human nature.
from the punishment of sin, but, moreover, had imparted to them a distill

;

;

vine regeneration, adoption, justification,^ fellowship with Christ.
to far more than the mere removal of an evil.^

The

remedy amounted

Theodore of Mopsuestia seized in this case upon only one side oi
of the Oriental church doctrine, which moment, in infant bapbut the other he droptism, was ever made the more prominent one
It is, according
ped entirely, as his system required that he should.
to his doctrine, the same state of human nature, mutable and liable to
temptation, in which the first man was created (see p. 715), and in

moment

;

1 Hac de cansa etiam infantes baptizamus,
cum non sint coinquinati ppcrato, ut eis ad-

datuv sanctitas,

institia.

adoptio, liaereditas,

fraternitas riiri^'ti, ut ejus membra sint.
- Vid. Aa-:ii>lin. c. Julianum, 1. I. § 21.

8Epp. V.

195.

I,/uKpoh)yovvre(.
^ AiKoiucic, here used, beyond doubt, in
the sense of Aufrustin, viz., the making just,
making holy, by union with Christ.
^ No <papuaKOv uvTif>i>OTTOv tov TpavfiaTOs.
*
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THE PELAGIANS.

Eaptism in the case of adults has a twobestow on theui the forgiveness of sin, and to exalt
them by fellowship with Christ to a participation in his freedom from
sin, and his moral immutabilitj
which is the passing over from the
first portion of the development of life in humanity, into the second,
which is fully entered upon only at the general restoration (see p.
That which is received at baptism is the principle and pledge
717).
of that freedom from sin (anamartesia) which will then first come to be
fully realized.
In the case of infant baptism, then, the forgiveness of
sin, according to Theodore's doctrine, does not properly come into consideration
but its purpose and object is simj)ly the imparting of that
new and higher life exempt from sin, of which the entire human nature
stands in need.
He distinguishes, accordingly, a two-fold meaning of
the forgiveness of sin, to the bestowment of which the formula of baptism refers.^
He supposed, therefore, in this latter respect, the same
supernatural communication in the case of infant baptism as in the
though, following out the natural bent
case of the baptism of adults
of his acute and discriminating understanding, he carefully distinguished
here, too, that which is merely the symbol and vehicle, from that which
is the working principle, lest that should be ascribed to the magical operation of the water, which could only be ascribed to the agency of the
Holy Spirit.2 The water, he maintained, according to the comparison
employed by Christ in his conversation with Nicodemus, stood related
to the creative power of God in the new and higher birth, as the body
which

all

infants are born.

fold purpose, to

;

;

:

of the mother to the creative power of God in the natural birth.^
This mode of apprehension was adopted, as we learn particularly

from the explanations of Coelestius and of JuHan, by the Pelagians
though it did not in their system rest upon the same foundation as in
In this way we must unthe Oriental and in the Antiochian systems.
derstand what Coelestius says in the creed which he sent to Rome " Infants must, according to the rule of the universal church, and according
to the declaration of the Gospel, be baptized in order to the forgiveness
Since our Lord has determined that the kingdom of heaven
of sin.
can be bestowed only on the baptized, and since the powers of nature
It is
are not adequate to this, it must be the free gift of grace." *
:

1 So Theodore, in his address to the neophytes: Renatus, alter factus es pro altero,

non jam pars A'Jam, mutabilis et pcfcatis
circumfusi sed Christi, qui omnino incul;

pabihs per resurrectionem factus

est.

Am

V. Coihit. IV. c. 36.
ufxapnuv, Tr]v fiev rCiv newpay/xe-

Coiicil. a'cunicn.
a(t>iaeLQ tCiv

Act.

vijv,r>/v de TT/vuva/xapT7jaiav,uofaLvufj.apTUjv

TeXeiav nal hvpiuTuTTjv Kal uvaipeaiv {ip.apTiag
wavTe'A.^. (Tlie amhiguity wliich is attached

Greek word a(t>ealc by its etymology
came to his assistance.) 'Hpfaro /xev

tu the

here

'tfi'pavi^ea'dat

utvb

Xpiorbv olKOVofiiag

tiiq

xaru rbv deanoTiiv

km

tv a()()a(iCivog 7//j.lv
Ai6oTa: de TeXeiug Kal en'
Si6oa-&aL Tu^ei.
avTO/c epyoig Kal ev ry ucra TfjV dvaoTaaiv
'

Augustin.

De

aTro/caraaraaet,

^/xwf
^

/cat

tu

VTzep

Iva

fjg

Koi

rvx^/^sv

l3pE(pri fianTiX,6^iEd-a.

fhe water

rb ev

h

n/irtpovrai. to

ipyov

\

the nvevfia ev tl) vSari rr/v olneiav ixTi/ripovv
Lvepyeiav. tovtov ye eveKcr nal ev tu fianria/LLaTi. rd /xev 7rvev/j.a fiera Tvarpbg koL vlav
dvofid^o/xev, TovSe MaTog oi) fiEUvrjiieda, d)f
^alveadaL, on to fiev avjilSoXov koL ,tp«ac
rivog evenev KapaXafifSuveTai,, rd 6e ug evsp-

yovv
»

e7ri,Ka2.ovfj,ed-a.

"^anep

em

tt/c (pvaiKJjc

yevvf/aeug

Xia rd (pvaiKov kpyaaTrjpibv ioTtv, ev
TLKTOfievov cnroTeXelTai,

Kal

r/

KOt-

(ji

rd

dwdfiei, ovtu
ra^et T7}C lirjTpbi

d-ela

kvTav&a rb vdup ev

6e irvevua kv rd^ei tou diairXdrTovTog Seanbrov.

lafxIBuvETai, Tb

peccato originis,

c.
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In denying that any shifulness adhered to inunderstand baptism for the forgiveness of sins in this case
only after the same manner with Theodore of Mopsuestia ; and, accordingly, he understood also, in. like manner with the latter, by the kingdom of heaven, that which transcends the limits of human nature, that
.which can only be bestowed upon it by a higher communication from
God. Thus the Pelagian Julian, though he absolutely denied the ].os-

clear that

Coelestiiis,

fants, could

any forgiveness of sins in the case of infants, could still
declare that baptism, having been once instituted by Christ, must be
acknowledged as universally valid and necessary for every age that
eternal condemnation awaited every one who denied that this rite was
sibility of

;

profitable also for children.^

but its
is every where the same
according to the different relations and circumIn some, the negative effect, the forgivestances of the subjects of it.
ness of sin, must precede the positive, the exaltation of man's nature.
In infants the effect is only to ennoble the nature which remains in its
Although it would be natural for the
original condition of goodness.^
Pelagians, according to the principles of their system, to ascribe to
baptism, as being an external act, a merely symbolical import, yet
in this, as in many other respects, they did not finrl it possible to disentangle themselves wholly from the church tradition of their period
but they sought to reconcile what they found in that tradition, as they
best could, with their own principles, which had arisen in an entirely
different way.
Moreover, with regard to the relations of the divine
matter to the external sign, of regeneration to outward baptism, they
had precisely the same notions whicii were the prevailing ones in the
church
for this becomes sufficiently clear from wlvat they taught reand Julian expressed himself
specting the effects of infimt baptism
on this point with distinctness and precision.^
On the one hand, the doctrine which, ever since the time of Cyprian,
by the habit of confounding the inward grace with its outward sign in
baptism, had become predominant, especially in the North-African
church, the doctrine of the damnation of unbaptized infants, appeared
to the Pelagians as something revolting, something whereby a tyrannical
But, on the other hand,
arbitrary will was imputed to the divine Being.
they must themselves, however, according to the theory just unfolded,
suppose the higher grace of participating in the highest stage of blessedness in the kingdom of heaven was conditioned solely on the obtainand even they found this asserted in the words of
ing of baptism
Christ to Nicodemus, as even they made no distinction of the baptism

The grace

effects

appear

of baptism, said he,

;

different,

;

;

;

;

1

Nos gratiam

Christi, id est baptisma.

ex

rituin ejus Christus inslitiiit, ita necesin commune ajiatihus con-

quo

saiiam omnihus
fiteri,

—

ut quicunque earn utilcm etiam par-

butis adoptionis et sanctiHcationis et promi>tionis dona confcrre.
L. c. 1. II. c. 116.

nej^at, reterno feriamus anathemate.
imperfect, c. Julian. 1. III. c. 149.

fusa seme!

vulis

Opus
-

dendo bonos, reddit innovando adoptardoque mcliores. ^l-^qualiter cunrlis a se im

L.

c. ^ 1.51.

Quae tamen

gratia,

quoniam

etiam medicina didtur, facit alios ex malis
hones; parvulos autem, quos creat con-

''When he

says of hapiisinai ^race

:

In-

uno virtutis suie impetn atqae
compendio diversa et plurima deict criminii.

Opus imperfectum,

1.

II. c. 212.
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of the Spirit from the ba{)tism v/ith -water.

Accordingly they must of

necessity affirm, with regard to unbaptized infants, that, although free

and exempt from punishment, they were still excluded from that higher
and attained only to a certain intermediate state. This
was what Coelestius really meant to say in the declarations above cited.
And to the same result on this subject must every one have been led,
who was inclined to adopt the Oriental mode of considering the effects
of baptism, and would consistently follow out the matter to a definite
state of being,

unless he supposed a universal redemption or restoration as
the final end, to which that intermediate state was destined to prove a
point of transition fo.r unbaptized infants.
Such an intermediate state

conclusion

;

Gregory Nazianzen also assigned for those who were unbaptized, through
no fault of their own.^ Augustin himself had once entertained a like
opinion.^
Ambrose of Milan ^ believed, also, that it was necessar}^ to
infer from the words of Christ to Nicodemus, that none could enter into
the kingdom of heaven without baptism but it was his opinion, though
he had no confidence in it, that unbaptized infants would be exempted
from punishment. Pelagius himself shrunk from expressing any decided opinion on this point, though by logical thinking it was absolutely
out of his power to avoid that consequence of his principles.
He
affirmed of unbaptized children, that of one thing he was sure, namely,
that they could not, as innocent beings, suffer punishment consistently
with the divine justice.
But what would become of them, was more
than he knew, doubtless because he was of the opinion that no distinct
declaration on this point could be found in the sacred scriptures.*
But then Augustin could, however, not without good reason, accuse
the Pelagians of inconsistency, when they charged the advocates of the
doctrine of absolute predestination with imputing arbitrary will to God;
while they themselves were still more involved in this error, by supposing that God excluded innocent beings from the kingdom of heaven,
which he bestowed on others who were in no respect more worthy of it.
The notion, moreover, of an intermediate place between the state of wo and
the kingdom of heaven was a thing altogether unscriptural and incredible
in itself for man, being in the image of God, was destined to find his bliss
in communion with God, and out of that communion could be no otherwise than wretched.^
The Council of Carthage, A.D. 418, finally con-'
demned, in its II, Canon, the doctrine concerning such an intermediate
state for unbaptized children, on the ground, that nothing could be conceived as existing between the kingdom of God and perdition.
But
then, too, according to the doctrine of this council, the eternal perdition
of all unbaptized infants was expressly affirmed a consistency of error
revolting to the natural sentiments of humanity.
It is worthy of notice,
;

;

;

1

Orat. 40.

6

^

See

^

De Abrahamo,

III.

1.

de libera
1.

arbitrio, c. 23.

II. § 84.

Quo non eant, scio, quo eant, nescio.
perhaps he meant the same thing by
words in the letter to Innocent, bishop
of Rome
in perpetuam certamque vitam
lenasci eum, qui natus sit ad incertam.

Augustinus

:

Nunquam

explicant

isti,

qua justitia nulhim pecoatum habens imago
Dei separetur a regno Dei. De peccatorum

—

And

Hoc novum
meritis etremissione, 1. 1. §58.
in ecclesia, prius inauditum est, esse vitam

his

aternam

*

:

prfet,er

re.gnum coelorHm,esse salu-

tern SBternam prsaeter

294, § 3.

regnum

Dei.
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however, that this particuhir passage of the canon is wanting in a portion of the manuscripts.
But such being the prevailing doctrine concerning baptism, reflecting
minds must now have been struck with the difficulty of conceiving iiow
a divine mfluence could take eftect in the case of infants devoid of all
conscious moral action of their own.
Augustin, by means of his correct
principles, above explained, respecting the essence of sacraments, might
have found out a better way, if he had not been fettered by the authority of the church doctrine.
His reply, indeed, explains nothing
but it proceeds from a profound feeling of the essential nature of Chris;

He

tian fellowship.

infants to

and

God

says:

The

faith of the church,

which consecrates

in the spirit of love, takes the place of their

own

faith

albeit they possess as yet

in their thoughts to hinder

amounted

no faith of their own, yet there is nothing
the divine efficacy.^
His scheme, then,

to this
that as the child, ere its corporeal and independent
existence was fully developed, was supported by the vital forces of nature in its bodily mother, so, ere it came to the independent develoj>
ment of its spiritual being in its own consciousness, it is supported by
:

—

the heightened vital forces of that spiritual mother, the church
an
idea, which would involve some truth
sup))Osing the visible church
corresponded to its ideal,
when applied, without being so literallv
understood, to infant baptism.

—

—

;

With regard to the doctrine of the holy supper, we find in this period
almost precisely the same gradations in the notions respecting the
relations of the external signs to the things signified, as in the period
In this period, too, the idea chiefly predominant was that
preceding.
of a su]»eniatural communion, in part spiritual and in part corporeal,
Avith Christ, by means of the intimate interpenetration of the bread
and wine by the boily and blood of Christ ; where the view of an, as it
Avere, repeated miracle of the incarnation of the Logos lay at bottom.^
As in the former period this view was most distinctly expressed by IrenaBus and Justin Martyr so in the present it was most strongly assei'ted
by Cyrill of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, Nilus, Hilary of Poictiers, and
Ambrose of Milan. Thus Cyrill of Jerusalem declares it to be the purpose of the sacrament of the supper, that we should take within us the
body and blood of Christ, Christ liimself ^ that, by the body and blood
of Christ passing over into our members, we may become partakers of
;

;

Chrysostom says,
the divine nature, be sanctified in body and soul.*
that we may be not only united with our Saviour by love, but in our enHe contemplates the institution of
tire nature blended with his body.^
the eucharist as a proof of the greatest love of our Saviour to men, of
them, and to impart himself to them in the most

his will to be united to

intimate manner, to cause his own body to pass over into their entire
He gave himself not only to be seen, but also to be toiielied
nature.
and to be partaken of by those who desire him.^ iSo Hilary of Poictiers affirms that between Christ and believers there exists not only a
1

cp.
2
3

Nullus obex contrarite cogitationis
98 rtd Bonifacinm, § 10.
Sec what is said above, vol. I. p. 647.
^vnaufioi Kal cvvaifioc Xpcarov, xpi-oro-

popoi.

*

^

Cateches. myst. 4.
Etf Ueivriv tlvaKepaadu/icv

kot' airb rd npuyfiu.
^

Horn. 46

in

Joann.

§ 3.

li/v aaftKa.
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unity of will, but a natural union (not only per concordiam voluntatis,
but also per nature veritatem), partly because Christ assumed human
nature, and partly because in the eucharist he gives his body, and
thereby his divine life residing therein, to believers.^
True, these church-teachers sometimes have recourse to figures, for the
purpose of describing the efficacy of the consecration at the Lord's supper, which

seem

proper transubstantiation, like the change
Cana ;'^ and they employ expressions which yaiyht denote transubstantiation.^
But these terms were
also frec|uently employed to indicate another change to something more
exalted, not precisely a transubstantiation ; and especially, in the rhetorical language of church-teachers, who would fain set forth in strong
light the wonderful nature of the transaction, such expressions should
Even in the case of these comparisons,
not be too rigidly interpreted.
every thing turns upon the point to be illustrated, namely, that by a
miracle the substance present becomes something other than it was before, no matter in what particular sense this is to be understood.
These
comparisons are counterbalanced by others, which totally contradict the
as, for instance, the comparison with the
notion of transubstantiation
anointing oil used in confirmation, or with the higher consecration
bestowed on the water in baptism.* The disputes concerning the two
natures in Christ gave the first occasion for entering into a more distinct exposition of the conceptions respecting the relation of the bread
and whie to the body and blood of Christ for those who affirmed the
union of two natures unchangeably persisting in their essence, sought
to make this clear by introducing the comparison of the Lord's supper.
says Theodoret
As the symbols of the body and blood of Christ
remain in their original substance and form, admit of being seen and
felt as precisely the same as they were before, but the contemplation
of the spirit and of faith sees in them that which they have become ;
and they are also adored ^ as that which they are to faith.^ Even
to indicate a

of the water to wine at the marriage feast at

;

;

—

—

1

Hilarius de

trinitate

1.

VIII. §

13.

Quoniudo non naturaliter manere in nobis
est, qui et naturam carnis

existimandus

nostras jam inscparabilem si In iionio natus
assumsit, et natnram carnis suae ad naturam ajternitatis sub Sacramento nobis communicandae carnis adniiscuit (he would
impart to us the nalura ;etcrnitatis, his
own divine essence, in iinpai-ting- to us Ids
the same
body in the sacramental form
that Irenwus called huaic: npoc u(p-^apaiav.
2 See Cyrill. Catcchcs. myst. 4. 1,
Am'
bros. de mysteriis, c. 9.

—

3

As

for

example,

iiETajiaAleiv, Cyrill.

Transfiguratioin corjius et saugninem.
A'libros. de incarnationis dominicop sacra-

I.e.

mento,

1.

I.

c.

4.

§23;

dc

tide,

1.

IV.

c.

10. § 124.
^
See Cyrill. Cateches. myst. 3, 3.
vol. II. p. 364. and Ambros.de
Spiritu Sancto, 1. III. c. 11. § 79; caro
Christi, quae in mysteriis adoranius.
s

•*

See

Theodoret

in the

second dialogue of his

''EpavLarrj^

:

Mevel

km

tt/q

KporepaQ ovaiag

koL tov axv^arog /cat tov elSovq kqI dparu
eari Kal utttu, oca kui Kporepov j]v, voeirat 6k
ansp kyivsTO Kal maTEveTat Kal n-poaKwelrat,

uf CKelva ovra uirep moTEverai. Ed. Hal.
torn. IV. p. 126.
Thus, too, the //eTa/3oA^
ry ;fapiri is opposed to the /zETaiSolrj rfjg
<pvaEuc.
Dialog. I. torn. IV. p. 26. The
first unfolding of views of this sort would
be found in Chrvsostom, if the fragment of
a letter of his to the monk Caesarius, which
portends to have been aimed against the
Apollinarists, were really genuine. But this
letter was most probably interpolated on
occasion of the controversy concerning the
two natures. Yet a comparison which Nilus, the disciple of Chrysostom, employs,
indicates the same mode of apprehension
As a document, after having been signed
by the emperor, is called a sacra, soordinary
bread and wine, after the consecration and
:

inward working of the Holy Spirit, is called
the body and blood of Christ, Lib. I, op. 44.
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the close of the fifth century, ex-

plamed his views after the same manner.^
Gregory of Nyssa might in this respect undoubtedly constitute an
exception. While aiming in his catechetical dis4uisition, (ioyo^ Karv^r'/rndf,)
c. 37, to explain the way in which bread and wine become
the body
and blood of Christ, and particularly to solve the difficultv, how the
body of Christ, being one, is distributed among so many thousand believers in the world, and still remains one and the same and complete,
he is led to an exposition which seems to presuppose a transubstantiation, and which, moreover, was seized upon by the later theory of the
transformation of the bread among the Greeks. It was this,
that, in
like manner as, during the life of Jesus on earth, tiie natural means of
nourishment, bread and wine, were transmuted into the essence of the
body united with the deity, through the power of the divine Logos, but
mediateh/ by that natural process whereby the means of nourishment
so, at present, the same effect is
are converted into flesh and blood
produced, bread and wine is converted into the body of the Logos, by
the same power of the Logos, only working at present in the way of
an immediate miracle.
That which was here expressed by him with
clear consciousness was only that generally diffused idea of a repeated
incarnation of the Logos.
Yet he, also, was still certainly very far
from holding fast, with clear consciousness, the precise notion of transubstantiation
for in his sermon on the baptism of Christ ^ he makes
use of comparisons which are grounded on a totally different idea, as,

—

;

;

for instance, the heightened eflicacy of the consecration of the baptismal
water, of the anointing oil, of ordination.
It is also deserving of
remark, how little, in the case of this theologian, in other respects so
systematic, these particular doctriiies were carried jout in coherence
for his ideas concerning the character of
with his peculiar principles
Christ's glorified body (see above, vol. IL, p. 483-4), would have easily
led him to dispose of the difficulty above noticed by him in an altogether
but that idea of the repetition of the incarnation of the
different way
;

;

Logos which had taken possession of his mind did not leave room for
him here to think of Christ's glorified body.
The idea of a union with Christ presents itself already, under a form
in which it ajjpears to be less sensuously apprehended, in the writings
From John 6 62,^ he endeavors to show that accordof Athanasitis.
ing to that passage, the ]:)artaking of the flesh and of the blood of
Christ
he
Christ was not to be understood in the literal sense.
:

— mentions on

—

occasion his ascension to heaven, for the very
purpose of turning away men's minds from sensuous notions, and leading them to the idea of a spiritual nourishment * inasmuch as Christ
communicates himself to each after a spiritual manner.^ The addition,

says

this

;

" as the preservative

to

a blessed resurrection,"
•

^

shows that he also

The term

natnris in Christo, adversus
Eutychem et Nesturiiiin, in the Bihl. patr.
Lugd. T. VIII. In divinain transeunt, S|)ir-

TrvrvfinriKw is not restricted,
indeed, to the meanin}; "spiritual," but may
also denote supernatural as opposed to nat

Sancto perficiente, substantiam, permanente tamen in sua proprietate natura.
2
T. III. f. 370.
8 Ep. I V. ad Serapionem.

ural, sensible

1

De duabus

:

itu

^

'

nourishment,
nvaj/iaTmuc dvaduhcrdai.
^vTMKTTjpun) el( uvaaraaiv (uvf-
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conceived of a higher principle of life being communicated to the body,
bj means of the contact with Christ.
The doctrine of the North-African church, as we have already
described it in the preceding period, we once more meet with in
Augustin.
He explains the words of institution as follows that
Christ's body. was the same thing as the symbol of his body.i
He
:

says that the expression, to give his body and flesh to eat, contains a
bold figure, and that the sense which lies at bottom must be expounded

according to the analogy of faith.^ According to the analogy of the
religious use of language, by virtue of which the sacramental sign is
substituted for the thing itself, in the same way, for example, as the

sacramentum

who

fidei is substituted for faith itself in the case of children
are as yet incapable of faith,
according to this analogy, the symbol

—

itself.^
But although Augustin,
everywhere else, considered the consecrated outward elements as symbols merely, clearly separating and holding apart the sacramentum and the res sacramenti, yet he at the same

of Christ's body

is

put for the body

in the case of the eucharist, as

time supposed, as in the case of the sacraments generally, so in the case
of the eucharist in particular, a divine matter united with the holy
The res
symbols, and which is communicated to the believing heart.

sacramenti is the uniting of the faithful, as members, with their One
great Head, and the fellowship, grounded therein, of the faithful with
each other, as members of one body therefore their union into one com;

By

body of Christ in the eucharist, Augustin
understands the spiritual body of the members united with Christ aa
the head.
To the question, how Christ, who died and arose again, sits
at the right hand of God, and will come again to judgment, can here

munity of the

saints.'^

the

distribute his body, to this question he gives an entirely different
answer from that of Gregory of Nyssa. According to his spiritual
mode of apprehending the doctrine of the Lord's supper, there could
By pointing to the spiritual sense as
be no difficulty on this point.
On this
the only correct one, he had at once answered the question.
very account was the transaction called a sacrament, because one thing
is presented to the eye of sense, and another thing discerned by the
eye of the spirit.^ Hence Christ said to the Jews, when he should be
seen to ascend up where he was before, then they would be obliged to
understand that he could only have spoken of a spiritual communica-

The

tion, of a fellowship of divine life.^
is,

1

hoc

without the

spirit.

The

flesh

Non enim Dominus dubitavit dicere:
est corpus meum, cum signum daret

In the like connection as
whenhesays "Petraera<Christus"isequivC. Adimanalent to significabat Christum.

corporis

tnm

siii.

c 12.

^ Contra adversarium legis et prophetarum, 1. II. c. 9.
See 1. III. de trinitate c. X. § 19 et 20,
**

Ilunc cibum et potum vult

nothing

;

that

intelligi soci-

membroram suorum,
Corpus Christi
apostolum audi dicentem

etatem corporis et

quod
si

est sancta ecclesia.

vis intelligere.

—

autem estis corpus Christi et
membra, mysterium vestrum in mensa domiriica positum est, mysterium vestrum ac-

fidelibus: vos

cipitis.
^

Ideo dicuntnr sacramenta, quia in

els

aliud videtur, aliud intelligitur.
®

ep. 98.
^

flesh profiteth

was only the vessel through which the

ejus

Certe vel tunc

intelligitis,

non consumitur morsibus.

quia gratia

DOCTRINE OF THE SACRAMENTS.
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wrought, through which Christ communicated himself to U3.i
is eternal life, and in his flesh and blood gives himself. Augustin
distinguishes the inward and the outward manducation of the supper,
(manducare intus et foris.) The former is the privilege only of believers
but the unbelieving and the unworthy receive nothing but
.the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ.^
Next, we find a more spiritual apprehension of this doctrine in those
church-teachers on whose theological education the study of Origen
ha<l (.-xi'itc'd a decided influence
among whom, however, it is
evident from what has been said, Gregory of Nyssa* must be excejited,
although on other subjects he accords very nearly with Origen.
Gregory Nazianzen calls the eucharist an archetype of the great myster}' of the sacrifice of Christ ^ the symbol of the sacrifice by which
the salvation of mankind had been wrought out.^
Assuredly, however,
he conceived in connection with this a higher divine influence, as is
sufficiently evident from looking at the connection of his ideas relative
to the priesthood and to sacrifice
and this is confirmed, moreover, by
certain individual expressions of his concerning the effects of the
eucharist, as when he calls it a sacrifice, by which we enter into fellowship with Christ, into fellowship with his sufferings and his divine
nature,"
the holy transaction which exalts us to heaven.**
He accordingly supposes a certain sanctifying influence of the Logos, which, by
virtue of the words pronounced by the priest, becomes united with the
symbols of the bread and wine
and in so far then as the outward symbols, as vehicles of this supernatural sanctifying impartation of the Logos,
are substituted in place of the real body of Christ, they are called the
body and blood of Christ.^ Eusebius of Caesarea probably distinguishes,
like his teacher Origen,^"^ the sensible and the spiritual eucharist.
In
reference to the former, he says
it is enjoined upon Christians to
celebrate the remembrance of Christ's sacrifice by the symbols of his
spirit

Christ

'^

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

^

non

Si caro nihil non prodesset, verbumcaro
fieret, ut inhahitaret in nobis.
Caro
quod habebat, attende, non quod
;

Christ's glorified body, explained

Habe

fidem, et

tecum

est

quem non

vides.
^

«
f.

Sermo

23.5,

272.

Tractat.

26,

in

Ev.

Joh.
• At the same time, however, this mode
of apprehension does not appear, with him,
to be an entirely isolated thing, but stands
strictly connected with iiis whole system:
for in this

Orat

^

I.

Tdiv /leydhov ixvanjpiuv

38.

f.

avTirvirov.

erat.
^

above on

page 483-4.

vas fuit

is

fundamental

made

distinctly

idea, that as

prominent the

the principle of

corrujition ((p{}opa) was propagated in human nature from the first sin so, in opposition to this, the principle of incorruption,
;

proceeding fiom Christ, must
pervade the cntii-p. human nature as the
(uij>\^ai)ala,)

fruits {unapx//) of the new creation,
this idea might,
indeed, have offered itself to him, corresponding to that notion of the character of
first

Yet another modification of

10

See

Tvnoi r^c

273.
' Orat.

III.

KOivuvovfiEV,

i/^VC auTijjHoc.

f.

Kol

Orat.

70.

M

tCjv

Tia^ijfiarcjv

r]q

XVIL

ij^elc Xpujrift

koI

r^f

deonjTo^.
^ '/^^^,^J
f.

tpipoyaa fivarayuyia.

Orat.XVII.

273.

* See ep. 240 ad Amphilochium, among
few letters which are inserted at the
beginning of the (irst volume of his works:
'Orav '/utyij /(ai?t/U//i' rdv /.oyov drav uvaifiuKTu ro/i^ ailifia Kal aijia re/ivr/c dea-ormbv,
^uvr/v ix^v Tf) ii(pog.
These words, no
doubt, admit of being understood, according to the mode of apprehension already

the

noticed, as referring to a repeated incarnation,

too.

but we must consider
Gregory was much addicted to

{ivoapKuati):
that

rhetorical exaggeration.

vol. I. p. 648.
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body and blood.^ In reference to the latter, he thus paraphrases the
" Think not that
words of Christ in the 6th chapter of Johnis gospel
I am speaking of the body which I bear with me, as if this must be
Neither think that I bid you drink my sensible and bodily
eaten.
but know that the very words which I have spoken to you are
blood
spirit and life, so that my words and doctrines themselves are my flesh
and blood. He who, by appropriating to himself these, becomes, so to
speak, nourished with the bread from heaven, will be made a partaker
^
of the heavenly life."
:

;

Doctrine of the Last Tilings.

f.

doctrine concerning the last things, it is to be
observed that the notions respecting disciplinary or purgatory suflFerings,
which in the East and West had already in the preceding period
shaped themselves out into different forms from a commixture of PersicoIt was
Jewish and Christian ideas, passed over into this period also.
supposed that the doctrine of a purgatorial fire was to be found in
Malachi 3, and in 1 Corinthians, 3 12.^ In connection with the
notion of a dead faith, and the confounding together of the conceptions
of the visible and of the invisible church, this docti^ine, as had happened
before under a Jewish-Christian mode of apprehension, that for example
of the Clementines, Avas abused in being made the foundation of the
false view, that Avhoever was a member of the orthodox catholic church,
and at the same time led a vicious life, would possess this advantage
over the unbelieving, that, although he needed to pass through such a
purification after death, he would still in the end attain to salvation.
Thus the passage just mentioned in the first epistle to the Corinthians
was so misconstrued, that it was supposed it might be affirmed of him
who united with the pretended faith in Christ every species of vice,
The moral zeal of
that he built on the foundation, which is Christ.
Pelagius against an error so practically mischievous led him to contend
as may be gathered
against the doctrine of such an ignis purgatorius,
from his declaration which he made at the synod of Diospolis.*
Augustin sought to guard this doctrine against such misinterpretations.^
He considered that passage in the first epistle to the Corinthians as
referring immediately to the purification by means of trials in the
present life, of those who, though inspired by love to Christ, were still
not as yet so penetrated by it, as to have their hearts entirely cleansed
from the love of earthly things for, in order that Christ should really
be the foundation, it was required that the love to him should overbalance all other interests, and that the soul should be ready to sacrifice every thing for him.^ Such a process of purification, continuing to

In respect

to

the

:

—

;

1

Demonstrat. evangel,

* Tfaeol. eccles.

1.

lib. I. c.

10,

f.

39.

III. c. 12.

Vid. Cyrill. cateches. 15, § 9: Tlvp 60K.1'laariKov ruv uvT^puwuv before the la.st judgDe
Pcense qusedara purgatorise.
ment.
civitate Dei, 1. XX. c. 25- 1. XXI. c. 13, 24.
8

—

643 n.

*

See above,

^

In his enchiridion ad Laurentium,

p.

2.
c.

68.

^ gj Christus in corde fundamenti habet
locum, id est, ut ei nihil anteponatur, et
malit homo qui tali dolore uritur, rebus,
quas ita diligit, magis carere quam Christo,
per ignem tit salvus. Si autem res hujus modi tcmporales ac seculares tempore
tentationis maluerit tenere quam Christum, euna in fundamento non habuit

DURATION OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT.
go on even
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after death, but only in the case of those who, in the Keun^^

made Christ the basis of their life, he considered to
be a supposable thing
so that many believers attained to the state of
blessedness through a certain puritying fire, enduring for a longer or
shorter time, according as they had set their affections more or less on
f)erishable
goods.
But he puts down this doctrine as somewhat
juist deiicrilted,h3id

;

doubtful.i

The

doctrine of eternal punishment continued, as in the preceding

period, to be dominant in the creed of the church.

Yet, in the Oriental
church, in which, with the exception of those subjects immediately connected with the doctrinal controversies, there was greater freedom and
latitude of development, many respectable church teachers still stood
forth, without injuring their re[)Utation for orthodoxy, as advocates of
the opposite doctrine, until the time when the Origenistic disputes
caused the agreement with Origen in respect to this point also to be
considered as something decidedly heretical.
The scepticism with
regard to that doctrine arose from very different points of view, aud
interests.
For the most part, in the great cities of the
arose by no means from a more free and earnest reflection on
reUgious subjects, but from a lack of Christian seriousness, and a super-

very different

East,

it

mode

There were persons who could not
God's holiness hi its strict ti'uth,
entangled as they still were too much in the pagan view of evil as a
property of nature, and hence were still too far from rightly underficial

and

trilling

of judgment.

seize the contrariety of moral evil to

standing the true essence of Christian sanctification.
They would f liu
reason away the doctrine of eternal punishment, simply because thin
doctrine presented terrifying images which disturbed them in a life too
they imagined
deficient in point of moral strictness and purity. God
could not so severely judge the weaknesses of mankind.
Tho.?e
declarations of holy scripture respecting everlasting punishments con
Chrysostom, who, in the great
tained nothing but terrifying threats.
cities where he labored, came most frequently in contact with this
frivolous way of thinking, was incited, by the hvely zeal which he felt
against every thing destructive to practical Christianity, to controvert
these opinions with earnestness,^ although perhaps otherwise his mild
and amiable spirit might not be altogether disinclined to the doctrine
of a universal restoration, with which he must have become acquainted
at an earlier period, from being a discii)le of Diodorus of Tarsus.-^
But from two theological schools there went forth an opposition to
the doctrine of everlasting punishment which had its ground in a deeper
inasmuch as the doctrine of a universal restoration
Christian interest
was closely connected with the entire dogmatic systems of both' these
As it
schools, namely, that of Origen, and the school of Antioch.

—

—

;

cum

in wditicio prius

non

sit

aliquid funda-

ijiento.
1

Incredihile

non

est, et

utrum

ita

sit,

qujeri potest.
^

In episi.

I.

ad Thessal. Horn. VIII.

II. Horn. III.
8 It is remarkable

VOL.

II.

;

ep.

homiletic exposition of the tirst epistle to
'he Corintliiiins. (('hap. 15: 28.) menlions
the opinion of tho.se who would find in
these words the doctrine of a loth! <it".irnction of evil {uvaloeaif; ri/t, /la/cwf ), witli their
.-ice
reasons, witiiout controvertinix it
Horn. XXXIX. in ep. I. ad Corinih. T.
X. ed Montf f. .372.
;

that Chrvsostom in his

47
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GREGORY OF NYSSA.

concerns the former, we

THEODORE OF MOPSUESTIA.

may remark

here

another after-influence

still

of the great Origen upon inciividual church-teachers whose theological
education had been shaped by the study of his writings, as, for ex-

But this particur
a Gregory Nazianzen.
was expounded and maintained with the greatest logical
ability and acuteness, in works written expressly for that purpose, by
Gregory of Nyssa.^ God, he maintained, had created rational beings,
in order that they might be self-conscious and free vessels and recipients for the communications of the original fountain of all good.^ Now
if the soul exist in a condition of harmonious correspondence with this
destination, and of harmonious activity for the reception of the godlike
life, it is blessed.
If this harmonious relation is disturbed by that
which is aUen from it, by moral evil, it is wretched. The expressions
reward and punishment are but inadequate terms to denote the presample, a Didymus,^ and
lar doctrine

ent existence or the disturbance of this harmony of relations just as
when the healthy eye, in the exercise of the power residing within it,
perceives objects in the sun-light or when it is prevented from so doing
by disease. All punishments are means of purification, ordained by
divine love with a view to purge rational beings from moral evil, and to
restore them back again to that communion with God which corresponds to their nature.
God would not have permitted the existence
of evil, unless he had foreseen that by the redemption, all rational
beings would in the end, according to their destination, attain to the
same blessed fellowship with himself.^
;

;

In like manner the doctrine of universal restoration was closely
connected with the fundamental views of Theodore of Mopsuestia concerning the two great periods in the development of the rational
creation, and concerning the final end of the redemption, whereby the
immutability of a divine life should take the place of that mutability
and exposure to temptation which had before prevailed in the entire
rational creation.
Moral evil appeared here, in fact, as a universally
necessary point of transition for the development of freedom.^
Diodorus of Tarsus had already unfolded this doctrine in his work which has
not come down to us, on the incarnation of the deity, (nEpl okovofiiac,')
and Theodore exhibited it in his commentary on the gospels.^ In
1

Though

in

the

writings of

Didymus

which have come to our knowledge, there
are no distinct traces to be found of the
doctrine of restoration, {(moKaruOTaaiQ,) yet
in the work De trinitate published by Mingarclli (Bologna, 1769) an intimation of
this kind may be found in his exposition
and application of the passage in Philipp.
2: 10, where in reference to the Karax'&oviAi
as well as to the emyeLa, he speaks of the
calling on the name of Christ, which extends to the salvation of all see I. III. c.
10. f. 365.
^ As for example, in his exposition of
1 Corinth. 15: 28, in his ?Myog KaTT/XTiTiKog,
c. 8 and 35, in his tract on the soul and on
the resurrection, in his tract on the early
death of children.
;

^ 'flf rbv nXovrcv S'<v -QeIuv uya-&o)v fi?)
apjhv elvat, liXK olov uy-yddriva irpoaipeuKh
tuv ipvxc^v doxsia.
* As this doctrine stands so closely con
nected with Gregory's whole system of
faith, it belongs among the worst examples
of an arbitrary caprice, regardless of liistory,
when Germanus, patriarch of Constantinopie in the eighth century, in his uvTanodoTikoq or uvfr&evToc, endeavored to show that all
the passages in Gregory's writings, referring

were interpolated by hereSee Phot. cod. 233.
See above p. 718.
Extracts from these writings by the

to this doctrine,
.

tics.
^
^

Nestorian bishop Solomon of Bassora, in
the thirteenth century, in Assemani, T. Ill
P. I. f. 323, 24 comp. the fourth of Theo
;

RENEWAL OF ORIGEXISTIC DISPUTES.
these writings they
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adduced many other special reasons against the

" If the rewards of eternity so far exceed
good works and the brief period of hfe, ought not the puiiishmenta
much more to be overcome by the divine mercy. God would not
revive the wicked at the resurrection, if they must needs suffer only
punishment without reformation." They believed they found an intimation tliat the degree of punishment would be proportionate to the
degree of sin, in Luke 12 47
Matth. 5 26. From the fundamental
principles of Theodore it also necessarily follows, though we have no distinct declaration of his own on that point, that as the antithesis of those
two periods was assumed by him to embrace generally the entire rational
creation, he must therefore have extended the restoration to fallen
spirits as well as to mankind.
eternity of

punishment.

:

:

;

3. Opposite Theological Tendencies tvhich arose out of the afterworkings of the Origenistie disputes.^

We

have

mention a series of controversies which are more
and which
form a whole of themselves,
the renewed controversies concerning
Origen, respecting whose relation to the theological development of
this period we have spoken already in the general introduction.
We
still

to

loosely connected with the history of particular doctrines,

—

perceive in these disputes,

first,

the struggle of that

more

free theologi-

tendency which started from Origen, with that other more narrow
tendency clinging fast to the letter of the church doctrine, which from
the beginning stood opposed to the Origenistie school, as the struggle
of a more fleshly wdth a more spiritual tendency in the mode of apprehending Christianity. But the theological interest. of these controversies was soon lost in contosts of another kmd, partaking more of a
but then these controversies gain
secular than of a spiritual interest
another important significance for us, in that they exhibit to us a
hero of the faith, who, unsubdued by all persecutions and sufferings,
manfully contended with spiritual weapons against the corruptions of
the church which grew out of the confusion of things spiritual with
cal

;

things temporal.

Origen, long since pronounced a heretic in the Western church,
was scarcely known among the Wcstei-n theologians except by name,
while those of the East were forming different parties, in manifold transitions, in their various judgments concerning him.
He
had some entluisiaatic admirers, who agreed with him in all his peculiar views, while there were other bhnd zealots, who looked upon
him in no other light than as the father of all heresies.
Tliere
were others, again, holding the middle ground betwixt these two
parties, who, acknowledging his merits in relation to the progress of
theology, without overlooking

and freedom of

spirit

to

his

separate

Marius Mcicator. In
Theodore's commcfitiiry on tlic fi:ospel of
dorc's excerpts in

John, so far as it remains to us, there arc
to be found no traces of this doctrine.
But though such traces occuiTcd in this

defects, sought with

the

true

from

commentary,

moderation

the false in

his

yet, as a matter of course,
passa;;cs of this kind were not received into
the ciitenit!.
i

See above,

p. 387.
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MARCELLUS OF ANCYRA.

As

writings and doctrines.

the Arians could find

many

things in

seemed to furnish them with a foothokl for
their attacks against the Nicene creed
as thej appealed, whether
rightly or wrongly, to many of his assertions as justifying their own
ihe works of Origen which

;

?iews ; as the system of the Semi-Arians properly derived its origin
from this father ; all these circumstances would tend to place him in
an unfavorable light. The Marcellus of Ancyra, who has already been
mentioned in the history of doctrinal controversies, was the first to
attack Origen on this particular side.
He represented him as the
author of Arianism.
He accused him of having stood forth' as a theological writer Avhile he was still too crude, and after studying the
writings of the Greek philosophers much more than the Bible whence
he mixed up foreign Platonic doctrines with the Christian scheme of
faith. 1
He very unjustly reproaches him, for having commenced his
work Uspi apxuv with the same w^ords with which Plato begins his Gorgias
though these words in Origen, owing to the connection in which they
occur, receive an entirely diiferent and decidedly Christian sense, as
Eusebius, the defender of Origen, very properly remarks.
He objects
that Origen gave this work a title borrowed from the philosophical use
of language ; whence he draws the arbitrary conclusion, that the
subject-matter, therefore, was derived from the same fountain-head,
The great point with Marcellus
namely, from the Greek philosophy.
was, to preserve unalloyed the simple doctrine of scripture, which led
;

him

also

to

oppose, generally, the too high authority ascribed to the

older fathers, and to admit of no other evidence, in matters of faith,

than that of the sacred scriptures.^ But other eminent church-teachers,
as, for instance, Athanasius, endeavored to show, that the Arians
wrongly cited Origen as on their side. Didymus of Alexandria defended
the authority of Origen, whose whole system he had adopted, so far as
it did not stand in express contradiction with that which had been setBasil of Csesarea
tled and determined in the doctrinal controversies.^
apn Tuv Kara

(j>i7Mao(l)iav

uTTOTrof

ua-drifiaruv Kal tolq tieloig bfiikfjacu

TzpoeTio-

1

°Oti

UEvoc?voyoiciTijbTfjg uKpiiSovc
?i.Titpe(jg

TUV

ypaxbcJv Kara-

6iu TO TTOAv kuI tpLAoTijiuv

Tvaidevaeuc,

-daTTOv

vnoypa<p£(.v,

imo tuv

Tioyuv Kal tlvu

6i'

tov

tt/c

6e6vTog

avTovg ov

e^u^EV

up^u/ifvog

rr/g <pLh)ao<^iaQ

izapT/x^V

yeypa^s.

Ka'AiJg

Euseb. v.. Marcellum, lib. I.f. 2.5. Compare
with this what we have said in the first vol-

ume

(p. 698) respecting the intellectual
training of Origen.
'^
The Arian Asterius, whom Marcellus
controverted, had appealed in defense of
his doctrine to the doyfia -rrepl iteov, bnep nl

oo(j>uraTOL

TUV naTtpuv

u7TE(pi]vavTo.

were here two things calculated

There

to revolt

Marcellus, who was so zealous in maintaining the sole and exclusive authority of the
that he should call human
divine word
teachers fathers and give to their declarations the honor which is due to the sacred
scriptures alone, and that he should employ
the term doyjia to denote, the divine doctrine,
He makes a distinction between 'kuyog •&uog
and 66y/j.a uvdpumvov ; a distinction which,
:

though not grounded

in the use of language
the church-teachers, yet is so in the
signification of the terms.
His
remarkable words are : To yap tov 66j/iaTog
bvofia r^f livd pumvrjQ kxsTOi (SovXtjc te Kal
"Otl de rov^' ovTug ixsi., ftaprvpel
y^^fJ-V^-

among

original

fiiv //filv

Uavug

i]

doyfiaTcK^

tuv larpuv

TtxvT]

(contradistinction of dogmatists and empirics) , jJ-apTvptl 6e

tu tuv

(pLA,oadtpuv Ka'/MVfieva.

"Ort 6h Kal ru avyKliiTu db^avTa etl Kal vvv
doyfiaTa avyKlrjrov 7iiytTat, ovdeva uyvr-'iv
In reference to the first, Eusebius
olfiai.
opposed to him the passage in Deut. 32 7,
which, falsely ap])Hed as it was, had still
become classical on this point and in reference to the use of the term (56)//a, he opposed
to.him the passage in Ephes. 2: 15, where
he explaim d the word doynaTa as referring
though, in
to the doctrines of Christianity
fact, it must necessarily be understood of
the dogmas of the law, and hence was a
testimony rather in favor of Marcellus than
:

;

;

against him.
» po,. the rest, the remark we made on
page 386 concerning the revolution of the

ORIGEXISTIC DISPUTES.
ciud

GregM-y

Naziauzen

Er'Ii.'H.A>lLi.S.

ha

pu'jllsac.l,

tlie

result of their
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studies, a Chrestuuiathy tVoui

the writings of Origeii, with a view to
the ditfusion of his spiritual ideas, and particulary of his princijiles of
interpretation.!
Origen had the greatest influence on the formation

of the theological system set forth by Gregory of Nyssa, in which we
.meet once more with many of the peculiar ideas of the great churchfather, although Gregory was a perfectly indej)endent theoiogiau, and
reproduced, with the freshness of original thought, whatever he learnt
from the labors of others.
Among the monks, especially in Egypt, there were, in the fourth
century, two parties of opposite spiritual bents, who also stood ojiposed
to each other in their judgment of Origen.
One of these parties, possessed of a more limited intellectual culture, and contined to a rude,
flesiily mode of apprehending divine things, hated Origen as the zealous
opponent of this tendency.
The venerated Pachomius"-^ warned his
disciples most of all against the writings of Origen, because the latter
was more dangerous than other heretics-, since under the pretence of
expounding the holy scriptures, he introduced into them his own
erroneous doctrines.
The monks of the other class, who were possessed
of more cultivated minds, and of a more contemplative mystical bent,
entertained a high respect for Origen, in whose works they found ample
nourishment for their own spiritual tendency.
Among the former class of monks an individual had received his
education, who, at the time of the first breaking out of these disputes,
stood in high estimation on account of the zeal for piety and orthodoxy
which he had displayed for a long series of years. This was Ujji/Jiaitius.
He was born in the early part of the fourth century, in the village
of Besanduk, belonging to the territory of the city of- Eleutheropolis in
Palestine.'^
He had been educated among those Egyptian monks for the
monastic life, and their narrow intellectual culture was transmitted to
After this, he returned home to his native country, where he
him.
became superintendent of a cloister which he founded near the place
and in the year 367, bishop of Salamis, then called Conof his birch
stantia, metropolis of the island of Cyprus.
His writings show him to
have been a man of extensive reading, but quite deficient in criticism
possessed of sincere piety, but also of a
and in logical arrangement,
very narrow dogmatical spirit
a man who was altogether unable to
distinguish essentials from non-essentials in doctrinal differences,
the
letter from the spirit in modes of ajjprehending the scheme of faith,
and who would be very ready to discern a dangerous heresy in every
opinion on matters of faith that de\aated from the one which commonly
And it was a matter of course, that, to such a man, Origen,
prevailed
whom he was incapable of understanding, would appear as the most
;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

Alexandriiin spirit holds good also of Didymns, as he exhibits himself in his work lie
He forms an important link in
trinitate.
the development of the scheme jieatliar to
the Alexandrians, as it suhsequently expressed itself in opposition to the Antiochian system and also in the formation of
;

the mystical theology, as it afterwards appears in the writings of the Pseudo-Dionysius.
^

The

-

See

"

Sozom. VI.

0t^Ka?.ia.
vol. II. p. 271.
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dangerous of

false teachers

;

ns, in fact, in his description

of the heresies, he considered
readers against him.

it

especially

and critique

necessary to warn nia

A

second eminent teacher of the church, who took part in these
was Jerome^ a person of great merit, on account of hia
researches in biblical literature, and the pains he took to promote a
more thorough study of the scriptures among the people of the West.
That he was animated by a warm zeal for the cause of the gospel, is
evinced by the unwearied labors of his long life, for which, during hia
own life-time, he was rewarded from many quarters only with ingratitude.
But his better qualities were obscured by the great defects of his
controversies,

by his mean passions, his easily offended vanity, his love of
controversy and of rule, his pride, so often concealed under the garb
of humility.
His letters and other writings testify, beyond doubt, that
he knew how to bring home to the hearts of others many great truths
of practical Christianity, which, from the want of Christian self-knowledge and self control, he omitted to set before himself, and apply to his
own case, on the proper occasions. Let us first cast a glance at the
earlier history of the life and labors of this remarkable man, down to
the time when he took jiart in these controversies.
Jerome was born at Stridon, on the borders of Dalraatia and Panno-

character,

according to the Chronicle of Prosper, in the year 331, though
other marks and evidences seem to point to a date some ten years later.
At Rome, where the celebrated grammarian Donatus was his teacher,

nia,^

he enjoyed the advantages of a good literary education, and there, also,
After various journies, which
he at an early age received baptism.
he was induced to undertake in part by his love of knowledge, he
enjoyed for some time at Antioch the instructions of the learned Apoilinaris, and then withdrew from the society of men into the desert of
Chalcis in Syria.
The inward conflicts which had led him to seek the
life of seclusion were in his case but rendered the more violent in this
solitude.
He had, until now, chiefly occupied himself with the study
of the ancient authors, many of whom he had taken along with him
from Rome. That he should find in them a good deal which wai*
It
unsuited to his then ascetic bent of mind, may be well conceived.
is easy to explain also, how, in this disturbed, legal tone of mind, hi^
conscience would upbraid him on account of his employing so much oi
In the opinions entertained of this latter,
his time on pagan literature.
eithei
we find in this period the most opposite errors. While some,
through a misconceived zeal, which, especially in such transition-epochs
of the inner life, wherein the might of Christian consciousness asserted
itself in a decided manner, might easily arise, or through mental indowere induced
lence, which sought concealment under the guise of piety,
absolutely to shun all intercourse with ancient litei'ature as something
that belonged to Satan's kingdom, there were at Rome ecclesiastics
who studied the ancient authors even to the neglect of holy writ.^

—

—

As Jerome complains

1 According to the conjecture of some,
Stridova in Hungary, on the boundaries of

Roman bish6pDamasus,

Styria.

to Martianay, T.

"^

IH.

f.

in his letter to the

ep. 146, (according

160

:)

At nunc sacer-
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mistakes was held by such
men as Augustin, who, in his Guide to the education of the clergy,
Bays that every thing true and good should be approin-iated to the
service of Christianity

o))[iosite

and that even from the Pagans should be taken
and gold, which, in truth, they had not themselves created,
but only brought to hght out of the stores of an omnipresent provi;

the silver

dence.^

Now, when Jerome, in the midst of the severe ascetic discipline to
which he subjected himself, felt his conscience reproach him on account
of the predilection he had hitherto shown for the Pagan literature, we
may easily explain how it might happen, that in a violent attack of
fever brought on by his rigid austerities and his abstinence from food
in the Qaadragesimal fasts, his thoughts should shape themselves into
that vision, which, by his own fault and that of his later antagonist,
Rufinus, became magnified to an undue imi>ortance.
He thought that
he ap]ieared before the judgment-seat of God.
When, to the question
put to him, he answered, " I am a Christian," it was said, " thou art not
a Christian, but a Ciceronean
for where thy treasure is, there is thy
heart also " and under the infliction of the lash, he made a solemn
vow never to take into his hand another pagan book. This oath he
assuredly did not consider himself bound sti'ictly to keep, as is proved
by the frequent accurate quotations from ancient authors in his writings
unless we credit the solemn assurance of Jerome himself, in
answ^er to the charge of perjury brought against him by Rufinus, that
Possibly he diSered
he made all these citations simply from memory.
in his own judginent respecting this vision in different moods of mind,
Where he wished to dissuade from the readpassions, and situations.
ing of the heathen authors, he represented this as being a supernatural
vision,^ and thus furnished Rufinus a good reason for accusing him of
And Jerome could adduce nothing
self-contradiction and of perjury.^
in his own vindication, except first, that he had really read no pagan
author since his conversion, and cited every thing from mere memory,
a statement against which Rufinus could urge many plausible objec;

;

;

—

—

dotes Dei, omissis evangeliis et prophetis,
videas comoedias legere.
1 Quod eorum
tanquam aurum et arpenturn, quod non ipsi instituerunt, sed de quibusdani quasi metallis iivinae providentije,
De docqua; ubique infusa est, eruerunt.

Here belongs
trina Christiana,!. II §60.
also the advice which Isidore of Pelusium
gives to an anagnost in the course of train-

He would most
ing for the spiritual office.
profit himself and others, if he devoted his
whole life to the study of the sacred scriptures, but at the same time also appropriated
what he could make use of from the ancient
literature in the service of Christianity,
haov XPV'^'/^'^ ^^ ^W t^w'^fi' iToidevaeui,
uoTTip

7/

fteXiTTa,

dpapiiiievoi,

TroAXti

ydp

Lib. II. ep.
uptr^C l-vEKEv T^cipUjono(priKa'3L.
Among the Greek church-teachers such
3.

views were by no means uncommon.

The

above-meniioned Isidore, however, censures

an anchorite, in reference to his peculiar
purpose of life, because he spent liis time
Lib.
chiefly in reading the pagim writers.
I.

ep. 63.

^ Ep.
18 ad Eustochiuni, where he adduces in proof of the realitj- of the thing
the liventes scapulas, and that he plagas
Which, in cisc he
sensisse post somnum.
remembers rightly, still admits of being

easily explained.

Rutin says in his invccth'a against Jerome, 1. II. f' 285, T. V. ed. Mariianay, not
without truth Relegantur nunc quse^o qua
•*

:

una ejus operis p;igiiia est, quas
non eum iterum Ciceronianum pronunciet,
ubinondicat: sed Tullius noster, sed Flaccus noster. sed Maro. Jam vero Chrysipscribit, si

et Aristidem, Empcdoclem et ca;tera
Gracorum auctorum nomina, ut doctus
videatur et plurimae lectionis, Innquara famo8 et nebulas lectoribus spargit.

pnm
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and

whole was but a dream, and what w<*8
This little trait is not
without its importance, as opening a glimpse into the character of
Jfirome.
Veracity or un trustworthiness of character are often indicated
in the plainest manner by the merest trifles.
As other monks endeavored to occupy the lower powers of nature on
various kinds of handicrafts, and thereby to escape many inward temptations, so Jerome. chose, instead of these, a kind of discipline which
came nearer to his calling, and from which he could gain more that would
be profitable to the church.
He learnt from a Jew the Hebrew language.2
He was afterwards ordained as »a presbyter at Antioch and,
between the years 379 and 380, made a journey to Constantinople,
drawn by the hivitation of Gregory Nazianzen.
By the latter, his
attention was first particularly directed to Origen, of whose exegetical
writings he from this time forward availed himself in many ways, and
Then he journeyed
of whose homilies he translated several into Latin.
to Rome in 382, on a visit to the bishop Damasus, with whom at an
earlier period he had already entered into friendly relations, and the
latter availed himself of his various knowledge by making him his
by which office he must have
secretary and adviser in church matters
become very accurately versed in ecclesiastical affairs as the most
important passed through his own hands.-'^ Here he gained many enthuAs a promoter
siastic friends, but made also many violent enemies.
of monasticism in a country where it Avas as yet but little loved, in the
great capital, where the rigidly ascetic tendency came into collision
with the proi)ensities and interests of many, he could not fail even on
this score to incur the hatred of numbers, both of the clergy and laity
and as he induced ladies and maidens of the noblest families, by the
enthusiasm for the ascetic life wnth which, he inspired them, to forsake
their worldly relations, and in some cases to retire to a life of solitude in
Palestine, so by this means he vexed and irritated some of the most
To these occasions of offence must be added
eminent citizens of Rome.
that his erudition formed a strikuig contrast with the ignorance which
prevailed among many of the Roman clergy, and Jerome was not inclined to hide this fact, but on the other hand endeavored to make
fcions

done

;

in a

secondly., that the

dream was a thing

of no account.^

;

;

;

them

feel his superiority.

Many were

irritated

by the freedom and

manner in which he exposed and chastised
the faults of the worldly minded clergy in Rome, particularly in a
widely circulated letter addressed to the nun Eustochium, so that
Rufinus afterwards accused him of putting weapons into the hands
of the Pagans against the Christians.* But as long as Damasus lived,
the peculiarly sarcastic

1 Haec dicerem, si qnippiam vigilans promississem nunc autem novum impudentias
genus objipit mihi somnium meum. Sed
tamen qui somnium criminatur, audiat
prophetarum voces, somniis non esse eredendum. Adv. Rufin. 1. 1, f. 385, T. IV. ed.
Martianay.
- Incentiva vitionjm ardoremque naturae
ferre non poteram, quern quum crebris jejuniis frangerem, mens tamen cogitationibus
;

Kstuabat.

Ad quam edomandam

cuidam

qui ex Hebrseis crediderat, me in disciplinam dedi. Ep. 95 (or 4) ad Rusticum.
^ jgrome ep. 11 (or 91) ad Ageruchiam

fratri,

:

Cum

in chartis ecclesiasticis

masum

juvarem Da-

atque occidentis synodicis
consultationibus responderem.
* Rufinus 1. II. invectiv.
Eaqu£e<?entile3
falso in nos conferre crimina put>»'>antnr
iste vera esse, imo multo pejora i <^stria
geri quam illi criminabantur asserui;
<^ertainly an unjust charge.
et orientis

:
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Jerome was

sufificiently protected by his authority.
But, as he died
year 384, and his successor Siricius seems not to have been so
favorably disposed towards Jerome, he saw himself under the neces-

in the

number of his enemies, and he determined
withdraw from Babylon, as he was accustomed from this time forth
-to denominate Rome.^
Bethlehem, the place of resort for many monks, now became the
Beat of his activity, where, under his guidance, young men were educated in sacred studies, and where, by the composition of iiis voluminous
sity of yielding to the great
to

works, relating chiefly to the exposition of the sacred scriptures, he
useful to the whole "Western church.
The like

made himself extremely
services which

had been rendered

to the

Oriental church bv Origen,

New

Testament and the Greek
Jerome rendered to the West by his corrections
of tlie Latin version of the Bible, now become greatly distorted by the
blending together of different translations, and the mixing up with each
other of the different gospels, by the ignorance of transcribers.- Summoned to the task by the Roman bishop Damasus, who perceived the
need of such a correction of the text, he had already, while at liome,
emended the translation of the gospels, and made improvements in
the version of the Psalms. At Bethlehem, supported by the Ilexapla of
in correcting the original text of the

translation of the Old,

Origen, which he obtained from the library at Caesarea, he extended
work to the whole Bible. Even this was a bold undertaking by
which he must expose himself to be loaded with rei)roaches on the part
of those who, in their ignorance, which they identified with a pious
simplicity ,2 were wont to condemn every deviation from the traditional
text, however necessary or salutary it might be.
They were very
ready to see, in any change of the only text which was known to them,
a falsification, without inquiring any further into the reason of the
alteration.*
And, yet, here he had in his favor the authority of a Rothis

;

man

it was impossible to
and transmitted by ecclesiastical

bishop, as well as the fact, that in this case

oppose

to

him a

translation established

authority, or a divine inspiration of the text hitherto received.

But he must have given
a new version

taking, viz

:

far greater offense

by another useful under-

of the Old Testament, not according to the

Alexandrian translation, which before this had alone been regarded,
This appeared to many, even of those
but according to the Hebrew.

who

did not belong to the class of ignorant persons, a great piece of
to pretend to understand the Old Testament better than the

impiety,

—

1 Ep. 99 ad Asellum, when just ready to
emluirk: Ora,utde Baliylone Hierosolymam

rejri'ediar.

And

in the preface to his trans-

by Didymus on tlie Holy
Bahylone vcrsarer et purpuratae racretricis essem colonus.
Tot exemplaria quot codices, says Je-

iation of the tract

Spirit:

Cum

in

''

Damasum.
men widely diffused

rome, ep. 125 ad
^

A

class of

in

the
says

Western church, ajrainst whom Jerome
excellent thiii;^s in defense of employing science in the service of the church.

many

Piscatorum se discipulos asserentes, quasi
idcirco sanoti sint, si nihil scierinl. Ep. 102
ad Marcellum.
* Jerome in his ])ref:>ce to Damasus
Quis
enim doctus pariter vel indoctus, cum in
manus volumen assumserit, et a saliva
:

quam semel

imhiherit,

qtiod Icciitat,
me falsarinm,

non siaiim crumpet

qui

andeam

viderit

me damans

discrcparo
in voces:

esse' sacrileguna.

aliquid in veterum libris ad-

dere, niutare, corrigere.
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JOHN OF JERUSALEM.

—

seventy inspired interpreters,
better than the Apostles who had followed this translation, and who would have given another translation
if they had considered it to be necessary
to allow one's self to be so
misled by Jews, as for their accommodation to falsify the writings of the
Old Testament i
At that time there was formed in and about Jerusalem a jioble society of like-minded theologians, who agreed together in their zeal for the
advancement of theological science. With Jerome lived, on terms of
the most intimate union, the friend of his youth, the presbyter i??*/?;? its
of Aquileia, who was residing at Jerusalem with the bishop John, with
whom he stood in the most friendly relations. All three shared in the
same love for the writings of Origen. Jerome had indeed sought to
make several of his works more widely known in the Western church
by means of translations, and had in his prefaces spoken of him with
the greatest admiration.
The spiritual bent of Jerome was beyond all
question quite different from that of Origen.
Certainly, he had never
made himself master of his whole doctrinal system as, in general, he
was destitute of the mental impulse to form a system. His peculiar
intellectual discernment was directed rather on particulars than on the
general principles.
And it might be for this very reason, that in making use of Origen in his biblical commentaries, he adopted several of
his expositions, which were of such a kind as to agree neither with his
own other views of the faith nor with the dominant church system, without deeming it necessary to utter a word of warning until his attention
had been directed by others to this opposition of views. But free and
unfettered as Jerome was on this side, while he was left to himself, he
could, nevertheless, easily be made narrow and confined by causes without himself, when anything was pointed out to him which was opposed
to the orthodoxy of the church, and he had reason to apprehend he
Anxiously solicitous
might be suspected of any such thing himself.
for the reputation of his orthodoxy, he was on this side extremely sen-

—

!

;

sitive.

Now, it happened about the year 394, that among
made the pilgrimage from the West to the holy cities in

the

many who

Palestine, sev-

scheme of doctrine, such
and still later Vigilantius, were among the number. They
had always been used to hear Origen spoken of as one of the most dangerous of false teachers, without knowing anything more of him and
hence they were greatly alarmed, when they were compelled to observe
that the writings of this father were here so much read, and that his
name was held in such high veneration. These zealots then could not
The bishop John and
refrain from giving free utterance to their fears.
Rufinus were not so ready to give way and indulge these people as Jerome was. It was of great importance to the latter, to take care that
no suspicion of his orthodoxy should be whispered in the Roman and
Western church. He was ready therefore to justify himself by joineral of the zealots for the letter of the church

as Aterbius,

;

^

All

tkgainst

this

Eufinus

Jerome

Invective

:

in the

Istud nefas

strenuously urges
second book of his

quomodo

expiabitur

ipsam legem

pervertere

Apostoli tradiderunt.

in

aliud,

qaam
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ing in the sentence of condemnation against the false doctrines of Origen,
which he might do without rehnquishing his own convictions, though,
were it not for this outward challenge, he would never, perha{)s, have
felt himself constrained to do any such thing.
Subsequent to this time

Jerome was more cautious,

it is true, in expressing his judgments concerning Origen
but he still continued to declare himself respecting
him with a wise moderation, saying, that, on the maxim of Paul, which
directs us to prove all things and hold last that which is good, he endeavored to make the same use of Origen as he did of other biblical
expositors, appropriating what was valuable in his writings, while he
avoided his errors.
;

Yet he makes it quite manifest, that, if no mid-way course could be
allowed to exist betwixt the extravagant admirers and the all-condemning opponents of Origen, he would prefer joining himself to the latter,
because they were the most pious. ^
On this principle Jerome actually proceeded, yielding to the zealots for orthodoxy, and espousing their
side, since they would allow of no neutrality and no middle ground.
In addition to this, there were also sources of personal irritation, tiie
influence of which, in a person of his sensitive and passionate temper,
easily intermingled with the doctrinal interest.
The cry against the Origenistic heresies at Jerusalem alanned and
disturbed the aged Epiphanius, who, in respect to such matters, was as
excitable as he was credulous.
He came himself to Jenisalem in
394, where he was received by the populace with great demonstrations
of respect, and, as was alleged against him by the bishop John, gave
way perhaps too much to these respectful attentions. He strenuously
insisted, in his interviews Avith the bishop John, that he ought to condemn Origen, the father of Arius and of all othej heresies.
The
bishop explained that he was accustomed in reading Origen to separate
the time from the false, but he avoided entering into any doctrinal investigations with Epiphanius, whose prejudices he would hardly have
been able to overcome, and with whom he could hardly have come to
any imderstanding on this matter. Epiphanius, however, preached a
discourse, in which he inveighed with great wai-mth against the^iefenders of Origen's false doctrines, so that, as it was doubtless well understood whom he meant, disturbances were to be apprehended.
The
bishop John warned him, therefore, through his arch-deacon, during
Afterwards John himself preached
the delivering of the sermon.
Epiphanius next mounted the pulpit
against the anthropomorjthites.
and joined in the condemnation of anthropomorphism ; but declared
that it was necessary also to condemn the Origenists.
Displeased with what had taken jjlace at Jerusalem, and still more
confirmed in his suspicion that at Jerusalem the Origenistic party was
dominant, he betook himself to the monks at Bethlehem, where his inHe warned them against having any fellowfluence was unbounded.
ship with the erroneous doctrines entertained at Jerusalem, and subse'tart of the monks separated
quently often repeated this warning.

A

1

See ep. 75 (26) ad Vigilantium. ep. 76 ad Tranqaillinam.
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Under
themselves from all cliurch-fellowsbip with the bishop Johu.
these circumstances, Epiphanius took a step, which, at a time of such
great excitement, he ought above all things to have avoided, and which,
as the case stood, certainly exposes him to the suspicion of a set design.
as he
He ordained as a presbyter Paullinianus, Jerome's brother,
in a cloister belonging to
affirmed, without any preconcerted plan,
and the latter could now perform the priestly funchis own diocese
tions for the monks, in Bethlehem, so that they were no longer under
The
the necessity of having recourse for these purposes to Jerusalem.
bishop John might very properly com]»lain of it as a violation of ecclethat a foreign bishop should ordain an ecclesiastic for
Biastical rules,
violent controversy in writing ensued, in which
his diocese.

—

—

:

—

A

solely of Epiphanius' love of rule

John complained

much
Epiphanius made

and disorderly con-

mention of doctrinal matters;,
the latter the princi])al topic of his remarks,
while
and called upon the bishop John to clear himself from the suspicion of
duct, avoiding as

as possible all

Jerome embraced with eagerholding to the errors of Origea.
ness the party of Epiphanius, and thus the ancient tie of friendship was
severed.
The bishop John applied with his complaints to Alexandria
and to Rome. Jerome wrote to both churches in defense of the common cause. In vain did the bishop Theophilus of Alexandria endeavor,
who was, himself, however, as an Orthrough his presbyter Isidore,
to bring
igenist, suspected by the party of Epiphanius and Jerome,
Yet near the close of the year 396, the matter
about a reconciliation.
had progressed so far, that Jerome and Rufinus became reconciled at
the altar, and the peace of the church in this country was once more

—

—

restored.

But although the friendly relations between Jerome and Rufinus
seemed outwardly to be restored again, yet the communion of spirits
which had once been disturbed, certainly could not be so easily renewed, especially in the case of so irritable and suspicious a person as
It needed but a slight occasion, to tear open again the slightJerome.
and this was given by Rufinus, though without any inly healed wound
;

tention on his part, yet certainly not without his fault. In the year 397,
he returned from his travels back to the West, and repaired to Rome.

There he was induced, as he says, by the wishes of his friend Macarius ^ (who, being engaged in writing a work against the astrological
fate, was desirous of learning the views of Origen on this subject) to
Now this, after what had
translate Origen's work litplapxuv into Latin.
This
taken place before, was manifestly a very unwise undertaking.
book, of all others, was directly calculated to stir up anew the narrowminded zealots of the Roman church agahist Origen and as the peculiar ideas of this work were so perfectly alien from the theological spirit
of the Roman church, no good whatever would result from making it
;

1

From

this

Roman

writer (in distinction

from two famous monks of the same name,
aelonging to the Scetic desert in Egypt)
Gennadius, who represents him, however,
perhaps wrongly, to have been a monk, (c.

28 de V. J.) mentions a liber adversus
mathematicos, in which he had made great
use of the Greek cb'irch-teachers, which
agrees with 'the testimony of Rufinus.

JEROME
known by a

S

translation.

CONTROVERSY WITH KUFINUS.

But Rufinus did not even

7

furnish the

means

studying and understanding Origen as a histoneal phenomenon, lie
much carried away with wonder at the great man, and too
much fettered by the dependence of his own mind on the dominant
scheme of tlie church, to be able rightly to understand Origen in his
theological development.
He was too little acquainted with the relation of the hidden depths of the Christian life and consciousness to the
progressive evolution of the conception of them in time, to be able to
form any correct judgment of the relation of Origen's theology to the
church scheme of doctrine in his own age.
He took the liberty to modfor

himself was too

ify the doctrines

of that

gi-e;it

theologian, especially in those passages

which had reference to tbe Trinity, according to the decisions of the
council of Nice.
But he frankly confesses, also, in the preface to his
translation, that in such places he has not rendered the sense of Origen according to the existing readings.
Only he affirms, that he had
intioduced no foreign matter, but had simply restored the original
reading, which had been corrupted by heretics, as the harmony with
other passages required.

But, then, as he did not consistently carry
through even this method, but left many passages unaltered, which
sounded no less heretical to these times, so he exposed himself none
the less to be accused by the zealots of having found then in those
passages nothing which would be considered as heretical, in spite
of his protestations, that, in this translation, it was not his design to
exhibit his own views, but the original doctrines of Origen, and that
nothing else was to be learned from it but these.
At the same time,
though perfectly aware of Jerome's excitable temper, and of the narrow and passionate spirit which characterized his j.rincipal friends at
Rome, he was still imprudent enough to refer in his preface to the
praise bestowed on Origen by Jerome, and to the similar method of
translation which the latter had adopted.
Scarcely was there time for this translation and preface to become
known in Rome, when it excited among those people the most

Two noble Romans,
feelings of surprise and displeasure.
Pammachius and Oceanus, who had kept up a correspondence with
Jerome ever since the period of his residence in Rome, were ex-

vehement

concerned for the reputation of his orthodoxy, and hastened
inform him of the scandal given to the Christians at Rome by
They called upon him, by a faithful translation of that
Rufinus.
work, to exhibit Origen in his true colors, and to clear himself from
the suspicion of entertaining the same doctrines with Origen, which
Rufinus had cast upon him.^ Jerome wrote back in a tone of highEven at prewrou"-ht excitement to his two friends and to Rufinus.
sent, however, he continued to express himself with the same modhe spoke highly of his great gifts,
eration concerning Origen
the
of his Christian ardor, of his merits as an expounder of
and he pronounced those to be the worst enemies of
Scriptures
tremely^
to

;

:

1

Purga ergo suspiciones
consentire videaris.

Ep. 40.

laverifi,

—

hominum,

et convince

criminantem, ne

si

dissimo-
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man, who had taken pains to i;ublish those writings of hia
" Let us not," said he,
which ought to have remained concealed.
imitate the faults of the man whose excellencies lie beyond our
reach."
But the relations betwixt Jerome and Rufinus grew continthe great

more hostile, and both of them in controversial, or more
properly speaking, abusive tracts, full of jiassionate language, forgot their dignity both as theologians and as Christians
as Angustin
had the frankness to tell Jerome, when he called upon him for their
own sakes, and out of respect to the weak, for whom Christ died,
to put an end to these revilings.^
The influence of Jerome's powerful patrons in Rome, however, could not hinder Rufinus from being
ually

;

justified

by

a letter addressed

him from the Roman

bishop
they exert themselves
to excite
feeling towards Rufinus in the mind
of Anastasius, who, in the year 399, succeeded Siricius.
But it
was chiefly the influence of Marcella, a widow, and ancient friend
of Jerome, which contributed to inspire in the mind of this Roman bishop, (who, according to his own confession,"^ had until now
heard but little or nothing about Origen) great anxiety and solicitude
with regard to the spread of the Origenistic heresies.^
Rufinua
Siricius.

The more zealously,
a more unfriendly

to

therefore,

did

was summoned before his tribunal.
He excused himself, it is true,
on account of his great distance, and for other reasons, from
personally making his appearance at Rome.
But he sent in a letter of defence and justification, containing a full and explicit confession of his faith, appealing to the fact, that, on the question respecting the origin of the soul nothing had as yet been determined
by the church
and declaring that he, as a translator, was in
nowise responsible for the assertions of the writer translated by him.
Anastasius, in the public declarations which he thereupon made,
expressed himself with great violence against Origen, and also unfavorably towards Rufinus.
Meantime, however, the controversy
respecting Origen had taken a turn which led to far more important
consequences than would otherwise have followed it, and which combined with it such an interest of another sort as caused its original
object to be forgotten.
We have remarked already, in an earlier part of this history, that the patriarch Theophilus, of Alexandria, had endeavored
to effect a reconciliation betwixt the two contending parties in this
controversy.
He was at first closely connected with the Origenistic party among the Egyptian monks
as the aged presbyter Isidore, who had great influence with him, belonged to this party ; and
;

;

1 Vide Augustin. ep. 73,
§ 8. Heumihi,qui
vos alifubi simul invenire non possum, forte
lit moveor, ut doleo, ut timeo, prociderem
ad pedes vestras, flerem quantum valerem,

rogarem quantum amarem, nunc unumquemque vestrum pro seipso, nunc utrumque pro aherutro, et pro ahis, et maxime inrfirmis, pro quibus Christus mortuus est.
^ The words of Anastasius, in his letter

the bishop John, are beyond question
very obscure, and the sense cannot be given
with certainty
Origines autem antea et
quis fuerit, et in quae processerit verba, nostrum propositum nescit.
^ Jerome, in ep. 96 ad Principiam, pronounces it the peculiar glory of, the deceased
Marcella: D'amnationis hsereticorum hseo
fuit principium.
to

'•
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be agreed with them in opposing that crass and sensuous mode of
apprehending divine things, which prevailed among the so called
Anthropomorphites, the monks of the Scetic desert.
But on the
principles of this individual little dependence could be placed
for
worldly interests and passions had more power over him than principles and rational convictions
and he was unfavorably known under
a name signifying a man of instability, who was wont to accommodate himself to the change of circumstances.^
As the bishops of Alexandria, in the programmes with which at the
feast of Epiphany they made known the precise time of the Easter
;

;

next to be celebrated, were accustomed to unfold such partopics of Christian faith and practice as were adapted to the
times
so, in the year 399, Theophilus chose for this purpose to combat the rude sensuous notions respecting that which constituted God's
image in man, and, what was closely connected with this point,
respecting the divine essence itself.
Now, this certainly was by no
means the best way to instruct and convince the monks who were
addicted to those erroneous doctrines
for, as the case really was with
them, being for the most part men wholly without cultivation, and
coming from the lower ranks of society, and quite devoid of
all sense for matters purely spiritual, it was impossible for them
to apprehend that which was contained in their religious consciousness
in any other way than in forms of conception borrowed wholly from
sense
and this sensuous form of apprehension had become so fused
and blended Avith the matter of their religious consciousness, that
he who robbed them of the one, seemed also to deprive them of
the other.
Hence it was, that the discourse of Theophilus met,
among the Scetic monks, with a reception so e.xjiressive of violent
indignation, that but one abbot, namely, Paphnutius, had the boldness
reading produced among the monks
to read it publicly, and this
At the head of the Anthropomorphites in this
a violent ferment.
district, stood Serapion, a monk whose rigidly abstemious life had
procured for him the highest reverence and respect. Already it
had become a matter of rejoicing, that the united labors of many individuals, who entered with him into a comparison of scripture passages,
had been so far crowned with success, as that Serapion seemed to be
convinced his notions of the divine image and of the divine essence
were not tenable. But as they were about to unite together in a
prayer of thanks for this happy issue, and Serapion kneeled down
for prayer with the rest, he missed the image under which he was
wont to adore the God present to his heart, and felt that he was
With the customary symbol, it
it.
to dispense with
still unable
seemed to him that the being whom he worshipped under this symbol,
was himself taken away. Full of despondency, the old man exclaim.They have taken away
ed with tears, " Poor wretch that I am
my God. On whom shall I now depend To whom shall I pray ! " *
festival

ticular
;

—

;

;

!

!

'O u/KpulXa^, 6 K&dvpvoc, terms applied
one who is accustomed to wear his cloait
according to the wind.
1

to

^

gge the account by Cassia*, an eye-

witness.
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ISIDORE.

A

fierce troop of savage monks next hastened to Alexandria, and
threatened Theophilus, whom they denounced as an atheist, with
death.
Theophilus, with whom prevarication and falsehoood cost
but little, contrived to soothe them in a most unworthy manner,
saying to them, " In you I behold the countenance of God."
This
appeared to the monks to be a confirmation of their notions of the
divine image, and even by this remark they were somewhat pacified.
Yet they required also of the patriarch, that he should condemn the
godless Origen, and in this, too, he yielded to their demands.^

At that time, Theophilus doubtless yielded only because he was
forced to do so by the frantic demands of these bhnd zealots, but not
with any design of abiding by this forced declaration.
By degrees,
however, the temper and disposition of his mind underwent, through
influences from without, an entire change towards the Origenistic
This party had its principal seat in the caverns and cells of
';nonks.
Salt-Petre mountain (opos itrpt'as) Avhich bordered on the Scetic
Here for a series of years had resided the deacon Evagrius,
r/f Pontus, famous
on account of his ascetic writings, which were
extensively read, not only in the Greek church, but, after they had been
the

desert.

by Rufinus, even in the church of the West.^
the hep/ of this party stood, at this time, the four brothers, Dios-

translated into Latin

At

curus,

name

Ammonius, Eusebius, and Euthymius,
of the tall brothers

(dSeAc/jot

paKpui)^

—

well

known under

the

pious men, though not

wholly exempt from a certain fanatical, ascetic tendency.
Theophilus, who was very friendly to these men, was desirous of gaining them
over to the service of the church, for which, however, they had
At length he compelled Dioscurus to assume the
no inclination.
to two others he gave
office of bishop of Hermopolis in Egypt
But precisely
the place of stewards ( oIkovo/im') in his own church.
in the administration of t?ds office, they had occasion to experience
BO many things derogatory to the bishop's character, which filled
them with disgust, while, at the same time, these honest men
feared they should contract some defilement on their own souls,
that nothing could prevent them from hastening back to their own
beloved seclusion, mider the pretext that they were no longer able to
endure the city life. But Theophilus penetrated their real motive,
Added to this
and on this ground alone was greatly incensed.
was the influence of another occurrence. The presbyter Isidore,
already mentioned, a friend of those monks, and superintendent of
had rea man now eighty years old,
an alms-house in Alexandria,
ceived from a wealthy widow the sum of a thousand gold pieces,
purchasing clothing for the poor females in
for the purpose of
Alexandria.
In handing over the money she had made him pro;

—

1

2

See Sozom. VIII. 11.
He was a disciple of the two

•

men who

had a great influence on the monastic life as
it was in tliis desert, and who stood in high
veneration, Macarius who was surnamed
k.iyvnTiog, and Macarius, who, from being a

—

—

native of Alexandria, was called koIi.tikch,.
Uiider the name of the former we have fifty
homilies, which indeed are not quoted by
the ancient writers as his, but which harmonize perfectly with the peculiar Christian
bent of this monasticism.
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miae not to mention the matter to the hishop, whose all-grasping and
rage for building ' she was afraid of.
The discovery
of this secret aroused the whole wrath of Theophilus against Isidore.*
Under the pretext of false charges he persecuted him with the
all-expending

utmost violence, deposed him from his office, and excommunicated
him from the church, till at last the persecuted Isidore took refuge
"among the monks in the desert of Nitria. These, having received
their ancient friend, drew down on themselves the vengeance of
Theophilus, whose feelings were already embittered towards them.
For the purpose of gratifying these revengeful feelings, Theophilus

—

took sides with the zealots against Origen,
first with the Anthropomorphites of the Scetic desert, whose fury he excited against the
and with Jerome and Epiphanius. He found no diffiOrigenists
culty, at several synods convened in Alexandria, subsequent to the
year 399,^ to prevail upon bishops, in part already inclined, by their
;

own narrow zeal, to stigmatize Origen as a heretic, and in part accustomed to serve as the blind tools of their patriarch, to unite with himself in pronouncing sentence of condemnation on the doctrines and
the writings of Origen, and in forbidding them to be read. As the
monks were not disposed to yield a blind obedience to these decrees,
Theophilus seized upon this as a pretext for calling upon the Prsefect
They were fallen
of Egypt for an armed band to attack, them.*
upon in their peaceful retreats, where for a long series of years
they had lived in quiet seclusion, shamefully abused, and forced to
Eighty of these persecuted men fled from their desert to
disperse.
one place and another, but could nowhere find a home
since Theo;

philus sent

after

them

letters

dictated by violent passion and

mali-

which he seized upon many extravagancies of
fanatical ascetism (which he had before been very ready to overlook)
for the purpose of rendering them suspected as wild and dangerous
enthusiasts.
At length they resolved to seek redress from the impecious cunning,

in

rial court at Constantinople ; in hopes, too, that the well-known Christian philanthropy of the bishop of the residential city, Jb/m Chrysostom^
who was not less favorably known for his reckless zeal against all

—

1
'O .-ypvffo^av^f Hol Tu^oTMrpiiC,
so he is
called by Isidore of Pelusium, 1. 1, ep. 152.
^ Such is the account of tiie warm friend
of Chrysostomandof theOrigenisticmonks,
the bishop Palladius of Helenopolis in Bi-

thynia, in his dialogical narrative of Chryed. Monlf. T.
"Sozomen, VIII. 12,
serves to confirm the former, for it seems to

sostora's

XIII.

life.

0pp. Chrysost.

The account by

presuppose this as the original one. According to Sozomen's account, for instance,
Theophilus demanded of Isidore part of a
large sum of money which had been given
him, for the purpose of expending it on
church buildings. But Isidore declined to
give it up, because it was better, he said, to
use the money in behalf of the living temTrue, this account is referred
pie of God.

back to the same source,
VOL. II.

to the Origunistic

48

monks, from whom SozonuMi'tisiaiuaiiitaiiro
had heard it. But the i)redicates which
applies to Theo])hilus render the
Isidore of Pelusium
very credible.
the whole to the hostility of
Theophilus towards the other Isidore T//v

Isidore

thing
also

traces

:

rdv tuol d/iuvvfiov uTzix'^^uiv Koi 6vf7The other causes which are stated
of the hostility of Theophilus, may have
first given occasion for his altered tone to-nepl

/iiveinv.

wards
"*

Isidore.

Sulpicius Severus (Dial.

I.

6)

mentions

several synods.
» Sulpicius Severus, who at that time was
residing in this country, says, (Dialog. I.e.
7:) Scicvo exemplo ad rcgendam ecclesia
disci|)linam pricfLCtns assumitur.
^ The admiration of his eloquence soon
gave him this surname.
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wrong and injustice, than for his brilliant eloquence, would serve to
defend them against the unrighteous fury of their adversaries.
But
before we proceed to the farther development of these events, we
must throw a glance at the life of the great man, who was thus
drawn into a participation in these disputes.
He was born at Antioch in the year 347. His pious mother,
Anthusa, who, being early

left

a widow, devoted herself entirely

to

him what Monica was to Augustin.
But
the seeds of faith, sown in his infant mind, were not, as in the case
of Augustin, long kept in check by the predominance of wild passions
and without experiencing such violent storms and struggles in
his more gentle soul, he was enabled to develop himself with a
quiet and gi-adual progress, under many favorable influences (as we
Through a rich inward experihave already remarked p. 657).
ence, he lived into the understanding of the holy scriptures; and a
prudent method of interpretation on logical and grammatical princiciples, kept him in the right track in deriving the spirit from the
letter of the sacred volume.
His profound and simple, yet fruitful
homiletic method of treating the holy Scriptures,show how much he
had profited by his wide Christian experience, and by the thoughtful
method of exposition belonging to the Antiochian school, and how, in
his

education,

was

to

;

his case, both cooperated tegether.

By the study of the ancients he secured to himself the advanvantage of a harmonious mental and rhetorical culture, which in his
case was ennobled by the divine principle of life drawn from the
gospel.
A heart full of the love which flows from faith, gave to his
native eloquence, cultivated by the study of the ancients, its animating
charm.

The man who had been thus educated for the oflice of a preacher,
labored twelve years, from 886 onward, with burning zeal, as a presand the latter, in considbyter under the bishop Flavian of Antioch
eration of his distinguished gifts, had entrusted to his particular
The
care the religious instruction and edification of the church.
;

sermons which he there preached show how earnestly alive he was to
the duty of promoting, not a formal orthodoxy, but vital Christianity
to expose the vanity of a merely outward Christianity, and to destroy
With a freedom and boldness which feared no
all confidence in it.
consequences, he inveighed against the prevailing corruptions in every
rank of society, even when they appeared under a Christian guise.
In Antioch he had won the aflections of many, to whom his labors
had proved a blessing and the hatred of individuals, who felt themselves too roughly handled by his discourses, could, under these circumstances, do him no injury.
But a wider and more splendid, though, at the same time, a far more
dangerous and unquiet field of labor was opened for him, when
;

Eutropius, who, at that time, possessed unbounded influence at the
imperial court, and who, happening to be one of his hearers on a certain occasion, was quite carried away by his eloquence, was the occa-

year 397, to the bishopric of ConstantiPeculiarly dangerous was this field for a man of his freedom

sion of his being called, in the

nople.

CHRYSOSTOM AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
of spiril, so

used

to

— a man
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chastise every lurm of ungodliness ^vithout respect

who, in his imjatient indignation at wickedness,
and zeal for oppressed innocence, could not stop to measure his words
by the rules of prudence. The way in which he diminished the pomp
and state of the episcopacy, for the purpose of devoting what was
tLus saved to benevolent institutions, displeased the people of Constantinople, who were so fond of display, and excited the discontent
of those whose selfish interests were injured thereby.
Worldly-minded
ecclesiastics and monks, whom he reminded of their duty, became his
enemies.
At a visitation of the churches, which he was obliged to
make at Ephesus, in the year 400, on account of certain disputes
and the difficulties which grew out of them, he greatly contributed,
by the severity with which he sought to enforce respect for the
ecclesiastical laws, so often violated by reason of the prevailing worldly
of persons,

interest,

to increase the

higher ranks of the

number

of his enemies, especially among the
Doubtless it may have been the case,

clergy.

in certain moments of vehement indignation against sin,
which proceeded however from the purest motives, he allowed himself
and, .too rashly undertaking to
to be transported beyond measure
promote the right and to punish what was bad, did not always pay
due respect to existing forms. Perhaps, too, he may have occasionally
also, that

;

placed too

much

confidence in his arch-deacon Serapion, a passionate

man, and been persuaded by him to the adoption of measures which had
not been carefully weighed.
Not less surely must he in various ways have excited against him
the most powerful personages about court, by the manner in which he
chastised the prevailing vices and took part with the innocent against
Eutropius himself, who in the most insolent manner
their oppressors.
abused his power to the ruin of many, became at first his violent en
emy. But when the prophetic warnings of the man who alone dealt
honestly with him, were verified, and he saw himself at the lowest ebb
of fortune, forsaken by all, Chrysostom was his only protector at the
altar of the church, to which he had fled for refuge from the infuriated
populace.
The ambitious and covetous empress Eudoxia often fell into violent
transports of rage against Chrysostom, which she vented in the most
bitter threats, when she imagined herself to be aimed at by anything
he had uttered in his sermons when he protected orphans and widows
from her own avarice or resentment, or from that of her favorites:
;

the acts of injustice of which she was the author,
and addressed her conscience with the earnest sincerity becoming his
Thus, there had grown up at Constantinople a party of illoffice.
disposed ecclesiastics and nobles, men and women, in opposition to
and sometimes this party
the man of truly pious and noble feelings
was led on by the empress herself, whose sunerstitious fears, however,
often compelled her to become reconcilea again to the venerated

when he opposed

;

bishop.
It happened precisely at an interval of this sort, when Chrysostom
stood on good terms with the empress, that the monks above-mentioned
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arrived at Constantinople.
Tbej entreated the bishop to grant them
protection, declaring to him, that if he refused it, they would be forced

apply immediately to the emperor.
Chrysostom knew how to unite
what was required of him by Christian charity, with the circumspection of Christian prudence. ^
He wished and hoped he might be able
to settle the difficulty in the wisest way by offering his own mediation to
bring about a reconcihation between Theophilus and these unfortunate
men and in order to this it was necessary for him to avoid any step
which might offend the man whose irritable character was well known
to him.
He gave the monks a friendly reception he assigned them
a place of abode, and one of the pious females who were accustomed,
under his direction, to devote their property or the labor of their
hands to works of Christian charity, provided for their bodily wants.
But in compliance with the ecclesiastical rules, he refused to admit
them to the communion, since they had been excommunicated by their
bishop.
In a letter which he wrote in their behalf to the
bishop Theophilus, he earnestly besought the latter to pardon the
monks, as a favor to himself. But Theophilus, instead of paying any
attention to this request, immediately dispatched certain persons to
Constantinople for the purpose of lodging an accusation against the
monks. The latter now proceeded, on their part, to bring a number
Chrysostom sent a report
of aggravated charges against their bishop.
of this to Theophilus, informing him that it would be out of his power
to prevent them from applying with their complaints to the emperor
himself.
By this Theophilus was still more excited especially, as he
had been told by persons who were very desirous of stirring up a
quarrel between him and Chrysostom, that the latter had admitted
the monks to the communion, and thus declared null the sentence
which Theophilus had pronounced against them. In his reply, Theophilus reminded Chrysostom that according to the fifth canon of the
Council of Nice,^ every bishop was bound to recognize as valid the
sentence of excommunication pronounced by another, till its injustice
was proved by a new investigation, which, however, could be commenced and carried through only in the church diocese in which the
By this law, it is true, cases like the present
difficulty had occurred.
one stood a very uneven chance for how could the poor monks in
the church diocese of Theophilus, where everything was so entirely
dependent on himself, hope to find anywhere among the bishops an
Chrysostom now endeavoured to extricate himself
equitable decision ?
from the whole affair. But the monks availed themselves of a favorable moment to lay their petition before the empress Eudoxia, in
which they proposed that the bishop of the imperial residence should
be nominated judge in this matter, and that Theophilus should be
The empress, in whom sucompelled to appear before his tribunal.
to

;

;

;

;

1 If we may credit the report of Palladius
bishop of Helenopolis, who wrote, indeed,
as a prejudiced friend of Chrysostom, but is
confirmed, however, though he reports many

things alone, at least in part by the authorities of Socrates and Sozomen.
^ Conipare the account by Palladius with
the words of Chrysostom himself, in his
first letter to Innocent bishop of Rome, ^ 2

TUEOPHILUS CITED TO CONSTANTINOPLE.

HIS INTRIGUES.

and immorality wrought in concert together, placed great
hlessing of such monks.
To obtain' this she received
their petition, and easily found means of persuading her husband,
over whom her influence was unbounded, to comply with their request.
Theophilus was summoned to Constantinople, where a synod
'
under the presidency of the patriarch was to decide his case.
perstiliou
store on

the

From this time, the affair took an entirely different turn.
contest with the Origenists had hitherto been with Theophilus

The
only

a pretext, a means of taking vengeance on the monks but now this
object was dropped, and everything from henceforth made subservient
to the main purpose, which was to avenge the imagined injury done
to his honor by Chrysostom, and to bring about the ruin of the latter.
For the accomplishment of this object, means would not be
wanting to a person of his character, and among the description of
people by whom Chrysostom was surrounded.
He entered into correspondence with the enemies of Chrysostom
among the more eminent clergy and laity of Constantinople ; and he
endeavored to secure, as a useful instrument for effecting his designs,
the bishop Epiphanius,
a man whose venerable years and whose
zeal for the orthodox faith gave him great influence among the bishops.
Besides the circular letter which he sent to all the bishops of the
East, calling upon them to join in the decisions of that Egyptian
council against Origen, he sent a particular letter to Epiphanius, for
the purpose of inflaming the zeal of the old man, which was so easily
excited and so credulous in regard to such matters.
It is true, he
allowed nothing at all tending to the injury of Chrysostom to find
entrance into this letter
but he called his attention to the danger
which threatened the church, when monks burning with zeal to propagate this new heresy^ had betaken themselves to Constantinople, hoping
;

—

;

to gain, in addition to the older ones,

He

new

proselytes to their impious

him to assemble the bishops
of his island for the purpose of condemning Origen and the Origenistic heresies, to send in connection with them a synodal letter on this
subject to the patriarch of Constantinople, and also to bring the
bishops of Isaurea and Pamphylia, as well as the other bishops in his
vicinity, to the knowledge of this matter.
Epiphanius immediately complied with this invitation, and in the year
401 held the council for the condemnation of Origen but Chrysostom
showed no inclination whatever to take part in these measures of a blind
doctrines.^

therefore urgently advised

;

The cold reception wiiich these communications
heresy-making zeal.
met with from him was now eagerly seized upon by Theophihis as a
means of rendering Chrysostom himself suspected of entertaining the

He sought to persuade Epijjhanius that it was
Origenistic heresy.
necessary to assemble a synod against the Origenistic heresy at Constantinople itself, where at all times many bishops were to be found toand this synod was to be made the instrument of effecting the
gether
;

1

Calumniatores ver«

fidci

novo pro

hae-

fesi furore bacchantes.
^

Ut

et novos,si

quos valuerint.dccipiant,

et veteribus suae impietatis sociis
tur.

conjungan-
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downfall of Chrysostom.
Epiphanius came in the year 402, accompanied with bishojis of his diocese, to Constantinople.
Chrysostom paid
lim all due respect, and did everything in his power to alter his intentions.
But Epiphanius refused to have any fellowship with him, unless
he joined in the condemnatory sentence against Origen, and withdrew
his protection from the monks.
To neither of these demands could
Chrysostom conscientiously yield.
Epiphanius now proceeded still
farther in his blind zeal, and allowed himself to be drawn into many
violations of ecclesiastical law, to which in such cases he was went to pay
but httle attention. But perhaps a conversation with some, of the persecuted monks, besides other reasons, led him to surmise that the cause
he was serving was not so very pure,
and his own zeal, though utterly devoid of caution and prudence, was at least an honest one.
He
merely served as an unwitting tool to promote the designs of cunning,
and hence he was now thrown into porpioxity.
He quitted Constantinople without waiting for tho otViei bichops v/ho were to assemble there
on the like business, and in taking leave of the bishops who attended
him to the place of embarkation, he said, " I leave to you the capital,
the court, and hypocrisy.'' ^
Theophilus, after havmg satisfactorily prepared the way in common
concert with the party hostile to Chrysostom, and with the empress, who
had once more fallen out with her bishop, so that he might confidently
hope for a happy issue to his designs, came to Constantinople in the
year 403, to appear not^ as was originally designed, in the character of
a defendant, but as a judge.
As the enthusiastic love of the great
majority of the church for their bishop gave his enemies no security of
being able to accomplish their insidious designs in the city itself, Theophilus assembled his synod in a neighboring place, at a villa near
This synod was comChalcedon, known by the name of the Oak. ^
posed of his own partisans among the bishops, some of whom had
come with him, while others had been summoned by him, and others
had met together on various matters of business at Constantinople.
At this synod no further mention whatever was made of the Origenistic heresies
but from the mouth of persons hostilely disposed to Chrysostom, as for example, those worthless ecclesiastics and monks who
had been chastised by him, charges were received against him, which
had reference to facts of an entirely different nature. These charges

—

;

were

in part manifest inventions, or perversions of the truth, as

we are

known

disposi-

compelled

to

believe,

when we compare them with

the

and habits of the man and in part they were based on allegations
redounding rather to his honor than to his shame, and which, when thus
employed against him, only showed the bad disposition of his opponents.
Thus, for example, because he did not provide a splendid table, like
other court bishops ; because he continued to observe at Constantinople a retired and simple mode of life.; and moreover, on accomit of his
his enemies
feeble state of health, was in the habit of eating alone,
tion

;

—

1

'A<j>iti/ii

vfilv rfjv

tal TTjv vnoKpioiv.

nohv

Koi

to,

jSaaiXsLa

^

Hence known by

odog irpbg

Trjfv

6pvv.

the

name

of the avv-
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were not ashamed

to

arlniit

against liim

tlie
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charge of having by his

habits of sohtary living, neglected the duty of hospitality, and of 'having led by himself a life of Cyclopean gluttony.^
The most plausible
ground of complaint may have been furnished by Chrysostom himself,

when, in his zeal to preserve the strictness of church discipline, he failed
of paying sufficient respect to the existing forms of ecclesiastical law,

and when he often allowed a pious indignation

to

vent

itself in too vio-

Only against several of the friends of Chrysostom
use was still made of the charge of Origenistic heresy.

lent expressions.

some special
While these things were transpiring at the council, Chrysostom found
himself surrrounded by forty respectable bishops, his fi-iends from various countries of the East, who knew what a loss the church would suffer in him, and whom he was endeavoring to console and encourage.

When the deputies of the council of the Oak presented themselves
here for the purpose of citing him before their tribunal, those fnends
of Chrysostom did, indeed, pronounce the court to be an incompetent
one, as they were authorized to do by all the forms of ecclesiastical
law as it then was
but he declared himself ready, in the consciousness of his innocence, to aj)pear before this assembly, as before any
other in the world, provided only that four bishops, who were his
avowed enemies,^ should be excluded from the number of his judges.
As this very just demand was not conceded to him, he declined even
after a thii-d citation supported by an imperial notary, to obey the summons, and the synod, urged by a message of the emperor, who had become hostile to him through the influence of Eudoxia, to pass the definitive sentence, pronounced upon him, since he had by his non-appearThey
ance declared himself to be guilty, the sentence of deposition.
were mean enough to add that, as among the charges laid against Chrysostom was contained also the accusation of high-treason (which probably referred to the charge of his having shown disrespect to the emjiress),
and as it did not belong to the bishojis to inquire into such matters,
they left it for the emperor himself to take care that he should be removed, even if it required force, from the church, and, on account of
the last-mentioned offence, be delivered over to punishment.
;

:

Yet partly

among

religious considerations,

and partly the fear of movements

who day and night surrounded

the residence of the
bishop and the church, prevented the emperor from having recourse at
And Chrysostom was resolved not to leave his office
once to violence.
for he looked upon his connection with the flock intrusted
voluntarily
to him by the Lord, as one which could be dissolved only hj fcxc^to
Meantime he delivered to the
which he must be compelled to yield.

the people,

;

full of the high-hearted courage of
the self-control and prudence which would have
been becoming, so that many an expression escaped him which might
produce, in the inflammable minds of the Constantinopolitans, stili

assembled people a fiery discourse,
faith,

yet not with

all

1 "On T^v <t>i2x)^€viav
u^eteI, ixovoairiav
imTTidevo)v,^c iiavoc iaditu,ua<l)T(Ji i;C)v KvKSee the extract from the Acts
l^TTuv /3;w.
Cod. 59.
in Photius.

^ Even tlie unprejudiced Isidore of Peluslum, (I. 152.) says that Thcopliiius destroved Chrvsostom, riaaapai (nnipyoK. ^

naMav

ffwan-oararotf,

6xvpudelc.
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NEW QUARREL.

Bat when

greater excitement.

tliis effect actually ensued, Chrysostom
was from liis self-denying spirit to think of taking advantage of such an excited state of feeling, as he easily might
have done, for his personal advantage fir as soon as he heard that it was
actually intended to remove him by force, and he believed that he had
done all that conscience required, he contrived, to prevent all tumults,
on the third day at noon, without being observed by the multitude, to
make good his retreat from the church, and was conveyed into exile.
But a few days after he left Constantinople, a deputy from the empress

showed how foreign

it

;

came

to him with a letter full of protestations, beseeching him to return
an earthquake, which was usually interpreted as a token of the divine displeasure, and the indignation of the populace already excited
by the overbearing triumph of his enemies, and which was thereby increased, had filled the empress with alarm and remorse of conscience.
Chrysostom was received back again by the church at Constantinople, with universal joy.
He was unwilling, indeed, to reenter upon the
functions of his office, until he had been formally justified and restored
by a synod regularly assembled but affection towards his flock compelled him at once to resume the episcopal chair, and to bestow on them
from this the episcopal blessing. Yet the assembling of this synod was
promised him, and he ceased not to insist upon its fulfilment, until his
relations, which rested on so frail a foundation, again took an entirely
diiferent turn.
It could not fail to happen, that the vain and ambitious
empress would soon be incensed and irritated again by the boldness of
the man who rebuked crime without any fear of the consequences.
This took place after he had enjoyed a tranquility of only two months
duration.
The occasion was as follows
In front of the palace where the imperial senate held their assemblies, a magnificent silver statue had been erected to the empress Eudoxia.
Its dedication was, as usual in such cases, accompanied with
noisy and often indecent festivities, bordering on the customs of heathenism.
The place where this occurred was so near to the great church,
that the devotions of the assembly were unavoidably disturbed by it,
and it happened, perhaps, on some festival day of the church. Our in;

for

;

:

—

formation respecting the course of this affair is not sufficiently authentic to enable us to determine with any certainty, whether Chrysostom
was misled by his natural warmth of temper to do many things contrary

prudence whether it was at the very outset, when
by the sense of wrong, or whether it was not until after he had
other means with the empress in vain, that in a sermon he violent-

to the dictates of

;

flushed
tried

ly inveighed against these abuses.

This being doubtless reported

to

the

empress with an exaggerated coloring, she began to enter into new
conspiracies with the enemies of Chrysostom, and the latter was now
hurried along by his indignation at these new plots (if indeed his language has been reported to us in its original form) to begin a discourse,
perhaps at a festival commemorative of the martyrdom of John the
" Once more Herodias maddens
once more
Baptist, with the words
she dances, and once more demands the head of John."
When this was thus reported to the empress, she abandoned herself
:

—

chrysostom's banishment and death,
wholly

to

to the

weak Arcadius
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and she might easily so represent the matter
him to lend his hand in bringing
about the destruction of Chrysostom.
The synod which Theophilus
led out from Alexandria was employed as the instrument for this purpose.
By its advice advantage was taken, without recurring to the
earlier charges against Chrysostom, of a law issued by the council of
Antioch, A.D. 341, but which was never put in force except at such
times and to such extent as some momentary interest required,
the
rule, namely, that a bishop who had been deposed by a synod, and who
had been reinstated hi office, not by another ecclesiastical court, but by
the secular power, should remain forever incai)able of administering
the functions of that office.
Deposed from his episcopate, Chrysostom
was conveyed into exile in the June of the year 404.
In a series of trials which conducted him towards a glorious end,
he had every opportunity of manifesting the greatness, power, and tranquillity of a soul wholly penetrated by the faith of the gospel.
After
a long and painful journey, in which he was still compelled to endure
much shame and persecution from the angry hatred and fanaticism of
his enemies, he arrived at the place of his banishment in the desolate
city of Cucusus, on the borders of Armenia, Isaurea, and Cilicia. Here
he had much to suffer from the rude climate, and from repeated threather resentment

;

as to induce

—

ening invasions of the neighboring Isaurean robbers
but instead of
needing consolation himself, it was he whose words, full of confidence,
and of the energy of faith, gave heart and courage to his friends at Constantinople. From this place, he guided the devoted flock whom he had
been forced to leave. In this remote spot, he was the soul of the pious
enterprises of his friends, as, for example, of their efforts to spread the
gospel among the Persians and the Goths. To promote this object he was
ready to take the first step towards reconciliation with bishop Maruthas
of Mesopotamia,^ a man who had assisted to procure his condemnation
and even when Maruthas declined coming to any accommodation, he
By the
still invited his friends to do al] in their power to sustain him
noble example of his charity, by his spiritual counsels and instructions,
he was the means of great good to the whole district where he resided.
Such a light could not be put under a bushel ; it would shine, wherand Chrysostom met with the fullest sympathy, esever it might be
pecially from the Roman church, whose bishop, Innocent, declared very
This served to rekindle the jealousy and resentstrongly in his favor.
ment of his enemies ; for they had reason to fear that his friends might
This
eventually succeed in again bringing him back to Constantinople.
they meant to place Chrysostom at
they were determined to prevent
In the summer of the year
last where he would be totally forgotten.
407, he was conveyed to a new place of exile, at the very verge of the
Roman em])ire, in the waste town of Pityus in Pontus, situated in the
His body, exhausted by previous sufferings, sunk
midst of barbarians.
He died on the
luider the hardships of this long and difficult journey.
way, near Comanum in Pontus, in the full and ])eaceful consciousness
of his approaching end, and with bright visions into the life eternal.
Those words of Job, which in his own seasons of quiet prosperity he so
;

:

;

^

Sec above,

p. 133.
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often impressed on the hearts of his heai-ers, and which in his times of
he so often presented to himself and to his friends as the richest
source of consolation : Blessed be the Lord for all things (A6fa tu •de<ft
trial

ndvTiov ivEKevi ,were the last oh his lips, worthily closing a life consecrated to God, and resigned to His will in all conflicts and suflferings.
But it was beyond the reach of any earthly power to extinguish the

men who had felt the divine
and doctrines. There continued to exist at Constantinople a distinct and separate party of Johannites, who refused to
recognize the vaUdity of the act by which Chrysostom was. deposed,
and to acknowledge any one as their bishop who was appointed to
They held on Sundays and festival days their private
succeed him.
meetings, which were conducted hy clergymen who thought like themselves, and from these alone they would receive the sacraments.
As
among this party were to be found, also, many of the more excitable
people of Constantinople, and every attempt to suppress them by force
only rendered the opposition still more violent, many sanguinary tumults
This schism spread more widely in the church ; for other
ensued.
bishops and clergymen, who also protested against the injustice of the
sentence pronounced on Chrysostom, and who continued to venerate his
memory, came over to this party. They were sustained by the Roman
church, which constantly asserted in the strongest terms the innocence
His second successor, the bishop Atticus, took the
of Chrysostom.
first step towards a reconciliation, by introducing his name expressly
into the church prayers offered in behalf of those bishops who had died
He made an agreement with the Patriarch
in the orthodox faith.
Theophilus of Alexandria, to grant a universal amnesty to all the
adherents of Chrysostom among the clergy.^ A greater schism of the
church was by this means prevented but, at Constantinople, a small
memory

of this martyr from the minds of

energy of

his life

:

The Patriarch
party of Johannites continued to hold their ground.
Proclus first succeeded in putting a final end to the schism in that city.
Having, in the year 488, prevailed upon the emperor Theodosius 11,^
to allow the remains of Chrysostom to be brought back to Constantinople, and to be buried there with solemn pomp, he persuaded the
remnant of the Johannites, appeased by the satisfaction thus done to the
memory of their beloved bishop, to connect themselves once more with
the ruling church.
For the rest, this passionate and violent mode of proceeding to suppress the Origenistic doctrines, was calculated much rather to excite
They who, like Theophilus,
than to check the zeal for these doctrines.^
opposed the Origenistic heresy only as a convenient means of gratifying
their private passions, were hence more tolerant in other cases where
Theophilus himself gave a remarkthese passions were not interested.
1 See Socrat. VII.
Theophilum.

-

Socnit, VII. 45.

^

As

part of
Dialog.

is

25.

Synes

ep.

66 ad

remarked by an eye-witness of a
3

Sulpicius Severus,
Sive illud error est, ut ego

events,

these
I. c.

:

sentio, sive hseresis, ut putatnr,

non solum

reprimi non potuit multis aniraadveisionibus
sacerdotum sed nequaquam tain late se
potuisset effundere, nisi contentione cre;

visset.
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able exemplification of this ten years later.
Tlio church at Ptolemais,
the chief city of Pentapolis, laity and clergy, in the year 410, unani-

mously made choice of the philosopher Si/nesius of Cyrenc (see above,
a man ^ho had never left the silent
128) to be their bishop,
retirement where he pursued his studies, except when his services were
demanded for the good of his country. But the candid scholar frankly
declared, and in such a way that the bishop Theophilus would be sure
to hear of it, that his philosophical convictions did not on many points
agree with the doctrines of the church
and among these differences
he reckoned many things which were classed along with the Origenistic
heresies, as for example, the doctrine of the preexistence of souls his
different views of the resurrection, on which point he probably departed
far more widely than Origen from the view taken by the church, inasmuch as he interpi-eted it as being but the symbol of a higher idea.^
Synesius was willing, indeed, as he declared, to keep his peculiar
philosophical convictions to himself; for he supposed, conformably with
his Platonic mode of distinguishing between esoteric and exoteric religious doctrines, that the pure truth could never become the popular
faith. But at the same time, he would never consent to teach anything himself which was at variance with his own convictions.^
Desiiite
of this open declaration of Synesius, Theophilus did not hesitate to
follow the aged ecclesiastics in Ptolemais, who said it was to be expected that the grace of the Holy Spirit would not leave this work
incomplete, but would lead still further into the knowledge of the truth
And he ordained
the man whom he had led so far in the religious hfe.
him as bishop of this metropolis.
Not every ecclesiastic, however, who thus differed in his convictions
from the doctrines of the ruling church, was as candid as Synesius.
Notwithstanding all the efforts to preserve the churches against every
deviation from the established articles of faith, it was still impossible to
look into the inward principles of those to whom the offices of the
church were confided.^ At the same time, there had not as yet been
expressed by any ecumenical council the opposition to the peculiar doctrines of Origen, and down to the times of the emperor Justinian (see
above, p. 597. Note 1), no means had aa yet been devised for preserving the church, by means of a prescribed confession of faith, to be
acknowledged by ecclesiastics previous to their ordination, against
Hence we find many proofs, that
every possible heretical tendency.
Origenistic doctrines continued to be propagated in the East, among

—

p.

;

;

1

'lepov Ti Kul anojifnjTov.

2

'Ov aracucaei /loi -Kpbq rfjv y/lwrrav rj
Sec ep. 105 ed. Basil, p. 358.
In consequence of the deplorably bad

*

in which spiritual offices were often
(see the sect, on the church constitu-

manner
filled

tion),

it

might happen,

that, in

a time

when

so great stress was laid on formal orthodoxy,
men attained to spiritual offices, who had
made themselves suspected of no heresy,

because

all

considered of no consequence by them but
so far in their infidelity, which
;

yvufirj.

matters of faith generally were

who went

proceeded not from any sceptical lient of
understandinp, but from fleshly rudenesa
and utter immorality, that they in fact denicd the immortality of the soul and who
still did not hesitate to perform all the sjiiritual functions, looking upon the whole in
no other light than as a means of gain,
See examples of such i)resbyters in Isidor.
1. III. ep. 235 and 295.
;
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and monks, even after this period ^ and many were foolish
introduce into their sermons doctrinal opinions which had so
little to do with the interests of faith.^
Hence, under the reign of the emperor Justinian, there arose a new
ecclesiastics

enough

;

to

and violent

betwixt the advocates and the opponents of the

strife

among the monks in Palestine.^ It now so hapcircumstances which we have already explained, that
the emperor Justinian was drawn to participate in these disputes ; thathe published an elaborate edict, with extracts from the writings of
Origen, aimed at the condemnation of this great church-teacher, and
his peculiar heretical doctrines which were thus pointed out ; and that, in
consequence, a council which met at Constantinople, under the presidency of the Patriarch Mennas, in the year 641, confirmed this condemnation, and established fifteen canons in opposition to the OrigenisOrigenistic doctrines

pened, owing

tic

to

doctrines.

According

to the old accounts,

which go back

to the period in

which

these events took place, the fifth general council also, in the year 553,
(see above, p. 607,) renewed the condemna,tion of Origen and his

and among the canons with which the council concluded
condemning the heretics condemned by the older ecumenical councils, does
In this case, we must
actually treat of the condemnation of Origen.
presume that the leaders of the Origenistic party, who had been the
doctrines

;

their labors in the eighth session,* the twelfth canon, after

authors of the whole controversy respecting the three chapters, (see
above, pp. 599-608,) allowed themselves here, as on earlier occa-

1

See

e. g.

epp. 188
^

As

—

for

Isidore,

1.

IV. ep. 163.

Nili

190, II. 191.
example, the Platonico-Origen-

istic doctrine of the preexistence of souls
that the Son was a higher intelligence ereated after the image of God. See the episThe latter
ties of Nilus just referred to.
says to a preacher of this sort: Ti uv diafepoi Kairv(fi6iag rd abv 6Layyfi7^iia, to araaionoluv 7£ Kal uaepdeQ.
The abbot Isidore, a
man distinguished for his practical bent of
mind, shows this also in his judgment of
the controversy respecting the origin of
souls.
The advocates of the doctrine of
preexistence
must agree
he supposes
with their opponents at least on this point,
that the moral conflict is required, for the
purification of the soul, for its return to its
original state
and hence he concludes
;

—

—
;

Toivvv

'.k^Ejievoi.

a/x(j)ial37jT7iaLfj.(jv,

Tov

livyoiiaxdv

tuv

nepi

elg rd d/ioTiOyovfievov

eavrovg

ovvE'kdauiiEv.
^

See above,

foi'ming

There were then
the Origenists two parties,

p. 595.

among

distinctive views we can
only derive some probable conclusions from
the names given to them, compared with
One party (see
the doctrines of Origen.
Cyrill. Scythopolitan. vita S. Sabse, § 89, in
Coteler. monumenta ecclesise Grfficse, t. HI.)
were called npuTOKTiarai or TeTpadlrai the

i-especting

whose

:

The former, as it may be
conjectured, gave special prominence to the
Origenistic doctrine respecting the preexistThat
ing soul of Christ, (see vol. I. p. 638.)
soul with which the Logos had condescended
to enter into union, they supposed to be exalted above all other created beings, to be
Their opthe npuTov among the KTMrolc.
ponents accused them of placing this soul,
by their apotheosis, on a level with the three
persons of the Trinity, and of introducing a
rerpag in place of a rplac.
The others, on
the contrary, gave prominence to the Origenistic doctrine concerning an original equality, with only a numerical difference, of all
created intelligences and they looked upon
it as the final end, that all should be once
more restored back to that original unity
and hence they said, that as originally the
souls which, by reason of their loyalty of
into indissoluble
will, had been received
communion with the Logos had nothing in
preference over the others, who were intelligences of the same order, so all would ultimately attain to the same unity. Hence
they were accused of placing themselves on
a level with Christ. Against this last tenet
the thirteenth among the canons against the
Origenistic doctrines is directed.
* See Harduin. Concil. III. f. 198.
other, laoxpiCTOL.

;
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be driven by circumstances to tbe denial of their own expressed
Yet the course of proceeding at this council, and the
silence of other important documents of the same period, stand opposed
sions, to

convictions.

had any particular action
on the subject of renewing the sentence of condemnation against Origen.^
The confounding together of the synod held under siennas with the
fifth ecumenical council, which undeniably took place at an early
period, as well as the wish to have a solemn condemnation of Origen
from some general council, occasioned and promoted this transfer and
in case Origen was really mentioned, though but cursoril}', along with
the older heretics, by the fifth general council, this would furnish a
But, at the same time,
convenient foot-hold for the above supposition.
impossible that the name of Origen itself was but a later
it is not
to the supposition, that the council in question

;

insertion.

Along with Origen, the council

in question

is

in fact said

have pronounced sentence of condemnation also on Didymus and
Evagrius (see above, p. 752) and in the age of Justinian, it might
indeed very easily happen, that the anathema should be pronounced
on names hitherto never mentioned by the majority but with reverence
and respect. But the credibility of this account depends on the credithat the council in question was occupied
bility of the other, namely
At all events, it had great influence in
particularly with Origen.
bringing about the later more general practice of treating Origen as
a heretic, that a decree of this sort was ascribed to an ecumenical

to

;

—

council.

APPENDIX TO THIS SECTION.
History of Sects.

We

shall conclude the history of this period with some account of
the minor sects which presented themselves in conflict with the dominant
church, without having arisen, like those which have been mentioned,
They were partly sects which
out of the doctrinal controversies.
sprung up afresh out of germs existing already in the previous periods,

and partly such

as arose for the first time out of the peculiar state of

the church in the present period.
Such phenomena of the Christian life are often very significant symptoms of disease in the life of the church they betoken dee})er wants
:

of the Christian consciousness, which are seeking after their satisfaction.
Opposite errors, or tendencies bordering on error, by which they are
As reactions of the
called forth, lend them a partial justification.
Christian consciousness, although they may be in many ways disturbed
reactions, they point to a purer reaction reserved for the future,
shall some time or other push its way victoriously through.

which

have already remarked, that worldly-minded bishops and ecclesiinstead of endeavoring to cherish and promote serious, vital
Christianity, did every thing in their power to suppress it, because it
presented "such a strong and to them vexatious contrast to their owo

We

astics,

1

Comp. Walch Geschichte der Ketzereien nnd Spaltungen, B.

8, S.

286, u. d.

f.

THE

ICG

AUDIAlSrS.

mode of life. (See above, p. 260, 1.) Serious and piously disposed laymen were persecuted by such clergymen, as dangerous censors of
their conduct.^

Often they were excommunicated from the church,
own accord from such spiritual guides, be-

or they separated of their

cause they could not believe it possible, that men so polluted with every
should serve as instruments for the work of the Holy Spirit.^
Others of like persuasion joined with them and they became the
founders of minor sects, in which, after the separation had once taken
vice

;

place, there arose, out of the opposition that

had reference at first only
matters of practice, certain doctrinal differences also, which sometimes had no other ground than in the more sensuous mode of apprehension among uneducated laymen.
to

In this way arose the sect of the Audians.^ Audius, or, as the name
Btood in his native Syrian, Udo,'^ was a layman, of a pious and austere
life,

who

tury.

lived in Mesopotamia, near the beginning of the fourth cenoften objected to the worldly-minded ecclesiastics of this

He

country their want of spirituality, particularly their devotion to gain, in
seeking to enrich themselves by the practice of usury, and their gross

As his own strict and exemplary life probably gave him
great influence among the laity, his reprimands of the clergy would be
so much the more dangerous.
He was persecuted by them, and at
length excommunicated from the church.
Others, who were dissatisfied
with the corrupt clergy, now joined with him, and they held separate
meetings for common edification.
The clergy then had recourse to the
secular power, and Audius with his adherents was obliged to suffer
many wrongs. This only roused them to more decided opposition to
the dominant church, and the spread of the sect was promoted. Many
discontented spirits united with Audius, and among these some bishops
and ecclesiastics. He himself was now ordained as a bishop in his own
sect, and all the others placed themselves in subordination to him.
They refused to have spiritual fellowship with any that belonged to the
dominant church. They even declined uniting with them in prayer.
immorality.^

The antagonism which now

existed between the Audians and the
dominant church led their opponents as well as themselves to be more
attentive to certain differences of opinion, and to lay greater stress upon
those differences.
Thus, to their opponents, the anthropomorphic mode
of conception among the Audians, which, from the earlier times, still
lingered in these districts among the more uncultivated, appeared an
important heresy and many of their peculiar opinions, respecting
which we have no exact information, may in like manner have had
;

1

Comp.

also Isidor.

1.

V.

ep. 131.

Avt-

Tuac ol Kvvuv Kat xoi-pt-iv (3iov ixo^^eg Kard.
Tibv ut^ootoIlkCiv tov (3iov.
^ That doubts had arisen, whether ecclesiastics, known to be vicious men, could administer the sacraments in a valid manner,
is apparent from 1. I. ep. 37; 1. III. ep. 340.
^ The most credible and distinct accounts
of the origin and character of this sect is
given by Epiphanius, since he appears here
havebeen less infected than others with

o

the blind heresy-hunting zeal.

He

judges

more mildly of this sect, partly because,
owing to his whole bent of mind, he might
not be inclined to attribute so much importance to the errors of sensuous anthropomorphism, partly because he was disposed
to place a high value on ascetic austerities.
See Ephraem. Syr. Sermon. 24 adv.
HiBres. T. 11. ed. Quirin. f. 493.
^ Comp. Theodoret. h. e. 1. IV. c. 9
"^

TRE

RnF,T<)UIAX>.
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ground in a deficiency of mental ciiltivatic»ii.> Furtlierniore, tin
Audians returned back to the ancient usage with regard to the determination of the time of the Easter festival, which had been discarded
by the council of Nice (see page 337) and they accused this council
of having otherwise settled the time of the Easter festival out of
flattery to the Emperor Constantine, and so as to make it coincide
with the day of his birth.
Audius, when now quite advanced in years, was banished to the
country on the Black sea (Scythia), where the Goths had at that time
their

;

He

found followers among the Christians of
pagan Goths. The monastic life gained entrance among them by means of the Audians, who
encouraged a rigidly ascetic tendency. This sect, which had not Avithin
it the basis of any long duration, and which had attained to a distinct
subsistence only by means of the persecution waged against it, gradually disappeared towards the close of the fourth century.
If there was, as we have seen, a one-sided doctrinal tendency,
which placed the essence of Christianity in distinctions of the understanding, there was called forth by this very means the opposite extreme of a one-sided ethical tendency, which overlooked the
connection between theory and practice, and the importance and significancy of the doctrines of faith in their bearing on Christian life.
While, through the strife of opposite systems of doctrine, many, after
having abandoned themselves sometimes to this system and sometimes
to that, became at last skeptical or perplexed with regard to Christian
truth itself;'^ others, on the contrary, were by the same means led to
believe that matters of doctrine generally were of no great importance,
since, in fact, the attaining to any certainty on matters of this sort
transcended the powers of human knowledge
that every thing depended on conduct, and all who led a good life might be saved,
notwithstanding their differences of opinion in other respects.
At
Alexandria, where the speculative spirit on matters of doctrine chiefly
prevailed, such an opposite tendency would also be most likely to
certain Rhetorius, in the fourth century, is said to have
spring up.3
created a party which professed this principle, and who Avere known
afterwards under the name of hiowledge-haters (^yvuaifiaxoi) .*
But
established themselves.

this race,

and he labored

also to convert the

;

A

1 It is uncertain
what truth lies at the
bottom of the char^'e laid ap^ainst them
(Theofloret. hist, eccles. IV. 9. and hiEret.
fab. IV. 10), that they had asserted God was
not the creator of tire and darkness, or that,
We are here
in short, both were eternal.
reminded, indeed, of the view of the Jewish
Theo'iophy, which is to be found in the
Clementines, that fire is the element of the
Evil One.
Such views might easily have
passed over to the Audians.
^ See
Gregor. Nazianz. Orat. I. f. 18:

Tlpdr TTiivra /iojov <l)uoiu( ivax^paivovai.
* Thus Alexander of Lycopolis in Egypt
opposes to the dogmatizing of the heretics,
the principle that the essence of Christianity,

inasmuch as

it is

desi<rned for the tr.ninin^

of the people as well as others, consists in a
popular system of ethics (TzapayjiTi^ara
na\vTipa)See the introduction to hi;tract aiiainst the Manichaeans in Combcfis
bibiiothecse Graicorum patrnm aactarinm
novissimum. Pars II.
* Athnnasius mentions first (I. I. contra
Apollinarem, ^ 6) a certain Rhetorius ('!';/roptoc), whom he seems to accuse of the
" godless" assertion, that all heretics were
right according to their way.
Next Pliilaster (Hseres. ^91) has a special section re-

lating

to

iEgypro
qui

et

Rhetorians: Alii sunt in
Alexandria a Rhetoric quodam,

the

omnes laudabat

hiereses, dicen.s

omne^

(b«
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msij bo a question, whether there was ever a regularly constituted sect professmg such indifference to doctrines
whether the fact
ever amounted to any thing more than this, that individuals at different
times and in different places were led by the same opposition and the
Jt

;

—

same tendency of mind to entertain these views
of which individabove mentioned Rhetorius may have been one.^
The sects which arose from the intermingling of Oriental theosophy
with the opinions of certain sects of Christian origin, the Gnostic, and
particularly the 31anich(ean, which in the last times of the preceding
period began to spread mightily in the Roman empire, continued to
propagate themselves also in the present period and they were probably invigorated by coming into fresh contact with the remains of old
;

uals, the

;

Oriental systems of religion on the borders of the Asiatic provinces of
Roman empire, and also from Persia, the native country of Manl
chaeism, where the relationship of its doctrines with those of the
the

dominant religion must have furthered its spread, until about the year
525, when its great influence even in the royal family excited a violent
and bloody persecution against it.^
The law of Diocletian, of which we spoke on a former occasion
sentire.
But Philaster gives no further explanation of this opinion, and it is
quite possible that the whole account of
this sect had been only made out of an obscure passage of Athanasius. To Augustin,
h. 72, it appeared incredible
as it would
not fail to appear in case the theory was not
any more distinctly set forth
that this
person should have taught things so absurd.
The theory is more distinctly set forth by
the author of the Prasdestinatus, h. 72, to
wit, as follows: All worship God as well as
they are able ; we are bound to maintain
Christian fellowship with all who call upon
Christ as him who was born of the Virgin.
Doubtless it may be, that this author had
really heard of people who thought thus,
and perhaps, without sufficient reason, called
them Rhetorians, tracing their origin, without cause, to the Rhetorius, of whom he
knew nothing except from Philaster. Those
people of whom the Pradestinatus speaks,
might have in their minds the passage in
Philip. 1:18.
Chrysostom, in a special
discourse (T. III. opp. f. 300), endeavors to
guard this passage against any such application but Chrysostom is here controverting, not those who seriously maintained a
doctrinal indifference of this sort, but those
heretics, to whom their own peculiar scheme
of faith seemed sufficiently important, and
who were only desirous of establishing this
principle for the catholic Christians, in order
that they might assert their own claims to
Christian toleration.
Theodoret, on the
other hand, where, in expounding this passage, he says : Tovto rive^ tuv uvot/tuv koI

bene

—

—

;

mpl

rCov

iictually

aipiaeuv vneiXriipaaiv elp^a-dai, may
in his mind such a class
Finally, John of Damas-

have had

if indifferentists.

cus

01

88) mentions the yvuaifiaxoL.
tov ;\;pt(T7tavt(j/izoi; avTimir-

(haeres.

irdaij jvcjcei

TOVTEg, ev

Myeiv avrovg,

ra>

noLovauv oi -yyuaeig
i?£«atf ypa<pdi^-

OTt Trepiaaov

rivtu; sk^tjtovvtec

Ov6iv yap aJlo

TTopa xpt-dTiavov,

ei jjjj

C,tit£1

ri,

tv Tolg
6 debg

irpu^Ei^ Kolug.

1 Here would be the proper place to mention certain other minor sects little known
to us, which seem to have sprung out of a

religious eclecticism, if they did not belong
rather to the general history of religion
than to the history of christian sects. The

Euphemites, so called after the hymns addressed to the supreme God, the Almighty
(whom alone they worshipped), which they
chaunted together in their prayers,
a sect
which seems to have arisen out of that
spritualized, refined polytheism, which was
connected with the recognition of one absolute essence; the Hypsistarians (the worshijjpers of the -tiebq vfLaro^), perhaps identical with the former, or perhaps dilfering
from them by the mixing in of Jewish with
pagan elements, known to us through the
father of Gregory Nazianzen, who was at
first a member of this sect (comp. the writings of Bcihmer and Ullmann on this sect) ;
the ©eoffi/itif in Phoenicia, who either sprung
likewise out of that later eclecticism, or
were the offshoot of a still older form of
religion, which subordinated Sabaeism to
Monotheism the Ccelicolce, predominantly
of Jewish origin, originating perhaps from
The rite of
the proselytes of the gate.

—

;

baptism among this last mentioned sect
not have been the Christian ordinance,
but may have sprung out of the Jewish
baptism of the proselytes.
* See Theophanes Chronograph, and Ce

may

dren. ad. h.

a.
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(vol. I. p. 506), would certainly tend to injure them.
P.ut when
Gonstantine was endeavoring to put an end to the religious perseeutioiiB
generally, which had arisen under Diocletian, and to uitroduce a universal religious toleration, he was naturally desirous of obtaining more exact information with regard to the character of the different and less
known religious sects, and particularly of the Manichocans, respecting
'whom so many unfavorable reports were in circulation, in order to determine by the result of his inquiries what course of conduct he ought
to pursue.
He committed this investigation to an hidividual named
Strategius, who, by his equal familiarity with the Latin and the Greek
tongues, was admirably well fitted for such a business,
the same who
afterwards, under the name of Musonianus, rose to the dignity of a
praetorian Praefect of the East.^
The accounts which Gonstantine
obtained in this way, were probably favorable to the Manichjeans
and he found nothing in their tenets to hinder him from extending

—

Manichsean

But

as the principles of tolgradually passed over to
those of an opposite kind, the Manichaeans, who were specially hated,
became once more objects of persecution, even before any new laws
The rhetorician Libanius interceded
had been enacted against them.

his tolei*ation to the

eration

sect.

by which he was guided

at

first,

with the governor of Palestine in behalf of the Manichaeans in that
province, praying him to grant them security, and not suffer every
man to insult them at pleasure. Without designating them by name,

he yet
those

sufficiently indicates

who worshipped

whom

he means, by mentioning them as

the Sun, as the second divine being,^ without

(since, according to the Manichaean idea, that one

offerings

and the

animate bodies, such offerings could not
properly be made) ; and who led a rigidly abstemious hfe, and
He says of them, they are scattered
counted death a gain.^
over many countries of the earth, but are every where few in
numbers that they injured nobody, but were themselves obliged to
After the year 372, new laws appeared
suffer injuries from many.*
Like
against the Manichaeans, which grew more and more severe.
other heretics they were deprived of their civil rights, and their assemblies were forbidden under severe penalties.
A.t Rome they had secretly propagated their sect down from more
and, moreover, they had congregated there in greater
ancient times
numbers, after being driven away from North Africa and other counAnd here they sought to
tries by the inroads of migratory tribes.^
find admission into the church, but that very vigilant bishop, Leo the
Great, with the aid of the civil magistracy, entered upon a rigid system of inquiry to find them out. He succeeded in discovering many
even of their presiding officers.^ By means of these he ascertained the

same

soul

is

fettered

in

all

;

;

See Ammian.
The Sun, in

Maroellin. hist. 1 15,c. 13.
fact the manifestinfj, relight, who is the medium
of connection between the visible world and
See vol. I. p. 493.
the supreme God.
3 It being a release of the soul of light
from the bonds of the v'Aij.
1

2

deeming

VOL.

spirit

II.

of

49

*

See

ep. 1344.

^LcoSermol5.

Qnosalinrnm regionum

perturhatio nobis intulil crebriores.
^ Leo appeals before his own flock to the
fact ([>. l.S,) that the jjractice of dis'^olute
conduct in their meetings had been absolately proved by the confcssious of Mani-
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Dames of the other presiding officers of a sect every where dispei-sed,
and still closely connected in its dispersion
and he could now make
use of this discovery for the purpose of assisting, by his correspon;

dence with foreign bishops,
every place. ^
Leo made it

detection of the Manichgeans in
incumbent on the members of his
own community to inform him where Manichoeans dwelt, where they
taught, whom they visited, in what society they were wont to reside.^
Those of the arrested Manichgeans who would not consent to recant
were banished, and there appeared a new, severer law of the emperor
Valentinian III. against this sect.
Under the emperor Justinian,
death was the established punishment for being a Manichaean.
Though a part of the Manichaeans had at an earlier period been
driven away by the political storms from the districts of North
Africa, yet many still remained behind in this quarter of the world,
which, from the fourth century, constituted the principal seat of
Manichaeanism and the ignorance of the Vandal ecclesiastics made it
easy for the Manichgeans to gain proselytes among them.
King
Hunerich, who acceded to the government in 477, sought to display
his zeal for the orthodox faith by persecuting them, and his anger
was especially aroused at finding among them so many of the Vandal,
Arian clergy. Some of the Manichgeans he caused to die at the
stake: others he shipped away out of the country.^
In this way,
again, many of them probably came into Europe, and these transin

the

strictly

;

mitted

the

times,

down

doctrines
to later

of the sect, amidst the disturbances of these

generations.

The repeated persecutions prove how little could be effected by
them.
They rather served to promote the spread of the sect. The
Manichaeans gloried in martyrdom for the truth.
Their presiding
officers, the electa compared themselves, persecuted, poor, and living in
the most rigid abstinence, with the clergy of the catholic church, who
lived an easy life in the abundance of earthly comforts
and they
asserted that they might thus be known as the genuine disciples of
Christ.*
Being rigid ascetics, they might, too, often conceal them;

chaeans themselves and, moreover, the law
against the ManichcBans, enacted, in consequence of this investigation into the character of the sect, by Valentinian III., is
are not
evidence of the same thing.
warranted, it is true, to declare these charges
directly to be false.
In individual cases of
excrescence, this combination of mysticism
with dissoluteness of conduct may have existed, although altogether foreign from the
original character of Manichiseism.
In an
old form of condemnation against sects of
this kind, which Muratori has published in
his anecdotn from the Ambrosian library, T.
II. Mediolan. 1698, p. 112, a trace of the
doctrine is certainly to be found, that the
prmciple of several of the older Gnostic
sects, according to which every thing that
relates to the body which sprung from the
evil principle is a matter of utter indiflFerence to the soul, and that the former, there;

We

fore, might be given up, without injury to
the soul, to every species of lust, was
brought into vogue again by later sects. L
Si quis peccatum carnis non dicit pertic.
nere ad animam, anathema sit. Still we
have not sufficient knowledge respecting
the manner in which these investigations
were conducted, to enable us to decide
whether the result of them is deserving of
:

confidence.
^ See the chronicle of Prosper ad
^
^

dal.

See Sermo 15, c. 5.
See Victor Vitensis
1.

hist,

a.

persecut.

443.

Van-

II. init.

* So says the Manichtean Faustus, comparing himself with the catholic clergy:
Vides paupcrem, vides mitem, vides pacificum, puro corde, lugentem, esurientem, sitientem, persecutiones et odia sustinentem
propter justitiam, et dubitas, utrum accipiam
evangelium 1 August, c. Faustum, 1. V.c.l
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under the mask of monasticism. and indeed procure

selves respect, while their heretical tendency remained

They might

for themundiscovered.^

m

the divine service of the catholic churches, since
of detecting them except by their scrupling,
on account of their ascetic principles, to partake of the consecrated
join

there was no other

means

Many among them

might adopt the current church terminoanother and a mystical sense, after the manner of
Agapius,'^ who demonstrated his orthodoxy even in an encounter with
Eunomius. Faustus of Mileve in Numidia^ successfully employed his
skillful eloquence and brilliant wit, which was not accompanied, however, with solid judgment, for the extension of the sect.
He, as well
as other Manichieans, knew how to promote his cause by taking advantage of the weak spots which the catholic church exposed in its
matters of faith and practice.
The mysterious element in the symbols
and doctrines of the Manichseans
the promise they held out of a
special solution of difficulties by means of a loftier wisdom, in opposition to the blind and implicit behef which they censured in the domithe close fraternization in which they lived with each
nant church
all this was attractive to a great many.
other,
Men eagerly enrolled themselves in the class of auditore!^, longing after the higher mysteries in which they were to be initiated as the elect.
Many new combinations of Oriental theosophy with Christianity
were also formed, either proceeding from Manichaeism or independent
Thus, for example, a certain Aristocritus wrote a work under
of it.
the title of Seoao<pia^ in which he sought to show that Judaism, Hellenism, and Christianity were but different forms of one and the same
revelation of the Divine, thus taking his stand in opposition to Mani.'*
wine.

logy, giving

it

;

—

;

A

new offshoot of this theosophic tendency made its appearance in
Spain towards the close of the fourth century, in the sect of the PrisrlUiayiists, a sect which professed many tenets closely related to
Maniclueism, but not to such a degree, however, as that their
The first
origin may be traced with certainty to the Manichaeans.
seed of their doctrines came from a man of Memphis by the name
He travelled to Spain, and is said to have disclosed
of Marcus.
a rhetorician, and to his wife Agape.
his doctrines to Elpidius,
From them, it is said, these doctrines were communicated to Priscillian, a respectable and wealthy man in Spain, respected for his
pious and austere life, who had perhaps for a long time before already
1 This is apparent from the law of the
year 381. Cod. Theodos. 1. 16, Tit. 5, 1. 7.
Nee se snh simulatione fallaciae coram scilicet nominum, quibus pleriqiie, ut cognovi-

fwvaxiKu npocxvfJ^Ti tu Uavixaiuv vockwvte^.

mus, prohatJE fidel et propositi castioris dici
ac si"-nari volent, maligna fraude defendant,
cum^prfescrtim nonnulli e.\. his Encratitas,

in defence of the Manichjean doctrines against the catholic
church, Augnstin has preserred important

Hydroparastatas, vel Saccophoros nominari se velint et varietate nominum diversorum velutreligiosse profcssionis
Many other indications
officia mentiantur.
are to be found of the spread of Manichseism
among the monks. See e. g. Theodorct.
Evxirai
hist, religios. T. III. p. 1146.

fragments

Apotactitas,

h

Isidor. Pelus.

I.

Concerning

^

52.
his writings, see Phot. cod.

179.
^

From

his

work

in his reply,

h

'ApiaTOKpirov jil^TMi,
^ neiparai <5f«rbv 'lot)(5aia/[/dv kw. rdv ''E.?2.j]VLr7fjbv koI
rbv Xpiauaviaftdv Iv elvcu Kal rb-avrd doyfta
See the
Kal Ka^unreTcu koI rov MavivTOC.
anathemas in Jac. Tollii insignia itinerarii
•*

viJvcu

Italici, p. 142.
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busied himself a good deal with matters of this sort;^ and, by embed jing them in a systematic form and circulating them, he became the
founder of the sect.
The eloquence of Priscillian, and his ascetic
austerities, which acquired for him the more respect, as contrasted
with the worldly life of many ecclesiastics, procured for him numerous followers, and among these some bishops, as, for instance, Ins-

and Salvianus. The bishop Hyginus of Cordova first came
out against them, and by him the bishop Idacius of Emerita (Merida)
was instigated to persecute the sect. But, by his rough and viotantius

lent

mode

manner

the

proceeding, the latter rather promoted

of

the sect, and

the,

spread of

Hyginus himself became afterwards dissatisfied with
in which the Priscillianists were treated, and
turned

be their protector.
Upon this, an important synod assemCsesaraugusta (Saragossa), in the year 380, which pronounced sentence of condemnation on the Priscillianists, and sought
to take measures to prevent the further spread of the sect.
They
committed to the bishop Ithacius of Sossuba the business of' seeing
that their decrees were put into execution.
They could not have
made a worse choice than they did in this man, who was a mere
voluptuary, and utterly destitute of all sense for spiritual things.^
Excluded from the church, the followers of Priscillian now took
more thorough measures for establishing their party ; and they had
the boldness to make Priscillian himself bishop of Avilla.
But
Idacius and Ithacius, conformably with their character, sought by
various artifices to make use of the secular power against the PriscilHanists, and thus to crush them.^
They actually succeeded in
procuring an imperial rescript whereby Priscillian and all his adherents were condemned to exile.
The latter hoped, through the
influence of the two most eminent bishops of the West, to procure a
rescindment of this decision and the leaders of the sect repaired

round
bled

to

at

:

the bishops

to

Damasus

of

Rome and Ambrose

of

Milan

for the

purpose of vindicating themselves before these prelates ; but in this,
of course, they could not possibly succeed.
They succeeded better
in an attempt to bribe, with the money of Priscillian, a civil officer
of rank, Macedonius, the master of offices (magister officiorum), and
through his influence it was brought about, that the first rescript
was revoked, and the order given that the churches of which the
Priscillianists had been deprived should be restored back to them.
Ithacius did not cease persecuting them ; and being complained of
himself as a disturber of the peace, he fled to Gaul.
Already, it is
said, was he conducted back to Spain, and there arraigned before the
tribunal, when a great political change gave a different turn to the whole
affair.
The news came, that Maximus, who had proclaimed himself
Caesar in Britain, would soon arrive at Triers. There Ithacius waited

1

Malta

hist. sacr.

So he

lectione eruditus.
II. c. 46.

Sulpic. Severi

1.

described by Sulpicius Severus,
hist. sacr. 1. II. c. 50.
Nihil pensi, nihil
sancti habuisse.
Fuit enim audax, loquax.
2

is

impudens, sumptuosus, ventri et gulee pluri-

mum impertiens.
^

Sulpicius Severus pronounces this

rum sana

consilia.

pa
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his arrival placed in his

hands a formal accusation full
and his followers. The new
emperor received the complaint, and perhaps in the outset was only
intending to show his zeal fur pure doctrine, since he glories in this, in
his letter to the Roman bishop Siricius.
lie treatetl tiie affair as one
purely ecclesiastical he ordered that all who were suspected of particiof harsh imputations

a^^'ainst

Priscillian

;

pating in the spread of these false doctrines, should ai)pear before a
synod to be assembled at Burdegala (Bordeaux), in the year 384. In-

and Priscillian were the first to appear before it. After the
former had been deposed from the episcopal dignity, because what he
said in defense of himself was not found to be satisfactory, Priscillian
forestalled the sentence which he might expect, by appealing to the emperor, by which infatuated step he prepared the way for his own destruction.
The bishops, partly from their own weakness, partly out of
hostility to Priscillian, forbore to protest against this proceeding, by
which, contrary to the existing theory of rights in the Western church, a
purely spiritual offense was brought and tried before a secular tribunal.
Accordingly, all that were complained of, or suspected, were cited
before the emperor's tribunal.
Idacius and Ithacius appeared as the
accusers; and Ithacius, it is said, was for fixing the suspicion of Priscillianism on all who led a strict and serious Christian life, for which he
had no liking himself, all who were much given to the study of the
Bible, or who often fasted,^
truly pious man, however, who then
resided at Triers, declared very strongly against this wjispiritual mode
of proceeding.
It was the bishop Martin of Tours.
He declared it to be an unheard of thing, that an ecclesiastical matter should be judged by a secular court on principles of the civil law.
Btantius

A

He

entreated INIaximus to spare the lives of the unfortunate

men

;

—

it

was enough that by the decision of the .bishops, they had been declared false teachers, and deprived of their churches.
As long as
Martin was present, the trial was actually delayed, and before his
departure, the emperor promised him there should be no shedding of
blood.
But when Martin was gone, the emperor, through the influence
of two bishops, Magnus and Rufus, was led to change his mind, being
the more readily disposed to follow the advice of these two bishops, who
recommended severity, because the property of the rich Priscillian and
He committed the trial of the
of his followers excited his cupidity.^
1 The words of Sulpicius Severus
Hie stuieo usque processerat, ut omnes etiam
sanctos viros, quibus aut stadium inerat leetionis aut propositum erat certare jejuniis,
tanquam rrisoilliani socios aut discipulosin
:

titiae

crimen arcesseret.
2 Although descended from heathen pa'ents, yet he had already when a child re•eived
heart.

the

seeds of Christianity

into

his

Against his own will he became a
6oldier,andsbowcd the evidence of Christian
Then he bepiety in the military service.
came a monk, finally, a bishop. The veneration of his period denominated him a
worker of miracles. See his biography by

Snlpicius Severus, one of his enthusiiistic
admirers, who had known him personally,
but losing himself in exaj^^reraiions, has
given us too little of the genuinely historical

and characteristic facts relating to his life,
See also the dialogues of Sulpicius.
Sulpicius Severus, who would fain excuse Maximus, says (Dialog. III. c. 9) that
most people at that time suspected tlie emperor of covetousness, si quidem in bona
eorum inhiaverat; and the pagan Pacatua
Drcpanius says in his i)anegyric on the emperor Theodosius the Great, c. 29, concerning the cause of Maximus' inclination in
**

favor of these bishops,

whom

he calls no-
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cause to a severe judge, the prefect Euodius.
Priscillian was con'
demned not only as a false teacher, but also as a violator of the laws.
He was accused of disseminating doctrines, the tendency of which was
to countenance and encourage unnatural lusts.
In the secret assemblies of the sect, it was asserted, abominations of this kind had actually
taken place.
Maximus appealed, in his letter to the Roman bishop
Siricius, to the fact, that the crimes of Priscillian had been disclosed, by
his own confession.'^
But it is easy to see, that everything depends on
the question how this confession was drawn forth.
An admission extorted by the rack, as this most probably was,^ wants the force of evidence and the very circumstance, that the emperor felt it necessary
to justify his conduct before the Roman bishop, may betray the con;

sciousness of his guilt.

The

process was, that Priscillian and several
were executed with the sword.^
Others, after the confiscation of their goods, were banished to the island

of his

result of this judicial

most important adherents

of Syllina (Scilly).

There was one individual, however, of the bishops assembled at Trier,
namely, Theognist, who declared in the most emphatic language, without fear of the emperor's anger, against this whole proceeding, and he
renounced the fellowship of all those who had taken any part in it.
The voice of this individual by itself, was of little avail but he was
now to be sustained by a powerful ally. The bishop Martin was on
the point of returning toTriers,for the purpose of imploring the mercy
of the emperor in behalf of numbers who had been engaged or implicated
The bishops, who heard of this, dreaded
in the recent political strifes.
Moved by their representations, Maximus caused
his great influence.
Martin to be informed before he came into the city, that he could not
be permitted to enter unless«he promised to keep peace with the bishops.
Martin answered, he would come with the peace of Christ.
When he arrived at Triers, he attached himself to Theognist and
fruitless were all the efforts of Maximus to make him satisfied with the
fruitless all his representations, to bring about
conduct of the bishops,
Finally, he
a reconciliation betwixt him and the party of Ithacius.
;

;

—

dismissed him in anger.
Meantime, the emperor had resolved to send to Spain a military
commission with unlimited powers, for the purpose of continuing the
Had this purpose been
trials and the punishment of the Priscillianists.
executed, others doubtless, besides the Priscillianists, whose property
minibus antistites, revera autem satellites
atque carnifices: a qui'ous tot siniul votiva
veniebant avaro divitum bona.
1 In this letter, first published by Cardinal
Baronius from the Vatican library, Maximus says Caeterum quid adhuc proximo
proditum sit, Manichseos sceleris admittere,
non argumentis, neque suspicionibus dubiis
vel incertis, sed ipsorum confessione inter
judicia prolatis, malo quod ex gestis ipsis
'ua sanctitas, quam ex nostro ore cognoscat;
quia hujuscemodi non modo facta turpia,
:

verum etiam foeda dictu, proloqui
bore non possumus.

sine ru-

Paeatus Drepanius mentions expressly,
in connection with this investigation, the
gemitus et tormenta miserorum. 1. c.
'^
Among the persons executed was also
the noble and rich widow Euchrotia, of
whom Paeatus Drepanius says, (I.e. :) Exprobabatur mulieri vidua nnnia religio et
Quid hoc majus
diligentius culta divinitas.
^

poterat intendere accusator sacerdos

1
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was coveted, or who might be looked upon as belonging to the sect
merely on account of the cast of their countenance or their ascetic drcss,^
Tvould have fallen victims to the persecution.
Martin, ever since his
first interview with Maximus, had been laboring to persuade him that
he ought not to execute this decree
but the latter had given only evar
£ive repUes.
At length Martin heard, all at once, that tribunes, commissioned with full powers, had been actually sent to Spain.
He
hurried immediately, though it was night, to the palace, and promised
the emperor, that he would admit the bishops to church fellowship, if
the emperor would recall the tribunes
and by this compliance he
rescued, for the time being, many unhappy creatures from ruin.
Though many, influenced by the blind zeal against heretics, and
by the perverse principle of Augustin (see above, p. 248 - 2.32), carried out to the extreme, that it was right to bring back the erring to
the truth and to salvation by the fear of" bodily suffenngs,^ were
induced to approve of those oppressive measures, or at least to wink at
them yet influential voices declared against them. When, at a later
period, Ambrose of Milan came to Triers, on business of the young
emperor, Yalentinian II., he was not deterred by any fear of the displeasure of Maximus, from refusing the fellowship of the church to those
bishops -who had taken part in those proceedings- ^ and he compared
;

;

;

;

them with the Pharisees, who questioned Christ respecting the punishment which according to the civil laws was due to the woman taken in
Siricius, bishop of Rome, took the same ground with Amadultery.*
brose.^
Ithacius was afterwards deposed from his episcopal office, and
the schism lasted for some time between these two parties of bishops,
the party that approved, and those who condemned the proceedings
against the Priscillianists.

For the

death of Priscillian and his friends could not effect
on the contrary, it served to give it a new
Priscillian and many of those who had been
access of enthusiasm.^
executed with him, were adored by the sect as martyrs.
rest, the

the suppression of the sect

;

1 Sulpic.
Sever. Dialog.
Cum quis
pallore potius aut veste quam fide haereticus astiinaretur.
:

2

Leo

deed,

the Great, tiiking for granted, inthat Priscillian set forth doctrines

totally destructive of

mode

this

ep.

good morals, says of

1.5

of proceeding against heretics,
ad Turribium Profuit diu ista dis:

trictio ecclesiasticsB lenit^iti, quae, etsi sacer-

dotali contenta judicio,cruenias refugit nltiones, severis tamen Christianorum princi-

constitutionibus adjuvatur, dum ad
nonnunquam rccurrunt remedium,
qui timent corporate supplicium.

pum

gpiritaie
3

As Ambrose himself

Valentinianum
aliquos,

deWos

:

Me

licet

24 ad
ab iis qui
ad necem pete-

relates, ep.

abstinere

a

fide,

bat.
*

Ep. 26 ad Irenseum: Quid enim aliud

dicunt, quam diecbant Judsei.reos crimIcgibus esse publicis puniendos, et
ideo accusari eos etiam a saccrdolibus in
fcti

innm

publicis judiciis

oportuisse, quos adserunt

secundum leges oportuisse jiuniri.
We must infer this from the VI. canon
''

of the council of Turin. Harduin. I. f.
959, where the decisions of Ambrose and of
the bishop of Rome are placed together as
one and the same.
® With what suspicion
Christians, and
especially iiKinLt, coming from Spain, were
regarded in the beginning of the fifth century (since, in fact, Pri-cilli;inism often put
on the garb of Monuchism), from the dread
of the Priscillian heresy, which was there so
widely diffused, is seen in the instance of

monk

Barhlnrins, who in his tract de
in his exhortation to a fallen
(ad Januariumde reparatione lapsi),
discovers, as a teacher of faith ami morals,
Driven, pera moderate and gentle s(iirit.
haps by the political disturlmnccs, from
Spain, lie betook liimself to some other district of the West where he might hope to
the

fide,

monk

and
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As to the doeti-ines of Priscillian, we find, so far as we can gain any
knowledge of them from the meagre accounts of their adversaries,^
that DuaUsm and the emanation theory were combined together
in them,
elements related to Gnosticism and Manicha^ism.
He
supposed an emanation-world of the kingdom of light, in manifold
gradations, with one original being at the head of the whole chain
of existence
and, opposed to this world of light, a kingdom of darkness or chaos, with- corresponding emanations,
the powers of darkness, at the head of whom stands Satan.^
The souls which emanated from the divine essence, are sent forth to combat the powers

—

—

;

-

—

of darkness
they vow in the presence of God to contend with firmness and constancy, and the angels stimulate them with exhortations.
They descend through the seven heavens, perhaps the kingdoms of the
seven star-spirits,^ forming the boundary betwixt the kindoms of light
;

and of darkness,

and probably it was
;
from each of these sidereal regions the souls
appropriated and brought along with them a correspondent sidereal
But now the powers of darkness succeed in drawing down the
vehicle.*
souls to themselves, and enchaining them in bodies.^
This result, however, is not a mere accident, but the powers of darkness are destined
thus to subserve the purposes of the divine wisdom in bringing about
the destruction of their own kingdom.
The heavenly souls were desin order to attack this latter

Priscillian's notion, that

enjoy more tranquillity (whether to Rome,
as we might infer from the account of Gennadius, c. 24, remains uncertain, as this account contains several other statements
As it
which are manifestly incorrect).
seems, no one was willing, however, to receive him in any of the cloisters, and the
bishops also hesitated to grant him the fellowship of tlie church, because they suspected him, on account of the country he
came from, of heresy. This led him to
draw up in his own defense his confession
of faith, which was first published by Muratori in the second volume of the above-cited
collection of uveKSora from the Aml)rosian
library, and again by Galland. bibl. patr. T.
IX. The manner, then, in which lie here
justifies antithetically his orthodoxy, particularly in

respect to

the

doctrines

of the

Trinity, the humanity of Christ, the resurrection, the origin of the soul ; in respect to
marriage, the ascetic life and the canon of

the sacred scriptures, shows clearly that it
was against the suspicion of being tainted

with the Priscillian doctrines, so widely diffused in his own country, he had chiefly to
defend himself.
1 Especially the Commonitorium of Orosius to

Augustin

(

Augustin. haeres. 70), and

the answer of bishop Leo the Great to Turbishop of Asturica (Astorga), in
which he for the most part joins in accepting the report of the latter respecting the
doctrines of this sect, in order to their conribius,

futation.

2 Satanam ex Chao et tenebris emersisse.
Leo ad Turrib. c. VI.
^ Comp. the doctrine of the Ophites.
* If we consider, however, that Priscillian
used the Ascensio Isaije, which has come to

our knowledge in the Ethiopic translation,
'ed. Lawrence. Oxon. 181 9,J it becomes,
perhaps, more probable that by the seven
heavens he understood seven graduated
classes of the higher world of spirits following one after the other,
seven stages
of the higher world of emanation, accord-

—

ing to the Cabbalistic theology. It may be
questioned, also, whether the sidereal world,
according to his theory, belongs wholly to
the kingdom of evil, or rather answers to
the Gnostic kingdom of the Demiurge.
^ According to Leo's representation, c.
10, Priscillian supposed an earlier guilt preceding birth
but the representations of
Orosius and of Augustin, which we have
followed, manifestly bear more of the character of originality, and expressions from a
letter of Priscillian confirm this representation.
If we must suppose that Leo's exposition must harmoni>.e with that of Augustin, the harmony, in the sense of Priscillian,
might be sought for simply in this, that the
submitting to be overcome by the powers of
darkness was represented as a contraction
of guilt, which Leo was at fault in only not
understanding in the right way an conformity with Priscillian's train of ideas.
;
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tived to destroy the kingdom of darkness i;i ks
actuallj brought about by the redemption.

own

seat,

and

this

was

Over against

the twelve sidereal powers, the twelve signs of the Zodiac,
whioh man is supposed to be related and subjected liy means of his
bodi/ (whose several parts and members Priscilliau assigned to the different constellations of the Zodiac), he placed the twelve heavenly powers, represented under the name of the twelve patriarchs, to whom the
souls of men are supposed to be related, and under whose guidance
they stand.
Hence man, representing in his soul and body the universe in miniature, unites in himself the higher and the lower worlds,
heaven and earth.^ By virtue of the inherent dependence of the body, in
which the soul has been imprisoned by the powers of darkness, man continues to be subject to the influences of the stars, until the soul, which is
related to God, obtains, through its fellowship with that higher world
from which it has sprung, power to deUver itself from tliose lower influences.
In order to the deliverance of this soul, the Redeemer appeared on earth.
It cannot be determined with certainty, what Priscillian thought of the divine and the human natures of Christ.
It is
certain that he entertained Monarchian notions respecting the relor
tion of the Son of God to the Trinity, as well as respecting the Trinity generally.
According to his theory of the body, as being the
seat of evil
of birth, as a work of the powers of darkness, he could
not admit the fact of the birth of Christ with a true human body of
earthly stuff. If, then, the testimony of Leo is to be relied on,^ that the
Priscillianists attributed the predicate "' only begotten " to the Saviour
only in the sense that he alone was born of the virgin yet this certainly
is not to be so understood as if Priscillian had wholly adopted the
church noti'ons respecting the birth of Christ.
tie might be the
more induced to dwell on the predicate in this sense, if he reckoned
among the extraordinary facts connected with Christ's birth, his having brought with him a body of etherial mould and thus the being
born denoted, in his case, something entirely different from what it does
From the antithetic dogmas, however, which
in the case of other men.
the council of Toledo, in the year 400, opposed to the Priscillianists, it
is evident that the latter represented Christ as one who was incapable of being born, (innascibilis,) and maintained that Christ's divine
and corporeal nature were one and the same. This seems to involve the
the one divine light-nature exhibManichiBan form of conception;
ited itself to the eye of sense under the semblance merely of an object
Leo says, moreover, that they could not join with the church
of sense.
in celebrating the festival of Christmas, because they held the Docetic
If Priscillian gave
notions respecting Christ's appearance on earth.
to

;

;

;

—

Here we recoj^nize Priscillian's general
which is to be found also in the
arte non potcntia Dei,
^i omnia bona in lioc mundo. The kingvictorious wisdom,
by
its
light,
of
aom
forces the princes of darkness, on the very
seem
to be insolent and
they
where
spot
1

principle,

Maiiichsean system

;

conquer, to subserve its purposes and
prepare the way for their own downfall.
- Priscillian's words, in a letter, are
Haec
to

:

prima sapientia

narum virtutum

est, in

animarum typis divinamras et cor-

intelligere

poris dispositionem, in

lum videturet terra.
8

L.

c. c.

lU.

qua obligatum cc»
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particular prominence to the suffering of Christ in accomplishing the
work of redemption, this circumstance would, it is true, seem not quite
consistent with his Docetic views.
But the way in which he expresses
himself on this point admits of being explained also, even if we suppose that, like Mani, he attributed to the sufferings of Christ only a
symbolical meaning.^
As the twelve signs of the Zodiac have influ-

ence on the birth of the outward man, so the twelve celestial powers,
opposed to them, influence the new birth, whereby the inner man is to
be restored to fellowship with the divine substance from which it emanated. ^
What is affirmed of Christ, that he was born of a woman, but
conceived of the Holy Ghost,^ the Priscillianists applied to all the sons
of the promise.
It may be questioned, however, whether they understood this of birth, so far as man's inner essence is derived from
God, or of the new birth as contrasted with the natural. The Priscillianists, as may be gathered from what they affirmed concerning the
Patriarchs, acknowledged the authority of the Old Testament. They appropriated it to their purpose by resorting to the allegorical method of
interpretation.
But it still might be the case, that, in so doing, they distinguished the God of the Old Testament from the God of the Gospel.*
Besides the canonical scriptures of the Old and New Testament, however, they made use of several apocryphal writings, as, for example, the
hymn of thanks sung by Christ on his last visit to the mount of Olives,
Matth. 26 30, which they said was handed down among the initiated
:

alone.

The moral system of the Priscillianists was, as their doctrine concerning the origin of the body required, rigidly ascetic.
It enjoined
austerities of all sorts, and, in particular, celibacy.
The charges laid
against them of dissolute conduct, are, to say the least, not sufficiently
well authenticated.
But it must be owned, that, in common with most
of the theosophic sects who were in the habit of distinguishing an esoteric and an exoteric doctrine,
they were extremely loose in their
principles of veracity.
They affirmed that a falsehood might be allowed for a holy end,
for example, to promote the spread of their own
mysteries; and that it was right to conceal from the multitude, by affecting to agree with them in their fleshly notions, that which they
were as yet incapable of understanding. There was no obligation to
speak out the whole truth, except to the enlightened ; that is, to the
members of the sect
and to give some shadow of ibundation for
this view respectmg the Hmit to the obligation of truthfulness, they
made use of the passage in Ephes. 4 25, distorted to their own meaning.
Their bishop Dictinnius, who, at the council of Toledo, in the

—

—

:

:

—

Christ by his sufferings
said Priscilannulled the bond, Col. 2: 14, by
virtue of which the soul was held imprisoned in the body by the powers of darkness
and was made subject to the sidereal infln1

Man

—

ences.
2

Leo

c.

13.

Duodecim

formationem hominis

virtutes, quse re-

interioris operantur,

ut in earn substantiam de qua prodiit, reformetur.
^ Leo c. 9
Filios promissionis ex mulieribus quidem natos sed ex spiritu sancto
conceptos.
* As is implied in the genuine antithetic
proposition of the council of Toledo,
^ See Augustin. ep. 237 ad Ceretium.
;
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year 400, came over to the Catholic church, had written a work, en" the Scales," 1 in which these principles were expounded and
But it is plain, from this very principle of theirs, that
defended.
their own sayings respecting the character of the sect and its doctrines, as well as the declarations in the recantations of its memlnira
who returned back to the Catholic church, deserve little confidence.
Hence, many Catholic ecclesiastics were of the opinion that, in order
to draw from the Priscillianists a true account of the subject-matter of
their doctrines, it was right to adopt the same method of dissimulation.
But Augustin wrote, in opposition to this mode of proceeding, a book,
which forms an epoch in the history of Christian morals by its unconditional condemnation of the he, under whatsoever fair pretext it may
present itself, and which, remarkable in its enthusiasm for the idea of
veracity, greatly contributed to the overthrow of laxer principles in
the Western church, as Augustin had already, at an earlier period, in
his noteworthy controversy with Jerome on Gal. 2, zealously opposed
the doctrine of an " officiosum mendacium." ^
titled

By following out this principle, the Priscillianists found it, of course,
comparatively easy to propagate their sect, in spite of all the persecutions
and as accessory to this purpose came in also the political agitations, occasioned by the migration of wandering tribes over Spain,
amidst which movements the oversight of the church could not be so
constantly and strictly maintained.
The council of Braga, in the year
563,*^ found it necessary to enact new laws with a view to the detection
and suppression of the Priscillianists ; and from this circumstance we
see how long they were enabled to maintain themselves, and how easily
they might scatter the seeds of their doctrines far down into the succeeding periods.
Although these later influences of the old Oriental sects, in their relation to the development of this particular period, may appear unimportant, yet they were propagated to the following centuries, and proved
an important means in the hand of God for exciting the reaction of
the Christian consciousness against the Jewish element in the Church
Theocracy.
;

i

Libra.

2

His work de mendacio ad Consentiom.

^

Concilium Bracarense

L
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Abasgians, spread of Christianity among
them, 139.
Abbots, 272.
Abdas, bishop of Susa, 133.
Abgarus, 331.
Abraham, Arabic prince, 145.

Abraham,

presbyter, 615, n. 3.
Absolution, 188, 213-216.
Abulpharagius, 611, 615, n. 1.
Abundius, bishop of Como, 575, and n. 1.
Abyssinia, Christianity there, 143-145.
Acacius, bishop of Amida, 136.
Acacius, bishop of Beroea, 521.
Acacius, bishop of Cajsarea, 450, 454.
Acacius, bishop of Melitene, 528.
Acacius, patriarch of Constantinople, 586588, 592.

Acta

Pilati, 5.

Adam,

in the view of Hilary, 618.
With
Augustin, 667, 668, 704.
With the

Pelagians,

676.

With Theodore

With Prosper, 698.
of Mopsuestia, 715,

716.

Adelphius, Adelphians, 276, 277, n.

4, 280.

Aden, 142.
Advocatus, Donatist martjT, 228,

n. 3.

.^desius, in Abyssinia, 144.
./Edesius, Platonist, 42.

JEizanes, Abyssinian prince, 144.

^lius Lampridius, 167,
^milianus, 67, n. 2.

n. 1.

Aerius, 379.
Aetius, Arian, 44, 71, n. 2, 444, 449, 455.
Africa, Christianity there, 143-145.
Agapae, 361, 362.

Agape, 771.
Agapetus, bishop of Rome, 183,

n., 593,

594.

Agapius, Manichaean, 771.
Agathias, 110, n. 5, 128, n. 4, 139,
Agnoetism, 496, 525, 609, 613.
Aypot vnoKeinevoL, 193, n. 2.
126, n, 1, 127-129.

'AK€(paXoi, 588.
n. 4.

uKpoardt, 357,

and

Monophysites, 584, 58.5-589.

753.

Alexandrian church, time of Easter, 338.
Epiphany, 346. Daily communion, 364.
Alexandrian school, characteristics, 182,
386, 387.

and

Interpretation of Scripture
388.
Difference be-

inspiration,

tween

it

and the Antiochiun school,

393, 394.
Doctrine of the person of
Christ, 502-504.

Almundar, Saracenic sheikh, 143.
Amantius, court chamberlain, 591, n.
Ambrose, bishop of Milan, 92-94, 95, notes

The

divine revelation, 117.
Protects wid176.
Right of a.sylum, 176. Penitents, 213, n. 3. Theodosius, 214, 215.
Monachism, 294.
Jovinian, 312.
§armatio and Barbatianus, 312.
Place of the emperor iu
the church, 321, n. 6
Dies stationum,
333, n. 2.
Observance of the Sabbath,
334.
Christmas festival, 344, n. 3.
Church psalmody, 354, and n. 4. Sacramentum apertionis, 359, n. 2. Magical power of the Lord's Supper, 366, n.
1.
lionosus, 377.
Creed of Eusebius
of Nicomedia, 417, n. 3.
His election
and opjiosition to Arianism, 472. Anthropology, 618, 622-624. De officiis,
De vocatione gentium, 699,
679, 680.
n. 3. Letter toDcmetrias, 701, notes 1,
6.
Infant baptism condition of children who have died without baptism,
730.
Doctrine of the Lord's Supper,
731,732, n. 5. Manichaians, 769, n. 1.
Priscillianists, 772-775.
3, 4,

99.

Counsel for judges, 173.

ows and orphans,

Ammianus MarccUinus,

Ahriman

'A.Kpotj/xevoi,

Patriarchate, 1 96, 1 98, 203, 204. Synod
(a. d. 362), 456, 458, 491. Under Cyrill, 523.
Several under Thcophilus,

;

n. 4.

Agonistici, 227, 263.

Akcemetcs, 277,

Alexander, governor of Syria, 84.
Alexander, monk, 277, n. 4.
Alexander, of Lycopolis, 767, n. 3.
Alexander, Severus, 167, n. 1.
Alexandria, persecution of Paganism, 97,
98.
School at, 183.
Churches, 194.

n. 4.

Alaric, king of the West Goths, 160.
Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, 255,
409-414, 418,419, 423, 424.
Alexander, bishop of Antioch, 465.
Alexander, bishop of Constantinople, 429.
Alexander, bishop of Hicrapolis, 524, n.
I, 538, n. 4, 540, n. 1, 544-551.

22, n. 1, 34,
notes, 35, notes, 69, notes 2, 3.
Stratcgius, 16, n. 3.
Julian, 45, n. 2, 72, n.
Geor1, 75, notes 2, 3, 83, 84, notes.

Valentinian, 90,
1, 2.
of the bishops, 167, n. 3,
at Home, 255, n. 2,
257, n. 2. Epiphany, 343. Athanasius,
437, n. 1, 438, n. 2.' Constantius' rape
Manichffians,
for svnods, 452, n. 1.
769, n. 1.
gius, 80, notes
n.

2.

168.

Pomp

The schism
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Ammianus, monk,

292.
bishop, 424, n. 2.
752.
Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium, images,
327.
Holy Spirit, 468.
Amus, Egyptian monk (Ammun, 269,
n. 2), 290.
Anachorets, 271, 282, 284-286.

Ammon,

Ammonius, monk,

Ananias, martyr, 132.
Anastasia, church in Constantinople, 464.
Anastasius, bishop of Rome, 750.
Anastasius, emperor, 589-591.
Anastasius, presbyter of Nestorius, 507,
516.

n. 3.

Arabia, Christianity there, 140, 141-143,
145.

Arcadius, emperor,

100-106,

133,

177,

256, n. 6.

Anathema,

215.
'AvaTo?.LKOL, 521, n. 3.
Anatolius, deacon at Rome, 601.
Anatolius, patriarch of Constantinople,
202, 203, 575-580.
Ancvra, council at (a. d. 314), 180, 193,
n.'4, 213, n. 4 ; (a. d. 358), 451.
Andreas, bishop of Samosata, 544, n. 1,
545.
Andronicus, governor of Pentapolis, 177,
n. 1, 215.
Angels, 706, n. 2, "With Theodore of
Mopsuestia, 716, 717. With the Priscillianists, 776.
Annianus, Pelagian, 657.
Anointing in baptism, 188, 359.
Anthimus, bishop of Thyana, 462.

Anthimus, bishop of Trapezund, 592-594.
Anthony, 264-271, 294.
Anthropology, of the Western church,
616-712.

Apollinaris, father and son, write Bible
history in verse, 77 (742).
Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea under
Julian, 77, 544. Doctrine of the person
Opposed
of Christ, 484-492, 495, 610.
by Theodore of Mopsuestia, 497-502.
Apollonius, Pagan, 112, n. 3.
Apologists, 111-115.
Apostolical constitutions, 333, n. 8, 362,

Of

the Eastern church, 7 1 2-

722.

Anthropomorphites, 747, 751-754.
Anthusa, mother of Chrysostom,

Ardaschad, synod
Argobast, 99.

at, 137.

— Arian

Arians,
224, n.

controversy, 164, n. 2,
Arianism
1, 409-473, 505, 740.
among the Goths, 156, 157. Among
the German tribes, 706, n. 2. In India,
140, n.

5.

Ariminum, council

at,

452-454.

Aristocritus, 771.
Aristolaus, tribune, 541, 544, 554.

Aristophanes, 37, n.
Aristotle,
(614).

2, 66, n. 2.

among the Monophysites, 613
At Athens, 613, n. 1. With

Julian, 62.
Arius, doctrine and history, 403-414, 422430.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit,
466. Person of Christ, 478, 483.
Aries, council of (a. d. 314), 173, 224.
On the time of the paschal feast, 337
(a. d. 355),

440

;

(a. d. 475), 707.

Armenian church, founding of

the,

Communi-

Monophysites, 612.
Arnobius the Younger, 702, n.

2,

136-

138.

See

catio idiomatum.
Antinomianism, among the

Eucliites, 280.

Antioch, Julian there, 81-84.
Council
and symbol, 193, n. 4, 417, n. 3, 435,
1, 440, n. 1, 453, 455; (a. d. 341),
187, 205, 432, 433, 434, 436, n. 1, 761 ;
(a. d. 345), 434, 436, n. 1,
Patriarchate, 196, 197, 198, 203.
Antiochian school, its importance, 182.
Interpretation of Scripture and inspiPoints in which it
ration, 389-394.
differed from the Alexandrian school,
393, 394. Doctrine concerning the person of Christ, 493-502.
Compared
with the Alexandrian school, 502-504.

n.

n. 2, 712-722.
trine of the last things, 737-739.

Anthropology, 495,

Doc-

Antoniua, wife of Belisarius, 594.
Antoninus, bishop of Ephesus, 170, n. 2.
Anysius, bishop of Thessalonica, 377,
n. 1.

Aotas, 271, n. 4.
Aphthartodocetism, 608, 609.
Apiarius, presbyter, 208.
Apocatastasis, 643, n. 2.

Apochryphal writings, 778.
Apocrisiarii, 517.

Archpresbyters, 189.

262,

754.
'AvTifie'&iaTaaic ovofiaruv.

Archdeacons, 189, 217, 220, 221.
Archimandrite, 272, 569.

703, n.

1, 706, notes 1, 2.
Arsaces, king of Armenia, 86, n. 3.
Arsacios, high-priest, letter to, 63, n. 1.
Art, relation of public worship to, 319331.

Ascensio

IsaiaB, 776, n. 4.

Asceticism, Jovinian on, 304-307, 309.
Ascetics, Christian, 129, 226, 227, 262284. Manichaean, 770, 771. Priscillianist,

772, 778.

Ascholius, bishop of Thessalonica, 150, n.
3, 152, 155.

Asclepiades, pagan philosopher, 83.

Ascusnages, Monophysite, 613.
Asia, spread of Christianity in, 125-143.
Aspebethos, Saracenic chief and bishop,
143.

Asterius of Amasea, 68, 324,

and

n. 6,

326, 327, 350, n. 4, 371, n. 3, 406, n.
1, 438, 439, n. 5, 740, n. 2.
Asylum, right of, 176-178.
Aterbius, 746.
Athanaric, Gothic prince, 151, n. 2, 152,
154.
Athanasius, 22, n. 1. Against the use of
force in religion, 36.
Insincere Chris
tians, 37, n. 2.

Biography

of, 67, n.

1.
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His fortunes under Julian, 72-74, 79
Frumentius, 144. The Gothic Christians, 150.

The power

of Cliristianity

amonfj the barbariiuis, 159.
Obtrusion
nto the priestly office, 170, n. 2. Pcriodeutai, 193, 'n. 6.
Filial churches
at Home, 195, n. 1.
Deposition, 205,
206. Date of ecclesiastical transactions,
220, n.
Meletians, 254, n.
Exile of

Anthony, 263-269, notes.
Extends the knowledge of Monachisni
in the West, 294.
Consecration of
churches, 322.
Service on Friday, 333,
note 1. Arius and the Arian controLiberius,256.

versy, 406, notes, 407, notes, 408, n. 3.
Council of Nice, 415-419, notes. Characteristics and History, 423-460. Arius,
Doctrine of the Holv Spirit,
466, n. 2.
468, 469, n. 2, 471, n. 4.
Doctrine of
creation, 474.
Person of Christ, 483.
Against Apollinaris, 491, 492.
The
Lord's Supper, 733.
Origen, 740.
Rhetorius, 767, n. 4.
Athens, seat of Hellenism, 39, and n. 2,
45, 106, 183.
Aristotle at, 613, n. 1.
Atticus, bishop of Constantinople, 135,
762.

Auditores,

audientes, 357.
Anditores,
among the Manichaeans, 771.
Audius, Audiaus, 766, 767.
Augustin, bishop of Hippo, Victoriuus, 77,
n. 1.
Earthly reward, 87, n. 4. Pagan

landlords; destruction of temples, 100,
101, n. 5, 102, notes.
Robbery of
Pagans, 103, n. 4.
Secret wor.ship

among Pagans,

104, n. 2.

Apology

for

Christianity, de Civitate Dei, 112-^115.
Self-righteousness among the Pagans,
115.
Miseducation, de catechizandi rudibus, 116.
Conversion from external
motives, 118, 119. From superstitious
motives, 120.
Proselytism, de tide et
operibus, 121, 122. Platonism, 122-124.
The Goths in Rome, 160. Aurelius
the inheritances of the church, 167, 168.
Xenodochia, 169, n. 1. Judicial authority of bishops, 171, n. 3, 172.
Intercession with Romulus, 175.
To Macedonius on intercessiones, 175, n. 5.
Protection sought from the bishops, 176,
notes.
Auxilius and the Count, 176,
Priesthood, de doctrina Christin. 5.
ana, 179, 182.
Canonical life,
184.
Peter, the rock, visible church, 200, 201.
(Ecumenical councils, progressive development of the church, 209, 210.
Church discipline, 214. Donatist controversy, 218-223, notes, 225-227, notes,
Augustin's participation in
230, notes.
His religious and theologit, 232-238.
ical course of development, 238, 239.
Only through the visible church to
Testimony of ScripChrist, 240, 241.
The
ture, over against miracles, 240.

testimony of Scripture dependent on
that of the church, 241. Purity of the
church, 241. The notion "world" in
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Scripture, 242. Tichonius, 244. Brings
into prominence the objectively divine,
245. The thing, and not the j>erson,
246.
Visible and invisible church, 247.

Comj)elle intrare, 248-252.
Paganized
Christians, 258, n. 1.
Surface and
essence of the Christian life, 260.
The
truly pious exposed to contempt, 260,
261." Monica, 262. Anthony, 264, n. 4.
Anchorets, 284.
Augustin promotes
Monachisni, de oi)ere monachurum, 294,
295. Jovinian, 312, n. 2. Against Jovinian, de bono conjugali, 313.
The
Christian life a divine service, 315.
Manuscripts of the Bible, 310, n. 3.
Study of the Bible, 317, 318.
Sign ot
the cross, 323, and n. 4.
Images, 324,
notes 2, 5. The bodily beholding ot
Christ, 327.
Image worship, 329. 0I>servancc of the Sabbath, 334, 335.
Yearly festivals, 337. Fasts, 340, and n.
3.
Thursday of the great week, 341, n.
5.
Octava infantium, 342, n. 2, 359, n.
1.
Ei)iphany, 343, n. 4, 344, n. 1.
Faustus, 347^ n. 4.
Christmas, 348, n.
New Year's festival, 350, n. 4, 351.
1.
Apportionments of the Bible read in
Extemporized dischurch, 352, n. 1.
courses, 353.
CompetentL-<. 358, n. 3,
359, notes 1, 3. Manus inii.n.-itio, 360, n.
1.
The Missa, 361, notes 2,3. Agapie,
362, n. 1. Liturgy with the Supper, 362,'
n.3. Daily or less fre<jueutconnnuniou,
364.
Sacrifice in the Supper, 366, 368.
Miracles of the
St. Stei)hen's day, 369.
saints, 370, n. 2. Parentalia, 372. Views
of honors paid to saints, 372, 373. The
central point of Christianity, 386. CharDocacteristics of Aug'ustiu, 394-402.
trine of the Holy Spirit, Trinity, 469,

470,471, n. 4. The Arian Maximin,473,
ot
n. 1.
Doctrine of the creation,
miracles, 474-477. Augustin's Anthropology and Christology connected, 495,
n. 2.
Influence of Ambrose, 623, n. 4.
Augustin's development in AnthropolSermon on the Mount,
ogy, 624-631.
635.
Augustin and Pelagius, 638. C\e-

—

lestius, 639, n. 2.

Augustin

in the Pela-

gian controversy, de gestis Pelagii, 640643, and notes, 644, notes, 645-652. ( )u
the power of the state, and the Chrisconscience, against Julian, 653,
Augustin's .sysLeporius, 655.
the Pelagian, 6.58Doctrine of predestination, Semi684.
Pelagian controversy, last writings,
Continued contest bedeath, 684-695.
tween the Angustiuian and Semi-Pelagian party in Gaul, 695-71 2. Theodore
of Mopsuestia and Augustin, 712. 713,
Doctrine of the sacraments, 723717.
Chry.sostom and Anyrustin, 718,
726.
tian
654.

tem compared with

Baptism, linibus infuutiuni, faith
727.
The Lord's S.ipof children, 730, 731
per, 734, 735. Purgatorial fire, 736. 737
.

The classics, 743. Jerome,

750.

Rheto

784
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nans, 767,

Priscillianists,

Faustus, 771, n. 3.
against lax morals, de

mendacio,

775, 776, notes

n. 4.
etc.,

1, 5,

778,

n. 5, 779.

Aurelius, bishop of Carthage, 167,
651, n.

1,

652, n.

295,

1.

Ausonius, 92, n. 2.
Aiixenti^is, bishop of Mihin, 471, 472.
Auxentius, Gothic bishop, 150, n. 4, 151,

and notes, 152, notes, 157, and n. 5.
Auxiliaris, pr£efect. urb., 207, n. 3.
Aiixilius, bishop, 176, h. 5.

Anxuma, Auxumites,
Avitiis,

monk,

Avitiis, of

144, 145 (444).

291.

Vienna, 361,

n. 3.

Axid, 230.
Azades, Persian martyr, 132.

the Supper, 363, n. 8. Exhibition of
the elements, 364, n. 1.
Communion
at home, 365, n. 4. Influence of Origen,
387. Eunomius, 444, n. 3, 445, 447,
n. 4, 449, n. 4.
Under Valens, 459461.
On the condition of the church,
461.
Friend of Gregory Nazianzeu,
462. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 46«,
Person of Christ,
469, n. 2, 471, n. 4.
483. With Julian of Eclanum, 712, n. 1.
Origen, 740, 741.
Basil, bishop of Seleucia, 570, n. 1, 571,
n. 2, 578, n. 4.
Basil, deacon, 511, n. 3.
Basiliscus, Christian, 67, n. 2.
Basiliscus, usurper, 166, 585, 586.

Bel sens, pagan judge, 67, n.

2.

Belisarius, general, 594.

Benedict, of Nursia, Benedictines, 283, n.
Paulinus, 707, n. 1.
2, 296-300.

B.
Babisus, patriarch of Seleucia, Nestorian,
611.

308, 309.

Baptism, infant, 355-357, 726-731.
the
645.

Benevolent

institutions,

168,

169,

192,

193.

Babylas, martyr, 82, 94.
Bacchius, 67, n. 2.
Bachiarius, monk, 775, n. 6.
Bacurius, Iberian chiefj 139, n. 2.
Banians, 140.
Baptism, validity, 224. Time, 341, 342,
360, 361.
Administration, 357-361.
Doctrine,
726-731.
Delay of, 31.
Views of the Euchites, 78. Jovinian,

Western church, 344.

Baptism of

In

Pelagius,

Christ, 343.

Barbatianus, monk, 312.

Benignus, 149.
Benjamin, deacon, 134, 135.
Bible, readin<j of the, biblical study, 262,
288, 316-319, 773.
Among the Goths,
159.
At Antioch, 183. Among the
Nestorians, 183, n. 1, 611.
.means
to conversion, 122, 123. In preparation
for the clerical office, and in the cloisters, 183.
Public reading of the Bible,
123, 137, 158, 264, n. 4, 265, 334, 339,
352, 357, 361.
Manuscripts of the Bible, 316, 318, n. 8.
Bible interpretation, 388-394.
Influence
of councils on, 211. Bar Sudaili, 616.

A

Julian

Barhebrffius, 611.
Bar Sudaili, 615, 616.
Barsumas, abbot, 560, 569, 570.
Barsumas, bishop of Nisibis, Nestorian,
611.
Basil of Ancyra, 449, 451, 452.
Basil of Csesarea in Cappadocia.
The
forty soldiers at Sebaste, 19, n. 3.
In
Athens, 39, n. 2, 45. Under Julian,
77.
Christianity among the Goths, 150.
Sabas, 155, 156. The "chief cook, 165,
n. 5.
The Basilias, 169. Exemption
of the clergy, 170, n. 2.
Intercession
for the Cappadocians,
174.
Against
the frequent exacting of oaths, by officers of government, 175.
The right of
asylum, and the governor, 177, n. 1.
Education, 183. Election to the office
of bishop, 186, n. 1. O'lKOvo^og, 191, n.
4.
Country bishops, 193, notes 2 and 3.
Uapoma, 194, n. 1. Penitents, 213, n.
Damasus, 257, n. 1. Eiistathiaiis,
3.
281, n. 1. Monachism, 282, and note 1,
283, n. 1. Manual labor, and education in the cloisters, 287, n. 1 288. Promotes monachism, 293. Epiphany and
Christmas, 346, notes 1, 3.
Church
psalmody, 354, n. 3. Consecration of

*

'

,

of

Eclanum,

673,

and note.

Priscillianists, 778.

Bible translation, Persian bv Miesrob, 137.
Indian, 140.
Of Ulphifas, 152. The
Syrian, of Philoxenas, 589. Of Jerome,
745, 746.

Bishops, pompous mode of life with some,
168. Simplicity and piety in other cases,
167-169. Judicial authority, 171. Become involved in worldly business, 171,
172.
Intercessions, 173.
Ti-ansfer of
bishops, and journeys to the metropolis,
186-188, 225, n. 4. Special functions,
188.
Woridliness, 763, n. 3, 765, 766.
Bogomiles, 276, n. 2.
Bonifecius, count in Africa, 694, 695.
Bonifacius I., bishop of Kome, 208, 652,
n. 2.

Bonifacius

II.,

bishop of

Rome,

711.

Bonosus, bishop, 377.

Bordeaux (Burdegala), council

at (a.

d

384), 773.

Botrus, 222, n. 1.
Braga, council at (a. d. 561), 354, n. 4

,

(a. d. .563), 779.
British church, 146, 148, 149.
Burial of the dead, 128, 192.
Byzantine court, corrupting influence, 165j

"166.
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archdeacon and bishop of Car217, 218, 221-22G, 228, n. 3,

thage,
237, 245.
Csesarea in Cappadocia, and Caesarea in
Palestine, schools at, 183.
CaBsarius, of Aries, 29G, 340, 709, 711.
Csesarius,

monk,

letter to, 732, n. 6.

Calliana (Calcutta), 141.
Caiicelli.
See Chancel.
Candidian, comes, 527, 532, 533, 534, 537.
Canonical life, 184, 295.
Cantores, 354, n. 2.
Care of the sick, 169, 192.
Carthage, church at, 197.
Council at,
203.
n. 2

;

III. 64, n. 3.
IV. 182, n. 6, 191,
(a. d. 401 and 407), 192, n. 1;

(a. u. 401),

D. 404),235

336; (a. d. 403), 233; (a.
(a. d. 407 and 418), 208
;

;

(a. d. 416), 645; (a. d. 418), 650, 651,
730; (a. d. 419), 208. Conference at
(a. d. 411), 236, 237, (220, n. 1, 222,
n. 1.)

Cassian.
See John.
Cassiodorus, East Gothic statesman, 183,
n., 639, 682, n. 4.
Catechumens, .30, 357-361.
Catena Corderii, 390, n. 4, 494, n. 1, 496, n.
4. Nicephori, 127,n.3,491,n.4,715,n.3.

Cathedra (i?p6vof),321.
Cathedra Petri, 199, 200.
Celestius, 222, n. 1.
Celibacy, 179-182, 191. Chrysostom on,
302,303. Jovinian, 304-306, 309. Pelagius, 643, n. 2. With the Euchites, 281,
Priscillianists, 778.

Celidonius, bishop, 206.
Cenobites. See Coenobites.
Chalcedon, oecumenical council at, 191,
196, n. 2, 197, n. 2, 199, 202, 282, u.
571, and notes, 574, n. 1, 583-595, 598History, 577-583.
600, 602.
Chancel, 321, n. 5.
Character, militaris indelebilis, 724.

Chiliasm (Bar Sudaili), 615, 616.
XupenlaiioTroi (chor-bishops).
See

Coun-

try Bishops.
Choreutes, 277.

Choristers, 354.

Chosroes, king of Persia, 110, 612.
Chrism. See Anointing.
Christ, person of, 478-616.
Images of,
325-327. Compare image controversy,
vol. III. p. 557.

Christian doctrine, festivals, life, morals
(see life), symbols, worship.
See Doctrine, Festivals, etc.
Christianity, its extension, limitation, persecutions, relation to it of individual

Roman
111-115.

emperors,

1-110.

Polemics,

Hindrances and helps to conMissions beyond tho

version, 115-124.

Roman empire, 124-160.
Christmas, 343, 344-350.
See Person of Christ, KoChristology.
demption, Trinity.
CTiVOL.

II.

Chrysanthius, Platonist, 42, 44, n.
Chrysaphius, 566, 575.
Chrysippus, 62.
Chrysoretes, court chamberlain, 541, n. 1.
Chrysostom, the forty soldiers in Sebaste,
Discourse concerning Bnbylas,
19, n. 3.
fall of Paganism, 94.
Duty of the land.

c.
OsBcilian,
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lords to build churches, lob, 101.
Tlio
unclassical language of Holy Scripture,
116.
Proseiytism, 121. Indian Bible
translation, 140.
Mission among the
Goths, 158. Mode of life, 168, 758. ^fvuvec, 169, n. 1. Flavian, 175, n. 1. Right

of asylum, Eutropius 177. Priesthood,
nepi ie()oavvTig, 179, 182.
Ivpial dignity
of bishops and presbyters, 188. Deacons,
189, n. 4. Olympias", 191. Church discH
pline, 214, anil n. 1,216, n.l. Christianity
of custom, 258.
Home education, 262.
letter of consolation to Stagirius, 273.
Episcopal supervision of the cenobitic
institutions, 282, n. 1. Anachorets, 284,

A

285, notes. Coenobites, 286. Complaint
in regard to education, 288.
Asceticism, 290.
View of monasticism, 301,
n. 5, 302, 303.
Against false notions
of the service of God, 314, 315. Prayer,
Reading of the Bible, 317315, 316.
319. Gifts to churches, 319, 320.
The
church building, 321, 322.
The sign
of the cross, 322, 323. Images, 324, n.
4.
Image of Christ, 327. Nilus, 328.
The festivals, 332. Divine worship on
Friday, 333, and notes. Passion for
theatrical exhibitions, 336.
Pas.^over,
Fast Wore Easter, .'139, n.
338, n. 1.
1.
Period of the last at Antioch, 339,
340.
Palm-Sunday, 341. Holy week,
341, notes. Feast of Epipliany, 342, 343.
The water in baptism, 343, n" 2. Christmas festival, 344, 345. New Year's festival, 350, notes 3, 4, 351.
Place of
the sermon in divine worship, 352. \\yportionments of Scripture in divine
worship, 352, n. 1. Extemporaneous
sermons, 354, n. 1.
Congregational
singing, 354, n. 3.
Delay of l)aptism,
Infant baptism, 357, n. 1.
356, n. 4.
Prayer for catechumens, 358, n. 1.
Limitation of the time for baptism, 360,
and notes 3, 4. Church prayers, 361,
n. 2.
Agapae, 361, n. 4.
Liturgy
in the Lord s Supper, 362, notes 3. .5.
Consecration of the supper, 363, notes
Daily or infrccpient communion,
7, 10.
Sacrifice in the sup364, 365, notes.
per, 366.
Prayers for the dead. 367,
notes 2, 3, 4, 368, notes, 1, 3.
Intercession of martyrs, 373, and notes.
Pilgrimages, 377, 378, and notes 1, 2.
Exegesis, notion of inspiration, 390,
Chry.sostom as a rep
391, n. 5, 392.
rcsentativc of the Antiochian school,
With Julian of Eclanum, 712, n.
394.
1.

Anthropology, 718-720.

Doctrine

of the church, 722.
Doctrine of \n\]y
tism, 726, 727.
The Lord's Supper,
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786
731,

732,

n.

ment, 737.

Eternity of punish-

6.

His

life

and

sufferings,

753-

Rhetorians, 767, n. 4.
Churcli the, according to its internal organization, 178-212.
Church and state, 161-178. With the
Donatists, and Augustin, 229-232, 247252. Intei'ference of the state in the
762.

doctrinal controversies, 382, 383.
rescript of Licinius,

Church assembHes,
19.

Church buildings, 319-322.
Church constitution, 161-212. See Church
and State, Church in its internal organization, Doctrine of the Church.
discipline, 213-216.
Church, doctrine of the, 199-212, 232,
238-252. With Jovinian, 311, 312. In

^Church

Greek church, 722, 723.
Church jurisdiction, benevolent
the

tals, Church and State.
Church music, psalmody, 354, 355.
Church property, 166-169.
Church schisms, 216-257.

Cicero, 396.

synod

547.
Circumcellious, 226-231, 235, 249, n. 2,
294.
Cirta, in Numidia, assembly there (a. d.
305), 219.
City communities, 194, 195.
Classicianus, 176, n. 5.
Classics, study of the, 75-78, 183, 484,
742-744, 754.
Claudianus Mamertus, 706, n. 2.
Clement of Alexandria, 265, n. 1, 483, n. 1,
608, 617.
Clergymen, clergy. See Clerus, Priestin,

hood,
Clerus, exemptions,

169-171. Celibacy,
179-182.
Education, 182-184. Election, 184-186.
Transfer of, 186, 187.
Different grades, 188-194.
Cloister life, 271-273.
Cloisters as seminaries for education, 149,
183, 288, 298
Coelestin bishop of Rome, 147, n. 2.
In
the Nestorian controversy, 515, 519,
520, 521, 525, 531, 533, n.
n. 4, 721.

The

1,

552, 553,

Semi-Pelagians, 695-

698, 705, 710, n. 3.
Ccelestius, 639, 640, 644-652,655, 659, 666,
697, notes, 1, 2. Doctrine of baptism,
728, 729, 730.
Ccelicolae, 768, n. 1.
Cojnobia, Coenobites, 271-273, 286-289.

Colchians. See Lazians.
Collyridianians, 376, n. 1.

Communicatio idiomatum, with Apollinaris, 489. With Theodore of Mopsuestia,

501.

In the Alexandrian school,

502.

Communion. See Lord's Supper.
hour of death, 213.
1.

364.

war with Licinius, 18.
Second, 20,
351, n. 1.
Sole ruler, 21. Previous
religious position, 21 as sole ruler, 2133.
Prohibition of sacrifices in private
;

institu-

See those heads.
Church law. See Canonical Law, Decretions.

Cilicia secunda,

Competentes, 358, 359.
Confession, 213, 216.
Confessors, honor paid to, 217, 218.
Confirmation, 188, 359, 360.
Consilia evangelica, 304, 634, 643, n. 2,
677.
Constans, son of Constantine the Great,
33, 228. Arian controversy and Athanasius 433-438, 449, n. 5.
Constantia, council at (a. d. 401), 757.
Constantia, sister of Constantine, 18, 324,
325, 422.
Constantine the Great, course of development, 6-14. Sign of the cross, 9-1 4.
First and second religious edict, in con
junction with Licinius, 14-16.
First

In the
Daily, 221, and n.

dwelHngs, 21, 22. Toleration of Paganism, 22, 23, 25. Flattery of the bishops, 25.
Destruction of the temples,
Prohibition of sacrifice, etc.,
26, 27.
28.
On the conversion of Pagans, at
the Nicene council, 29. Baptism and
death, 30.
Pagan narrative relating to
his conversion, 31, 32.
Restoration of
churches, 66. Banishment of Athanasius, 73, 428.
Intercedes for Persian
Christians, 125.
Conversion of the
Iberians, 138.
Embassy to Arabia,
142.
Conversion of the Abyssinians,
143.
Ulphilas, 152, n. 1.
His position in relation to the church, 162-164.
Grants to the church the right of receiving legacies, 167.
Exemption of
the clergy, 169, 170.
Judicial authority of the bishops, 171.
Bishops of the
great cities, 186.
The Donatist controversy, 223-228.
Saint Anthony,
269.
Introduces many Christian monuments, 324. Law as to the observance of Friday, 333. Concerning the
observance of Sunday, 336.
Easter
festival, 337, 338, and n. 3. In the Arian
controversy, 409, n. 4, 413-431, 460.
The Manichffians, 769.
Constantine the Younger, 33, 317, 428, n.
Arian controversy, 432.
3.
Constantines, family of the, 324, 377.
Constantinople, school at, 183. Churches,
Patriarchate, 196, n. 3, 197, 198.
194.
Claims equality with Rome, 197, 202.
Coimcil (A. D. 336), 439 ; (a. D. 360),
454.
II. CEcumenical (a. d. 381), 185,
n. 1, 196, n. 3, 197, 199, 203, 357, n. 2,
464-466, 469, 492, 557, notes 5, 6.
Under Nestorius, 511.
Under Flavian, 563-567. Under Mennas (a. d. 536),
358, n. 2, 591, n. 1, 593, 594; (a. d.
Under Vigilius,
541), 597, 764, 765.
V. CEcumenical, 606-608, 764,
605.
765.
Council of Iconoclasts (a. d.
754), 326, n. 4.
Constantius Chlorus, father of Constan'

tine, 7.
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Constantius, monk, 651.
Constantius, son of Constantine the Great,
As emperor, 33-40, 42, 70,
28, n. 3.
71,73,79,82,92, 144, and n. 2, 151,152,
n. 1, 256.
In the Arian controversy,

431-456.
Constitutiones apostolicae.
See Apostolical Constitutions.
Controversies, the, in general, 381-384.
Controversy of the three chapters, 595,
597-608.
Conversion, different ways of, 117-124.
Copiatffi, 193.

Corporeality of the soul, 706, n.

2.

Indicopleustes, 140, 141, 145, 346,

n. 2.

Councils, 164, 165, 209-212.
Country bishops, 193, 194.
Creation, doctrine of the, 473-477. Theodore of Mopsuestia, 713, 714. Priscillianists, 776.
Arius, 405, 406.
Creationism, 670, 671.
Cresconius, Donatist, 226, notes 1 3, 232,
233.
Crispus, son of Constantine the Great,
31, 32, n. 1.
Cross, sign of the, Constantine, 9-14, 20,
,

119.
Supernatural effects,
Universal use of, 322, 323.
Candidates for baptism, 357, n. 2, 359.

21, 23, 24,
13, 20, 21.

Compare image controversy,

vol. III.

pp. 435, 436.
prjefect'.

n. 1.

Decretales, 212.

In the Roman church,
192, n. 1.
Deinetrias, letter to, Pelagius', 633, 634Another, 701,
636, notes, 637, notes.
Defensor, 192.

n.

1.

Denietrius Chytas, pagan philosopher, 34.
bishop of Constantinople,

Demophilus,
462, 464.

De

mortibus persccutoruin, 3, n. 2, 11,
notes 1, 2, 16, n. 2.
receptione lia;reticorum, 277, n. 3, 278,
notes 1, 2, 279, n. 2, 280, n. 1.
Descensus Christi ad inferos, 491.
De vocatione gentium, 124, 202. n. 1,
691, n. 1, 699-702.
Dic'tiniiius, Libra, 778, 779.
Didvmus in Alexandria, 182, 270, 386,
468, 706, n. 2, 738, 740, and n. 3, 765.
Dies natalis vjrtutum domini, 344. Invicti solis, 347.
Dies novorum, 342, n. 2.
Dies Stationum, 332, 333.
Diocajsarea, synod at, 491, n. 1.
Diocletian persecution, 1, 3, 5, n. 3, 6, 8,
16, 21, 124. 193, n. 6, 217, 220, 224,
252, 319, 769.
Diodorus of Tarsus, Julian, 77, 78. Exegesis, 389. Person of Christ, 488, 493,
499.
Controversy concerning Diodorus, 555.
In the Eutychian controversy, 562, 563, n. 3.
Influence among
the Nestorians, 610.
Apocatastasis,
737, 738.
Dionysius of Alexandria, 403, 404, 411,
420.
Dionysius the Areopagite, 364, n. 1, 388,
615, 723, 725.
Dionysius Exiguus, Roman abbot. Decretales, 212.
Time of Piaster, 338.
Dioscorides See Din Zokotora.
Dioscurus, bishop of Alexandria, 557, n.
7, 559-584, 611.
Dioscurus, bishop of Hermopolis, 752.
Diospolis, synod at, 643.
14,

148.
Corotic, British chieftain, 149.

Cvnegius,

Decen tins, bishop, 195, n. 1, 335, 360,
Decian persecution, 252, 264.

De

Cormac, Irish prince,

Cosmas

787

praetor. 94, 95, n.

5,

"96, n. 5, 97.

Cyprian, 192, n. 3, 208, 219, 252, 729.
Cyrill of Alexandria. Letter against JuliJulian's views of religan's work, 45.
ion. 54-59, notes. Julian, 71, n. 3. The
Person of Christ,
Holy Spirit, 471.
Nestorian controversv, 507, 512502.
557, 558-560. The Syrian church teachIn Persia, "610.
ers, 598.
Conversion, 118.
Cyrill of Jerusalem.
reading,
Candidates
Bible
318, n. 8.
for baptism, 358, and n. 2, 359, n. 1.
Anointing in baptism, 359, notes 7, 8.
Moderate Semi-Arianism, 458. Baptism, 726. Liturgical service connected
with the Lord's Supper, 362, notes 3, 4.
Doctrine of
Intercession, 368, n. 3.
the Lord's Supper, 731, 732, notes.
Cyrill of Scythopolis, 271, n. 4, 596, notes,
597, notes, 764, n. 3.

Diu Zokotora,

140.
with Priscillian, 777, 778.
Hilarius, 483, n.
Doctrine, Christian, in general, 380-402.
Particuhir doctrines, 403-779.

Docetism,

With

Dominica

in albis, 342, n. 2.

Domitian, bishop of Ancyra, 595-597,
598,

599.
Domitian, quaestor, 548n.,

Domnus,

patriarch of Antioch, 557, n. 7,
562, 563, n. 3, 572.
Donatist schism, 214, 216238.
I'olemics between Donatists and
Catholics, 238-252.

Douatists

Dalmatius, archimandrite, 535, 536, 541, n.
Damascius, pagan philosopher, 110.
Damasus, bishop of Rome, 92, 181, 187,
Schism, 255-257, 461. Jerome,
206.
Priscillianists, 772.
744, 745.
David the Armenian, 613, n. 1.

Deaconesses, 189-191.

Deacons, 188, 189.

—

Donatus, Donatist martvT, 228, n. 3.
Donatus, grammarian at Rome, 742.

Donatus of Casa: Nigra;, 221, 224, 225,
and n. 4.
Donatus the Great, bishop of Carthage^
225, 228, n. 3, 229, 230, 231.
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Dies Stationum, 333, n. 2. Feast
Intercession
of Epiphany, 346, n. 3.
" Opin the Lord's Supper, 368, n. 1.
n.
2.
Ariiw,
Mary,"
ponents of
377,

Dracontius, knight, 80.
Druids, 148.

2.

Dsunovas, Arabic prince, 145.
Dualism, Friscillianist, 776.

Dubrach Mac Valubair, 149.
Dulcitius, imperial tribune, 238.
Dulcitius, notary, 573.
Dunaan. See Dsiinovas.
Dnophysites, 581, n. 1, 613. See
physite Controversies.

404,

n. 2, 409,

notes

Athanasius, 426, n.

4, 412, n. £.Semi
427, n.

2,

2,

Arian negotiations, 452,

n.

2.

Mele

Photinus, 482, n. 2.
457, n. 2.
EpiCharacter of Epiphanius, 74i.
phanius in the Origenistic controvertins,

Mono-

747, 748, 753, 757.
in Constantinople, 758.

sy,

E.

Epiphanius
Audians, 766,

n. 3.
2. Time of, 337, 338, 415,
767.
Easter Sabbath, 3.33, n. 8, 334,
360, and n. 2, 361.
Easter Sunday,
341, 360, n. 2.
Eastern cliurch, character, 304. Celibacy, 180, 181. Ordinations, 185. Transfer of clergy, 186, 187.
Deaconesses,
191.
Monachism in the, 263-293.
Christmas, 344-346. In the great dogmatic controversies, 383-386, 471. Relation to the state, 162 166.
Anthropology, 616-618, 712-722. Doctrine of
the Holy Spirit, 466, 469-471.
Ebedjesu, Nestorian bishop, 553, n. 3.
Ecebolius, 41.
Edessa, 331. School there, 610, 611. Pagan temple at, 95, notes 4, 5, 97, n. 5.
Education of the clergy, 182-184, 298.
'Ek6ikoc (defensor), 192.
6vo (pvaeac, 581, n. 1.
'Ek 6vo (pvaecjv,
Elect, among the Manichaeans, 770, 771.
Elcsbaan, Abyssinian king, 145.
Armenian bishop, 125-128,
Elis£Eus,
notes, 133, 136, n. 2, 138, notes 1, 2,
n.
3.
141,
Elpidius, rhetorician, 771.
Elvira, synod at, exclusion of Duumviri,
Against the marriage of priests,
173.
Intercession at the Lord's Sup180.
per, 367, n. 4.
Emanation, 474.
Emeritus, Donatist bishop, 242, 243, n. 2.
Energumens, 213, n. 4, 361, n. 2.
England, spread of Christianity among
the Britons, 146.
Ennodius, 192, n. 2.
"Evuaig {tuv ^vaeuv,
(jwaiK^), 502, 504,
505, 523, 525, 581, n. 2. {npoc iKp-Hapaiav),
732, n. 1.
Enthusiasts, 277.
Epaon, council at, 191, n. 1.
Ephesus, church at, 197. First council at
(III. CEcumenical council), 164, and n.
Condemnation of the
3, 526-543, 546.
Pelagians, 721.
Robber synod, 568574.
Ephraem, the Syrian, 19, n. 3, 766, n. 4.
Epicurus (Julian), 62.
Epiphanius, bishop of Constantia, his
narrowness, 184. UpeafSyndeg, 190, n.

Easter, 351, n.

h

—

3.

Churches

in

Alexandria, 194.

controversy, 252, n.
Euchites, 277, n. 7, 280, n.

letian

thians, 281, n.

1.

1,

Me-

254,

n.

2.
EustaImages, 328, 329, n.

Epiphanius, archdeacon of Cyrill, 518, n.
3, 519, n. 2, 541, n. i.

Epiphanius, bishop of Ticinum, 192, n. 2.
Epiphany, 332, 338, 342-344, 346, and n.
1.
As a time of baptism, 360.
Episcopal system, 188, 193. Succession,
243.

'EmaToXal KavoviKol, 252,

n. 2.

Eraclius, presbyter, 694.

Eschatology, 736-739.
Esculapius, with Julian, 59.
Essenes, 263, 273, n. 2.
'Erspoovaiov, 140, n. 5.
Ethiopia, 140, 141, 145, n. 1.
Euchites, 276-281, 614, n. 3, 722.
Euchrotia, Priscillianist, 774, n. 3.
Eudocia, empress, 518, 566, 575, 583.
Eudoxia, empress, 103, 755, 756, 759,
760.

Eudoxius, bishop of Antioch, 449, 454,
455, 457, 459.

Eugenius, emperor, 99.
Eulogius, bishop of Csesarea, 643.
Eumenii, Panegyricus Const. 8, n. 2.
Eunapius, 22, n. 1, 44, n. 1, 45, n. 3, 76,
n. 4, 88, n., 97, n. 4, 98, n. 2, 114, 156,

428, n.l.

Eunomius, Eunomians, 444-452, 455, 472.
Eunomius on the Holy Spirit, 467, 478.
Person of Christ, 484. Against Platonism, 387. Encounter with Agapius, 771
Euoptius, bishop of Ptolemais, 530.

Euphemia, martyr, 327,

n. 1.

Euphemites, 768, n. 1.
Euphemius, patriarch of Constantinople,
589.

Euphrates, bishop of Cologne, 436, n. 4.
Euprepius, cloister of, 552.
Europe, spread of Christianity in, 145160.

Eusebius, bishop of Armenia, 135.
Eusebius, bishop of Csesarea. Maximin's
tolerance,

and new persecutions, 2-6.

Constantine, 9-11, 12-16, notes, 18, n.
24-32, notes. Licinius, 20, n.
3.
Letter of Constantine, 24. Motives
of Constantine, 25. False Christians,
30.
Baptism of Constantine, 30, n. 4.
The banquet at Nice, 32, n. 2. Chris2. 21, n. 1,

tianity
n.

1,

beyond the

125, n. 5.

Roman Empire, 124,
Churches among the

Constantine imaKonof,
Bishoprics in the chief
163, 164, n. 1.
cities, 186, n. 2.
Number of deacons.
Saracens, 142.
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napoiKi'a, 194,n. 1. Dunatist
Meletian schism,
n- 5.
Imajre of Christ, 324-326.
Constantine's hiw respectin<^ the observance of Sunday, 336. Constautine
on the observance of the Passover, 337,
n. 5.
Local feast, 351, n. 1. Orifjen's

.189, n. 2.

schism,
254,

*

22.3,

11.

influence, 387, 388. Alexander, 409, n.
Position in respect to Arius, and the

4.

Arian controversy, demonstratio evangelica,

411-422.

"

Nice,

416-420, 422.

Against Eustathius, 422.
Synod at
Tyre, 426, and n. 3, 427.
Against Marcellus, 439.

School, 450.
The Lord's
Origen's nepl upxi^v,

Supper, 735, 736.
740.

Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, 186, n. 1.

Eusebius, bishop of Doryleum, 563-566,
n.

1,

571, 572.

Eusebius, bishop of Emisa, 389.
Eusebius of Nicomedia, baptizes Constantino, 30. In the Arian controversy, 406,
n.

1,

410, 415, n.

Ambition, 433,
Eusebius,

1,

417, n. 3, 421, 422.
184,

294,

441, 456.

Eusebius, Christian in Antioch, 84.
Eusebius, court chamberlain, 431.
Eusebius, Egyptian monk, 752.
Eusebius, monk in Syria, 292.
Eusebius, Platonist, 42.
Eusebius, presbyter in Rome, 25b.
EustathiEustathius, bishop of Antioch

—

4,

Eustathius, bishop of Sebaste

417,

n.

3,

— Eustathi-

Festivals, 331-352.
Filial churches,

1

94.

Flavian, bishop of Antioch, 174, 175, 280,
465, 754.
Flavian, patriarch of Antioch, 589, 590.
Flavian, patriarch of Constantinople, 564576, 578, n. 4.
Flavius Marcellinus, imperial tribune, 236,
237.
Florentius, officer of state, 565.
Florentius, priest, 298.
Fortunius, Donatist bishop, 233, 234.
Fossores, 193.

Fraus pia, 280, 597,778, 779.
Freedom, doctrine of, in the Pelagian con-

ans, 276, 277, n. 3, 280, 281, 379.
letter to, 744.

Eustochium,

Eustratins, 607, n.

Euthymius, monk, 143, 276,

1, 211, and n. 4, 215, 497, n. 5,
556.
n. 5, 557, notes, 563, n. 3, 595, n., 598604, notes, 602, 603, 604.
Faith, Augustin, 121, 122, 395, 400-402,
629, 6.30.
The baptized child, 731.
With Anthony, 269.
^
Fanaticism. See Donatist schism, Meletian schism.
Fasir, 2.30.
Fasts, 338-340.
Jovinian, 304-307, 309.
Aiirius, 379.
Time of the quadragesimal fast, 338.
Fausta, wife of Constantino the Great, 31.
Faustinus, Donatist bishop of Hippo, 232.
Faustinus, presbyter, 256, ii. 6.
Faustus, bishop of Rhegium, 296.
Character and controversy, 706-708, 710,
711.
Faustus, Manichsean, 347, n. 4, 349, 397,
770, n. 4, 771.
Felix, bishop of Aptungis, 222, 224, 237.
Feli.x, bishop of Rome, 256.
Felix III., bishop of Rome, 586, n. 3.

Festival of infants, 347.

n. 2.

bishop of Vercelli,

ans, 379, 389, 416, n.
422, 457, 458, 465.

'89

n. 2, 581, n. 1.

Eutropius, imperial favorite, 177, 754, 755.
Eutychians, 541, n.,
Eutyches, abbot

—

560, 561, 56.3-569, 573, 574, n. 1, 575.
Eutyclies, missionary among the Goths,
150, 155, 156, and n. 1.

Eutychian controversy, 560-583.
patriarch of Constantinople
(/caiJoAfKOf), 607, and n., 609, and notes
1,3.
Evagrius, church historian, 271, n. 4,
553, 554, n. 1, 581, n. 1, 586, n. 2,
588, n. 2, 591, n., 596, n. 3, 598, n. I.
Evagrius, deacon, 752, 765.

Eutychius,

troversy, 661-666. In the Semi-Peliigian
controversy, 700, 701, 707, 708. Arius,
Athanasius, 492.
406, 407, 408, n. 4.
ApoUinaris, 492. Theodore, 494. In
Augustin's
the Eastern church, 617.
earlier views of, 626-629. Pelagius, 638,
645, 646. Cassian, 689, 690. Theodore,

714.
Chrysostom, 720.
Fretela, 159.
Friday, observance of, 178, 333.
I'ritigern, Gothic leader, 156.
Frumentius, 144.
Fulgentius, bishop of Ruspe, 709, 711.
Fulgeutius Ferrandus, 601, 602.

Exarchs, 196.
Exceptores, 184, 192.

Excommunication, 21.3-216, 241.
Exegesis of the Alexandrian and Antioch-

Roman

emperor, 1,2,

Exemptions, 169-171.
Exorcisms, 359.

12,

8, 9,

17, n. 1, 220.

Gallus, brother of Julian, 40, 44,

ian schools, 388-394.

and

notes, 45, 82.

Gangra, council

at,

180,

281,

and

n.

1,

302, 362.

''Eiu^ovfievoi, .357, n. 4.

Fabius Marius Victorinus, 76.
Facundus of Hermiaue, 71, n.

Galerius,

2,

78, n.

Gaudcntius, bishop of Brescia, 19, n. 3,
91, 333, n. 5.
Gaudcntius, comes, 101, n. 5.
Gaudcntius, Donatist bishop of Thamurgade, 238, 243, n. 2, 2i$.
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Geiserich, 473.
Gelasius, bishop of Rome, 658, 733.
General councils, 209-212.
Generid, pagan general, 102, n. 5.
Gennadius, bishop of Lower Hermupolis,
587.
Gennadius, presbyter, 639, n. 1, 653, n.
1, 655, n. 3, 657, 708, 709, 748, n. 1.
Genuflectentes, 357.
Georgia, Christianity in.
See Iberians.
Georgius, bishop of Alexandria, 37, and n.
2, 79, 80, 144, 444.
Georgius, bishop of Laodicea, 451, 452.
Germans, Christianity among the, 146.
Germanus, patriarch of Constantinople,
738, n. 4.
Gerontius, prefect of Egypt, 73.
Gesta ecclesiastica, 185, 192.
Gilbert of Poictiers, 614.
Tvuoifzaxoi, 767.
Gnosis, with Augustin, 395.
God, Christian doctrine concerning, 403477.
Image of, 494, 662-664, 713, 714.
TovvaTitvovrec, 30, n. 3, 357.
Good Friday, 341, 352, n. 1.
Goths, 149-160, 298. Arians, 472, 473.
Audians, 767.
Grace, doctrine, in the Pelagian contro-

versy (384), 663-666, 672-675,682-687.

In the Semi-Pelagian controversy, 687712. Ambrose, 623. Jovinian, 304, 307,
308, 311. Theodore of Mopsuestia, 717.
Chrysostom, 720. Isidore of Pelusium,
722.

Gratian, emperor, 91, 92, 94, 99, 206, 215,
257.
Gratus, bishop of Carthage, 228, n. 3.
Great week, the, 340-342.
Greek character in the church, 166, 204.
Greek church. See Eastern Church.
Gregory, Arian bishop of Alexandria, 434,
436.
Gregory, bishop of Nazianzus, in Athens,
Julian, 40, n. 1, 45, n. 1.
39, n. 2, 45.
Discoui'ses of pagan priests, 62, n. 3.
Julian's imitation of Christian institutions, 63, n. 3. Bribery, 68, n. 2. Christian soldiers under Julian, 75, n. 1
Under Julian, 77. Firmness of Gregory
Marcus, 81, n. 1.
the father, 79, n. 2.
Lessons derived from persecution of Julian, 87. The name Nazarene applied to
monks in the East, 129, n. 3. Corruption of the Byzantine court, 165, n. 5.
Pomp of the bishops, 168. Basilias,
169. Basil, 177, n. 1. Priesthood, 182.
Description of the
Education, 183.
clergy, camnen de episcopis, 185, n. 1.
Election of Basil, 186, n. 1. Election
of bishops, 186, n. 1. Transfer of clerContention about rank,
gy, 187.
OecumenPatriarchs, 196, n. 3, 198.
.

Vanity of preachers, 353. Short-hand
writers in the church, 353, n. 5. Delay
of baptism, 355, 356, n. 2. Oriental theology, 384, 385. Origen's influence, 387.
Under Valens, 459. Basil, 460, n. 3.
462-466-

Doc-

Spirit, 467, 468.

Per-

In Constantinople.
trine of the

Holy

Life,

Against Apol-

son of Christ, 483, 484.
linaris, 492.

Baptism

— Infant baptism,

726, 730. Intermediate state, 730. The
Lord's Supper, 735. Origen, 738, 741.

Jerome and Gregory,

744.

Tvuaifiaxoi,

767, n. 2.

Gregory, bishop of Nazianzus, the father,
79, 261, 462, 768, n.

1.

Gregory, bishop of Nyssa, the forty

sol-

diers in

Sebaste, 19, n. 3.
Penitents,
213, n. 2. Education of daughters, Macrina, 262, n. 4, 316, n. 5.
Representations of Abraham offering Isaac, 324, n.
5. Christmas festival, 346, n. 1, 348, n. 1.
Delay of baptism, 356, and n. 3. Enroll
ment of candidates for baptism, 358, n. 2.
Pilgrimages, 378. Influence of Origen,
387.
The Ari.an controversy, 431, 432,
Eunomius, 444-449, notes, 447.
n. 1.
Under Valens, 459. In the second oecumenical council, 466. Eunomius, 478,
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit,
n. 1, 2.
Person of Christ, 483, 484,
469, n. 2.
Or490. Apollinaris, 485-490, notes.
The Lord's Supdination, 725, n. 2.
'AnoKaTuaTaa/(, 738.
per, 733,
735.
Origen's influence, 741.
Gregory, comes, 228, n. 3, 229.
Gregory, imperial commissioner, 228, n.
3, 229.
Gregory the Enlightener, 136, 139, n. 2.
Gregory the Great, 192, n. 1, 238. Benedict, 296.
Images, 330.
Grusinia.
See Iberians.
Guhsciatazades, martvr, 131, 132.
Gyrovagi, 283, n. 2, 298, n. 2.

H.

Hamyares. See Homerites.
Heathenism, condition under
Christian emperors

;

the

first

reaction, persecu-

Compare

Virtue.
Helena, mother of Constantine, 7, 31, 377.
Helladius, bishop of Tarsus, 548, n. 3,
549.
Helvidius, 376, 377.
Henoticon, Zeno's, 588.
Heraclitus, pagan, 117.
tion, decline, 1-110.

Hermits.
See Anachorets.
Herodotus, 128, notes 3, 4 129, n.
Heron, mathematician, 104.
Heron, monk, 275.
Heros, bishop of Aries, 643, 648.
;

1.

Hesychius, martyr, 254, n.

His moth- Hesychius, priest at Antioch, 67, n. 2.
Nonna, 261, 262. Voluntary starva- Hierotheos, 615.
Influence of Hilarion, monk, 142, 271, 378.
tion of monks, 273, n. 6.
The great Sab- Hilarius (the Ambrosiast). Ordination of
the monks, 282, n. 1.

ical councils, 209, 210, n. 1.
er,

bath, 341, n.

8.

Epiphany, 343,

n.

2.

deaconesses, 190, n.

4.
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Hilarius, bishop of Aries, 20G, 207.
Hilarius, Prosper's friend, 691, 695, 697.
Hilarus, deaeoa at Kome, 573, 574, and
n. 1.

Hilary of Poictiers, favor of princes toward the cimrih, 35. Freedom of belief, 165.
Bishops at Antioch, 205, n.
Author of church hymns, 354, and
n. 4.
Participation in the Arian con'.

.

troversy, 441.
The Sirmian creed, 451,
n. Coustantius, 452, n. 1. Preparation
for the Nicene creed among the jieojile,
466. Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, 467.
Person of Christ, 483, n., 608. Anthro-

pology, 618-622.

Corporeality of the
Doctrine of the Lord's
Supper, 731, 732.
Hiraerius, bishop of Tarraco, 181, 360.
Hipporegius, council at (a. d. 393), 198,
soul, 706, n. 2.

341, n.

Holy

5,

362, n.

372, n.

2,

Spirit, doctrine

1.

concerning

the,

466-

471.

Ulphilas, 472, 473.
Homerites, 142, 145.
Homoiousian doctrine, 417, n. 3, 444, 453,
455, 472. and n. 1.
Homoousion, 164, n. 2, 403, 404, 410, 415,
n. 1, 416-424, 428, 429, 431-440, 452456, 459-468, 470, 472, n. 1, 473, 478.
Honoratus, bishop of Siciliba, 229, n. 2.
Honorius, emperor, 100-102, 235, 236,
649, n. 1, 651, n. 2.
Hormisdas, Persian Christian, 134.
Hormisdas I., Persian emperor, 125, n. 2.
Hormisdas IL, Persian emperor, 125.
Hormisdas, Roman bishop, 592, 710.
Hormuz, 142.
Hosius, bishop of Cordova, 31, 32, 187,
337, 414, 418, n. 1, 419, 443, 450.
Hospitals, 192.
Hunerich, king of the Vandals, 473, 770.
Hyginus, bishop of Cordova, 772.
Hypostases, 501, 614.
Hypsistarians, 768, n. 1.

I.

Ibas, bishop of Edessa, 529, n. 3, 539, n.
ComHistory, 610, 611.
1,597,599.
pare Controversy of the three chapters.
Iberians, spread of Christianity among
them, 138, 139.
Idacius of Eraerita, 772, 773.

Ignis purgatorius.
See Purgatorial fire.
Illus, 587.
Illvria, council in (a. d. 375), 468.
Im'age of God, 494, 662-664, 713, 714.
Images, image worship, 322-331.
Images, pagan, 60, 61.
Incubations, 47, and n. 4, 371.
India, the gospel in, 140, 141.
Infant baptism, 344, 355-357, 645, 726731.
I., bishop of Rome, prerogatives
of bishops, 188, n. 2. Presbyters of the
The
filial churches, 195, notes 1, 2.
Roman primacy, 203. Fasting on the
Anointing,
Sabbath, 335. 337, n 1.

Innocent

791

Celebration of the Lord 'a
Supper, 367, n. 4, 368, n. 2. In the
Pelagian controversy, 643, 645-647.
360, n.

I.

Chrysostom, 761.
Inspiration, Antiochian school, 389-394.
Instantius, 772, 773.
InsuHiation in baptism, 359.
Intercessiones, 173-176, 230, n. 2.
Intermediate state, 730.
Ireland, spread of Christianity thither,
146-149.
Ircna^us, conies, 527, 5.34, 537, and n. 2,
553, n. 3.
Irenaius, the church teacher, 731, 732, n. 1.
Isacios, monk, 535, n. 2.
Isidore of Pelusium, 165, 189, n. 8, 287,
289, 320, 351, n. .3, 355, 512, n. 3, 514,
n. 1, 763, n. 3, 764, notes, 766, notes, 771,
n. 1. Anthropology, 722.
Doctrine of
the church, 722. Infant baptism, 727.

Thestudy of ancient

literature, 74.3, n. 1.

Isidore, jjresbyter in Alexandria, 748, 750,
752, 753.
Isidorus, pagan philosopher, 110.
'laoxptaroi, 764, n. 3.
Ithacius, bishop of Sossuba, 772-774.

J.

Jacob of Edessa (Baradajus), 345,

n.

1,

612.
Jacob, Persian martyr, 134.
Jacobites, Monophysites, 612.
Jamblichus, 613, n. 2.
Jerome,— Hilarion, 142, n. 4. Study of
Scripture among the Goths, 159, 160.
Corruption of the clergy, 167, n. 4.
Marriage of priests, 181, n. 2. Vigilantius and celibacy, 182.
Equality of
bishops and presbyters, 188.
Confirmation, 188, n. 1. Deacons, 189, and
notes 1, 2, 5. Fossores, 193, n. 1. Ursinus, 256, n. 5.
Sujierstition, 259, n.
1.
Enmity towards pious Christians,
Paul and Anthony, 264,
261, n. 3.
notes 1, 2.
Hilarion, 271, n. 2.
Tabennse, 272^ n. 1.
Rules of Canobites,
Sarabaites, 284. Je273, notes 1, 3.

rome promotes monachism,
ian,

304-313, notes,

ilantius, 314, n. 1.

294. Jovin313. Vigtiie Bible,

,305, .307,

Reading of

Lata, 316, 317. Epiphanius, 329, n. 1.
Festivals, 332.
Observance of the SabYearly festivals,
bath, 334, and n. 6.
Epiphany, 346, n.' 3. Greg337, n. 2.
ory Nazianzen as preacher, 353. Against
the theatrical mode of church psahn<)<ly,
Milk
355.
Confirmation, 360, n. 1.
and honey in baptism, 360, n. 2. Daily
communion, 364, and n. 4, 365, n. 4.
Intercession at the Ix)rd's Supper, 367,
Against Vigilantins, 373, n. 3,
n. 4.
374-376. llelvidiu.s, celii)acy,377. Pilgrimages, 378. Interpretation of Scripture and insjiiration, 388. 391, ,392.
Eunomius, 445, n. 1. Ccilestius, 639,
n. 1.
Jerome in the PelaL'ian contro-
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versy, 640, 641, 644-646, 657, n. 1, 670,
n. 3. With Theodore, 712. History and
character, 742-747.
In the Origenistic
controversy, 748-750, 753. Jerome and
Augustin, 750, 779.
Jerusalem, attempt to rebuild the temple
at, 69.
Patriarchate, 197.
Synod at,
under John, 641, 642.
Jewish element, in the church theocracy,
166.
Aerius, 379.
Apollinaris, 484486.

Jews, favored by Julian, 69.
Suppress
Christianity in Arabia, 142, 145.
Jezdegerdes L, king of Persia, 133, 134.
Jezdegerdes II., 126, n. 5, 133, 135, n. 4,
136.
Jocelin, biographer of Patrick, 147, n. 1,
149, n. 1.
Johannites, 762.

John, bishop of Jerusalem, 328, 329,
641, 642, 746-748.
John, bishop of Nice, 347, n. 1

n. 2,

John Cassian,

283, 284, 288, n. 3, 296,
334, n. 6, 346, n. 2, 655, n. 3, 656, 708,
751, R. 2.
History and controversy,

687-690.
John, comes sacrarum, 537-540.
John Malala, 106, notes 1, 3.
278, n. 2, 281, notes,
614, n. 1, 767, n. 4.
John, patriarch of Antioch, 519, 521, 522
523, 528-557.
n. 1.

105, n. 8, 494, n. 1, 714,
of, 613, 614.

Character

John, presbyter at Alexandria, 574,
John, synceilus of Cyrill, 537.

n. 1.

John Talaya, 587, 588.
John the Baptist, festival of, 369.
John the Schismatic, 331, n. 3.
Joseph, Armenian patriarch, 137.
Jovian, emperor,

87-89,

92,

132,

Kalendaj, 349, 350.
KakTuavri (Calcutta), 141,

n,

Kil-Patrick, 146.
Kirdigar, 127, n. 1.
Kiss of charity, 362.

Komdrai, 193.
Kporog, 353.

John of Damascus,

John Philoponus,

controversy, 677-679, 688.
"With Hilary of Poictiers, 620, 621.
Justin, emperor, 139, 145, 591, 710.
Justin Martyr, 731.
Justina, empress, 472.
Justinian, emperor, persecutes Paganism,
106.
Con^^ersion of the Lazians and
Abasgians, 139, 140. Elesbaan, 145.
Imperial papacy, 166. Bishops are to
care for prisoners, 178.
Number of
deacons in Constantinople, 189. Despotism, 215. In the church controversies, 553, n. 3, 592-609, 611, 612, 763,
764.
Semi-Pelagian, 710.
Manicheans, 770.
Juvenalis, bishop of Jerusalem, 529, 569,
576, 583.

KvpiaKTj ev TievKolc, 342,
Kushanians, 141, n. 3.

Labarum,

10, 20, 24, n. 4.

Lasta, 316.
Laity, 185.

—

Lampetians, 276, 279, n. I
presbyter, 516.
at, 189, n. 6, 190, 193,
and notes 4, 5, 199, 334, and n. 4, 335,
354, notes 3, 4, 359, n. 8, 360, n. 1, 361,
n. 2, 362, n. 2.
Lausius, 541, n.
Law, the civil, influence of Christianity
on, 171-178.
Lazarus, bishop of Aix, 643, 648.
Lazians, spread of Christianity among
them, 139.
Lectores, 184.
Legacies, right of the church to receive,
166, 167.
Leo, deacon. 111, n.
Leo, emperor, 585.
Leo, the Great, bishop of Rome, de vocatio gentium.
Conversion of the barbarians, 124, 699. n. 3.
The primacy of
the Roman bishop, 199, 202, n. I, 202204. Hilariusof Aries, 206, 207. Fasts,
340.
Worship of the sun, 347, n. 4.
Pagan element in relation to the Christmas festival, 348, and n. 1. Fasts 0}>posed to pagan festivals, 349, n. 1. New
year's festival, 350, n. 4. Sacrament in
both kinds, 366, n. 3. In the Entychian
controversy, 562, n. 3, 567, 568, 573582. In the Monophysite controversies,
584. Pelagians, 657. The ManichoiniH

Lampon,

Laodicea, council

459,

487.

Julian, Apollinarist, 491, n. 2.
Julian, bishop of Halicarnassus, 608, 613.
Julian of Eclanum, 650, n., 651, notes,
652-655, 666, 669, 670, 673, 675, 677,
681-685, 712, 713, 721. Baptism, 727729.
Julian the Apostate, 8, n. 3, 32, n. 3, 34,
35, 37, and n. 2. Life, 40-87. Course of
education, 40-45.
Eeligious position,
45-59.
Steps towards the restoration
of Paganism, 59-69, 92.
Conduct towards the Jews, 69.
Towards the
Christians, 70-86.
Death, 86-88, n. 1.
Polemic,
Enemy of the monks, 111.
The Donatists, 231. Epiphany, 343.
Julius, bishop of Rome, 199, n. 2, 205,
433, and n. 2, 434, 436, ^^40, 449, n. 5.
Julius, bishop of Puteoli, 573.
Julius Firmicus Maternus, 36.

—

Junili us, North African bishop, 183, n.
Jurisdiction, ecclesiastical, 171, 172.
"Justification, doctrine of, in the I'elagian

2.

Lactantius, 467.
Ladder, the, 276.

Lampetios

Jovinian, 182, 304-313, 377, 632, 635.
Jovius, comes, 101, n. 5.
Judaism, under Julian, 53-57.

n
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Magnus, bishop,

773.
.Majorinus, lector, 223-225.

Mule (-Malaimr),

Maniciieans, 724.

Manichcism,

2.

—

War

with Constantine, and persecution of

Life, Christian,

Marcus, monk, 290, 3(»7.
Marcus of Memi)his, 771.

war

^Lires, Persian church teacher, 529, n. 3.
Marinus, disciple of Produs, 104, notes

258-314.

Limbus infantium,

730.

4, 5, 105, notes, 117, n. 1.

Liturgical element in worship, 352, 354,
and n. 4, 358, n. 1, 361-364, 373.

Maris, bishop of Chalcedon, 79.
Maris, bishop of Hardaschir, 610.
Marius Mercator, 493, n. 1, 506, n.

Longinianus, pagan, 115, n. 5.
Lord's Su])[)cr, celebration of the, 361Doctrine, 731-736.
Consecra369.
tion

by the

bishop,

Images,

martyrs, 372.
Marcella, ft-icnd of Jerome, 750.
Marcclla, sister of Ambrose, 344, n. 3.
Marcellinus, Numidian Ijisiiop, 220, n.
Marcellinus, presbyter, 256, n. 6.
Marcellinus, imperial tribune, 2.36-238.
Marcellus, bishop of Apamea, 98, 99.
Marcellus of Ancyra, 438-440. 486, n. 4.
Person of Christ, 478-482.
Against
Origen, 740.
Marcian, emperor, 575, 577, n. 5, 584.
Marcian,
Marcianites, 276, 277, n. 3.
Marcian, monk, 291.
Marcianopolis, bishop of, 507.
Marcus, bishop of Arethusa, 70, 80.
Marcus, deacon, 103, n. 1.

in connection with Constantine, 14, 15.
First war
with Maximin, 17.

Second
18, 19.
20, 21, 351, n. 1.

in

the

Roman

A

Lucifer of Cagliari (Calaris), Luciferites,
256, n. 6, 257, 436, n. 4, 441, 442, 456,
458, 459.
Lucilla, a widow, 221-223.
Lucius, archdeacon, 189, n. 8.
Lupus, Svnodicon, 538, n. 3, 541, n., 545,
n. 4, 553, n. 3.

Martyrs, veneration of, 3, 44, 47, 82, 106,
Fanaticism of, 217,
351, 352, 369-376.
218, 227, 229.

Maruthas, bishop of Tagrit, 126,

376, 377, OeoroKog, 502,
506-515, 520, 523, 536, 538, 542, 543,
546, 562, 610.
Matcrnus, .Julius Firmicus, 36.
Maurus, Benedict's disciple, .300.

M.
Macarius, imperial commissioner, 228, n.
3, 229, 230, n. 5.
Macarius, presbyter, 275.
Macarius, several, the Roman, Egyptian,
TToXiruidc, 748 and n., 752, n. 2.

M.ixt'utius CiBsar, 9-12, 220.
Maximianus (Herculius), 8, 9, n.

judge, 175, n. 5.
magistcr officiorum, 772.
patriarch of Constantinople,

.541, n. 1, .542,

547.

Maximinus, Arian bishop,
i

i

589, 590.

Macrina, 262,
Magians, 125,

1, 17.

Maximianus, Donatist deacon, 231.
Maximianus, ])atriarch of Constantinople,

of Constantinople,

285.

of,

Mavia. Saracen qiieen, 142.

454.

monk,

u. 2,

133, 761.

Mary, worship

Macedonius,
Macedonius,
Macedonius,
Macedonius,

2,

.507, n. 2, 509, n. 1, 517, n. 2, 557, n. 7,
563, n. 5, 631, n. 2, 639, n. 1, 640, n. 4,
651, n. 4, 652, n.-a, 712, notes 1, 3, 713,
720, n. 4, 721, and n. 3. 738, n. 6.
Mark the Evangelist, 203.
Marriage, among the EusUithians, 281.
With Chrvsostom, .302, 303. With
Jovinian, 304-306, .309, 312, 313.
sacrament according to Augustin, 725.
Martin of Tours, 294, 77.3-775.

church, 195.
Lucian, martyr, 30.
Lucian, presbyter of Antioch, 404.
Lucian, satirist. 111.
Lucidus, presbyter, 706, 707, n. 1.

Macedonius, bishop

Wine

Among

n. 1, 83, n. 6, 84, 85, 86, n. 3, 87, 88, n.,

Christians,

historv in this period,
in the Lord's Supthe monks, 276, n.
Veneration ot
326, 329.

its

657, 768-771.
per, 366.

and notes 3, 6, 94, 95, notes, 96, n. 3,
230, n. 2, 288, 290, 350, n. 3, 613, n. 1,
769.
Libellus paschalis (circular letter), 338,
n. 4, 513, and n.
Liberatus, 572, n. 3, 596, notes, 598, n. 1,
599, notes, 600, n. 4.
Liberius, bishop of Rome, 256, 344, 443,
451, and n. 1.
Licinius Ciesar, religious edicts issued

the

141.

.Mamas, martyr, 40.
Mani, 625.

91,

and death,
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Magnentius, 33, 35, 42, 437, 440.

769, 770. Priscillianists, 775, n. 2, 776,
notes, 777, 778, notes.
Leontius bishop of Aries, 706, h. 3.
Leontius, bisliop of Xcapolis, "iao, 331.
Lcontiiis, imperial etjmnji.-^sioncr, 228.
lA?ontiiis, ofBvzantiiiin, 491, n. I, 496, n.
3, 499, n. 2, '563, u. 5, 583, n. 1.
Lei)orius, Pelagian, 655-657.
Lerina (Lerins), cloister, 210, 296, 696,
706, 709.
Libanius, 10, 22, n. 1, 27, 28, n. 3, 32,
n. 3, 34-44, notes, 39, 41, 42, 65, n.
1, 66, notes 2, 3, 67, 68, n. 4, 69, n. 1,
70, and n. 3, 76, n. 5, 81, and notes, 82,

n. 4. 316, n. 5.
12*'
I

150, n. 4, 151,
157, notes 3, 4, 473, n. 1.
Maximinus Thrax, 16-18, 254, n. 268.
New edict
Edict of toleration, 2-6, 7.
of toleration, 16.
Second rescript and

notes

1, 2,

death, 18.
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Maximus,

Maximus

N.

abbot, 555, 556.

of Turin, 340, 344, n.

2,

348.

Nap-&vl 213, 321, n.
Nave, 321, n. 2.

Maximus, Platonist, 42-44, 88, n.
Maximus, usurper, 99, 772-775.
Melchiades (Miltiades), bishop of Rome,
221, n. 4, 223, 224.
Meletian
Meletius, bishop of Lvcopolis

—

schism in Egypt, 193, n. 6, 196, 252255, 414, 426, 432.
Meletius, bishop of Mopsuestia, 546, 551,
555, n. 2.
Meletius, bishop of Sebaste and Antioch
Meletian schism at Antioch, 257, 324,
457, 458, 461, 464, 465.
Memnon. bishop of Ephesus, 527-529,
532, 533, 534, 539, 540.
Memorius, bishop of Apulia, 652, n. 6.
Mendicant friars, 277, 300.
Mennas, patriarch of Constantinople, 193,
n. 6, 593, 596-598, 600, 602, 607, n. 1.
Mensurius, bishop of Carthage, 217-220,

—

221, 222, n. 3.

Meropius, 143.
Messalians, 277.
Metropolitan constitution, 195.
Miesrob, Persian, 136, 137.

Mihr-Nerseh, 125, 127, 129, 137.
Constantine at
Milan, svnod at, 440.

Milan "(a. d. 316), 225.
Mileve, synod at (a. d. 416), 645.
Milk and honey in baptism, 360.
Miracles, Augustin's conception
See Eelics, Saints.
477.
miracles, 268.

of,

475-

Anthony on

Miraculous signs, Augustin on, 240.
Miraus, prince of the Iberians, 139, n. 2.
Missa catechumenorum, fidelium, 361, and
notes 2, 3.
Mithras, 128.

Mobed, Christian, 125.
Modestus, officer of state, 68, n. 4.
Modestus, prsefectus prsetorio, 460.
Monica, 239, 262, 317, 754.
Monks, monasticism, 95, 124, 129, n. 3,
Criticism,
Origin, 262-284.
142, 149.
284-293. In the West, 293-300. DifEgypferent tendencies, 300-314, 633.
In the
tian monks, 270, 283, 289.
Nestorian controversy, 513-515, 535,
536.
In the Monophysite controversy,
In the Origenistic disputes,
583, 585.
751-754, 755-758. Origen, 741. Monasticism promoted by Jerome, 744.
Monophysite controversy, 581, n. 1., 583609.

Monophysites, as separate churches, 611616.

Montanism, Montanists,

180,

190, n.

4,

210, 211, 217.

Monte Cassino,

298.

Morality, pagan, 66.
Morals, Christian, Augustin on, 779.

Moses, monk, 142.
Moses of Chorene, 136, n.

3,

137, n.

1.

Nazarencs, gospel of the, 712, n. 3. Nam*
applied to monks in the East, 129, n. 3.
Nazarius, rhetorician, 11.
Nectarius, patriarch of Constantinople,
216.

Negran, persecution

there, 145.

Neocsesarea, council at (a. d. 314),
189, n. 2, 357, n. 4.
106,

and

n. 2,

122, 123.

Nestorian controversy, 504-557.
Nestorian schools, 183, n., 610, 611.
Nestorianism and Pelagianism, 495, n. 2.
Nestorians, 183, n, 554, 555. History,
610, 611.
Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople,
History, 504164, n. 3, 184, 581, 582.
539, 546, 551-554. Anthropology, 720,
721.
New year's festival, 350, 351.
NiciE, symbol of, 454, 455.
Nice, coimcilof, 19, notes, 29, 32, notes, 1
and 2, 150, 164, and n. 2, 207, n. 2,
444.
Celibacy, 180. l,vveiaaKTai, 182,
Ordination, 184.
Transfer of
n. 2.
Deacons, 189, n. 6.
clergy 186, 187.
Deaconesses, 190. Metropolitans, 196,
Manuscript records of the
199, 203.
Pcenitentes, 213, n. 1.
council, 208.
Egyptian church, 252, n. 1. Meletius,
Easter festival 337, 338, 767.
255.
trans(a. d. 451
History, 415-422.
ferred to Chalcedon), 577; (a. d. 787),
n.
n. 2.
n.
n.
331,
412,
330,
1,
3,
326,
4,
Nice, symbol of, 157, 419-422, 453,454,
Poic585.
With
Hilary
of
468, 473,
tiers, 441.
Nicetas, archbishop of Nicomedia, 383, n.
Nicocles, teacher of Julian, 41.
Nierses, 612.
Nilus, 262, 270, n. 4, 272, n. 3, 273, 274,
277, 279, 283-287, notes, 286, 289, 290,
291, 293, 300, 328, 731, 732, n. 6, 764,
notes.
Niobes,— Niobites, 613.
School there, 183, n., 611.
Nisibis, 132.
Nitria, anchorites there, 275, 289.
Nomus, officer of state, 566.
Nonna, mother of Gregory Nazianzen,
261, 317.
North African church, ascetic spirit, 180.
Spirit of freedom, and principle of unity,
197, 198, 200-202, 207, 208, 600, 649.
Character, 394.
Notarii, 192.
Novatians, Novatian controversy, 205, 213,
216, 225, 238, 252, 505.
Nunia, Christian captive, 139, n. 2.
Nuns, cloisters for, 273.
;

1,

138, 139, n. 2.

Musonianus,

16, n. 3, 769.

MlvoTTjpiov, 723.

180,

Neo-Piatonism, 39, 44, 50, 59, 77, 97, 105,

Oak, synod

at the, 758, 759.
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Oath, the church against the misuse of
the, 175.

Oceanus of Rome, 749.
Octava infantium, 342, n. 2.
CEcumcnical councils, 209-212.
Offerin<r, notion of, in connection with the
Lord's Supper, 3GG-369.
OUovofiog (stewjird), 191, 272.
Old and New Testament with Julian, .55,
56. Donatists, 243. Antiochiau school,

392, 393.

Olof Trygwreson, 13.
Olympias, 191.
Olvnipius, pagan, 97.
"Ov of Plato, 412, n. 2. With Julian, 50.
Optatus of Mileve, 163,n. 1, 200, 218, n.
1, 221-225, notes, 228-231, notes, 240.
Opus operatum, 32, 290, 356, 636.

Orange (Arausio), council
191, n.

1,

at (a. d. 441),

711.

188-190. Of bishops,
Compare Donatist controversy,

Ordination,

182,

195.
222.
Orestes, presbyter, 615, n. 3.

Oribasius, body physician of Julian, 45.
Oriental church.
See Eastern Church.
Origen, his influence, 380, 381, 38G-389,
410, 411, and n., 466, 561, 735, 737, 738.
On tlie doctrine concerning the person
of Christ, 478, 483,485, 490,491. On
Anthropology, 617. Arius, 404, 405,
Compared
407, n. 3. Marcellus, 438.
with Augustin, 394, 395, 475.
Doctrine of creation, 474.
Orij^en with
Jerome, 712, n. 3, 745-750, 753.
Origenists and their opponents, 387. Ori595-598, 641.
genistic
controversy,

Renewed, 739-765.
Original condition. Compare Likeness of
God. Sin the fall. Grace.
Original sin, jn the Pelagian controversy,
666-684. Hilary of Poictiers, 618, 619.
Ambrose, 622.
Augustin, 625, 626.
Pelagius, 638.
Theodore of Mopsues;

tia,

727, 728.

Orion, 67, n. 2.
Orleans, council at (a. d, 533), 191, n.
Ormuzd, 127-129.
Orontius, Pelagian bishop, 657, n. 2.
Orosius.
See Paulus.
Ostro-Goths, 298.

1.

'Ovaia, 450-455.

P.

Pacatns Drepanius, 773, n.

3,

774, notes

Palladius, nia::istrianu8, 534.
Palm-Sunday, 341.
Pamho, abbot, 354, 355, n. 1.
Paniniacliius of Rome, 749.
Pan()])olis, cloister of, 272.

Papacy, 198-208.
Paplinutius, ahbot, 751.

Paphnutius, bishop and confessor, 180,
181.

Parabolani, 192, 570.
HapaoKevi/, 333, n. 1.
Parmeuianus, Donatist bishop, 249, 251,
n. 2.

Parochia, Parochus, 194, n.

1.

Pars Donati, 226.
Parsism, 110. Opposition to Christianity,
126-130.
Parthenius, bishop of Lampsacus, 319,
n. 2.
TlapdeviJv, 266, n.

1.

Pascha, 341, n. 6.
Passover festival, Jewish, celebration of,
332, 337, 338.
Among the Audians,
767.
Patriarchs, 196-198.
The twelve, with
the Priscillianists, 777, 778.
Patrick, St., 146-149.
Paul the Apostle, with Julian, 55. At
Rome, 199. Festival of, 369.
Paulinus, bishop of Antiuch, 458, 461, 464.
Paulinus, deacon of Milan, 640. Life of
Ambrose, 95, n. 4, 215, n. I.
Paulinus of Nola, 119, n. 4,317,n. 3,328,
n. 1.

Panllinianus, brother of .Icromc, 748.
Paulus
bishop of Emesa, 346, n.

2,

542.

Paulus, Catena, nofary, 34.
Paid us, imperial commissioner, 229.
Paulus, Orosius, 90, n. 5, 114, 632, n. 1.
In the Pelagian controversy, 641, 642,
665, n.

2.

The

Pri.scillianists, 776, n. 5.

Paulus the Hermit, 264.
Pcccata mortalia, venalia, 310.
Pcla<,dan controversy, 638-658. The questions in dispute, 658-687.
Pelagianism, and Arianism, 408, n. 2, and
Nestorianism, 495, n. 2.
Pelagians, baptism, uidjaptized infants,
728-730.
Pelagius. Deaconesses, 191, n. 2. Account
of his character, 624, 631-639. In the
controversy, 639-651, 659, 662, 663, 666,
669-679.
Theodore of .Mopsuestia and
Pelagius, 713. On baptism, 730. Puroratory, 637, 736.

2, 3.

Pachomius, 271-274, 424, n.
Pachomius, martyr, 254, n.

Pagan

796

festivals, attitude

2,

741.

of thc.church in

relation to, 347-351.

Paganism,

90, 91.

in Christianity, ApoUinaris,
484, 485, 486.
Palladius, archde.acon, 147, and n. 2.
Palladius, bishop of Helenopolis, 1 70, n. 2.
notes,
Lausiara, 271-276,
Palladius
272, 644, n. 3, 753, n. 2, 756, notes.

Paganism

—

Pcla^iius,

Roman

archdeacon, 596.

Penance, 213-216.
Penitents, classes of, 213.
Pentecost, 332. 342, 360, 361.
TlriitodtVTai, 193, 221, 253.
Pcristera, 262.
Persecution.
Sec Christianity.

Priscil-

lianists.

Perseverance, with Augustin, 684.
Persian cliurch. 125-136, 141. Nestoriao,
610,611. Monoj)hvsites, 612.
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Person of Christ, doctrine of
Controversies, 504-616.

the, 478-504.
Julian of Ec-

lanum, 655. Leporius, 656, 657.
Pessinus, town in Galatia, 86.

Possiilius, life of
n. '.

Augnstin, 168,

Potamon, confessor, 427,

n. 1, 192,

n.

423,461.
Peter bishop of the Saracens, 143.
Peter Chrysologus, 350, n. 2.
Peter Mongus,"586-588.
Peter, patriarch of Jernsalem, 596, 597.
Peter, the Ajjostle, 199-, 203.
Primacy,
200,201. Feast of, 369.
Peter, the (Gerber) clothier, patriarch of
Antioch, 589.
Petilianus, Donatist bishop, 225, n. 4,
226, notes 2 and 4, 237, 245-248.
Pherozes, Persian kinjj, 611.
Philaster, 767, n. 4 (lihetorians).
Phileas, Egyptian bishop, martyr, 254, n.
Philemon, Epistle to, 391.

PraBdestinatus, 702, n. 2, 703-706, 767, n. 4.
Prai'lectors, 354.
Prayer, among the Euchites, 277-279.
Antiochian church prayer for' catechumens, 358, n. 1. Church prayers, 361.
In the Lord's Supper, 367, 368. Chrysostom, 315, 316.
Praylus, bishop of Jerusalem, 648.
Predestination, Theodore of Mopsuestia's
views of, 495. Hilary of PcJctiers, 621,
622. Ambrose, 623, 624.
Controversy
in the Western church, Augustin, 684711.
Earlier views, 627-630. Later,
630, 631.
Predestinationists, 702-706, 711.
Preexistence of souls, 764, n. 2.
Presbyters, relation to the bishops, 188.

Philippopolis, council at, 435.
Philogonius, martyr, 345, n, 2.
Philopatris, dialogue, 111.
Phiiostorgius, 140, and n. 5, 142, n.

Priesthood, 179-185, 259.
Pagan, the,
Julian's views of, 61-66.
Primasius, bishop of Adrumetum, 605,

Peter, bishop of Alexandria, 252-255, 409,
n. 3,

IlpeajivTL^eg, 190, n. 3.

2,

149, n. 4, 150, 152, and n. 1, 408, n. 3,
1, 421, n. 2, 422, n. 1, 436, n. 4.
Philoxenos, bishop of Hierapolis, 331.
Philoxenos, Xenayas, 589.
Phocas, martyr, 371.
^pOVTLGTTJpLa, 317.

418, n.

Photinus of Sirmium

— Photinianism, 71,

notes 2, 3, 78, n. 1, 438, 440, 492, 544.
Person of Christ, 481-483.
Photius, Damascius, 110, n. 4.
Eustathians, 277, n» 3, 279, n. 1.
Pelagianism and Nestorianism, 495, n. 2. Pliiloponus, 613, n. 2. Stephanus Gobarns,
614. Theodore against Jerome, 712, n.

n. 2.

Primasius, Donatist bishop of Carthage,
605.

Primianus, Donatist bishop, 231.
Priscillian, Priscillianists, 354, n. 4,
779.

771-

Priscus, pagan philosopher, 88, n.
Prisoners, 178.
Proseresius of Athens, 76.
Proclus, Neo-Platonist, 104, 105, 117, 613,
n. 2.

Proclus, patriarch of Constantinople, 509,

Phthartodocetism, 613.
Phusik, martyr, 132.

510, 547, 55.5-557, 559, n. 2.
Procopius, history of monks, 145, n. 1.
Hist, arcana, 106, n. 1, 593, n. 3, 605,
n. 3, 6U8, n. 1.
Prost'lytism, 120, 121.
npocThvlawiTEf, 213.

^vdig, 614.

Prosper of Aqnitania, 112, n.

3.

Agapius, 771,

n. 2.

^uTitfiixEvoc, 358.

Pilgrimages, 377, 378.
Pistus, Arian bishop of Alexandria, 432,
433.
Placidus, Benedict's disciple, 300.
Platonism in the doctrine of the
Plato
church, 387, 388. With Augnstin, 124,
294, 39.V400, 401, 625, 626. With Ju-

—

Translated by Viclian, 50, n. 3, 62.
torinus, 77. With Themistius, 158, 159.
Platonists, 41, 42, 102, 106, 163.
Plotinus, 4.'{.
Polemic writings against Christianity,
111-115.
Polytheism of Julian, 50, 51, 54. Of Simplicius, 106-110.
Pontianus, bishop, 600.
Pontifex Maximus, Constantine, 23. Julian, 59.
Gratian, 92.
Pope, 207.
Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, 103, and n.
Porphyry, pagan philosopher, 421, 646,
etc.,

n. 1.

Posidonius, deacon, 520.
Possessor, North African bishop, 710.

4,

147, n. 2,

2, 651, n. 2, 690-694, 695, 696,
697-701, 703, 710. Chronicle of,

631, n.
n. 2,

742, 770, n.

1.

Prosper, the pretended, 99, n. 3.
Prostrati. See Catechumens.
Proterius, bishop of Alexandria, 584
npwTo/cTtffrai, 764, n. 3
lipuTOTTaaxeToi, 338, n. 2.
Provincial synods, 195.
Prudentius, Christian poet, 90, n. 5, 102,
n. 4.

Pseudo-Dionysian writings, 725, 740,

n. 3.

monk, 275.
In the
164, n. 3, 175, 566.
Nestorian controver.sy, 518, 519, and n.
In the Euty2, 526, 540, 541, and n.
chian controversy, 566, 575.

Ptolemffius,

Pulcheria,

Pulpitum, 321, n. 2
Punishment, duration

of,

737-739.

Pela-

gius, 637.

Purgatory and the purgatorial
1,

736, 737,

Purpurius, bishop, 219.

121, n
637, 643,

fire,

With Pelagius,

n. 2, 736.
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Pythagoras, 62.

Q.

Quadragesima, 338, 339.
Quartodecimani, 338, n. 2, 505, 506,

n. 3.
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Sabinus, praetorian prefect, 2, 17.
Sacraments, administration and apprehension of the, 35.5-369. Superstitious
views of, 258, 259. Doctrine of the,
722-736.
Sacran)entum crucis, 621.
Saeritiee, in the Lord's Supper, 362, n. 7,
366-369.
Saints, worship of, 369-378.
baptism, 359.
Salustius, statesman, 45, 83.

Salt, in

Rabulas, bishop of Edessa, 555, 610, 611.
Reccared, 471.

Redemption, doctrine

of, in the Pelajrian
controversy, 655, 659, 660, 666, 675679.
Pelagius, 637, 638.
Theodore of

Mopsuestia, 717,718. Chrysostom, 720.
Priscillian, 777. In Neo-Pl'atonism, 122,
123.

Reginus, comes, 601, n. 1.
Relics, veneration of, 44, 47, 221, 370.
Renatus, presbyter, 573.
Reparatus, bishop of Carthage, 605.
Rcsponsales.
See Apocrisiarii.
Restoration, 616, 737-739.
Rheginus, bishop of Constantia, 531.
Rhetorius, 767.
Rimini, council at, 452-455, 471.
Roman bishops, idea of the Papacy, 202.

Roman church. Compare Western

church.
In the Nestorian controversy,
515, 519, 521, 523, 533, 534. Sec Cceiestin.
In the Eutychian, 573-583. See
Leo. In the Monophvsite, 584, 591See Vigilius. In the
596, 600-609.
Pelagian, 645-652. Semi-Pehigian, 695Fasting on the Sabbath,
698, 710.
335.
Times of baptism, 360. Daily
communion, 364.
Romanus, monk, 297.
Rome, synod at, 312, 434. Churches, 194.
Patriarchate, 196.
Eirst rank- 198202.
Romulus, 175.
Rufinus, Constantino and the Labarum,

Papacv.

11, 13, n. 2.

Theodurus,

83, n. 2.

De-

of temples, 98, n. 2. The
conversion of the Iberians, 139, n. 2.
The Saracens, 142, n. 5. The AbyssinDiocese of the Roman
ian church, 144.
Ambrose and Theodosius,
bishop, 199.
21 5, n. 1 Adoption of the Nicenc creed,
The boy Athanasius, 423, n.
420, n. 3.
Jerome and Rufinus. In the Orig1.
enistic controversy, 641, 743, 744, 746struction

.

750, 752.

Rufus, bishop of Thessalonica, 652.
Rusticus, deacon, 603.
Rutilius, his description of his travels, 290.

Salvianus, .301.
Salvianus, Priscillianist, 772.
Saniosatenian disputes, doctrine, 205, 483
Clergy, 190, n. 2.
Sapor li., Persian emperor, 125-133, 141.
Saraba'ites, 283, 284.

Saracens, 142, 143, 267.
Saragossa, council at, 366, n. 2, 772.
Sardica, council at, 184, 187, 193, 199, n.
The Koman primacy, :i05, 206,
2, 440.
207, n. 2, 208.
History, 435", 436.
Sarmatio, monk, 312.
Satan, with ^ic Priscillianists, 776.
Saturnalia, 347.
Scholastieus, imperial chamberlain, 536.
Scotland, Christianity in, 146, 147, n. 1.
Scripture, interpretation of, 388-394. See
Bible.

Scythian monks, the, 687, 710.
Seasons for holding divine worship, 331352.
Sebaste, the forty soldiers at, 19, n. 3.
Sebastian, deacon, 603.
Sects, history of, 765-779.
See Christian
doctrine.
Sccundus^ bishop of Ptolemais, 421.
Secundus, bishop qf Tigisis, 218-220, 221
Secundus, the nephew, 220.
Scdes apostolica, 202, 244.
Seleucia Ctesiphon, bishop of, 125, 126,
130.
Seleucia in Isauria, council at, 452, 453.
Seieucus, 66, n. 3.
Seuii-Arians, 410, 415, n. 1,416,417, n.3,
419, 420, 434, 435, 4.39, 444, 449, 451459, 460,471, 472, 740.
Semi -Pelagians
Semi-Pelagian controversy, 687-690, 690-711.
Seneca, Italian bishop, 657.
Seniores plebis, in the North African
church, 222, n. 3.
Separatism, 216.
See Donatists.
Serapion, abbot, 288, n. 3.
Serapion, archdeacon, 755.
Serapion, bishop of Thmuis, 430, 468,

—

n. 2.

Sabseans, 142.
Sabseism, 768, n. 1.
Sabas, abbot, 271, n. 4.
Sabas, the martyr, 15.3-155.

Serapion, Egyptian monk, 751.
Serapis, temple of, destroyed, 97, 98.
Sergius, 46.
Sermon on the mount, 635.
Sermon, the, 352-354.
Severus, poem of, 13, n. 4, 323, n. 2.
Sevcrus,
Severians, Monophyaitcs, 879
n. 1, 280, n.3, 590-594, 613.

Sabbath, in Christendom, 333-335, 338,
The great, 341
n. 6.

Sicininus, 256.
Siclcdibu.
See Taprobane.

S.

—
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Stephanus, Euodias Assemani, 125, n. 6,
126, notes 1, 2, 127, n. 4, 129, n. 2, 130,
n. 1, 132, n. 1, 134, n. 1, 183, n.. 345,

Sigillaria, 347.

Signaculum, 188.
Silentiarius, imperial secretary, 564.
Silvanus, bishop of Troas, 171, n. 3.
Silverius, bishop of Rome, 594.
Silvester, bishop of Rome, 225.
Simeon, bishop of .Seleucia, martyr,
132.

Simeon

n.

130-

Stylites, 142, 143, 292, 293, 324,

n. 3.

Simplicianus, presbyter, 77.
Simplicius, pagan philosopher, 106-110,
5,

117.

Compare Anthropology,

f\\ll.

Original Sin. Jovinian, 308-310. Pelagian controversy, 671-685.
In the
Semi-Pelagian controversy, 698-702,
704. Athanasius, 492. Theodore, 715718.
Chrysostom, 719, 720. Isidore,
Julian, 666, 667.
Roman bishop, 1^9, n. 2, 181,
360, and n. 1,
377, 745, 750, 774, 775.
Sirmium, assembly at (a. d. 351), 440;
(a. d. 357), 256, 450, 451, 482, and
notes.
722.

Siricius,

185, n. 2, 204, 212, 312,

Sixtus

II.,

bishop of Rome, 545, n.

686, 698.
Sixtus III., 147.
Slaves, the Donatists, 230.
exandria, 253.
Become
547, n.

4,

1,

Emancipation

of,

81, n. 1, 88, n., 91, n. 4, 98, n.
n. 1, 142, n. 5, 150, n. 1, 151, n.
n. 4, 171, n. 3, 178, n. 1, 196, n.
n. 1, 216, n. 1, 254, n., 255, n.

136,
156,
205,
256,
332,
422,

Stephen, festival of, 369.
Stewards, 191, 272. Of

n. 4.

Roman

bishops,

Strategius Musonianus, 16, 769.
Strenffi, 347, 351.
Studius, officer of state, 173.
Study of the ancients, 52, 53, 75-78,
183, 742-744, 754.
Stylites, 292.
Sublacus, 297.
Succath (Patricius), 146.
Suenes, Persian Christian, 134.
Suicide, with the Donatists, Augustin,
Among the monks, 273.
231, 238.
Suidas, Pulcheria, 519, n. 1.
Sulpicius Severus, 194, n. 1, 753, notes,
•

762, n. 3, 772, notes, 775, n. 1.
I,v/i/Mpia, 193, n. 2.

Sun, worship of

the, 769.

IvvafEia, 503, 504, 523.

Sunday, observance

of, 28, 178, 332-336,
338, n. 6. Compare Sabbath.
'EvveiaaKTOt, 182, n. 2.
Sunnia, 159.

2,

Superstition.
Compare Saints, Cross,
Relics, Opus operatum, Miracles. Connected with baptism, 356.
With the
Lord's Supper, 365, 366. As means of
conversion, 119.

3,

Symmachus, Quintus Aurelius,

Peter of Al-

monks, 287.
on Sunday, 336.

Socrates, church historian, 42, n., 77, n.
2,

738, n. 6.

192, n. 1.
Stilicho, 102.

Simonians, followers of .Nestorius, 554.
Simonians, Simon Magus, 326.
Simplicianus, bishop of Milan, 630.

115, n.
Sin, the

1,

Stephanus Gobarus, 614.
Stephanus Niobes, 613.
Stephanus of Antioch, 436,

and notes,

3,

92,

1,

4, 117.

n. 5, 269, n. 2, 270, n. 3, 281, n. 1,
333, 338, n. 6, 409, n. 4, 421, n. 1,
n. 4, 428, n. 4, 430, n. 1, 431, 436,
notes 1, 4, 505, n. 1, 506, n. 1, 507, notes
1, 2, 512, n. 2, 552, n. 4, 556, n, 2, 756,
n. 1, 762, notes 1, 2.
Solomon of Bassora, 738, n. 6.
Solstitia, 349.
Sopatros, 21, 22, n. 1, 31, 428, n. 1.

35, n. 3,
93, 94, n. 1, 99, 102, n.

Synesius, 104, n. 2, 106, n. 2, 115, n. 4,
116, 177, n. 1, 181, 215, 268, n. 4, 269,
n. 2, 290, 322, n. 2, 371, n. 2, 388, 530,
n. 3, 762, n. 1, 763.
Conversion, 122,
123.

Synods, summoned by Constantine, 164.
Syrianus, pagan philosopher, 104.

Sozomen,

18, n. 1, 28, n. 3, 31, n. 4, 32,
67, n. 1, 74, n. 2, 75, n. 1, 79, n. 3, 80,
n. 2, 81, n. 1, 83, notes 1,3, 86, n.3, 88,
n., 91, n. 4, 98, n. 2, 99, n. 1, 132, n. 1,

156, n. 4, 171, n. 2, 216, and
254, n., 256, n. 5, 264, n. 3, 271, n.

142, n. 5,
n.

1,

2, 281,
337, n.
430, n.
3, 752,

n.

1,

293, n. 4, 321, n. 6, 333,

3, 351, n. 1, 409, n. 4, 428, n. 4,
3, 436,

notes

n. 1, 756, n.

1, 4,

455, n., 741, n.

1.

Spanish church, ascetic spirit of
181.
Daily communion, 364.
Spectacles, public, 336.
'Lfpaylg, 188.
Spirit, creation of the, 469.
Sporacius, 582, n. 1.
Stagirius, 273.
Stationes.
See Dies stationum.

the, 180,

Tabennje, 271, 272.
Tall brothers, the, 752.
Taprobane (Ceylon), 141.
Taurus, pretorian prefect, 548.

Terebon, Saracen chief, 143.
Tertullian, 344, n. 1. Seculo obstricti,
169, n. 7.
Deaconesses, 190, n. 1.
His promotion of Montanism, 294.
Saturnalia, 347, n. 2. Kalendse Januariae, 350.
Brethren of Jesus, 376,
Compared with Augustin, 394.
Anthfopology, 617, 670.
Tertullus, prefect, urb., 35.
TeaaapEaKai6eKaTiTai, 338, n. 2.
TeaaapaKoarij.
See Quadragesima,
TeTpadlrac, 338, n. 2, 754, n. 3.
Terpug, 333, notes 1, 2.
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Thalassius, bishop of Caesarea, 569.
Theatre, the, 336.
Themistius, deacon at Alexaiulria, 613.
Themistius, rhetorician, 35, 88,, 89, 91,
117,

and

n. 2, 151, n. 2, 158.

Theocritus, count, 591, n.
Theodora, wife of Justinian,

Theodosius the Great, emperor, 94-99,
119, 157, 174, 214, 215, 235, 256, n. 6,
285, 321, n. 6,461, 464.
Theodosius II., einiKTor, 133, 164, and n
4, 177, 518, 526. 762.

Th.udulus, 67,
592-595,

598, 599, 609.

Marcus, 81,
7, n. 2.
Cluistianity not dependent* for
1.
ascendency on the favor uf princes,
Offense felt by niiseducated Pa112.
Abgans at the Holy Scriptures, 116.

n. 2.
riieognis, bishop of Nice, 421, 422.
Tlifojrnist, ])isbop, 774.

n.

Theological education,
pare Canonical life.

its

Theology,

Theodorct, Helena,

das, 133, n. 3.

'

Letters of consolation

during the Persian persecution, 135.
Moses, Saracen bisiiop, 142, n. 5. The
monk Simeon, 143. Alniundar, 143, n.
His
Byzantine court, 165, n. 5.
4.
Intercession at the
buildings, 169.
Precedence of the Roman
court, 175.

church, 199.

Ambrose and Theodosius,

His mother, 202. Euchite.s,
215, n. 1.
276, notes, 278, notes, 280, n. 4. AnaMarcian, 291,
chorets, 285, n. 4, 286.
Simeon the Stylite, 292, 293.
n. 1.
FAgConsecration of churches, 321.
ments in the Supj)er, 364, n. 2. Veneration of martyrs, 370, notes, 371, notes,
372. Theodoret as representative of the
Antiochian school, 394. Arius, 404, n.
Creed of Eusebius, 417, n.
2, 413, n. 1.
Council of Sardica, 436, n. 2. (Jon3.
End of the AntioBtantius, 436, n. 4.
Holy Spirit,
chian schism, 465, n. 1.
471. In the Nestorian controversy, 523525, 540, 542, notes, 545-554. Andreas
Meletius, 555,
of Samosata, 544, n. 1.
DeCyrill, 556, n. 1, 557, n. 7.
B. 2.
In the Euty557.
"Theodore,
of
fense
chian controversy, 559, 561-563, 567,
n. 1, 569, 571-573, notes, 572, 574, 578,
Compare Controversy of the
581, 582.
three chapters, and the Lord's Supper,
Audians, 766, n. 5, 767, n. 1.
732.
Rhetorians, 767, n. 4.
1 ^eodoric, East Gothic king, 593.
1 heodorus, Ascidas, 59.5-597, 598, n.
1 heodorus, bisho]) of Moi)suestia, the forbidden fruit, 127, n. 3. Zeal for orthoExegesis, inspiration. Old
doxy, 259.
and New Testaments, 389, 390, 392,
Hoi V Spirit, 470, 471. Person of
393.
Creed of, .506,
506Controveisy relating to TheoIn .he Eutychian con-

Christ, 493-502,
n.

3.

dore, 555-557.

Influence among the
Nestonans, 610, 611. Compare Controversy concerning the three chapters.
Anthropology, 655, 712-718. Baptism,
Apocatastasis, 738, 739.
727, 728.
troveriiY,

'(.',..

'

Theodorus, confessor, 83.
Theodorus, high priest, 54,
Theodorus, martyr, 254, n.
Theodosius,
584.

monk

at

182-184.

Com-

the more limited sense of
the term, 40;5-473.
Theonas, bishoj) of Marmarica, 421.
Tiieopaschites. 609.
Theoi)hanes, 106, n. 1, 139, n. 3, 145, n.
1, 507, n. 2, 508, n. 1, 566, n. 3, 591, n.,
in

602, n. 3, 768, n. 2.
Theo[)haiiv, 346.
Theophilus, bishop of Alexandria, 97, 181,
In the Origenistic contro320, n. 1.
versy, 748-761.
Theophilus, Gothic bishop, 150.
Theophilus, patriarch of Constantinople,

322, n. 2.
Theoi.hilus, the Indian, 140, 142, 144.
Qeodfjidc, 768, n. 1.

Theotokos.

See Mary.

Theramenes,

89.

Therapeutaj, 263.
Thesmo])horia, 376.
Thcurgical system of the Pscudo-Diony
sins, 388.

Theurgy, 39.
Thiven' synod at, 612.
See Cathedra.
Opovoc.
Thuriticati, 223.

Tichonius, Donatist

grammarian,

590.

Timotheus Salophaciolus, 585-587.
Tiridates, king of Armenia, 136.
Titidi, 195.

Titus of Bostra, under Julian, 78
Titus, comes, 551.
Toledo, council of (a d. 400), 366, n. 2,
(a. D. 589), 471 ; (a. D. 633),
777, 778
;

354, n. 4.
Totila, king of the Goths, 298.
Traditores, 217. 219, 223, 224, 230.
Traducianists, 653, 657, 659, 670.
Triad in Neo-Platonism, 122.
Trinity, doctrine of the, 403-473.
Trithe'ism, 614.
Trullan council II., 189, n. 4, 191, n.

Jerusalem,

583,

3,

323, n. 1,347, n. 4.362, n. 2.
Tucntius, bishop, 695, n.
Turin, council, 775, n. 5.
Turribius, bishop of Asturica (Astorga)

Vt>,ii.l.
n. 7.

244,

245, 247, n. 3.

Timotheus, Ailuruj, 584-586.
Timotheus, patriarch of Constantinople,

Tvre, council II., 351, n. 3, 372, n. 2.
Tvre, svnod at, 427.
Tzathus, prince of the Lazians, 139.
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Vincentius, Victor, 671, n. 2.
Virtue, doctrine of, virtues of the heathen,
637, 678-684.

U.
"tlri, 122, 769, n. 3.

Dlphilas, 150-159. Arianism, 472, 473.
TnoniivTOVTes, 213, 357.
Ursacius, bishop of Singidunum, 449, 451,
452, 454.
Ursacius, comes, 226, 228.

Visitors, visitations, 193, 221.
Vitalian, commander, 591, 592, 710.

Vocatione gentium
favor of the

Votum

699-703. In
primacy, 202, n. 1.

liber de,

Roman

stabilitatis, 298, n. 2.

Ursicmus. See Ursinus.
Ursinus, bishop of Rome, schism, 256, 257.

W.
Wednesday, observance of, 333.
Western church. Compare North African

Vaison, council at, 189, n. 1.
Valence, council at, 711.
Valens, bishop of Mursa, 449, 451, 452,
454.

Valens, emperor, 88,

n., 91, 111, n., 151,
n. 2, 152, n. 1, 155, 156, 165, n. 5, 174,

301, 459, 460.

Valens, monk, 275.
Valentine, abbot, 686.
Valentinian I., emperor, 90-92, 162, 167,
459, 461, 471.

Valentinian II., emperor, 92, n.

3, 93, 94,

99, 472, 775.
Valentinian III, 207, 575, 769, n. 6, 770.
Valerian, 149.
Valerius, count, 650.
Validity of sacerdotal acts, 219, 224, 245,

246.

Vandals, the Arian, persecute the Catholics, 238,
473.
Take Africa and besiege Hippo, 695.
The Manichieans
among them, 770.
Varanes V., king of Persia, 134, 135, n. 4,
136.

Veil before the sanctuary, 321.
Worn by
the competentes, 358.
Vicar, Verinus, the, 227.
Vicarius apostolicus, 204.
Victor, bishop of Tununum, 604, n. 3,
605, n. 4.
Victor, bishop of Vita, 473, 770, n. 3.
Victorinus, Fabius Marius, 76.
Victorinus, bishop of Patavio, 376.
Vigilantius, 181, n. 2, 182, 313, 314, 373376, 746.
Vigilius, bishop of Rome, 594, 595, 601608.
Vigils, 341, 374, 375.

Vincentius, Donatist, 251, notes 2, 3.
Vincentius of Lerina, Commonitorium or
Tractatus, etc., 210, 211, 696, 697, n. 1.

church. Roman church. Character, 166.
Celibacy, 181. Ordination^ 185. Trans-

Widows, 191, and
Contrasted with the Eastern, 204,
Monasticism, 263, 294-300.
205, 214.
Images, 329.
Observance of the Sabbath, 334. Quadragesima, 339. Epiphany, 343.
Christmas, 344. Pagan festivals, 349, 350.
Position in the great
doctrinal controversies, 383, 384, 386.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit
Trinity,

fer of clergy, 187.

n. 2.

—

469-473.

West Goths,

Anthropology, 616-712.
160.

Compare Goths.

Widows,

190, n. 2, 191.
83, and n. 6, 189-191, 190,
n. 4, 261, 262, and n.4, 705.
Works of benevolence, 5, 63, 136, 168, 169,
191, 192.

Women,

7, 19,

Worship, Christian, 314-379.

X.
Xenayas, bishop of Tahal in Persia, 331,
589, 608, 613, n. 2, 615, and n. 3.
XeiJwff, Xenodochia, 169, and n. 1.

Z.

Zaphar, in Arabia Felix, 142.
Zeno, emperor, 1 66, 584-589. Henoticon,
Seminary at Edessa, 611.
588.
Zeno, bishop of Verona, 90, 320
Zeno, pagan ^philosopher, 62.
Zervan, 127.
See Parsisra.
Zoroaster.
Zosimus, bishop of Rome, 208.
In the
Pelagian controversy, 647-651, 657.
Zosimus, the historian, 12, n. 1, 23, n. 2,
31, n. 4, 45, n. 3, 90, n. 4, 92, n. 1, 97,
n. 1, 99, n. 5, 102, n. 5.
His works,
114.
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